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Abstract

This report summarizes the results of U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) evaluations and documents
the resolution of generic safety issues. The NRC staff evaluations were effective in identifying and resolving in a
timely manner those generic issues that had a significant potential risk to nuclear power plants.

The staff divided the issues into seven groups:

1. "TMI Action Plan Items," documented in NUREG-066048 and NUREG-073798

2. "Task Action Plan Items," documented in NUREG-0371,2 "Task Action Plans for Generic Activities (Category
A)," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), November 19782 and NUREG-0471,3 "Generic Task
Problem Descriptions (Categories B, C, and D)," NRC, June 19783, as well as all Unresolved Safety Issues
(USIs) not originally identified in these two documents

3. "New Generic Issues," identified from various sources
4. "Human factors Issues," documented in NUREG-0985, "U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Human

Factors Program Plan," NRC, August 1983, (Rev. 1) September 1984, (Rev. 2) April 1986651

5. "Chernobyl Issues," documented in NUREG-12511147

6. "Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards Issues"
7. "Fukushima Issues," NUREG KM-08, "Reflections on Fukushima: NRC Senior Leadership Visit to Japan,"

and a NUREG titled, "Knowledge Management: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission Response to Address
Lessons Learned from the Fukushima Dai-ichi Accident," to be release at future date.

The staff excluded from prioritization/screening those issues primarily concerned with the licensing process or
environmental protection and not directly related to safety. Future supplements to this report will include new
issues added to the Generic Issues Program and updated information on issues that have been resolved or
completed major milestones.

Management Directive (MD) 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," (Agencywide Documents Access and Management
System (ADAMS) Accession No. ML14245A048) describes the agency's process for resolving generic issues.
Before the implementation of MD 6.4, the safety priority rankings were HIGH, MEDIUM, LOW, and DROP.
These rankings were based upon risk-significance estimates, the ratio of risk to cost, estimates of impacts if
resolutions to the safety issues were implemented, and the consideration of uncertainties and other quantitative
or qualitative factors. After the initial issuance of MD 6.4 in 1999, the agency discontinued the use of the priority
ranking model described above, and all generic issues that were screened in and assigned a number were
considered to be highly significant. When the NRC revised MD 6.4 in 2015, the generic issue process was
reduced to three stages: Screening, Assessment, and Regulatory Office Implementation. The flowchart below
gives an overview of the generic issue process.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0048.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0098.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0002.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0003.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0651.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1147.html
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Abbreviations

Acronym Description

AAB Accident Analysis Branch, NRR (defunct)

AC alternating current

ACRR Annular Core Research Reactor

ACRS Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards

ADM Office of Administration

ADS automatic depressurization system

A/E Architect/Engineer

AEB Accident Evaluation Branch, DSI, NRR (defunct)

AEC Atomic Energy Commission (now NRC)

AEOD Office for Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data

AFW auxiliary feedwater

AFWS auxiliary feedwater system

AGS Atlantic Generating Station

AI artificial intelligence

AIF Atomic Industrial Forum

AISC American Institute of Steel Construction

ALARA as low as reasonably achievable

ANL Argonne National Laboratory

ANO Arkansas Nuclear One

ANPRM advance notice of proposed rulemaking

ANS American Nuclear Society

ANSI American National Standards Institute

AOP abnormal operating procedure

AOV air-operated valve

APRM average power range monitor

ASLAB Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board

ASLB Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers

ATWS anticipated transient without scram

BNL Brookhaven National Laboratory

BOC beginning of cycle
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BOP balance-of-plant

BTP Branch Technical Position

B&W Babcock & Wilcox Company

BWR boiling water reactor

CCF common cause failure

CDF core damage frequency

CE Combustion Engineering Company

CERC Coastal Engineering Research Center

CFR Code of Federal Regulations

Ci Curies

CLB current licensing basis

CP construction permit

CPB Core Performance Branch, DSI, NRR (defunct)

CPI containment performance improvement

CRAC calculation of reactor accident consequences

CRBR Clinch River Breeder Reactor

CRBRP Clinch River Breeder Reactor Project

CRD control rod drive

CRGR Committee for the Review of Generic Requirements

CRT collet retaining tube

CSB Containment Systems Branch, DSI, NRR (defunct)

CSS containment spray system

CVCS Charging and Volume Control System

DAS data acquisition system

DBA design basis accident

DBE design basis event

DC direct current

DE Division of Engineering, NRR (defunct)

DEDROGR Deputy Executive Director for Regional Operations
and Generic Requirements

DES Draft Environmental Statement

DFO Division of Facility Operations, RES (defunct)

DHFS Division of Human Factors Safety, NRR (defunct)

DHR decay heat removal

DL Division of Licensing, NRR (defunct)

DNB departure from nucleate boiling
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DNBR departure from nucleate boiling ratio

DOC U.S. Department of Commerce

DOD U.S. Department of Defense

DOE U.S. Department of Energy

DOI U.S. Department of Interior

DOR Division of Operating Reactors, NRR (defunct)

DOT U.S. Department of Transportation

DSI Division of Systems Integration, NRR (defunct)

DST Division of Safety Technology, NRR (defunct)

E energy

ECC emergency core cooling

ECCS emergency core cooling system

ECI emergency coolant injection

EDG emergency diesel generator

EDO Executive Director for Operations

EEI Edison Electric Institute

EELB Electrical Engineering Branch, DE, NRR

EHEB Environmental and Hydrologic Engineering Branch,
DE, NRR (defunct)

EI environmental issue

EIS Environmental Impact Statement

EICSB Electrical, Instrument, and Control Systems Branch,
NRR (defunct)

EMP electromagnetic pulse

EN enforcement notification

EOP emergency operating procedure

EPA U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

EPRI Electric Power Research Institute

EPZ emergency planning zone

EQB Equipment Qualification Branch, DE, NRR (defunct)

ERF emergency response facility

ESF engineered safety feature

ESFAS engineered safety features actuation system

ESRP Environmental Standard Review Plan

ESW essential service water

ETS Environmental Technical Specification
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ETSB Effluent Treatment Systems Branch, NRR (defunct)

FAA U.S. Federal Aviation Administration

FBI U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation

FCC U.S. Federal Communication Commission

FDA final design analysis

FEIS Final Environmental Impact Statement

FEMA U.S. Federal Emergency Management Agency

FIN Financial Identification Number

FIST full integral simulation test

FMEA failure modes and effects analysis

FPS fire protection system

FSAR Final Safety Analysis Report

FWPCA Federal Water Pollution Control Act

FY fiscal year

GALE gaseous and liquid effluent

GAO U.S. Government Accountability Office

GDC general design criterion

GE General Electric Company

GIB Generic Issues Branch, DST, NRR (defunct)

GITS Generic Issues Tracking System (obsolete)

gpm gallons per minute

GSI generic safety issue

GWd gigawatt-days

HELB high energy line break

HFIR High Flux Isotope Reactor

HFPP Human Factors Program Plan

HMR Hydrometeorological Report

HOV hydraulic-operated valve

HPCI high pressure coolant injection

HPI high pressure injection

HPSI high pressure safety injection

HVAC heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning

HWC hydrogen water chemistry

HX heat exchanger

IAS instrument air system
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I&C instrument and control

ICS integrated control system

IE inspection and enforcement

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

IGR Impulse Graphite Reactor (Russia)

IGSCC intergranular stress corrosion cracking

INEL Idaho Nuclear Engineering Laboratory

INPO Institute for Nuclear Power Operations

IP Office of International Programs (defunct)

IPE individual plant examination

IPEEE individual plant examination of external events

IPRDS In-plant Reliability Data System

IRC Incident Response Center

IREP Interim Reliability Evaluation Program

IRM intermediate range monitor

ISA Instrument Society of America

ISAP integrated safety assessment program

ISI in-service inspection

ISLOCA interfacing systems loss-of-coolant accident

IST in-service test

KI potassium iodide

LASL Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

LBLOCA large-break LOCA

LCO limiting condition for operation

LER Licensee Event Report

LI licensing issue

LLNL Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

LMFBR liquid metal fast breeder reactor

LOCA loss-of-coolant accident

LOFT loss-of-fluid test

LOOP loss of offsite power

LPCI low pressure coolant injection

LPCS low pressure core spray

LPRM low power range monitor

LPSI low pressure safety injection
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LSSS limiting safety system setting

Ltop low temperature overpressure protection

LWR light water reactor

M million

MCPR minimum critical power ratio

MEB Mechanical Engineering Branch, DE, NRR (defunct)

METB Meteorology and Effluent Treatment Branch, DSI,
NRR (defunct)

MeV million electron volts

ML manufacturing license

MOU memorandum of understanding

MOV motor-operated valve

MPA multiplant action

MSIV main steam isolation valve

MSIVLCS main steam isolation valve leakage control system

MSLB main steam line break

MTEB Materials Engineering Branch, DE, NRR (defunct)

NASA U.S. National Aeronautics and Space Administration

NDE non-destructive examination

NDL nuclear data link

NDT non-destructive testing

NDTT nil ductility transition temperature

NEA Nuclear Energy Agency

NEPA National Environmental Policy Act

NIOSH U.S. National Institute of Occupational Safety and
Health

NMSS Office of Nuclear Materials Safety and Safeguards

NNI non-nuclear instrumentation

NPRDS Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System

NREP National Reliability Evaluation Program

NRR Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

NSAC Nuclear Safety Analysis Center

NSRR Nuclear Safety Research Reactor (Japan)

NSSS nuclear steam supply system

NTOL near-term operating license

NUMARC Nuclear Utility Management and Resources Council
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NUREG NRC publication

NVLAP National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program

OBE operating basis earthquake

OC NRC Operations Center

OIE Office of Inspection and Enforcement (also IE, I&E
defunct)

OL operating license

OLB Operator Licensing Branch, DHFS, NRR (defunct)

OPS Offshore Power Systems

ORAB Operating Reactors Assessment Branch, DL, NRR
(defunct)

ORE occupational radiological exposure

ORNL Oak Ridge National Laboratory

ORPBR Occupational Radiation Protection Branch, DFO, RES
(defunct)

OSTP Office of Science and Technology Policy, The White
House

OTSG once-through steam generator

PA Office of Public Affairs (defunct)

PARV power-actuated relief valve

PAS Probabilistic Analysis Staff, RES (defunct)

PBF Power Burst Facility

PCI pellet/cladding interaction

PCS power conversion system

PCT pellet cladding temperature

PDA preliminary design analysis

PEIS Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement

PGP procedures generation package

PIV pressure isolation valve

PMF probable maximum flood

PMP probable maximum precipitation

PNL Pacific Northwest Laboratories

PORV power-operated relief valve

PRA probabilistic risk assessment

PRM Petition for Rulemaking

PSB Power Systems Branch, DSI, NRR (defunct)

PTS pressurized thermal shock
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PWR pressurized water reactor

QA quality assurance

QC quality control

RAB Radiological Assessment Branch, DSI, NRR (defunct)

RBCCW reactor building closed cooling water

RCIC reactor core isolation cooling

RCP reactor coolant pump

RCPB reactor coolant pressure boundary

RCS reactor coolant system

RDA rod drop accident

REA U.S. Rural Electrification Administration

RES Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

RETS Radiological Effluent Technical Specification

RHR residual heat removal

RI regulatory impact issue

RIL Research Information Letter

RNWP reduced notch worth procedure

RO reactor operator

RPS reactor protection system

RPV reactor pressure vessel

RRAB Reliability and Risk Assessment Branch, DST, NRR
(defunct)

RSB Reactor Systems Branch, DSI, NRR (defunct)

RSS Reactor Safety Study

RSSMAP Reactor Safety Study Methodology Application
Program

RVSS reactor vessel support structure

RWCU reactor water cleanup

RWST reactor water storage tank

RY reactor-year

SAI Science Applications, Inc.

SALP systematic assessment of licensee performance

SAR Safety Analysis Report

SARA system analysis and risk assessment

SAS service air system

SBLOCA small-break loss-of-coolant accident
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SCBA self-contained breathing apparatus

SCC stress corrosion cracking

SCF standard cubic feet

SCFH standard cubic feet per hour

SCSS Sequence Coding and Search System

SD Office of Standards Development (defunct)

SDV scram discharge volume

SE shift engineer

SEB Structural Engineering Branch, DE, NRR (defunct)

SEP Systematic Evaluation Program

SER Safety Evaluation Report

SETS standard environmental technical specification

SFP spent fuel pool

SGTR steam generator tube rupture

SGTS standby gas treatment system

SI safety injection

SIL service information letter

SIMS Safety Issue Management System

SIR safety issue resolution

SIS safety injection system

SLCS standby liquid control system

SMC seismic methodology chain

SO senior operator

SOV solenoid-operated valve

SPDS safety parameter display system

SPEB Safety Program Evaluation Branch, DST, NRR
(defunct)

SQR Seismic Qualification Report

SQUG Seismic Qualification Utility Group

SR surveillance requirement

SRM staff requirements memorandum

SRO senior reactor operator

SROA safety-related operator action

SRP Standard Review Plan

SRV safety relief valve

SS shift supervisor
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SSE safe shuentryown earthquake

SSMRP Seismic Safety Margins Research Program

STA shift technical advisor

STS standard technical specification(s)

SV safety valve

SWGTS steam and waste gas treatment system

SWS service water system

TAP Task Action Plan

TER Technical Evaluation Report

TI temporary instruction

TID Technical Information Document

TIP traveling in-core probe

TLD thermo-luminescent dosimeter

TMI Three Mile Island Nuclear Plant

TMIPO Three Mile Island Program Office, NRR (defunct)

TNT trinitrotoluene

TS technical specification(s)

TSIP Technical Specification Improvement Program

TVA Tennessee Valley Authority

UHS ultimate heat sink

USI unresolved safety issue

UT ultrasonic test

W Westinghouse Electric Corporation

 .

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0002.html
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Introduction

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), through its assessment of plant operations, identifies
potentially significant issues involving public health and safety, the common defense and security, or the
environment that could affect multiple entities under NRC jurisdiction. The NRC uses the Generic Issues (GI)
Program to document and track the resolution of such issues. The GI Program also reports the GIs' status and
resolutions to Congress and the public. The resolution of GIs may involve developing new or revised rules or
guidance, or interpreting rules or guidance, that affect nuclear power plant licensees, nuclear material certificate
holders, or holders of other regulatory approvals. Congress requires that the NRC maintain such a program per
Section 210 of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 (Public Law 95-209).

The NRC staff or members of the public may propose a GI when issues are identified that indicate there might
be weaknesses in NRC regulations that ensure public health and safety and security for nuclear matters.
However, the GI Program will address only those issues that meet the following seven criteria:

1. The issue affects public health and safety, the common defense and security, or the environment (with
respect to radiological health and safety).

2. The issue applies to two or more facilities, licensees, certificate holders, or holders of other regulatory
approvals.

3. The issue is not being addressed through other regulatory programs and processes or existing regulations,
policies, or guidance.

4. The issue can be resolved by a new or revised regulation, policy, or guidance.
5. The issue's risk or safety significance can be adequately determined in a timely manner.
6. The issue is well defined, discrete, and technical.
7. Resolution of the issue may involve review, analysis, or action by the affected licensees, certificate holders, or

holders of other regulatory approvals.

The NRC describes its process for resolving GIs in Management Directive 6.4, “Generic Issues Program,” 1868

and Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research Office Instruction TEC-002, “Procedure for Processing Generic
Issues.” 2216 Appendix G to this report documents the current GI Program and the history of changes. These
documents reflect program improvement initiatives. The current process includes three distinct stages:
Screening, Assessment, and Regulatory Office Implementation. During each stage, the NRC staff evaluates
whether the issue is significant enough to proceed to the next stage or recommends that the issue exit the GI
Program. When issues exit the GI Program, the possible outcomes include no action, further research, or the
transfer of responsibility to an appropriate regulatory program or possibly an industry initiative. The GI Program
provides feedback about the outcome of each stage to the person proposing the GI (requestor), the public, and
the appropriate regulatory office. Issues that proceed through all three stages result in regulatory solutions that
are derived by the regulatory offices for implementation and verification. The figure below presents an overview
of the GI Program.

 

On the Generic Issue Dashboard page of the NRC's public Web site, https://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/regulatory/
gen-issues/dashboard.html, the staff and members of the public can view progress towards resolving GIs that
the NRC has identified for regulation and guidance development. The NRC also publishes a semiannual Generic
Issue Management Control System (GIMCS) report, which is available in the NRC's Public Document Room
or from the Publicly Available Records component of the Agencywide Documents Access and Management
System (ADAMS). Additionally, the staff uses NUREG-0933 to document the resolutions of all resolved GIs and
the assessments of work remaining on unresolved GIs. The GIMCS report indicates the GIs identified since the
last publication of NUREG-0933.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1868.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/2216.html
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Section 1. TMI Action Plan Items

This section contains the TMI Action Plan items that were documented in NUREG-0660. 48  All items in Chapters
I, II, III, and IV that were identified for prioritization and listed in this section follow the numbering system
established in NUREG-0660. 48  Items found to be closely related have been combined where possible to form
single issues for prioritization purposes. As a result, some of these combined issues contain items with the lead
responsibility assigned to several offices. However, the lead responsibility and a summary of the findings for
each item listed can be found in Table II of the Introduction. Items clarified in NUREG-0737 98  are listed in this
section for accounting purposes only.

Chapters I, II, III, and IV presented a detailing of plans for NRC staff or licensee action whereas Chapter V
addressed NRC policy, organization, and management and originally called for 17 specific actions to be taken
by the Commissioners. In recognition of the interrelationships that required correlated planning, these 17 items
were later grouped into seven subject areas by the staff and forwarded to the Commission in SECY-80-230B. 972 

This revision to Chapter V was agreed upon by the Commission and was published as Rev. 1 to NUREG-0660
48  in July 1980. All items of Chapter V listed in this section follow the numbering system established in
NUREG-0660, 48  Rev. 1.
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Task I.A: Operating Personnel (Rev. 3)
TASK I.A.1: OPERATING PERSONNEL AND STAFFING

Complex transients in nuclear power plants place high demands on the operators in the control room. The
objective of the actions described in this task was to increase the capability of the shift crews in the control room
to operate the facility in a safe and competent manner, by assuring that a proper number of individuals with the
proper qualifications and fitness are on shift at all times. The work to improve the design of control rooms is
described elsewhere in this plan.

ITEM I.A.1.1: SHIFT TECHNICAL ADVISOR

This item was clarified in NUREG-0737,98 requirements were issued, and MPA F-01 was established by DL/NRR
for implementation purposes.

ITEM I.A.1.2: SHIFT SUPERVISOR ADMINISTRATIVE DUTIES

This item was clarified in NUREG-073798 and requirements were issued.

ITEM I.A.1.3: SHIFT MANNING

This item was clarified in NUREG-0737,98 requirements were issued, and MPA F-02 was established by DL/NRR
for implementation purposes.

ITEM I.A.1.4: LONG-TERM UPGRADING

DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this item was to develop changes to 10 CFR 50.54 concerning shift staffing with licensed
operators and working hours of licensed operators. As described in NUREG-0660,48 the staff was expected to
"develop proposed changes to 10 CFR 50 for consideration by the Commission to effect appropriate changes
concerning plant staffing, including shift manning, control room presence, and working hours."

CONCLUSION

SECY-81-440250 was prepared by the staff in July 1981 and resulted in a Commission policy statement
on working hour limitations which was issued in the Federal Register on February 17, 1982. Working hour
limitations were to be incorporated into Regulatory Guide 1.33225 [see Issue 75]. The specific issues to
be considered were: (1) the number of licensed operators, based on the number of reactors, control room
configuration, and operating model; (2) whether existing rulemaking should be expanded to include non-licensed
operators; (3) whether existing rulemaking should be expanded to include "position titles," in addition to the type
of NRC license; (4) whether shift technical advisors (STAs) or shift engineers (SEs) should be required on shift;
and (5) whether shift supervisors (SSs) should be licensed.

A proposed rule was published on August 30, 1982 and, after the comment period expired, the final rule was
submitted to the Commissioners in SECY-83-52A595 on March 14, 1983. In response to the TMI Action Plan,
licensing has required, through technical specification (TS), the great majority of the substantive features
of the expected changes to regulation. Therefore, adoption of the rule was expected to have the effect of
codifying existing requirements with minimal impact on licensees. The final rule amending 10 CFR 50.54 was
approved596 by the Commission on April 28, 1983. Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and new requirements were
established.956
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Task I.A.2: Training and Qualifications of Operating Personnel (Rev. 6)
The objectives of this task were to: (1) improve the capability of operators and supervisors to understand
and control complex reactor transients and accidents; (2) improve the general capability of an operations
organization to respond rapidly and effectively to upset conditions; and (3) increase the education, experience,
and training requirements for operators, senior operators, supervisors, and other personnel in the operations
organization to substantially improve their capability to perform their duties.

ITEM I.A.2.1: IMMEDIATE UPGRADING OF OPERATOR AND SENIOR OPERATOR TRAINING AND
QUALIFICATIONS

This item required all operating plant licensees and all license applicants to provide specific improvements in
training and qualifications of senior operators and control room operators. The three parts of this item are listed
below.

ITEM I.A.2.1(1): QUALIFICATIONS - EXPERIENCE DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item set specific experience requirements that were to be met by applicants for senior
operator licenses by May 1, 1980. Applicants for senior operator licenses were required to have been a licensed
operator for one year effective December 1, 1980.

CONCLUSION

This item was clarified in NUREG-0737,98 new requirements were issued, and MPA F-03 was established by DL/
NRR for implementation purposes.

ITEM I.A.2.1(2): TRAINING

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item set the following specific requirements:

(1) Effective August 1, 1980, senior operator applicants were required to have 3 months of continuous on-the-job
training as an extra person on shift.

(2) Effective August 1, 1980, control room operator applicants were required to have 3 months training on shift
as an extra person in the control room.

(3) Training programs were to be modified to provide: (a) training in heat transfer, fluid flow, and
thermodynamics; (b) training in the use of installed plant systems to control or mitigate an accident in which the
core is severely damaged; and (c) increased emphasis on reactor and plant transients.

CONCLUSION

This item was clarified in NUREG-0737,98 new requirements were issued, and MPA F-03 was established by DL/
NRR for implementation purposes.

ITEM I.A.2.1(3): FACILITY CERTIFICATION OF COMPETENCE AND FITNESS OF APPLICANTS FOR
OPERATOR AND SENIOR OPERATOR LICENSES

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item required all applicants for operator and senior operator licenses, pursuant to 10 CFR
55.10(a)(6), 10 CFR 55.33(a)(4), and 10 CFR 55.33(a)(5), to be certified by the highest level of the corporate
management of their respective plants. This requirement was effective May 1, 1980.

CONCLUSION

This item was clarified in NUREG-0737,98 new requirements were issued, and MPA F-03 was established by DL/
NRR for implementation purposes.

ITEM I.A.2.2: TRAINING AND QUALIFICATIONS OF OPERATIONS PERSONNEL

DESCRIPTION
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Under the TMI Action Plan,48 the NRC could require reactor licensees to review their training and qualification
programs for all operations personnel. This was interpreted to include licensed and auxiliary operators,
technicians, maintenance personnel, and supervisors. The review was to be conducted to examine existing
practices in light of the safety significance of the duties of the operations staff. If the review determined that the
existing practices adequately assured proper safety-related staff conduct, then documentation of the justification
for this determination was required; this documentation did not require submittal to the NRC but was required to
be maintained on site. If the review uncovered inadequacies, the licensee was required to upgrade the training
and qualification practices to ensure adequate performance of operations personnel. The evaluation of this issue
included the consideration of Item I.A.2.6(3).

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

To estimate the effect of training reviews on operator-error contributions to plant risk, a panel of PNL experts
was assembled with considerable experience in reactor operations, utility training programs, and reactor plant
systems. The panel included members with utility field experience and reactor operator licensing examiners. The
judgments of the panel, as detailed below, were based on the two following considerations:64

(1) The potential effect of this issue was limited by its semi-voluntary nature, i.e., the judgment of adequacy was
in the hands of the individual utilities. Furthermore, the existing Institute for Nuclear Power Operations (INPO)
and NRC research work in task analysis dealt with generic routine operations. Plant-specific operation and
operation under upset conditions were left to the individual utilities. This diluted the effectiveness of the task
analysis efforts in providing the basis for the training and qualifications review.

Related issues which were supported by and, in turn, supported this issue were the conduct of plant drills and
accreditation of training programs. While neither of these were directly required by the training and qualifications
review, both could have been a part of the response and both would have had a positive effect on personnel
performance.

(2) There was a wide variation among utilities in both the training programs and the performance of operations
staff. In many facilities, there was much room for improvement. Therefore, while the potential effect of the
training and qualifications review effort was limited, a significant overall reduction in safety-related human error
for operations personnel was expected because of the wide margin available for improvement.

Assumptions

The PNL panel divided licensees into three groups:

(1) Minimally-Affected: These utilities had a good, effective training and qualification program and good
operations personnel performance. They were to be minimally affected by this issue. The fractional population of
this group was estimated to be 15% of the reactor licensees.

(2) Intermediately-Affected: These utilities' training and qualification programs and/or operations performance
had room for improvement. This group, estimated to be 60% of the population, had to undergo improvements
and, therefore, were affected by the issue.

(3) Maximally-Affected: These utilities had deficiencies in their training and qualification programs and in
operations personnel performance. They would be significantly affected by this issue and major restructuring of
programs were expected. This group was estimated to contain 25% of reactor licensees.

From the estimates for these groups, weighted composite estimates were derived. NUREG/CR-280064 shows
the safety benefit estimated by the panel for each of the groups and also gives the weighted averages.

The values given in NUREG/CR-280064 are in terms of percent changes. For inclusion into the value/impact
score formula, they were converted to other measures. The reduction in human error was transformed into the
resulting reduction in risk, as measured by change in probabilistic risk exposure (man-rem/RY). The change in
annual ORE was also transformed from percent improvement into man-rem/RY.

The reduction in risk was developed by examining the quantitative impact on accident event frequencies
of human error rates in key scenarios. The reduction in human error translated into a reduction in accident
frequency. No additional reduction due to accident mitigation was assumed. The values given in NUREG/
CR-280064 were used for the best estimate of improvement: 17% for operator error and 28% for maintenance.
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Frequency Estimate

This issue centered around operator and maintenance training programs to improve personnel performance.
The issue related generically to both BWRs and PWRs and, ideally, the risk reduction attributable to its
resolution was estimated by selecting a representative plant of each type. However, maintenance and operator
performance essentially impacted accident sequences in the risk equations. The calculations were performed
for one representative PWR and inferences drawn for all reactors. The Oconee-3 (a RSSMAP PWR) plant risk
equations developed in NUREG/CR-1659,54 Vol. 4, were used for this analysis.

It was assumed that the 17% reduction in operator error could be applied directly to elements containing
an operator error frequency and the 28% reduction could be applied directly to maintenance variables. This
assumption introduced some error in the maintenance contribution because some maintenance operations
on nuclear systems have fixed times associated with cooldown and preparation, etc., in addition to the actual
hands-on time for maintenance that would be subject to improvement through training. Maintenance done
properly the first time also reduces the frequency of maintenance outage and downtime for proper repairs at
some future date. Thus, fixed time periods in maintenance outages are indirectly reduced over the long run with
improved maintenance performance simply because the need for maintenance may be reduced, except for
systems that undergo preventive maintenance at set intervals.

Consequence Estimate

It was assumed that the resolution applied to all plants existing and planned, as given in NUREG/CR-2800,
Appendix C.64 This represented a total of 4,000 RY of operation (143 plants with an average remaining life of
28 years). Implementation of the solution would provide a reduction of 9 man-rem/RY. For all plants, assuming
a typical midwest-type meteorology and an average population density of 340 people per square-mile at U.S.
reactor sites, the total public risk reduction was estimated to be 122,400 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: In estimating the costs to industry of implementing and operating under the resolution of this
issue, the PNL panel divided the industry once again into three categories; these groups and their estimates
are shown in NUREG/CR-2800.64 The cost for implementation was the product of the number of plants and the
cost/plant: (143)($0.335M) or $48M. The operation cost was the product of the number of plants, the average
remaining life, and the annual plant cost: (143)(28)($0.16M) or $640M. Thus, the total industry cost was $(640 +
48)M or $688M.

NRC Cost: The NRC cost to implement the resolution was taken from NUREG-0660.48 This called for 1.1
man-years of NRC effort which was equivalent to $110,000. The annual NRC effort through OIE to review the
justification documentation and new training programs was estimated to be one man-year or $100,000/year.
Over the lifetime of the completed and planned reactors, this cost was estimated to be $2.8M. Therefore, the
total NRC cost was $[0.11 + 2.8]M or $2.9M.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was $[688 + 2.9]M or
approximately $691M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 122,400 man-rem and a cost of $691M for a possible solution, the
value/impact score was given by:

Other Considerations

It was estimated that, with improved training, the operational doses could be reduced by 2.4 x 105 man-rem
for 143 plants over the average remaining plant life. Including the occupational dose reduction (2.4 x 105 man-
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rem) in the above equation would increase the value/impact score to 524 man-rem/$M. PNL calculated64 the
occupational risk reduction for accident-related ORE to be 880 man-rem.

CONCLUSION

Because of the extensive number of sequences considered to be affected by this issue, the base case risk was
high with a calculated range from 60 to 73 man-rem/RY. Based on the potential reduction in public risk and
ORE, the issue was given a high priority ranking (see Appendix C). However, in June 1985, the Commission
recognized that the industry had made progress in developing programs to improve nuclear utility training and
personnel qualification. As a result, the Commission adopted a Policy Statement on Training and Qualifications
which made the training accreditation program managed by INPO the focus of training improvement in the
industry.777 Thus, this item was RESOLVED and no new requirements were established.

ITEM I.A.2.3: ADMINISTRATION OF TRAINING PROGRAMS

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item required the staff to develop criteria and procedures to be used in auditing training
programs, including those provided by reactor vendors, and to increase the amount of auditing. Specifically,
NRR was expected to: (1) audit training programs to ensure training was formalized and, eventually, in
conformance with accreditation; (2) conduct cold operator licensing certification at simulators; and (3) pending
accreditation, require certain instructors to be SRO-certified.

CONCLUSION

Elements (2) and (3) were implemented and were incorporated into the Examiner Standards and Inspection
Procedures. The issue of training audits was addressed by the Commission's Policy Statement966 on Training
and Qualification of Nuclear Power Plant Personnel which endorsed the INPO-managed accreditation
program.956 Thus, this item was clarified in NUREG-073798 and new requirements were issued.

ITEM I.A.2.4: NRR PARTICIPATION IN INSPECTOR TRAINING

DESCRIPTION

Based on NUREG-0660,48 the NRR licensing and human factors staff was required to provide supplemental
instruction to the OIE inspectors as an addition to the previously established OIE inspector training program. The
purpose of such instruction was to focus the inspectors' attention on problems associated with human factors.
With such training, it was expected that the inspectors would become more sensitive to such problems and,
hence, more apt to initiate corrective action and thereby improve plant safety in this area. This would provide a
means of responding to the TMI-related concern on human factors problems for plant operations staff.

The principal benefit to be derived from NRR participation in OIE inspector training was the improvements the
inspectors would gain from enhanced training. This training would increase inspector awareness in human
factors and personnel-related problems. In areas such as emergency procedures reviews, routine operational
practices and hardware-to-human interface deficiencies could be found by inspectors and corrected. The
potential significance of this issue was explored by a panel of PNL experts that included three reactor operator
license examiners with utility field experience in training as well as general reactor safety.

The panel envisioned that the solution to this issue would be the addition of one week of instruction in human
factors to the OIE inspector training course. The staff from NRR would participate in the instruction but would
probably rely on a qualified consultant to conduct the majority of the instruction. It was assumed that the principal
target of the training would be the resident inspectors. The potential effect of the training upon the OIE review
of emergency procedures, plant hardware, and routine practices could be significant, but the overall effect was
thought to be limited because of two factors: the short exposure of the inspector to human factors training, and
the indirect nature of the safety benefit. That is, a marginal improvement in inspector awareness could result in
some corrective actions which would result in some safety improvement. The separation between initial action
and the safety benefit complicated assessment of the effectiveness of the proposed resolution of the issue.

PNL estimated64 a human-error rate reduction of 2% for operators and maintenance personnel (operations staff
assumed most likely to affect plant safety). This was an overall industry-wide estimate; some isolated actions
could be highly significant. PNL estimated the cost for this additional training to be about $1,000.
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Capabilities of inspectors could clearly be improved through the proposed training. There would be an
indirect effect on risk, since better-trained inspectors would identify more cost-effective improvements in plant
operations. However, there was no reasonable way that the magnitude of the safety significance and cost of the
improvements could be estimated quantitatively. This additional training would enhance the capabilities and thus
contribute to the effectiveness and efficiency of the NRC in performing its regulatory safety mission. Thus, this
training proposal was determined to be a Licensing Issue.

CONCLUSION

This Licensing Issue was resolved in September 1983 with the regionalization of the operator licensing function
which provided for training and guidance of the regional operator licensing personnel.956

ITEM I.A.2.5: PLANT DRILLS

DESCRIPTION

The intent of this TMI Action Plan48 item was to upgrade operator training by requiring operating personnel
to conduct plant drills during shifts. Normal and off-normal operating maneuvers would be simulated for walk-
through drills on a plant-wide basis. Drills would also be required to test the adequacy of reactor and plant
operating procedures. This was an effort to reduce the risk of off-normal operating conditions by improving the
capability of operators and supervisors to understand and control complex reactor transients and accidents, and
also to improve the general capability of an operations organization to respond rapidly and effectively to upset
conditions.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

It was assumed that the frequency of a core-melt incident was 5 x 10-5/RY, based on WASH-1400.16 Also, it
was assumed that operator error accounted for 50% of these events, but plant drills would improve operator
performance by 2%. In addition, it was assumed that the release associated with a core-melt was the value
averaged over the probabilities of the WASH-140016 accident categories for PWRs and BWRs and weighted by
the number of PWRs (95) and BWRs (48). This resulted in a total of 2.4 x 106 man-rem/accident. The average
remaining plant life was assumed to be 28 years.

Frequency Estimate

Based on the assumptions above, the reduction in the core-melt frequency resulting from plant drills was
calculated to be (0.02)(0.50)(5 x 10-5)/RY or 5 x 10-7/RY.

Consequence Estimate

For 143 affected plants with an average remaining life of 28 years, the public risk reduction was estimated to be
(5 x 10-7/RY)(2.4 x 106 man-rem)(28 years)(143 reactors) or 4,805 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: The industry resources required for implementation were estimated to be one man-month/plant.
This was the estimated personnel requirement associated with the utility staff time for attendance at the drill,
preparation by staff and management, and staff time dedicated to the dissemination of insights gained from the
drills. At a cost of $100,000/man-year and with 4.33 weeks/month, this yielded a cost of $8,333/plant. For the
143 affected plants, the cost was estimated to be $1.2M.

The industry resources required annually to participate in the plant drills were estimated to be 2 man-months/
plant and included drill attendance, preparation before the drill, and dissemination of information afterward; this
cost was $16,660/RY. For the 143 affected plants, this cost was $2.38M/year. Over the average remaining life of
28 years, this cost was estimated to be $67M.

Thus, the total industry implementation and operational cost was $(1.2 + 67)M or approximately $68.2M.

NRC Cost: The total NRC cost to implement the resolution of this issue included NRC staff labor and services
of a contractor. Since the activities of the NRC staff and the contractor were to some degree interchangeable,
no attempt was made to provide separate estimates so that the total implementation cost was estimated to be
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$300,000. The annual cost to the NRC was also estimated to be $300,000; again, this was assumed to contain
some mixture of staff and contractor expenses. Over the average remaining life of 28 years, the operational cost
was estimated to be $8.4M. Therefore, the total NRC implementation and operation cost was $(8.4 + 0.3)M or
$8.7M.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was $(68.2 + 8.7)M or $76.9M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 4,805 man-rem and a cost of $76.9M for a possible solution, the
value/impact score was given by:

CONCLUSION

Based on the above value/impact score, the ranking of this issue would have been low to medium. Because the
risk may have been estimated to be well on the conservative side, the issue was given a low priority ranking (see
Appendix C). However, ongoing work by DHFS/NRR on the subject was completed in July 1985 and published
for information only as NUREG/CR-4258.800 Thus, this item was RESOLVED and no new requirements were
established.801

ITEM I.A.2.6: LONG-TERM UPGRADING OF TRAINING AND QUALIFICATIONS

ITEM I.A.2.6(1): REVISE REGULATORY GUIDE 1.8

Items I.A.2.6(1), I.A.2.6(2), I.A.2.6(3), and I.A.2.6(5) were combined and evaluated together.

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

Item I.A.2.6 of the TMI Action Plan48 called for the long-term upgrading of training and qualifications of
operations personnel. The specific paragraphs of this item in NUREG-066048 called for a revision of
Regulatory Guide 1.8,226 (ANSI/ANS 3.1),253 in order to incorporate short-term requirements into this issue
and any other changes resulting from a national standards effort. Also, it was stated that more explicit
guidance regarding exercises in simulator requalification programs would be included in the regulatory guide
(Recommendation 8 of SECY-79-330E251) as would qualifications of shift supervisors and senior reactor
operators [NUREG-0585,174 Recommendations 1.6(1) and (2)]. In addition, based on the NRC staff review of
NRR-80-117,252 recommendations were to be made to the Commission and Commission decisions factored
into the regulatory guide or regulation changes. Moreover, appropriate revisions to 10 CFR 55, Operator
Licenses, were to be recommended for action by the Commission in order to incorporate the applicable short-
term changes plus requirements based on Commission action on SECY-79-330E251 for mandatory simulator
training for applicants for licenses (Recommendation 4); mandatory simulator training in requalification programs
(Recommendation 7); NRC administration of requalification examinations (Recommendation 9, as modified by
the Commission); and mandatory operating tests at simulators (Recommendation 11).

Finally, the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (Public Law 97-425, Section 306) authorized and directed NRC to
promulgate regulations or guidance for the training and qualification of civilian nuclear power plant personnel. A
task force was formed within NRC as a result of this bill. As part of the task force objectives, Items I.A.2.6(1, 2,
and 3) were to be addressed.

Safety Significance
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A public risk reduction was anticipated as a result of a reduction in core-melt frequency which follows from a
reduction in operator error rates. Reduction in operator errors was expected to result from the upgraded training
and qualifications which formed the assumed resolution of this issue.

Possible Solutions

The upgrades were assumed to include an increase in time spent in simulator operation, both in training and
in requalification. The simulator time was assumed to improve in quality as well as quantity. Emphasis on
improvements on the operators' diagnostic capability was felt to be especially important in contributing to
a reduction in core-melt frequency. Furthermore, the enforcement activities in terms of NRC-administered
examinations and OIE inspection of training programs were likely to emphasize the value of this long-term
training and qualification of reactor operators.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

The numerical assessment of this issue was conducted by PNL staff64 with experience in reactor operator
licensing, reactor operation, and general reactor safety, in consultation with General Physics Corporation.
General Physics Corporation provided utility training services and had significant experience in reactor
simulators, providing procurement and startup assistance, operation and maintenance services, and simulator
modifications.

Assumptions

It was assumed that the resolution of this issue would take the form of upgrading utility training and qualification
programs that would represent a major enhancement of the training and qualification programs.

It was noted that many of the TMI Action Plan48 items associated with operator training were interrelated and
it was, therefore, difficult to assess them independently. For example, this issue was related to I.A.4.1 which
addressed the improvement of simulators and provided for more realistic modeling of a plant, whereas this issue,
[I.A.2.6(1,2,3,5)], dealt with training improvements, including the enhanced use of existing simulators. Either
issue, by itself, would improve operator performance; however, there could have been significant overlaps in
improving operator performance if both items were implemented. Even though it was recognized that the total
improvement would be less than the sum of the individual contributions when each is assessed separately, the
extent of any overlap was not identified here.

Based on engineering judgment, it was estimated by the PNL panel that the resolution of this issue would result
in a 30% reduction in operator error rates. The number of plants to which this issue was applicable was assumed
to be 95 PWRs and 49 BWRs with average remaining lives of 28.5 years and 27 years, respectively.

For the PNL analysis,64 Oconee-3 was selected as the representative PWR plant. It was assumed that
the fractional risk and core-melt frequency reductions for the representative BWR (Grand Gulf-1) would be
equivalent to those for the representative PWR. Therefore, the analysis was conducted only for a PWR, but the
fractional risk and core-melt frequency reductions were also applicable to a BWR. The dose calculations were
based on a reactor site population density of 340 people per square-mile and a typical midwest meteorology was
assumed.

Frequency Estimate

Based on the affected accident sequences and the parameters affected by the possible solution, the original
core-melt frequencies of 8.2 x 10-5/RY for PWRs and 3.71 x 10-5/RY for BWRs were calculated to be reduced by
about 16%.

Consequence Estimate

The associated reduction in public risk was 31 man-rem/RY for PWRs and 37.4 man rem/RY for BWRs, resulting
in a total public risk reduction of 132,600 man-rem for all plants.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: The resolution of this issue was assumed to be a major enhancement of the training and
qualification programs. The programs would have to be upgraded in order to meet the requirements of INPO
accreditation. These requirements were assumed to be far-reaching and required significant effort on the part of
utility training staffs. The amount of effort would vary among the utilities, depending on the existing state of their
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programs. The effort to implement the program was estimated by the PNL panel to require 10 to 20 man-years
of effort at each plant. The mean value was expected to be shifted toward the lower end since, at the time of this
evaluation, many utilities were improving their training programs. A 12 man-year effort was taken as the mean
estimate.

Operation under the upgraded programs would require enhanced training activities and more operator time in
training; the training staff was estimated to require three additional people. It was assumed the major cost of
additional operator time could be estimated from increased time at simulators. It was estimated that 40 hours of
simulator time would be added to operator training and requalification. For 20 operators/year passing through
these programs, this was equivalent to 800 additional hours. It was further assumed that operators could be
trained three at a time on the simulator and that simulator time could be acquired for $600/hour. This additional
simulator cost was estimated to be $160,000/year. The industry costs were estimated as follows:

(1) Implementation

(12 man-years/plant)(143 plants)($100,000/man-year) = $173M

(2) Operation and Maintenance

(a) Labor

Training Staff = (3 man-year/RY)(52 man-weeks/man-year)

= 156 man-weeks/RY

Operators = (800 man-hour/RY)/(40 man-hours/man-week)

= 20 man-weeks/RY

Thus, the total labor was 176 man-weeks/RY.

(b) Simulator Time (Operators)

(800 man-hours/RY)/(3 man-hours/simulator-hour) = 267 simulator-hour/RY

Therefore, the industry cost/plant-year for operation and maintenance was given

by:

For all affected plants, the total industry cost for operation and maintenance was ($500,000/RY)[(49)(27) + (95)
(28.5)]RY or $2,000M.

The total industry cost for implementation, operation, and maintenance of the solution was then $(173 + 2,000)M
or $2,173M.

NRC Cost: The NRC effort to implement the resolution of this issue would be significant. It was estimated
in NUREG-066048 that 5.4 man-years plus $259,000 would be required. At the time of the evaluation of the
issue, some of the development activities had been completed; however, much work remained to be done. The
remaining effort was estimated to be 4.5 man-years and $100,000.

The operational activities of the NRC would include reviews of training program, increased inspection, and
additional examination. The annual labor for reviews and inspections was estimated to be equivalent to 3 man-
years. The principal addition in examinations was assumed to be NRC conduct of a portion of requalification
examinations. It was assumed that the NRC would conduct 25% of the requalification examinations and that 20
operators would be requalified at each plant every year. It was estimated that one man-month was required for
each plant based on the assumption that the five (25% of 20) operators selected for NRC examination at each
plant would be tested at the same time. NRC costs were estimated as follows:

(1) Implementation
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Staff Labor + Other Costs

= (1.4 man-week/plant)($1,600/man-week) +
($100,000/144 plants)

= $3,386/plant

Total cost for all affected plants was ($3,386/plant)(144 plants) or $488,000.

(2) Review of Maintenance and Operation

(a) Review and Inspection = (3 man-year/yr)(52 man-wk/man-yr)/144 plants

= 1.08 man-wk/RY

(b) Examination = (1 man-month/RY)(3.7 man-wk/man-month)

= 3.7 man-wk/RY

Thus, the total time spent was 4.78 man-wk/RY.

The cost/plant-year for the review of operation and maintenance was (4.78 man-week/RY)($1,900/man-week) or
$9,088/RY. For the 144 affected plants, this cost was ($9,088)[(49)(27) + (95)(28.5)] or $36.6M.

Thus, the total NRC cost for implementation, operation, and maintenance was $(0.488 + 36.6)M or $37.1M.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was estimated to be $(2,173 +
37.1)M or $2,210M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 132,600 man-rem and a cost of $2,210M for a possible solution,
the value/impact score was given by:

Other Considerations

The total occupational risk reduction was associated only with accident avoidance inasmuch as there was no
dose associated with implementation or maintenance of the solution. With a dose of 20,000 man-rem associated
with accident cleanup and with the calculated reductions in core-melt frequencies of 1.3 x 10-5/RY and 5.9 x 10-5/
RY for PWRs and BWRs, respectively, the total occupational dose reduction associated with accident avoidance
was calculated to be 860 man-rem.

CONCLUSION

Although the value/impact score was low, this issue was given a high priority ranking because of the large
potential public risk reduction (see Appendix C). Resolution of the issue included the consideration of Items
I.B.1.1(6,7) regarding changes to Regulatory Guide 1.8.226

In November 1986, SECY-86-3481043 was submitted to the Commission with recommended revisions to
Regulatory Guide 1.8226 to endorse ANSI/ANS 3.1-1981 for the positions of shift supervisor, senior operator,
licensed operator, shift technical advisor, and radiation protection manager. These revisions to Regulatory Guide
1.8226 were subsequently approved by the Commission and published in May 1987.1044 Thus, this issue was
RESOLVED and new requirements were established.1045

ITEM I.A.2.6(2): STAFF REVIEW OF NRR 80-117
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This item was evaluated in Item I.A.2.6(1) above and, in accordance with an RES memorandum,437 was
RESOLVED. No new requirements were established.

ITEM I.A.2.6(3): REVISE 10 CFR 55

This item was evaluated in Item I.A.2.6(1) above and, as a result of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (Public
Law 97-425), was determined to be covered in Item I.A.2.2.438

ITEM I.A.2.6(4): OPERATOR WORKSHOPS

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

On the basis of NUREG-0660,48 NRR was required to develop a Commission paper on training workshops for
licensed personnel. NUREG-0585,174 the source of this issue, states that the intent of the issue was to conduct
seminar-type workshops to exchange information on operations experience between the NRC and licensees
and among licensees. This would assist in the improvement of operator performance and in improvements to
reactor regulation, both resulting in improved safety. The proposed requirements would have one representative
for each shift at each unit attend such a workshop annually.

Safety Significance

It was expected that there would be two potential pathways to improved safety benefit that would emerge
from this issue: (1) improved operator performance through the sharing of safety-related experiences; and
(2) the effect of improved regulation arising out of interaction between the operators and the NRC attending
the workshops. The second pathway was considered to be a second-order effect and very difficult to quantify.
Therefore, it was assumed that all the benefit would be derived through the reduction in operator-error rates.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

It was assumed that major gains in reactor safety would come through the improvement in operator
performance, i.e., a reduction in their error rates. There was also a pathway to improve safety by means other
than human performance through improved regulations developed from operator input at the workshops. The
latter would be extremely difficult to quantify so that only the human error rate-reduction pathway to improved
safety was treated.

A panel of PNL experts was assembled and included staff that conduct operator licensing examinations, staff
with experience in reactor operations, reactor safety and risk assessment, and the staff responsible for the
conduct of the operator feedback workshops for NRR. This panel produced the estimates that formed the basis
of this analysis. The analysis was based on the following additional assumptions:

(1) Applicable Plants: 95 PWRs and 48 BWRs.

(2) Selected Analysis Plant: Oconee-3 - representative PWR. It was assumed that the fractional risk and core-
melt frequency reductions for the representative BWR (Grand Gulf-1) would be equivalent to those for the
representative PWR. Therefore, the analysis was conducted only for a PWR, but the fractional risk and core-melt
frequency reductions were also applied to a BWR.

(3) Affected Accident Sequences and Base Case Frequencies: Most sequences were affected. The affected
sequences and the base case frequencies are shown in NUREG/CR-2800.64

(4) Affected Release Categories and Base Case Frequencies: All release categories were affected by the
resolution. The original base case frequencies were used as given below.

Oconee-3 Grand Gulf-1

PWR-1 = 1.10 x 10-7/RY BWR-1 = 1.09 x 10-7/RY

PWR-2 = 1.00 x 10-5/RY BWR-2 = 3.35 x 10-5/RY

PWR-3 = 2.86 x 10-5/RY BWR-3 = 1.44 x 10-6/RY
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Frequency Estimate

The PNL panel estimated64 the most likely reduction in human error rates for operators due to the conduct of the
proposed workshops would be 3%, assuming that the workshops were conducted in the manner perceived, i.e.,
to focus on data-gathering for the NRC. This reduced the amount of time that could be devoted to inter-licensee
sharing of operational experiences which would have had a more direct effect on safety-related operational
performance in the plants. The possible reduction ranged from 1% to 10%. If the focus could have been shifted
toward the inter-licensee exchange of operational experiences, the most likely reduction in error rate would shift
upward; however, it was not expected to exceed 10%.

Consequence Estimate

Based on the PNL estimates and calculations64 and assuming a typical midwest-type meteorology and an
average population density of 340 people per square-mile at U.S. reactor sites, the public risk reduction was
estimated to be 7,140 man-rem for 143 plants with an average remaining life of 28 years. The occupational dose
reduction was minor at a calculated value of 46 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: The industry resources required for implementation were estimated to be one man-month/plant.
This was the estimated personnel requirement associated with the trial workshops that were being conducted.
It included utility staff time for attendance at the workshop, preparation by staff and management, and staff time
dedicated to the dissemination of insights gained at the workshop. At a cost of $100,000/man-year and with
4.33 weeks/month, this yielded a cost of $8,333/plant. For the 143 affected plants, this cost was estimated to be
$1.19M.

The industry resources required annually to participate in the training workshops were estimated to be the same
as those for implementation, i.e., one man-month/plant, which included workshop attendance, preparation before
the workshop, and dissemination of information afterward. This was equivalent to $8,333/RY. For 143 plants, this
cost was estimated to be 143 man-months/year or $1.19M/year. Given the average remaining life of the plants,
the operational cost was $33.3M. Therefore, the total industry cost associated with the solution to this issue was
$34.5M.

NRC Cost: The NRC cost to implement the resolution of this issue was estimated to be $0.3M and included
NRC staff labor and services of a contractor. Since the activities of the NRC staff and the contractor were to
some degree interchangeable, no attempt was made to provide separate estimates. The annual cost to the
NRC was also estimated to be $0.3M; again, this was assumed to contain some mixture of staff and contractor
expenses. Over the average remaining plant life, the operational cost was estimated to be $8.4M. While not
specific, these estimates for implementation and operation were firmly based on the experience of conducting
the trial workshops. Therefore, the NRC implementation and operation cost was estimated to be $8.7M.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost for the possible solution was estimated to be $(34.5 + 8.7)M or
$43.2M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on the estimated public risk reduction of 7,140 man-rem and a cost of $43.2M for a possible solution, the
value/impact score was given by:

Other Considerations

The accident avoidance cost was estimated by calculating the product of the change in accident frequency ( F)
and the estimated cost to the utility of a major accident (A); the latter term was estimated to be $1.65 Billion.
Thus, the cost/plant-year was estimated to be:
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PWRs: ( F)(A) = (7 x 10)($1,650M)/RY = $1,200/RY

BWRs: ( F)(A) = (3.2 x 10)($1,650M)/RY = $530/RY

The total cost for all plants was the product of the cost/plant-year, the number of plants (N), and the average
remaining life (T) of each type of plant:

(NT)( F)(A) = $(95)(28.5)(1,200)M + $(48)(27.0)(530)M = $3.9M

CONCLUSION

Because of the extensive number of sequences considered by PNL to be affected by this issue, the base case
risk was high at a calculated range from 60 to 73 man-rem/RY. With a value/impact score of 165 man-rem/$M
and an estimated risk reduction of 7,140 man-rem, this issue was given a medium priority ranking (see Appendix
C).

The staff conducted three workshops and a mail survey in order to evaluate the effectiveness of both
mechanisms for obtaining feedback to the NRC from utility operating staffs. The results of these two approaches
were documented in NUREG/CR-3739802 and NUREG/CR-4139,803 respectively. The staff concluded that both
feedback mechanisms proved to be effective methods of gathering data from operations personnel and did not
recommend conducting workshops or surveys on an annual basis; it was preferable to use such mechanisms
judiciously when a real need existed.804 Thus, this item was RESOLVED and no new requirements were
established.

ITEM I.A.2.6(5): DEVELOP INSPECTION PROCEDURES FOR TRAINING PROGRAM

This item was evaluated in Item I.A.2.6(1) above and, in accordance with an OIE memorandum,379 was
RESOLVED. No new requirements were established.

ITEM I.A.2.6(6): NUCLEAR POWER FUNDAMENTALS

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This NUREG-066048 item called for NRR to develop requirements for the inclusion of nuclear power
fundamentals in the instruction given to reactor operators. This arose out of a concern174 that the 12 weeks of
fundamentals training that were being given to operators were insufficient.

Safety Significance

Safety issues that deal with operator training can affect public risk by improvements in the operator safety-
related performance. This can lead to a reduction in core-melt frequency and a reduced probabilistic risk.

Possible Solution

The additional nuclear power fundamentals training would add 4 weeks to the training period.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

In order to assess this issue, a panel of experts was assembled from the PNL staff. This panel was comprised
of members experienced in reactor operator licensing, reactor operations, utility field work, and general reactor
safety areas. The results of the PNL assessment are contained in NUREG/CR-2800.64

The PNL panel felt there had been significant progress across the industry in the area of instruction in
nuclear power fundamentals since the issuance of NUREG0585174 in 1979. Further increase in emphasis
on fundamentals was felt to be unlikely to improve operator performance. The trend in operator licensing
examinations was to stress operational knowledge and de-emphasize fundamentals. This supported the view
that further fundamental training would not add to plant safety.

Frequency/Consequence Estimate
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The PNL panel felt that the existing level of instruction in nuclear power fundamentals was adequate. Further
emphasis on fundamentals was viewed as not likely to improve operator safety performance. Therefore, there
would be no measurable public risk reduction associated with the possible solution to this issue. The PNL panel
also saw no reduction in occupational dose associated with the implementation of the solution.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: It was assumed that 20 operators would complete the training course each year at every plant. In
addition, one full-time instructor was assumed to be required. This yielded 80 man-weeks for the operators and
44 man-weeks for the instructors, or 124 man-weeks/plant overall each year. To implement this practice, an effort
equivalent to one year of operation (124 man-weeks) was estimated to be required.

NRC Cost: Implementation of the solution was estimated48 to take 0.4 man-year or approximately 18 man-
weeks; no added costs were estimated for operation. The review of the additional instruction could be contained
in the existing routine function thereby causing no added expense.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on the judgment that there would be no risk reduction resulting from this issue, the value/impact score
was zero.

CONCLUSION

In view of the fact that it was believed that the existing level of instruction in nuclear power fundamentals was
adequate for reactor operators, further emphasis on fundamentals as required by this issue was viewed as
not likely to improve operator safety performance. With the resulting value/impact score of zero, this issue was
DROPPED from further consideration.

ITEM I.A.2.7: ACCREDITATION OF TRAINING INSTITUTIONS

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

Based on the requirements of NUREG-0660,48 this item required NRR to complete a study to establish the
procedures and requirements for NRC accreditation of reactor operator training programs. The resulting study
was to be developed into a Commission paper describing the various options for accreditation.

Safety Significance

There were two aspects to the safety benefit of this issue: (1) the reduction of public risk through the
improvement of operator performance, which was expected from the improved training accreditation; and (2) a
reduction in occupational exposure, primarily for operators who often supervise maintenance or perform other
duties in radiation zones. However, some reduction in routine occupational exposure could also be expected for
other operations personnel as a result of the increased awareness by the operators.

Possible Solution

In order to assess this issue, a panel of experts was assembled from the PNL staff. This panel was comprised
of members experienced in reactor operator licensing, reactor operations, utility field work, and general reactor
safety areas. The panel envisioned the resolution of this issue as the formation of an accreditation board
consisting of representatives from the NRC, industry, and academia. This board would develop and apply criteria
for accreditation including training programs of utilities, university-related programs, and independent training
institutions. While theoretically applying to training for all operations staff, the PNL panel felt the existing thrust
was focused on reactor operators. Therefore, this assessment was made assuming only operators would be
affected.64

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

The views of the PNL panel included an awareness of the fact that, at the time this issue was evaluated, some
training programs were very near to accreditation. Either through association with the universities or through
other means of providing high quality instruction, these programs would be likely to acquire accreditation from
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the board easily. Other training programs were not so well prepared for accreditation and may have required
significant effort and expense to upgrade them. Some savings may have been gained for multi-unit sites by
sharing costs.

Therefore, the resolution of this safety issue was assumed to be an improvement in operator performance. For
some utilities (approximately 10% of the total), this issue essentially had no effect because: (1) their existing
training programs would be accredited with little effort; and (2) the quality of their programs was sufficiently high
that accreditation would result in no discernible improvement in their operators' performance. Other utilities
were expected to see varying degrees of improvement. Those with training programs that were below the
accreditation standards were to be brought closer to the high quality enjoyed by the outstanding utilities. Overall,
the effect on operator human error was estimated to be a reduction of 10% across the affected portion of the
industry. The detailed assumptions for this analysis were as follows:

(1) Applicable Plants: 90% of all plants - 43 BWRs and 86 PWRs, or 129 plants.

(2) Selected Analysis Plant: Oconee-3 - representative PWR. It was assumed that the fractional risk and core-
melt frequency reductions for the representative BWR (Grand Gulf-1) would be equivalent to those for the
representative PWR. Therefore, the analysis was conducted only for a PWR, but the fractional risk and core-melt
frequency reductions were also applied to a BWR.

Frequency/Consequence Estimate

Based on the PNL analysis64 and assuming a typical midwest-type meteorology and an average population
density of 340 people per square-mile at U.S. reactor sites, the estimated public risk reduction was 26,180 man-
rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: The PNL panel estimated64 the one-time industry cost to implement the change initially to be
in the range of $0.1M to $1M/reactor. Those plants with training programs closer to accreditable status would
enjoy the smaller costs. The best estimate for the average plant was taken to be $0.3M. Operation under the
accreditation program was estimated to cost between $0.05M and $0.25M/plant annually for additional funding
to maintain an accredited training program; the best estimate was $0.1M/plant annually. The following is a
breakdown of the industry cost:

(1) Implementation: Approximately 3 man-years ($300,000/plant) to: (1) review accreditation standards; (2)
compare the existing utility practices with the developed standards; and (3) plan the necessary upgrades and
implement the program upgrades to fulfill the accreditation requirements. For 129 affected plants, this cost was
estimated to be $39M.

(2) Operation and Maintenance: $100,000/plant-year for: (1) the time invested by the staff in upgraded training
(increased course time, quality, etc.); and (2) instruction upgrade (time, quality, etc.). For 129 affected plants with
an average remaining life of 28 years, this cost was estimated to be $360M.

Thus, the total industry implementation, operation, and maintenance cost for the possible solution was estimated
to be $399M.

NRC Cost: The NRC cost to implement the accreditation was estimated to be $0.635M which was equivalent to
330 man-weeks to: (1) accredit, predicated on the possibility that INP0 accreditation would not be forthcoming;
and (2) develop accreditation standards and regulations for adoption by the industry. The annual operational
cost to the NRC was estimated64 to be $100,000 or one man-year for additional OIE efforts to ensure industry
maintenance of standards (at all plants). For an average remaining plant life of 28 years, this operation and
maintenance cost was estimated to be $2.8M. Thus, the total NRC cost for a solution to this issue was $3.435M.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was $(399 + 3.435)M or
$402.4M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 26,180 man-rem and a cost of $402.4M for a possible solution,
the value/impact score was given by:
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Other Considerations

The industry accident avoidance cost was estimated by PNL64 to be $14M. The occupational risk reduction
was estimated to be 22,170 man-rem resulting from accident avoidance (170 man-rem) and from operation and
maintenance of the solution (22,000 man-rem).

CONCLUSION

Although the value/impact score was low, this issue was given a medium priority ranking (see Appendix C)
because of the magnitude of the potential public risk reduction. However, in June 1985, the Commission
recognized that the industry had made progress in developing programs to improve nuclear utility training and
personnel qualification. As a result, the Commission adopted a Policy Statement on Training and Qualifications
which made the training accreditation program managed by INPO the focus of training improvement in the
industry.777 Thus, this item was RESOLVED and no new requirements were established.
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Task I.A.3: Licensing and Requalification of Operating Personnel (Rev. 6)
The objectives of this task were to: (1) upgrade the requirements and procedures for nuclear power plants
operator and supervisor licensing to assure that safe and competent operators and senior operators are in
charge of the day-to-day operation of nuclear power plants; and (2) increase the requirements for initial issuance
of licenses and for license renewals and provide closer NRC monitoring of licensed activities.

ITEM I.A.3.1: REVISE SCOPE OF CRITERIA FOR LICENSING EXAMINATIONS

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item called for NRR to notify all operator license holders and applicants of the new scope of
examinations and criteria for issuance of reactor operator (RO) and senior reactor operator (SRO) licenses and
renewal of licenses. Simulator examinations were to be included as part of the license examination. As a result
of Public Law 97-425, it was determined that additional staff work on the issue was required and a proposed rule
for operator licensing was presented to the Commission in SECY-84-76.593 Approval of this rule was expected to
effectively close out this item.

CONCLUSION

This item was clarified in NUREG-073798 and new requirements were established.

ITEM I.A.3.2: OPERATOR LICENSING PROGRAM CHANGES

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item called for NRR to take the following actions:

(1) Develop and implement a plan to relocate Operator Licensing Branch (OLB) examiners at Nuclear Power
Plant Simulator Training Centers or in Inspection and Enforcement Regions.

(2) Conduct a study of the staffing of the operator licensing program and the qualifications and training of
examiners.

(3) Develop and implement a plan to report operator errors and to act on operator errors with respect to
continuation of licensing.

In response to the above actions, the following were accomplished:

(1) The administering of examinations and issuance/renewal of operator licensing were transferred to Region III
in FY 1982 and to Region II in FY 1983. As a result of these changes, all regions had operator licensing authority
in FY 1984. NRR provided oversight and guidance, including examination procedures and criteria.88

(2) A study of the staffing of the operator licensing program and the qualifications and training of examiners was
completed in November 1980 and documented in NUREG/CR-175O.89 Examiner standards were published in
NUREG-1021.962

(3) A plan for reporting operator errors and for acting on operator errors with respect to continuation of licensing
was developed in NUREG/CR-1750.89 However, after review of this recommended plan, DHFS/NRR concluded
that no further action was required.440

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED and no new requirements were established.956

ITEM I.A.3.3: REQUIREMENTS FOR OPERATOR FITNESS

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background
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This NUREG-066048 item called for the staff to develop a regulatory approach to: (1) provide assurance that
applicants for RO and SRO licenses were psychologically fit; and (2) prohibit licensing of persons with histories
of drug and alcohol abuse or criminal backgrounds. The regulations were to be applied to all operating and
future power plants.

A proposed rule addressing alcohol and drug use and the broader issue of fitness for duty of operating licensee
personnel and contractors was forwarded to the EDO on April 16, 1982, with the concurrence of several NRC
offices. The proposed Fitness for Duty Rule was issued for public comment in the Federal Register on August
15, 1982, with the public comment period extending to October 5, 1982. A final rule package was completed on
December 1, 1982, and a final rule was expected to be published by April 1, 1983. The rule, when promulgated,
would have required facilities licensed under 10 CFR 50.21(b) or 10 CFR 50.22 to establish and implement
adequate written procedures to provide reasonable assurance that persons with unescorted access to protected
areas of nuclear power plants, while in those areas, are not under the influence of alcohol, other drugs, or
otherwise unfit for duty due to mental or physical impairments. Secondly, a proposed rule amending 10 CFR
73.56 regarding access authorization for nuclear power plants had not been completed, although a value/impact
analysis in support of the proposed rule had been prepared. Staff studies of the issue were published in NUREG/
CR-2075289 and NUREG/CR-2076.290

Safety Significance

There could be significant damage if impaired personnel were performing critical safety operations. Legal and
institutional problems could limit a thorough implementation of the proposed program. Given that there was an
adequate program implemented at all power plants and integrated into overall plant operations, the new program
would reduce operator error which, in turn, would lower the risk associated with operation of the plants.

Possible Solutions

This issue had two components: the first involved initial access to protected areas of nuclear power plants and
the second involved continuing fitness for duty once initial access has been granted. The proposed Fitness
for Duty Rule, issued for public comment on August 15, 1982, was directed toward the second component
of this issue, mandating behavioral observation programs for power plants licensed by the NRC. Behavioral
observation was also a part of the proposed Access Authorization Rule directed toward the first component of
this issue.

The second component of this issue dealt with limiting access of psychologically unstable individuals to vital
plant areas. This component was expected to have a major cost impact on the industry because this access
authorization program was comprehensive in that it was aimed at limiting the access to vital plant areas of
disgruntled employees, psychologically unsuitable employees, as well as personnel under the influence of drugs
or alcohol.

The access authorization program had the following three parts: (1) background search; (2) psychological
assessment; and (3) behavior observation. The first two parts would occur prior to granting an individual an
unescorted access authorization to protected and vital areas, and the last part would be an ongoing activity
for individuals who have been granted an unescorted access authorization. The background check would
examine an individual's past for unstable activities, a criminal record, credit problems, and previous employment
problems. It was established by NRC personnel that data on psychological screening showed that 2% to 3% of
white-collar workers were identified as unstable and, for blue-collar employees, the rate ranged from 7% to 10%.
These figures provided the background for the assumptions made in the evaluation below.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

This issue was assessed by PNL64 in consultation with a number of engineers with expertise in reactor operator
licensing, reactor operations, utility field work, and general reactor safety areas.

Assumptions

The major result of this issue was assumed to be a reduction in operator error. For some utilities, this new
system would result in some reduction in operator error whereas, in others, it would have no discernible effect.
Based on engineering judgment, an average of 2% was arrived at by PNL to apply to all operating and future
plants. Thus, this issue assumed the implementation of the access authorization system at all 134 plants,
either under construction (63) or in operation (71), with average remaining lives of 28.8 years for 90 PWRs and
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27.4 years for 44 BWRs. Thus, the total remaining life of the affected plants was [(28.8)(90) + (27.4)(44)]RY or
3,798 RY. Neither the implementation, operation, or maintenance of the solution would involve any changes in
occupational dose.

For the analysis performed by PNL,64 Oconee-3 was taken as the representative PWR. It was assumed that
the fractional risk and core-melt frequency reductions for the representative BWR (Grand Gulf-1) would be
equivalent to those for the representative PWR. Therefore, the analysis was conducted only for a PWR, but the
fractional risk and core-melt frequency reductions were also applied to a BWR.

Frequency Estimate

All release categories were affected by this issue, but the principal Release Categories affected by the solution
were 3, 5, and 7; the numerical calculations were based on these categories. The calculated64 reductions in
core-melt frequency were 4 x 10-7/RY for PWRs and 1.8 x 10-7 /RY for BWRs.

Consequence Estimate

The dose calculations were based on a reactor site population density of 340 people per square-mile and a
typical midwest meteorology. Based on the above core-melt frequency reduction and Release Categories, the
total estimated public risk reduction was 16,000 man-rem. The occupational risk reduction for implementation,
operation, and maintenance was zero.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: A value/impact analysis in support of the anticipated Access Authorization Rule had been
prepared by the staff and industry cost estimates had been developed. These cost estimates, which were
reviewed and accepted by the Atomic Industrial Forum (AIF), were as follows:

(1) For all operating plants, the implementation cost was $140,000/plant and included the preparation of plant
and associated procedures ($33,000), licensee management and clerical staff ($63,000), training to implement
the behavioral observation program ($34,000), and storage for files ($10,000). The total industry implementation
cost for operating plants was $(140,000)(71) or $9.94M.

(2) For all future plants (at which none of the employees were to be grandfathered), the implementation
costs were estimated to be $590,000/plant. In addition to the costs noted above for operating plants, this
implementation cost included background investigations ($375,000), review process and appeals procedures
($36,000), increased file storage requirements ($30,000), and miscellaneous criminal checks with the FBI, etc.
($9,000). The total industry cost for future plants was ($590,000)(63) or $37.2M.

(3) The cost of operating of the access authorization system at each plant was estimated to be $300,000/
year. This cost included background investigations for new people as a result of employee turnover ($94,000),
professional management and clerical staff ($63,000), a review and appeal process ($67,000), refresher training
for old supervisors ($19,000), training of new supervisors ($9,000), plan maintenance and updates ($8,000), file
storage ($39,000), and criminal history checks with the FBI for new people ($2,000). The total industry cost for
operation and maintenance of the access authorization system was ($0.3M/RY)(3,798 RY) or $1,140M.

The total industry cost for the possible solution was $[9.94 + 37.2 + 1,140]M or $1,187M.

NRC Cost: Further development and issuance of the proposed plan was estimated to take 1.5 man-years; at
a rate of $100,000/man-year, the cost for this effort was $150,000. The review and modification of the utilities'
implementation plans was estimated to take 1.5 man-years. For the 134 affected plants, this amounted to 0.6
man-week/plant. At a cost of $2,270/man-week, the implementation cost was $182,500. Review of the operation
and maintenance of the possible solution was estimated to require 1 man-week/RY for all plants. At a cost of
$2,270/man-week, the total operation and maintenance of the solution was $8.6M. Thus, the total NRC cost for
the possible solution was $[0.15 + 0.1825 + 8.6]M or $8.9M.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was $(1,187 + 8.9)M or
$1,196M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 16,000 man-rem and a cost of $1,196M for a possible solution,
the value/impact score was given by:
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Other Considerations

It was estimated by cognizant NRC personnel that the Fitness for Duty Rule would have a negative cost
impact on operating licensees in the long run. The staff estimated that initial licensee burden to develop written
procedures required by the rule would be approximately 1,200 man-hours over a six-month period at a total cost
between $50,000 and $75,000, if no fitness for duty program existed at a licensee's facility. While utilities such
as TVA claimed that alcohol abuse alone cost them approximately $18.5M annually, fitness for duty programs
of the type envisioned by the Fitness for Duty Rule were expected to save costs through quicker identification
of employees not fit for duty and through assisting these employees, in whom considerable resources had been
invested, in returning to high levels of productivity.

Nationwide, absenteeism due to alcohol and drug abuse cost U.S. industries an average of $300 annually
for every worker. Alcohol drug-abusers lose an additional 25% of their productive time when on the job, at an
average annual cost to U.S. industries of approximately $2,900/abuser. At the time this issue was evaluated, the
total annual cost to U.S. industries was between $12 Billion and $15 Billion. Wrich, in "The Employee Assistance
Program; Updated for the 1980's," Hazelden, 1980, reported that U.S. industries received a return of $10 in
decreased absenteeism, accidents, and increased productivity for every dollar spent on fitness for duty.

CONCLUSION

Although the estimated risk reduction was 16,000 man-rem and the value/impact score was only 13.4 man-rem/
$M, this issue was given a high priority ranking (see Appendix C) because of its advanced state of completion.

On October 24, 1984, the Commission notified the staff that it would not promulgate a rule on fitness for duty
for a minimum of two years but would issue a policy statement on the subject. A proposed policy statement
was submitted to the Commission in SECY-85-21.963 In a separate action, a notice withdrawing the final
Fitness for Duty Rule was submitted to the Commission in SECY-85-21A.964 The proposed policy statement
(SECY-85-21963) was reaffirmed by the staff in SECY-85-21B.965 In recognition of the industry's efforts in
establishing fitness for duty programs, the Commission approved a Policy Statement967 in July 1986. Thus, this
issue was RESOLVED and no new requirements were established.956

ITEM I.A.3.4: LICENSING OF ADDITIONAL OPERATIONS PERSONNEL

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This NUREG-066048 item sought to upgrade the operations performance in nuclear power plants by imposing
licensing requirements upon other operations personnel in addition to ROs and SROs.

Safety Significance

It was possible that, by undergoing licensing, personnel such as managers, engineers, and technicians would be
better qualified and less likely to commit errors in performing their functions.

Possible Solution

A study could be undertaken to determine which, if any, personnel should be licensed. Licensing would then be
required by the NRC for those additional personnel.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions
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It was estimated that the effects of resolution of this issue would be minimal for many utilities since there were
existing practices that went a long way toward ensuring that qualified and trained individuals were in responsible
positions. It was assumed that additional licensing requirements would produce some improvement by assisting
in the screening of potentially poor performers from the operations staff. The net effect was estimated to be
equivalent to a 2% reduction in human error rates for reactor operators and maintenance personnel.64

Frequency Estimate

Based on the 2% reduction in human error rate, the Oconee 3 (representative PWR) risk equation parameters
were adjusted. All Accident Sequences except V were assumed to be affected and all Release Categories were
affected. The reduction in core-melt frequency for Oconee 3 was calculated to be 1.4 x 1O-6/RY. The reduction
in core-melt frequency for Grand Gulf 1 was then calculated by assuming that the fractional core-melt frequency
reduction for the representative BWR would be equivalent to the fractional reduction for a PWR. Therefore, since
the Oconee-3 fractional reduction was 0.017, the core-melt frequency reduction for Grand Gulf-1 was calculated
to be 6.3 x 10-7/RY.

Consequence Estimate

The corresponding reduction in public risk for Oconee-3 was calculated to be 2.4 man-rem/RY and the public
risk reduction for Grand Gulf-1 was calculated to be 2.7 man-rem/RY. The total risk reduction for each type of
plant was given as follows:

PWRs: (28.5 yrs)(95 reactors)(2.4 man-rem/RY) = 6.5 x 103 man-rem

BWRs: (27 yrs)(49 reactors)(2.7 man-rem/RY) = 3.6 x 103 man-rem

Therefore, the total risk reduction for this issue was 1.01 x 104 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: It was assumed that the required additional effort to license the majority of the operations
personnel at a plant would be roughly equivalent to the existing licensing efforts for ROs and SROs; this was
estimated to be $250,000/plant. For operation, industry would have to provide new training staff, staff time for
training and exams, and administration; this was estimated to be $50,000/RY. Therefore, the total industry cost
was $250M.

NRC Cost: To implement the solution, qualification criteria, licensing exams, and procedures would have to be
prepared and would be a major undertaking. The implementation cost was estimated to range from $20M to
$50M; for analysis purposes, $35M was used. To operate with the new licensing requirements, 50 additional staff
members would be required at a total cost of $5M/year. To perform the annual operational needs of the program,
funds would be needed for travel, publications, etc. This was estimated to be an additional $2M/year. Therefore,
the total NRC cost was approximately $240M.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was $(250 + 240)M or $490M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 10,100 man-rem and a cost of $490M, the value/impact score
was given by:

Uncertainty

Because the estimate of the value/impact score relied heavily on the estimated value of the possible reduction in
human error rate, the effective improvement could vary significantly.

Other Considerations
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DHFS/NRR had been pursuing this issue and the Commission concluded181 that licensing of managers should
not be required. The other portion of the issue (i.e., licensing of other personnel - engineers, maintenance
personnel, etc.) was still under study and was to be concluded in FY 1983.

CONCLUSION

Although the value/impact score was low, the potential risk reduction was considered and this issue was given
a medium priority ranking (see Appendix C). However, in February 1985, the staff determined that there was
insufficient evidence to support the licensing of additional plant personnel.778 Thus, this item was RESOLVED
and no new requirements were established.

ITEM I.A.3.5: ESTABLISH STATEMENT OF UNDERSTANDING WITH INPO

DESCRIPTION

As part of the overall evaluation of the TMI incident, it was determined48 that a statement of understanding was
needed to address the mutual intent of NRC and INPO concerning the extent to which NRC should review or rely
upon training, certification, and other INPO activities. Consideration was also to be given to providing alternative
mechanisms for industry to inform NRC of its general progress on needed safety reforms. It was intended that
the statement of understanding would provide a basis for evaluation of any safety reforms or programs. Since
there was no direct risk that could be attributed to this issue, it was considered to be a Licensing Issue.

CONCLUSION

A Memorandum of Agreement148 between INPO and NRC was issued in April 1982; however, it did not
specifically address training and certification. Following further revision, the EDO agreed594 with the Coordination
Plan for NRC/INPO Training-Related Activities (Appendix Four to the Memorandum of Agreement) in November
1983. With the issuance of the Memorandum of Understanding, this Licensing Issue was resolved.
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Task I.A.4: Simulator Use and Development (Rev. 6)
The objectives of this task were to: (1) establish and sustain a high level of realism in the training and retraining
of operators, including dealing with complex transients involving multiple permutations and combinations of
failures and errors; and (2) improve operators' diagnostic capability and general knowledge of nuclear power
plant systems.

ITEM I.A.4.1: INITIAL SIMULATOR IMPROVEMENT

ITEM I.A.4.1(1): SHORT-TERM STUDY OF TRAINING SIMULATORS DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item called for a short-term study of training simulators to collect and develop corrections
for identified weaknesses.

CONCLUSION

A study of training simulators was undertaken and NUREG/CR-1482299 was published in June 1980. Thus, this
item was RESOLVED and no new requirements were established.

ITEM I.A.4.1(2): INTERIM CHANGES IN TRAINING SIMULATORS

DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item called for the development of requirements to correct specific training simulator
weaknesses, based on the short-term study results from Item I.A.4.1(1).

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED with the issuance of Regulatory Guide 1.149439 in April 1981 and new requirements
were established.

ITEM I.A.4.2: LONG-TERM TRAINING SIMULATOR UPGRADE

The four parts of this item were combined and evaluated together.

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

Nuclear power plant simulators were recognized as an important part of reactor operator training and this TMI
Action Plan48 item called for a number of actions to improve simulators and their use.

There was significant interaction among the simulator-related action items and clear separation of this item
was difficult. Item I.A.4.2 had a number of components dealing with long-term upgrades. The NUREG-066048

description called for research to: (1) improve the use of simulators in training operators; (2) develop guidance
on the need for and nature of operator action during accidents; and (3) gather data on operator performance.
Specific research items mentioned included simulator capabilities, safety-related operator action, and simulator
experiments. The item also called for the upgrading of training simulator standards, specifically the updating of
ANSI/ANS 3.5-1979. A regulatory guide endorsing this standard and giving the criteria for acceptability was also
mentioned. The final portion of Item I.A.4.2 called for a review of simulators to ensure their conformance to the
criteria.

At the time the issue was initially evaluated, a significant portion of the activities to be conducted had been
completed. For example, ANSI/ANS 3.5 was revised and issued in 1981 and Regulatory Guide 1.149,439

which endorsed this standard, had been published along with numerous research reports. It was clear that the
regulations, the ANS standard, and the regulatory guide did not require a site-specific simulator. 10 CFR 55
states that, if a simulator is used in training, it "shall accurately reproduce the operating characteristics of the
facility involved and the arrangement of the instrumentation and controls of the simulator shall closely parallel
that of the facility involved." ANSI/ANS 3.5-1981 called for a high degree of fidelity between the simulator and
the "reference plant." However, there was no requirement that the reference plant be the same facility that
the personnel in training would operate. Regulatory Guide 1.149439 explicitly made the distinction stating "the
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similarity that must exist between a simulator and the facility that the operators are being trained to operate is not
addressed in the guide and should not be confused with the guidance provided that specifies the similarity that
should exist between a simulator and its reference plant."

The work that had been completed for Item I.A.4.2(1) included the issuance of NUREG/CR-2353300 (Volumes
I and II), NUREG/CR-1908,416 NUREG/CR-2598,417 NUREG/CR-2534,418 NUREG/CR-3092,419 and NUREG/
CR-3123.653 This item, however, had long-range requirements calling for: (1) the review of operating experience
to provide data on operator responses; and (2) the design and conduct of experiments to determine operator
error rates under controlled conditions. Items I.A.4.2(2) and I.A.4.2(3) were completed with the issuance of
Regulatory Guide 1.149.439 Item I.A.4.2(4) addressed the long-term training simulator improvement criteria which
were established in Regulatory Guide 1.149439 and initiated in FY 1982. However, the staff review of submittals
from simulator owners for conformance with the criteria was an ongoing task in 1983. Therefore, the outstanding
portions of this issue (the continuation of simulator research and the review for conformance to acceptability
criteria) were evaluated.

Safety Significance

Use of simulators with high fidelity to the reference plant would significantly improve operator training in dealing
with abnormal conditions thereby reducing operator error. Operators' performance under accident conditions
was expected to be enhanced. Thus, a potential core-melt would be avoided and overall core-melt frequency
reduced.

Possible Solution

A possible solution was to establish a high level of realism in the training and retraining of plant operators by
developing simulators with a high degree of fidelity to the reference plant.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

The assessment of this issue was conducted by PNL staff64 with experience in reactor operator licensing,
reactor operation, and general reactor safety, in consultation with General Physics Corporation. General Physics
Corporation provided utility training services and had experience in reactor simulators, providing procurement
and startup assistance, operation and maintenance services, and simulator modifications.

In the assessment of this issue, it was necessary to acknowledge that many of the TMI items associated with
operator training were interrelated and that ranking problems surface when an attempt is made to assess
these independently. For example, this item was related to Items I.A.2.6(1,2,3, and 5), which dealt with
training improvements, including the enhanced use of existing simulators. I.A.4.1, dealt with initial simulator
improvement, including short-term and interim changes in training simulators. However, the final safety ranking
of this issue was relatively insensitive to changes in the basic assumptions used to distinguish these interrelated
issues by the very nature of the ranking matrix. Therefore, it was possible to establish a priority ranking for this
issue, despite the possible overlapping of potential benefits and costs with the other interrelated issues.

Assumptions

It was assumed that the major effect of these issues, both in terms of safety benefit and cost incurred, would
be the enhancement of the level of realism imparted by simulators. The modeling capabilities given under Item
I.A.4.1(2) and in ANSI/ANS 3.5-1981 reflected this feature.

It was assumed that, in order to provide the intended level of realism, site-specific simulators would be acquired.
Such simulators would be significantly more realistic when compared to the specific facilities, both in layout and
operation, than existing generic simulators. In addition, they were assumed to enhance transient and accident
modeling capabilities.

It was clear that provision of site-specific simulators, while not explicitly required, would meet the requirements
of Item I.A.4.1(2), the fidelity requirements of ANSI/ANS 3.5-1981, and the accurate reproduction requirements
of 10 CFR 55. Less sweeping simulator enhancements might also fulfill these requirements but would have to
be decided on a case-by-case basis. Therefore, it was assumed that the enhancement would be effected by the
introduction of site-specific simulators.
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The public risk reduction (and occupational dose reduction due to accident avoidance) were associated with
the reduction in operator error expected to result from the training and requalification of operators on improved
simulators. Inasmuch as any studies relating human error rates to the realism of simulator training were not
available, this assessment was based primarily on PNL engineering judgment. Therefore, it was estimated that
a reduction in operator error rate of 30% would result from the resolution of this issue. This estimate implied that,
for specific instances, the improvement could be much greater, but the 30% reduction was used as an estimate
of the average improvement.

There were 90 PWRs and 44 BWRs affected by this issue with average remaining lives of 28.8 years and 27.4
years, respectively. The representative plants selected for analysis were Oconee-3 and Grand Gulf-1 for PWRs
and BWRs, respectively. (It was assumed that the fractional risk and core-melt frequency reductions for Grand
Gulf would be equivalent to those for a PWR which was calculated directly.)

Frequency Estimate

All release categories were affected by the resolution of the issue. The calculated core-melt frequencies were
8.2 x 10-5/RY for PWRs and 3.7 x 10-5/RY for BWRs. The reduction in these frequencies, based on the 30%
reduction estimated for operator error, was 1.3 x 10-5/RY for PWRs and 5.9 x 10-6/RY for BWRs.

Consequence Estimate

The dose calculations were based on a reactor site population density of 340 people/square-mile and a typical
midwest meteorology. The resulting total reduction in public risk was 150,000 man-rem.64

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: The major effect of the resolution of these issues was assumed to be the acquisition and use of
site-specific simulators. The cost of such an undertaking would be substantial. If improved modeling changes
were possible on existing simulators, the cost to industry would be substantially smaller. However, this was not
clear at the time of the evaluation and it was assumed that new simulators would be required. (The impact of
this assumption could be weighed subsequently in the final safety priority ranking. The assumption could be
reevaluated at that time for any appropriate modifications.)

Assuming that new simulators would be required, the principal implementation cost would be the purchase of the
simulators and provision of the new training materials. The capital cost of a simulator was estimated to be $7M.
The provision of training materials was estimated to be equivalent to a 7 man-year effort.

It was assumed that all reactors, both operating and planned, would be affected. However, not every reactor
would require a simulator. Many reactor sites have two or more reactors located together. If these reactors were
sufficiently similar, a single simulator could serve them. Examining the list of 134 operating and planned power
reactors, it was estimated that 62 additional site-specific simulators would be adequate. This assumed that 20%
of the potential simulators were not required because either a site-specific simulator already existed or the plant
in question was an older facility with limited remaining life.

The cost of the 62 new simulators spread over 134 reactors yielded $3.2M/reactor in capital cost and 3.2 man-
year/reactor to provide new training materials. The operation and maintenance of the new simulators was
estimated to require 3 man-years/simulator. Again, sharing the expense for 62 simulators over 134 reactors
yielded 1.4 man-years/reactor. Industry may also experience costs stemming from participation in simulator
experiments and research; however, these costs would be small in comparison to the costs related to new
simulators. Based on these assumptions, the total industry cost was obtained as follows:

(1) Implementation

Labor:
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Equipment:

Thus, the total industry implementation cost was (134 plants)$(0.32 + 32)M/plant or $470M.

(2) Operation and Maintenance

= $530M

Therefore, the total industry cost was $(470 + 530)M or $1,000M.

NRC Cost: There was no cost for development of a solution since all work was essentially complete and a
solution had been identified. The principal costs were the continuation of research and the conduct of the
confirmatory reviews. No additional development costs were foreseen as ANSI/ANS 3.5 was being revised and
necessitated a revision to Regulatory Guide 1.149.439

The continuing research was treated as an implementation cost. It was estimated to require one NRC man-year
and $1M in contractor support. (This included the remaining costs associated with Item I.E.8.) The confirmatory
reviews were also treated as an implementation cost and were estimated to require 4 man-weeks/ simulator, or a
total of 248 man-weeks for the assumed 62 new simulators.

The operational review cost to the NRC was minimal. It was assumed that annually each simulator would be
audited to ensure that reference plant updates had been adequately represented on the simulator. Such an
annual review was estimated to require 2 man-weeks/simulator or 124 man-weeks/year for all 62 new simulators
assumed. NRC costs were estimated as follows:

(1) Implementation

Continuing Research: 1 man-year = 0.33 man-week

134 plants plant

Initial Simulator Reviews: 248 man-weeks = 1.9 man-weeks

134 plants plant

Based on a total NRC manpower of 2.23 man-weeks/plant, the implementation cost was given by:

With contractor support estimated to be $1M, the total implementation cost was $(0.6783 + 1)M or $1.7M.

(2) Review of Operation and Maintenance
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The cost for review of operation and maintenance for all affected plants was [(90 PWRs)(28.8 years) + (44
BWRs)(27.4 years)]($2,100/RY) or $8M.

Thus, the total implementation, operation, and maintenance cost was $(1.7 + 8)M or $9.7M.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was $(1,000 + 9.7)M or
$1,010M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 150,000 man-rem and a cost of $1,010M for a possible solution,
the value/impact score was given by:

Other Considerations

The estimated reduction in occupational dose was 820 man-rem, based on accident avoidance only, since there
were no implementation or maintenance dose reductions associated with resolution.

CONCLUSION

Based on the estimated risk reduction of 150,000 man-rem and the value/impact score of approximately 150
man-rem/$M, this issue was given a high priority ranking (see Appendix C). In view of the large estimated risk
reduction, this ranking was essentially unaffected by any reasonable uncertainties in the cost estimates.

ITEM I.A.4.2(1): RESEARCH ON TRAINING SIMULATORS

This item was evaluated in Item I.A.4.2 above and was given a high priority ranking (see Appendix C). In April
1987, the issue was RESOLVED with the publication of Revision 1 to Regulatory Guide 1.149439 and new
requirements were established.1045

ITEM I.A.4.2(2): UPGRADE TRAINING SIMULATOR STANDARDS

This item was and RESOLVED with the issuance of Regulatory Guide 1.149439 in April 1981 and new
requirements were established.

ITEM I.A.4.2(3): REGULATORY GUIDE ON TRAINING SIMULATORS

This item was RESOLVED with the issuance of Regulatory Guide 1.149439 in April 1981 and new requirements
were established.

ITEM I.A.4.2(4): REVIEW SIMULATORS FOR CONFORMANCE TO CRITERIA

This item was evaluated in Item I.A.4.2 above and was given a high priority ranking (see Appendix C). Staff
efforts in resolving the issue resulted in the publication of a rule and a simulation facility evaluation procedure.

When this item was originally identified in 1980, the staff's approach was to require a submittal from each
licensee in compliance with a regulatory guide (which later was issued as Regulatory Guide 1.149439) and
to conduct a review of each simulator; there was no simulator regulation in effect at that time. However, in
1983, Section 306 of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (Public Law 97-425) directed the NRC, in part, to establish
"requirements for operating tests at civilian nuclear power plant simulators." This Congressional mandate had
the effect of superseding the original intent of Item I.A.4.2(4) and required the staff to develop regulations for
simulators. As a result, the approach taken by the staff for the resolution of Item I.A.4.2(4) was modified to
comply with the Congressional mandate. The work scope was changed to reflect the fact that licensees, under
the proposed regulation, would be required to certify their plant-referenced simulators to the NRC, and that
NRC would perform an audit only when a need was identified, or upon request. Only in the case of those few
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licensees (estimated to be six), which were expected to seek NRC approval for a simulation facility that did not
include a plant-referenced simulator, would the staff be obligated to review simulator documentation.

The final rule was published1077 as 10 CFR 55.45 and states, in part: "The operating test will be administered
in a plant walkthrough and in either (i) a simulation facility which the Commission has approved for use after
application has been made by the facility licensee, or (ii) a simulation facility consisting solely of a plant-
referenced simulator which has been certified to the Commission by the facility licensee." In support of these
regulations, the staff initiated a program to develop a procedure for its evaluation of selected certified simulation
facilities. This procedure was subjected to a pilot test prior to being issued in draft form for comment. As a result
of comments received, the procedure was revised and issued in final form as NUREG-12581084 in December
1987. Thus, the item was RESOLVED and new requirements were established.1098

ITEM I.A.4.3: FEASIBILITY STUDY OF PROCUREMENT OF NRC TRAINING SIMULATOR

DESCRIPTION

The description of this issue in NUREG-066048 was as follows:

"In addition to the increased use of industry simulators for training of NRC staff (notably, the work by OIE with
the TVA training center simulators), a feasibility study of the lease or procurement of one or more simulators to
be located in the NRC headquarters area will be performed. These simulators would be used in familiarizing the
NRC staff with reactor operations, in assessing the effectiveness of operating and emergency procedures and
in gathering data on operator performance. The study will include development of specifications, development
of procurement and commissioning schedules, estimation of costs, and comparison with other methods of
providing such training for NRC personnel."

The intent of this issue was to improve the NRC staff's familiarization with reactor operations. The study was an
effort to establish the feasibility of procuring an NRC training simulator. The issue had no direct bearing on public
risk reduction and, therefore, was considered to be a Licensing Issue.

CONCLUSION

Technical studies262,263,264 of the issue performed by BNL indicated that existing simulators had significant
modeling limitations. It was established that the capability of existing simulators was not acceptable at any but
near-normal operating conditions, and that the lack of technical capability during two-phase conditions was
significant. These results had an adverse effect on the feasibility of a training simulator for the NRC staff. Thus,
this Licensing Issue was resolved.

ITEM I.A.4.4: FEASIBILITY STUDY OF NRC ENGINEERING COMPUTER

DESCRIPTION

The purpose48 of this study was to fully evaluate the potential value of and, if warranted, propose development
of an engineering computer that realistically modeled PWR and BWR plant behavior for small-break LOCA and
other non-LOCA accidents and transients that may call for operator actions. Final development of the proposed
engineering computer would depend on a number of research efforts.

Risk assessment tasks (interim reliability evaluation program, or IREP, for example) to define accident
sequences covering severe core damage would also provide the guidelines for the experimental and analytical
research programs needed to improve the diagnostics and general knowledge of nuclear power plant systems.
The programs would assist the development and testing of fast running computer codes used to predict realistic
system behavior for these multiple accident studies. These codes would provide the basic models for use in the
improved engineering computer as well as the capability for NRC audit of NSSS analyses. This issue had no
direct effect on public risk reduction and, therefore, was considered a Licensing Issue.

CONCLUSION

Reports262,263 on the review of PWR and BWR simulators were completed by BNL while work on Plant
Analyzers continued at BNL, INEL, and LASL. RES believed that Plant Analyzers (Engineering Computer) would
be helpful in uncovering potential operational safety problems in LWRs, caused by operator errors or equipment
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malfunctions, which would lead to risk reductions through increased operator awareness, improved procedures,
and equipment redundancy.

The Plant Analyzer is not a design tool but rather an aid to the NRC staff in performing an audit function in the
licensing process. After the second year of research on the Engineering Computer (Nuclear Plant Analyzer),
it was concluded that it was not feasible to develop a device that would be sufficiently accurate and function
with sufficient speed (i.e., faster than real accident progression time) to give a plant operator information
adequate to guide action he or she should take during an accident. It was found, however, that a Nuclear Plant
Analyzer, which takes output from an NRC safety analysis code such as TRAC or RELAP and displays plant
accident conditions in schematic form on a video screen, would considerably ease the burden of understanding
the results of complex safety analysis calculations. The Plant Analyzer also would allow the safety analyst
to interpose simulated operator actions into an accident calculation underway. Based on these findings, the
objectives of the development program were reoriented toward assistance for plant safety analysis and away
from operator accident assistance.

A Management Plan968 for the Nuclear Plant Analyzer was prepared by the staff and included a listing of
products expected to enter the regulatory arena in fiscal years 1985 through 1989. The staff concluded that
it was not feasible to develop an Engineering Computer to provide input for operator actions during plant
accidents; it was feasible to develop a device to give NRC an improved capability to audit NSSS analyses and
this was being done in accordance with the Management Plan. Thus, this Licensing Issue was resolved.
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Task I.B: Support Personnel (Rev. 4) (Rev. 1)
The objectives of this task were to:

(1) Improve licensee safety performance and ability to respond to accidents by upgrading the licensee groups
responsible for radiation protection and plant operation in such areas as staff size; education and experience of
staff members; plant operating and emergency procedures; management awareness of, and attention to, safety
matters; and numbers and types of personnel available to respond to accidents.

(2) Improve licensee safety performance by establishing a full-time, dedicated, onsite safety engineering staff
and providing, along with the concurrent dissemination of information to plant personnel, an integrated program
for the systematic review of operating experience.

ITEM I.B.1.1: ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT LONG-TERM IMPROVEMENTS

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue48 dealt with implementation of long-term organization and management improvements, the overall
objective of which was to improve licensee safety performance and ability to respond to accidents by upgrading
licensee groups responsible for radiation protection and plant operation. The areas to be upgraded included: (1)
staff size; (2) education and experience of staff members; (3) plant operating and emergency procedures; (4)
management awareness of, and attention to, safety matters; and (5) numbers and types of personnel available
to respond to accidents. The evaluation of this issue included consideration of Item II.J.3.1.

Safety Significance

The potential for accidents resulting from some measure of human error in operating a nuclear plant may be
avoidable by the resolution of this issue.

Possible Solutions

Proper management and organization will improve administration, control, prevention, and coordination both
within and among all key organizational components of a plant, including those located offsite. The management
involved and their staff will be better qualified and trained and the staff will be increased. Thus, the management
and organization will be better-prepared for both normal operations and emergency situations. Resolution of this
safety issue was assumed to encompass the following:

(1) Each utility (licensee/applicant) would be required to submit a new proposed organization and management
plan for review by the NRC, including a site review. No additional management staff would be required, but
the qualifications and training of the management staff and the organization effectiveness would be improved
substantially at most plants.

(2) Depending on the plant, up to 14 additional personnel would be required: maintenance (~9); health physics
and chemistry (~3); and training (~2). Not included were staff to man a plant-specific simulator, if required by the
NRC (this was considered under Item I.A.4.1). It was anticipated that 25% of the plants would require no staff
additions, 50% would require only 8 people, and 25% would require all 14 people. Thus, on the average, a plant
would require 7 additional staff members.

(3) OIE staff would perform annual assessments to ensure each utility satisfactorily met NRC management and
organization requirements, as identified in the initial plant review.

(4) Regulatory Guides 1.33225 and 1.8226 would be revised and issued, along with other appropriate regulatory
guidance, to define requirements in this area.

(5) Implementation of this issue was assumed to begin in FY 1984 at all operating plants and at those plants
applying for an operating license, with all plants to be covered by mid-FY 1985; this included annual followup
assessments underway in FY 1985.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION
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To assess this issue, SPEB/NRR consulted with PNL as well as with NRR and RES personnel working on
developing the management, organization, and staffing regulatory positions. The PNL personnel had expertise in
general management, utility and nuclear plant management, reactor operations, reactor operation licensing, and
general reactor safety areas. The technical analysis for this issue was provided by PNL.64

Assumptions

The major benefit from resolution of this issue would be a reduction in human errors (operators and maintenance
personnel) resulting in lower public risk. This applied to the remaining operating life of all plants (142) operating
and under construction, subsequent to implementation of the solution in 1985, which was approximately 26
years.

The PNL staff estimated that the proper actions could potentially result in a 20% reduction in human errors at a
nuclear plant. However, many of the plants (assumed to be 25%) were already well-managed and organized;
these would see no further improvement. Another 50% would obtain only half the benefit and the remaining
25% would obtain the full benefit. An average value of 10% for reduction of human errors was anticipated for the
nuclear industry at large.

Frequency Estimate

All accident sequences, except an interfacing system LOCA, would be affected. Reducing the human error rate
by 10% was calculated to decrease the frequency of core-melt in Oconee-3 by 5 x 10-6/RY. The frequency of
core-melt in Grand Gulf-1 was assumed to be reduced by the same ratio, or 2 x 10-6/RY.

Consequence Estimate

All release categories were affected and the reduction in public risk was estimated to be 13 man-rem/RY for
PWRs and 15 man-rem/RY for BWRs, based on the WASH-160016 release estimates and assuming a typical
midwest-type meteorology and an average population density of 340 people per square-mile at U.S. reactor
sites. Assuming 94 PWRs and 48 BWRs with an average remaining life of 26 years after implementation of the
resolution in 1985, the total public risk reduction was 50,400 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: The major cost of resolving this issue was that associated with possible additional staffing
required at a plant; both BWRs and PWRs would be affected equally. Specifically, industry costs associated with
this issue were expected to be as follows:

(1) An average of 7 people/plant would be required for operation and maintenance.

(2) Approximately 2 man-years of effort for "intermediate case" plants would be required for preparing the initial
management plan and reviewing it with the NRC. (Triple that for "worst case" plants and half that for "best case"
plants). An average of 2.75 man-years/ plant was used for implementation.

(3) Approximately 1 man-month of utility effort would be required at each plant in supporting the annual NRC
management assessment of the solution.

The industry costs calculated by PNL64 were $33M for implementation and $2.27M for operation and
maintenance, for a total of $35.27M.

NRC Cost: NRC costs associated with resolving this issue were expected to be as follows:

(1) Approximately 22 man-years of effort by NRR and RES to develop the long-term regulatory position on
management and organization after FY-1982.

(2) Approximately 2 man-years to write, obtain, and issue comments on revised and new regulatory guides. The
major development effort behind these guides was included in (1) above.

(3) Approximately 5 man-months to review the initial management and organization plan proposed for each
plant. This included time for the site visit and assessment report.

(4) Approximately 0.5 man-month to perform an annual assessment of the solution at each plant.

The total NRC cost calculated64 by PNL was approximately $30.8M.
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Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was $(35.27 + 30.8)M or
$66.07M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 50,400 man-rem and a cost of $66.07M for a possible solution,
the value/impact score was given by:

Other Considerations

There would be some reduction in occupational risk primarily from lowering occupational exposure due to fewer
unplanned outages caused by human error. Maintenance staffs would be primarily impacted; however, both
operating and maintenance staffs would benefit from avoidance of major accidents.

The potential for exposure reduction was expected to be about 10% for the 25% "worst case" plants, 5% for the
50% "intermediate case" plants, and none for the 25% "best case" plants; an average value of 5% was used. It
was estimated that 300 to 500 man-rem of occupational exposure occur annually at a typical facility. Assuming
400 man-rem as a best estimate, the 5% reduction resulted in an occupational dose reduction of 20 man-rem/
RY. For 142 plants with an average remaining life of approximately 26 years, the total occupational risk reduction
from this source was approximately 75,000 man-rem.

The industry accident avoidance cost was estimated by PNL64 to be $26.2M.

CONCLUSION

The potential public risk reduction was relatively large (50,400 man-rem) and the potential for occupational risk
reduction was also large (75,000 man-rem), if the estimate of the reduction in human error was correct. Since
most of the costs were due to additional utility staff, this value/impact could be higher if a resolution were found
that did not require added staff. Therefore, based on the large potential risk reduction, this issue was given a
medium priority ranking (see Appendix C).

The NRC stated its movement toward performance-based rather than prescriptive regulation in its 1986 Policy
and Planning Guidance (NUREG-0885, Issue 5).210 The NRC was approaching Management and Organization
by improving its responsiveness to licensee performance, e.g., systematic assessment of licensee performance
(SALP) improvement. The Nuclear Utility Management and Resources Committee (NUMARC) was established
by the industry in March 1984 with an objective of reviewing management and people-related issues in nuclear
operations and developing industry-wide resolutions. The Commission responded to NUMARC initiatives in a
positive manner. In a letter dated January 23, 1985, to J. H. Miller, Chairman of NUMARC, Chairman Palladino
supported initiatives which include improvement in management and organization and stated, in part, "we
strongly encourage industry efforts to enhance the performance of utility corporate management." Based upon
industry initiatives and the Commission's policy guidance, work on Items I.B.1.1(1,2,3,4) was terminated.956

OIE routinely developed and issued inspection procedures which addressed new or revised regulations and
requirements. Thus, Item I.B.1.1(5) was determined to be resolved.441

In July 1984, OIE noted652 that the proposed revision to Regulatory Guide 1.33225 was being addressed under
Issue 75. This effort negated the need to pursue a separate resolution to those parts of Items I.B.1.1(6,7)
that required a revision to Regulatory Guide 1.33.225 The parts of Items I.B.1.1(6,7) that require a revision to
Regulatory Guide 1.8226 were addressed under Item I.A.2.6(1).956

ITEM I.B.1.1(1): PREPARE DRAFT CRITERIA
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This item was evaluated in Item I.B.1.1 above and was determined to be RESOLVED956 with no new
requirements.

ITEM I.B.1.1(2): PREPARE COMMISSION PAPER

This item was evaluated in Item I.B.1.1 above and was determined to be RESOLVED956 with no new
requirements.

ITEM I.B.1.1(3): ISSUE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE UPGRADING OF MANAGEMENT AND TECHNICAL
RESOURCES

This item was evaluated in Item I.B.1.1 above and was determined to be RESOLVED956 with no new
requirements.

ITEM I.B.1.1(4): REVIEW RESPONSES TO DETERMINE ACCEPTABILITY

This item was evaluated in Item I.B.1.1 above and was determined to be RESOLVED956 with no new
requirements.

ITEM I.B.1.1(5): REVIEW IMPLEMENTATION OF THE UPGRADING ACTIVITIES

This item was evaluated in Item I.B.1.1 above and was determined to be RESOLVED441,956 with no new
requirements.

ITEM I.B.1.1(6): PREPARE REVISIONS TO REGULATORY GUIDES 1.33 AND 1.8

This item was evaluated in Item I.B.1.1 above. The revision of Regulatory Guide 1.33225 was covered in Issue
75652,956 and the revision of Regulatory Guide 1.8226 was covered in Issue I.A.2.6(1).

ITEM I.B.1.1(7): ISSUE REGULATORY GUIDES 1.33 AND 1.8

This item was evaluated in Item I.B.1.1 above. The revision of Regulatory Guide 1.33225 was covered in Issue
75652,956 and the revision of Regulatory Guide 1.8226 was covered in Issue I.A.2.6(1).

ITEM I.B.1.2: EVALUATION OF ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENTS OF NEAR-TERM
OPERATING LICENSE APPLICANTS

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item required the staff to evaluate organization and management capabilities of NTOL
applicants before license issuance. NRR was to provide draft criteria and OIE was to manage an inter-office
review team. The findings of the team was to be factored into the SER for each NTOL facility.

CONCLUSION

Between January and July 1980, 6 NTOLs (Sequoyah, North Anna-2, Salem-2, Diablo Canyon, McGuire, and
Farley-2) were evaluated; Zion, Indian Point, and TMI-1 were also evaluated later. As part of its overall review
responsibility, NRR was to manage similar reviews for other NTOL applicants.

ITEM I.B.1.2(1): PREPARE DRAFT CRITERIA

This item was evaluated in Item I.B.1.2 above and was determined to be RESOLVED235 with no new
requirements.

ITEM I.B.1.2(2): REVIEW NEAR-TERM OPERATING LICENSE FACILITIES

This item was evaluated in Item I.B.1.2 above and was determined to be RESOLVED with no new requirements.

ITEM I.B.1.2(3): INCLUDE FINDINGS IN THE SER FOR EACH NEAR-TERM OPERATING LICENSE
FACILITY

This item was evaluated in Item I.B.1.2 above and was determined to be RESOLVED with no new requirements.

ITEM I.B.1.3: LOSS OF SAFETY FUNCTION
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DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item addressed regulatory action at an operating nuclear power plant in the event of
human error leading to complete loss of a safety function required by the plant's TS. The following three options
specified in the TMI Action Plan48 were considered:

(1) Require licensees to immediately place the plant in the safest shutdown cooling condition following a total
loss of a safety function due to personel error, if a total loss of a safety function had occurred within the previous
year or two. Resumption of operation would require NRC approval based on a review of the licensee's program
for corrective action.

(2) Use existing enforcement options (citations, fines, shutdowns).

(3) Use approaches such as a point system, licensee probations, and (in the extreme) license revocations.

Loss of a required safety function can lead to an increase in the probability that an event with an accident-
initiating potential, should it occur, would lead to an actual major accident. This probability increase could be
more or less substantial, depending on the specific function lost. The safety concern is heightened when the
loss of safety function is caused by human error and this occurs more than once in a year or two. Such repeated
personnel failures can bring into question whether the reliability of safety-related personnel actions at the plant
involved are generally up to the standards expected and assumed in safety evaluations. This item was related
to improving the NRC capability to make independent assessments of safety and, therefore, was considered a
Licensing Issue.

CONCLUSION

Option 2 was selected as the best option that would provide the latitude needed by NRC for determination
whether a particular event falls under the definition of a "loss of safety function," the role of human error in
causing the event, the acuteness of the risk, the urgency and nature of appropriate remedial action, conditions
for resumption of operation, and such considerations as the public health-and-safety need for power at the
time (see References 234, 265, 266, 267, 287). With the selection of Option 2, Item I.B.1.3 was terminated, having
become part of the Enforcement Policy issue (Item IV.A.2) which was completed.288 Thus, this Licensing Issue
was resolved.

ITEM I.B.1.3(1): REQUIRE LICENSEES TO PLACE PLANT IN SAFEST SHUTDOWN COOLING FOLLOWING
A LOSS OF SAFETY FUNCTION DUE TO PERSONNEL ERROR

This Licensing Issue was evaluated in Item I.B.1.3 above and was determined to be resolved.

ITEM I.B.1.3(2): USE EXISTING ENFORCEMENT OPTIONS TO ACCOMPLISH SAFEST SHUTDOWN
COOLING

This Licensing Issue evaluated in Item I.B.1.3 above and was determined to be resolved.

ITEM I.B.1.3(3): USE NON-FISCAL APPROACHES TO ACCOMPLISH SAFEST SHUTDOWN COOLING

This Licensing Issue was evaluated in Item I.B.1.3 above and was determined to be resolved.
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Task I.B.2: Inspection of Operating Reactors (Rev. 1)
The objective of this task was to improve the safety of operations at nuclear power plants by increasing
the effectiveness of the NRC inspection program as follows: (1) revise the existing inspection program; (2)
implement the resident inspection program; and (3) systematically assess licensee performance so that the NRC
could reapportion its inspection resources according to need.

ITEM I.B.2.1: REVISE OIE INSPECTION PROGRAMDESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item had the objective of enhancing the safety effectiveness of the operating reactor
inspection program. It involved revision of the inspection program to provide more direct observation and
independent verification of licensee activities and reduction of inspection documentation. Inspection program
revisions focused on the following:

A. Inspections that included, on a sampling basis, such activities as:

(1) Verifying the adequacy of management and procedural controls and staff discipline for the conduct of day-to-
day operational surveillance activities.

(2) Independently verifying that systems required to be operable were properly aligned.

(3) Following up on completed maintenance work orders to ensure proper testing and return to service.

(4) Observing surveillance tests to determine whether test instruments were properly calibrated and that
approved procedures were followed, including taking equipment out of service during a test and returning it to
service after the test.

(5) Verifying that each licensee was complying with the TS and operating parameters by daily control room
observations.

(6) Observing routine maintenance to detect such things as the wrong lubricant, improper tightening of valve
packing, substitution of unqualified parts, and lack of care in the protection of open systems.

(7) Inspecting the terminal boards, panels, and instrument racks for unauthorized jumpers and bypasses and
checking locations against records to ascertain whether jumpers were removed as stated in the records.

B. Reactive efforts in response to operating events, allegations, or followup to previous findings.

C. Periodic Performance Appraisal Team inspections to supplement the resident inspector by an in-depth
inspection of the overall plant operation.

D. Intensified inspection program at startup testing.

This item addressed improvements in the NRC capability to make independent assessments of safety and,
therefore, was considered a Licensing Issue.

CONCLUSION

Procedures were issued and implemented to accomplish more direct observation and independent verification,
emphasize reactor inspection efforts, and intensify the inspection program at startup testing. Periodic
performance appraisal team inspections were functioning and documentation was streamlined.239,247 (For
specific procedures, see Chapters 2513, 2514, and 2515 and Part 9700 of the OIE Manual.) All required
action on Item I.B.2.1 was completed235,379,406 and this Licensing Issue was resolved with changes in the NRC
procedures that addressed the operating reactor inspection program.

ITEM I.B.2.1(1): VERIFY THE ADEQUACY OF MANAGEMENT AND PROCEDURAL CONTROLS AND
STAFF DISCIPLINE

This Licensing Issue was evaluated in Item I.B.2.1 above and was determined to be resolved.
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ITEM I.B.2.1(2): VERIFY THAT SYSTEMS REQUIRED TO BE OPERABLE ARE PROPERLY ALIGNED

This Licensing Issue was evaluated in Item I.B.2.1 above and was determined to be resolved.

ITEM I.B.2.1(3): FOLLOW-UP ON COMPLETED MAINTENANCE WORK ORDERS TO ASSURE PROPER
TESTING AND RETURN TO SERVICE

This Licensing Issue was evaluated in Item I.B.2.1 above and was determined to be resolved.

ITEM I.B.2.1(4): OBSERVE SURVEILLANCE TESTS TO DETERMINE WHETHER TEST INSTRUMENTS ARE
PROPERLY CALIBRATED

This Licensing Issue was evaluated in Item I.B.2.1 above and was determined to be resolved.

ITEM I.B.2.1(5): VERIFY THAT LICENSEES ARE COMPLYING WITH TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

This Licensing Issue was evaluated in Item I.B.2.1 above and was determined to be resolved.

ITEM I.B.2.1(6): OBSERVE ROUTINE MAINTENANCE

This Licensing Issue was evaluated in Item I.B.2.1 above and was determined to be resolved.

ITEM I.B.2.1(7): INSPECT TERMINAL BOARDS, PANELS, AND INSTRUMENT RACKS FOR
UNAUTHORIZED JUMPERS AND BYPASSES

This Licensing Issue was evaluated in Item I.B.2.1 above and was determined to be resolved.

ITEM I.B.2.2: RESIDENT INSPECTOR AT OPERATING REACTORS

DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item addressed implementation of the approved resident inspector program at operating
reactors, as part of efforts to improve safety of operations at nuclear power plants by increasing the effectiveness
of the NRC inspection program. Actions included recruiting, training, and assigning resident inspectors to provide
a minimum of one resident inspector at each site. Additional resident inspectors were assigned to multi-unit
sites. Resident inspectors were also assigned to construction sites with units that were 15% or more complete.
This item addressed improvements in the NRC capability to make independent assessments of safety and,
therefore, was considered a Licensing Issue.

CONCLUSION

By June 1980, senior resident inspectors had been placed at all plants awaiting near-term operating licenses to
ensure their presence by the time of fuel loading. By December 1980, manning reached 94% of the target level,
approximately the highest level that could be expected to be maintained because of vacancies created by losses
and the time lag in filling vacancies.239 All required action was completed (see References 235, 239, 333, 334,
379, and 406) and this Licensing Issue was resolved235 with changes to the NRC resident inspector program.

ITEM I.B.2.3: REGIONAL EVALUATIONS

DESCRIPTION

The TMI Action Plan48 described this part of the program to enhance the safety effectiveness of inspections at
operating reactors as follows:

The NRC will establish boards in each region to annually evaluate each licensee's performance. The
Licensing Project Manager will participate on the board for the facilities he manages. The board will review the
enforcement actions, licensee event reports, technical and management performance, significant personnel and
organizational changes, licensee safety attitude, and observations by inspection supervisors and inspectors
from all cognizant regional disciplines. The results of this evaluation will be documented and used to determine
the adequacy of current enforcement sanctions and to redirect, as appropriate, the inspection effort and
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program plans. In addition, the evaluation will be used to provide a major input into the formal NRC review board
discussed in Item I.B.2.4, Overview of Licensee Performance. Meetings with licensee management will be held
to discuss board findings as appropriate.

This item addressed improvements in the NRC capability to make independent assessments of safety and,
therefore, was considered a Licensing Issue.

CONCLUSION

Procedures incorporating regional evaluation of licensee performance were issued as part of the NRC Manual
Chapter 0516 and all required action was completed.235,239,379,406 Thus, this Licensing Issue was resolved with
changes in NRC procedures that addressed regional evaluation of licensee performance.

ITEM I.B.2.4: OVERVIEW OF LICENSEE PERFORMANCE

DESCRIPTION

This item was part of the TMI Action Plan48 program to improve the safety of operations at nuclear power plants
by increasing the effectiveness of the NRC inspection program. The TMI Action Plan described this item as
follows:

A formal NRC review group (composed of senior NRC personnel from OIE, NRR, NMSS, SD [now RES],
as required) will be appointed to provide an overview function of the regional appraisals of the licensees'
performance, to determine safety adequacy, and to assess corrective actions planned by regional offices. Based
on the findings, the review group will be specifically charged to recommend major enforcement sanctions or
license modifications to appropriate office directors. This review group, in addition to receiving inputs from
regional evaluations [Item I.B.2.3], will receive inputs from NRR project managers, from NRR technical support
program personnel, and from other NRC offices as appropriate. The findings from the board will be made public.

This item addressed improvements in the NRC capability to make independent assessments of safety and,
therefore, was considered a Licensing Issue.

CONCLUSION

The formal NRC review group was formed and performed an overview function of the initial set of regional
appraisals of licensee performance.298,336 Based on the results of the first set of appraisals, the Commission
determined that future assessments should be made at a regional level, that involvement of the other NRC
offices should continue as part of the assessment, and that headquarters activity should be redirected to
evaluating policy, criteria, and methodology for these assessments.364 Procedures for implementing the
Commission's request were subsequently issued as part of NRC Manual Chapter 0516. All required action was
completed235,298,379,406 and this Licensing Issue was resolved with changes in NRC procedures to address the
overview of licensee performance.
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Task I.C: Operating Procedures (Rev. 4)
The objective of this task was to improve the quality of procedures to provide greater assurance that operator
and staff actions were technically correct, explicit, and easily understood for normal, transient, and accident
conditions. The overall content, wording, and format of procedures that affected plant operation, administration,
maintenance, testing, and surveillance were to be included.

ITEM I.C.1: SHORT-TERM ACCIDENT ANALYSIS AND PROCEDURES REVISION

The four parts of this item were evaluated separately below.

ITEM I.C.1(1): SMALL-BREAK LOCAs

This item was clarified in NUREG-073798 and requirements were issued.

ITEM I.C.1(2): INADEQUATE CORE COOLING

This item was clarified in NUREG-0737,98 requirements were issued, and MPA F-04 was established by DL/NRR
for implementation purposes.

ITEM I.C.1(3): TRANSIENTS AND ACCIDENTS

This item was clarified in NUREG-0737,98 requirements were issued, and MPA F-05 was established by DL/NRR
for implementation purposes.

ITEM I.C.1(4): CONFIRMATORY ANALYSES OF SELECTED TRANSIENTS

DESCRIPTION

Background

This NUREG-066048 item required confirmatory analyses of selected transients by NRR to provide the basis for
comparisons with analytical methods that were being used by the reactor vendors. These comparisons were to
ensure the adequacy of the analytical methods being used to generate emergency procedures. At the time this
issue was initially evaluated, NRC had performed a limited number of confirmatory transient analyses and the
remainder was being defined.

Safety Significance

The safety significance was the reduction in operator errors and upgrading of operating systems through
confirmatory analyses of selected transients by NRC. These confirmatory analyses were expected to provide
greater assurance that operator and staff actions were technically correct.

Possible Solution

Confirmatory analyses, using the best available computer codes, provided the basis for comparisons with the
analytical methods that were being used by the reactor vendors. These comparisons, together with comparisons
with other data, constituted the short-term verification effort to ensure the adequacy of the analytical methods
being used to generate emergency procedures.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

To evaluate this issue, PNL assumed64 improvements in two areas: the reduction in human error rate for
operators, estimated to be 7%, and other operation improvements (set points for control systems, maintenance,
hardware upgrade, etc.) estimated to be 4.5%. The total improvement percentages were applied to the base
case frequencies and affected release categories for both PWRs and BWRs. The dominant accident sequences
and base case frequencies for Oconee (B&W) were used for PWRs; for BWRs, Grand Gulf 1 was used as the
model.

For PWRs, the base case core-melt frequency was determined to be 8.2 x 10-5/RY. Considering the above
improvements, the adjusted case core-melt frequency was determined to be 7.3 x 10-5/RY with a resultant
reduction in core-melt frequency of 9 x 10-6/RY. For BWRs, the base case and adjusted case core-melt
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frequencies were determined to be 3.7 x 10-5/RY and 3.3 x 10-5/RY, respectively, with a resultant reduction in
core-melt frequency of 4 x 10-6/RY.

Consequence Estimate

Because of the multifactor influence of the estimated improvements, all seven of the PWR release categories
and all four of the BWR release categories were assumed to be affected. The potential public risk reduction for
PWRs was calculated to be 6.5 x 104 man-rem, assuming 95 plants with an average remaining life of 28.5 years.
The potential public risk reduction for BWRs was calculated to be 4 x 104 man-rem, assuming 49 plants with an
average remaining life of 27 years. In all cases, a population density of 340 persons per square-mile and typical
meteorology were assumed. The total reduction in public risk, based on the above results, was about 1.05 x 105

man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: The industry cost was estimated to be $61M based on the following assumptions: (1) a rate of
$1,900/man-week; (2) 30 man-weeks to implement the resolution; (3) seven man-weeks/RY for operation and
maintenance; and (4) 144 plants with an average remaining life of 28 years.

NRC Cost: The NRC cost, including implementation and reviews, was estimated to be $2.8M.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was estimated to be
approximately $64M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 105,000 man-rem and a cost of $64M for a possible solution, the
value/impact score was given by:

Other Considerations

Other factors considered were the accident avoidance costs and the potential occupational risk reductions. The
accident avoidance cost was the product of the reduction in the probability of core-melt and industry cost factors,
assuming cleanup, repair, refurbishment, and replacement power cost over a 10-year period.

The total accident avoidance cost for all 95 PWRs and 49 BWRs, which included existing operating plants and
those plants expected to commence operation, was estimated to be approximately $49M. Therefore, the net
industry cost for this issue, when reduced by the accident avoidance cost, would be approximately $12M.

The occupational dose incurred from accident recovery was estimated at 20,000 man-rem.64 The total
occupational dose reduction due to accident avoidance, considering all PWRs and BWRs, was 600 man-rem.
Assuming a 5% reduction in annual operational doses due to imposed operating guidelines and upgraded
control systems, the best estimate annual operational dose reduction would be 20 man-rem/RY. For all plants
and all remaining plant life, the potential occupational dose reduction was 81,000 man-rem. These estimates
indicated that the potential reduction in occupation doses during normal operation was significant and supported
a high priority ranking for the issue.

CONCLUSION

Based on the value/impact score and the potential reduction in core-melt frequency, the issue would have been
given a medium priority ranking. However, because of the potential public risk reduction of 105,000 man-rem, the
issue was given a high priority ranking (see Appendix C). All required work was completed382,383 and the issue
was RESOLVED with no new requirements.

ITEM I.C.2: SHIFT AND RELIEF TURNOVER PROCEDURES
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This item was clarified in NUREG-073798 and requirements were issued.

ITEM I.C.3: SHIFT SUPERVISOR RESPONSIBILITIES

This item was clarified in NUREG-073798 and requirements were issued.

ITEM I.C.4: CONTROL ROOM ACCESS

This item was clarified in NUREG-073798 and requirements were issued.

ITEM I.C.5: PROCEDURES FOR FEEDBACK OF OPERATING EXPERIENCE TO PLANT STAFF

This item was clarified in NUREG-0737,98 requirements were issued, and MPA F-06 was established by DL/NRR
for implementation purposes.

ITEM I.C.6: PROCEDURES FOR VERIFICATION OF CORRECT PERFORMANCE OF OPERATING
ACTIVITIES

This item was clarified in NUREG-0737,98 requirements were issued, and MPA F-07 was established by DL/NRR
for implementation purposes.

ITEM I.C.7: NSSS VENDOR REVIEW OF PROCEDURES

This item was clarified in NUREG-073798 and requirements were issued.

ITEM I.C.8: PILOT-MONITORING OF SELECTED EMERGENCY PROCEDURES FOR NEAR-TERM
OPERATING LICENSE APPLICANTS

This item was clarified in NUREG-073798 and requirements were issued.

ITEM I.C.9: LONG-TERM PROGRAM PLAN FOR UPGRADING OF PROCEDURES

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

The NRC effort on this TMI Action item48 (to be led by NRR with involvement by OIE, SD, and RES) was to
develop a long-term program plan for the upgrading of plant procedures. This plan would incorporate and
expand on existing efforts associated with the development, review, and monitoring of procedures. Consideration
of studies to ensure clear procedures were called for with particular emphasis on diagnostic aids for off-normal
conditions. The interrelationships of administrative, operating, maintenance, test, and surveillance procedures
were to be considered. The topics of emergency procedures, reliability analysis, human factors engineering,
crisis management, and operator training were also to be addressed.

The part of Item I.C.9 that addressed emergency operating procedures (EOP) was implemented in accordance
with Item I.C.1 of NUREG-0737.98 SECY-82-111151 requested Commission approval of a set of basic
requirements for emergency response capability and approval for the staff to work with licensees to develop
plant-specific implementation schedules. A significant amount of work on EOPs had been completed and all four
NSSS vendors had submitted technical guidelines based on re-analysis of accidents and transients; these were
in the final stages of review. In the area of human factors, a survey of existing practices, research on EOPs,
and pilot monitoring of some NTOL plants had been completed and criteria for development of EOPs were
published for public comment in NUREG-0799.191 NUREG-0899192 was published in final form in September
1982 and incorporated resolution of comments received on NUREG-0799.191 The recommended requirements
for EOPs,151 which included some of these completed or nearly-completed tasks, had been conditionally
approved.190

The part of Item 1.C.948 that pertained to other long-term procedures (which were not addressed in NUREG
073798) required further staff effort. The priority ranking of this issue was based on this remaining staff effort.

Safety Significance
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Resolution of this issue was expected to have a significant impact on plant procedures. The changes in
procedures, in turn, were expected to improve the safety-related performance of all plant operations staff. This
would apply to both routine and abnormal operating conditions.

Possible Solution

At the time this issue was initially evaluated, staff actions under Item I.C.948 which pertained to normal and
abnormal operating procedures, maintenance, test, surveillance, and other safety-related procedures were
ongoing and scheduled in three phases:

(1) Survey ongoing studies, existing procedures, and practices of related industries; assess problems; and
prioritize solutions (FY 1982-1983).

(2) Prepare guidance (NUREGs, Regulatory Guides) for industry use (FY 1983-1984).

(3) Issue requirements, prepare inspection guidance, review or audit as necessary (FY 1985-1986).

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

To estimate the change in core-melt frequency for this issue, PNL64 assumed a human error rate reduction of
30% for operations staff. PNL also assumed that the dominant accident sequences for the Oconee-3 (B&W)
plant were representative of all PWRs and that the fractional risk and core-melt frequency reductions were
applicable to the representative BWR (Grand Gulf-1).

For PWRs, the base case core-melt frequency was determined to be 7.8 x 10-5/RY. The adjusted case core-
melt frequency, considering the above improvement, was determined to be 5.6 x 10-5 /RY. The result was a
reduction in core-melt frequency of 2.2 x 10-5/RY for PWRs. For BWRs, the base case core-melt frequency was
determined to be 3.5 x 10-5/RY and the reduction in core-melt frequency was 9.9 x 10-6/RY.

Consequence Estimate

All seven of the PWR release categories and all four of the BWR release categories were affected by the
improvement. The potential public risk reduction for PWRs was calculated to be 53 man-rem/RY, assuming
WASH-140016 release categories, a population density of 340 persons per square-mile, and typical midwest
meteorology. The public risk reduction for BWRs was calculated to be 64 man-rem/RY. Therefore, the total public
risk reduction for all plants (90 PWRs and 44 PWRs) was 2.1 x 105 man-rem, assuming an average remaining
life of 28 years.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: The industry cost was estimated to be $447M and included $67M to implement and upgrade and
$380M for operation and maintenance.

NRC Cost: The NRC cost including implementation and reviews was estimated at $9M.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was estimated to be
approximately $(447 + 9)M or $456M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 210,000 man-rem and a cost of $456M for a possible solution, the
value/impact score was given by:

Other Considerations
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In the analysis of this issue, PNL64 assumed a uniform 30% improvement in human error, including
maintenance, through the dominant accident sequences. The 30% improvement was expected to overestimate
reductions in maintenance outages. It was assumed that no significant reductions in maintenance outages would
reduce the potential risk reduction calculated by PNL approximately 10%. These improvements transcended
normal, abnormal, and emergency procedures during the event sequences as described in NUREG-0660,48

Item I.C.9. However, the EOP concerns originally included in Item I.C.9 were separately addressed in
NUREG-0737.98

It was believed that the results of the dominant accident sequences would be strongly influenced by the EOPs.
This situation was expected to result in little or no change to the above value/impact score of 461 man-rem/$M
since the smaller risk reduction that could be attributed to this issue, after the EOP effect was removed, was
balanced by a lower implementation cost to complete the remaining part of the issue. The beneficial reduction
in core-melt frequency and public risk calculated by PNL64 was significantly less when dominant effects of the
improvements in the EOPs were removed from the issue. Assuming that improved EOPs would contribute
approximately 75% toward reducing the core-melt frequency and public risk, the benefit (risk reduction)
attributed to improvements and upgrading of the other procedures was 25% of the total benefits previously
calculated. This resulted in a total public risk reduction of (0.9)(0.25)(2.1 x 105) man-rem or 47,000 man-rem.
These reductions were attributable to that part of Item I.C.9 not addressed in Item I.C.1 of NUREG-0737.98

CONCLUSION

The part of this issue that was clarified in Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737 (Generic Letter No. 82-33)376 was
resolved805 with the publication of SRP11 Section 13.5.2, Rev. 1, and Section 13.5.2, Appendix A, Rev. 0. With
the exclusion of the EOPs (which were issued as requirements in NUREG-073798), this issue was given a
medium priority ranking (see Appendix C) and RESOLVED with no additional requirements.955
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NUREG-0737, Requirements for Emergency Response Capability (Generic Letter No. 82-33),"
December 17, 1982. [ML031080548]

0382. Memorandum for W. Minners from R. Mattson, "Schedules for Resolving and Completing
Generic Issues," January 21, 1983. [8301260532]

0383. Memorandum for W. Dircks from R. Mattson, "Closeout of TMI Action Plan I.C.1(4),
Confirmatory Analyses of Selected Transients," November 12, 1982. [8212080586]

0805. Memorandum for T. Combs from H. Denton, "Revised SRP Section 13.5.2 and Appendix A to
SRP Section 13.5.2 of NUREG-0800," July 17, 1985. [8508050283]

0955. Memorandum for W. Dircks from H. Denton, "Close Out of Completed TMI Action Plan Item
I.C.9, 'Long-Term Program Plan for Upgrading of Procedures,'" June 7, 1985. [8506200155]
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Task I.D: Control Room Design (Rev. 8)
The objective of this task was to improve the ability of nuclear power plant control room operators to prevent
accidents or cope with accidents if they occur by improving the information provided to them.

ITEM I.D.1: CONTROL ROOM DESIGN REVIEWS

This item was clarified in NUREG-0737,98 requirements were issued, and MPA F-08 was established by DL/NRR
for implementation purposes.

ITEM I.D.2: PLANT SAFETY PARAMETER DISPLAY CONSOLE DESCRIPTION

This item was clarified in NUREG-0737,98 requirements were issued, and MPA F-09 was established by DL/NRR
for implementation purposes. Generic Letter No. 82-33376 transmitted Supplement 1 to NUREG-073798 to further
clarify the TMI action items related to emergency response capability, including Item I.D.2. This Supplement 1
included the fundamental requirements for emergency response capability from the wide range of regulatory
documents issued on the subject. It was written at the conceptual level to allow for a high degree of flexibility in
scheduling and design. In recognition of the interrelationships among the action items addressed in Supplement
1,98 the staff made allowance for each licensee to negotiate a reasonable schedule for implementing its
emergency response capability. However, the staff identified the SPDS as an improvement to the control room
that should not be delayed by progress on other initiatives.

CONCLUSION

The staff evaluated licensee/applicant implementation of the SPDS requirements at 57 units and found that a
large percentage of designs did not satisfy requirements identified in Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737.98 Generic
Letter 89-061205 (enclosing NUREG-13421206) was issued to inform licensees of the staff's findings to aid in
implementing SPDS requirements. NUREG-13421206 describes: (1) methods used by some licensees/applicants
to implement SPDS requirements in a manner found acceptable by the staff; and (2) design features that the
staff found unacceptable, with the staff's reasons. The information in NUREG-13421206 did not constitute new
requirements; Supplement 1 to NUREG-073798 contains NRC's requirements for SPDS.

ITEM I.D.3: SAFETY SYSTEM STATUS MONITORING

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This TMI Action Plan item48 recommended that a study be undertaken to determine the need for all licensees
and applicants not committed to Regulatory Guide 1.47150 to install a bypass and inoperable status indication
system or similar system.

Safety Significance

Implementation of a well-engineered bypass and inoperable status indication system could provide the operator
with timely information on the status of the plant safety systems. This operator aid could help eliminate operator
errors such as those resulting from valve misalignment due to maintenance or testing errors.

Possible Solutions

A study of existing industry (nuclear and others) practices could be undertaken to evaluate possible methods/
systems for verifying correct system alignment. In conjunction with this, a study of failures of systems due to
pump or valve unavailability could be undertaken. Based on the results, a requirement to backfit or not backfit
Regulatory Guide 1.47150 (or a revision thereof) would be set forth.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions
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If the system is integrated with the overall control room, then it could be expected that it would reduce operator
error which, in turn, will lower the risk associated with operation of the monitored safety systems. In some plants,
this "new" system could result in a modest but significant reduction in operator error during an emergency
whereas, in others, the system could have no discernible effect. An average of about 2% was applied to all
operating plants; plants that were not yet licensed or were undergoing licensing were committed to Regulatory
Guide 1.47.150

In an analysis of this issue performed by PNL,64 Oconee-3 was selected as the representative PWR. It was
assumed that the fractional risk and core-melt frequency reductions for a representative BWR (Grand Gulf-1)
were equivalent to those calculated for the representative PWR.

Frequency Estimate

The reduction in core-melt frequency (F) for Oconee-3 was calculated to be 8.7 x 10-7/RY, based on adjustments
to the risk equation parameters affected by implementation of the possible solution and then a calculation of a
core-melt frequency and comparison to the base case core-melt frequency. Based on a scaling calculation,64 the
frequency reduction (F) for Grand Gulf-1 was 3.9 x 10-7/RY.

Consequence Estimate

Assuming WASH-140016 release categories, a typical midwest site meteorology, and a uniform population
density of 340 people per square-mile, the reduction in public risk was calculated to be 5.9 man-rem/RY for
Oconee-3 and 7.1 man-rem/RY for Grand Gulf-1. For 47 PWRs and 24 BWRs with average remaining lives of 28
years and 25 years, respectively, the total public risk reduction was calculated to be 1.2 x 104 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: Installation costs (including labor and equipment) were estimated as follows:

Equipment Cost

(a) Cable (30 miles @ $6.00/100-Lft) $ 9,500

(b) Electrical Penetration Limitations 300,000

(c) Cable tray and Additional
Termination

10,000

(d) Intermediate Logic Panel 100,000

(e) Control Room Alarms/Indications 10,000

Total: $429,500

Other Cost

(a) Design Labor (12 man-months) $ 75,000

(b) Installation Labor (17 man-months) 100,000

(c) QA 40,000

Total: $215,000

Based on the above costs, the implementation cost was estimated to be $644,500/plant. Maintenance of the
solution was estimated to require 1 man-week/ plant; at $1,000/RY, this amounted to a cost of $1.9M. Thus, the
total industry cost for implementation and maintenance of the possible solution was estimated to be $48M.

NRC Cost: Development of the resolution was estimated to take 0.5 man-year. Review and implementation of
the solution was estimated to take 4 man-weeks/plant. Therefore, the NRC cost was estimated to be $0.6M.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was $(48 + 0.6)M or $48.6M.

Value/Impact Assessment
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Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 1.2 x 104 man-rem and a cost of $48.6M for a possible solution,
the value/impact score was given by:

Uncertainty

Because the estimate of the value/impact score relied heavily on the estimated value of the possible reduction in
human error, there could be wide variance in the effective improvement.

Additional Considerations

(1) This issue could be most effectively resolved in conjunction with Item I.D.1 which addressed control room
design review. This issue was not explicitly included in the requirement for Control Room Design (Item I.D.1)
which was implemented in accordance with SECY-82-111151 and a letter376 issued to licensees of all operating
plants.

(2) Resolution of this issue was expected to provide a reduction in safety system unavailability due to the
contribution of maintenance and testing.

(3) DHFS/NRR contracted with various groups to study this issue.152,153 These studies were expected to better
define the assumptions (for risk reduction) used in the calculation and provide better data for a benefit/cost study
to determine implementation.

CONCLUSION

Based on the estimated public risk reduction and the value/impact score, this issue was given a medium priority
ranking (See Appendix C) and RESOLVED with no new requirements.1536 In an RES evaluation,1564 it was
concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not affect the resolution of the issue.

ITEM I.D.4: CONTROL ROOM DESIGN STANDARD

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This TMI Action Plan48 item emphasized a need for guidance on the design of control rooms to incorporate
human factors considerations.

Safety Significance

Control rooms and control panels which incorporate human factors considerations can greatly enhance operator
performance. This could contribute to a reduction in operator error and, therefore, a potential reduction in the
frequency of core-melt accidents.

Possible Solution

An NRC Regulatory Guide endorsing industry standard(s) could be developed with the intention of providing: (1)
guidance for the design of control rooms; and (2) the evaluation criteria for use in the licensing process.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

From the representative PWR (Oconee-3) and BWR (Grand Gulf-1), those parameters in the risk equations
requiring direct operator actions were considered affected, i.e., it was assumed that the probability of operator
error for these parameters was decreased by 3% based on resolution of the issue.64 It was assumed that only
plants to be licensed beyond 1986 would be affected.
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Frequency Estimate

The affected accident sequences and associated base case frequencies were determined. From these
frequencies, the new base case core-melt frequencies of 3.1 x 10-5 /RY and 6.1 x 10-6/RY were calculated
for PWRs and BWRs, respectively. The affected parameters were adjusted by 3% and the frequencies of the
associated sequences and release categories were determined. New overall core-melt frequencies were then
determined: 3.01 x 10-5/RY for PWRs and 5.95 x 10-6/RY for BWRs. Thus, the reduction in core-melt frequency
(due to issue resolution) was calculated to be 9 x 10-7/RY for PWRs and 1.8 x 10-7/RY for BWRs.

Consequence Estimate

The base case public risk calculated for the affected parameters was 79.1 man-rem/RY for PWRs and 40.4
man-rem/RY for BWRs. The adjusted case public risk was calculated to be 76.9 man-rem/RY for PWRs and
39.2 man-rem/RY for BWRs. Thus, the public risk reduction was 2.2 man-rem/RY for PWRs and 1.2 man-rem/
RY for BWRs. Based on 10 PWRs and 5 BWRs with an average remaining life of 30 years, the total public risk
reduction was 840 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: It was assumed that, for those plants expected to be completed after 1990, the cost to implement
the standard would be part of the basic cost. For those plants expected to be completed between 1987 and
1990, the cost to redesign the control room was estimated to be $100,000/plant. This was based on the
assumption that, in all likelihood, draft standards would be available for use and only minor changes would be
needed. Also, it was assumed that the standards would not require significant equipment additions but only
reworking of preliminary designs. Since there were about 10 plants to be completed between 1987 and 1990, the
total industry cost for implementation was estimated to be $1M. No additional cost for yearly industry operation
and maintenance was assumed.

NRC Cost: The NRC cost estimate was based on an assumed $300,000 expenditure for regulatory guide
development. It was assumed that additional NRC labor of about 4 man-weeks/plant would be necessary to
review the modifications that would be required for the 10 plants completed between 1987 and 1990. This
totaled a cost of about $9,000/plant or $90,000 total. Thus, the total NRC cost was estimated to be $390,000.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was $(1 + 0.39)M or $1.39M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 840 man-rem and a cost of $1.39M for a possible solution, the
value/impact score was given by:

Uncertainty

The human error reduction was not easily quantifiable; 3% was used here, but it was subject to large uncertainty.

Other Considerations

(1) The issue was assumed to affect only future plants. NRC guidelines in NUREG-0700474 were to be applied to
all existing plants and NTOLs.

(2) IEEE Standards were under development at the time the issue was evaluated.

CONCLUSION

Based on the above value/impact score, this issue was given a medium priority ranking (see Appendix C)
and resolved. Although no action was taken on Item I.D.4, all commercial nuclear power plants in the U.S.,
whether operational or under construction, were subjected to a Detailed Control Room Design Review (DCRDR)
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in response to TMI Item I.D.1. NUREG-0700474 and acceptable substitutes (e.g., the Boiling Water Reactor
Owners' Group "Control Room Survey Program" and "Checklist Supplement") were used as control room design
standards. In accordance with 10 CFR 50.34(g), all future applications for LWRs shall include an evaluation
of the proposed facility against SRP11 Section 18.1 which addresses control room design and references
NUREG-0700474 as appropriate guidance for control room design.

Thus, staff actions negated the need for evaluation of industry control room design standards and for the
development of a Regulatory Guide endorsing those standards. NUREG-0700474 and acceptable substitutes
are the de facto control room design standards for evaluating commercial nuclear power plants in the U.S.
Design standards for advanced control rooms were to be addressed as a research issue under the Human
Factors Research Program. Therefore, this issue was RESOLVED with no new requirements.1101 In NUREG/
CR-5382,1563 it was concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not affect the
resolution.

ITEM I.D.5: IMPROVED CONTROL ROOM INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH

ITEM I.D.5(1): OPERATOR-PROCESS COMMUNICATION

DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item focused on the need to evaluate the operator-machine interface in reactor control
rooms. The emphasis of this portion of the overall issue was the use of lights, alarms, and annunciators.

The method of presentation of information can significantly enhance the performance of the control room
operators and thereby potentially affect operator error. It was proposed that existing practice and use of lights,
alarms, and annunciators be reviewed to assess how well they facilitate operator-machine interaction and
minimize errors.

CONCLUSION

RES studied the area of control room alarms and annunciators (through a contractor) and the results
were reported in NUREG/CR-2147.244 Based on this report, RES issued RIL-124245 which provided a
recommendation for further action. Thus, this item was RESOLVED with no new requirements. In NUREG/
CR-5382,1563 it was concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not affect the
resolution.

ITEM I.D.5(2): PLANT STATUS AND POST-ACCIDENT MONITORING

DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item focused on the need to improve the ability of reactor operators to prevent, diagnose,
and properly respond to accidents. The emphasis was on the information needs (i.e., indication of plant
status) of the operator. In order for operators to perform their functions, it is necessary that they receive all
the necessary information on the plant status. This can enhance operator performance (and therefore reduce
operator error). Accident sequences should be analyzed to determine the information required to provide
unambiguous indication of plant status. Specific instrumentation and ESF status monitoring needs would then be
determined.

CONCLUSION

PWR instrumentation requirements were analyzed in NUREG/CR-1440241 and BWR instrumentation
requirements were analyzed in NUREG/CR-2100.242 ESF Status Monitoring requirements were also studied
in NUREG/CR-2278.243 RIL No. 98246 was issued in August 1980 and transmitted "the results of completed
research describing an improved method for analyzing accident sequences." Revision 2 to Regulatory
Guide 1.9755 was issued in December 1980. (See also Item II.F.3, "Instrumentation for Monitoring Accident
Conditions.") The staff planned to have this guide implemented at all plants.151,376 This item was RESOLVED
and new requirements were established.

ITEM I.D.5(3): ON-LINE REACTOR SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
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DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item was based on work performed by ORNL. A continuous on-line automated
surveillance system was installed at Sequoyah-1 (PWR) and information was obtained throughout the first fuel
cycle. The demonstration at Sequoyah was to continue through the second fuel cycle (mid-1984). A similar
demonstration at an operating BWR was planned for initiation in 1984. The system had the potential to provide
diagnostic information to predict anomalous behavior of operating reactors which could be used to maintain safe
conditions.

Noise surveillance and diagnostic techniques associated with the on-line reactor surveillance system have
shown their safety significance and the results of the research were used by NRC in regulatory activities.
Monitoring of neutron noise in BWRs was used to detect and monitor the impacting of instrument tubes against
fuel boxes. The technique was used by NRC and its consultants to verify that partial power operation was
safe until the next scheduled fuel outages for some 10 BWRs. Pressure noise surveillance was used at TMI-2
to monitor and guide degassification of the primary loop. The data obtained from the on-line surveillance
demonstrated at Sequoyah-1 were used by NRC and its consultants in the assessment of loose thermal
shields in Oconee Units 1, 2, and 3. In yet another example, NRR used results of this research in BWR stability
determinations associated with regulatory actions pertaining to Dresden.

CONCLUSION

Based on the ongoing programs at the time this issue was evaluated, the technical resolution had been identified
and the issue was considered nearly-resolved. As a result of the staff's work, RIL 171 was issued.1537 Thus, the
issue was RESOLVED with no new requirements.1538 Consideration of a 20-year license renewal period would
not affect the resolution.

ITEM I.D.5(4): PROCESS MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item called for the staff to explore the feasibility of using new concepts for measuring
certain reactor parameters. A directly related issue, Item II.F.2 in NUREG-0737,98 mandated that industry
develop and implement PWR liquid level detection systems. NRC evaluated a number of systems at the LOCA
experiment facilities at ORNL and INEL.

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED with no new requirements. In NUREG/CR-5382,1563 it was concluded that
consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not affect the resolution of the issue.

ITEM I.D.5(5): DISTURBANCE ANALYSIS SYSTEMS

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This TMI Action Plan48 item called for the staff to explore advanced disturbance analysis systems for possible
application to nuclear power plants.

Safety Significance

If potential transient events could be anticipated and terminated earlier and if operator response could be
enhanced, then the core-melt frequency could be reduced. Advanced disturbance analysis systems could
possibly provide the capabilities to achieve this.

Possible Solution

The purpose of this item was to assess the need, feasibility, and adequacy of advanced disturbance analysis
systems. At the time that this issue was evaluated, research in this area was being conducted by EPRI.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions
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It was assumed that the advanced disturbance analysis system would include the implementation of a
continuous on-line surveillance system, as discussed in Item I.D.5(3). [A liquid level detection system was
assumed available because it was already required - Items I.D.5(4) and II.F.2.]

The risk reduction was estimated by assuming a reduction of 2% in operator errors due to the implementation
of this additional operator aid.64 Also, a reduction in the number of transients requiring shutdown was assumed
based on the potential that the operators will be able to terminate some transients before the need for shutdown.
Reduced transient frequencies were calculated based on an EPRI analysis.307 The basis for choosing the
transients was that either the detection time leading up to the transient or the time from the transient occurrence
to shutdown was perceived to be longer than 30 minutes, enabling the advanced diagnostic system to diagnose
the problem and provide possible solutions for the operator.

Furthermore, it was assumed that an operator could only respond with actions to 80% of the transients listed
that would occur during the remaining life of the subject plants. Of the 80%, only 25% of the operators' actions
was assumed to prevent the need for shutdown. The average plant shutdown was assumed to last 0.75 day.
Therefore, reduction in unscheduled outages was calculated as follows:

PWR: (4.63 transients/RY)(0.80)(0.25)(0.75 day/shutdown) = 0.69 day/RY

BWR: (5.20 transients/RY)(0.80)(0.25)(0.75 day/shutdown) = 0.78 day/RY

Frequency Estimate

The parameters which included direct operator action were adjusted based on the 2% operator error reduction.
In addition, the reduced transient frequency calculated from above were divided by the total PWR and BWR
transient frequencies (i.e., 9.8 events/RY for PWRs and 8.9 events/RY for BWRs) to give a percent transient
reduction. Then the parameters for transients (T2 and T3 for PWRs and T23 for BWRs) were adjusted.

Combining the reduction in operator error and the reduction in transient frequencies, the reductions in core-melt
frequencies were 4.4 x 10-6 event/RY for PWRs and 2.6 x 10-6 event/RY for BWRs.

Consequence Estimate

The associated reduction in public risk was calculated (assuming 340 people per square-mile) to be 12 man-
rem/RY for PWRs and 18 man-rem/RY for BWRs. Assuming 90 PWRs and 44 BWRs with remaining lives of
28.8 and 27.4 years, respectively, the total public risk reduction was calculated to be 53,000 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: For the advanced diagnostic system, implementation costs (hardware and installation) were
estimated to be $1.5M/plant. The on-line surveillance system was estimated to cost $125,000/plant for hardware
and $375,000/plant for installation. For 134 plants, the total implementation cost was approximately $270M.

Operation and maintenance was estimated to be about 10 man-weeks/RY beyond that required for control room
instrumentation. Therefore, this cost would be (10 man-weeks/ RY)($2,270/man-week)(134 plants)(30 years) or
$91M. Therefore, the total industry cost was estimated to be $360M.

NRC Cost: NRC costs for resolution were considered to be relatively minor ($2M), based on the assumption
that EPRI would continue to do the major portion of the research on the issue. Labor to approve and monitor
hardware changes for the backfit of the affected plants was based on an average of 4 man-weeks/plant. The
total cost for this effort was given by (4 man-weeks/backfit plant)($2,270/man-week)(71 plants) or $650,000.
Therefore, the total NRC cost was $2.65M.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was $(360 + 2.65)M or
$362.65M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 53,000 man-rem and a cost of $362.65M for a possible solution,
the value/impact score was given by:
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Uncertainty

The assumed benefits of resolution and cost for implementation were extremely hard to quantify because of the
uncertain nature of possible future developments in this area.

Other Considerations

(1) Assuming that replacement power costs were $300,000/day and, as previously calculated, resolution would
reduce down time by 0.69 day/RY for PWRs and 0.78 day/RY for BWRs, the industry cost saving would be:

($300,000/day)[(0.69 day/RY)(90 plants)(30 years) +

(0.78 day/RY)(44 plants)(30 years)] = $870M

Combining this with the industry costs (implementation and operation) would show an industry saving of about
$500M. Including accident avoidance costs would further increase this saving.

(2) EPRI was conducting research in this area which was being followed by NRC.

CONCLUSION

Based on the judgment that a disturbance analysis system could reduce operator errors by 2% and the number
of transients by a factor of 2, the issue was given a medium priority ranking (see Appendix C). After a more
detailed review, the staff concluded that, although disturbance analysis systems might decrease plant shutdowns
and thereby reduce plant costs, this economic benefit should not be a reason for requiring installations of such
systems because the assumed safety benefit was too uncertain. The staff further concluded that, in order to
determine whether or not a specific safety problem existed, more research was necessary to determine the
effect that disturbance analysis systems could have on operator performance.1099 As a result, the issue was
reclassified as a Licensing Issue and integrated into the research activity, Human Factors Aspects of Advanced
Controls and Instrumentation.1100

Guidelines for the verification and validation of expert systems that could be used in the development and
review of disturbance analysis systems were developed from a joint EPRI/NRC research program; these were
published in NUREG/CR-6316.347 Thus, this Licensing Issue was resolved.271

ITEM I.D.6: TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER CONFERENCE

DESCRIPTION

In January 1980, the NRC and IEEE jointly sponsored a technology transfer conference entitled "Advanced
Electrotechnology Applications to Nuclear Power Plants" which had as its objective consideration of the
practicality of applying advanced technologies from other industries (e.g. aerospace, defense, aviation) to the
nuclear power industry.

During the conference, eight parallel workshops were held including: Systems Management Techniques;
Reliability Engineering; Risk Assessment; Software Reliability Verification and Validation; Smart Instrumentation;
Operational Aids-Command Control and Communications; Education, Training, and Simulators; and Simulation
and Analysis. The conference report306 was issued in June 1980. This item was related to increasing knowledge
and understanding of safety issues and, therefore, was considered a Licensing Issue.

CONCLUSION

This Licensing Issue was resolved with the completion of the conference.
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Task I.E: Analysis and Dissemination of Operating Experience (Rev. 3)
The objective of this task was to establish an integrated program which involved participation by the licensees,
vendors, NSAC, INPO, and the NRC, and which included foreign operations experience for the systematic
collection, review, analysis, and feedback of operating experience to NRC licensing, inspection, standards, and
research activities, and to licensees for all NRC-licensed activities. Appropriate corrective action was expected to
be taken in response to feedback.

ITEM I.E.1: OFFICE FOR ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF OPERATIONAL DATADESCRIPTION

The purpose of this TMI Action Plan48 item was to establish an NRC office which would be responsible for: (1)
analysis and evaluation of operational data associated with all NRC-licensed activities; and (2) development of
specific recommendations for action by other NRC offices.

Systematic evaluation of operating data can identify potential significant safety problems or their precursors.
Dissemination to NRC and industry of evaluation results which identify such problems, along with
recommendations for their resolutions, can avoid occurrence of these problems at other plants of similar
design. This item was initiated to improve the NRC capability to make independent assessments of safety and,
therefore, was considered a Licensing Issue.

CONCLUSION

The Commission approved the establishment of AEOD in July 1979 and an interim office was established in
October 1979. As of June 1984, AEOD was staffed and functioning in accordance with the purpose and scope
described in Chapter 0143 of the NRC Manual. Thus, this Licensing Issue was resolved.

ITEM I.E.2: PROGRAM OFFICE OPERATIONAL DATA EVALUATION

DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this TMI Action Plan48 item was to ensure that each NRC office conducted operational safety
analyses. These analyses were to be coordinated and the results distributed as part of the integrated program
on operating experience assessments. The work of each office was expected to complement the operational
data evaluation activities conducted by AEOD under Item I.E.1.

Systematic evaluation of operational data can identify potential significant safety problems or their precursors.
Dissemination to NRC offices and industry of such evaluations, along with their resolution, can avoid occurrence
of these problems at other facilities of similar design that conduct similar operations. This item was initiated
to improve the NRC capability to make independent assessments of safety and, therefore, was considered a
Licensing Issue.

CONCLUSION

As of June 1984, each of the following NRC Offices had established responsibility and procedures for evaluating
operational data:

(1) In OIE, the Events Analysis Branch had the lead responsibility for this activity using input from such sources
as LERs, Preliminary Notices, 10 CFR 21 Reports, 10 CFR 50.55(e) Construction Deficiency Reports, and
10 CFR 50.72 Reports to the NRC Operations Center. Evaluations which identified potential significant safety
problems were disseminated by means such as IE Notices or IE Bulletins.

(2) In NRR, the Operating Reactors Assessment Branch (ORAB) conferred daily with OIE on operational
occurrences and made preliminary assessments of their safety significance as part of their functional
responsibility described in the NRC Manual. Those occurrences which were considered to have potential safety
significance were identified at weekly NRR management briefings on operational events conducted by ORAB
with OIE participation. If deemed necessary, further evaluation was assigned to the appropriate NRR Division.

(3) In RES, the Reactor Risk Branch had lead responsibility for evaluating operational events and was
responsible for issuance of periodic reports on Precursors to Potential Severe Core Damage Accidents,76 which
were derived from a systematic review of LERs. These reports provided operational experience data and were
available for use in Event Tree Analyses and PRAs conducted by RES.
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(4) NMSS had issued a procedure305 for achieving a more formal review and evaluation of inspection and
operational data and event reports to identify and correct generic problems. The procedure included criteria for
identifying operational events that warranted detailed review and evaluation. Evaluation reports that identified
safety significant operational events were distributed within NRC.

Based on the actions taken by the cognizant Offices, this Licensing Issue was resolved.

ITEM I.E.3: OPERATIONAL SAFETY DATA ANALYSIS

DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this TMI Action Plan48 item was to conduct special operational safety data analyses to determine
equipment failure rates and to develop error data analysis for nuclear plant operations. As of June 1984, the
Reactor Risk Branch of RES was performing studies to: (1) determine equipment failure rates using LERs;
(2) develop and use common-cause/common-mode analysis of LERs; (3) analyze data from the NPRDS to
distinguish order-of-magnitude differences in component failure rates between such factors as plants, sizes,
service environment, status at time of failure, and manufacturer; (4) identify potential reliability problems evident
in the LER data; and (5) identify potential accident precursors.

The information obtained from this item was used to: (1) provide more reliable equipment failure rate data,
including common-cause/common-mode failure statistics to support PRAs of nuclear power plants (see Items
II.C.1, "Interim Reliability Evaluation Program," and II.C.2, "Continuation of IREP"); and (2) to identify potentially
serious equipment reliability problems evident from LER data and provide feedback to equipment maintenance/
surveillance programs to reduce equipment failure rates (see Item II.C.4, "Reliability Engineering"). This item
was initiated to improve the NRC capability to assess safety and, therefore, was considered a Licensing Issue.

CONCLUSION

At the time of this evaluation, implementation of the program had resulted in the following:

(1) Publication of data summaries of LERs on pumps, control rods and drive mechanisms, diesel generators,
valves, primary containment penetrations, and instrumentation and control components (See References 344,
345, 346, 348, 349, 350, and 351).

(2) Equipment unavailability data from nuclear plant log books obtained as part of the In-Plant Reliability Data
System (IPRDS).353,354

(3) Publication of reports on common-cause/common-mode failures (See References 355, 356, 357, 358, 359,
360, and 361).

(4) Preparation of a computer program (FRANTIC) for use in upgrading equipment maintenance/surveillance
programs (See References 124, 138, 362, and 363).

This item was an ongoing effort to collect and analyze data. While no quantified safety benefits could be directly
assigned to it, the benefits occurred as the results of the equipment failure rate data and reliability analysis were
used in assessing other specific related safety issues, including Items II.C.1, II.C.2, and II.C.4. The ongoing
activities were to be conducted as described in Section 16.1 of the NRC Long Range Research Program.133

Thus, this Licensing Issue was resolved.

ITEM I.E.4: COORDINATION OF LICENSEE, INDUSTRY, AND REGULATORY PROGRAMS

DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this TMI Action Plan48 item was to ensure coordination of licensee, industry, and NRC
programs for evaluating plant operating experience. As part of the implementation of NUREG-0737,98 licensees
established the capability for evaluating plant operating experience and procedures for providing feedback of
the information to operations personnel and for incorporating it into training programs, in accordance with Items
I.A.1.1, I.B.1.2, and I.C.5. Industry evaluation programs were to be conducted by INPO. AEOD was responsible
for coordinating the NRC programs for evaluation of operational data with those of licensees and industry.

Licensee evaluations of plant operating experience, coordinated with industry and NRC evaluations using
common data bases, were to ensure that licensee, industry, and NRC corrective action recommendations were
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properly coordinated and applied. Effective feedback of prioritized and analyzed event descriptions to plant
operating personnel and incorporation into training programs can avoid occurrence of these problems at other
plants of similar design. This item was initiated to improve the NRC capability to assess safety and, therefore,
was considered a Licensing Issue.

CONCLUSION

The results of industry and NRC operating experience evaluations are shared under an NRC-INPO
Memorandum of Agreement238 initially signed in June 1981 and revised in April 1982. Thus, this Licensing Issue
was resolved.

ITEM I.E.5: NUCLEAR PLANT RELIABILITY DATA SYSTEM

This item was evaluated with Item I.E.6 below and resolved.

ITEM I.E.6: REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

Items I.E.5 and I.E.6 were combined and evaluated together.

DESCRIPTION

The objectives of these TMI Action Plan48 items were to: (1) determine if there was a need to make licensee
participation in NPRDS mandatory; and (2) establish improved reporting requirements for operating reactors.

NPRDS is a reliability-oriented data collection and reporting system for selected components and systems
related to the safety of nuclear power plants. Periodic reports containing failure statistics are issued and licensee
participation is voluntary. Improvements in reporting significant events of operating plants can identify potential
significant safety problems or their precursors and can avoid occurrence of these problems at other plants of
similar design. Improved reporting of system/component reliability data will increase the validity of operating
experience assessments and PRA programs. This item was initiated to improve the NRC capability to assess
safety and, therefore, was considered a Licensing Issue.

CONCLUSION

By affirmation of SECY-81-494,260 the Commission endorsed the following staff actions to resolve these issues:
(1) develop a proposed rule to modify and codify the existing LER requirements and to assure consistency
with 10 CFR 50.72 which covers the immediate reporting of significant events; (2) endorse the INPO plan to
assume responsibility for the management, funding, and technical direction of NPRDS; (3) coordinate with
INPO to minimize duplication between the LER and NPRDS systems and between subsequent NRC and INPO
analysis of NPRDS data; (4) obtain INPO assurance that NPRDS receives, processes, and disseminates the
reliability data needed by industry and the NRC to support PRA programs; and (5) monitor (by AEOD) INPO's
management of the NPRDS and provide the Commission with semi-annual reports on the effectiveness of INPO
management of NPRDS.

As of January 1982, INPO had assumed responsibility for the NPRDS and the NRC was represented on the
NPRDS Users' Group and participated in various NPRDS work groups. AEOD submits semi-annual reports
to the Commission on the effectiveness of the INPO management of NPRDS. A proposed rule on LERs was
published in the Federal Register (47 FR 19543) on May 6, 1982, and the final rule597 was published in July
1983. Based on the actions described above, Items I.E.5 and I.E.6 are Licensing Issues that were resolved.

ITEM I.E.7: FOREIGN SOURCES

DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this TMI Action Plan48 item was to supplement domestic operating experience of safety
significance by obtaining operating and design information from foreign reactors. To obtain foreign experience
in a more systematic manner, the Office of International Programs (IP) participated with nuclear regulatory
agencies of other nations in a centralized exchange of incident information with the Nuclear Energy Agency
(NEA); this NEA exchange was initiated in 1980. Supplementing this effort was the upgrading of information
exchange on significant incidents through direct contact and correspondence between the NRC and its bilateral
partners, and by additional formal bilateral information exchange agreements which were concluded or renewed
in 1981 and 1982.
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AEOD also sponsors a program by which the Nuclear Operations Analysis Center at ORNL screens and stores
for ready access reports of foreign reactor incidents and provides monthly summaries of these events that are
potentially significant and relevant to U.S. LWRs. This item was initiated to improve the NRC capability to assess
safety and, therefore, was considered a Licensing Issue.

CONCLUSION

As of June 1984, foreign reactor incident and operating experience reports were being routinely received and
disseminated to NRC technical staffs. IP was also routinely sending these foreign reactor incident reports to
INPO for use by industry in evaluating plant operating experience under Item I.E.4. Foreign reactor incident
and operating experience reports were being assessed by AEOD and affected NRC Offices, as described in
Items I.E.1 and I.E.2, respectively, to identify potential significant safety problems or their procedures which may
be applicable to U.S. plants. Dissemination within NRC and to industry of such assessments, along with their
resolutions, can avoid occurrence of these problems at other facilities of similar design. Thus, this Licensing
Issue was resolved.

ITEM I.E.8: HUMAN ERROR RATE ANALYSIS

DESCRIPTION

The TMI-2 incident increased concern for the effect of human reliability on reactor safety. The lack of human
reliability data applicable to nuclear power plants compared to hardware reliability data highlighted this concern
in nuclear safety assessments and regulation. The purpose of this TMI Action Plan48 item was to continue
research to: (1) complete analysis of field-collected data for human reliability in maintenance and calibration
activities at operating nuclear power plants; (2) review abnormal occurrence reports, licensee event reports, and
compliance reports to identify areas where human performance reliability is low; (3) develop probability models
to predict error rates for multiple human errors occurring as a function of coupling influences; and (4) identify
patterns and basic associative factors for the human-error rates determined for basic test, maintenance, and
operator actions.

The information obtained from this item was to be used to: (1) identify necessary improvements in operator
training and training aids to reduce human error rates (see Items I.A.2.6, "Long-Term Upgrading of Training and
Qualification of Operating Personnel," and I.A.4.2, "Long-Term Training Simulator Upgrade"); and (2) provide
quantifiable human error data and models to support PRA of nuclear power plants [see Items II.C.1, "Interim
Reliability Evaluation Program" (IREP), and II.C.3, "Continuation of IREP"]; and (3) provide human engineering
criteria for evaluating the design of new or modified systems.

While no quantified safety benefit could be directly assigned to this item, the benefits were expected to occur as
the results of the human error rate and reliability analyses were used in assessing other individual related safety
issues, including TMI Action Plan Items I.A.2.6, I.A.4.2, II.C.1, II.C.2, and Task Action Plan Item B-17. Therefore,
this item was considered a Licensing Issue.

CONCLUSION

The Human Factors Branch of RES implemented an expanded Human Reliability research program to
accomplish the purpose of this item and provide the human error information for its end use as described above.
Major reports issued included: (1) a human reliability data bank338; (2) a draft handbook for human reliability
analysis339; (3) procedures for estimating human error probabilities341,342; and (4) a workbook for conducting
human reliability analysis.343 Future work included finalizing the handbooks, workbooks, and reliability models
and maintaining the data bank; this work was described in Section 7.1 of the NRC Long Range Research
Plan.133 Thus, this Licensing Issue was resolved.
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Task I.F: Quality Assurance (Rev. 5)
The objective of this task was to improve the quality assurance program (QA) for design, construction, and
operations to provide greater assurance that plant design, construction, and operational activities were
conducted in a manner commensurate with their importance to safety.

ITEM I.F.1: EXPAND QA LIST

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

The Three Mile Island (TMI) Action Plan 48 identified that several systems important to the safety of Three
Mile Island Unit 2 (TMI-2) were not designed, fabricated, and maintained at a level equivalent to their safety
importance; i.e., they were not on the QA list for the plant. This condition existed at other plants and resulted
primarily from the lack of clarity in U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) guidance on graded protection.
Evaluation of this issue included the consideration of Issue 5 (see Section 3).

Safety Significance

One of the difficulties in establishing a QA list based on safety importance was the absence of relative risk
assignments to equipment. At the time this issue was initially evaluated, QA requirements were applied
principally to structures, systems, and components that prevented or mitigated the consequences of postulated
accidents that could cause undue risk to the health and safety of the public (Title 10 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (10 CFR) Part 50, "Domestic Licensing of Production and Utilization Facilities," Appendix B, "Quality
Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants").

Possible Solution

The TMI Action Plan stated that the NRC would develop guidance for licensees to expand their QA lists to cover
equipment important to safety (ITS) and rank the equipment in order of its importance to safety. Experience
in the use of the revised Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation review procedure for developing QA lists for
individual operating license applicants was to be factored into the generic guidance to be developed and when
determining backfit requirements.48 At the time this issue was identified, there was a task underway to define the
applicability of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 to equipment that met the requirements of Appendix A, "General
Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," to 10 CFR Part 50.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

The principal benefit to be derived from an expanded QA list was the knowledge that adequate guidance
provided to each licensee to establish QA programs and requirements that were commensurate with the safety
importance of structures, systems, and components, as determined from completed risk assessments. This
guidance would not only result in the inclusion or addition to each licensee’s QA list of other ITS systems that
were previously excluded but would also aid in clarifying the QA level of effort deemed necessary.

The risk reduction was probably proportionate to the difference between what would normally be the level of
effort expended and the level defined. At the time this issue was initially evaluated, there was no measure of
risk variation as a function of the variance in QA level of effort. However, it appeared reasonable to assume
that a significant reduction in public risk could be achieved at those plants where the QA levels were held to the
previous minimum acceptable level. Important questions to which there were no answers were (1) the number
of plants that would be designed, built, and maintained below the new quality acceptance level and (2) how far
below the new level the QA programs of these plants would actually operate.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: It was estimated that (1) the plant user cost applied to 40 plants in the design phase or
under construction, (2) an average of 0.5 man-year/plant was required to develop an expanded QA list,
(3) an additional 0.25 man-year/plant over 4 years was required to ensure compliance with the added QA
requirements, and (4) an additional 0.1 man-year/plant would be expended to ensure compliance with the
expanded QA list during the 40-year operating life of each affected plant. These estimates totaled 220 man-
years and, at a rate of $100,000/man-year, the total industry cost was estimated to be $22 million (M).
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NRC Cost: The NRC cost was estimated in the TMI Action Plan48 to be 2.5 man-years or $0.25M.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the solution was $(22 + 0.25)M or $22.25M.

CONCLUSION

Although a value/impact score was not calculated, the staff believed that the assurance of safer operation
justified a high priority ranking for the issue.

The original intent of this issue was to identify those systems, structures, and components beyond those labeled
"safety-related," prioritize their importance to safety, and prepare a generic QA list. This was reflected in 10
CFR 50.34(f)(3)(ii), which states, "Ensure that the quality assurance (QA) list required by Criterion II, app. B,
10 CFR part 50 includes all structures, systems, and components important to safety. (I.F.1)." However, the
staff's "Interim Reliability Evaluation Program [IREP] Procedures Guide," issued March 1983,812 failed to identify
either the need for a QA list for ITS structures, systems, and components or the basis for a generic list even
if one should be needed. The first four IREP studies performed at nuclear plants were reported in NUREG/
CR-2787, "Interim Reliability Evaluation Program: Analysis of the Arkansas Nuclear One—Unit Once Nuclear
Power Plant," issued June 1982;366 NUREG/CR-2802, "Interim Reliability Evaluation Program: Analysis of the
Browns Ferry Unit 1 Nuclear Plant," issued August 1982;367 NUREG/CR-3085, "Interim Reliability Evaluation
Program: Analysis of the Millstone Point Unit 1 Nuclear Power Plant," issued April and July 1983;810 and
NUREG/CR-3511, "Interim Reliability Evaluation Program: Analysis of the Calvert Cliffs Unit 1 Nuclear Power
Plant," issued May and October 1984.811 The staff’s resolution of the IREP issue is discussed in Item II.C.1.

In January 1984, the NRC issued Generic Letter 84-01, "NRC Use of the Terms, ‘Important to Safety’ and ‘Safety
Related,’"1177 to clarify agency use of the terms "important to safety" and "safety related." This letter summarized
the NRC’s intention to pursue QA requirements for ITS equipment on a case-by-case basis; further clarification
was provided in the Commission’s Memorandum and Order CLI-84-91178 in June 1984. The first proposed
rule on ITS was presented in SECY-85-119, "Issuance of Proposed Rule on the Important-to-Safety Issue,"
dated April 5, 1985,1179 and was later disapproved by the Commission, which concluded that a specific listing of
ITS equipment was not required to be maintained.1180 Thus, the issue of expansion of the QA list to cover ITS
equipment was considered to be closed and was not addressed in the second staff submittal on the ITS rule in
SECY-86-164, "Proposed Rule on the Important-to-Safety Issue," dated May 29, 1986.1181 Therefore, this issue
was RESOLVED with no new requirements.1182

ITEM I.F.2: DEVELOP MORE DETAILED QA CRITERIA

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

The overall objective of this TMI Action Plan48 item was the improvement of the QA program for design,
construction, and operations to provide greater assurance that plant design, construction, and operational
activities were conducted in a manner commensurate with their importance to safety. Several systems important
to the safety of TMI-2 were not designed, fabricated, and maintained at a level equivalent to their safety
importance. This condition existed at other plants and resulted primarily from the lack of clarity in NRC guidance.
This situation and other problems relating to the QA organization, authority, reporting, and inspection were
identified by the various TMI accident investigations and inquiries.48

Safety Significance

The intent of this item was to provide more explicit and detailed criteria concerning the elements that, in general,
were found in well-conducted QA programs. Providing these more detailed criteria was expected to result in the
establishment of QA programs of the caliber desired. The NRC believed that such programs would result in the
detection of deficiencies in design, construction, and operation.

Possible Solutions

The proposed more detailed QA criteria for design, construction, and operations included the following:48
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(1) Assure the independence of the organization
performing the checking functions from the
organization responsible for performing the tasks.
For the construction phase, consider options for
increasing the independence of the QA function.
Include an option to require that licensees perform
the entire quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC)
function at construction sites. Consider using the third-
party concept for accomplishing the NRC review and
audit and making the QA/QC personnel agents of the
NRC. Consider using the Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations to enhance QA/QC independence.

(2) Include the QA personnel in the review and approval
of plant operational maintenance and surveillance
procedures and quality-related procedures associated
with design, construction, and installation.

(3) Include the QA personnel in all activities involved in
design, construction, installation, preoperational and
startup testing, and operation.

(4) Establish criteria for determining QA requirements for
specific classes of equipment such as instrumentation,
mechanical equipment, and electrical equipment.

(5) Establish qualification requirements for QA and QC
personnel.

(6) Increase the size of the licensees’ QA staff.

(7) Clarify that the QA program is a condition of the
construction permit and operating license and that
substantive changes to an approved program must be
submitted to the NRC for review.

(8) Compare NRC QA requirements with those of other
agencies (i.e., National Aeronautic and Space
Administration, Federal Aviation Administration,
U.S. Department of Defense) to improve NRC
requirements.

(9) Clarify organizational reporting levels for the QA
organization.

(10) Clarify requirements for maintenance of "as built"
documentation.

(11) Define the role of QA in design and analysis activities.
Obtain views on prevention of design errors from
licensees, architect-engineers, and vendors.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

The NRC staff assumed that the above criteria would be adopted by the nuclear industry. The staff made a
priority determination of the benefit of the above 11 items for improving QA. (The staff did not make a priority
determination of the benefit of a QA program itself.)

To address this issue adequately, improvement in the QA program must be developed independent of the
performing organization. Furthermore, the QA organization must have the confidence and the ear of higher
management so that QA concerns can be heard and acted upon. The deficiency of the effort called for in this
issue was that the effectiveness of the improvement program depended on the acceptance, attitudes, and
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emphasis given by plant management to the benefits to be derived from a QA program. Licensees that placed
a high importance on QA efforts would probably be able to incorporate the intent of the QA enhancement
program without making major changes to their organizational structure or in the way they performed their
plant operations. However, for those licensees that continued to do business "as usual," the changes could be
more cosmetic than real. They would probably seek ways to establish a QA organization that, on the surface,
might appear reasonable but that, in reality, could be a "paper tiger." Enclosure 1 of SECY-82-352, "Assurance
of Quality," dated August 20, 1982,308 states the following: "In sum, the fundamental issues can best be
characterized as a lack of total management commitment to quality and the uncertainty in industry’s and NRC’s
ability to detect and correct the resulting deficiencies."

CONCLUSION

Although the QA improvement program could result in the establishment of an improved QA organizational
structure at many plants, the results depended heavily on management acceptance. Lack of program
implementation and management acceptance, rather than inadequate criteria as suggested by this issue, were
the primary causes of deficiencies in QA. Increasing the detail of the QA criteria had little potential for improving
the quality of design, construction, or operation and, therefore, reducing risk. Items I.F.2(2), I.F.2(3), I.F.2(6), and
I.F.2(9), which addressed the concern stated above, were included in the July 1981 revision to Chapter 17 of
NUREG-0800, "Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants: LWR
Edition" (the SRP).11

The NRC believed that the issue of QA in nuclear power plants should be a high priority. However, the issue
and solutions to QA deficiency as described herein (except for completed issues I.F.2(2), I.F.2(3), I.F.2(6), and
I.F.2(9)) failed to address the problem of management acceptance of QA programs. Therefore, the residual items
were given a LOW priority.

The NRC staff conducted a review1964 of the seven LOW priority issues in 2010 to determine whether any new
information would necessitate reassessment of original prioritization evaluations. The staff determined that
the operating experience has not indicated a change in the safety significance of these issues. In addition, the
staff verified that the current NRC regulatory requirements or guidance address these issues and identified
the applicable regulatory framework as presented below. Because these items have been addressed by the
existing regulations and the operating experience has not raised the significance of these issues, the NRC staff
DROPPED these issues from further pursuit. The following section provides a discussion to demonstrate the
application of the NRC regulatory framework for QA to each issue and to support their disposition.

ITEM I.F.2(1): ASSURE THE INDEPENDENCE OF THE ORGANIZATION PERFORMING THE CHECKING
FUNCTION

This item was evaluated in Item I.F.2 above and was determined to be a LOW-priority issue in the main report
of NUREG-0933, published in November 1983. In 1998, consideration of new information1715 on the lack of
independence in the checking function submitted by Region IV in April 1997 did not change this conclusion.1716

The staff conducted a review1964 of this issue in 2010 to determine whether any new information would
necessitate reassessment of original prioritization evaluations. According to 10 CFR 50.34(f)(3)(iii), "each
applicant for a light-water-reactor construction permit or manufacturing license whose application was pending
as of February 16, 1982," in addition to "each applicant for a design certification, design approval, combined
license, or manufacturing license under part 52" of 10 CFR, needs to "establish a quality assurance (QA)
program based on consideration of: (A) Ensuring independence of the organization performing checking
functions from the organization responsible for performing the functions." In addition, Section 17.5 of the SRP11

states that "the QA program requires independence between the organization performing checking functions
from the organization responsible for performing the functions. (This provision applies to DC applicant, ESP, and
construction QA programs. This provision is not applicable to design reviews/verifications.)"

The NRC staff concluded that this item has been adequately addressed by the NRC’s regulations and
DROPPED this item from further pursuit. 1964

ITEM I.F.2(2): INCLUDE QA PERSONNEL IN REVIEW AND APPROVAL OF PLANT PROCEDURES
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This item was evaluated in Item I.F.2 above and was determined to be RESOLVED when new requirements
were established with changes made in July 1981 to Chapter 17 of the SRP.11

ITEM I.F.2(3): INCLUDE QA PERSONNEL IN ALL DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION, INSTALLATION, TESTING,
AND OPERATION ACTIVITIES

This item was evaluated in Item I.F.2 above and was determined to be RESOLVED when new requirements
were established with changes made in July 1981 to Chapter 17 of the SRP.11

ITEM I.F.2(4): ESTABLISH CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING QA REQUIREMENTS FOR SPECIFIC CLASSES
OF EQUIPMENT

This item was evaluated in Item I.F.2 above and was determined to be a LOW priority issue in the main report of
NUREG-0933, published in November 1983.

Criterion II, "Quality Assurance Program," of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 states that "The applicant shall
identify the structures, systems, and components to be covered by the quality assurance program and the major
organizations participating in the program, together with the designated functions of these organizations. The
quality assurance program shall provide control over activities affecting the quality of the identified structures,
systems, and components, to an extent consistent with their importance to safety." In addition, applicants or
license holders commit to the following standards, which identify requirements for specific classes of equipment:

• Subpart 2.4, "Installation, Inspection, and Testing Requirements for Power, Instrumentation, and Control
Equipment at Nuclear Facilities," American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) NQA-1-1994

• Subpart 2.5, "Quality Assurance Requirements for Installation, Inspection, and Testing of Structural Concrete,
Structural Steel, Soils, and Foundations for Nuclear Power Plants," ASME NQA-1-1994

• Subpart 2.7, "Quality Assurance Requirements of Computer Software for Nuclear Facility Applications,"
ASME NQA-1-1994

• Subpart 2.8, "Quality Assurance Requirements for Installation, Inspection, and Testing of Mechanical
Equipment and Systems for Nuclear Power Plants," ASME NQA-1-1994

Based on the review of NRC regulations related to this issue, the staff concluded that Item I.F.2(4) has been
adequately addressed by the existing regulations. Therefore, the staff changed the status of Item I.F.2(4) and
DROPPED this item from further pursuit.1964

ITEM I.F.2(5): ESTABLISH QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS FOR QA AND QC PERSONNEL

This item was evaluated in Item I.F.2 above and was determined to be a LOW priority issue in the main report of
NUREG-0933, published in November 1983.

Criterion II of Appendix B to10 CFR Part 50 establishes requirements for the training of personnel: "The program
shall provide for indoctrination and training of personnel performing activities affecting quality as necessary to
assure that suitable proficiency is achieved and maintained." In addition, Regulatory Guide 1.8, "Qualification
and Training of Personnel for Nuclear Power Plants,"226 Revision 3, provides guidance that is acceptable to
the NRC staff on qualifications and training for nuclear power plant personnel. This regulatory guide endorses
American National Standards Institute/American Nuclear Society (ANSI/ANS)-3.1-1993, "Selection, Qualification,
and Training of Personnel for Nuclear Power Plants,"253 with certain clarifications, additions, and exceptions.

Moreover, 10 CFR 50.34(f)(3)(iii) states that "each applicant for a light-water-reactor construction permit or
manufacturing license whose application was pending as of February 16, 1982," in addition to "each applicant
for a design certification, design approval, combined license, or manufacturing license under part 52" of 10 CFR
needs to "establish a quality assurance (QA) program based on consideration of…(E) establishing qualification
requirements for QA and QC personnel." Finally, Section 17.5 of the SRP11 describes the SRP acceptance
criteria for "Training and Qualification Criteria—Quality Assurance."

Based on the review of the NRC regulations related to this issue presented above, the staff concluded that Item
I.F.2(5) has been adequately addressed by the existing regulations. Therefore, the staff changed the status of
Item I.F.2(5) and DROPPED this item from further pursuit.1964
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ITEM I.F.2(6): INCREASE THE SIZE OF LICENSEES' QA STAFF

This item was evaluated in Item I.F.2 above and was determined to be RESOLVED when new requirements
were established with changes made in July 1981 to Chapter 17 of the SRP.11

ITEM I.F.2(7): CLARIFY THAT THE QA PROGRAM IS A CONDITION OF THE CONSTRUCTION PERMIT
AND OPERATING LICENSE

This item was evaluated in Item I.F.2 above and was determined to be a LOW priority issue in the main report of
NUREG-0933, published in November 1983.

The regulation at 10 CFR 50.54(a)(1) clearly states that implementation of the QA program is a condition in
every nuclear power reactor operating license issued under 10 CFR Part 50: "Each nuclear power plant or fuel
reprocessing plant licensee subject to the quality assurance criteria in appendix B of this part shall implement,
under § 50.34(b)(6)(ii) or § 52.79 of this chapter, the quality assurance program described or referenced in the
safety analysis report, including changes to that report. However, a holder of a combined license under part 52 of
this chapter shall implement the quality assurance program described or referenced in the safety analysis report
applicable to operation 30 days prior to the scheduled date for the initial loading of fuel." In addition, 10 CFR
50.54(a)(1) is also a condition in every combined license issued under 10 CFR Part 52, "Licenses, Certifications,
and Approvals for Nuclear Power Plants." Finally, 10 CFR 52.17(a)(1)(xi), 10 CFR 52.47(a)(19), and 10 CFR
52.79(a)(25) outline the QA program requirements for applicants for early site permits (ESPs), standard design
certifications (DCs) and combined licenses, respectively. SRP11 Section 17.5 outlines a standardized QA
program for DC, ESP, construction permit, operating license, and combined license applicants and holders.

Moreover, this issue specifies that "substantive changes to an approved program must be submitted to NRC
for review." This part of the issue is also addressed by 10 CFR 50.54(a)(4), which states that "Changes to the
quality assurance program description that do reduce the commitments must be submitted to the NRC and
receive NRC approval prior to implementation." The regulation at 10 CFR 50.54(a)(4)(i)–(iv) outlines the process
to make these changes.

Based on the review of the NRC regulations related to this issue presented above, the staff concluded that Item
I.F.2(7) has been adequately addressed by the existing regulations. Therefore, the staff changed the status of
Item I.F.2(7) and DROPPED this item from further pursuit.1964

ITEM I.F.2(8): COMPARE NRC QA REQUIREMENTS WITH THOSE OF OTHER AGENCIES

This item was evaluated in Item I.F.2 above and was determined to be a LOW priority issue in the main report of
NUREG-0933, published in November 1983.

On July 9, 2003, the results of the staff’s effort to review international quality assurance standards against the
existing Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 framework were reported by issuance of SECY-03-0117, Approaches
for Adopting More Widely Accepted International Quality Standards."1965 In addition, approaches for adopting
international quality standards for safety-related components in nuclear power plants into the existing regulatory
framework were assessed. SECY-03-01171965 also reviewed existing NRC quality assurance requirements and
efforts to improve their effectiveness and efficiency. The staff concluded in SECY-03-01171965 that considerable
actions had already been taken or were in progress to reduce unnecessary regulatory burden on licensees
resulting from compliance with Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 requirements. In addition, the proposed 10 CFR
50.69 risk-informed rulemaking would provide a more efficient and effective regulatory process while continuing
to maintain safety. The staff evaluation of the differences between Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 and ISO 9001
is summarized in the attachment to SECY-03-0117.1965

The staff concluded that the analysis presented in SECY-03-01171965 addressed Item I.F.2(8) adequately and
DROPPED this item from further pursuit.1964

ITEM I.F.2(9): CLARIFY ORGANIZATIONAL REPORTING LEVELS FOR THE QA ORGANIZATION

This item was evaluated in Item I.F.2 above and was determined to be RESOLVED when new requirements
were established with changes made in July 1981 to Chapter 17 of the SRP.11

ITEM I.F.2(10): CLARIFY REQUIREMENTS FOR MAINTENANCE OF "AS-BUILT" DOCUMENTATION
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This item was evaluated in Item I.F.2 above and was determined to be a LOW priority issue in the main report of
NUREG-0933, published in November 1983.

Criterion VI, "Document Control," and Criterion XVII, "Quality Assurance Records," of Appendix B to 10 CFR
Part 50 establish requirements for issuing, identifying, and retrieving QA records. In addition, NRC-accepted
practices for the collection, storage, and maintenance of QA records for nuclear power plants, independent
storage of spent nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive waste facilities, special nuclear materials, packaging and
transportation of radioactive materials, and gaseous diffusion plants are described in ANSI/ASME NQA-1.1966

Criterion VI of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 describes the requirements to control changes in documents:
"Measures shall be established to control the issuance of documents, such as instructions, procedures, and
drawings, including changes thereto, which prescribe all activities affecting quality. These measures shall
assure that documents, including changes, are reviewed for adequacy and approved for release by authorized
personnel and are distributed to and used at the location where the prescribed activity is performed. Changes to
documents shall be reviewed and approved by the same organizations that performed the original review and
approval unless the applicant designates another responsible organization."

Moreover, 10 CFR 50.34(f)(3)(iii) states that "each applicant for a light-water-reactor construction permit or
manufacturing license whose application was pending as of February 16, 1982," in addition to "each applicant
for a design certification, design approval, combined license, or manufacturing license under part 52" of 10 CFR,
needs to "establish a quality assurance (QA) program based on consideration of…(G) establishing procedures
for maintenance of ‘as-built’ documentation." Finally, Section 17.5 of the SRP11 states that "A program is
required to be established to control the development, review, approval, issue, use, and revision of documents."
This section includes as-built drawings as one of the examples of controlled documents: "Examples of controlled
documents include design drawings, as-built drawings, engineering calculations."

Based on the review of the NRC regulations related to this issue presented above, the staff concluded that Item
I.F.2(10) has been adequately addressed by the existing regulations. Therefore, the staff changed the status of
Item I.F.2(10) and DROPPED this item from further pursuit.1964

ITEM I.F.2(11): DEFINE ROLE OF QA IN DESIGN AND ANALYSIS ACTIVITIES

This item was evaluated in Item I.F.2 above and was determined to be a LOW priority issue in the main report of
NUREG-0933, published in November 1983.

Criterion III, "Design Control," of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 describes the requirements of the program for
the design of items. As explained in this criterion, measures should be established to assure that applicable
regulatory requirements and the design basis are correctly translated into specifications, drawings, procedures,
and instructions. In addition, these measures should include provisions to assure that appropriate quality
standards are specified and included in design documents and that deviations from such standards are
controlled. The design control measures provide for verifying or checking the adequacy of design and are
applied to items such as the reactor physics, stress, thermal, hydraulic, and accident analyses; compatibility of
materials; accessibility for inservice inspection, maintenance, and repair; and delineation of acceptance criteria
for inspections and tests.

Moreover, 10 CFR 50.34(f)(3)(iii) states that "each applicant for a light-water-reactor construction permit or
manufacturing license whose application was pending as of February 16, 1982," in addition to "each applicant
for a design certification, design approval, combined license, or manufacturing license under part 52" of 10
CFR, needs to "establish a quality assurance (QA) program based on consideration of…(H) providing a QA
role in design and analysis activities." Finally, Section 17.5 of the SRP11 states that "The QA role in design and
analysis activities is defined. Design documents are reviewed by individuals knowledgeable and qualified in
QA to ensure the documents contain the necessary QA requirements. (This applies to DC applicants, ESP, and
construction QA programs.)"

Based on the review of the NRC regulations related to this issue presented above, the staff concluded that Item
I.F.2(11) has been adequately addressed by the existing regulations. Therefore, the staff changed the status of
Item I.F.2(11) and DROPPED this item from further pursuit.1964
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Task I.G: Preoperational and Low-Power Testing (Rev. 3)
The objectives of this task were to: (1) increase the capability of shift crews to operate facilities in a safe and
competent manner by assuring that training for plant changes and off-normal events was conducted; and (2)
review the comprehensiveness of test programs. Near-term operating license facilities were required to develop
and implement intensified training exercises during the low-power testing programs

ITEM I.G.1: TRAINING REQUIREMENTS DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item called for new OLs to conduct a set of low power tests to achieve the objectives of
Task I.G. These tests were to be determined on a case-by-case basis.

CONCLUSION

This item was clarified in NUREG-073798 and requirements were issued.

ITEM I.G.2: SCOPE OF TEST PROGRAM

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

The major thrust of TMI Action Plan48 Task I.G was to use the preoperational and startup test programs as a
training exercise for operating crews. In contrast to this, Item I.G.2 called for a more comprehensive test program
to search for anomalies in a plant's response to a transient. This issue was suggested independently by the
Kemeny Commission,175 the Rogovin Commission,161 the ACRS,176 and the TMI Operations Team.177

Safety Significance

The safety significance of this issue was in the early discovery of anomalies or unanticipated plant behavior. The
TMI-2 accident was the most well-known example, but other less severe examples, such as the core-annulus
water level decoupling at Oyster Creek, have taken place.

When a plant responds to a transient in an anomalous or unanticipated manner, the result may be an accident
caused directly by the new phenomena, or by the surprise or confusion on the part of the operators. The latter is
probably the more likely of the two.

Possible Solution

The nature of the solution to this issue was implicit in its definition - an augmented test program. However,
relatively little had been written concerning the nature and extent of this program. NUREG-O66O48 merely called
for the NRC to develop a program. Recommendations177 made by an OIE team investigating TMI-2 were more
specific: detailed review of all unscheduled transients during the first year as well as review of the preoperational
and startup tests.

There was a spectrum of possible test programs ranging from the existing program to programs that would take
years to implement. Morever, it might not have been necessary for each plant to perform each test. In addition,
there was a large amount of operating experience data from which information could be gathered.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

At the time this issue was initially evaluated, transients occurred at an approximate rate of 10/RY; however,
most of these were relatively routine (e.g., turbine trip) and were thus unlikely to produce unpleasant surprises.
In any case, existing startup programs were expected to cover them adequately. Therefore, attention was
focused on transients that were rare but nevertheless frequent enough to be considered "anticipated operational
occurrences." EPRI NP-801178 contains a history of the transients that were actually experienced during
operation. Based on judgment, transients that were candidates for suspicion of anomalous behavior were
selected.
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PWR Transients Frequency (RY-1)

Hi/Lo Pressurizer Pressure 0.10

Pressurizer Safety or Relief-Valve Opening 0.02

Inadvertent SIS 0.04

Loss of RCS Flow 0.04

Close All MSIVs 0.05

Sudden Opening of Secondary Relief Valves 0.06

Loss of Component Cooling 0.01

Loss of Service Water System 0.01

Total: 0.33

BWR Transients Frequency (RY-1)

Pressure Regulator Fails Open 0.29

Pressure Regulator Fails Closed 0.14

Inadvertent Opening of S/RV 0.20

Trip One Recirculation Pump 0.02

Trip All Recirculation Pumps 0.06

Total: 0.71

At the time of this evaluation, reactor experience totaled 565 RY: 225 BWR-years and 340 PWR-years.179 Thus,
it was estimated that about 270 of the listed transients had occurred, some of which had indeed illustrated the
need for corrective measures. Unfortunately, it was not practical to use the computerized data banks to search
for "anomalous behavior." Once again, judgment was used.

At least four transients with anomalous response had occurred (Davis-Besse, Three Mile Island, Oyster Creek,
Pilgrim) and were widely known. If a more thorough review of operating experience had been made, more
would have been discovered. It was estimated that perhaps 10 transients had shown some sort of unanticipated
phenomenon. However, the number of interest was the number of phenomena left to be discovered. With a
history of about 270 transients of interest, anomalous events were not expected to be very common. Moreover,
the discoveries that had been made led to measures intended to prevent future problems.

It was estimated that anomalous or unanticipated behavior could be expected at a rate of about 5 events in
565 RY (i.e., half the estimated historical rate) or about 10-2/RY. This number was an "educated guess" that
the actual number of events that had occurred was higher than the four events listed, but would be lower in the
future because the experience had been used to correct the problems.

Consequence Estimate

Most anomalous transients have no consequences in the sense of releasing radioactivity. Based on the
experience of TMI (one event in perhaps 10), it was assumed that one event in 10 will result in core damage
(extensive cladding failure) and one event in 100 will result in a core-melt with a significant release. The former
was approximated with a PWR-9 or BWR-5 Category event and the latter with a PWR-7 or BWR-4 event.

It was assumed that an augmented startup program would be 50% effective in discovering and correcting
problems. The total risk reduction associated with this issue was 2.58 x 104 man-rem, based on 252 man-rem for
36 PWRs and 2.56 x 104 man-rem for 21 BWRs.

Cost Estimate
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Industry Cost: As stated previously, there was a spectrum of possible test programs. It was assumed that the test
program would average 2 weeks/plant. At $300,000/day for replacement power (which would dominate the cost),
this was $4.2M/plant. The 2-week average estimate was based on the assumption that not every plant would
perform every test. In many cases, the first product of a given product line would be subjected to a great deal of
testing that would apply to all plants of the same design, or testing could be shared within a product line by some
other plan. Therefore, the total industry cost was $239.4M.

NRC Cost: It was assumed that 5 staff-years would be required to develop guidelines and approve generic plans
with one staff-month/plant of post-test review. With 57 OLs, (36 PWRs and 21 BWRs), this cost was about $1M.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was $(239.4 + 1)M or
approximately $240M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 2.58 x 104 man-rem and a cost of $240M for a possible solution,
the value/impact score was given by:

Uncertainties

The frequency estimates did not rest upon firm bases. This was not surprising because, like any other program
where the goal is discovery, if good bases were available for estimates of effectiveness, the tests would not be
necessary. Nevertheless, an attempt was made to put bounds on the estimates. The frequency of core damage
was not likely to be uncertain by more than a factor of 10. If the true frequency were a factor of 10 higher, about
6 core-damage accidents would have occurred. If it were a factor of 10 lower, the TMI-2 accident would have a
probability on the order of 0.05.

However, the core-melt frequency was subject to more uncertainty. It was assumed that the frequency of core-
melt was one-tenth of that for core-damage. It was assumed that this figure could be either a factor of 5 higher
(every second TMI-like event a core-melt) or a factor of 5 lower (one core-melt in 50 core-damage events).

Assuming that the public dose estimates were uncertain to a factor of 5 and the costs to a factor of 5, then the
value/impact score would have a range from 3 x 100 to 4 x 103 man-rem/$M.

Other Considerations

The averted costs of cleanup were not considered in the value/impact score. If such costs ($0.25M/RY) were
included, the value/impact score would be significantly higher, but not enough to justify a higher priority.

CONCLUSION

Based on the value/impact score and the associated public risk reduction, this issue was given a medium
priority ranking. With revisions to SRP11 Section 14 and the OIE Manual, the issue was RESOLVED with new
requirements.654
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Task II.A: Siting (Rev. 2)
The objective of this task was to provide an added contribution to safety through the development of siting
criteria for new power plants and the reevaluation with regard to the new siting criteria of facilities either under
construction or operating.

ITEM II.A.1: SITING POLICY REFORMULATION DESCRIPTION

In this TMI Action Plan item,48 the staff was required to identify the principal criteria for evaluating proposed
sites for nuclear power stations, recommend the adoption of these criteria in a Proposed Rule on Siting, and
prepare an environmental assessment or environmental impact statement of the proposed revisions to meet
NEPA requirements.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

This issue was investigated by PNL but no risk or cost analyses were made.64

Frequency Estimate

Siting does not directly affect the frequency of radioactive releases. However, it should be noted that longer
transmission lines will increase the frequency of load rejections and thus somewhat increase the probability of a
release.

Consequence Estimate

WASH-140016 estimates of risk were used assuming a uniform population density of 340 people/square-mile, the
average for U.S. sites. Multiplying frequency by consequences for each Release Category and then summing
the products, the average risk was 70 man-rem/PWR-year and 150 man-rem/BWR-year. Thus, compared to an
average site, the maximum difference remote siting could make would be 150 man-rem/RY, which corresponded
to locating a BWR in a completely deserted area. This average population density was comparable to the
existing criteria in SRP11 Section 2.1.3 which limited the surrounding population density to about 500 people/
square-mile.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: Remote siting involves a number of cost factors the most significant of which are: transmission
line losses; lower plant availability due to longer transmission lines; cost of land for a major transmission line
corridor and delays involved in acquiring the land; and recruiting and relocating personnel to staff the plant.
The latter two factors, although widely recognized as significant, were difficult to quantify generically. However,
assuming a 1% line loss (reasonable for a 100-mile line) and five additional load rejections per year, the first two
factors totaled more than $100M for a 1,000 MWe plant over 40 years.

NRC Cost: NRC costs were insignificant in comparison to industry costs.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was $100M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 6,000 man-rem/reactor and a cost of $100M/reactor for a possible
solution, the value/impact score was given by:

Other Considerations

The relatively low value/impact score must be combined with consideration of the net risk of 70 man-rem/PWR-
year and 150 man-rem/BWR-year. Over a 40-year plant life, this corresponded to 3,000 to 6,000 man-rem
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which would normally place the issue automatically in the high priority category, regardless of value/impact
score or cost-effectiveness. However, this was the maximum risk reduction and most future sites would provide
less. Specific sites may have better access to the grid and thus may be more cost-effective. At the time of this
evaluation, there were no new plants being proposed.

CONCLUSION

Based on the above considerations and the need to address siting questions, this issue was given a medium
priority ranking (see Appendix C). However, in 1984, the Commission decided to better define its safety
objectives and better characterize radioactive source terms before proceeding with new siting regulations. As
a result, it was decided that, before new siting efforts were undertaken, a new radioactive source term must
be approved and the evaluation of the safety goal must be completed. Upon completion of these two tasks,
the need for a revised siting rule was to be reassessed and, if necessary, a new generic safety issue was to
be established to address siting rulemaking. Thus, this item was RESOLVED and no new requirements were
established.655

ITEM II.A.2: SITE EVALUATION OF EXISTING FACILITIES

DESCRIPTION

In this TMI Action Plan item,48 the staff was to "prepare an analysis for Commission decision of the NRC staff
plans to reconsider, with regard to the revised siting policy, facilities either under construction or operating. The
analysis would take, as a point of departure, the criteria expressed in the Proposed Rule on Siting (Item II.A.1)
and would address a strategy for consideration of siting decisions of plants that have construction permits or
operating licenses."

CONCLUSION

At the time of this evaluation, the basic purpose behind the issue was being addressed in the larger context of
the Safety Goal69 which was being developed under TMI Action Plan48 Item V.A.1. Consequently, all NRC staff
efforts on this issue were terminated in mid-1981.
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Task II.B: Consideration of Degraded or Melted Cores in Safety Review
(Rev. 5)
The objective of this task was to enhance public safety and reduce individual and societal risk by developing
and implementing a phased program to include, in safety reviews, consideration of core degradation and melting
beyond the design basis.

ITEM II.B.1: REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM VENTS

This item was clarified in NUREG-0737,98 requirements were issued, and MPA F-10 was established by DL/NRR
for implementation purposes.

ITEM II.B.2: PLANT SHIELDING TO PROVIDE ACCESS TO VITAL AREAS AND PROTECT SAFETY
EQUIPMENT FOR POST-ACCIDENT OPERATION

This item was clarified in NUREG-0737,98 requirements were issued, and MPA F-11 was established by DL/NRR
for implementation purposes.

ITEM II.B.3: POST-ACCIDENT SAMPLING

This item was clarified in NUREG-0737,98 requirements were issued, and MPA F-12 was established by DL/NRR
for implementation purposes.

ITEM II.B.4: TRAINING FOR MITIGATING CORE DAMAGE

This item was clarified in NUREG-0737,98 requirements were issued, and MPA F-13 was established by DL/NRR
for implementation purposes.

ITEM II.B.5: RESEARCH ON PHENOMENA ASSOCIATED WITH CORE DEGRADATION AND FUEL
MELTING

The three parts of this item are evaluated below.

ITEM II.B.5(1): BEHAVIOR OF SEVERELY DAMAGED FUEL

Items II.B.5(1) and II.B.5(2) were combined and evaluated together under Item II.B.5(1).

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

For a number of key severe accident sequences, there are critical phenomenological unknowns or uncertainties
that impact containment integrity assessments and judgments regarding the desirability of certain mitigating
features. The phenomena fall into three broad categories: (1) the behavior of severely damaged fuel, including
oxidation and H2 generation; (2) the behavior of the core-melt in its interaction with water, concrete, and core-
retention materials; and (3) the effect of potential H2 burning and/or explosions on containment integrity. Steam
explosions were also to be considered in this category. Previous work in these several areas received less
attention since they related to accidents beyond the design basis. At the time this TMI Action Plan48 item was
raised, RES was conducting major programs to support the basis for rulemaking and to confirm certain licensing
decisions. Complementary efforts conducted within NRR were to address specific licensing issues related to the
subject research.

(1) Behavior of Severely Damaged Fuel

(a) In-Pile Studies: Fuel behavior research was to include in-pile testing to help evaluate the effects of
conditions leading to severe fuel damage. Such tests were being performed in the INEL Power Burst Facility
(PBF) in FY 1983 and later in the Annular Core Research Reactor (ACRR) at SNL and in the NRU reactor at
Chalk River National Lab, Canada. In the PBF, RES was to perform a series of in-reactor fuel experiments
to determine the effect of heating and cooling rates on damage to the bundle, rod fragmentation, distortion,
and debris formation. Fission product release and H2 generation were also to be measured during the testing.
Separate effects studies were to be conducted on rubble beds in the ACRR at SNL.
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(b) Hydrogen Studies: The objective of this work was to increase the understanding of the formation of H2
in a reactor from metal-water reactions, radiolytic decomposition of coolant, and corrosion of metals, and to
determine its consequences in terms of pressure-time histories and H2 deflagration or detonation. This work was
also to include: (1) the preparation of a compendium of information related to H2 as it affects reactor safety; (2)
analysis of radiolysis under accident conditions; (3) a review of H2 sampling and analysis methods; (4) a study
of the effects of H2 embrittlement on reactor vessel materials; and (5) a review of means of handling accident-
generated H2 with recommendations on improving existing methods. Results of these studies were considered in
the resolution of Issue A-48, "Hydrogen Control Measures and Effects of Hydrogen Burns on Safety Equipment,"
and were not considered further in this issue.

(c) Studies of Post-Accident Coolant Chemistry: The RES objective in this area was the development of a
relationship between fission product release and fuel failure and the improvement of post-accident sampling and
analysis techniques. This was to be accomplished by the investigation of fission product release in a variety of
fuel failure experiments.

(d) Modeling of Severe Fuel Damage: The effort in this area was the development of models for fuel rods
operating beyond 2200°F that suffer a loss in geometry in order to compute extensive damage phenomena
(such as eutectic liquid formation, fuel slumping, oxidation, and H2 generation, fission product release and
interaction with the coolant, rubble-bed particle size, extent of fuel and clad melting, and flow blockage).

(2) Behavior of Core-Melt

The RES fuel-melt research program was to develop a base and verified methodology for assessing the
consequences and mitigation of fuel-melt accidents. The program addressed the range of severe reactor
accident phenomena from the time when extensive fuel damage and major core geometry changes occur until
the containment has failed and/or the molten core materials have attained a semi-permanent configuration and
further movement is terminated. Studies of improvements in containment design to reduce the risk of core-melt
accidents were also included.

The program was composed of integrated tasks that included scoping, phenomenological and separate effects
tests, and demonstration experiments that provided results for the development and verification of analytical
models and codes. These codes and supporting data were then used for the analysis of thermal, mechanical,
and radiological consequences of accidents and for decisions related to requirements of design features for
mitigation and performance confirmation. The technical scope of the program included work in the following
areas: fuel debris behavior; fuel interactions with structure and soil; radiological source term; fuelcoolant
interactions; systems analysis codes; and mitigation features.

Safety Significance

The results of the research programs described above were expected to find broad application in areas such
as PRA, accident analysis, siting, evacuation planning, emergency procedures, code development, etc. Thus,
these programs would have considerable value just as licensing improvement efforts. However, the programs
had sufficiently well-defined scopes to permit some estimates of direct safety significance. These programs
were directed at a better understanding of severely damaged and molten cores. Once a core is in this state, any
safety significance has to be in the area of minimizing radioactive releases and consequent dose to the public.

Possible Solutions

It was assumed that means would be devised to reduce the probability of containment failure and release of
activity to the environment. Completely different approaches could be suggested after the results of the research
programs were known.

The "classical" engineering approaches to handling degraded or melted cores are filtered vents to prevent
containment overpressure and core-retention devices (core catchers) to prevent containment basemat melt-
through. These approaches were used for cost estimates, but the other priority parameters were not specific to
these approaches.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Studies64 of this issue by PNL considered only containment basemat melt-through. The approach presented
here was expanded to include other aspects. The effect on a PWR with a dry containment was considered,
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based partly on the availability of information. It was not expected that the results for other containments or for
BWRs would be greatly different, at least in the context of the uncertainty of such an analysis.

Frequency Estimate

Essentially, all core-melts are assumed to result in containment failure in WASH-1400.16 To estimate the effect
of being able to deal with a severely damaged core, this assumption was relaxed. The modes of containment
failure for PWRs were defined as follows:

α - containment rupture due to a reactor vessel steam explosion

β - containment failure due to inadequate isolation of openings and penetrations

γ - containment failure due to H2 burning

δ - containment failure due to overpressure

ε - containment vessel melt-through

Assuming that the research programs were successful in leading to engineering solutions, reductions in the
frequency of the various failure modes were estimated as follows:

α - 10% (Little can be done about steam explosions.)

β - 0% (This does not affect isolation failure.)

γ,δ - 90% (Venting containment should be quite effective if methods are available for sizing the vent and
determining what filtration is needed.)

ε - 90% (Should be achievable if a core catcher can be designed.)

Consequence Estimate

The consequences were straightforward in the sense that the consequences of each release category have
been studied. However, the reduction in consequences was more difficult to assess since the release from a
molten core in a tight containment is still not zero. Instead, it depends on the containment design leak rate,
the efficiency of filtration of a containment relief vent, etc. To allow for this, it was assumed instead that the
prevented releases corresponding to the α, γ, δ, and ε failure modes were similar to a PWR-9 release. The
results of this calculation are summarized in Table II.B-1. For a new (forward-fit) plant (which was the most likely
candidate for implementation), the public risk reduction was estimated to be 1,600 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: PNL estimated64 the cost of a core retention device to be $1.4M for a forward-fit. SNL
estimated312 the cost of a filtered containment vent to be on the order of a few million dollars. Thus, the industry
cost was projected to be $10M/reactor.

NRC Cost: PNL estimated64 the NRC cost to be $2.3M, assuming implementation at 134 reactors. In reality,
implementation might take place at a far smaller number of plants due to considerations of containment type,
backfit vs. forward-fit, etc. However, even if only 10 plants were affected, the NRC cost would be insignificant
compared to licensee costs. Therefore, NRC costs were neglected.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was estimated to be $10M/
reactor.

Release
Category

Frequency*
(RY)-1

%
Reduction**in

Frequency

ΔF (RY)-1 R (man-rem) FR

Table II.B-1

PWR-1 5.3 x 10-8 10% 5.3 x 10-5 4.9 x 106 2.6 x 10-2

PWR-2 6.7 x 10-6 90% 6.0 x 10-6 4.8 x 106 2.9 x 101

PWR-3 2.6 x 10-6 81% 2.1 x 10-6 5.4 x 106 1.1 x 101
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Release
Category

Frequency*
(RY)-1

%
Reduction**in

Frequency

ΔF (RY)-1 R (man-rem) FR

PWR-4 2.1 x l0-5 - - 2.7 x 106 -

PWR-5 4.9 x 10-5 - - 1.0 x 106 -

PWR-6 6.3 x 10-5 90% 5.7 x 10-7 1.4 x 105 8.0 x 10-2

PWR-7 3.4 x 10-5 90% 3.1 x 10-5 2.3 x 103 7.1 x 10-2

PWR-8 8.0 x 10-5 - - 7.5 x 104 -

PWR-9 4.0 x 10-5 - -3.9 x 10-5 1.2 x 102 -4.7 x 10-3

TOTAL: 4.0 x 101

* Because the specific containment failure mode was of interest here, the frequencies above were
"unsmoothed." This is in contrast to the calculations in WASH-140016 which assumed a 10% contribution in
frequency from adjacent release categories.

** Release Category PWR-1 is made up entirely of α failures and thus was assigned a 10% reduction in
frequency. Categories PWR-2, PWR-6, and PWR-7 are made up of γ, δ, and ε failures and were thus assigned
90%. Category PWR-3 contains both α and δ failures which results in a net assignment of 81%.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a potential public risk reduction of 1,600 man-rem/reactor and a cost of $10M/reactor for a possible

solution, the value/impact score was given by:

CONCLUSION

Based on the factors considered above, this issue was given a high priority ranking (see Appendix C). However,
after further evaluation by the staff, the issue was determined to be clearly within the realm of severe accident
research and was reclassified as a Licensing Issue.1102 The issue was pursued138l as part of SARP Issue L2,
"In-Vessel Core Melt Progression and Hydrogen Generation," documented in NUREG-1365.1382

As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issue. Because licensing and regulatory
impact issue are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.

ITEM II.B.5(2): BEHAVIOR OF CORE-MELT

This item was evaluated in Item II.B.5(1) above and determined to be a high priority (see Appendix C). However,
after further evaluation by the staff, the issue was determined to be clearly within the realm of severe accident
research and was reclassified as a Licensing Issue.1102 The issue was pursued138l as part of SARP Issue L2,
"In-Vessel Core Melt Progression and Hydrogen Generation," documented in NUREG-1365.1382

As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
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any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.

ITEM II.B.5(3): EFFECT OF HYDROGEN BURNING AND EXPLOSIONS ON CONTAINMENT STRUCTURE

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

TMI Action Plan48 Item II.B.5 called for research into the phenomena associated with severe core damage and
core melting. Item II.B.5(3) addressed the effect of H2 burns and/or explosions on containment integrity.

Safety Significance

Whereas Items II.B.5(1) and II.B.5(2) dealt with (among other things) the generation of H2 via radiolysis, metal-
water interaction, interaction of a molten core with concrete, etc., Item II.B.5(3) was concerned with the effects
on the containment of the burning and/or detonation of this H2. If the containment retains its integrity, even
a severe accident resulting in a damaged or molten core produces relatively low offsite consequences. Item
II.B.5(3) also included the effect of steam explosions. Again, the emphasis here was not in preventing the
explosion but, instead, in maintaining containment integrity.

Possible Solution

Most of the work on Item II.B.5(3) was couched in terms of a stronger containment.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Item II B.5(3) was, to a large extent, similar to Issue A-48, "Hydrogen Control Measures and Effects of Hydrogen
Burns on Safety Equipment." Issue A-48 was somewhat more general in that it included the effects of a H2 burn
or detonation on containment penetrations and on safety systems located within the containment, not just the
structural response of the containment. In addition, Issue A-48 included measures for control of the H2 burn and
thus had preventive as well as mitigative aspects. However, even though Issue A-48 was expected to use the
results of Item II.B.5(3), Item II.B.5(3) was not integrated into Issue A-48 because: (1) the scope of Issue A-48
was still under discussion; and (2) Item II.B.5(3) included steam explosions as well as H2 burns.

Frequency/Consequence Estimate

In WASH-1400,16 the PWR sequences refer to steam explosion-induced containment failures as "α" failures;
containment failures induced by an H2 burn are called "γ" failures. Sequences including these two failure modes
can be found in Release Categories PWR-1, PWR-2, and PWR-3. It was assumed that the possible solution
would result in a 90% reduction in the probabilities of the sequences involving these two failure modes. The
results are tabulated in Table II.B-2 below.

Release
Category (F)

α Frequency
(per RY)

γ Frequency(F)
(per RY)

Consequences(R)
(man-rem)

0.9FR (man-
rem/RY)

TABLE II.B-2

PWR-1 5.3 x 10-8 - 4.9 x 106 0.23

PWR-2 - 7.0 x 10-7 4.8 x 106 3.00

PWR-3 3.4 x 10-7 - 5.4 x 106 1.70

PWR-7 -3.9 x 10-7 -7.0 x 10-7 2.3 x 103 - 0.002

TOTAL: 4.9

The PWR-7 category has a negative contribution because a molten core still gives some release, even if
containment failure is prevented. Thus, it was assumed that the events which would have been α or γ failures
instead lead to PWR-7 releases.
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Over a 40-year plant life, the risk reduction above corresponded to about 200 man-rem/reactor. This was
calculated using WASH-140016 data for a PWR with a large, dry containment. BWR pressure-suppression
containments and PWR ice-condenser containments have a much smaller free volume and thus are more
susceptible to α and γ failures. Therefore, the risk for these plants could well be considerably higher.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: Without the results of research at the time of this evaluation, it was difficult to assess costs.
A stronger containment could cost $15M, based on doubling the 3.5 foot wall thickness of a (150 ft x 200 ft)
structure. (Such structures cost roughly $1,000/cubic yard of concrete.)

NRC Cost: NRC costs were considered to be negligible.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was $15M/reactor.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 200 man-rem/reactor and a cost of $15M/reactor for a possible

solution, the value/impact score was given by:

CONCLUSION

The public risk estimate for this issue was significant even for dry containments. Because of the difficulty in
determining a cost-effective solution, the issue was given a medium priority ranking (see Appendix C). However,
after further evaluation by the staff, the issue was determined to be clearly within the realm of severe accident
research and was reclassified as a Licensing Issue.1102 The issue was pursued138l as part of SARP Issue L3,
"Hydrogen Transport and Combustion," documented in NUREG-1365.1382

As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.

ITEM II.B.6: RISK REDUCTION FOR OPERATING REACTORS AT SITES WITH HIGH POPULATION
DENSITIES

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This TMI Action Plan48 item involved the review of operating reactors in areas of high population density to
determine what additional measures and/or design changes could be implemented that would further reduce the
probability of a severe reactor accident, and would reduce the consequences of such an accident by reducing
the amount of radioactive releases and/or by delaying any radioactive releases, and thereby provide additional
time for evacuation near the sites.

Risk studies were completed in 1981 for the Zion and Limerick sites and in 1982 for Indian Point. Although
risk assessments of other sites were conducted by other NRC programs, e.g., National Reliability Evaluation
Program (NREP), no further risk studies were envisioned as part of this issue. Further efforts directed towards
this issue were review of the analyses and the possible implementation of site-specific fixes to reduce the risk at
these sites. Special hearings were scheduled in FY 1982 to review possible design changes for Indian Point and
follow-up work in connection with the accepted fixes was anticipated following these hearings.
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Safety Significance

Concern existed over the potential for above-average societal risk due to accidents at reactor sites located near
regions of high population densities.

Possible Solutions

As mentioned above, hearings were scheduled on possible fixes at the Indian Point site to reduce risk. The
actual fixes that resulted from these hearings were unknown at the time of this evaluation. Nevertheless, it
was assumed that fixes would be made to reduce the likelihood of the most dominant accident sequences
contributing to the frequency of core-melt accidents.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

Based on a review of similar Reactor Safety Study Methodology Application Program (RSSMAP) and Interim
Reliability Evaluation Program (IREP) analyses, it was assumed that two sequences contributed to a large
portion (50%) of the likelihood of a core-melt. It was further assumed that it was possible to reduce the frequency
of each sequence by a factor of 10.

Frequency Estimate

Based on age and other related factors, it was believed that reactors in this category had an increased frequency
of core-melt over the baseline plant (Oconee-3) by a factor of 5.5. Thus, the revised baseline core-melt
frequency (F) was given by:

F = (5.5)(8.2 x 10-5/RY) = 4.5 x 10-4/RY

Assuming that the dominant sequences (50% of the frequency) could be reduced by a factor of 10, the revised
core-melt frequency was (0.55)(4.5 x 10-4)/RY = 2.5 x 10-4/RY.

Consequence Estimate

Considering the same factors used above to estimate the core-melt frequency, the affected plants would have an
exposure increase over the mean population density (340 persons/square-mile) and release fractions by a factor
of 3. Thus, this exposure increase (R) was given by:

R = (3)(2.5 x 106 man-rem) = (7.5 x 106) man-rem

The baseline public risk was (4.5 x 10-4/RY)(7.5 x 106 man-rem) or 3,380 manrem/RY. The revised public risk
was (2.5 x 10-4/RY)(7.5 x 106 man-rem) or 1,880 man-rem/RY. The resulting change in public risk was then
1,500 man-rem/RY resulting from the reduction in core-melt frequency of 2 x 10-4/RY. Over the estimated 27
years of remaining plant life, this would result in a total risk reduction of 40,500 man-rem/reactor.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: Licensee costs were estimated to be $4M/reactor to implement the changes required to reduce
the two dominant sequences.

NRC Cost: NRC costs were estimated to be $22,000.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was $(4 + 0.02)M/reactor or
$4.02M/reactor.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 40,500 man-rem/reactor and a cost of $4.02M/reactor for a

possible solution, the value/impact score was given by:

Other Considerations
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The accident avoidance cost was estimated to be approximately $11M which would result in a potential cost
saving of $7M, considering the $4M implementation costs.

CONCLUSION

Based on the above value/impact score, this issue was given a high priority ranking (see Appendix C). A staff
review of PRAs submitted by the affected licensees was used to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the
various plants and to assess the risk associated with their operation. A special adjudicatory proceeding was held
from 1982 to 1983 during which time the issues regarding continued operation and risk of the Indian Point plants
were heard. Following these hearings, the Commission concluded that neither shutdown of Indian Point Units
2 or 3 nor imposition of additional remedial actions beyond those already implemented by the licensees were
warranted.806

The staff also reviewed the Zion PRA and concluded that the risk posed by the Zion plants was small. The
dominant contributors to severe accidents at the Zion plants were examined and the staff recommended that:
(1) the integrity of the two motor-operated gate valves in the RHR suction line from the RCS be checked each
refueling outage; and (2) the diesel-driven containment spray pump be modified so that it could be capable of
operating without AC power.806 Thus, this item was RESOLVED and new requirements were established. DL/
NRR was responsible for managing the implementation of the above recommendations.806

ITEM II.B.7: ANALYSIS OF HYDROGEN CONTROL

DESCRIPTION

The TMI-2 accident resulted in a metal-water reaction which involved H2 generation in excess of the amounts
specified in 10 CFR 50.44. As a result, it became apparent to the NRC that additional H2 control and mitigation
measures would have to be considered for all nuclear power plants. The purpose of this TMI Action Plan48 item
was to establish the technical basis for the interim H2 control measures on small containment structures and to
establish the basis for continued operation and licensing of plants, pending long-term resolution of the H2 control
issue

CONCLUSION

The long-term resolution of this issue was accomplished by rulemaking as part of Item II.B.8. A final rule
was published on December 2, 1981 requiring inerting of the small BWR MARK I and II containments.
In addition, based on Commission guidance, interim H2 control systems were required as a licensing
condition for the intermediate volume Ice Condenser and MARK III containments. A proposed rule was
published on December 23, 1981 (Federal Register 46 FR 62281) which required these systems for the
intermediate volume containments. Except for pending construction permit (CP) and manufacturing license (ML)
applications, no additional requirements for H2 control or H2 analyses were imposed at that time for large, dry
containments. However, the proposed rule required that dry containments be analyzed to determine their ability
to accommodate the release of large quantities of H2 (75% metal-water reaction). Also, H2 control requirements
were established as part of the final Near-Term CP and ML Rule published on January 15, 1982.

Based on the accomplishments above, the basis for continued operation and licensing of plants with respect
to the H2 control issue was established. Future work related to finalizing the proposed rule dealing with
intermediate volume containments (Ice Condenser and MARK III) and large, dry containments continued as part
of Item II.B.8.

ITEM II.B.8: RULEMAKING PROCEEDING ON DEGRADED CORE ACCIDENTS

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

In the past, safety reviews concentrated on how to prevent a core from being damaged. Consequently, little
attention was given to how a severely damaged core could be dealt with after damage occurred. Other subtasks
within Task II.B were concerned with the study of the characteristics of degraded and melted cores (research
programs) plus some immediate actions to be taken at plants in operation. Item II.B.8 envisioned both a short-
term and a long-term rulemaking to establish policy, goals, and requirements to address accidents resulting in
core damage greater than the existing design basis.
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Item II.B.8 included an Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPRM) and an Interim Rule. The ANPRM
was issued on December 2, 1980 (45 FR 65474) and the Interim Rule was issued in two parts: the first was
issued in effective form in October 1981 (46 FR 58484) and the second was issued as a proposed rule on
December 23, 1981 (46 FR 62281).

On January 4, 1982, SECY-82-1309 was forwarded to the Commission requesting reconsideration of the
approach to long-term rulemaking. The events which prompted this request were as follows:

- The Commission had required more protection from
severe accidents in some licensing actions (e.g.,
Sequoyah) than was envisioned in the TMI Action
Plan.48

- A rule was developed to specify additional
requirements for pending CP and ML applications.
Again, these requirements were somewhat more
extensive than that envisioned in the TMI Action
Plan.48

- New probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs) indicated
lower risk than was previously estimated for large, dry
PWR containments.

- The safety of existing plants had been considerably
improved by the modifications mandated by
NUREG-0737.98

- The industry initiated a program to study the costs
and benefits of design features for mitigating severe
accidents.

- An extensive research program to study damaged and
melted core behavior was underway.

- A safety goal statement, based on PRA, was
developed.

The substance of SECY-82-1309 was that the uncertainty associated with long-term rulemaking was an inhibiting
force on the industry. The paper then recommended that, since new applications were to be standardized,
licensing could proceed on these standardized designs using the information available. PRAs and the safety
goal would be used to assess plant safety. If plants needed safety features beyond the existing requirements to
meet the safety goal, they could be included. This approach would not need rulemaking specifically directed at
severe accident mitigation.

The Commission directed310 the staff to make several changes recommended in SECY-82-1.309 The staff then
submitted revised papers SECY-82-1A311 and SECY-82-1B1405 that incorporated the changes directed by the
Commission, including ACRS input. The evaluation of this item included consideration of Item II.B.7.

Safety Significance

Most of the engineered safety features at nuclear power plants of the existing generation were intended to
prevent severe core damage. Relatively little attention was given in the past to dealing with a severely damaged
or melted core. Once a core is damaged, the containment will still prevent the release of large amounts of
radioactive material. However, once the core melts, the containment is likely to fail (although the hazard to the
public varies widely, depending on the way in which the containment fails).

The degraded-core accident rulemaking was intended to require means for dealing with a damaged core. This
translated into preventing the release of radioactivity and providing means for recovering from the accident.
Specific items to be considered included the following: use of filtered, vented containment; H2 control measures;
core retention devices ("core catchers"); reexamination of design criteria for decay heat removal and other
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systems; post-accident recovery plans; criteria for locating highly radioactive systems; effects or accidents at
multi-unit sites; and comprehensive review and evaluation of related guides and regulations.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

The safety significance of this issue was essentially the same as that of the research programs described in the
analyses of Items II.B.5(1) and II.B.5(2) above. Examination of the estimated frequency of core damage and/or
core-melt, coupled with estimates of the potential effectiveness of engineering solutions (and their cost) led to
the recommended high priority for Items II.B.5(1) and II.B.5(2). In the same manner, Item II.B.8 had the potential
for a significant (and cost-effective) reduction in public risk. In addition, it should be noted that some of the plant
modifications contemplated were far more expensive to backfit than to forward-fit. Unnecessary delay could have
reduced the costeffectiveness of the resolution to this issue.

CONCLUSION

Based on the above evaluation, this item was given a high priority ranking (see Appendix C). Work performed
by RES on the H2 control aspect of the issue resulted in a Hydrogen Control Rule that was approved by the
Commission and published in the Federal Register on January 25, 1985.807 The severe accident portion of
the issue was addressed in April 1983 by a Policy Statement that set forth the Commission's intentions for
rulemakings and other regulatory actions for resolving safety issues related to reactor accidents more severe
than design basis accidents (48 FR 16014). Certain severe accident technical issues identified under the
discussion of long-term rulemaking were to be dealt with for future and existing plants through procedures
and ongoing severe accident programs identified in the Policy Statement and described more fully in Chapter
IV of NUREG-1070.809 Thus, with the issuance of the rule on H2 control, this item was RESOLVED and new
requirements were established.808
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Task II.C: Reliability Engineering and Risk Assessment (Rev. 3)
The objective of this task was to develop and implement improved systems-oriented approaches to safety
review. The NRC was to employ risk assessment methods to identify particularly high-risk accident sequences at
individual plants and determine regulatory initiatives to reduce these high-risk sequences.

ITEM II.C.1: INTERIM RELIABILITY EVALUATION PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

The Interim Reliability Evaluation Program (IREP) was a planned multiplant reliability evaluation program to
develop and standardize the reliability methodology involved in performing reliability and safety studies. This
program was conceived in NUREG-066048 as a pilot study with a scaled-up study of an additional 6 plants.

At the time this issue was evaluated, the pilot study had been completed on the Crystal River plant and the
results reported in NUREG/CR-2515.365 Scaled-up analyses had been completed on 4 other plants and the
results reported on 2 of these: ANO-1 (NUREG/CR-2787)366 and Browns Ferry-1 (NUREG/CR-2802).367

Remaining to be studied was one additional plant, probably a Mark II BWR plant, the analysis of which was to
include other common cause initiators, e.g., fires, seismic events, and floods, that were considered in the other
IREP analyses. Thus, this issue addressed the completion of a shortened 5-plant version of the IREP program.

Safety Significance

Based on published PRA studies of nuclear power plants, approximately one-third had predicted core-melt
frequencies exceeding 10-4/RY.

Possible Solution

The solution was to complete the planned analysis and report on the remaining plant.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

It was assumed that those plants with core-melt frequencies exceeding 10-4/RY had an average core-melt
frequency of 3 x 10-4/RY which could be reduced to 10-4/RY.

Frequency Estimate

As stated in the assumptions above, it was assumed that there was one chance in three that the reactor to be
analyzed would have a predicted core-melt frequency of 3 x 10-4/RY and that this frequency would be reduced to
10-4/RY, a frequency reduction of 2 x 10-4/RY or a probable core-melt frequency reduction of 6.7 x 10-5 /RY.

Consequence Estimate

The total whole body man-rem dose was obtained using the CRAC Code64 for the release fractions and
categories of a BWR as given in WASH-1400.16 The calculations assumed an average population density of
340 persons/square-mile (which was the average for U.S. domestic sites) from an exclusion area of one-half
mile about the reactor to a 50-mile radius. A typical midwest plain meteorology was also assumed. It was further
assumed that the reduction in public dose was in proportion to the reduction in accident frequency.

Assuming an average public risk exposure of 6.8 x 106 man-rem/core-melt and an average remaining life of 27
years for BWRs, the reduction in core-melt frequency of 6.7 x 10-5/RY resulted in a reduction in public risk of 455
man-rem/RY and a total public risk reduction of 12,150 man-rem for all affected plants.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: The contract cost for performing the analyses involved with the prior IREP-assessed plants
averaged $900,000/plant. Since the staff could not predict what could be identified by the analysis as candidate
modifications to reduce risk, the plant change cost could not be estimated. However, based upon a risk reduction
of 12,000 man-rem, it was cost-effective for plants to spend up to $12M for this reduction in risk.
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NRC Cost: Review of the analysis and preparation of findings were estimated to cost $200,000 plus 0.7 staff-
year, or $270,000. As in the case with the initial IREP plant analysis, it was assumed that the analysis cost would
be borne by the NRC. This resulted in a total NRC cost of $1.2M.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the solution to this issue was $(12 + 1.2)M or
$13.2M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 12,000 man-rem and a cost of $13.2M for a possible solution, the
value/impact score was given by:

Other Considerations

The findings from this analysis may have helped to identify generic safety issues for other reactors in the
same class. An additional purpose of this evaluation was to demonstrate the suitability of newly developed
methodology for the inclusion of external initiating events into PRA calculations. However, no credit for this
benefit was considered or factored into the value/impact assessment.

CONCLUSION

Based on the value/impact score, this issue would have received a medium priority ranking. However, given the
potential public risk reduction, it was given a high priority ranking (see Appendix C). Work completed by the staff
in resolving the issue resulted in the publication of the following reports for the two remaining plants: NUREG/
CR-3085810 and NUREG/CR-3511811 for Millstone-1 and Calvert Cliffs-1, respectively. A primary output of the
IREP was NUREG/CR-2728812 which was a guide that documented methods, codes, and data used in the IREP.
This guide was intended to provide guidance for PRAs performed subsequent to the IREP. Thus, this item was
RESOLVED with no new requirements.813

ITEM II.C.2: CONTINUATION OF INTERIM RELIABILITY EVALUATION PROGRAM

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

IREP was a planned multiplant reliability evaluation to develop and standardize the reliability methodology
involved in performing reliability and safety studies. It was conceived in NUREG-066048 that a National Reliability
Evaluation Program (NREP) study, performed by licensees, should follow the IREP effort. This issue addressed
the continuation of the IREP program to cover all the remaining operating reactors that were not covered in the
initial IREP studies, to be performed either by the NRC or by licensees. Also, consideration was to be given to
the inclusion of plants under design or construction.

Possible Solutions

Possible solutions ranged from the NRC sponsorship of an analysis of all plants, having the individual licensees
perform an analysis on all or some plants, or reducing the effort to a limited study. The plan selected for this
analysis consisted of three parts: (1) performance of an NREP by the licensees on the 4 plants without a risk/
reliability analysis; (2) a careful review by the NRC of 7 other plants that had an existing PRA; and (3) an
appraisal of the interim results of these reviews a year after implementation to consider the advisability of future
extension of the NREP program to other plants. These 11 plants would be the same ones chosen for the first
group of SEP Phase III plants.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions
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At the time of this evaluation, there were 14 published PRA studies and the core-melt frequencies were
predicted to be higher than 10-4/RY in about one-third of these studies. Thus, it could be assumed that, of the
11 plants to be studied, about 4 might have some hardware or procedural fixes implemented to reduce the
likelihood of the most dominant accident sequences with respect to core-melt. In addition, there was the potential
that these analyses would result in generic resolutions of identified safety issues which could reduce risk at other
plants without the expense of plant-specific PRAs being performed at these plants; but this assumption remained
to be proven. Calculations were based partly on an analysis64 of the issue by PNL.

Frequency Estimate

It was not unrealistic to postulate that 4 of the 11 reactors had an average core-melt frequency of 3 x 10-4/RY
and that changes were possible to reduce the core-melt frequency to 10-4/RY. Therefore, a reduction in core-melt
frequency of 2 x 10-4/RY was postulated for these 4 plants (3 PWRs and 1 BWR).

Consequence Estimate

Assuming an average public exposure of 2.5 x 106 man-rem and 6.8 x 106 man-rem following a core-melt at a
PWR and a BWR, respectively, the reduction in core-melt frequency resulted in a reduction in public risk of about
42,700 man-rem for the remaining life of the 3 PWRs and 36,700 man-rem for the remaining life of the BWR.
This resulted in a total reduction in public risk of approximately 79,000 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: Based on previous experience, the cost for each plant was expected to be between $1.5M to
$2M to perform the NREP analysis (limited to analysis of core-melt from internal accident initiators), including
a state-of-the-art systems interaction study of appropriate scope and depth. Using the upper bound licensee
cost, it was assumed that licensee costs were $2M/reactor and, of this amount, $500,000 was the additional
cost of performing the systems interaction in conjunction with the NREP. Thus, for the 4 plants to be analyzed,
the cost for the NREP analysis would be $6M. For an effective cost-benefit ratio (based on a 79,000 man-rem
risk reduction), the licensee backfit cost could be as high as $73M. Thus, the total industry cost was $(6 + 73) or
$79M.

NRC Cost: The NRC cost was estimated to be $200,000 and 0.7 man-year/reactor. For the 11 reactors, this cost
was $3.8M.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was $(79 + 3.8)M or $82.8M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 79,000 man-rem and a cost of $82.8M for a possible solution, the
value/impact score was given by:

Other Considerations

The value/impact score was strongly influenced by the uncertainty of the cost figures for licensees. Considerable
risk reduction had been achieved by procedural changes that could be developed and implemented at much less
cost than equipment changes. Therefore, the cost of licensee implementation could have been considerably less
than the cost used in this assessment.

CONCLUSION

Although the value/impact score would only warrant a medium priority ranking, the large potential risk reduction
(brought about by the reduction in core-melt frequency for those plants that were above 10-4/RY) indicated a
high priority ranking (see Appendix C).
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Work completed by the staff in resolving the issue was closely related to the accomplishments under Item IV.E.5.
Whereas Item II.C.2 called for the initiation of IREP studies (i.e., plant-specific PRAs) on all remaining operating
reactors, Item IV.E.5 called for the development of a plan for the systematic assessment of the safety of all
operating reactors. The Integrated Safety Assessment Program (ISAP), presented in SECY-84-133814 and
SECY-85-160,815 provided for a comprehensive review of selected operating reactors to address all pertinent
safety issues and to provide an integrated cost-effective implementation plan for making needed changes.
Under ISAP, each plant would be subject to an integrated assessment of safety topics, a probabilistic safety
assessment, and an evaluation of operating experience.

NRC guidance, as described in the Severe Accident Policy Statement (see Item II.B.8), stated that OLs were
expected to perform plant-specific PRAs to find instances of particular vulnerability to a core-melt or poor
containment performance, given a core-melt. Thus, this item was RESOLVED and no new requirements were
established.816

ITEM II.C.3: SYSTEMS INTERACTION

DESCRIPTION

The design of a nuclear power plant is accomplished by groups of engineers and scientists organized into
engineering and scientific disciplines such as civil, electrical, mechanical, structural, chemical, hydraulic, nuclear,
geological, seismological, and meteorological. The reviews performed by the designers include interdisciplinary
reviews to assure the functional compatibility of the plant structures, systems, and components. Safety reviews
and accident analyses provide further assurance that system functional requirements are met. These reviews
include failure mode analyses to assure that the single failure criterion is met.

The design and analyses by the plant designers and the subsequent review and evaluation by the NRC, take
into consideration some interdisciplinary areas of concern and account for systems interaction to a large extent.
Furthermore, many regulatory criteria are aimed at controlling the risks from systems interactions. Examples
include the single failure criterion and separation criteria.

Nevertheless, based upon operating experience, there was some question regarding the interaction of various
plant systems, both as to the supporting roles such systems play and the effect one system can have on other
systems, particularly with regard to whether actions or consequences could adversely affect the presumed
redundancy and independence of safety systems. The objective of a systems interaction analysis was to provide
assurance that the independent functioning of safety systems was not jeopardized by preconditions that cause
faults to be dependent.

Concern over systems interactions was first documented explicitly by the ACRS in November 1974 when it
was requested that the staff give "attention to the evaluation of ... potentially undesirable interactions between
systems" from a multidisciplinary point of view. In October 1978, NUREG-03712 was published and included
Issue A-17, "Systems Interactions in Nuclear Power Plants." In May 1980, NUREG-066048 provided for
broadening the staff efforts in Item II.C.3. Efforts for the resolution of Item II.C.3 were included in activities for the
resolution of Issue A-17.

CONCLUSION

This issue was not considered a separate issue since the safety concern was covered in Issue A-17.

ITEM II.C.4: RELIABILITY ENGINEERING

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

At the time this TMI Action Plan48 issue was evaluated, there was no requirement for licensees to develop and
implement a reliability assurance program. In the absence of such a requirement, it was difficult to determine the
nature and extent that was being exercised by licensees to implement a reliability assurance program.

Safety Significance
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Typically, reliability assurance programs determine system availabilities, identify high component failure rates,
determine basic causes for component failures, identify possible corrective actions, and perform other similar
activities in what was generally called reliability engineering.

Possible Solution

A possible solution was to develop a Regulatory Guide that would define the elements and functions necessary
for an applicant to plan and establish an acceptable reliability program. Applicants would further be required
to implement the operation of a reliability program as a part of the requirements to obtain a CP or OL. The
functioning of the reliability program would be inspected as a part of the ongoing inspection program.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

Issues of this nature are difficult to quantify since the results are highly speculative depending upon such hard to
quantify variables as management acceptance and backing. The approach used to estimate the effectiveness of
this issue was to determine what might be a reasonable objective and evaluate the contribution to risk reduction
that could be achieved and at what cost.

The defined objective for this evaluation was to maintain the reduction in core-melt frequency that was
achievable by the NREP program. From previously published PRAs and IREP analyses, about one third of
the plants had forecast accident frequencies that exceeded 10-4/RY. It was assumed that, without a dedicated
effort, the accident frequency for these plants would rise to 2 x 10-4/RY at the end of their life. At a constant
rate of increase in accident frequency over the remaining plant life, the average increase would be 5 x 10-5 /RY.
Release fractions were based on the Oconee-3 and Grand Gulf-1 plants. Calculations used below were based
partly on an analysis64 of the issue by PNL.

Frequency Estimate

The reduction in core-melt frequency for 33% of the reactors was 5 x 10-5/RY as previously described.

Consequence Estimate

The core-melt frequency reduction resulted in a risk reduction of 128.5 man-rem/RY for PWRs and 338 man-
rem/RY for BWRs. Based upon 33% of all plants, 31 PWRs and 16 BWRs with average remaining lives of
28.5 years and 27 years, respecttively, the risk reduction was estimated to be 120,900 man-rem for PWRs and
146,200 man-rem for BWRs. Thus, the total risk reduction was 267,100 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: The cost/plant, based on the estimates in NUREG-0660,48 were 10 man-years to establish a
program and 1 man-year/RY for operation for the remaining life of each plant. These costs amounted to $143M
for implementation and $400M for operation. Thus, the total industry cost was estimated to be $543M.

NRC Cost: Implementation was estimated to require 3 man-years at a cost of $300,000. The cost for operation
was estimated to be 2 man-weeks/RY or $15.4M for the remaining life of all the reactors. Thus, the total NRC
cost was estimated to be $15.7M.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was $(543 + 15.7)M or
$558.7M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 267,100 man-rem and a cost of $558.7M for a possible solution,
the value/impact score was given by:
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Other Considerations

One of the factors that drove up licensee costs was the annual cost associated with the maintenance of the
program. However, given the cost of replacement power at $300,000/day, one day of increased productivity
from increased plant reliability would cover three years of forecast reliability program operating costs. Thus, a
reliability program had economic incentives for licensees in addition to the safety incentives.

The risk reduction was calculated only for those plants that were predicted to have a core-melt frequency
exceeding 10-4/RY. An additional reduction in risk would also be realized by maintaining the core-melt frequency
at the calculated value on those plants that had a core-melt frequency less than 10-4/RY.

CONCLUSION

Based solely on the value/impact score, this issue would have been assigned a medium priority ranking.
However, it was given a high priority ranking (see Appendix C) based on the potential substantial change in core-
melt/RY frequency and the large cost incentive that could be realized by licensees through increased availability.

The technical issue at the time the TMI Action Plan48 was published was that the essential elements and
process of a reliability program applicable to operational safety had not yet been identified. Although NRC
requirements, such as Appendices A and B of 10 CFR 50, strongly reflected reliability principles (i.e., safety
margins, redundancy, diversity, and corrective action), these principles had been applied to nuclear power plants
primarily in the design phase and not in the operations phase. Reliability engineering practices at nuclear power
plants had not yet resulted in strategies to help achieve and maintain the `designed-in' capability for reliable
operation during the operating life of the plants.

The concept of an operational reliability program was based on a simple closed-loop strategy: monitoring and
evaluating plant performance; identifying and prioritizing potential problems; diagnosing the causes; taking
appropriate corrective actions; and verifying the effectiveness of these actions. The elements of a reliability
program were summarized by the staff in RIL 158.1130 These elements were included among NRC initiatives
to improve maintenance and better manage the effects of aging, to improve TS, and to develop and use plant
performance indicators. Also, an operational reliability program that was an acceptable means of meeting the
Station Blackout Rule (10 CFR 50.63) was to be described in Revision 3 to Regulatory Guide 1.9 as part of the
resolution of Issue B-56, "Diesel Generator Reliability."

Based on the above findings, the staff concluded that the safety concern of this issue was addressed in other
NRC programs and the issue was considered RESOLVED with no new requirements.1131
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Task II.D: Reactor Coolant System Relief and Safety Valves (Rev. 3)
The objective of this task was to demonstrate by testing and analysis that the relief and safety valves, block
valves, and associated piping in the reactor coolant system (RCS) were qualified for the full range of operating
and accident conditions; anticipated transients without scram (ATWS) could be considered in later phases of the
testing. In addition, design changes or modifications that were necessary to provide positive indication of valve
position were to be made.

ITEM II.D.1: TESTING REQUIREMENTS

DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item called for applicants and licensees to conduct testing to qualify reactor coolant relief
valves, safety valves, block valves, and associated discharge piping for all operating conditions and design basis
accidents.

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED, requirements were issued, and MPA F-14 was established by DL/NRR for
implementation purposes.

ITEM II.D.2: RESEARCH ON RELIEF AND SAFETY VALVE TEST REQUIREMENTS

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This TMI Action Plan48 item specified that RES contract with INEL to: (1) act as a systems integrator to
technically monitor and analyze the planned industry valve test and analytical program at EPRI and collect,
analyze, and compare information from foreign tests; (2) develop, improve, or verify available flow discharge and
structural response models using the above information; (3) determine the need for a valve testing program by
NRC, with the main focus to be on subcooled and two-phase discharge and on determining operability; and (4)
conduct additional tests, as necessary, to ensure that the response to the full spectrum of fluid conditions that
would be expected to result from anticipated operational occurrences and ATWS events had been adequately
characterized. The above work, with the exception of the ATWS events, had been performed in conjunction with
Item II.D.1 which was clarified in NUREG-0737.98

Safety Significance

The remaining concern under Item II.D.2 with respect to ATWS events was the capability to depressurize
the reactor. Coupled with failure of the reactor protection system (RPS) following a transient, inadequate
depressurization could result in rupture of the reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) producing a loss-of-
coolant accident (LOCA).

Possible Solution

To estimate the public risk associated with ATWS events, it was assumed64 that a possible solution would be to
increase the sizing of the relief and safety valves. This modification was assumed to decrease the likelihood of
an ATWS-induced rupture of the RCPB by enhancing the depressurization capability of the system.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

Using Oconee-3 as representative of PWRs, PNL assumed64 that the dominant core-melt sequence
representative of an ATWS event would involve a Power Conversion System (PCS) transient caused by events
other than a loss-of-offsite power (LOOP) and failure of the RPS. The LOCA initiator was assumed to be a
RCPB pipe rupture with an equivalent 4-inch diameter. Equipment failures included the containment spray
recirculation system and emergency coolant injection and recirculation systems. The containment failure modes
were assumed to be similar to other PWR Release Categories involving RCPB ruptures.
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The Grand Gulf-1 reactor was assumed to be representative of BWRs. The dominant core-melt sequence
used to model the ATWS event involved transients other than LOOP which require shutdown and a failure to
achieve subcriticality. The LOCA initiator was assumed to be a RCPB rupture equivalent to an area of 1 ft2.
The equipment failure assumed was loss of the residual heat removal (RHR) system after the LOCA. The
containment failure modes were similar to other BWR Release Categories involving a LOCA and subsequent
loss of RHR.

Frequency Estimate

Based on the above assumptions, the reductions in core-melt frequency as a result of modifying the safety relief
valves (SRVs) were calculated to be 3.8 x 10-7/RY for PWRs and 7.1 x 10-9/RY for BWRs.

Consequence Estimate

The reduction in public risk was calculated64 to be 0.99 man-rem/RY for PWRs and 0.51 man-rem/RY for BWRs.
Assuming at least one-half of the plants were affected (45 PWRs and 22 BWRs), with an average remaining life
of 28.7 years for PWRs and 27.4 years for BWRs, the total public risk reduction was 1,300 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: SRV modifications were assumed to require approximately 125 man-weeks/plant. At a rate
of $2,270/man-week, the labor cost for this modification was estimated to be $284,000/plant. Equipment was
estimated to be $100,000/plant. For backfit plants, the License Amendment Fee was $4,000. These costs
resulted in a backfit cost of $388,000/plant and a forward-fit cost of $384,000/plant. For the forward-fit plants, it
was assumed that only half of the plants scheduled to begin operation prior to 1986 would require modifications
and, subsequent to that time, the modifications would be incorporated during initial installation. Based on these
estimates, the total industry cost was $21M.

NRC Cost: Development and implementation costs were estimated to be $0.4M and $0.3M, respectively. The
development cost was assumed to require 2 man-years of NRC effort and 2 man-years of contractor support.
The implementation cost to monitor the hardware modifications at the affected plants was assumed to require
2 man-weeks/plant (36 backfit plants, 19 forward-fit plants). Based on these estimates, the total NRC cost was
$0.7M.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was $(21 + 0.7)M or $21.7M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 1,300 man-rem and a cost of $21.7M for a possible solution, the
value/impact score was given by:

CONCLUSION

With the exception of potential ATWS events, Item II.D.2 was integrated into Item II.D.1. Based on the above
calculation, the part of Item II.D.2 that involved consideration of ATWS events was given a low priority ranking
(see Appendix C) in November 1983. In NUREG/CR-5382,1563 it was concluded that consideration of a 20-year
license renewal period could change the ranking of the issue to medium priority. Further prioritization, using
the conversion factor of $2,000/man-rem approved1689 by the Commission in September 1995, resulted in an
impact/value ratio (R) of $16,666/man-rem, which placed the issue in the DROP category. Consideration of new
information1715 on the phenomenon of "microbonding," submitted by Region IV in April 1997, did not change this
conclusion.1716

ITEM II.D.3: RELIEF AND SAFETY VALVE POSITION INDICATION
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DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item called for all OLs and applicants for OLs to provide the RCS relief and safety valves
with position indication in the control room.

CONCLUSION

This item was clarified in NUREG-073798 and requirements were issued.
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Task II.E: System Design (Rev. 2)
TASK II.E.1: AUXILIARY FEEDWATER SYSTEM

The objective of this task was to improve the reliability of the auxiliary feedwater (AFW) system.

ITEM II.E.1.1: AUXILIARY FEEDWATER SYSTEM EVALUATION

This item was clarified in NUREG-0737,98 requirements were issued, and MPA F-15 was established by DL/NRR
for implementation purposes.

ITEM II.E.1.2: AUXILIARY FEEDWATER SYSTEM AUTOMATIC INITIATION AND FLOW INDICATION

This item was clarified in NUREG-0737,98 requirements were issued, and MPAs F-16 and F-17 were established
by DL/NRR for implementation purposes.

ITEM II.E.1.3: UPDATE STANDARD REVIEW PLAN AND DEVELOP REGULATORY GUIDE

DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item called for NRR to update SRP11 Section 10.4 and for RES was to revise Regulatory
Guide 1.26 to cover AFW systems; the Regulatory Guide was to possibly endorse ANSI/ANS-51.00 and 52.00.

CONCLUSION

SRP11 Section 10.4.9 was updated in July 1981 to include the requirements98 of Items II.E.1.1 and II.E.1.2.
Revision of Regulatory Guide 1.26233 to endorse the ANSI/ANS Standards was not pursued because it was
considered a low priority task by RES. No additional public and occupational risk reduction was identified to
support the need for development of a Regulatory Guide. Thus, this item was RESOLVED and new requirements
were established with changes to the SRP.11
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Task II.E.2: Emergency Core Cooling System (Rev. 3)
The objectives of this task were to: (1) decrease reliance on the emergency core cooling system (ECCS) for
events other than LOCAs; (2) ensure that the ECCS design basis reliability and performance were consistent
with operational experience; (3) reach a better technical understanding of ECCS performance; and (4) ensure
that the uncertainties associated with the prediction of ECCS performance were properly treated in small-break
evaluations.

ITEM II.E.2.1: RELIANCE ON ECCS

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This TMI Action Plan48 item called only for the collection of ECCS operating experience. Risk reduction would
require that conclusions and recommendations be made and acted upon. Since the stated purpose was to
decrease the reliance on ECCS for events other than LOCAs, it was assumed that this item would ultimately
lead to the implementation of some hardware modifications.

Safety Significance

The ECCS of PWRs and BWRs was being actuated for events other than LOCAs. Reliance on the ECCS
for events other than LOCAs should be evaluated to ensure that: (1) the ECCS design basis reliability and
performance were consistent with operational experience; and (2) a better technical understanding of ECCS
performance could be reached.

Possible Solution

In accordance with Item II.K.3(17),98 licensees were requested to submit a report detailing dates and length
of all ECCS outages for the previous 5 years of operation, including causes of the outages. This report would
provide the staff with a quantification of historical unreliability due to test and maintenance outages, which was
to be used to determine if a need existed for cumulative outage requirements in the TS. The requested report
was to contain: (1) outage dates and duration of outages; (2) cause of each outage; (3) systems or components
involved in each outage; and (4) corrective action taken. Test and maintenance outages were to be included in
the above listings covering the 5-year period. The licensees were requested to propose changes to improve the
availability of ECCS equipment, if needed.

CONCLUSION

This issue was covered under Item II.K.3(17) which was implemented as part of NUREG-O737.98 Thirty out of
36 Technical Evaluation Reports (TERs) were expected from Franklin Institute by September 3O, 1982; at the
time of this evaluation, 9 had been received. RRAB/DST/NRR was to issue SERs to DL/NRR for the 30 plants
by November 15, 1982 and the task was to be closed out by DL/NRR by December 31, 1982. By December 31,
1982, Franklin Institute was expected to issue the remaining 25 TERs, and SERs were to be issued for these
plants by RRAB/DST/NRR by February 15, 1983. The final 35 actions were to be closed out by DL/NRR by
March 31, 1983.

ITEM II.E.2.2: RESEARCH ON SMALL BREAK LOCAs AND ANOMALOUS TRANSIENTS

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This TMI Action Plan48 item was intended to focus research on small breaks and transients. It included
experimental research in the loss-of-fluid test (LOFT) Semiscale, BWR full integral simulation test (FIST), and
B&W Integral Systems Test facilities, systems engineering, and materials effects programs, as well as analytical
methods development and assessments in the code development program. Most of the experimental work for
small-break LOCAs (SBLOCAs) was completed in FY 1982 with data analysis to be conducted in FY 1983.
Since October 1982, the LOFT project had been supported by an international consortium, of which NRC was a
member.
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Safety Significance

The primary goal of the small-break and transient research was to improve operator performance during
off-normal events. The research on analytical methods development and assessment was directed toward
improving existing computer codes, development and application of advanced computer codes for SBLOCA and
other accident analysis, and development of a fast, easy to use, engineering analyzer capability.

Possible Solution

Part of the program was to examine SBLOCAs and anomalous transients; specifically, the ability of typical
process instruments to provide accurate and sufficient information to operating personnel. Advanced control
room and diagnostic instrumentation was used in LOFT as part of the augmented operator capabilities program
to assess operator needs to mitigate the consequences of LOCA and transient sequences.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

Only reduction in operator error during LOCA and transient sequences was assumed. It was also assumed64 by
PNL that SBLOCAs or transients leading to a LOCA, typically via a stuck-open pressure relief valve, represented
the initiating events applicable to this issue. Using Oconee-3 as the representative PWR, these initiators were an
S3 LOCA and T1, T2, or T3 transient coupled with relief valve closure failure (Q). This applied primarily to PWRs;
however, the same approach was used for BWRs.

For PWRs, it was assumed that operator errors involved: (1) failure to align suction of high pressure recirculation
system to the suction of the low pressure recirculation system; and (2) failure to open both containment sump
suction valves in the low pressure containment spray recirculation system at the start of recirculation. For BWRs,
it was assumed that the operator failed to manually initiate the automatic depressurization system (ADS).
Operator error in such sequences was assumed to be reduced by one-third as a result of a combination of
operator training and improved instrumentation.

Frequency Estimate

Based on the above assumptions and using the dominant accident sequences, the reductions in core-melt
frequency were calculated64 to be 5.2 x 10-6/RY for PWRs and 1.8 x 10-7/RY for BWRs.

Consequence Estimate

The reductions in public risk were calculated to be 15 man-rem/RY for PWRs and 0.5 man-rem/RY for BWRs.
Assuming 90 PWRs with an average remaining life of 28.8 years and 44 BWRs with an average remaining life of
27.4 years, the total public risk reduction was 41,000 man-rem for all forward-fit and backfit plants.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: It was estimated that upgrading operator training and installing upgraded equipment would cost
$0.5M/plant. It was assumed that equipment installation was primarily in the control room, with no increase in
radiation exposure, and that only backfit plants were involved. Therefore, assuming 47 PWRs and 24 BWRs, the
industry cost was estimated to be $36M. This cost was applied to backfit plants only since the changes resulting
from this program would presumably be incorporated into the initial design and licensing of the forward-fit plants.

NRC Cost: This item was an ongoing program; therefore, sunk costs had already been taken in FYs 1980, 1981,
and 1982. It was estimated that 20% of the FY 1983 LOFT budget was earmarked for the SBLOCA program.
This represented approximately $3.1M. In addition, it was assumed that $0.2M would be required to establish
new criteria for reactor instrumentation and operator training. NRC annual review was estimated to require an
additional 1 man-day/RY. At a rate of $2,270/week and using the remaining plant life assumed above, this cost
was about $1.7M. Therefore, the total NRC cost was estimated to be approximately $5M.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was $(36 + 5)M or $41M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 41,000 man-rem and a cost of $41M for a possible solution, the
value/impact score was given by:
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CONCLUSION

Based on a potential public risk reduction of 41,000 man-rem, a value/impact score of 1,000 man-rem/$M, and
a reduction in core-melt frequency of less than 10-5/RY, this issue was given a medium priority ranking (see
Appendix C). The test program called for was completed by the staff and showed that the ECCS will provide
adequate core cooling for SBLOCAs and anomalous transients consistent with the single failure criteria of 10
CFR 50, Appendix K. Ongoing thermal-hydraulic research was aimed at defining the degree of uncertainty in the
ability of existing analytical models to simulate those transients on full-scale LWRs and not at proving capability.
Thus, this item was RESOLVED and no new requirements were established.817

ITEM II.E.2.3: UNCERTAINTIES IN PERFORMANCE PREDICTIONS

DESCRIPTI0N

Historical Background

Small-break LOCA analyses performed by LWR vendors to develop operator guidelines had shown that large
uncertainties may exist in system thermal-hydraulic response due to modeling assumptions or inaccuracies. It
was necessary to establish that these assumptions or inaccuracies were properly accounted for in determining
the acceptability of ECCS performance pursuant to Appendix K of 10 CFR 50.

The reason behind this TMI Action Plan48 item was that, historically, the SBLOCA analyses were never reviewed
by the NRC in the depth and detail with which the large-break analyses were reviewed. One of the obvious
lessons of the TMI-2 accident was that SBLOCAs are much more likely to occur and, therefore, a highly detailed
re-review of the small-break analyses might have been appropriate.

Safety Significance

SBLOCAs do not automatically result in rapid depressurization of the primary system. The more complicated
blowdown makes it more difficult to predict ECC injection flow rates, water level, and many other parameters as
a function of time. Moreover, there are many more possible locations for the break. In addition, the possibility of
unexpected thermal-hydraulic phenomena cannot be ruled out. Since the SBLOCA analyses must conservatively
bound a plant's response to all possible small breaks, all of these effects should be understood as well as
possible.

Possible Solution

The proposed solution in NUREG-066048 called for NRR to issue instructions to holders of approved ECCS
evaluation models to evaluate the uncertainty of small-break ECCS performance calculations; NRR was to
evaluate these uncertainties. If changes were needed in the existing analysis methods to properly account for
these uncertainties, recommendations were to be made to the Commission to adopt such changes. Ultimately,
the adoption of these changes would result in changes to the analyses upon which plant TS were based. This
could result in some restrictions on power level under certain circumstances.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

According to WASH-140016 estimates, small breaks (2 in. to 6 in. diameter) are expected to occur at a rate of 3
x 10-4 event/RY; very small breaks (0.5 in. to 2 in. diameter) are estimated to occur at a rate of 10-3 event/RY.
Should such an event occur, it was estimated (based purely on judgment) that there may be a 10% chance of
the actual peak cladding temperatures exceeding the temperatures predicted by the 10 CFR 50, Appendix K
calculation due to the modeling uncertainties mentioned above.
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However, in addition to the modeling conservatism, the 10 CFR 50, Appendix K calculations assumed the worst
case single failure. Moreover, the small break analysis was very seldom limiting; usually the calculated small
break peak cladding temperatures are about 400ºF below the 2200ºF Appendix K limit. Finally, a plant does not
normally operate with the LOCA parameters (FQ, MAPLHGR, etc.) at their limits.

Because the specific worst-case single failure varied for different plants, it was not practical to use fault trees to
calculate the probability of such a failure. However, some perspective was gained by examining the following
estimated failure rates from Appendix II of WASH-1400:16

PWR HPSI 1.2 x 10-2/demand

PWR Emergency Power 10-5/demand

BWR HPCI 9.8 x 10-2/demand

BWR Emergency Power 10-6/demand

The frequency of a system failure severe enough to approximate the Appendix K single failure assumptions
was estimated to be, at most, 10-1/demand. Given a small LOCA, a modeling uncertainty, and something
approximating the worst-case single failure, the actual peak cladding temperature would be greater than that
calculated by the analyses. However, there was still considerable margin to significant core damage because:

(1) The small-break analysis is rarely limiting. Usually there is about a 400ºF margin between the calculated
small-break peak cladding temperature and the 2200ºF limit.

(2) Most plants operate well within their LOCA limits (i.e., are not "LOCA-limited").

(3) To get severe damage, a significant amount of cladding must achieve a temperature significantly higher than
2200ºF. The case of the hottest point of the core barely exceeding the temperature limit does not automatically
imply severe damage.

These three considerations were summed by assuming that there was, at most, a 5% chance of significant core
damage given a small LOCA, a model problem, and a near-worst-case single failure. Putting all this together, the
frequency of events with significant core damage was estimated to be, at most, about 7 x 10-7 /RY.

Consequence Estimate

If cladding temperatures rise significantly above 2200ºF in a large portion of the core, the likely result would be
a bed of debris. It was assumed that there was a 10% chance of a core-melt and a 90% chance of widespread
cladding failure but no fuel melting. Neither of these fit readily into the WASH-140016 Release Categories. The
core-melt case was approximated with 5 x 106 man-rem (which is greater than or approximately equal to the
consquences of PWR-1 through PWR-7 and BWR-1 through BWR-4), and the non-core-melt case by 120 man-
rem (which bounds PWR-9 and BWR-5).

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: It was estimated48 that 15 staff-years and $1M of computer time would be required to perform
the studies. In addition, 3 staff-months per operating plant were needed to implement procedural and TS
changes. Since there were 70 plants operating, the estimated total direct industry cost was $4.25M (The 57
plants under construction at the time of this evaluation would not require implementation costs since the new
analyses would displace analyses which would have been required in any case.)

In addition to the direct cost, there was an indirect cost due to the effect of further restricting operating
parameters. Using the earlier assumptions that there was a 10% chance of finding a non-conservatism and a 5%
chance of being SBLOCA-limited, and assuming further that at least a 1% power reduction resulted under such
circumstances, the indirect costs averaged at least $5,500/RY. There were 43 operating PWRs with a cumulative
experience of 350 RY and 27 BWRs with a cumulative experience of 260 RY. Adding the 36 PWRs and 21
BWRs that were under construction and assuming a plant life of 40 years, there were 4,470 RY remaining. Thus,
the indirect cost was $24.6M and the total industry cost was $(4.25 + 24.6)M or $28.85M.

NRC Cost: It was estimated that 15 staff-years and $100,000 would be necessary for the staff to review the
studies; in addition, the 70 backfit plants would require one staff-month each. (Again, the 57 plants under
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construction would not need a significant amount of extra review effort since the new reviews would displace the
reviews of other analyses that would have been submitted.) Thus, NRC costs were estimated to be about $1.2M.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was $(28.85 + 1.2)M or
30.05M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 1,565 man-rem and a cost of $30.05M for a possible solution, the
value/impact score was given by:

CONCLUSION

Based on the safety importance and value/impact score above, this issue had a low priority ranking. In addition,
RSB/DSI/NRR had noted that much of the technical concern of the issue was automatically being investigated98

in the implementation of Item II.K.3(30) which was in progress at the time of the initial evaluation of the issue
in November 1983. In order to prevent duplication of effort and because the work on Item II.K.3(30) was
in progress, the issue was given a low priority ranking (see Appendix C). In NUREG/CR-5382,1563 it was
concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not change the priority of the issue. Further
prioritization, using the conversion factor of $2,000/man-rem approved by the Commission in September 1995,
resulted in an impact/value ratio (R) of $19,230/man-rem which placed the issue in the DROP category.
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Task II.E.3: Decay Heat Removal (Rev. 2)
The objective of this task was to improve the reliability and capability of nuclear power plant systems for
removing decay heat and achieving safe shutdown conditions following transients and under post-accident
conditions.

ITEM II.E.3.1: RELIABILITY OF POWER SUPPLIES FOR NATURAL CIRCULATION

DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item resulted in the issuance of requirements for: (1) upgrading the pressurizer heater
power supply and associated motive and control power interfaces sufficient to establish and maintain natural
circulation in hot standby conditions; and (2) establishing new procedures and training for maintaining the RCS
at hot standby conditions with only onsite power available.

CONCLUSION

This item was clarified in NUREG-073798 and requirements were issued.

ITEM II.E.3.2: SYSTEMS RELIABILITY

DESCRIPTION

One of the basic tenets of reactor safety is that there must always be a means of removing decay heat. The
shutdown heat removal systems are designed to removed this heat at a rate that will enable the reactor to be
brought to, and maintained in, a state of cold shutdown. This TMI Action Plan48 item was intended to focus on
shutdown heat removal system reliability.

Shutdown heat removal systems generally consist of two independent trains, each of which is quite reliable.
Moreover, other systems can be used to prevent a core-melt under many circumstances. Nevertheless, given
the importance of decay heat removal, the reliability of the shutdown heat removal systems remained in
question.

The issue called for NRR to conduct a generic study to assess the capability and reliability of shutdown
heat removal systems under various transients and degraded plant conditions, including complete loss of all
feedwater. Deterministic and probabilistic methods were to be used to identify design weaknesses and possible
system modifications that could be made to improve the capability and reliability of these systems under all
shutdown conditions (i.e., startup, hot standby, shutdown, etc.).

CONCLUSION

This item was integrated68 into the resolution of Issue A-45.

ITEM II.E.3.3: COORDINATED STUDY OF SHUTDOWN HEAT REMOVAL REQUIREMENTS

DESCRIPTION

A shutdown heat removal system is necessary in a nuclear reactor to establish and maintain a safe shutdown
condition during normal and accident conditions. If the normal shutdown heat removal system does not perform
its intended safety function, then an alternate method must be used. Therefore, this TMI Action Plan48 item
called for a coordinated effort to evaluate shutdown heat removal requirements in a comprehensive manner,
thereby permitting a judgment of adequacy in terms of overall system requirements. As part of this effort, a
study was to be conducted to assess the desirability of, and possible requirements for, a diverse heat removal
path, such as feed-and-bleed, particularly if all secondary side cooling were unavailable. The need for alternate
shutdown heat removal systems for PWRs and BWRs was to be evaluated based on value/impact or cost/
benefit analyses. If such systems appeared to provide a significant safety benefit, alternative concepts were to
be studied and recommendations made.

CONCLUSION

This item was reviewed and considered in the resolution of Issue A-45.

ITEM II.E.3.4: ALTERNATE CONCEPTS RESEARCH
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DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item involved a specific study related to the usefulness of installing an add-on decay
heat removal system in existing nuclear power plants to improve the overall operational reliability of decay heat
removal. The study entailed a review of the detailed design of a decay heat removal system (to be designed
under DOE auspices) and was expected to result in suggested systems performance and safety design
criteria as well as a value/impact analysis. In addition, scoping studies were to be performed to develop further
information regarding the usefulness of other alternate concepts proposed for decay heat removal systems.

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED with the publication of NUREG/CR-2883,760 the results of which were considered in
the resolution of Issue A-45.

ITEM II.E.3.5: REGULATORY GUIDE

DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan item48 called for the issuance of Revision 1 of Regulatory Guide 1.139929 which includes
requirements for reaching cold shutdown using safety-grade equipment.

CONCLUSION

In accordance with NUREG/CR-2883,760 this issue was integrated into the resolution of Issue A-45.
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Task II.E.4: Containment Design (Rev. 2)
The objective of this task was to improve the reliability and capability of nuclear power plant containment
structures to reduce the radiological consequences and risk to the public from design basis events and
degraded-core and core-melt accidents.

ITEM II.E.4.1: DEDICATED PENETRATIONS

This item was clarified in NUREG-0737,98 requirements were issued, and MPA F-18 was established by DL/NRR
for implementation purposes.

ITEM II.E.4.2: ISOLATION DEPENDABILITY

This item was clarified in NUREG-0737,98 requirements were issued, and MPA F-19 was established by DL/NRR
for implementation purposes.

ITEM II.E.4.3: INTEGRITY CHECKDESCRIPTION

Historical Background

In this TMI Action Plan48 item, a requirement was proposed for the performance of a feasibility study to evaluate
the need and possible methods for performing a periodic or continuous test to detect unknown gross openings
in the containment structure. A prime example of the type of operational error this issue was directed at was the
incident at Palisades where the reactor was operated for about 1.5 years while the containment isolation valves
in a purge system bypass line were unknowingly locked in the open position.

Safety Significance

Should a LOCA resulting in major fuel damage occur in a plant that has an undetected breach in the
containment building, severe offsite exposure would be expected.

Possible Solutions

Systems which can continuously monitor containment pressure, temperature, in-flow or outflow of fluids, and
alarm upon abnormal conditions could be provided for in some containment designs such as inerted BWR
MARK I and II containments, sub-atmospheric containments, and possibly some PWR dry containments which
operate with a small positive differential containment pressure with respect to atmospheric pressure. Most
PWR dry containments might require a system which can produce a small positive pressure in the containment
periodically, perhaps quarterly, and perform a gross containment leak rate test to assure the plant is not operated
for an extended time period with an undetected breach of containment integrity.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

Using known incidents in which breaches in containment integrity were revealed (mostly during the containment
integrated leak rate testing required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix J), estimates of the duration of the breached
condition, and the average number of plants in operation, an estimate of the expected frequency of an
undetected breach in containment integrity was derived. The Palisades incident and three other incidents (in
the five years prior to this evaluation) in which holes were detected in the containment liner were considered.
The estimated frequency of an undetected breach in containment integrity was determined to be 1.1 x 10-2/RY.
The unavailability of containment due to a breach of containment integrity was also estimated to be about 10-2

year/RY, assuming in two instances the breach remained undetected for about 1.5 years, in another instance the
breach was undetected for one year, and the remaining one was detected immediately.

From WASH-1400,16 the dominant risk sequences which are affected by containment isolation (or integrity)
failure are those which result in Category 4, 5, and 8 releases for PWRs and a Category 4 release for BWRs.
These are all scenarios in which the containment failure mode is containment isolation failure. Since the
WASH-140016 containment isolation failure frequency did not include contribution from undetected breach of
containment integrity, the frequencies of the dominant scenarios from these categories were adjusted to include
the additional probability of undetected breach of containment integrity. The base case risk was then calculated
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using the adjusted frequencies and the dose equivalent factors from Table D.1 of NUREG/CR-280064 for the
affected scenarios for both PWRs and BWRs.

An estimate was then made of the potential effects of the above possible solutions in reducing the expected
extent of containment unavailability as a result of undetected breach of containment integrity. Breaching of
containment integrity is almost always found during containment integrated leakage rate tests which are
performed about every 3.5 years. Continuous or quarterly testing will assure early detection of operational error
resulting in breach of containment integrity. It was estimated that systems like those assumed could reduce the
expected unavailability of containment due to breach of containment integrity events to 1.6 x 10-3/demand. It
was assumed that the frequency of unknown containment integrity violations was 1.1 x 10-2/RY, as determined
above, and that the average duration of such events (including detection and correction time) was 3 days for
plants having continuous detection means and 1.5 months for plants utilizing periodic detection means. It was
conservatively assumed that all breaches of containment integrity will be found by periodic testing. Using this
new unavailability, the base case risk was adjusted to represent the expected risk at PWRs and BWRs following
implementation of the solution.

Consequence Estimate

The difference between the base case risk and the adjusted risk represented the potential risk reduction which
that be gained by the resolution of the issue. The potential risk reduction was found to be 10.1 man-rem/RY for
PWRs and 6.1 man-rem/RY for BWRs. With an expected population of 95 PWRs and 48 BWRs and an expected
average remaining life of 28 years/plant (Table C.1, NUREG/CR-2800),64 the total expected public risk reduction
from resolution of this issue was calculated to be 3.5 x 104 man-rem. The average public risk reduction was
estimated to be 3.5 x 102 man-rem/plant. Resolution of this issue was not expected to affect the frequency of
core-melt events.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: The population of 143 reactors was divided into two groups. One group represented those
plants which, because of specific containment design features, may find it relatively easy to develop and
install a continuous monitoring system. Plants with BWR MARK I and II inerted containments, subatmospheric
containments, and PWR dry containments which normally operate with a small positive containment pressure
would be expected to fall into this group. It was found that about 56 plants might fit into this group. It was
expected that these plants might require a control room alarm, some containment pressure and/or temperature
instruments to augment existing capacity, a flow measuring device, and a software routine which may be suitable
for operation on the plant computer. This equipment was not expected to be safety grade as it would have
no post-accident function. We estimated this equipment, installed, to cost about $80,000/plant. Operation,
maintenance, and repair costs for the system were estimated at $20,000/RY. This resulted in a total cost for the
56 plants of $36M.

The remaining plants (87) were felt to be more suitable for a periodic test system which might pressurize
the containment to a small positive pressure and check containment integrity by performing a low pressure
leak rate test. These plants would be expected to require quite a bit more special pressure and temperature
instrumentation than needed for a continuous monitoring type system. In addition, a high volume compressor
would be needed. A program suitable for operation on the plant computer would also be required for data
reduction and analysis. We estimate that such a system, installed, would cost about $250,000. Maintenance and
operation of this system was estimated at $40,000/RY. This resulted in a total plant cost for these 87 plants of
$121M. Thus, the total expected industry cost was $157M.

NRC Cost: Resolution of the issue and implementation of the solution were expected to require the following:

(a) Data collection, analysis, and definition of the expected frequency of breach of containment - 1 man-year

(b) Preliminary design of containment integrity test methods, systems, and equipment - 3 man-years

(c) Cost analysis - 0.5 man-year

(d) Development of NRC requirements, review and approval, issuance of order to licensees - 2.5 man-years

(e) Review of licensee implementation - 0.05 man-year/plant

(f) Surveillance of test results of all operating plants - 0.5 man-year/year.
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At the rate of $100,000/man-year for all NRC and consultant manpower, the estimated cost was about $2.84M.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was $(157 + 2.84)M or
$159.84M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 35,000 man-rem and a cost of $159.84M for a possible solution,
the value/impact score was given by:

CONCLUSION

A value/impact score of 220 man-rem/$M was indicative of a medium priority ranking (see Appendix C).
However, the evaluation of expected frequency for undetected breach of containment integrity performed for
this effort indicated an unexpectedly high frequency (1.1 x 10-2/RY). This exceeded the safety goal maximum
probability for loss of a layer of "defense-in-depth" (i.e., the containment). For this reason, the issue was pursued
on a high priority basis with the first order of business to be the establishment (as accurately as possible) of the
expected frequency of undetected breach of containment integrity and the expected unavailability of containment
and their uncertainty bounds.

The staff concluded its review of the issue and the results were presented in NUREG-12731104 which included
a review of relevant LERs, the sensitivity of offsite dose to the containment leakage rate, and an assessment of
potential methods for continuous monitoring of containment integrity.

All relevant LERs from April 1965 through May 1983 were reviewed to evaluate occurrences of suspected
containment isolation failure; LERs are required to be submitted when the measured leakage exceeds the TS
limits (0.6 of allowable containment leakage). This study indicated that reportable occurrences were divided
about equally for BWRs and PWRs (~2/RY), and that only 16% of the reportable events were for components
(mainly valves) located in systems that could provide a direct air path outside of containment (assuming failure
of the second isolation valve). In addition, less than 5% of the events could be characterized as large or very
large leaks (more than ten times allowable) within direct air pathways, and only a few could be considered as
extended undetected breaches in the containment building. The probability of an undetected direct open air path
in a BWR containment was estimated to be about 0.1 for small leaks to 0.001 for large leaks. For PWRs, the
comparable probabilities were about 0.3 and 0.07.

A study of the potential risk as a function of containment leakage rate was provided in NUREG/CR-4330.971

These analyses indicate that containment leakage provides only a small contribution (1 to 2 man-rem/RY) to the
total exposure from postulated design basis accidents. Therefore, increasing the containment leakage up to a
factor of 10 results in only a very small increase in total risk. Thus, containment leakage rate was not found to be
an important contributor to the total risk on a probabilistic basis.

Item II.E.4.3 deals with containment leakage during postulated (i.e., design basis) accidents and does not
address the issue of containment integrity and associated radiation consequences during severe accidents. This
last issue is being addressed as part of implementation of the Commission's policy on severe accidents and,
more specifically, in the Individual Plant Examination (IPE) and Containment Performance Improvement (CPI)
programs. Thus, this issue was RESOLVED with no new requirements.1103

ITEM II.E.4.4: PURGING

The primary purpose of this item is to reevaluate the acceptability of purging/ venting nuclear power plant
containments during the reactor operating modes of startup, power operation, hot standby, and hot shutdown.
The five parts of this item are listed below.

ITEM II.E.4.4(1): ISSUE LETTER TO LICENSEES REQUESTING LIMITED PURGING
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DESCRIPTION

A number of events occurred over a span of several years during and prior to 1978 that were directly related to
containment purging during normal plant operation. Some of these events raised questions relating to automatic
isolation of the purge penetrations which are used during power operation. Instances occurred at Millstone-2
where intermittent containment purge operations were conducted with the safety actuation isolation signals to
both in-board and out-board containment isolation valves in the purge system inlet and outlet lines manually
overridden and inoperable. Other instances occurred at Salem-1 where venting of the containment through
the containment ventilation system valves to reduce pressure was conducted. In certain instances, this venting
occurred with the containment high particulate radiation monitor isolation signal to the purge and pressure
vacuum relief valves overridden.

These events raised concerns relative to potential failures affecting the purge penetration valves which could
lead to a degradation in containment integrity and, for PWRs, a degradation in ECCS performance because of
insufficient containment back pressure. In order to reduce the probability of these potential accident scenarios,
the NRC was to issue letters to licensees of operating plants requesting limited purging of containment and
justification for additional purging.

CONCLUSION

NRR issued a letter142 to all licensees of operating plants on November 28, 1978 (Docket No. 50-348) requiring
compliance with specific requests enclosed with that letter. This issue was RESOLVED with the issuance of the
letter to the licensees.

ITEM II.E.4.4(2): ISSUE LETTER TO LICENSEES REQUESTING INFORMATION ON ISOLATION VALVE

DESCRIPTION

By letter dated November 28, 1978,142 [see Item II.E.4.4(1)] the NRC requested all licensees of operating
reactors to respond to generic concerns about containment purging or venting during normal plant operation.
The generic concerns were two-fold:

(1) Events occurred where licensees overrode or bypassed the safety actuation isolation signals to the
containment isolation valves. These events were determined to be abnormal occurrences and reported to
Congress in January 1979.

(2) Licensing reviews required tests or analyses to show that containment purge or vent valves would shut
without degrading containment integrity during the dynamic loads of a design basis LOCA.

The staff visited several plants, met with some licensees, and held telephone conferences with many other
licensees and valve manufacturers. As a result of these meetings and conferences and in light of the new
information gained, the NRC determined that an interim commitment from all licensees of operating plants was
warranted.

CONCLUSION

NRR issued a letter143 with an interim position to all licensees of operating reactors requesting compliance with
the specific items of the position. Thus, the issue was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.

ITEM II.E.4.4(3): ISSUE LETTER TO LICENSEES ON VALVE OPERABILITY

DESCRIPTION

By letter dated November 28, 1978,142 NRC requested all licensees of operating reactors to respond to generic
concerns about containment purging and venting during normal plant operation. As a result of the review of
licensee responses to this letter, NRC learned that at least three valve vendors reported that their valves may
not close against ascending differential pressure and the resulting dynamic loading of the design basis LOCA.
For plants utilizing valves from these manufacturers, it was determined that the containment integrity could be
sufficiently assured by maintaining the valves in the closed position or by restricting the angular opening of the
valves whenever primary containment integrity is required. NRC is to issue guidelines to all affected licensees in
order to ensure operability of purge and vent valves.

CONCLUSION
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NRR issued a letter162 to all licensees of operating plants requesting compliance with the specific guidelines
enclosed with that letter. All licensees that utilized valves identified by the three manufacturers as having
potential closure problems were required to either maintain the valves closed or install devices to limit the
opening angle at all times when containment integrity is required, until such time that full opening was justified to
the NRC. This issue was RESOLVED with the issuance of the letter to the licensees.

ITEM II.E.4.4(4): EVALUATE PURGING AND VENTING DURING NORMAL OPERATION

Items II.E.4.4(4) and II.E.4.4(5) were combined and evaluated together.

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This TMI Action Plan48 item required NRR to generically evaluate the radiological consequences of containment
purging of nuclear power plants while in the power operation mode. Item II.E.4.4(5) established a requirement for
NRR to utilize the results of the radiological evolution from Item II.E.4.4(4) and other efforts already completed to
reevaluate current NRC requirements established in SRP11 Section 6.2.4 and the associated BTP CSB/6-4. Item
II.E.4.4(5) anticipated a need to require modification of the current requirements on the use of purge systems of
nuclear power plants. Therefore, Items II.E.4.4(4) and II.E.4.4(5) were combined and evaluated together.

Safety Significance

Should a LOCA occur during a period in which the containment building is being purged while the plant is
operating at power, radiation releases will occur. If the purge system containment isolation valves meet the
closure requirements of BTP/CSB 6-4, the containment purge system should be closed prior to any LOCA-
induced fuel damage and releases to the public would be small. However, if the LOCA resulted in major fuel
damage and the containment purge system is not isolated (due to isolation valve or signal failures), releases
and, therefore, public exposure would be large.

Possible Solution

A possible solution to further reduce the probability of failure to isolate the purge system was to limit the use of
the purge system when RCS temperatures are greater than 2000F. The imposition of limits on the use of purge
systems which have containment isolation valves meeting the staff's operability requirements for active valves
(BTP/CSB 6-4) has been considered from time to time but as yet has not been implemented. A few of the older
operating plants require either very frequent or even continuous purging to control containment temperature
and/or pressure. If containment purge system use were limited to some small fraction of the time (1% to 10%)
that the plant is in operating modes 1-4, these plants would either have to shut down to purge or modify the
plant to add larger containment cooling or pressure control systems. In addition, a few plants which require
frequent entry by operators to perform safety-related surveillance and maintenance would find it necessary
to add containment air filtration systems to reduce operator exposures in order that plant shutdowns not be
incurred to purge the containment prior to an entry, if use of the purge system is drastically limited.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

It was assumed that the solution would entail some limit on the use of purge systems. Using existing knowledge
of operating practices at the time of this evaluation, it was estimated that, of the 72 operating plants, 25 inerted
BWRs and 8 PWRs with sub-atmospheric containments did not purge during plant operation. There were
about 20 to 22 newer PWRs with dry containments that purged very little (~1% to 5% or less). This leaves
17 PWRs which we assumed purge continuously. Of these 17 plants, we assumed that 7 (about 10% of all
operating plants) need to purge continuously for containment temperature or pressure control (violation of
current requirements). We assumed that the remaining 10 plants purge continuously because they have no
containment air filtration systems and thus purge frequently or continuously for the purpose of maintaining
operating personnel exposure as low as possible. If low percentage use limits are placed on containment purge
systems, it was assumed that the group of 7 plants would be required to purchase and install containment
pressure and temperature control systems and suffer replacement power costs during plant shutdowns to purge
until these systems are installed. The group of 10 plants was assumed to have to purchase and install filtration
systems for containment air, but were not assumed to encounter plant shutdown and replacement power costs
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prior to installation. It was instead assumed that higher in-plant personnel exposures were incurred until the
modifications were completed.

Frequency Estimate

Use of the containment purge system during plant power operation will result in two distinct scenarios by which
significant radiation release to the environment would be expected. The two scenarios are: (1) LOCA with core-
melt and the containment purge system fails to isolate; and (2) successfully mitigated LOCA but the containment
purge system fails to isolate. In early 1981, SPEB/DST/NRR evaluated206 three different positions regarding the
use of containment purge systems during plant operation. This report developed best estimates of the frequency
of accident scenarios which might result while the containment purge system is in use. This study showed the
expected frequency of the two scenarios above to be 4 x 10-9/RY (Scenario 1) and 7 x 10-8/RY (Scenario 2).
These frequencies were for an assumed purge usage of 20% of plant operating time. In this analysis, the above
values were adjusted to determine the expected frequency of the scenarios as a function of purge limit (from 0%
to 100%).

Consequence Estimate

WASH-140016 PWR Release Category 4 represents the offsite consequences of coremelt events in which
the containment is not isolated. In this scenario, a 4-inch penetration was assumed to be open resulting in
atmospheric releases. Most PWR purge system penetrations are large (24" to 60" in diameter). We assumed
a 40" diameter purge line. We ratioed the releases by the square of the ratio of the diameter of the purge line
to the diameter of the unisolated line in the WASH-140016 PWR-4 event. In this case, the ratioed consequence
would have exceeded the consequence of the PWR-1 event (early overpressure failure of containment with
energetic release of the greatest fission product inventory). We, therefore, limited the release for core-melt
scenarios in which the containment is not isolated to that for the PWR-1 event. This resulted in a calculated dose
of 5.4 x 106 man-rem/event (Table D.1, NUREG/CR-2800),64 assuming a core-melt LOCA in which the purge
system fails to isolate (Scenario 1), midwest-type meteorology, and a uniform population density of 340 people/
square-mile.

The same ratioing technique of the dose resulting from a PWR-8 release was used to determine an expected
dose for the mitigated LOCA in which the containment is not isolated (Scenario 2). For this event, the offsite
dose was found to be 2.3 x 105 man-rem/event.

The expected frequencies of the two scenarios were multiplied by the dose consequence of the appropriate
scenario and summed. This resulted in an averted public risk, assuming the base case in which there is no
limit on purge system use (100% limit), of 0.106 man-rem/RY for the case in which there is no use of the purge
system allowed (0% limit). When applied to the 17 plants for their average expected remaining life (25 yrs), this
results in a maximum total averted public risk of 46 man-rem for a 0% limit on the use of purge systems during
plant power operation. Averted total public risk varies linearly from nothing, when 100% use of purge systems is
allowed, to the maximum (46 man-rem), when no purging is allowed. The maximum potential total risk reduction
afforded by a complete ban on the use of purge systems while the plant is in PWR operating modes 1 through
4 (about 46 man-rem) represents less than 0.02% of the total plant risk as determined by WASH-1400.16 The
average public risk averted per plant if a 0% purge limit is imposed is 0.32 man-rem/reactor.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: Costs were limited to the 17 plants that were expected to purge frequently or continuously and
were estimated to cover both the cost of containment pressure and temperature control systems or filtration
systems, as appropriate. The cost of replacement power at $300,000/day was also estimated for the 7 plants
which were assumed to require pressure and temperature control system additions. In the analysis, we assumed
that the affected plants could purge for 1 day and then operate for 3 days before containment purging would
be required again. We estimated the cost of a pressure/temperature control system addition to be $2.5M and a
filtration system addition to be $1M. Industry costs were calculated as a function of containment purge limit. Due
to the above assumption on the amount of purge versus non-purge operation attainable, there are no industry
costs between 25% and 100% of the purge limit. Different ratios of purge to non-purge time would alter the purge
limit at which negligible industry cost would be reached.
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NRC Cost: We estimated a total of 19.5 man-years of staff and consultant effort to do the following: study purge
system use, operational data, and designs; prepare preliminary design of potential plant modifications; perform
cost analysis; develop, review, and approve new requirements and issue orders; review licensee responses
to orders, including plant modifications when proposed; and perform yearly surveillance of plant purge system
usage. At $100,000/man-year, these efforts were estimated to be about $2M.

Value/Impact Assessment

The value/impact score as a function of containment purge limit increases slightly to about 0.4 man-rem/$M in
the purge limit range of zero to 25%. At 25%, a maximum value/impact score of 17 man-rem/$M was found. The
value/impact score decreases as the purge limit is increased from 25% to 100%.

Other Considerations

The value/impact score as a function of purge limit varied from low category to the drop category. The value/
impact score calculated is a direct function of the probability of the failure of the containment purge system
isolation valve (large butterfly valve) to close. The best estimate value for failure to close (which was used in
the prior SPEB study) was conservatively chosen to be 3 x 10-3 /demand. WASH-140016 found the mean failure
rate of all qualified safety system valves (including butterfly valves) to be 3 x 10-4/demand. If the failure rate of
containment purge system isolation valves were found to be much greater than the value assumed in these
studies (i.e., on the order of 10-1/demand), the public risk associated with containment purging during power
operations would be greatly increased. The public risk due to containment purging during plant operations,
instead of being less than 1% of total plant risk, could be large enough to become a dominant risk factor. In
that case, action to reduce the public risk from purging of plants during power operation would probably be
warranted. The resolution of the issue might take the form of increased reliability requirements for active purge
system isolation valves, strict limits on the use of purge system during normal plant operation, or a combination
of both approaches. This analysis indicates that, if the isolation valve failure rate is high at all plants, the more
attractive means to reduce risk would be to improve the valve reliability.

CONCLUSION

The value/impact score indicated a low priority ranking for Items II.E.4.4(4) and II.E.4.4(5) (see Appendix C).
The key to a better risk/benefit insight to the value of further changes in criteria for the use of containment purge
systems centered around the failure rate of the large butterfly valves utilized as containment isolation valves.

At the time prioritization of Items II.E.4.4(4) and II.E.4.4(5) was initiated, work was not yet completed on these
items. Since that time, AEB/DSI/NRR229 and CSB/DSI/NRR230 reported that the efforts called for by these items
were completed and the EDO was informed.231 Thus, these issues were RESOLVED.382

ITEM II.E.4.4(5): ISSUE MODIFIED PURGING AND VENTING REQUIREMENT

This item was evaluated in Item II.E.4.4(4) above and was determined to have a low priority ranking. However,
all required action was completed as described in Item II.E.4.4(4) above. Thus, this issue was RESOLVED.231
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Task II.E.5: Design Sensitivity of B&W Reactors (Rev. 2)
The objective of this task was to reduce the sensitivity of B&W plants to feedwater transients, with emphasis on
the overcooling transients that had been observed at B&W operating plants.

ITEM II.E.5.1: DESIGN EVALUATION

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

The NRC staff concluded that B&W reactors exhibited unique sensitivity to secondary system transients (both
undercooling and overcooling events). Therefore, B&W plants under construction were required to propose
recommendations on hardware and procedure changes relative to the need for methods for damping primary
system sensitivity to perturbations in the once-through steam generator (OTSG). This issue also considered the
backfitting of the recommendations on operating plants.

Safety Significance

The safety significance of this TMI Action Plan item48 was the same as that for Item II.E.5.2, i.e., the perception
of what constitutes acceptable response to transients.

Possible Solution

All B&W plants under construction were required [10 CFR 50.54(f)] to provide recommendations to reduce plant
sensitivity.154 The recommendations (with proposed modifications) were submitted for NRC review. The staff
also evaluated the modifications proposed by the applicants for possible backfit to operating plants.159 , 160, 443

The staff concluded that the portion of this issue that dealt with plants under construction was completed with
the issuance of the Midland-1&2 SER which evaluated the modifications.159, 160, 443 The other B&W plants under
construction were to be evaluated as part of the normal licensing review.

The portion of the issue which dealt with backfit considerations was also completed.159, 160, 443 Specifically, the
staff concluded that the Midland modifications would be effective in reducing both the frequency and severity of
overcooling transients and recommended that similar modifications be made at operating B&W plants. The staff
also concluded that the following related activities were underway:

(1) Operating B&W plants were implementing upgrades to meet NUREG-0737.98

(2) Issue A-47, "Safety Implications of Control Systems," was addressing steam generator overcooling/overfilling
as it related to control system failures.

(3) The staff was also pursuing resolution of overcooling events (steam bubble formation/natural circulation
interruption) on a generic basis with the B&W Owners' Group [NUREG-0737,98 Item II.K.3(30)].

(4) Consideration of pressurized thermal shock (PTS) concerns relating to overcooling were being addressed by
the staff as part of the resolution of Issue A-49, "Pressurized Thermal Shock."

CONCLUSION

Based on the above, the staff concluded that the B&W-designed operating reactors had responded to staff
concerns regarding the frequency of overcooling and steam generator overfill events by implementing plant
modifications. The adequacy of these modifications were to be confirmed by other ongoing programs. Thus, this
item was RESOLVED and requirements were established.

ITEM II.E.5.2: B&W REACTOR TRANSIENT RESPONSE TASK FORCE

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

After TMI-2, the NRC staff investigated155 the response of B&W reactors to transients and determined that,
in their opinion, they were overly responsive to certain transients. This responsiveness or sensitivity was
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attributed to a number of design and operational features including the small secondary water inventory in the
steam generator, the small pressurizer volume, the pilot-operated relief valve (PORV) set-point, and the high
pressure injection (HPI) set-points. As a result of the investigation, a number of recommendations were made for
improving the plant response.155

The recommendations covered a number of design changes and operational considerations. DST/NRR provided
a prioritization for the recommendations158 in August 1980. A number of these recommendations (referred to as
Category A items) had already been implemented (or were being implemented) for the B&W operating plants.156,

157 The other recommendations (referred to as Category B items) had not been issued as requirements,
although a number of them had been implemented by some licensees with B&W plants as part of their own
investigations.

Safety Significance

The safety significance of this TMI Action Plan48 item depended on the perception of what constitutes acceptable
response to transients. NRC requirements were outlined in the SRP11 and all plants were required to meet
these, as a minimum. It was suggested159 by DSI/NRR that additional performance criteria were necessary to
more restrict the plants' response to transients and, as a result, limit the potential for plant damage.

Possible Solution

The technical resolution to this issue was defined in NUREG-0667.155 It was suggested159 that implementing
the resolution required additional specification of the staff's performance criteria for transient response. (Existing
criteria were contained in the SRP.11) Therefore, DSI/NRR proposed159 that a uniform requirement in the form
of criteria be issued by the NRC to ensure that adequate steps were taken by all B&W plants. Specifically, the
recommended criteria were:

(1) ECCS actuation or loss of pressurizer level indication should not normally occur following a reactor trip or
main feedwater control failure.

(2) Credit for operator action to mitigate overcooling events should be consistent with the guidelines of ANSI/
ANS-58.8.45

(3) Steam generators should be protected from overfill from main or auxiliary feedwater flow to limit overcooling.
This equipment should be safety grade if flooding of the steam lines is an unanalyzed event.

CONCLUSION

Based on a DST/NRR evaluation160 of the issue, it was recommended that implementation would be best
accomplished by issuance of a statement of NRC's performance criteria for transients. It was also recommended
that the first two criteria and accompanying value/impact statements be submitted to CRGR for review. The
third criterion was included in Issues A-47 and A-49. Thus, the issue was RESOLVED and requirements were
established.656, 657
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Task II.E.6: In Situ Testing of Valves (Rev. 2)
The objective of this task was to evaluate whether existing requirements for valve testing provided adequate
assurance of performance under design conditions.

ITEM II.E.6.1: TEST ADEQUACY STUDY

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

The purpose of this TMI Action Plan48 item was to establish the adequacy of existing requirements for safety-
related valve testing. It recommended a study which would result in recommendations for alternate means of
verifying performance requirements.

Safety Significance

Valve performance is critical to the successful functioning of a large number of a plant's safety systems.

Possible Solution

It could be assumed that a study would be conducted for both PWRs and BWRs and that it could result in
recommendations for additional testing and/or maintenance on all safety-related valves. A program to implement
the recommendations would then be required at all plants.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

In an analysis of this issue by PNL,64 it was assumed that all safety-related valves would be affected by
resolution of the issue. Then, since all the dominant accident sequences (of Oconee-3 and Grand Gulf-1, the
representative plants) involved failures of such valves, the sequences themselves were assumed to be directly
affected. It was assumed that the new program would produce a reduction of 5% in the frequencies of the
affected accident sequences (those that involved safety-related valves).

Frequency Estimate

It was determined64 that all accident sequences for Oconee-3, except the following, involved safety-related
valves and were thus assumed to be affected: T2MLUO, T2KMO, T1(B3)MLU, T1MLUO, and T3MLUO. For Grand
Gulf-1, the only exception was T23C.

For all the affected parameters, the base case frequency was taken as the original value. The adjusted case
frequency was then calculated by the 5% reduction. The core-melt frequency reduction was then calculated to
be 3 x 10-6 /RY and 10-6/RY for Oconee-3 and Grand Gulf-1, respectively.

Consequence Estimate

Based on the 5% reduction, the public risk reduction was calculated to be 7.1 man-rem/RY and 7.8 man-rem/
RY for Oconee-3 and Grand Gulf-1, respectively. The average remaining lives of the 95 affected PWRs and the
49 affected BWRs were calculated to be 28.2 years and 26.2 years, respectively. This resulted in a potential risk
reduction of 1.9 x 104 man-rem for PWRs and 104 man-rem for BWRs. Thus, the total risk reduction associated
with this issue was approximately 3 x 104 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: It was estimated that the implementation effort for engineering, etc., would be about 10 man-
weeks/plant for PWRs and 8 man-weeks/plant for BWRs. (The difference was due to the fewer number of
affected valves in a BWR.) The cost was then calculated as follows:

PWRs: (10 man-weeks/plant)($2,000/man-week) = $20,000/plant

BWRs: (8 man-weeks/plant)($2,000/man-week) = $16,000/plant

For the 95 PWRs and 49 BWRs, this cost amounted to $2.7M.
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The annual industry effort for operations and maintenance was estimated to be 16 man-weeks/RY for PWRs
and 12 man-weeks/RY for BWRs with resultant costs of $16,000/RY and $12,000/RY for PWRs and BWRs,
respectively. For the 95 PWRs with an average remaining life of 28.2 years, the cost was approximately $42.9M.
For the 49 BWRs with an average remaining life of 26.2 years, the cost was approximately $15.4M.

Thus, the total industry cost to implement the possible solution to this issue was $(2.7 + 42.9 + 15.4)M or $61M.

NRC Cost: NRC labor for development of the solution for PWRs was estimated to be 1 man-year.
Implementation of the solution was estimated to take 1 man-week/plant. Development of the solution for BWRs
was estimated to be 0.5 man-year. Implementation time expended was estimated to be the same as for PWRs.
Therefore, the estimated NRC costs were $0.43M.

It was also estimated that NRC labor for periodic review of operation and maintenance of the solution would
be 1 man-week/RY for PWRs and 0.5 man-week/RY for BWRs. This translated into $2,000/RY and $1,000/RY,
respectively, for all plants for a cost of $6.7M. Thus, the total NRC cost was $(0.43 + 6.7)M or $7.1M.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost to resolve this issue was estimated to be $(61 + 7.1)M or $68.1M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a potential risk reduction of 3 x 104 man-rem and an estimated implementation cost of $68.1M, the
value/impact score was given by:

Uncertainty

The value/impact score was significantly influenced by the assumption that a 5% frequency reduction could be
obtained; this number was highly judgmental.

Other Considerations

(1) Occupational dose would lower (significantly) this value/impact score because the labor required in a
radiation zone would be significant. The estimated occupational dose from performing this periodic testing
was about 24 man-rem/RY for PWRs and 18 man-rem/RY for BWRs. Over the life of a plant, the overall (total)
occupational dose was estimated to be 8.9 x 104 man-rem.

(2) Occupational risk reduction due to accident avoidance was concluded to be small and accident avoidance
costs, although large when considered in relation to the other costs, would not significantly change the score.

CONCLUSION

Based on the value/impact score and the additional considerations, this issue was given a medium priority
ranking and was later divided into four parts during resolution: (1) pressure isolation valves; (2) check valves; (3)
reevaluation of thermal-overload protection provisions of Regulatory Guide 1.1061215 for MOVs; and (4) in-situ
testing of MOVs.

The investigation of alternatives to leak rate testing of pressure isolation valves, including check valves, was
integrated into the resolution of Issue 105, "Interfacing Systems LOCA." These alternatives included non-
intrusive methods to detect check valve disk position and motion, as well as surveillance of internal parts by
various means. Any new issue regarding testing of check valves that may be identified in the future will be
prioritized as a new generic issue. The results of the staff's study of MOV thermal overload protection were
published in NUREG-1296.1216 The staff concluded that, although misinterpreted by the industry at times, the
guidelines in Regulatory Guide 1.1061215 were adequate. Several suggestions for improving MOV thermal
overload protection were outlined in NUREG-1296.1216 In addition, letters were sent to the pertinent IEEE and
ASME subcommittees encouraging the development of standards for MOV thermal overload protection. In-situ
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testing and surveillance of check valves was being addressed by an industry effort; in-situ testing of MOVs was
resolved with the issuance of Generic Letter 89-10.1217 Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and requirements were
established.1218
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Task II.F: Instrumentation and Controls (Rev. 3)
The objective of this task was to provide instrumentation to monitor plant variables and systems during and
following an accident. Indications of plant variables and status of systems important to safety are required by the
plant operator (licensee) during accident situations to:

(1) provide information needed to permit the operator to take pre-planned manual actions to accomplish safe
plant shutdown;

(2) determine whether the reactor trip, engineered safety features systems, an manually-initiated systems are
performing their intended functions (i.e., reactivity control, core cooling, maintaining reactor coolant system
integrity, and maintaining containment integrity);

(3) provide information to the operator that will enable him to determine the potential for a breach of the barriers
to radioactivity release (i.e., fuel cladding, reactor coolant pressure boundary, and containment) and if a barrier
has been breached;

(4) furnish data for deciding on the need to take unplanned action if an automatic or manually-initiated safety
system is not functioning properly or the plant is not responding properly to the safety systems in operation;

(5) allow for early indication of the need to initiate action necessary to protect the public and for an estimate of
the magnitude of the impending threat;

(6) improve requirements and guidance for classifying nuclear power plant instrumentation control and electrical
equipment important to safety.

ITEM II.F.1: ADDITIONAL ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

This item was clarified in NUREG-0737,98 requirements were issued, and MPAs F-20, F-21, F-22, F-23, F-24,
and F-25 were established by DL for implementation purposes.

ITEM II.F.2: IDENTIFICATION OF AND RECOVERY FROM CONDITIONS LEADING TO INADEQUATE CORE
COOLING

This item was clarified in NUREG-0737,98 requirements were issued, and MPA F-26 was established by DL for
implementation purposes.

ITEM II.F.3: INSTRUMENTS FOR MONITORING ACCIDENT CONDITIONS

DESCRIPTION

Prior to the TMI-2 event, the August 1977 version of Regulatory Guide 1.9755 had been used as guidance during
licensing reviews. Item II.F.3 called48 for this regulatory guide to be updated to include the TMI-2 concerns.

CONCLUSION

After the TMI-2 event, Task II.F of the TMI Action Plan48 addressed several concerns regarding the availability
and adequacy of instrumentation to monitor plant variables and systems during and following an accident.
Revision 2 to Regulatory Guide 1.9755 was published in December of 1980 and implementation was carried out
as discussed in SECY-82-111151 and a letter376 issued to all licensees of operating reactors. Thus, this item was
RESOLVED and new requirements were established.

ITEM II.F.4: STUDY OF CONTROL AND PROTECTIVE ACTION DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

After the TMI-2 event, the Special Inquiry Group made recommendations161 for the staff to study three items
in the area of control and protection systems. These were: (1) automatic reactor protection actions should be
derived, to the degree possible, from independent process variables; (2) automatic actions through coincidence
of independent process variables should be limited, to the degree possible, for non-reactor protection functions;
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(3) control circuit components should be designed and periodically tested at expected degraded power supply
conditions to ensure that they are capable of performing their intended function.

Safety Significance

The report161 concluded that improvements in these areas may help prevent specific occurrences which were
noted upon evaluation of the TMI-2 event.

Possible Solutions

This TMI Action Plan48 item addressed the performance of a study that could indicate potential deficiencies
and identify possible fixes which could be incorporated as design criteria in the SRP.11 Industry would then be
required to meet these criteria.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

No attempt was made to estimate a value/impact score for this issue. It appeared that the non-specific nature of
the recommendations (i.e., use of words like "to the degree possible") would require a large amount of additional
study prior to defining any specific implementation requirements. Therefore, neither potential risk reduction or
costs could be estimated. The following considerations were taken into account.

(1) The first criterion, to a large degree, was typically addressed by existing protection systems. The use of a
number of different plant parameters to initiate the protection system was an indication of the application of
this criterion. There may have been instances in different plant designs where, for certain events, this criterion
had not been adequately addressed; however, it was believed that these were isolated instances. Furthermore,
the ATWS rule, which included NUREG-0460704 requirements, addressed monitoring of independent process
variables. As another consideration, protection system design requirements were expected to undergo another
review as a result of preparation of a Regulatory Guide to endorse IEEE Std. 603-1977.200

(2) The second criterion addressed non-protection systems. At the time this issue was initially evaluated, the
staff did not have detailed design criteria for these systems (typically referred to as "control systems") in the
SRP.11 It was believed that, if any criteria were to be included, they would be the result of a comprehensive
program such as the existing program addressing Issue A-47, "Safety Implications of Control Systems."

(3) One part of the third criterion was addressed in SRP11 Section 3.11, "Environmental Qualification of
Equipment." Specifically, safety-related components are designed for performance at varying power supply
conditions. Typically, they are initially tested to these conditions as part of their qualification program. The other
part of the third criterion was not required at the time this issue was evaluated. Under conditions with offsite
power feeding all plant components, it could be postulated that redundant components could experience some
degraded power supply conditions; however, this concern was addressed through various plant fixes as part of
their degraded grid analysis. Under conditions with onsite power feeding the components, the independence of
the systems would prevent redundant components from experiencing degraded power.

CONCLUSION

Based on the considerations listed above, this issue was placed in the DROP category.

ITEM II.F.5: CLASSIFICATION OF INSTRUMENTATION, CONTROL, AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

After the TMI-2 event, the staff recommended48 that the existing method of classifying instrumentation, control,
and electrical equipment needed revision to allow graded criteria that would more closely correspond to the
equipment's importance to safety.

Safety Significance

Such a grading could place emphasis on improvements in the non-class 1E systems which could affect core-
melt frequency. It could also allow more design flexibility and result in potentially more cost-effective electrical,
instrumentation, and control system designs.
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Possible Solution

It was recommended that the NRC, in conjunction with IEEE, develop a standard which would provide a
classification approach based on the level of importance to safety of equipment. The standard would then be
endorsed by a Regulatory Guide. Utility conformance to important criteria such as redundancy, reliability, etc., for
selected systems would be mandated.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

A program to classify and upgrade non-1E instrumentation, controls, and electrical systems was assumed to
improve balance-of-plant system reliability and thus reduce transient frequencies. Based on EPRI transient
data,307 a number of transient categories and frequencies of interest were identified.

In a PNL assessment64 of this issue, it was assumed that 50% of all these transients were attributable to
instrumentation, control, and electrical system failures. Then it was assumed that resolution of this issue would
result in about a 10% reduction in such failures.

Frequency Estimate

The reduction assumed above translates into about a 6% reduction in transients (other than loss of offsite
power) for PWRs and a 4% reduction in transients for BWRs. Therefore, the 6% reduction was divided between
the T2 and T3 transients for PWRs in the Oconee-3 risk equations. The 4% reduction was applied to the T23
transients for BWRs in the Grand Gulf-1 equations. This resulted in reductions in core-melt frequency of 2.1 x
10-6/RY for PWRs and 9 x 10-7/RY for BWRs.

Consequence Estimate

The above data translated (assuming a population density at 340 people/square-mile) to a per plant reduction
in public risk of 5.6 man-rem/RY for PWRs and 7 man-rem/RY for BWRs. Assuming 90 PWRs with an average
remaining life of 28.8 yrs and 44 BWRs with an average remaining life of 27.4 yrs, the total public risk reduction
was estimated to be 23,000 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: An estimate of costs for implementing improved non-1E systems was based on the installation
cost ($1M) of a safety parameter display system (SPDS) at Yankee Rowe. The SPDS is considered a non-1E
system which includes certain design features beyond those of a typical non-1E system. It was assumed that
classification and upgrading of all remaining non-1E systems would represent a similar cost of $1M/plant, divided
evenly between equipment costs and manpower costs for backfit plants. Forward-fit plants should only require
additional equipment costs. Total industry cost would then be (based on 47 backfit and 43 forward-fit PWRs and
24 backfit and 20 forward-fit BWRs) about $100M.

NRC Cost: Since the IEEE Trial Use Guide P-827,233 "A Method for Determining Requirements for
Instrumentation, Control and Electrical Systems Important to Safety," had been released, the NRC cost for
development was considered minimal (i.e., on the order of 0.5 man-year). The cost for support of the resolution
was believed to be potentially significant and was assumed to be 1 man-year/plant with a resultant cost of
$13.4M.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution to this issue was estimated to
be $(100 + 13.4)M or $113.4M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a potential public risk reduction of 23,000 man-rem and an estimated cost of $113.4M for a possible
solution, the value/impact score was given by:
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Uncertainties

(1) The estimates of the transient frequency reductions were subject to many assumptions which themselves are
uncertain.

(2) Cost estimates were extremely hard to calculate without a clearer fix in mind.

(3) NRC review time would also vary based on the actual fix involved.

Other Considerations

(1) A significant industry cost saving (which would outweigh the industry cost) could be calculated based on a
saving in plant outage time resulting from improved non-1E system reliability. For example, if it were assumed
that non-loss of offsite power transients would be reduced from 7 to 6.58/RY with a loss of one day of power
generation per transient, then unscheduled outages would be reduced by 0.42 day/RY. Based on a replacement
power cost of $300,000/day, the cost savings would be (0.42 day/RY)($300,000/day) or $130,000/RY. For 134
plants with a remaining lifetime of 30 years, the total cost savings would be (134 plants)(30 years)($130,000/RY)
or $523M.

(2) A draft of IEEE P-827, "A Method for Determining Requirements for Instrumentation, Control and Electrical
Systems Important to Safety," was issued.

(3) RES was in the process of developing a draft regulatory guide for the classification of systems important to
safety that would provide for a Class 2E instrumentation, control, and electrical power system and equipment.
This effort was proceeding independently of the IEEE/ANS efforts.

CONCLUSION

Based on the favorable value/impact score, the effort expended up to the time of the above analysis, and the
potential risk reduction and cost saving, this issue was given a medium priority ranking. However, after further
evaluation, it was reclassified as a Licensing Issue based on the continuation of the staff's support of the IEEE
efforts to develop a standard to define requirements for equipment and systems that are not safety-related, but
are sufficiently important to safety to warrant special consideration.1105

The Draft Trial Use Guide P-827 was developed by IEEE but was never published; the project was withdrawn
in 1983. Under a separate activity, BNL, under contract with the NRC, attempted to develop a methodology to
address the classification issue. In both instances, these activities were terminated due to a lack of agreement
on the scope and content of the issue.

In 1989, the IEEE/NPEC Working Group SC 6.2 continued to develop a Position Paper on this issue that would
only address the possible benefits of establishing a graduated classification program and would provide a list
of attributes that would be prudent to incorporate into such a program. However, the Position Paper was not
expected to establish any specific guidelines for an acceptable program.

Based on the lack of new plants being constructed, the industry's reluctance to change their existing
classification documentation, and the previous efforts both by the NRC staff and the industry to develop a
classification methodology, the staff concluded that no additional NRC action should be taken. Thus, the issue
was resolved.1187
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Task II.G: Electrical Power (Rev. 1)
The objective of this task was to increase the reliability and diversification of the electrical power supplies for
certain safety-related equipment.

ITEM II.G.1: POWER SUPPLIES FOR PRESSURIZER RELIEF VALVES, BLOCK VALVES, AND LEVEL
INDICATORS

DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item called for licensees to develop and implement procedures and modifications to
upgrade motive and control components to safety-grade criteria. Motive and control components of PORVs and
PORV block valves were to have the capability of being supplied either from the offsite power source or from the
emergency power source when offsite power was not available. Motive and control power connections to the
emergency buses for the PORVs and their associated block valves were to be through devices that had been
qualified in accordance with safety-grade requirements. The pressurizer level indication instrument channels
were to be powered from the vital instrument buses that had the capability of being supplied either from the
offsite power source or from the emergency power source when offsite power was not available.

CONCLUSION

This item was clarified in NUREG-073798 and requirements were issued.
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Task II.H: TMI-2 Cleanup and Examination (Rev. 3)
The objectives of this task were to: (1) maintain safety and minimize environmental impact of post-accident
operation and cleanup of TMI-2; and (2) obtain and factor into regulatory programs safety-related and
environmental information from the TMI-2 cleanup.

ITEM II.H.1: MAINTAIN SAFETY OF TMI-2 AND MINIMIZE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item covered the efforts by NRC to monitor, review, and assess the safety and
environmental impact of the post-accident operation, cleanup, and possible recovery operations at TMI-2 to
ensure that: (1) reactor safety and reactor building integrity was maintained; (2) environmental impacts were
minimized and radiation exposure to workers, the public, and the environment was within regulatory limits and
was as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA); and (3) storage and/or disposal of radioactive wastes from
cleanup operations were safe. The TMI Program Office (TMIPO) within NRR directed the NRC activities under
this task.

NUREG-0698,198 Rev. 1, was issued in February 1982 and provided an updated chronology of TMI-2 cleanup
activity, major milestones, and accomplishments summarized as follows:

(1) In March 1981, the NRC issued NUREG-0683,199 a Final Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement
(PEIS) related to the decontamination and disposal of radioactive wastes resulting from the accident.

(2) In conjunction with the issuance of the PEIS, the NRC also issued a Policy Statement211 in April 1981 which
stated that the cleanup should be expedited consistent with maintaining public health and safety.

(3) In July 1981, a Memorandum of Understanding (Appendix A to NUREG-0698198) concerning the removal and
disposition of radioactive solid wastes from the cleanup operations was signed by representatives of NRC and
DOE.

(4) Cleanup operations were implemented according to the plan. Decontamination of accident-generated
water in the auxiliary and fuel handling buildings was completed by mid-1981. Decontamination of accident
water located in the reactor building sump and reactor coolant system was initiated in September 1981. Visual
examination of the top of the damaged reactor core was performed with the use of a remote miniature TV
introduced through control rod drive housing.

This issue was identified in NUREG-0885210 as one of NRC's highest safety priorities.

CONCLUSION

The cleanup operation was implemented377 and the issue was programmatically RESOLVED with appropriate
management resources and priorities assigned; no new requirements were established. In NUREG/
CR-5382,1563 it was concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not affect the
resolution.

ITEM II.H.2: OBTAIN TECHNICAL DATA ON THE CONDITIONS INSIDE THE TMI-2 CONTAINMENT
STRUCTURE

DESCRIPTION

Pertinent technical information was to be obtained on the conditions of the TMI-2 facility as cleanup operations
proceeded. The information to be gathered and disseminated (Item II.H.3) was divided into two distinct
categories: (1) data to be obtained prior to gaining access to the primary system; and (2) data to be obtained
after access to the primary system. In the first category, information was to be obtained on: (1) instrumentation
and electrical equipment survivability under the accident conditions; (2) environmental conditions in the
containment and auxiliary buildings; (3) fission-product release, transport, and deposition; (4) decontamination,
dose reduction, and waste handling; and (5) debris in the containment building, in particular the containment
sump.
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After access to the primary system was obtained, the primary system pressure boundary was to be
characterized including the steam generators, pumps, and other mechanical and structural components.
Techniques were to be developed for a non-destructive assay of fuel distribution in the primary system for
assessing criticality control during examination and cleanup operations and for fuel removal, packaging,
shipment, and disposal. Detailed pre-access reactor and core damage assessments were to be made followed
by careful in situ and away-from-site fuel and reactor internals examinations.

The societal risk from the operation of nuclear power plants would not be reduced by just obtaining, preserving,
and disseminating information as outlined above. However, the potential for risk reduction due to proper use of
increased knowledge obtained by studying the TMI-2 facility cannot be denied. The information that could be
obtained through this item was to be used in the pursuance of other safety issues such as:

A-45 Shutdown Decay Heat Removal Requirements

A-48 Hydrogen Control Measures and Effects of Hydrogen Burns on Safety Equipment

II.B.5 Research on Phenomena Associated with Core Degradation on Fuel Melting

II.B.7 Analysis of Hydrogen Control

II.B.8 Rulemaking Proceedings on Degraded Core Accidents

II.E.3.4 Alternate Decay Heat Removal Concepts

Insights gained from the above TMI-2 information were assumed in a qualitative sense in the development of
the potential risk reduction for the 6 issues outlined above. The total risk reduction estimated for the resolution
of these 6 issues was 610,000 man-rem of public exposure and 650,000 man-rem of occupational exposure; to
include further potential risk reduction under Item II.H.2 (and II.H.3) would result in double-counting.

At the time this issue was evaluated, it was assumed that the TMI-2 cleanup was about 40% complete, about
60% of the $1.2 Billion licensee estimated cost remained to be expended, and about 10% of the licensee's costs
was consumed in the preservation and recording of technical data. It was estimated that there was $72M of
licensee funding yet to be expended on this effort. Using the TMI Action Plan48 cost and manpower estimates
and extrapolating through FY-1985, it was determined that the NRC cost would be about $36M, of which, about
60% or $22M had not yet been expended. It was also assumed that a DOE commitment of approximately $22M
had yet to be expended. This resulted in a total future cost of about $116M for the completion of Items II.H.2 and
II.H.3.

Table II.H.2-1 shows the estimated risk reduction, cost, and recommended priority for each of the above 6
issues. The total future costs estimated for all 6 issues was approximately $2 Billion. The total future cost for
completion of Items II.H.2 and II.H.3, although large ($116M), was a reasonably small portion (~6%) of total
future costs expected for the resolution of those safety issues that will utilize information obtained from the TMI-2
facility. If the cost associated with these items was compared only with the estimated total cost for resolving
Issues A-45 and A-48, the cost of the TMI information retrieval program would represent only about 15% of the
cost of these two issues. Compared to Items II.B.5 and II.B.8, the cost of the TMI information retrieval program
represented less than 10% of the estimated cost for the completion and implementation of Items II.H.2 and
II.H.3.

Table II.H.2-1

Issue Recommended Priority Risk Reduction
(Man-Rem)

Total Cost ($M)

A-45* High 4.7 x 105 500

A-48* High 5.2 x 105 208

II.B.5 High 2.2 x 105 1,300

II.B.7 (Subsumed in A-48) - -

II.B.8 (Subsumed in II.B.5) - -

II.E.3.4 (Subsumed in A-45) - -
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Issue Recommended Priority Risk Reduction
(Man-Rem)

Total Cost ($M)

TOTAL 1.2 X 106 2,008

* Unreleased Draft Analyses

CONCLUSION

This issue addressed the collection (Item II.H.2) and dissemination (Item II.H.3) of information that was to
be used in the completion of other specific safety issues and thus was not analyzed separately. However,
examination of the recommended priority for those issues that depended in part on input from the TMI
information to be obtained via this issue indicated that this issue supported other high priority issues. Thus, this
issue was given a high priority (See Appendix C).

Core examinations indicated that a large flow of molten material (about 19 metric tons) relocated into the lower
plenum after the accident had been in progress for about 225 minutes. All vessel steel, nozzle, and guide tube
samples extracted from TMI-2 were tested and analyses of the potential reactor vessel failure modes were
conducted. The staff's findings were forwarded to the Commission in SECY-93-119.1539 Thus, this issue was
RESOLVED with no new requirements.1540 Consideration of a 20-year license renewal period would not affect
this resolution.

ITEM II.H 3: EVALUATE AND FEEDBACK INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM TMI-2

DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item involved the analysis of data obtained during the examination of systems inside the
containment building at TMI-2, the subsequent decontamination and restoration of the facility, and the feedback
of the information obtained into other appropriate regulatory programs. Item II.H.2 was devoted to the efforts
necessary to acquire and record information during the cleanup of the TMI-2 facility.

CONCLUSION

Since the acquisition of the TMI-2 data had to be accomplished before the data could be evaluated, no changes
in requirements could be ascertained until those data were evaluated. Therefore, Items II.H.2 and II.H.3 were
inextricable and were combined and evaluated together under Item II.H.2.

ITEM II.H.4: DETERMINE IMPACT OF TMI ON SOCIOECONOMIC AND REAL PROPERTY VALUES

DESCRIPTION

Studies were to be conducted on: (1) the effect of the TMI accident on the value of real property in the
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, area; and (2) the socioeconomic impact of the TMI accident on the region in south-
central Pennsylvania which surrounds TMI. This item was initiated to increase the NRC knowledge in assessing
levels of safety and, therefore, was considered a Licensing Issue.

CONCLUSION

A Pennsylvania State University study313 of the effects of the accident on property values in the vicinity of the
TMI-2 site was accepted by the staff and published in March 1981. A study of the socioeconomic effects of the
accident in the region surrounding the plants was performed by Mountain West Research Incorporated. This
report314 was accepted by the staff and published in July 1982. Thus, this Licensing Issue was resolved.
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Task II.J: General Implications of TMI for Design and Construction
Activities (Rev. 1)
TASK II.J.1: VENDOR INSPECTION PROGRAM

The objective of this task was to improve vendor-supplied components and services through a modified and
more effective vendor inspection program.

ITEM II.J.1.1: ESTABLISH A PRIORITY SYSTEM FOR CONDUCTING VENDOR INSPECTIONS

DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item called for the NRC to develop an integrated information system to establish priorities
for selecting vendors for inspection in order to permit optimum utilization of available resources. Priorities
were to be based on the relative safety significance of products and services provided by the vendors. The
information necessary to establish the priorities was to be collected and integrated from LERs, deficiency reports
from holders of construction permits and non-licensees, and other relevant information. This item addressed
improvement in the NRC capability to make independent assessments of safety and, therefore, was considered
a Licensing Issue.

CONCLUSION

A contract study, "Development of the Automated Vendor Selection System," was completed by Gasser
Associates, Inc. on June 30, 1980, and was reviewed by OIE. Changes in the vendor selection and inspection
procedures that were considered appropriate were incorporated into the OIE Manual, Chapter 2700, in July
1981. Thus, all required action on this item was completed235, 248, 379, 406 and the issue was resolved with
changes in NRC procedures that address vendor selection and inspection.

ITEM II.J.1.2: MODIFY EXISTING VENDOR INSPECTION PROGRAM

DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item called for the NRC to improve existing vendor inspection procedures by including
more routine technical assessments of products, by expanding the scope to reflect operational and construction
feedback experience, and by placing greater emphasis on design control and the use of independent
measurements. Full implementation of the expanded scope of this program required an increase in vendor
inspection staff. This item addressed improvement in the NRC capability to make independent assessments of
safety and, therefore, was considered a Licensing Issue.

CONCLUSION

Chapter 2700 of the OIE Manual, which described the overall licensee contractor and vendor inspection
program, was revised to incorporate the fundamental changes defined by this item.259, 297 With respect to
staffing, additional positions for the vendor inspection program were authorized and, by November 1983,
26 people were performing vendor inspection functions. The program changes required by this item were
incorporated into the routine ongoing vendor inspection program. Detailed inspection procedures covering these
program activities were prepared as the needs of the program were identified. Thus, all required action on this
item was completed297, 379 and the issue was resolved with changes to NRC procedures that address licensee
vendor inspection programs.

ITEM II.J.1.3: INCREASE REGULATORY CONTROL OVER PRESENT NON-LICENSEES

DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item required the NRC to study the need to extend its licensing authority over vendors
who supply components and services to licensees. Nuclear steam system suppliers, architect/engineers,
constructors, and designated vendors were to be included in the study. Upon completion of the study, the staff
was to present a paper to the Commission for a decision on the subject. This item addressed improvement in the
NRC capability to make independent assessments of safety and, therefore, was considered a Licensing Issue.
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CONCLUSION

As part of the resolution of Item II.J.4.1, OIE submitted to RES recommended changes to 10 CFR 21 that would
revise deficiency reporting requirements for NSSS vendors, A/E firms, and others. These revised deficiency
reporting requirements would provide increased information on component failures that affect safety, so that
prompt and effective corrective action could be taken. OIE stated235 that further extension of NRC authority over
non-licensees with licensing requirements was not warranted and would not be cost-effective. In light of the
proposed rule change, all required action was completed379 and the issue was resolved.

ITEM II.J.1.4: ASSIGN RESIDENT INSPECTORS TO REACTOR VENDORS AND ARCHITECT ENGINEERS

DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item required the NRC to evaluate the desirability of assigning resident inspectors to
NSSS vendors and A/Es. The staff was to prepare a Commission Paper describing a proposed trial program
to be applied to selected NSSS vendors and A/Es. This item addressed improvement in the NRC capability to
make independent assessments of safety and, therefore, was considered a Licensing Issue.

CONCLUSION

The proposal to assign resident inspectors to NSSS vendors and A/Es as a part of the vendor inspection
program was reviewed by the staff who concluded235, 268 that such a program should not be initiated. It was
further recommended379 that the item be deleted for the following reasons268: (1) more effective utilization
of existing vendor inspection resources could be obtained by retaining inspectors in the regional offices; (2)
the absence of new orders resulted in significant changes in NSSS and A/E work activity, in that more sub-
contracting to numerous small firms was occurring; (3) to provide inspection coverage of the activities required
greater mobility and flexibility from the vendor inspection staff; and (4) the trial program would require resources
that were not available. Based on these recommendations, the issue was resolved March 14, 1982.

TASK II.J.2: CONSTRUCTION INSPECTION PROGRAM (REV. 1)

The objective of this task was to provide greater assurance that nuclear plants are properly constructed by
improving construction inspection programs.

ITEM II.J.2.1: REORIENT CONSTRUCTION INSPECTION PROGRAM

DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item called for OIE to change its reactor construction inspection program and its
Inspection Manual to require increased observation of work activities, more attention to the involvement of
licensees in construction activities, independent verification that as-built conditions met design requirements, and
followup of reported incident information, as applicable, from operating reactors. This item addressed the NRC
capability to make independent assessments of safety and, therefore, was considered a Licensing Issue.

CONCLUSION

Chapter 2512 of the Inspection Manual was revised on August 1, 1980, as part of the OIE program to
incorporate increased observation of work activities and to increase inspection of licensees' involvement in
the overall construction of plants. In addition, program changes to ensure earlier and continuing inspection of
construction QA activities were made. A trial program involving team inspections was also completed. Thus, this
issue was resolved with changes in the NRC procedures that address construction inspection.235, 239, 379, 406

II.J.2.2: INCREASE EMPHASIS ON INDEPENDENT MEASUREMENT IN CONSTRUCTION INSPECTION
PROGRAM

DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item called for OIE to evaluate trial programs involving independent measurements
(non-destructive examination) at construction sites. NRC was to buy a van to be fitted with equipment to
conduct ultrasonic, liquid penetrant, and magnetic particle non-destructive examinations. If the evaluations
were successfully made from the equipment-fitted van, additional vans were to be purchased for use at each
Regional Office. In addition, a contract was awarded to the Franklin Research Center to provide services
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involving independent assessment (destructive testing) of material samples. Data from these assessments were
to supplement the testing to further verify conformance with licensee commitments, specifications and/or codes
and standards requirements. Five uniquely qualified inspectors were to be assigned full-time to each van to
ensure maximum use of the vans. This item addressed improvement in the NRC capability to make independent
assessments of safety and, therefore, was considered a Licensing Issue.

CONCLUSION

A contractor for destructive testing was hired and tests were performed on an ongoing basis. An NRC mobile
van was purchased, equipped, and staffed with contractor assistance. The original plan called235 for the staff
to evaluate a trial program involving independent measurements at construction sites and then, based upon
the results of the trial program, equip each region with the capability and equipment necessary to conduct
independent measurements on a routine basis. The trial program was a success; however, based on budgetary
constraints, a cutback in the effort was necessitated. OIE recommended a modified scope of the item so that
the effort was limited to purchasing one van which would be available to all five regions. Personnel to utilize van
equipment were supplied by an NRC contractor. This eliminated the need to hire additional full-time personnel
and to provide a training program necessary to maintain personnel competency in NDE disciplines.

This issue was resolved when the scope of the action plan was revised and the program of independent
measurements was incorporated into routine NRC operations.379 Followup was to be performed via routine
programmatic action, and further expansion was to be based on continuing OIE appraisal of the program's
effectiveness.

ITEM II.J.2.3: ASSIGN RESIDENT INSPECTORS TO ALL CONSTRUCTION SITES

DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item called for OIE to expand the resident inspector program to include one inspector
at each power plant construction site. Previous experience had shown the need for inspection at all stages of
construction. This conclusion contradicted earlier criteria that delayed the assignment of resident inspectors
to a plant site until 50% of the construction was completed. Schedules and resources for assigning resident
inspectors to construction sites were to be developed in connection with routine agency budgetary processes.
This item addressed improvement in the NRC capability to make independent assessments of safety and,
therefore, was considered a Licensing Issue.

CONCLUSION

OIE assigned resident inspectors to all active construction sites that were greater than 15% complete.235 In
November 1983, there were 23 resident inspectors at various construction sites. This item was developed
as part of the routine program for NRC operators and was resolved when it was decided that future specific
allocation of resources in this inspection program would be reevaluated as part of the annual budget process.379

TASK II.J.3: MANAGEMENT FOR DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION (REV. 1)

The objective of this task was to improve the qualification of licensees for operating nuclear power plants by
requiring greater oversight of design, construction, and modification activities.

ITEM II.J.3.1: ORGANIZATION AND STAFFING TO OVERSEE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this TMI Action Plan48 item was to require "license applicants and licensees to improve the
oversight of design, construction, and modification activities so that they will gain the critical expertise necessary
for the safe operation of the plant."

CONCLUSION

The criteria and regulatory guidelines for this issue were addressed and developed by DHFS/NRR as a part of
Item I.B.1.1. Therefore, this issue was covered in Item I.B.1.1.

ITEM II.J.3.2: ISSUE REGULATORY GUIDE

DESCRIPTION
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The purpose of this TMI Action Plan48 item was to issue a Regulatory Guide to codify the criteria relating to
organization and staffing to oversee design and construction (Item II.J.3.1).

CONCLUSION

This item required the utilization of criteria developed from Item II.J.3.1. Therefore, this item was evaluated
together with Item II.J.3.1 under Item I.B.1.1.

TASK II.J.4: REVISE DEFICIENCY REPORTING REQUIREMENTS (REV. 3)

The objective of this task was to clarify deficiency report requirements to obtain uniform reporting and earlier
identification and correction of problems.

ITEM II.J.4.1: REVISE DEFICIENCY REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item called for the NRC to revise, as necessary, the event-reporting requirements of 10
CFR 21 to assure that all reportable items are reported promptly and that the information submitted is complete.
Improvements were to be implemented by rule changes, as appropriate, and coordinated with those made under
TMI Action Plan Item I.E.6. The reports received as a result of these rule changes were to provide increased
information on component failures that affect safety so that prompt and effective corrective action could be
taken. The information was also to be used as input to an augmented role of the NRC's vendor and construction
inspection program.

CONCLUSION

This issue was originally classified as nearly-resolved, based on changes to 10 CFR 21 and 10 CFR 50.55(e)
proposed by OIE,291, 292 and was later RESOLVED with new requirements when amendments to 10 CFR 21 and
10 CFR 50.55(e) were issued.1396 The staff's changes were presented to the Commission in SECY-91-150.1397

In an RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not affect
the resolution.
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Task II.J.2: Construction Inspection Program (Rev. 1)
The objective of this task was to provide greater assurance that nuclear plants are properly constructed by
improving construction inspection programs.

ITEM II.J.2.1: REORIENT CONSTRUCTION INSPECTION PROGRAM

DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item called for OIE to change its reactor construction inspection program and its
Inspection Manual to require increased observation of work activities, more attention to the involvement of
licensees in construction activities, independent verification that as-built conditions met design requirements, and
followup of reported incident information, as applicable, from operating reactors. This item addressed the NRC
capability to make independent assessments of safety and, therefore, was considered a Licensing Issue.

CONCLUSION

Chapter 2512 of the Inspection Manual was revised on August 1, 1980, as part of the OIE program to
incorporate increased observation of work activities and to increase inspection of licensees' involvement in
the overall construction of plants. In addition, program changes to ensure earlier and continuing inspection of
construction QA activities were made. A trial program involving team inspections was also completed. Thus, this
issue was resolved with changes in the NRC procedures that address construction inspection.235, 239, 379, 406

II.J.2.2: INCREASE EMPHASIS ON INDEPENDENT MEASUREMENT IN CONSTRUCTION INSPECTION
PROGRAM

DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item called for OIE to evaluate trial programs involving independent measurements
(non-destructive examination) at construction sites. NRC was to buy a van to be fitted with equipment to
conduct ultrasonic, liquid penetrant, and magnetic particle non-destructive examinations. If the evaluations
were successfully made from the equipment-fitted van, additional vans were to be purchased for use at each
Regional Office. In addition, a contract was awarded to the Franklin Research Center to provide services
involving independent assessment (destructive testing) of material samples. Data from these assessments were
to supplement the testing to further verify conformance with licensee commitments, specifications and/or codes
and standards requirements. Five uniquely qualified inspectors were to be assigned full-time to each van to
ensure maximum use of the vans. This item addressed improvement in the NRC capability to make independent
assessments of safety and, therefore, was considered a Licensing Issue.

CONCLUSION

A contractor for destructive testing was hired and tests were performed on an ongoing basis. An NRC mobile
van was purchased, equipped, and staffed with contractor assistance. The original plan called235 for the staff
to evaluate a trial program involving independent measurements at construction sites and then, based upon
the results of the trial program, equip each region with the capability and equipment necessary to conduct
independent measurements on a routine basis. The trial program was a success; however, based on budgetary
constraints, a cutback in the effort was necessitated. OIE recommended a modified scope of the item so that
the effort was limited to purchasing one van which would be available to all five regions. Personnel to utilize van
equipment were supplied by an NRC contractor. This eliminated the need to hire additional full-time personnel
and to provide a training program necessary to maintain personnel competency in NDE disciplines.

This issue was resolved when the scope of the action plan was revised and the program of independent
measurements was incorporated into routine NRC operations.379 Followup was to be performed via routine
programmatic action, and further expansion was to be based on continuing OIE appraisal of the program's
effectiveness.

ITEM II.J.2.3: ASSIGN RESIDENT INSPECTORS TO ALL CONSTRUCTION SITES

DESCRIPTION
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This TMI Action Plan48 item called for OIE to expand the resident inspector program to include one inspector
at each power plant construction site. Previous experience had shown the need for inspection at all stages of
construction. This conclusion contradicted earlier criteria that delayed the assignment of resident inspectors
to a plant site until 50% of the construction was completed. Schedules and resources for assigning resident
inspectors to construction sites were to be developed in connection with routine agency budgetary processes.
This item addressed improvement in the NRC capability to make independent assessments of safety and,
therefore, was considered a Licensing Issue.

CONCLUSION

OIE assigned resident inspectors to all active construction sites that were greater than 15% complete.235 In
November 1983, there were 23 resident inspectors at various construction sites. This item was developed
as part of the routine program for NRC operators and was resolved when it was decided that future specific
allocation of resources in this inspection program would be reevaluated as part of the annual budget process.379
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Task II.J.3: Management for Design and Construction (Rev. 1)
The objective of this task was to improve the qualification of licensees for operating nuclear power plants by
requiring greater oversight of design, construction, and modification activities.

ITEM II.J.3.1: ORGANIZATION AND STAFFING TO OVERSEE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this TMI Action Plan48 item was to require "license applicants and licensees to improve the
oversight of design, construction, and modification activities so that they will gain the critical expertise necessary
for the safe operation of the plant."

CONCLUSION

The criteria and regulatory guidelines for this issue were addressed and developed by DHFS/NRR as a part of
Item I.B.1.1. Therefore, this issue was covered in Item I.B.1.1.

ITEM II.J.3.2: ISSUE REGULATORY GUIDE

DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this TMI Action Plan48 item was to issue a Regulatory Guide to codify the criteria relating to
organization and staffing to oversee design and construction (Item II.J.3.1).

CONCLUSION

This item required the utilization of criteria developed from Item II.J.3.1. Therefore, this item was evaluated
together with Item II.J.3.1 under Item I.B.1.1.
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Task II.J.4: Revise Deficiency Reporting Requirements (Rev. 3)
The objective of this task was to clarify deficiency report requirements to obtain uniform reporting and earlier
identification and correction of problems.

ITEM II.J.4.1: REVISE DEFICIENCY REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item called for the NRC to revise, as necessary, the event-reporting requirements of 10
CFR 21 to assure that all reportable items are reported promptly and that the information submitted is complete.
Improvements were to be implemented by rule changes, as appropriate, and coordinated with those made under
TMI Action Plan Item I.E.6. The reports received as a result of these rule changes were to provide increased
information on component failures that affect safety so that prompt and effective corrective action could be
taken. The information was also to be used as input to an augmented role of the NRC's vendor and construction
inspection program.

CONCLUSION

This issue was originally classified as nearly-resolved, based on changes to 10 CFR 21 and 10 CFR 50.55(e)
proposed by OIE,291, 292 and was later RESOLVED with new requirements when amendments to 10 CFR 21 and
10 CFR 50.55(e) were issued.1396 The staff's changes were presented to the Commission in SECY-91-150.1397

In an RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not affect
the resolution.
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Task II.K: Measures to Mitigate Small-Break Loss-Of-Coolant Accidents
and Loss-Of-Feedwater Accidents ( 2)
The objectives of this task were to perform systems reliability analyses and to effect changes in emergency
operating procedures and operator training to improve the capability of plants to mitigate the consequences of
the small-break LOCAs and loss-of-feedwater events.

ITEM II.K.1: IE BULLETINS

Between April 1, 1979 and July 26, 1979, OIE issued 9 bulletins to various operating plants, depending on their
reactor design, and a review of the affected licensee responses was conducted by the NRR Bulletins and Orders
Task Force (BOTF). The responses were determined to be acceptable and separate evaluation reports were
prepared and issued to some licensees. Thus, prior to the publication of NUREG-0660,48 several parts of this
item were either com-pleted or found to be covered in other TMI Action Plan items. This status was reported in
Table C.1 of NUREG-0660.48 The following is a summary of the 28 parts of this item.

ITEM II.K.1(1): REVIEW TMI-2 PNS AND DETAILED CHRONOLOGY OF THE TMI-2 ACCIDENT

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item affected all OLs and was originated to effect short-term changes in emergency
operating procedures and operator training in order to improve the capability of plants to mitigate the likelihood
and consequences of SBLOCAs and loss-of-feedwater events. For all OL applicants, this item was determined
to be covered by Items I.A.2.2 and I.A.3.1.

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.

ITEM II.K.1(2): REVIEW TRANSIENTS SIMILAR TO TMI-2 THAT HAVE OCCURRED AT OTHER FACILITIES
AND NRC EVALUATION OF DAVIS-BESSE EVENT

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item affected all B&W operating plants. For OL applicants with B&W reactors, this item
was determined to be covered by Items I.A.2.2 and I.A.3.1.

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.

ITEM II.K.1(3): REVIEW OPERATING PROCEDURES FOR RECOGNIZING, PREVENTING, AND MITIGATING
VOID FORMATION IN TRANSIENTS AND ACCIDENTS

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item affected all operating PWRs. For OL applicants with PWRs, it was determined that the
issue was covered by Item I.C.1.

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.

ITEM II.K.1(4): REVIEW OPERATING PROCEDURES AND TRAINING INSTRUCTIONS

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item was divided into 4 parts to ensure: (a) that operators do not override ESF actions
unless continued operation is unsafe; (b) HPI system operation; (c) RCP operation; and (d) that operators are
instructed not to rely on level indication alone in evaluating plant conditions.

• Part (a) affected all operating plants. However, for all OL applicants it was determined that this part was
covered by Items I.C.1, I.C.7, I.G.1, and I.C.8.
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• Part (b) affected all W, CE and B&W operating plants with specific requirements issued to ANO-1; Davis-
Besse 1; Oconee 1, 2, and 3; Crystal River 3; and Rancho Seco. For OL applicants with W, CE, or B&W
reactors, it was determined that this part was covered by Item I.C.1.

• Part (c) affected all PWRs and was completed by OLs prior to the publication of NUREG-0660.48 For OL
applicants with PWRs, it was determined that this part was covered by Items I.C.1 and I.A.1.3.

• Part (d) affected all plants and was completed by OLs prior to the publication of NUREG-0660.48 For all OL
applicants, it was determined that this part was covered by Items I.C.1, I.A.3.1, and II.F.2.

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.

ITEM II.K.1(5): SAFETY-RELATED VALVE POSITION DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item was divided into 2 parts and required plants to: (a) review all valve positions and
positioning requirements and positive controls along with all related test and and maintenance procedures to
assure proper ESF functioning, if required; and (b) verify that AFW valves are in the open position.

• Part (a) affected all operating plants. For all OL applicants, it was determined that this part was covered by
Items I.C.2 and I.C.6.

• Part (b) affected all B&W operating plants. For OL applicants with B&W reactors, this part was also
determined to be covered by Items I.C.2 and I.C.6.

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.

ITEM II.K.1(6): REVIEW CONTAINMENT ISOLATION INITIATION DESIGN AND PROCEDURES

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item affected all operating plants and was initiated to assure isolation of all lines that do
not degrade safety features or cooling capability upon automatic initiation of SI. For all OL applicants, it was
determined that this issue was covered by Item II.E.4.2.

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.

ITEM II.K.1(7): IMPLEMENT POSITIVE POSITION CONTROLS ON VALVES THAT COULD COMPROMISE
OR DEFEAT AFW FLOW

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item affected all B&W operating plants. For OL applicants with B&W reactors, this issue
was determined to be covered by Item II.E.1.1.

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.

ITEM II.K.1(8): IMPLEMENT PROCEDURES THAT ASSURE TWO INDEPENDENT 100% AFW FLOW PATHS

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item required all operating B&W plants to immediately implement procedures that assure
two independent 100% AFW flow paths or specify explicitly LCO with reduced AFW capacity. For OL applicants
with B&W reactors, this issue was determined to be covered by Item II.E.1.1.

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.

ITEM II.K.1(9): REVIEW PROCEDURES TO ASSURE THAT RADIOACTIVE LIQUIDS AND GASES ARE NOT
TRANSFERRED OUT OF CONTAINMENT INADVERTENTLY
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DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item required all operating plants to review their procedures to assure that radioactive
liquids and gases are not transferred out of containment inadvertently, especially upon ESF reset. All applicable
systems and interlocks were required to be listed. For OL applicants, this item was determined to be covered by
Items II.E.4.2 and I.C.6.

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.

ITEM II.K.1(10): REVIEW AND MODIFY PROCEDURES FOR REMOVING SAFETY-RELATED SYSTEMS
FROM SERVICE

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item required all operating plants to review and modify (as required) their procedures for
removing safety-related systems from service (and restoring to service) to assure operability status is known. For
OL applicants, the issue was determined to be covered by Items I.C.2 and I.C.6.

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.

ITEM II.K.1(11): MAKE ALL OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL AWARE OF THE
SERIOUSNESS AND CONSEQUENCES OF THE ERRONEOUS ACTIONS LEADING UP TO, AND IN EARLY
PHASES OF, THE TMI-2 ACCIDENT

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item affected all operating plants. For OL applicants, the issue was determined to be
covered by Items I.A.2.2 and I.A.3.1.

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.

ITEM II.K.1(12): ONE HOUR NOTIFICATION REQUIREMENT AND CONTINUOUS COMMUNICATIONS
CHANNELS

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item affected all operating plants. For OL applicants, the issue was determined to be
covered by Items I.E.6 and III.A.3.3.

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.

Item II.K.1(13): Propose Technical Specification Changes Reflecting Implementation of All Bulletin Items

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item required all operating plants to propose TS changes reflecting implementation of all
Bulletin items, as required.

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.

Item II.K.1(14): Review Operating Modes and Procedures to Deal with Significant Amounts of Hydrogen

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item affected all operating plants with W, CE, and GE reactors.

For OL applicants with W, CE and GE reactors, it was determined that the issue was covered by Items II.B.4,
II.B.7, II.E.4.1, and II.F.1.
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CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.

Item II.K.1(15): For Facilities with Non-automatic AFW Initiation, Provide Dedicated Operator in
Continuous Communication with CR to Operate AFW

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item affected all operating plants with W and CE reactors. However, prior to the publication
of NUREG-0660,48 all necessary action was completed by the affected OLs. For OL applicants with W and CE
reactors, it was determined that the issue was covered by Item II.E.1.2.

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.

ITEM II.K.1(16): IMPLEMENT PROCEDURES THAT IDENTIFY PRZPORV "OPEN" INDICATIONS AND THAT
DIRECT OPERATOR TO CLOSE MANUALLY AT "RESET" SETPOINT

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item affected all operating plants with W and CE reactors. However, prior to the publication
of NUREG-0660,48 all necessary action was completed by the affected OLs. For OL applicants with W and CE
reactors, it was determined that the issue was covered by Items I.C.1 and II.D.3.

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.

ITEM II.K.1(17): TRIP PZR LEVEL BISTABLE SO THAT PZR LOW PRESSURE WILL INITIATE SAFETY
INJECTION

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item required all OLs and OL applicants with W reactors to trip the pressurizer level
bistable so that the pressurizer low pressure (rather than the pressurizer low pressure and pressurizer low level
coincidence) would initiate safety injection. For testing, the plants were required to reset the low level bistable.
However, prior to the publication of NUREG-0660,48 all necessary action was completed by the affected OLs.

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.

ITEM II.K.1(18): DEVELOP PROCEDURES AND TRAIN OPERATORS ON METHODS OF ESTABLISHING
AND MAINTAINING NATURAL CIRCULATION

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item affected all operating B&W plants. However, prior to the publication of
NUREG-0660,48 all necessary action was completed by the affected plants. For OL applicants with B&W
reactors, it was determined that the issue was covered by Items I.C.1 and I.G.1.

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.

ITEM II.K.1(19): DESCRIBE DESIGN AND PROCEDURE MODIFICATIONS TO REDUCE LIKELIHOOD OF
AUTOMATIC PZR PORV ACTUATION IN TRANSIENTS

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item required all operating B&W plants to describe their design and procedure
modifications (based on analysis) to reduce the likelihood of automatic pressurizer PORV actuation in transients.
For OL applicants with B&W reactors, it was determined that the issue was covered by Item II.E.5.

CONCLUSION
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This item was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.

ITEM II.K.1(20): PROVIDE PROCEDURES AND TRAINING TO OPERATORS FOR PROMPT MANUAL
REACTOR TRIP FOR LOFW, TT, MSIV CLOSURE, LOOP, LOSG LEVEL, AND LO PZR LEVEL

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item affected all OLs and OL applicants with B&W reactors.

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.

ITEM II.K.1(21): PROVIDE AUTOMATIC SAFETY-GRADE ANTICIPATORY REACTOR TRIP FOR LOFW, TT,
OR SIGNIFICANT DECREASE IN SG LEVEL

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item affected all OLs and OL applicants with B&W reactors.

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.

ITEM II.K.1(22): DESCRIBE AUTOMATIC AND MANUAL ACTIONS FOR PROPER FUNCTIONING OF
AUXILIARY HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEMS WHEN FW SYSTEM NOT OPERABLE

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item affected all OLs and OL applicants with BWRs.

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.

ITEM II.K.1(23): DESCRIBE USES AND TYPES OF RV LEVEL INDICATION FOR AUTOMATIC AND
MANUAL INITIATION SAFETY SYSTEMS

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item required all OLs and OL applicants with BWRs to describe their uses and types
of reactor vessel indication for automatic and manual initiation safety systems. The affected plants were also
required to describe their alternative instrumentation.

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.

ITEM II.K.1(24): PERFORM LOCA ANALYSES FOR A RANGE OF SMALL-BREAK SIZES AND A RANGE OF
TIME LAPSES BETWEEN REACTOR TRIP AND RCP TRIP

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item affected all operating PWRs. However, prior to the publication of NUREG-0660,48 all
necessary action was completed by the affected OLs. For OL applicants with PWRs, the issue was determined
to be covered by Item I.C.1.

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.

ITEM II.K.1(25): DEVELOP OPERATOR ACTION GUIDELINES

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item required all operating PWRs to develop operator action guidelines, based on the
analyses performed in response to Item II.K.1(24). However, prior to the publication of NUREG-0660,48 it was
determined that all necessary action was completed by the affected plants. For OL applicants with PWRs, the
issue was determined to be covered by Item I.C.1.

CONCLUSION
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This item was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.

ITEM II.K.1(26): REVISE EMERGENCY PROCEDURES AND TRAIN ROs AND SROs

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item required all operating PWRs to revise their emergency procedures and train ROs
and SROs, based on guidelines developed in response to Item II.K.1(25). However, prior to the publication of
NUREG-0660,48 all necessary action was completed by the affected OLs. For OL applicants with PWRs, it was
determined that the issue was covered by Items I.A.3.1, I.C.1, and I.G.1.

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.

ITEM II.K.1(27): PROVIDE ANALYSES AND DEVELOP GUIDELINES AND PROCEDURES FOR
INADEQUATE CORE COOLING CONDITIONS

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item required all operating PWRs to provide analyses and develop guidelines and
procedures for inadequate core cooling conditions. The affected plants were also required to define their RCP
restart criteria. However, prior to the publication of NUREG-0660,48 all necessary action was completed by the
affected OLs. For OL applicants with PWRs, it was determined that the issue was covered by Items I.C.1 and
II.F.2.

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.

ITEM II.K.1(28): PROVIDE DESIGN THAT WILL ASSURE AUTOMATIC RCP TRIP FOR ALL
CIRCUMSTANCES WHERE REQUIRED

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item affected all operating PWRs. For OL applicants with PWRs, it was determined that the
issue was covered by Item II.K.3(5).

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.

ITEM II.K.2: COMMISSION ORDERS ON BABCOCK AND WILCOX PLANTS

This item contained 21 requirements for 7 operating plants with B&W reactors that were issued confirmatory
shutdown orders shortly after the TMI-2 accident. Some of these requirements were also applicable to OL
applicants with B&W reactors. These requirements were divided into two groups: short-term actions and long-
term actions. The short-term actions were essentially those that were listed in Table 2-1 of NUREG-0645580
while the long-term actions were also dilineated in NUREG-0645.580

However, prior to the publication of NUREG-0660,48 10 of these requirements were either completed or found
to be covered by other TMI Action Plan items. This status was reported in Table C.2 of NUREG-0660.48 Since
that time, some of the remaining items have been clarified in NUREG-073798 and others have been completed.
The status of the MPAs established for implementation can be found in NUREG-0748.578 The following is a
summary of the 21 parts of this item.

ITEM II.K.2(1): UPGRADE TIMELINESS AND RELIABILITY OF AFW SYSTEM

DESCRIPTION

All 7 B&W plants with OLs completed this short-term NUREG-066048 action before they were permitted to
restart. These accomplishments were made in July 1979, prior to the publication of NUREG-0660.48 For OL
applicants with B&W reactors, it was determined that the issue was being addressed by Items II.E.1.1 and
II.E.1.2.

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.
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ITEM II.K.2(2): PROCEDURES AND TRAINING TO INITIATE AND CONTROL AFW INDEPENDENT OF
INTEGRATED CONTROL SYSTEM

DESCRIPTION

All 7 B&W plants with OLs completed this short-term NUREG-066048 action before they were permitted to
restart. These accomplishments were made prior to the publication of NUREG-0660.48 This requirement was
also applicable to OL applicants with B&W reactors and was clarified in NUREG-0737.98

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.

ITEM II.K.2(3): HARD-WIRED CONTROL-GRADE ANTICIPATORY REACTOR TRIPS

DESCRIPTION

All 7 B&W plants with OLs completed this short-term NUREG-066048 action before they were permitted to
restart. These accomplishments were made in July 1979, prior to the publication of NUREG-0660.48 This
requirement was not applicable to OL applicants with B&W reactors.

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.

ITEM II.K.2(4): SMALL-BREAK LOCA ANALYSIS, PROCEDURES AND OPERATOR TRAINING

DESCRIPTION

All 7 B&W plants with OLs completed this short-term NUREG-066048 action before they were permitted to
restart. These accomplishments were made in September 1979, prior to the publication of NUREG-0660.48 For
OL applicants with B&W reactors, it was determined that the issue was being addressed by Items I.A.3.1 and
I.C.1.

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.

ITEM II.K.2(5): COMPLETE TMI-2 SIMULATOR TRAINING FOR ALL OPERATORS

DESCRIPTION

All 7 B&W plants with OLs completed this short-term NUREG-066048 action before they were permitted to
restart. These accomplishments were made prior to the publication of NUREG-0660.48 For OL applicants with
B&W reactors, it was determined that the issue was being addressed by Item I.A.2.6.

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.

ITEM II.K.2(6): REEVALUATE ANALYSIS FOR DUAL-LEVEL SETPOINT CONTROL

DESCRIPTION

Prior to the TMI-2 accident, Toledo Edison Company (TECO) was authorized by the NRC (pending incorporation
of permanent design modifications to provide automatic dual setpoint steam generator level control) to manually
control steam generator level at 35 in. for all events requiring auxiliary feedwater, unless a safety feature
actuation system Level 2 signal occurred. Following the TMI-2 accident, the staff required additional information
to verify that the effects of manually controlling steam generator level at 35 in. was adequate for the Davis-Besse
plant, in light of the revised small-break LOCA analyses that were performed by B&W after the TMI-2 accident.

The only operating plant affected by this item, Davis-Besse 1, completed this short-term NUREG-066048
action before it was permitted to restart. This accomplishment was made in July 1979, prior to the publication of
NUREG-0660.48 This requirement was not applicable to OL applicants with B&W reactors.

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.
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ITEM II.K.2(7): REEVALUATE TRANSIENT OF SEPTEMBER 24, 1977

DESCRIPTION

In September 1977, Davis-Besse 1 experienced an event which started out very similar to the one that occurred
at TMI-2. In light of the information gained from the TMI-2 accident, the staff felt it was necessary to review the
previous evaluation prepared by Toledo Edison Company for the Davis-Besse 1 event which involved equipment
problems and depressurization of the primary system.

The only plant affected by this item, Davis-Besse 1, completed this short-term NUREG-066048 action
before it was permitted to restart. This accomplishment was made in July 1979, prior to the publication of
NUREG-0660.48 This require-ment was not applicable to OL applicants with B&W reactors.

CONCLUSION

The item was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.

ITEM II.K.2(8): CONTINUED UPGRADING OF AFW SYSTEM

DESCRIPTION

All 7 B&W plants with OLs were initially required to complete this long-term NUREG-066048 action. However,
a clarification was issued in NUREG-073798 which superseded this item with Items II.E.1.1 and II.E.1.2. For
OL applicants with B&W reactors, it was determined that the issue was being addressed by Items II.E.1.1 and
II.E.1.2.

CONCLUSION

This item is covered in Items II.E.1.1 and II.E.1.2.

ITEM II.K.2(9): ANALYSIS AND UPGRADING OF INTEGRATED CONTROL SYSTEM

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item called for licensees with B&W reactors to provide a failure mode effects analysis
on the integrated control system. All 7 B&W plants with OLs as well as OL applicants with B&W reactors were
required to complete this long-term action. A clarification that affected both groups of plants was issued in
NUREG-0737.98

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED, requirements were issued, and MPA F-27 was established by DL for implementation
purposes.

ITEM II.K.2(10): HARD-WIRED SAFETY-GRADE ANTICIPATORY REACTOR TRIPS

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item called for licensees with B&W reactors to provide a design and schedule for
implementation of a safety-grade reactor trip upon loss of feedwater, turbine trip, and significant reduction
in steam generator level. These requirements were listed as Item 5 of IE Bulletin 79-05B which was issued
on April 21, 1979. All 7 B&W plants with OLs as well as OL applicants with B&W reactors were required to
complete this long-term action. Clarifications that affected both groups of plants were issued in NUREG-073798
and OL applicants with B&W reactors were given the option of complying with Item II.K.1 (Part C.1.21) of
NUREG-0694579 to satisfy this requirement.

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED, requirements were issued, and MPA F-28 was established by DL for implementation
purposes.

ITEM II.K.2(11): OPERATOR TRAINING AND DRILLING

DESCRIPTION

All 7 B&W plants with OLs were required to complete this long-term NUREG-066048 item which called
for continued operator training and drilling to assure a high state of preparedness. For the affected OLs,
a clarification to the requirement was issued in NUREG-0737.98 For OL applicants with B&W reac-tors,
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this item was determined to be covered Items I.A.2.2, I.A.2.5, I.A.3.1, and I.G.1 prior to the publication of
NUREG-0660.48

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED, requirements were issued, and MPA F-29 was established by DL for implementation
purposes.

ITEM II.K.2(12): TRANSIENT ANALYSIS AND PROCEDURES FOR MANAGEMENT OF SMALL BREAKS

DESCRIPTION

The only operating B&W plant affected by this NUREG-066048 item was Davis-Besse 1. However, prior to the
publication of NUREG-0660,48 it was determined that the issue was covered by Item I.C.1 for Davis-Besse 1
and all OL applicants with B&W reactors.

CONCLUSION

This item is covered in Item I.C.1.

ITEM II.K.2(13): THERMAL-MECHANICAL REPORT ON EFFECT OF HPI ON VESSEL INTEGRITY FOR
SMALL-BREAK LOCA WITH NO AFW

DESCRIPTION

This item required the affected plants to demonstrate that sufficient mixing of the high pressure injection water
would occur with the reactor coolant so that significant thermal shock effects to the reactor vessel would be
precluded. All 7 B&W plants with OLs and all OL applicants with B&W reactors were required to comply with
this NUREG-066048 item. A clarification was issued in NUREG-073798 to include all PWRs (OLs and OL
applicants).

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED, requirements were issed, and MPA F-30 was established by DL for implementation
purposes.

ITEM II.K.2(14): DEMONSTRATE THAT PREDICTED LIFT FREQUENCY OF PORVs AND SVs IS
ACCEPTABLE

DESCRIPTION

All 7 B&W plants with OLs and all OL applicants with B&W reactors were required to comply with this
NUREG-066048 item. A clarification affecting both groups of plants was issued in NUREG-0737.98

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED, requirements were issued, and MPA F-31 was established by DL for implementation
purposes.

ITEM II.K.2(15): ANALYSIS OF EFFECTS OF SLUG FLOW ON ONCE-THROUGH STEAM GENERATOR
TUBES AFTER PRIMARY SYSTEM VOIDING

DESCRIPTION

All 7 B&W plants with OLs and all OL applicants with B&W reactors were required to comply with this
NUREG-066048 item which called for the affected plants to assess the loading on steam generator tube sheets
induced from slug flow during natural circulation cooldown. A clarification affecting both groups of plants was
issued in NUREG-0737.98

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.

ITEM II.K.2(16): IMPACT OF RCP SEAL DAMAGE FOLLOWING SMALL-BREAK LOCA WITH LOSS OF
OFFSITE POWER

DESCRIPTION
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All 7 B&W plants with OLs and all OL applicants with B&W reactors were required to comply with this
NUREG-066048 item which called for the investigation of the consequences of losing coolant to the seals of the
reactor coolant pumps during loss of offsite power. Clarifications affecting both groups of plants were issued in
NUREG-0737.98

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED, requirements were issued, and MPA F-32 was established by DL for implementation
purposes.

ITEM II.K.2(17): ANALYSIS OF POTENTIAL VOIDING IN RCS DURING ANTICIPATED TRANSIENTS

DESCRIPTION

All 7 B&W plants with OLs were required to comply with this NUREG-066048 item which called for the plants
to determine the consequence of voiding in the reactor vessel and the hot legs during normal anticipated
transients. For OL applicants with B&W reactors, it was determined that the issue was being addressed by Item
I.C.1. Clarifications were issued in NUREG-073798 to include all PWRs (OLs and OL applicants).

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED, requirements were issued, and MPA F-33 was established by DL for implementation
purposes.

ITEM II.K.2(18): ANALYSIS OF LOSS OF FEEDWATER AND OTHER ANTICIPATED TRANSIENTS

DESCRIPTION

All 7 B&W plants with OLs and all OL applicants with B&W reactors plants were affected by this NUREG-066048
item. However, prior to the publication of NUREG-0660,48 it was determined that the issue was being addressed
by Item I.C.1.

CONCLUSION

This item is covered in by Item I.C.1.

ITEM II.K.2(19): BENCHMARK ANALYSIS OF SEQUENTIAL AFW FLOW TO ONCE-THROUGH STEAM
GENERATOR

DESCRIPTION

All 7 B&W plants with OLs were required to comply with this NUREG-066048 item which called for the evaluation
of the steam generator model in the small-break licensing code (CRAFT-2) by predicting the Crystal River
asymmetric cooldown start-up test. For OL applicants with B&W reactors, it was determined that the issue was
being addressed by Item I.C.1. Clarifications were issued in NUREG-073798 to include all PWRs (OLs and OL
applicants).

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED, requirements were issued, and MPA F-34 was established by DL for implementation
purposes.

ITEM II.K.2(20): ANALYSIS OF STEAM RESPONSE TO SMALL-BREAK LOCA THAT CAUSES SYSTEM
PRESSURE TO EXCEED PORV SETPOINT

DESCRIPTION

All 7 B&W plants with OLs were required to comply with this NUREG-066048 item which called for the
assessment of small-break LOCAs which result in pressurization of the primary system to the PORV setpoint.
For OL applicants with B&W reactors, it was determined that the issue was being addressed by Item I.C.1.

A clarification affecting the 7 OLs was issued in NUREG-0737.98

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED, requirements were issued, and MPA F-35 was established by DL for implementation
purposes.
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ITEM II.K.2(21): LOFT 3-1 PREDICTIONS DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION

The adequacy of B&W's small-break LOCA model needed to be benchmarked against integral systems test
data. By performing this pretest prediction of LOFT L3-1, the staff was able to determine this information. All 7
B&W plants were affected by this NUREG-066048 item which was completed in December 1979, prior to the
publication of NUREG-0660.48 OL applicants with B&W reactors were not affected by this item.

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.

ITEM II.K.3: FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS OF BULLETINS AND ORDERS TASK FORCE

This item contained 57 requirements that affected OLs and OL applicants. These requirements were based
on recommendations that were developed by the staff and issued in the following reports: NUREG-056596
(B&W reactors), NUREG-061193 (W reactors), NUREG-062694 (GE reactors), NUREG-063595 (CE reactors),
and NUREG-0623.97 However, prior to the publication of NUREG-0660,48 some of these requirements were
superseded by other TMI Action Plan items. This status was reported in Table C.3 of NUREG-0660.48 Since
that time, some of the remaining items have been clarified in NUREG-073798 and others have been completed.
The status of the MPAs established for implementation can be found in NUREG-0748.578 The following is a
summary of the 57 parts of this item.

ITEM II.K.3(1): INSTALL AUTOMATIC PORV ISOLATION SYSTEM AND PERFORM OPERATIONAL TEST

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item required all operating PWRs to provide a system that uses the PORV block valve
to protect against a small-break LOCA. This system will automatically cause the block valve to close when
the reactor coolant system pressure decays after the PORV has opened. OL applicants with PWRs were also
required to complete this item. Clarifications affecting both groups of plants were issued in NUREG-0737.98

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED, requirements were issued, and MPA F-36 was established by DL for implementation
purposes.

ITEM II.K.3(2): REPORT ON OVERALL SAFETY EFFECT OF PORV ISOLATION SYSTEM

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item required all operating PWRs to document the action to be taken to decrease the
probability of a small-break LOCA caused by a stuck-open PORV. OL applicants with PWRs were also required
to complete this item. Clarifications affecting both groups of plants were issued in NUREG-0737.98

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED, requirements were issued, and MPA F-37 was established by DL for implementation
purposes.

ITEM II.K.3(3): REPORT SAFETY AND RELIEF VALVE FAILURES PROMPTLY AND CHALLENGES
ANNUALLY

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item required all operating plants to report safety and relief valve failures promptly and
challenges annually. All OL applicants were also required to complete this item. Clarifications affecting both
groups of plants were issued in NUREG-0737.98

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED, requirements were issued, and MPA F-38 was established by DL for implementation
purposes.

ITEM II.K.3(4): REVIEW AND UPGRADE RELIABILITY AND REDUNDANCY OF NON-SAFETY EQUIPMENT
FOR SMALL-BREAK LOCA MITIGATION
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DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item only affected OL applicants. However, prior to the publication of NUREG-0660,48 it
was determined that the issue was being addressed by Items II.C.1, II.C.2, and II.C.3.

CONCLUSION

This item is covered in Items II.C.1, II.C.2, and II.C.3.

ITEM II.K.3(5): AUTOMATIC TRIP OF REACTOR COOLANT PUMPS

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item required all PWR operating plants to study the need for automatic trip of RCPs and
to modify procedures or designs, as appropriate. OL applicants with PWRs were also required to complete this
item. Clarifications affecting both groups of plants were issued in NUREG-0737.98

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED, requirements were issued, and MPA F-39 was established by DL for implementation
purposes.

ITEM II.K.3(6): INSTRUMENTATION TO VERIFY NATURAL CIRCULATION

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item affected all PWRs (OLs and OL applicants). However, prior to the publication of
NUREG-0660,48 it was determined that the issue was being addressed by Items I.C.1, II.F.2, and II.F.3.

CONCLUSION

This item is covered in Items I.C.1, II.F.2, and II.F.3.

ITEM II.K.3(7): EVALUATION OF PORV OPENING PROBABILITY DURING OVERPRESSURE TRANSIENT

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item required all B&W operating plants (OLs and OL applicants)

to document that their PORVs would open in less than 5% of all anticipated overpressure transients.
Clarifications were issued in NUREG-073798 to include all PWRs.

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.

ITEM II.K.3(8): FURTHER STAFF CONSIDERATION OF NEED FOR DIVERSE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL
METHOD INDEPENDENT OF SGs

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item affected all PWRs (OLs and OL applicants). However, prior to the publication of
NUREG-0660,48 it was determined that the issue was being addressed by Items II.C.1 and II.E.3.3.

CONCLUSION

This item is covered in Items II.C.1 and II.E.3.3.

ITEM II.K.3(9): PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL DERIVATIVE CONTROLLER MODIFICATION

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item required all W plants (OLs and OL applicants) to raise the interlock bistable trip
setting to preclude derivative action from opening the PORVs. Clarifications affecting both groups of plants were
issued in NUREG-0737.98

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED, requirements were issued, and MPA F-40 was established by DL for implementation
purposes.
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ITEM II.K.3(10): ANTICIPATORY TRIP MODIFICATION PROPOSED BY SOME LICENSEES TO CONFINE
RANGE OF USE TO HIGH POWER LEVELS

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item required that the anticipatory trip modification proposed

by some licensees to confine the range of use of high-power levels not be made until it could be shown
that the probability of a small-break LOCA resulting from a stuck-open PORV was substantially unaffected
by the modification. The applicability of the item to W operating plants and OL applicants with W reactors
was to be determined on a plant-by-plant basis. Clarifications affecting both groups of plants were issued in
NUREG-0737.98

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED, requirements were issued, and MPA F-41 was established by DL for implementation
purposes.

ITEM II.K.3(11): CONTROL USE OF PORV SUPPLIED BY CONTROL COMPONENTS, INC. UNTIL FURTHER
REVIEW COMPLETE

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item required plants to justify the use of PORVs that had failed during testing. The
applicability of the item to all operating plants and OL applicants was to be determined on a case-by-case basis.
Clarifications affecting both groups of plants were issued in NUREG-0737.98

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.

ITEM II.K.3(12): CONFIRM EXISTENCE OF ANTICIPATORY TRIP UPON TURBINE TRIP

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item required all W plants (OLs and OL applicants) to confirm that their plants have an
anticipatory reactor trip upon turbine trip. Plants that did not have this trip were required to provide a conceptual
design and evaluation for the installation of the trip. Clarifications affecting both groups of plants were issued in
NUREG-0737.98

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED, requirements were issued, and MPA F-42 was established by DL for implementation
purposes.

ITEM II.K.3(13): SEPARATION OF HPCI AND RCIC SYSTEM INITIATION LEVELS

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item required all GE plants (OLs and OL applicants) to analyze the benefits to be gained
from separating HPCI and RCIC initiation levels and providing auto-start of RCIC on low-low level. Clarifications
were issued in NUREG-073798 to include all operating BWRs and OL applicants with RCIC and HPCI systems.

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED, requirements were issued, and MPA F-43 was established by DL for implementation
purposes.

ITEM II.K.3(14): ISOLATION OF ISOLATION CONDENSERS ON HIGH RADIATION

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item required all operating GE plants with isolation conden-sers to increase the availability
of the isolation condensers as heat sinks by providing high radiation isolation signals at the vent rather
than at the steam lines. Clarifications affecting all operating BWRs with isolation condensers were issued in
NUREG-0737.98

CONCLUSION
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This item was RESOLVED, requirements were issued, and MPA F-44 was established by DL for implementation
purposes.

ITEM II.K.3(15): MODIFY BREAK DETECTION LOGIC TO PREVENT SPURIOUS ISOLATION OF HPCI AND
RCIC SYSTEMS

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item required all GE plants (OLs and OL applicants) to modify their pipe break detection
circuitry to prevent isolation of system(s) due to startup pressure transient. Clarifications were issued in
NUREG-073798 to address all BWRs (OLs and OL applicants) with HPCI and RCIC systems.

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED, requirements were issued, and MPA F-45 was established by DL for implementation
purposes.

ITEM II.K.3(16): REDUCTION OF CHALLENGES AND FAILURES OF RELIEF VALVES-FEASIBILITY STUDY
AND SYSTEM MODIFICATION

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item required all GE plants (OLs and OL applicants) to study the reduction in challenge
and failure rates of relief valves to minimize the most possible cause of a small-break LOCA. Clarifications
affecting all BWRs (OLs and OL applicants) were issued in NUREG-0737.98

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED, requirements were issued, and MPA F-46 was established by DL for implementation
purposes.

ITEM II.K.3(17): REPORT ON OUTAGE OF ECC SYSTEMS - LICENSEE REPORT AND TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATION CHANGES

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item required all GE plants (OLs and OL applicants) to review data on ECC system
outages to determine if cumulative outage time limitations should be incorporated in technical specifications.
Clarifications were issued in NUREG-073798 to include all operating reactors and OL applicants.

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED, requirements were issued and MPA F-47 was established by DL for implementation
purposes.

ITEM II.K.3(18): MODIFICATION OF ADS LOGIC - FEASIBILITY STUDY AND MODIFICATION FOR
INCREASED DIVERSITY FOR SOME EVENT SEQUENCES

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item required all GE plants (OLs and OL applicants) to modify their ADS actuation
logic to eliminate the need for manual actuation to assure adequate core cooling. A feasibility study and risk
assessment study were required to determine the optimum approach. Clarifications affecting all BWRs (OLs and
OL applicants) were issued in NUREG-0737.98

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED, requirements were issued, and MPA F-48 was established by DL for implementation
purposes.

ITEM II.K.3(19): INTERLOCK ON RECIRCULATION PUMP LOOPS

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item required all GE operating plants with non-jet pumps to install interlocks to assure that
level measurements are representative of the level in the core. Clarifications were issued in NUREG-073798 to
address all operating BWRs with non-jet pumps, except Humboldt Bay.
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CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED, requirements were issued, and MPA F-49 was established by DL for implementation
purposes.

ITEM II.K.3(20): LOSS OF SERVICE WATER FOR BIG ROCK POINT

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item required Big Rock Point to evaluate the acceptability or the consequences of a loss of
service water. A clarification to this requirement was issued in NUREG-0737.98

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.

ITEM II.K.3(21): RESTART OF CORE SPRAY AND LPCI SYSTEMS ON LOW LEVEL - DESIGN AND
MODIFICATION

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item required all GE plants (OLs and OL applicants) to modify their core spray and LPCI
system logic so that these systems would restart, if required, to assure adequate core cooling. It was believed
that the core spray and LPCI system flow may be stopped by the operator. These systems could not start
automatically on loss of water level if an initiation signal were still present. Clarifications affecting all BWRs (OLs
and OL applicants) were issued in NUREG-0737.98

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED, requirements were issued, and MPA F-50 was established by DL for implementation
purposes.

ITEM II.K.3(22): AUTOMATIC SWITCHOVER OF RCIC SYSTEM SUCTION - VERIFY PROCEDURES AND
MODIFY DESIGN

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item affected all GE plants (OLs and OL applicants). The RCIC system takes suction from
the condensate storage tank with manual switch-over to the suppression pool when the condensate storage
tank level is low. This switchover should be made automatically. Until the automatic switchover is implemented,
licensees should verify that clear and cogent procedures exist for the manual switchover of the RCIC system
suction from the condensate storage tank to the suppression pool. Clarifications affecting all operating BWRs
and OL applicants with RCIC systems were issued in NUREG-0737.98

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED, requirements were issued, and MPA F-51 was established by DL for implementation
purposes.

ITEM II.K.3(23): CENTRAL WATER LEVEL RECORDING

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item was originated to address GE plants (OLs and OL applicants). However, prior to the
publication of NUREG-0660,48 it was determined that the issue was being addressed by Items I.D.2, III.A.1.2,
and III.A.3.4.

CONCLUSION

This item is covered in Items I.D.2, III.A.1.2, and III.A.3.4.

ITEM II.K.3(24): CONFIRM ADEQUACY OF SPACE COOLING FOR HPCI AND RCIC SYSTEMS

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item required all operating GE plants (OLs and OL applicants) to verify that HPCI and
RCIC are designed to withstand loss of offsite power for at least 2 hours. Clarifications affecting all BWRs (OLs
and OL applicants) with HPCI and RCIC systems were issued in NUREG-0737.98
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CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED, requirements were issued, and MPA F-52 was established by DL for implementation
purposes.

ITEM II.K.3(25): EFFECT OF LOSS OF AC POWER ON PUMP SEALS

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item required all GE plants (OLs and OL applicants) to verify the adequacy of pump seals
to withstand loss of cooling water due to loss of AC power for at least 2 hours. Clarifications were issued in
NUREG-073798 to include all BWRs, W, and CE operating reactors, and all OL applicants.

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED, requirements were issued, and MPA F-53 was established by DL for implementation
purposes.

ITEM II.K.3(26): STUDY EFFECT ON RHR RELIABILITY OF ITS USE FOR FUEL POOL COOLING

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item was originated to affect GE plants (OLs and OL applicants). However, prior to the
publication of NUREG-0660,48 it was determined that the issue was being addressed by Item II.E.2.1.

CONCLUSION

This item is covered in Item II.E.2.1.

ITEM II.K.3(27): PROVIDE COMMON REFERENCE LEVEL FOR VESSEL LEVEL INSTRUMENTATION

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item affected all GE plants (OLs and OL applicants) and required all reactor vessel level
instruments to be referenced to the same point. It was believed that different reference points of the various
reactor vessel water level instruments could cause operator confusion. Either the bottom of the vessel or the
active fuel were considered to be reasonable reference points. Clarifications affecting all BWRs (OLs and OL
applicants) were issued in NUREG-0737.98

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED, requirements were issued, and MPA F-54 was established by DL for implementation
purposes.

ITEM II.K.3(28): STUDY AND VERIFY QUALIFICATION OF ACCUMULATORS ON ADS VALVES

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item affected all plants with GE reactors (OLs and OL applicants). These plants were
required to assure that air or nitrogen accumulators for ADS valves had sufficient capacity to cycle the valves
open five times at design pressure. However, clarifications affecting all BWRs (OLs and OL applicants) were
issued in NUREG-0737.98

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED, requirements were issued, and MPA F-55 was established by DL for implementation
purposes.

ITEM II.K.3(29): STUDY TO DEMONSTRATE PERFORMANCE OF ISOLATION CONDENSERS WITH NON-
CONDENSIBLES

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item affected all operating plants with GE isolation condensers. These plants were
required to demonstrate the adequacy of isolation condensers with non-condensibles. Clarifications affecting all
operating BWRs with isolation condensers were issued in NUREG-0737.98

CONCLUSION
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This item was RESOLVED, requirements were issued, and MPA F-56 was established by DL for implementation
purposes.

ITEM II.K.3(30): REVISED SMALL-BREAK LOCA METHODS TO SHOW COMPLIANCE WITH 10 CFR 50,
APPENDIX K

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item required all OLs and OL applicants to revise and submit for NRC approval the
analyses used by NSSS vendors and/or fuel suppliers for SBLOCA analysis in compliance with 10 CFR 50,
Appendix K. The revised analyses were to account for comparisons with experimental data, including data from
the LOFT and semiscale test facilities. Clarifications were issued in NUREG-0737.98

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED, requirements were issued, and MPA F-57 was established by DL for implementation
purposes.

ITEM II.K.3(31): PLANT-SPECIFIC CALCULATIONS TO SHOW COMPLIANCE WITH 10 CFR 50.46

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item required all OLs and OL applicants to submit for NRC approval plant-specific
calculations using NRC-approved models for SBLOCA, to show compliance with 10 CFR 50.46. Clarifications
were issued in NUREG-0737.98

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED, requirements were issued, and MPA F-58 was established by DL for implementation
purposes.

ITEM II.K.3(32): PROVIDE EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF TWO-PHASE NATURAL CIRCULATION
MODELS

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item was originated to require PWRs to provide experimental verification of two-phase
natural circulation models. However, prior to the publication of NUREG-0660,48 it was determined that the issue
was being addressed by Item II.E.2.2.

CONCLUSION

This item is covered in Item II.E.2.2.

ITEM II.K.3(33): EVALUATE ELIMINATION OF PORV FUNCTION

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item was originated to require PWRs (OLs and OL applicants) to evaluate elimination of
the PORV function. However, prior to the publication of NUREG-0660,48 it was determined that the issue was
being addressed by Item II.C.1.

CONCLUSION

This item is covered in Item II.C.1.

ITEM II.K.3(34): RELAP-4 MODEL DEVELOPMENT

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item was originated to address RELAP-4 model development in PWRs. However, prior to
the publication of NUREG-0660,48 it was determined that the issue was being addressed by Item II.E.2.2.

CONCLUSION

This item is covered in Item II.E.2.2.

ITEM II.K.3(35): EVALUATION OF EFFECTS OF CORE FLOOD TANK INJECTION ON SMALL BREAK
LOCAs-
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DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item was originated to evaluate the effects of core flood tank injection on SBLOCAs in
B&W plants (OLs and OL applicants). However, prior to the publication of NUREG-0660,48 it was determined
that the issue was being addressed by Item I.C.1.

CONCLUSION

This item is covered in Item I.C.1.

ITEM II.K.3(36): ADDITIONAL STAFF AUDIT CALCULATIONS OF B&W SMALL-BREAK LOCA ANALYSES

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item was originated to address B&W plants, but was determined to be covered by Item
I.C.1 prior to the publication of NUREG-0660.48

CONCLUSION

This item is covered in Item I.C.1.

ITEM II.K.3(37): ANALYSIS OF B&W RESPONSE TO ISOLATED SMALL-BREAK LOCA

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item was originated to analyze the response of B&W plants (OLs and OL applicants) to
isolated SBLOCAs. However, prior to the publication of NUREG-0660,48 it was determined that the issue was
being addressed by Item I.C.1.

CONCLUSION

This item is covered in Item I.C.1.

ITEM II.K.3(38): ANALYSIS OF PLANT RESPONSE TO A SMALL-BREAK LOCA IN THE PRESSURIZER
SPRAY LINE

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item was originated to analyze the reponse of B&W plants (OLs and OL applicants) to a
SBLOCA in the pressurizer spray line. However, prior to the publication of NUREG-0660,48 it was determined
that the issue was being addressed by Item I.C.1.

CONCLUSION

This item is covered in Item I.C.1.

ITEM II.K.3(39): EVALUATION OF EFFECTS OF WATER SLUGS IN PIPING CAUSED BY HPI AND CFT
FLOWS

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item was originated to evaluate the effects of water slugs caused by HPI and CFT flows in
the piping of B&W plants (OLs and OL applicants). However, prior to the publication of NUREG-0660,48 it was
determined that the issue was being addressed by Item I.C.1.

CONCLUSION

This item is covered in Item I.C.1.

ITEM II.K.3(40): EVALUATION OF RCP SEAL DAMAGE AND LEAKAGE DURING A SMALL- BREAK LOCA

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item was originated to evaluate RCP seal damage and leakage during a SBLOCA in B&W
plants (OLs and OL applicants). However, prior to the publication of NUREG-0660,48 it was determined that the
issue was being addressed by Item II.K.2(16).

CONCLUSION

This item is covered in Item II.K.2(16).
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ITEM II.K.3(41): SUBMIT PREDICTIONS FOR LOFT TEST L3-6 WITH RCPs RUNNING

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item was originated to require B&W plants (OLs and OL applicants) to submit to the NRC
predictions for LOFT Test L3-6 with RCPs running. However, prior to the publication of NUREG-0660,48 it was
determined that the issued was being addressed by Item I.C.1.

CONCLUSION

This item is covered in Item I.C.1.

ITEM II.K.3(42): SUBMIT REQUESTED INFORMATION ON THE EFFECTS OF NON-CONDENSIBLE GASES

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item was originated to require B&W plants (OLs and OL applicants) to submit to the
NRC requested information on the affects of non-condensible gases. However, prior to the publication of
NUREG-0660,48 it was determined that the issue was being addressed by Item I.C.1.

CONCLUSION

The item is covered in Item I.C.1.

ITEM II.K.3(43): EVALUATION OF MECHANICAL EFFECTS OF SLUG FLOW ON STEAM GENERATOR
TUBES

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item was originated to evaluate the mechanical affects of slug flow on the steam generator
tubes of B&W plants (OLs and OL applicants). However, prior to the publication of NUREG-0660,48 it was
determined that the issue was being addressed by Item II.K.2(15).

CONCLUSION

This item is covered in Item II.K.2(15).

ITEM II.K.3(44): EVALUATION OF ANTICIPATED TRANSIENTS WITH SINGLE FAILURE TO VERIFY NO
SIGNIFICANT FUEL FAILURE

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item required all GE plants (OLs and OL applicants) to show that transients combined with
the worst single failure would not result in significant fuel damage. Clarifications affecting all BWRs (OLs and OL
applicants) were issued in NUREG-0737.98

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED, requirements were issued, and MPA F-59 was established by DL for implementation
purposes.

ITEM II.K.3(45): EVALUATE DEPRESSURIZATION WITH OTHER THAN FULL ADS

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item required all GE plants (OLs and OL applicants) to analyze depressurization modes
other than full ADS for possible inclusion in emergency procedures. Clarifications affecting all BWRs (OLs and
OL applicants) were issued in NUREG-0737.98

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED, requirements were issued, and MPA F-60 was established by DL for implementation
purposes.

ITEM II.K.3(46): RESPONSE TO LIST OF CONCERNS FROM ACRS CONSULTANT

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item required all GE plants (OLs and OL applicants) to respond to concerns raised by
ACRS consultants. Clarifications affecting all BWRs (OLs and OL applicants) were issued in NUREG-0737.98
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CONCLUSION

This item is RESOLVED, requirements were issued, and MPA F-61 was established by DL for implementation
purposes.

ITEM II.K.3(47): TEST PROGRAM FOR SMALL-BREAK LOCA MODEL VERIFICATION PRETEST
PREDICTION, TEST PROGRAM, AND MODEL VERIFICATION

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item was originated to require GE plants (OLs and OL applicants) to complete a test
program for SBLOCA model verification. However, prior to the publication of NUREG-0660,48 it was determined
that the issue was being addressed by Items I.C.1 and II.E.2.2.

CONCLUSION

This item is covered in Items I.C.1 and II.E.2.2.

ITEM II.K.3(48): ASSESS CHANGE IN SAFETY RELIABILITY AS A RESULT OF IMPLEMENTING B&OTF
RECOMMENDATIONS

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item was originated to require GE plants (OLs and OL applicants) to assess the change
in safety reliability as a result of implementing the recommendations of the Bulletins and Orders Task Force
(B&OTF). However, prior to the publication of NUREG-0660,48 it was determined that the issue was being
addressed by Items II.C.1 and II.C.2.

CONCLUSION

This item is covered in Items II.C.1 and II.C.2.

ITEM II.K.3(49): REVIEW OF PROCEDURES (NRC)

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item was originated to address all W and CE plants (OLs and OL applicants). However,
prior to the publication of NUREG-0660,48 it was determined that the issue was being addressed by Item I.C.9
for OLs and by Items I.C.8 and I.C.9 for OL applicants.

CONCLUSION

This item is covered in Items I.C.8 and I.C.9.

ITEM II.K.3(50): REVIEW OF PROCEDURES (NSSS VENDORS)

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item was originated to address all W and CE plants (OLs and OL applicants). However,
prior to the publication of NUREG-0660,48 it was determined that the issue was being addressed by Item I.C.9
for OLs and by Items I.C.7 and I.C.9 for OL applicants.

CONCLUSION

This item is covered in Items I.C.7 and I.C.9.

ITEM II.K.3(51): SYMPTOM-BASED EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item was originated to address all W, CE, and GE plants (OLs and OL applicants).
However, prior to the publication of NUREG-0660,48 it was determined that the issue was being addressed by
Item I.C.9.

CONCLUSION

This item is covered in Item I.C.9.

ITEM II.K.3(52): OPERATOR AWARENESS OF REVISED EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
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DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item was originated to address all GE plants (OLs and OL applicants). However, prior to
the publication of NUREG-0660,48 it was determined that the issue was being addressed by Items I.B.1.1, I.C.2,
and I.C.5.

CONCLUSION

This item is covered in Items I.B.1.1, I.C.2, and I.C.5.

ITEM II.K.3(53): TWO OPERATORS IN CONTROL ROOM

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item was originated to address all GE plants (OLs and OL applicants). However, prior to
the publication of NUREG-0660,48 it was determined that the issue was being addressed by Item I.A.1.3.

CONCLUSION

This item is covered in Item I.A.1.3.

ITEM II.K.3(54): SIMULATOR UPGRADE FOR SMALL-BREAK LOCAs

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item was originated to address all plants (OLs and OL applicants). However, prior to the
publication of NUREG-0660,48 it was determined that the issue was being addressed by Item I.A.4.1.

CONCLUSION

This item is covered in Item I.A.4.1.

ITEM II.K.3(55): OPERATOR MONITORING OF CONTROL BOARD

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item was originated to address all W and CE plants (OLs and OL applicants). However,
prior to the publication of NUREG-0660,48 it was determined that the issue was being addressed by Items I.C.1,
I.D.2, and I.D.3.

CONCLUSION

This item is covered in Items I.C.1, I.D.2, and I.D.3.

ITEM II.K.3(56): SIMULATOR TRAINING REQUIREMENTS

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item was originated to address all W and CE plants (OLs and OL applicants). However,
prior to the publication of NUREG-0660,48 it was determined that the issue was being addressed by Items
I.A.2.6 and I.A.3.1.

CONCLUSION

This item is covered in Items I.A.2.6 and I.A.3.1.

ITEM II.K.3(57): IDENTIFY WATER SOURCES PRIOR TO MANUAL ACTIVATION OF ADS

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item required all operating GE plants to revise their emer-gency procedures to include
verification that low pressure cooling systems are available prior to manual ADS. For OL applicants, the
issue was determined to be covered by Item I.C.1. Clarifications affecting all operating BWRs were issued in
NUREG-0737.98

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED, requirements were issued, and MPA F-62 was established by DL for implementation
purposes.
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Task III.A: Emergency Preparedness and Radiation Effects
TASK III.A.1: IMPROVE LICENSEE EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS - SHORT-TERM

The objectives of this task were to improve and upgrade licensee emergency preparedness by requiring
improvements in facilities, plans, procedures, offsite support, technical assistance, equipment, and supplies
required to adequately respond to and manage an accident.

ITEM III.A.1.1: UPGRADE EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

The two parts of this item are evaluately separately below.

ITEM III.A.1.1(1): IMPLEMENT ACTION PLAN REQUIREMENTS FOR PROMPTLY IMPROVING LICENSEE
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item called for licensees to promptly upgrade their overall state of emergency
preparedness for accidents, including the integration of onsite and offsite emergency preparedness. The plan for
staff review of licensee actions was documented in SECY-79-450.

In the short-term, the staff was directed to make an integrated assessment of licensee, local, and state
capabilities and interfaces based on: (1) a review of existing plans and a meeting in each site area to
communicate upgraded criteria and to identify to licensees the areas requiring improvements; and (2) a review of
upgraded licensee, local, and state plans submitted by each licensee, after the site visit was summarized in an
SER. A status report on this item was issued in December 1981.248

CONCLUSION

This item was clarified in NUREG-073798 and requirements were issued.

ITEM III.A.1.1(2): PERFORM AN INTEGRATED ASSESSMENT OF THE IMPLEMENTATION

DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item called for the staff to perform a long-term integrated assessment of the
implementation of the actions required by Item III.A.1.1(1). This assessment consisted of: (1) a review of
implementation procedures, including onsite and offsite personnel and equipment; (2) observation and critique of
exercise involving licensee, local, and state capabilities; and (3) observation and critique of exercises involving
licensee, local, state, and federal capabilities.

CONCLUSION

Procedures for routine, periodic inspection of licensees' emergency preparedness programs were developed
by the staff and used for subsequent routine inspections; observation of exercises is an ongoing function of the
regions. Thus, this item was RESOLVED and no new requirements were established.

ITEM III.A.1.2: UPGRADE LICENSEE EMERGENCY SUPPORT FACILITIES

The three parts of this item are evaluated separately below.

ITEM III.A.1.2(1): TECHNICAL SUPPORT CENTER

DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item called for a dedicated Technical Support Center (TSC) to provide a place for
management and technical personnel to support reactor control functions, to evaluate and diagnose plant
conditions, and for a more orderly conduct of emergency operations. The TSC was required to be separate from
but near the control room and was expected to have the capability to dis-play and transmit plant status to those
individuals knowledgable of and responsible for engineering and management support of reactor operations, in
the event of an accident.

CONCLUSION

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0048.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0248.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0098.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0048.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0048.html
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This item was clarified in both NUREG-073798 and Generic Letter No. 82-33376 and requirements were issued.

ITEM III.A.1.2(2): ON-SITE OPERATIONAL SUPPORT CENTER

DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item called for the establishment of an Operational Support Center (OSC) separate from
the control room as a place in which operations support personnel could assemble in an emergency situation to
receive instructions from the operating staff. The OSC was to be provided with communication capability with the
plant control room, TSC, and the near-site Emergency Operations Facility (EOF).

CONCLUSION

This item was clarified in both NUREG-073798 and Generic Letter No. 82-33376 and requirements were issued.

ITEM III.A.1.2(3): NEAR-SITE EMERGENCY OPERATIONS FACILITY

DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item called for a near-site EOF to provide a planned, organized, central focal point
for coordination of onsite and offsite activities for reactor emergency situations. The EOF was required to be
operated by licensees and sized and equipped to function as a center for: (1) licensee command and control
functions of onsite operations and evaluation and coordination of all onsite and offsite licensee activities related
to an emergency having actual or potential environmental consequences; and (2) analysis of plant efflu-ent
monitors, meteorological conditions, and offsite radiation measurements, and for offsite dose projections.

CONCLUSION

This item was clarified in both NUREG-073798 and Generic Letter No. 82-33376 and requirements were issued.

ITEM III.A.1.3: MAINTAIN SUPPLIES OF THYROID BLOCKING AGENT

Both parts of this item were combined and evaluated together.

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This TMI Action Plan item48 addressed the issue of providing potassium iodide (KI) as a thyroid blocking agent
for nuclear power plant onsite personnel, off-site emergency response personnel, and the general population
near nuclear power plants. NUREG-0654224 required licensees to have adequate supplies of KI available for
onsite personnel and for offsite emergency response support personnel, including offsite agencies. The item
also called for an evaluation by the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) and the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) regarding use of KI by the general public.

In accordance with SECY-82-396A,369 RES was expected to complete a technical paper which evaluated the
cost/benefit of the use of KI by the general public. These results were to be sent to the other federal agencies
involved with the final decision.

Safety Significance

It is possible that a nuclear power reactor accident could release radionuclides, including isotopes of radioiodine,
into the environment. The radioactive iodine, if taken up by the thyroid gland, could induce nodules of cancer in
the thyroid.64

Possible Solution

If stockpiles of KI are made available for public use, the KI could help prevent radiation injury to the thyroid gland
by saturating the gland with non-radioactive iodine.64 This would block the thyroid from taking up the radioactive
iodine.

CONCLUSION

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0098.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0376.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0048.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0098.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0376.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0048.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0098.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0376.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0048.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0224.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0369.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0064.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0064.html
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The licensees are already required to maintain supplies of the thyroid blocking agent (KI) as a protective
measure for emergency workers and other individuals onsite during an emergency.48,224 Therefore, Item
III.A.1.3(1) was resolved.

Work completed by the staff on the subject of stockpiling KI for public use resulted in a cost/benefit study which
was published in NUREG/CR-1433.831 HHS completed its recommendations on the methods for administration
of KI to the general public (130 milligrams/day at projected thyroid doses of 25 rem or greater) and published
them in the Federal Register in 1982 (47 FR 28158). NUREG/CR-1433831 showed that the use of KI by
the general public has a very low cost/benefit ratio. FEMA, through a special subcommittee of the Federal
Radiological Preparedness Coordinating Committee (FRPCC), developed a draft federal policy statement in July
1982 on the use of KI for thyroid blocking by the gen-eral public. This draft policy statement left the decision on
distribution and use of KI for thyroid blocking by the general public to the state and local authorities on a site-
specific basis. The HHS guidance on KI use was addressed in the statement as well as many of the problems
and difficulties in distribu-tion and administration of the drug (e.g., timeliness, interference with other protective
actions, and limited protection). The NRC staff did not agree with the draft federal policy statement because it
believed that the statement should recommend that KI not be distributed for use by the general public. A new
cost/benefit study was prepared using an uncertainty analysis of the information in NUREG/CR-1433831 and
showed that KI offered an extremely small benefit in relation to its cost over the uncertainty range.

The new cost/benefit study and prepared changes to the draft federal policy statement were reviewed by the
ACRS and forwarded to the Commission for consideration in SECY-83-362.832 While the Commission was
considering the staff posi-tion, FEMA decided to revise the draft federal policy statement because of the lack of
concurrence by NRC and several other member agencies of the FRPCC. The Commission decided to review
this new policy statement before responding to FEMA.

The new draft federal policy statement was completed by the FRPCC on March 26, 1985 and was sent to the
Commission for review on May 13, 1985 (SECY-85-167).833

This new policy statement recommended against a nationwide requirement for the distribution or stockpiling of KI
for use by the general public and left the final decision for its use to state and local authorities on a site-specific
basis. On June 11, 1985, the Commission concurred with the new policy statement. FEMA published the policy
statement in the Federal Register on July 24, 1985 (50 FR 30258). With the publication of the federal policy
statement on the distribution and stockpiling of KI for use in the event of a nuclear power reactor accident, this
item was RESOLVED and no new requirements were established.818

ITEM III.A.1.3(1): WORKERS

This item was evaluated in Item III.A.1.3 above and was determined to be RESOLVED. No new requirements
were established.818

ITEM III.A.1.3(2): PUBLIC

This item was evaluated in Item III.A.1.3 above and was determined to be RESOLVED. No new requirements
were established.818
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Task III.A.2: Improving Licensee Emergency Preparedness - Long-Term
The objective of this task was to upgrade the emergency preparedness of nuclear power plants. Specific criteria
to meet this objective were delineated in NUREG-0654.224

ITEM III.A.2.1: AMEND 10 CFR 50 AND 10 CFR 50, APPENDIX E

The four parts of this item were evaluated separately below.

ITEM III.A.2.1(1): PUBLISH PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE RULES

DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 called for the staff to revise 10 CFR 50 and 10 CFR 50, Appendix E to require licensees
to: (1) revise their emergency plans to meet new requirements; and (2) conduct extensive coordination and
planning with state and local officials. These rule changes were considered an upgrade of NRC emergency
planning regulations that would provide prompt clarification and expansion in areas that were perceived to be
deficient as a result of previous experiences.

CONCLUSION

In June 1979, the NRC began a formal reconsideration of the role of emergency planning in ensuring the
continued protection of the public health and safety in the areas around nuclear power plants. Proposed
amendments to the rules were published for public comment on December 19, 1979 (44 FR 75167). The
Commission approved the rule changes that were recommended by the staff in SECY-80-275.1566 Thus, this
item was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.

ITEM III.A.2.1(2): CONDUCT PUBLIC REGIONAL MEETINGS

DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item called for the staff to conduct regional public meetings with state and local
authorities in the formulation of recommendations for the rules outlined in Item III.A.2.1(1).

CONCLUSION

The staff conducted four regional workshops in New York, San Francisco, Chicago, and Atlanta on January 15,
17, 22, and 24, 1980, respectively, to present proposed rule changes and solicit comments. In developing the
final rule changes, the staff considered all information received at the workshops as well as all letters with public
comments. The comments generated from these meetings were documented in NUREG/CP-0011.1567 Thus, this
issue was RESOLVED.

ITEM III.A.2.1(3): PREPARE FINAL COMMISSION PAPER RECOMMENDING ADOPTION OF RULES

DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item called for the staff to prepare a final Commission Paper recommending the adoption
of effective rules. The final rule was to consider experience gained in Item III.A.1.1, comments on the proposed
rule, input obtained at the regional meetings [Item III.A.2.1(2)], and recommendations of the President's
Commission175 and the NRC Special Inquiry Group.

CONCLUSION

The final Commission Paper recommending adoption of the rules was issued as SECY-80-2751566 on June 3,
1980. Thus, this item was RESOLVED.

ITEM III.A.2.1(4): REVISE INSPECTION PROGRAM TO COVER UPGRADED REQUIREMENTS

DESCRIPTION
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This TMI Action Plan48 called for the staff to revise its inspection program to cover upgraded requirements
mandated by the rule changes of Item III.A.2.1(1).

CONCLUSION

OIE revised its inspection program to cover upgraded requirements. The routine inspection program
for emergency preparedness was suspended and procedures governing team reviews were issued to
ensure compliance with the new requirements (Item III.A.1.1).248 This item was clarified in NUREG-0737,98

requirements were issued, and MPA F-67 was established by NRR/DL for implementation purposes.

ITEM III.A.2.2: DEVELOPMENT OF GUIDANCE AND CRITERIA

DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item called for the NRC and FEMA to use NUREG-0654224 as interim guidance and
upgraded criteria in judging the adequacy of licensee, state, and local government emergency plans and
preparedness until the final NRC requirements and guidance were promulgated.

CONCLUSION

This item was clarified in NUREG-0737,98 requirements were issued, and MPA F-68 was established by
NRR/DL for implementation purposes. Inspection programs1565 were put in place to ensure the initial and
continuing adequacy of emergency response facilities of all plants in meeting the requirements of Supplement 1
to NUREG-0737.98
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Task III.A.3: Improving NRC Emergency Preparedness
The objective of this task is to enable NRC, in the event of a nuclear accident at a licensed reactor facility, to: (1)
monitor and evaluate the situation and potential hazards, (2) advise the licensee's operating staff as needed, and
(3) in an extreme case, be able to issue orders governing such operations.

Item III.A.3.1: NRC Role in Responding to Nuclear Emergencies

The five parts of this item have been combined and evaluated together.

Description

This TMI Action Plan48 item was to define the NRC role in emergency situations involving NRC licensees.
The definition of the NRC emergency response role will be used by OIE in revising and upgrading plans and
procedures for the NRC emergency operations center. OIE, with input from other NRC offices, will revise NRC
Manual Chapter 0502 and NUREG-0610488 to describe and implement the NRC emergency response program.

NUREG-0610488 was revised as Appendix I to NUREG-0654224 in November 1980. NUREG-0728,257 published
in September of 1980, provided the basis for continued upgrading of the NRC Incident Response Program and
information to be included in the revised NRC Manual Chapter 0502. In the interim, until NRC Manual Chapter
0502 was approved by the Commission, NUREG-0845(258) written for trial use in March 1982, provided detailed
procedures for the NRC Incident Response Plan. When the Commission approves the proposed revisions to
NRC Manual Chapter 0502, NUREG-0845258 will be issued for final publication.

The proposed revision to NRC Manual Chapter 0502 was approved by the Commission on January 5, 1983.
Resolution of Item III.A.3.1 also resolved Item B-71, "Incident Response," which was essentially superseded by
Item III.A.3.1. All required action on this item has been completed.408,548

Conclusion

This item has been RESOLVED.

Item III.A.3.1(1): Define NRC Role in Emergency Situations

This item was evaluated in Item III.A.3.1 above and was determined to be RESOLVED. No new requirements
were established.

Item III.A.3.1(2): Revise and Upgrade Plans and Procedures for the NRC Emergency Operations Center

This item was evaluated in Item III.A.3.1 above and was determined to be RESOLVED. No new requirements
were established.

Item III.A.3.1(3): Revise Manual Chapter 0502, Other Agency Procedures, and NUREG-0610

This item was evaluated in Item III.A.3.1 above and was determined to be RESOLVED. No new requirements
were established.

Item III.A.3.1(4): Prepare Commission Paper

This item was evaluated in Item III.A.3.1 above and was determined to be RESOLVED. No new requirements
were established.

Item III.A.3.1(5): Revise Implementing Procedures and Instructions for Regional Offices

This item was evaluated in Item III.A.3.1 above and was determined to be RESOLVED. No new requirements
were established.

Item III.A.3.2: Improve Operations Centers

Description

This TMI Action Plan48 item called for the NRC Operations Center (OC) in Bethesda, Maryland to be upgraded
to support activities in response to a major accident.
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Near-term improvements235 made to the OC during 1979-1981 included improved physical space,
rearrangement, better facilities (such as status systems and weather information), and improved
telecommunications equipment including the possible use of HF radios. A study has recently been completed
on long-term improvements in the OC. This study addressed a complete redesign of the OC taking into account
specifically human factors considerations and improved communications.

OIE considers implementation of this item important and is working toward its completion. Taking into account
the problems in logistics of construction relocation, equipment purchase, and budget constraints, implementation
should be completed by December 1983.235,379

Conclusion

This item was RESOLVED and no new requirements were established.

Item III.A.3.3: Communications

Both parts of this item have been combined and evaluated together.

Description

The TMI Action Plan48 included communications in the required improvements for NRC emergency
preparedness. Included in communications are two items: (1) direct and dedicated telephone lines (OPX)
between the licensee facilities and NRC; and (2) the use of the dedicated short-range radio communication
system (FIRS).

OPX and HPN telephone systems were installed at all operating reactors by August 1980 and are being installed
at newer plants prior to operation. FIRS has been obtained for use by NRC field personnel during emergencies.
All required action on this item has been completed (see References 235, 248, 379, and 406).

Conclusion

This item has been RESOLVED.

Item III.A.3.3(1): Install Direct Dedicated Telephone Lines

This item was evaluated in Item III.A.3.3 above and was determined to be RESOLVED. New requirements were
established.

Item III.A.3.3(2): Obtain Dedicated, Short-Range Radio Communication Systems

This item was evaluated in Item III.A.3.3 above and was determined to be RESOLVED. New requirements were
established.

Item III.A.3.4: Nuclear Data Link

Description

Historical Background

After the TMI event, the NRC concluded that the NRC Operations Center (Incident Response Center) should
be upgraded to allow NRC personnel to analyze and evaluate plant conditions based on directly transmitted
information, as opposed to a voice link. The term "Nuclear Data Link" (NDL) was given to a conceptual system
that would access plant data and directly transmit the information to the OC.

Safety Significance

It was believed that, with more current and reliable plant data available to the NRC, the staff could help develop
and evaluate accident mitigating actions.

Possible Solution

It was determined that a phased approach would be utilized. The first phase was to have Sandia study the
available options and to report their findings. Sandia completed their report which will not be published. The
Sandia options were evaluated and it was determined that an elaborate NDL configuration which was interactive
with the licensees' system was inappropriate to the NRC's role. The second phase is to be implementation of a
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prototype which will be evaluated to help the Commission decide whether an NDL is needed and, if so, what it
should look like.240

Priority Determination

Assumptions

PNL did an assessment of this issue.64 To assess the impact of this issue, we needed to consider all the
other related issues which are involved with the OC. (See Items III.A.3.1, III.A.3.2, III.A.3.3, III.A.3.5, and
III.A.3.6.) Many of these issues have been completed or almost completed. In addition, we considered the
utilities' emergency response facilities (ERFs). The ERFs are planned to be completed [along with the Safety
Parameter Display System (SPDS) and the Data Acquisition System (DAS)] according to requirements outlined
in SECY-82-111151 and a letter376 issued to all licensees of operating reactors.

Frequency/Consequence Estimate

We constructed an event tree which assumed a base case core-melt based on the Oconee and Grand Gulf risk
studies. We then analyzed certain event tree branches based on a risk reduction with results from the possibility
that NRC personnel at the OC could: (1) detect and correct an error by the plant operators during accident
recovery; or (2) provide optimum approaches to the operators for the mitigation of particular evolving sequences.

It was first assumed that the base case core-melt frequencies are 8.15 x 10-5/RY for PWRs and 3.67 x 10-5/
RY for BWRs. We assumed that 90% of the core-melt scenarios would proceed slowly enough to allow input
from observers at the OC or ERFs. Next, it was assumed that the operator's judgment was not optimum in about
50% of the cases. This includes consideration of the fact that he is not able to take a step back and completely
evaluate the accident sequence or evaluate and/or anticipate ahead in the scenario. We then assumed that,
given the above, the utilities' ERFs would be manned and available in 90% of the cases and that the utilities'
ERF personnel could provide successful input in 75% of the cases.

Of the remaining 25% of the cases, we assumed that the OC would be available 90% of the time and that the
NRC personnel could provide the successful input about 50% of the time. This number was assumed smaller
than the utility's ERF success rate because of the data available at the OC, i.e., it is not complete and available
only by voice communications. This would somewhat hinder the NRC staff's performance.

For this calculation, we ignored the smaller contribution of the event tree branch which is due to the 10%
unavailability of the utility's ERF and the success of the OC staff.

Therefore, with the assumption that Items III.A.3.1, III.A.3.2, III.A.3.3, III.A.3.5, and III.A.3.6 are completed and
the ERFs are in place, we estimated a potential core-melt frequency reduction for the present OC of about 4.5%.

This was then considered the base-case value for the overall OC as it is completed to date. We then estimated
that the incorporation of an NDL could improve the success of the OC staff by about 50% due to the availability
of more complete, more accurate, and more timely information. This would then equal an additional core-melt
frequency reduction of about 2%.

From the reduction in core-melt frequency, the per plant reduction in public risk was then calculated (based
on a population density of 340 people per square mile) to be 4.5 man-rem/RY for PWRs and 5.5 man-rem/RY
for BWRs. With 95 PWRs, 49 BWRs, and an average remaining life of 28.5 years for PWRs and 22 years for
BWRs, the total public risk reduction is then 18,000 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: Licensees are not implementing standard data sets, formats, or equipment and the NRC will have
to electronically process each of the data outputs that it receives from licensees. Relatively simple equipment at
each site, costing perhaps $20,000 for hardware and $15,000 for labor to install, will transmit data in the licensee
format to the NRC. There are 50 sites with operating reactors (counting Indian Point as two sites because of the
mixed ownership) and 35 addi-tional sites with reactors under construction. New reactors at six existing sites
might also be built with new (separate) DAS. Rounding off to be conservative, an estimated 100 sites will require
data-transmitting equipment at a total initial cost of $3.5M.

NRC Cost: It would be expected that the NRC would incur the majority of the cost of the overall data link. It was
assumed that the OC will have been im-proved (Item III.A.3.2) before the NDL is implemented. With respect to
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NRC equipment costs, it was assumed that the ERF at individual utilities would be completed. Based on this, the
DAS necessary for support of the facility will already be implemented.

At the OC, the NRC will need a unit for receiving and processing the data. The unit may cost up to $500,000
and software as much as $30,000 for each site, since processing instructions will be different for each different
licensee output. Therefore, the estimated initial cost at the OC is $3.5M. System main-tenance is estimated at
2% of equipment costs per year for 30 years, or $1.5M.

The total estimated NDL system cost, regardless of who pays it, is $8.5M for concepts currently envisioned. The
planned Prototype Program will develop more refined evaluations and cost estimates to permit the Commission
to decide what is really needed.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on the estimated public risk reduction of 18,000 man-rem, the value/impact score is given by:

Other Considerations:

(1) Present plans are to implement a prototype
system.254,255

(2) More accurate cost estimates are difficult without
clearer system definition which is to be provided by
evaluation of the prototypes.

(3) The estimate of the potential reduction in core-melt
frequency is subject to large uncertainty because of
the sequences of assumptions which went into the
event tree.

(4) OIE believes that this issue should receive high
priority.

Conclusion

Based on the value/impact score and the total risk reduction potential, this issue was given a medium priority
ranking. However, in June 1985, it was determined by the staff that the design that met NRC requirements was
one that utilized electronic data transmission systems that were already being developed by licensees for their
own ERFs. This concept, Emergency Response Data System (ERDS), was approved by the Commission in
March 1985.779 Licensees will not be required to backfit their systems to include additional parameters to provide
data on NRC's parameter list. Data that is not available from the electronic data stream can be provided by voice
over existing phone lines. Thus, this item was RESOLVED and no new requirements were established.

Item III.A.3.5: Training, Drills, and Tests

Description

The TMI Action Plan48 identified a need to improve the capability to respond to emergencies by continuing the
headquarters and regional drills and exercises. The scope is envisioned to be slowly expanded to include joint
exercises with State and local agencies and other Federal response capabilities. A schedule involving various
levels of participation by the various parties is to be prepared.
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Exercises, scheduling, and training are being conducted with gradually increas-ing scope and continuing
programs related to this item have been incorporated into routine ongoing NRC operations. (See References
235, 248, 379, and 406.)

Conclusion

This item was RESOLVED and no new requirements were established.

Item III.A.3.6: Interaction of NRC and Other Agencies

The three parts of this item have been combined and evaluated together.

Description

The TMI Action Plan48 identified the requirement to establish interaction agreements between NRC and other
agencies for cooperation, communication, and assistance during emergency situations. Agencies involved
include other international governments, i.e., Mexico and Canada, other Federal agencies, and State and local
governmental bodies.

In September 1980, the NRC published NUREG-0728257 which described in general the NRC's responsibilities
and plans for responding to emergencies at nuclear power reactors. This report further described the
coordination/liaison with other agencies and organizations. In March 1982, the NRC published NUREG-0845,258

which contains detailed agency procedures for the NRC incident response plan. It also includes the details for
providing the interaction between NRC and other involved Federal agencies and other organizations.

All work required by this item has been completed and the NRC Incident Response Plan is being
implemented.235,256,379

Conclusion

This item has been RESOLVED with changes in the NRC procedures that address the interaction with other
agencies during emergency situations.

Item III.A.3.6(1): International

This item was evaluated in Item III.A.3.6 above and was determined to be RESOLVED. No new requirements
were established.

Item III.A.3.6(2): Federal

This item was evaluated in Item III.A.3.6 above and was determined to be RESOLVED. No new requirements
were established.

Item III.A.3.6(3): State And Local

This item was evaluated in Item III.A.3.6 above and was determined to be RESOLVED. No new requirements
were established.
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Task III.B: Emergency Preparedness of State and Local Governments
The objective of this task is to upgrade the state of emergency preparedness of State and local governments
affected by nuclear facilities. The Federal Emer-gency Management Agency was given the lead on this effort by
the President on December 7, 1979.

ITEM III.B.1: TRANSFER OF RESPONSIBILITIES TO FEMA

Items III.B.1 and III.B.2 have been combined and evaluated together.

DESCRIPTION

TMI Action Plan48 Item III.B.1 called for the NRC is to transfer lead responsibility with regard to state and local
government radiological emergency preparedness to the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) in
accordance with the December 7, 1979 Presidential Order. This issue is limited to dividing the responsibility for
the review and approval of state and local government emergency preparedness between NRC and FEMA and
to the timely imple-mentation of their respective review and approval responsibilities. Public and occupational
risk benefits resulting from the development of upgraded and additional emergency planning and preparedness
requirements and the implementation of those requirements have been assessed in the evaluation of the items
under Task III.A "Emergency Preparedness and Radiation Effects."

Memoranda of Understanding between the NRC and FEMA were signed on October 22, 1980315 regarding
incident response and November 4, 1980316 regarding radiological emergency planning and preparedness by
the state and local governments.

As delineated in these memoranda, NRC will make decisions with regard to the overall state of emergency
preparedness for the issuance of operating licenses or the shutdown of operating reactors. Onsite emergency
preparedness will be determined by NRC, offsite radiological emergency preparedness will be determined by
FEMA with review by NRC, and the integration of the two determinations will be made by NRC.

Coordinated NRC and FEMA efforts in the review of state and local emergency plans, evaluation of exercises
to test plans, preparation of emergency preparedness guidance, training of state and local officials, and
development of a public information program concerning emergency preparedness have been completed.

FEMA and NRC have completed the evaluation of the first round of joint exercises at all operating plants. All
work required by Items III.B.1 and III.B.2 has been completed.256,379

CONCLUSION

Items III.B.1 and III.B.2 have been RESOLVED.

ITEM III.B.2: IMPLEMENTATION OF NRC AND FEMA RESPONSIBILITIES

ITEM III.B.2(1): THE LICENSING PROCESS

This item was evaluated in Item III.B.1 above and was determined to be RESOLVED.

ITEM III.B.2(2): FEDERAL GUIDANCE

This item was evaluated in Item III.B.1 above and was determined to be RESOLVED.

 .
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Task III.C: Public Information
The objectives of this task are: (1) to have information available for the news media and the public describing
how nuclear plants operate, radiation and its health effects, and protective actions against radiation; and (2) to
provide training for members of the technical staff on how to interface with the news media and other interested
parties.

ITEM III.C.1: HAVE INFORMATION AVAILABLE FOR THE NEWS MEDIA AND THE PUBLIC

The three parts of this item have been combined and evaluated together.

DESCRIPTION

The objective of this TMI Action Plan48 item is to have information available to the news media and the public
describing how nuclear plants operate, radia-tion and its health effects, and protective actions against radiation.

PA has completed a review of publicly available documents and found the list wanting. FEMA, partially in
response to the above, is working on a booklet about radiation facts and how power reactors work. Several
drafts of the booklet have been distributed to appropriate agencies for review but the timing of actual publication
is not known. Additionally, information about radiation is now disseminated as part of the off-site emergency plan
for each site. The first series of news media seminars about how reactors work and facts on radiation has been
completed (one in each region). A second round is now underway.340 This item is not directly related to public
safety and, therefore, is considered a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

This Licensing Issue has been resolved.

ITEM III.C.1(1): REVIEW PUBLICLY AVAILABLE DOCUMENTS

This Licensing Issue was evaluated in Item III.C.1 above and was determined to be resolved.

ITEM III.C.1(2): RECOMMEND PUBLICATION OF ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

This Licensing Issue was evaluated in Item III.C.1 above and was determined to be resolved.

ITEM III.C.1(3): PROGRAM OF SEMINARS FOR NEWS MEDIA PERSONNEL

This Licensing Issue was evaluated in Item III.C.1 above and was determined to be resolved.

ITEM III.C.2: DEVELOP POLICY AND PROVIDE TRAINING FOR INTERFACING WITH THE NEWS MEDIA

Both parts of this item have been combined and evaluated together.

DESCRIPTION

The TMI Action Plan48 identified a need to develop policy and procedures for dealing with briefing requests from
State and local officials, Congress, other Federal officials, the media, and others during emergencies. A plan for
prompt but accurate notification of the news media is also included.

Technical staff from the NRC have been designated to assist PA in the event of an accident. A briefing book
consisting of detailed visual materials covering reactor facilities manufactured by all four vendors has been
completed and distributed to the Regional offices, the Operations Center and the Commissioners.340 This item is
not directly related to safety and, therefore, is considered a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

This Licensing Issue has been resolved.

ITEM III.C.2(1): DEVELOP POLICY AND PROCEDURES FOR DEALING WITH BRIEFING REQUESTS

This Licensing Issue was evaluated in Item III.C.2 above and was determined to be resolved.

ITEM III.C.2(2): PROVIDE TRAINING FOR MEMBERS OF THE TECHNICAL STAFF

This Licensing Issue was evaluated in Item III.C.2 above and was determined to be resolved.
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Task III.D: Radiation Protection
TASK III.D.1: RADIATION SOURCE CONTROL

The objective of this task is to perform evaluations to establish additional design features that should be included
in the rulemaking proceeding of Item II.B.8. The purpose of these evaluations is to identify design features that
will reduce the potential for exposure to workers at nuclear power plants and to offsite populations following an
accident.

ITEM III.D.1.1: PRIMARY COOLANT SOURCES OUTSIDE THE CONTAINMENT STRUCTURE

The three parts of this item are evaluated separately below.

ITEM III.D.1.1(1): REVIEW INFORMATION SUBMITTED BY LICENSEES PERTAINING TO REDUCING
LEAKAGE FROM OPERATING SYSTEMS

This item was clarified in NUREG-073798 and requirements were issued.

ITEM III.D.1.1(2): REVIEW INFORMATION ON PROVISIONS FOR LEAK DETECTION

DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item called for evaluations to identify design features that will reduce the potential for
radiation exposure to workers at nuclear power plants and to the offsite population following an accident. Item
III.D.1.1 called for the staff to evaluate the likelihood of worker exposure and of releases of radioactivity due to
potential sources of radiation and airborne radioactivity from primary coolant that may be in systems outside
the containment structure following an accident. The adequacy of the existing acceptance criteria for the
design of vent-gas and other systems outside the containment structure were to be evaluated and the need for
leak detection systems determined. Item III.D.1.1(2) called for NRR to select a contractor to review information
on : (1) provisions for leak detection, equipment arrangement drawings, piping drawings, and fabrication criteria
(specifications) for systems (e.g., makeup and purification, RHR, RCIC, vent gas, etc.)57 that may contain
substantial amounts of radioactivity after an accident; and (2) primary-to-secondary steam generator leakage.
The review was to be performed on selected operating reactors and for plants that were in the OL review stage
at the time the TMI-2 accident occurred. Plants were to be selected to provide those typical of each NSSS
vendor.

CONCLUSION

Radiation protection of workers has been and continues to be addressed at nuclear power plants by various
means, including area radiation monitors, health physics surveys, personnel dosimetry and administrative
controls (locked doors to radiation areas, HP procedures, etc.). These provisions have the capability to protect
workers from excess exposure both during routine operation and after an accident. In addition, plant systems
outside of containment which have the potential to be contaminated with radioactive material (either by leakage
from the primary system or by misoperation) are provided with process radiation monitors. These include the
following:

PWRs

Containment Atmosphere Vent Condenser Air Ejector Steam System

RHR

Containment Cooling Service Water Service Water Waste Processing Effluent (wich includes monitoring for the
Chemical and Volume Control System)

BWRs

Reactor Building Ventilation Condenser Off-Gas RHR Service Water Reactor Building Closed Cooling Water
Service Water Radiaoactive Waste Reactor Water Cleanup

These radiation monitors have the capability to alert the operators if radioactive material is present in the system.
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Additional radiation monitoring provisions, beyond those discussed above, were addressed in October
1980 when TMI Action Plan48 Item II.F.1, "Additional Accident-Monitoring Instrumentation," was clarified in
NUREG-073798 and requirements were issued to licensees. These requirements consisted of the following:
(1) noble gas effluent radiological monitors; (2) provisions for continuous sampling of plant effluents for post-
accident releases of radioactive iodines and particulates and on-site laboratory capabilities; (3) containment
high-range radiation monitor; (4) containment pressure monitor; (5) containment water level monitor; and (6)
containment hydrogen concentration monitor. As a result of these requirements, displays and controls were
to be added to control rooms for use by operators during normal and abnormal plant conditions. MPAs F-20,
F-21, F-22, F-23, F-24, and F-25 were established by the staff to follow licensee implementation of these
requirements. Items (1) and (2) are directed toward monitoring releases from the plant and would provide input
for taking measures to protect the offsite population, if such measures were necessary.

The advent of Leak-Before-Break (LBB) technology has also focused attention on leakage detection systems
and methodologies. On August 28, 1987, the Broad Scope amendment to GDC-4 was published for public
comment. This amendment will allow licensees to apply LBB technology to many systems both inside and
outside of containment. Stringent acceptance criteria apply, including requirements to have leakage detection
systems and/or methodologies in place for both radioactive and non-radioactive systems; the leak detection
capability must be equivalent to that specified in Regulatory Guide 1.45.603 Where LBB is used in the design,
such leak detection provisions will provide additional assurance that the release of radioactive material is
detected.

Other ongoing activities directly related to the concerns of this item include Issue 66, "Steam Generator
Requirements," which addresses primary-to-secondary leakage limits, and Issue 119.5, "Leak Detection
Requirements," which addresses leak detection in BWR reactor coolant pressure boundary stainless steel piping
(4" diameter or larger) inside or outside of containment.

The safety concerns raised in this issue are similar to those that have been addressed in reactor designs in other
issues and in operating practices directed toward worker protection, as outlined above. No additional radiation
monitoring, protection, or leak detection provisions have been identified as needed. Therefore, this item was
DROPPED from further consideration.

ITEM III.D.1.1(3): DEVELOP PROPOSED SYSTEM ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item called for NRR to review the findings of Item III.D.1.1(2), determine the need for
requiring leak-detection systems, and develop proposed acceptance criteria for these systems. The proposed
acceptance criteria were to be factored into the resolution of Item II.B.8, "Rulemaking Proceeding on Degraded
Core Accidents."

CONCLUSION

The need for requiring leak-detection systems and the development of new acceptance criteria for these
systems were pursued by the staff in other issues [see Item III.D.1.1(2)]. As a result, Item III.D.1.1(3) did not
provide any data for consideration in Item II.B.8 which was resolved in August 1985. Therefore, Item III.D.1.1(3)
was DROPPED from further consideration.

ITEM III.D.1.2: RADIOACTIVE GAS MANAGEMENT

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

The concern expressed in this TMI Action Plan48 item is that an accident at any operating nuclear plant could
result in the release of significant quantities of radioactive noble gases to the containment atmosphere. Since
there are no noble gas recovery systems installed in nuclear plants that could process these large volumes of
noble gases, there is no viable alternative to eventual discharge of long-lived noble gases to the environment. It
was recommended that a study be initiated to determine the applicability and desirability of the use of available
technology to minimize the release of radioactive noble gases during and following various postulated accidents.
This study should include an investigation of viable alternatives for storage or disposal of the gases, an
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assessment of the potential pathways for gaseous releases, and consideration of accelerated rates of treatment
of large gas volumes present in large containment structures.

Safety Significance

Discharge of large volumes of long-lived noble gases to the environment following an accident can increase the
exposure to personnel on site and to the population in close proximity to the site.

Possible Solution

For the purpose of this analysis it is assumed that the study described above will result in increased capacity of
the radioactive gas management systems at all plants.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency/Consequence Estimate

The magnitude of public risk reduction attributable to increasing the capacity of radioactive gas management
systems is not certain, but it is estimated to range from zero to 5%. From calculations for Item III.D.2.1 in
NUREG/CR-2800,64 a 1% decrease in the dose factors for PWR Release Categories 1 through 7 and BWR
Release Categories 1 through 4 results in an estimated total public risk reduction of 8,500 man-rem for all plants
(144). Assuming a decrease in the dose factors of 0.5% for this issue, the estimated public risk reduction is
4,250 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

It will be assumed that space is available at all plants for increasing the retention capacity of radioactive gas
management systems by installing pressure vessels such as tanks. The hardware cost per plant is estimated to
be about $100,000. Engineering and design costs are estimated to be $50,000 and installation costs would be
about $100,000. Therefore, the total industry cost for equipment development, installation, support facilities, and
construction labor is estimated to be $0.25M per plant and the total industry cost for implementing the possible
solution in 144 plants is $36M.

Industry costs for labor and material associated with operation and maintenance of the possible solution are
estimated to be similar to those for Item III.D.2.1, i.e., $16M, based on a cost of $4,000/RY.

The NRC cost is assumed to be limited to implementation costs for development and plant installation of
increased-capacity gas management systems. It is esti-mated that 1.5 years (~75 man-weeks) of NRC time
would be required for research, criteria development, and engineering development and 0.3 man-week/plant
(43 man-weeks) would be required for NRC administrative and technical effort for the review and approval of
licensee submittals. Thus, the total NRC cost associated with the possible solution is (75 + 43) man-weeks x
$2,000/man-week or $0.24M.

Therefore, the total of all costs related to resolution of this issue is $[36 + 16 + 0.24]M or $52.2M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a total risk reduction of 4,250 man-rem, the value/impact score is given by:

CONCLUSION

An evaluation of this issue was performed by the staff in SECY-81-450228 in which a portable emergency unit
was considered as a viable solution to this issue. This unit could be transported to the site of a serious reactor
accident and used to selectively absorb and contain the noble gases from the containment atmosphere. It was
concluded in SECY-81-450228 that the cost of developing and maintaining such a system would be high for
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a relatively small dose reduction. The evaluation in SECY-81-450228 supported the value/impact assessment
above and the issue was DROPPED from further consideration.

ITEM III.D.1.3: VENTILATION SYSTEM AND RADIOIODINE ADSORBER CRITERIA

The four parts of this item have been combined and analyzed together.

DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item required the NRC to make provisions to ensure that there is adequate filtration
of radioactivity in ventilation exhausts and that acceptable collection efficiencies of radioiodine adsorbers are
maintained during accident conditions. Items III.D.1.3(1), (2), and (3) called for various studies and possible
modifications/upgrades as well as revisions to several SRP Sections and Regulatory Guides. These items were
defined in May 1980 when the TMI Action Plan48 was published and are now no longer valid. Subsequent to the
publication of the TMI Action Plan, the NRC developed the Severe Accident Research Program (SARP) and the
Source Term Program Plan. The objective of Items III.D.1.3(1), (2), and (3) are covered by various programs
within the SARP. The Source Term Program provides the mechanism that assures the results of the SARP are
incorporated into the licensing process.149 Item III.D.1.3(4), associated with the evaluation of charcoal adsorber
radioiodine collection performance under accident conditions, was completed149 in July 1982 and documented
in NUREG/CR-2550.473

CONCLUSION

Items III.D.1.3(1), (2), and (3) are covered in the SARP and the Source Term Program Plan and were dropped
from further consideration as separate issues; Item III.D.1.3(4) was resolved with no new requirements.

ITEM III.D.1.3(1): DECIDE WHETHER LICENSEES SHOULD PERFORM STUDIES AND MAKE
MODIFICATIONS

This item was evaluted in Item III.D.1.3 above and was DROPPED from further consideration.

ITEM III.D.1.3(2): REVIEW AND REVISE SRP

This item was evaluated in Item III.D.1.3 above and was DROPPED from further consideration.

ITEM III.D.1.3(3): REQUIRE LICENSEES TO UPGRADE FILTRATION SYSTEMS

This item was evaluated in Item III.D.1.3 above and was DROPPED from further consideration.

ITEM III.D.1.3(4): SPONSOR STUDIES TO EVALUATE CHARCOAL ADSORBER

This item was evaluated in Item III.D.1.3 above and was determined to be RESOLVED with no new
requirements.

ITEM III.D.1.4: RADWASTE SYSTEM DESIGN FEATURES TO AID IN ACCIDENT RECOVERY AND
DECONTAMINATION

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This TMI Action Plan48 Item required a study to investigate the improvements that could be made to radwaste
system design features to provide the capability to process accident-related liquids and gases and to achieve
decontamination effectively.

Safety Significance

The resolution of this issue would have no effect on reducing public risk. Any improvement in radwaste system
design features would not reduce the core melt frequency or public dose. However, there is some occupational
risk reduction associated with the radwaste system design improvements.

Possible Solutions

For the purpose of this evaluation, it will be assumed that the study will result in the following recommended
changes to the radwaste systems of all plants in operation and under construction: (1) piping and connections
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installed for attaching a portable demineralization system; (2) additional spray nozzles in containment directed
for wash-down of major surfaces; and (3) addition of shielding on stairways inside containment.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency/Consequence Estimate

An analysis of this issue was performed64 by PNL and it was found that there is no public risk reduction
associated with this issue.

Other Considerations

There are several factors to be considered before a conclusion can be drawn on this issue:

(1) Accident Occupational Risk Reduction

The implementation of the possible solution is expected to reduce occupational radiation dose from cleanup,
repair, and refurbishment. From studies conducted by PNL in NUREG/CR-2800,64 the total accident
occupational risk reduction is 510 man-rem for all 134 affected plants.

(2) Implementation Occupational Risk Increase

Implementation of the solution would require work to be performed in radiation zones while the reactor is in a
shut-down mode. Based on an average of 300 man-weeks/plant in a field of 2.5 millirem/hr, the total occupation
dose due to implementation back-fit for 71 operating plants was calculated by PNL64 to be 1,630 man-rem.

(3) Operation and Maintenance Occupational Risk Increase

Based on an average time of 1 man-week/plant-yr in a field of 2.5 millirem/hr, the total occupational dose due
to operation and maintenance of the possible solution was calculated by PNL64 to be 284 man-rem for all 134
affected plants.

(4) Industry Cost Estimate

PNL has estimated that the total cost for implementation of the solution on all plants is $375M, with operation
and maintenance costs amounting to an additional $8.6M. In the event of accidents, industry is expected to save
approximately $12M for cleanup, repair, and refurbishment based on a 10% reduction in the occupational dose
associated with these accidents. Thus, the net industry cost for this issue is $(375 + 8.6 - 12)M or $372M.

(5) NRC Cost Estimate

NRC costs associated with this issue are insignificant in comparison to industry costs and have been estimated
by PNL 64 to be approximately $3M for all plants.

CONCLUSION

A consideration of the risk associated with this issue shows that the occupational dose increases (for
implementation and operation and maintenance) of the possible solution far outweigh the occupational risk
reduction during accident conditions. In addition, the cost for implementing the solution is very high with no
resultant reduction in public dose. As a result, this issue was placed in the DROP category.
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Task III.D.2: Public Radiation Protection Improvement (Rev. 4)
The objective of this task was to improve public radiation protection in the event of a nuclear power plant
accident by improving (1) radioactive effluent monitoring, (2) the dose analysis for accidental releases of
radioiodine, tritium, and carbon-14, (3) the control of radioactivity released into the liquid pathway, (4) the
measurement of offsite radiation doses, and (5) the ability to rapidly determine offsite doses from radioactivity
release by meteorological and hydrological measurements so that population-protection decisions can be made
appropriately.

ITEM III.D.2.1: RADIOLOGICAL MONITORING OF EFFLUENTS

The three parts of this item were combined and evaluated together.

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This Three Mile Island (TMI) Action Plan48 item required development and implementation of acceptance criteria
for monitors used to evaluate effluent releases under accident and postaccident conditions. Criteria were to
be developed for pathways to be monitored (stack, plant vent, steam dump vents) as well as for monitoring
instrumentation. This was seen to encompass the requirements in Recommendation 2.1.8-b of NUREG-0578,
"TMI-2 Lessons Learned Task Force Status Report and Short-Term Recommendations," issued July 1979,57

and Appendix 2 to NUREG-0654, "Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological Emergency Response
Plans and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power Plants."224

Liquid effluents were not envisioned as posing a major release pathway because licensees typically had
installed, or were installing, adequate storage capacity to prevent discharges. Consequently, existing liquid
effluent monitoring systems were considered to be adequate.

Safety Significance

This issue had no impact on core-melt accident frequency.

Possible Solution

The envisioned monitoring system would provide automatic online analysis of airborne effluents, including
isotopic analyses of particulate, radioiodine, and gas samples. To prevent saturation of detectors, an automatic
sample cartridge changeout feature would be included. The system would include microprocessor control and
real-time readouts and would be located in a low postaccident background area. The sampling system would be
designed to provide a representative sample under anticipated accident release conditions.

A pressurized-water reactor (PWR) steam-dump sampling and monitoring system would be provided for PWR
safety relief and vent valves. Such a system might consist of a noble gas monitor and a radioiodine sampling
and monitoring system. The features of such a system would be similar to the above-described airborne effluent
monitor with two notable differences: (1) the system would be required to function in a very high humidity (steam-
air mixture) environment, and (2) operation would only be required during actual steam venting. Because such
venting is usually of a short-term or intermittent duration, the monitoring system activation could be keyed to the
opening of the vents.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

It was assumed that improved radiological monitoring of airborne effluent would result in a reduction of public
risk. The following section presents the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff analysis for prioritizing
this issue, which was performed in 1998. This analysis, which includes frequency, consequence, and cost
estimates and a value/impact assessment, has not been updated in the 2011 revision of this issue.

Frequency/Consequence Estimate
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The magnitude of public risk reduction attributable to improved radiological monitoring of airborne effluents was
not certain, but it was estimated by Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL)64 to range from 0 to 1 percent, based on
the following logic.

Existing radiological monitoring requirements, as contained in NUREG-0737, "Clarification of TMI Acton Plan
Requirements,"98 require real-time noble gas monitoring with sampling and laboratory analysis capabilities for
radioiodines and particulates. Design-basis conditions defined in NUREG-073798 (100 microcuries per cubic
centimeter radioiodines and particulates, 30-minute sample time) indicated that sample collection devices would
pose special handling and analysis problems due to very high radioactivity buildup. Consequently, licensees
typically provided alternate sample collection and analysis procedures. Execution of those procedures was
estimated to require between 2 and 3 hours. During this time, radioiodine and particulate releases would
be estimated based on computer-modeled interpretation of noble gas monitor readings, or on previous
postaccident containment atmosphere analysis results, if such results were available. Public protective action
recommendations would be made based on modeled estimates rather than actual effluent data. It was assumed
that these recommendations would err on the conservative side (e.g., evacuate when not really required), due to
the conservatism built into the modeled source terms for radioiodine and particulate releases.

Requiring licensees to have more sophisticated airborne effluent monitors would reduce the time required
to obtain actual radioiodine and particulate release data to 15 minutes and essentially eliminate reliance on
conservative theoretical release models extrapolated from noble gas monitor readings. As projected by the
possible solution, real-time isotopic monitoring would save nearly 2 hours in arriving at realistic protective action
recommendations based on actual releases.

Under these circumstances, the public risk reduction would be directly attributed to the decrease in public
radiation exposure that would result from a more rapid assessment of the radioactive releases (about a 2-
hour savings in analysis time). In addition, public risk may be reduced as a result of nonevacuation. The need
for evacuation (presumed to exist if release knowledge was based only on noble gas monitor data) could
be eliminated as a result of better knowledge of the isotopic releases. Nonevacuation would result in fewer
evacuation-related risks (e.g., traffic accidents), the avoidance of which may outweigh the radiation exposure
received. However, it was assumed that the public risk reduction would result primarily from the first effect
(decrease in exposure due to more rapid assessment).

While protective actions can be recommended based on effluent releases in progress, the probability for a core-
melt scenario was such that actions would be recommended based on anticipated releases, before the actual
releases themselves. Under this assumption, monitoring effluent releases would have little or no impact on
public risk and would be mainly for confirmation and quantification. This possible solution would not impact core-
melt accident frequency.

At the time of this evaluation, there were 134 plants affected by the issue: 71 operating (47 PWRs and 24
boiling-water reactors (BWRs)) and 63 planned (43 PWRs and 20 BWRs). It was assumed that the average
remaining plant life was 27.4 years for the 44 BWRs and 28.8 years for the 90 PWRs. The dose factors for PWR
Release Categories 1 through 7 and BWR Release Categories 1 through 4 were assumed to be affected by
the possible solution. From NUREG/CR-2800, "Guidelines for Nuclear Power Plant Safety Issue Prioritization
Information Development,"64 a 1-percent decrease in the dose factors resulted in an estimated total public risk
reduction of 8,500 man-rem for all plants. Assuming a decrease in the dose factors of 0.5 percent for this issue,
the estimated public risk reduction was 4,250 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: The industry cost for equipment development, installation, support facilities, and construction
was estimated to be $600,000/plant. Development of procedures, software, and calibration for the equipment
was estimated to require 16 man-weeks of effort, with an additional 4 man-weeks for the initial training of all
licensee operators and health physics personnel. This was estimated to add $45,400/plant to the implementation
cost. Based on an estimated cost of $645,000/plant for labor and equipment, the industry cost for implementing
the possible solution was (134 plants)($645,000/plant) or $86.5 million (M).

The recurring industry operation and maintenance costs were estimated at 2 man-weeks/plant-year for
retraining, 1 man-week/plant-year for calibration, and a reduction of 1 man-week/plant-year (reduced laboratory
analyses due to a fully automated system) for a net increase of 2 man-weeks/plant-year, or an increased cost of
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$4,540/plant-year. As a result, industry costs for labor and material associated with operation and maintenance
of the possible solution were estimated to be $17.2M.

Thus, the total industry cost associated with this issue was $(86.5 + 17.2)M or $103.7M.

NRC Cost: The NRC cost was assumed to be limited to implementation costs for development and plant
installation. Because it was assumed that the new radiological monitoring systems would require no periodic
inspection effort beyond that required for current systems, no additional NRC operation cost was envisioned.
The NRC development cost included 1.5 man-years and $200,000 for research, criteria development, and
engineering development, for a total cost of $350,000. The NRC administrative and technical effort associated
with the review and approval of licensee submittals was estimated at 0.3 man-week/plant for a total cost of
$91,000 for all plants. Therefore, the total NRC cost associated with this issue was $441,000.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was $(103.7 + 0.441)M or
$104.1M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 4,250 man-rem and a cost of $104.1M for a possible solution, the

value/impact score was given by the following:

Other Considerations

It was anticipated that improvement of radiological monitoring of airborne effluents would have no significant
impact on occupational risk. The dose required to install equipment would probably not exceed 0.5 man-rem,
which was negligible compared to the typical 600 man-rem/year required to operate a plant. Minor man-rem
savings might occur under accident conditions due to better direction of field survey teams; however, such
savings would be negligible compared to the 19,900 man-rem total associated with response and cleanup
following an accident.

Based on an estimated occupational dose of 0.5 man-rem/plant for implementation of the possible solution in
71 operating plants, the total risk increase was 36 man-rem for all plants. Inclusion of this factor into the above
calculation would reduce the value/impact score.

There was no accident avoidance cost for the resolution of this issue because improved radiological effluent
monitoring systems would have no impact on accident frequency or cleanup and refurbishing costs.

CONCLUSION

Based on the risk reduction potential and value/impact score, the issue was given a LOW priority ranking (see
Appendix C) in November 1983. NUREG/CR-5382, "Screening of Generic Safety Issues for License Renewal
Considerations," issued December 1991,1563 concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal period
could change the ranking of the issue to medium priority. Further prioritization in 1995, using the conversion
factor of $2,000/man-rem approved1689 by the Commission in September 1995, resulted in an impact/value
ratio (R) of $24,390/man-rem, which did not change the priority ranking. In 2010, the staff reviewed three parts
of this issue in accordance with the SRM 871021A, "Staff Requirements—Briefing on Status of Unresolved
Safety/Generic Issues," dated November 6, 1987,1980 which directed the staff to conduct periodic reviews of
existing LOW-priority issues to determine whether any new information was available that would necessitate
reassessment of the original prioritization evaluations.1964 Based on this review, the status of these issues was
changed as described below.

ITEM III.D.2.1(1): EVALUATE THE FEASIBILITY AND PERFORM A VALUE/IMPACT ANALYSIS OF
MODIFYING EFFLUENT-MONITORING DESIGN CRITERIA

The overall objective of this issue, which "is to provide assurance that all possible accident effluent-release
pathways are monitored and that monitors will perform properly under accident conditions," is covered by
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General Design Criterion (GDC) 64, "Monitoring Radioactivity Releases," of Appendix A, "General Design
Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," to Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR) Part 50, "Domestic
Licensing of Production and Utilization Facilities." GDC 64 states that "Means shall be provided for monitoring
the reactor containment atmosphere, spaces containing components for recirculation of loss-of-coolant accident
fluids, effluent discharge paths, and the plant environs for radioactivity that may be released from normal
operations, including anticipated operational occurrences, and from postulated accidents." Moreover, 10 CFR
50.34(f)(2)(xvii)(E) establishes the requirement for monitoring noble gas effluents and continuous sampling
of radioactive iodines and particulates in gaseous effluents. According to this part of the regulation, "each
applicant for a light-water-reactor construction permit or manufacturing license whose application was pending
as of February 16, 1982," in addition to "each applicant for a design certification, design approval, combined
license, or manufacturing license under part 52" of 10 CFR, needs to "Provide instrumentation to measure,
record and readout in the control room:…(E) noble gas effluents at all potential, accident release points. Provide
for continuous sampling of radioactive iodines and particulates in gaseous effluents from all potential accident
release points, and for onsite capability to analyze and measure these samples." Finally, 10 CFR 50.34(f)(2)
(xxvii) and (2)(xxviii) establish requirements for monitoring of inplant radiation and airborne radioactivity for
a broad range of routine and accident conditions and for evaluating potential pathways for radioactivity and
radiation that may lead to control room habitability problems under accident conditions.

In addition to the regulations stated above, Section 11.5, "Process and Effluent Radiological Monitoring
Instrumentation and Sampling Systems," of NUREG-0800, "Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safety
Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants: LWR Edition" (the SRP),11 states that "Provisions should be made
for the installation of instrumentation and monitoring equipment and/or sampling and analyses of all normal and
potential effluent pathways for release of radioactive materials to the environment, including nonradioactive
systems that could become radioactive through interfaces with radioactive systems." Table 1 of Section 11.5 of
the SRP11 specifies the gaseous streams or effluent release points that should be monitored and sampled. In
addition, for monitoring the effluents during a postulated event, Section 11.5 of the SRP11 states that "Provisions
should be made for monitoring instrumentation, sampling, and sample analyses for all identified gaseous effluent
release paths in the event of a postulated accident."

As explained earlier, implementation of the proposed solutions has no impact on the core-melt accident
frequency. Moreover, "while protective actions can be recommended based on effluent releases in progress, the
probability for a core-melt scenario was such that actions would be recommended based on anticipated releases
prior to the actual release themselves. Under this assumption, monitoring effluent releases would have little or
no impact on public risk and would be mainly for confirmation and quantification."

Specific requirements related to some of the factors in the proposed design criteria mentioned in NUREG-0660,
"NRC Action Plan Developed as a Result of the TMI-2 Accident," have not been established; however, based
on the review of the NRC’s regulations presented above, the staff concluded that the overall objectives of Item
III.D.2.1(1) are met by the existing regulations. Moreover, the low safety significance of the issue does not
warrant further actions to evaluate and implement the proposed solutions. Therefore, the staff changed the
status of Item III.D.2.1(1) and DROPPED this item from further pursuit.1964

ITEM III.D.2.1(2): STUDY THE FEASIBILITY OF REQUIRING THE DEVELOPMENT OF EFFECTIVE
MEANS FOR MONITORING AND SAMPLING NOBLE GASES AND RADIOIODINE RELEASED TO THE
ATMOSPHERE

In addition to Criterion 64 of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50, the regulation at 10 CFR 50.34(f)(2)(xvii) establishes
the requirement for monitoring noble gas effluents and continuous sampling of radioactive iodines and
particulates in gaseous effluents. According to this part of the regulation, "each applicant for a light-water reactor
construction permit or manufacturing license whose application was pending as of February 16, 1982," in
addition to "each applicant for a design certification, design approval, combined license, or manufacturing license
under part 52" of 10 CFR, needs to "Provide instrumentation to measure, record and readout in the control room:
…(E) noble gas effluents at all potential, accident release points. Provide for continuous sampling of radioactive
iodines and particulates in gaseous effluents from all potential accident release points, and for onsite capability
to analyze and measure these samples."

Based on the review of the NRC regulations related to this issue presented above and the low safety
significance of this issue, the staff concluded that Item III.D.2.1(2) is adequately addressed by the existing
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regulations. Therefore, the staff changed the status of Item III.D.2.1(2) and DROPPED this item from further
pursuit.1964

ITEM III.D.2.1(3): REVISE REGULATORY GUIDES

NUREG-066048 called for this issue to "revise Regulatory Guide 1.21, Measuring, Evaluating, and Reporting
Radioactivity in Solid Wastes and Releases of Radioactive Materials in Liquid and Gaseous Effluents from Light-
Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants, Standard Review Plan Section 11.5, Process and Effluent Radiological
Monitoring and Sampling Systems, and further revise Regulatory Guide 1.97, as necessary." All of these
documents have been updated since the issuance of NUREG-0660.48 Some specific factors of the design
criteria mentioned in NUREG-066048 have not been included in these updates. However, the overall objective
of the issue has been thoroughly addressed in these updates. As of April 2010, the latest revision of each
document is available as follows: Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.21, Revision 2, "Measuring, Evaluating, and
Reporting Radioactive Material in Liquid and Gaseous Effluents and Solid Waste," issued June 20091968; SRP11

Section 11.5, issued March 2007; and RG 1.97, "Criteria for Accident Monitoring Instrumentation for Nuclear
Power Plants," Revision 4, issued June 2006.55

Because of the revisions made to RG 1.21,1968 SRP11 Section 11.5, and RG 1.97,55 the staff changed the status
of Item III.D.2.1(3) and DROPPED this item from further pursuit.1964

ITEM III.D.2.2: RADIOIODINE, CARBON-14, AND TRITIUM PATHWAY DOSE ANALYSIS

The four parts of this item were combined and evaluated together.

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This TMI Action Plan48 item addressed the issue of further research for improving the understanding of
radioiodine partitioning in nuclear power reactors and of the environmental behavior of radioiodine, carbon-14,
and tritium following an accident and during normal operation.

Iodine isotopes are considered to be major contributors to the occupational and public dose during a loss-
of-coolant accident, along with noble gases and fission products. A study in these areas was documented
in NUREG-0772, "Technical Bases for Estimating Fission Product Behavior during LWR Accidents," issued
June 1981,212 with the following major conclusions: (1) uncertainties in predicting atmospheric release source
terms were very large (at least a factor of 10), (2) source terms for certain accident sequences may have been
overestimated in past studies; e.g., WASH-1400 (NUREG-75/014), "Reactor Safety Study, An Assessment of
Accident Risks in U.S. Commercial Nuclear Power Plants," issued October 1975,16 and (3) cesium iodide should
be the predominant chemical form of iodine under severe accident conditions.

Safety Significance

The above conclusions indicated that the methodology and assumptions used for evaluating radioiodine release
could result in unrealistic estimates (e.g., RG 1.3, "Assumptions Used for Evaluating the Potential Radiological
Consequences of a Loss of Coolant Accident for Boiling Water Reactors,"213 and RG 1.4, "Assumptions Used
for Evaluating the Potential Radiological Consequences of a Loss of Coolant Accident for Pressurized Water
Reactors"214). Also indicated was that more research in aerosol behavior and fission product chemistry was
needed in order to improve and support the calculation methodology concerned with radioiodine partitioning,
fission product behavior, and related topics.

Possible Solution

The NRC assumed that further study would improve the understanding of this issue and result in more realistic
assumptions and methods for evaluating source terms, releases, and the environmental behavior of radioiodine,
carbon-14, and tritium following an accident. This research would not affect accident frequencies at nuclear
power plants. However, the NRC assumed that the results of these studies would be used to revise the SRP11

and RGs.
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The NRC also assumed that the RG revisions could result in reducing the size of existing emergency planning
zones from a 10-mile radius to a 2-mile radius. This assumption was based on a reduction of source terms in
a core-melt accident by a factor of 10. This would result in reducing dose concentration at a particular distance
from the nuclear reactor also by a factor of 10. Assuming neutral weather conditions with a 30-meter-high plume,
the offsite dose predicted at 2 miles from the accident scene, using the reduced source term assumption, would
be the same as that predicted at 10 miles from the reactor.

CONCLUSION

The study of radioiodine, carbon-14, and tritium behavior at Three Mile Island Unit 2 (TMI-2) called for in Item
III.D.2.2(1) was completed in June 1981 and documented in NUREG-0771, "Regulatory Impact of Nuclear
Reactor Accident Source Term Assumptions," issued June 1981,455 and NUREG-0772.212 Items III.D.2.2(2), (3),
and (4) called for a series of studies and evaluations of various radionuclide pathways and models followed, if
necessary, by revisions to several SRP11 sections and RGs. As part of the staff’s task to prepare and publish a
manual (referred to as the "Offsite Dose Calculation Manual"598) to be used by the NRC and industry to estimate
individual and population doses during normal and accident conditions, Items III.D.2.2(2), (3), and (4) were
assessed. This Offsite Dose Calculation Manual was prepared under Item III.D.2.5 and fully described each
of the theoretical models used to predict radionuclide transport.149 Thus, Items III.D.2.2(2), (3), and (4) were
covered under Item III.D.2.5.

ITEM III.D.2.2(1): PERFORM STUDY OF RADIOIODINE, CARBON-14, AND TRITIUM BEHAVIOR

This item was evaluated in Item III.D.2.2 above and was RESOLVED with no new requirements.

ITEM III.D.2.2(2): EVALUATE DATA COLLECTED AT QUAD CITIES

This item was evaluated in Item III.D.2.2 above and was determined to be covered in Item III.D.2.5.

ITEM III.D.2.2.(3): DETERMINE THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE CHEMICAL SPECIES OF RADIOIODINE IN
AIR-WATER-STEAM MIXTURES

This item was evaluated in Item III.D.2.2 above and was determined to be covered in Item III.D.2.5.

ITEM III.D.2.2.(4): REVISE SRP AND REGULATORY GUIDES

This item was evaluated in Item III.D.2.2 above and was determined to be covered in Item III.D.2.5.

ITEM III.D.2.3: LIQUID PATHWAY RADIOLOGICAL CONTROL

The four parts of this item were combined and evaluated together.

DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item was concerned with improving public radiation protection in the event of a nuclear
power plant accident by improving the control of radioactivity released into the liquid pathway. This control could
be accomplished by the application of various interdictive measures at the source of the release and/or along
the liquid pathway. Techniques were developed and were being used to evaluate the liquid pathway effects of an
accident for each reactor site. Sites that might require interdictive measures related to liquid pathway releases
were to be determined. Interdictive measures were to be assessed as to their effectiveness in improving public
radiation protection.

CONCLUSION

A liquid pathway analysis for Zion Nuclear Power Station was completed by the Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation’s Division of Engineering in 1980.391 In addition, a liquid pathway analysis was performed for the
Indian Point nuclear power plant. Both analyses were used in NUREG-0850, "Preliminary Assessment of
Core Melt Accidents at the Zion and Indian Point Nuclear Power Plants and Strategies for Mitigating Their
Effects," issued November 1981.390 A simplified analysis for liquid pathway studies (NUREG-1054, "Simplified
Analysis for Liquid Pathway Studies,")658 was published in August 1984, and Section 7.1.1 of NUREG-0555,
"Environmental Standard Review Plans for the Environmental Review of Construction Permit Applications for
Nuclear Power Plants" (the ESRP), issued May 1979,464 was drafted with no new requirements for licensees or
applicants.659, 660 ESRP Section 7.1.1 was finally published as NUREG-1165, "Environmental Standard Review
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Plan for ES Section 7.1.1,"838 in November 1985. Thus, this item was RESOLVED and no new requirements
were established.799

ITEM III.D.2.3(1):DEVELOP PROCEDURES TO DISCRIMINATE BETWEEN SITES/PLANTS

This item was evaluated in Item III.D.2.3 above and was RESOLVED with no new requirements.799

ITEM III.D.2.3(2): DISCRIMINATE BETWEEN SITES AND PLANTS THAT REQUIRE CONSIDERATION OF
LIQUID PATHWAY INTERDICTION TECHNIQUES

This item was evaluated in Item III.D.2.3 above and was RESOLVED with no new requirements.799

ITEM III.D.2.3(3): ESTABLISH FEASIBLE METHOD OF PATHWAY INTERDICTION

This item was evaluated in Item III.D.2.3 above and was RESOLVED with no new requirements.799

ITEM III.D.2.3(4): PREPARE A SUMMARY ASSESSMENT

This item was evaluated in Item III.D.2.3 above and was RESOLVED with no new requirements.799

ITEM III.D.2.4: OFFSITE DOSE MEASUREMENTS

ITEM III.D.2.4(1):STUDY FEASIBILITY OF ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORS

DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item called for the staff to study the feasibility of environmental monitors capable of
measuring real-time rates of exposure to noble gases and radioiodines. Monitors or samplers capable of
measuring respirable concentrations of radionuclides and particulates were also considered. This activity
supported proposed revisions to RG 1.9755 (see Item II.F.3).

CONCLUSION

The establishment of guidance in RG 1.9755 for fixed monitors to detect unidentified releases was postponed
pending the outcome of a feasibility study that was completed in April 1982.188 Using this study as a basis, the
staff concluded that environmental monitors of this nature were not practical and that proposed requirements for
these monitors should be dropped from consideration.189 Thus, all required action on this item was completed382

and the issue was RESOLVED with no new requirements.

ITEM III.D.2.4(2): PLACE 50 TLDs AROUND EACH SITE

DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item called for Office of Inspection and Enforcement (OIE) to place 50 thermo-
luminescent dosimeters (TLDs) around each site in coordination with States and utilities. During normal
operation, OIE quarterly reports from these dosimeters were to be provided to NRC, State, and Federal
organizations. In the event of an accident, the dosimeters could then be read at a frequency appropriate to the
needs of the situation.

The specific objectives of this program were to (1) establish preoperational, historical, baseline radiation dose
levels, whenever possible, for each monitored facility, (2) provide ongoing radiation dosimetry data during routine
operations, (3) provide postaccident radiation dosimetry to aid in assessment of population exposures and
radiological impact, (4) allow for independent verification of the adequacy of NRC licensees’ environmental
radiation monitoring programs, (5) provide uniform treatment of dosimeters with respect to handling, shipping,
calibrating, reading, and data processing for all monitored facilities in the United States, and (6) provide uniform,
consistent environmental radiation monitoring data for use by the Congress, Federal and State agencies,
monitored facilities, and the public.

This item addressed improvements in the NRC capability to make independent assessments of safety and,
therefore, was considered to be a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION
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OIE completed installation of TLDs at all operating reactors in August 1980 in accordance with the TMI Action
Plan schedule. A direct radiation monitoring network was established and a program for routine reporting began.
The completion of these activities was described in an OIE memorandum.236 With the establishment of the NRC
TLD direct radiation monitoring network, the installation of TLDs at all operating reactor sites, and the routine
reporting of the TLD measurements, all work required by this item was completed.236, 379 Thus, this licensing
issue was resolved.

ITEM III.D.2.5: OFFSITE DOSE CALCULATION MANUAL

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This TMI Action Plan48 item called for the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation to prepare a manual to be used
by the NRC and plant personnel to estimate the maximum individual doses and population doses during an
accident.

Safety Significance

This issue did not affect core-melt frequency or the amount of radioactivity released. Instead, it was intended to
reduce the consequences of a major release by assuring that licensees have a rapid and sufficiently accurate
method of estimating dose, and that communication between licensees and the NRC be expedited by a common
standard calculation method used by both.

Possible Solution

The proposed manual was expected to include formulations with which to combine source term and
meteorological measurements. This would determine offsite dose rates in a manner that would be
standard among all parties making decisions on public protection and emergency response. Appendix 2 to
NUREG-0654224 established criteria for automated assessment of radiation doses in the event of an accident.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

Because the proposed solution to the issue did not affect core-melt accident frequency, the frequencies for the
various release categories given for Oconee Nuclear Station, Unit 3, and Grand Gulf Nuclear Station, Unit 1,
were used unchanged in the value/impact calculation.

Consequence Estimate

In an assessment64 of this issue, PNL experts judged that a 1-percent reduction in public dose (man-rem) might
be expected as a result of having an offsite dose calculation manual available. It was estimated that the changes
in consequences would be much less (0.01 percent to 0.1 percent). Because all sequences would be affected
and the risk from both PWRs and BWRs was about 210 to 250 man-rem/reactor-year (RY), the risk reduction
was estimated to be 0.02 to 0.2 man-rem/RY.

At the time of the evaluation of this issue in November 1983, there were 43 PWRs and 27 BWRs operating,
with cumulative experience of 350 RY and 260 RY, respectively. Considering the 36 PWRs and 21 BWRs that
were under construction and assuming a plant life of 40 years, there were 2,810 PWR-years and 1,660 BWR-
years in the future, for a total of 4,470 RY. Therefore, the total risk reduction associated with this issue was (0.2)
(4,470)man-rem or 894 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: For licensees, 4 man-weeks of training for implementation were assumed, since operators were
being retrained periodically and this retraining could include dose calculation methods. This different method
would not incur additional recurring costs. Thus, the total industry cost was estimated to be $7,700/plant or
$0.98M for 127 plants.

NRC Cost: The NRC had already completed work on development of a portable computerized system for dose
calculations to be used by the NRC regional offices. This was part of the program for NUREG-0654.224 This
program was developed to the point of field trials for the computerized system. Based on the development
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costs, an additional $125,000 to develop this package into a manual form for use by utilities was assumed. It
was estimated that NRC site representatives could spend a minimal amount of time (about 2 days) to evaluate
initial utility performance with the package. This was estimated to be $600/plant. Thus, the total NRC cost was
approximately $200,000 for all plants.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was $(0.98 + 0.2)M or
approximately $1.2M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 894 man-rem and a cost of $1.2M for a possible solution, the

value/impact score was given by the following:

CONCLUSION

Based on the above value/impact score, the issue would have had a MEDIUM priority ranking (see Appendix
C). However, before approval of the prioritization evaluation in November 1983, the Offsite Dose Calculation
Manual was published as NUREG/CR-3332, "Radiological Assessment—A Textbook on Environmental Dose
Analysis,"599 in September 1983. Thus, the issue was RESOLVED and no new requirements were issued.598

ITEM III.D.2.6: INDEPENDENT RADIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS

DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item dealt with independent radiological measurements; i.e., means of collecting data
independent of licensees’ programs. An OIE task force developed a plan and requirements for upgrading the
capability of regional offices to perform independent radiological measurements during routine inspections and
emergency response operations. The objective of the upgrade was to achieve consistent capability among the
regional offices, including standardization in major equipment items such as mobile laboratory vans, gamma
spectrum analysis equipment, radiation survey instrumentation, and air-sampling and monitoring devices.

Based on the recommendations of the task force, each region was equipped with complete mobile
laboratories.235 In some cases, this represented upgrading certain equipment or purchasing new equipment.
This action item required that revisions be made to the inspection program to include the upgrading of the
independent radiological measurements. The program was included in the routine OIE program for review and
revision of the inspection program. As new equipment needs were identified, the program was to be revised and
the equipment acquired.

This item addressed improvements in the NRC capability to make independent assessments of safety and,
therefore, was considered to be a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

With the upgrading of independent radiological measurements and the implementation of other
recommendations made by the task force, all work required by this item was completed.235, 379 Thus, this
licensing issue was resolved.
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Task III.D.3: Worker Radiation Protection Improvement (Rev. 3)
The objective of this task is to improve nuclear power plant worker radiation protection to allow workers to take
effective action to control the course and consequences of an accident, as well as to keep exposures as low as
reasonably achievable (ALARA) during normal operation and accidents, by improving radiation protection plans,
health physics, inplant radiation monitoring, control room habitability, and radiation worker exposure data base.

ITEM III.D.3.1: RADIATION PROTECTION PLANS

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

The purpose of this TMI Action Plan48 item is to improve nuclear power plant worker radiation protection
programs by better defining the criteria and responsibility for such programs. Detailed appraisals of health
physics programs at all operating nuclear power plants were performed in 1980 and 1981. These appraisals,
summarized in NUREG-0855,204 indicated that certain generic deficiencies existed at many plants due in part
to lack of specific performance criteria and/or assigned responsibility for programs. The establishment of a
radiation protection plan as a guiding document for implementing procedures has been proposed as a method
for formalizing commitment to specific performance criteria contained in Regulatory Guides and SRP Section
12.11 Proposed guidance and acceptance criteria for radiation protection plans have been published in draft form
as NUREG-0761.205 A proposed amendment to 10 CFR 50 has been drafted.206

Safety Significance

The development of radiation protection plans has no impact on public safety. Instead, the safety significance
lies in the reduction of occupational exposure.

Possible Solutions

As currently envisioned, radiation protection plans would tie together specific implementing procedures, many of
which currently exist at licensed plants. Additional procedures may be required at many plants to fully implement
the plan; however, extensive revision of procedures should not generally be required. Administrative and
technical manpower would be required to develop the plan, revise and write procedures as necessary, and some
additional equipment (such as additional survey equipment) may be required. Installation of such equipment
should not require any significant work in radiation areas. The benefit of radiation protection plans would be in
two primary areas: (1) reduction of individual and collective dose due to improved planning and controls for work
in radiation areas, and (2) improved confidence in results of radiation protection programs.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

The assessment of this issue and its resolution was first performed64 by consensus opinions of four PNL health
physicists who were extensively involved in the Health Physics Appraisal Program. These personnel included
expertise from both industry and regulatory sides of the issue. Estimates of routine cost and probable man-
rem reductions were discussed and agreed upon. For core-melt accident recovery and refurbishing, the panel
assumed man-rem savings comparable on a percentage basis to those for routine operations. The cost impact
of these man-rem savings was then estimated by a PNL expert involved in estimating accident recovery costs.

Frequency/Consequence Estimate

There are three terms in the estimation of occupational dose change due to this safety issue. These are the
change due to accidents, the change due to issue resolution implementation, and the change due to resolution
operation.

The estimated change due to accidents (the first term) is the change in the product of accident frequency and
occupational dose associated with the recovery from an accident. As previously stated, no change in accident
frequency is expected to occur due to this issue. However, a small change in occupational accident recovery
dose is expected. Radiation protection plans are primarily oriented toward routine plant operation. In the event
of a major core-melt accident, specialized procedures would have to be developed. Having the upgraded
radiation protection plan for normal operation in place, however, is expected to result in improved specialized
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procedures if required. The resulting reduction in occupational dose for plant recovery is estimated to be slightly
less than 5%. Using the estimates of total occupational dose resulting from recovery from an accident, as listed
in Appendix D of NUREG/CR-2800,64 this works out to 3.3 x 10-2 man-rem/RY for BWRs and 7.4 x 10-2 man-
rem/RY for PWRs.

The implementation of radiation protection plans (the second term) would be an administrative effort. Therefore,
there is zero exposure associated with implementation.

The establishment of radiation protection plans is estimated to result in a reduction of occupational risk during
operation (the third term). This reduction would be due to improved controls on personnel dose and an improved
ALARA Program. PNL's experts estimated the occupational dose reduction to be on the order of 5%.64 However,
the Occupational Radiation Protection Branch (ORPBR) of RES has been investigating the costs and benefits
associated with radiation protection plans. Based on a comparison of plants with and without major radiation
protection plans, it was estimated that occupational doses could be reduced by at least 10%. Savings of 25% or
more appear achievable.207 The 1980 average occupational dose was about 800 man-rem. Therefore, we will
assume that radiation protection plans could avert 200 man-rem/RY.

Cost Estimate

PNL estimated that 35 man-weeks at a cost of $35,000 and equipment worth $50,000 would be required per
plant to implement the radiation protection plans.64 In order to operate under the new radiation protection
plans, it was felt that most plants would have to add personnel. It was estimated that one professional and one
technical staff member would be needed. At 52 weeks per year, this gives an additional 104 man-weeks per year
for each plant, or $104,000 plant cost per year.

However, ORPBR has noted that the licensees' cost will vary widely depending on the adequacy of the present
program.206 In addition, since radiation protection plans have the effect of reducing the time workers are
exposed, individual tasks are often speeded up. Some licensees have found that the savings resulting from
reduced downtime have compensated for the cost of the program.

Currently, there are 43 operating PWRs with a cumulative experience of 350 RY and 27 BWRs with a cumulative
experience of 260 RY. If we add to these the 36 PWRs and 21 BWRs under construction and assume a plant
lifetime of 30 years, there are 3,200 RY remaining: 1,180 RY for BWRs and 2,020 RY for PWRs.

ORPBR has estimated that 5 NRC staff-years will be required.206 Thus, NRC costs are estimated to be
$500,000.

The total cost associated with the solution to this issue is $340.5M.

Value/Impact Assessment

The total risk reduction associated with this issue is 6.4 x 105 man-rem. Therefore, the value/impact score is
given by:

Uncertainties

The dominant parameters in the evaluation of this issue are the percent saving in occupational dose during
normal operation, which is unlikely to be incorrect by more than a factor of ten, and the cost to the licensee,
which is expected to be within a factor of 5. This implies a range in S from 100 to 30,000 man-rem/$M and a
range in total man-rem saved of 6 x 104 to 6 x 106.

CONCLUSION
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Based on the value/impact score and potential reduction in occupational dose, this issue was give a high priority
ranking. In resolving this issue, the staff agreed to support alternative regulatory concepts which recognize the
contributions of industry self-policing programs to the extent that such programs are effective and consistent
with NRC regulatory responsibilities. As a result, the staff entered into a "Coordination Plan for Radiological
Protection Activities" with INPO under a "Memorandum of Agreement Between INPO and the USNRC." Under
this agreement, over the two-year period outlined in the Coordination Plan, NRR staff developed a method
for evaluating industry performance in radiation protection programs incorporating ALARA concepts at power
reactors and observed the INPO evaluation and assistance process at a number of operating facilities.

The staff performed analyses of a number of radiological data trends as part of the effort to determine if the
power reactor industry has achieved successful ALARA-integrated radiation protection programs. An analysis of
these trends and portions of the supporting data bases were documented in the report, "Summary Analysis of
Selected Radiological Trends at Power Reactors."912

Following the staff's compilation of data and evaluation of a number of trends in radiological protection at power
reactors, the staff concluded that most power reactor radiation protection programs are adequately incorporating
ALARA concepts and can satisfactorily perform at a level which meets the objectives of Item III.D.3.1 Thus, this
issue was RESOLVED and no new requirements were established.913

ITEM III.D.3.2: HEALTH PHYSICS IMPROVEMENTS

The four parts of this item have been combined and evaluated together.

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

In this TMI Action Plan48 item, four specific items were identified for resolution: (1) Requirement for Use of
Certified Personnel Dosimeter Processors; (2) Audible Alarm Dosimeter Regulatory Guide; (3) Develop Standard
Performance Criteria for Radiation Survey and Monitoring Instruments; and (4) Develop Air Purifying Respirator
Radioiodine Cartridge Testing and Certification Criteria. Item (2) will not be considered further since Regulatory
Guide 8.28 was issued in final form prior to this evaluation. Thus, Item (2) is considered resolved.

Safety Significance

(1) Requirement for Use of Certified Personnel Dosimetry Processors.

The proposed resolution would amend 10 CFR 20 to require that only nationally certified dosimetry processors
be used by NRC licensees for personnel radiation dosimetry. Processors would be required to meet ANSI
N13.11 (or its replacement standard) criteria for testing. Certification of processors would be performed by the
National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP) administered under the auspices of the U.S.
Department of Commerce (DOC).

This issue does not specifically address core-melt accidents nor the public risk, occupational dose, or accident
avoidance costs associated with such accidents. It is related to the worker's right to accurate measurements
of occupational dose. The proposed resolution would require accurate and precise determinations of individual
worker doses using dosimeters, readout systems, and processing procedures certified to be capable of meeting
minimum criteria defined in a national standard. The administrative and regulatory limits for occupational dose
would be unaffected by this work.

A draft ANSI standard (ANSI N13.11) for dosimeter testing was issued for trial use in 1978. This standard has
undergone substantial testing and remains only to be finalized for issuance as a new ANSI standard. Once
issued, it will form the basis for amending 10 CFR 20. Testing and certification of dosimeter processors for
criteria contained in this standard will be performed by NVLAP under DOC.

(2) This item has been resolved as discussed before.

(3) Develop Standard Performance Criteria for Radiation Survey and Monitoring Instruments

Testing of radiation survey and monitoring instruments will provide a high degree of quality assurance that
instruments are capable of performing intended functions under specified conditions. This will allow consistent
utilization of workers without impacting current individual or collective occupational dose. A draft standard for
health physics instrumentation testing (ANSI N42.17-D2) has been developed.
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This standard will undergo a field trial period, using off-the-shelf instruments, to determine its adequacy. This
trial period is presently estimated to continue through FY-1984 and is jointly funded by NRC and the Department
of Energy (DOE) at $400,000 each. Following the trial period, a final standard will be adopted by NRC and only
those instruments meeting this standard would be acceptable for use in NRC licensed facilities.

At this time, a plan for implementing the testing program has not been developed. It is anticipated, however, that
independent testing laboratories would, for a fee, test instruments submitted by vendors or reactor licensees.

The testing laboratories would be certified by NVLAP under DOC. Costs associated with NVLAP certification and
instrument testing fees would be passed on to industry in the form of higher instrument prices.

(4) Develop Air Purifying Respirator Radioiodine Cartridge Testing and Certification Criteria

Air purifying respirators are not currently acceptable for radioiodine protection due to the lack of accepted test
procedures for certifying cartridge filtering efficiency. The result is that bulky self-contained breathing apparatus
(SCBA) must be worn by workers in radioiodine environments. Such environments are expected during and after
core-melt accidents. The results of wearing SCBA is to substantially reduce worker efficiency due to physical
stress and the relatively short working time limited by air tank capacity. Use of air purifying respirators would
reduce worker stress and improve worker efficiency.

It is expected that operator dose would be unaffected by the availability of respirators. Immediately after an
accident, SCBA would still be used due to immediate hazards. During long-term recovery activities respirators
could be used. However, reduced external dose due to efficient use of time

in radiation zones is expected to be offset by the reduced effectiveness of the respirators, compared to
SCBA, in avoiding internal exposures. Criteria and test procedures for radioiodine cartridges have been
under development by LASL using NRC funds. The technology has been developed and is in the process of
being transferred to NIOSH. When transfer is complete, it is anticipated that NIOSH will amend 30 CFR 11
to incorporate the testing methods and criteria into respirator test and certification schedules. Respirator and
cartridge manufacturers would submit products for certification testing and periodic quality control checks would
be performed.

Following establishment of certification programs, NRC evaluation is anticipated regarding the need to specify
the quantity and types of respirators necessary for normal and emergency use at a typical power reactor.

This issue will have no impact on public risk associated with core-melt accidents. The occupational dose impact
is also considered to be zero, the benefit to workers being reduced stress, improved comfort and, consequently,
better worker performance.

CONCLUSION

The above issues and their proposed resolutions do not impact public risk nor are they expected to increase or
decrease occupational dose. They relate to the rights of workers to be assured of adequate radiation protection
and would reduce stress during the performance of work in radiation zones. Therefore, this item is considered to
be a Licensing Issue. The disposition of the four parts of this item is listed below.

ITEM III.D.3.2(1): AMEND 10 CFR 20

This Licensing Issue was evaluated in Item III.D.3.2 and was later resolved in February 1987 with the publication
of a final rule on the requirement for the use of NBS-accredited personnel dosimetry processors.1046

ITEM III.D.3.2(2): ISSUE A REGULATORY GUIDE

This Licensing Issue was evaluated in Item III.D.3.2 above and was determined to be resolved.

ITEM III.D.3.2(3): DEVELOP STANDARD PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

The NRC/DOE project has produced several procedure manuals for future performance testing of radiation
survey instruments and airborne radioactivity monitoring systems, after a certification program is established.
These manuals are based on laboratory tests of sample instruments and monitoring systems using a
draft of ANSI 42.17, "Performance Specifications for Health Physics Instrumentation." The IEEE Standard
development working group is now using the results of the NRC/DOE project to finalize the standard for use in
the accreditation program.
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No further NRC action will be taken unless the instrument manufacturing industry fails to establish a satisfactory
certification program within a reasonable period of time following final publication of ANSI 42.17. The final draft
of this standard is under review by ANSI participants; some manufacturers' concerns still need to be resolved.

The NRC staff has taken the position that the industry should establish its own certification program and that the
NRC would intervene only if the industry failed to do so, or if its program proved to be unsatisfactory. Thus, this
Licensing Issue has been resolved.954

Item III.D.3.2(4): Develop Method For Testing and Certifying Air-Purifying Respirators

A research project has been completed that provides experimental data and recommendations for establishing
a standard test procedure and acceptance criteria for air purifying respirator cartridges and canisters used
to protect workers, and simultaneously measure penetrations of radioiodine and normal iodine vapor
species through beds of various charcoals. The effects of various conditions of use (bed depth, contact
time, concentration, relative humidity, temperature, flowrate, and flow cycling) were studied to identify testing
requirements. Recommendations for testing and approval were based on consideration of the effects of these
parameters. An apparatus designed and built for testing has been delivered to NIOSH, the responsible institute
for testing and certifying respiratory protection equipment. Such certification is required in 10 CFR Part 20. In
1983, the staff published NUREG/CR-3403.969

NIOSH certification is now available. Licensees who wish to take credit for such equipment may do so after
obtaining individual authorization from NRC. Thus, this Licensing Issue has been resolved.954

ITEM III.D.3.3: IN-PLANT RADIATION MONITORING

The four parts of this item are listed separately below.

ITEM III.D.3.3(1): ISSUE LETTER REQUIRING IMPROVED RADIATION SAMPLING INSTRUMENTATION

This item was clarified in NUREG-0737,98 requirements were issued, and MPA F-69 was established by DL for
implementation purposes.

ITEM III.D.3.3(2): SET CRITERIA REQUIRING LICENSEES TO EVALUATE NEED FOR ADDITIONAL
SURVEY EQUIPMENT

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item required NRR to set criteria requiring licensees to evaluate in their plants the need
for additional survey equipment and radiation monitors in vital areas and requiring, as necessary, installation of
area monitors with remote readout. NRR was to evaluate the need to specify the minimum types and quantities
of portable monitoring instrumentation, including very high dose rate survey instruments. Operating reactors
were to be reviewed for conformance with SRP11 Section 12.3.4, "Area Radiation and Airborne Radioactivity
Monitoring Instrumentation." NRR was to revise SRP Sections 12.5 and 12.3.4 to incorporate additional monitor
requirement criteria.

CONCLUSION

In December 1980, the requirements for high range area and portable monitors were incorporated into
Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision 2. In July 1981, SRP11 Sections 12.3 and 12.5 were revised to incorporate
the requirements for in-plant radiation monitoring. Thus, this item was RESOLVED and new requirements were
established.

ITEM III.D.3.3(3): ISSUE A RULE CHANGE PROVIDING ACCEPTABLE METHODS FOR CALIBRATION OF
RADIATION-MONITORING INSTRUMENTS

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item required RES to issue a rule change providing acceptable methods for calibration of
radiation-monitoring instruments.

CONCLUSION
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The required change was covered in the overall revision to 10 CFR 20, Paragraph 20.501(c). Thus, this item was
RESOLVED and new requirements were established.

ITEM III.D.3.3(4): ISSUE A REGULATORY GUIDE

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 item required RES to issue a Regulatory Guide providing acceptable methods for
calibration of air-sampling instruments.

CONCLUSION

Regulatory Guide 8.25 was issued in August 1980. Thus, this item was RESOLVED and new requirements were
established.

ITEM III.D.3.4: CONTROL ROOM HABITABILITY

This item was clarified in NUREG-0737,98 requirements were issued, and MPA F-70 was established by DL for
implementation purposes.

ITEM III.D.3.5: RADIATION WORKER EXPOSURE

The three parts of this item have been combined and evaluated together.

DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item called for the NRC to continue its efforts to improve and expand the data base on
industry employees in order to facilitate possible future epidemiological studies on worker health. The three parts
of this item are as follows:

(1) "Improve and expand the data base on industry
employees." This item is considered important in
improving a data base used by the NRC in judging
the adequacy of its radiation protection standards.
Meetings have been held with DOE, ORM, NCI,
AIF, and officials of Canadian and British national
dose registries and health statistics organizations to
discuss issues related to this item. Although these
meetings have resolved certain generic issues,
this item is a long-term goal requiring on-going
cooperation between nuclear regulators, industries,
and workers.409

(2) "Investigate non-legislative means of obtaining
employee health data." This item was completed in
September 1982 following discussions about worker
health data with DOE, AIF, EPRI, and officials of
British and Canadian national dose registries and
health statistics organizations.409

(3) "Include as part of the overall rewrite of 10 CFR Part
20 consideration of a requirement for licensees to
collect worker medical data." This item was completed
in February 1981 following a decision by the Part
20 task force not to require the collection of worker
medical data.409

The value of this item does not lie in the reduction of public or occupational risk. Instead, it will provide data on
which future regulatory decisions will be based. Therefore, this item is not directly related to public safety and is
considered a licensing issue.
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CONCLUSION

The disposition of the three parts of this Licensing Issue is listed below.

ITEM III.D.3.5(1): DEVELOP FORMAT FOR DATA TO BE COLLECTED BY UTILITIES REGARDING TOTAL
RADIATION EXPOSURE TO WORKERS

10 CFR 20.408 requires utilities that operate nuclear power plants to submit to the NRC a report that provides
identification and exposure information for each monitored individual at the time of completion of the individual's
assignment or employment at a particular plant. In order to improve the processing of this worker dose data, the
NRC staff developed NRC Form 439, "Report of Terminating Individual's Occupational Exposure." This new form
improved and expanded the dose data base that would be needed to support possible future epidemiological
studies. The NRC staff, in cooperation with HHS, plans to recommend that the Committee for Interagency
Radiation Research Policy Coordination (CIRRPC) review the issue of a worker registry and epidemiologic
studies and formulate recommendations. The staff concluded954 that the NRC does not have the authority or the
resources to support a worker registry or epidemiological health effects studies. Thus, this Licensing Issue has
been resolved.

ITEM III.D.3.5(2): INVESTIGATIVE METHODS OF OBTAINING EMPLOYEE HEALTH DATA BY NON-
LEGISLATIVE MEANS

This Licensing Issue was evaluated in Item III.D.3.5 above and was determined to be resolved.

ITEM III.D.3.5(3): REVISE 10 CFR 20

This Licensing Issue was evaluated in Item III.D.3.5 above and was determined to be resolved.
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Task IV.A: Strengthen Enforcement Process
The objective of this task is to substantially improve licensee awareness of and attitude toward safety by
vigorous enforcement of NRC rules. The two major aspects of this objective are as follows: (1) assess
substantial penalties for licensee failure to report safety-related information or for violations of rules defining
safety practices or conditions; (2) adopt criteria for revocation of licenses, sanctions short of revocation, such as
probation, and safety violation that would require immediate plant shutdown or other operational safeguards.

ITEM IV.A.1: SEEK LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY DESCRIPTION

At the time NUREG-066048 was being prepared, the NRC had requested Congressional approval to increase
the civil penalty limit to $100,000 for each licensee violation of the rules defining safety practices, with no upper
limit on the number of violations. Obtaining approval of authority to increase the civil penalty was included
in the TMI Action Plan48 along with a request for staff considera-tion of the desirability of seeking further
legislative modifications to: (1) permit civil penalties for a category of actions relating to safety; (2) pro-vide
order authority against non-licensees and authority for enforcement sanction (including assessment of civil
penalties) against an individual not employed by a licensee; and (3) extend criminal penalties to willful violation
of a license condition.In 1980, approval to increase the civil penalty limit was granted by Congress in Public Law
96-295 and is being implemented by the NRC. In that same year, the office of the General Counsel submitted
possible legislative proposals to the Commission in SECY-80-366.237 That paper included the first two proposals
described above. SECY-80-366237 was withdrawn after Commissioner Offices advised the Secretariat that these
legislative proposals were "overtaken by events and no longer served a useful purpose."442 This item is not
directly related to public safety and, therefore, is considered a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

This Licensing Issue has been resolved.

ITEM IV.A 2: REVISE ENFORCEMENT POLICY DESCRIPTION

At the time NUREG-066048 was being prepared, the NRC was in the process of revising its enforcement policy
and guidance for the imposition of civil penalties, orders, and other sanctions and consideration was being given
to the use of probation as an enforcement action. As a result, the revision to the NRC enforcement policy was
included in the TMI Action Plan.48Methods of informing the public, such as forums near plant sites, were to
be included in the revised NRC policy. The public and licensees were to be informed of the new policy through
information releases and regional meetings. A revised General Statement of Policy was published in the Federal
Register234 in March 1982 and all work required by this item has been completed.235, 379, 407 This item is not
directly related to public safety and, therefore, is considered a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

This Licensing Issue has been resolved.
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Task IV.B: Issuance of Instructions and Information to Licensees
The objective of this task is to develop a more efficient and effective managment method for issuing information
and requirements to licensees to elimination the duplication of staff effort for NRC and licensees. Provide an
NRC-wide system for tracking safety issues.

ITEM IV.B.1: REVISE PRACTICES FOR ISSUANCE OF INSTRUCTIONS AND INFORMATION TO
LICENSEES

DESCRIPTION

In addition to providing information to licensees in circulars, notices, and letters, the NRC requests actions from
licensees lin various forms such as generic letters and bulletins. NSSS vendors also issue instructions that
are periodically referenced in NRC bulletins. However, at the time NUREG-066048 was being prepared, it was
believed that coordination between NRC offices was not always effective and inefficiency or duplication resulted.
Necessary information was not being received promptly by cognizant supervisors and this adversely affected
licensee actions and the understanding of safety issues. As a result, the technical resources of both the NRC
and licensees were being diluted.

In order to address this problem, the TMI Action Plan48 called for the establishment of an NRC staff-level task
force to review overall NRC practices concerning issuance of information to licensees, requests for information
from licensees, and issuance of various requirements for licensees (including staff issuance of Technical
Specifications without request by licensees). The objectives of this review were: (1) to identify for further study
other practices which detract from the application of resources that should be applied to improvement of safety;
and (2) to evaluate related matters such as systems to track resolution of safety issues.

After the task force was established and recommendations made, a significant reorganization that addressed
the issue was approved by Chairman Palladino for implementation in November 1981. This reorganization
established the new posi-tion of Deputy Executive Director for Regional Operations and Generic Requirements
(DEDROGR) to support the EDO's management, control, and tracking of requirements placed on licensees.

In accordance with the NRC Manual Chapter NRC-0103, issued on September 2, 1982, the DEDROGR is
responsible for "...establishing and directing the implementation of procedures for controlling and tracking
generic communications with, and generic requirements placed on, licensees; serving as chairman of a
committee to review generic requirements; overseeing and implementing procedures to reduce and control the
backlog of licensing actions;...."

As a result of the above accomplishments, all action required by this item has been completed.248,379,406 This
item is not directly related to safety and, therefore, is considered a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

This Licensing Issue has been resolved.
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Task IV.C: Extend Lessons Learned to Licensed Activities Other than
Power Reactors
The objective of this task is to assure that the lessons learned from TMI are applied to other NRC programs.

ITEM IV.C.1: EXTEND LESSONS LEARNED FROM TMI TO OTHER NRC PROGRAMS

DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan Item48 required that lessons learned from TMI be extended to other key NRC programs
where a potential exists for nuclear accidents including, but not restricted to, the transportation of nuclear
materials, waste management, research reactors, fuel facilities, and Category I materials licensees. An
NRC study was to be performed to identify the lessons learned from TMI and the resulting agency actions to
determine if NRC policies and practices related to key programs, other than light-water power reactor safety,
should be revised and upgraded.

Studies performed by NMSS resulted in the issuance of a Draft BTP on Waste Form on October 30, 1981 which
incorporated the resin degradation experience gained from the EPICOR-II system design used at TMI-2. This
BTP249 was issued in February 1983. As a result, all necessary work on this item has been completed.410

CONCLUSION

This item has been RESOLVED.
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Task IV.D: NRC Staff Training
The objectives of this task are: (1) to improve and expand the NRC training program for the technical staff and
resident inspectors, including, where appropriate, hands-on training; and (2) to establish a program to provide
technically qualified entry-level professionals to counter recruiting difficulties resulting from increased industry
demands and reduced university output.

ITEM IV.D.1: NRC STAFF TRAINING

DESCRIPTION

In order to fulfill the TMI Action Plan48 requirements of improving and expanding the NRC training program
for the technical staff and resident inspectors, OIE had to conduct a needs analysis of technical training
requirements and then reexamine its training program in reference to this analysis. Inspector training and reactor
technology training were to be modified accordingly. Consideration was to be given to: (1) a determination of
the skills required to perform professional duties; (2) a comparison of the skills of newly-hired and incumbents
with job skill requirements and an identification of deficient areas which can be improved through change in OIE
training; and (3) the development or modification of courses to meet identified requirements. As a result of this
analysis, simulator training was increased. The control of this training program and the periodic reexamination
of the curriculum offered are part of the routine opera-tion of OIE. These responsibilities are outlined in an OIE
memorandum235 to NRR in June 1982.

At the same time that NUREG-066048 was being prepared, the following actions related to NRC staff training
were underway and were included in the scope of Item IV.D.1: (1) Simulator training was being increased; (2)
relevant graduate-level education in the areas of Safety, Safety Management, Systems Management, and
Engineering Systems Analysis and Management had been identified and were being funded as Master's degree
programs; (3) alternatives were being developed to obtain qualified technical employees and inspectors in a
climate of heavy competition for nuclear engineers and nuclear-trained individuals created by post-TMI industry
requirements and shrinking university output.

As stated above, simulator training for NRC personnel was increased by OIE. However, ADM was responsible
for the identification of relevant graduate-level education for NRC personnel and the funding of such a program.
At the end of 1981, it was reported that multidisciplinary training had been provided to approximately 120
professional members of the NRC staff. This program is currently being implemented under the direction of
ADM. In addition to this, a plan for obtaining qualified technical employees in a climate of heavy competition
and limited university output was presented by ADM in SECY-80-331.280 This plan is based on the "grow-our-
own" concept and is estimated to cost $3.7M for training 100 college graduates per year (200 graduates in the
program at any one time) to fill future positions in the NRC.

All necessary staff work to implement the "Grow-Our-Own" program has been completed and there are no
outstanding issues to be resolved. The proposed program is periodically reviewed.301 This item is not directly
related to public safety and, therefore, is considered a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

This Licensing Issue has been resolved.
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Task IV.E: Safety Decision-Making (Rev. 3)
The objective of this task is to develop plans for an integrated program of safety decision-making. These plans
include: (1) an expanded program of regulatory research covering methodologies for making safety decisions
and safety-cost tradeoffs, with application both to decisions regarding the overall risk of nuclear power plants
and the nuclear fuel cycle and to specific licensing and inspection decisions; (2) early resolution of safety issues
after they are identified, including application of the decisions to operating reactors, reactors under construction,
and standard designs; (3) elimination of repetitive consideration of identical issues at several stages of the
licensing process; (4) expanded use of rulemaking to implement safety criteria developed as a result of the
various Task Action Plans; and (5) improved and expanded systematic assessments of operating reactors.

ITEM IV.E.1: EXPAND RESEARCH ON QUANTIFICATION OF SAFETY DECISION-MAKING

DESCRIPTION

This issue is described in NUREG-066048 as follows:

"The purpose of this task is to proceed toward better quantification of safety objectives, including safety-cost
tradeoffs. The concept will use ongoing research that one might quantify risk and possible application of formal
decision-making techniques to the regulatory environment. Future programs will build on the risk assessment
and systems reliability work currently underway and incorporate a better assessment of common-mode and
human failures. Safety objectives will be developed for components and systems, and eventually these might be
amalgamated into a more tightly bounded, quantitative safety standard, as opposed to a safety objective having
fairly large inherent uncertainties."

The approach to the resolution of this item is also outlined in NUREG-066048 as follows:

(1) RES will assemble a research task force from a wide
variety of professional disciplines. The task force will
formulate several possible sets of numerical criteria
using different technical approaches. The formation of
the research task force and the conduct of its meetings
are being coordinated through IEEE with cooperation
from other professional societies.

(2) BNL has been contracted to independently formulate
criteria to investigate the implications of safety criteria
and to determine the impact of attempting to satisfy
such criteria.

(3) Decision theory and survey methods for obtaining
criteria are being investigated as extensions of
previous projects on risk analysis. These methods can
provide a separate approach to obtain acceptable risk
criteria.

(4) Negotiations are underway with various governmental
and private agencies for information on proposed
criteria. In addition, letters have been sent to several
hundred individuals announcing the project and
requesting their contributions.

(5) To assure that the criteria receive rigorous peer review,
negotiations are underway with the National Science
Foundation, the National Academy of Sciences, and
the American Statistical Association.

The current accomplishments include completion of NUREG/CR-1614,275 NUREG/CR-1539,276 NUREG/
CR-1930,277 NUREG/CR-1916,278 and NUREG/CR-2040.279 The current status is such that PNL, ORNL, BNL,
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ANL, IEEE, NRC (Office of Policy Evaluation), and the ACRS are completing various elements of the overall
program. These activities will develop and exhibit approaches with which to better factor risk evaluation into NRC
decision-making regarding reactor plant safety. This issue does not appear to have a direct effect on public risk
reduction or to have any industry cost directly associated with its resolution. Therefore, it is a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

A value/impact handbook (NUREG/CR-3568)970 was developed by the staff to support specific cost/benefit
analyses of proposed rules. In November 1986, RES determined that all other staff work required by this issue
was being pursued in the ongoing work related to the Commission's Safety Goal.954 Thus, this Licensing Issue
has been resolved.

ITEM IV.E.2: PLAN FOR EARLY RESOLUTION OF SAFETY ISSUES

DESCRIPTION

This TMI Action Plan48 item required NRR, in consultation with other appropriate offices, to develop a plan for
the early identification, assessment, and resolution of safety issues. This item is related to the establishment and
implementation of an NRC program to identify and resolve safety issues and, therefore, is considered a licensing
issue.

CONCLUSION

The plan was presented in SECY-81-5131 on August 25, 1981 and is currently being implemented by SPEB.
Thus, this Licensing Issue has been resolved.

ITEM IV.E.3: PLAN FOR RESOLVING ISSUES AT THE CP STAGE

DESCRIPTION

According to NUREG-0660,48 NRR and ELD transmitted a consent calendar item to the Commission on
February 14, 1980, entitled "Response to Staff Requirements Memorandum (Affirmation Session 79-40) With
Respect to Post-CP Design and Other Changes," SECY-80-90. This paper discussed five options regarding the
establishment of construction requirements. The recommendation of this consent paper is to publish an advance
notice of public rulemaking to obtain comments on these options. After receipt of public comment on the above,
the staff will prepare a plan to implement methods to resolve as many issues as possible at the construction
permit stage before major financial commitments in construction occur.

An advanced notice of rulemaking was published in the Federal Register in December 1980 with a public
comment period ending on February 9, 1981. On August 18, 1981, the Director of the Division of Risk Analysis
sent a memo to distribution proposing an approach to the Rule and requested examples of the types of
characteristic alterations representing post-CP changes. The draft of the Rule is currently being reviewed.

In view of the intent of this item, it is concluded that its resolution does not have a direct effect on public risk
reduction and is, therefore, considered to be a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

Staff stated in the Supplement to this report published in 1986 that the resolution of this Licensing Issue was
available. As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary
of Activities Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will
not pursue any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing
and regulatory impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues
Program, these issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not
warrant further processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated
November 17, 2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.

ITEM IV.E.4: RESOLVE GENERIC ISSUES BY RULEMAKING

DESCRIPTION
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This TMI Action Plan48 item states that the NRC will undertake the additional task of developing a program
for reviewing new criteria before their promulgation to determine whether rulemaking would be the desirable
means of implementation. The intent will be to implement new NRC criteria by rule, wherever feasible and timely,
instead of by license changes, orders, or changes in regulatory guides.

This item does not have a direct effect on public risk reduction nor is there any industry cost associated with the
completion or implementation of the issue resolution. Thus, it is considered a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

In November 1986, RES concluded that ongoing NRC activities such as the Safety Goal Program, RES
independent review of rulemaking, and the Commission policy on backfitting had effectively addressed the
concerns of this issue.954 Thus, this Licensing Issue has been resolved.

ITEM IV.E.5: ASSESS CURRENTLY OPERATING REACTORS

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

As part of developing plans for an integrated program of safety decision making, NRR, in consultation with other
appropriate offices, will develop a plan for approval by the Commission for the systematic assessment of the
safety of all operating reactors. Development of such a plan will take into account the SEP, the ACRS comments
on the program, the IREP plan, and ongoing TMI lessons-learned activities. This value/impact assessment of
Item IV.E.5 deals with the work under the SEP. Value/impact assessments of IREP and NREP are presented in
Items II.C.1 and II.C.2, respectively.

SEP is now reviewing the 10 oldest plants against current licensing review safety criteria, including the SRP, to
provide the basis for integrated and balanced backfit decisions. This review is nearly complete and, therefore, is
not part of this assessment. The next SEP phase involves evaluation of 11 additional plants. In this next phase,
PRA evaluations will be coordinated with the deterministic review method (review against current licensing safety
criteria). The PRA will be done as part of NREP (TMI Action Plan Item II.C.2).

Possible Solutions

As safety-related problems are identified for each plant, resolutions are developed using procedural and
administrative changes, possible credit for non-safety systems where justified, and hardware backfits as
necessary to reduce risk levels. The process used to decide appropriate corrective actions employs the
judgment of a team of NRC staff familiar with each plant.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

This priority determination uses potential risk reduction analyses and cost estimate information provided by
PNL.64

Frequency/Consequence Estimate

This public risk reduction analysis for SEP considers only the 11 additional plants currently proposed to be
reviewed in the first group of Phase III plants, since much of the review of the first 10 plants in Phase II has been
performed. The 11 plants consist of 7 PWRs and 4 BWRs with estimated average remaining lives of 24 and 22
years, respectively. In Item II.C.2 (NREP), it is estimated that an overall core-melt frequency reduction of 2 x
10-4/RY could be achieved for one-third of the plants to be reviewed under NREP. Although the NREP evaluation
of these plants will identify some areas of potentially high risk, the NREP methods do not address areas such
as external events and structural design which are included in the SEP deterministic review. For this issue, it is
assumed that the risk reduction estimated for NREP could be achieved by the SEP considering only the benefit
resulting from using the deterministic review method for external events and other issues outside the scope of
PRAs (e.g., adequacy of design, structural issues, and design errors).

Using the base case core-melt frequency and the base case public risk for each type plant, and assuming a
population of 340 persons per square mile over an area having a 50 mile radius, the average risk per core-melt
is 2.5 x 106 man-rem for PWRs and 6.8 x 106 man-rem for BWRs.
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Using the average risk value and the assumption stated above that the deterministic review method can achieve
the core-melt frequency reduction estimated for NREP for one-third of the plants reviewed, we can estimate the
potential reduction for the SEP Phase III as follows:

PWRs: Risk Reduction = (2.5 x 106 man-rem/core-melt)(2 x 10-4 core-melt/RY)

= 500 man-rem/RY

BWRs: Risk Reduction = (6.8 x 106 man-rem/core-melt)(2 x 10-4 core-melt/RY)

= 1,360 man-rem/RY

Summed over the average remaining plant life for the 11 plants proposed, the total public risk reduction is
calculated to be approximately 80,000 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: Based on SEP studies completed to date, the following costs per plant are estimated: up
to $2M for engineering studies to identify areas of plant modification and $2M to $20M to design and install
modifications.

For purposes of this analysis, assume a conservative implementation cost per plant of $2M for engineering
studies at each of the 11 plants plus $10M average design and installation (including capital equipment cost) at
one-third of the plants. For 11 plants, the total industry cost is $[(11)(2) + (1/3)(11)(10)]M or $55M.

NRC Cost: Based on past studies, NRC staff effort has totaled 10 man-yr/plant plus $700,000 contract technical
support per plant. Thus, total development and implementation cost, at $100,000/man-year, is:

(10 man-years/plant)($100,000/man-yr) + ($700,000/plant)(11 plants) = $19M.

Assuming NRC staff effort for review and inspection of plant modifications at one-third of the plants is 0.5 man-
wk/RY and the average remaining life of these plants is 23 years, then the total plant review cost is:

(0.5 man-wk/RY)($2,000/man-wk)[(1/3)(11)(23)RY] = $0.1M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a public risk reduction of 80,000 man-rem, the value/impact score is given

by:

Other Considerations

If the cleanup of an accident is assumed to require 19,900 man-rem and the same assumption on accident
frequency reduction is retained, the total reduction in occupational exposure would be 170 man-rem. An
estimate of the occupational exposure to implement any changes cannot be made without identifying the
specific changes. However, there would likely be some increase in occupational exposure, but it would be small
compared to the public risk reduction.

An additional consideration is that plant damage is estimated to be $1,650M per plant for core-melt. Thus, total
averted plant damage for one-third of the plants with a reduced core-melt frequency could be

($1,650M)(2 x 10-4/RY)[(1/3)(11)(23)RY] = $28.9M

Uncertainties

Since the 11 plants considered are older plants, it is possible that the assumed 10-4/RY risk reduction may be
achieved for more than one-third of the 11 plants as assumed, thus resulting in greater risk reduction with an
associated increase in implementation cost. However, the value/impact score would not change appreciably.

CONCLUSION
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The value/impact score indicates a medium priority. However, the potentially large, though uncertain, risk
reduction of nearly 80,000 man-rem justified a high priority ranking.

Work completed by the staff on this item was closely related to the accomplishments under Item II.C.2.
Whereas Item II.C.2 called for the initiation of IREP studies (i.e. plant-specific PRAs) on all remaining operating
reactors, Item IV.E.5 called for the development of a plan for the systematic assessment of the safety of all
operating reactors. The Integrated Safety Assessment Program (ISAP), presented in SECY-84-133814 and
SECY-85-160,815 provided for a comprehensive review of selected operating reactors to address all pertinent
safety issues and to provide an integrated cost-effective implementation plan for making needed changes.
Under ISAP, each plant would be subject to an integrated assessment of safety topics, a probabilistic safety
assessment, and an evaluation of operating experience.

NRC guidance, as described in the Severe Accident Policy Statement (see Item II.B.8), states that OLs will be
expected to perform plant-specific PRAs in order to discover instances of particular vulnerability to a core-melt
or poor containment performance, given a core-melt. Thus, this item was RESOLVED and no new requirements
were established.816
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Task IV.F: Financial Disincentives to Safety
The objective of this task is to enhance public safety through the reduction of disincentives to safety resulting
from financial pressures on the utility at the construction, operation, and decommissioning stages.

ITEM IV.F 1: INCREASED OIE SCRUTINY OF THE POWER-ASCENSION TEST PROGRAM

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

As part of the post-TMI actions,48 the staff was to explore the possible disincentives to safety which could result
from financial pressures on the utility during construction and transition to the operating stages.

Safety Significance

It is possible that, in order to avoid delay in commercial operation, some short-cuts may be made which could
impact safety.

Possible Solutions

As part of the TMI Action Plan,48 the NRC committed to increase inspections of the startup test program and
power ascension test programs at plants that have been completed and are awaiting operating licenses. This
included having NRC personnel witness all tests on all shifts.

Accordingly, OIE reported239 that procedures have been issued to increase inspection coverage during power
ascension testing. Reactor Inspection Program 2514/01, Revision 2, calls for NRC to witness portions of tests on
all shifts and these inspection requirements have been incorporated into the OIE Manual.247 All work required by
this item has been Completed.239,379,406

CONCLUSION

This item has been RESOLVED with changes in the NRC procedures that address the scrutiny of power-
ascension test programs.

ITEM IV.F.2: EVALUATE THE IMPACTS OF FINANCIAL DISINCENTIVES TO THE SAFETY OF NUCLEAR
POWER PLANTS

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

The purpose of this TMI Action Plan48 item is to study the recommendations of the NRC/TMI Special Inquiry
Group and focus on questions such as:

(1) Does the financial status of a utility impact safety or
indicate when impacts of a safety nature may occur?

(2) Would continuing evaluation of a licensee's financial
condition be a useful method to alert IE to times when
the licensee might be tempted to cut corners or are
there more pragmatic actions that accomplish this
objective?

(3) Will improved communications with economic
regulatory agencies, such as NARUC, PUCs, IRS,
and FERC sufficiently increase their understand-
ing of a sensitivity to safety matters and financial
disincentives?

(4) Do the requirements of the various financial regulatory
agencies result in reducing nuclear safety and, if so,
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how could improvements in financial regulation best
be achieved?

Safety Significance

In SECY-81-168B,232 the staff summarized the results of their discussions with various economic regulatory
agencies and outlined other possible areas of investigation. Generally, the staff acknowledges that some
financial disincentives exist but considers their impact on safety to be small, particularly when considered relative
to other regulatory provisions which assure safety, such as plant Technical Specifications that must be complied
with to maintain an operating license. Further, any financial benefits that might be associated with taking safety
risks are considered small compared to the potential financial impact of plant investment cost and accident
cleanup costs associated with safety risks.

Other financial issues which relate to safety have been resolved by separate rulemaking. Specifically, a rule has
been published, 10 CFR 50.54(W),197 which requires licensees to maintain, as a minimum, specified amounts of
commercially available onsite property damage insurance.

CONCLUSION

This item has been RESOLVED.
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Task IV.G: Improve Safety Rulemaking Procedures
The objectives of this task are to improve NRC rulemaking procedures to provide a greater opportunity for public
participation, to assure a periodic and systematic reevaluation of NRC rules, and to include appropriate provision
for backfitting in all new regulations. (Item V.12 discusses related action assessing the delegation of rulemaking
authority to members of the staff.)

ITEM IV.G.1: DEVELOP A PUBLIC AGENDA FOR RULEMAKING

DESCRIPTION

At the time NUREG-066048 was prepared, the NRC was issuing quarterly status reports on petitions for
rulemaking and proposed rules and a status summary report listing those regulations under development by
RES. Also published were advance notices of proposed rulemaking on major NRC actions.

The TMI Action Plan48 called for the publication of a semiannual agenda for significant rulemaking actions as
required by Executive Order 12044. The criteria for determining significant regulations were to be developed by
RES and the publication of the agenda was to be accomplished by ADM, after consultation with other program
offices.

The first semiannual regulatory agenda was published in the Federal Register261 in October 1981 and
subsequent publications were made in April and October 1982.293,294 Future publications of the agenda will
be made in the Federal Register in April and October every year. This agenda describes the need and legal
basis for each regulation and indicates the status of each regulation on the agenda (or previous editions of the
agenda) until the issuance of final rules. This item is not directly related to safety and, therefore, is considered a
licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

This Licensing Issue has been resolved.

ITEM IV.G.2: PERIODIC AND SYSTEMATIC REEVALUATION OF EXISTING RULES

DESCRIPTION

NRC will comply with the intent of Executive Order 12044, which requires a periodic and systematic reevaluation
of existing rules and that regulations be written in plain English. NRC will first review its rules for content, quality,

and clarity and, at a later date, will review the regulations as a body for proper structure. The initial review will
concentrate on areas where rules are broadly affected by the accident at Three Mile Island. This initial review
should be completed within five years and should be repeated every five years thereafter.

Since the thrust of this issue is directed at assuring that regulations are clearly stated and easily understood,
there is no direct public or occupational risk reduction which could be attributed to this item.

Resolution of this issue should result in less confusion and conflict in the preparation and review of license
applications which, in turn, would result in cost and time savings to both the industry and the NRC staff.

CONCLUSION

The NRC rules most directly associated with TMI accident considerations include operator training, emergency
planning, environmental monitoring, radiation protection, and consistent treatment of fission product release from
fuel cladding failure. The rules in these areas have been reviewed and actions taken as needed. Additionally,
systematic reviews of other regulations have been carried out or are underway under several programs
throughout the NRC.

A RES program was initiated in 1984 to review selected existing regulatory requirements in terms of risk
effectiveness. A contractor report (NUREG/CR-4330,971 Volumes 1 and 2) was published in 1986: Volume
1 summarized the results of a survey to identify regulatory requirements that may have marginal importance
to safety; Volume 2 provided the results of a detailed evaluation in terms of risk, dose, and cost for assumed
changes in requirements for three regulatory areas. The NRC staff is currently evaluating these reports and rule
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changes will be made where appropriate. Four additional regulatory areas are currently under evaluation by the
contractor.

A program to systematically review Technical Specifications was completed by a NRC task force in 1985.
Recommendations were made to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of Technical Specifications. These
recommendations are being implemented by the Technical Specifications Coordination Branch, Division of
Human Factors Technology, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

Another program was initiated in 1984 by the EDO following the UCLA relicensing hearings. The purpose of this
program is to identify inconsistencies among safeguards (security) regulations, regulatory guides, inspection
procedures, licensing criteria, and other guidance. These will be modified as needed.

Based on the ongoing NRC programs that have been established to systematically evaluate existing rules, RES
determined that this Licensing Issue has been resolved.954

ITEM IV.G.3: IMPROVE RULEMAKING PROCEDURES

DESCRIPTION

NRC will reevaluate the rulemaking process to ensure that it is properly focused on resolving important safety
issues and that the procedures are clear, understandable, efficient, and well-publicized. NRC will then consider
a proposal to codify in NRC regulations and practice a procedure under which all new rules would include
consideration of backfitting to existing plants.

The establishment of the Committee for the Review of Generic Requirements (CRGR) and the limited delegation
of Commission rulemaking authority to the Office of the Executive Director for Operations370 have implemented
changes in the rulemaking procedure which are in direct response to this issue. As a part of the revised process,
value/impact analyses371 will be required for all proposed or final rules which would (a) likely have an effect on
the economy of greater than $100M in direct and indirect costs, (b) likely result in a significant adverse effect
on the public health, safety or environment, or (c) result in a substantial increase in cost or prices. Value/impact
analyses will include backfitting considerations. In addition, the Regulatory Reform Task Force has recently
recommended a change to the backfit rule (10 CFR 50.109) which would redefine the term "backfitting" as
applied to those plants which have received a construction permit and would require an analysis to establish that
backfitting a new or revised requirement would result in a substantial increase in the protection of public health
and safety.372 This item is not directly related to public safety and, therefore, is considered a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

This Licensing Issue has been resolved.

ITEM IV.G.4: STUDY ALTERNATIVES FOR IMPROVED RULEMAKING PROCESS

DESCRIPTION

NRC will study alternatives to the present rulemaking procedures for the purpose of improving the Commission's
rulemaking efforts.

Several means to enhance the Commission's rulemaking efforts have been addressed, in part, in
NUREG-0499,373 including Supplement 1, and in the GC/OPE Memorandum to the Commission on "Review
of Delegations of Authority Within NRC."374 In addition, the Commission has delegated substantial rulemaking
authority to the EDO370 (See Item IV.G.3). A number of improvements to the rulemaking process have already
been made as indicated by the completion of Item IV.G.3. However, there will always be a need to investigate
and evaluate possible changes to the process as an ongoing activity. This ongoing need has been recognized
and has been dealt with by chartering the Regulatory Analysis Branch of RES with the responsibility for the
investigation and evaluation of proposed improvements to the rulemaking process.375 This item is not directly
related to public safety and, therefore, is considered a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION
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Inasmuch as initial improvements have been studied and implemented, and an institutional change has been
made to provide for the continuing investigation and evaluation of improved rulemaking procedures, this
Licensing Issue has been resolved.
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Task IV.H: NRC Participation in the Radiation Policy Council
The objective of this task is to respond to the President's request for NRC participation in the Radiation Policy
Council.

ITEM IV.H.1: NRC PARTICIPATION IN THE RADIATION POLICY COUNCIL

DESCRIPTION

The Radiation Policy Council, a policy coordinating body chaired by the EPA Administrator, has, at President
Carter's December 1979 request, had an NRC representative on it. However, the Council has been inactive and
has had no funding in FY 1982. In August 1982 it was abolished.283

Functions similar to those of the Council have recently been assumed by the newly created Committee for
Interagency Radiation Policy Coordination, which reports to the Director, Office of Science and Technology
Policy.284 An NRC representative and alternate have been designated.285,286 At this writing, the Committee has
not yet met. This item is not directly related to public safety and, therefore, is considered a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

NRC representation on the Committee for Interagency Radiation Policy Coordination is a required part of the
programmatic management and interagency coordination for NRC's mission in the radiation safety area. By
appointment of an NRC representative, this continuing function has been instituted. Thus, this Licensing Issue
has been resolved.

REFERENCES
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Task V.A: Development of Safety Policy
The objective of this task was the further delineation of substantive safety policy by the NRC.

ITEM V.A.1: DEVELOP NRC POLICY STATEMENT ON SAFETY

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-0660,48 Rev. 1 item called for the Commission to develop more explicit articulation of policy with
respect to the fundamental issues of public health and safety. This development was to include some general
approach to risk acceptability and safety/cost trade-offs and, to the extent that these reasonably lent themselves
to articulation, quantitative safety goals, safety improvement goals, and standards for review of past actions
in light of new rules and improved practices. This item was originally identified as Item 1 in Chapter V but was
made Item V.A.1 in Rev. 1 to NUREG-0660.48

The Commission issued a "Proposed Policy Statement on Safety Goals for Nuclear Power Plants" for public
comment in February 1982.866 In March 1983, the policy statement867 on the "Safety Goal Development
Program" was issued and a 2-year evaluation period began. Follow-up work completed since that time
resulted in the publication of NUREG-0880,69 Rev. 1, in May 1983. This report addressed the development
and rationale of the Commission's policy statement, the public comments on the earlier draft866 of the policy
statement, and the NRC plan for evaluating the policy statement. The purpose of the evaluation was to develop
recommendations on the future use of safety goals in regulation and licensing. In August 1986, the Commission
issued the policy statement.939

This item is related to increasing knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety issues in order to increase
confidence in assessing levels of safety and is, therefore, considered a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

This Licensing Issue was resolved with the publication of the policy statement939 in August 1986.

REFERENCES
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Regulatory Commission, May 1980, (Rev. 1) August 1980.

0069. NUREG-0880, "Safety Goals for Nuclear Power Plants: A Discussion Paper," U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, February 1982, (Rev. 1) May 1983.

0866. Federal Register Notice 47 FR 7023, "Proposed Policy Statement on Safety Goals for Nuclear
Power Plants," February 17, 1982.

0939. Federal Register Notice 51 FR 28044, "Safety Goals for the Operations of Nuclear Power
Plants," August 4, 1986.
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Task V.B: Possible Elimination of Non-Safety Responsibilities
The objective of this task was the elimination of nonsafety responsibilities from NRC jurisdiction, if appropriate.

ITEM V.B.1: STUDY AND RECOMMEND, AS APPROPRIATE, ELIMINATION OF NON-SAFETY
RESPONSIBILITIES

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-0660,48 Rev. 1 item called for the Commission to review nonsafety and nonsafeguard regulatory
review responsibilities including antitrust, NEPA, and export licensing. The Commission was to examine whether
removal of these responsibil-ities would leave gaps in Federal regulation and whether they should be trans-
ferred to other agencies. This item was originally identified as Item 2 in Chapter V but was made Item V.B.1 in
Rev. 1 to NUREG-0660.48

The Commission, in 1980, agreed that transfer of export licensing functions to the Executive Branch would
constitute a prudent course.48 However, the current Commissioners have never been asked to express views on
this issue. No legislation transferring the export licensing function has been enacted. In 1980, the Commission
decided not to seek transfer of other nonsafety responsibilities.48 Again, the current Commissioners have never
been asked to express views on this issue.

This item is related to increasing knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety issues in order to increase
confidence in assessing levels of safety and is, therefore, considered a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

This Licensing Issue was resolved and the Commission's decisions were published in NUREG-0660,48 Rev. 1.

REFERENCES

0048. NUREG-0660, "NRC Action Plan Developed as a Result of the TMI-2 Accident," U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, May 1980, (Rev. 1) August 1980.
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Task V.C: Advisory Committees
The objective of this task was to strengthen the role of advisory committees in Commission activities.

ITEM V.C.1: STRENGTHEN THE ROLE OF ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-0660,48 Rev. 1 item called for the Commission to strengthen the role of the ACRS by seeking
legislation which would eliminate its compulsory jurisdiction and by considering ACRS views on the President's
Commission recommendations regarding its role. This item was originally identified as Item 3 in Chapter V but
was made Item V.C.1 in Rev. 1 to NUREG-0660.48

In a letter868 to the Commission in January 1980, the ACRS agreed with the recommendations that the role
of ACRS be strengthened. In April 1981, 10 CFR Part 2 was revised to provide for ACRS participation in
rulemakings involving safety issues.869

This item is related to increasing knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety issues in order to increase
confidence in assessing levels of safety and is, therefore, considered a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

This Licensing Issue was resolved with the revision to 10 CFR Part 2.

ITEM V.C.2: STUDY NEED FOR ADDITIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEES

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-0660,48 Rev. 1 item called for the Commission to determine whether NRC should establish
additional advisory committees such as a citizens' advisory committee or a general advisory committee similar to
that of the Atomic Energy Commission. This item was originally identified as Item 4 in Chapter V but was made
Item V.C.2 in Rev. 1 to NUREG-0660.48

In July 1980, the Commission decided that no further advisory committees were needed.871 At the Commission's
request, the Offices of Public Affairs, Policy Evaluation, and General Counsel developed methods to ensure
that a broader spectrum of representatives of the public and other outside organizations appear before the
Commission on a periodic basis.870 This plan was presented to the Commission in October 1980 and was
subsequently approved.

This item is related to increasing knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety issues in order to increase
confidence in assessing levels of safety and is, therefore, considered a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

This Licensing Issue has been resolved.

ITEM V.C.3: STUDY THE NEED TO ESTABLISH AN INDEPENDENT NUCLEAR SAFETY BOARD

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-0660,48 Rev. 1 item called for the Commission to study the need to establish a Nuclear Safety
Board that would independently investigate nuclear accidents and important incidents and would monitor and
evaluate the quality of NRC's regulatory process. This item was originally identified as Item 8 in Chapter V but
was made Item V.C.3 in Rev. 1 to NUREG-0660.48

Commission consideration of an independent board to investigate nuclear accidents preceded the TMI-2
accident. In August 1978, the NRC Chairman responded921 to a series of questions on a nuclear accident
board posed by Congress.922 After the TMI-2 accident, the President established a Nuclear Safety Oversight
Committee by Executive Order 12202 in March 1980.923 This committee was terminated on September 30,
1980. In July 1980, the Commission decided that an independent Nuclear Safety Board was not needed.871

Subsequently, in 1984 Congress directed the NRC to conduct a study of the need for and feasibility of an
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independent organization responsible for conducting investigations of significant safety events at NRC-licensed
facilities. In response, the NRC contracted with BNL; BNL submitted its final report to the NRC in February 1985.

BNL recommended the establishment of a statutory office of nuclear safety, headed by a Director reporting to
the Commission. However, the study stated current practices for investigations of operating events have been
conducted in a "proficient and technically competent" manner. While BNL suggested a number of improvements
for event investigations, it was noted that, for the most part, these improvements could be implemented within
the present organizational structure. Many of the improvements recommended by BNL have been adopted
as part of the NRC Incident Investigation Program. Based on the Commission's review of the BNL report and
other studies of the issue, the Commission believed that there were no major deficiencies in the NRC accident
investigation program that would warrant formation of an independent Nuclear Safety Board. (Testimony by
Chairman Zech to the Subcommittee on Energy and the Environment, Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs,
U.S. House of Representatives, concerning Licensing Reform and Other Matters, July 22, 1986.)

This item is related to increasing knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety issues in order to increase
confidence in assessing levels of safety and is, therefore, considered a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

This Licensing Issue has been resolved.
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Task V.D: Licensing Process (Rev. 1)
The objective of this task was to enhance public participation in, and make needed reforms to, the nuclear
licensing process.

ITEM V.D.1: IMPROVE PUBLIC AND INTERVENOR PARTICIPATION IN THE HEARING PROCESS

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-0660,48 Rev. 1 item called for the Commission to assess alternative methods to enhance public
and intervenor participation in the hearing process by undertaking a pilot program for intervenor funding in
accordance with the FY-81 budget request and by studying the concept of an Office of Hearing Counsel, as
described by the President's Commission recommendation, and other concepts of Public Counsel (such as the
Office of Public Counsel recommended by the NRC Special Inquiry Group or concepts used by some Public
Service Commissions). If such concepts proved to be desirable, the Commission was to propose the needed
legislation. This item was originally identified as Item 5 in Chapter V but was made Item V.D.1 in Rev. 1 to
NUREG-0660.48

The NRC sought authorization to establish a pilot program872 to fund intervenors in its budget request for FY-81.
Congress not only failed to enact such legislation, but included a provision in NRC's 1981 Appropriations Act
(Public Law 96-367)924 which precluded the use of funds to pay the expenses of, or otherwise compensate,
parties intervening in NRC proceedings. After enactment of this legislation and issuance of an opinion by
the Comptroller General on December 3, 1980, the NRC terminated873, 874 a one-year pilot program it had
established to provide intervenors certain forms of procedural assistance, such as free hearing transcripts and
service of documents. Congress also barred the NRC from funding intervenors in FY-82 and FY-83. Prior to
Congressional action, OGC had begun a review of the desirability of creating an Office of Public Counsel. After
Congress prohibited intervenor funding, OGC terminated its review.

This item is related to increasing knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety issues in order to increase
confidence is assessing levels of safety and is, therefore, considered a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

This Licensing Issue has been resolved.

ITEM V.D.2: STUDY CONSTRUCTION-DURING-ADJUDICATION RULES

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-0660,48 Rev. 1 item called for the Commission to complete rulemaking on whether construction
should be permitted while challenges to a construction permit authorized by a licensing board are under
administrative adjudication. This item was originally identified as Item 6 in Chapter V but was made Item V.D.2 in
Rev. 1 to NUREG-0660.48

Following the TMI-2 accident, the Commission suspended in part its so-called immediate effectiveness rule.
This rule had authorized the issuance of reactor construction permits or operating licenses immediately upon
receipt of a favorable licensing Board decision, notwithstanding the filing of administrative appeals. In its place,
the Commission instituted a mandatory review procedure for such decisions. In 1981, the rule was partially
reinstated with respect to decisions authorizing the issuance of a reactor operating license. The rule, as applied
to decisions authorizing reactor construction, has been the subject of a separate rulemaking.

The Commission published a notice of proposed rulemaking and requested comments on several options for
amending the immediate effectiveness rule for construction permit decisions.875 On October 25, 1982, the
Commission published a proposed rule that would make the effectiveness review procedures for construction
permits conform to those for operating licenses.876 The Commission noted that it was still considering the
various options presented and that revisions might be proposed later as part of broader reforms to the
Commission's hearing process. As a result of further consideration, the Commission now has pending before it a
new rulemaking proposal relative to immediate effectiveness reviews for both construction permits and operating
licenses.
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This item is related to increasing knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety issues in order to increase
confidence in assessing levels of safety and is, therefore, considered a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

Staff stated in the Supplement to this report published in 1986 that a solution to this Licensing Issue was
available, but the item had not been resolved. As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff
clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967

that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory
impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory impact issues are not safety issues by the classification
guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues
Program screening criteria and do not warrant further processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4,
"Generic Issues Program," dated November 17, 2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in
the Generic Issues Program.

ITEM V.D.3: REEXAMINE COMMISSION ROLE IN ADJUDICATION

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-066048 Rev. 1 item called for the Commission to review its role in adjudications to examine the
extent of Commission involvement in licensing proceedings and to eliminate any undesirable and unnecessary
insulation of the Commission from decision-making activities of the staff. This item was originally identified as
Item 17 in Chapter V but was made Item V.D.3 in Rev. 1 to NUREG-0660.48

The Commission's role in adjudication is addressed under three topics: the immediate effectiveness review, the
appellate process structure, and communications between the Commission and the staff.

Immediate Effectiveness Reviews: Following the TMI-2 accident, the Commission promulgated amendments
to its regulations (10 CFR 2.764) which increased the Commission's role in adjudications. Under the revised
regulations, decisions by Atomic Safety and Licensing Boards (ASLB) which authorize a utility to operate a
facility at full power do not become effective upon issuance. Instead, the Commission conducts an "immediate
effectiveness review" to determine whether the ASLB decision should be effective during the pendency of
administrative appeals. The Commission seeks to complete these reviews within 30 days of the ASLB decision,
or on an otherwise timely basis when the applicant has not completed construction or is not otherwise ready to
operate at full power.

In 1981, the Commission established a Regulatory Reform Task Force to examine the NRC's licensing process.
This Task Force recommended a different approach; it advocated the "immediate effectiveness" rule that was in
place prior to the TMI-2 accident, i.e., construction permits and operating licenses should be issued on the basis
of favorable ASLB decisions with an immediate effectiveness review by the Commission. In October 1982, the
Commission issued for public comment a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking876 which, if adopted, would extend
the immediate effectiveness review procedures to ASLB decisions which authorize the issuance of construction
permits or limited work authorizations.

As is indicated in the discussion under Item V.D.2 above, the Commission now has pending before it a new
rulemaking proposal relative to immediate effectiveness reviews for operating licenses.

Structure of the Appellate Process: The Commission has a three-tier adjudicatory system. Matters are first
heard by an ASLB, followed in most cases by a mandatory review by an ASLAB and then by a discretionary
Commission review. In December 1979, OGC prepared a study of the Commission's appellate system. One
option examined, but not recommended, was to increase the Commission's adjudicatory role by eliminating
the ASLAB. After receiving public comments on the study, the Commission decided not to abolish ASLAB
review. The Regulatory Reform Task Force recommended to the Commission that it remove the ASLAB as
an intermediate appeal body, but assign it responsibility of drafting Commission adjudicatory orders. The
Commission did not adopt this recommendation.984

Communications Between the Commission and the Staff: The Commission's Regulatory Reform Task
Force recommended that the Commission modify its separation of functions (10 CFR 2.719) and ex parte
rules (10 CFR 2.780) to permit greater communication between the Commission and the staff on matters under
adjudication.
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On March 26, 1986, the Commission published a proposed rule to revise the Commission's separation of
functions and ex parte rules.877 Present rules preclude communications between the Commission and any NRC
staff member concerning a substantive matter at issue in a formal adjudicatory proceeding. Under this proposed
rule, only those members of the NRC staff who are involved in an "investigative or litigative" function relative to
a particular proceeding would be barred from communicating with the Commission on disputed issues in the
proceeding, thereby allowing for much wider Commission access to staff expertise.

On November 2, 1983, the Commission published in the Federal Register an Advanced Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking on the role of the NRC staff in the licensing process.985After evaluating the public comments, the
Commission determined that no change should be made in the staff's role and accordingly withdrew its Advance
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking.986

This item is related to increasing knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety issues in order to increase
confidence in assessing levels of safety and is, therefore, considered a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

Staff stated in the Supplement to this report published in 1986 that a portion of this item had not been resolved.
As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
impact issuess are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.

ITEM V.D.4: STUDY THE REFORM OF THE LICENSING PROCESS

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-0660,48 Rev. 1 item called for the Commission to study alternatives to reform the licensing process.
One suggested reform would abolish the present two-step process for initial licensing and would substitute
a one-step process with increased public involvement prior to the hearing. It would also involve continued
NRC jurisdiction after issuance of the single permit to verify that plant construction conforms with plans and
permit specifications. The Commission was to study the standardization of nuclear power plants and consider
suspending review and proceedings for applications for CPs and LWAs until the reform issues were resolved.
This item was originally identified as Item 9 in Chapter V but was made Item V.D.4 in Rev. 1 to NUREG-0660.48

In its first formal response to the President's Commission on the TMI-2 accident, the Commission noted that
a revision of licensing procedures to emphasize early and effective resolution of safety issues would require
legislation (NUREG-0632).878 Prior to forwarding proposed legislation to the Congress, the Commission took
steps to improve the balance and efficiency of the power reactor licensing process. In May 1981, a statement of
policy on the conduct of licensing proceedings was issued describing procedural devices which could expedite
the hearings and providing Commission guidance on the use of such tools.879 In addition, the Commission's
rules of practice (10 CFR 2) were amended to expedite certain aspects of adjudicatory proceedings. Two
rules were promulgated in 1982: (1) elimination of the need for power and alternative energy source issues
from reactor operating license proceedings; and (2) elimination of the requirements for the review of financial
qualifications of state-regulated public utilities applying for permits or licenses. Both of these rules were expected
to further expedite licensing hearings. In view of the limitations of rulemaking as a means of reforming the
nuclear power plant licensing process, the Commission proceeded to develop proposals for statutory changes
that would accomplish the desired reforms.

In November 1981, the Commission established the Regulatory Reform Task Force880 to review the NRC's
licensing process. As a result of the efforts of this group and senior NRC officials, the Commission in June 1982
issued for public comment a draft of proposed legislation, "Nuclear Standardization Act of 1982," which included
provisions for one-step licensing, issuance of a combined construction permit and operating license, and
licensing of standardized plant. After review and consideration of the public comments and comments provided
by an Ad Hoc Committee for the Review of Nuclear Reactor Licensing Reform Proposals, the Commission
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developed a draft bill, "Nuclear Power Reactor Licensing Reform Act of 1983," and on February 21, 1983
forwarded it to the Congress.881 The 98th Congress did not act on the Commission's 1983 legislative proposal.
The Commission submitted a revised proposal to the 99th Congress in 1985, but again Congress did not act.

The Regulatory Reform Task Force proposed that a number of reforms be accomplished via rulemaking: (1)
amendment of 10 CFR 50 to modify the backfitting provision and associated sections applicable to reactors;
(2) amendment of 10 CFR 2 and 10 CFR 50 to improve the quality of the hearing process; (3) amendment of
10 CFR 2 regarding separation of functions and ex parte communications in on-the-record adjudications; and
(4) amendment of 10 CFR 2 to limit NRC staff participation as a party in contested initial license proceedings to
issues on which the staff disagrees with the license applicant.

The Commission on September 20, 1983 issued a policy statement882 on revising the backfitting process. It also
issued an Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking883 on the backfitting process and presented a number of
questions for public response. The final rule884 on the backfitting process was published in September 1985.

The Commission on November 23, 1983 issued an Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on amending its
rules of practice (10 CFR 2) to change the staff's role in adjudicatory licensing hearings summarized this issue
and presented a number of options for rulemaking and solicited public response to a set of questions.877 The
Commission withdrew this notice after determining that no change in the staff role was warranted.986

The Commission on April 12, 1984 published987 a Federal Register notice soliciting public comments on the
changes to the hearing process proposed by the Regulatory Reform Task Force. After reviewing the public
comments, the Commission determined that four of the proposals merited further consideration. These were
published as a proposed rule.988 The comment on October 17, 1986 and final action on the proposals is
expected in early 1987.

This item is related to increasing knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety issues in order to increase
confidence in assessing levels of safety and is, therefore, considered a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

Staff stated in the Supplement to this report published in 1986 that this item was only partially resolved. As a
part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.
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Task V.E: Legislative Needs (Rev. 1)
The objective of this task was to evaluate legislative needs evidenced by and from TMI.

ITEM V.E.1: STUDY THE NEED FOR TMI-RELATED LEGISLATION

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-0660,48 Rev. 1 item called for the Commission to study the need for legislation with respect to the
following:

(1) Clarification of NRC authority to issue a license
amendment prior to a hearing when necessary to
ensure the health and safety of the public;

(2) Determination of whether NRC should seek an
amendment to the Sunshine Act to reduce the Act's
requirements for Commission meetings during an
emergency;

(3) Determination of NRC's current legal authority
to take over and conduct cleanup actions at a
nuclear facility and with respect to the Federal
Government's (a) liability for damages occurring during
a cleanup conducted by NRC, and (b) entitlement to
reimbursement for cleanup costs;

(4) The continuing desirability of the Price-Anderson Act in
two areas: (a) extraordinary nuclear occurrence, and
(b) limitation of liability;

(5) Desirability of creating a new category of license to
be issued in place of an operating license for a facility
during an extended recovery period following a major
accident;

(6) The need for new or modified NRC authority to
address the establishment of a chartered national
operating company or consortium.

This item was originally identified as Item 7 in Chapter V but was made Item V.E.1 in Rev. 1 to NUREG-0660.48

The following is a discussion of NRC actions on the six subtasks of this item:

(1) Section 12 of Public Law 97-415928 was amended
in 1983 and clarified Commission authority under
Section 189a of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. This
amendment, commonly referred to as the "Sholly
Amendment," clarified NRC authority to issue a license
amendment prior to a hearing when necessary to
ensure the health and safety of the public. Thus, this
subtask was resolved.

(2) The NRC Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1980929

directed the Chairman to act for the Commission in
emergencies. This legislation nullified the need for
any amendment to the Sunshine Act which originally
required Commission meetings during emergencies.
Thus, this subtask was resolved.
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(3) In November 1980, NRC issued NUREG-0689931

which adddressed NRC's legal authority over
cleanup activities. After receiving this document, the
Commission has not sought any legislation to augment
or clarify its authority. Thus, this subtask has been
resolved.

(4) The Congress is expected to pass, in the next
legislative session, a revision to the Price-Anderson
Act which will alter the limitation on liability provisions.
It is likely that the extraordinary nuclear occurrence
(ENO) provisions will remain in slightly modified form.
The Commission published a proposed amendment to
10 CFR 140 revising its criteria for an ENO in April of
1985.989 A final rule is expected in 1987. This subtask
will be resolved when a final rule is approved by the
Commission.

(5) Although it might be convenient to have a special
category of license for a facility engaged in extended
recovery operations, it has been the Commission's
experience with the TMI-2 cleanup phase that NRC's
authority to issue orders and license amendments
provides adequate flexibility for conducting recovery
operations within the framework of the preexisting
facility license. Accordingly, the staff determined that
there was no need to develop a new license category.
Thus, this subtask has been resolved.

(6) This subtask called for the formation of an industry-
wide consortium to operate the nuclear plants
of utilities that are unable to meet the increased
regulatory demands resulting from the TMI-2 accident.
The Commission has not sought legislation in this
area. Thus, this subtask has been resolved.

This item is related to increasing knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety issues in order to increase
confidence in assessing levels of safety and is, therefore, considered a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

Staff stated in the Supplement to this report published in 1986 that this item would be resolved when Subtask
(4) was completed. As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101,
"Summary of Activities Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues
Program will not pursue any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because
licensing and regulatory impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic
Issues Program, these issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do
not warrant further processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated
November 17, 2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.
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Task V.F: Organization and Management
The objective of this task was to improve Commission organization and management.

ITEM V.F.1: STUDY NRC top MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE AND PROCESS

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-0660,48 Rev. 1 item called for the Commission to hire an independent management consulting firm
to examine the internal management approaches and procedures used by the Commissioners to execute their
responsibilities and to examine possible improvements in the Commission's efficiency and effectiveness.

The FY-80 NRC Authorization Act required the Commission to contract for the completion by July 1981 of an
independent review of the Commission's management structure, processes, procedures, and operations at all
levels of agency management. This item was originally identified as Item 10 in Chapter V but was made Item
V.F.1 in Rev. 1 to NUREG-0660.48

In May 1980, the Commission developed and issued a Policy and Planning Guidance (PPG)210 document to
provide direction to the staff on general policies and objectives of the agency. The PPG provides a common
basis for establishing agencywide priorities and is instrumental in shaping NRC programs and plans. The PPG is
updated and revised annually.

In support of the PPG, the EDO Program Guidance was developed to help determine appropriate resource
needs through the budget process. Together, the PPG and the EDO Program Guidance form the basis for
agency planning and program development. The EDO Program Guidance is updated and revised annually.

In an NRC letter934 to the Congress in March 1981, it was indicated that Congressional concerns involving the
Commission's management structure, processes, and operations were adequately addressed by actions already
underway. Plans to have a consulting firm examine internal management were therefore dropped.

This item is related to increasing knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety issues in order to increase
confidence in assessing levels of safety and is, therefore, considered a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

This Licensing Issue has been resolved.

ITEM V.F.2: REEXAMINE ORGANIZATION AND FUNCTIONS OF THE NRC OFFICES

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-0660,48 Rev. 1 item called for the Commission to examine the organization and functions of the
NRC offices to identify possible improvements in the overall efficiency and effectiveness of NRC including
(1) an evaluation of the consolidation of all NRC resources and activities for monitoring operating reactors in
a single office; (2) the reorganization of NRR to elevate human factors in criteria development and systems
evaluation to a level of prominence equivalent to that of the safety equipment; (3) the reorganization of OIE to
increase inspection and enforcement effectiveness; (4) the establishment of an integrated program for modifying
regulatory requirements based on systemic identification and assessment of safety issues; and (5) the use of
technical consultants to increase staff capability in discrete technical areas. This item was originally identified as
Item 11 in Chapter V but was made Item V.F.2 in Rev. 1 to NUREG-0660.48

Over the past several years, a number of organizational changes have taken place at NRC to improve the
effectiveness and efficiency of the agency. Some of the major changes are listed below.

Monitoring Operating Reactors: AEOD was created to identify and communicate lessons of operating
experience to all appropriate parties. ORAB was also created in NRR to perform systematic assessments of
operating reactor experience. Following the NRR reorganization in November 1985, ORAB was made the
Operating Reactors Assessment Staff (ORAS).

Human Factors Considerations: The Division of Human Factors Safety (DHFS) was created within NRR
to provide increased emphasis on the benefits and problems represented by the human element in nuclear
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operations. Following the NRR reorganization in November 1985, DHFS was made the Division of Human
Factors Technology (DHFT).

Inspection and Enforcement:

(1) The emergency preparedness function was transferred to OIE and the Division of Emergency Preparedness
and Engineering Response (DEPER) was created. An OIE component to manage NRC's incident response
operations and planning efforts was also added.

(2) Improvements and intensification of inspections at operating reactor sites and at plants under construction
were made that included (a) more inspection effort at operating power reactors directed toward verification of
licensees' implementation and completion of actions specified in the TMI Action Plan; (b) special attention in the
construction inspection program focused on quality assurance, on-site design, and review of as-built structures
and systems; (c) raised limit on NRC fine for a single violation from $5,000 to as much as $100,000 per day
with no ceiling on the total fine for any 30-day period; (d) NRC Policy changes that strengthened enforcement
measures to prohibit operations by licensees who fail to meet adequate levels of protection and made non-
compliance more expensive than compliance; (e) various improvements to inspector training; (f) studies by SNL,
the results of which were used to further increase the effectiveness and safety efficiency of the operating reactor
inspection program (NUREG/CR-1368935 and NUREG/CR-1369936); (g) revisions to inspection programs making
safety verification the highest priority; (h) at least one inspector assigned to every site with an operating power
reactor and every site where construction activities are in progress; and (i) identification of licensee management
control problems through NRC team appraisals. These changes are documented in NRC Manual Chapter
0127.335

Safety Issues: (1) A systematic review has been performed of all candidate issues from the TMI investigations
and continues to be performed for issues identified from operating reactor experience; (2) Generic issues are
integrated into an agencywide program according to priority based on potential safety significance and cost of
implementation; (3) NRC uses a 10-criteria evaluation process to determine which of the safety issues could be
designated as USIs. Task Action Plans are developed to resolve those issues identified for further pursuit.

Technical Consultants: (1) NRR technical assistance in Operating Reactors and Casework more than tripled
from FY-79 to FY-81 mostly because of the TMI-2 accident impact. This increase reflected additional technical
assistance from such technical experts as the Franklin Research Institute to complete the growing number of
reactor licensing amendments/actions. Efforts were also augmented for casework activities through technical
support from contractors such as SAI and from the DOE National Labs; (2) Additional members were added to
the panel of ASLBs which, in many cases, were reconstituted to minimize schedule conflicts.

Other Reorganizations: (1) During 1981, the Offices of Nuclear Regulatory Research (RES) and Standards
Development (SD) were consolidated into a single RES Office. This change made the research function more
responsive to the regulatory needs of the agency, by more direct application of research to regulations and rules,
and made more effective use of staff resources. (2) A new position (Deputy Executive Director for Regional
Operations and Generic Requirements) was created in 1981 in the EDO office to bring tighter control and
coordination to new regulatory requirements and to help manage the enlarged role of NRC regional offices. (3)
Also in 1981, regional operations were expanded to improve the quality of regulation by transferring a number of
headquarters functions to the regions. Regional Administrators report directly to the EDO and act as key agents
in NRC's interactions with licensees. This change is documented in NRC Manual Chapter 0128.335

This item is related to increasing knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety issues in order to increase
confidence in assessing levels of safety and is, therefore, considered a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

This Licensing Issue has been resolved.

ITEM V.F.3: REVISE DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITY TO STAFF

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-0660,48 Rev. 1 item called for the Commission to improve NRC's organizational and management
capabilities for effective pursuit of safety goals by clarifying and, as necessary, revising delegations of authority
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to the staff. This item was originally identified as Item 12 in Chapter V but was made Item V.F.3 in Rev. 1 to
NUREG-0660.48

The Commission delegated substantial rulemaking authority to RES. To reflect the requirements of the
President's Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1980,929 NRC reviewed and changed manual chapters335 that
dealt with the delegation of authority to staff office directors. These changes were documented in an EDO
memorandum to the Chairman in December 1980.937 NRC also reviewed delegations of authority to
Commission-level offices and concluded no changes were required. This conclusion was documented in
SECY-80-497.938 Additional rulemaking authority was delegated to the staff in 1985.992

This item is related to increasing knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety issues in order to increase
confidence in assessing levels of safety and is, therefore, considered a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

This Licensing Issue has been resolved.

ITEM V.F.4: CLARIFY AND STRENGTHEN THE RESPECTIVE ROLES OF CHAIRMAN, COMMISSION, AND
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR FOR OPERATIONS

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-0660,48 Rev. 1 item called for the Commission to clarify and strengthen the respective roles and
authorities of the Chairman as chief executive officer, the Commission as head of the agency, and the EDO as
chief staff officer. This item was originally identified as Item 13 in Chapter V but was made Item V.F.4 in Rev. 1 to
NUREG-0660.48

The President's Reorganization Plan of 1980929 served to strengthen the authority of the NRC Chairman relative
to the Commission. For example, the Chairman is the official spokesman and principal executive officer of
the Commission and directs and delegates various functions to the EDO who reports to the Chairman on all
matters. Two Commission-level offices (Public Affairs and Congressional Affairs) also report directly to the
Chairman. The Commission retains responsibility for policy formulation, rulemaking, orders, and adjudication.
The Chairman initiates personnel actions, subject to Commission approval, for heads of offices reporting directly
to the Commission, for the EDO, and for the heads of the major program offices. The Chairman directs and
delegates to the EDO responsibility for all administrative functions, distribution of business, preparation of
reorganization proposals and budget estimates, allocation of funds, and personnel matters other than those
affecting the major program offices and certain other offices reporting to the Commission.

The EDO position was also strengthened relative to the program staff. For example, all program offices and
regions report to the EDO. The EDO keeps the Commission fully and currently informed through the Chairman.
The EDO is to be consulted regarding actions affecting the program offices and regional offices. These
procedures are documented in NRC Manual Chapter 0103.335

This item is related to increasing knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety issues in order to increase
confidence in assessing levels of safety and is, therefore, considered a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

This Licensing Issue has been resolved.

ITEM V.F.5: AUTHORITY TO DELEGATE EMERGENCY RESPONSE FUNCTIONS TO A SINGLE
COMMISSIONER

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-0660,48 Rev. 1 item called for the Commission to seek authority to delegate specific management
responsibilities to an individual Commissioner in the event of defined emergencies. (See also Item III.A.3.1 in
which NRC is to develop its role in responding to nuclear emergencies.) This item was originally identified as
Item 14 in Chapter V but was made Item V.F.5 in Rev. 1 to NUREG-0660.48
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The Commission's emergency response functions were transferred to its Chairman, as documented in the
Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1980.929 The responsibilities of the Commission and staff are set forth in detail in
NRC Manual Chapter 0502.335

This item is related to increasing knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety issues in order to increase
confidence in assessing levels of safety and is, therefore, considered a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

This Licensing Issue has been resolved.
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Task V.G: Consolidation of NRC Locations
The objective of this task was to achieve a single location for the NRC's headquarters office.

ITEM V.G.1: ACHIEVE SINGLE LOCATION, LONG-TERM

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-0660,48 Rev. 1 item called for the Commission to break the impasse hindering the location
of NRC and its major headquarters staff components in a single location (a single building or an adjacent
group of buildings). The accomplishment of this objective was essential, among other purposes, to minimize
adverse disruption of NRC headquarters upon installation of the NRC terminal of the nuclear data link and of
headquarters computer and simulator equipment. (See Item III.A.3.4.) This item was originally identified as Item
15 in Chapter V but was made Item V.G.1 in Rev. 1 to NUREG-0660.48

Since its inception as an independent regulatory agency, the NRC has sought to consolidate its headquarters'
staff in the Washington, D.C. area. Further emphasis was placed on this effort as a result of the TMI-2 accident
and the continuing recommendations of various House and Senate Committees, special commissions,
OMB, and the GAO. As a result of past discussions between senior NRC and GSA officials, both agencies
acknowledged the benefits of NRC headquarters consolidation and agreed to develop alternative options that
would accommodate both short- and long-term housing solutions. On November 6, 1986, GSA concluded
negotiations with White Flint North Limited Partnership to purchase an 18-story building (One White Flint North,
11555 Rockville Pike, Rockville, Maryland) for the consolidation of NRC.

The prospectus for completion of the NRC consolidation at White Flint has been favorably reported on by
OMB and by the House Committee on Public Works. Under the terms of the Public Buildings Act of 1959, only
Committee action is required for Congressional approval of the project. With Congressional approval, the GSA
proposes to lease approximately 300,000 additional square feet of space in Rockville to complete consolidation.
Congressional approval of the prospectus would authorize GSA to negotiate extension of existing leases of
NRC-occupied buildings until relocation is completed.

The purchase contract for One White Flint North includes an option to lease a second building of similar size to
be constructed on an adjacent portion of the One White Flint North site. On November 14, 1986, the government
exercised this option and the developer will, under the terms of the contract, construct the second building within
30 months of the execution of the option. An option to purchase the second building may be exercised by the
government in the 5th year of the 20-year lease. At present the NRC continues to be dispersed in 10 buildings
located in Washington, D.C. and Maryland.

CONCLUSION

This Licensing Issue has been resolved.

ITEM V.G.2: ACHIEVE SINGLE LOCATION, INTERIM

DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-0660,48 Rev. 1 item called for the Commission to promptly reduce the distance between NRC
headquarters offices by the consolidation of NRC offices in the Matomic Building (1717 H Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C.) and in some of its present Bethesda locations. This move was intended to house the NRC
program offices in one building. The agencies leaving 1717 H Street were to occupy either space vacated as
a result of the NRC movement from suburban areas or other undetermined space. This item was originally
identified as Item 16 in Chapter V but was made Item V.G.2 in Rev. 1 to NUREG-0660.48

After extensive planning for the interim consolidation of major organizational elements of NRC in the Matomic
Building, GSA withdrew the building from consideration for assignment in March 1982 based upon economic
considerations. In September 1983, GSA further informed NRC that they were considering the relocation of all
federal tenants as a result of the age and general condition of the Matomic Building.

Interim consolidation planning, the potential forced relocation from the Matomic Building, and preparation of the
concurrent Agency Space Reduction Program which responds to Federal Property Management Temporary
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Regulations D-68 and D-70 (Work Space Management Reforms) were considered in the interim housing of
NRC headquarters' staff in a minimum number of locations in Bethesda, Maryland, and Washington, D.C.
Achievement of a single, interim location was never accomplished and has been overtaken by NRC efforts
toward achieving a single, long-term location.

CONCLUSION

This Licensing Issue has been resolved.

REFERENCES

0048. NUREG-0660, "NRC Action Plan Developed as a Result of the TMI-2 Accident," U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, May 1980, (Rev. 1) August 1980.
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Section 2. Task Action Plan Items

This section contains all Task Action Plan items documented in NUREG-0371 2  and NUREG-0471 3  as well
as all USIs documented in other NRC publications. Items A-1 through A-41 are listed in NUREG-0371 2 

and all items with prefixes "B," "C," and "D" are listed in NUREG-0471. 3  USIs identified after publication of
NUREG-0371 2  and NUREG-0471 3  are listed in the following documents: NUREG-0510 186  (A-42 through
A-44); NUREG-0705 44  ( A-45 through A-48); and NUREG-1090 1788  (A-49). A total of 142 items are listed in
this section.

The Generic Issues Tracking System (GITS) Report 38  issued on December 17, 1981, provided a status report
on the majority of the 142 items as well as their classification into four categories: Environmental, Licensing
Improvement, Safety, and USI. The safety issues identified in the GITS Report 38  provided the basis for all
prioritization work contained in this section. The lead responsibility and a summary of the findings for each item
listed in this section can be found in Table II of the Introduction.
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Item A-1: Water Hammer (Rev. 2)

DESCRIPTION

The issue was raised after the occurrence of various incidents of water hammer that involved steam generator
feedrings and piping, emergency core cooling systems, RHR systems, containment spray, service water,
feedwater, and steam lines. The incidents were attributed to such causes as rapid condensation of steam
pockets, steam-driven slugs of water, pump startup with partially empty lines, and rapid valve motion. Most of the
damage was relatively minor and involved pipe hangers and restraints. However, there were several incidents
which resulted in piping and valve damage. This item was originally identified in NUREG-03712 and was later
declared a USI in NUREG-0510.186

No water hammer incident resulted in the release of radioactivity outside of plants. However, because of the
continuing incidence of water hammer events, the number of phenomena, and the potential safety significance
of the systems involved, the staff believed that systematic review procedures needed to be developed to ensure
that water hammer would be given appropriate consideration in CP and OL reviews, and in the review of
operating reactors.

CONCLUSION

This USI was RESOLVED with the publication of NUREG-0927, Rev. 1,698 and the following SRP11 Sections:
3.9.3, Rev. 1; 3.9.4, Rev. 2; 5.4.6, Rev. 3; 5.4.7, Rev. 3; 6.3, Rev. 2; 9.2.1, Rev. 3; 9.2.2, Rev. 2; 10.3, Rev. 3; and
10.4.7, Rev. 3. The revised SRP Sections will be used only for the review of "custom plant" CP applications and
for standard plant applications docketed after the issuance of these revised SRP Sections (which are intended
for referencing in CP applications). Thus, this USI will affect all future plants only.

REFERENCES

0002. NUREG-0371, "Task Action Plans for Generic Activities (Category A)," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, November 1978.

0011. NUREG-0800, "Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear
Power Plants," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, (1st Ed.) November 1975, (2nd Ed.)
March 1980, (3rd Ed.) July 1981.

0186. NUREG-0510, "Identification of Unresolved Safety Issues Relating to Nuclear Power Plants,"
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, January 1979.

0698. NUREG-0927, "Evaluation of Water Hammer Occurrence in Nuclear Power Plants," U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, (Rev. 1) March 1984.
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Item A-2: Asymmetric Blowdown Loads on Reactor Primary Coolant
Systems (Rev. 2)
DISCUSSION

On May 7, 1975, the NRC was informed by VEPCO that an asymmetric loading on the reactor vessel supports
resulting from a postulated reactor coolant pipe rupture at a specific location (e.g., the vessel nozzle) had not
been considered by W or S&W in the original design of the reactor vessel support systems for North Anna Units
1 and 2. This item was originally identified in NUREG-03712 and was later declared a USI in NUREG-0510.186

In a postulated event at the vessel nozzle, asymmetric LOCA loading could result from forces induced on the
reactor internals by transient differential pressures across the core barrel and by forces on the vessel due to
transient differential pressures in the reactor cavity. With the advent of more sophisticated computer codes and
the accompanying more-detailed analytical models, it became apparent to W that such differential pressures,
although of short duration, could place a significant load on the reactor vessel supports, thereby affecting their
integrity. This issue was determined by the NRC to have generic implications for all PWRs.

CONCLUSION

This USI was RESOLVED with the publication of NUREG-0609699 and affected all operating and future PWRs.
For operating PWRs, MPA D-10 was established by DL/NRR for implementation purposes. Generic Letter
84-04700 was also issued by the staff.

REFERENCES

0002. NUREG-0371, "Task Action Plans for Generic Activities (Category A)," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, November 1978.

0186. NUREG-0510, "Identification of Unresolved Safety Issues Relating to Nuclear Power Plants,"
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, January 1979.

0699. NUREG-0609, "Asymmetric Blowdown Loads on PWR Primary Systems," U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, January 1981.

0700. Letter to All Operating PWR Licenses, Construction Permit Holders, and Applicants for
Construction Permits from U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Safety Evaluation of
Westinghouse Topical Reports Dealing with Elimination of Postulated Pipe Breaks in PWR
Primary Main Loops (Generic Letter 84-04)," February 1, 1984. [ML031150562]
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Item A-3: Westinghouse Steam Generator Tube Integrity (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Prior to 1978, operating experience with PWR steam generators was characterized by extensive corrosion and
mechanically-induced degradation of the steam generator tubes, frequent plant shutdowns to repair primary-to-
secondary leaks, and two SGTR events (Point Beach 1 in 1975 and Surry 2 in 1976). In 1978, Task Action Plans
for Items A-3, A-4, and A-5 were established in NUREG-03712 to evaluate the safety significance of degradation
in W, CE, and B&W steam generators, respectively. These items were later declared USIs in NUREG-0510186

and were combined into one effort because many problems with PWR steam generators supplied by the three
vendors were similar. Thus, an integrated program was developed for the resolution of USIs A-3, A-4, and A-5.

After SGTR events at Prairie Island 1 in 1979 and at Ginna in 1982, the staff initiated an integrated program to
evaluate a number of recommendations stemming from the early USI effort and from lessons learned as a result
of the SGTR events. The objective of the integrated program was to complete resolution of USIs A-3, A-4, and
A-5, including identification of new requirements that could be imposed on OL applicants and licensees and
identification of further efforts that should be undertaken by NRC. The results of this program were documented
in NUREG-0844.186

The staff's risk analysis, as described in Section 3 of NUREG-0844,681 indicated that SGTR events beyond the
design basis did not constitute a significant fraction of the early and latent cancer fatality risks associated with
reactor events at a given site. Furthermore, the risk assessment indicated that the increment in risk associated
with SGTR events was a small fraction of the accidental and latent cancer fatality risks to which the general
public is routinely exposed. These findings reflected not just the effectiveness of NRC regulatory guidance and
TS requirements, but very importantly also reflected industry efforts to improve steam generator reliability which
was of significant economic importance to the industry, in addition to providing added assurance of public health
and safety.

The risk estimates documented in NUREG-0844681 were based on consequence calculations that employed
population distributions, protective actions, and meteorological assumptions equivalent to those presented in
the Byron final environmental statement (NUREG-0848).1135 The staff completed a comparative analysis which
confirmed that the risk from SGTR-related causes did not exceed the Commission's safety goals on early or
latent fatalities. Early fatality risks were estimated to be less than 10% of the safety goal, and the latent fatality
risks were found to be a very small fraction of the safety goal.

In view of the relatively low risk estimates associated with SGTR events, the staff concluded that new generic
requirements that had initially been proposed as part of the USI program were not warranted. However, the
staff found in its value-impact analysis that a number of these proposals, as a group, were effective measures
for significantly reducing the incidence of tube degradation, the frequency of SGTRs and the corresponding
potential for significant non-core-melt release, and occupational exposures, and were consistent with good
operating and engineering practice. As a group, these actions were considered to be effective measures for
mitigating the consequences of SGTRs. Adoption of these actions by licensees would further reduce public risk
(by as much as 70%) and provide added assurance that risk would continue to be small. These actions were
designated as staff-recommended actions.

CONCLUSION

As part of the steam generator USI program, the staff issued Generic Letter 85-021136 to all PWR licensees
and applicants to inform them of the staff-recommended actions and to request a description of their
overall programs for ensuring steam generator tube integrity and SGTR mitigation. The staff's assessment
of the licensee and applicant responses to Generic Letter 85-021136 was provided to the Commission in
SECY-86-971137 in March 1986. The staff concluded on the basis of this assessment that the large majority of
the licensees and applicants were following programs, practices, and/or procedures that were partially to fully
consistent with, or equivalent to, the staff-recommended actions.
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Following the North Anna 1 SGTR event on July 15, 1987, NRC Bulletin No. 88-021138 was issued requesting
that licensees and OL applicants perform specified inspections and analyses to determine whether their plants
were susceptible to the failure mechanism that led to the North Anna event, and that they implement corrective
actions, if necessary.

The Commission's current regulations (10 CFR Part 50, Appendices A and B; 10 CFR 50.55a; 10 CFR 50.109;
and 10 CFR Part 100) provide the staff with sufficient authority to ensure that licensees implement programs
relating to steam generator tube integrity that provide adequate protection to public health and safety. The staff
will continue to monitor steam generator experience as an indicator of the effectiveness of licensee programs
for ensuring steam generator tube integrity. As exemplified by Bulletin 88-02,1138 the staff may impose additional
requirements (pursuant to applicable regulations) to continue to ensure that licensees adequately implement
effective programs where such action is determined to be necessary on the basis of operating experience, or as
a result of ongoing staff studies. Thus, as stated in SECY-88-272,1139 USIs A-3, A-4, and A-5 were RESOLVED
and requirements were established.

REFERENCES

0002. NUREG-0371, "Task Action Plans for Generic Activities (Category A)," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, November 1978.

0186. NUREG-0510, "Identification of Unresolved Safety Issues Relating to Nuclear Power Plants,"
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, January 1979.

0681. NUREG-0844, "NRC Integrated Program for the Resolution of Unresolved Safety Issues A-3,
A-4, A-5 Regarding Steam Generator Tube Integrity," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
September 1988.

1135. NUREG-0848, "Final Environmental Statement Related to the Operation of Byron Station Units
1 and 2," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1982.

1136. Memorandum to C. Miller from R. Borchardt, "Review of Temporary Instruction 2515/131,
'Licensee Offsite Communication Capabilities,' for Deletion from the NRC Inspection Manual,"
December 3, 1996. [9612060074]

1137. SECY-86-97, "Steam Generator USI Program—Utility Responses to Staff Recommendations in
Generic Letter 85-02," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, March 24, 1986. [8609160048]

1138. Bulletin 88-02, "Rapidly Propagating Fatigue Cracks in Steam Generator Tubes," U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, February 5, 1988. [ML031220043]

1139. SECY-88-272, "Technical Resolution of Unresolved Safety Issues A-3, A-4, and A-5 Regarding
Steam Generator Tube Integrity," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, September 27, 1988.
[8811040042]
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Item A-4: CE Steam Generator Tube Integrity (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

This item was originally identified in NUREG-03712 and was later declared a USI in NUREG-0510.186 (See Item
A-3 for further details.)

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED and requirements were established. (See Item A-3 for further details.)

REFERENCES

0002. NUREG-0371, "Task Action Plans for Generic Activities (Category A)," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, November 1978.

0186. NUREG-0510, "Identification of Unresolved Safety Issues Relating to Nuclear Power Plants,"
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, January 1979.
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Item A-5: B&W Steam Generator Tube Integrity (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

This item was originally identified in NUREG-03712 and was later declared a USI in NUREG-0510.186 (See Item
A-3 for further details.)

CONCLUSION

This item was RESOLVED and requirements were established. (See Item A-3 for further details.)

REFERENCES

0002. NUREG-0371, "Task Action Plans for Generic Activities (Category A)," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, November 1978.

0186. NUREG-0510, "Identification of Unresolved Safety Issues Relating to Nuclear Power Plants,"
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, January 1979.
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Item A-6: MARK I Short-Term Program (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

During the conduct of a large scale testing program for an advanced design BWR pressure suppression
containment system (MARK III), new suppression pool hydrodynamic loads associated with a postulated LOCA
were identified which had not been explicitly included in the original design of the MARK I containment systems.
These additional loads result from the dynamic effects of drywell air and steam being rapidly forced into the
suppression pool (Torus) during a postulated LOCA event. Consequently, it was determined that a reassessment
of the MARK I containment system design would be required. This item was originally identified in NUREG 03712

and was later declared a USI in NUREG-0510.186

CONCLUSION

This USI was RESOLVED with the publication of NUREG-0408.701 All plant-unique analyses and required
equipment modifications were reviewed and accepted by the staff and appropriate TS changes were made by
the affected licensees.

REFERENCES

0002. NUREG-0371, "Task Action Plans for Generic Activities (Category A)," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, November 1978.

0186. NUREG-0510, "Identification of Unresolved Safety Issues Relating to Nuclear Power Plants,"
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, January 1979.

0701. NUREG-0408, "Mark I Containment Short-Term Program Safety Evaluation Report," U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, December 1977.
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Item A-7: MARK I Long-Term Program (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

During testing for an advanced BWR containment system design (MARK III), suppression pool hydrodynamic
loads were identified which had not been considered in the original design of the MARK I containment system.
To address this issue, a MARK I Owners’ Group was formed and the assessment was divided into a short-
term and a long-term program. The results of the NRC staff's review of the MARK I Containment Short-Term
Program were documented in NUREG-0408.701 The long-term program was conducted to provide a generic
basis to define suppression pool hydrodynamic loads and the related structural acceptance criteria, such that a
comprehensive reassessment of each MARK I containment system could be performed.

A series of experimental and analytical programs were conducted by the MARK I Owners’ Group to provide the
necessary bases for the generic load definition and structural assessment techniques. The generic methods
proposed by the MARK I Owners’ Group, as modified by the NRC staff's requirements, were to be used to
perform plant-unique analyses which would identify the plant modifications, if any, needed to restore the
originally intended margin of safety in the MARK I containment designs. This item was originally identified in
NUREG-03712 and was later declared a USI in NUREG-0510.186

CONCLUSION

This USI was RESOLVED with the issuance of Supplement 1 to NUREG-0661702 and SRP11 Section 6.2.1.1C.
For operating BWRs, MPA D-01 was established by DL/NRR for implementation purposes.

REFERENCES

0002. NUREG-0371, "Task Action Plans for Generic Activities (Category A)," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, November 1978.

0011. NUREG-0800, "Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear
Power Plants," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, (1st Ed.) November 1975, (2nd Ed.)
March 1980, (3rd Ed.) July 1981.

0186. NUREG-0510, "Identification of Unresolved Safety Issues Relating to Nuclear Power Plants,"
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, January 1979.

0701. NUREG-0408, "Mark I Containment Short-Term Program Safety Evaluation Report," U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, December 1977.

0702. NUREG-0661, "Mark I Containment Long Term Program Safety Evaluation Report, Resolution
of Generic Technical Activity A-7," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, July 1980,
(Supplement 1) August 1982.
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Item A-8: MARK II Containment Pool Dynamic Loads Long-Term Program
(Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

As a result of the GE testing program for the MARK III pressure-suppression containment program, new
containment loads associated with a postulated LOCA were identified in 1975 which had not been explicitly
included in the original design of MARK I and MARK II containments. These loads resulted from the dynamic
effects of drywell air and steam being rapidly forced into the suppression pool during a postulated LOCA event.
Other pool dynamic loads previously unaccounted for resulted from the actuation of SRVs in the MARK II
containment. The review and evaluation of the MARK I loads were addressed in USI A-7, and SRV loads for all
suppression-type containments were addressed in USI A-39. This item was originally identified in NUREG-03712

and was later declared a USI in NUREG-0510.186

CONCLUSION

This USI was RESOLVED with the issuance of NUREG-0808703 and SRP11 Section 6.2.1.1C.

REFERENCES

0002. NUREG-0371, "Task Action Plans for Generic Activities (Category A)," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, November 1978.

0186. NUREG-0510, "Identification of Unresolved Safety Issues Relating to Nuclear Power Plants,"
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, January 1979.

0703. NUREG-0808, "Mark II Containment Program Evaluation and Acceptance Criteria," U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, August 1981.
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Item A-9: ATWS (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

The technical report on ATWS for water-cooled reactors (WASH-1270)751 discussed the probability of an ATWS
event as well as an appropriate safety objective for the event. After several years of discussions with vendors
and evaluations of vendor models and analyses, the staff published a status report on each vendor analysis in
1975. This report included detailed guidelines on analysis models and ATWS safety objectives. This item was
originally identified in NUREG-03712 and was later declared a USI in NUREG-0510.186

CONCLUSION

The staff's technical findings were published in Volume 4 of NUREG-0460 704 and the USI was RESOLVED with
the publication of a final rule. 724,725

REFERENCES

0002. NUREG-0371, "Task Action Plans for Generic Activities (Category A)," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, November 1978.

0186. NUREG-0510, "Identification of Unresolved Safety Issues Relating to Nuclear Power Plants,"
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, January 1979.

0704. NUREG-0460, "Anticipated Transients without Scram for Light Water Reactors," U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, (Vol. 1) April 1978, (Vol. 2) April 1978, (Vol. 3) December 1978, (Vol.
4) March 1980.

0724. Memorandum for W. Dircks et al. from S. Chilk, "Staff Requirements—Affirmation/Discussion
and Vote, 11:30 a.m., Friday, June 1, 1984, Commissioners' Conference Room, D.C. Office
(Open to Public Attendance)," June 1, 1984.

0725. Federal Register Notice 49 FR 26036, "10 CFR Part 50, Reduction of Risk from Anticipated
Transients Without Scram (ATWS) Events for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants," June
26, 1984.

0751. WASH-1270, "Anticipated Transients without Scram for Water-Cooled Reactors," U.S. Atomic
Energy Commission, September 1973.
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Item A-10: BWR Feedwater Nozzle Cracking (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Inspections of operating BWRs conducted up to April 1978 revealed cracks in the feedwater nozzles of 20
reactor vessels. Most of these BWRs contained 4 nozzles with diameters ranging from 10 in. to 12 in. Although
most cracks ranged from 1/2 in. to 3/4 in. in depth (including cladding), one crack penetrated the cladding into
the base metal for a total depth of approximately 1.5 in. It was determined that cracking was due to high-cycle
fatigue caused by fluctuations in water temperature within the vessel in the nozzle region. These fluctuations
occurred during periods of low feedwater temperature when flow is unsteady and intermittent. Once initiated, the
cracks enlarge from high pressure and thermal cycling associated with startups and shutdowns. This item was
originally identified in NUREG-03712 and was later declared a USI in NUREG-0510.186

CONCLUSION

This issue was RESOLVED with the issuance of NUREG-0619 742 and MPA B-25 was established by DL/NRR
for implementation purposes.

REFERENCES

0002. NUREG-0371, "Task Action Plans for Generic Activities (Category A)," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, November 1978.

0186. NUREG-0510, "Identification of Unresolved Safety Issues Relating to Nuclear Power Plants,"
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, January 1979.

0742. NUREG-0619, "BWR Feedwater Nozzle and Control Rod Drive Return Line Nozzle Cracking,"
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, November 1980.
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Item A-11: Reactor Vessel Materials Toughness (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Because of the remote possibility of failure of nuclear reactor pressure vessels designed to the ASME Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code, the design of nuclear facilities does not provide protection against reactor vessel
failure. Prevention of reactor vessel failure depends primarily on maintaining the reactor vessel material
fracture toughness at levels that will resist brittle fracture during plant operation. At service times and operating
conditions typical of existing operating plants, reactor vessel fracture toughness properties provide adequate
margins of safety against vessel failure; however, as plants accumulate more and more service time, neutron
irradiation reduces the material fracture toughness and initial safety margins. This item was originally identified in
NUREG-03712 and was later declared a USI in NUREG-0510.186

CONCLUSION

This USI was RESOLVED with the issuance of NUREG-0744, 743 Revision 1, which was later transmitted to all
licensees with Generic Letter 82-26. 744

REFERENCES
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Commission, November 1978.

0186. NUREG-0510, "Identification of Unresolved Safety Issues Relating to Nuclear Power Plants,"
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, January 1979.

0743. NUREG-0744, "Resolution of the Task A-11 Reactor Vessel Materials Toughness Safety Issue,"
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, (Rev. 1) October 1982.

0744. Letter to All Power Reactor Licensees (Except Ft. St. Vrain) from U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, "NUREG-0744 Rev. 1; Generic Letter No. 82-26—Pressure Vessel Material
Fracture Toughness," November 12, 1982. [ML031080494]
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Item A-12: Fracture Toughness of Steam Generator and Reactor Coolant
Pump Supports (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

During the course of the licensing action for North Anna Units 1 and 2, a number of questions were raised
as to the potential for lamellar tearing and low fracture toughness of the steam generator and RCP support
materials for these facilities. Two different steel specifications (ASTM A36 and ASTM A572) covered most of
the material used for these supports. Toughness tests, not originally specified and not in the relevant ASTM
specifications, were made at various temperatures. The toughness of the A36 steel was found to be adequate,
but the toughness of the A572 steel was relatively poor at a temperature of 80°F. In the case of North Anna
Units 1 and 2, the applicant agreed to raise the temperature of the A572 beams in the steam generator supports
to a minimum temperature of 225°F, prior to reactor coolant system pressurization to levels above 1,000 psig.
Auxiliary electrical heat was supplied as necessary to supplement the heat derived from the reactor coolant loop
to obtain the required operating temperature of the support materials. Concerns regarding the supports at North
Anna were applicable to all PWRs. This item was originally identified in NUREG-03712 and was later declared a
USI in NUREG-0510.186

CONCLUSION

This USI was RESOLVED with the publication of NUREG-0577, 388 Revision 1. The resolution contained no
backfit requirements and applied only to new construction after issuance of SRP 11 Section 5.3.4.

REFERENCES
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Power Plants," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, (1st Ed.) November 1975, (2nd Ed.)
March 1980, (3rd Ed.) July 1981.

0186. NUREG-0510, "Identification of Unresolved Safety Issues Relating to Nuclear Power Plants,"
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, January 1979.

0388. NUREG-0577, "Potential for Low Fracture Toughness and Lamellar Tearing in PWR Steam
Generator and Reactor Coolant Pump Supports," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, (Rev.
1) October 1983.
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Item A-13: Snubber Operability Assurance (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

In May 1978, the ACRS and the staff expressed concern over the substantial number of LERs related to the
malfunction of snubbers, the most frequent of which were: (1) seal leakage in hydraulic snubbers; and (2) high
rejection rate during functional testing of snubbers. In reviewing these LERs, the staff noted differences in the
numbers of snubbers utilized in systems of similar configurations and questioned the methodology used for
determining the need for snubbers in any given system. As a result of these concerns and the desire to provide a
significant increase in assurance of the health and safety of the public, snubber operability assurance was given
a priority Category A designation and included in NUREG-0371. 2

Safety Significance

Snubbers are utilized primarily as seismic and pipe whip restraints at nuclear power plants. Their safety function
is to operate as rigid supports for restraining the motion of attached systems or components under rapidly
applied load conditions such as earthquakes, pipe breaks, and severe hydraulic transients.

Possible Solutions

The solutions proposed in NUREG-03712 were as follows: (1) evaluation of industry practice associated with
snubber qualification testing, design and analysis procedures, selection and specification criteria, and pre-
service and in-service inspection programs; and (2) development of TS, SRP11 revisions, and Regulatory Guides
to assure a high level of snubber operability.

CONCLUSION

In 1980, the staff addressed the operation of snubbers with revisions to STS 3/4.7.9; SRP11 Section 3.9.3 was
later revised in 1981. A draft regulatory guide (Task SC-708-4)12 on the qualification and acceptance tests for
snubbers used in systems important to safety was issued by the staff, but was later withdrawn when it was
determined that there were no plans for its use in the licensing process.9 Thus, with the SRP revision, this issue
was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.

REFERENCES
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Power Plants," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, (1st Ed.) November 1975, (2nd Ed.)
March 1980, (3rd Ed.) July 1981.

0012. Draft Regulatory Guide and Value/Impact Statement, Task SC 708-4, "Qualification and
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Item A-14: Flaw Detection (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

After the 1970 issuance of inspection requirements in Section XI of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code,14 the staff recognized the need to quantify the uncertainty in the existing inspection requirement
techniques. Also, the staff recognized its responsibility to upgrade these requirements, if necessary, when
improvements in inspection techniques became commercially available.

This item was identified in NUREG-03712 and consisted of quantifying and upgrading the reliability of existing ISI
techniques and of developing, evaluating, and validating improved techniques for flaw detection and evaluation
during ISI of primary system components. The results were to be used in improving ASME Code Section XI14
inspection provisions, and preparing Regulatory Guides as needed. At the time of the evaluation of this issue in
1983, a major part of the NRC effort on the issue was being carried out under the RES program on NDE (RES
Long Range Research Plan, Program 6.3). This program resulted in the issuance of a new Regulatory Guide
1.150141 and preparation of improved piping inspection provisions which were to be incorporated into Section
XI14 of the ASME Code.

Safety Significance

As part of the defense-in-depth approach, components and structures are inspected in order to detect and repair
flaws well before they reach a critical size and lead to undesirable consequences ranging from small leaks to a
large LOCA.

It was believed that improvements in flaw detection reliability and capability could contribute to reducing the risk
associated with specific safety issues that were open at the time this issue was evaluated: Issue 15, "Radiation
Effects on Reactor Vessel Supports," and Issue 29, "Bolting Degradation or Failure in Nuclear Power Plants."
This issue was also part of USIs A-3, A-4, and A-5 which addressed steam generator tube integrity. It was
believed that improved flaw detection would provide a longer-term contribution to the resolution of USI A-12,
"Fracture Toughness of Steam Generator and Reactor Coolant Pump Supports," and USI A-49, "Pressurized
Thermal Shock." Resolution of this issue was expected to provide the experimental basis for the technical
position of a planned Regulatory Guide on ISI of austenitic stainless steel piping.

Possible Solution

If successfully resolved, this issue would quantify: (1) the uncertainties concerning the smallest size defect
which could reliably be detected by required inspection techniques; and (2) the dimensions of identified defects.
Thus, the uncertainty in the resolution of other safety issues could be reduced and, possibly, could allow for
modifications of some inspection requirements.

CONCLUSION

This item was not a safety issue by itself but was only amenable to risk reduction value/impact assessment by
reference to other issues. This was an ongoing task that was sponsored by RES, with the results of development
efforts on the part of both NRC and industry (EPRI) to be used for improving the inspection provisions of Section
XI14 of the ASME Code and for providing the technical basis for Regulatory Guides related to ISI. These efforts
were to be closely monitored by the users of the results to ensure that they were directly applied to the resolution
of the safety issues identified above. Since this item was largely an RES program which served a number of
generic issues, it was DROPPED from further consideration as a separate issue.
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0141. Regulatory Guide 1.150, "Ultrasonic Testing of Reactor Vessel Welds during Preservice and
Inservice Examinations," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, June 1981 [8108040038],
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Item A-15: Primary Coolant System Decontamination and Steam Generator
Chemical Cleaning (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

Operation of a LWR results in slow corrosion of the interior metal surfaces of the primary coolant system.
The resulting corrosion products circulate through the reactor core and are activated by neutron flux from the
fissioning reactor fuel. While some of these activated corrosion products are removed by the reactor's water
chemistry system, a small amount is continually deposited or plated out on the primary coolant system's internal
surfaces. Once activated corrosion products are deposited or plated out, they are not removed by the reactor
water cleanup system and continue to accumulate. As a direct result of this accumulation, radiation levels in
the vicinity of the primary system rise, thus inhibiting or complicating routine inspection and maintenance of the
primary system. This issue was identified in NUREG-03712 and, at the time of its evaluation in 1983, technical
activities in pursuit of a solution were in progress by groups that were sponsored by government and private
industry prior to 1977.

Safety Significance

Decontamination of primary coolant systems and steam generators is not a safety issue related to the health
and safety of the general public but rather to the health and safety of workers in nuclear power plants. Annual
occupational radiation doses from the operation and maintenance of nuclear reactors tend to increase with
increasing reactor age. 78 , 79 Much of this increase is due to the continued deposition of highly activated
corrosion products, such as Co-60 and Co-58, in various locations in the primary coolant system. In 1979, the
average occupational collective radiation dose per operating PWR was 510 man-rem and the corresponding
figure per operating BWR was 733 man-rem. 78 Approximately 80% of the occupational radiation dose resulted
from inspection and maintenance activities 78 which were mostly related to the primary coolant system.

Possible Solutions

Periodic removal of activated corrosion products would reduce occupational exposure due to maintenance
and inspection activities. Two methods were proposed for decontaminating reactors intended to be returned
to service: (1) strong solution decontamination, such as NS-1 (Dow Chemical); and (2) weak or dilute
contamination solutions. Weak solutions are typically CAN-DECON (London Nuclear Limited), LOMI (Central
Electric Generating Board), hydrogen peroxide/citric acid, and hydrazine/EDTA. Decontamination factors
range from 2 to 5.80 Weak solution decontamination was utilized at Nine Mile Point 1, Vermont Yankee, and
Brunswick Units 1 and 2, while strong solutions were utilized at Peach Bottom Units 2 and 3. In these plants,
decontamination solutions were used to decontaminate systems and components.

CONCLUSION

This issue was RESOLVED with the publication of decontamination criteria in NUREG/CR-2963. 489
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Item A-16: Steam Effects on BWR Core Spray Distribution (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

Prior to May 1978, tests conducted by GE showed that the presence of steam and/or increased pressure in and
above the upper core region of BWRs could adversely affect the distribution of flow from certain types of core
spray nozzles. These nozzles are arranged to distribute water over the top of the reactor core in the event of a
LOCA.

These new test data were collected from a reactor core spray system with a single nozzle spraying downward.
However, spray flow in most domestic BWR core spray systems comes from many nozzles spraying
approximately horizontally over the core from a sparger (or spargers) surrounding the core. Therefore, the
degree of applicability of the new data to domestic BWRs was not known. As a result, this issue was included
in NUREG-03712 to provide results which could be verified as being applicable to the size and design of each
BWR in operation. In order to justify the preliminary acceptability of core spray cooling designs in operation,
GE presented test results and calculations that were based on the separability of hydrodynamic phenomena
(droplet-to-droplet interaction where spray patterns from two or more nozzles intersect) and thermal phenomena
(steam condensation).

Safety Significance

If BWRs are to strictly conform to the post-LOCA requirements established by 10 CFR 50.46 to ensure the
health and safety of the public, then their core spray systems must supply a specified minimum amount of
coolant to each fuel bundle in their respective reactor cores. Therefore, core spray assumed in the LOCA
analyses must be actually supplied in the post-LOCA team environment. This issue was a topic in the SEP for
both Millstone 1 and Dresden 2.

Possible Solution

The solution recommended in NUREG-03712 called for: (1) a series of tests on operating BWR/6 core spray
distribution systems; and (2) a full-scale test of a 30° sector of a BWR/6 upper plenum, complete with spargers.
Test results were to be reviewed by the NRC for acceptability of the analytical and experimental techniques
used to determine the safety margin present in core spray distributions for all BWRs in operation and under
construction.

CONCLUSION

Test results issued by GE in August 197940 compared favorably with the pre-test prediction, within defined
acceptance limits, and confirmed the capability of the methodology to handle steam environment effects
on spray performance. The results substantiated the key assumption of separability of thermodynamic and
hydrodynamic effects. These test results were reviewed by the NRC and determined to "constitute an adequate
confirmation of the GE spray distribution methodology for BWR/6-type spargers."100 However, the NRC required
additional tests to be performed to confirm the design methodology for other sparger designs. As a result, a
test program was initiated to provide core spray distribution data in a steam environment for a 30-degree sector
of the BWR/4 and BWR/5 design. In March 1981, test results for this BWR design were published in NUREG/
CR-1707.39 These data demonstrated the applicability of the core spray methodology in this design which had
nozzle types and sparger evaluations that were different from the BWR/6 design tested in 1979.

The BWR/1 core spray design was reviewed by DSI/NRR in 1979 and found to be acceptable. Following the
review of GE test data for the BWR/3 core spray design, DSI/NRR concluded in March 1983 that the core spray
distribution adequacy was not a safety concern for all BWR/3 reactors.427

MPA D-12 was established by DL/NRR for the review of the BWR/2 core spray system design, and for the
preparation of an SER for each of the two domestic reactors of this design: Oyster Creek and Nine Mile Point,
Unit 1.392,427 Based on the plant-specific reviews that were undertaken by the NRC, this issue was RESOLVED
with no new requirements for licensees.
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Item A-17: Systems Interactions in Nuclear Power Plants (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Nuclear power plants contain many structures, systems, and components (SSCs), some of which are safety-
related. Certain SSCs are designed to interact to perform their intended functions. These "systems interactions"
are usually well recognized and, therefore, are accounted for in the evaluation of plant safety by designers
and in plant safety assessments. However, prior to the time this issue was identified in 1978, a number of
significant plant-specific events had occurred that involved unintended or unrecognized dependencies among
the SSCs. Some of these events involved subtle dependencies between safety-related SCCs and other SCCs,
while other events involved subtle dependencies between redundant safety-related SSCs that were believed
to be independent. This issue was originally identified in NUREG-03712 and was later declared a USI in
NUREG-0510.186

CONCLUSION

The purpose of this issue was to investigate the potential that unrecognized, subtle dependencies among SSCs
have remained hidden and that they could lead to safety-significant events. The term used to describe these
unrecognized, subtle dependencies is adverse systems interactions (ASIs). In resolving this issue, the staff did
not recommend that licensees conduct further broad searches specifically to identify all ASIs because such
searches had not proved to be cost-effective in the past, and there was no guarantee after such studies that all
ASIs had been uncovered. Rather, in its study, the staff concluded that certain more specific actions, together
with other ongoing activities, could reduce the risk from ASIs.

The staff concluded from its investigations that the following actions should be taken:

(1) Issuance of a generic letter that included: (a) the bases for resolution of USI A-17; and (b) a summary
of information relevant to existing operating experience reviews. (2) Recognition that the IPE Program
already included the evaluation of internal flooding and the insights from USI A-17 were to be referred to in
the IPE guidance documents. If licensee action regarding flooding and water intrusion was implemented as
proposed, there would be no further action on Issue 77 which was integrated into the resolution of USI A-17.
(3) Recognition that the USI A-46 implementation was expected to address seismically-induced systems
interactions to verify that components and systems needed to safely shut down a plant were protected, given
a loss of offsite power. (New plants, not covered by USI A-46, were reviewed to existing requirements that
addressed seismically-induced systems interactions.) (4) Communication of information regarding ASIs for staff
review of PRAs and for staff evaluation of electric power supplies as part of Issue 128. (5) Identification and
definition of concerns related to USI A-17 and other programs that had not been specifically addressed in this or
other generic issues. The staff established the Multiple System Responses Program (MSRP),1237 the objective of
which was to define the concerns with sufficient specificity to permit them to be evaluated as potential GSIs. (6)
Development of an SRP for future plants that would include guidance regarding protection from internal flooding
and water intrusion events.

The staff's technical findings were published in NUREG-11741232 and the regulatory analysis associated with
the resolution of this issue was published in NUREG-1229.1233 The Commission was informed of the staff's
resolution in SECY-89-2301234 and Generic Letter 89-181235 was later issued to licensees. Thus, this issue was
RESOLVED with no new or revised requirements for licensees.1236
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Item A-18: Pipe Rupture Design Criteria (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

A major objective of this NUREG-03712 item was the development of consistent criteria for application in
licensing processes. Additional research programs to implement licensing positions were to be conducted under
separate issues. The problems specific to this issue were as follows:

(1) Existing design criteria for the postulation of pipe breaks and protection therefrom had been developed
over a period of time and lacked consistency when applied inside and outside containment. Regulatory Guide
1.46,18 issued in 1973, which addressed pipe breaks inside containment, was based on the concept of a limited
number of design basis breaks. Section 3.6 of the SRP,11 issued in 1975, which addressed pipe breaks outside
containment, combined limited design basis breaks for mechanistic protection and unlimited breaks for non-
mechanistic protection. At the time this issue was identified in 1978, staff efforts toward documentation of the
rationale and engineering justification for existing pipe break criteria was ongoing. These efforts were expected
to assist in focusing on areas requiring first attention and providing a valuable document for both public and staff
use as bases for testimony before the ACRS and hearing boards. Work in this area was completed prior to 1983.

(2) An evaluation of the pipe break exclusion concept in the containment penetration area of both PWRs and
BWRs was required. The need to specify the extent of break exclusion regions, criteria for the use of guard
pipes, and adequacy of design requirements for piping systems in break exclusion regions were topics for which
improved guidance were to be developed.

(3) The development of postulated pipe rupture criteria and the trend towards more conservative seismic criteria
placed increased emphasis on piping system design to withstand these dynamic events. However, these criteria
had also resulted in systems which were significantly more rigid. These more rigidly designed systems in the
plants that were not in operating in 1978 had resulted in calculated stresses for normal operation which, although
still within code limits, were significantly higher than in earlier plants. In addition, dynamic event devices, such as
snubbers and pipe-whip restraints which had been added in increased numbers, had the potential for deleterious
interaction with the piping system during its normal operation. It was believed that a balance in piping system
design for both normal and abnormal situations should be achieved to ensure that consideration is given to the
effects of abnormal situation design criteria on normal operation.

The evaluation of this issue included consideration of Item B-16. 2

Possible Solutions

At the time of the evaluation of this issue in 1983, a study of the effects of abnormal loading scenario design
criteria on normal operation had been completed. Determining licensing positions and the consequences of
implementing the results of this issue were not considered in this evaluation. Item B-62 more directly addressed:
(1) the safety consequences of combining unusual dynamic events and normal plant operating conditions; and
(2) the option of limiting the number of dynamic event devices.

The criteria used for designing and constructing containment penetrations were to be evaluated in this issue.
Guidelines for limiting the extent of break exclusion areas, criteria for the use of guard pipes, and the adequacy
of design requirements for piping systems in break exclusion areas were of concern. The consequences of
implementing the resultant guidelines was expected to differ for various plant types and piping systems. It was
assumed that the resolution would, in general, limit the number of break exclusion areas. It was further assumed
that this limitation would affect only 60% of all forward-fit PWRs and BWRs.

Priority determination

Frequency/Consequence Estimate

The reduction in public risk was determined to be negligible (100 man-rem)64 and limiting the extent of break
exclusion areas did not increase or decrease the probability of a pipe rupture.

Cost Estimate
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Industry Cost: It was estimated that only 60% of all forward-fit plants (43 PWRs and 20 BWRs) would be
affected by limitations on break exclusion areas. Thus, the total number of affected plants was 38. The average
remaining life of these affected plants was (38)(30) RY or 1,140 RY. Labor included: (1) implementation of criteria
for defining pipe break and crack locations and configurations; (2) implementation of criteria dealing with special
features, such as augmented ISI or use of postulated event devices; and (3) the review of analysis results,
including jet-thrust and impingement forcing functions, pipe-whip dynamic effects, and design adequacy of
systems to ensure that function is not impaired as a result of pipe-whip or jet impingement loadings.

It was assumed that labor included the time required to analyze lines located outside the break exclusion regions
and that analysis procedures, computer codes, applicable transient data, etc., were readily available. It was also
assumed that only 50% of the 12 welds under investigation needed analysis (i.e., those excluded either already
fell into an analyzed line or did not fall into a high energy/high stress area which required analysis). The total
industry cost for implementing the possible solution was estimated to be $2.07M.64

Industry operation and maintenance costs associated with the solution would result in cost savings to the
industry due to fewer ISI periods when weld design locations are shifted from a break exclusion area. Based
on a labor decrease of 2.2 man-hours/RY at a cost of $2,270/man-week, this cost saving was $125/RY. The
total industry cost savings that would result from reduced operation and maintenance at all affected plants were
($125/RY x 1,140 RY) or $143,000.

NRC Cost: It was assumed that NRC would provide the criteria to limit the extent of break exclusion regions for
plant types and piping systems. Independent plant reviews with respect to new SRP11 regulations would then be
conducted. At the time this issue was evaluated in 1983, the resolution had been completed. Therefore, based
on an implementation estimate of 3 man-weeks/plant, the total NRC cost was estimated to be ($6,810/plant)(38
plants) or $259,000.

NRC costs for reviewing piping systems were not expected to change. However, a review of the consequences
of imposing limitations on break exclusion areas would result in NRC costs of approximately $191/RY. Thus, the
total NRC cost to support operation and maintenance was estimated to be (1,140 RY x $191/RY) or $220,000.

Total Cost: Summing all costs outlined above, the total cost associated with the possible solution was estimated
to be $[2.07 + 0.143 + 0.259 + 0.22]M or approximately $2.7M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of less than 100 man-rem and a cost of $2.7M for a possible
solution, the value/impact score was given by:

Other Considerations

(1) Implementation Occupational Risk Increase

Implementation of the solution was estimated to occur during plant design stages. Therefore, any alterations
made in break exclusion areas would occur before plant operation and startup. Thus, there was no occupational
risk increase from implementation of the solution in the affected plants.

(2) Operation and Maintenance Occupational Risk Decrease

When a line is excluded from a break exclusion area, associated welds would no longer require a 100%
volumetric inspection every 10 years. Instead, ISI of these welds would be scheduled once during the lifetime of
a plant (i.e., 25% of welds would be inspected every 10 years).

Implementation of the possible solution was estimated to reduce operation and maintenance time in radiation
zones by 2.2 man-hours/RY. Based on an average expected dose rate of 0.1 rem/hour for ISI, the total
occupational risk reduction was estimated to be:
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(3) Accident Avoidance Occupational Risk Decrease

Implementation of the solution would not change the frequency of a core-melt accident. Thus, there was no
occupational risk reduction associated with the solution.

Summing up the above three factors, the total occupational risk decrease was 251 man-rem. Inclusion of this
factor in the value/impact score calculation would produce a value/impact score of S 130 man-rem/$M.

CONCLUSION

Based on the estimated public risk reduction and the value/impact score, this issue was DROPPED from further
consideration. Consideration of occupational risk decrease did not affect this conclusion.
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Item A-19: Digital Computer Protection System (Rev. 3)
DESCRIPTION

At the time this issue was identified in NUREG-0371,2 trends in the design of nuclear power plants showed an
increase in the use of digital computer technology in safety-related instrumentation and control systems. The first
application of this technology was Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit 2 (ANO-2), where digital computers were used in
the initiating logic for two reactor trip parameters. After the ANO-2 application, other digital computers, such as
core protection calculators, were installed by licensees to provide reactor trip signals.

Since digital technology is considerably different from analog technology, the criteria appropriate for the safety
review of digital computer-based systems are different from those used for analog-based systems. Thus,
in this issue, the staff identified the need to standardize the safety review of reactor protection systems that
incorporated digital computers. It was believed that the results of such standardization would be: (1) the
definition of the staff's requirements for the design, development, and qualification of digital computers for use
by applicants; and (2) an SRP11 that would define uniform and consistent guidelines for the conduct of the staff's
safety review.

CONCLUSION

In 1982, ANS and IEEE jointly approved the standard ANSI/IEEE-ANS-7-4.3.21324 which established a method
for designing, verifying, and implementing software, and validating computer systems used in the safety-related
systems of nuclear power plants.1237 In 1985, the NRC issued Regulatory Guide 1.1521325 which endorsed
the method in ANSI/IEEE-ANS-7-4.3.2-1982.1324 At the time this issue was evaluated in 1991, the staff was
conducting a research program to investigate the use of digital computer safety systems at nuclear power
plants.1286 In particular, specific licensing needs in the area of microcomputer and Artificial Intelligence Systems
had been identified and were to be addressed. The desired end product of the research effort was a regulatory
guide for the design, development, acceptance testing, and periodic functional verification of Class 1E computer
safety systems, and an SRP11 addendum providing review guidance for digital computer systems in nuclear
power plant safety systems (by referencing Regulatory Guide 1.1521325 and the new regulatory guide).

Since this issue addressed the use of alternative (i.e., digital instead of analog) technology for nuclear power
plant safety systems, it was not intended that the use of digital technology would result in a change in the safety
of existing nuclear power plants. Thus, the issue addressed the staff's efforts in improving its capability to make
independent assessments of safety and was classified as a Licensing Issue.

As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.
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Item A-20: Impacts of the Coal Fuel Cycle Description (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

At the time this issue was identified in NUREG-0371,2 compliance with NEPA required that alternatives to a
proposed Federal action be considered, and that required alternatives be balanced against the base case in
terms of their associated environmental impacts. NRC had established, through its rulemaking authority, a
generic description and evaluation of the environmental impacts of the uranium fuel cycle in WASH-1248,456

NUREG-0116,457 and NUREG-0216.458 Based on these studies, a summary table, Table S-3, had been
prepared and promulgated as regulation in 10 CFR Part 51.20(e).

In 1978, a coal-fired plant was considered the only realistic alternative to a nuclear power plant. Existing
treatment of the coal alternative was aimed essentially at economics and public health impacts; it was relatively
incomplete in other areas of impact. It was believed that the comparison of the coal alternative to a proposed
nuclear facility would be significantly improved, if a study were conducted for the coal fuel alternative that
augmented the work that had been done by ANL in the area of health effects. Such a study would provide a
comprehensive summary which evaluated the environmental effects of the coal fuel cycle in a form directly
comparable to that for the uranium fuel cycle. In the absence of such a generic treatment of the effects of
using coal for generating electric power, it was necessary for the staff to develop an analysis de novo for each
licensing action, to present this individual analysis in detail in the EIS, and to defend it throughout the hearing
process. It was believed that this repetitive staff effort could be avoided by preparing a generic statement
suitable to support rulemaking proceedings. After the rulemaking procedure, such a statement would have the
force of law necessary to avoid repetitive staff effort.

A thorough analysis of alternatives to a proposed nuclear power plant required an evaluation of the
environmental effects of the coal fuel cycle to the same extent as the nuclear cycle. The environmental
effects of the coal fuel cycle had long been recognized as being significant. There were deleterious effects to
human health due to burning coal, but there were other significant socioeconomic and other environmental
impacts at each stage of the cycle. For example, mining coal exacts a penalty in human health and safety, may
require modification of large areas of land use requiring expensive reclamation and habitat restoration, and
frequently produces polluting liquid and solid mine wastes. Environmental, social, economic, and health effects
also accompany the transportation, storage, treatment, combustion, and waste management and disposal
aspects of the fuel cycle. Failure to treat these factors had been criticized by ASLB and the ASLAB in the past,
necessitating increased staff efforts in this direction.

CONCLUSION

This issue addressed the staff's efforts in improving its capability to make independent assessments of safety
and, therefore, was considered a Licensing Issue. The issue had been covered extensively in NUREG-0252,459

NUREG/CR-1060,460 and NUREG-0332,461 and further work on the subject had been discussed with personnel
of the National Academy of Sciences who had expressed the view that adequate scientific bases for analyzing
impacts of coal burning did not exist. It was thought that a workshop could be arranged to determine what the
questions were and how they could be resolved. Definitive answers required an extensive program over a
period of years and the role of the NRC in carrying out such a program was expected to be determined by the
Commission.412 The results of this issue were expected to be used in Item B-722

As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.
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Item A-21: Main Steam Line Break Inside Containment - Evaluation of
Environmental Conditions for Equipment Qualification (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Safety-related equipment inside the containment of a nuclear power plant is qualified for the most severe
accident conditions under which it is expected to function. In a PWR, this had been previously assumed to be
the pressure and temperature that would accompany a LOCA resulting from the failure of the largest pipe in the
reactor primary system. However, preliminary calculations indicated that the failure of a main steam line inside
the containment could result in a temperature higher than that calculated for a LOCA and, therefore, possibly
higher than the temperature for which the safety-related equipment was qualified.

This NUREG-03712 item addressed the evaluation of environmental conditions that would result from a main
steam line break (MSLB) within the containment for the purpose of qualifying safety-related equipment. This
evaluation would involve recommending acceptable methods for simulating and calculating the environmental
conditions during component qualification testing.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

It was assumed that the accident sequence of interest is initiated by an MSLB with the break size and location
such that superheated conditions exist in some volume within containment. Then, some equipment within this
volume fails, since these environmental conditions are somewhat more severe than the design basis conditions.
This equipment failure then causes the MSLB accident to result in a core-melt accident.

Frequency Estimate

The frequency of an MSLB was estimated to be less than 10-3/RY.32 It was assumed that 20% of these breaks
are of such size and location that they would produce conditions greater than design conditions in a significant
volume within containment. Equipment was not expected to fail if temperatures were to rise slightly above the
qualification temperatures. Since the temperatures under consideration are only on the order of 10°F hotter than
the qualification temperature, the probability of equipment failure was estimated to be no more than 10%, even
if the equipment were subjected to sustained temperatures of this magnitude. However, these temperatures are
not sustained. Because of the relatively low heat transfer rate in superheated steam and the heat capacity of the
affected equipment, the equipment itself is not expected to achieve a temperature greater than that for which it
was qualified.186 This effect was conservatively bounded by assuming a probability no greater than 10% that the
temperature of the equipment will surpass the qualification temperature.

Finally, it was assumed that there would be a 10% chance of equipment failure causing a core-melt accident.
This assumption resulted in an upper limit core-melt frequency of 2 x 10-7 /RY.

Consequence Estimate

A core-melt can have a variety of consequences ranging from 2,000 man-rem to over 5 x 106 man-rem.
Assuming the same distribution of consequences calculated in WASH-140016 and scaling this spectrum to
2 x 10-7 core-melt/RY, the resulting average risk was calculated to be 0.22 man-rem/RY. At the time of the
initial evaluation of this issue in November 1983, there were 43 operating PWRs with 350 years of experience.
Assuming a 40-year plant life and including 36 PWRs that were under construction, the total remaining operating
life of 79 PWRs was 2,810 years. Thus, the total risk reduction for this issue was less than 618 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: It was estimated that $100,000/plant of analytical work would be required to calculate
temperatures throughout the containment for the entire MSLB spectrum. In addition, should equipment upgrade
be necessary (which was earlier estimated to have a 10% probability), an additional $1M or more per plant
would be required. Thus, the average licensee cost was estimated to be $200,000, or $15.2M for the 76 affected
PWRs.
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NRC Cost: It was estimated that 3 staff-months of generic work and 1 staff-week for each of the 43 operating
PWRs would be required to address the possible solution. (No extra review costs were involved in forward-fits.)
Thus, the total NRC cost was estimated to be about $100,000.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was estimated to be $(15.2 +
0.1)M or $15.3M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 618 man-rem and a cost of $15.3M for a possible solution, the
value/impact score was given by:

CONCLUSION

This issue was given a low priority ranking (see Appendix C) in November 1983. In NUREG/CR-5382,1563 it was
concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not change the priority of the issue. Further
prioritization, using the conversion factor of $2,000/man-rem approved1689 by the Commission in September
1995, resulted in an impact/value ratio (R) of $25,000/man-rem, which placed the issue in the DROP category.
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Item A-22: PWR Main Steam Line Break - Core, Reactor Vessel, and
Containment Building Response
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

Several aspects of the MSLB analyses as currently provided by applicants and accepted by the NRC have
been questioned. The concerns derive principally from Issues 1 and 15b of NUREG-0138.32 Issue 1 in
NUREG-013832 questioned credit for the operation of nonsafety-grade equipment as a backup for single failures
in safety-grade equipment following an MSLB. NUREG-03712 states that the consequences of this issue should
be determined by the results of sensitivity studies. These analyses are to consider the action or inaction of
nonsafety-grade equipment and operator action during the course of the accident. Issue 15b in NUREG-013832

was concerned with the mechanical response of the pressure vessel following an MSLB. Specifically, vessel
integrity following the temperature transient that an MSLB would produce was questioned.

Safety Significance

If a major steam line break were to occur, a blowdown of some fraction of the secondary system water inventory
would result. In evaluating this accident, the staff considered the effects on the core, on primary system
components, on safety-related components in the vicinity of the steam lines, and on the containment structure. In
addition, the staff evaluated the radiological consequences associated with such a postulated break.

The evaluation of the consequences of major steam line break, either inside or outside of the containment, is
based on the continuous rapid depressurization of one steam generator and the isolation of the main feedwater
system when necessary. As part of this evaluation, it is assumed that a single active failure occurs in the
systems required to mitigate the consequences of such events.

In the event of a steam line break inside containment, it is necessary to isolate the main feedwater to the steam
generator associated with the failed line to preclude overpressurizing the containment and to limit the reactivity
transient. If the single active failure postulated for this accident is the failure of the appropriate safety-grade main
feedwater isolation valve to function, then credit is taken for closing the nonsafety-grade main feedwater control
valve or tripping the feedwater pump in that line. Issue 1 in NUREG-013832 centered on the reliability of such
nonsafety-grade equipment.

Issue 15b in NUREG-013832 centered on the pressure and temperature conditions of the reactor pressure
vessel following an MSLB. In the event of such a major steam line break, the initial rapid depressurization of
one or more steam generators would result in cooling and depressurizing the primary system. An engineered
safety features actuation signal generated by this event would initiate the isolation of all the steam generators in
addition to other safety actions, including initiation of safety injection, which will bring primary pressure back up.
Depending on the break location and the single active failure assumed in evaluating this event, there could be
continued cooldown of the primary system because of the blowdown of a nonisolable steam generator. Because
reactor vessel material toughness decreases with increased total irradiation, this leads to the concern that at
some future time pressurization at low temperatures could result in failure of the reactor vessel. This issue
is now included in USI A-49, "Pressurized Thermal Shock," which considers the integrity of reactor pressure
vessels following all types of overcooling transients.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

Since in a PWR the main steam lines inside containment are seismically qualified, the probability that an
earthquake would cause a break in the portion inside containment is very small. An earthquake-induced failure
of a steamline in a nuclear power plant has not occurred and we estimate the frequency to be less than 10-4/RY.
The frequency of steam line ruptures not induced by earthquakes is higher, 10-3/RY.

To exceed the design bases, the feedwater isolation valve associated with the steam generator which is
blowing down must fail and the feedwater must continue flowing. There are six feedwater isolation valve closure
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failures in the NPRDS files. These valves are tested at least annually. Thus, since every PWR has at least
two steam generators, in the current 340 PWR years of experience there have been at least 680 valve tests.
We thus estimate the isolation valve failure to close probability to be at most 10-2/demand. This is probably
quite conservative, even though not all failures may have been reported to NPRDS, since the actual number
of the valve tests is almost certainly in excess of the assumption used here. Since these valves are seismically
qualified, we will assume that the failure probability is the same with and without an earthquake.

The safety injection signal (generated by low pressurizer pressure, high differential pressure between steam
lines, high containment pressure, etc.) generally will close the feedwater control valves, close the feedwater
pump discharge valves, and trip the main feed pumps. Since these actions are diverse from feedwater isolation
valve closure but are not safety grade, we will assume that these "backup" actions are at least 90% reliable (i.e.,
have a failure probability of less than 0.1 per demand) if not subject to an earthquake. However, operator action
can be effective in shutting off feedwater if the automatic trip fails.

Improvements in the response of operators are being made as specified in TMI Action Plan Item I.C.1.48

Licensees have been asked to perform analyses that consider the occurrences of multiple failures,
consequential failures, and operator errors which, if unmitigated, could lead to inadequate core cooling. In
addition, these analyses are being carried out far enough in time to assure that all relevant thermal/hydraulic/
neutronic phenomena are identified and to address possible failures and operator errors during the long-term
cooling phase. These analyses are being performed as part of TMI Action Plan Item I.C.1 and will serve as the
bases for Emergency Procedure Guidelines for Transients and Accidents including MSLB. These emergency
procedure guidelines will be used as a basis for the development of plant-specific emergency procedures. We
estimate that operator action would be successful in halting feedwater flow at least 90% of the time, i.e., failure
of operator action is 0.1.

The result of a failure to shut off feedwater is a high pressure in the containment. We will assume that the
containment fails (although this is by no means certain). The effect on the core would be to fail some fuel
cladding, which

as a limiting condition we assume is bounded by the failures resulting from a design basis (i.e., mitigated) LOCA.
In the case of earthquakes, the proper operation of the nonseismically qualified equipment is less assured.
However, we will assume that the probability of not stopping the feedwater flow either through automatic closure
of the valves or tripping of the feedwater pumps is 0.1. Tripping of the pumps could occur automatically as a
result of the earthquake or through operator action.

Thus, the frequency (F) of exceeding the containment design limits following a main steam line break is the sum
of the frequencies with and without an earthquake.

F < [(10-4)(10-2)(0.1) + (10-3)(10-2)(0.1)(0.1)]/RY

< 2 x 10-7/RY

Consequence Estimate

The release can be bounded by a PWR-8 release which is a design-basis LOCA with failure of the containment
to isolate.

R < 7.5 x 104 man-rem

Cost Estimate

The proposed solution is to add backup safety-grade feedwater isolation valves. The cost to the licensee has
been estimated to be $203,000 for a forward-fit or $318,000 for a backfit. There are 43 operating PWRs with 350
RY of experience and 36 PWRs under construction. Total initial cost to the industry is then about $21M.

NRC costs are estimated to be 6 staff-months of generic work plus 2 staff-weeks per plant or about $350,000.

Therefore, the total cost for the solution to this issue is ($21M + $0.35M) or $21.35M.

Value/Impact Assessment

If we assume a 40-year plant life, the total remaining operating life of 79 PWRs is 2,810 years. Thus, the total
risk reduction for this issue is less than 42 man-rem and the value/impact score is given by:
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Uncertainties

The value/impact score above assumes a 90% probability that the nonsafety-grade closure of the feedwater
control valves, feedwater pump discharge valves, or trip of the main feedwater pumps will stop main feedwater
flow. On some plants, the feedwater pump discharge valves do not close automatically on a safety injection
signal. Nevertheless, the 95% figure should still conservatively bound the probability of at least one of the
remaining actions shutting off feedwater.

More importantly, some other PWRs do not have separate feedwater isolation valves for which the value/impact
score above assumed a 10-2/demand failure rate. These plants, however, invariably have feedwater pump
discharge valves which close automatically on safety injection signal. Thus, our previous assumptions of a 10%
combined failure rate of all of these actions is overly conservative for such plants. If instead we assume a 10%
maximum failure rate for the control valve closure and a 10% failure rate for the feedwater pump discharge valve
closure, the recalculated value/impact score upper limit rises to 20 man-rem/$M.

CONCLUSION

Based on the discussion above, this issue need not be continued as a separate generic issue. In addition, the
improvements in procedures as a result of Item I.C.1 of NUREG-073798 will reduce the risk further. Therefore,
the first of the two concerns associated with this issue (the failure of containment following an MSLB) is of
such low safety significance that it need not be considered further. The second concern (overcooling) will be
thoroughly addressed by USI A-49, "Pressurized Thermal Shock." Thus, this issue has been placed in the DROP
category.
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Item A-23: Containment Leak Testing (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

Since the issuance of Appendix J to 10 CFR Part 50 in February 1973, certain requirements of the appendix
have been found to be conflicting, impractical for implementation, or subject to a variety of interpretations by the
NSSS vendors, architect-engineers, utilities, and the staff. These requirements made it difficult to determine if
applicants and licensees had developed uniformly acceptable containment leak testing programs and for field
inspectors to judge the acceptability of a licensee's containment leak testing practices. This also led to increases
in the time devoted to leak testing that could unnecessarily delay the return of a plant to service following a
refueling outage.

This NUREG-03712 item consists of revising and clarifying Appendix J and issuing a Regulatory Guide to
establish containment leak testing methods which incorporate containment leak testing experience and are
acceptable to the NRC staff. Thus far, NRR has provided recommended changes to a Working Paper122 on
Appendix J which was developed by RES in May 1982. Also, NRR is currently reviewing a draft Regulatory
Guide123 which will endorse ANSI/ANS 56.8-1981,99 "Containment System Leakage Testing Requirements."
This task was assumed not to include the issue of implementing a gross check for containment integrity which is
addressed separately as TMI Action Plan Item II.E.4.3.

Safety Significance

Containment leak testing is part of assuring and verifying containment structure pressure integrity. Therefore,
uncertainties in conducting containment leak tests can reduce assurance that the containment structure is being
maintained to meet its design leakage rate.

Possible Solutions

Revising and clarifying the Appendix J requirements and issuing a Regulatory Guide that provides acceptable
containment leak testing methods would eliminate ambiguities in the regulation, reduce the compliance burden
on licensees by reducing the number of exemption requests licensees are required to submit, and reduce the
paperwork burden on NRC.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency/Consequence Estimate

A preliminary risk reduction assessment has been performed for the containment leak rate improvements
expected from the Appendix J revision and the proposed Regulatory Guide. In this assessment, we assumed
that the improvement in leak testing requirements could potentially reduce the uncertainty in containment
integrated leak rate test results by an amount equivalent to the design leakage rate. Improvement in containment
leakage will only affect the consequence of core-melt events and mitigated LOCA events in which overall
containment integrity is maintained. Therefore, we limited the public risk calculation to WASH-140016 PWR-7
and PWR-9 events, an event similar to a BWR-4 event but with lower containment leakage and less offsite dose
consequences, and a BWR-5 event in determining the probability of the events and the potential reduction in
offsite consequences. We assumed that the potential offsite dose was 20,000 man-rem/event for the PWR-7
and BWR-4 type of events, 120 man-rem/event for a PWR-9 event, and 20 man-rem/event for a BWR-5 event.
These are taken from recent CRAC Code64 calculations of the integrated whole body man-rem dose to the
public in a 50-mile radius of a plant with an average population density of 340 persons per square mile. We
assumed a total population of 143 plants (i.e., those now operating plus those yet to be licensed) with an
average remaining operating life of 28 years. These assumptions resulted in an estimated probable total dose to
the public of slightly over 1,000 man-rem over the lifetime of the reactors.

Cost Estimate

The Working Paper122 on revising Appendix J and the draft Regulatory Guide,123 while eliminating the
ambiguities in the current regulation, include some proposed provisions that potentially represent more stringent
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requirements on the licensee. Examples of such provisions are: (1) to require reporting results of unsuccessful
containment penetration leak tests as well as successful tests; (2) to require Type A leak tests to be conducted
at full pressure rather than at reduced pressure and extrapolated to full pressure; and (3) to provide specific
guidance for standardization of acquisition, evaluation, and reporting of leak test data.

We estimated that these changes in leak rate test requirements would result in a net cost to a licensee of an
average of $0.5M/yr for additional testing and evaluation of data, reporting, etc. We assumed that the NRC
resources necessary to complete revision of Appendix J and issue a Regulatory Guide on leak testing would be
balanced by the subsequent reduction of paperwork burden on NRC.

Value/Impact Assessment

Using the information above, the overall value/impact score for PWRs and BWRs is about 0.5 man-rem/$M.

CONCLUSION

Staff stated in the main report of NUREG-0933 published in 1983 that revising Appendix J and issuing a
Regulatory Guide with acceptable containment leakage testing methods had a low potential for reducing risk.
However, considering the work accomplished at that time, it was recommended that the containment leakage
task be completed as a Regulatory Impact issue on the basis of reducing the compliance burden on licensees
and the paperwork burden on the NRC. However, emphasis was placed on eliminating the ambiguities in the
present regulation without imposing more stringent leakage testing requirements since they did not appear to be
effective in reducing risk.

As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.
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Item A-24: Qualification of Class 1E Safety-Related Equipment (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

CP applicants for which SERs were issued after July 1, 1974, were required by the NRC to qualify all safety-
related equipment to IEEE 323.90 From the time this standard was originated, the industry developed methods
that were used to qualify equipment in accordance with the standard. However, some of these methods had not
been resolved to the satisfaction of the NRC.

In order to expedite the review and assess the adequacy of the equipment qualification methods and acceptance
criteria used by NSSS and BOP vendors, the NRC determined that a generic approach was required. This item
was originally identified in NUREG-03712 and was later determined to be a USI in NUREG-0510.186

CONCLUSION

This USI was RESOLVED with the publication of NUREG-0588. 19 A new rule affecting future plants was also
issued. MPA B-60 was established by DL/NRR for implementation of the solution at operating plants.
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Item A-25: Non-Safety Loads on Class 1E Power Sources
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

The Class 1E power sources provide the electric power for the plant systems that are essential to reactor
shutdown, containment isolation, reactor core cooling, containment heat removal or are otherwise essential in
preventing significant release of radioactive material to the environment. This NUREG-03712 item addresses the
issue of whether or not non-safety loads should also be allowed to share these sources.

Safety Significance

If non-safety loads are allowed to be connected to the Class 1E power system, it is possible that they may cause
degradation by introducing loss of redundancy or other failure mechanisms.

Possible Solutions

Possible solutions include prohibiting the connection of non-safety loads or requiring special precautions for
cases where a nonsafety load is connected to the 1E source.

CONCLUSION

This issue has been addressed by Revision 2 to Regulatory Guide 1.75144 which was issued in September 1978
and includes special requirements for connection of non-safety loads to a Class 1E source. As an alternate to
the Regulatory Guide requirements, current licensing practice permits the use of periodically-tested, redundant
Class 1E fault-interrupting devices as an acceptable isolation device between the Class 1E power source and
the connected non-Class 1E load. This current practice is being formalized as a BTP for incorporation into the
SRP.11 Therefore, this issue has been RESOLVED.
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Item A-26: Reactor Vessel Pressure Transient Protection (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

From 1972 to 1983, there had been numerous reported incidents of pressure transients in PWRs where TS
pressure and temperature limits were exceeded. The majority of these events occurred while the reactors were
in a water solid condition during startup or shutdown and at relatively low reactor vessel temperatures. Since the
reactor vessels have less toughness at lower temperatures, they are more susceptible to brittle fracture under
these conditions than at normal operating temperatures. In light of the frequency of the reported transients and
the associated potential for vessel damage, the NRC concluded that measures should be taken to minimize the
number of future transients and reduce their severity. This item was originally identified in NUREG-03712 and
was later determined to be a USI in NUREG-0510.186

CONCLUSION

This USI was RESOLVED with the publication of NUREG-0224 746 and SRP 11 Section 5.2. All operating PWRs
were requested to provide an overpressure prevention system that could be used whenever the plants were in
a cold shutdown condition. The issue affected all operating and future plants, and MPA B-04 was established by
DL/NRR for implementation of the solution at operating PWRs.
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Item A-27: Reload Applications (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

By letter dated June 18, 1975, licensees of operating reactor facilities were sent a preliminary copy of a staff
paper, "Guidance for Proposed License Amendments Relating to Refueling," and "Refueling Information
Request Form." The purpose was to provide guidance, although preliminary, to licensees on what information
the staff considers to be essential for the conduct of its review of core reload submittals. In order to add more
predictability to the review process and to improve the staff scheduling of such reviews, licensees were asked
to submit the Refueling Information Request data within 30 days after receipt of the letter and were requested to
update the information annually thereafter (or more often if appropriate).

The purpose of this NUREG-03712 task is to: (1) update the preliminary guidance issued to licensees in the June
18, 1975 letter to assure conformance with the latest staff technical positions that relate to core reloads, and
(2) prepare formal review procedures to assure prompt and uniform review of the licensee reload submittals.
Revision of procedures for review of reloads is an important task in order to assure that projected staffing levels
will be sufficient to accommodate future reload reviews. Under the present system of individualized reload
reviews, the staff level for reload reviews would have to grow proportional to the number of facilities being
licensed.

With regard to updating our guidance to licensees, providing licensees with uniform and up-to-date information
on our criteria will help to make the review process more orderly and predictable. Ultimately, standardizing the
review process will encourage licensees to plan reloads which do not require prior NRC approval and thus will
serve to reduce our staffing commitment to reload reviews. Once uniform criteria in the form of the BTP have
been developed for use with operating reactors, then a reexamination of the OL stage of licensing will be made
to determine if any incentives to licensees exist which would encourage evaluation of reloads prior to receipt of
the OL. This would have the effect of allowing the licensee to perform reloads according to certain specifications
without NRC approval beyond granting of the OL. In addition, the revised guidance would further underscore our
interest in early identification of non-reload related activities which often take place during refueling outages and
which require Commission review.

CONCLUSION

This Licensing Issue was intended to provide a comprehensive guidance document for use by technical
reviewers in considering applications for core reloads. A draft Regulatory Guide was issued for comment in
September 1979 but was never issued in final form. An NRR Task Force to Address Licensing Reload Reviews
reported on November 19, 1981, and recommended preparation of a new Regulatory Guide.412

As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.
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Item A-28: Increase in Spent Fuel Pool Storage Capacity
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This NUREG-03712 item involves the development of consistent and formalized acceptance criteria regarding
the conversion to higher density storage racks (increased storage capacity) in existing spent fuel storage pools.

Safety Significance

The safety significance of this issue is that damage to spent fuel, primarily from a lack of adequate cooling,
could result in the release of radioactivity. Because of radioactive decay, the quantity of radioactivity potentially
available for release is substantially less than from a core-melt accident initiated while the reactor is at power.
Engineered safety features are also provided to confine and filter any radioactivity that might be released from
fuel in the storage pool. Therefore, the risk from damaged spent fuel is only a small fraction of the risk from core-
melt accidents.

Possible Solution

The resolution of this issue is contained in an NRC letter67 issued on April 17, 1978 to all power reactor
licensees. This letter contains in a single document the criteria used by the staff in evaluating applications for
spent fuel pool modifications and has been formally transmitted to appropriate licensees and applicants.

CONCLUSION

This item has been RESOLVED.
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Item A-29: Nuclear Power Plant Design for the Reduction of Vulnerability to
Industrial Sabotage (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

The safety concern of this NUREG-03712 item deals with the consideration of alternatives to the basic design
of nuclear power plants with the emphasis primarily on reduction of the vulnerability of reactors to industrial
sabotage. Extensive efforts and resources are expended in designing nuclear plants to minimize the risk
to the public health and safety from equipment or system malfunction or failure. However, reduction of the
vulnerability of reactors to industrial sabotage is treated as a plant physical security function and not as a plant
design requirement. Although present reactor designs do provide a great deal of inherent protection against
industrial sabotage, extensive physical security measures are still required to provide an acceptable level of
protection. An alternate approach would be to more fully consider reactor vulnerabilities to sabotage along with
economy, operability, reliability, maintainability, and safety during the preliminary design phase. Since emphasis
is being placed on standardizing plants, it is especially important to consider measures which could reduce the
vulnerability of reactors to sabotage. Design features to enhance physical protection must be consistent with
present and future system safety requirements.

Possible Solution

The design change assumed for the purpose of analyzing this safety issue is the addition of an independent
hardened decay heat removal system which is designed to be only used in a sabotage incident or other extreme
emergency as determined by plant operators. This proposed design change is based on considerations and
recommendations in a NUREG/CR-1345.170 Several other design changes were considered in the report.

The design chosen for development and for estimating cost uses electric power for its operation. Power is
supplied by a diesel generator located (with the remainder of the equipment required for the system) in a
hardened building. Heat loads associated with the diesel-generator and other mechanical equipment are
transferred to the atmosphere by an air-cooled heat exchanger. A pipe tunnel connects the hardened decay heat
removal building with the containment building. The system is a single, complete system without redundancy or
single-failure capability. The design period of unattended operation is 10 hours.170 The independent hardened
decay heat removal system is assumed to be added only to new PWRs and BWRs, based on information in the
NUREG/CR-1345.170

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

This issue affects all new PWRs and BWRs. The cut-sets for Oconee (B&W) are used for the PWR analysis.
The results from the PWR analysis were used to modify the accident frequencies of the Grand Gulf (GE) plant to
obtain results for the BWR analysis.64

In an evaluation of this issue by PNL,64 certain parameters were modified, or "redefined," in order to account for
the acts of sabotage. The parameters involved are the frequency of the loss of offsite power (T1), the probability
of failure of both emergency electrical generators (B3), and the probability of the failure to restore offsite AC
power within approximately 40 minutes (LOPRE). These changes result in a new base case for the Oconee
assessment which was originally formulated to account for natural event failure probabilities only and did not
include failures arising out of acts of sabotage. The "redefined" parameters for T1 and B3 were expanded to
include sabotage, which established a more comprehensive base case for the Oconee assessment. Moreover,
because of the particular resolution identified here for this issue (a hardened, independent decay heat removal
system), the redefined parameters for T1 and B3 are not affected in the adjusted case (that is, they remain
unchanged). This occurs because the add-on decay heat removal system does not deter the potential act(s)
of sabotage and the potential for the loss of AC power remains the same in this case. The particular resolution
for this issue does, however, affect those parameters and/or sequences that are related to decay heat removal,
namely, T2MLU and T1MLU, through the dependence on CONST1 and CONST2. In this issue, the reduction in
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the core-melt frequency is entirely attributable to the complex changes in the sequences T1MLU and T2MLU as a
result of their dependence on CONST1 and CONST2.

The parameters T1 and B3 were modified to add to the base case probabilities the additional values attributed to
the acts of sabotage, i.e., T1 was increased by 0.02/RY to a value of 0.22/RY, based on three acts of sabotage
out of 189 RY of operation,171 and B3 was increased from 0.0005 to 0.0007, based on the judgment that
sabotage of the diesel generators is 100 times less likely than sabotage of offsite power. The value of LOPRE
was increased from 0.2 to 1.0 since it was assumed that the sabotage attack precludes restoration of power
within 40 minutes. This resulted in a calculated reduction in core-melt frequencies of 4 x 10-6/RY for a PWR and
1.9 x 10-6/RY for a BWR.

In addition the following additional assumptions were made:

(1) Applicable Plants: All 71 new plants were affected, 48 PWRs and 23 BWRs

(2) Affected Release Categories and Base Case Frequencies: Release Categories 3, 5, and 7 have new base-
case frequencies due to the changes in T1 and B3. Categories 1, 2, 4, and 6 remain unchanged.

(3) For forward-fit plants, the average life is 30 years.

Consequence Estimate

Based on the calculations performed by PNL,64 the base case public risk is 79 man-rem/RY for a PWR and 96
man-rem/RY for a BWR. As a result of the resolution of this issue, the public risk reduction was estimated to
be 10 man-rem/RY and 14 man-rem/RY for a PWR and a BWR, respectively. Assuming a typical midwest-type
meteorology and an average population density for U.S. reactor sites of 340 people per square mile, the total
public risk reduction was calculated to be 24,140 man-rem and the occupational risk reduction was estimated to
be 140 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: Based on NUREG/CR-1345,170 the industry cost for the addition of an independent, hardened
decay heat removal system was estimated to be $10M. For the 71 forward-fit plants, the total estimated cost
was $710M. For an estimated effort of 2.5 man-weeks/year to check the diesel power source each month and
the pumps every 3 months as routine maintenance, the estimated cost was (71 plants)(30 yrs)(2.5 man-wk/yr)
($100,000/52 man-wk) or $10.24M.

NRC Cost: NRC effort to review the initial add-on decay heat removal designs in each plant was estimated to
be about 4 man-weeks. The total cost for this effort was (4 man-wk/plant)(71 plants)($100,000/52 man-wk) =
$0.546M. For the review of the operation and maintenance of the hardened decay heat removal system, it was
estimated that 1 man-wk/RY will be required. The total cost for this effort was estimated to be (30 yrs)(71 plants)
(1 man-wk/RY)($100,000/52)/ man-wk = $4.1M.

Total Cost: The total cost associated with the possible solution to this issue was estimated to be $(710 + 10.24 +
0.55 + 4.1)M or approximately $725M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a total potential risk reduction of 24,140 man-rem and an estimated cost of $725M, the value/impact
score is given by:

CONCLUSION
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The above value/impact score indicated a low priority ranking for this issue. However, because of the relatively
large risk reduction, the large uncertainty in determining the risk, and the possibility of developing a lower cost
solution, the issue was given a medium priority ranking.

In resolving this issue, the staff concluded that insider sabotage at operating nuclear power plants has not been
a significant problem in the U.S. Existing requirements (10 CFR 73.55) dealing with plant physical security,
controlled access to vital areas, screening for reliable personnel, etc., appear to be effective. The staff found no
design modification that would completely eliminate or mitigate the threat of insider sabotage.

The staff believed that licensees should continue to monitor and assess security practices in terms of: (1)
hiring reliable personnel; and (2) surveillance procedures to prevent, detect, and mitigate adverse insider acts.
NRC monitoring and assessment of the effectiveness of licensees' security practices are accomplished in the
Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP) program. The staff's technical findings were published
in NUREG-1267.1267 Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and no new requirements were established.1268
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Item A-30: Adequacy of Safety-Related DC Power Supplies (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue is documented in NUREG-03712 and addresses the adequacy of safety-related DC power supplies
which was questioned by a nuclear consultant in a letter to the ACRS in April 1977 (NUREG-0305,163

Attachment B). The staff performed an initial study of the DC power supplies' safety adequacy and reviewed
typical designs, operating experience, and decay heat removal capability with DC power system failure. The
results of this initial staff assessment were reported in NUREG-0305,163 which recommended performance of a
quantitative reliability assessment. That was done and the results are documented in NUREG-0666.164

Safety Significance

The DC power system in a nuclear power plant provides control and motive power to valves, instrumentation,
emergency diesel generators, and many other components and systems during all phases of plant operation
including abnormal shutdowns and accident situations.

The minimum acceptable DC power system, specified in GDC-17 (10 CFR 50, Appendix A) and in SRP,11

Section 8.3.2, is comprised of two physically independent divisions which supply DC power for control and
actuation of redundant safety-related systems.

Assurance of DC power supply reliability is subject to two concerns: (1) that the batteries and other system
elements should remain in full operation-ready (not degraded) condition; and (2) that independence of the two
redundant divisions should be assured. An aspect of the potential significance of the issue is that failure of one
division would generally cause a reactor scram which could result in a demand for DC power to remove decay
heat and prevent core melt.

Possible Solutions

NUREG-0666164 provided recommendations and supporting technical bases for augmenting the minimum
design criteria and procedural requirements which will provide greater assurance of DC power supply reliability.
These recommendations for augmenting the minimum requirements for DC power systems are: (1) prohibiting
certain design and operational features of the DC power systems, such as use of a bus tie breaker, which could
compromise division independence; (2) augmenting the test and maintenance activities presently required for
battery operability to also include preventive maintenance on bus connections, procedures to demonstrate DC
power availability from the battery to the bus, and administrative controls to reduce the likelihood of battery
damage during testing, maintenance, and charging activities; (3) requiring staggered test and maintenance
activities to minimize the potential for human error-related common cause failure associated with these
operations; and (4) requiring design and operational features adequate to maintain reactor core cooling in the
hot standby condition following the loss of any one DC power bus and a single independent failure in any other
system required for shutdown cooling.

The recommendations of NUREG-0666164 are being translated into proposed requirements with the aid of
technical assistance contracts and the benefit of ACRS review.

With respect to Recommendation 4, evaluation by DSI indicates that most existing plants should be able to
meet the concern identified in that recommendation without major modification. The DSI evaluation165 took
into account current steps to upgrade, under the TMI Action Plan Item II.E.1.1 in NUREG-0737,98 those PWRs
with only two auxiliary feedwater pumps, to improve assurance that at least one auxiliary feedwater train would
be available following DC bus failure and an additional single active failure. Case-by-case review of specific
plants will be required where it appears that the power supply interdependencies (due to absence of complete
compliance with Recommendations 1, 2, and 3) may bring into question the validity of assumptions underlying
the DSI evaluation.165

For plants not yet built, consideration is being given to further enhancing the reliability of the DC power supplies
by: (1) placing nonsafety-related loads on completely separate DC power supplies (i.e., nonsafety-related
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balance-of-plant and switchyard batteries); and (2) dividing the Class 1E (safety-related) DC supplies into four
physically and electrically independent systems to reduce the probability of reactor trip in the event of the loss of
a single safety-related DC bus.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Estimated accident frequencies and consequences and costs of corrective actions are subject to substantial
variation from case to case since current plant designs and operational practices vary. Estimates are also a
sensitive function of particulars of resolution options to be selected for various classes of plant design and plant
status.

Frequency Estimate

From NUREG-0666164 (p.48), F = 4 x 10-4/RY. This estimate of the frequency of core-melt due to DC power
failure is for plants meeting, but not exceeding, current minimum requirements (GDC-17). NUREG-0666164 (p.2)
states that, in general, operating plants have DC power supply designs and procedural standards that exceed
current minimum requirements. Therefore, the actual frequency would be less by an amount that cannot now be
accurately estimated. In NUREG-0666,164 the proposed solutions are estimated to have the potential to reduce
the frequency by over a factor of 10.

Consequence Estimate

Since loss of DC power could cause failure of both core decay heat removal and containment heat removal, the
consequences are taken as accidents in which the core melts and the containment fails due to overpressure as
a consequence of loss of containment cooling. This corresponds to WASH-140016 BWR-2 and PWR-2 accident
release categories.

Consequences for BWR-2 and PWR-2 release categories are expressed in man-rem. The total whole-body man-
rem dose is obtained by using the CRAC64 Code for the particular release category. The calculations assume a
uniform population density of 340 people per square mile (which is average for U.S. domestic sites) and a typical
(midwest site) meteorology. For a PWR-2 accident, D = 4.8 x 106 man-rem and for a BWR-2 accident, D = 7.1
x 106 man-rem. The average dose for both BWRs and PWRs is 6 x 106 man-rem. This may be an overestimate
because, depending on plant and accident specifics, the containment may not fail.

We arrive at our estimate of the potential risk reduction for 73 reactors with a 30-year operating life by multiplying
the frequency and consequences estimated above by 73 x 30 and dividing the product by 10 to correct for the
combined effect of the overestimates in the frequency and consequences discussed above. Thus, the total
estimated potential risk reduction for the 73 reactors involved is as follows:

Cost Estimate

Further anticipated NRC costs of roughly $200,000 would bring the total NRC cost to about $400,000 (based on
discussions with PSB). No NRC estimates of industry costs of implementation are currently available, though
PSB believes that the cost of implementing the NUREG-0666164 recommendations, except Recommendation
4, would not be large. A dependable industry-aided estimate must await completion of detailing of proposed
specific requirements for design changes and for more extensive periodic testing. The current tentative
conclusion concerning recommendation 4 (viz., that no changes attributable to Item A-30 are required) points to
no additional cost. On the basis of discussions with PSB, we associated with that recommendation an average
cost of implementing Recommendations 1, 2, and 3 of NUREG-0666164 (involving connections, tests, and
maintenance) in the range of $150,000 to $200,000 per reactor.
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Seventy-three reactors are affected by the implementation recommendations of NUREG-0666.164 The total cost
is the sum of NRC cost per reactor plus industry cost per reactor. However, considering that 73 reactors are
affected, then

the NRC costs are negligible in comparison. Therefore, the total cost for the solution to this issue is $(73)(0.2)M
or $14.6M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a potential risk reduction of 530,000, the value/impact score is given by:

Uncertainties

The probabilistic safety analysis in NUREG-0666164 was based primarily on relative comparison of core damage
probability estimates. Uncertainty bands around the probability estimates are wide by two to three orders of
magnitude (NUREG-0666,164 pp.46-47, 60-65). NUREG-0666164 (pp.66-67) presents the following conclusions
which underlie the recommendations cited above.

"The results of this work showed that failure of the minimum DC power system could represent a significant
contribution to the unreliability of shutdown cooling. It was also shown that this contribution could be substantially
reduced through the use of various design and operational improvements to the minimum DC power system.
Since operating nuclear power plants include some DC power supply features which exceed the minimum
analyzed, DC power reliability will be correspondingly improved at these facilities. The sensitivity analyses
showed that the probability of a core damage accident can be significantly affected by the reliance placed on
any one DC power supply for shutdown cooling functions. It was also shown through the sensitivity analyses that
differences in design and operational features other than DC power can have a potentially large influence on the
unreliability of shutdown cooling and the probability of a core damage accident."

CONCLUSION

This issue was conservatively determined to be of high priority and it was recommended that resolution be
pursued to the point of establishing requirements and implementation plans. However, in November 1986, this
issue was integrated into the resolution of Issue 128.1001
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Item A-31: RHR Shutdown Requirements (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

The safe shutdown of a nuclear power plant following an accident not related to a LOCA has been typically
interpreted as achieving a "hot-standby" condition (i.e., the reactor is shut down, but system temperature and
pressure are still at or near normal operating values). Considerable emphasis has been placed on the hot-
standby condition of a power plant in the event of an accident or abnormal occurrence. A similar emphasis
has been placed on long-term cooling, which is typically achieved by the RHR system. The RHR system starts
to operate when the reactor coolant pressure and temperature are substantially lower than their hot-standby
condition values.

Even though it may generally be considered safe to maintain a reactor in a hotstandby condition for a long time,
experience shows that there have been events that required eventual cooldown and long-term cooling until the
reactor coolant system was cold enough to perform inspection and repairs. For this reason, the ability to transfer
heat from the reactor to the environment after a shutdown is an important safety function for both PWRs and
BWRs. It is essential that a power plant be able to go from hot-standby to cold-shutdown conditions (when this is
determined to be the safest course of action) under any accident conditions.

This issue was originally identified in NUREG-03712 and was later determined to be a USI.

CONCLUSION

This USI was RESOLVED in May 1978 with the issuance of SRP11 Section 5.4.7. Only those plants expected to
receive operating licenses after January 1, 1979 were affected by the resolution.
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Item A-32: Missile Effects
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This NUREG-03712 item addresses three types of missiles for which impact effects on nuclear power plant
structures, systems, and components important to safety must be evaluated. These missiles are also addressed
in Item A-38, "Tornado Missiles"; Item A-37, "Turbine Missiles"; and for the most energetic accident-induced
missile, Item B-68, "PWR Pump Overspeed During LOCA."

Safety Significance

Besides the "safety" issues A-37, A-38, and B-68, this issue has no additional safety significance.

Possible Solutions

The end product of this task is to develop quantitative measures of the margins of safety and to assure that
demonstrable margins are present in all aspects of missile protection; however, this is no more than the
individual products of Items A-37, A-38, and B-68 stated one more time in one more generic issue.

CONCLUSION

This issue is covered in Items A-37, A-38, and B-68 and has been addressed in the prioritization of these items
in this report.
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Item A-33: NEPA Review of Accident Risks
DESCRIPTION

In 1971, the AEC determined that, consistent with NEPA, the environmental assessments of requests for
construction permits and operating licenses should include consideration of the possible impacts from accidents.
An Annex to 10 CFR 50, Appendix D was proposed which provided guidance to applicants in this regard. This
guidance was included in Regulatory Guide 4.2 and has constituted, since 1971, the basis for the staff reviews.

Since 1971, a considerable number of "realistic" accident assessments have been made. In substance, these
reviews have uniformly shown that the risks associated with potential accidental releases are very low.

The approach in these assessments, typically, is limited to preparation of a two-page narrative summary that
qualitatively describes accident probabilities and the rationale for concluding that accident risks are low and a
one-page table that provides numerical estimates of consequences of various categories of accidents (excluding
Class 9 events). The approach to developing these consequence estimates also involves a largely simplistic
analysis; minor adjustments are made from case to case (basically to account for variations in power level,
exclusion boundary distance and population density). These numerical estimates are also limited to air pathway
consequences.

The staff's environmental statement by its nature is typically the only document concerning NRC license reviews
that receives wide public and government agency attention and exposure even though other documents are
circulated and are available. It is evident from the comments received on the staff's statements that the present
approach does not adequately inform the public regarding the substance and depth of NRC's safety reviews nor
adequately respond to public and various government agency questions dealing with the risks of accidents.

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Department of the Interior (DOI) expressed the need for an
improved treatment of accident risks and an expansion of the staff assessments to include quantitative estimates
of Class 9 events.

Beginning in 1973, in response to EPA concerns, the staff augmented its assessments to discuss the then
ongoing Rasmussen Study as it related to Class 9 risks.

For its part, EPA agreed that updating of the standard assessment was not warranted until after the Rasmussen
Study results were made available. This dialogue was renewed in 1976 with EPA recommending that a generic
environmental statement be prepared on accident risks. After extended discussions, the NRC staff reiterated its
1973 commitment to update the standard assumptions in the proposed Annex A. As a precursor to this update,
the staff committed to an extension of the WASH-140016 study to include a more in-depth evaluation of Class 3-8
accidents and to further explore the significance of variations in site and plant design characteristics.

DOI has routinely suggested that more attention be given to the site risks associated with the liquid pathway.
In mid-1977, DOI and NRC staff met to discuss the DOI generic concerns. DOI was informed of the staff's
programs to augment the generic studies in WASH-140016 but no commitments were made to revise the current
approach (which, as noted above, includes no discussion of the impacts of accidental releases to the liquid
pathway).

Another issue that has surfaced during the last few years relates to the lack of guidelines on situations which
require substantially different (more detailed/ different scope) treatment. In the cases of CRBRP, OPS/AGS, and
Fulton/Summit, substantial departures from the standard assumptions were required; for example, requests were
made for analyses to support the claimed conclusion that Class 9 risks were low, comparable to typical LWRs. In
the cases of CRBRP and OPS, substantial schedular delays have resulted, apparently because the applicants
were not aware that the standard guidelines regarding the treatment of Class 9 accidents applied to a limited
design/site envelope. Additional guidelines need to be developed to help avoid future situations as these. This
item is documented in NUREG-0371.2

CONCLUSION

This Environmental issue has been resolved by a Commission decision on SECY-80-131 to implement an
interim policy in which accidents are considered on a risk specific basis.412 This policy was published in the
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Federal Register on June 13, 1980 (45 FR 40101). It is being implemented by the Accident Evaluation Branch
(AEB) of DSI.
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Item A-34: Instruments for Monitoring Radiation and Process Variables
During Accidents
DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-03712 item was initiated in order to develop criteria and guidelines to be used by applicants,
licensees, and staff reviewers to support implementation of Regulatory Guide 1.97,55 Revision 1. Such criteria
and guidelines were to provide specific guidance on functional and operational capabilities required of the
various classes of instruments, including in-plant and ex-plant instruments. Where such guidance could not be
provided, the rationale to be applied to derive requirements for specific situations was to be provided.

The objective of Regulatory Guide 1.9755 was to ensure that, during and following an accident, appropriate
parameters and system functions are monitored in order that plant personnel will have sufficient information
to take appropriate actions to restrict the courses and consequences of accidents. At the start of an accident,
the operator cannot always determine what accident has occurred and, therefore, cannot always determine
the appropriate response. For this reason, the reactor trip and certain safety actions (e.g., emergency core
cooling actuation) are designed to be performed automatically during the initial stages of an accident. However,
instrumentation is also necessary to provide information about plant parameters and system functions in order
to enable the operator to cope with the ensuing event sequence. The operator must have sufficient information
available to: (1) determine the course of an accident; (2) make decisions concerning appropriate manual action;
and (3) assist in determining what actions, if any, are needed to execute the plant emergency plan.

In the course of implementing the initial phase of the Task Action Plan,2 it became obvious that Regulatory Guide
1.97,55 Revision 1 included a provision which industry claimed to be impractical at that time and other provisions
for which more definitive guidance was needed to define acceptable means of compliance. The primary issues in
controversy were Positions C.1 and C.3 of the Regulatory Guide.55

Position C.1 was intended to ensure that the station design included sufficient instrumentation to meet the
objectives described in Position C.1 for each of the design basis accidents normally analyzed by an applicant in
Chapter 15 of a Safety Analysis Report.

Position C.3 of Regulatory Guide 1.97,55 Rev. 1, described specific instrumentation to be used if accident
conditions were to degrade beyond those assumed in the FSAR. Various industry representatives expressed
concern about the ranges of the instruments described in Position C.3 and the implication of monitoring
accidents beyond the plant design bases. This position was not explicitly intended to monitor accidents beyond
the design bases but instead was intended to provide assurance that, even under conditions that degrade far
beyond those that are assumed in the accident analyses, the operator would have usable instrumentation that
would provide a basis for decision-making.

Technical work on this item was completed in 197956 but implementation did not take place as was planned
because of the occurrence of the TMI-2 accident. Instead, the TMI Lessons Learned Task Force reexamined57

this issue and recommended a modified implementation plan.58 Implementation is currently being carried out
under TMI Action Plan Item II.F.3.48

In addition, Revision 2 to Regulatory Guide 1.97, published in December 1980, identified specific parameters
and instrument ranges and provided definitive guidance on acceptable means of compliance. The NRC selected
parameters and ranges to span event sequences within and beyond the design basis.

CONCLUSION

This item has been resolved and is being implemented under TMI Action Plan Item II.F.3.48
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Item A-35: Adequacy of Offsite Power Systems (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

This issue was raised in NUREG-03712 following a series of events at operating plants that involved the offsite
power systems. These events indicated that the reliability of the preferred source of emergency power might
have been less than was expected. As a result, a study was recommended to assess the concern.

GDC-17 of Appendix A to 10 CFR 50 requires the offsite power source to be available and to have sufficient
capacity and capability to assure that: (1) the fuel and reactor boundary are maintained within specified
acceptable limits; and (2) core cooling, containment integrity, and other vital safety functions are maintained
during accident conditions.

In the past, the NRC accepted the results of transient and steady state stability analyses documented in
the SARs for license applications which indicated that offsite power sources remained stable and met the
requirements of GDC-17. Issue 10 of NUREG-013832 defined the staff's concerns relating to: (1) the reliability
of the offsite power system as the preferred emergency source; (2) vulnerability of safety-related equipment
to sustained degraded voltage; (3) adequacy of design interfaces of offsite and onsite power sources; and (4)
adequacy of testing the onsite power sources. In addition, Issue 9 of NUREG-013832 defined a concern relating
to a rapid rate of frequency decay of the offsite power system. A rapid rate of frequency decay could provide
an electrical braking effect on the RCP motors resulting in a flow coastdown in excess of that analyzed in the
accident analysis portion of the SARs.

CONCLUSION

The power systems of operating plants and those in the licensing process were evaluated to determine the
susceptibility of safety-related electric equipment to: (1) sustained degraded voltage condition on the offsite
power source; (2) interaction of the offsite and onsite power sources; and (3) adequacy of existing testing
requirements. Work performed by the staff resulted in a two-part resolution of the issue:

(1) In order to address the concern discussed in Issue 10 of NUREG-0138,32 new requirements were issued
to some licensees116 in 1977 and to all licensees except Humboldt Bay117 in 1979. Between 1977 and 1981,
these requirements were used as the interim BTP in licensing reviews. In 1981, Appendix A to SRP11 8.3.1
was revised to incorporate these requirements as BTP PSB-1, "Adequacy of Station Electric Distribution
System Voltages." Thus, all licensees issued operating licenses since 1977 were in compliance with the revised
Appendix A to SRP11 8.3.1.

The voltage-sensing protection stated in BTP PSB-1 conforms to a number of requirements of IEEE Std.
279-1971397; however, the single-failure criterion is not explicitly cited. Although the requirements do not include
this single-failure criterion for the sensing portion of the design, independent sensing is to be provided for each
electrical division. Since most plants have 2 independent 100% divisions of electrical power for all analyzed
events, the overall single-failure criterion is met by providing independent sensing for each division.

Conforming to the single-failure criterion is not as straightforward at plants with a swing bus design. NRR
recognized that such a design can compromise the independence of the electrical divisions and some scenarios
involve such single-failure vulnerabilities as the loss of a DC power source. In some cases, explicit exemptions
to the single-failure criterion were given. Although designs that would withstand a single failure in the degraded
voltage sensing could be implemented, NRR/EELB concluded61 that plants with a swing bus design were not
explicitly required to meet the single-failure criterion with regard to degraded grid voltage relays during LOCA
conditions, a low probability event.84

(2) The concern defined in Issue 9 to NUREG-013832 was evaluated by the staff and determined to be "not a
significant safety issue" in a 1981 DSI/NRR memorandum83 which also resolved Item B-70.

Thus, new criteria resulting from the resolution of this issue were factored into the licensing process by the
preparation of new or revised TS, BTPs, and SRP11 Sections. With the revision to Appendix A of SRP11 Section
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8.3.1 and the DSI evaluation,83 the issue of the adequacy of offsite power systems was RESOLVED and new
requirements were established.
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Item A-36: Control of Heavy Loads near Spent Fuel (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

At all nuclear plants, overhead cranes are used to lift heavy objects in the vicinity of spent fuel. If a heavy object
such as a spent fuel shipping cask or shielding block were to fall onto spent fuel in the storage pool or reactor
core during refueling and damage the fuel, there could be a release of radioactivity to the environment. Such an
occurrence also has the potential for overexposing plant personnel to radiation. If the dropped object were large
and the damaged fuel contained a considerable amount of undecayed fission products, radiation releases to the
environment could exceed 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines. With the advent of increased and longer-term storage of
spent fuel, the NRC determined that there was a need for a systematic review of requirements, facility designs,
and TS regarding the movement of heavy loads to assess safety margins and improve them where necessary.
This item was originally identified in NUREG-03712 and was later determined to be a USI in NUREG-0510.186

CONCLUSION

This USI was RESOLVED in December 1980 with the issuance of GL 80-113, 1842 following publication of the
report on the NRC review of nuclear power plant load-handling operations in NUREG-0612. 747 GL 80-113 1842

requested licensees to review their controls for the handling of heavy loads to determine the extent to which
guidelines in NUREG-0612 747 were being satisfied, and to identify the changes and modifications that would be
required in order to fully satisfy the guidelines. GL 81-07 1843 was subsequently issued to correct errors in GL
80-113. 1842

Licensee responses to NUREG-0612747 were requested in two parts: Phase I (6-month response); and Phase
II (9-month response). For operating plants, MPAs C-10 and C-15 were established by NRR/DL to track the
implementation of Phases I and II, respectively.60 For future plants, SRP11 Section 9.1.5. was revised. At the
completion of Phase II, the results of the NRC findings were published in GL 85-11.1844 However, in April 1999,
Issue 186 was identified to address the NRR concern that licensees operating within the GL 85-111844 regulatory
guidelines were not taking adequate measures to assess and mitigate the consequences of dropped heavy
loads.
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Item A-37: Turbine Missiles ( 2)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

The staff has long recognized that the steam turbine, part of the turbinegenerator set, has the potential to
generate massive, energetic missiles if a turbine disc were to fail catastrophically. The turbine disc is postulated
to fail in two modes: normal operating speed failure and destructive overspeed failure. Turbines fabricated
without shrunk-on discs, such as Brown-Boveri units, are thought to have a significantly lower potential for
missile generation and, thus, are not included in this generic issue.

In the first failure mode, a disc was postulated to fail due to fatigue crack growth. In the second failure mode, the
disc was postulated to fail when the applied loads exceeded the ultimate tensile strength of the disc material.
This failure mode will occur when, upon sudden unloading of the generator, the turbine overspeed protection
system and/or the turbine stop and control valves fail causing the turbine to reach the destructive overspeed. In
plant safety analyses, it is assumed that the largest (most energetic) disc would fail.

More recently, the staff has discovered that, for Westinghouse-designed turbines, at normal operating speed the
more likely failure mechanism is that of corrosion assisted crack growth. Although this failure mechanism would
lead to an increase in the historically observed frequency of disc cracks, the imposition of a periodic ultrasonic
inspection should leave the historically observed failure/missile frequency unchanged. This item is documented
in NUREG-03712 and its evaluation includes the consideration of Item A-32.

Safety Significance

If a turbine disc were to fail and if a large portion of the disc, possibly weighing a few thousand pounds, were
to be ejected from the turbine casing, it would be possible for the turbine missile to strike and cause damage to
components or systems that might possibly result in the release of radioactivity to the environment.

Possible Solutions

The original task action plan was set up as a confirmatory research program, i.e., the results would be compared
to the existing very conservative licensing acceptance criteria to demonstrate analytically the adequacy of the
criteria. When the problem of corrosion cracking became known, the staff instituted an investigation into its
cause, safety significance, and effect on current licensing criteria. Although the action plan was never completed,
the staff did investigate the corrosion cracking phenomenon thoroughly.

On plants with a construction permit submitted after November 15, 1976, NUREG-080011 requires that turbines
be favorably placed to reduce to a minimum the probability of low trajectory turbine missile strikes. Where
site restraints make this placement impossible, target size, shielding, or redundancy may be employed so as
to reduce the combined probability of missile strike and damage of safety-related targets to less than 10-3.
Therefore, this issue only applies to backfitting current plants.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

(1) The historical failure rate of turbines15 is applicable. This failure rate is based on non-nuclear steam turbines;
however, statistically, there are not yet enough operating years in nuclear applications to refute this assumption.

(2) The probability of a missile penetrating a barrier is 1.

(3) The probability of a missile causing unacceptable damage and subsequent radioactive release after the
missile has struck a safety-related target is 1.

Frequency Estimate

(1) Historical failure rate and rate of missile ejection from the turbine is 10-4/turbine-year.15

(2) Probability of safety-related target being in the target zone is 10-1; this probability is turbine orientation
dependent. The value of 10-1 is the upper bound, the median value would be about 10-2.
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(3) Probability of unacceptable damage and radioactive release is 1.

Thus, total frequency is (10-4)(10-1)(1)/turbine-year or 10-5/turbine-year.

Consequence Estimate

A realistic estimate of a radioactive release to the environment would not be from a core-melt but rather from a
gap release. The probability of 10-1 is much too high to assume that a turbine missile destroyed enough safety-
related systems or components to cause a core-melt. The probability of the missile piercing the containment and
causing a LOCA would be on the order of 10-5 not (10-1)(1) as previously assumed.

The consequences of the most likely release would then be on the order of 75,000 man-rem for a PWR-8
release category and 20 man-rem for a BWR-5 release category (based on WASH-140016).

Cost Estimate

If the total frequency is greater than 10-6/turbine-year, the staff solution was to try to better estimate the
frequency/probability, that is, to determine what the realistic values of frequency are by taking into account
improved disc materials, actual ejection probabilities and energies, actual likelihood of damage, effect of routine
inservice inspection, etc. About half of the plants (30 PWRs and 20 BWRs) have turbine orientations where the
total frequency is greater than 10-6/turbine-year. The cost to the NRC of the generic and plant-specific study
would be about $80,000. The cost to industry is assumed to be at least double the NRC cost. The cost of the
routine inservice inspection is about $250,000/plant.

Another possible solution would be to build missile barriers around the turbine with a cost to industry of at least
$1M/plant.

Value/Impact Assessment

The value/impact score is based upon 22.5 man-rem public risk exposure for the 30 PWRs and 0.04 man-rem
public risk exposure for the 20 BWRs, utility costs of $20.5M, and NRC costs of $80,000. Therefore,

Uncertainties

The calculated value/impact score is the upper bound value. Using engineering judgment, the total frequency
could easily be two orders of magnitude less if more realistic assumptions of the components of frequency are
made. The numbers used in the score are those used in historical arguments. Therefore, the score is probably
less than 1 with an upper bound of 800.

Additional Considerations

(1) Although occupational dose incurred as a result of the routine inservice inspection would exist only at BWRs
and would be minimal, the estimated dose avoidance would be reduced if both public and occupational exposure
are considered. Thus, an even lower value/impact score would be indicated.

(2) Plant safety systems are redundant and should be capable of compensating for one being damaged by a
turbine missile.

CONCLUSION

This issue should be DROPPED from further consideration.
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Item A-38: Tornado Missiles (Rev. 3)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

The AEC first established missile-protection requirements in 1967. GDC-2 and GDC-4 of 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix A, require in part that structures, systems, and components important to safety be designed to be
able to withstand the effects of tornado missiles. Specific design acceptance criteria to meet the requirements
of GDC-2 and GDC-4 and recommended methods of satisfying the acceptance criteria are detailed in SRP11

Sections 3.3.2 and 3.5.1.4 and in Regulatory Guides 1.7642 and 1.117.43

A limited reexamination of tornado missile protection requirements in 1976 resulted in significant reduction
in requirements. However, it was suggested2 that the existing tornado missile protection requirements may
have been more conservative than necessary. The purpose of this NUREG-03712 item was to reexamine the
requirements more precisely with a view to a possible outcome of adequate protection at less industry cost. The
evaluation of this issue included consideration of Issue A-32.

Safety Significance

Missiles generated by tornadoes could potentially damage systems or components containing radioactivity or
necessary for the safe shutdown of a reactor.41 This damage may directly result in the release of radioactivity to
the environment or ultimately affect core cooling and result in core damage or melting.

Possible Solution

The existing tornado missile requirements included structural strengthening of potential safety-significant targets
of tornado missiles, concrete missile protection for spent fuel pools, and increased concrete wall thickness
around safety-class structures other than containment to stop tornado missiles.

The suggested task was to investigate whether postulated missile velocities, size, and orientation used in plant
safety analyses were more conservative than tornado damage histories warranted. The end product of this
task was to be a set of design basis missiles that did not impose unnecessary design requirements on plant
construction and for which a sound technical basis existed.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

This issue was addressed in WASH-140016 where the findings presented were based on work by Doan.41 It was
stated that the probability of energetic tornado-generated missiles would be less than 5 x 10-6 and that the only
likely damage to sensitive plant systems would be the loss of the diesel generator building doors. The probability
of this event causing a core-melt accident or any other significant radioactive release would be less than 10-3.

Thus, the frequency of a core-melt accident resulting from a tornado was estimated to be 5 x 10-9 /RY or 1.5 x
10-7/reactor over a 30-year operating life. Large changes to the missile criteria would not be made and the effect
on core-melt frequency would be intentionally small (10%). A 10% increase in the core-melt frequency would be
1.5 x 10-8/reactor.

Consequence Estimate

Depending on the systems or structures that are damaged, almost any type of core-melt scenario could occur.
However, as a bounding estimate, it was assumed that the worst core-melt scenarios (Release Categories
PWR-1, PWR-2, PWR-3, BWR-1, and BWR-2) would occur. Although a tornado missile event is likely to be
followed by high winds, typical meteorological behavior was assumed along with a mean population density of
340 people per square-mile. The release categories listed above were calculated to result in between 4 and 7
million man-rem. Therefore, the release from a tornado missile event was estimated to result in about 5 x 106

man-rem.

Assuming possible reduced (lower-cost) tornado missile protection requirements, the total increase in risk for
future reactors was estimated to be (1.5 x 10-8) (5 x 106) man-rem/reactor or 0.08 man-rem/reactor.
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Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: The potential cost savings to future plants was estimated, to a rough approximation, by
considering the volume of reinforced concrete potentially saved. According to an estimate from SEB/DE/NRR,
tornado protection (for wind loads and missiles combined - they are not readily separable) involved roughly
2,200 cubic-yards of reinforced concrete for a typical plant. At $900/cubic-yard of concrete in place (based
on Means, "Building Construction Cost Data, 1981," for elevated slabs, plus 15% inflation since January
1981 and 100% for NRC special requirements), the estimated cost was about $2M/plant. Since only modest
changes to the criteria were intended, the reduction in missile resistance reflected in design parameters, such
as wall thickness, would be small (again 10%). A 10% saving due to reduced missile requirements would mean
$200,000 saved per future plant.

NRC Cost: The proposed NRC study was estimated to cost about $300,000, based on the NUREG-03712

estimate of 2.4 man-years plus a $60,000 technical assistance contract. However, when amortized over more
than 10 future plants, the NRC cost was small compared to industry costs.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with a possible solution to the issue was estimated to be
$0.2M/reactor

Value/Impact Assessment

The estimated value/impact score for retention of the existing tornado missile protection requirements for future
plants (rather than relaxing them as discussed) was given as follows:

Uncertainties

At the time this issue was evaluated, tornado missile protection was a recent development nearly unique to
nuclear power plants and was not a matter of any long-established engineering practice. The probabilistic
estimates were widely recognized as subject to great data-base uncertainties (See NUREG/CR-2300,187 p.10-1).
Existing and possible modified future requirements depended heavily on engineering judgment and intuitive
interpretation of limited data. However, even if the estimated frequency of a core-melt accident resulting from a
tornado (which was very small) was increased by a factor of 10 or even 100, the conclusion would not change.

The magnitude of the cost savings (if any) that could be achieved, depending on the outcome of the proposed
study, could not be reliably predicted at the time this issue was evaluated. At best, these savings could be
bounded by consideration of the total cost of tornado protection. The total savings achievable would be a
function of the number of future plants affected and the distribution of these plants among the three regions of
the U.S. with a high incidence of tornadoes. If the cost savings were significantly smaller, the net cost savings
including NRC costs would become negligible.

Other Considerations

Reduction of tornado missile protection requirements may not be fully reflected in reduced concrete wall
thicknesses, etc., because, at some point, other factors such as tornado wind loadings may become controlling.
Also involved here were various man-made external events for which specific consideration had not been
required, because of reliance on tornado missile protection to provide an adequate "umbrella" of protection.
These events include small aircraft crashes, missiles from offsite explosions, and physical attacks.

CONCLUSION

It was possible that further reexamination of tornado missile requirements could have led to industry cost savings
due to reduction of these requirements (beyond the reductions made on the basis of the 1976 reexamination)
without significant risk increase. If there was greater assurance that these cost savings would be significant
and likely to be achieved (by performing a more detailed design and cost analysis), this issue would have
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warranted a high priority. However, the savings could only be realized in those plants not yet designed or
under construction. Since such new plants were possible at some indefinite future time, the issue was given
a low priority ranking (see Appendix C) in November 1983. In NUREG/CR-5382,1563 it was concluded that
consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not change the priority of the issue. Further prioritization,
using the conversion factor of $2,000/man-rem approved1689 by the Commission in September 1995, resulted in
an impact/value ratio (R) of $2.5M/man-rem, which placed the issue in the DROP category.
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Item A-39: Determination of Safety Relief Valve Pool Dynamic Loads and
Temperature Limits (Rev. 1) (Rev. 3)
DESCRIPTION

Operation of BWR primary system pressure relief valves can result in hydrodynamic loads on the suppression
pool retaining structures or those structures located within the pool. These loads result from initial vent clearing
of relief valve piping and steam quenching due to high local pool temperatures. The item addresses GE MARK I,
II, and III containments and was originally identified in NUREG-03712 but was later determined to be a USI.

CONCLUSION

This USI was RESOLVED60 with the issuance of SRP11 Section 6.2.1.1.C. NUREG-0763,748 NUREG-0783,734

and NUREG-0802749 were also issued for Mark I, II, and III containments, respectively.
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Item A-40: Seismic Design Criteria (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Structures, systems, and components important to the safety of nuclear power plants are required to withstand
the effects of natural phenomena such as earthquakes. Broad requirements for earthquake resistance are
specified in 10 CFR Parts 50 and 100 and detailed guidance on acceptable ways of meeting these requirements
are documented in various regulatory guides. Safety analysis reports for each plant are reviewed in accordance
with the review and acceptance criteria described in SRP11 Sections 2.5.2, 3.7.1, 3.7.2, and 3.7.3.

Over the years, there has been an evolution of seismic design requirements and technology. Early nuclear
power plants were designed without specific seismic design requirements. In the early 1970s, the requirement
for resistance to seismic events was included in the regulations. The state of knowledge has advanced rapidly
and the methods of seismic design vary with the vintage of the nuclear power plant. Also, the complex process
of seismic design and analysis involved many engineering disciplines: seismic, geotechnical, structural,
mechanical, electrical, and nuclear. Each discipline in the design process controlled the design parameters in its
domain. As the total seismic design process evolved, two questions emerged: (a) How adequate are the plants
in earlier generations with respect to current safety requirements? and (b) What is the margin of safety in the
overall seismic design process? This issue was originally identified in NUREG-03712 and was later determined
to be a USI in NUREG-0510.186

CONCLUSION

The objectives of this issue were to investigate selected areas of the seismic design sequence to determine
their conservatism for all types of sites, to investigate alternate approaches to parts of the design sequence,
to quantify the overall conservatism of the design sequence, and to modify the SRP11 criteria if changes were
found to be justified. Studies under USI A-40 included the following: (1) quantification of conservatism in seismic
design; (2) elasto-plastic seismic analysis methods; (3) site-specific response spectra; (4) nonlinear structural
dynamic analysis procedures; and (5) soil-structure interaction (SSI).

One key area in seismic design is SSI analysis which is complex and has been controversial in the past. To
examine some of the areas of complexity and to obtain an expert consensus, NRC sponsored an SSI workshop
in June 1986. The technical areas covered during this workshop were: (1) definition of free field ground motion;
(2) ground motion input needed for site-specific SSI analysis; (3) SSI methodology; and (4) experience and
experimental verification. Workshop discussions were focused on improving SRP11 criteria. Reasonable
consensus was achieved in the four technical areas and was incorporated into the proposed revisions to SRP11

Sections 2.5.2, 3.7.1, 3.7.2, and 3.7.3.

Significant results have become available from the joint EPRI/NRC/Taiwan Power Company (TPC) SSI Lotung
experiment in Taiwan. These results were presented in an EPRI/NRC/TPC-sponsored workshop in December
1987. The staff therefore formulated specific questions on the Lotung results and solicited comments on them
during the public comment period. The resolution of public comments (NUREG/CR-5347)1238 helped the staff to
finalize a position on SSI which was reflected in the revised SRP11 Section 3.7.2, published as part of the final
resolution of USI A-40.

Although some older sites were designed to seismic criteria less rigorous than current requirements, significant
upgrading has been or will be achieved by the Systematic Evaluation Program conducted on the oldest plants,
the implementation of USI A-46, and by staff bulletins and information notices such as IE Bulletin 79-02,1239

IE Bulletin 79-14,1240 and IE Bulletin 80-11.1241 The staff has therefore concluded that backfit of the proposed
seismic design provisions is not necessary except for the design of safety-related large, above-ground tanks at
some plants.

The implementation of USI A-46 will result in the review of large, above-ground tanks at about 70 of the older
plants. The remainder of the plants fall into two groups: (1) plants that were subject to licensing review by the
staff after about 1984; and (2) plants that were reviewed by the staff during the period beginning in the latter
part of the 1970s up to 1984. For the plants in the first group, the NRC staff licensing review confirmed that no
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further action was needed. A survey of the plants in the second group was conducted by the NRC and it was
found that tanks for many of these plants were designed using the new criteria. However, the staff was unable
to determine the status of large tanks at four sites (Watts Bar, Callaway, Wolf Creek, and Harris) and information
request letters were issued to these licensees.

Early activities on USI A-40 consisted of specific technical studies which concentrated on improvements in
seismic design criteria. A technical overview and specific recommendations for changes to seismic design
criteria were documented in NUREG/CR-1161.1242 The value/impact assessment for the proposed changes
was documented in NUREG/CR-3480.1243 Based on the recommendations made in NUREG/CR-1161, NUREG/
CR-3480, additional staff work discussed in the regulatory analysis (NUREG-1233),1244 and resolution of public
comments (NUREG/CR-5347), the staff revised SRP11 Sections 2.5.2, 3.7.1, 3.7.2, and 3.7.3. These SRP
sections are for use in the review of future CPs, PDAs, FDAs, and combined CP/OL applications under 10 CFR
52. In addition to the SRP revisions, the staff will review the seismic adequacy of the large, above-ground vertical
tanks at the four nuclear stations outlined above. A discussion of the basis for the selection of these sites is
included in NUREG-1233. If the licensee reponses to the NRC's request indicate that these tanks do not meet
the proposed criteria, plant-specific backfits will be considered under 10 CFR 50.109. The Commission was
informed of the staff's resolution in SECY-89-296.1245 Thus, the issue was RESOLVED and new requirements
were established.1246
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Item A-41: Long-Term Seismic Program (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

In a memorandum127 dated June 7, 1976, NRR recommended that a study be initiated on the quantification
of inherent seismic safety margins in NRR's seismic design requirements. This memo suggested the initiation
of a long-term research program and outlined a long list of informational deficiencies to be addressed by this
program. This program was included in NUREG-0371.2

Subsequently, a User Need Request128 was forwarded to RES detailing the NRR needs.127 In response
to this request,129 RES established a contract with LLNL to conduct the Seismic Safety Margins Research
Program (SSMRP) to start in 1978. The program plan130 was intended to provide the methodology to determine
safety margins in a nuclear power plant subjected to a large earthquake. The objectives of the SSMRP are to
estimate the conservatisms (or lack of conservatisms) in the SRP11 seismic safety requirements and to develop
improved requirements. The approach to achieve these objectives is to develop probabilistic methodology that
enables one to more realistically predict the behavior of nuclear power plants safety systems, components,
and structures during an earthquake. The SSMRP project in its first phase was divided into two major task
areas: (1) calculation of major structural and subsystem responses; and (2) development of a code to calculate
accident sequence probabilities (SEISM) tied to specific radioactive release categories. The final report for the
first phase is contained in NUREG/CR-2015,131 Vol. 1. Subsequent to the completion of the first phase of the
SSMRP, an NRR memo132 was issued to RES in which a significant redirection of the SSMRP was suggested
in order to more directly fit NRR needs. Recommendations132 were developed in conjunction with a recent
review of the SSMRP and the Long Range Research Plan133 of RES, together with discussions between the
RES staff and the NRR staff. In general, the recommendations were based on the view that, while NRR's user
needs and programmatic goals for additional and follow-on seismic analysis research were the same as for
SSMRP, it was becoming clear that significant advancements in seismic analysis and confidence in estimates of
seismic structural risk cannot be achieved without improved and definitive data in the following areas: seismic
input, soil structure interactions, dynamic structural response, and structural fragility. These revised needs
were cognizant of the potentially significant changes inherent in SECY-82-53134 in which the magnitude of the
controlling earthquake in the eastern U.S. could increase. This was based on the possible modification of the
U.S. Geological Survey position on the association of the 1886 Charlestown, SC, earthquake with geologic
structure and the recent earthquakes in New Brunswick, Canada. The SSMRP was scheduled to end at the
close of FY 1984.

Safety Significance

Recent PRA studies187 have indicated that the seismic risk may be a significant contributor to the total risk for
nuclear power plants. Most PRAs prepared to date do not include an assessment of risk from earthquakes.
Thus, it is important that the NRC have methods to quantify and assess seismic risk to evaluate and enhance
the credibility of PRAs. Also, there is a need to reexamine the traditional process of seismic analysis and design
of nuclear power plants in an overall system context. This need comes principally from the widely held belief
that a compounding of conservatisms occurs in the current process, i.e., at each stage of the current process,
conservatisms are introduced to account for uncertainties and these conservatisms compound from one stage to
the next. However, in each stage only minimal compensations are made for the compounding of conservatisms
because they are not quantified. For example, the earthquake used in the seismic design represents the
maximum earthquake potential (SSE) considering the geology, seismology, and specific characteristics of the
subsurface material. The earthquake motion is coupled to the bedrock and building foundation through the use
of conservative soil properties to produce the highest responses (forces and stresses). Such responses are
compared to conservative estimates of the strength or capacity of each structure or component.

On the other hand, there is concern that the current licensing criteria may produce seismic designs that are
apparently conservative for some features, but can have adverse effects on the overall plant safety. For
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example, piping made stiff to resist seismic loads may cause higher thermal expansion stresses in nozzles
during normal operation.

Thus, NRC has established regulations, guides, and licensing review procedures that define seismic safety
criteria for nuclear power plant design. These criteria collectively constitute a seismic methodology chain (SMC).
The seismic safety criteria for nuclear power plant design were developed to ensure structural integrity and
functional safety of buildings, equipment, and components. They depart from the conventional earthquake
engineering practice in detail and complexity. The overall SMC is considered sufficiently conservative to ensure
safety. However, it is thought to be necessary to characterize the overall seismic safety and to improve it by
establishing new criteria as may be required.

CONCLUSION

The NRC must be prepared to provide the basis for licensing decisions involving operating plants that are
required to consider changing seismic loads and design criteria. By knowing and understanding the inherent
conservatisms in the seismic design (i.e., being able to more accurately characterize the realistic behavior of
structures and components under earthquake conditions), the NRC would be better able to judge the necessity
and extent of modifying and requalifying structures and components in older operating plants to be reviewed for
increased seismic loads or of improving design criteria for new standardized plants.

The SSMRP is also tied to systems research involving PRA such as the IREP/NREP effort. The SSMRP will
provide the seismic risk methodology that is currently lacking in these programs.

Reliable estimates on how much the seismic risk would change as a result of the completion of this program
were not obtained because the frequencies and magnitudes of earthquakes are uncertain and the failure
probabilities (i.e., fragility) cannot be inferred directly from the objectives and expected results of this program.
However, because this program has a direct bearing on Item B-6 (Loads, Load Combinations, Stress Limits),
which has a high priority ranking, as well as this program's relationship to PRA, plant costs, and overall plant
safety, the issue was given a medium priority ranking.

However, a reevaluation of this issue by DE in October 1984 revealed that the programs covered by the issue
were intended to gather and develop information; there were no plans to revise regulatory requirements upon
completion of the programs. It was determined that the programs were long range ongoing activities jointly
sponsored by NRR and RES and were being adequately tracked.692 Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and no
new requirements were established.
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Item A-42: Pipe Cracks in Boiling Water Reactors (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Pipe cracking has occurred in the heat-affected zones of welds in primary system piping in BWRs since
mid-1960. These cracks have occurred mainly in Type 304 stainless steel which is the type used in most
operating BWRs. The major problem is recognized to be IGSCC of austenitic stainless steel components that
have been made susceptible to this failure by being "sensitized," either by post-weld heat treatment or by
sensitization of a narrow heat affected zone near welds.

"Safe ends" (short transition pieces between vessel nozzles and the piping) that have been highly sensitized
by furnace heat treatment while attached to vessels during fabrication were very early (late 1960's) found to
be susceptible to IGSCC. Because of this, the AEC took the position in 1969 that furnace-sensitized safe ends
should not be used on new applications. Most of the furnace-sensitized safe ends in older plants have been
removed or clad with a protective material and there are only a few BWRs that still have furnace-sensitized safe
ends in use. Most of these, however, are in smaller diameter lines.

Earlier reported cracks (prior to 1975) occurred primarily in 4-inch diameter recirculation loop bypass lines and in
10-inch diameter core spray lines. Cracking is most often detected during ISI using UT techniques. Some piping
cracks have been discovered as a result of primary coolant leaks.

CONCLUSION

This USI was RESOLVED60 in February 1981 when NUREG-0313, Revision 1750 was issued to all holders of
BWR operating licenses or construction permits and to all applicants for BWR operating licenses. MPA B-05 was
established by DL for implementation of the resolution at operating plants.
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Item A-43: Containment Emergency Sump Performance (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue deals with a concern for the availability of adequate recirculation cooling water following a LOCA
when long-term recirculation of cooling water from the PWR containment sump, or the BWR RHR system
suction intake, must be initiated and maintained to prevent core-melt. This water must be sufficiently free of
LOCA-generated debris and potential air ingestion so that pump performance is not impaired thereby seriously
degrading long-term recirculation flow capability. The concern applies to both PWRs and BWRs. The RHR
suction strainers in a BWR are analogous to the PWR sump debris screen and adequate recirculation cooling
capacity is necessary to prevent core-melt following a postulated LOCA. The issue was declared a USI in
January 1979 and published in NUREG-0510.186

The technical concerns evaluated under USI A-43 are as follows:

(1) PWR sump (or BWR RHR suction intake) hydraulic
performance under post-LOCA adverse conditions
resulting from potential vortex formation and air
ingestion and subsequent pump failure.

(2) The possible transport of large quantities of LOCA-
generated insulation debris resulting from a pipe break
to the sump debris screen(s), and the potential for
sump screen (or suction strainer) blockage to reduce
net positive suction head (NPSH) margin below that
required for the recirculation pumps to maintain long-
term cooling.

(3) The capability of RHR and containment spray system
(CSS) pumps to continue pumping when subjected to
possible air, debris, or other effects such as particulate
ingestion on pump seal and bearing systems.

The staff's proposed resolution for USI A-43 was issued for public comment on May 10, 1983. The public
comment package included NUREG-0869,1056 the staff's technical findings report NUREG-0897,1057 proposed
Regulatory Guide 1.82, Revision 1, and proposed SRP11 Section 6.2.2, Revision 4, "Containment Heat Removal
Systems." A summary of the public comments received and the staff's response are contained in Appendix A of
NUREG-0869,1056 Revision 1.

CONCLUSION

In October 1985, the resolution of USI A-43 was presented to the Commission in SECY-85-349.1060 The staff is
implementing the resolution of USI A-43 through the following actions:

(1) The staff's technical findings (NUREG-0897, Revision
1)1057 were published for use as an information source
by applicants, licensees, and the staff.

(2) SRP11 Section 6.2.2 and Regulatory Guide 1.821058

were revised to reflect the staff's technical findings
reported in NUREG-0897, Revision 1. This revised
licensing guidance applies only to reviews of:
(a) future construction permit applications and
preliminary design approvals (PDAs); (b) final design
approvals (FDAs) for standardized designs which are
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intended for referencing in future construction permit
applications that have not received approval; and (c)
applications for licenses to manufacture. This revised
guidance became effective 6 months after issuance of
Regulatory Guide 1.82, Revision 1.

(3) Generic Letter 85-221059 (for information only)
was sent to all holders of an operating license or
construction permit outlining the safety concerns
regarding potential debris blockage and recirculation
failure due to inadequate NPSH. It was recommended
(but not required) that licensees utilize Regulatory
Guide 1.82,1058 Revision 1, as guidance for conduct
of the 10 CFR 50.59 analysis for future plant
modifications involving replacement of insulation on
primary system piping and/or equipment. If, as a result
of NRC staff review of licensee actions associated
with replacement or modification to insulation, the staff
decides that SRP11 6.2.2, Rev. 4 and/or Regulatory
Guide 1.82,1058 Rev. 1, criteria should be (or should
have been) applied by the licensees, and the staff
seeks to impose these criteria, then NRC will treat
such actions as plant-specific backfits pursuant to 10
CFR 50.109.

Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and new requirements were established.
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Item A-44: Station Blackout (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

The complete loss of AC electrical power to the essential and nonessential switchgear buses in a nuclear power
plant is referred to as a "Station Blackout." Because many safety systems required for reactor core decay heat
removal are dependent on AC power, the consequences of a station blackout could be a severe core damage
accident. The technical issue involves the likelihood and duration of the loss of all AC power and the potential for
severe core damage after a loss of all AC power.

The issue of station blackout arose because of the historical experience regarding the reliability of AC power
supplies. There had been numerous reports of emergency diesel generators failing to start and run in operating
plants. In addition, a number of operating plants experienced a total loss of offsite electrical power. In almost
every one of these loss of offsite power events, the onsite emergency AC power supplies were available
to supply the power needed by vital safety equipment. However, in some instances, one of the redundant
emergency power supplies had been available. In a few cases, there was a complete loss of AC power, but
during these events AC power was restored in a short time without any serious consequences.

The results of WASH-140016 showed that, for one of the two plants evaluated, a station blackout accident could
be an important contributor to the total risk from nuclear power plant accidents. Although this total risk was found
to be small, the relative importance of station blackout accidents was established. This finding and the concern
for diesel generator reliability based on operating experience raised station blackout to a USI in the 1979 NRC
Annual Report. A detailed action plan for resolving this issue was published in NUREG-0649,1061 Revision 1.

CONCLUSION

The final evaluation of station blackout accidents at nuclear power plants was performed by the staff and
published in NUREG-1032.890 In resolving this issue, the staff performed a regulatory analysis which was
documented in NUREG-1109.1108 In June 1988, this USI was resolved with publication of a new rule (53 FR
23203)1109 and Regulatory Guide 1.155.1110 Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and new requirements were
established.
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Item A-45: Shutdown Decay Heat Removal Requirements (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

In March 1981, this issue was identified as a USI in NUREG-0705.44 A program was initiated to evaluate the
safety adequacy of the decay heat removal (DHR) function in operating LWRs and to assess the value and
impact (i.e., the benefit and cost) of alternative measures to improve the overall reliability of the DHR function.

The program employed PRAs and deterministic evaluations of those DHR systems and support systems
required to achieve hot shutdown and cold shutdown conditions in both PWRs and BWRs. Systems analysis
techniques were used to assess the vulnerability of DHR systems to various internal and external events. The
analyses were limited to transients, small-break LOCAs, and special emergency challenges such as fires, floods,
earthquakes, and sabotage. Cost-benefit analysis techniques were used to assess the net safety benefit and
cost of alternative measures to improve the overall reliability of the DHR function.

Six plants were analyzed after an initial selection process which considered vendor, product line, other issues in
which each particular plant might be involved, operational status, and utility willingness to participate. In terms of
expected core damage frequency caused by DHR failure/RY, the range for the six plants was 7 x 10-5 to 4 x 10-4

with an average value of 2 x 10-4 if credit is allowed for feed-and-bleed operation on the PWRs and containment
venting on the BWRs.. Neither the above ranges nor the averages were found to be significantly changed when
several other existing, reliable PRA results were also included.

Based on its analysis, the staff found that the six plants met the health effects quantitative objectives in the
Commission's Safety Goal (i.e., 0.1% of the expected accident or cancer fatality risks from causes not related
to nuclear plants). Guidance for an acceptable core damage frequency was not explicitly provided. However,
in order to provide assurance that (1) core damage due to a DHR failure-related event will not occur in the
lifetime of the present population of plants, (2) consistency is maintained with the 10-5/RY contribution to core
damage frequency from station blackout expected after resolution of USI A-44, and (3) the frequency of a
severe release will be less than the Commission's safety goal guidance of 10-6/RY, the staff selected a goal that
core damage due to failure of DHR function should be less than 10-5/RY. This staff-selected goal was intended
only for application to the resolution of USI A-45. The results indicated that the DHR-related frequency of core
damage at certain plants may be considerably above this goal. To address the question of whether corrective
actions could be cost-effective, six possible alternatives addressing potential DHR vulnerabilities were identified
and then evaluated.

CONCLUSION

In presenting its proposed for resolution of USI A-45 in SECY-88-260,1143 the staff recognized the ongoing
actions in implementing the Commission's Severe Accident Policy, one of which was a generic letter to require
all plants in operation or under construction to undergo a systematic examination termed the Individual Plant
Examination (IPE) to identify any plant-specific vulnerabilities to severe accidents. The IPE analysis is intended
to examine and understand the plant emergency procedures, design, operations, maintenance, and surveillance
to identify vulnerabilities. The analysis will examine both the DHR systems and those systems used for other
functions. It is anticipated that a future extension of the IPE program will require examination of externally-
initiated events, some of which significantly contribute to DHR failure-related core damage frequency.

To resolve USI A-45, one of the alternatives proposed by the staff was to have each licensee perform a risk
assessment for its plant. This assessment would be done in conjunction with the IPE program. Available options
for acceptable risk assessments include performing a Level-1 PRA (enhanced) or performing an analysis using
the IDCOR IPEM. Thus, USI A-45 was RESOLVED with the requirement for plant-specific analyses to be
conducted under the IPE program.
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Item A-46: Seismic Qualification of Equipment in Operating Plants (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

The design criteria and methods for the seismic qualification of mechanical and electrical equipment in nuclear
power plants underwent significant changes during the course of the licensing of commercial nuclear power
plants. Consequently, it was believed that the margins of safety provided in equipment to resist seismically-
induced loads and to perform their intended safety functions could vary considerably. Therefore, to ensure the
ability of plants to achieve a safe shutdown condition when subject to a seismic event, the seismic qualification
of equipment in operating plants had to be reassessed.

The objective of this issue was to establish an explicit set of guidelines that could be used to judge the adequacy
of the seismic qualification of mechanical and electrical equipment at all operating plants, in lieu of attempting
to backfit existing design criteria to new plants. This guidance was to address equipment required to safely shut
down a plant as well as equipment whose function is not required for safe shutdown but whose failure could
result in adverse conditions that might impair shutdown functions. Also, explicit guidelines were to be established
for use in requalifying equipment whose qualification was found to be inadequate. The issue was declared a USI
in February 1981 and published in NUREG-0705.44 A detailed action plan for resolving the issue was published
in NUREG-0649,1061 Revision 1.

CONCLUSION

Resolution of the issue was based mainly on work completed by the Seismic Qualification Utility Group (SQUG)
and EPRI using the seismic and test experience data approach1751 that was reviewed and endorsed by
the Senior Seismic Review and Advisory Panel (SSRAP) and the NRC staff. The scope of the review was
narrowed down to equipment required to bring each affected plant to hot shutdown and maintain it there for a
minimum of 72 hours. A walk-through of each plant was deemed necessary to inspect equipment in the scope.
Evaluation of the equipment was to include: (a) adequacy of equipment anchorage; (b) functional capability of
essential relays; (c) outliers and deficiencies (i.e., equipment with non-standard configurations); and (d) seismic
systems interaction. Work completed on the issue resulted in the publication of NUREG/CR-3017,1063 NUREG/
CR-3875,1064 NUREG/CR-3357,1065 NUREG/CR-3266,1066 NUREG-1030,919 and NUREG-1211.1067 The issue
was RESOLVED when requirements were issued in Generic Letter 87-02.1069 Verification of licensee actions
was pursued with Generic Letter 87-03.1387
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Item A-47: Safety Implications of Control Systems (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Nuclear power plant instrumentation and control systems are composed of safety-related protection systems and
non-safety-related control systems. The safety-related protection systems are designed to satisfy the General
Design Criteria identified in Appendix A to 10 CFR 50. They are used in part to trip the reactor when certain
plant parameters exceed allowable limits and to protect the core from overheating by actuating emergency core
cooling systems. Non-safety-related control systems are used to maintain the plant within prescribed pressure
and temperature limits during shutdown, startup, and normal power operation. The non-safety-related control
systems are not relied on to perform any safety functions during or following postulated transients or accidents.
They are used, however, to control plant processes that could have an impact on plant dynamics. This issue was
originally identified in NUREG-03712 and was later determined to be a USI in NUREG-0705.44

CONCLUSION

The purpose of USI A-47 was to perform an in-depth review of the non-safety-related control systems and
to assess the effect of control system failures on plant safety. To this end, tasks were established to identify
potential control system failures that, either singly or in selected combinations, could cause overpressure,
overcooling, overheating, overfilling, or reactivity events. The staff concluded from its investigations that certain
actions should be taken to enhance safety in LWRs and recommended that plants: (1) provide systems to
protect against reactor vessel/steam generator overfill events and to prevent steam generator dryout; (2) include
in their plant procedures and their Technical Specifications provisions to periodically verify the operability of
these systems; and (3) modify selected emergency procedures to ensure safe plant shutdown following a
small-break LOCA. Most plants already have substantial design protection against control system failures. The
recommended safety improvements would apply to those plants for which additional or enhanced protection is
warranted.

The staff's technical findings were published in NUREG-12171247; the regulatory analysis associated with
the resolution of this issue was published in NUREG-1218.1248 The Commission was informed of the staff's
resolution in SECY-89-2551249 and Generic Letter 89-191250 was later issued to licensees. Thus, this issue was
RESOLVED and new requirements were established.1251
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Related to USI A-47,' and NUREG-1218, `Regulatory Analysis for Resolution of USI A-47,'"
September 5, 1989.
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Item A-48: Hydrogen Control Measures and Effects of Hydrogen Burns on
Safety Equipment (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Following a LOCA in an LWR, combustible gases, principally hydrogen, may accumulate inside the primary
reactor containment as a result of: (1) metal-water reaction involving the fuel element cladding; (2) the
radiolytic decomposition of the water in the reactor core and the containment sump; (3) the corrosion of certain
construction materials by the spray solution; and (4) any synergistic chemical, thermal and radiolytic effects
of post-accident environmental conditions on containment protective coatings and electric cable insulation.
Although hydrogen control measures in connection with a design basis LOCA had been required by 10 CFR
50.44 well before the TMI-2 accident, metal-water reactions generated hydrogen during the accident that were
in excess of the amounts specified in 10 CFR 50.44. As a result, it became apparent that additional hydrogen
control and mitigation systems would have to be considered in power reactors with small containment structures.
This concern was first raised in NUREG-057857 and later in TMI Action Plan48 Item II.B.7. The issue was
declared a USI in February 1981 and published in NUREG-0705.44

A detailed action plan for resolving the issue was published in NUREG-0649, Rev. 1,1061 and was limited to
near-term rulemaking efforts which included: (1) the BWR Mark I and Mark II containments hydrogen inerting
rule; (2) the ice condenser/Mark III containment hydrogen control rule; and (3) the near-term construction permit/
manufacturing license (CP/ML) rule. The CP/ML rule specified licensing requirements for pending CP and ML
applications. The rule requiring inerting of BWR Mark I and Mark II containments as a method for hydrogen
control was published in December 1981.1225 The BWR Mark I and Mark II containments have operated for a
number of years with an inerted atmosphere (by addition of an inert gas, such as nitrogen) which effectively
precludes combustion of any hydrogen generated. USI A-48 has been fully implemented at BWR plants with
Mark I and Mark II containments.

The rule for BWRs with Mark III containments and PWRs with ice condenser containments was published in
January 1985.1226 This rule required that the affected plants be provided with a means for controlling the quantity
of hydrogen produced by a 75% fuel-cladding metal-water reaction, but did not specify the control method. In
addition to the promulgation of rules on hydrogen control, the action plan for USI A-48 provided for plant-specific
reviews of lead plants for reactors with Mark III and ice condenser containments.

Concurrent with the development of regulations, both the NRC and the industry have conducted extensive
research programs since early 1980 on hydrogen igniter systems and effects of hydrogen combustion on safety-
related equipment. A number of research programs were started to investigate the control of large quantities
of hydrogen in reactors with small volume containments. The staff has also sponsored a peer review of the
hydrogen research programs by the National Research Council under the auspices of the National Academy
of Sciences (NAS). The NAS report, "Technical Aspects of Hydrogen Control and Combustion in Severe Light-
Water Reactor Accidents," published in 1987 presents findings on the hydrogen research by both industry and
the NRC.1227 The committee concluded that, for most accident scenarios, current regulatory requirements make
it highly unlikely that hydrogen detonation would be the cause of containment failure. It was also concluded that
inerting is adequate for reactors with Mark I and Mark II containments and that igniters are a reasonable way
to reduce the probability of hydrogen detonation in medium volume containments (BWR Mark III and PWR ice
condenser).

Large dry PWR containments were excluded from USI A-48 because they have a greater ability to accommodate
the large quantities of hydrogen associated with a recoverable degraded core accident than the smaller MARK
I, II, III and ice condenser containments. Most dry containments have about two million or more cubic feet of net
free volume and have a design pressure which ranges from about 45 to 60 psi. Analyses which were performed
to determine the pressure in a dry containment resulting from the combustion of hydrogen corresponding to
a 75% metal-water reaction, following onset of a degraded core accident and while the containment was still
near its peak pressure, indicated that the peak total containment pressure was below the failure pressure.
Furthermore, analyses indicated that essential equipment would function during and after a large deflagration in
a dry containment. This conclusion was supported by the TMI-2 experience.
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CONCLUSION

In December 1984, the staff concluded that rulemaking with regard to hydrogen control for LWRs with large, dry
containments could be safely deferred due to the inherent capability of these containments to accommodate
large quantities of hydrogen. This concern is covered under Issue 121. In the staff's plans for resolving
Issue 121, any recommendations for further modifications to 10 CFR 50.44 related to LWRs with large, dry
containments will be provided at the conclusion of ongoing research. In April 1989, SECY-89-1221227 was
forwarded to the Commission documenting the results of the staff's efforts in resolving USI A-48. Thus, this issue
was RESOLVED and new requirements were established.
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Item A-49: Pressurized Thermal Shock (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Neutron irradiation of reactor pressure vessel weld and plate materials decreases the fracture toughness of the
materials. The fracture toughness sensitivity to radiation-induced change is increased by the presence of certain
materials such as copper. Decreased fracture toughness makes it more likely that, if a severe overcooling event
occurs followed by or concurrent with high vessel pressure, and if a small crack is present on the vessel's inner
surface, that crack could grow to a size that might threaten vessel integrity.

Severe pressurized overcooling events are improbable since they require multiple failures and improper operator
performance. However, certain precursor events have happened that could have potentially threatened vessel
integrity if additional failures had occurred and/or if the vessel had been more highly irradiated.

Therefore, the possibility of vessel failure due to a severe pressurized overcooling event cannot be ruled out.
In December 1981, this issue was declared a USI in SECY-81-687 and was later published in the NRC 1982
Annual Report. A detailed action plan for resolving this issue was published in NUREG-0649,1061 Rev. 1.

CONCLUSION

An Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking was submitted to the Commission in SECY-83-2881073 and was
later approved in January 1984.1074 After public comments were addressed, the final rule (10 CFR 50.61) on
pressurized thermal shock was approved by the Commission in July 1985. Regulatory Guide 1.1541068 was later
published in February 1987. Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and new requirements were established.
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Item B-1: Environmental Technical Specifications ( 2)
DESCRIPTION

Current NRC regulations and practice require that certain operating requirements (Technical Specifications) be
made part of each operating license. These Technical Specifications comprise an Appendix A which deals with
safety features

and an Appendix B which deals with environmental concerns. The non-radiological portion of Appendix B is
traditionally derived from information in the FES and other relevant sources. They are proposed by the applicant
and reviewed and approved by the staff on a case-by-case basis. Based on several years of staff experience
with facility licensing and a better understanding of EPA and NRC responsibilities in the area of water quality
regulation, it is believed that the development of Standardized Environmental Technical Specifications (SETS)
is appropriate and will result in: (1) more efficient use of staff and applicant resources, and (2) more uniform
requirements and performance standards for licensees. This NUREG-04712 task will include development
of ETS for three scheduled plants, Three Mile Island 2 and McGuire 1 and 2, to be used as models for the
development of SETS, and coordination with the Advisory Committee on Standardized Environmental Technical
Specifications and with the Office of Standards Development in the development of Regulatory Guide 1.48.221

The final product will be SETS published either as a NUREG report or as part of Regula-tory Guide 1.48.221

Conclusion

A memorandum on the subject addressed in this issue was sent to several Office Directors from the Director,
NRR, on April 14, 1980 with an example of an application to a specific plant. The standard environmental
protection plan developed has been applied to a number of operating nuclear power plants and implementation
for additional plants is contemplated.412 Thus, this Environmental issue has been resolved.
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Item B-2: Forecasting Electricity Demand
DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-04713 task involves efforts directed at improving the NRC staff's capability to forecast electricity
demand for the purpose of evaluating applicants' needs for power forecasts in individual licensing cases.
The task will include: (1) developing the capability of forecasting electricity demand on a regional basis; (2) a
reexamination of the NRC's current licensing approach to the need for power issue; and (3) an analysis and
comparison of the economic penalties of having a plant come on line sooner than needed versus having the
plant come on line later than needed.

CONCLUSION

This Environmental issue has been resolved412 with the publication of the following documents: (1) Regulatory
Guide 4.2,476 Rev. 2, Chapter 1 on "Purpose of the Proposed Facility and Associated Transmission," July 1976;
(2) NUREG/ CR-0022462 ; NUREG/CR-0250463 ; Section 8 of NUREG-0555464 ; (5) Part III of NUREG-0398465 ;
(6) NUREG/CR-2692477 ; and (7) NUREG-0942.466
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Item B-3: Event Categorization
DESCRIPTION

There are several inconsistencies in event categorization between the GDC, SRP, Standard Format, and
applicant submissions. In addition, categorization by other groups such as ANSI and ANS is not always
consistent with NRC positions. In several cases, applicants have proposed that certain events be categorized as
accidents (which would permit limited fuel damage) whereas the staff categorizes them as anticipated transients.
This NUREG-04713 task will categorize the postulated transients and accidents and define acceptance criteria
for the various categories. The result will be an improved licensing process and possible relief from current
restrictive requirements for some licensees.

CONCLUSION

The categorization and definition of acceptance criteria are part of the staff routine activities such as revising the
SRP.11 Thus, this Licensing Issue should be dropped from further consideration.412
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Item B-4: ECCS Reliability
DESCRIPTION

Numerical reliability goals and methods of analysis have not been established by the NRC. The current basis
for plant licensing continues to be NRC regulations which require, among other things, that the consequences
of a LOCA be suitably mitigated despite the postulated subsequent occurrence of a series of independent
malfunctions, including the loss of offsite power and postulated single failures in mitigating safety features. As
the state of the art on probabilistic evaluation techniques becomes more widely accepted, increasing concern
has been expressed regarding the adequacy of the current licensing basis. This NUREG-04713 item will address
these concerns by assessing the reliability of current U.S. and foreign emergency core cooling system designs.

CONCLUSION

This item is covered412 under TMI Action Plan Item II.E.3.2, "System Reliability," in Section 3 of this report.
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Item B-5: Ductility of Two-Way Slabs and Shells and Buckling Behavior of
Steel Containments (Rev. 1)
This item has been divided into two parts which have been evaluated separately.

PART I - Ductility of Two-Way Slabs and Shells

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was identified in NUREG-04713 and involved concern over the lack of information related to the
behavior of two-way reinforced concrete slabs loaded dynamically in biaxial membrane tension (resulting from
in-plane loads), flexure,

and shear. A task is defined which involves developing a more dependable and realistic procedure for evaluating
the design adequacy of Category 1 reinforced concrete slabs subject to a postulated LOCA or high-energy line
break (HELB).

Safety Significance

If structures (concrete slabs) were to fail (floor collapse or wall collapse) due to loading caused by a LOCA or
HELB, there would be a possibility that other portions of the reactor coolant system or safety-related systems
could be damaged. Such loads would be caused by very concentrated high-energy sources causing direct
impact on the structures of concern. The damage could lead to an accident sequence resulting in the release of
radioactivity to the environment.

Possible Solution

A task was defined to determine with sufficient accuracy the influence of biaxial membrane tension in the plane
of the slab on the resistance function and the permissible ductility ratio of two-way slabs loaded in flexure and
shear. The end product of the task was to be the development of a simplified practical method which could be
used for design and analysis of a slab subjected to the above loading.

CONCLUSION

SEB has concluded215 that there is sufficient information pertaining to the design of two-way slabs subjected
to dynamic loads and biaxial tension to enable a reasonably accurate analysis. Based on this information, we
conclude that a solution has been identified for this part of the overall issue.

PART II - Buckling Behavior of Steel Containments

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue is identified in NUREG-04713 and involves concern over the lack ofa uniform, well-defined approach
for design evaluation of steel containments. The structural design of a steel containment vessel subjected
to unsymmetrical dynamic loadings may be governed by the instability of the shell. For this type of loading,
the current design verification methods, analytical techniques, and the acceptance criteria may not be as
comprehensive as they should be. Section III of the ASME Code does not provide detailed guidance on the
treatment of buckling of steel containment vessels for such loading conditions. Moreover, this Code does not
address the asymmetrical nature of the containment shell due to the presence of equipment hatch openings and
other penetrations. Regulatory Guide 1.57478 recommends a minimum factor of safety of two against buckling for
the worst loading condition provided a detailed rigorous analysis, considering inelastic behavior, is performed.
On the other hand, the 1977 Summer Addendum of the ASME Code permits three alternate methods but
requires a factor of safety between 2 and 3 against buckling, depending upon the applicable service limits.

Safety Significance

If steel containment shells were to fail due to loading which may cause buckling, one of the plant's levels of
defense would be lost and could result in release of radioactivity to the environment. The loading would have to
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be due to a high-energy source. A large LOCA or HELB near the containment wall could possibly provide such a
load.

Possible Solutions

At present, SEB has developed and is using a set of interim criteria145 for evaluating steel containment buckling
for plants undergoing operating license review. A longer term project with RES is also underway.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

The events for which containment may be impacted by a high enough energy source would be a large LOCA
or a HELB. A small fraction of these would occur close enough to the containment wall to have the potential to
rupture the barrier. If the containment is not adequately designed, a failure could occur.

Frequency Estimate

The total event frequency is a combination of the above events. The frequency of a large LOCA or HELB can be
compared to the frequency of a PWR-9 event or a BWR-5 event.16 Therefore, the frequencies are assumed to
be 4 x 10-4/RY for a PWR-9 and 1 x 10-5/RY for a BWR-5.

Given the LOCA or HELB, then the probability of the large LOCA or HELB occurring close enough to
containment wall and the break causing buckling is 0.1, based on conservative analysis (for priority
determination) that assumes there would be around 10% of all LOCAs with enough energy and close enough to
the wall to cause buckling. Combining event frequency and conditional probabilities,

For PWRs, F = (4 x 10-4/RY)(0.1) = 4 x 10-5/RY

For BWRs, F = (1 x 10-4/RY)(0.1) = 1 x 10-5/RY.

Consequence Estimate

We assume that the containment fails and that the ECCS and other levels of defense in depth would be
available. It would be possible that recirculation in a PWR may be affected (i.e., boil off to atmosphere); however,
it would be expected that sufficient sump water would be collected for recirculation.

Therefore, we chose the consequences of these events to be comparable to a PWR-8 event and a BWR-4 event
which involve significant damage and containment leakage.

Assuming midwest typical meteorology and a uniform population density of 340 people per square mile,

PWR-8 Consequence = 75,000 man-rem

BWR-4 Consequence = 610,000 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Assume that structural reinforcing would be required for some containments and all steel containments are
affected at a cost of $300,000 per plant. There are about 33 steel containments (existing and proposed).
Assuming 2 staff-years of NRC effort to develop crtieria and 1 staff-week/plant to review modification and
prepare SERs, the NRC manpower cost is $300,000. Assuming $300,000 for technical assistance, the total NRC
cost is $0.6M. Therefore, the total cost is $[(33)(0.3) + 0.6]M = $10.5M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a risk reduction of 810 man-rem for 9 PWRs and a risk reduction of 4,392 man-rem for 24
BWRs, the total risk reduction for this issue is 5,200 man-rem. Therefore, the value/impact score is given

by
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Uncertainties

(1) The severity of the safety issue, if one exists, is unknown and therefore the cost to industry of fixing the
"problem" is also an unknown because no fix is presently proposed.

(2) Present staff requirements are contained in an interim position145 which is being used for NTOLs.

Other Considerations

The scope and significance of this issue is not well-defined because the issue deals more with a potential
problem than with a problem that is occurring or is even predicted to occur. Since steel containments are
designed to available standards requirements, this issue is not as significant a problem as if no criteria existed
for the design.

CONCLUSION

Because the safety significance of this issue was unclear with the current state of knowledge, it was
recommended that the NRC continue to investigate, better define, and possibly resolve this issue. Since this
issue is directed towards assessing the design adequacy of safety-related structures (i.e., containment), it was
believed to have an inherent importance that justified further consideration. The results of the investigation could
then be used to assess the potential safety benefits and costs that would be obtained if new design requirements
for steel containments were implemented. Thus, this issue was determined to be of medium priority with a large
uncertainty.

RES efforts in resolving this issue resulted in a proposed revision to SRP11 Section 3.8.2 that would be
applicable to CP and OL applications filed after the effective date of the SRP Section revision. Operating plants
were not affected by the proposed SRP revision because there was a general staff consensus that existing steel
containments had adequate design conservatism regarding buckling. The proposed SRP revision was a formal
promulgation of the changed staff review practices since the first SRP had been published in 1975 and added
guidance for the review of asymmetric containment designs. It included an interim set of criteria for evaluating
steel containment buckling that had been developed several years earlier by the former Structural Engineering
Branch of NRR and had been applied to plants undergoing operating license reviews.

During the review process, the Structural and Geosciences Branch of NRR identified two concerns with the
proposed resolution: (1) although the proposed revision to SRP11 Section 3.8.2 reflected NRR practice on the
most recent licensing reviews, NRR expressed the concern that it contained technical requirements that were
overly conservative; and (2) there was a general consensus that existing plants with steel shell containments
had acceptable margins regarding buckling.1106 However, there was no readily available documentation to show
this.

In March 1988, the Structural and Geosciences Branch of NRR issued a memorandum that: (1) summarized
NRR's concern with the proposed revision to the SRP Section; (2) provided an evaluation that concluded that
existing steel containments had adequate margins against buckling; and (3) stated that it was NRR's judgment
that the issue of steel containment buckling had very little safety impact and was not worth pursuing further,
considering the staff resource constraints. Thus, the issue was RESOLVED and no new requirements were
established.1107
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Item B-6: Loads, Load Combinations, Stress Limits
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was identified as a generic problem in NUREG-04713 and concerns the design of pressure vessels
and piping systems components which must be designed to accommodate individual and combined loads
due to normal operating conditions, system transients, and postulated low probability events (accidents and
natural phenomena). This issue became more controversial in recent years because postulated large LOCA
and SSE loads were each increased by a factor of 2 or more to account for such phenomena as asymmetric
blowdown and because better techniques for defining loading have been developed. The work efforts to
investigate and establish a position on dynamic response combination methodology was completed and reported
in NUREG-0484,135 Revision 1. NUREG-0800,11 Section 3.9.3, was revised to reflect the new position on load
combinations and stress limits.136 SEB concluded from studies completed (NUREG/CR-2039549 and NUREG/
CR-1890550) that seismic loads and LOCA and SRV loads on containment structures should continue to be
combined using the absolute sum method.137 Hence, the only work remaining is research on decoupling LOCA
and SSE events. It is on this aspect that this prioritization focuses. Reports on two investigations addressing this
issue have been released: NUREG/CR-213662 and NUREG/CR-2189.63

The Code of Federal Regulations requires that structures, systems, and components that affect the safe
operation of nuclear power plants be designed to withstand combinations of loads that can be expected to result
from natural phenomena, normal operating conditions, and postulated accidents. An example load combination
requirement mandated for nuclear power plants includes coupling the effects of SSE with a LOCA. In a recent
evaluation, these combined loads were increased to further account for phenomena such as asymmetric
blowdowns in PWRs and because improved techniques for defining loading have been developed.

These changes have raised questions concerning implementation of new regulations, increased construction
costs, increased radiation exposure of maintenance crews performing increased inspection and maintenance
actions, and reduced reliability of stiffer systems under normal operating transients.

Possible Solutions

Research Information Letter No. 117,65 in addressing the probability of large LOCA-induced earthquakes,
identifies the following results:

(1) Through-wall cracks are about a million times more likely to occur than double-ended guillotine breaks. This
supports the leak before break hypothesis.

(2) Fatigue crack growth due to all transients, including earthquakes, is an extremely unlikely mechanism for
inducing a large LOCA. The contribution of earthquakes to the occurrence of this unlikely event is a small
percentage of the total probability.

(3) An upper bound estimate of the probability of asymmetric blowdown loads (resulting from rupture of in-
cavity piping) due to direct and indirect mechanisms is 10-4 over the 40-year plant life, the primary contribution
to this estimate being indirect seismically induced asymmetric blowdown. It is felt that the best estimate of the
probability is several orders of magnitude lower.

While the described research was performed on PWRs, it is assumed that BWRs are similar for this analysis.
This assumption may need revision if additional studies for BWRs are completed.

The proposed resolution for this issue is to decouple the SSE-LOCA load requirements. This would permit: (1)
the removal of some snubbers, (2) the removal of pipe whip restraints, and (3) the deletion of the requirements
for asymmetric blowdown analyses for forward-fit plants which would eliminate the additional stiffening of the
reactor pressure vessel.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions
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In the quantitative analysis of this issue by PNL,64 it was assumed that there will be a small reduction in risk
to the public due to the removal of appropriate snubbers in systems designed to withstand SSE + LOCA-
induced loads. This reduction in system stiffeners should help preclude potential lockup of snubbers during
normal operating transients, thus reducing large stresses on piping under normal operating conditions. The
actual removing of equipment (snubbers and pipe restraints) will introduce an added (one-time) occupational
dose for those plants having the devices installed. However, the deleted snubbers will result in a reduction in
occupational exposure because inspection and maintenance will no longer be neccessary on these deleted
items. The removal of the pipe restraints will improve the access to many equipment items and, as a result, will
reduce plant personnel time in high radiation areas for maintenance and inspection, providing a further reduction
in occupational exposure.

The risk reduction and cost estimates are based on all reactors built since 1972 or yet to be constructed.
Reactors constructed prior to 1972 did not have design requirements which included SSE, LOCA, and pipe
cooling considerations.

Frequency/Consequence Estimate

It has been suggested that removing the snubbers required for the combined LOCA and SSE loads would
reduce the stiffness and potential lockup of the snubbers during normal operation. This would result in a
reduction in the probability of pipe rupture during normal operating transients (e.g., startup, thermal transients,
etc.). The best estimate, by engineering judgment, is that the probability of pipe rupture would be reduced by
25% across the board. This estimate reduces S1, S2, and S3, (the initiating event probabilities for the PWR)
and the S value for the BWR by 25%. These changes, applied to the dominant cut sets, produced a change in
core-melt frequency which in turn reduced the frequency of each release category (e.g., PWR-1). The computed
reduction in core-melt frequency is 6.4 x 10-6/RY for PWRs and 1.2 x 10-6/RY for BWRs. The reduction in
frequency of the various release categories results in a public risk reduction for PWRs of 13 man-rem/RY
and a risk reduction for BWRs of 8.2 man-rem/RY. This public risk reduction when applied to the total reactor
population lifetime results in a risk reduction of 31,700 man-rem for PWRs and 8,500 man-rem for BWRs, for a
total of 40,200 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: The total plant user cost estimate is based on the cost of engineering efforts to design the
change, the labor costs to incorporate the change, and the increase in test and maintenance cost to maintain the
equipment for the remaining plant life.

The implementation manpower requirements were based upon confirmatory analyses performed at PNL in
conjunction with reviews prior to the granting of operating licenses.

The labor requirements per reactor for analyses and craft work is computed to be 360 man-weeks for PWRs and
391 man-weeks for BWRs, of which 250 man-weeks are utilized for the analysis of each type of reactor. This
results in backfit implementation costs of $39.6M ($27.6M for PWRs and $12M for BWRs) and forwardfit costs of
$17.3M ($11.5M for PWRs and $5.8M for BWRs). Therefore, the total industry implementation cost is $56.9M.

It is assumed for the maintenance and operating costs that approximately 50% of the pipe snubbers associated
with LOCA and SSE as well as many unnecessary pipe restraints can be removed following leak before break
concept. As reported in NUREG/CR-2136,62 there are approximately 800 snubbers in a typical PWR and 950
snubbers in a typical BWR. If we assume that 50% are removed, then the number of snubbers removed is 400 in
a PWR and 475 in a BWR.

Using labor hour estimates from NUREG/CR-2800,64 it is calculated that a reduction in labor costs will be
attained due to the decrease in the number of snubbers to be inspected and maintained. In addition, there will be
improved access to pumps, valves, etc., due to the removal of pipe whip restraints.

The total estimated saving in labor time (inspection, testing, and maintenance) resulting from the deletion of
snubbers and pipe restraints is calculated to be 1,120 man-hrs/RY or 28 man-weeks/RY for PWRs and 1,140
man-hrs/RY or 36 manweeks/RY for BWRs.

This results in an industry cost for operation and maintenance of -$53,800/ reactor for PWRs and -$69,000/
reactor for BWRs. For all reactors built since 1972, it results in operation and maintenance costs of -$57.9M for
backfit PWRs, -$77.5M for forward-fit PWRs, -$26.7M for backfit BWRs, and -$47.6M for all forward-fit BWRs.
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Thus, the total maintenance and operating costs are -$209.7M. Therefore, the total industry cost for this issue is
as follows:

Best Estimate -$ 152.3M

Upper Bound -$ 5.6M

Lower Bound -$ 300.0M

NRC Cost: The NRC costs for this issue are based upon the time used to review the proposed changes prior to
the implementation of equipment modifications. It is estimated that the following support will be required:

Generic issue resolution 20 man-weeks

Backfit plant implementation 15 man-weeks/plant

Forward-fit plant implementation 10 man-weeks/plant

These manpower expenditures result in an NRC cost for development and implementation of $3.1M. There
will be no change in NRC cost due to the review of operation and maintenance resulting from this change.
Therefore, the total NRC cost for this issue is as follows:

Best Estimate -$ $3.5M

Upper Bound -$ $5.2M

Lower Bound -$ $1.8M

Value/Impact Assessment

Based upon the best estimates of total risk reduction and industry NRC cost, the value/impact score is given by:

The negative value results from the reduced costs of operation and maintenance because of the deleted
snubbers and pipe restraints.

Other Considerations

Of further importance to this issue is the reduction in ORE brought about by the reduction of work time to
perform ISI in a radiation environment. An accumulated exposure of 1,100 man-rem/plant for PWRs and 1,410
man-rem/plant for BWRs is expected in the removal of snubbers and pipe restraints.64 For all backfit plants, this
results in an exposure of 4.5 x 104 man-rem for all PWRs and 2.26 x 104 man-rem for BWRs. The removal of
snubbers and the elimination of pipe restraint removal to accomplish pipe inspections is estimated to save 1,120
man-hours/year/plant for PWRs and 1,440 man-hours/year/plant for BWRs in maintenance and operation time in
radiation environments. For all applicable reactors' lifetimes, this accumulated exposure reduction is calculated
to be 6.77 x 105 man-rem for PWRs and 3.68 x 105 man-rem for BWRs. This results in a total reduction in ORE
of 9.8 x 105 man-rem.

CONCLUSION

This issue was given a high priority issue because both risk and cost had a large potential for reduction. Since
no pipe failure due to excessive restraint had been reported up to the time of prioritization, the estimated 25%
reduction in pipe break frequency and public risk may be overstated. It was concluded that, even if the risk
reduction were less and some costs were incurred rather than saved, the priority would still be high.
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Research completed for W and CE plants showed that the yearly probability of having a large LOCA induced
directly by seismic loads was no greater than 10-10; the yearly probability of having a LOCA induced indirectly
by structure or support failures under seismic loads was found to be 10-6. Based on the research results,
the staff proposed a position that would decouple SSE and LOCA for all PWR primary loops. Research
work for decoupling of LOCA and SSE loads for GE plants was also performed; indications were that pipe
rupture probabilities in GE reactor coolant loops are substantially greater than in any of the PWR loops. In
addition, a limited application of the leak-before-break hypothesis for PWR main coolant loops in 16 W Owners'
Group plants, based on deterministic fracture mechanics analysis, was approved in Generic Letter 84-04. For
decoupling of SSE and LOCA loads, the probabilit.y of a LOCA occurrence due to an earthquake was to be
addressed in the resolution of Issue 119.1, "Piping Rupture Requirements and Decoupling of Seismic and LOCA
Loads," with a possible revision to SRP1l Section 3.9.3. In January 1987, all staff work on the resolution of
Item B-6 was terminated because of the parallel effort in addressing decoupling of SSE and LOCA loads in the
resolution of Issue 119.1.1041 Thus, the resolution of Item B-6 is covered in Issue 119.1.
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Item B-7: Secondary Accident Consequence Modeling
DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-04713 task will develop more reliable models and associated computer capability than currently
available to the staff for assessing the radiological consequences of accidents that could result in the releases of
radioactivity through secondary systems.

CONCLUSION

This item is a Licensing Issue that has been dropped from further consideration.412
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Item B-8: Locking out of ECCS Power-Operated Valves (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This NUREG-04713 item concerned staff positions11 BTP EISCB 18 and BTP RSB 6-11 which required physical
locking out of electrical sources to specific MOVs in the ECCS. The existing staff positions established the
acceptability of disconnecting power to electrical components of a fluid system as one means of designing
against a single failure that might cause an undesirable component action. These provisions were based on
the assumption that the component is then equivalent to a similar component that is not designed for electrical
operation, e.g., a valve that can be opened or closed only by direct manual operation of the valve. They were
also based on the assumption that no single failure can both restore power to the electrical system and cause
mechanical motion of the components served by the electrical system.

The original position taken by W in WCAP-8966 (Proprietary) was that: (1) an active failure of an MOV was
defined as failure to move to the desired position when signaled; and (2) spurious actions originating in the
control circuitry were of very low probability and, therefore, such failures should not be considered in the design
basis.

The staff determined that the W evaluation of the probabilities of failure of the electrical components was
unacceptable as a design basis in lieu of the single failure criteria. This determination was based on the staff
view that: (1) the W evaluation covered a very narrow portion of the problem; and (2) inadequacies in the
reporting requirements for abnormal occurrences through September 1975 and the data base used in the
evaluation could not be readily reconciled.

WCAP-8966 was submitted in March 1978 as an item-by-item response to staff concerns related to a W
evaluation. As a result of the 1979 TMI-2 accident and the heavy expenditure of staff resources on TMI-related
issues, review of this document was suspended.

Safety Significance

The safety significance of this issue was that spurious actuation of valves could degrade or defeat the ECCS.

Possible Solution

A possible solution was a probabilistic determination that there was negligible risk to the public due to potential
mispositioning of the ECCS valves; thus, locking out of ECCS valves would not be required. This alternative
probabilistic solution to the existing ECCS lock-out solution would involve a reevaluation of the staff requirement
using a systems approach and considering such items as: (1) the evaluation of the probability of spurious signal;
(2) time required to reactivate the valve operator; (3) status of signal lights when the circuit breaker is open;
(4) can the valve be locked out in an improper position due to a faulty indicator? (5) are there other designs for
improving reliability without lock-out? (6) what are the advantages and disadvantages of corrective action by an
alert operator in case of incorrect positioning vis-a-vis a system with power locked out?

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

Using the W arguments in WCAP-8966 and WCAP-9207 (Proprietary) to support the position that ECCS lock-out
was not required, it was reasonable to assume that changing the existing staff position to the proposed solution
would not significantly increase the probability (frequency) of accidents leading to a core-melt.

In WCAP-8966, W calculated the probabilities of three specific failure mechanisms involved in mispositioning
the ECCS valves. The failure mechanisms considered in this calculation included maintenance errors, electrical
faults (shorts), and mechanical failures. The combined probability of the above failure mechanisms, coincident
with a LOCA, was calculated to be 7 x 10-7. In addition, the calculated probability of ECCS valve mispositioning,
coincident with a LOCA and as a result of operator error, was determined to be 4 x 10-7. The latter probability
included incorporation of specific design changes and properly developed procedures, as described in
WCAP-8966.
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No information had been provided by industry or developed by the staff that was related to failure mechanisms
or potential operator errors resulting from locking out of the ECCS valves. Such information would be needed to
completely evaluate the accident frequencies associated with the staff ECCS lock-out position. In the absence
of any identified accident sequences initiated or exacerbated by locking out the valves, any increase in accident
frequency due to locking out ECCS valves was assumed to be negligible.

Consequence Estimate

As noted above, the frequencies of accident sequences, not the consequences, would be changed whether
ECCS valves are locked out or not.

Cost Estimate

Because licensees had already implemented locking out the ECCS valves in accordance with BTPs11 ICSB-18
and RSB 6-1, there was no cost benefit from relaxation of the ECCS lock-out position.

It was estimated that 6 to 9 staff-months would be required to review WCAP-8966. Preparation of responses to
staff questions and possibly an updated submittal was also estimated to take approximately 6 to 9 man-months
of industry time. Thus, the total estimated NRC and industry cost associated with the possible solution was
$150,000.

Value/Impact Assessment

No significant change in risk was identified and a significant expenditure of NRC and industry manpower
would be involved to resolve the issue. Thus, based on the information available, the value/impact score was
essentially zero.

CONCLUSION

The existing staff position for locking out ECCS power-operated valves provided an acceptable approach to
meet the single failure criterion required by 10 CFR 50. This issue was DROPPED from further consideration
as a safety issue until a quantifiable reduction in public risk or a significant industry cost saving could be
ascertained for an alternate solution to the existing ECCS lock-out position.
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Item B-9: Electrical Cable Penetrations of Containment
DESCRIPTION

Some prototype electrical penetration failures have occurred to date. In addition, failures of low voltage
penetration modules have occurred at a licensed facility. It was originally postulated that failures of the low
voltage penetration modules were due to electrical short-circuits caused by the collection of moisture in fissures
(cracks) in the epoxy insulator/sealant. However, results of laboratory analysis indicated that failures were
caused by heating of the conductors at the connection splices within the penetration module. The heating
resulted from high contact resistance due to epoxy intrusion into an area of the conductor splice which was
not insulated during the manufacturing process. The accumulation of carbon deposits over a period of time,
resulting from the heating process, created a conductive path (short-circuit) between adjacent conductors in the
penetration module. This item is documented in NUREG-0471.3

An evaluation of the standards and guides related to electrical penetrations was conducted by ORNL for the
NRC. A draft report169 was prepared by ORNL and transmitted to the NRC on December 13, 1978. This report
stated that existing requirements contained in IEEE 317-197681 and Regulatory Guide 1.6382 provided adequate
guidance for the design of containment electrical cable penetrations.

CONCLUSION

Based on the results of the ORNL report, DSI concluded that no further action on this issue was required.378,382

Thus, this issue has been RESOLVED.
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Item B-10: Behavior of BWR MARK III Containments (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

The description of this item given in NUREG-04713 is as follows:

"This is an ACRS generic concern. Evaluation and approval is required of various aspects of the MARK III
containment design which differs from the previously reviewed MARK I and MARK II designs. The task involves
the completion of the staff evaluation of the MARK III containment and documentation of the method used to
validate the analytical models and assumptions needed to predict the containment pressures in the event of a
LOCA."

The MARK III suppression pool dynamic loads were reviewed by the NRC at the CP stage for Grand Gulf
Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2, and at the preliminary design analysis (PDA) stage for GESSAR-238NI. It was
concluded at the time that the information available was sufficient to adequately define the pool dynamic loads
for those nuclear plants under review for CPs. Since the issuance of the GESSAR-238NI SER in December
1975, GE has conducted further tests and analyses to confirm and refine the original load definitions. To
keep the NRC and MARK III applicants apprised of the current status of these tests, GE issued an Interim
Containment Loads Report (22A4365) in April 1978 and revised this report several times before GESSAR-II was
provided to the NRC staff in March 1980. GESSAR-II is GE's FDA submittal for their standard BOP design and
is to be referenced by MARK III OL applicants. Appendix 3B of GESSAR-II provides the finalized pool dynamic
load definition for MARK III containments and is the basic document used for review by the NRC staff and its
consultants.

The NRC staff is currently reviewing GE's pool dynamic load definitions to arrive at a finalized hydrodynamic
load definition that can be utilized by MARK III containment applicants for operating licenses. The pool dynamic
loads were being reviewed under USI A-39, "Determination of Safety Relief Valve (SRV) Pool Dynamic Loads
and Temperature Limits for BWR Containment." The end product of these two generic programs will be
applicable to Grand Gulf.

Safety Significance

Following a postulated LOCA, escaping steam forces the suppression pool out of the drywell into the wet well.
This action results in pool swell and loads from vent clearing, jets, chugging, impact of water, impact from froth
impingement, pool fallback, condensation, and containment pressure.

The concern is that these loadings may damage structures and components located within the wet well.
Although many of these structures (e.g., walkways) are by themselves not related to safety, the various ECCS
systems take suction from the wet well and, therefore, damage in the wet well may affect the performance of the
ECCS.

Possible Solution

The MARK III plants affected by this issue will be reviewed to determine if their structures meet the NRC
Acceptance Criteria for MARK III LOCA-related pool dynamic loads. Structural fixes will then be implemented
where necessary.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

The assessment of this issue and its proposed resolution is based in part on an investigation performed by
PNL.64

Frequency Estimate

The proposed resolution of the issue is the implementation of the structural fixes mentioned above. The
applicable plants include all GE BWR/6 MARK III containments beginning with Grand Gulf 1 and 2. There are
a total of 17 such plants listed in GESSAR II, Table 1.4-1, of which 4 have been cancelled, leaving a total of 13
applicable plants for forward-fit (i.e., fixes to be made before plant start-up). The Grand Gulf plant is selected as
the representative plant. It is a typical GE BWR/6 with a MARK III Containment.
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The parameters in the plant risk equations assumed to be affected by the BWR MARK III containment
modifications are those related to the emergency core cooling system. The LOCA is taken to have already
occurred, i.e., the dynamic loads are a result of the LOCA. The parameters are then selected from those which
tend to mitigate the LOCA effects. The assumptions for the base case are:

(1) A LOCA occurs

(2) Some piping, equipment, or walkways are dislodged and fall onto the suction piping for the ECCS located
in the suppression pool, plugging it in some manner. The plugging scenario described above is judged to have
a probability of 10% for each suction. It affects elements L, LA2, LB2, LC, SA, and SB each of which becomes
augmented by the amount 0.1. (The L sequences correspond to loss of suction for the various ECCS trains; SA
and SB correspond to the suppression pool makeup system.)

The assumption for the adjusted case is that, after the postulated LOCA, no damage occurs to the ECCS
piping because of structural fixes and, therefore, the originally calculated dominant accident sequences and
frequencies prevail.87

Consequence Estimate

The affected sequences lead to a spectrum of consequences. The summed probability for Release Category
BWR-2 is affected most, but the probabilities associated with the other three core-melt release categories are
also affected. When the release category consequences are multiplied by their changes in frequency and then
summed, the resultant risk reduction is 1,930 man-rem/RY. Based on an average remaining life of 30 years for
the 13 affected plants, the total risk reduction associated with this issue is 7.5 x 105 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: The structural fixes required to resist the LOCA-related pool dynamic loads at Grand Gulf 1 and 2
were selected as typical fixes for the generic issue and evaluated for cost. These included:

(1) Deleting solid circumferential concrete floor and adding a steel grating catwalk at the same elevation due to
pool swell, plus relocating equipment to a higher elevation

(2) Relocating and strengthening main steam tunnel floor above pool swell zone

(3) Adding suppression pool makeup system

(4) Projecting TIP station floor down into suppression pool to eliminate pool swell loads

(5) Relocating piping to the region above bulk pool swell

(6) Changing piping submerged in pool to smaller sizes and heavier wall to accommodate submerged structure
loads.

It is estimated that the modifications will cost $2.6M plus $10,000/year in extra maintenance for 30 years, giving
a total cost of $2.9M/plant for 13 plants. Therefore, the total industry cost is $37.7M.

NRC Cost: NRC costs for review and inspection are estimated to be $1.4M for the 13 plants.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a total risk reduction of 7.5 x 105 man-rem and a cost of $39.1M, the value/impact score given by:

CONCLUSION

This issue addresses the design adequacy and, therefore, the availability of containment, one level of the
"defense-in-depth." Based on the value/impact score, the issue was identified as high priority. However, since the
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prioritization was completed, a value/impact analysis was published in NUREG-0978600 and resulted in Revision
6 to SRP11 Section 6.2.1.1.C. Thus, this item has been RESOLVED and new requirements were issued.601
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Item B-11: Subcompartment Standard Problems (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

The calculations of differential pressure that occur in containment subcompartments from a loss-of-coolant
event require a complex fluid dynamic analysis to assure that the subcompartment design pressures are not
exceeded. To check the various industry computer codes used for the analyses, a standard problem was issued
to the reactor vendors and architect/engineers (A/E) so that their models and calculational methods could be
evaluated. This NUREG-04713 task involved the review and evaluation of the subcompartment standard problem
analyses supplied by vendors and A/Es to determine the validity of their models. Changes in the computer codes
utilized by the NRC staff could also result from this task.

CONCLUSION

This item is a Licensing Issue. As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in
SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the
Generic Issues Program will not pursue any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact
issues. Because licensing and regulatory impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance
in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program
screening criteria and do not warrant further processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic
Issues Program," dated November 17, 2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the
Generic Issues Program.
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Item B-12: Containment Cooling Requirements (Non-LOCA) (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

The rationale for normal and postaccident containment cooling will be reviewed to determine the adequacy of
the design requirements imposed on the containment ventilation systems. By reviewing typical designs, the staff
will develop a basic understanding of the consequences of a loss of normal containment cooling including the
impact, if any, on the operability of safety systems and control systems. Specifically, this NUREG-04713 task will
establish whether or not: (1) the normal ventilation system is essential to achieve a safe cold shutdown; (2) a
failure in the system could cause an accident; and (3) the system is required to mitigate accidents.

A review991 of this issue in July 1986 showed the following:

(1) The normal ventilation system is not essential to achieve a safe cold shutdown for accidents within design
bases. If the ventilation is interrupted, the drywell temperature would increase. However, this temperature
increase would not affect the operability of any equipment needed to achieve cold shutdown. For accidents,
the coolers are isolated upon receipt of an accident signal and two other systems provide temperature control
(containment sprays and depressurization). Furthermore, the operators would be expected to restore cooler
operation or the coolers would be automatically sequenced on from available emergency power supplies and
buses. Therefore, within the context of beyond design basis accidents, the marginal benefits from improved
cooler performance do not appear to warrant a change.

(2) A failure of the system should not cause an accident. For the extreme case of the complete loss of drywell
cooling, the resulting drywell temperature increase could also cause a pressure increase which would result in a

reactor scram (i.e., P>2.0 psi set point). The resulting scram will challenge ECCS equipment, but is unlikely to
cause a more significant event. A review of all BWR LERs uncovered only a few cases of various drywell cooling
failures but, in no case, did a failure cause a reactor scram.

(3) The drywell cooling system for all BWRs is not considered in any design basis LOCA analysis. As a result,
the system is not required to prevent or mitigate an accident within design bases.

CONCLUSION

After studying the LERs involving BWR Fan Cooler units in operating reactors, the staff concluded991 that further
study of this issue was not warranted since the potential impact of a loss of normal containment cooling on the
operability of safety and control systems is minimal. Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and no new requirements
were established.
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Item B-13: Marviken Test Data Evaluation (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Test data from the Marviken containment tests were obtained for the purpose of validating containment pressure
codes used for performing independent calculations related to licensing reviews. The Marviken data are
containment pressure responses from a full-scale blowdown using a pressure suppression type containment.
This NUREG-04713 task would correlate the Marviken data and compare the results with computer programs
existed when the issue was identified.

CONCLUSION

This item is a Licensing Issue. As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in
SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the
Generic Issues Program will not pursue any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact
issues. Because licensing and regulatory impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance
in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program
screening criteria and do not warrant further processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic
Issues Program," dated November 17, 2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the
Generic Issues Program.
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0003. NUREG-0471, "Generic Task Problem Descriptions (Categories B, C, and D)," U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, June 1978.
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Item B-14: Study of Hydrogen Mixing Capability in Containment Post-
LOCA
DESCRIPTION

Consistent with the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.7,479 the prevention of local hydrogen concentrations in
excess of 4% by volume after a LOCA requires mixing of the containment atmosphere. Preliminary calculations
indicate that lower flammability limits will not be exceeded in the drywell of MARK III containments. However,
additional evaluation and the development of a generalized calculational model applicable to all plants and
conditions is needed. This item is documented in NUREG-0471.3

CONCLUSION

This item is covered in USI A-48, "Hydrogen Control Measures and Effects of Hydrogen Burns on Safety
Equipment."
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Item B-15: Contempt Computer Code Maintenance
DESCRIPTION

The CONTEMPT computer code is used by the NRC staff to perform independent containment analyses. This
NUREG-04713 task involves the maintenance and revision of the CONTEMPT code to accommodate new
containment designs or new problem areas as they are defined.

CONCLUSION

The analysis of containment design is part of the staff review activities during the CP process. Thus, this
Licensing Issue should be dropped from further consideration.412
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Item B-16: Protection Against Postulated Piping Failures in Fluid Systems
Outside Containment
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

SRP11 Section 3.6, issued in 1975, addressed pipe breaks outside containment by combining limited design
basis breaks for mechanistic protection with unlimited breaks for non-mechanistic protection. Prior to this,
Regulatory Guide 1.46,18 issued in 1973, addressed pipe breaks inside containment based on a limited number
of design basis breaks. Because of this inconsistency of postulating pipe breaks inside and outside containment,
protection against postulated piping failures in fluid systems outside containment was given a priority Category B
designation and included in NUREG-04713 issued in 1978.

Safety Significance

The combination of postulated pipe rupture criteria with more conservative seismic criteria has resulted in piping
systems design with higher calculated pipe stress values in newer plants. To counteract these higher stress
values, increasing use is being made of dynamic event pipe supports such as snubbers and pipe whip restraints.
This practice has produced piping systems that are significantly more rigid during normal operations. Under such
conditions, these dynamic event supports have the potential for deleterious interactions with the piping they
support.

Possible Solution

The solution proposed for Item A-18 in NUREG-03712 was the combination of existing pipe rupture design
criteria for inside containment with that for outside containment in order to develop a consistent regulatory
position for current licensing needs in both areas.

CONCLUSION

This issue has been incorporated into Item A-18, "Pipe Rupture Design Criteria."
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Item B-17: Criteria for Safety-Related Operator Actions
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This NUREG-04713 item involved the development of a time criterion for safety-related operator actions (SROA),
including a determination of whether or not automatic actuation was to be required. At the time this issue
was identified in 1978, existing plant designs were such that reliance on operators to take action in response
to certain transients was necessary. In addition, some existing PWR designs required manual operations to
accomplish the switchover from the injection mode to the recirculation mode following a LOCA. The required
time for the ECCS realignment operations was dependent on the size of the pipe break, and the operation
was expected to be accomplished before the inventory in the borated water storage tank was depleted. The
evaluation of this issue included consideration of Issue 27.

Safety Significance

Development and implementation of criteria for SROA would result in the automation of some actions that were
being performed by operators. The use of automated redundant safety-grade controls in lieu of operator actions
was expected to reduce the frequency of improper action during the response to or recovery from transients and
accidents, by removing the potential for operator error. This, in turn, could reduce the expected frequency of core
damaging events and, therefore, reduce the public risk accordingly.

Possible Solutions

Plants would be required to perform a task analysis, simulator studies, and analysis and evaluation of
operational data to assess existing ESF and safety-related control system designs for conformance to new
criteria. Where non-conformance was identified, modification to existing designs and hardware would be
required. For plants at the CP stage of review, changes and additions to the ESF control systems were
anticipated, but replacement equipment costs were not anticipated.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

In the analysis of this issue the following major assumptions were made:

(a) Operator error comprised 40% of total plant risk

(b) 10% of short-term emergency response actions were taken by operators

(c) 50% of long-term emergency response and recovery actions were taken by operators

(d) One-half of operator actions being taken in the short-term would be automated

(e) 20% of operator actions being taken in the long-term would be automated

(f) the failure rate of automated ESF controls was on the order of 10-4 /demand

(g) the failure rate of trained and practiced operators was on the order of 10-2 /demand in the highly stressed
short-term period, and 10-3/demand in the less stressful long-term period.

Frequency/Consequence Estimate

Using WASH-140016 frequencies, existing estimates of the doses to be expected for the various PWR and BWR
release categories, and the projected population and remaining operating life of PWRs and BWRs, a total plant
risk of 2.8 x 105 man-rem was determined. Operator contribution to total plant risk (40%) was thus estimated to
be 1.12 x 105 man-rem. Of this risk, one-half was attributed to the short-term response period and one-half to the
long-term response period.

Using the above stated assumptions on operator error and automated control system failure rates and the
portion of short-term and long-term actions allocated to the operator, a short-term potential public risk reduction
for completion and implementation of SROA criteria was estimated to be 2.8 x 103 man-rem. Resolution of the
issue was estimated to provide a potential long-term public risk reduction of 5 x 103 man-rem. Thus, a total
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potential public risk reduction of 7.8 x 103 man-rem was estimated, and an average potential public risk reduction
of 50 man-rem/reactor was estimated. Assuming an average core-melt consequence of 5 x 106 man-rem/event,
a potential reduction of core-melt frequency of 3.8 x 10-7/RY and 5.4 x 10-5/reactor was estimated.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: Designers and/or operators of all plants were assumed to perform a design review and analysis
of their existing ESF and safety-related control systems, and prepare modification packages for NRC review
and approval. Comparison of existing designs to new criteria, preliminary design, final design, and NRC
documentation were estimated to require 1 man-year/plant since most plants were multiple unit designs. Thus,
the design cost for 143 plants was estimated to be $14.3M.

Equipment costs were divided into two groups: (1) older plants; and (2) recent and future plants. Recent and
future plants were separated because of existing requirements for the automation of ECCS switchover to
recirculation and automatic initiation of AFW systems. Backfit equipment and installation costs for older plants
were estimated at $500,000/plant while the newer plants were estimated at $250,000/plant. Using the above
breakdown on newer and older plants, a total equipment and installation cost of $53.7M was estimated. No
additional recurring costs were estimated for operational maintenance and surveillance of the automated control
systems since maintenance and surveillance would have been required for the manual control systems which
were assumed to be replaced.

NRC Cost: The FY-1983 RES contract (FIN B0421) with ORNL included efforts by ORNL and its subcontractor
(General Physics Corp.) to complete operator task analyses, simulator studies, operational data collection and
analysis, and the development and recommendation of SROA criteria. This work was being pursued as part
of Item I.A.4.2, "Long-Term Training Simulator Improvements."48 Completion of the above efforts, review of
the above, and development of SROA criteria, review and approval of new criteria, orders to licensees and
applicants, and review and approval of licensee and applicant responses were estimated to cost $4M over a 5-
year period.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution to this issue was estimated to
be $(4 + 14.3 + 53.7)M or $72M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a potential public risk reduction of 7.8 x 103 man-rem and an estimated cost of $72M for a possible
solution, the value/impact score was given by:

Other Considerations

Uncertainties for this analysis were very large due to the subjective nature of the approach to operator error
reduction. It was acknowledged that a more deterministic design-specific analysis, which might be performed
after the Item I.A.4.2 SROA criteria recommendations were developed, could have altered the value/impact
score for this issue by one to two orders of magnitude in either direction.

CONCLUSION

The value/impact score calculated was indicative of a medium priority ranking (see Appendix C). It was
recommended that, after the conclusion of the SROA criteria development efforts on Item I.A.4.2, a more
rigorous analysis should be performed to reassess the value/impact associated with the adoption and
implementation of specific SROA requirements which were not available at the time this issue was evaluated in
March 1982.

In resolving the issue, the staff concluded that the following actions taken by licensees, in response to regulatory
requirements issued since the issue was identified, addressed the safety concern: (1) enhanced operator
training and licensing requirements, including plant-specific simulators; (2) improved training, based on the
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Systems Approach to Training for all covered staff; (3) implementation of symptom-based emergency operating
procedures; and (4) the completion of the Individual Plant Examination (IPE) Program at all operating plants.
Thus, the issue was RESOLVED with no new or revised requirements.1766
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Item B-18: Vortex Suppression Requirements for Containment Sumps
DESCRIPTION

A number of applicants for operating licenses have been performing sump tests to demonstrate ECCS
operability during the recirculation phase following a postulated loss-of-coolant accident. These tests have
shown that vortex formation is not well-behaved and, as a result, the sump designs in some cases were found to
be not adequate. This NUREG-04713 task will develop criteria for sump design with respect to vortex formation
and define criteria for sump testing.

CONCLUSION

This issue is covered in USI A-43, "Containment Emergency Sump Performance."
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Item B-19: Thermal-Hydraulic Stability (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

The possibility of thermal-hydraulic instability in a BWR had been investigated by GE since the start-up of early
BWRs. Analytical methods and codes were formulated on the basis of these early investigations to predict the
stability characteristics of BWRs. Eventually, the licensing basis and analytical methods used by GE to evaluate
the stability of BWRs were documented and presented in January 1977 in NEDO-21506.726

Since 1977, significant effort has been expended on developing an understanding of BWR instability. Testing at
operating BWRs has added to the information obtained from single channel and control rod oscillator tests in
the early BWRs.727 In addition, improved state-of-the-art thermal-hydraulic methods and fuel rod performance
studies have permitted greater definition of the stability phenomenon and criteria for prevention of instability.
Developments along these lines have resulted in updated methods and models for the assessment and
evaluation of BWR stability limits for licensing purposes.728 However, recent data from a high-power-density
foreign BWR unexpectedly indicated that scram protection based on the APRM signals would not necessarily
prevent violation of the critical heat flux limits if local instabilities occur. As a result of these findings, the staff
proposed the issuance of a Board Notification.729 This item was identified in NUREG-0471.3

At the request of the licensees, the NRC staff has reviewed two submittals and has recently approved TS
changes for two BWRs to resolve the concerns related to the thermal-hydraulic stability in these plants.730,731

Safety Significance

Hydrodynamic flow instabilities may occur in a BWR when two-phase flow exists in a channel with critical
dimensions and particular flow parameters. The instability can cause power oscillations and lead to local
violation of the critical heat flux.

Possible Solution

The proposed resolution is technical specifications that will restrict operation of the reactor in regions of potential
thermal-hydraulic instability and/or provide for surveillance and corrective measures under conditions of marginal
stability.

CONCLUSION

Updated analytical methods and analyses based on the recent experimental results have been made available
to address thermal-hydraulic instability concerns. These methods are being reviewed by the NRC staff to
determine their acceptability for evaluating the stability of core designs and for delineating the power/flow regions
of potential instability for which reactor operation will be restricted by appropriate modification of the plant
TS.730,731 Based on a study performed by the staff, it was concluded that thermal-hydraulic stability does not
pose an immediate safety concern for continued BWR operation prior to orderly examination and possible TS
changes. In response to GE and GE Owners' Group recommendations, most licensees have either submitted
revised stability TS or plan to do so. A generic letter will be issued by DL to the affected licensees.769 Thus, this
issue has been RESOLVED and no new requirements were established.
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Item B-20: Standard Problem Analysis (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Most vendors, in the conduct of internal audits of emergency core cooling performance computer codes,
discovered errors in coding and/or logic which had significant effects on the prediction results of approved
models. This NUREG-04713 task involved the use of standard problems to evaluate the predictive accuracy
of these complex computer codes and to detect errors, to the extent that the errors affect the results of code
predictions.

CONCLUSION

This item is a Licensing Issue. As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in
SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the
Generic Issues Program will not pursue any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact
issues. Because licensing and regulatory impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance
in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program
screening criteria and do not warrant further processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic
Issues Program," dated November 17, 2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the
Generic Issues Program.
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Item B-21: Core Physics
DESCRIPTION

The NRC staff has a variety of ongoing or planned technical activities related to core physics. For the most part,
these activities are directed at improving the NRC staff's analytical and computer capabilities for performing
independent analyses related to such areas as reactor kinetics, predicting static core physics characteristics,
core parameters for transient analyses, and MCPR and DNBR. This NUREG-04713 task is to coordinate all staff
reactor physics efforts into a single program with clearly defined objectives. Additional generic tasks

may be identified as a result of this effort.

CONCLUSION

This item is a Licensing Issue that has been dropped from further consideration.412
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Item B-22: LWR Fuel (Rev. 2) ( 2)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

Individual reactor fuel rods sometimes fail during normal operations and many fuel rods are expected to fail
during severe accidents. To ensure that these fuel failures do not result in unacceptable releases to the public,
regulations have been promulgated that require a coolable, rod-like geometry to be maintained. The behavior
of fuel under normal and accident conditions must be predicted to ensure that the regulatory requirements are
met. Because many factors impact the behavior of the fuel under both normal and accident conditions, e.g., fuel
rod bowing, densification, cladding fragmentation, etc., this issue was identified in NUREG-04713 to determine
whether such predictions were reliable.

Safety Significance

Failure of fuel rods results in a radioactive release within a plant and is a potential source of release to the
public. To remain within the regulatory requirements for acceptable release rates, a plant may be required to
shut down or operate at a reduced power level. The behavior of reactor fuel must be predictable and these
predictions must be reliable to ensure that: (1) operating limits are not exceeded; (2) activity releases are limited;
and (3) the fuel system does not degrade by an unacceptable amount.

Possible Solution

A possible solution to this issue involved developing methods to reduce fuel failures and to limit activity releases.
These methods can work if fuel behavior can be predicted for normal operations and postulated accident
conditions and if operating limits are set in accordance with these predictions.

In an attempt to control fuel failures, some design changes in fuel assemblies were made by GE. However, it
was believed that most of the efforts to resolve this issue would be in trying to predict or alter power excursions
and reduce releases by controlling such events as steam generator leakages. Although controlling power
excursions may not be feasible under accident conditions, it is feasible during planned power maneuvers when
the potential for fuel failures may be limited.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

Accident frequency is principally a function of equipment reliability and the frequency of accident initiators.
Neither of these factors is influenced by the presence of failed fuel. Thus, the influence of failed fuel on accident
frequency is extremely small.

Consequence Estimate

Fuel defects increase releases during normal operation and transients, but these increases would remain within
10 CFR 20 limits. The magnitude of a release from failed fuel during an accident is much larger than the release
from a pre-existing fuel defect, and the release during a severe accident is not expected to be significantly
affected by pre-existing fuel defects. Thus, the resultant consequence from failed fuel was determined to be very
small.64

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: The cost to implement the possible solution would be primarily for training. It was assumed that
some minor fuel assembly design changes would be made and that power excursions would be altered during
planning power maneuvers. Implementing these changes would only require training the appropriate operations
staff.

Training personnel for minor fuel assembly design changes would require a minimal amount of staff labor. It was
estimated that 2 man-weeks would be required to train all personnel handling fuel assemblies or supervising
refueling techniques. Changes in operations reflected by alterations in power excursions would require that all
reactor operators and supervisors receive appropriate training. Five shifts/plant were assumed to be available
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with one of these being the training shift. It was assumed that the following personnel would receive 10 man-
hours of initial training, followed by additional training on their respective training shifts:

Shift Supervisor (1/shift) Unit Supervisor (1/shift) Assistant Shift Supervisor (1/shift) Reactor Operators (2/shift)
Shift Technical Advisor (1/shift) Reactor Engineer (1) Day Shift Supervisor (1) Trainees (3)

The initial training procedures for changes in operations would involve 35 personnel. Assuming a 10-hour initial
training program, it was estimated that 350 man-hours or 8.75 man-weeks would be required. Thus, the total
labor required was 10.75 man-weeks/plant and the industry cost to implement the possible solution was ($2,270/
man-week)(10.75 man-weeks)/plant or $24,000/plant.

NRC Cost: The NRC cost was estimated for three categories of activities: (1) develop a fuel behavior model; (2)
support implementation of the solution; and (3) review operations and maintenance activities.

Technical support would be needed to establish PCI failure predictions and their correlations to release rates.
The cost of developing the appropriate models was estimated to be $200,000. NRC review of implementation
procedures and training procedures at individual plants was expected to require approximately 2 man-weeks/
plant or $4,540/plant. Once the solution is implemented, a review of the results from power-maneuvering
changes was anticipated to be required for 5 years. In addition, the improvement in any fuel assembly design
changes will need to be assessed. This review effort was estimated to require 1 man-week/RY over the 5 years
subsequent to any changes at a cost of $11,350/plant. Thus, the total NRC cost to implement the possible
solution was approximately $216,000/plant.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost to implement the possible solution was estimated to be $240,000/
plant.

Value/Impact Assessment

No calculations were performed for this issue since the potential risk reduction from the possible solution was
negligible.

Other Considerations

Occupational Dose Factors: Localized dose rates are increased by fuel defects, as is the activity in liquid and
gaseous release paths. If fuel failures exist, plants must maintain off-gas release rates within allowable limits. If
a plant exceeds these limits or fails to clean up high activity in the coolant, a shutdown is required. In less severe
cases, the plant will often stay within the allowable release limits by maintaining reduced levels of power until
the next refueling outage. Because of the allowable release limits imposed on plant operations, the reduction in
public risk resulting from the possible solution was expected to be negligible. In addition, the number of refueling
outages was not expected to change significantly because of the resolution. Therefore, the changes in ORE
were expected to be negligible.

Cost Avoidance: When a fuel failure occurs, all attempts are made to keep the plant in operation until a
scheduled refueling outage. In most cases, this is possible; however, this procedure often means that a reduced
level of power must be maintained in order to remain within allowable release limits. It is difficult to predict
whether plants will shut down, remain operating at reduced levels for long periods of time, or remain operating
at reduced levels for relatively short periods of time. In this issue, all plants were assumed to remain on line at
the reduced level of 50% power for 30 days. This was assumed to be an average power level and an average
period of time until a scheduled outage, considering the circumstances. Because of the reduced levels of output,
the major potential expense was the cost of replacement power. The value assumed for the cost of replacement
power during an outage was $300,000/day.64 Therefore, under conditions of 50% output, the cost of replacement
power would be $150,000/day and the cost of replacement power for 30 days at a plant operating at a 50%
power level would be $4.5M.

CONCLUSION

Although all plants would be affected to some degree by the possible solution, the influence of the solution on
core damage frequency and public consequence was insignificant. Fuel manufacturers have taken an active role
in resolving the issue ever since it was identified. As a result, fuel failures are now rare and the significance of
this issue has been diminished. The cost savings from replacement power far outweighed the costs associated
with implementing the reactor manufacturers' changes.
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Several problems were identified in the effort to improve the predictability of fuel performance and these were
addressed by the staff in its revision to SRP11 Section 4.2 in 1981. In addition to the economic incentive to the
industry in reliably predicting fuel performance, existing requirements were adequate to ensure continued low
fuel defect rates; additional requirements would not decrease the number of fuel defects significantly. Therefore,
this issue was DROPPED from further pursuit. In an RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that consideration of a
20-year license renewal period did not change the priority of the issue.
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Item B-23: LMFBR Fuel
DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-04713 task covers a spectrum of technical efforts related to the staff review of LMFBR fuel designs.
The efforts include: (1) evaluating licensing requirements for the behavior of stainless steel cladding and
hexcans in an LMFBR and establishing fuel damage criteria, (2) developing and maintaining a flexible and well-
verified thermal performance code (GAPCON-FAST) for audit calculations, testing of separate effects models,
and parametric studies, and (3) evaluating the effect of cladding attack by fission products on the mechanical
properties and performance of stainless steel cladding.

CONCLUSION

This item is a Licensing Issue that has been dropped from further consideration.412
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Item B-24: Seismic Qualification of Electrical and Mechanical Equipment
DESCRIPTION

The seismic qualification of complex electrical and mechanical components has undergone rapid changes
in the past several years. Revisions in industry standards (IEEE 344) have resulted in the need to audit the
qualification programs of NSSS vendors and architect/engineers to ascertain if components previously qualified
using older requirements meet the new requirements. This NUREG-04713 task will include: (1) revising SRP11

Sections 3.9.2 and 3.10 to combine pertinent material, (2) continuing the generic audit of NSSS vendors and
architect/engineers, and (3) compiling a listing of all equipment considered to be adequately qualified and
identifying the level for which the qualification is acceptable.

CONCLUSION

This issue is covered in USI A-46, "Seismic Qualification of Equipment in Operating Plants."
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Item B-25: Piping Benchmark Problems (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Applicants are required to provide confirmation of the adequacy of computer programs used in the structural
analysis and design of piping systems and components. At the time this issue was identified, this consisted of
applicants providing, and the staff reviewing, brief descriptions of the computer programs used and solutions
to simple textbook problems. In order to better provide assurance of the reliability of these programs, this
NUREG-04713 task would consist of the staff developing benchmark problems and solutions to these problems
for use in the review of applications for construction permits. The case-by-case review would then consist of
requesting that the applicant submit solutions to the problems and comparing the applicant-supplied solutions to
the staff solutions.

CONCLUSION

As reported in the main report of NUREG-0933 published in 1983, work on this Licensing Issue was being done
by BNL.412 As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary
of Activities Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will
not pursue any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing
and regulatory impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues
Program, these issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not
warrant further processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated
November 17, 2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.
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Item B-26: Structural Integrity of Containment Penetrations (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

As described in NUREG-0471,3 this issue involves staff evaluations to assess the adequacy of specific
containment penetration designs from the point of view of structural integrity, ISI requirements, and new
surveillance or analysis methods applicable to containment penetrations which are identified as inaccessible.
The issue is applied to all operating plants as well as those plants currently under construction and up for
licensing review.

In accordance with a DE memorandum,215 that part of the issue involved with the structural integrity of specific
containment penetration design, i.e., forged versus welded design, has been resolved. This resolution is based
on a draft report by an NRC consultant. A NUREG is being considered to document this resolution. The second
concern which involves the volumetric examination as required by ASME Code, Section XI14 is only partially
resolved for: (1) plants under licensing review, where inspection and surveillance problems associated with
inaccessible penetrations must be resolved in some manner before startup operations can occur, and (2)
operating reactors, where inspection and surveillance problems are reviewed during reviews of licensees' ISI
programs.

The staff review should determine whether or not the configuration and accessibility of the welds in the proposed
design and the procedures proposed for performing volumetric examination permit inservice examination
requirements of Section XI14 of the ASME Code at an augmented frequency in break exclusion regions, as
required by SRP11 Section 3.6.2. In the event that penetration designs are found inadequate with respect to
conducting current inservice inspections, alternative surveillance or analysis methods would be implemented to
ensure that inspections can be completed.215

Safety Significance

Upon satisfactory resolution of inspectability concerns, this issue should not affect public risk. However, should
it be impractical for a plant to assure the above stated inservice examination requirement in accordance with
SRP11 Section 3.6.2, no specific guidance is provided as to what measures provide an acceptable resolution. In
these cases, staff approval on a case-by-case review basis may result in inconsistent penetration requirements
from plant to plant. Such inconsistencies, should they occur, could result in increased risk to the public. To
account for this possibility, the potential public risk reduction is obtained by assuming that the likelihood of
radioactive releases from containment may be reduced.

Possible Solution

The specific containment penetrations involved in this issue include only the high-energy fluid systems. High-
energy fluid systems are defined as those that are in operation or pressurized during normal plant conditions
(i.e., during reactor startup, power operation, and reactor cold shutdown excluding test modes) where either or
both of the following criteria are satisfied: (1) maximum temperature exceeds 200F, and (2) maximum pressure
exceeds 275 psig.

For those plants or penetrations that do not or cannot meet the above inservice examination requirements, the
staff should develop guidelines and/or criteria to provide consistent requirements and acceptable conditions to
assure the acceptability of the penetration designs and minimum levels of inspectability to meet these criteria.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

The PNL analysis64 for this issue assumed that all penetration assembly designs meet code accessibility
requirements or approved analysis/surveillance techniques. The result is adequate completion of ISI as well as
elimination of unresolved conditions affecting plant startup.
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An average of 40 high-energy penetrations per plant are assumed in the following analysis. This number will
vary depending on plant type and design and is only an estimate based on information available in several
BWR and PWR FSARs (including tables of high-energy lines, identification of systems requiring boundary
guard pipes and complete listings of penetration data). It is further assumed that only 20% (8) of all high-energy
penetrations per plant need attention as specified by the issue. Since requirements for ISI are known, industry,
where possible, attempts to build in inspectability features.

There are analysis and augmented inspection procedures currently available to accommodate many of the
inaccessible penetrations. It is estimated that 20% of the 8 penetrations under consideration may require
the development of new analysis procedures. Therefore, the number of penetrations per plant requiring new
procedures is (0.2)(8) or approximately 2 penetrations per plant. Of the originally assumed 40 penetrations, the
2 penetrations per plant requiring new procedures would be 5 times more likely to fail than the remaining 38.
Upon resolution of the issue, all 40 penetrations would have an equal failure probability. This results in a 17%
reduction in the containment leakage probability.

Frequency Estimate

For those plants that meet the current requirements (SRP11 Section 3.6.2), this issue results in no change in
the core-melt frequency. To determine the potential effect on core-melt frequency associated with inadequate
containment penetration designs, the containment failure mode B (containment leakage) is assumed.

For PWRs, PNL64 selected the Oconee 3 reactor as their representative model. The base case core-melt
frequencies for the PWR-4 and PWR-5 releases were 9.7 x 10-8 /RY and 4.6 x 10-7/RY, respectively. The
reduced core-melt frequencies for PWR-4 and PWR-5 type releases were 7.9 x 10-8/RY and 3.8 x 10-7/RY,
respectively.

For BWRs, PNL used the Grand Gulf reactor with a BWR-4 release as the representative model. The base case
core-melt frequency was determined to be 2.4 x 10-7/RY. The potential reduced BWR core-melt frequency was 2
x 10-7/RY.

Consequence Estimate

Assuming PWR-4 and PWR-5 releases result in 2.7 x 106 man-rem and 1 x 106 man-rem, respectively, the
potential risk reduction is 1.3 x 10-1 man-rem/RY for PWRs. The average remaining life for the 47 operating and
43 planned PWRs is 28.8 years. As a result, the potential public risk reduction considering 2,592 RY is 337 man-
rem for all PWRs.

For BWRs with a potential BWR-4 release that results in 6.1 x 105 man-rem, the risk reduction is 3 x 10-2 man-
rem/RY. The average remaining life for 24 operating and 20 planned BWRs is 27.4 years. The potential risk
reduction considering 1,205 RY is 36 man-rem for all BWRs. Therefore, the total public risk reduction is 373
man-rem.

Cost Estimate

NRC Cost: Development of guidelines/criteria are assumed to take one man-year ($100,000). If this cost is
divided among all operating and planned reactors (134 plants), the per plant cost is $750. Approximately 5 man-
wks ($9,620) are currently required to complete a plant-specific review. The developed guidelines/criteria can
be expected to reduce the plant-specific reviews to 3 man-wks/plant ($5,770/plant). Therefore, a net NRC cost
benefit of approximately $3,100/plant is obtainable by development of guidelines/criteria for this issue.

Industry Cost: It is estimated that 8 man-wks/plant is currently needed to develop supporting analyses and
procedures on a plant-specific basis. Appropriate guidelines/criteria can be expected to reduce this effort by 3
man-wks/plant ($5,700/plant). Assuming that the guidelines/criteria may require new inspections or analysis
every ten-year inspection period, an additional 4 man-wks/plant/10 years over an average remaining plant life of
30 years would result in an additional cost of $7,700/plant.

Considering the potential cost savings of $5,700 afforded by the guidelines and the potential cost (impact)
of additional requirements ($7,700), the net cost (impact) is $2,000/plant. However, if the initial plant-specific
reviews without the guidelines were to result in similar inspection requirements (which is likely), the above impact
cost of $7,700 would be moot and the result would be a plant cost benefit of $5,700.
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Based on the above cost estimates, the combined NRC and Industry Costs result in a net cost benefit (value)
ranging from $1,000/plant to $9,000/plant.

Value/Impact Assessment

The values associated with the issue are: (1) a small potential public risk reduction of 373 man-rem, (2) a net
NRC and industry cost benefit of $1,000 to $9,000 per affected plant, and (3) a potential reduction in ORE of
1,200 man-rem for the 63 plants not yet operational (see Other Considerations below). No impacts should
result from development of guidelines/criteria for alternate surveillance or analysis methods for inaccessible
penetrations.

Other Considerations

PNL estimated that at most one failure per year occurs in all (71) operating plants. The time to repair the failure
involves about 20 man-wks/failure in a 0.25 R/hr field required (2.8 man-rem/RY).

No reduction in exposure will be credited to plants that are already designed and operating, since repairs would
be predicted in existing designs, requirements, and failure rates. Development of the guidelines/criteria, as
described in the above assumptions, were estimated to result in a 17% reduction in containment leakages. The
potential reduction in ORE for the 63 planned reactors over a 40-year design life is [(0.17)(63)(40)(2.8)] man-rem
or 1,200 man-rem.

CONCLUSION

Based on the above value/impact assessment, this issue was identified as medium priority. However, after a
reevaluation of the issue by DE, it was concluded that further expenditure of resources was unwarranted. DE
believed that the increase in ORE from additional inspections would negate the small potential risk reduction
associated with the issue.647 Thus, the issue was RESOLVED and no new requirements were established.
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Item B-27: Implementation and Use of Subsection NF (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Since the adoption by the ASME Code, Section III, of Subsection NF on component supports, technical review
has been limited to conformance of the information provided in the application and commitment by the applicants
to component support design in accordance with the provisions in Subsection NF.

Certain deficiencies in the use of Subsection NF, however, have been identified primarily by NRC Code
Committee members on the Working Group on Component Supports and its Task Forces. Examples of these
deficiencies are:

(1) The absence of definitive criteria to be used in defining
the jurisdictional boundary between a load carrying
building structure designed by AISC rules which do
not contain inservice inspection requirements and an
attached NF component support having NF inservice
inspection requirements.

(2) As the design limits for Class 1 liner type component
supports presently appear in the Code, the allowable
stresses exceed those permitted for other Code-
designed components. If these limits are approached
repeatedly in the component support, the support
could fail by fatigue.

When this issue was added to NUREG-0933 in 1983, it was anticipated that some of the identified deficiencies
would be addressed and corrected by revisions to the Code. This NUREG-04713 task would develop a BTP that
would assess the remaining deficiencies for use by the staff in case reviews of component supports.

CONCLUSION

This item is a Licensing Issue. As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in
SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the
Generic Issues Program will not pursue any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact
issues. Because licensing and regulatory impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance
in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program
screening criteria and do not warrant further processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic
Issues Program," dated November 17, 2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the
Generic Issues Program.
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Item B-28: Radionuclide/Sediment Transport Program
DESCRIPTION

As a result of Appendix I and the Liquid Pathway Generic Study, the staff has had to take a more realistic
look at the effects of sediment (surface waters) and aquifer materials (groundwater) on radionuclide transport
through the hydrosphere. To accomplish this objective, it is necessary that the staff have available for its use
radionuclide/sediment transport models that have been field-verified. This NUREG-04713 task will accomplish
this objective through model development and verification in the five following areas:

(1) Radionuclide/Sediment Transport Model (Non-Tidal Rivers) (2) Radionuclide/Sediment Transport Model
(Tidal Rivers, Estuaries, Oceans, and Large Lakes) (3) Unified Transport Model Utilization (4) Development of
Design Curves for Parameters Needed in Models of Radionuclide Transport in Groundwater Systems (5) Three-
Dimensional Multiaquifer Radionuclide Transport Model.

CONCLUSION

Work completed on this item was published in NUREG/CR-2423467 which provides a model to simulate
radionuclide transport in estuaries.412 Thus, this Environmental issue has been resolved.
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Item B-29: Effectiveness of Ultimate Heat Sinks
DESCRIPTION

This issue was identified in NUREG-04713 and addressed the concerns that the validity of the mathematical
models used to predict the performance of dedicated ponds, spray ponds, and cooling towers had not been
confirmed, and that better guidance was needed regarding the criteria for the selection of weather data to define
the design basis meteorology. The vulnerability and need for further improvement to the design and operation of
ultimate heat sinks (UHS) are addressed separately in Issues 51, 130, and 153.

The UHS is defined as the complex of sources of service or house water necessary to operate, shut down, and
cool down a nuclear plant safely following a design basis accident. Water for the UHS is frequently supplied
directly from large-surface water bodies, such as rivers, lakes, or oceans, by which the heat from the service
water system can be dissipated safely. The UHS can also be supplied from dedicated ponds, spray ponds,
and cooling towers. These devices frequently are small in relation to the heat loads imposed upon them and,
thereby, operate at relatively high temperatures. The primary concern of this issue is these dedicated ponds,
spray ponds, and cooling towers that are used as the UHS. The following NRC positions on the design of UHS
are stated in Regulatory Guide 1.271276:

(1) The UHS must be able to dissipate the heat of a design basis accident (e.g., a LOCA) of one unit plus the
heat of a safe shutdown and cooldown of all other units it serves.

(2) The heat sink must provide a 30-day supply of cooling water at or below the design basis temperature for all
safety-related equipment.

(3) The system must be shown to be capable of performing under the meteorological conditions leading to
the worst cooling performance and under the conditions leading to the highest water loss. These must be the
worst periods for water loss (30 days) and peak temperatures over the data period (usually at least 30 years) as
determined by computer simulation.

The original intent of this issue was to provide: (1) confirmation of currently-used mathematical models for
prediction of UHS performance by comparing model performance with field data; and (2) better guidance
regarding the criteria for weather record selection to define UHS design basis meteorology. Thus, this issue was
expected to provide the basis for a methodology used to validate or predict UHS effectiveness.

The design of small dedicated ponds, spray ponds, and cooling water towers must take into account the
meteorological conditions that could reasonably be expected to occur simultaneously with the design basis
accident in order to calculate the highest returned-water temperature and water loss. NUREG-06931273 and
NUREG-07331274 give detailed instructions on computer programs used in analyzing small cooling and spray
ponds, respectively. The techniques presented in these reports outline the ways in which long-term, offsite
meteorological records can be: (1) scanned to find the most adverse conditions; (2) correlated to onsite data; (3)
analyzed statistically; and (4) used to predict the highest temperature and water loss. Heat and mass transfer
relationships used in these models were compared, in some cases, with available field data and ranged from
"realistic" to "conservative." However, verification of the models was not considered complete on the basis of this
comparison. In 1977, the NRC issued a contract to PNL to undertake a comprehensive field-testing program to
collect data on the performance of small cooling and spray ponds.

The first series of cooling pond tests were performed at the Raft River geothermal test site in southern Idaho.
Hot water, supplied by geothermal wells, was allowed to cool in a small, excavated, lined pond. Extensive water
and atmospheric measurements were taken during a series of tests of the pond. Although a spray facility was
planned at the same site, further tests were abandoned after accidental destruction of the pond liner.

Another geothermal test site, East Mesa in southern California, was chosen for the spray pond tests. A small,
lined pond was filled with hot water and steam provided from a geothermal well. Water in the pond was sprayed
from an array of spray nozzles. Extensive water and meteorological measurements were taken during a series
of tests, with and without the sprays in operation. The results of these studies, presented in NUREG-0858,1275

were compared with the predictions made using the UHS models described in NUREG-06931273 and
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NUREG-0733.1274 These comparisons generally supported the conclusion that the NRC models were adequate
and are useful tools for predicting UHS performance.

Although the resulting comparisons generally supported the NRC models, the comparisons were viewed with
a certain amount of caution. The test sites in Idaho and California are generally dry, cloudless deserts and not
typical of the climatic conditions at many nuclear power plant sites. The experimental ponds were also somewhat
smaller than typical nuclear power plant cooling and spray ponds. Furthermore, the operation of the ponds was
not analogous to the operation of cooling and spray ponds used as UHS. This last point is most important in the
case of large cooling ponds that could possibly stratify under the influence of external heat load. Hence, a three-
dimensional model was developed by ANL and validated using data from two sources, as noted in NUREG/
CR-4120.1277 The results of this comparison revealed that the model exhibited good accuracy in simulating
stratified and unstratified conditions in heated ponds. The model was applied to the Catawba UHS pond and
indicated that different flow patterns will exist in UHS cooling ponds experiencing high heat loads that differ from
ponds used in normal cooling modes. The modeling results indicated that a vertically-mixed pond occurred with
no short-circuiting problems encountered between the discharge and intake points.

A paper1278 titled "Performance Model for Ultimate Heat Spray Ponds" details other tests that were used to
validate the spray model. The spray model was compared with cooling data on nuclear and industrial spray
ponds, as well as data on the temperature and water loss on the East Mesa and Raft River well-instrumented
experimental ponds. It was concluded that the model-prototype comparisons generally confirmed that the model
accurately or conservatively predicted pond temperature and water loss.

In a report1279 entitled "Method for Analysis of Ultimate Heat Sink Cooling Tower Performance," prepared by
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, a model was proposed that would evaluate UHS mechanical
draft cooling towers by using (like the spray pond and cooling pond models) data recorded by the NWS at the
site nearest to (and most representative of) the proposed plant. This report states that, unlike cooling ponds
and spray ponds, there exists an extensive collection of data on the thermal performance of cooling towers.
However, this work needed only to demonstrate its applicability to an actual example. This was accomplished by
comparing the performance predictions of the developed models with data previously collected during an actual
cooling tower performance demonstration.

CONCLUSION

The purpose of this issue was to confirm the validity of the NRC models used to make an independent
assessment of design safety and, as such, it was classified as a Licensing Issue. Studies completed by the
staff in resolving the issue confirmed the capabilities of NRC models and provided assurance that the existing
guidance was adequate. However, the adequacy of the models to simulate the performance of a specific UHS
must be justified on a case-by-case basis.
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Item B-30: Design Basis Floods and Probability (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-04713 task involved the preparation of a paper detailing the bases for design basis flood events
utilized by the staff in case reviews, including probable maximum floods, hurricanes, tsunamis, seiches,
seismically-induced dam failures, and combinations of lesser events. Additionally, descriptions of probability
estimates, including potential errors, would be prepared for the principal flood-producing events. This material
was being prepared to respond to a request of the ACRS to provide them with a better understanding of the
staff's approach to design basis floods.

CONCLUSION

This item is a Licensing Issue. As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in
SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the
Generic Issues Program will not pursue any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact
issues. Because licensing and regulatory impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance
in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program
screening criteria and do not warrant further processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic
Issues Program," dated November 17, 2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the
Generic Issues Program.
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Item B-31: Dam Failure Model (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue, as originally stated in 1978,3 addressed the unavailability (at that time) of a suitable model to predict
the erosion rates and, therefore, the flood hydrographs at nuclear power plant sites resulting from the gradual
failure of earthen embankment dams. In the absence of such an analytical model, the NRC staff was forced to
postulate the instantaneous and complete failure of dams as the basis for flood hydrograph prediction.

The original proposed resolution of this issue was for the staff to develop a model and to validate it using existing
dam failure data. This model, when developed, would provide a consistent approach to the required analyses at
all riverine sites and would potentially reduce staff time dedicated to the development and review of analytical
methods for individual plant sites.1123

Since this issue was raised, significant progress has been made in the development and validation of models
for gradual failures of earthen dams (References 1124, 1125, 1126, 1127, 1128). Several models have been
developed, coded, and the results compared against actual dam failure data. In addition, a 1983 study
sponsored by the NRC applied available models to the assessment of flood risk at the Haddam Neck plant.
The results of the Haddam Neck study indicated that such models can be used judiciously to guide design on
regulatory decisions.1125

Safety Significance

Analysis prepared by PNL1123 indicates no direct safety significance associated with this issue; instead, it
involves the development and application of a standardized analytical methodology to an element of the
licensing process.

Possible Solution

The proposed resolution to this issue, as originally stated in 1978, was for the NRC to proceed with development
of an analytical model, or nomograph, to predict erosion rates and patterns of failure for an earthen embankment
for a given initiating mode.3 Since that time, the state-of-the-art for modeling of the gradual failure of earthen
dams has advanced considerably. Efforts undertaken in the late 1970s and early 1980s by the National Weather
Service (NWS), the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Hydrologic Engineering Center (HEC), the Soil Conservation
Service (SCS), and others have resulted in the availability of several well-documented computer models. In
particular, the NWS-DAMBRK and the HEC-1 Dam Safety Models have been evaluated against actual flood
hydrographs in recent studies and both have been used to analyze the flooding risks at a nuclear power plant
site. Results of these and other studies indicate that the NWS-DAMBRK model, at least at present, outperforms
other models in the simulation of downstream flood profiles.

The resolution of this issue, therefore, remains only for the NRC to assess and apply the available models,
including recent progress in two-dimensional solutions, to the classical St. Venant equations (other models are
based on one-dimensional solutions) and to assure that the selected model or models are optimal for NRC
applications.

CONCLUSION

Public and occupational risks are not expected to be affected by resolution of this issue. The proposed resolution
was for the NRC to proceed with development and validation of a suitable dam break model. As documented
above, models are available so that the NRC development cost originally estimated by PNL64 to be $18,200 is
eliminated. Generic endorsement of an existing model, for instance DAMBRK, is estimated to pose a potential
for a very modest combined savings to the NRC and the industry (~$50,000 total), primarily because of the very
limited number of plants, perhaps 4 or 5, which might desire to use the model in their licensing evaluation.

The primary significance of this issue is in the review of power plant construction requirements that takes place
during the plant construction phase (construction permit and pre-operating license review). Existing plants may
require preparation of updated flood protection analyses. This would occur especially in cases where new dams
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or other water impoundments which may affect existing plants have been created since the original licensing of
these plants. Also, some early plants may not have sophisticated flood protection design analyses, so review
and updating of flood hazards may be appropriate. Therefore, although presently not of major significance, this
issue could become more important in the context of license renewals.

This issue addresses the analytical methodology for determining plant site flooding potential and improving the
effectiveness of the review of license applications; it does not address the occurrence or frequency of specific
safety-related plant events. Therefore, it is considered to be a Licensing Issue. Based on the fact that adequate
models have been developed to analyze earthen dam failures, it is recommended that this issue be dropped
from further consideration.
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Item B-32: Ice Effects on Safety-Related Water Supplies (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was identified in NUREG-04713 and addressed the concern that additional information was needed
on the potential effects of extreme cold weather and ice buildup on the reliability of various plant water supplies.
Experience gained during past severe winters indicated that a more thorough understanding of the potential
effects of severe ice conditions was necessary to confirm that the design and operation of safety-related water
supplies would ensure adequate operation of safety systems. Guidance for the review of licensee submittals
regarding ice effects is contained in SRP11 Section 2.4.7.

Safety Significance

The loss of plant water sources (particularly the ultimate heat sink) by ice formation, blockage by ice dams,
etc., could impair a plant's core cooling capability during shutdown. This issue affects all plants located in
geographical areas in which there has been a history of ice formation, ice jams, ice floes, etc.

CONCLUSION

The loss of essential service water in LWRs from various causes, including ice effects, was addressed in the
evaluation of Issue 153.1280
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Item B-33: Dose Assessment Methodology
DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-04713 task involves the maintenance and improvement of calculational capabilities for assessing
doses to individuals from radiation and radioactive effluents from normal operation and from radioactive releases
from postulated accidents.

CONCLUSION

As dose assessment models are updated, they are included in Regulatory Guide 1.109480 and are used for SER,
DES, and FES sections concerned with public exposure to radioactive materials and effluents.412 Thus, this
Licensing Issue has been resolved.
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Item B-34: Occupational Radiation Exposure Reduction
DESCRIPTION

Compilation of occupational radiation exposure reports from operating reactors has shown that exposures
to station and contractor personnel have generally been increasing over the past 7 years for both PWRs
and BWRs. The overriding problem at LWRs at present with respect to occupational exposure is system
and equipment maintenance. The exposures connected with this function are higher than expected due
to unexpectedly high activation and fission product depositions, lower than expected equipment reliability,
unanticipated failures in steam generators (PWRs) and piping (BWRs), and the continuing necessity to perform
contact maintenance in most cases. The violation of 10 CFR Part 20 limits has in general been avoided by
licensees during high-exposure tasks by obtaining the temporary services of transient workers, both skilled and
unskilled. In some cases, this has been done instead of spending sufficient effort on reducing exposures. If this
practice continues, shortages in skilled tradesmen are expected as the nuclear industry grows. However, the
most unfortunate consequence of this approach, i.e., using large numbers of people rather than better designs
(as the case of earlier facilities) and operating procedures, is the unnecessary exposure and risk that could have
been minimized.

This NUREG-04713 task will provide an improved basis for the staff to review reactor plant designs and
projected operations to assure that occupational radiation exposure is maintained as low as is reasonably
achievable. The following areas will be studied under this task: (1) activated corrosion product reduction at
LWRs; (2) reducing exposure from maintenance and inspection of reactor plants; (3) shielding source terms;
(4) compilation of exposure data; (5) development of inplant radiation dose rates; and (6) evaluation of neutron
streaming at PWRs.

CONCLUSION

This item is covered412 under TMI Action Plan Item III.D.3.1, "Radiation Protection Plans," in Section 3 of this
report.

REFERENCES

0003. NUREG-0471, "Generic Task Problem Descriptions (Categories B, C, and D)," U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, June 1978.

0412. Memorandum for T. Speis from J. Funches, "Prioritization of Generic Issues—Environmental
and Licensing Improvements," February 24, 1983. [8303090540]
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Item B-35: Confirmation of Appendix I Models for Calculations of Releases
of Radioactive Materials in Gaseous and Liquid Effluents from Light Water-
Cooled Power Reactors (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-04713 task involves evaluating information from semiannual operating reports, inplant
measurements program and topical reports, and revisions to models for calculating releases of radioactive
materials in effluents from PWRs and BWRs. This task is expected to improve the accuracy and realism of
current staff models by using the best available data to develop model revisions.

CONCLUSION

As reported in the main report of NUREG-0933 published in 1983, all work on this Licensing Issue was
completed except the source term measurement program.412 As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933,
the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities Related to Generic Issues Program," dated
July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue any further actions toward resolution of
licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory impact issues are not safety issues
by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these issues do not meet at least one
of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further processing in accordance with
Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17, 2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will
not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.

REFERENCES

0003. NUREG-0471, "Generic Task Problem Descriptions (Categories B, C, and D)," U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, June 1978.

0412. Memorandum for T. Speis from J. Funches, "Prioritization of Generic Issues—Environmental
and Licensing Improvements," February 24, 1983. [8303090540]

1858. Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
November 17, 2009.
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Item B-36: Develop Design, Testing, and Maintenance Criteria for
Atmosphere Cleanup System Air Filtration and Adsorption Units for
Engineered Safety Features Systems and for Normal Ventilation Systems
DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-04713 item involves developing revisions to current guidance and staff technical positions
regarding ESF and normal ventilation system air filtration and adsorption units. This involves developing
revisions to Regulatory Guide 1.52208 and BTP ETSB 11.211 to address technical advances that have shown
that some current positions are unjustifiably conservative, some are unnecessary, and in some cases additional
positions are necessary.

CONCLUSION

Criteria developed as a result of this issue have been documented412 in Regulatory Guide 1.52,208 Rev. 2,
issued in March 1978 and in Regulatory Guide 1.140,209 Rev. 1, issued in October 1979. Thus, this item has
been RESOLVED.

REFERENCES
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Power Plants," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, (1st Ed.) November 1975, (2nd Ed.)
March 1980, (3rd Ed.) July 1981.

0208. Regulatory Guide 1.52, "Design, Testing and Maintenance Criteria for Post Accident
Engineered-Safety-Feature Atmosphere Cleanup System Air Filtration and Adsorption Units of
Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, June 1973,
(Rev. 1) July 1976, (Rev. 2) March 1978. [7907100211]

0209. Regulatory Guide 1.140, "Design, Testing, and Maintenance Criteria for Normal Ventilation
Exhaust System Air Filtration and Adsorption Units of Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power
Plants," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, March 1978, (Rev. 1) October 1979.
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Item B-37: Chemical Discharges to Receiving Waters
DESCRIPTION

In accordance with licensing responsibilities under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), the NRC
is responsible for assessing the impact of licensee's discharges into surface waters. The objective of this
assessment is to afford a weighing of impacts of the proposed action and a comparison of alternative actions
rather than to provide absolute protection to surface waters. In accordance with Section 511 of Federal Water
Pollution Control Act (FWPCA), effluent limitations are set by Environment Protection Agency (EPA) and not by
NRC under NEPA. However, in accordance with the second Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between
EPA and NRC, the NRC has the lead in the conduct of the environmental impact assessment for nuclear power
stations and must assess the limits placed on discharges under the FWPCA. Therefore, the NRC must continue
to determine and consider the impact of discharges in its licensing decisions.

The NRC assessment typically considers ambient water quality and addresses the needs of specific identified
users of the impacted waterbody. The assessments usually have not resulted in a quantitative determination of
impact but have rather involved a subjective determination of acceptability based on a comparison of projected
water quality to published criteria for protection of water users. Such criteria are not always formulated to assure
the absence of impact and there are substances discharged for which criteria do not exist. Furthermore, the
absolute determination of acceptability does not afford a quantitative comparison of alternative actions. This
task will provide additional insight into impact of chemical discharges and provide procedures for quantifying
the magnitude of any such impacts. This improvement in NRC procedures for impact assessment will provide a
clearer division between NRC responsibilities under NEPA and EPA responsibilities under the FWPCA.

There are three specific water quality effects which were questioned. The following specific water quality effects
were initially studied:

(1) environmental significance of condenser tube copper in cooling water discharges;

(2) impact of increased total dissolved solids in receiving waters; and

(3) significance of chlorinated organic compounds produced during condenser chlorination.

This item is documented in NUREG-0471, "Generic Task Problem Descriptions (Categories B, C, and D)," U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, June 1978.3

REGULATORY GUIDANCE

Work on this environmental issue was documented in Memorandum for T. Speis from J. Funches, "Prioritization
of Generic Issues—Environmental and Licensing Improvements," February 24, 1983412 and resulted in the
publication of several reports, which include:

• NUREG/CR-0892,469 "Chronic Effects of Chlorination Byproducts on Rainbow Trout, Salmo Gairdneri," U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, November 1980.

• NUREG/CR-0893,470 "Acute Toxicity and Bioaccumulation of Chloroform to Four Species of Freshwater
Fish," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, August 1980.

• NUREG/CR-2823.468"A Review of the Impact of Copper Released into Marine and Estuarine Environments,"
U.S. NRC, November 1982

DISCUSSION

The Clean Water Act (CWA) establishes the basic structure for regulating discharges of pollutants into the waters
of the United States and regulating quality standards for surface waters. The CWA was enacted in 1948 and was
called the "Federal Water Pollution Control Act." The Act was significantly reorganized and expanded in 1972.
The law became commonly known as the "Clean Water Act".1984

Under the CWA, the EPA has implemented pollution control programs, such as setting wastewater standards for
industry. In addition, the EPA set water quality standards for all contaminants into surface waters. Water quality
standards vary by state and by site, but most states follow guidelines set forth by the EPA that propose water
quality criteria sufficient for aquatic life and human health.
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Section 401 of the CWA requires that before Federal agencies issue operating permits that would increase
pollutant load to a water body, the applicant must first obtain certification from the applicable state, local, and
affected Indian tribes.

The National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) program, which controls direct discharges into
navigable waters, is promulgated in Section 402 of the CWA. The CWA made it unlawful to discharge any
pollutant from a point source into navigable waters, unless a permit was obtained. NPDES permits are issued by
the EPA or an authorized state to the discharging facilities. Industrial, municipal, and other facilities must obtain
permits if their discharges go directly into surface waters. The permits contain water quality standards specific to
the water body to which the facility is discharging and establish pollutant monitoring and reporting requirements.

CONCLUSION

This issue is RESOLVED.

REFERENCES

0003. NUREG-0471, "Generic Task Problem Descriptions (Categories B, C, and D)," U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, June 1978.

0412. Memorandum for T. Speis from J. Funches, "Prioritization of Generic Issues—Environmental
and Licensing Improvements," February 24, 1983. [8303090540]

1984. Clean Water Act of 1977 (CWA). Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1977, 33 USC 1251, et
seq.
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Item B-38: Reconnaissance Level Investigations
DESCRIPTION

NRC environmental information needs for licensing fall into the categories of: (1) detailed site-specific
investigations at a preferred site, and (2) reconnaissance level information to support alternative site assessment
and selection, including early site review, and to identify monitoring program needs. This proposed technical
activity would generate a technical report which would form the basis of a staff position paper providing
guidance to applicants concerning the need, applicability, proper utilization, scope, and content of an adequate
reconnaissance level investigation. This guidance is needed because of the requirements for an applicant to
demonstrate how environmental considerations were factored into the alternative site selection process, the
emerging importance of early site reviews, and the efficiencies inherent in standardizing procedures used during
the site selection process. This item is documented in NUREG-0471.3

CONCLUSION

This Environmental issue is addressed in environmental impact statements on a case-by-case basis.412 Thus,
this item has been dropped from further consideration.

REFERENCES
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Item B-39: Transmission Lines
DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-04713 task involves two activities:

(1) The United States Department of Interior (DOI) is preparing a handbook which will set forth practices for
siting and managing transmission line corridors for the betterment of wildlife. This project will be national in
scope and will involve coordination with both Federal and private agencies and organizations. NRC has been
requested to participate in an interagency committee to oversee the preparation of this manual. This manual
will probably form the basis for many comments on future NRC draft environmental statements which discuss
impacts of electrical transmission lines as part of our NEPA responsibilities. It will contain sufficient technical
detail to allow formation and implementation of specific management plans for every geographic area in the
United States. It will most certainly affect the route selection and management practices for transmission system
rights-of-way throughout the nation. This manual will not be repetitious of any existing Federal guidelines for
routing or managing rights-of-way. It will, therefore, provide a variety of specific routing and managing actions not
presently available to NRC environmental reviewers.

(2) In an effort to work together with other Federal agencies to streamline NEPA reviews, NRC has been working
with the Rural Electrification Administration (REA) to develop a single environmental review process involving all
transmission systems of joint concern. This process will result in reduction of redundant environmental impact
reviews.

CONCLUSION

This Environmental issue is addressed in environmental impact statements on a case-by-case basis.412 Thus,
this item has been dropped from further consideration.

REFERENCES

0003. NUREG-0471, "Generic Task Problem Descriptions (Categories B, C, and D)," U.S. Nuclear
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Item B-40: Effects of Power Plant Entrainment on Plankton
DESCRIPTION

The effects of entrainment on phytoplankton and zooplankton populations are often minimal and occasionally
beneficial. Numerous studies of the effects of entrainment on plankton organisms, phytoplankton, and
zooplankton have shown impacts to be minimal and/or not significant. Studies have also shown that, even when
entrainment mortality is high, the overall impacts may be minimal due to the fast reproductive and recovery time
for many species -- a few hours for some phytoplankton to several days for zooplankton.

It has not been uncommon for utilities to have undertaken exhaustive and sometimes unnecessary
preoperational and operational environmental monitoring programs. In view of the above points, it may be
possible to reduce or eliminate studies of certain planktonic elements, perhaps on a site or regional basis.
A study of these matters will form the basis for a staff position on monitoring requirements of plankton and
entrainment programs. If the state of the art as defined in the study is adequate, perhaps intensive studies
can be reduced, saving time and expense for both utilities and the NRC staff. This item is documented in
NUREG-0471.3

CONCLUSION

This Environmental issue is addressed in environmental impact statements on a case-by-case basis.412 Thus,
this item has been dropped from further consideration.

REFERENCES
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Item B-41: Impacts on Fisheries
DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-04713 task involves studies related to the impacts of power plant operation on fishery resources.
Possible studies to be undertaken are described below:

(1) In recent years, an attempt has been made at a number of facilities to evaluate the effects of plant operation
on fishery resources using advanced modeling techniques. This approach has resulted in the expenditure of
a considerable amount of money by utilities to collect quantitative data on populations of individual species.
We have developed methodologies that provide for fairly good estimates on impingement and entrainment
losses; however, the modeling efforts have not been successful in assessing the significance of plant operation
on the fish populations in surrounding waterbodies. As an alternative to advanced modeling, this study would
evaluate the kinds of data that could be collected in routine far-field monitoring programs on aspects of fish
populations other than numerical estimates of population size and attempt to relate these characteristics to the
losses sustained by impingement and entrainment. Such characteristics as size and age distribution, growth
rates, condition factor, incidence of abnormalities and fish parasites, gut analysis, as well as other standard
techniques used in applied fishery management would be examined. This could provide an effective alternative
to the analytical modeling techniques now employed with doubtful reliability.

(2) Observations of large impingement losses of threadfin shad (DorosomaPetenense) at nuclear plants are
associated with periods of low water temperature which puts the threadfin shad in a stressed or perhaps dying
condition. It has been espoused that the power plants are harvesting threadfin shad which would have otherwise
succumbed to natural mortality and thus does not adversely impact the population. However, quantitative
evidence in support of this supposition is lacking and the potential impacts to the reservoir fish community due to
removal of viable but debilitated forage have not been determined to a degree of confidence such that the loss
can be declared insignificant. The information available is inconsistent and does not reconcile conflicting data
and/or expert opinions concerning the significance of threadfin shad losses. To supplement available information,
a combination of laboratory and field investigations is required.

Extension impingement surveillance monitoring are being required at many of these plants due chiefly to the
high levels of threadfin shad impingement. If it can be confirmed that the impacts are not significant to the shad
population, then the ETS requirements for long-term studies of secondary effects on the sport and commercial
species due to impingement could be lessened or completely dropped. Concomitant with this action would be a
reduction in cost of the licensees' monitoring program.

An ultimate goal is to use the study results as a basis for a staff position paper which can be referenced in
future case work. The format of the final report should be compatible with this potential use of the study results.
Although we cannot estimate the number of new cases wherein threadfin shad impingement may be of concern,
the projection of power need for the TVA system alone suggests numerous possibilities. Thus, a reduction of
staff effort in the environmental impact assessment for new cases could be achieved via a generic staff position
on the matter.

(3) Sources of entrainment mortality during passage through condenser:

(a) Field Studies. During assessment of significance of environmental impact of condenser cooling systems
on entrained organisms, it is customary to assume 100% mortality because of our lack of knowledge of actual
effects. This conservative approach may overestimate the predicted impact of facility operation. Design
modifications, such as addition of cooling towers, may be required to mitigate predicted impacts. In some cases,
the effects of entrainment may be predicted to be so significant as to compromise the suitability of the site.
Certain facilities, such as Brunswick and Indian Point, are contesting the need for cooling system modifications
on the basis that the impacts of entrainment will not be as great as predicted in the EIS. This study would
provide needed information concerning the mortality of certain selected organisms during passage through a
simulated condenser system under controlled conditions and thus provide improved validity to EIS predictions.
Further, it will identify and quantify the sources of mortality as to biocide, changes in hydrostatic pressure during
passage, temperature shocks, and/or mechanical damage.

(b) Laboratory Studies. This study would differ from the field study in that it would be performed at a facility still
under construction by ORNL. The laboratory facility would be larger than the one in New York and would not
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be portable. It would have the additional capability of identifying and quantifying the effects of pump passage in
addition to the parameter identified earlier.

(4) The potential for entrainment and impingment is a continuing concern with conventional shoreline and
approach canal cooling system intakes. Submerged pipe intakes, particularly of the perforated pipe design,
suggest an attractive alternative for minimizing these potential ecological impacts; however, insufficient
knowledge is presently available on whether there is generic applicability of such a system. This activity would
review the literature and operating experience at facilities equipped with submerged pipe intake systems. Some
degree of conceptual evaluation may also be required due to paucity of data for large capacity systems of this
type. Desired results would include determination of generic applicability to varying habitats and of trade-offs in
potential impacts from one to another trophic level, species, or lifestage.

(5) The process of assessing and predicting potential impacts on aquatic systems from the construction and
operation of nuclear generating stations places considerable emphasis on fish populations of the primary
water source used for plant cooling. When an analysis reveals a potentially significant adverse impact on fish
populations, the NRC staff must address measures that can mitigate this adverse impact. Two measures which
have potential for mitigating adverse impacts on fish populations are replacement using a fish hatchery and
habitat restoration to increase natural fish reproduction. Mitigation of an adverse impact, however, is not at this
time considered a feasible alternative by the EPA. An ecological evaluation of these two mitigation measures will
provide a basis for a staff position and a useful reference document for future NRC impact statements.

CONCLUSION

This Environmental issue is addressed in environmental impact statements on a case-by-case basis.412 Thus,
this item has been dropped from further consideration.

REFERENCES
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Item B-42: Socioeconomic Environmental Impacts
DESCRIPTION

As part of the cost-benefit analysis of nuclear power plant licensing applications, the NRC is required to
assess likely socioeconomic impacts of power plant construction and operation on local communities and the
surrounding region. This NUREG-04713 task encompasses several studies to improve the staff's ability to
forecast socioeconomic impacts for preparation of Environmental Statements and hearing testimony. Areas to be
studied include:

(1) Nuclear Power Station Construction Labor Force Mobility and Residential Choices (2) Visual Change Within
a Region Due to Alternative Closed Cycle Cooling Systems and Associated Socioeconomic Impacts (3) Impacts
of Coastal and Offshore Nuclear Generating Stations on Recreational and Tourist Behavior at Adjacent Coastal
Sites.

CONCLUSION

Work completed on this Environmental issue has been published in NUREG/CR-2749314 and NUREG/
CR-2750.471 Thus, this item has been resolved.412
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Item B-43: Value of Aerial Photographs for Site Evaluation
DESCRIPTION

The technique of aerial photography has a long established and proven utility for earth resource inventory and
evaluation. Applicants for nuclear construction permits are becoming aware of this and are making increasing
use of aerial photographs in their environmental reports. The uncertainties with the methodology at present
relate to: (1) photo interpretation techniques and the extent to which existing regulatory guidance can be met
using this method; (2) fine tuning of the interplay between aerial photography and ground truthing needed to
meet licensing requirements; (3) quantification of presumed cost advantages of this method; and (4) relative
information return from different films, photographic scales, and seasons of coverage. This NUREG-04713 task
will examine existing regulatory guidance and produce a list of items which might be fulfilled in whole or in part
from aerial photographic information. Field tests on actual sites will be carried out to determine the information
return from photographs in relation to regulatory requirements and in relation to conventional ground based data
collection efforts. The results will give the staff a documentary basis for accepting aerial photographic inventories
and resource evaluation in environmental reports and for revising existing guidance for making environmental
surveys.

CONCLUSION

Work completed on this Environmental issue has so far resulted412 in the publication of NUREG/CR-2861.472
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Item B-44: Forecasts of Generating Costs of Coal and Nuclear Plants
DESCRIPTION

In the performance of NEPA obligations to evaluate alternatives to the proposed action, the staff must reach a
conclusion as to the comparative costs of generating power among the feasible alternatives. While alternatives
other than coal are treated in the staff's analysis, coal represents by far the most feasible alternative and
requires detailed cost comparisons equivalent to those performed for nuclear. For several years, the staff has
used a computer code known as CONCEPT to obtain forecasts of plant capital costs. This code was developed
by ORNL based upon design specifications and cost estimates done by United Engineers and Constructors. This
NUREG-04713 task involves maintaining and developing improvements to the CONCEPT code so that it remains
up to date for use in projections of power plant capital cost, front-end cost, and generating cost forecasts.

CONCLUSION

Work completed on this Environmental issue was published in ORNL-5470,483 ORNL/ TM-6467,484 and NUREG/
CR-2844.485 Two computer programs have been developed: (1) CONCEPT, for capital costs, and (2) OMCST,
for operation and maintenance costs.412 Thus, this item has been resolved.
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Item B-45: Need for Power-Energy Conservation
DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-04713 task is included in Item B-2.

CONCLUSION

This Environmental issue is covered in Item B-2.

REFERENCES
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Item B-46: Costs of Alternatives in Environmental Design
DESCRIPTION

Frequently, regulatory changes are made in the applicant's proposal for design and/or operation of systems
or subsystems based on perceived needs to mitigate impacts on the environment. Also, differences in
design and/or operation are an integral part of the treatment of alternatives in the EIS. The cost of such
changes or alternatives, if calculated, are determined on an ad hoc basis. However, these costs are not always
calculated and many times, when done, are not calculated on a consistent basis. A more consistent and
comprehensive analysis of the cost of various design and operating modes appears to be warranted so that
there is a reasonable and documented rationale for determining such costs. Such costs would also have to
include costs of redesign. Once experience is gained in this area, consideration would be given to expanding the
study to the cost of making changes because of changing safety criteria, both from a redesign standpoint as well
as from a "backfit" point of view. This item is documented in NUREG-0471.3

CONCLUSION

Cost estimates are made on a plant-specific basis as needed in the licensing process.412 Thus, this
Environmental issue has been dropped from further consideration.
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Item B-47: Inservice Inspection of Supports - Classes 1, 2, 3, and MC
Components ( 2)
DESCRIPTION

According to NUREG-0471,3 the safety concern in this issue relates to results from inspections of various
structural components in the torus support systems of operating BWRs. These inspections have revealed
several inconsistencies between the design drawings and the as-built hardware, including missing support
struts, out-of-tolerance weld dimensions, unwelded regions, and unsupported columns. In addition, a limited
number of separate inspections have been performed on PWR steam generator supports and the results of
these inspections revealed several cracked support bolts. It is also noted here that several similar problems
were identified in late 1981 for the Diablo Canyon nuclear plant. The NRC identified apparent errors in the
seismic design resulting from a discrepancy in documents used for the seismic analysis of the plant which led to
improper mounting of pipe hanger supports.

NUREG-04713 states that additional investigation of BWR and PWR component support systems should be
undertaken in order to determine if similar deficiencies and "off-design" conditions exist generally in operating
plants. It is also stated that this investigation should determine the extent of system support deficiencies and
whether the deficiencies are service-induced or are the result of faulty construction. The determination of the
deficiencies is necessary in order to define the possible safety significance and to provide guidance for further
appropriate staff action regarding ISI of supports.

A related study is being conducted under Item A-12, "Fracture Toughness of Steam Generator and Reactor
Coolant Pump Supports." In addition, the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI,14 Rules for
Inservice Inspection of Nuclear Power Plant Components--Division 1, also applies to this issue. A technical
assistance program is presently being funded at INEL by RES to develop data on the possible impact of the
proposed exemption of supports from examination included in Subcommittee Section XI Code agenda Item
ISI-79-072.

CONCLUSION

Two principal areas of safety concern are identified in this issue: (1) discrepancies between the design drawings
and the as-built hardware, and (2) degradation of component supports. Regarding the discrepancies between
the support design drawings and the as-built support hardware, these are problems that related directly to the
quality assurance program of the licensee and its contractors existing during construction and are not part of the
ISI program per se. Therefore, these deficiencies are failures to implement the QA program. No changes in QA
criteria of requirements are indicated.

With regard to the degradation of supports, the ASME Code, Section XI14 (1980 edition), addresses the matter of
ISI of component supports for Classes 1, 2, 3, and MC components (Subsection IWF) and contains the inservice
requirements which appear to fully address the concerns in this issue. Moreover, the current effort under Item
A-12 will result in a NUREG document in which guidance and requirements for the selection of materials and
the construction of reactor coolant pump and steam generator support structures will be addressed. In addition,
preservice and inservice inspection requirements of these support structures for operating plants will also be
addressed in this NUREG.

In view of the existing ISI requirements for supports of Classes 1, 2, 3, and MC components and QA program
requirements, it appears that the concerns in this issue are already being addressed and that no additional
safety benefit could be expected from this issue as stated. Therefore, this item should be DROPPED from further
consideration.
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Item B-48: BWR Control Rod Drive Mechanical Failures
DESCRIPTION

Surface cracks have been discovered in control rod drive internal parts at some operating BWR plants. Although
only observed to be localized in nature, this cracking, if propagated, could potentially affect the capability of the
control rod drive to perform its design function. Cracking has been identified in the following control rod drive
internal parts: the collet retaining tube (CRT), the poison tube, and the index tube.

The extent of the cracking observed at operating BWRs to date has not been severe enough to impair the ability
of the control rod drives to operate in their required capacity. As an interim precautionary measure, additional
technical specification requirements were established for operating reactors which require shutdown within 48
hours of detecting an inoperable control rod, unless investigation demonstrates that the cause of the failure
was not due to a separated collet tube. Another technical specification that has long been in effect for operating
reactors requires exercising fully or partially withdrawn rods once every week as part of the corrosion prevention
program. GE is working with utilities to replace old-style surface-hardened collets with new nonsurface-hardened
collets. This issue is documented in NUREG-0471.3

CONCLUSION

This issue has been RESOLVED and the evaluation and corrective measures are documented in
NUREG-0479.222
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Item B-49: Inservice Inspection Criteria and Corrosion Prevention Criteria
for Containments (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

GDC-53, "Provisions for Containment Testing and Inspection," requires in part that the reactor containment be
designed to permit: (1) periodic inspection of all important areas, and (2) an appropriate surveillance program.
10 CFR 50, Appendix J, "Primary Reactor Containment Leakage Testing for Water-Cooled Power Reactors,"
requires a general inspection of the surfaces of the containment prior to any Type A test to uncover any evidence
of structural deterioration.

Containment designs typically utilize any one of the following structural materials: steel, steel-lined reinforced
concrete, and steel-lined prestressed concrete. At the time this issue was added to NUREG-0933 in 1983, the
only detailed criteria that were developed for ISI of containments related to tendon surveillance for prestressed
concrete containments. These criteria were contained in Regulatory Guides 1.35481 and 1.90482 which
addressed ungrouted and grouted tendons, respectively. These Regulatory Guides dealt primarily with the
prestressing hardware; no detailed ISI criteria existed for the steel liner or other portions of the containment.
Similarly, there were no criteria for ISI of steel containments or steel-lined reinforced concrete containments.
In view of this, detailed and comprehensive criteria needed to be developed for performing ISI of all types of
containments.

In addition, the long-term corrosion problems of reinforcements and of the steel liner in contact with concrete
in concrete containments, or the corrosion of the steel surface in contact with the water in BWR suppression
chambers, had yet to be adequately analyzed. Long-term studies of these corrosion phenomena needed to be
undertaken to develop criteria and requirements to prevent corrosion in all types of containments. This issue is
documented in NUREG-0471.3

CONCLUSION

This item is a Licensing Issue. As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in
SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the
Generic Issues Program will not pursue any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact
issues. Because licensing and regulatory impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance
in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program
screening criteria and do not warrant further processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic
Issues Program," dated November 17, 2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the
Generic Issues Program.
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Item B-50: Post-Operating Basis Earthquake Inspection (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

Appendix A of CFR 10 Part 100 specifies that the operating basis earthquake (OBE) shall be defined by
response spectra and that the maximum vibratory ground acceleration of the OBE shall be at least one-half of
the maximum vibratory ground acceleration of the safe shutdown earthquake (SSE). Suitable instrumentation
is required at the reactor site, so that the seismic response of the nuclear power plant components that are
important to safety can be determined promptly in order to permit a comparison of such response with that used
as a design basis. Some detailed guidance on the nature and extent of this seismic instrumentation is provided
in Regulatory Guide 1.12, Rev. 1, "Instrumentation for Earthquakes," April 1984. Shutdown of the nuclear plant
is required in the event that vibratory ground motion exceeds that of the OBE. Prior to resuming operation, the
licensee is required to demonstrate that no functional damage has occurred to those features necessary for
continued operation without undue risk to the health and safety of the public. This item was originally identified in
NUREG-0471.3

A demonstration that all of the required equipment is functional following an earthquake greater than the OBE
might be done by analysis, inspection, and/or test in some appropriate combination. At present, there are no
specific requirements for demonstrating the safety of the plant in the event of an earthquake that exceeds
the OBE. This issue is intended to improve this matter by providing guidance on the nature of the analysis,
inspection, and/or tests that would be required, thereby permitting for a more rapid restart of the plant.

Safety Significance

Even though it would be expected that a plan would tend to provide systematic guidance, there is no safety
significance for this issue inasmuch as it is likely that the NRC requirements for a reactor inspection following an
earthquake that exceeds the OBE would contain the same elements and cover the same plant details whether
it was planned in advance or developed following the earthquake. The intention in this issue is to establish a
methodical approach to the inspection that might be necessary based on a systematic inspection plan, which
would not result in any change in the potential core-melt frequency but would enable the licensee to conduct a
site inspection expeditiously.

Possible Solution

Establish a post-OBE inspection plan that is comprehensive and detailed enough so that the inspection can be
completed in a thorough, yet expeditious manner.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

The prioritization of this issue was formulated with the technical assistance of PNL.64

Frequency/Consequence Estimate

There is no reduction in core-melt frequency as a result of the implementation of the resolution of this issue.

Cost Estimate

An earthquake that exceeds the OBE has occurred at only one nuclear site - Humboldt Bay (1975). This
earthquake occurred during a refueling outage and has been reported by the licensee, PG&E.770 For this
plant, an emergency operating procedure covering earthquakes and tsunamis was already in place prior to the
earthquake and covered power operation inspection procedures. The licensee decided to have an engineering
inspection performed by Bechtel Power Corporation who had accumulated a large amount of detailed knowledge
of the plant in connection with their ongoing seismic re-analysis of the plant. The Bechtel inspection was
completed in 2 days.

For this analysis it is assumed that, without an inspection and test procedure in place before the earthquake
(the base case), the inspection would require 2 weeks by the licensee using 10 of the licensee's personnel.
Moreover, it is assumed that, with a comprehensive and systematic inspection procedure specified in advance
(adjusted case), the inspection process could be completed more expeditiously and require only 4 days, with the
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same number of licensee personnel with no special seismic knowledge of the plant. On this basis the costs are
estimated as follows.

(1) The incremental cost of the post-OBE inspection based on 10 workers on a 20 hrs/day shift is:

(10 workers/plant)(20 hrs/day)(14 - 4) days = 2,000 man-hrs/plant.

(2) The occupational dose increment associated with the improved inspection procedures, based on an assumed
dose rate of 175 mr/hr (Reference: Virgil Summer PWR FSAR Amendment 7, August 1978, Table 12.2-22b) is
calculated to be:

(-2,000 man-hrs/plant)(0.075 R/hr) = -150 man-rem/plant.

(3) Based on the reduced inspection time of 2,000 man-hrs/plant noted above, the labor cost is calculated to be:

(-2,000 man-hrs/plant)(40 man-hrs/man-wk)($2,270/man-wk) = -$114,000/plant.

(4) The cost of the plant's downtime, based on the improved inspection procedures, is estimated as follows:

(4 - 14) days ($300,000/day) = -$3M/plant (net savings).

(5) There are no operation and maintenance costs associated with this issue, nor are there any accident
avoidance costs involved. The development of this inspection program is assumed to be borne by the industry,
presumably through ANSI. The cost to develop these inspection procedures is assumed to require technical
assistance for a total cost of approximately $100,000.

(6) The total future cost to the industry is, therefore, estimated to be:

(-$114,000) + (-$3M) = -$3.114M (net savings).

(7) It is expected that the cost to the NRC in the development of the new inspection procedure would be limited
to a review of the final inspection procedure submitted by the industry. It is assumed that the NRC review would
require 20 man-weeks for a total cost of approximately (20 man-weeks)($2,270/week) or $45,400.

(8) It is anticipated that the NRC staff would participate in some way at the plant site during an inspection of
the facility following an OBE. It is assumed that this would require 3 full-time staff members for the 2 weeks of
inspection as well as an additional 2 weeks after the completion of the inspection as a follow-up measure. It is
expected that, with the improved inspection procedures, only 2 full-time NRC staff members would be required
for the 4 days of the inspection and for the 2 weeks following the completion of inspection and the resumption
of normal operations. The incremental cost to the NRC for the implementation of the improved procedures is
estimated as follows:

($2,270/man-wk)[(112 man-hrs/man)(2 men/plant)

-(160 man-hrs/man)(3 men/plant)] = $581,000.

(9) The total future costs to the industry and the NRC for the development and implementation of the resolution
of this issue (C) is estimated from the results above to be:

C = -$3,114,000 - $581,000 = -$3,695,000.

(10) The present value of the net future costs per plant (PW) is given by:

PW = (sp)(r)-1(e-rt1 - e-rt)

where S =$3,695,000

P =frequency of exceeding the OBE per year ti and tf are
the initial and final times over which the savings are
realized, with ti = O and tf = T = average plant life = 28
yrs

r =the real discount rate = 5%/yr

Based on these values the present value is calculated to be:
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PW =($3.695M)(P)(0.05)-1(1 - e0.05t)

=($3.695M)(P)(15)

=$55.4M(P) per plant

The frequency of exceeding the OBE is site-dependent but, on the basis of general studies, this frequency is in
the order of 10-3 to 10-2/year.771

These values represent an expected frequency range for exceedance of the OBE for a given plant. For
this analysis, however, it is necessary to estimate the expected number of plants affected by any one OBE
occurence. In view of the existence of multiple plant sites, for purposes of this analysis it will be assumed that a
twin plant site will be affected with a frequency of OBE exceedance of Pc = 10-2/yr. The present value (PW) of
the cost savings per site on this basis is estimated to be (2 plants)[($55.4M)(10-2/plant] = $1.11M.

It is to be noted that the actual number of sites that would be affected is uncertain. In the West, only one site
would likely be affected by any one OBE whereas, in the East, more sites might be affected but the probability
for the latter would be lower by a factor of 10. Therefore, the present worth will be assumed as the total industry
cost.

CONCLUSION

It is estimated that the implementation of this issue requires a total combined cost of approximately $145,000
for the industry and NRC in order to formulate a plan and procedure for expeditious inspection of a plant site
following exceedance of an OBE. The advanced planning of this inspection procedure is also estimated to
provide net future savings to the NRC and the industry of approximately $3.7M at the time of the OBE, which is
calculated to have a present worth of about $1.1M.

In view of these costs and benefits it would seem that this is a Regulatory Impact issue that should be completed
because it appears to have merit. However, it is to be noted that a considerable amount of uncertainty exists
in the results on which to base realistic estimates of inspection requirements, costs, and the time involved.
Moreover, it is not entirely clear that a detailed inspection plan attempting to anticipate the effects of an OBE on
a complicated facility such as a nuclear reactor site can be adequately and meaningfully established in advance
to the degree that the formulated plan and procedure will result in the estimated reduction of inspection time. It
is also noted that this issue primarily concerns economic benefits rather than safety and that there is no burden
on the licensees concerning this matter at this time. In view of these considerations as well as the uncertainties
noted above, it is concluded that this issue should be left to be developed by industry initiatives.

Therefore, the NRC should assign a low priority to this regulatory impact issue unless requested by the industry
to endorse a proposal submitted to NRC for this purpose.
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Item B-51: Assessment of Inelastic Analysis Techniques for Equipment
and Components
DESCRIPTION

In the design of nuclear power plants, inelastic response of equipment and components due to severe transients
from low probability events is permitted in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Subsection
NA, Appendix F. Local inelastic response is also permitted for structures under severe impact loads due to low
probability events.

Assessment of inelastic analysis techniques applicable to equipment and components is the basic objective
of this NUREG-04713 task. Inelastic analysis techniques for structures are under study as a part of USI A-40,
"Seismic Design Criteria - Short Term Program."

Since inelastic analysis procedures acceptable under Appendix F of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code permit Level D Service Limits and since Level D Service Limits allow large inelastic strains, it is particularly
important that properly qualified analysis techniques are used and that their limitations are properly understood.

CONCLUSION

This item is covered412 in USI A-40, "Seismic Design Criteria Short-Term Program."
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Item B-52: Fuel Assembly Seismic and LOCA Responses
DESCRIPTION

The fuel assembly is a highly nonlinear structure which can be subjected to substantial loadings during seismic
excitations and LOCA transients. The integrity of this assembly is critical for plant safety. Extensive work has
been completed by NSSS vendors for the determination of fuel element response during the sustained vibrations
of normal operation. However, there is a need to study the behavior of these assemblies during accident
conditions. Work included a determination as to whether or not existing geometry can adequately satisfy the
functional design criteria. Vibration interaction between components of the assembly and reactor pressure vessel
was investigated. This item is documented in NUREG-0471.3

CONCLUSION

This item is covered in USI A-2, "Asymmetric Blowdown Loads on Reactor Primary Coolant Systems."
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Item B-53: Load Break Switch
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This NUREG-04713 item arose in the course of the NRC review of the McGuire application, where the applicant
proposed relying on the generator load break switch for isolating the generator from the stepup transformer
following turbine trip. A consultant report on the issue appears in Appendix E to NUREG-0422,59 SER for
McGuire Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2 (March 1978).

Safety Significance

GDC-17 (10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A) requires that two offsite circuits be available (one of them within a few
seconds) to supply vital plant loads following a loss of all onsite AC power supplies. Most existing and proposed
nuclear power plants in the United States meet (or propose to meet) this requirement by designs that involve
startup transformers and unit auxiliary transformers, but do not involve a generator load break switch or breaker.
However, for those few plants that involve designs relying on a generator load break switch (or circuit breaker),
the switch is relied on to isolate the plant's generator from the stepup transformer to the grid following a turbine
generator trip to allow power to be fed from the grid through the stepup transformer in a reverse direction
to continue power feed to the plant's auxiliary loads. A generator circuit breaker, when used, has the added
requirement that it be capable of interrupting 100% of any fault current to assure isolation of the generator during
fault conditions, for the purpose of providing the immediate-access offsite source to plant vital loads as required
by GDC-17. The issue involves testing requirements to demonstrate functional capability, even though the switch
is not regarded as Class 1E (safety-grade) equipment.

The issue establishes safety requirements for an alternative design approach preferred by some applicants. The
requirements to be established are expected to leave safety not significantly changed by virtue of the use of the
load break switch.

CONCLUSION

This Regulatory Impact issue was RESOLVED with the issuance of Appendix A to SRP11 Section 8.2 in July
1983.
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Item B-54: Ice Condenser Containments (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This NUREG-04713 item deals with two concerns regarding the ice condenser containment design. The first
concern arises from an ACRS comment on the D. C. Cook Unit 1 review. The normal procedure used by the
staff (CSB) to conclude on the adequacy of containment design entails performing a confirmatory analysis of
the applicant's design basis accident and approving or disapproving the design on the basis of comparison
of the two analyses. CSB uses the CONTEMPT-LT17 Code developed by INEL to perform independent
containment analyses. The CONTEMPT-LT17 Code does not have the capability to analyze an ice condenser
containment. The staff's review of the ice condenser design has, therefore, been conducted by rigorous review
of the applicant's code, LOTIC (developed and used by Westinghouse as containment designer for applicants
using the ice condenser containment design), and the full-scale ice condenser test program conducted by
Westinghouse to prove their design. In their initial review of the D. C. Cook plant, the ACRS recommended that
the staff develop a computer code with ice condenser capability in order to perform independent confirmatory
calculations in the fashion normally utilized in containment design review.

The second part of this issue deals with technical specifications regarding the weighing of ice in the
approximately 2,000 baskets in the ice condenser and the minimum acceptable ice weights and ice condenser
inspection frequency. The concern has been spawned by the nonsymmetric ice losses by sublimation
experienced at D. C. Cook and later at Sequoyah. Present technical specifications do not consider the patterns
of ice loss experienced in the field and DOR was looking ahead anticipating requests for relief in the future.

Safety Significance

Both parts of the issue deal with the ice condenser capability to extract blowdown energy in the early phase (first
hour) of a LOCA. After ice-melt, the containment pressure control is provided by containment spray systems for
continued energy removal as in conventional dry containment designs. Failure of containment by overpressure
due to inadequate ice inventory, inadequate ice condenser surveillance and maintenance, or faulty analysis
would be the expected result. Two types of accidents could occur, each having a different expected frequency.
The first would be a large LOCA with early containment failure but with adequate core cooling. The second event
would be a large LOCA again with early containment failure followed by loss of core cooling and core-melt.

Possible Solution

Should a perception be reached that the probability of containment failure due to LOCA overpressurization was
too high, peak containment pressure could be reduced by increasing the containment spray system capacity
drastically. This would entail as much as a fivefold increase in the spray system flow capacity. It would probably
require complete new redundant containment spray systems.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

The containment spray system in plants with ice condenser containment is conservatively sized to prevent
containment pressure greater than design pressure after ice-melt for an assumed large-break LOCA. Ice-melt is
calculated and predicted by the full-scale ice condenser test program to occur, at the earliest, about 1 hour after
a large-break LOCA. Containment failure is not predicted until containment pressure exceeds at least twice the
design pressure. Therefore, the containment spray systems could handle the energy releases to containment
after about the first half-hour after a LOCA without containment failure. This means the ice condenser must be
effective for the first half-hour after a LOCA. During this time period, effective core cooling must take place or the
decay energy will not reach the containment. The first half-hour after a large-break LOCA coincides roughly with
ECCS operation in the injection mode. From WASH-1400,16 the frequency of a large LOCA is 10-3/RY to 10-4/
RY.

The ice condenser containment could fail during the first half-hour of a large LOCA due to overpressure if
there were an analytical error in design or an inadequacy of technical specifications governing ice condenser
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operations. The analytical model (LOTIC)167 has been checked and double-checked by Westinghouse,
licensees, and the NRC. The same is true of the technical specifications. The probability of having errors of this
type should be in the range of 10-2 to 10-3.

From the study performed to evaluate the use of containment purge valves, we found the probability of long-
term (recirculation) ECCS failure, given a loss of containment integrity, to be in the range of (2.5 x 10-1) to 10-2.
For a PWR-3 accident, the frequency of a LOCA with ECCS cooling and loss of containment integrity using
conservative values is (10-3)(10-2)/RY or 10-5/RY. For a PWR-8 accident, the frequency of a LOCA with loss of
ECCS cooling and loss of containment integrity using conservative values is (10-5)(2.5 x 10-1)/RY or 2.5 x 10-6/
RY.

Consequence Estimate

The source term for the case of containment failure with effective long-term core cooling is that of a
WASH-140016 PWR-8 event, LOCA with effective ECCS and loss of containment integrity from containment
isolation failure. Without effective long-term core cooling following containment failure, the source term is that
of a PWR-3 event, early containment failure and depressurization followed by ECCS failure in the recirculation
mode. Consequences for PWR-3 and PWR-8 release categories are expressed in man-rem. The total whole-
body man-rem dose is obtained by using the CRAC Code64 for a particular release category. The calculations
assume a uniform population density of 340 people per square mile (which is average for U.S. domestic sites)
and a typical (midwest plain) meteorology.

For a PWR-3 event, D = 5.4 x 106 man-rem

For a PWR-8 event, D = 7.5 x 104 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

In approximating the cost, the following must be considered: (1) the cost to complete the generic issue, and (2)
assuming an error is detected, the cost to correct the error at the operating ice condenser plants. There are 10
ice condenser plants, 4 currently operating and 6 in the OL review stage.

Industry Cost: Assuming an error is detected, the solution would require either

a major design change to the ice condenser or addition of a new redundant large-capacity containment heat
removal system. In either event, large plant downtimes would be incurred at the 4 operating plants with ice
condenser containments. The cost of replacement power is assumed to be $300,000/day. We have assumed a
minimum effective downtime of 90 days for corrective actions.

The cost of redundant heat removal systems would be on the order of millions of dollars. We will assume the
cost to be $10M (including the cost of licensing review). The cost to each of the 4 operating plants would be (90)
($300,000) + $10M. Therefore, the total cost for all 4 operating plants is $148M. The cost to the 6 unlicensed
plants with ice condenser containments would be $(6 x 10)M or $60M.

NRC Cost: The cost to complete the generic issue was estimated to be 3 man-years of NRC and INEL (CSB
consultant) personnel time. The code work was scheduled to be done in 1983. Therefore, the NRC cost would
be about an additional $300,000 to find a human error if present. The NRC cost to complete the evaluation of
the issue for all 10 ice-condenser reactors would be about $30,000/ reactor. This cost is negligible in comparison
with industry cost.

Therefore, the total cost associated with the solution to this issue is $(148 + 60)M or $208M.

Value/Impact Assessment

It is assumed that the average life is 35 years for the 10 reactors (4 operating and 6 under construction).

(1) For a PWR-3 event, the public risk reduction is 4.7 x 103 man-rem. Therefore,
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(2) For a PWR-8 event, the public risk reduction is 2.6 x 102 man-rem. Therefore,

Uncertainties

The uncertainty of each of the constituents in the value/impact score equation is about a half order of magnitude.
Therefore, the uncertainty of the calculations should also be about a half order of magnitude to an order of
magnitude. Even if the value/impact score were an order of magnitude or more greater, it would not be large by
comparison to scores for recognized high risk events (S > 103).

Additional Considerations

Work on developing an independent analytical model for ice condenser containment analysis has been
pursued for about the last 5 years. The containment features necessary for the analysis of conventional dry
containments have been checked out and accepted. The ice condenser model is operational and checkout is
partially complete. CSB expects to have an accepted code with users manual by March 1982. Costs to date
have probably exceeded $1M. Costs to complete the code should be small in comparison to the funds already
expended.

In addition, the person utilized by INEL in the CONTEMPT-4 development and checkout effort will be needed to
conduct the continuing code maintenance and CSB technical assistance functions. The CONTEMPT Codes are
the CSB licensing evaluation tools and must be maintained. Past experience has shown that termination of code
work or alterations in the scope of the INEL contract has resulted in the individual assigned to the CONTEMPT
code leaving INEL and thereby causing a severe disruption in CSB consultant capability.

CONCLUSION

The low value/impact score arrived at above indicates that this issue should be dropped as a generic issue.
However, if significant errors exist in the computer code, the containment could fail during an accident and one
level of the "defense-in-depth" protection could be lost. Furthermore, the maintenance of consultant capability at
INEL is essential to performing the CSB licensing reviews. Based on the above analysis, it was recommended
that the CONTEMPT-4 Code development be completed with a medium priority. Any future application analysis
performed by INEL or CSB should be addressed to individual plant reviews and charged as case work.

MOD 4 and MOD 5 to the COMPEMPT 4 User's Manual were published as NUREG/CR-3716649 and NUREG/
CR-4001,650 respectively. No change to the SRP11 was required since it already included a provision for the
staff to perform confirmatory analyses.648 Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and no new requirements were
established.
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Item B-55: Improved Reliability of Target Rock Safety Relief Valves (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

The BWR pressure relief system is designed to prevent overpressurization of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary (RCPB) under the most severe abnormal operational transient: closure of the main steam line
isolation valves (MSIVs) with failure of the MSIV position switches to scram the reactor. This design function
is accomplished through the use of a plant-unique combination of safety valves (SVs), power actuated relief
valves (PARVs), and dual function safety/relief valves (SRVs). The majority of the valves in BWRs are commonly
referred to as Target Rock SRVs.

In addition to the RCPB overpressure protection design functions of the BWR pressure relief system, a specified
number of the PARVs or SRVs utilized in the pressure relief system of each BWR facility are used in the
automatic depressurization system (ADS), which is one of the emergency core cooling systems. In the event of
certain postulated small-break LOCAs, the ADS is designed to reduce reactor coolant system pressure to permit
the low pressure emergency core spray and/or low pressure coolant injection systems to function. The ADS
performs this design function by automatically actuating certain preselected PARVs or SRVs following receipt of
specific signals from the protection system.

Certain safety concerns result when: (1) a valve fails to open properly on demand; (2) a valve opens spuriously
and then fails to properly reseat; and (3) a valve opens properly but fails to properly reseat. The failure of a
pressure relief system valve to open on demand results in a decrease in the total available pressure-relieving
capacity of the system. Spurious openings of pressure relief system valves, or failures of valves to properly
reseat after opening, can result in inadvertent reactor coolant system blowdown with unnecessary thermal
transients on the reactor vessel and the vessel internals, unnecessary hydrodynamic loading of the containment
systems' pressure suppression chamber (torus) and its internal components, and potential increases in
the release of radioactivity to the environs. In addition, if the failed valve also serves as part of the ADS, a
degradation in the capability of the ADS to perform its emergency core cooling function could result. This issue
was documented in NUREG-0471.3

At the time of the evaluation of this issue in 1983, approximately 160 RY of operating experience had
accumulated with a significant number of failures of the Target Rock valves occurring due to various causes.
Studies and testing of these valves by the Owners' Group, in some cases at the suggestion of the NRC, have
resulted in design changes in the valves and the issuance of several formal generic installation, operating, and
maintenance instructions.3

In 1978, it was concluded223 by the staff that the inadvertent blowdown events that had occurred to date, as a
result of pressure relief system valve malfunctions, had neither significantly affected the structural integrity or
capability of the reactor vessel, the reactor vessel internals, or the pressure suppression containment system,
nor resulted in any significant radiation releases to the environment. The staff concluded that such events, even
if they were to occur at a more frequent rate than that indicated by operating experience, would not likely have
any significant effects on the reactor vessel or the vessel internals. It was also concluded that pressure relief
valve blowdown events would not result in offsite radiological consequences appreciably different from those
encountered during a normal reactor shutdown.

With respect to the pressure-suppression containment system, the slowly progressive nature of the material
fatigue mode of failure associated with the dynamic loading conditions resulting from pressure relief valve
blowdown events, and the substantial fatigue life margin available in the affected structures led the staff
to conclude that additional short-term actions were not required to ensure that the integrity and functional
capability of the system would be maintained. In addition, existing programs to provide additional containment
system structural safety margins for the long- term (i.e., the anticipated 40-year lifetime of the BWR facilities)
were acceptable. The performance of these valves, however, was under continuous surveillance and the
consequences of their failures were subject to review.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate
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For potential core-melt frequency reduction, the Grand Gulf-1 BWR risk parameters were used in an analysis64

of this issue. It was assumed that a final solution (negligible frequency of Target Rock valve malfunction) had not
yet been achieved. Hence, failure rate data on these valves on existing reactors were applicable to this analysis.
It was presumed that reactors with MARK III containments for which full operating licenses were pending did not
use Target Rock valves.

Analyses of the effects of malfunctioning valves as separate failures indicated that, for the short-term, public
safety was not of concern. The resulting thermal transients, even at the current rate of these events, were not
likely to create concerns over pressurized thermal shock. The potential for radioactive release to the public
following a malfunction resulting in an unplanned blowdown was no greater than for a normal shutdown.
However, when a valve fails to reseat simultaneously with failures on other systems, some potential for a core-
melt exists. Analysis of the dominant accident sequences at Grand Gulf-1 for these events was done as part of
this evaluation.

All minimal cut sets in the following four Grand Gulf accident sequences were affected: T1PQI (loss of offsite
power with failure of the SRV to reseat and failures of the power conversion and RHR systems); T23PQI (normal
transient with SRV reseat failure and failures of the power conversion and RHR systems); T1PQE (loss of offsite
power with SRV reseat failure and failures of the power conversion and ECCS); and T23PQE (normal transient
with SRV reseat failure and failures of the power conversion and ECCS).

It was assumed that the resolution of the issue would result in a reduction in the frequency of valves failing to
reseat by a factor of 4. This assumption was based on the continued success of the existing remedial programs
for these valves that were underway at existing BWRs. The estimated change in core-melt frequency was 4.7 x
10-6/RY.

Consequence Estimate

When the frequencies for the individual release categories are multiplied by the appropriate public dose and the
products are summed, the resulting estimated change in public risk was 30 man-rem/RY. Assuming 10 reactors
with an average remaining life of 26.7 years affected by the issue, the total risk reduction was estimated to be
8,000 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: Modifying or refurbishing SRVs on high-temperature, high-pressure steam lines was expected
to require engineering, design drawings, license review, testing, travel, labor, material, QA control, and
management review. This cost was estimated64 to be $75,000. In addition, new top works were estimated to cost
$60,000 each and there were usually 11 SRVs/plant. Finally, it was estimated that 50 man-hours/RY would be
required for operation (testing) and maintenance. There were 20 BWRs with Target Rock SRVs with an average
remaining life of 26.7 years. Of these, about half had already installed new SRV top works. Thus, the total cost
was estimated to be about $800,000/reactor for the remaining 10 reactors, or $8M.

NRC Cost: The NRC cost was reduced since the issue had been defined and partial solutions had been
achieved. It was estimated that 4 staff-weeks/plant would be needed to support implementation. Thus, NRC cost
was estimated to be about $150,000.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution to the issue was estimated to
be $(8 + 0.15)M or $8.15M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a potential public risk reduction of 8,000 man-rem and an estimated cost of $8.15M for a possible
solution, the value/impact score was given by:
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CONCLUSION

Based on the above safety priority score, the issue was given a medium priority ranking (see Appendix C). In
resolving the issue, the staff found that licensees had significantly improved the performance of Target Rock
SRVs and continued to evaluate and improve their performance. Licensee compliance with existing regulations,
such as 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, "Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing
Plants," and 10 CFR 50.65, "Requirements for Monitoring the Effectiveness of Maintenance at Nuclear Power
Plants," were sufficient for the staff to pursue additional improvements on a plant-specific basis, if needed. Thus,
the issue was RESOLVED with no new or revised requirements.1765
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Item B-56: Diesel Reliability (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was documented in NUREG-04713 and resulted from a review of LERs which indicated that onsite
emergency diesel generators (EDGs) at operating plants were demonstrating an average starting reliability
of about 0.94/demand. The goal for new plants, as expressed in Regulatory Guide 1.108,216 was a starting
reliability of 0.99/demand. The NRC awarded a contract to the University of Dayton Research Institute to identify
the more significant causes of EDG unreliability. The Dayton University study was completed and the significant
causes and recommended corrective actions were identified in NUREG/CR-0660.217

Safety Significance

Events (offsite and onsite) which result in a loss of offsite power necessitate reliance on the onsite EDGs for
successful accident mitigation. Improvement of the starting reliability of onsite EDGs will reduce the probability of
events which could escalate into a core-melt accident and thus could effect an overall reduction in public risk.

Possible Solution

The staff proposed a set of interim backfit requirements for operating plants that encompassed elements of
Regulatory Guide 1.108216 and the Dayton University recommendations.217 These requirements were included
in a proposed program218 to establish a graded set of requirements based on the reliability actually exhibited
by EDGs. This program adopted an EDG startup reliability of 0.95/demand as the minimum desired reliability
and 0.9/demand as the minimum acceptable level of reliability. At or below the minimum desired level, licensees
would be required to improve their EDG reliability and document their program for doing so. Below the minimum
acceptable level, licensees would be required to improve or repair EDGs with reliability below the minimum
acceptable level and perform a requalification program to demonstrate that the causes of the failures were
corrected. The requalification program was intended to pass EDGs only if the reliability had been increased to
0.95/demand or greater.

The proposed interim program imposed a normal surveillance period of no more than 1 month. To increase
assurance that a real change in reliability will be detected quickly, an increased test frequency was required
when two or more failures had been experienced on an individual EDG in the previous 20 demands. However,
the frequency of tests and the anticipated duration of the accelerated test frequency were not as restrictive as
that recommended in Regulatory Guide 1.108.216

An extended out-of-service period could, in many cases, be necessary to allow sufficient time to correct the
problems that caused low reliabilities. Therefore, the proposed program would allow out-of-service periods
in excess of the existing 72-hour limit, when necessary, while at the same time placing a yearly limit on the
cumulative time that a plant may operate in Modes 1 through 4 with one of the EDGs of the power systems
inoperable. The cumulative limit would vary depending upon the reliability of the in-service EDG with the lowest
reliability.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

A risk analysis was performed64 using Oconee 3 and Grand Gulf Unit 1 as representative of PWRs and BWRs,
respectively. Since the proposed position was expected to affect only those EDGs that had demonstrated a
reliability of less than 0.95/demand, it was assumed that 25% of the EDG population would undergo a reliability
improvement from 0.93 to 0.97/demand and 5% would undergo a reliability improvement from 0.9 to 0.97/
demand (requalification).

Frequency Estimate

When the frequency of all core-melt scenarios (including EDG failure) was adjusted to include the above
assumptions, it was found that the proposed solution would be expected to result in a significant core-melt
frequency reduction for both the 25% EDG population and the 5% EDG population. The 25% EDG population,
which was assumed to improve from 0.93/demand to 0.97/demand, would have core-melt frequency reductions
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of 1.7 x 10-5/RY and 2.3 x 10-5/RY for BWRs and PWRs, respectively. The 5% EDG population, which was
assumed to improve from 0.9/demand to 0.97/demand, would have core-melt frequency reductions of 3.7 x 10-5/
RY and 7.5 x 10-5/RY for BWRs and PWRs, respectively.

Consequence Estimate

Base case risk for both PWRs and BWRs was calculated by multiplying the expected frequency of each
release category by the dose equivalent value for the category. Adjusted case risk was determined by the same
technique using the core-melt frequency reduction calculated for the reliability improvement expected in the
respective EDG populations (25% and 5%) for both PWRs and BWRs. The adjusted risk was subtracted from
the base case risk and the public risk reduction obtained was multiplied by the appropriate number of PWRs and
BWRs. The total public risk reduction calculated was 6.5 x 104 man-rem, with an average public risk reduction of
about 1.5 x 103 man-rem/reactor.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: It was assumed that 30% of the 143 expected plants would institute a reliability improvement
program. In addition, 5% of the plants were assumed to incur a major equipment (EDG) replacement and an
associated loss of power production. Industry costs were estimated for revision of operating procedures and
personnel training, installation of additional equipment (air dryers, dust-tight enclosures for electrical contacts,
EDG room ventilation ducting, etc.) and ongoing increases in operation and maintenance costs. Thus, the total
industry cost was estimated to be $46M.

NRC Cost: The cost to complete resolution of the issue, review and approve new requirements, and issue
implementation orders was estimated to be $130,000. Review of plant responses to orders and periodic reports
expected from plants which must develop and initiate EDG reliability improvement programs and long-term
surveillance of the industry was estimated at $1M. Thus, total NRC cost was estimated to be $1.1M.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the solution to this issue was $(46 + 1.1)M or
$47.1M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a potential public risk reduction of 6.5 x 104 man-rem and a cost of $47.1M, the value/impact score
was given by:

Other Considerations

An unusually significant avoided accident cost was calculated for the resolution of this issue. This cost
represented the expected savings to the industry from lowering the core-melt probability by implementation of
a specific improvement and was calculated by multiplying the expected cost of the loss of a plant (~$3 Billion)
by the expected total core-melt frequency reduction. In this instance, the avoided accident cost (savings to the
industry) was estimated to be $30M.

CONCLUSION

The calculated value/impact score was indicative of a medium priority assignment; however, other factors
prevailed. The very large estimated total public risk reduction (6.5 x 104 man-rem) and high expected core-
melt frequency reduction (>10-5/RY) elevated the priority of this issue. In addition, if the averted accident cost
(industry savings) were subtracted from the total resolution cost, a value/impact score of 3,800 man-rem/$M
would result. Therefore, the issue was given a high priority ranking (See Appendix C).

The issue was resolved by the inclusion of guidance on EDG reliability in Regulatory Guide 1.1601484 which
was issued as part of the Maintenance Rule (10 CFR 50.65). This guide endorsed NUMARC 93-01, "Industry
Guidelines for Monitoring the Effectiveness of Maintenance at Nuclear Power Plants," which addressed the
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optimization of EDG reliability and availability and contained an example of an acceptable means of establishing
performance criteria and/or goals for EDGs. In addition, Regulatory Guide 1.9,1483 Rev. 3 was issued to integrate
into a single document pertinent guidance previously addressed in the following documents: Regulatory Guide
1.9,1483 Rev. 2; Regulatory Guide 1.108,216 Rev. 1; and Generic Letter 84-15.1487 As a result, Regulatory
Guide 1.108,216 Rev. 1 was withdrawn.1485 Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and new requirements were
established.1486 In an RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal
period did not affect the resolution.
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Item B-57: Station Blackout
DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-04713 task will make a determination as to whether plants should be designed to accommodate a
total loss of all AC power for a limited period of time.

CONCLUSION

This issue is covered in USI A-44, "Station Blackout."
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Item B-58: Passive Mechanical Failures (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This NUREG-04713 task involves a review of valve failure data in a systematic manner to verify the staff's
present judgment regarding the likelihood of passive mechanical valve failures, to categorize these and other
valve failures as to expected frequency, to specify acceptance criteria, and to determine if and how the results
of this effort should be applied in licensing reviews. The issue is related to a number of other issues dealing with
valve reliability: Item C-11,

"Assessment of Failure and Reliability of Pumps and Valves"; Item II.D.2, "Research on Relief and Safety Valve
Test Requirements"; and Item II.E.6.1, "In-Situ Testing of Valves - Test Adequacy Test Study."

Item C-11, in particular, is aimed at active failure of pumps and valves. Valve failure data collected at the Nuclear
Safety Information Center were studied to identify failure frequency for active failure mechanisms.102 These
same data are examined here to identify passive failure mechanisms. The distinction is made here that active
failures typically occur during valve operation while passive failures occur over a period of time, going unnoticed
as the valve is rendered inoperable. Detection of failure then occurs after valve operation is demanded.

Safety Significance

In view of the fact that safety-related systems contain about 500 valves, passive failures present a potentially
significant safety concern because the effects on safety-related systems can be so widespread.

Possible Solution

The solution to this safety issue is a program to investigate these valve failures and the operation of a valve
maintenance program, including the replacement of valves as necessary over the life of the plant.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency/Consequence Estimate

In an evaluation of this issue by PNL,64 passive valve failure was noted to be due primarily to crud and corrosion
which caused deterioration of valve function

over a period of time. Based on the available data,102 it was noted that the average number of hardware-related
failures for BWRs and PWRs were 17% and 18%, respectively, of all valve failures. Over the life of existing
plants, the average hardware-related passive failures represent about 12% of all valve failures. These data102

also indicate that the failure rates for passive mechanical failures is 1.3/RY and 0.36/RY for BWRs and PWRs,
respectively.

It is assumed that a 50% reduction in passive mechanical failures can be achieved by the resolution of this
issue. This would result in a reduction in the average of hardware-related failures of 6% and a reduction in the
failure rate of 0.65/RY and 0.18/RY for BWRs and PWRs, respectively.

Risk reduction is calculated for a representative PWR (Oconee 3) in which the affected parameters in the
accident sequences are those which contain valves with hardware failure modes.64 The base case public risk
reduction was estimated by PNL to be less than 1 man-rem/RY for BWRs and PWRs. Therefore, the total public
risk reduction is estimated to be less than 4,000 man-rem.64 The occupational risk is increased by virtue of the
implementation of this issue (+300 man-rem) but the exposure during operation and maintenance is reduced
because of improved valve performance (-1,140 man-rem). The net change in occupational dose due to the
resolution of this issue is -840 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Based on the judgment of the PNL staff,64 it is assumed that 13 valves will be replaced in BWRs and 4 valves
replaced in PWRs during the implementation of the solution to this issue. (It is noted here that the final priority
ranking of this issue is relatively insensitive to this assumption). Assuming that 24 man-hr/valve replacement is
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required, a total of 313 man-hrs and 96 man-hrs for the work of implementation in a radiation zone is calculated
for BWRs and PWRs, respectively.

For backfit plants, it is assumed that the work time spent in radiation zones represents 20% of the total utility
staff commitment to this issue. With administrative and engineering support, the total labor estimated is:

BWR: =39 man-wk/plant

PWR: =12 man-wk/plant

Backfit equipment is assumed to consist of 13 valves/BWR and 4 valves/PWR at a cost of $30,000/valve. Work
will presumably be conducted during normal outages so that no additional downtime is foreseen.

It is also assumed that the nuclear industry will fund research totaling $500,000, a cost spread over all 134
plants. The intention of this program is to identify those elements that contribute significantly to passive valve
failures so that they can be better controlled in the future.

The total costs per plant for implementation of the solution to the issue is:

Item Cost ($/Plant)

BWR PWR

Backfit Forward-Fit Backfit Forward-Fit

Labor 88,500 - 27,200 -

Equipment 390,000 - 120,000 -

Research 3,700 3,700 3,700 3,700

482,000 3,700 150,900 3,700

For 24 backfit and 20 forward-fit BWRs and 47 backfit and 43 forward-fit PWRs, the total industry implementation
cost is $19M, based on a labor rate of $2,270/man-wk.

For operation and maintenance, the resolution of the safety issue is assumed to reduce the labor, equipment,
and outage time attributable to passive valve failures. The labor and equipment requirements prior to resolution
of the safety issue are as follows (note that the labor estimate of 24 man-hr/failure is increased by a factor of 5 to
120 man-hr/failure to include support labor, such as engineering and administration):

Labor

BWRs: (1.3 failures/RY)(120 man-hr/failure) = 3.9
man-wk/RY

PWRs: (0.36 failures/RY)(120 man-hr/failure) = 1.1
man-wk/RY

Equipment

BWRs: 1.3 valve replacements/RY at $30,000/valve

PWRs: 0.36 valve replacements/RY at $30,000/valve
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Active failures of pumps and valves are estimated to account for 10% of the average 60 days/RY of routine
downtime at a plant, or 6 days/RY. Dividing this equally between pump and valve failures, one can attribute 3
days/RY of downtime to active valve failures. Active valve failures were reported at rates of 639 failures in 140
RY (BWRs), or 4.6/RY, and 678 failures in 190 RY (PWRs), or 3.6/RY.102 If the amount of downtime attributable
to active valve failures is assumed proportional to their failure rates, then it follows that the amount of downtime
attributable to passive valve failures will be proportional to the ratio of passive to active valve failure rates,
or (1.3/4/6) = 0.28 for BWRs and (0.36/3.6) = 0.10 for PWRs. Thus, prior to safety issue implementation, the
downtime attributable to passive valve failures is assumed to be as follows:

BWRs: (0.28)(3 days/RY) = 0.84 day/RY

PWRs: (0.10)(3 days/RY) = 0.30 day/RY

Assuming that the resolution of the safety issue reduces the passive valve failure rate by 50%, the following
reductions in labor, equipment and down-time for operation and maintenance result:

BWR PWR

Labor (man-wk/RY) 2.0 0.55

Equipment (valve replacements/
RY)

0.65 0.18

Downtime (days/RY) 0.42 0.15

The reductions in the per plant industry costs (indicated by the negative sign) for operation and maintenance is
as follows:

BWR PWR

Labor (at $2,270/man-wk) -$4,500/RY -$1,200/RY

Equipment (at $30,000/valve) -$19,500/RY -$5,400/RY

Downtime (at $300,000/day) -$126,000/RY -$45,000/RY

-$150,000/RY -$51,600/RY

Based on average plant lifetimes of 28.8 yrs and 27.4 yrs for BWRs and PWRs, respectively, the total industry
cost for operation and maintenance of this program is a fairly large estimated savings of $315M resulting
principally from the reduction in reactor downtime.

The direct costs for the implementation and development of this safety issue are as follows:

Industry Implementation Cost =$19,000,000

NRC Development Cost = $50,000

Total =$19,050,000

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on the estimated risk reduction of less than 4,000 man-rem, the value/ impact score is given by:

CONCLUSION
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Based on the value/impact score of less than 210 man-rem/$M and a public risk reduction of less than 4,000
man-rem, this issue would have warranted a low to medium priority ranking. However, in view of the potentially
large industry savings of approximately $300M that could accrue from reduced maintenance and reduced
downtime, the issue was judged to be medium priority.

In pursuing a resolution to this issue, NRR recognized the existence of the Nuclear Plant Aging Research
(NPAR) program that was being conducted by RES. Systematic studies under this program were to be
performed to: (1) identify aging and service wear effects associated with mechanical components that could
impair plant safety, and (2) identify techniques that will be effective in determining aging and service wear
effects, prior to loss of safety function, so that proper maintenance and timely repair or replacement can be
implemented. Although the NPAR program is intended to encompass many component types, it is envisioned
to include various safety-related valve types and pump components. RES intends to evaluate LWR operating
experience and identify aging trends. One of the specific benefits cited is improved reliability and availability.

NRR evaluated the NPAR program and concluded that it generally encompasses the scope of the program
inferred by Items B-58 and C-11. When this program is completed, it is expected that recommendations will
be made by RES for maintenance, repair, or replacement according to component type. At that time, these
recommendations will be grouped into manageable tasks and considered by NRR for possible changes to
regulatory requirements. Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and no new requirements were established.863
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Item B-59: (N-1) Loop Operation in BWRs and PWRs (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

The majority of the presently operating BWRs and PWRs are designed to operate with less than full reactor
coolant flow. If a PWR RCP or a BWR recirculation pump becomes inoperative, the flow provided by the
remaining (N-1) loops is sufficient for steady state operation at a power level less than full power. Although
the FSARs for the licensed BWRs and PWRs present (N-1) loop calculations showing allowable power and
protective system trip set-points, the NRC staff has disallowed this mode of operation for most plants primarily
due to insufficient analyses. At present, BWR and PWR licensees have TS which require shutdown within a
fairly short time if one of the reactor coolant loops becomes inoperable. This issue was originally identified in
NUREG-0471.3

Allowing (N-1) loop operation gives utility operators more flexibility in deciding whether to shut down a plant or let
it operate at a reduced power level.

In this issue, (N-1) loop operation is restricted to operation during a single RCP failure. When fixing an out-of-
service pump becomes a major task, it is not expected that the pumps will be repaired while the plant is on-line.
By continuing operation in the (N-1) mode, the repair work may be postponed until a scheduled refueling time.

In connection with MPA E-05, a SER773 was completed in July 1984 for the request by Beaver Valley Unit No.
1 (BV-1) for (N-1) loop operation. Based on this SER, it is expected that BV-1 will be authorized to operate with
(N-1) loops when the TS are revised and updated appropriately in the near future.

The SER for BV-1 represents the resolution of this issue for PWRs. For PWRs, DL is expected to close out MPA
E-05 on the basis that there are no other active PWR applications for (N-1) operation and, further, that none
is expected in the foreseeable future.774 On the other hand, MPA E-04 covers 10 licensing actions on BWR
submittals for (N-1) or single loop operation (SLO) for 7 licensees.

The staff has reviewed the requests and submittals from the BWR licensees and has approved them such that
(N-1) loop operation for BWRs would be authorized if the licensees submit the appropriate TS changes. The
question of potential thermal-hydraulic instability problems during SLO for BWRs and how restrictive the TS
changes would have to be was raised775,776 by the staff, but this issue was resolved in Item B-19. However, in
an effort to resolve certain plant-specific concerns about thermal-hydraulic instability in the Browns Ferry plant,
TVA completed tests at Browns Ferry on February 9, 1985, and those concerns have been resolved. The tests
demonstrated that TS based on GE SIL-380, which have been proposed for some BWRs and approved by the
staff, are unlikely to result in any limitation on the achievable power level in SLO. They also indicated (pending
verification by data analyses) that SLO is not significantly less stable than two-loop operation under similar
power/flow operating conditions.

Permanent SLO has been approved for Peach Bottom Unit 3, Quad Cities Units 1 and 2, and Dresden Units 2
and 3 and will soon be approved for Duane Arnold. The staff expects to approve permanent SLO for the SLO
applicants when appropriate TS changes have been submitted.

Safety Significance

In the event that a loop becomes inoperative in an operating plant, it is not always feasible to place it back
in service by the repair of the failed pump while the plant is on-line. The plant operation with the (N-1) loops,
however, will not differ from operation with all loops, except for the requirement to operate at a decreased
power level for the lower flow condition and with corresponding instrument/control set-point limitations. The
accident sequences would be essentially the same as with all loops in operation and there will be no change in
accident initiator frequencies. Moreover, the loss of a loop because of pump malfunction would not impair the
function of the ECCS and the other on-demand systems should an accident initiator arise. There had been some
concern that operation with one loop out of service could result in thermal-hydraulic instabilities and possibly
core damage at low flow conditions as well as with jet pump vibration at high flow conditions that could lead to
damage to the reactor internals; but this matter has been adequately resolved. Therefore, the resolution would
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affect public risk or ORE only slightly and might reduce risk because power and fission product levels would be
smaller than at full power. The purpose of this change is to reduce the impact on licensees.

Possible Solution

The purpose of this task is to develop a set of acceptance criteria, review guidelines, and TS changes for the
(N-1) loop authorization requests. This set of criteria, guidelines, and TS changes will encompass accident
scenarios (both LOCAs and non-LOCAs) to be analyzed by the licensees, computer models acceptable to NRC
for these analyses and acceptable input parameters in terms of reactor operating conditions (such as allowance
for uncertainties in power level and fluid measurement). This has already been accomplished for PWRs by virtue
of the completion of the SER773 for BV-1. In addition, the BWR analyses have been reviewed and accepted by
the staff and the appropriate generic TS changes to allow SLO for BWRs have been identified.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

The analysis will be limited here to (N-1) loop operation for BWRs since the issue is essentially inactive for
PWRs. The estimates provided below were based on calculations performed by PNL.64

Frequency/Consequence Estimate

When operating a nuclear plant at a power level proportional to a reduced number of loops, the safety margins
are somewhat increased from those at full power, but this increased margin is not regarded as contributing to a
significant reduction in risk. Therefore, any potential risk reduction associated with this issue is perceived to be
negligible. Moreover, no additional ORE is anticipated for this issue inasmuch as major loop repair is likely to be
done during scheduled downtimes.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: To estimate the cost to industry, it is assumed that the amount of work performed on BV-1 by the
licensee to analyze plant performance will be comparable to that required for BWR plants.772 BV-1 analyzed a
(N-1) loop large break LOCA and 12 non-LOCAs. Accidents involving the partial loss of forced reactor coolant
flow, startup of an inactive reactor coolant loop, single RCP locked rotor, and complete loss of forced reactor
coolant flow were analyzed in the original FSAR. Therefore, they were not reanalyzed. This leads to 13 transient
scenarios to be analyzed.

Using a resource requirement of 5 man-wks and 15 computer hours for each case leads to a total of 65 man-
wks and 195 computer hours. Another 30 man-wks/plant are allowed for preparing TS changes, modifying and
upgrading procedures and/or systems, and familiarizing operations staff with upgrades. Using the industry rate
of $2,270/man-wk and an estimated computer cost of $1,000/hr, the total implementation cost is estimated to
be approximately $420,000/plant for BWRs and PWRs. In addition, the plant-specific tests run by TVA at the
Browns Ferry plant on the weekend of February 9, 1985, required operation at reduced power ranging from
50% to 65% for about 6 hours. On this basis it is estimated that the cost to conduct the test, obtain replacement
power, and reduce the data will not exceed $150,000.

The labor and analysis required for operation and maintenance of the resolution of this issue by the licensees is
estimated to be negligible.

With the implementation of (N-1) loop operation, plant downtime can be reduced. The results of EPRI
NP-1138431 and EPRI NP-2094114 indicate that the main contributor to (N-1) loop operation are pump seal
failures. For Oconee 1, 88% of pump failure events are due to pump seal problems and 99% of pump
maintenance time is on seal fixes. Since the non-seal failures only contribute 1% of the total maintenance time
in the Oconee case, we ignore them for this analysis and use pump seal failure probability as the probability of
losing one loop and operating under (N-1) loop conditions. While the failure frequency of PWR pump seals that
contribute significantly to core-melt frequency is only 0.02/RY,366 seal failures that result in the loss of one loop
are estimated to be at a rate of 0.5/RY for both PWRs and BWRs. Some of these are LOCAs or would become
LOCAs, but these can be isolated by the BWR recirculation loop valves.

If a plant is base-loaded, it is more economical to shut down and repair a seal that fails more than 20 days
before the end of a 540-day cycle than continue with one-out-of-two loop reduced power operation. But all plants
are not run at full power. Also one loop operation allows flexibility in shutting down to make repairs. Therefore,
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it is assumed that out of the 0.50/RY events, at best only one-third of the events will be continued as (N-1) loop
operation, i.e., 0.17/RY.

The savings in terms of the avoided outage is estimated113 to be 10 days (average extra outage time per pump
seal failure). Therefore, the savings from avoidance of outage per reactor-year is given by:

(10 days)(1 loop/2 loops)($300,000/day)(0.17/RY) = $255,000/RY

It is noted that the licensee implementation phase covering the analysis and evaluations of the potential accident
sequences have already been submitted to the NRC in many cases for BWRs. Therefore, it will be assumed that
the remaining plant analyses and/or re-analysis that may be required by the NRC staff will affect one-half of the
total number of reactors. Also, it will be assumed that the cost savings resulting from the avoidance of outages
with (N-1) loop operation is the same each year for the industry. Further, assuming an average reactor lifetime of
28 years and 44 BWRs, the total industry costs are estimated to be as follows:

Implementation [(1/2)($420,000)(44 BWRs)] =$ 9,240,000

TVA Test at Browns Ferry =150,000

Operation and Maintenance =0

Outage Avoidance [($255,000/RY)(44 BWRs)] =11,220,000/yr

For BWRs, the present worth (PW) of the annual savings from outage avoidance over the average reactor
lifetime of 28 years at a real discount rate of 5% is:

PW = ($11.22M)(0.05)-1[1 - (1 + 0.05)-28] = $168.3M

NRC Cost: The cost to NRC of developing a set of acceptance criteria and review guidelines and TS changes
for the issue are negligible inasmuch as these have already been identified. Some additional effort will be
required to revise SRP Chapter 15 to reflect the criteria needed to review (N-1) loop operation. The revision to
the SRP may require approximately 4 man-weeks. In addition, NRC labor to support SER implementation should
be minimal at about l man-wk/plant. The total costs to the NRC are:

Revision to the SRP [(4 man-wk)($2,270/man-wk)] =$ 9,080

Implementation[(1 man-wk/plant)($2,270/man-wk)(44
plants)]

=99,800

Development of Resolution =0

Thus, the total NRC costs are approximately $110,000.

CONCLUSION

It is concluded that this is a Regulatory Impact issue which has been resolved for BWRs and PWRs. For PWRs,
the issue has been resolved on the basis of the BV-1 SER (MPA E-05) and, for BWRs, the issue has been
resolved on the basis of Item B-19, the plant-specific tests at Browns Ferry, and the review of licensee submittals
under MPA E-04.
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Item B-60: Loose Parts Monitoring Systems (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

The presence of a loose (i.e., disengaged and/or drifting) object in the primary coolant system can be indicative
of degraded reactor safety resulting from failure or weakening of a safety-related component. A loose part,
whether it be from a failed or weakened component or from an item inadvertently left in the primary system
during construction, refueling, or maintenance, can contribute to component damage and material wear by
frequent impacting with other parts in the system. A loose part can pose a serious threat of partial flow blockage
with attendant departure from nucleate boiling (DNB) which in turn could result in failure of fuel cladding. In
addition, a loose part increases the potential for control rod jamming and for accumulation of increased levels of
radioactive crud in the primary system.

The primary purpose of the loose part detection program is the early detection of loose metallic parts in the
primary system. Early detection can provide the time required to avoid or mitigate safety-related damage to, or
malfunction of, primary system components.

Applicants for construction permits and operating licenses are required to commit to a loose-part detection
program. The NRC has developed hardware criteria and programmatic (operational) criteria for loose-parts
detection programs. These criteria are contained in Regulatory Guide 1.133146 which was issued in May 1981
after consideration of comments received from the industry.

Loose-parts detection programs are also in effect at most PWR operating facilities. For those programs which
are generally consistent with the criteria contained in the proposed Regulatory Guide, operating experience has
been very good.

The purpose of this NUREG-04713 task is to resolve any outstanding issues related to implementation of the
Regulatory Guide, including the development of staff positions and guidance with respect to upgrading loose
parts detection systems at operating facilities.

CONCLUSION

All CPs and OLs reviewed after January 1, 1978 were required to meet the provisions of the existing Regulatory
Guide 1.133,146 Revision 1. In addition, Regulatory Guide 1.133146 recommended that owners of reactors
licensed to operate prior to January 1, 1978 review their systems to determine if they were in compliance. Thus,
this issue was RESOLVED and no new requirements were established.670
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Item B-61: Allowable ECCS Equipment Outage Periods (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was identified in NUREG-04713 and addressed the establishment of surveillance test intervals and
allowable equipment outage periods, using analytically-based TS criteria and methods. At the time the issue was
identified, the allowable equipment outage intervals and test intervals in the existing TS were based primarily on
engineering judgment.

Safety Significance

Studies showed that the unavailability contribution to the ECI/ECCS systems from testing, maintenance,
and allowed equipment outage time ranged from 0.3 to 0.8 of the total unavailability. These studies were
documented in March 1979 by Science Applications, Inc. in SAI-78-649 WA, "A Quantitative Approach for
Establishing Limiting Conditions for Operation for ECCS/ECI Components in Commercial Nuclear Power Plants."
Optimization of the allowed outage period and the test and maintenance interval could significantly reduce the
equipment unavailability and, in turn, reduce public risk.

Possible Solution

Using available techniques and methods124, 138 and modeling from the IREP and NREP programs, the optimum
equipment test intervals and allowable equipment downtimes could be determined. The TS would then have to
be modified to conform to the resultant findings.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

The reduction in core-melt frequency and public risk were computed for the Oconee-3 PWR. It was assumed
that the risk reduction realized and the associated costs were typical for other PWRs. The allowable outage
times could be varied, but the most significant improvement in equipment unavailability could result from
decreasing the frequency of periodic tests and maintenance operations that require systems or components to
be removed from service for the test or maintenance operation. This premise was valid only when the equipment
failure frequency over the time span between tests or maintenance was much less than the unavailability that
resulted from the removal of components for test or maintenance. As previously stated, allowed outage times
contributed between 0.3 and 0.8 to the system unavailability and, neglecting the TS equipment allowable outage
times, a reduction of 0.3 was chosen as a representative figure by which unavailability could be improved.

Frequency Estimate

Using Table 4-9 of NUREG/CR-1659,54 Vol. 2, the core-melt frequency from LOCA sequences involving
emergency core cooling through the loss of injection was determined, and the frequency of each release
category was calculated as shown below:

Release Category Frequency (per RY)

PWR-1 7.8 x 10-8

PWR-2 0

PWR-3 2.5 x 10-6

PWR-4 6.5 x 10-9

PWR-5 6.1 x 10-8

PWR-6 6.3 x 10-7

PWR-7 6.5 x 10-6
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Assuming a core-melt frequency reduction of 30%, the frequency reduction in core-melt from LOCA was
estimated to be 2.9 x 10-6/RY.

Consequence Estimate

The above frequencies resulted in a public risk exposure of 14 man-rem/RY. Assuming a 30% core-melt
frequency reduction would also result in a 30% reduction in risk, the reduced risk was 9.8 man-rem/RY, a
reduction of 4.2 man-rem/RY. Assuming that the issue affected 95 PWRs with an average remaining life of 28.5
years, the total public risk reduction was estimated to be 11,400 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: Assuming that the majority of the modeling was performed in the IREP or NREP analyses, the
cost to institute the above changes would include performing the optimization analysis and revising the TS and
other plant documentation accordingly. It was estimated that this would require up to 2 man-years/reactor. Thus,
the implementation cost was estimated to be $200,000/reactor. The cost of operation and maintenance would
represent a saving since the resolution of the issue would result in an increase in the time interval between
inspection and maintenance operations. However, this cost was conservatively estimated to be zero and the total
industry cost was estimated to be $200,000/reactor. For the 95 affected PWRs, this cost was $19M.

NRC Cost: The NRC cost was estimated to be 2 man-months/reactor or $4,000/reactor to review and approve
the TS changes, and zero cost for operations. The cost to establish standard guidelines was estimated to be
$1,000/reactor. Therefore, the total NRC cost was estimated to be $5,000/reactor. For the 95 affected PWRs,
this cost was approximately $0.5M.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was estimated to be $(19 +
0.5)M or $19.5M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a potential public risk reduction of 11,400 man-rem and an estimated cost of $19.5M for a possible
solution, the value/impact score was given by:

Other Considerations

• This issue illustrated that degradation of availability can result when too frequent testing or maintenance
is required of standby safety systems that must be removed from normal service to perform testing or
maintenance. The small cost incurred for the enhancement of equipment availability, and the reduction in test
and maintenance that would result, should make it attractive to the plant operators without the establishment
of regulatory requirements.

• The benefit might have been estimated low by a factor of two, but increasing it by a factor of two would not
change the priority ranking of the issue.

CONCLUSION

Based on the value/impact score and the potential public risk reduction, the issue was given a medium priority
ranking (see Appendix C). In resolving the issue, the staff concluded that all aspects of the issue, other than
the possible need for a limit on cumulative outage time, were addressed by the TSIP and the risk-informed TS
guidance in Regulatory Guide 1.1771735; cumulative outage time was addressed by the Maintenance Rule (10
CFR 50.65). Thus, the issue was RESOLVED with no new or revised requirements.1734
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Item B-62: Reexamination of Technical Bases for Establishing SLs, LSSSs,
and Reactor Protection System Trip Functions
DESCRIPTION

The methods used to establish safe operating limits for reactor cores were developed about 10 years ago. At
present, safety margins are reviewed utilizing previous staff judgments based on individual plant reviews. A
uniform staff position needs to be developed for application to core performance reviews of new plant and to
reloads and core modifications of operating plants. This item is documented in NUREG-0471.3

CONCLUSION

This item is a Licensing Issue that has been dropped from further consideration.412
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Item B-63: Isolation of Low Pressure Systems Connected to the Reactor
Coolant Pressure Boundary
DESCRIPTION

There are several systems connected to the reactor coolant pressure boundary that have design pressures
that are considerably below the reactor coolant system operating pressure. The NRC has required that valves
forming the interface between these high and low pressure systems have sufficient redundancy to assure that
the low pressure systems are not subjected to pressures which exceed their design limits.

Recently, there has been discussion relative to the adequacy of the isolation of low pressure systems that are
connected to the reactor coolant pressure boundary. Past reviews have concentrated on ensuring isolation
of the residual heat removal system, which is a low pressure system on almost all PWRs and BWRs. Current
reviews of license applications for new plants (CP/OL evaluations) are based on guidelines set forth in the SRP11

supplemented by the staff position, "Leak Testing of Pressure Isolation Valves," which is documented in the
proposed Revision 2 to SRP11 3.9.6 issued for public comment in 1980. These guidelines were not available
during the reviews of the plants which are currently operating. The next revision of SRP11 3.9.6 will include the
staff position on leak testing pressure isolation valves.

To assess the isolation capabilities of low pressure systems, this NUREG-04713 task involves the review of
a representative operating plant for each NSSS vendor. Each low pressure system connected to the reactor
coolant pressure boundary and penetrating the containment will be examined.

In April 1981, an order was issued168 to all operating reactors to comply with the requirements of the technical
resolution for Event V configurations. All other configurations are being addressed by inservice testing SERs and
are being issued as license amendments.

CONCLUSION

This issue has been RESOLVED and requirements have been issued.
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Item B-64: Decommissioning of Reactors (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Decommissioning is defined as the orderly retirement of a nuclear facility from service and the safe disposition of
the remaining radioactivity. 10 CFR 50.82 provides the regulations that govern the termination of licenses. The
NRC may require information from a licensee to demonstrate that the methods and procedures to be used for
decontamination and for disposal of radioactive materials will provide reasonable assurance that the dismantling
and disposal will not adversely affect public health and safety. 10 CFR 50.33(f) requires that OL applicants show
that they possess (or have reasonable assurance of obtaining) funds necessary to cover the estimated costs
of permanently shutting down their plants and maintaining them in a safe condition. Methods and procedures
considered acceptable to the staff for termination of licenses were delineated in Regulatory Guide 1.86.85 This
NUREG-04713 item was established to address development of additional guidance on decommissioning.

CONCLUSION

At the time this issue was first evaluated, the staff had decommissioning rule amendments under development
(See References 167, 172, 197, and 1568). Technical evaluations had been completed182,277 and a draft
rulemaking environmental impact statement had been prepared in January 1981. The staff had also prepared
proposed rule amendments193 that were intended to ensure that decommissioning of all licensed facilities would
be accomplished in a safe and timely manner and that adequate licensee funds would be available for this
purpose. Based on the status of the proposed rule amendments, this issue was considered nearly-resolved and
resolution was pursued.

Following Commission comments on the draft rule amendments submitted by the staff in SECY-87-309,1569 the
final rule amendments were resubmitted in SECY-88-941570 and later issued1364; the FEIS173 was published
in August 1988. Following issuance of the amendments, the staff proceeded to develop an SRP11 Section for
use in its review of licensee decommissioning plans. However, this effort was superseded in July 1994 with a
proposed revision to the rule. This proposed revision was submitted to the Commission in SECY-94-1791571

following which an SRM1572 outlining staff actions was issued. Thus, based on the issuance of the rule
amendments in 1988, this issue was RESOLVED1574 and new requirements were issued. Consideration of a
license renewal period of 20 years would not affect the resolution.
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Item B-65: Iodine Spiking (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This NUREG-04713 task is to develop and confirm a model for the iodine spiking phenomenon, in which
the iodine concentration in the reactor coolant rises to many times its equilibrium concentration level (peak
concentration) followed by a decay back to a level below the peak concentration. Procurement of data from
operating plants and the development of a fuel release model for predicting the magnitude of the spikes will
provide an understanding of this phenomenon which is not presently available. Improved knowledge of this topic
would establish a better basis for accident calculations and could be used as a basis for establishing new reactor
coolant activity limits.

Safety Significance

The calculated radiological consequences for some postulated design basis accidents are highly dependent
upon the magnitude of the iodine spike assumed in the dose calculation model. These calculations are made
with conservative assumptions, incorporating an iodine spiking factor which is based on a limited sample of
plant data, and are in turn used to establish allowable coolant activity limits in the TS governing plant operations.
However, the iodine spiking is a significant effect in only non-core melt accident consequences, which are not
major contributors to nuclear plant risk.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

A technical analysis of the proposed resolution of this issue was performed by PNL.64 The resolution of this
issue would apply to all operating and planned LWRs.

Frequency/Consequence Estimate

For converting thyroid exposure to equivalent whole body exposure, PNL derived a PWR expected public risk
of 0.0143 man-rem/RY for a non-core melt SGTR and a coincident iodine spike using: (a) the PWR SGTR Task
Force estimates for the probability of non-core melt SGTR events (1.3 x 10-3/RY) and the amount of radioiodine
(I-131) released (53,600 Ci/event); (b) the Prairie Island 1 conversion factor for translating curies of I-131
released to thyroid exposure; and (c) the conversion factor derived in the prioritization of Item III.A.1.3, "Maintain
Supplies of Thyroid Blocking Agent." Using the ratioing technique described in NUREG/CR-280064 and a BWR
small break LOCA frequency of 1.4 x 10-3 /RY, a BWR expected public risk due to a small break LOCA with a
coincident iodine spike of 0.0185 man-rem/RY was derived.

Peak iodine concentration levels were estimated by AEB based on the average measured PWR and BWR
coolant activity levels and an average peaking factor of 500, which was derived from the small population of
data available on the iodine spiking phenomena. The peak primary coolant activity levels derived in this manner
were estimated to be 60 µCi/gm and 4 µCi/gm for PWRs and BWRs, respectively, and represent the base case
average peak iodine concentrations before resolution of this issue.

Dose calculations used by the STGR Task Force were performed using an assumed coolant iodine activity level
increase by a factor of 20 and a maximum allowed primary coolant iodine concentration of 1.0 µCi/gm for PWRs
and 0.2 µCi/gm for BWRs, or an allowable primary coolant peak iodine concentration of 20 µCi/gm and 4 µCi/gm
for PWRs and BWRs, respectively. It was assumed that new coolant activity limits established after the iodine
spiking phenomena was better understood and would not permit allowable peak iodine concentrations greater
than those derived above. Thus, the above values are assumed to represent the adjusted case peak allowable
coolant activity concentrations after resolution of this issue.

The thyroid dose was converted into a risk-equivalent whole-body dose using the assumptions that: (1) health
effects from thyroid dose are 95% curable with no long-term effects, and (2) whole-body dose is given five times
the weighting of thyroid dose (consistent with NRC protective action guides).

The post-implementation or adjusted public risk was determined by multiplying the pre-implementation or base
case public risk by the ratio of the post-implementation reactor primary peak iodine concentration level to the
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preimplementation average primary peak iodine concentration. As a result, the adjusted case public risk of
0.00477 man-rem/RY and 0.0185 man-rem/RY was calculated for PWRs and BWRs, respectively.

The change in public risk which might be realized by completion of this issue was determined by subtracting
adjusted public risk from the base case public risk. The change in public risk was thus calculated to be 0.00953
man-rem/RY and 0 man-rem/RY by multiplying the above changes in public risk by the respective number of
reactors and their average remaining lifetime (i.e., PWRs -90 reactors and 28.8 years; BWRs - 44 reactors and
27.4 years) and adding the products. Total public risk reduction was estimated to be 25 man-rem for completion
of this issue.

Since this iodine spiking issue does not significantly affect core-melt accident consequences, resolution of the
issue would not result in a core-melt frequency change.

Cost Estimate

From the currently available data, it was judged that the 4-hour sampling interval following a transient, which is
currently proposed in LCOs, would probably miss some spiking peaks. A change to a 2-hour interval was thus
assumed to provide adequate information for peak activity determination. The total sampling period following
a major power transient was estimated to be 33 hours. At a sampling interval of 2 hours, rather than 4 hours,
it was estimated that 8 additional samples would be required following each major transient. A survey of the
available iodine spiking data resulted in an estimated frequency of iodine spiking events of 0.52/RY and 0.14/RY
for PWRs and BWRs, respectively.

Industry Cost: It was assumed that the costs to industry are due to the increased frequency of iodine sampling
after each transient. No new equipment for sampling and analysis was assumed to be required. However, some
minor modification of the sampling systems was assumed to be required at operating plants to accommodate the
increased sampling frequency.

At the 71 operating plants, 4 man-weeks of labor were assumed to upgrade the sampling and analysis capability
to accommodate the shorter sampling interval. At a cost of $2,270/man-week, a total industry implementation
cost of $645,000 was calculated.

Increased industry operating costs were estimated using the 8 estimated additional samples per major transient,
the above estimated iodine spike frequencies for PWRs and BWRs, the respective number of reactors and their
average remaining life, and an estimated 2 man-hours to obtain and analyze a reactor coolant sample. A total
industry operating cost of $1.38M was calculated. Therefore, the total industry cost associated with this issue
was estimated to be $2M.

NRC Cost: Efforts required by the NRC to develop and confirm a model for the iodine-spiking phenomenon
could be significant because little is known about the physics associated with the phenomenon. Two staff-years
of NRC effort were estimated for the development of new requirements. Contractor support of the development
of new requirements was estimated to be $300,000. At a cost of $100,000/man-year for NRC personnel, a total
NRC cost of $0.5M for resolution of the issue and development of new requirements was estimated.

It was assumed that NRC staff time would be expended in the review of increased sampling requirements and
the resulting information during the lifetime of the plants. It was estimated that 0.1 man-week/RY would be
required to monitor the new sampling requirements and plant results at a total NRC cost of $860,000. Thus, the
total NRC cost is estimated to be about $1.4M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a public risk reduction of 25 man-rem, the value/impact score is given by:

Uncertainties
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Uncertainty in cost was found to be small, about ±50%. Uncertainty in the public risk reduction estimate ranged
from about plus 2 orders of magnitude on the upper bound to about minus 1 order of magnitude on the lower
bound.

Other Considerations

It was assumed that all the labor associated with obtaining and analyzing additional record coolant samples
would, of necessity, be expended in moderate radiation fields. In addition, one-fourth of the labor estimated for
modification of the sampling systems at operating plants was assumed to occur in a moderate radiation field.
Assuming a field of 25 millirem/hr a total increased ORE of 370 man-rem was estimated.

CONCLUSION

The total public risk reduction calculated for this issue is insignificant. Furthermore, the value/impact ratio
is poor. The estimated increase in ORE due to the assumed resolution of the iodine spiking issue is large
in comparison to the estimated public risk reduction, which would also be an incentive for a drop priority
assignment. Uncertainty, although high for the public risk reduction estimate, would only support a remote
possibility that the issue could warrant as high as a medium-priority assignment. Therefore, based upon the
above considerations, we recommend that this issue be assigned a DROP priority.
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Item B-66: Control Room Infiltration Measurements
DESCRIPTION

The control room area ventilation systems and control building layout and structures are reviewed to assure
that plant operators are adequately protected against the effects of accidental releases of toxic and radioactive
gases and to assure that the control room can be maintained as the backup center from which technical center
personnel can safely operate in the case of an accident. A key parameter affecting control room habitability
under the conditions described in GDC-19 and SRP11 Section 6.4 is the magnitude of control room air infiltration
rates. Current estimates of these rates are based on data relating to buildings that are substantially different
than typical nuclear power plant control room buildings. Additional experimentally measured air exchange rates
of operating reactor control rooms are needed to develop an improved data base. This NUREG-04713 task will
facilitate compliance with the following staff requirements and guidance: (1) GDC-19 of Appendix A to 10 CFR
Part 50,197 "Control Room," and (2) SRP11 Sections 6.4, "Control Room Habitability System," and 9.4.1, "Control
Room Area Ventilation Systems."

Work performed by NRR, including experimental measurement of air exchange rates of selected operating
reactor plant control rooms, resulted in revised review procedures and have been incorporated into Rev. 2 of
SRP11 Section 6.4 (July 1981) and is being applied to plants under licensing review. The review of this issue with
respect to operating plants is also being implemented in accordance with TMI Action Plan Item III.D.3.4, "Control
Room Habitability Requirements," as required by NUREG-0737.98

On August 18, 1982, the ACRS issued a letter435 on control room habitability which presented recommendations
for staff consideration. These recommendations that relate to control room infiltration aspects of control room
habitability pertain primarily to achieving more effective implementation of existing criteria rather than to revising
technical and design criteria. The staff response436 to the ACRS on January 31, 1983 did not recommend
revising existing design criteria but made the following comments: (1) recommended increased training of NRC
and licensee personnel on control room habitability systems inspection and test procedures, (2) stated that
assistance has been requested from INPO on tests conducted by industry organizations on control room HVAC
systems, and (3) provided results of an LER review of control room HVAC system surveillance testing over the
past 5 years, which established a profile on component failure but did not reveal any total loss of control room
habitability.

CONCLUSION

Based on the accomplishments above, this issue has been RESOLVED and is being implemented.
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Item B-67: Effluent and Process Monitoring Instrumentation
DESCRIPTION

According to NUREG-0471,3 the nature of this problem is described as follows:

"Monitoring of radioactivity in gaseous and liquid effluent streams from nuclear power plants is required for
several purposes: (a) assessment of the adequacy of process and waste treatment systems, (b) the control of
releases of radioactivity to the environment so that they do not exceed the limits of 10 CFR 20 and 10 CFR 50,
Appendix I, and (c) the evaluation of environmental impact. This task involves improving current guidance to
applicants and reviewers in the areas of radiation monitoring for process and effluent systems and reviewing the
effluent monitoring systems for selected operating BWRs and PWRs to determine their effectiveness in meeting
the effluent release limits of 10 CFR Parts 20 and 50."

A subsequent ETSB memorandum119 described the problem in each specific subtask of Item B-67 and its
proposed resolution as well as the current status of each subtask and recommendations concerning them.

One subtask of this issue is to develop criteria for the design, quality assurance, and performance of process
and effluent radiological monitors. This part of the issue is the same as TMI Action Plan Item III.D.2.148

(Radiological Monitoring of Effluents), which is an evaluation of the value and impact of requiring improved
effluent monitoring, and Item II.F.1.148 (Noble Gas Effluent Monitoring), which is a requirement for high-range
monitoring capability during accidents.

A second subtask of this issue is that certain parts of systems designed to control effluents could malfunction
and result in unplanned releases of radioactive material or have a potential for such releases. These include
gaseous as well as liquid releases from off-gas systems and fires in charcoal delay systems as well as from
overflow from outside tanks or heat exchanger tube failures. Several studies, including NUREG-0442120 and the
evaluation of the Tsuruga, Japan, unplanned release of radioactive materials, as well as guidance to the utilities
in IE Bulletin No. 78-03121 and SRP11 Section 11.3 have effectively resolved this problem.

A third subtask of this issue was that worst-case generic analyses were to be performed using SRP11 Section
15.7.3 for both BWRs and PWRs located on lakes, rivers, or oceans, for those plants which received their
licenses prior to the issuance of the SRP.11 It has been concluded, however, on the basis of experience with
plants licensed since the issuance of the SRP,11 that even with the extremely conservative assumptions of
SRP11 Section 15.7.3 it has been a rare case that the projected concentrations would exceed the 10 CFR 20
values in Appendix B, Table II, Column 2, for those plants licensed before the issuance of the SRP.11

The final subtask of this issue was that an industry-wide survey was to be performed to determine the extent to
which nuclear plants could not process wastes in accordance with the BTP ETSB 11.3.11 The NRR requirement
for an operable installed solid radwaste system has since changed and SRP11 Section 11.4 now allows for the
use of portable/mobile solidification systems through contractual arrangements with vendors and the dewatering
of resins without solidification. The NRR position is consistent with that in the proposed 10 CFR 61 and the
license conditions of burial ground operators.

CONCLUSION

In view of the assessment presented in which reports, BTPs, appropriate changes in the SRP,11 as well as
reevaluations of some of the concerns originally included in this issue have been identified, this issue is
essentially complete except for the one subtask which is covered in TMI Action Plan Item III.D.2.1.11
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Item B-68: Pump Overspeed During LOCA
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This NUREG-04713 item, as presently formulated, involves the conduct of analytical and experimental work to
determine whether or not destructive overspeeds could be attained and to determine if corrective actions are
necessary. A potential exists for BWR recirculation pumps or PWR primary coolant pumps to overspeed during a
LOCA. The evaluation of this item includes the consideration of Item A-32.

Safety Significance

The potential consequences are from missile damage to systems necessary to mitigate the consequences of the
existing LOCA.

Possible Solution

A possible solution would be to construct a missile barrier around each pump.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

Assume that a LOCA exists in the form of a double-ended pipe break near the discharge of the pump. Assume
that the most damaging pump-generated missile would be from fragmentation of the pump flywheel. This
assumption implies that other possible missiles, such as motor winding, pump shaft, etc., have either a much
lower probability of occurrence or a much lower mass than the pump flywheel, resulting in a much lower
probability of damage. This assumption, then, limits the issue to PWRs.

Frequency Estimate

In Section 5.3.5 of WASH-1400,16 Appendix IV, a detailed scenario for PWR primary coolant pump flywheel
missile events is presented. The frequency estimates used here are those of WASH-140016 and are as follows:

(1) Frequency of a PWR large LOCA is 10-4/RY (2) Fraction of vulnerable safety-related piping to total piping =
0.13 (3) Probability of pump overspeed is 1.0 (4) Probability of flywheel fracture at overspeed is 1.0 (5) Fraction
of area around overspeeding pump where missile impact could lead to unacceptable damages = 0.1.

Therefore, the total frequency (F) of the above scenario is given by,

F = (10-4)(1.3 x 10-1)(1.0)(1.0)(10-1)/RY = 1.3 x 10-6/RY

Consequence Estimate

For the type of accident scenario postulated in the WASH-140016 report, the Probabilistic Analysis Staff
predicted a PWR Category 7 release.

Consequences for a PWR-7 release category are expressed in man-rem. The total whole-body man-rem dose
is obtained by using the CRAC Code64 for the particular release category. The calculations assume a uniform
population density of 340 people per square mile (which is average for U.S. domestic sites) and a typical
(midwest plain) meteorology. For a PWR-7 event, D = 2.3 x 103 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: The cost of designing and installing missile barriers around pumps

is $500,000/plant.

NRC Cost: Two staff-years will be required to review basic barrier design and inspect the construction of
the barrier. This cost is estimated to be $160,000 and is negligible in comparison with the industry cost for
implementing the change on more than 70 reactors.

Therefore, the total cost for the solution to this issue is $(70 x 0.5)M or $35M.
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Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a total risk reduction of 6.3 man-rem for 70 PWRs, the value/impact score is given by:

Uncertainties

There are uncertainties in the estimates of accident frequencies, consequences, and cost used in the value/
impact score equation. However, these uncertainties would have to be in error by more than 2 orders of
magnitude before the above assessment is affected.

CONCLUSION

This issue is of such small safety significance and low risk reduction value relative to its potential cost that the
priority ranking is low and, therefore, it should be DROPPED from further consideration.
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Item B-69: ECCS Leakage Ex-Containment
DESCRIPTION

Following a plant transient or accident, provisions are required for long-term decay heat removal. Redundancy
of components is required as necessary to assure that a failure in the RHR system will not impair the ability
to maintain the plant in a safe shutdown condition. Should such a failure involve leakage of primary coolant
(as might result from various leakage mechanisms), the potential exists for a release of radioactivity to the
environment. Any resultant airborne releases are typically controlled either by provisions for filtration of airborne
activity or location of RHR equipment within leaktight cells. Contaminated liquid release (primary coolant
not volatilized when leaked) is typically collected in a sump for subsequent transfer and cleanup through
the radwaste system. However, specific leakage requirements are not well defined or known. This item is
documented in NUREG-0471.3

During the TMI-2 accident, some systems were used with resulting releases of radioactive materials to the
auxiliary building ventilation systems. These releases are believed to have resulted from leaking relief valves,
waste gas compressor seals, valves, and open rupture discs. The residual heat removal system was not used
in its design mode for several reasons, one of which was the uncertainty of the leakage characteristics of the
system.

In the event of a severe accident, such as a loss of coolant or any other event which could lead to significant
cladding failure, engineered safety features systems and reactor auxiliary systems should be capable of
performing their intended safety function with large radioactive inventories in the fluid they process. Examples
of such systems include residual heat removal, containment spray recirculation, high-pressure injection
recirculation, sampling, makeup and letdown, and waste gas. These systems are checked out during
preoperational testing and startup testing but, for the most part, are not included in any periodic leakage testing
program. Therefore, a more positive control and knowledge of leakage rates of these systems is needed to
provide the operating staff with the maximum usable equipment during an accident and to restrict or control the
release of radioactive materials to the environment.

CONCLUSION

This issue is covered in TMI Action Plan Item III.D.1.1, "Primary Coolant Sources Outside the Containment
Structure," which is being implemented as an item of NUREG-0737.98
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Item B-70: Power Grid Frequency Degradation and Effect on Primary
Coolant Pumps
DESCRIPTION

Offsite power system frequency decay, depending on the rate of decay, could provide an electrical brake on
the reactor coolant pump motors that could slow the pumps faster than the assumed flywheel coastdown flow
rates normally used in analyzing loss of flow accidents. Item A-35, "Adequacy of Offsite Power Systems,"
will determine a maximum credible frequency decay rate to be used in this task. This NUREG-04713 task will
determine if any additional measures are necessary to protect against a frequency decay event.

CONCLUSION

BTP ICSB-15, which addressed this issue, was deleted in Revision 2 to SRP11 Appendix 8A in July 1981. A
PSB memorandum83 was issued to GIB on July 31, 1981 describing the basis for this resolution. Based on this
SRP change, DSI concluded that no further action on this issue was required.378,382 Thus, this issue has been
RESOLVED.
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Item B-71: Incident Response
DESCRIPTION

Present NRC actions taken in response to a serious incident are directed from an Incident Response Center
(IRC). To implement an adequate response, it is necessary that the IRC be equipped with appropriate
communications services, information handling and evaluation aids, pre-approved action guidelines, and
technical and management personnel resources. The present IRC, which is manned during the course of an
incident by a team of NRC management and technical staff,

has all of these to some degree. A joint NRR/OIE paper, dated July 23, 1976, addresses whether practical
and useful short-term and long-term improvements can be made. The paper covers the following areas: (1)
discusses the practicality and need for various IRC resources as a function of the goals of the NRC response
capability and the time sequences of a spectrum of incident scenarios judged typical of those that are at least
theoretically possible, and (2) makes recommendations with regard to NRR and OIE actions to improve the IRC.
Following the TMI-2 accident, a number of groups were formed to investigate the accident, one of which was
the NRC Special Inquiry Group. The Special Inquiry Group recommended that the NRC's present policy referred
to in Manual Chapter 0502, "NRC Incident Response Program," should be clarified. The NRC should prepare
and publish a policy statement concerning whether, and under what conditions, the NRC will intervene to direct
recovery actions following an accident. The statement should clarify the responsibilities of licensee management
unless and until these are preempted by the NRC. This item is documented in NUREG-0471.3

CONCLUSION

This item is covered in TMI Action Plan Item III.A.3.1, "Emergency Preparedness -NRC Role in Responding to
Nuclear Emergencies," evaluated in Section 3 of this report.
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Item B-72: Health Effects and Life-Shortening from Uranium and Coal Fuel
Cycles (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Practice in health impact assessments at the time of identification of this issue was to convert radiation exposure
estimates into estimates of health effects, such as cancer deaths, illness, and life shortening. However, the
models that were being used, such as those in WASH-1400, GESMO, NRC case-related testimony, and EPA
assessments, all suffered from similar weaknesses. A major common weakness, which appeared amenable
to solution, was related to the correct treatment of competing risks among populations with life expectancies,
age, and sex distributions that vary with time. Since the staff was attempting to assess health effects in the
future (e.g., year 2000 and beyond), it was reasonable to expect significant changes in current population
statistics. To make such an assessment, a demographic model was required which extrapolated population
into the future, correctly allowing for competing risks of mortality from various causes (e.g., accidents, heart
disease, and cancer). Failure to do so results, for example, in hypothetical cancer deaths for people who
would statistically die from other causes. In the absence of better predictive models, it was not possible to
even evaluate the uncertainty associated with the use of the current simplified methods for estimating health
effects and consequent life-shortening. Uncertainties in the use of current models were greatly magnified when
attempting to make comparisons of health effects for the coal and nuclear fuel cycles.

At the time this issue was added to NUREG-0933 in 1983, health effects models generally were used for
estimating long-term impacts. Chronic exposure may be the primary determinant of the number of deaths
for a given period for a given pollutant. However, in the case of nonradiological pollutants from the coal fuel
cycle, short-term fluctuations leading to acute exposures may determine the time of death and consequent life
shortening. Evaluations of the coal fuel cycle generally failed to account for short-term mortality, disease, and
illness. In addition, short-term effects from chemical pollutants were generally dependent on the prior history of
chronic (long-term) exposure.

Models generally assumed linear dose-response relationships even when evidence existed for real or practical
thresholds, or where experimental data supported a nonlinear dose response relationship.

This NUREG-04713 task involved the development of models to address these problems so that health effects
(morbidity and mortality) could be assessed for both the coal and uranium fuel cycles as completely as data
permitted and on a comparable basis.

CONCLUSION

NRC staff stated in the main report of NUREG-0933 published in 1983 that the results of Item A-20 would
be used in this Licensing Issue.412 As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in
SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the
Generic Issues Program will not pursue any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact
issues. Because licensing and regulatory impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance
in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program
screening criteria and do not warrant further processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic
Issues Program," dated November 17, 2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the
Generic Issues Program.
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Item B-73: Monitoring for Excessive Vibration Inside the Reactor Pressure
Vessel
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

The ACRS raised a concern that there is a need to develop criteria for vibration monitoring systems which
could provide early warning of excessive vibration inside the reactor vessel. This item is documented in
NUREG-0471.3

Safety Significance

Vibration could be an early indication of possible problems.

Possible Solution

A possible solution would be to develop criteria for instrumentation for monitoring excessive vibration inside the
reactor vessel. Then, industry would be required to include instrumentation to meet the criteria.

CONCLUSION

This item is covered in this section of the report under Item C-12.

REFERENCES

0003. NUREG-0471, "Generic Task Problem Descriptions (Categories B, C, and D)," U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, June 1978.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0003.html
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Item C-1: Assurance of Continuous Long-Term Capability of Hermetic
Seals on Instrumentation and Electrical Equipment
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This NUREG-04713 item was developed because of concerns regarding the long-term capability of hermetically-
sealed instruments and equipment which must function in postaccident environments. Certain classes of
instrumentation incorporate seals. When safety-related components within containment must function during
post-LOCA accident conditions, their operability is sensitive to the ingress of steam or water.

Safety Significance

If the seals should become defective as a result of personnel errors in the maintenance of such equipment, such
errors could lead to the loss of effective seals and the resultant loss of equipment operability. The establishment
of a basis for confidence that sensitive equipment has a seal during the lifetime of the plant is needed.

Possible Solutions

The NRC has undertaken a program to reevaluate the qualification of all safetyrelated electrical equipment at
all operating reactors. As part of this program, more definitive criteria for environmental qualification of safety-
related electrical equipment have been developed by the staff. The Division of Operating Reactors' "Guidelines
for Evaluating Environmental Qualification of Class 1E Electrical Equipment in Operating Reactors" (DOR
Guidelines) were completed in November 1979. The Guidelines are intended as a screening device to catch
those pieces of equipment which might have qualification problems. In addition, for reactors under licensing
review, the staff has issued NUREG-0588.19 The staff intends to evaluate the qualification of all electrical safety
equipment in operating plants pursuant to the Guidelines. If problems arise, the staff shall resolve them using
NUREG-058819 as a guide for their judgment.

On May 27, 1980 the NRC issued Commission Memorandum and Order CLI-80-2146 ordering that the above
two documents form the requirements which licensees and applicants must meet in order to satisfy those
aspects of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC-4, which relate to the environmental qualification of safety-related
electrical equipment. The order established an implementation schedule which set a goal that all safety-related
electrical equipment in all operating plants be qualified to the DOR Guidelines or NUREG-058819 by no later
than June 30, 1982.

CONCLUSION

This item has been RESOLVED. Requirements have been established and implementation is underway.

REFERENCES

0003. NUREG-0471, "Generic Task Problem Descriptions (Categories B, C, and D)," U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, June 1978.

0019. NUREG-0588, "Interim Staff Position on Environmental Qualification of Safety-Related
Electrical Equipment," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, November 1979, (Rev. 1) July
1981.

0046. Memorandum and Order CLI-80-21, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, May 27, 1980.
[8007280084]
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Item C-2: Study of Containment Depressurization by Inadvertent Spray
Operation to Determine Adequacy of Containment External Design
Pressure
DESCRIPTION

Inadvertent operation of containment sprays can result in a rapid depressurization of the containment building.
Where containment external design pressure may be exceeded, many plants have been provided with vacuum
breakers or control system interlocks to prevent the containment external design pressure from being exceeded.
The depressurization of the containment is a transient behavior and can take place in a short time period. This
NUREG-04713 task involves the development of a code to be used for the analysis of containment pressure
response (both with and without the effects of vacuum breakers or control systems) for the inadvertent spray
accident.

CONCLUSION

Licensees are required to perform analyses of containment depressurization due to inadvertent spray
operation.412 These analyses are reviewed by the NRC in accordance with SRP11 Section 6.2.1.1. Thus, this
item has been RESOLVED.

REFERENCES

0003. NUREG-0471, "Generic Task Problem Descriptions (Categories B, C, and D)," U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, June 1978.

0011. NUREG-0800, "Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear
Power Plants," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, (1st Ed.) November 1975, (2nd Ed.)
March 1980, (3rd Ed.) July 1981.

0412. Memorandum for T. Speis from J. Funches, "Prioritization of Generic Issues—Environmental
and Licensing Improvements," February 24, 1983. [8303090540]
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Item C-3: Insulation Usage Within Containment (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Various kinds of insulation are used on piping and components inside the containment of a nuclear power plant.
The concern of this NUREG-04713 item was the behavior of insulation under pipe break accident conditions
where the potential exists for impairing the effectiveness of containment emergency sumps.

The purpose of this task was to gain a better understanding of how insulation might behave under pipe break
accident conditions. It was intended that any information gathered be used to assess: (1) the assumptions
made regarding insulation behavior for subcompartment analysis; (2) and the need for revising containment
emergency sump design requirements.

CONCLUSION

This item was addressed in the resolution of Issue A-43, "Containment Emergency Sump Performance."

REFERENCES

0003. NUREG-0471, "Generic Task Problem Descriptions (Categories B, C, and D)," U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, June 1978.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0003.html
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Item C-4: Statistical Methods for ECCS Analysis (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

As identified in NUREG-0471,3 Appendix K of 10 CFR 50 specifies the requirements for LWR ECCS analysis.
These requirements call for specific conservatisms to be applied to certain models and correlations used in
the analysis to account for data uncertainties at the time Appendix K was written. This issue involved the staff
development of a statistical assessment of the certainty level of the 2200F peak cladding temperature limit.

Safety Significance

The purpose of this issue was to aid the staff in the review of changes to vendor ECCS models and in the
performance of staff audit calculations of ECCS performance. Therefore, no significant change in public risk is
attributed to this issue.

CONCLUSION

In accordance with a DSI memorandum,907 the staff informed the Commission in SECY-83-472908 of their intent
to allow voluntary use of statistical uncertainty analysis by the industry to justify relaxation of all but the required
conservatisms contained in current ECCS evaluation models. In addition, the staff is currently preparing an
ECCS rule change that will allow the use of a best estimate model plus a statistical uncertainty to determine the
peak cladding temperature. Until the staff revisions to the Appendix K rule change are implemented, the staff
proposed to accept the revised ECCS analysis methods for demonstrating conformance to the current Appendix
K requirements. Thus, this item was determined to be a resolved Regulatory Impact issue.

REFERENCES

0003. NUREG-0471, "Generic Task Problem Descriptions (Categories B, C, and D)," U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, June 1978.

0907. Memorandum for W. Minners from B. Sheron, "Generic Issues C-4, C-5, C-6," May 29, 1985.
[8506100882]

0908. SECY-83-472, "Emergency Core Cooling System Analysis Methods," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, November 17, 1983. [8401060169]
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Item C-5: Decay Heat Update (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

As identified in NUREG-0471,3 this issue involved following the work of research groups in determining best
estimate decay heat data and associated uncertainties for use in LOCA calculations.

Safety Significance

No significant change in public risk is attributed to this issue.

CONCLUSION

In accordance with a DSI memorandum,907 the staff has determined that the 1979 ANSI/ANS Standard 5.1920 is
technically acceptable and has allowed the use of this data to justify relaxation of non-required conservatisms in
current ECCS evaluation models.908 In addition, the proposed ECCS rule change being developed by the staff
will allow the use of this new data. Thus, this issue is a resolved Regulatory Impact issue.

REFERENCES

0003. NUREG-0471, "Generic Task Problem Descriptions (Categories B, C, and D)," U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, June 1978.

0907. Memorandum for W. Minners from B. Sheron, "Generic Issues C-4, C-5, C-6," May 29, 1985.
[8506100882]

0908. SECY-83-472, "Emergency Core Cooling System Analysis Methods," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, November 17, 1983. [8401060169]

0920. ANSI/ANS 5.1, "Decay Heat Power in Light Water Reactors," American National Standards
Institute, 1979.
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Item C-6: LOCA Heat Sources (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

As identified in NUREG-0471,3 this issue involved staff evaluations of vendors' data and approaches for
determining LOCA heat sources and developing staff positions as needed. The contributors to LOCA heat
sources, along with their associated uncertainties and the manner in which they are combined, have an impact
on LOCA calculations.

The staff evaluated the combined effect of power density, decay heat, stored energy, fission power decay, and
their associated uncertainties with regard to calcuations of LOCA heat sources.

Safety Significance

No significant change in public risk is attributed to this issue.

CONCLUSION

In accordance with a DSI memorandum,907 the staff informed the Commission908 of their intent to allow
the statistical combination of heat sources to justify the relaxation of non-required conservatisms in ECCS
evaluation models. Also, the proposed ECCS rule change being developed by the staff would allow the statistical
combination of LOCA heat sources. Thus, this issue is a resolved Regulatory Impact issue.

REFERENCES

0003. NUREG-0471, "Generic Task Problem Descriptions (Categories B, C, and D)," U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, June 1978.

0907. Memorandum for W. Minners from B. Sheron, "Generic Issues C-4, C-5, C-6," May 29, 1985.
[8506100882]

0908. SECY-83-472, "Emergency Core Cooling System Analysis Methods," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, November 17, 1983. [8401060169]
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Item C-7: PWR System Piping
DESCRIPTION

Combinations of fabrication, stress, and environmental conditions have resulted in isolated instances of stress
corrosion cracking of low pressure Schedule 10 Type 304 stainless steel piping systems. Although these
systems are not part of a reactor coolant pressure boundary, they are safety-related, e.g., the containment
spray system. The incidence of cracking has been restricted to thin wall, low pressure, low flow systems. These
cracks have occurred adjacent to the weld zones of the thin-walled piping after approximately three to five years
of service and were identified by volumetric examination, by leak detection systems, or by visual inspection.
In each of the cracking events that have occurred to date, the affected piping was determined to have been
sensitized and, therefore, particularly vulnerable to corrosive attack.

Current licensing criteria preclude the use of sensitized piping in safety-related piping systems and
place increased emphasis on the use of corrosionresistant material in such systems. The purpose of this
NUREG-04713 task is to continue to evaluate operating experience to determine if augmented ISI requirements
should be established to further enhance the reliability of such piping systems.

Resolution of this issue was published in NUREG-0691.13 DST has reviewed and prioritized recommendations
concerned with thermal fatigue cracking and recommended126 that DE initiate a request for an augmented ISI
program.

This item addresses cracking of thin-walled piping in PWRs. The issue of cracking of heavy wall piping in PWRs
is addressed under Issue 14 in Section 1 of this report.

CONCLUSION

Based upon operating experience, it was concluded that current ISI requirements for thin-walled piping in PWRs
are adequate.384 Thus, this issue has been RESOLVED.

REFERENCES

0003. NUREG-0471, "Generic Task Problem Descriptions (Categories B, C, and D)," U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, June 1978.

0013. NUREG-0691, "Investigation and Evaluation of Cracking Incidents in Piping in Pressurized
Water Reactors," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, September 1980.

0126. Memorandum for R. Vollmer from T. Murley, "PWR Feedwater Line Cracks—New Regulatory
Requirements," March 10, 1981. [8103250569]

0384. Memorandum for T. Speis from R. Vollmer, "Schedules for Resolving and Completing Generic
Issues," February 1, 1983. [8401170076]
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Item C-8: Main Steam Line Leakage Control Systems (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

Dose calculations by AAB/NRR in 1975 indicated that operation of the main steam isolation valve leakage
control system (MSIVLCS) required for some BWRs could result in higher offsite accident doses than if the
system were not used and the integrity of the steam lines and condenser was maintained. The calculations
performed by AAB at that time assumed non-operation of the MSIVLCS and took credit for cold-trapping of
iodine and volatiles in the steam lines and condenser. In addition, long holdup times and release either through
stack filters via the waste gas treatment system or leakage from the steam system were assumed. Leakage
from the main steam condenser system would be small because normal operation requires that leakage be
maintained at a low level. The integrity of these systems is not assured during earthquakes since they are not
designed for SSE. However, it was believed that the probability of failure due to earthquake of both the fuel and
these systems was small. By contrast, the MSIVLCS draws a negative pressure downstream of the MSIVs to
collect leakage past the valve seats and processes the collected leakage through a safety grade filtration system
for release to the environment. Relatively little cold-trapping or holdup time occurs when the MSIVLCS is used.
Therefore, the calculated doses for releases through the MSIVLCS would be greater than the calculated doses
for releases through the steam system, unless the integrity of the steam system is lost.

This NUREG-04713 item was initiated to investigate whether the MSIVLCS recommended in Regulatory Guide
1.9621 was desirable. After its identification, the issue was categorized to be of little or no significance to plant
risk (i.e., Category C) and minimal staff effort was devoted to it. However, new concerns arose from operational
experience that indicated a relatively high MSIVLCS failure rate and a variety of failure modes at some BWR
plants that resulted in the initiation of Issue 16 (Section 1 of this report). New data413 on the magnitude and
frequency of MSIV leakage at BWRs renewed concerns for the viability of the MSIVLCS design. In addition,
the question of backfitting MSIVLCS to BWRs was raised.219 The evaluation of Item C-8 incorporated all of the
concerns outlined above.

Safety Significance

The AAB calculations for accidents with a TID source73 indicated a potential increase in offsite releases of iodine
by two to three orders of magnitude for proper operation of a MSIVLCS, when compared to the calculations of
releases assuming the steam system is intact and MSIV leakage is eventually released through the condenser.
Therefore, use of the MSIVLCS prescribed by Regulatory Guide 1.9621 could increase the overall risk to the
public. Additionally, the AAB calculations assumed a relatively low rate of MSIV leakage. The new data413

collected by OIE revealed a high frequency of measured MSIV leakage at some operating plants which could
be in excess of the TS limit of 11.5 SCFH by more than two orders of magnitude. Leakage of this magnitude is
beyond the design capacity of most MSIVLCS and, as a result, it was believed that the public risk associated
with excessive MSIV leakage could be higher than previously assumed.

Possible Solutions

(A) Plants having MSIVLCS would provide procedures and train their operating staff to use the more efficient
steam and waste gas treatment system (SWGTS), if available, as the first option following a major accident.
The MSIVLCS would be treated as a backup system to be used only if the normal treatment system is not
available. (B) Install MSIVLCS at all the "grandfathered" BWRs and train and equip the operating staff to treat
the MSIVLCS as a backup system as in (A) above. (C) "Fix" MSIV leakage characteristics and continue to use
the MSIVLCS at those plants which have (or will have) them as the first choice of treatment for MSIV leakage
following a major accident. (D) "Fix" MSIV leakage and use the MSIVLCS as a backup system at those plants
which have (or will have) them, as in (A) above. (E) "Fix" MSIV leakage, install MSIVLCS at all "grandfathered"
BWRs, and train and equip the operating staff to treat the MSIVLCS as a backup system as in (A) above. (F)
Disable all MSIVLCS and accept MSIV leakage at its existing magnitude and frequency.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions
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In the analysis of this issue, the following major assumptions were made:

(1) Frequency of core-melt event in BWR = 3.8 x 10-5/RY (Grand Gulf PRA) NUREG/CR-2800,64 Appendix B.

(2) Failure/demand probability of MSIVLCS (i.e., will not function properly when needed) = 5 x 10-2, when MSIV
leakage is less than 100 SCFH, and 1.0 when MSIV leakage is greater than 100 SCFH.

(3) Failure/demand probability of SWGTS = 5 x 10-2 (i.e., the SWGTS will not be available if desired to prevent
direct leakage to the environment). Unavailability of the non-seismic portions of the SWGTS due to seismic
events was assumed to be covered by the 5 x 10-2 failure probability.

(4) The SWGTS is not available for use for 26% of the core-melt scenarios. (Examination of the Grand Gulf PRA
indicated that 26% of the core-melt scenarios were either initiated or exacerbated by the loss of offsite power,
which is required to operate the condenser and SWGTS.)

(5) If neither the MSIVLCS nor the SWGTS is available, MSIV leakage is released directly to the environment.
(The potential to contain MSIV leakage in the steam line until the SWGTS is available for treatment was not
considered.)

(6) Of the 50 expected BWR plants, 25 will have a MSIVLCS and 25 will not provide one unless required to do
so.

(7) All plants in the population have an average remaining life of 30 years.

(8) The partitioning efficiency of the MSIVLCS is 99% (i.e., reduces releases by a factor of 100).

(9) The partitioning efficiency for the SWGTS is 99.9% (i.e., reduces releases by a factor of 1000).

(10) Maximum MSIV leakage was assumed to be about 3000 SCFH, based on the maximum reported MSIV
leakage observed at Browns Ferry Units 1, 2, and 3 (IE Bulletin No. 82-23).220

(11) The probability of failure/demand of an MSIV to close is 10-3 and the probability of MSIV isolation demand
failure is 5 x 10-5 (WASH-1400).16

(12) Average MSIV leakage and the frequency of occurrence per test are as indicated in Table 2.C.8-1. This
table was derived from the data provided in a memorandum from OIE413 in which the results of an industry
survey of BWR MSIV leak rate tests were discussed. The derivation of this table is discussed later under the
frequency/ consequence estimate.

TABLE 2.C.8-1

CURRENT AFTER "FIX"

MEAN MSIV LEAK
RATE (SCFH)

RELATIVE FREQUENCY MEAN MSIV LEAK
RATE (SCFH)

RELATIVE FREQUENCY

11.5 0.58 11.5 0.69

55.0 0.17 55.0 0.20

1500.0 0.25 500.0 0.11

Frequency/Consequence Estimate

Since none of the BWR core-melt release categories assume immediate direct environmental releases which
bypass the containment wet well and suppression pool and, in some instances, other containment or auxilary
systems which would mitigate releases, it was believed that basing the consequences for this issue on the
consequences derived for BWR Category 1 through 4 releases was not appropriate. The Accident Evaluation
Branch (AEB), therefore, provided the results of consequence analyses of core-melt accidents with large MSIV
leakage414,415 using the CRAC I Code.64 For these consequence estimates, the population and meteorology
of the Perry site were used, along with some characteristics of the Browns Ferry steam lines. The Perry site
has an average population density within a 50-mile radius of the plant of about 320 persons per square mile, as
opposed to the assumption of a uniformly distributed population with a density of 340 persons per square mile
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used in other generic issue risk estimates. Thus, analyses were for a hybrid BWR plant with a 3834 MWt power
level.

A direct release consequence analysis was performed to simulate an accident sequence in which releases occur
immediately downstream of the first non-seismic Category 1 component (turbine stop valve) in the main steam
line. WASH-140016 BWR-2 release category fission product source terms were assumed. A two-hour delay prior
to initiation of fission product release from the core and a 0.27 hour delay in the main steam lines were used. A
nominal low-energy ground level release to atmosphere at the turbine stop valve was assumed. MSIV leakage
was assumed to be about 3000 SCFH. Computed average consequences were 5.2 x 106 man-rem and 45 early
fatalities within 50 miles of the site.415

An industry survey of MSIV performance was performed for the years 1979 through 1981. The results of this
survey413 and additional information provided were utilized to develop the MSIV leakage rates and frequencies
indicated in Table 2.C.8-1. MSIV leakage was demonstrated by testing to vary from less than the TS limit of
11.5 SCFH to as great as about 3500 SCFH. Since most MSIVLCS are designed to accommodate a maximum
leakage of about 100 SCFH, the leakage data was divided into three groups, i.e., leakage less than or equal to
11.5 SCFH, leakage between 11.5 SCFH and 100 SCFH, and leakage greater than 100 SCFH. The frequency
(percentage) of all tests with measured leakage within the three groups was determined from the data. For the
first two groups, MSIV leakage of 11.5 SCFH was assumed for those valves which "passed" the leak test, and a
median leakage of 55 SCFH was assumed for those valves which fall into the group with leakage greater than
the TS limit but not greater than 100 SCFH. For the third group a weighted average was determined.

Examination of the data revealed that, of MSIVs provided by three different manufacturers, one particular type
of valve dominated the extreme leakage incidents; about 60% of the MSIVs in service were provided by this
manufacturer.

One licensee had embarked on an improvement program for its MSIVs which were of this particular type. It
was expected that the improvements planned for these valves would result in the valves being similar in design
and operation to the valves of the other two manufacturers. Therefore, it was assumed that, if MSIV leakage
improvements were made, all valves would be expected to have MSIV leakage characteristics and a frequency
distribution the same as that indicated by the 1979-1981 data for the other two manufacturers' valves. The
results are depicted as "current" and "after fix" in Table 2.C.8-1.

Consequences of a direct release of 11.5 SCFH, 55 SCFH, 500 SCFH, and 1500 SCFH MSIV leakage were
determined by ratioing the average consequence calculated by AEB for the direct release of a 3000 SCFH leak
to the above leakages. The risk analysis also considered the low probability event of a core-melt accident in
which one or more main steam lines were not isolated. For this case, a direct release consequence of 100 times
the average consequence calculated by AEB for a 3000 SCFH leak was assumed.

A simplified event tree was developed using the afore-stated assumptions and consequence estimates. The
event tree included the probability of core-melt accidents, the probabilities of various levels of MSIV leakage,
and the probability of failure of MSIVLCS and SWGTS. The redundant series configuration of MSIVs was also
considered in the event trees. The simplified event tree was utilized for a spectrum of MSIV leakage rates to
determine the probability of core-melt releases to the environment directly through the MSIVLCS and through the
condenser and SWGTS.

A specific consequence was determined for each event tree path by ratioing the average consequence of
the 3000 SCFH direct release determined by AEB to the specific MSIV leakage assumed for that path. When
releases were found to occur through either the MSIVLCS or the SWGTS, the consequence was reduced by the
appropriate assumed partitioning factor.

The probabilities for the specific paths through the event tree were multiplied by the consequence in man-rem
for that specific path and the products summed to determine the total risk for the event tree. The probabilities
and consequences for the basic event tree were adjusted, as necessary, to determine the total plant risk for
operation of BWR plants as they existed and for the total plant risk following each of the possible solutions. The
analysis revealed that BWR plant risk was dominated by those event tree paths in which high (greater than 100
SCFH) MSIV leakage was assumed.

It should be noted that the simplified event tree does not account for "cascading" leakage in a main steam line
which has two MSIVs in series. This would represent a leakage reduction. In addition, for those scenarios in
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which a LOOP (26% of all core-melt accidents) is assumed to occur, MSIV leakage was assumed to be directly
released to the environment if the leakage was greater than 100 SCFH (the MSIVLCS design capacity). In
reality, there is a rather large probability that the leakage could be contained within the steam line until such time
that offsite power is recovered and treatment is again possible through the condenser and waste gas treatment
system.

The risk associated with large MSIV leakage was determined for seven cases as follows:

CASE 1 - Those plants (25) which have (or will have) a MSIVLCS were assumed to treat it as a safety system
and, thus, would operate it in preference to the normal treatment systems in response to a major event. It was
assumed that this represented the existing state of operating plants and, thus, Case 1 was used as the base
case. The total risk calculated for Case 1 was 1.33 x 104 man-rem.

CASE 2 - Those plants (25) which have (or will have) a MSIVLCS treat it as a backup system to the SWGTS
and, thus, only fall back on MSIVLCS in the event that the normal treatment system is not available following a
major event. The total calculated risk for this case was 1.33 x 104 man-rem.

CASE 3 - All plants (50) have a MSIVLCS and treat it as a backup system to the normal treatment system. The
total risk for this case was 1.21 x 104 man-rem.

CASE 4 - MSIV leakage is "fixed" and those plants (25) which have (or will have) a MSIVLCS continue to regard
it as a safety system and, thus, will operate it in preference to the normal treatment systems in response to a
major event. The total risk for this case was 2.37 x 103 man-rem.

CASE 5 - MSIV leakage is "fixed" and those plants (25) which have (or will have) a MSIVLCS treat it as a backup
system to the SWGTS and, thus, will only fall back on the MSIVLCS in the event that the normal treatment
system is not available following a major event. The total risk for this case was 2.34 x 103 man-rem.

CASE 6 - MSIV leakage is "fixed" and all plants (50) have a MSIVLCS and treat it as a backup to the normal
treatment system. The total risk for this case was 1.45 x 103 man-rem.

CASE 7 - Disable the MSIVLCS at all plants which have (or will have) it. Existing MSIV leakage is accepted.
Following a major event, MSIV leakage would be treated only with the normal SWGTS when available. The total
risk for this case was 1.43 x 104 man-rem.

The above risk estimates were then applied to the possible solutions with the following results:

(A) Plants which have a MSIVLCS would be required to develop procedures and train their operators to use the
more efficient SWGTS, if available, as the first option following a major event. The risk reduction afforded by this
solution was determined by subtracting the total risk of CASE 2 from the total risk of the base case (CASE 1)
and was (1.33 x 104 -1.32 x 104) man-rem = 100 man-rem.

(B) Install MSIVLCS at all BWR plants which were "grandfathered" and provide procedures and operator training
to treat the MSIVLCS as a backup system to the normal treatment system as in (A) above. The potential risk
reduction for this solution is the difference between Case 1 and Case 3 and was (1.33 x 104 - 1.21 x 104) man-
rem = 1.2 x 103 man-rem.

(C) "Fix" MSIV leakage and continue to use the MSIVLCS at those plants which have (or will have) it as the first
choice of treatment for MSIV leakage following an accident. The potential risk reduction for this solution is the
difference between Case 1 and Case 4 and was (1.33 x 104 - 2.37 x 103) man-rem = 1.09 x 104 man-rem.

(D) "Fix" MSIV leakage and use the MSIVLCS as a backup system at those plants which have (or will have) it as
in (A) above. The potential risk reduction for this solution is the difference between Case 1 and Case 5 and was
(1.33 x 104 - 2.34 x 103) man-rem = 1.10 x 104 man-rem.

(E) "Fix" MSIV leakage, install MSIVLCS at all "grandfathered" BWRs, and train and equip the operating staff
to treat the MSIVLCS as a backup system as in (B) above. The potential risk reduction for this solution is the
difference between Case 1 and Case 6 and was (1.33 x 104 -1.45 x 103) man-rem = 1.18 x 104 man-rem.

(F) Disable the MSIVLCS at all plants which have (or will have) it. The potential risk reduction for this solution is
the difference between Case 1 and Case 7 and a reduction in risk of (1.33 x 104 - 1.43 x 104) man-rem or -1,000
man-rem, a risk increase.

Cost Estimate
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Industry Cost: Industry costs for the various solutions were estimated as follows:

Solution (A) - Training and Procedures for Using Normal Treatment System First

(a) Develop Procedure $50,000/plant

(b) Control Room Display 25,000/plant

(c) Operator Training 60,000/plant

$135,000/plant

Therefore, the total industry cost is $(135,000)(25) = $3.38M.

Solution (B) - Install MSIVLCS at All BWR Plants - Procedures and Training forUse as Backup

(a) Training & Procedures $135,000/plant

(b) Procure, Install & Maintain MSIVLCS

(i) Procure & Install $500,000/plant

(ii) Maintain, Surveillance (10 man-wks/yr x $2,000/
man-wk x 30 yrs)

$600,000/plant

$1,100,000/plant

Total Industry Cost = (50)($0.135M) + 25($1.1M) = $34.25M

Solution (C) - "Fix" MSIV leakage and Use MSIVLCS at Those Plants Which Have

(or Will Have) It as First Choice

(a) Valve Modifications (Licensee Estimate) $350,000/plant

(b) Licensing Submittal and Review $150,000/plant

$500,000/plant

60% of all MSIVs would be modified

Total Industry Cost = (0.6)(50)($0.5M) = $15M

Solution (D) - "Fix" MSIV Leakage and Use MSIVLCS at Those Plants Which Have(or Will Have) It as
Backup System

Total Industry Cost = Cost of Solution A + Cost of Solution C

= $3.38M + $15M = $18.38M

Solution (E) - "Fix" MSIV Leakage, Backfit MSIVLCS to "Grandfathered" Plantsand Use as Backup
System

Total Industry Cost = Cost of Solution B + Cost of Solution D

= $34.25M + $15M = $49.25M

Solution (F) - Disable MSIVLCS at All Plants Which Have (or Will Have) It

(a) Disable MSIVLCS = 1 man-week $2,000/plant

(b) Maintenance and Surveillance of MSIVLCS -
Discontinue

-$600,000/plant

-$598,000/plant

Therefore, the total cost saving is (-$598,000)(25) = - $14.95M.
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NRC Cost: It was estimated that a total of 5 man-years of professional staff and consultant efforts would be
required to perform accident analysis of various options, perform the necessary trade-off studies, develop and
justify recommended new requirements, review and approve the requirements, and implement the requirements.
At a cost of $100,000/staff-year, it was estimated that the NRC cost to complete this issue was $500,000.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on the data above, the value/impact scores for the various solutions are as follows:

Solution (A), =26 man-rem/$M

Solution (B), =31 man-rem/$M

Solution (C), =700 man-rem/$M

Solution (D), =585 man-rem/$M

Solution (E), =240 man-rem/$M

Solution (F), =70 man-rem/$M

Uncertainties

No quantitative assessment of uncertainty bounds was made. However, in the course of the analysis, a number
of parameters were noted which would be expected to introduce rather large uncertainties. Some examples are
as follows:

(a) The best estimate of the consequence for direct release of MSIV leakage414 was used. The peak
consequence calculated for the same release415 exceeds the average value by a factor of about 20.

(b) It was assumed that two MSIVs in series, which would both be expected to have high leakage, would pass
the large leakage expected for each valve. In actuality, this would result in a cascading leakage path and a
reduction in through-leakage by a factor of 2 or 3.

(c) For those scenarios in which high MSIV leakage is expected and the SWGTS is unavailable due to the loss
of emergency AC power, it was assumed that MSIV leakage would be released directly for the duration of the
accident. In reality, direct releases might be prevented by isolation of the steam line with non-safety valving.
Also, the SWGTS would have a high likelihood of being recovered upon recovery of AC power and releases
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could be again intercepted before the accident had run its full course. This simplified approach thus introduces
large uncertainty for this accident sequence which was found to be one of the dominant risk sequences for this
issue.

Thus, although a quantitative uncertainty estimate was not made, it appeared that the uncertainties in the risk
calculations would be rather large and would in all likelihood be plus or minus one or two orders of magnitude.
A variation of the calculated risk reduction by plus or minus an order of magnitude could move the calculated
value/impact ratios from the low range to the high range.

Other Considerations

The resolution or non-resolution of this issue would not affect the core-melt frequency for BWR plants. However,
it was believed that that this issue should be addressed in terms of the third aspect of the Commission's interim
safety goal, i.e., the probability of the loss of a defense-in-depth layer; in this case, the containment. The issue
deals with the effects of large MSIV leakage up to 3600 SCFH. This is the equivalent of the release of about 25%
of the containment volume per day. For core-melt transients (the dominant BWR risk events), the interdiction
effects of the pressure suppression pool would be bypassed and effluent from the reactor would pass directly to
the MSIVs. For these reasons, large BWR MSIV leakage might be considered a loss of containment integrity.

From Table 2.C.8-1, the frequency of high MSIV leakage is about 0.25/demand. For two valves in series, the
expected frequency of high through-line leakage would be (0.25)(0.25)/demand or 0.0625/demand, if the failures
(i.e., leakage) in each valve are independent. There are 4 steam lines per reactor, therefore, the frequency of
one of the 4 steam lines experiencing high through-line leakage is 4 x 0.0625 or 0.25/reactor/demand. MSIV
leakage rate tests are performed prior to each fuel cycle and following the fuel cycle. Prior to the fuel cycle,
large leakage is not permitted and the valves are repaired as necessary to pass the leakage test. Therefore, if
the fuel cycle is assumed to be approximately one year, the average frequency of a steam line having a high
through-line leakage is [(0 + 0.25)/2]/RY or 0.125/RY. Thus, the probability of loss of a defense-in-depth layer
(the containment) is about 1.2 x 10-1. This is a high value for containment unavailability.

CONCLUSION

Although the value/impact scores indicated a medium priority, this issue was given a high priority based on the
consideration of the potential uncertainty and the defense-in-depth posture. It was recommended that: (1) the
issue be redefined to stress the magnitude and consequences of MSIV leakage and to reflect existing testing
methods; and (2) leakage control systems be evaluated only as one of the possible means for controlling MSIV
leakage.

In resolving this issue, the staff considered five alternatives: (1) take no action; (2) require the addition of
standard capacity LCS at plants without an LCS; (3) require increased capacity LCS at all plants; (4) disable
existing LCS; and (5) use other mitigation paths with larger decontamination factors.

It was concluded that Alternatives (2) and (3) were not cost-effective. Alternative (4) was not considered to
be warranted on a generic basis because of the small magnitude and uncertainties in the associated risk.
Alternative (5) was estimated to result in a very small change in risk. As a result, the staff adopted Alternative (1).
The regulatory analysis for the resolution of this issue was published in NUREG-13721307 and related studies
were documented in NUREG-11691308 and NUREG/CR-5397.1309 Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and no new
requirements were established.1310
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Item C-9: RHR Heat Exchanger Tube Failures
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

A BWR RHR system is designed for: (1) containment spray/suppression pool cooling, (2) fuel pool cooling
augmentation, (3) low pressure coolant injection, and (4) bringing the reactor down to a cold shutdown condition.
Major components of the RHR system are the RHR heat exchangers which are of the tube and shell design.
In the recent past, there have been some RHR heat exchanger tube failures. This item is documented in
NUREG-0471.3

Safety Significance

An RHR heat exchanger tube failure will result in leakage of service water through the failed tube into water that
will be pumped into the reactor coolant system. This leakage is caused by the designed inter-system pressure
differentials. It can be postulated that a failure of the pressure control system, along with a tube failure, can
cause a leakage of reactor coolant water into the service water system and then into the environment. The
release of reactor coolant water to the environment could have serious consequences if, for example, during a
major accident a significant amount of activity is deposited in the reactor coolant water.

Possible Solution

The task would investigate the cause of the tube failures and the design of the pressure control system to assure
that long-term core cooling capability is available. A proposed fix is to hydrotest each RHR heat exchanger once
a year.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

The limiting condition for the amount of activity in the reactor coolant water would be a core-melt accident. It
shall be assumed that this accident has taken place, the RHR system is put into the reactor shutdown mode by
the operator, the pressure control system fails, and that tube failures are present.

Frequency Estimate

The total event frequency (F) is the product of frequency of a core-melt accident, the probability of the pressure
control system to fail on demand, and the probability of tube failures.

From WASH-1400,16 the frequency of a core-melt accident is 10-5/RY. The probability of control system
failure is 10-2/demand from a PAS Risk Study of Generic Issues.140 The probability of tube failure in a BWR is
conservatively estimated to be 1. Analysis of LER data has shown that there have been about 4 tube failure
events in about 175 years. However, it would be expected that, after any significant event that contaminates
the primary system, operators would test the RHR system for leaks, etc., prior to its initiation. Therefore, this
assumption is a very conservative high estimate of the probability of a tube failure. Therefore, F = (10-5/RY) x
(10-2/demand) x (1) = 1 x 10-7/RY.

Consequence Estimate

Assume that the major accident, which is the initiating event, has deposited 103 Ci in the reactor coolant water.
This is about equal to the release to the environment due to a BWR-3 or BWR-4 event (WASH-140016).

Flow through a typical RHR heat exchanger is 10,000 gpm on the service water side. Then, assume
conservatively that 10 tubes have failed and that, therefore, the full flow rate of primary water could be
discharged to the secondary side by the failed tubes. Therefore, the flow rate in this scenario196 is
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This amount would be conservative because the pressure differential (even with a failed control system) wou1d
inhibit full flow.

If there are 106 Ci in the primary water, this means there are about 102 Ci/ gal196 (assuming even dispersion in
the entire primary water inventory). Then, 100 gpm x 102 Ci/gal = 104 Ci/min released to the environment.

There are radiation monitors on the service water exhaust piping. Assume the operator ignores the alarm, or
it otherwise does not function, such that the affected heat exchanger is not isolated for 2 hours. This is very
conservative because any post-LOCA service water discharge would be monitored closely.

Total Consequence = 

This was assumed equal to the release to the environment due to a PWR-7 event. Therefore, this is equal to 2.3
x 103 man-rem in public dose.

Cost Estimate

The proposed fix is to manually hydrotest each RHR heat exchanger once a year. There are 24 affected BWRs
(Humboldt Bay is shut down and Oyster Creek 1 has a different system configuration) and the industry cost to
hydrotest is $25,000/year/plant for licensing, initial procedure design, initial system modification, testing, and
reporting. Assuming 5 staff-years of NRC effort to review tests and prepare SERs, the NRC cost is $500,000.
Assuming the average remaining plant life for each plant is 30 years, the total industry cost is $18M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a total risk reduction of 0.2 man-rem for 24 BWRs, the value/impact score is

Other Considerations

(1) Occupational dose for proposed technical fix is minimal.

(2) The RHR system (including the heat exchanger and the service water pressure control) is a redundant
system, long-term cooling should not be prevented by a tube failure event but can be provided by the steam and
feedwater system and the RHR is not always necessary.

(3) Under postaccident shutdown, it would be expected that the service water would be monitored closely and
that operator action could prevent large releases.

(4) Routine RHR use for shutdown should periodically demonstrate tube integrity and pressure control system
performance. Furthermore, it would be expected that for post-LOCA shutdown, all RHR functions would be
checked prior to use and any problem detected and repaired, if possible, prior to initiation of the system.

(5) No NRC resources have been expended on issue resolution.

(6) The issue as presently stated is not clear, that is, long-term core cooling, although stated as part of the issue,
has little bearing on the central issue of RHR tube failure. Long-term core cooling capability is addressed in USI
A-45.

(7) The issue could be reworked for non-accident conditions (higher probability events) but the consequences
would then be extremely low and the overall value/impact score would remain low.

(8) RHR tube leakage from service water to primary system could result in overfilling the suppression pool.
However, other systems are more likely to result in overfilling and RHR tube failure is a negligible contributor
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to this risk. Furthermore, current requirements for emergency operating guidelines address this issue and are
considered adequate to resolve it.

CONCLUSION

Based on the value/impact score and the additional considerations, this item should be DROPPED from further
consideration.
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Item C-10: Effective Operation of Containment Sprays in a LOCA
DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-04713 task will respond to a concern of the ACRS about the effectiveness of various containment
sprays to remove airborne radioactive materials which could be present within the containment following
a LOCA. This concern has been expanded to include the possible damage to equipment located inside
containment due to an inadvertent actuation of the sprays.

This task involves assisting the industry in writing an ANSI Standard on the design of containment spray
systems, developing a topical report on the technological bases for spray washout models, and in managing
contracts to evaluate the ability of different spray solutions to remove the radioiodines and radioactive
particulates released to containment during a postulated LOCA.

Draft 7 of ANSI N581, "BWR and PWR Containment Spray System Design," has been reviewed by the staff.
Following resolution of the NRC comments and issuance of this standard by ANSI, a regulatory guide endorsing
this standard will be developed.

CONCLUSION

ANSI/ANS 56.5-1979, "PWR and BWR Containment Spray System Design Criteria," has been issued and is
referenced in SRP11 Section 6.5.2. Thus, this item has been RESOLVED.412
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Item C-11: Assessment of Failure and Reliability of Pumps and Valves
(Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

The operating experience of nuclear power plants indicates that a number of valves, valve operators, and pumps
fail to operate as specified in the technical specifications either under testing conditions or when they are called
upon to perform. Most of these occurrences relate to valve leakage, valve actuation, and safety/relief valve
operation outside their operational bounds. The main steam isolation, safety, and solenoid valves caused the
most frequent abnormal occurrences in safety-related systems. Valve malfunctions can cause forced outages of
operating plants. It is noted that about 10% of all outage time can be attributed to the malfunction of the critical
pumps and valves within the plant. Of primary interest are outages caused by the main steam isolation and
safety/relief valves.

The principal activity under this NUREG-04713 task will be the evaluation of active pumps and valves with
respect to their operability and reliability under accident loading, i.e., LOCA and SSE, and implement a corrective
action program specifically directed toward improved design and fabrication of active pumps and valves.

Safety Significance

Unreliability of active valves and pumps in nuclear plant safety systems contributes to the risk associated with
postulated core-melt accident sequences.

Possible Solution

Resolution of this issue will serve to identify active pumps and valves that need redesign and replacement. Other
issues related to this issue and whose results will supplement the equipment identification and redesign process
of this issue are as follows: Issue 23, "Reactor Coolant Pump Seal Failures"; Issue 54, "Valve Operator-Related
Events Occurring During 1978, 1979, and 1980"; Item B-55, "Improved Reliability of Target Rock Safety-Relief
Valves"; and Item II.E.6.1, "In-Situ Testing of Valves - Test Adequacy Study." The reduction in public risk will
result from a decreased probability of valve and pump failure.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Information provided by PNL64 on potential risk reduction and costs was used to determine the priority of this
issue.

Frequency Estimate

Oconee 3 and Grand Gulf are selected as the base case PWR and BWR, respectively, with estimated base
case core-melt frequencies of 8.2 x 10-5/RY and 3.7 x 10-5 /RY, respectively. It is assumed that this issue
affects accident sequences and base case frequencies as follows: (1) In PWRs, all the core-melt accident
sequences except three directly involve active pumps and valves and, thus, are assumed to be affected; (2)
Interfacing system LOCA and loss of AC power sequences are not directly affected; and (3) In BWRs, all
accident sequences involve active pumps and are thus assumed to be affected.

NUREG/CR-0848102 summarizes the LERs relating to valve failures filed during the period 1965-1978. The
tabular data provided was used to estimate the reduction in number of reports due to resolution of this issue.
It was assumed that administrative, installation, maintenance, and operator error would not be affected (i.e.,
not directly applicable to failure due to hardware malfunction) and that, due to issue resolution, design and
fabrication problems resulting in valve failures would be reduced. By decreasing the number of valve failures
due to design error and fabrication error by 25%, fatigue failure (assumed to be a direct result of design error) by
25%, and all inherent causes by 10%, the total number of projected reports would be reduced by 9% in BWRs
and PWRs. Therefore, it was assumed that the overall probability of failure of valves for both PWRs and BWRs
due to issue resolution was reduced by 9%. This assumption was also applied to pumps.

Affected parameters include all elements of dominant minimal cut sets relating to active pumps and valves.
The assumed valve and pump reduced failure probability was used to calculate the reduction in core-melt
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frequencies for affected accident sequences. The reduced frequencies are estimated to be 10-5/RY for PWRs
and 4 x 10-6/RY for BWRs.

Consequence Estimate

Assuming typical midwest site meteorology, a uniform population density of 340 persons per square mile within
a 50-mile radius, and the average releases from all of the WASH-140016 release categories, the risk reduction is
estimated to be 19 man-rem/RY and 22 man-rem/RY for PWRs and BWRs, respectively.

This analysis assumes resolution of this issue will affect 134 plants including backfit (operating) and forward-fit
PWRs and BWRs. It also assumes that it will require at least 5 years to redesign, fabricate, and install improved-
design active valves and pumps. By that time, it is estimated that the affected plants and their average remaining
life will be as follows:

Plants Remaining Lifetime (yrs) Plant-Years (RY)

PWRs

(a) Forward-fit 7 30 210

(b) Backfit 83 24.8 2,060

Total: 90 2,270

BWRs

(a) Forward-fit 4 30 120

(b) Backfit 40 23 920

Total: 44 1,040

The public risk reduction for all plants for their remaining life is:

(19 man-rem/RY)(2,270 RY) + (22 man-rem/RY)(1,040 RY)

= [(4.3 x 104) + (2.3 x 104)] man-rem

= 6.6 x 104 man-rem

Assuming 19,900 man-rem is required for accident cleanup and using the above estimated accident frequency
reduction, the estimated ORE reduction would be about 500 man-rem.

For backfit plants, implementation would mean replacement of valves and pumps designated as inadequate
through resolution of the study portion of this issue. For forward-fit plants, implementation is essentially
eliminated because replacement valves are introduced during design and construction phases. It was assumed

that 20 valves and 10 pumps per plant might be redesigned and replaced and that the replacement work would
require 40 man-hours/valve and 80 man-hours/pump in areas averaging 0.05R/hr. For the 123 backfit plants,
this would total about 9,800 man-rem of exposure. Since the redesigned valves and pumps would have lower
failure rates, the time interval between repairs or replacement of this equipment due to subsequent failure
would increase over the remaining plant life. This effect would reduce the accumulated labor as well as the
occupational dose for subsequent repair or replacement of this equipment. This ORE reduction has not been
quantified in this analysis because of the large uncertainty in identifying the types of valves and pumps to be
replaced and each type of valve or pump may have different failure rates. This effect, however, would partially
offset the estimated 9,800 man-rem for initial equipment replacement indicated above.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: Assume that each plant requires 2 man-years (88 man-wks) of engineering for pump/valve
evaluation and replacement planning plus the equipment replacement labor assumed above. At $2,000/man-wk,
the labor cost is estimated to be:
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Further, assuming an average valve cost of $30,000 and an average pump cost of $500,000, the cost of
replacement equipment per plant (20 valves and 10 pumps) would be $5.6M. The estimated implementation
costs for the 123 backfit plants are $720M. However, this $720M implementation cost would be partially offset by
the savings in labor costs over the remaining plant life associated with the subsequent repair or replacement of
the redesigned equipment as discussed above.

NRC Cost: Assume NRC will expend 3 man-years at $100,000/man-year plus $2M in technical assistance funds
to generically assess pump and valve failures related to design and fabrication deficiencies and relate them to
accident sequences to recommend equipment which warrants redesign and replacement. Also, assume 4 man-
weeks per backfit plant to monitor replacement activities at $2,000/man-wk. The NRC costs are estimated to be
$3M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a risk reduction of 6.6 x 104 man-rem, the value/impact score is given by:

Other Considerations

An additional consideration is that plant damage is estimated to be $1.65 Billion

per plant for a core-melt. Using the estimated accident frequency reduction, the averted plant damage could be
as follows:

PWR: ($1,650M)(1 x 10-5/RY)(2,270 RY) = $37M

BWR: ($1,650M)(4 x 10-6/RY)(1,040 RY) = $7M

Uncertainties

The assumption that valve and pump failure rates due to design and fabrication causes can be reduced 25% is
highly judgmental. Less improvement in failure rates would directly decrease accident frequency reduction.

Taking longer than the 5 years assumed to install improved valves and pumps would decrease public risk
reduction and increase the number of backfit plants, thus raising industry replacement costs.

If more than 20 valves and 10 pumps have to be replaced to achieve the estimated public risk reduction, the
equipment replacement costs and occupational exposure would increase accordingly. Conversely, if less than 20
valve or 10 pump replacements can achieve the same estimated public risk reduction, the costs and ORE would
decrease.

There is a potential saving in labor costs and ORE associated with repair or replacement of improved design
valves and pumps subsequent to their installation.

This saving is presently an uncertainty that could be estimated after the types and number of valves and pumps
to be initially replaced are identified.

As stated above, about 10% of all plant outage time can be attributed to the malfunction of critical pumps and
valves. There is a potential cost saving due to reduced outage time as a result of reduced equipment failure
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rates. However, as estimated above, reducing failures attributable to design and fabrication by 25% would
reduce overall valve and pump failure probability by about 10%. Also, there is very little firm data showing how
much forced plant outage is directly attributable to design and fabrication failure of valves and pumps in safety
systems compared to systems necessary for normal power operation. Identification of the valves and pumps
which warrant replacement would permit a reasonable estimate of this saving to be made. The 9,800 man-rem
ORE estimated to initially install the improved design valves and pumps partially offsets the estimated public risk
reduction of 66,000 man-rem resulting in a net radiation exposure reduction of about 55,000 man-rem.

CONCLUSION

Based on the value/impact score, the potential for reducing net radiation exposure by about 55,000 man-rem,
and the consideration of the other uncertainties described above, this issue received a medium priority ranking.

In pursuing a resolution to this issue, NRR recognized the existence of the Nuclear Plant Aging Research
(NPAR) program that was being conducted by RES. Systematic studies under this program were to be
performed to: (1) identify aging and service wear effects associated with mechanical components that could
impair plant safety, and (2) identify techniques that will be effective in determining aging and service wear
effects, prior to loss of safety function, so that proper maintenance and timely repair or replacement can be
implemented. Although the NPAR program is intended to encompass many component types, it is envisioned
to include various safety-related valve types and pump components. RES intends to evaluate LWR operating
experience and identify aging trends. One of the specific benefits cited is improved reliability and availability.

NRR evaluated the NPAR program and concluded that it generally encompasses the scope of the programs
inferred by Items B-58 and C-11. When this program is completed, it is expected that recommendations will
be made by RES for maintenance, repair, or replacement according to component type. At that time, these
recommendations will be grouped into manageable tasks and considered by NRR for possible changes to
regulatory requirements. Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and no new requirements were established.863
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Item C-12: Primary System Vibration Assessment
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

Structural damage to the primary system, including the reactor pressure vessel and internals, associated piping
and steam generator tubing in PWRs, can be caused by vibrations of sufficient magnitude. These vibrations can
be either flow-induced or the result of operation of the pumps to which primary system piping is attached. There
have been a number of instances where components internal to the reactor coolant pressure boundary have
come loose as the result of flow-induced vibration and been carried through the primary system by the coolant
flow. This NUREG-04713 item is related to New Generic Issue 7, "Failures Due to Flow-Induced Vibration,"
contained in Section 1 of this report. The analysis of this item takes into consideration Item B-73 in this Section.

Safety Significance

Vibration could be an early indication of possible problems. Excessive core barrel movement, caused by flow-
induced vibration, may lead to many detrimental effects including damage to reactor internals and interference
with control rod movement. Problems resulting from excessive core barrel movement have been encountered in
at least one plant.

Structural damage due to flow-induced vibration of steam generator tubing has also been encountered. Anti-
vibration bars are currently utilized to minimize tube vibration. However, fretting has occurred due to deficient
design and material selection for the anti-vibration bars.

Piping systems are also susceptible to forced vibration as a result of pump vibration during operation. If a natural
frequency of the connected piping is very nearly the same as the driving frequency of the pump, there is then the
possibility, depending on the amplitude of vibration, for fatigue fai1ures in the system particularly at the nozzle
where the stresses will be highest.

Possible Solution

A possible solution would be to develop criteria for instrumentation for monitoring excessive vibration inside the
reactor vessel. Then, industry would be required to include instrumentation to meet the criteria. Any detected
vibration would be assessed and may lead to modifications in the design of system components.

CONCLUSION

MEB has taken the position that current guidelines in SRP11 Section 3.9.2, combined with staff positions on
loose parts monitoring (Regulatory Guide 1.133)146 provide sufficient basis for resolution of this issue.384 The
SRP11 requirements include acceptance of a vendor's prototype plant results along with the startup program
which satisfies Regulatory Guide 1.20,147 Rev. 2.

Although operating plants have experienced a number of vibration problems, these have been detected by
inservice inspections and other visual examinations. The MEB has been solving these problems on a case-by-
case basis, which is the only practical course.

Based on the existing requirements described above, this issue has been RESOLVED.
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Item C-13: Non-Random Failures (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-04713 item was an ACRS generic concern that initially addressed the common mode failure of
identical components exposed to identical or nearly-identical conditions or environments. This concern was
later expanded to include other types of multiple failures for which the consequences and probabilities cannot
be predicted by application of the single failure criterion, such as use of the same sensors or components for
both control and protection systems, sequential multiple failures due to a domino effect, or simultaneous multiple
failures due to a single fault.

CONCLUSION

The safety concern of this issue was addressed in Issues A-9, A-17, A-30, A-35, B-56, and B-57.
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Item C-14: Storm Surge Model for Coastal Sites (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Licensees are required to estimate the design-basis flood levels for each nuclear power plant site consistent
with the requirements in General Design Criterion 2, "Design Bases for Protection against Natural Phenomena,"
of Appendix A, "General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," to 10 CFR Part 50, "Domestic Licensing of
Production and Utilization Facilities," and 10 CFR 100.20(c). For coastal and estuarine sites, the design-basis
flood could be caused by a storm surge that results from the wind and pressure fields of an intense storm. The
primary tool used for estimating storm surge at the time when this generic safety issue was identified was the
"bathystrophic" model developed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), Coastal Engineering Research
Center. This model, called SURGE, is based on the bathystrophic approximation, relating sea surface slope to
wind stress, bottom stress, and pressure gradient, with a correction for Coriolis force on along-shore currents.
The SURGE model served its intended purposes well at that time but is now considered obsolete.

The advent of more powerful computing power allows relative quick solutions to numerical the multidimensional
hydrodynamic equations which can account for most conceivable physical wave effects that were not included
in the SURGE model. In addition, the modern multidimensional hydrodynamic models can account for irregular
shorelines and true long-wave hydrodynamics that are not accounted for by the bathystrophic model.

This task under NUREG-0471, "Generic Task Problem Descriptions (Categories B, C, and D), issued June
1978,3 called for the development of a replacement for the bathystrophic model so that the staff's evaluation of
storm surge will reflect state-of-the-art techniques. Because the storm surge modeling is applied at the early site
permit or combined license stages, only future license applications for nuclear power plants located at coastal or
estuarine sites will be impacted by the issue.

CONCLUSION

This generic safety issue involved the development or application of a multidimensional model that uses state-of-
the-art mathematical techniques in estimating hurricane storm surge. The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
staff anticipated that a new multidimensional hydrodynamic model would eliminate the need for initial estimates
(required by the bathystrophic model) and would reduce the total required analysis time. Thus, this item is
related to increasing knowledge that would increase confidence in the safety assessment; therefore, it is
considered to be a licensing issue.

The staff completed a review of this issue in 1988 and concluded that the bathystrophic model (SURGE) existing
at the time was adequate for calculating design-basis water levels at proposed nuclear plant sites. The use of
SURGE was specified in NUREG-0800, "Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis Reports for
Nuclear Power Plants: LWR Edition" (the SRP),11 Section 2.4.5, Revision 2. However, as stated in the SRP, the
use of other verified models was not precluded. Thus, the staff concluded that this licensing issue did not require
any changes and recommended dropping the issue from further consideration.

Because of subsequent advances in technology, the staff reexamined the issue in 2010. The staff determined
that the primary tools used for estimating storm surge could be the ADCIRC (Advanced Circulation) storm
surge model as developed by USACE, the Sea, Lake, and Overland Surges from Hurricanes (SLOSH) model
developed by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), or other compatible hydrodynamic
models that could simulate both storm surge wind setup and wave runup accurately. These models are based
on the hydrodynamic processes of offshore and overland surge wave propagation, relating sea surface slope to
wind stress, bottom stress, and pressure gradient, with a correction for Coriolis force on along-shore currents.
Powerful computers are capable of producing accurate solutions to multidimensional hydrodynamic equations,
which account for many meteorological and hydrodynamic effects of storm surges. True long-wave dynamics are
also simulated by multidimensional dynamic mathematical models.

The staff believes that existing hydrodynamic models (e.g., ADCIRC, SLOSH) are adequate for calculating
design-basis flood levels at proposed nuclear plant sites. The ADCIRC model has been widely used by the
Federal Emergency Management Agency in performing storm surge frequency analyses and by USACE for
the design of storm damage reduction projects, while the SLOSH model has been extensively used by the
NOAA in predicting storm surge levels for hurricane emergency preparations. SRP Section 2.4.5 and Regulatory
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Guide 1.206, "Combined License Applications for Nuclear Power Plants (LWR Edition)," 1981 provide specific
guidance in reviewing the applicant's storm surge flood estimates required for new reactor licensing. Therefore,
the staff has determined that this conclusion is consistent with the state of the current regulatory framework and
technology and does not change the status of this issue.
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Item C-15: NUREG Report for Liquid Tank Failure Analysis
DESCRIPTION

SRP11 Section 15.7.3 requires an analysis of the consequences of failure of tanks containing radioactive liquids
outside containment. This NUREG-04713 task involves the development of a NUREG report that will describe a
consistent and acceptable method of analyzing the effects of a failure of a radioactive liquid waste tank.

CONCLUSION

This Licensing Issue has been dropped from further consideration.412
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Item C-16: Assessment of Agricultural Land in Relation to Power Plant
Siting and Cooling System Selection ( 2)
DESCRIPTION

Interpretations of NEPA require the environmental impact assessment include land use impacts and alternatives
in nuclear power plant licensing cases. The staff has performed both economic and non-economic land resource
assessments in compliance with these NEPA requirements. Recent licensing cases have questioned the
adequacy of the staff's resource evaluative methods with respect to large land areas required for sites and
cooling lakes. The primary issue concerning the staff's assessment is that neither economic analyses nor
resource assessment, as currently performed, provide a convincing rationale for preemption of high quality land
in view of continued population pressure, predicted impending lags in world-wide agricultural food production,
and probable increasing international demands on the United States for exports of agricultural products.

Food and fiber production and distribution rank with energy production and utilization as vital world problems
now and for the foreseeable future. These problems are inextricably linked since energy production facilities
can be consumers of large land areas while energy is a prime requirement for even modest levels of agricultural
production. Thus, land use is and probably will remain a key siting issue in nuclear plant licensing.

This NUREG-04713 task will involve the conduct of a confirmatory exploration of net energy techniques to
determine their suitability for application to environmental licensing assessment under NEPA. A problem of
immediate licensing concern is the conflict in land use which occurs when power plants with large cooling lakes
are sited in regions of prime agricultural land.

CONCLUSION

This Environmental issue is addressed in environmental impact statements on a case-by-case basis.412 Thus,
this item has been dropped from further consideration.
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Item C-17: Interim Acceptance Criteria for Solidification Agents for
Radioactive Solid Wastes
DESCRIPTION

There are no current criteria for acceptability of solidification agents. This NUREG-04713 task involves the
development of criteria for acceptability of radwaste solidification agents to properly implement a process control
program for the packaging of diverse plant wastes for shallow land burial.

CONCLUSION

10 CFR Part 61 was published in the Federal Register on December 27, 1982 (47 FR 57446) and includes
Section 61.56 which addresses waste characteristics.412 A BTP on waste form has been developed under TMI
Action Plan Item IV.C.1. Thus, this item has been RESOLVED.
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Item D-1: Advisability of a Seismic Scram (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue is described in NUREG-04713 and was raised by the ACRS who recommended that studies be made
of the technique for seismic scram and the potential safety advantages and disadvantages of prompt reactor
scram, in the event of strong seismic motion.

Safety Significance

A seismic scram could be designed to scram the reactor upon the occurrence of a seismic event, before turbine
trip or other conditions resulting from the seismic disturbance could cause a scram. The earlier scram could
give a lead time between 5 to 20 seconds. The lead time could provide resulting benefits such as reduced loads
during the seismic event and, therefore, less burden on the plant systems. It may also reduce the likelihood of a
LOCA or severe transient after a seismic event.

Possible Solution

An automatic seismic trip system could be designed to utilize existing state-of-the-art seismic instrumentation.
The system could be designed to use coincidence logic to reduce the frequency of spurious trips. A "high level"
trip could be set based on some percent of the SSE (usually chosen as greater than 60% of the SSE level) and
could be designed to minimize spurious trips due to after-shock and low acceleration earthquakes. A "low level"
trip would be set to activate on the compressional waves (P waves) when this first arrival caused displacement
or acceleration greater than the calculated maximum allowable P wave for an OBE.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

The "low level" and "high level" trips assumed were described in UCRL-521561717 and Supplement 2 to NUREG/
CR-2800,64 respectively. To select an upper bound on the potential for risk reduction from resolution of the issue,
the analysis in NUREG/CR-280064 was chosen because it showed the largest potential advantage and was
based on a "high level" trip point.

To identify the possible advantages of a seismic scram system, possible transient and accidents that could lead
to core-melt were considered. It was then assumed that the early seismic scram precluded waiting for a later
trip and it would, therefore, reduce transient pressure and loads and the heat generation rate in the core. It was
then assumed that this would decrease the burden on the reactor's safety systems, e.g., safety/relief valves and
turbine-driven pumps. It was also assumed that, in the event of a LOCA, an earlier trip could reduce the fuel rod
temperature transient and the containment vessel pressure. Less fluid would be lost during the blowdown phase
before the SIS operating pressure is reached. To quantify these benefits, these assumptions were converted to a
frequency reduction for certain event initiators.

Frequency Estimate

The assumption was made that the prime benefit of an earlier seismic scram is in reducing the frequency
of a seismically-induced transient or LOCA initiator as a result of reduction in the afore-mentioned stresses.
Therefore, the core-melt frequency due to an earthquake (where the earthquake's only effect is to induce a
transient or LOCA initiator) was estimated. This estimate64 was based on an LLNL Report (UCRL-53037) which
provided estimates of earthquake frequency at the Zion site and the conditional probabilities of transient or
LOCA initiators, given an earthquake.

Earthquake Frequency at Zion Site (During Plant Operation)

Earthquake Level (SSE) Frequency/RY

0.4 - 0.6 8.4 x 10-4

0.6 - 0.9 4.5 x 10-4
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Earthquake Level (SSE) Frequency/RY

0.9 - 1.8 2.5 x 10-4

1.8 - 2.5 1.3 x 10-5

>2.5 2.2 x 10-6

Conditional Probability of Transient or LOCA Initiator(Given an Earthquake)

Conditional ProbabilityEarthquake Level (SSE)

LOCA T1 Transient T2 Transient

0.6 - 0.9 6.0 x 10-5 0.360 0.24

0.9 - 1.8 2.5 x 10-3 0.400 0.59

1.8 - 2.5 5.2 x 10-2 0.019 0.93

>2.5 2.6 x 10-1 0 0.74

Since no data were provided on the conditional probability of transient or LOCA initiators for 0.4 to 0.6 SSE, no
contribution was estimated for this SSE interval. Based on these tables, the following frequencies of seismically-
induced transient or LOCA initiators were calculated:

LOCA = (4.5 x 10-4/RY)(6 x 10-5) + (2.5 x 10-4/RY)(2.5 x 10-3) + (1.3 x 10-5/RY)(5.2 x 10-2) + (2.2 x 10-6/RY)(2.6 x
10-1)

= 1.9 x 10-6/RY

T1 = (4.5 x 10-4/RY)(0.36) + (2.5 x 10-3/RY)(0.40)+ (1.3 x 10-5/RY)(0.019)

= 2.7 x 10-4/RY

T2 = (4.5 x 10-4/RY)(0.24) + (2.5 x 10-4/RY)(0.59) + (1.3 x 10-5/RY)(0.93) + (2.2 x 10-6/RY)(0.74)

= 2.6 x 10-4/RY

The accident sequences were defined based on the Oconee-3 and Grand Gulf-1 risk equations in NUREG/
CR-2800,64 and the affected release category and core-melt frequencies were:

Oconee-3Grand Gulf-1

(PWR-1)e = 1.4 x 10-9/RY (BWR-1)e = 8.5 x 10-11/RY

(PWR-2)e = 3.3 x 10-9/RY (BWR-2)e = 1.7 x 10-8/RY

(PWR-3)e = 4.3 x 10-8/RY (BWR-3)e = 1.4 x 10-9/RY

(PWR-4)e = 9.3 x 10-11/RY (BWR-4)e = 1.4 x 10-9/RY

(PWR-5)e = 1.2 x 10-9/RY

(PWR-6)e = 8.2 x 10-9/RY

(PWR-7)e = 1.3 x 10-7/RY

It was then assumed that a high-level scram could reduce the frequencies of all these sequences, with the
exception of those for which failure to scram is an inherent part of the sequence, by reducing the frequencies
of their seismically-induced initiators. Removing the contribution from the two failure-to-scram sequences from
the totals for all these sequences, the following maximum frequency reductions were calculated based on total
elimination of seismically-induced transients and LOCAs.

Oconee-3: F = 1.8 x 10-7/RY

Grand Gulf-1: F = 2.0 x 10-8/RY

Consequence Estimate
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To calculate the risk reduction (W), the dose factors from Appendix D of NUREG/CR-280064 were used with the
following results:

Oconee-3: W = 0.26 man-rem/RY

Grand Gulf-1: W = 0.13 man-rem/RY

The total public risk reduction was then calculated as follows:

W = (0.26 man-rem/RY)(85 PWRs) (28.8 years) + (0.13 man-rem/RY)(44 BWRs)(27.4 years)

= 790 man-rem

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: It was assumed that 10 man-weeks of labor would be required to install and test the seismic
scram system and that it could be performed during scheduled outages. The labor was assumed to cost $2,270/
man-week and equipment was assumed to cost $150,000/plant. Therefore, the total implementation cost for
129 plants was estimated to be about $22M. The total cost for operation and maintenance was estimated to be
$33M, based on 4 man-weeks/RY. Thus, the total industry cost was estimated to be $(22 + 33)M or $55M.

NRC Cost: NRC costs were assumed to be negligible compared to industry costs.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was estimated to be $55M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 790 man-rem and a cost of $55M for a possible solution, the
value/impact score was given by:

Other Considerations

(1) At the time of the initial evaluation of this issue in November 1983, San Onofre and Diablo Canyon had
seismic scram systems installed.

(2) Another advantage suggested in Supplement 2 to NUREG/CR-280064 was a slight addition of time for some
core-melt scenarios. This was not included in the above analysis because it was not believed to be a significant
amount of time in relation to preventing core-melt.

(3) Potential disadvantages of a seismic scram are spurious trips due to maintenance or test, and possible trips
when a trip would not be necessary, i.e., the plant would ride through an event. Through careful design, these
could be minimized.

(4) A number of critical comments486, 487 were made regarding the LLNL study (UCRL-53037) that was used
in the NUREG/CR-280064 analysis. These comments indicated that the report was too optimistic regarding the
benefits of a seismic scram.

CONCLUSION

This issue was given a low priority ranking (see Appendix C) in November 1983. In NUREG/CR-5382,1563 it was
concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not change the priority of the issue. Further
prioritization, using the conversion factor of $2,000/man-rem approved1689 by the Commission in September
1995, resulted in an impact/value ratio (R) of $71,428/man-rem, which placed the issue in the DROP category.
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Item D-2: Emergency Core Cooling System Capability for Future Plants
(Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

This issue was documented in NUREG-04713 and stemmed from an ACRS recommendation that the staff
explore diverse means of obtaining ECCS capability for future plants. The ACRS also recommended the staff
explore the issue in the context of the revision to 10 CFR 50, Appendix K. This issue does not affect currently
operating plants since it specifically addresses future plants.

ECCS is an important safety feature for all plants and this system is reviewed by the staff before issuing an OL.
In the past, specific staff concerns with ECCS performance and reliability have been raised and resolved through
the generic issue process. Specifically, the generic issues in this area were:

II.E.2 Emergency Core Cooling System

B-4 ECCS Reliability

B-8 Locking Out of ECCS Power Operated Valve

B-61 Allowable ECCS Equipment Outage Periods

B-69 ECCS Leakage Ex-Containment

Currently, ECCS reliability and performance on existing plants has not been identified as a major contributor to
risk (based upon the review of many plant specific PRAs). However, certain initiating events of high frequency,
which involve LOCA sequences that challenge the ECCS, remain as significant contributors to overall risk.
Accordingly, these initiating events are currently being addressed in the resolution of Issue 23, "Reactor
Coolant Pump Seal Failure," Issue 70, "Power Operated Relief Valve and Block Valve Reliability,"and Issue 24,
"Automatic ECCS Switch to Recirculation."

In addition, as part of implementing the Commission's Severe Accident Policy Statement, the staff is evaluating
the need for additional requirements and/or assessments for future plants to reduce the risk from severe
accidents. It is expected that as part of satisfying these requirements, future reactor designs will, as a minimum,
be assessed for vulnerabilities to low probability events (common mode failure, multiple failure, etc) and, if a
significant vulnerability

attributable to the ECCS is found, it will have to be corrected. Therefore, separate additional requirements
directed toward future plant ECCS diversity are not justified since currently identified ECCS vulnerabilities have
been or are being addressed, and ECCS vulnerabilities on future plants will be addressed on a design specific
basis.

The question of diversity was not explored by the staff in its proposed revision to 10 CFR 50 Appendix K. The
proposed revision to the ECCS Rule contained in 10 CFR 50.46 and Appendix K only addresses more realistic
analyses of ECCS performance. The staff has published a draft regulatory guide, "Best-Estimate Calculations
of Emergency Core Cooling System Performance," (RS 701-4) which contains: (1) features of ECCS evaluation
codes that are acceptable to produce realistic calculations of ECCS performance; (2) models, data, and model
evaluation procedures that are acceptable to the staff; and (3) descriptions of methods acceptable to the staff for
performing uncertainty calculations.1076 Much of this guidance should be applicable to future as well as existing
plants.

CONCLUSION

Requirements exist for future plants that propose to use ECCS designs similar to those of currently operating
reactors. These ECCS requirements have been proven satisfactory by extensive analytical and experimental
work and specific vulnerabilities addressed through the generic issue process. In addition, as part of
implementing the Commission's Severe Accident Policy,1118 the staff is developing guidelines for the treatment
of severe accidents for future LWRs and, as a minimum, it is expected that future ECCS designs will have to be
evaluated for vulnerabilities consistent with these guidelines. Accordingly, since the need for improvements in

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0003.html
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the ECCS for future LWRs will be determined as part of implementing the Commission's Severe Accident Policy,
this issue was DROPPED from further consideration as a separate issue.
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Item D-3: Control Rod Drop Accident
DESCRIPTION

This NUREG-04713 item is an ACRS generic concern which involves assessing the uncertainties in calculations
of the control rod drop accident, including the choice of negative reactivity insertion rate due to a scram and the
potential difference between a two-dimensional calculation and a three-dimensional calculation.

CONCLUSION

A DSI memorandum166 issued on March 6, 1978 contained three documents that described the technical bases
for considering this issue resolved. Based upon this evaluation, DSI concluded that no further action on this
issue was required.382 Thus, this item has been RESOLVED.
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Section 3. New Generic Issues

This section contains a compilation of issues that are not listed in any single report. these issues have surfaced
since publication of NUREG-0371, 2  NUREG-0471, 3  and NUREG-0660. 48

The first 27 of these issues were transmitted 23  from the Generic Issues Branch (GIB) to SPEB on September
30, 1981 for prioritization by SPEB. This transmittal provided the basis for the formation of this group of New
Generic Issues.

Several of the first 27 issues had origins in reports published by ACRS, some of which were important enough to
be considered as Candidate USIs. This group has been expanded to include new issues that have been raised
by the NRR staff as well as those forwarded to NRR from other offices such as AEOD. It will continue to expand
to include new safety issues as they arise. the lead responsibility and a summary of the findings for each issue
listed in this section can be found in Table II of the Introduction.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0002.html
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Issue 1: Failures in Air-Monitoring, Air-Cleaning, and Ventilating Systems
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue is identified in Appendix D of NUREG-05724 and is one of the key observations made after the ACRS
requested its members and consultants to make comprehensive reviews of all Licensee Event Reports (LERs)
issued during the years 1976, 1977, and 1978.

Data collected for this 3-year period show that 14% of all LERs were related to failures in air-monitoring, air-
cleaning, and ventilating systems. This translates into an average of over 350 LERs for each of the 3 years
considered. Air-Monitoring equipment failures accounted for more than half of these failures in BWRs and more
than one-third of these failures in PWRs. This disparity occurred because there are more air-cleaning and
ventilating systems in BWRs than in PWRs.

Safety Significance

The proper operation of air-monitoring, air-cleaning, and ventilating systems is important for maintaining
primary containment integrity and controlling the release of airborne particles and gases from plants. Proper
ventilating system performance is also important to the operation of HPCI and RCIC systems in BWRs and
waste gas processing systems in PWRs. The effects of ventilating system failures on HPCI and RCIC systems
are addressed separately in NUREG-0572,4 Appendix D, Item XIV.

Proper air-monitoring equipment performance is essential for avoiding the buildup of hazardous concentrations
of gases, e.g., hydrogen, and for limiting the impact of environmental releases.

Possible Solution

The overriding concern in this issue is the proper functioning of the stated systems under accident conditions.
Although these systems would not prevent WASH-140016 accidents from occurring, their failure during these
accidents would increase the risk of exposing offsite personnel to radioactive releases.

No technical solution was proposed in NUREG-0572.4 The analysis of this issue will be based on the possible
solution that improving licensees' maintenance and testing programs for air-monitoring, air-cleaning, and
ventilating systems will reduce failures in these systems at all plants. It is conservatively estimated that this
possible solution will reduce the public risk associated with this issue by 50%.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

Since there are no available data on failures of the stated systems during accidents, the probabilities of all
WASH-140016 accident categories listed in Table 3.1-1 will be considered in arriving at a frequency estimate.

In order for the air-monitoring, air-cleaning, and ventilating systems to lose their safety function during an
accident, the following events would have to occur simultaneously: failure of air-monitoring equipment, failure
of ventilating equipment, failure of air-cleaning equipment, and improper operator action. The probability of
occurrence of this sequence of events is conservatively estimated to be 10-3/demand. Therefore, the probability
of occurrence of these events, following any WASH-140016 type of accident, is the product of 10-3 and the
corresponding accident probability. This product will be used as the frequency estimate (F) in the value/impact
score calculation below. Thus, F = (10-3)(P), where P is the accident probability from WASH-1400,16 as shown in
Table 3.1-1.

TABLE 3.1-1

Accident

Category

PROBABILITY, P

(RY-1)

PUBLIC DOSE,
Q (man-rem)

P x Q (man-rem/RY)

BWR 1 1 x 10-6 5.4 x 106 5.4

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0004.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0004.html
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http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0004.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0016.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0016.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0016.html
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Accident

Category

PROBABILITY, P

(RY-1)

PUBLIC DOSE,
Q (man-rem)

P x Q (man-rem/RY)

BWR 2 6 x 10-6 7.1 x 106 42.6

BWR 3 2 x 10-5 5.1 x 106 102.0

BWR 4 2 x 10-6 6.1 x 105 1.2

BWR 5 1 x 10-4 6.1 x 105 0.002

PWR 1 9 x 10-7 4.9 x 106 4.4

PWR 2 8 x 10-6 4.8 x 106 38.4

PWR 3 4 x 10-6 5.4 x 106 21.6

PWR 4 5 x 10-7 2.7 x 106 1.4

PWR 5 7 x 10-7 1.0 x 106 0.7

PWR 6 6 x 10-6 1.4 x 105 0.8

PWR 7 4 x 10-5 2.3 x 103 0.1

PWR 8 4 x 10-5 7.5 x 104 3.0

PWR 9 4 x 10-4 1.2 x 102 0.05

For BWRs: (P x Q) = 151.2 man-rem/RY

For PWRs: (P x Q) = 70.5 man-rem/RY

Consequence Estimate

During any type of accident, releases contained in a plant's air would be transported through the ventilating
system to the air-cleaning system before discharge offsite. Credit will be taken for all releases associated with
WASH-140016 type of accidents in deriving the consequence estimate for this issue. The public dose associated
with these accidents is shown in Table 3.1-1.

For 95 PWRs in operation and under construction with an average remaining life of 30 years, the risk reduction
is (95)(0.5)(10-3)(70.5)(30) man-rem or approximately 100 man-rem. For 48 BWRs in operation and under
construction with an average remaining life of 30 years, the risk reduction is (48)(0.5)(10-3) x (151.2)(30) man-
rem or approximately 109 man-rem. Therefore, the total risk reduction associated with this issue is (100 + 109)
man-rem or 209 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

NRC Cost: It is estimated that 2 staff-years have been expended by the NRC so far in collecting and reviewing
data relative to this issue. The possible solution used in this analysis would require an additional 0.5 staff-year
to close out the issue. Based on a cost of $100,000/staff-year, the total estimated future NRC cost is $50,000 or
$0.05M.

Industry Cost: An improved maintenance and testing program for air-monitoring, air-cleaning, and ventilating
systems will require an estimated two additional technicians at each plant. It is assumed that the average
remaining life of each operating plant is 30 years. Based on labor costs of $50,000/year for each technician, the
total estimated industry cost per plant is $(30 x 2 x 50,000)M or $3M. Therefore, the total cost for the possible
solution in 95 PWRs and 48 BWRs is $[0.05 + (143)(3)]M or $429M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a public risk reduction of 209 man-rem, the value/impact score is given by,

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0016.html
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Uncertainties

Consideration of the following uncertainties will produce values of S that will not alter the conclusion reached on
the issue.

(1) Assuming that the possible solution resulted in a reduction of all risk, the maximum attainable S value would
be 1 man-rem/$M.

(2) Decreasing the consequence estimate would reduce the calculated S value.

(3) Increasing cost estimates by a factor of 10 would reduce the maximum value of S to 0.05 man-rem/$M.
Conversely, decreasing cost estimates by a factor of 2 would increase S to a maximum value of 1 man-rem/$M.

Other Considerations

The safety significance of this issue is being addressed in several ongoing programs including:

(1) NUREG-0737,98 Item II.K.3(24): Confirmation of Adequacy of Space Cooling for HPCI and RCIC Systems

(2) Implementation of RETS under multiplant action A-02, a part of which is the evaluation of hydrogen control
for waste gas systems.

CONCLUSION

Based upon the value/impact score above, this issue should be placed in the DROP category.
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Issue 2: Failure of Protective Devices on Essential Equipment (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Background

This issue was identified4 after a review of LERs involving the failure or degraded performance of essential
equipment that resulted from the failure of protective devices such as fuses and circuit breakers. The affected
systems included plant control, engineered safety features, and plant protection. In this evaluation, these
affected systems are referred to as essential equipment.

The observed protective device failures were not limited to overcurrent devices but also occurred in torque and
limit switches and overspeed trips. The essential equipment failures may have been caused by (a) essential
equipment component failures or (b) protective device failures such as improper application, maladjustment, or
protective device component failures.

The concern raised in this issue is that the failure rates of essential equipment that are assumed in PRAs may
not have accounted for those failures of protective devices that also disable the essential equipment, hence
leading to underestimation of risk. A further discussion of this issue was published in NUREG-0705.44

Safety Significance

If PRAs do not properly account for the failures of essential equipment as a result of protective device failures,
the assumed failure rates may be too optimistic. This can seriously affect industry and NRC priorities in
expending resources to address safety concerns. Since essential equipment on all plants contain protective
devices, this issue affects all operating and future plants.

Possible Solution

Given the nature of PRA and the limitations of its use in the regulatory arena, it was not likely that a solution to
this issue could result in additional requirements to be imposed on plants. However, a possible solution could
be an information notice to alert licensees and PRA analysts of any shortcomings in the PRA methodology or
assumptions so that plant risk is not underestimated in PRAs.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

This issue addressed PRA analysis methodology and the validity of certain assumptions including (a) the
composition of failure rate data and (b) the modeling of essential equipment and their associated protective
devices in the PRAs. In considering the relation between (a) and (b) above, four analysis possibilities can
develop:

(1) The failure data are given for essential equipment,
including their protective devices, and the plant
modeling accounts for essential equipment including
protective devices. In this case, risk estimates are
done properly.

(2) Failure data are given for essential equipment without
protective devices and the plant model accounts for
essential equipment without protective devices; the
model deals with protective devices separately. Also,
in this case, risk estimates are done properly.

(3) Failure data are given for essential equipment with
protective devices, but the model is for essential
equipment without protective devices; protective
devices are modeled separately. In this case, the
protective device failure rates are considered twice.
This analysis tends to overestimate plant risk.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0004.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0044.html
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(4) Failure data are given for essential equipment without
protective devices, but the model is for essential
equipment with protective devices, i.e., the protective
device failure rates are not considered. This analysis
tends to underestimate plant risk.

However, knowledgeable PRA practitioners believe that present PRAs usually model the protective devices
explicitly but sometimes include them with the essential equipment and account for their failure rates.

There are several sources of generic databases that are used by the NRC and the industry to conduct PRAs.
These databases include the Nuclear Computerized Library for Assessing Reactor Reliability (NUCLARR),1327

IEEE Std. 500,194 and the Component Failure Data Handbook (EGG-EAST-8563, INEL, June 1989). Also, some
firms that conduct PRAs maintain their own generic databases.

The sources of the failure and demand information used in the generic databases include LERs, Nuclear Plant
Reliability Data System (NPRDS) records, and other industry reports. These sources of failure data are affected
by the interpretation by plant personnel of (1) the nature of the failure and (2) the boundaries of the affected
system or component. For example, a control circuit that actuates a component may be included within the
boundary of that component. Likewise, in generating the failure rate, some protective devices (e.g., fuses)
that are installed in or on the body of the component may be considered as part of that component. On the
other hand, circuit breakers, especially those not in the proximity of the affected equipment, are considered as
separate components and are usually modeled as such.

Support system failures that lead to failure of a front-line system typically are treated as separate system failures
and are modeled as such. For example, CCW system failure leads to a loss of lube oil cooling which in turn
leads to pump failure. In this case, there is only one valid failure: the CCW system. The induced failures are
accounted for in the model through the dependency matrix.

CONCLUSION

On the basis of discussions with knowledgeable PRA practitioners, existing practice was to include protective
devices in PRAs, either explicitly or as an element of the component failure rate. Therefore, it was concluded
that this issue did not represent a safety concern and was DROPPED from further consideration. In an RES
evaluation,1564 it was concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not change the
priority of the issue.
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Issue 3: Set Point Drift in Instrumentation (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue is identified in Appendix D of NUREG-05724 and is one of the key observations made after the ACRS
requested its members and consultants to make comprehensive reviews of all LERs issued during the years
1976, 1977, and 1978. Data collected over this 3-year period showed that 10% of all LERs were related to drift in
the set points of instrumentation beyond Technical Specification (TS) limits. This amounted to an average of 258
LERs for each of the 3 years considered.

Safety Significance

An unplanned change in the set point of an instrument (set point drift) will alter the actual value of the measured
parameter at which a particular action is to occur. Drift in the set point of an instrument could result in delay in
the initiation of a safety function.

Possible Solutions

The solutions proposed in NUREG-05724 were as follows: (1) where set point drift is due to component failures,
make the necessary repair, recalibrate, and restore the instruments to service, and (2) increase the margin
between the selected set points and TS limits in order to accommodate inherent instrument inaccuracies that
result in set point drift.

CONCLUSION

Because of the qualitative judgment that the safety significance is very small and, because of the difficulty in
trying to quantify the risk importance of this issue due to the fact that the drift problem would permeate all of the
accident analyses, no attempt was made at quantification.

While set point drift might result in some small degradation of safety function, it would not prevent the initiation
of a safety function or result in a major degradation because of the following reasons: (1) safety instruments
are redundant and diverse, (2) the measured variables change rapidly, and (3) drift is periodically detected
and corrected. Since all safety channels are redundant, the instruments in both channels would have to drift
at the same time in order for the delay to occur. But the redundant instruments are identical, sense the same
variable, and operate under the same conditions and, therefore, the amount of drift would not be independent.
The number of LERs reporting simultaneous drift in redundant channels was not given in NUREG-0572.4

Most safety functions are initiated by diverse signals emitted from different instruments. Drift in any one of these
instruments would be expected to be independent of drift in the remaining instruments. Therefore, instrument
drift would be expected in many (but not all) cases to result in some delay in the initiation of a safety function.

Most of the process variables used to initiate safety systems have high rates of change during accidents that
would result in significant consequences. Therefore, the time delay in reaching an instrument trip point is
insensitive to set point.

Drift is detected and corrected during regular surveillance of safety instrumentation. Thus, the degree of drift is
limited. Repair and recalibration of instruments that have drifted beyond TS limits are actions that are required of
licensees in order to keep their plants in operation. In fact, the strict NRC reporting requirements for these events
produced the large volume of LERs that was the basis for consideration of instrumentation set point drift as a
generic safety issue. To some degree, this reporting requirement is an incentive to licensees to reduce or allow
for instrument set point drift.

In order to address the establishment and maintenance of set points for individual safety-related instrument
channels, the Instrument Society of America (ISA) issued Draft F to ISA S67.0449 on May 22, 1979. This
standard was adopted by the NRC and was incorporated in the Proposed Revision 2 to Regulatory Guide
1.10550 which was issued for public comment in December 1981. In February 1986, the staff published Revision
2 to Regulatory Guide 1.105 endorsing the guidance of ISA S67.04-1982. No revisions to the SRP11 were
required. Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and no new requirements were established.903
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Issue 4: End-of-Life and Maintenance Criteria
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

The exact scope of this issue is unclear and SPEB has used the following interpretation in its evaluation. Based
on an ACRS-sponsored review of LERs,4 it was concluded that the criteria used for setting up equipment
maintenance intervals and determining equipment life expectancy required further review and evaluation. It was
believed that these factors were significant contributors to the component failures in equipment such as valves,
pumps, etc.

Safety Significance

The failure of safety-related components can lead to loss of reactor coolant pressure boundary integrity or loss
of safety functions. Such failures possibly could be reduced by using end-of-life data and improved periodic
maintenance criteria.

Possible Solutions

Available material aging information, coupled with actual plant operating and maintenance experience, could
be factored into the process of determining the end-of-life for various components as well as determining
appropriate maintenance periodicity.

This issue has been addressed as part of the NRC overall equipment qualification program. Existing and
proposed requirements include both end-of-life and maintenance considerations.

Specifically, NUREG-058819 and the DOR Guidelines118 (both endorsed by Commission Order CLI-80-2146)
require that qualification programs for electrical equipment should identify materials susceptible to aging effects
and establish a schedule for periodically replacing the equipment and/or materials.

IEEE 323-1974,90 the industry standard upon which the above requirements are based, includes a number of
paragraphs addressing this issue. For example, paragraph 6.4.2 on "Operating History" states that, in order to
use operating history information for establishing qualification, the designer must have documentation which
includes recording and analysis of all failures and trends that occurred during the operating period and a log of
all periodic maintenance and inspections.

The proposed Revision 1 to Regulatory Guide 1.8991 (which is to provide guidelines for meeting the Equipment
Qualification Rule and endorses IEEE 323-197490) was drafted in February 1982 and includes a number of
specific positions on the subject of equipment end-of-life and maintenance. The Regulatory Guide positions are:

7.g. The qualified life of the equipment (or component, as
applicable) and the basis for its selection be defined
and documented.

7.h. Qualified life should be established on the basis of the
severity of the testing performed, the conservatisms
employed in the extrapolation of data, the operating
history, and the other methods that may reasonably be
used. All assumptions should be documented.

7.i. An ongoing program to review surveillance and
maintenance records to identify age-related
degradations should be established.

7.j. A component maintenance and replacement schedule
that includes consideration of aging characteristics of
the installed components should be established.
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8. Sections 6.4 and 6.5 of IEEE 323-197490 discuss
qualification by operating experience and by analysis,
respectively. The adequacy of these methods should
be evaluated on the basis of the quality and detail of
the information available in support of the assumptions
made. Operating experience and analysis based on
test data may be used where testing is precluded by
the physical size of the equipment or the state of the
art of testing. When the analysis method is employed
because of the physical size of the equipment, tests
on vital components of the equipment should be
provided.

The NRC is in the process of codifying (via rulemaking) similar requirements for mechanical equipment.

The NRC Standard Review Plan,11 Section 3.11, "Environmental Qualification of Mechanical and Electrical
Equipment," includes requirements for maintenance/ surveillance programs for equipment located in mild
environments. Specifically,it is required that "the maintenance/surveillance program data shall be reviewed
periodically (not more than every 18 months) to ensure that the design qualified life has not suffered thermal or
cyclic degradation resulting from the accumulated stresses triggered by the abnormal environmental conditions
and the normal wear due to its service condition. Engineering judgment shall be used to modify the replacement
program and/or replace the equipment as deemed necessary."

Therefore, SPEB believes that present NRC criteria require that each licensee have a comprehensive equipment
qualification program including a maintenance program which is based on both qualified life and operating
history.

CONCLUSION

Based on the above cited requirements and the overall Equipment Qualification Program Plan in
SECY-81-504,92 SPEB concludes that this issue has been adequately addressed. Regulatory Guides 1.33225

and 1.89,91 Revision 1, contain criteria for maintenance and surveillance programs to ensure operability
throughout the life of the plant for safety-related mechanical and electrical equipment located in harsh or mild
environments.384 Thus, this issued has been RESOLVED.
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Issue 5: Design Check and Audit of Balance-of-Plant Equipment
DESCRIPTION

The concern of this issue involves the requirement for verification that the balance-of-plant equipment satisfies
the design intent. This issue was identified in NUREG-0705.44

CONCLUSION

Task I.F in NUREG-0660,48 the TMI Action Plan, is a task to expand the QA list. Issue 5 is a portion of the TMI
task and, therefore, will be prioritized in conjunction with TMI Action Plan Item I.F.1 in Section 3 of this report.
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Issue 6: Separation of Control Rod from its Drive and BWR High Rod
Worth Events (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

BWRs are operated in such a manner as to attempt to produce an axial power distribution with as little peaking
as possible. When the reactor moderator is not boiling (e.g., during startup and heatup), the axial flux distribution
is much more peaked. This in turn causes incremental control rod worths to peak at a certain axial location due
to the non-linear neutron importance weighting.

When a reactor is restarted shortly after a shutdown, the xenon distribution tends to enhance the peaking effect.
This effect first came to attention when several BWRs experienced short periods when recovering from scrams.
In some cases, reactors apparently went from subcritical to supercritical with 5-second periods by moving one
control rod one 6-inch notch. In every case, the reactors scrammed long before power became significant.
Nevertheless, short periods were considered detrimental to an operator's ability to safely control the reactor,
and prevention of such incidents was addressed in IE Circular No. 77-075 which was later supplemented by IE
Bulletin No. 79-12.6

The question then arose concerning implications for the analysis of the Rod Drop Accident (RDA). The ACRS
described4 the concern as follows:

Separation of a BWR control rod, coupled with the rigidly controlled sequence in which such rods must be
withdrawn, could have very serious safety implications. Thirteen rod separation events and six rod-worth-
multiplication events (resulting in periods shorter than 5 seconds) have been reported since 1976. Previous
studies have indicated that the probability of fuel damage from an RDA is small. This study suggests that the
withdrawal of a prescribed rod whose worth has been magnified by high core xenon concentrations may be more
probable than the erroneous withdrawal of a high worth rod under normal startup conditions. A determination
needs to be made as to whether the high rod notch worth produced by high xenon concentrations extends over
a large enough region of rod movement to cause fuel damage from a dropped rod. This study indicates that
additional attention needs to be given to the manner in which control rods are withdrawn, particularly during
conditions where rod worths deviate from the normal.

A study7 along the lines of that recommended by the ACRS was made by CPB/NRR. LERs were extensively
studied together with the basic physics involved and the staff came to the following conclusions:

(1) The information in LERs on the separation of control
rod and drive mechanisms does not indicate an
increase in the probability of separation or of having
an RDA event compared to conclusions from previous
studies of this subject.

(2) There is no reason to expect a significant control
rod reactivity worth increase or RDA effect from
xenon and no evidence from LERs on Intermediate
Range Monitor (IRM) scrams that indicate that the
expectation is incorrect.

(3) Group-banked rod withdrawal has been and is used
with several improvements in details of the Reduced
Notch Worth Procedure (RNWP) to mitigate high notch
worth effects.

(4) There is no close approach to RDA limits in the xenon
restart regime with GE SAR analyses and the margins
are substantially increased (beyond any reasonable
uncertainties in the rod worth analyses) when using
appropriate thermal-hydraulic feedback in the analysis.
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CONCLUSION

Based on the results of the CPB/NRR study, it was concluded that no further action on this issue was
required.382 Thus, this issue was RESOLVED with no new requirements.
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Issue 7: Failures Due to Flow-Induced Vibrations (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Background

Flow-induced vibrations caused by vortex shedding resulting from rapid area change, buffeting due to
random flow turbulence, fluid structures interaction instability, leakage excitation, steady operation of positive
displacement pumps, and cavitating valves can cause failure of equipment, electrical wiring or components,
pumps, valves, and piping systems. The three major failure mechanisms are high cycle fatigue, impact, and
fretting (wear).

Vibration problems inside the reactor vessel manifest themselves as worn guide tubes, loose guide thimbles,
cracked shrouds, and cracked nozzles and spargers. Charging pumps have been damaged by cavitation as
well as turbulent buffeting vibrations that show up as cracked casings and welds. Vibrating valve internals (in
closed and open positions) result in cracked and worn valve seats as well as cracked welds. Other failures
that can result from vibration include loosened bolts, broken fittings, leaking snubbers, damaged pipe hangers,
broken wires, thrown switches, loosened relays, damaged printed circuit boards, loosened instrument terminals,
radiation monitor failures, false instrumentation activation, and open breakers.

This issue was raised by the ACRS in NUREG-05724 and was later included in the initial list23 of new issues that
were identified for prioritization.

Safety Significance

The problem of excessive vibration is important because it can often lead to damage of multiple components.
These events are frequently precursors to more serious events, inasmuch as continued occurrences can result
in pipe cracks, failures of valves and snubbers, and damage to electrical and mechanical equipment. Other
aspects of this problem include the effects of vibration (as well as water hammer) on engineered safety features
following severe transients.

Possible Solutions

The report in NUREG-05724 was geared toward encouraging research in the area of flow-induced vibration
and toward encouraging more attention to such phenomena when plants are still in the design stage. Given the
present state of the art, it was doubtful that anything more than the practice of correcting vibration problems as
they occur could be done. However, the ACRS noted that in 54 out of the 171 LERs (32 percent) studied no
action was taken to prevent recurrence. Thus, a partial solution would be to encourage more positive measures
in a greater percentage of vibration event followup actions.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

The following five aspects of the problem were evaluated:

(1) Cracking and leaks caused by vibration can lead to
small LOCAs.

(2) Excessive vibration and minor equipment failures can
cause transients. An increased frequency of transients
implies some safety significance, since plant transients
occasionally exercise some safety equipment.

(3) Excessive vibration during operation of an engineered
safety feature could cause failure of a safety system
just when it is needed.

(4) Vibration can damage nearby electrical and
mechanical equipment.

(5) Water hammer.
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Of the five safety aspects listed above, only the first two were explicitly considered. The third aspect, which
involves the possibility of vibration-induced damage to ESFs, has long been recognized. It is for this very reason
that ECC systems are provided with keep-fill systems and high-point vents, BWR standby liquid control pumps
have vibration-damping accumulators, etc. In addition, regular testing of these systems should uncover any
remaining vibration problems.

The fourth aspect, which involves damage to nearby electrical or mechanical equipment, was judged to be
insignificant compared to the first two aspects, since the redundancy in safety system design makes it extremely
unlikely that a critical function will be lost. Moreover, spatial interactions such as these were investigated in Issue
A-17, "Systems Interaction." Water hammer was addressed in Issue A-1, "Water Hammer."

Frequency Estimate

The leaks caused by vibration have generally been very small, "weeping" through small cracks or leakage
past stem packing. Such leaks are of little direct concern since the rate of coolant loss is well within the normal
makeup capacity. Nevertheless, the potential for a larger leak exists. Because it is expected that large leaks
will be far less likely than small leaks (particularly since most vibration-caused leaks occur in pipes of 1-inch
diameter or less), it will be assumed that these LOCAs are of magnitude "S2" in WASH-140016 nomenclature.

The ACRS4 study found 171 vibration-initiated events in a 2-year period. Some (e.g., "piping cracks") were
definitely leaks or leak related, but some of the ACRS listings (e.g., "welds") are ambiguous. Thus, a leak
frequency cannot be obtained from the ACRS document alone.

Although not identified in the ACRS report, flow-induced vibrations can and have caused damage to reactor
vessel internals and core components, including fuel pins and control rods. To a degree, the loose parts
and vibration monitoring issues (B-60 and B-73), discussed in Section 2 of this report, address this aspect.
Furthermore, the safety significance of these vibration-induced events should be reasonably approximated by
this evaluation of vibration-induced LOCAs and transients.

A search of the NPRDS files produced 258 vibration-related events. (Not all events are reported to NPRDS.)
Ninety-nine of the 258 involved water systems, 59 of which involved primary coolant, and 26 of the 59 resulted in
a leak. None of the 26 leaks caused a reactor shutdown, however.

The ARCS study implied that flow-induced vibration events occur about once per reactor-year. The NPRDS
search suggested that about one quarter of these events result in at least a minor primary leak. We will assume,
based on judgment, that about 0.1 percent of the leaks will be serious enough to be considered an S2 LOCA.
Thus, the estimated frequency of S2 LOCAs due to flow-induced vibrations is 2.5 x 10-4 event/RY.

To estimate the frequency of plant transients, we need an estimate of the fraction of vibration events which result
in a reactor scram. Here, the ACRS table is more useful. Of the categories listed in NUREG-05724 Appendix D-
IV, the events involving damaged valves, air systems, pump problems, and valve opening or closing are likely to
cause a plant transient. These categories total 25 of the 171 events, or about 15 percent of the total. Therefore,
since vibration events occur about once per reactor-year, the frequency of transients is estimated to be 0.15
event/RY.

Consequence Estimate

An S2 LOCA or a transient can have a wide range of consequences, ranging from none to a major release,
depending on the availability of various safety systems. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the entire
probability-weighted spectrum. To do this, the S2 and T event sequences in WASH-140016 were re-normalized to
the frequencies estimated above.

One modification is necessary. The only available fix, even if carried out with 100 percent efficiency, can only
correct 32 percent of the problem by preventing recurrence. If we make the more realistic assumption that

the fix is carried out with 95 percent efficiency, the F to be used is 30 percent of the estimated S2 and T
frequencies. The results of the calculation are shown in Table 3.7-1. The total risk reduction for 43 PWRs and 27
BWRs, over an average remaining plant life of 32 years, is 2,980 person-rem.

Cost Estimate
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Industry Cost: Costs were difficult to estimate since vibration damage can affect a wide spectrum of
components. The types of corrective action listed in NUREG-05724 were as follows: add vibration dampers,
redesign, strengthen, modify flow system, stud, and preventive maintenance. All of these actions except the
last one are plant modifications that involve considerable paperwork (safety review, etc.). For these actions,
an average cost of $50,000 (one-half staff-year) was estimated. If one event/RY occurs during the remaining
average plant life of 32 years for operating plants, and bearing in mind that the "fix" applies to 30 percent of
these events, the average cost was estimated to be $480,000/plant.

NRC Cost: NRC costs were estimated to be 6 staff-months of preparatory generic work plus 1 staff-week/plant
to get letters out at a cost of about $150,000.

Total Cost: The total cost was estimated to be $[0.15 + (70)(0.48)]M or approximately $34M.

TABLE 3.7-1

Release Category
S2 Sequence F T Sequence F

Consequences
(person-rem) FR

PWR-1 7.5 x 10-9 1.4 x 10-9 4.9 x 106 54.4 x 10-2

PWR-2 2.3 x 10-8 1.4 x 10-8 4.8 x 106 1.8 x 10-1

PWR-3 2.3 x 10-7 1.8 x 10-9 5.4 x 106 1.3 x 100

PWR-4 2.3 x 10-8 3.2 x 10-10 2.7 x 106 6.3 x 10-2

PWR-5 2.3 x 10-8 9.0 x 10-10 1.0 x 106 2.4 x 10-2

PWR-6 1.5 x 10-7 9.0 x 10-9 1.4 x 105 2.2 x 10-2

PWR-7 1.5 x 10-6 4.5 x 10-8 2.3 x 103 3.6 x 10-3

BWR-1 1.5 x 10-9 4.5 x 10-9 5.4 x 106 3.2 x 10-2

BWR-2 7.5 x 10-9 2.7 x 10-8 7.1 x 106 2.4 x 10-1

BWR-3 3.0 x 10-8 9.0 x 10-8 5.1 x 106 6.1 x 10-1

BWR-4 3.0 x 10-9 9.0 x 10-9 6.1 x 105 7.3 x 10-3

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 2,980 person-rem, the value/impact score is given by:
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Uncertainties

(1) Frequency estimates are uncertain up to a factor of 10. Although this was based primarily on judgment, it
should be noted that if frequencies were more than a factor of 10 higher than estimated, some successfully
mitigated vibration-induced S2 LOCAs should begin to show up in operating experience.

(2) It was assumed that the public dose estimates were uncertain to no more than a factor of 5. Similarly, the
cost estimates were uncertain to a factor of 5, since it is unlikely that the average cost of vibration event follow-
up will be less than 1 staff-month, nor is it likely to be over 2.5 staff-years. However, it should be noted that
prevention of vibration-initiated plant transients will save some plant downtime. If credit for this averted cost were
included, the net cost to the licensee would be less, and might well be zero or negative. Assuming a log normal
distribution, if S = 9 x 101, the estimated range of S is 4 x 100 to 2 x 103.

CONCLUSION

Based on the value/impact score above, this issue fell in the medium priority category with small risk. As noted,
the economic costs, if considered, would increase the priority ranking and should be an incentive without NRC
action for the industry to take the actions necessary to prevent failures from flow-induced vibration. However,
a generic solution to this issue, other than those discussed in Issue C-12, was not apparent and each specific
flow-induced vibration event needs to be separately evaluated for safety significance and value/impact. This
evaluation served to show that flow-induced vibration was not an issue associated with large risks or easily
solved with relatively little expense. Therefore, the solution to each specific flow-induced vibration event should
be pursued separately. Thus, this issue was DROPPED from further pursuit.
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Issue 8: Inadvertent Actuation of Safety Injection in PWRs
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This concern was identified by the ACRS as a result of their review4 of LERs covering a period from 1976
through 1978 and, subsequently, a comprehensive review of the problem was completed which covered the
LERs and other related material from 1969 to October 1980.103 The findings of these reviews revealed that a
high rate of spurious and/or inadvertent safety injections (SI) were occurring, particularly for Westinghouse (W)
and Babcock & Wilcox (B&W) plants.

In the case of B&W reactors, the practice in the past was to manually turn on one or more high pressure safety
injection pumps after a reactor trip in order to recover the pressurizer level. This practice contributed to the high
rate of safety injections for these plants. After the Three Mile Island accident, all B&W plant operators were
instructed not to initiate safety injection manually after each reactor trip. It was subsequently demonstrated104

that this operator action was not necessary to recover pressurizer level. The practice appears to have been
discontinued by the B&W operators with the result that the rate of unneeded SIs in B&W plants is now
significantly lower.

Many W reactors, although not all, also have a high rate of unneeded SIs. A possible reason for the higher
incidence of unneeded SIs in W plants may be due to the fact that the Westinghouse design provides more
signals for initiating SI.

Safety Significance

As stated in the ACRS Report,4 safety injection systems are required to operate during loss-of-coolant accidents
and other severe transients that require borated water addition to the primary system. Actuation of the system
injects cold borated water into the reactor subjecting injection nozzles to thermal stresses and requiring removal
of boron from the primary system before startup. The present number of occurrences is probably not significant
with respect to the thermal cycling of the injection nozzles. However, at present rates the design limit may be
approached sooner than initially projected. However, this is an economic problem for the plant operator, since
continued plant operation beyond the ASME Code thermal cycle limit would have to be justified to the NRC.

However, the conditioning of the operator's response by repeated unnecessary safety injections is pertinent,
although difficult to quantify. Because SI introduces additional boron, the operator desires to terminate
unnecessary injections as quickly as possible. This generally occurs within 1 to 8 minutes following the start of
injection and follows a check of other plant status instrumentation. Repeated operator exposure to inadvertent
safety injection and its termination may produce an inappropriate response in cases where the injection is
required to provide core cooling water.

Possible Solution

After the TMI accident, the need to verify the safe status of the plant thoroughly before terminating SI has
been greatly emphasized. All licensees were required to include a specific set of SI termination criteria in the
emergency procedures.

This provision was thought to have solved the problems. However, since TMI, at least in two instances (Surry
2, August 26, 1980 and H. B. Robinson, January 29, 1981) SI was terminated in a very short period of time
(less than 2 minutes) which does not seem to be consistent with the time needed for a thorough check of the SI
termination criteria. Moreover, an analysis of the H. B. Robinson event (January 29, 1981) revealed that, though
the SI termination criteria required by the NRC have been included in the LOCA emergency procedures, the
operator would not use them unless he has determined that the SI was not spurious and he has entered the
proper emergency procedures. But apparently there is no specific criteria to determine whether an SI is spurious,
inadvertent, or really needed and the operator has to rely upon judgment and experience.

Therefore, there may be a need to develop and provide all plant operators with a diagnostic tool based on a
definite set of criteria to determine whether an SI is needed. In addition, there is the need of a specific procedure
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for recovery from an unneeded SI in order that subsequent operator actions would not incapacitate further
possible SI automatic initiation in the course of the following event sequence.

A partial solution to this problem in the W plants would be hardware modifications to reduce the frequency of
unneeded SIs. For example, the Duquesne Light Co. submitted a license amendment for Beaver Valley 1 to
incorporate a new steam line break protection system design. The new system includes the suppression of
the high steam P signal, the high steam flow signal in coincidence with either low steam pressure or low-low
Tavg and their replacement by a low steam pressure in any loop set at 500 psig. The NSSS designer made the
statement that the new system is as comprehensive for protection as the former system and that it is expected to
be more reliable. Such simplifications of the safety injection actuation system that result in a significant decrease
in the number of unneeded SIs would tend to ease the problem of the operators having to deal with so many
unneeded SIs.

CONCLUSION

Thermal fatigue of the SI nozzle is only a matter of economics. The immediate safety concern with inadvertent
actuation of safety injection involves the unacceptable response of the operator resulting in the termination of
the injection in cases where it is required. This may result from repeated exposure to spurious or inadvertent
safety injections which may improperly condition the operator to terminate the injection and reset the injection
signal without carefully assessing the status of the reactor plant and the real need for emergency cooling. Task
I.C of NUREG-066048 addresses problems of this nature. Sub-task I.C.1 has as its objective the improvement
of operating procedures to provide greater assurance that operator and staff actions are technically correct,
explicit, and easily understood for normal, transient, and accident conditions. A principal part of sub-task I.C.1
is to improve procedures for dealing with abnormal conditions and emergencies by improving the delineation
of symptoms, events, and plant conditions that identify emergency and off-normal situations that confront the
operators. In view of the intention and objectives of sub-task I.C.1, the safety concern involved in this issue is
being adequately addressed and, therefore, this safety issue should not be carried as a separate issue.
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Issue 9: Reevaluation of Reactor Coolant Pump Trip Criteria
DESCRIPTION

Under the scope of the TMI Action Plan Item II.K.3 in NUREG-0660,48 the NRC Bulletin and Orders Task Force
conducted generic reviews of the loss-of-feedwater and small-break loss-of-coolant events on all operating
reactors. These reviews consisted of an evaluation of systems reliability analyses, guidelines for emergency
procedures, and operator training related to these events.

As a result of these reviews, a number of recommendations for improvements were made and documented in
NUREG-0611,93 NUREG-0626,94 NUREG-0635,95 NUREG-0565,96 and NUREG-0623.97 Included among these
recommendations was the reevaluation of reactor coolant pump trip criteria.

The issue of reevaluation of reactor coolant pump trip criteria involves the potential improvement that might be
achieved by establishing better criteria on when to allow the operation of reactor coolant pumps and when to
trip them. It was believed that better criteria might allow the use of reactor coolant pumps to aid in recovery from
certain transients while still ensuring that these pumps could be tripped during a small-break LOCA. This issue
was given consideration as a candidate USI in NUREG-070544 but was not recommended for designation as a
USI because the safety evaluations of transients used for licensing acceptability do not assume the availability of
the reactor coolant pumps.

CONCLUSION

The resolution of this issue was published in SECY-82-475.101 This issue is also covered under TMI Action Plan
Item II.K.3(5), implementation of which was mandated by NUREG-0737.98
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Issue 10: Surveillance and Maintenance of Tip Isolation Valves and Squib
Charges
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue apparently originated as a DOR proposal and was discussed in SECY-80-325.8 The issue as
previously evaluated196 is whether periodic replacement of the squib charges and circuit checks of the traveling
in-core probe (TIP) guide tube explosive shear valves should be included in the Technical Specifications of each
BWR plant, similar to the requirements for the explosive valves in the standby liquid control system (SLCS). In
this updated evaluation, the necessity for periodic inspection of the ball valve and the shear valve squib charge
are addressed.

Safety Significance

The TIP system is used to calibrate the neutron monitoring system. The system consists of the neutron
detector attached to a flexible drive cable which is driven by a gear box assembly located outside of the primary
containment. The flexible cable and attached neutron detector is inserted into the reactor core through stainless
steel tubing (TIP guide tubes). An indexing mechanism which is located inside the primary containment allows
the use of a single TIP in any of 10 different guide tube paths. Each reactor has 4 or 5 TIP systems, depending
on core size.

Each TIP system has a ball valve and cable shearing valve in the guide tubing external to the containment
penetration. These valves, which are the subject of this report, ensure containment integrity in the event of a
rupture of the guide tube at a location inside the reactor vessel.

The ball valve which is normally closed opens only when the TIP is being inserted. On an isolation signal
(manual or high drywell pressure), the TIP cable retracts and the ball valve closes. If the TIP fails to retract or
the ball valve fails to close, a keylock switch can be activated to fire the explosive squib on the shear valve and
crimp the guide tube shut. The controls for the TIP systems, which include valve position indicating lights and the
squib keylock switches, are located in the control room.

The safety significance of the TIP isolation valves is that if the guide tube ruptures and both valves fail open, the
reactor coolant would be provided with a direct path from the reactor vessel to the reactor building. Thus, primary
containment could be breached and radioactivity released. This scenario, however, requires certain sequences
of events and multiple failures of components which are discussed below.

Sequence 1: During LPRM calibration or flux mapping, the TIP is inserted into the reactor, a leak develops in the
TIP tube, the TIP does not retract, and the squib-shear valve fails.

Sequence 2: During normal operation with the TIP withdrawn, a TIP tube leaks, the failed TIP is aligned with the
containment penetration, the ball valve fails, and the squib-shear valve fails.

Sequence 3: During core calibration an accident leading to core-melt occurs. All the TIP tubes in the reactor fail.
In one case the TIP is inserted and the cable prevents the ball valve from closing. In the second case the TIP is
not inserted but the ball valve fails. In both cases the squib-shear valve fails.

Possible Solutions

A possible solution implied by the DOR request is to require surveillance and maintenance on the TIP isolation
valves. The surveillance and maintenance requirements would thus provide greater assurance that the isolation
valves would function when called upon to operate.

The Standard Technical Specifications (STS) for General Electric Boiling Water Reactors,66 Section 3/4.6.3,
Primary Containment Isolation Valves (PCIS), requires surveillance of the TIP system ball and shear valves. In
the case of the ball valves, the typical monthly LPRM calibration requirements in accordance with Table 4.3.1-1
of the STS for GE BWRs66 exercises the valves more often than the STS explicitly require for surveillance of the
ball valves.
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In the case of the squib-shear valves, the STS Specification66 4.0.5 requires inservice testing per Section XI
of the ASME Code and Addenda.14 Whether the plant is using STS or plant-specific Technical Specifications,
inservice testing, as a minimum, should follow the ASME Section XI14 requirements unless exceptions are
approved (Section 50.55a, 10 CFR Part 50197). A proposed Revision 4 to the STS is being prepared, such that
testing requirements for the squibs in the TIP shear valves would parallel the testing requirements of the squib
charges in the SLCS.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

(1) TIP Tube Failures

Data from "Nuclear Power Experience"105 indicate that 10 TIP tubes have failed with 180 reactor-years of
operating experience. Assuming 50 tubes per reactor gives a failure rate of:

This does not include the TIP failures that occurred at the Kou Sheng reactor in Taiwan in 1982. These failures
were due to use of the LPCI during cooldown, which is a rarely used alternate cooling mode and only applicable
to BWR/5 and BWR/6 reactors. GE is providing a design change that will prevent this failure mode in the future.
Therefore, this failure is not representative of future failures.

(2) TIP Tube Alignment

TIP guide tube alignment through the index mechanism is needed to provide the leakage path from the vessel
to the isolation valves. The probability that the failed guide tube will be in one of the five indexed groups is 0.2.
Since there are 10 guide tube inputs to one index output, the conditional probability of a failed tube being aligned
through any one indexer to the isolation valves is:

(3) TIP Insertion Frequency

The TIP is inserted in each tube for about 5 minutes each month. This gives a probability of a tube containing a
TIP at any given time of:

(4) Ball Valve Failure Frequency

Prior to 1976, ball valve failures in the TIP isolation systems were frequent. Since 1976 redesign of the ball valve
actuator has improved

the reliability of these valves. Based on information reported in "Nuclear Power Experience,"105 there have
been 16 TIP isolation (ball valve) failures from January 1976 to January 1982. Assuming five valves per reactor,
this yields a ball valve failure rate over 128 reactor years of 2.5 x 10-2 per valve-year. Since these valves are
exercised at least once a month during LPRM calibration, the probability that any ball valve will be inoperable at
any given time is:
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(5) Squib Failure Frequency

"Nuclear Power Experience"105 reported inoperative conditions for squib charges in both TIP and SLCS systems
in four plants in operation during the 1970 to 1982 time interval. The inoperative conditions were from loose
connectors, inadequate installation, blown fuses, and inadequate primer charges which failed all of the squib
valves in the systems. It is indicated from the above information that the squib-shear valve failures have been
common mode type failures which have been dominated by conditions other than the detonation reliability of the
squib charge. Because a single squib charge in a reactor with five TIP machines could

be in-place for up to 10 years14 and because of the absence of requirements for circuit checks of the squib-shear
valves, we will conservatively assume a common mode failure for the squib-shear valves with a probability of
failure of:

(6) Accident Frequency

It is assumed that all TIP tubes fail in the event of a core-melt. Also assuming 12 hours to calibrate all LPRMs
each month in each reactor yields a probability of being in a calibration (Pc) mode at any given time of 1.6 x 10-2.
Since it is assumed that all TIP tubes fail (PTF = 1.0) per core-melt, the probability of tube alignment is eliminated
in this proposed sequence.

From WASH-1400,16 the BWR release category representative of core-melt and no containment rupture is a
Category 4 release. The probability of core-melt for a Category 4 release is:

The frequency of radioactive release resulting from the sequences described above is:

Sequence 1

Sequence 2 (for each indexer)

Since there are five indexers,
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Sequence 3

Sequence 1 and Sequence 2 are calculated to have approximately the same chance of occurring. However,
because of the TIP blockage within the coolant path, the coolant release to the reactor building for Sequence
1 would be approximately 20% of the release for Sequence 2. Sequence 3a has three times the probability of
Sequence 3b, but the leak rate in Sequence 3b is a factor of 5 higher.

Consequence Estimate

Sequence 2: The reactor vessel coolant leak through the TIP guide is conservatively assumed as 10 gpm.
Assuming 4 x 10-6 Ci/gal activity (Section 3/4 4-5, STS66), and 1 week to shut down the plant and stop the leak,
the radioactivity release is only 218 Ci. This release is into a subcompartment in the secondary containment.

The SGTS consists of demisters, high-efficiency particulate filters, and activated-charcoal filters and is designed
to clean the secondary containment atmosphere and exhaust through the stack. Thus, the consequence of any
radioactivity release for Sequence 2 is insignificant when compared to Sequence 3 below.

Sequence 3: The fraction of core inventory released from a BWR Category 4 release is 10-3 (WASH-140016

- Table VI.2-1). The total core inventory is 5 x 109 Ci (WASH-140016 - Table VI.3-1). In the WASH-140016

calculations, the Category 4 release is based on the assumption that a hole larger than 1-inch in diameter is
required to preclude containment rupture under core melt conditions. The release in Sequence 3b is assumed
to be 0.1 of a Category 4 release, which is the ratio of the area provided by a failed TIP guide tube to a 1-inch
diameter hole. This conservative approximation yields a release of 5 x 105 Ci. The risk associated with this
Sequence 3 release is, therefore, 5 x 10-3 Ci/RY.

The worst case consequence is Sequence 3 which is estimated to result in the release of 5 x 105 Ci at a
frequency of 10-8/RY. The public dose is estimated to be similar to a BWR-4 release (2.1 x 108 Ci or 602,000
man-rem). Therefore, the total risk reduction is (5 x 105)(10-8)(602,000/2.1 x 108) man-rem/RY or 1.43 x 10-5

man-rem/RY.

Cost Estimate

We assume that the utilities are currently firing and replacing at least one squib charge per refueling in
accordance with ASME Section XI14 requirements. For a plant with five TIP machines, we will assume two
additional squibs are fired and replaced per refueling outage (per year). The cost of the squibs is estimated to
be $50 per squib. The time required to fire and replace a squib is assumed to be 4 hours. We also assume an
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added requirement to verify the continuity of the explosive squib charges at least once per month. The additional
estimated plant costs (Cu), including a one-time licensing fee amortized over 20 years and a manpower cost of
$100,000/man-yr is given by

The NRC cost (4 man-weeks) to revise the Technical Specifications, amortized over 20 years, is approximately:

This results in a total annual cost of $1,700/RY or $0.0017M/RY.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on the risk reduction per RY and cost estimates given above, the value/ impact score is given by:

Other Considerations

If a TIP tube leaks and the isolation valves fail, a costly decontamination problem could result. Based on the
minimal cost to provide maintenance and surveillance to assure reliability of these valves, it would seem prudent
for the utilities to improve on the current procedures. However, this event presents no significant radiological
hazard or risk to the public and no effort to develop regulatory requirements is warranted.

CONCLUSION

Based on the above value/impact assessment, this issue should be DROPPED from further consideration.
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Issue 11: Turbine Disc Cracking
DESCRIPTION

This issue which is identified in NUREG-070544 was raised because of the discovery of stress corrosion cracking
in the low pressure discs of Westinghouse-designed turbines.

CONCLUSION

This issue is not by itself a distinct generic issue but is part of a larger already existing issue, Task Action Plan
Item A-37, Turbine Missiles. Therefore, this issue is covered in Item A-37, contained in Section 2 of this report.
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Issue 12: BWR Jet Pump Integrity (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

A memorandum22 from AEOD to NRR dated May 23, 1980 drew attention to the generic issue of BWR jet pump
integrity. The concern that motivated the AEOD memo was a February 1980 jet pump failure at Dresden Unit
3, together with previous jet pump integrity-related problems at Dresden and Quad Cities. The Dresden failure
was caused by progressive stress corrosion cracking of the pump's hold-down beam. The unit was shut down
and the failed beam was replaced, along with six other beams for which indications of cracking were found upon
ultrasonic inspection. Information concerning an earlier (May 1979) jet pump beam failure at a foreign GE BWR
came to NRC's attention after the Dresden 3 failure.

Safety Significance

In GE BWRs (except in the earliest plants), water recirculation within the reactor vessel during normal power
operation is accomplished by a ring of 16 to 24 water-jet pumps. Failure of a pump is of concern not only
because of each pump's contribution to proper distribution of water flow within the vessel during normal
operation but also because the pumps are designed to assure maintenance of water level well up in the core
region in the event of a LOCA. The jet pump inlet is located about two-thirds of the way up the core height.
If pump failure should lead to damage further down in the pump's diffuser, a lower-level outlet path could be
opened and could prevent reflooding of the core following a break in a recirculation line. A degraded jet pump
could be more vulnerable to damage from stresses due to water hammer or LOCA loads, should they occur.
Also, jet-pump damage could permit increased rate of coolant loss in a LOCA since, in a LOCA, the jet pump's
nozzle area is the limiting area for flow.

Possible Solutions

The AEOD memo22 includes recommendations for generic corrective and evaluative actions. They include:
(1) scheduled replacement of all hold-down beams with structures of improved design; (2) evaluation of the
potential for water-hammer-type loads, the magnitude of such potential loads, and their impact on jet-pump
integrity; and (3) evaluation of the potential for damaging vibration and fatigue failure during initial LPCI injection
and subsequent long-term cooling modes. Further discussion of the AEOD recommendations appears in a
responding memo51 from NRR, dated July 11, 1980, in which phased replacement of the hold-down beams was
discussed.

Currently, operating plants are monitoring jet pump performance in accordance with an IE Bulletin No. 80-0752

issued in 1980 and information supplied in GE SIL No. 330.53 GE has meanwhile developed and prototype
tested improved hold-down beam bars. GE is now prepared to produce and sell the improved beams to replace
the existing ones. GE's work is being reviewed by OIE and Materials Engineering Branch (MTEB) of NRR.
Definitive plans for any further steps for operating plants and for plants well along in construction remain to be
formulated. Possible technical specification changes to include early indication of jet pump degradation remain to
be addressed.

Possible means to gain early indication of hold-down beam damage include (a) monitoring the ratio of jet-
pump driven flow to driving flow and (b) ultrasonic inspection of the beams for incipient cracks (at refueling --
typically at about 18-month intervals). The efficacy of jet-pump performance monitoring depends on empirical
and analytical indications that the breaking of a hold-down beam is preceded by a period during which a severely
cracked beam allows some displacement of the jet nozzle thereby impairing the jet pump's performance.
According to a GE estimate, this warning time would be about 7 to 13 days for the BWR/3 design; however, for
BWR/4 plants, only about 1/3 to 2 days are expected to be available and the indication would be less clearly
discernible. The value of ultrasonic inspection at refueling is based on the slow, progressive nature of the stress-
corrosion cracking. GE estimates that small cracks can begin to appear several years after start of operation
(about 4½ years for the BWR/3 plants and over 10 years for the newer BWR/4 plants), and that it takes about
1½ additional years for the cracks to propagate to failure.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION
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Frequency Estimate

In some 100 RY (about 2000 pump-years) of BWR operation in the U.S. to date, there has been one hold-down
beam failure (at Dresden 3). In the 14 months after the Dresden 3 failure, 19 additional beams were replaced
because of crack indications in ultrasonic inspection. Eighteen of these indications occurred in 6 of the 8 BWR/3
reactors inspected, and one in one of the 12 BWR/4 reactors inspected. (Partial information on overseas
reactors indicates one failure in one BWR/3 as well as some cracked beams detected in inspection.) Because of
the nature of the problem -- progressive stress-corrosion cracking -- an increase in the rate of incipient failures
with the hold-down structures now in the plants can be anticipated as their exposure time increases, unless
corrective action is taken. Because cracks are detectable and plants have been alerted to the problem, there is
reasonable prospect of corrective action before gross failure of the hold-down beams. However, after the one-
time requirement imposed by IE Bulletin No. 80-07,52 further periodic ultrasonic inspection of beams is not now
required and the presence of at least one beam with some degree of cracking in a BWR/3 reactor at any time is
very likely (probability = 1). The newer BWR/4 reactors appear to have a lower probability now (perhaps 0.1) but
that probability may well increase towards the BWR/3 level over the next several years as the plants accumulate
operating time. Accordingly, a probability of 1 for the presence of a crack in at least one beam appears to be a
reasonable basis for a bounding calculation.

Jet-pump hold-down failure could lead to core damage by two types of mechanisms: LOCA aggravation and flow
maldistribution. Frequency estimates for each of these mechanisms are as follows:

LOCA aggravation: A recirculation line break in addition to jet-pump damage could prevent core reflooding.
The two required events may not be independent; stresses resulting from a line-break LOCA could damage a
weakened jet pump. However, for major core damage to occur, the jet-pump damage must be severe enough
to permit a coolant loss rate greater than the ECCS can replace, by opening a large flow area at a level well
down in the core. For lack of better information, a conditional probability of 1 is conservatively assigned to LOCA
aggravation (by a large enough hole being opened), given recirculation line break and given jet-pump hold-
down breakage. Again, it is conservatively assumed that without periodic ultrasonic inspection and cautionary
replacement of beams with incipient cracks, there is likely to be present a crack large enough to result in beam
failure during a LOCA. As discussed, the probability of a cracked beam is 1. Thus, the contingent probability of
LOCA aggravation by jet-pump hold-down beam failure, given recirculation-line break, is (1)(1) or 1.

Based on WASH-140016 (Sec. III-6.4) and NUREG/CR-165954 (Vol. 4, pp 4-22), the estimated frequency of a
recirculation line break is 10-4/RY.

For core damage to occur, the core spray must also fail. If, on the basis of WASH-140016 (p. II-5), one takes
the probability of such failure as 10-3 (assuming core spray failure to be independent of jet-pump hold-down
and diffuser failures), the estimated frequency (F) of core damage due to LOCA aggravation by jet-pump beam
failure is given by F = (1.0)(10-4)(10-3)/RY or 10-7/RY.

A flow monitoring and ultrasonic inspection program should provide a substantial reduction in this probability
because, as discussed above, crack growth is slow and a hold-down beam weakened by a substantial crack is
believed necessary for LOCA aggravation. At least a ten-fold improvement should be typically obtainable.

Flow Maldistribution: Loose broken-off parts could obstruct flow in part of the core substantially aggravating
maldistribution of flow due to loss of a jet pump. However, detection and correction before substantial core
damage could occur can be relied on with a high probability. It is believed that the overall risk from the BWR jet-
pump problem can be estimated to a fair approximation in terms of the LOCA aggravation mechanism alone.

Consequence Estimate

The estimated consequences are the same as those for a WASH-140016 BWR-2 release category. In this
accident category, decay-heat-removal systems are assumed to fail (i.e., LPCI and LPCS). As a result,
containment fails by overpressure, core melting occurs, and release of radioactive materials takes place over
about 3 hours without significant retention of fission products. The choice of the BWR-2 category reflects prompt
failure of decay heat removal after a transient occurs while the reactor is at power. Consequences for a BWR-2
release category are expressed in man-rem. The total whole-body man-rem dose is obtained by using the CRAC
Code for the particular release category. The calculations assume a uniform population density of 340 people
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per square mile (which is average for U.S. domestic cities) and a typical (midwest plain) meteorology. For a
BWR-2 accident, consequences are 7.1 x 106 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: Based on estimates informally received from GE, 20 operating plants would each require the
following typical costs for change-over of all hold-down beams:

Hardware and labor to install $ 100,000

Plant outage (cost of replacement power for 10 days of additional outage
time at refueling)

$3,000,000

Total cost per typical BWR Plant = $3,100,000

For each operating reactor, the costs of complete beam change-out would be reduced, to an extent that would
be plant specific, if those costs were adjusted for the averted replacement cost of failed or damaged beams. For
plants of the older BWR/3 type, it is quite likely that most of the original beams would eventually show damage
and require replacement. For BWR/4 reactors, corrective replacement of damaged beams may be lower in
proportion and mostly further in the future. Damaged beams must be replaced for operational as well as safety
reasons.

No significant industry costs are expected to be associated with the use of improved hold-down beams in future
plants. For plants nearing completion in which hold-down beams would be replaced, a cost of $100,000 per plant
may be assumed.

The cost of ultrasonic inspection is estimated to be $10,000/reactor for a 1.5-year inspection interval, on the
assumption that it can be accommodated during a refueling outage without prolonging the outage. The cost
of flow monitoring is estimated to be small in comparison. Thus, monitoring costs may be taken to be about
$0.01M/RY. (This includes $0.007M/RY for inspections plus $0.003M/RY for flow monitoring.) The equivalent
one-time cost at "present worth" for a remaining reactor life of 20 to 30 years may be taken as approximately
$0.1M/reactor.

Replacement of suspect beams during refueling is estimated to cost about $150,000/beam, on the assumption
of a 1/2-day lengthening of a refueling shutdown per beam replaced. To replace a beam in a shutdown forced
by beam breakage during operation or by flow-monitoring evidence of hold-down beam separation would
cost typically some $2.1M for replacement power (at $0.3M/day) during a 1-week plant outage. This makes
cautionary replacement of beams with ultrasonic indication of incipient cracking cost-effective, since the
likelihood of failure before the next refueling would have a probability higher than 0.07 (i.e., higher than $0.15M/
$2.1M).

NRC Cost: NRC costs are negligible in comparison with industry costs and include:

(1) Monitoring and ultrasonic inspection costs for 20 operating plants are $(20)(0.1)M or $2M.

(2) Beam replacement costs for 20 operating plants are $(20)(3.1)M or $62M.

(3) Beam replacement costs for plants nearly completed are $0.1M/reactor.

Value/Impact Assessment

The risk reduction per reactor based on a 30-year operating life is (7.1 x 106) (10-7)(30) man-rem/reactor or 21
man-rem/reactor. The value/impact scores are as follows:

(1) For operating plants, based on imposition of jet-pump flow ratio monitoring during operation and ultrasonic
inspection at each refueling (before adjustment of the score for the cost-effectiveness of the monitoring program
on the basis of plant economics):
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If this score were adjusted for the previously noted cost advantage of cautionary over emergency beam
replacement, the score would become negative, indicating that the safer course is also the more economical in
this case.

(2) For operating plants, based on complete replacement of existing beams with beams of improved design,
before adjustment for averted cost of replacing cracked beams:

This value/impact score would become more favorable if it were adjusted for the averted cost of replacing
cracked beams. The magnitude of this effect can vary widely (from insignificant to possibly dominant) according
to plant specifics.

(3) For nearly completed plants, the value/impact score is as follows:

This score reflects an assumption that the beam changeover would not be on the critical path in the schedule
of remaining activities leading to initial power operation. Therefore, only hardware and labor costs are included.
Adjustment for the averted cost of replacing cracked beams could well make this score negative, indicating that
changeover of the beams would be beneficial from the standpoint of plant economics as well as safety.

(4) For future plants, the added cost for beams of improved design is negligible. Thus, the value/impact score
obtained for nearly-completed plants makes the installation of beams of improved design a favorable option for
future plants.

Uncertainties

In addition to the usual wide uncertainties about estimates of accident frequencies and consequences, this issue
is highly sensitive to uncertainties in estimates of two cost elements:

(1) A high frequency of corrective or cautionary replacement of failed or damaged beams could wipe out the
costs saved by not making a complete changeover to improve beams.

(2) The cost of replacement power is the dominant element in beam replacement costs on operating plants.
These can vary widely among plants. Also, if beam replacement can be scheduled at a period of low power
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demand, replacement power costs could greatly decrease. The priority score could thus become selectively
much more favorable for some specific plants at some specific changeout times.

Other Considerations

(1) The refloodable core, which depends on jet-pump integrity, is an important layer of protection against core-
melt as part of the defense-in-depth concept embodied in BWR designs.

(2) This issue has attained a proposed technical resolution.

(3) As noted in the preceding discussion, the probability of beam cracking can vary widely according to plant
specifics, notably design and age. The benefit-cost relations in possible beam changeout are highly variable
according to case specifics.

(4) The estimated economic impact of implementing an available resolution that involves use of improved-design
beams increases sharply as one proceeds from a pre-construction stage to construction and to operation.

(5) The available monitoring program is cost-effective.

CONCLUSION

After considering the value/impact scores calculated for the various categories of new and existing plants,
together with the other considerations stated above, it was recommended that the further steps of establishing
regulatory requirements and implementation plans appropriate to the various specific situations be pursued. As a
result, this issue was given a medium priority ranking.

In response to IE Bulletin No. 80-07,52 7 plants found no evidence of cracking or unusual wear; however, 3 of
these plants replaced their hold-down beams with new improved-design beams. Thirteen plants found damaged
beams; 11 of these replaced their beams with either new beams of the same design, but with reduced preload,
or with beams of a new design, with an improved heat treatment. The other 2 plants replaced all beams with
beams of the new design.

Those plants that did not replace all hold-down beams with the new design beams have continued to do daily
flow rate surveillance, as required by IE Bulletin No. 80-07,52 and to voluntarily perform ISI of the beams at
refueling outages. Plants under licensing review have either changed the hold-down beams with those of the
improved design or have committed to a surveillance and ISI program.

The staff reviewed the voluntary actions taken by OLs and CPs and concluded that the issue of possible failure
of BWR jet pump hold-down beams has been adequately addressed.666 Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and
no new requirements were established.
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Issue 13: Small-Break LOCA from Extended Overheating of Pressurizer
Heaters
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This is an ACRS concern raised by the Subcommittee on TMI-2 Implications in October 1979. This issue centers
around the possibility of a breach in the reactor coolant system boundary caused by the failure of nonsafety
interlocks between pressurizer water level and pressurizer heater power and prolonged overheating of the
immersion heaters due to operator failure to detect and terminate electrical power. A memorandum from DSI to
the ACRS20 provides a more detailed description of the issue and some experienced events.

Possible Solutions

The obvious solution would be to upgrade and expand the heater power and pressurizer level interlocks,
operator training, and control of I&C modifications and repair efforts in accordance with QA procedures for
protective systems rather than normal nonsafety plant systems.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

There have been at least three known events which resulted in severe overheating of pressurizer heaters for a
prolonged period of time; the two reported in the attached memorandum and a more severe event at the Navy
S1W prototype in the late 1950's. None of these events resulted in a failure of the RCS pressure boundary; they,
therefore, must be viewed as precursor events. Since there are no known failures, we will estimate the frequency
of the event to be 10-2 to 10-4 per reactor-year. Since there are three known precursors, the frequency of a loss
of RCS pressure boundary integrity due to overheating is assumed to be about 10-3 /RY. Implementation of the
solutions described above is assumed to reduce this frequency by an order of magnitude.

From insight gained from WASH-140016 and other related studies, we have assumed that the probability of a
core-melt event given a small break LOCA (pressurizer heater failure) is about 10-3/event. The probability of
containment failure for PWR plants given a core-melt was assumed to be 10-1/event, while the probability of
containment failure without core melt was assumed to be 10-3/event.

The reduction in the frequency of a radioactive release following a core-melt event is then given by F = (10-3)
(10-3)(10-1)/RY = 10-7/RY.

The reduction in the frequency of a radioactive release following an event without core-melt is given by F = (10-3)
(10-3)/RY = 10-6/RY.

Consequence Estimate

A core-melt event with containment failure resulting from a small pressurizer bottom break would have a release
consequence similar to a WASH-140016 PWR Category 5 event while the consequences of the event without
core melt would be about the same as a PWR Category 9 event.

Consequences for PWR-5 and PWR-9 release categories are expressed in man-rem. The total whole-body man-
rem dose is obtained by using the CRAC Code64 for the particular release category. The calculations assume a
uniform population density of 340 people per square mile (which is average for U.S. domestic sites) and a typical
(midwest plain) meteorology.

For a PWR-5 core-melt event, D = (1.0 x 106) man-rem.

For a PWR-9 event without core-melt, D = (1.2 x 102) man-rem.

Cost Estimate

We have assumed the NRC cost to complete the development and implementation of new requirements for
safety grade level/power interlocks to be about $1M. The industry cost to implement the recommendations at
operating PWRs was estimated to be about $1M/reactor.
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The NRC cost to complete development and implementation on 43 operating PWR reactors is about $23,000/
reactor. Therefore, the NRC costs are negligible in comparison with industry costs.

Total Costs are then $(1)(43)M = $43M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a core-melt event, the public risk reduction for 43 PWRs is (106)(10-7) (43)(30) man-rem = 129 man-
rem. Therefore,

Based on an event without core-melt, the public risk reduction for 43 PWRs is (1.2 x 102)(10-6)(43)(30) man-rem
= 0.15 man-rem. Therefore,

Uncertainties

The uncertainty in the estimates of accident frequencies, consequences, and cost in the value/impact score
equation are each about a half order of magnitude. Therefore, the uncertainty of the calculation should also be
about an order of magnitude. Even if the value/impact score were two orders of magnitude greater, it would fall
below what we would perceive as a score which would provide a clear indication of the need to pursue the item
in a timely fashion.

CONCLUSION

Because this issue has such a small significance and such a low risk reduction value relative to its cost, the
priority ranking is low and, therefore, it should be DROPPED from further consideration as a generic safety
issue.
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Issue 14: PWR Pipe Cracks (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

Cracking has occurred in PWR piping systems as a result of stress corrosion, vibratory and thermal fatigue, and
dynamic loading. However, as of February 1981, no cracking had been experienced in the primary system piping
of PWRs. All incidents of cracking had been detected and corrective actions were taken prior to any catastrophic
failures. This issue was identified as a potential USI in Appendix B to NUREG-070544 and addressed cracking
of high pressure piping in PWRs. The issue of stress corrosion cracking of low pressure piping in PWRs was
addressed separately in Item 7.

This issue deals with ongoing occurrences of main feedwater line cracking in certain and CE PWRs. In May
1979, the NRC was notified of cracking in two main feedwater lines at D.C. Cook, Unit 2. Subsequent volumetric
examinations revealed crack indications at similar locations in all feedwater lines of both D.C. Cook Units 1 and
2. Follow-up action by the NRC resulted in the issuance of IE Bulletin No. 79-13862 (including Revisions 1 and 2)
requiring feedwater piping inspections at other and CE PWRs. A total of 17 incidents of cracking were reported
at the 35 plants examined and these incidents encompassed all main feedwater piping.

A PWR Pipe Crack Study Group was established by the NRC in 1979 and its charter included investigations of:
(1) the causes and safety significance of pipe cracks in PWR safetyrelated systems; (2) the ability of existing ISI
and leak detection techniques to detect these cracks; and (3) recommendations for both upgrading the licensing
process for plants in the operating license and CP stages and for implementation of new criteria on operating
plants. In September

1980, the PWR Pipe Crack Study Group completed its investigation of the issue and published its findings in
NUREG-0691.13

Safety Significance

Cracking in PWR nonprimary system piping could lead to a lessening of the system functional capability and
possibly result in situations such as degraded core cooling. Cracking in PWR primary system piping has not
been experienced and the mechanisms and environmental conditions necessary to initiate and propagate the
cracking in this piping are not known to exist. Therefore, the risk associated with PWR pipe cracks is negligible
for the primary system and low for the other piping systems.

Possible Solution

The staff recommended that licensees implement an augmented ISI program.126

CONCLUSION

Work performed by the staff resulted in the evaluation of two proposed courses of action: (1) augumented
inspection (short-term); and (2) SRP11 inspection requirements (long-term). Both of these options were
calculated to have very low public risk reduction and, therefore, low value/impact. 86,345 As a result of the staff's
work, this issue was RESOLVED and no new requirements were established.865
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Issue 15: Radiation Effects on Reactor Vessel Supports (Rev. 3)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue addressed the potential problem of radiation embrittlement of reactor vessel support structures
(RVSS). It was originally identified as a Candidate USI in NUREG-070544 where it was recommended for
further study before a judgment was made on its designation as a USI. In the initial prioritization of the issue in
November 1983, it was concluded that the ORE associated with resolving the issue far outweighed the potential
decrease in public risk. As a result, the issue was assigned a low priority until additional data on the problem
became available that would warrant a reevaluation of the issue. In April 1988, data developed by ORNL1253,1254

suggested that the potential embrittlement of the RVSS, as result of neutron irradiation damage, could be
significantly greater than was previously anticipated. Based on this new information, MEB/RES requested a
reevaluation of the issue in September 1988.1252

Neutron damage of structural materials causes embrittlement that may increase the potential for propagation of
flaws that might exist in the materials. The potential for brittle fracture of these materials is typically measured
in terms of the material's nil ductility transition temperature (NDTT), which is the lowest temperature at which
the material would not be susceptible to failure by brittle fracture. As long as the operating environment in which
the materials are used has a higher temperature than the materials' NDTT, no failure by brittle fracture would
be expected. Many materials, when subjected to neutron irradiation, experience an upward shift in the NDTT,
i.e., they become more susceptible to brittle fracture at the operating temperatures of interest. This effect should
have been accounted for in the design and fabrication of RVSS. However, the ORNL research indicated that
the upward shift in NDTT with increased exposure to neutron irradiation had been underestimated. The loss in
fracture toughness could result in failure of the RVSS and consequent movement of the reactor vessel, given the
occurrence of a transient stress or shock such as would be experienced in an earthquake.

ORNL surveyed RVSS designs at LWRs and categorized each plant into one of five categories or types of
RVSS: (1) skirt; (2) long-column; (3) shield-tank; (4) short-column; and (5) suspension. Skirt supports are located
away from the core with a large volume of intervening metal and water; radiation embrittlement of skirt RVSS
was not anticipated. Long-column supports are located in a zone of potentially high neutron fluence and are thus
susceptible to radiation damage. Shield-tank supports are also located in a potentially high radiation damage
zone. Short-column supports include several subcategories that are located in various regions relative to the
reactor core and have a wide variability in susceptibility to radiation damage. Many plants with this type of
support have special designs for heat dissipation, including natural convection, forced convection, and water/
cooling-coil designs. Suspension supports were employed at only one plant and, although these supports are
located in a region of potentially high irradiation damage, the temperature may be high enough to preclude
brittle fracture. However, for this analysis, plants employing the long-column, shield-tank, short-column, and
suspension supports were assumed to be susceptible to irradiation damage.

Safety Significance

A large seismic event can cause failure of auxiliary piping which can cause an embrittled RVSS to fracture
thereby allowing the reactor vessel to move. Such movement can then worsen the resultant LOCA from the
rupture of auxiliary piping by rupturing other piping attached to the primary coolant loop and instrument tubing
attached to the bottom head of the reactor vessel.

Possible Solutions

The proposed resolution for some plants involved the application of local heaters and insulation for the RVSS to
maintain operating temperatures well above the NDTT of the potentially embrittled support. This resolution would
only involve those plants that employed long-column and shield-tank supports. Short-column and suspension
supports were in a higher temperature environment and thus heaters were not necessary to maintain the
temperatures above the NDTT. However, minor design and equipment changes would be needed to control
the amount of heat dissipation applied to the short-column and suspension supports to ensure the NDTT of the
structural materials did not exceed the environmental temperature. In all cases, appropriate safeguards must be
installed to prevent overheating of the concrete around and in contact with the supports.
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PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

The number of potentially susceptible plants (78) was determined from the results of the ORNL survey and are
summarized below:

Plant Type RVSS Type Operating Under Construction

PWR Short-column 45 13

Long-column 10 1

Shield-tank 8 0

Sub-Total: 63 14

BWR Suspension 1 0

Total: 64 14

The ORNL report also provided the basis for estimates of the length of time a plant could potentially operate in a
vulnerable condition, i.e., with embrittled reactor vessel supports. The radiation embrittlement of RVSS materials
from two operating LWRs (Turkey Point and Trojan) was investigated and data on the change in NDTT over
time were developed. The approximate time when the RVSS material was believed to become susceptible to
brittle fracture occurred after 23 effective full power years. Therefore, the potential susceptibility of the RVSS to
brittle fracture exists for 7 years at the end of a reactor's operating life, assuming an average operating life of 30
effective full power years. Data from the Oconee 3 and Grand Gulf 1 RSSMAP studies were used in this analysis
to determine the estimated risk for PWRs and BWRs, respectively.

Frequency Estimate

The assumed accident scenario was the occurrence of a seismic event of sufficient magnitude to cause
fracture of an embrittled RVSS, subsequent movement of the reactor vessel, and a corresponding LOCA as
attached piping ruptures. The analogous accident sequences were those involving LOCA initiators S1, S2,
and S3 for Oconee (different initiator frequencies for three pipe diameters) and S for Grand Gulf; these are
the corresponding LOCA initiators for pipe ruptures. However, this issue was concerned with only seismically-
induced pipe ruptures, which were not addressed in the original Oconee and Grand Gulf studies. As a result,
seismically-induced LOCAs were defined here and incorporated into the base case.

The base case frequencies of seismically-induced LOCA initiators SS1, SS2, SS3, and SS were assumed to be
equal, i.e., the conditional probabilities of fracturing different sizes of pipe, given an earthquake, were assumed
to be equal. Their base case frequencies were estimated as follows:

f(SS1) = f(SS2) = f(SS3) = f(S) = [f(PGA > 0.2g)][p(NDTT)][p(PR)]

where, f(PGA > 0.2g) = frequency of a seismic event with
peak ground acceleration greater
than or equal to 0.2g; frequency = 7
x 10-4/yr.16

p(NDTT) = conditional probability that a
RVSS is susceptible to radiation
damage and fails as a result of
reactor vessel movement (this
value is derived below)

p(PR) = conditional probability of pipe
rupture given movement of the
reactor vessel [assumed to be
accounted for in estimate of
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p(NDTT); effectively 1 for pipes of
all diameters]

The conditional probability of failure of an embrittled RVSS as a result of a seismic event [p(NDTT)] is a function
of the NDTT at the time the seismic event occurs, the number and size of preexisting flaws in the support
material, and the safety factor built into the design of the supports and selection of the material. As discussed
above, the RVSS materials at some plants may exceed operating temperatures during the last 7 years of reactor
operation. Assuming that this occurs, the safety factor built into the RVSS may not exceed 1 whereas, using
previous predictions of radiation damage, this safety factor may be as much as 20. Using a correlation1255

between safety factor and failure probability, PNL determined64 that the conditional probability of failure leading
to reactor core damage for a safety factor of 1 was 0.5. Using this value, the frequency of seismically-induced
LOCAs was:

f(SS1) = f(SS2) = f(SS3) = f(S) = (7 x 10-4/RY)(0.5)(1)

0 3.5 x 10-4/RY

PNL derived the base case frequencies by substituting the above frequency of the seismically-induced initiators
into the minimal cut sets given in NUREG/CR-2800.64 The results were as follows:

Oconee

SS3H - (PWR-3) = 1.4 x 10-6/RY

(PWR-5) = 2.0 x 10-8/RY

(PWR-7) = 1.4 x 10-6/RY

SS1D - (PWR-1) = 2.4 x 10-7/RY

(PWR-3) = 4.8 x 10-6/RY

(PWR-5) = 1.8 x 10-7/RY

(PWR-7) = 1.9 x 10-5/RY

SS3FH - (PWR-2) = 6.0 x 10-7/RY

(PWR-4) = 8.8 x 10-9/RY

(PWR-6) = 6.0 x 10-7/RY

SS2FH - (PWR-1) = 1.1 x 10-8/RY

(PWR-4) = 8.0 x 10-9/RY

(PWR-6) = 8.8 x 10-7/RY

SS2D - (PWR-1) = 1.8 x 10-8/RY

(PWR-3) = 3.6 x 10-7/RY

(PWR-5) = 1.3 x 10-8/RY

(PWR-7) = 1.4 x 10-6/RY

SS3D - (PWR-3) = 1.9 x 10-7/RY

(PWR-5) = 2.7 x 10-9/RY

(PWR-7) = 1.9 x 10-7/RY

Grand Gulf

S1 - (BWR-1) = 1.2 x 10-8/RY
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(BWR-2) = 1.2 x 10-6/RY

Summing the base case frequencies for the affected release categories, the following were obtained:

Oconee Grand Gulf

PWR-1 = 2.7 x 10-7/RY BWR-1 = 1.2 x 10-8/RY

PWR-2 = 6.0 x 10-7/RY BWR-2 = 1.2 x 10-6/RY

PWR-3 = 6.8 x 10-6/RY

PWR-4 = 1.7 x 10-8/RY

PWR-5 = 2.2 x 10-7/RY

PWR-6 = 1.5 x 10-6/RY

PWR-7 = 2.2 x 10-5/RY

Based on the above, the affected base case core-melt frequency was 3.1 x 10-5/RY for PWRs and 1.2 x 10-6/
RY for BWRs. The possible solutions were assumed to eliminate the potential for radiation embrittlement of
RVSS materials. Thus, the adjusted case core-melt frequency was zero and the potential reduction in core-melt
frequency was 3.1 x 10-5/RY for PWRs and 1.2 x 10-6/RY for BWRs.

Consequence Estimate

In order to obtain the consequences associated with this issue, the CRAC Code64 was used. An average
population density of 340 persons/square-mile was assumed (the average for U.S. domestic sites) from an
exclusion area one-half mile about the reactor out to a 50-mile radius. A typical Midwest site meteorology was
also assumed. Based on these assumptions, the risk for each Release Category was stated in Appendix D of
NUREG/CR-2800.64 Using the frequency estimates derived above, the total estimated risk from the base case
was 41.6 man-rem/RY for PWRs and 8.6 man-rem/RY for BWRS. Since the possible solutions were assumed to
eliminate the potential for radiation embrittlement of RVSS materials, the adjusted case risk was essentially zero.
The risk reduction associated with this issue was as follows:

PWRs: (41.6 man-rem/RY)(77 reactors)(7 years) = 22,400 man-rem

BWRs: (8.6 man-rem/RY)(1 reactor)(7 years) = 60 man-rem

Therefore, the total potential risk reduction for all affected reactors was 22,460 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: At operating plants, the solution consisted of controlling the temperature of the RVSS, either
through application of local heaters and insulation or through controlling cooling systems that were already in
place, to ensure that the temperatures of the structural materials did not fall below the materials' NDTT after
irradiation embrittlement. At future plants, the use of non-susceptible materials was the proposed resolution.
Since this could be accommodated during the design and construction stages of a plant, no additional costs
were foreseen beyond those normally incurred during design and construction.

Affected backfit plants were assumed to implement the resolution after about ten years of reactor operation. It
was further assumed that only plants with long-column and shield-tank supports would install and operate local
heaters and insulation on their RVSS. The plants with suspension and short-column supports were assumed
to implement measures to control or limit cooling of the RVSS. Affected forward-fit plants would implement
the solution before fuel was loaded into the core. The following was the breakdown of the solutions at the 78
affected plants:

PWRs: (1) Backfit

Heaters 18

Cooling Control 45
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(2) Forward-fit 14

BWRs: Backfit (Cooling) 1

For plants with long-column and shield-tank supports, it was assumed that heaters would be attached to four
reactor vessel support columns and that mounting hardware, metal-sheathed heating cables, switchgear,
transformers, and a power controller would be installed. It was also assumed that the equipment would be
installed during scheduled reactor outages. Therefore, no additional replacement power costs would be
necessary. It was further assumed that access to the reactor cavity was possible for heater installation. PNL
estimated the equipment cost to be $52,000/plant; labor associated with installation of this equipment was
estimated to be 105 man-weeks/plant. At a cost $2,270/man-week, the installation cost for heaters was (105
man-weeks/plant)($2,270/man-week) or $245,000/plant. An additional cost of $26,000/plant was estimated for a
Class V amendment. Therefore, the total implementation cost for plants that used heaters was $320,000/plant.

For plants with short-column and suspension supports that would utilize cooling methods, it was assumed that
equipment and labor requirements were 10% of that estimated for application of local heaters and insulation.
In this case, PNL estimated the equipment cost to be $5,200/plant; labor associated with installation of this
equipment was estimated to be 10.5 man-weeks/plant. At a cost of $2,270/man-week, the installation cost for
cooling was (10.5 man-weeks/plant)($2,270/man-week) or $25,000/plant. The Class V license amendment fee of
$26,000/plant would also be applicable. Therefore, the total implementation cost for plants that used cooling was
$56,000/plant.

Therefore, the total industry implementation cost was given by:

(18 plants)($320,000/plant) + (46 plants)($56,000/plant) = $8.34M

PNL calculated that operation and maintenance costs would be $130,000/RY for those plants that use heaters
and $7,100/RY for those that use cooling. Therefore, the total operation and maintenance cost over the 7-year
vulnerability period for the affected reactors was given by:

(18 plants)(7 years)($130,000/RY) + (46 plants)(7 years)($7,100/RY) = $18.7M

The total industry cost for implementation, operation, and maintenance of the possible solutions was $(8.34 +
18.7)M or $27M.

NRC Cost: PNL estimated that it would require 16 man-weeks of staff effort to develop the possible solutions.
At a rate of $2,270/man-week, this amounted to $36,000; contractor support was expected to cost an additional
$500,000. Therefore, the total NRC development cost was estimated to be $536,000.

NRC effort to support industry implementation of the solutions was estimated to be 15 man-weeks/plant for those
with heaters and 2 man-weeks/plant for those with cooling. Assuming a rate of $2,270/man-week, the total NRC
implementation costs were:

$2,270[(18 plants)(15 man-wk/plant) + (46 plants)(2 man-wk/plant)] = $822,000

NRC review time for operation and maintenance was estimated to be 1 man-week/RY for all affected plants. At a
cost of $2,270/man-week, the total NRC cost for review of operation and maintenance of the possible solutions
over the 7-year vulnerability period was given by:

(64 plants)(7 years)($2,270/RY) = $1.02M

Therefore, the total NRC cost for development, implementation, operation, and maintenance of the possible
solutions was given by:

$(536,000 + 822,000 + 1,020,000) = $2.4M

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solutions was $(27 + 2.4) or $29.4M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 22,460 man-rem and a cost of $29.4M for a possible solution, the
value/impact score was given by:
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Other Considerations

No occupational dose would be incurred during implementation, operation, and maintenance of the solutions at
forward-fit plants. Based on a radiation field of 100 millirem/hr in the vicinity of the reactor vessel, PNL estimated
the total occupational dose increase of the 64 backfit plants to be 1,880 man-rem. Operation and maintenance
of the solutions at these plants were estimated to result in an additional risk of 5,100 man-rem. Thus, the total
occupational dose increase from implementation, operation, and maintenance of the possible solutions was
estimated to be 7,000 man-rem.

Occupational dose reduction due to accident avoidance would be realized at the forward-fit plants, as well as
at backfit plants, over the last 7 years of reactor operation. The occupational dose reduction due to accident
avoidance was calculated to be 330 man-rem for all 78 affected plants.

CONCLUSION

Based on the potential public risk reduction and value/impact score, the issue would have been given a
medium priority ranking. Consideration of the net occupational dose increase associated with the possible
solutions would not have changed this conclusion. However, because the change in core-melt frequency from
implementation of the proposed solutions was estimated to be 3.1 x 10-5/RY for 99% of the affected plants
(PWRs), the issue was given a HIGH priority ranking.

Work completed by the staff in resolving the issue led to the preliminary conclusion that the potential problem
did not pose an immediate threat to public health and safety; this conclusion was reported to the Commission in
SECY-89-1801256 in June 1989.

Preliminary results from a new theoretical model for determining damage by low energy neutrons showed that
the large NDTT shifts previously observed may have been a function of the particular neutron energy spectrum
to which the steel samples were exposed. Data from the High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) surveillance program
and from the neutron shield tank of the decommissioned Shippingport reactor were normalized to the same trend
curve established from samples irradiated in materials test reactors. Extrapolation along the trend curve of NDTT
change against exposure suggested that end-of-life values for RVSS would be on the order of one-third or one-
fourth the value obtained by extrapolation of the HFIR data when plotted against traditional measures of neutron
exposure. Substantiation of these results would allow the staff to conclude that the predicted degradation in
RVSS toughness (fracture resistance) would be insufficient to cause concern during the 40-year license life of
each plant.

Additionally, preliminary results from the analysis of the Trojan plant indicated that RVSS failure would not cause
failure of the reactor coolant system piping or reactor vessel in the event of an SSE or guillotine break in the
pressurizer surge line. However, the ability of the control rods to scram and the integrity of instrument lines
connected to the bottom of the reactor vessel under these conditions were to be confirmed. The Trojan RVSS
was studied because of its configuration and certain significant design and fabrication details which the staff
considered to be among the most vulnerable to failure under accident loads.

The above tentative results indicated that plant safety could be maintained despite RVSS radiation damage;
however, extensive confirmatory analyses needed to be performed to support this preliminary conclusion.

The staff found that there was significant variability in the effect of radiation on RVSS among plants because
of the variety of RPV support designs, material properties, and fuel management procedures that affected the
neutron flux and spectrum in the cavity. In order to encompass the uncertainties in the various analyses and
provide an overall conservative assessment, several structural analyses conducted demonstrated the following:

(1) Postulating that one of four RPV supports was broken in a typical PWR, the remaining supports would carry
the reactor vessel load even under SSE seismic loads;
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(2) If all supports were assumed to be totally removed (i.e., broken), the short span of piping between the vessel
and the shield wall would support the load of the vessel.

The results of the analyses virtually eliminated the concern for both radiation embrittlement and significant
structural damage from a postulated RPV failure. A study of the neutron spectra at different HFIR pressure
vessel surveillance locations and the staff's technical findings were published in NUREG/CR-6117632 and
NUREG-1509,408 respectively. Based on the staff's regulatory analysis,672 the issue was RESOLVED with no
new requirements.923 Consideration of a license renewal period of 20 years did not change this conclusion.
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Issue 16: BWR Main Steam Isolation Valve Leakage Control Systems
DESCRIPTION

This issue involves a potential deficiency in the ability to control leakage past the main steam isolation valves
(MSIV) in BWR plants. Requirements for MSIV leakage control systems outlined in Regulatory Guide 1.9621

were developed as a result of the excessive MSIV leakage experience at operating plants. For events in which
steam line isolation is required, MSIVs are designed to prevent the uncontrolled release of radioactivity from
the reactor vessel or containment building to the environment. The leakage control system will prevent the
direct release of untreated leakage past the MSIVs when isolation of the reactor system and the containment is
required. Initial operating experience with leakage control systems suggests that they are prone to failures as
stated in NUREG-0705.44

CONCLUSION

Item C-8, "Main Steam Line leakage Control Systems," also deals with the design and operability of MSIV
leakage control systems. Since both of these issues are identical in scope, Issue 16 has been combined with
Item C-8, which is prioritized in Section 2 of this report.
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Issue 17: Loss of Offsite Power Subsequent to a LOCA
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

In the event of a LOCA in which offsite power remains available, the reactor operator may choose to shut down
the emergency diesel generators shortly after the LOCA. If, after the diesels are shut down, offsite power is lost,
a potential safety problem arises in view of the possibly short time available for manual restart of the diesels
and proper sequencing to assume the LOCA loads. This problem is essentially identical to the problem raised
in connection with the reset of the safety injection signal which would also shut down the diesel generators and
possibly prevent automatic resequencing of engineered safety feature equipment in the event of subsequent loss
of offsite power. Hence, this issue will be evaluated in terms of the SIS reset problem and Issue 26 in this section
will also be considered.

The SIS reset issue has been worked on sporadically since late 1976 when it was formalized as Issue No. 4 in
NUREG-0138.32 The historical development of the NRC effort on this problem through February 1982 has been
documented in detail.35 Subsequent to this effort,35 the NRC effort was resumed by the Power Systems Branch
(PSB) in an effort to establish a systematic approach by which to resolve this problem.33

Safety Significance

The ECCS designs are such that beginning about two minutes after occurrence of a LOCA the operator is
required to reset the safety injection system (SIS) signal. If the operator does reset the SIS signal (a few minutes
after LOCA) and if a loss of offsite power should then occur, prompt operator action would be required to restart
the LOCA loads. The logic for startup of the emergency diesel generators would cause automatic sequencing to
pick up the normal shutdown cooling loads in some designs and in others no loads would be sequenced (since
there would be no accident signal present) rather than the LOCA loads, which would be the case if SIS had not
been reset. Moreover, if loss of offsite power should occur after reset, some plants may not restart such essential
loads as diesel cooling, thereby compromising diesel availability.

Therefore, for conditions other than the design basis (coincident LOCA/LOOP), design variations, ranging from
proper loading to improper loading to no loading at all, may exist in the control logics for the application of loads
to the ESF buses. Thus, a set of circumstances may develop shortly after the initiation of a LOCA that could lead
to severe undercooling of the core and possibly core melting.

Possible Solutions

The solution to the potential problem is not clear cut. On one hand, there seems to be obvious merit in permitting
the operator to terminate operation of safety equipment if the situation has been diagnosed and continued
operation is not needed. This may actually avoid an accident. For example, failure to shut off --the high pressure
safety injection pumps could result in completely filling the pressurizer and challenging the PORV and/or a safety
valve. On the other hand, there may be a greater risk in depending on the operator to initiate safety equipment
operation in a short time period to mitigate the consequences of a real accident that occurs following SIS reset.

At one time, the solution to this problem was thought to be procedural in which operator action on SIS reset
earlier than 10 minutes would be prohibited.32 The basis for this value is not clear and currently the matter is
being investigated by PSB to establish the probabilities and consequences of various LOCA/LOOP sequences
and to establish the time frame after which it is permissible to manually reload diesel-generator buses with the
required loads to maintain the plant in a safe condition.33

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

Reactor plant technical specifications do not permit the plant to operate without offsite power available.
Therefore, offsite power is assumed to be available immediately prior to the LOCA. In addition, a LOCA will
cause a generator trip, resulting in a sudden loss of power generation. If this generation loss exceeds the
transient stability limits of the associate power system (net) then offsite power will be lost at the time of the
LOCA. Based on data provided by the Federal Power Commission the probability that the LOCA will cause a
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loss of the offsite net is presented in WASH-140016 as 10-3 per year. On the other hand, if offsite power is still
available after the LOCA, the probability that offsite power will subsequently be lost due to random causes is (2)
(10-5) per hour in WASH-1400.16 In addition, because of the variable time span in which loss of offsite power can
occur in the case of loss subsequent to a LOCA, credit will be taken for corrective actions to restore offsite power
following its loss. The available data in WASH-140016 indicate that restoration time ranged from more than 150
hours to essentially zero time. The mean repair time was found to be less than 0.25 hour, but a conservative
constant value of one hour for the repair model for restoration of power was used in obtaining the results below.
Also, the probability of a pipe break leading to a LOCA is assumed to be 10-4 to 10-3 per reactor-yr, based on
the results of WASH-1400.16 And, finally, the probability that two diesels fail to start independently is assumed to
be 10-3 per demand. But with loss of offsite power both diesel generators would have to pick up the emergency
load and this single event could trip both units at a greater failure rate. WASH-140016 contains an assessment
of this probability (the diesel generators fail to pick up the emergency load) as 10-2 per demand, based on an
analysis of some sparse data. This value appears to be confirmed within a factor of 2 to 3 by additional studies
performed in connection with USI A-44, "Station Blackout." From WASH-1400,16 the cumulative probability of a
loss of offsite power during a LOCA with both diesels failing to pick up load, with neither power sources being
repaired before the maximum allowed outage time has elapsed is of the form;

p(t) = (net)q(2dg)f(t)

where (net) is the random failure rate for offsite power, q(2dg) is the probability per demand that both diesels
will trip out, and f(t) is the time dependence of the cumulative probability. In the present case concerning the
reset of the SIS we assume that the unavailability of the diesel during a critical period early in the LOCA will be
due to operator error leading to an improper SIS reset, at an assumed failure rate of 10 per demand, instead
of failure of the diesels to pick up the LOCA loads immediately after start (assumed) to be at the rate of 10 per
demand in WASH-1400).

Frequency Estimate

Based on the results presented in WASH-1400,16 the probability (median values) of the loss of all AC power at
the time of the LOCA (t=O) and subsequent to the LOCA (t>0) are:

t = 0 QAC = qnet.q(2dg) = (10-3)(10-2) = 10-5 per demand

t = 1 hr: QAC = 2(10-7)

t = 24 hr: QAC = 5(10-6)

t = 4 mos: QAC = 7(10-5)

[based on q(2dg) = 10-2 per demand]

Revising these values to reflect a failure of the diesels because of an operator error leading to an improper SIS
reset at the assumed failure rate of 10-1 per demand instead of the failure of the diesels to pick up the single load
with the failure rate of 10-2 per demand the results obtained by multiplying by (10-1/10-2) are:

t = 0 (QAC)op = (10-4)

t = 1 hr: (QAC)op = 2(10-6)

t = 24 hr: (QAC)op = 5(10-5)

t = 4 mos: (QAC)op = 7(10-4)

Taking the probability of a LOCA to be 10-3/RY and assuming that the critical part of the LOCA occurs within the
first hour (as a result of operator error in the reset of the SIS) the probability of the LOCA and the complete loss
of AC power is estimated to be approximately:
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(QAC)op(QLOCA)1 = 2(10-6) x 10-3/RY = 2 x 10-9/RY

Consequence Estimate

The consequences for this event are taken to correspond approximately to the PWR-3, 4, 5, 6 and/or the BWR-4
category because the release sequence for this accident would occur sometime after the LOCA, so that some
containment of radionuclides would have been achieved.

Consequences for these release categories are expressed in man-rem. The total whole-body man-rem dose
is obtained by using the CRAC Code64 for the particular release category. The calculations assume a uniform
population density of 340 people per square mile (which is average for U.S. domestic sites) and a typical
(midwest plain) meteorology. The average dose for the BWR-4 and PWRs-3, 4, 5, and 6 release is D = 2 x 106

man-rem.

Cost Estimate

The solution of this problem involves a study performed by the NRC staff leading to possible modifications of
plant procedures and training of plant personnel. Assume that the NRC study requires an additional man-year
and that 1 man-year has already been expended since the effort was started in NUREG-0l3232 in 1976. A total
of 43 PWRs are involved so that the estimated NRC costs per plant are: $200,000/43 = $4,651 per plant. The
industry costs for retraining and changing of plant procedures is estimated64 to be $80,000/plant for the first year
and $20,000/plant for succeeding years. The industry cost is then approximately $80,000 + 29($20,000)/plant or
$0.66M/plant (based on an average remaining reactor lifetime of 30 years). NRC costs are small in comparison
to industry costs; therefore, the total cost to resolve this problem is then estimated at $0.66M/plant.

Value/Impact Assessment

The total public risk reduction for this issue, based on the results above, is (2 x 10-9)(2 x 106)(43)(30) man-rem or
5.16 man-rem. Based on this risk reduction, the value/impact score is given by:

Uncertainties

In WASH-1400,16 the probability of a LOCA is estimated to be in the range of 10-4 to 10-3; the larger value of 10-3

was used in this evaluation. In addition, no credit is taken for the operator's ability to manually realign the diesel
generators to assume the necessary loads after reset. This may be difficult to quantify but the operator is apt
to grasp the situation fairly quickly in the event of a serious accident and to take some remedial steps towards
realigning the emergency power supply. Moreover, it is not clear that the release of 108 Ci, corresponding to
failure of the containment sprays as well as the core cooling systems, is appropriate in these circumstances. If
the sprays do operate, the release is reduced to approximately 106 Ci. And, finally, the cost estimate is based
on procedural changes and operator training, which is the least expensive solution to this problem. If diagnostic
tools were to be provided or any other changes in the form of hardware were installed to aid the operator in
improving the SIS reset success rate, the cost would increase. All told, it is estimated that these effects would
tend to reduce the calculated value/impact score by one to three orders of magnitude.

CONCLUSION

This issue was determined to be in the DROP category. We note that all three PWR NSSS Vendor Owners'
Groups have included restoration of applicable LOCA loads upon loss or challenge to a function in their
emergency operating procedure guidelines developed in response to TMI Action Plan Item I.C.1. We expect
procedures based on these guidelines to be implemented at all operating reactors by mid-1984.
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Issue 18: Steam-Line Break with Consequential Small LOCA
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue effects all PWR-type reactors (Westinghouse, CE, B&W). The issue as described,23,34,36 concerns
postulated accidents resulting from a steam line break which consequentially results in a steam generator tube
rupture or a small LOCA in the primary system in PWRs (combined LOCAs). The issue can be divided into two
sub-issues: (1) steam-line break with a subsequent small LOCA resulting from failure of partially degraded steam
generator tubes, and (2) steam-line break with a subsequent small LOCA, other than a steam generator tube
rupture (SGTR), resulting from a stuck-open PORV or safety valve actuated during the primary system transient
or resulting from pipe whip or jet impingement from the broken steam line.

Safety Significance

In PWRs, the potential exists for steam-line breaks consequentially leading to a small primary system LOCA. An
NRR analysis36 has indicated that the primary pressure and the pressurizer level may vary qualitatively in the
same way during a combined LOCA as during a primary break, a steam-line break, or a steam generator tube
rupture. The primary temperature and secondary pressure may vary during a combined LOCA qualitatively the
same as during a steam-line break. For these latter two parameters, a primary rupture or steam generator tube
rupture appear clearly distinct from the behavior of a combined LOCA.

Possible Solution

Information concerning this issue was sent to the Commission on July 13, 1982 (SECY-82-296).432 In this
transmittal, the staff informed the Commission that calcuations performed for this issue indicate that, in all
analyzed cases, the core remains covered with liquid. Further, the calculations showed that the plants initially
stabilize without operator action. If the steam line break is inside containment, the offsite releases are not
greater than that from events currently analyzed in the FSARs. If the break is outside containment and cannot
be isolated, the radiological consequences are more severe. To decrease the risk, early diagnosis of the
SGTR must be assured. This can be done by upgrading the operator instructions. Staff reviews of Emergency
Operating Procedures (EOP) are part of TMI Action Plan Item 1.C.1 of NUREG-0737.98 RSB proposes to handle
these concerns within the ongoing review of Item 1.C.1.432

CONCLUSION

The technical resolution of this issue (which is identical to Issue 42) has been identified. Implementation will be
in accordance with TMI Action Plan Item 1.C.1 of NUREG-0737,98 as supplemented by NRC Generic Letter No.
82-33.376
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Issue 19: Safety Implications of Non-Safety Instrument and Control Power
Supply Bus
DESCRIPTION

On November 10, 1979, an event occurred at the Oconee Power Station, Unit 3, that resulted in loss of power to
a non-Class 1E 120-volt AC single-phase power panel that supplied power to the integrated control system (ICS)
and the nonnuclear instrumentation (NNI) system. This loss of power resulted in control system malfunctions
and significant loss of information to the control room operator. Specifically, an NNI-channel inverter tripped
due to blown fuses, with consequent failure to automatically transfer loads from the DC power source to the
regulated AC power source. Loss of power to the NNI rendered control room indicators and recorders for the
reactor coolant system (except one pressure recorder) and most of the secondary plant systems inoperable,
causing loss of indication for systems used for decay heat removal and water addition to the reactor vessel and
steam generators. The loss of power existed for approximately three minutes, until an operator could reach the
equipment room and manually switch the inverter to the regulated AC source.

The incident caused concern about the implications of loss of non-Class 1E (i.e., nominally non-safety) power
supply buses for the ability to achieve cold shutdown.

IE Bulletin No. 79-27,24 issued on November 30, 1979, called on licensees and applicants to review the Class 1E
and non-Class 1E buses supplying power to safety and nonsafety-related instrumentation and control systems
which could affect cold shutdown capability. The bulletin also directed preparation of pertinent emergency
procedures (or review and possible modification of existing ones).

Generic consideration of the licensee and applicant responses to IE Bulletin No. 79-2724 is included in Sub-task
4.2 of the task action plan for USI A-47, "Safety Implications of Control Systems" (May 1982) as part of broader
efforts to evaluate the effects of loss of power supply to control systems (Task 4).

CONCLUSION

This issue is included in the scope of the broader efforts on USI A-47, "Safety Implications of Control Systems"
and isolating it for separate consideration is not warranted.
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Issue 20: Effects of Electromagnetic Pulse on Nuclear Power Plants (Rev.
1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This concern was raised183 because of the potential for a high-altitude nuclear weapon detonation causing a
large electromagnetic pulse (EMP) which subsequently could induce large currents and voltages in electrical
systems. The concern was that sensitive electronics at nuclear power plants could be irreparably damaged. In
addition, Petitions for Rulemaking on EMP (PRM-50-32, 32A, and 32B) have been filed.

Safety Significance

This issue is unique because of its ability to affect more than one plant at the same time. Portions of a nuclear
power plant's electrical, instrumentation and control systems may be disabled due to the large currents and
voltages which could be induced. Loss of critical systems such as offsite power, emergency onsite power, etc.,
could lead to loss of core cooling with subsequent core melt.

The original concern was that sensitive electronics would be irreparably damaged, but it now appears that, if
failure occurred, it would likely be only momentary (i.e., trip breakers, etc.) and the failed equipment could be
restored to service to continue core heat removal.115

Possible Solution

If the electrical equipment necessary for safe shutdown displayed sensitivity to EMP, then a minimum safety
margin for the ratio of the peak EMP voltage to its damage threshold voltage could be chosen and the equipment
would then be required to meet this criterion. This could then provide assurance that the equipment would not be
damaged.

CONCLUSION

Detailed programmatic information on this issue was presented in SECY-81-641604 and subsequent program
status reports were provided in SECY-82-157605 and SECY-82-157A.203 A study on the effects of EMP
on nuclear power plants was documented in NUREG/CR-3069115 and forwarded to the Commission in
SECY-83-367.606 This issue was RESOLVED with the Commission approval607 of the staff's report and no new
requirements were established. Continuing staff work in response to the PRMs is a separate entity and does not
affect this conclusion.
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Issue 21: Vibration Qualification of Equipment (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

This issue originated from NUREG-05724 where the ACRS identified vibration-induced equipment failures
resulting from various loading conditions; it was later included in the initial list23 of new issues that were identified
for prioritization. Since the identification of this issue, the staff has addressed vibration-induced equipment
failures resulting from a number of sources, e.g., flow-induced vibration (Issue 7), dynamic water hammer loads
(Issue A-1), safety relief valve loads (Issue A-8), asymmetric loads (Issue A-2), and seismic loads. These issues
are discussed in Sections 2 and 3 of this report.

The seismic loads and their resulting vibration effects on equipment fragility and operability were addressed
in the following issues: A-40, "Seismic Design Criteria"; A-41, "Long-Term Seismic Program"; A-46, "Seismic
Qualification of Equipment in Operating Plants"; B-24, "Seismic Qualification of Electrical and Mechanical
Components"; and B-52, "Fuel Assembly Seismic and LOCA Responses." Other issues that address potential
vibration-induced problems include C-12, "Primary System Vibration Assessment," and B-73, "Monitoring for
Excessive Vibration Inside the Reactor Pressure Vessel."

It is evident from the above issues that vibration-related problems can arise from many sources and no single,
simple, overall solution is appropriate for the broad spectrum of problems. However, since the ACRS identified
this issue, the staff revised the vibration qualification guidance in SRP11 Sections 3.9.2 and 3.10 (see Issue
B-24). In addition, the above issues addressed specific vibration problems that were handled by the staff on a
case-by-case basis.

CONCLUSION

Based on the actions identified above, the original ACRS concerns were addressed by the SRP11 revisions and
the related issues that were resolved on a case-by-case basis. Thus, this issue was DROPPED as a separate
issue.
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Issue 22: Inadvertent Boron Dilution Events (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

Many PWRs have no positive means of detecting boron dilution during cold shutdown.25 Some operations
carried out during outages (e.g., steam generator decontamination) reduce the RCS volume thereby speeding
up dilution. Boron dilution has taken place during such operations although, at the time this issue was identified,
criticality had not occurred.26 An independent study112 of boron dilution events was performed by LANL.

Safety Significance

At the time this issue was evaluated, there had been 25 reported instances of inadvertent boron dilution during
maintenance and refueling.109 Although none of these 25 events resulted in an inadvertent criticality, the safety
concern was the possibility of such an event. If the boron is sufficiently diluted and the reactor core is near
beginning of cycle (BOC), it is possible to bring the reactor to criticality with all of the control rods inserted into
the core. The only way to shut down the core again in such a circumstance would be to re-borate the moderator,
an action that could take considerable time. The reported events had occurred with sufficient frequency to raise
the question as to whether, considering their possible consequences, the degree of protection was appropriate.

Possible Solution

A possible solution was to install instrumentation to detect the event and stop the dilution either automatically
or, if the detection was sufficiently early, by alerting the operators. The 43 operating PWRs were affected by this
issue.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

Boron dilution events during a shutdown or refueling had usually been caused either by human error or by
failures of special, non-process equipment such as inflatable seals. Therefore, event frequencies could not be
easily calculated by fault tree analysis. Moreover, because no event had yet resulted in criticality, it was not
possible to simply add up the number of operating events. The fact that no inadvertent criticality had occurred
in 337 PWR-years allowed the staff to estimate an upper bound to the frequency. By assuming a Poisson
distribution and using a 95% confidence level, the frequency of an inadvertent criticality was, at most, 9 x 10-3

event/PWR-year.

However, an upper limit was not sufficient to gauge the significance of boron dilution events; a "best estimate"
was needed. The only information available was contained in the frequency of boron dilution events that had
occurred, but which did not result in criticality. Most of these events were considered "precursor" events to an
actual inadvertent criticality. The severity of a precursor event was defined here in terms of the shutdown margin
remaining at the end of the event, i.e., an event that was halted with 2% shutdown remaining was considered
more severe than an event that was halted with 10% remaining shutdown margin.

Using the information in NUREG/CR-2798,110 a histogram showed that the number of events decreased as
the severity increased. To estimate an expectation value for the number of critical events, a two-parameter
exponential distribution was fitted to the data. Extrapolation of this distribution to the point of zero shutdown
margin gave a value of 0.67 event in a time interval of 337 PWR-years. Thus, the frequency of an inadvertent
criticality was expected to be on the order of 2 x 10-3 event/PWR-year. This calculation, although rough,
produced an answer that was reasonable: with 43 PWRs operating, an inadvertent criticality was expected
roughly every 11 years, if no action was taken.

However, this estimate did not take into account the effect of the neutron monitoring instrumentation. As a
reactor core approaches criticality, neutron flux does not rise linearly. Instead, the reciprocal of the flux drops
linearly as shutdown margin decreases. The net effect is that neutron flux rises slowly as the reactor core goes
from 10% to 9% shutdown, but rises very dramatically as the shutdown margin drops below 0.5%. None of the
events tabulated in NUREG/CR-2798110 came close enough to criticality for the neutron monitoring channels
to trigger alarms. Thus, to realistically estimate the frequency of an event that continues in dilution to criticality,
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credit was taken for the neutron flux channel alarms which are usually set one-half to one decade above
background.

Since the control rods are already fully inserted into the core in this event, the only actions that would prevent
criticality are stopping the dilution or re-borating the moderator; both are accomplished by an operator. Thus, the
credit taken for neutron flux alarms was governed by the reliance placed on the operator. It was assumed (based
purely on judgment) that the operator will be able to correctly diagnose the problem and successfully prevent
criticality 90% of the time. This reduced the frequency of a criticality by one order of magnitude to 2 x 10-4 event/
RY. It was assumed further that roughly one-sixth of all criticality events would take place with the reactor head
removed. Thus, the frequency of a radioactivity-releasing criticality event was estimated to be 3 x 10-5/RY.

Consequence Estimate

In the PWR case under consideration here, all rods are either already in the core or are disconnected from their
drives. Either way, there is no scram reactivity available. Shutdown by emergency boration will take much more
time than shutdown via scram. The important parameter was the peak level achieved by the core.

Once the core becomes critical, it will heat up with a positive period governed by the rate of dilution and by
moderator temperature and Doppler feedback. Eventually, the coolant may boil and the peak power level will be
limited by void generation in the moderator. Preliminary calculations indicated that, assuming BOC parameters
(worst case), a power level of about 3% of rated power would be reached.111 (These calculations were limited in
their ability to model the multi-dimensional aspects of void feedback.)

A core power of 3% of rated power was not likely to fail fuel that must withstand decay heat rates of this same
order. The only likely consequence was the release of gap activity from any leak already present. Using the
GALE Codes standard assumption that 0.16% of the fuel will leak, the total activity released to the coolant would
be roughly 69,000 Ci; this is not enough activity to be significant unless the vessel head is removed. If the vessel
head were not in place, about 10% of this activity (6,900 Ci) would escape from containment, based on analyses
of dropped fuel assembly events. The total whole-body man-rem dose was obtained by using the CRAC Code64

for the particular release category, assuming a uniform population density of 340 people/square-mile (average
for U.S. domestic sites) and a typical (midwest plain) meteorology. Therefore, the dose associated with the event
scenario described above would be 700 man-rem.

It was assumed that the possible solution would reduce the public risk entirely. Therefore, for the 43 operating
PWRs with an average remaining life of 30 years, the total public risk reduction was estimated to be (43)(3 x
10-5)(700)(30) man-rem or 27.1 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: Since the reported events had a wide spectrum of causes, it was not practical to reduce the
frequency of boron dilution events other than by bringing the matter to the attention of plant operations personnel
and having plants upgrade their procedures (if and where appropriate). One proposal called for the installation of
a microprocessor-based monitor on the source range neutron flux instrumentation. Such a monitor, if connected
to a display panel such as the SPDS, could give earlier warning of loss of shutdown margin than was possible
with the existing instrumentation, and thus would reduce the probability of a boron dilution event leading to
criticality. The costs of such a system were developed for the NRC by INEL under Contract FIN A6452 and were
as follows:

(1) Control-Grade Instrument (Alarm only) $ 50,000

(2) Safety-Grade Instrument (Alarm plus Automatic
Initiation of Emergency Boration)

$ 300,000

It was conservatively assumed that the least expensive hardware fix would be implemented at a cost of $50,000/
plant. Therefore, the total industry cost was estimated to be $(0.05)(43)M or $2.2M.

NRC Cost: It was estimated that 2 staff-months would be required to develop a solution and 1 staff-week/plant
would be needed to review its implementation at the 43 operating PWRs. This corresponded to an NRC cost of
$84,000 which was negligible in comparison to the industry cost.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was estimated to be $2.2M.
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Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a potential public risk reduction of 27.1 man-rem and an estimated cost of $2.2M, the value/impact
score was given by:

Uncertainties

(1) The upper limit (95% confidence) on inadvertent criticality frequency without credit for neutron flux alarms
was a factor of 5 over the "best" estimate. Assuming a symmetrical distribution, a factor of 5 error in the credit for
the neutron flux alarms, and a factor of 3 error in the chance of the head being off the vessel, the estimated error
in the frequency of radioactive release was plus or minus a factor of 8.

(2) The release was expected to be on the order of 6,900 Ci, primarily noble gases. Based on judgment, an error
of a factor of 5 was estimated.

(3) The uncertainty in the costs, which were dominated by the $50,000/plant for the control-grade
instrumentation, was at most a factor of 2.

CONCLUSION

Based on the low value/impact score and low public risk reduction associated with an inadvertent criticality, DST/
NRR concluded that boron dilution events did not constitute a significant risk to the public and recommended
that the issue be dropped from further consideration.108 However, DSI/NRR disagreed with this evaluation and
obtained permission from the NRR Director to pursue the issue further.

As a result of DSI's work, it was determined that the consequences of an unmitigated boron dilution event,
although undesirable, were not severe enough to warrant backfit of additional protective features at operating
plants. On the recommendation of DSI, Generic Letter 85-051573 was issued to OLs informing them of this result
and pointing out that the event represented a breakdown in a licensee's ability to control its plant. DSI concluded
that the criteria in SRP11 Section 15.4.6 were adequate for plants undergoing license review.693 Furthermore,
because offsite consequences following the event were likely to be insignificant, DSI also recommended that
SRP11 Section 15.4.6 be considered for deregulation694; this recommendation was covered in Issue 104. Thus,
this issue was RESOLVED and no new requirements were established.
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Issue 23: Reactor Coolant Pump Seal Failures (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Background

This issue addressed the high rate of reactor coolant pump (RCP) seal failures that challenge the makeup
capacity of the ECCS in PWRs. At the time this issue was identified27 in 1980, RCP seal failures in BWRs
occurred at a frequency similar to that experienced in PWRs. However, operating experience indicated that
the leak rate for major RCP seal failures in BWRs was smaller. The smaller leak rate, larger RCIC, HPCI, and
feedwater makeup capabilities, and isolation valves on the RCP loops negated the potential problem in BWRs.
The three main PWR RCP manufacturers had their own seal designs that were developed throughout the years:

BYRON-JACKSON supplies RCPs for the B&W and CE reactor systems. For a B&W system, pumps are
supplied with three equally staged seals. For a CE system, the pumps are supplied with four seal stages: three
stages are equally staged and the fourth stage is used as a vapor seal.

BINGHAM originally had only two stages in their RCP design. At the time of the identification of this issue, the
latest Bingham seal design, developed for pumps in B&W reactor applications, used three equally staged seals.

WESTINGHOUSE used a three-stage seal design. The first seal stage takes the full system pressure, reducing
the pressure from 2250 psi to 50 psi. The second stage is designed to take full system pressure in case of first-
stage failure. The No. 3 seal is a vapor seal and operates at a pressure of not more than 5 psi.

Safety Significance

The results reported in WASH-140016 indicated that breaks in the reactor coolant pressure boundary having
an equivalent diameter in the range of 0.5 to 2 inches were a significant cause of core-melt. Since then, a staff
study27 showed that comparable break flow rates have resulted from RCP seal failures at a frequency about an
order of magnitude greater than the pipe break frequency used in WASH-1400.16 It was believed that the overall
probability of core-melt due to small-size breaks could be dominated by events such as RCP seal failures.27

Possible Solutions

It was believed that development efforts could be undertaken to supply much of the missing information and
thereby provide a basis for new design specifications to obtain higher reliability in future seal designs. EPRI
NP-1194113 described a program to provide the information and physical insights necessary to make future
RCP design considerably more reliable than existing designs. Such a program would include improved pump
design, improved seal design, improved maintenance procedures, and improved seal auxiliary support systems.
In addition, consideration of and coordination with Issue 9 (Reactor Coolant Pump Trip Criteria) was expected to
provide a broader-based perspective of the RCP operational needs, performances, and requirements.

An apparent solution, but not necessarily the best solution,114, 195 was to replace each RCP seal annually.
This solution was to be used to provide a cost estimate. The cost estimate, based on more frequent seal
replacement, should bound an effective development program, or perhaps exceed the cost of needed (improved)
maintenance and seal replacement procedures combined with improved instrumentation to detect incipient RCP
failures.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

The dominant accident sequences which follow a small-break LOCA, equivalent to a pipe break range of
0.38 to 1.2-inch diameter piping, was assumed to be representative of a RCP seal failure. The representative
modeling provided by PNL64 followed the RCP seal failure analysis used in the ANO-IREP study366 in which
thirty accident sequences were modeled in the RCP seal failure event tree. Assuming an RCP seal failure as
the initiating event, two of the thirty accident sequences dominated the potential core-melt frequency. The two
dominant accident sequences were: (1) failure of the high pressure injection system (D1); and (2) failure of
the high pressure injection system (D1) and failure of the reactor building spray injection system (C). In both
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cases, containment failure was predicated by one of the following: vessel steam explosion ( ); containment

overpressure due to hydrogen burn ( ); penetration leakage ( ); or base mat melt-through ( ).

The (D1) failure assumed that the emergency signal will not be generated prior to core uncovery. In this case,
the analysis366 calculated that the pressurizer heaters could remain covered for an extended period and thus
maintain RCS pressure above the emergency signal actuation set point. In the interim, the makeup (MU) tank
could empty, resulting in loss of suction and failure of HPI/MU pump.

The (D1C) sequence was similar to the (D1) sequence except that the reactor building spray injection system (C)
is also unavailable due to failure(s) which are common to the suction paths of the HPI pumps and spray pumps.
In this sequence, all five (3 HPI plus 2 spray) pumps that take suction from the borated water storage tank could
fail because of a failure of a single manual valve which is in series with two parallel MOVs.

Frequency Estimate

RCP Seal Failure Frequency: The RCP seal failure frequency of 2 x 10-2/RY was used in the analysis.64, 366

This frequency represented a generic RCP seal failure frequency for major RCP seal failures that may challenge
the ECCS (leaks > 50 gpm/pump). Plant-specific RCP seal failure frequencies may have been higher or lower
than this generic frequency. The overall RCP seal failure frequency, including smaller leaks, was approximately
(0.5/RY).114, 195 This meant that, on an average, each PWR experienced a RCP seal failure biannually and that,
during a 40-year design life, each PWR could experience one major RCP seal failure that would challenge the
ECCS.

Core-Melt Frequency: Two core-melt frequencies were provided in the ANO-IREP Study.366 One frequency
estimate took no credit for operator recovery actions. The second estimate factored in potential recovery of failed
systems. The recovery model basically considered three steps: (1) recoverability of the fault; (2) location of the
fault; and (3) the critical recovery time for restoration of the component function.

The base case core-melt frequencies without recovery (W/O) and with recovery (R) for the two dominant
accident sequences were:

D1(W/O) = 2.5 x 10-5/RY

D1C(W/O) = 2.0 x 10-5/RY

D1(R) = 2.8 x 10-6/RY

D1C(R) = 4.4 x 10-6/RY

Assuming a potential reduction in the major RCP seal failure frequency of 50% (1 x 10-2/RY), the above core-
melt frequencies would be reduced by a factor of 2.

Consequence Estimate

The major RCP seal failures contribute to 6 of the 7 PWR release categories. Based on a potential 50%
reduction in RCP seal failure, the following table lists the affected PWR release categories, frequency reductions,
and public risk (man-rem/RY) considered with and without recovery actions.

Core-melt Frequency (/RY)
Risk (Man-rem/RY)Category

(W/O) (R) (W/O) R

PWR-1 2.3 x 10-9 3.6 x 1-10 12.1 x 10-3 2.0 x 10-3

PWR-2 1.2 x 10-5 1.8 x 10-6 5.5 x 101 8.7 x 100

PWR-4 0.7 x 10-7 1.5 x 10-8 11.4 x 10-1 4.2 x 10-2

PWR-5 0.9 x 10-7 1.0 x 10-8 0.9 x 10-1 1.0 x 10-2

PWR-6 0.5 x 10-5 1.1 x 10-6 7.0 x 10-1 1.5 x 10-1
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Core-melt Frequency (/RY)
Risk (Man-rem/RY)Category

(W/O) (R) (W/O) R

PWR-7 0.7 x 10-5 0.7 x 10-6 3.0 x 10-2 1.5 x 10-3

TOTAL: 2.4 x 10-5 3.6 x 10-6 5.77 x 101 8.8 x 100

AVERAGE: 1.36 x 10-5 3.3 x 101

At the time of this evaluation in 1983, the average remaining life for 47 backfit and 43 forward-fit PWRs was 28.8
years which yielded a total of 2,592 RY. Thus, the total potential public risk reduction by reducing the RCP seal
failure frequency 50% ranged from 2.28 x 104 to 14.95 x 104 man-rem. From the above values, it was apparent
that operator recovery actions were important to public risk reduction.

A review of the ANO-IREP study366 on RCP seal failures indicated that, in some sequences, non-conservative
leak rates assumed in the IREP study could have resulted in an overestimation of the time available for an
operator to take corrective action. Therefore, too much benefit may have been credited for recovery actions.
In addition, if leak rates of 70 to 300 gpm were considered, as evident from some major RCP seal failures, the
number of dominant accident sequences would most likely increase. Based on these observations which were
to be confirmed in more detailed staff reviews, the potential public risk reduction was estimated to be 8.6 x 104

man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: A scheduled annual replacement of the RCP seals would involve TS changes. This one-time
cost was estimated to be (2 man-weeks/plant)($2,270/man-week) or $4,540/plant. The license amendment fee
for backfit plants was assumed to cost $12,300/plant. Considering 47 backfit plants and 43 forward-fit plants (no
additional amendment fee), the industry cost was estimated to be $0.99M.

Operation and maintenance costs included labor and equipment (seals). The labor cost, assuming 300 man-
hour/pump seal431 and an average of 3.7 pumps/plant at a rate of $2,270/man-hour, was $63,560/RY. At
$57,000/pump for 3.7 pumps/RY, the equipment (seals) would cost $210,900/RY. Therefore, the total estimated
cost for annual replacement of all RCP seals for 90 PWRs over an average remaining life of 28.8 years was
$710M.

From the above estimates, the dominant cost was attributed to the equipment (seals) cost ($547M). No outage
(replacement power) costs were assumed since the seal replacements would be part of a planned outage
schedule.

NRC Cost: The NRC cost was based on a flat rate of $2,270/man-week times the estimated number of man-
weeks involved in the issue. The generic resolution was assumed to require 52 man-weeks of effort. Support for
implementation of the resolution was estimated to be 2 man-weeks/plant. Annual review of the operation and
maintenance and related concerns was estimated to be 0.2 man-week/RY. Therefore, the total NRC cost was
estimated to be $[52 + (2)(90) + (0.2)(90)(28.8)][2,270] or $1.7M.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with a possible solution to the issue was estimated to be
$[710 + 1.7]M or approximately $712M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a potential public risk reduction of 8.6 x 104 man-rem and an estimated cost of $712M for a possible
solution, the value/impact score was given by:
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Other Considerations

(1) The implementation cost impact based on annual seal replacements should bound a more effective
resolution. A more effective solution would result in a greater cost benefit and lower ORE increases than annual
seal replacements.

(2) Based on information in EPRI NP-2092114 and a staff report,195 the overall RCP seal failure (major and minor
seal failures) frequency was ~0.5/RY. If this failure frequency and resultant unplanned outages were reduced by
a factor of 2, the industry could realize a cost savings. Assuming 10 days per forced outage at a replacement
power cost of $300,000/day for 90 plants over 28.8 years, the potential industry cost savings was estimated to
be:

1/2 $[(5 x 10-1)(10)(3 x 105)(90)(28.8)] = $1,940M

(3) The total industry and NRC combined implementation cost of $712M was overwhelmed by the potential
industry cost savings of $1,940M. Based on the above estimates, a resolution of this issue leading to a 50%
reduction in RCP seal failures would result in a total combined cost benefit of approximately $1,200M.

(4) Annual replacement of all RCP seals would increase ORE. Based on information in EPRI NP-1138,431 the
average ORE for one pump seal replacement was 7 man-rem. Assuming an average of 3.7 pumps/plant/year
over 28.8 years for 90 reactors yielded an ORE of (7)(3.7)(90)(28.8) man-rem or 6.7 x 104 man-rem. Assuming a
potential reduction of 50% in RCP seal failures for the existing failure rate of 0.5/RY provided an ORE reduction
of (0.5)(0.5)(7)(90)(28.8) man-rem or 4.5 x 103 man-rem. The net ORE for annual seal replacement was an
increase of 6.3 x 104 man-rem or approximately 24.3 man-rem/RY. This potential increase in ORE and operating
experience which showed that more frequent RCP seal replacements were ineffective in reducing RCP seal
failures195, 114 indicated the need for a more effective solution than annual RCP seal replacements.

CONCLUSION

Depending on the assumptions, this issue could have been given a low priority ranking. However, this conclusion
would have been based on an optimistic assessment of operator response, the high cost and large ORE
incurred by annual seal replacement, and the exclusion of the down-time and associated costs due to minor seal
failures.

If operator response is poor, then the potential reduction in public risk would justify a high priority. Other solutions
may have been less costly and may have incurred less ORE, two factors which would have markedly improved
the value/impact ratio. Any reduction in the overall RCP seal failure frequency would reduce unscheduled
shutdown and the high associated costs. Therefore, based on the potential for a large reduction in public risk,
the belief that better solutions could be found, and the potential for significant saving of replacement power cost,
this issue was given a high priority ranking (see Appendix C) in November 1983. Prior to this, Issue 65 was
integrated into the resolution of Issue 23.

In resolving the issue, the staff elected to pursue plant-specific backfits based on the staff's plant-by-plant risk
analysis of the loss of component cooling water/essential service water systems. The staff also committed to
work with the industry to develop additional RCP seal models to support future risk-informed licensing decisions.
Thus, the issue was RESOLVED with no new or revised requirements1763 and licensees were informed of the
staff's conclusion in NRC Regulatory Issue Summary 2000-02.1767
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Issue 24: Automatic ECCS Switchover to Recirculation (Rev. 3)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was raised by the staff following a review28,29 of operating events that indicated a significant number
of ECCS spurious actuations, particularly, the four events that occurred at Davis-Besse during 1980.

ECCS operation has two different phases in PWRs: injection and recirculation. The injection phase involves
initial cooling of the reactor core and replenishment of the primary coolant following a LOCA. In this phase,
the ECCS pumps typically take suction from the refueling water storage tank (RWST). The recirculation phase
provides long-term cooling during the accident recovery period. The ECCS is realigned in the recirculation phase
to take suction from the containment sump.

Switchover from injection to recirculation phase involves realignment of several valves and may be
accomplished by: (1) manual operations to realign the valves; (2) fully automatic realignment of the valves; or
(3) automatic realignment of some valves, followed by manual completion of the process (semi-automatic). Each
option is vulnerable in varying degrees to human errors, hardware failures, and common cause failures.

Safety Significance

During a LOCA, ECCS pump suction must be switched from the RWST to the containment sump before RWST
inventory is lost, or loss of the ECCS pumps will occur. Switching to the sump early could adversely affect
the accident because the containment sump may not have enough inventory to provide pump suction. The
automatic and the semi-automatic switchovers reduce the risk of human error but have a slight increase in risk
for inadvertent actuations. This issue affects PWRs only.

Possible Solutions

The two possible solutions to this issue are alternate cases requiring fully-automatic or semi-automatic
switchover to the containment sump. The fully-automatic switchover could be implemented by a system that
would monitor the water level in the RWST and, at a preset level, automatically realign the ECCS to take suction
from the containment sump. The semi-automatic switchover could be implemented by a system that would
involve automatic alignment of some valves and manual completion of the switchover process.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

All operating or proposed PWRs may be affected by this issue and the Oconee 3 PRA was assumed to be
representative of PWRs. LERs between 1987 and 1990 were used to calculate the potential risk from spurious
actuations. The spurious actuation probability was then used for the automatic switchover and modified for the
semi-automatic switchover.

The base case of the possible solutions assumes manual switchover. Some PWRs are already fully automatic
and some are semi-automatic. It was assumed that all PWRs with manual switchover could benefit from the
possible solutions; since some PWRs are already automatic, some (fixed) costs will be spread over fewer
reactors than calculated.

Frequency Estimate

The issue to be addressed is the failure of an operator to open containment sump suction valves at the start
of recirculation. New parameters were introduced to provide estimates of recirculation system unavailability
corresponding to manual, automated, and semi-automated switchover options.29 The new parameters were
then updated for human error rate estimates given in NUREG/CR-4639.1327 The updated parameters were then
factored into the core-melt frequency.

The frequencies of the affected release categories were summed for each case to give the total core-melt
frequency for the three cases considered.64
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Base Case (Manual): 3.1 x 10-6/RY

Semi-Automatic Switchover: 1.6 x 10-6/RY

Fully-Automatic Switchover: 1.3 x 10-6/RY

The adjusted case core-melt frequencies were calculated by substituting the adjusted probabilities into the
failure scenarios which require sump suction valves to be opened for success.64 Thus, the potential reduction in
core-melt frequency was estimated to be 1.5 x 10-6/RY and 1.8 x 10-6/RY for the semi-automatic and the fully-
automatic switchover options, respectively.

Consequence Estimate

Multiplying the affected release categories by the estimated public dose, the total affected public risk for the
three cases were as follows:

Base Case (Manual): 7.5 man-rem/RY

Semi-Automatic Switchover: 3.2 man-rem/RY

Fully-Automatic Switchover: 3.0 man-rem/RY

Thus, the estimated risk reduction was 4.3 man-rem/RY and 4.5 man-rem/RY for the semi-automatic and fully-
automatic switchover, respectively. Based on an average remaining operating life of 28.8 years for PWRs, this
reduction was estimated to be 125 man-rem/reactor and 130 man-rem/reactor for the semi-automatic and fully
automatic switchover, respectively.64

Installing automatic or semi-automatic systems reduces human error. However, the estimated risk reduction from
installing actuation systems that are less prone to human error was offset somewhat by an increased risk due to
spurious actuations.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: The cost was estimated to be the same for both semi-automatic and fully-automatic switchover
at all affected PWRs. The estimates for TS, maintenance procedure, and operating procedure changes were
taken from NUREG/CR-4627.961 The implementation costs were calculated as follows:

Design/QA = 8 man-weeks

Install/Calibrate/Test Equipment = 1 man-week

Safety Analysis = 8 man-weeks

TS Changes = 16 man-weeks

Training = 8 man-weeks

Hardware (New Controller/Logic Module) = $5,000

Revise Operating and Maintenance Procedures = $7,800

Thus, the total estimated cost was $110,000/plant, based on 41 man-weeks at $2,270/week and a fixed cost of
$12,800.

Operation and maintenance of the possible solutions were estimated to require an additional 1 man-week/RY.
Over the average remaining operating life of 28.8 years, and at a discount rate of 5%, this cost was estimated to
be $34,000/ reactor.

NRC Cost: It was estimated that 1 man-year of contractor effort would be required to research potential design
changes and prepare a regulatory analysis. A project manager would be required at 10% of the contractor
cost. At an estimated cost of $100,000/man-year, the contractor and project manager cost was estimated to be
$110,000.
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Eight man-weeks would be required to review and evaluate each plant's design, safety analyses, QA
documentation, TS changes, and procedure changes. With an assumed labor cost of $2,270/week, this cost was
estimated to be $18,000/reactor.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solutions was estimated to be
$272,000/reactor.

Value/Impact Assessment

Separate value/impact scores were calculated for the semi-automatic switchover and the fully-automatic
switchover possible solutions.

(1) Semi-Automatic:

(2) Fully-Automatic:

Other Considerations

Since much of the work will be in radiation zones, a significant occupational dose will occur. The dose rate was
assumed to be 2.5 millirem/hr for work outside containment.64 The occupational dose was assumed to be the
same for both possible solutions. The implementation dose was calculated at 0.5 man-rem/reactor and total
operation and maintenance dose at 0.6 man-rem/reactor. This resulted in a total ORE of 1 man-rem/reactor.

CONCLUSION

Based on the value/impact score and the potential risk reduction for PWRs with manual switchover, this issue
was given a medium priority ranking (See Appendix C). Because the uncertainties in the assumptions and
analysis were very large, it was believed that a more extensive study would be required to resolve this issue with
reasonable confidence in the conclusion, including more reliable estimates of equipment reliability, human error
rates, and competing risks. The resolution of this issue addressed the safety concern of Issue 156.3.5 as well as
the impact of a license renewal period of 20 years.1564

An evaluation of the PRAs for four PWRs indicated that the conversion from manual to semi-automatic ECCS
switchover to recirculation would produce a small reduction in CDF. However, the regulatory analysis, published
in NUREG/CR-6432,1666 indicated that this solution was not justified on a cost/benefit basis. Consideration of
a license renewal period of 20 years did not affect this conclusion. Thus, the issue was resolved with no new
requirements.1667
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Issue 25: Automatic Air Header Dump on BWR Scram System
DESCRIPTION

This issue concerns the slow loss of control air pressure in the scram system of BWRs.31 Air pressure dropping
at a certain rate will first allow some of the CRD scram outlet valves to open slightly, thus filling the scram
discharge volume with water but allowing little or no control rod movement. Eventually, the rods will try to scram
but the scram will be impaired in a manner similar to what happened at Browns Ferry Unit 3 on June 28, 1980.74

Meanwhile, the dropping air pressure can cause a transient (e.g., via feedwater controller lockup) which would
normally call for a scram.

CONCLUSION

Immediate action taken by the staff following the Browns Ferry event resulted in a technical resolution of the
issue. The generic safety evaluation report30 identified new requirements for scram discharge volume designs.
These requirements have been approved and implemented in the forms of orders125 from the Division of
Licensing, dated January 9, 1981 to BWR licensees. Thus, this issue has been RESOLVED.
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Issue 26: Diesel Generator Loading Problems Related to SIS Reset on
Loss of Offsite Power
DESCRIPTION

In a San Onofre Unit 1 Preliminary Notification issued in September 1980, it was reported that, during testing,
the licensee had identified a problem with the design of the diesel generator sequencing circuitry. This problem
occurred when a safety injection signal was blocked, in accordance with the LOCA procedure following safety
injection initiation. Under these circumstances, a subsequent loss of offsite power could not produce automatic
resequencing of safety injection loads onto the diesel generator-supplied buses. This problem was the same one
that was raised as Technical Issue No. 4 in NUREG-013832 and was considered by the staff to be resolved on all
operating plants. However, in view of the occurrence at San Onofre, it was believed that there was a deficiency
in the process.

CONCLUSION

This issue is covered in this section under Issue 17, "Loss of Offsite Power Subsequent to a LOCA."
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Issue 27: Manual vs. Automated Actions
DESCRIPTION

This issue was identified during plant design and emergency procedure reviews which raised questions as to
whether certain safety actions have to be accomplished automatically or whether manual operator action is
acceptable.

CONCLUSION

This issue is covered in Section 2 of this report under Item B-17, "Criteria for Safety Related Operator Actions."

 .
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Issue 28: Pressurized Thermal Shock
DESCRIPTION

Pressurized water reactors are susceptible to certain types of hypothetical accidents that, under circumstances
such as operation of the reactor beyond a critical time in its life, could result in failure of the pressure vessel
as a result of extensive propagation of crack-like defects in the vessel wall. Accidents of particular concern are
those that result in rapid cooling (thermal shock) of the inner surface of the reactor vessel wall, particularly if they
also involve substantial primary system pressure. Such accidents have been also referred to as "overcooling
accidents" (excessive cooling for a particular pressure) and/or "pressurized thermal shock." A detail description
of this issue can be found in NUREG/CR-2083.37

CONCLUSION

This issue is covered under USI A-49, "Pressurized Thermal Shock."
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Issue 29: Bolting Degradation or Failure in Nuclear Power Plants (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

Prior to 1981, the number of bolting-related incidents reported by licensees was on the increase. A large number
of these were related to primary pressure boundary applications and major component support structures. As a
result, there was concern for the integrity of the primary pressure boundary in operating plants and the reliability
of the component support structures following a LOCA or earthquake. This issue was identified by the ACRS.1384

There are numerous bolting applications in nuclear power plants the most crucial of which are those constituting
an integral part of the primary pressure boundary such as closure studs and bolts on reactor vessels, reactor
coolant pumps, and steam generators. Failure of these bolts or studs could result in the loss of reactor coolant
that could jeopardize the safe operation of the plants. Other bolting applications, such as component support
and embedded anchor bolts or studs, are essential for withstanding transient loads created during abnormal or
accident conditions. A report summarizing bolting failure experience was issued by DL/NRR.184

Safety Significance

At the time of this evaluation in 1983, there had been a total of 44 reported bolting incidents most of which were
discovered either during refueling outages or scheduled ISI or maintenance/repair outages. These incidents
had no immediate impact on public health and safety since they had not resulted in any accident. However,
degradation or failure of such studs and bolts constitutes a reduction in the integrity of the primary pressure
boundary.

Concern was compounded by the fact that there was no reliable NDE method to detect the cracking or
degradation of bolts or studs resulting from the principal modes of failure: stress corrosion, fatigue, erosion
corrosion, and boric acid corrosion. Visual examination was the only reliable method to discover degradation
by boric acid corrosion or erosion corrosion. In almost all cases, this required disassembly of the component in
order to inspect the bolts or studs. If there is no clear evidence of boric acid leakage to the surroundings, bolting
degradation by boric acid corrosion can potentially be undetected until the bolts or studs completely fail. Under
the existing ISI program, visual inspection of bolts was not a mandatory requirement and UT inspection was
not required on pressure-retaining bolts or studs with diameters less than 2 inches. A major accident such as a
LOCA could conceivably occur due to undetected extensive bolting failure of the primary pressure boundary.

Possible Solution

Because bolting has a wide range of application in nuclear power plants, there was no simple solution to the
problem. Therefore, in order to minimize the potential bolting problems in new power plants, improvements in
one or all of the following five areas could be recommended: design, materials, fabrication, installation, and ISI.
For this analysis, the focus was placed on improving the efficiency and adequacy of ISI programs.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

Based on a review of the 44 bolting incidents reported by PWR licensees up to the time of this evaluation,
the principal causes of bolting failure or degradation were classified as stress corrosion, fatigue, boric acid
corrosion, erosion corrosion, and other types. Nineteen of the 44 incidents were identified as resulting from
stress corrosion, the most common cause of bolting failure. Boric acid corrosion was the second most common
cause of bolting failure or degradation reported. Twelve resulted from boric acid corrosion. The remaining 13
incidents were either fatigue, erosion corrosion, or other types. No bolting failures in BWRs were reported.

Sixteen of the 44 reported incidents were related to primary pressure boundary bolting applications such as
various closure studs in reactor vessels, pressurizers, steam generators, and hold-down bolts in various types
of valves. Thirteen incidents related to component support structures, such as the column support or embedded
anchor bolts or studs of steam generators, reactor vessels, reactor coolant pumps, and piping restraints,
were reported. Although failure of such bolts or studs will not normally impair the normal operation of a plant,
extensive failure of such bolts or studs could cause component damage or multiple piping failure under abnormal
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or accident conditions such as a LOCA or an earthquake. The 44 bolts or stud failures occurred in about 350 RY
of experience. Thus, the frequency of corrision-initiated events was 44/350 event/RY or 1.3 x 10-1 event/RY.

Based on experience, there was a good chance that the corrosion would be discovered and the studs replaced
before failure occurred. However, it was conservatively assumed that 10% of the bolts or studs will not be
discovered before they failed and will result in a small break LOCA (S2). Therefore, the frequency (F) of
corrosion-initiated events was estimated to be 1.3 x 10-2 S2 event/RY.

Twenty-nine of the reported incidents or 66% had a direct potential for causing a large-break LOCA due to
bolting or stud failure in restaints for large piping, component supports, or steam generator manways when
these hold-down devices have degraded to the point that they will not provide the necessary support following a
water hammer or seismic event. However, even though the actual determination was complex, the S2 event was
believed to be the most limiting.

Consequence Estimate

An S2 event can result in a wide spectrum of consequences, depending on whether or not the engineered
safety features are required to function or whether they do function. Using WASH-140016 S2 sequences with the
frequency estimated above, the release was determined to be 3 x 104 Curies/RY.

The total whole-body man-rem dose was obtained by using the CRAC Code64 for the particular release category.
A uniform population density of 340 people per square mile (average for U.S. domestic sites) and a typical
(midwest plain) meteorology were assumed. Therefore, the estimated public risk was 3.5 x 103 man-rem/RY. For
43 plants with an average remaining lifetime of 30 years, the potential risk reduction was 4.5 x 105 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: The proposed fix could vary considerably depending on the type and depth of solution sought.
However, the most probable fix was to visually inspect bolts or studs using an improved UT inspection technique
and a more frequent inspection schedule. This represented an increase in surveillance and would require extra
effort during each plant refueling outage. Because of the wide variety of uses of studs and bolts for safety
functions in nuclear plants, the actual cost would vary greatly.

Based on the information64 provided, an interim and simple fix would be to inspect studs and bolts only on
components that had been opened for inspection or maintenance during a refueling outage. This would require
a minor increase in surveillance and would not require an extension of outage time. It was estimated that 3 man-
weeks/plant of extra effort would be required per 18-month refueling schedule and 40 man-weeks/plant to allow
for administrative overhead. At $100,000/staff-year, the cost (C) of the increased surveillance over the 30-year
life of a plant was given by:

If, however, each plant was required to inspect 10% of the bolts or studs in primary system components per
refueling outage, whether open for inspection or not, then based on an 18-month refueling schedule, each plant
would have inspected 200% of its bolts or studs over its 30-year lifetime. (This inspection frequency should
detect any bolt degradation that might occur.) This would represent an increase in surveillance and would require
an extension of outage time by 1.5 working days. At $300,000/day for replacement power, the total cost (C) over
the plant life was given by:
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NRC Cost: The NRC cost was negligible in comparison to the industry cost.

Value/Impact Assessment

(1) For inspecting bolts on disassembled components only, the value/impact score was given by:

(2) For inspecting 10% of the bolts, the value/impact score was given by:

Uncertainties

The uncertainties in the estimates of accident frequencies and consequences were such that, if they lowered
the value/impact score by an order of magnitude, the score would still be above a threshold that would warrant
resolution of the issue. As the cost estimates increase for specific solutions (particularly when plant shutdown or
extended shutdowns are required), the value/impact scores decrease and could affect the priority ranking. If the
cost estimates associated with inspecting 10% of the bolts are off by a large factor, the potential risk reduction
would still be high.

Other Considerations

(1) A secured reactor primary system pressure boundary, which depends on the integrity of the system's piping
and components, is an integral part of the defense-in-depth concept embodied in the design of nuclear power
plants to protect against a core-melt. Also, some safety system functions rely on a secured pressure boundary
to prevent or mitigate the consequences of an event. Accordingly, inspection of lO% of the bolts per refueling
outage (200% over the lifetime of the plant) provides assurance that the primary system pressure boundary will
not be breached by failed bolts or studs.

(2) When the averted costs of cleanup following a LOCA are considered, the value/ impact scores calculated
above become more favorable. It was estimated that the averted occupational dose of inspection versus
reduction due to accident dose would fall between a PWR-8 or PWR-9 event and a PWR-l to PWR-7 event. This
represented an averted dose between 2,400 to 8,000 man-rem.

CONCLUSION

Based on the above value/impact scores, this issue was given a high priority ranking (See Appendix C). In
resolving the issue, the staff took into consideration previous actions taken by the NRC to address the concerns
related to threaded fasteners: Bulletin Nos. 82-02,1129 87-02,1389 and 89-021388; Information Notice Nos.
86-25,1393 89-22,1390 89-56,1391 and 89-701392; and Generic Letter Nos. 87-O21387 and 88-05.1386

The staff's regulatory analysis, NUREG-1445,1398 proved to be inconclusive regarding a mandatory program on
safety-related bolting for operating plants. The staff's technical findings were documented in NUREG-13391395

which endorsed the recommendations of independent studies performed by the industry Joint Task Group on
Bolting. This group was set up by AIF, EPRI, and the Materials Properties Council and its studies resulted in
EPRI NP-5769, "Good Bolting Practices," and three EPRI video training tapes on "Pressure Boundary Bolting
Problems."
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The staff concluded that leakage of bolted pressure joints was possible, but catastrophic RCPB joint failure that
could lead to significant accident sequences was highly unlikely. This conclusion was based on: (1) operating
experience; (2) actions taken through bulletins, generic letters, and information notices; and (3) proposed
industry actions. Generic Letter No. 91-171385 was issued to licensees to: (1) implement the industry bolting
integrity program, as presented in the EPRI report and video tapes; and (2) continue actions in accordance
with commitments made in response to NRC generic letters and bulletins. Thus, this issue was RESOLVED
and no new requirements were established. However, in order to improve the review of future plants and
significant modifications to operating plants, the staff recommended that a new SRP11 Section be developed to
codify existing guidance and industry recommendations.1394 In an RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that
consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not affect the resolution.
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Issue 30: Potential Generator Missiles - Generator Rotor Retaining Rings
(Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

The April 13, 1979 incident at Sweden's Barseback-1 nuclear plant involving the failure of a generator rotor
retaining ring was identified by AEOD in 1982 as a potential generic safety issue.490 As a result of the AEOD
concern,799 NRR agreed to prioritize the issue.

Safety Significance

There have been 32 recorded events of failure of generator rotor retaining rings. The retaining rings restrain the
radial forces generated by rotor coil ends, insulation, and packing blocks. For an 1100 MWe plant, the generator
rotors may be up to 6 feet in diameter and 7 feet long and may weigh approximately 4,000 pounds. In 6 recorded
cases, the failure of these retaining rings resulted in major damage to the generator and, in 2 cases, to the plant
structure. The pieces of the broken retaining rings are expelled axially as compared to the turbine missiles (see
Item A-37) which are expelled tangentially. The failures have been principally experienced on the exciter end of
the generator, the end away from the turbine. Of concern is the potential of these large missiles to do damage to
the plant. Further details of retaining ring failure can be found in EPRI EL-3209.819 All plants are affected by this
issue.

Possible Solution

Since current requirements for turbine and generator orientation are to preclude damage from turbine missiles,
the positioning may not be optimum to protect against missiles resulting from failed rotating rings. In such cases,
the only solution may be the erection of shields to restrain these missiles. In addition, most of the failures have
resulted from stress corrosion cracking induced principally by water. A higher frequency of inspections for crack
presence plus added precautions to assure a dry environment would reduce the probability of crack initiation and
growth leading to catastrophic failure.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

The same assumptions used in the turbine missile evaluations in Item A-37 will be used for this issue. These
are: (1) the probability that a missile penetrates a barrier is 1, and (2) the probability of radioactive release given
damage to safety-related equipment is 1.

Frequency Estimate

An estimate of retaining ring failure likelihood is 10-3 per retaining ring.819 For the 32 recorded events of retaining
ring failure, 6 led to extensive damage for a failure rate of 0.2 extensive damage occurrences per retaining ring.
Six extensive damage events per ring failure are greater than the number of events resulting in missile ejection,
since extensive damage events included events in which only the generator received extensive damage.
However, due to the uncertainty involved in these infrequent events, 6 events are used in these calculations.
There are 2 retaining rings per plant (generator). Assuming an average plant life of 40 years, the frequency of
expected extensive damage events is given by:
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The probability of a safety-related target being struck by a missile is estimated to be 0.01. This value is based
upon previous staff efforts related to turbine missiles where it was found that the prediction for low trajectory
missiles for unfavorably-oriented generators generally fall in the range of 10-2 to 10-3.820,821 Thus, the frequency
of an extensive event occurring and damaging some safety-related equipment is 10-7/RY.

Consequence Estimate

As in the case of turbine missiles (Item A-37), a realistic estimate of a radioactive release to the environment
is a gap release and not a core-melt. The consequences of the most likely release would be 75,000 man-rem
per occurrence for the 90 PWRs and 40 man-rem for the 44 BWRs, based on the radioactive release categories
described in WASH-1400.16 The computer program CRAC2 applied to a typical Midwest site meteorology
(Braidwood) was used for the dose calculation.64 An average population density of 340 persons per square
mile was used over an area which extended from an exclusion zone of one-half mile about the reactor out
to a 50-mile radius about the reactor. This results in a public risk exposure of 19.1 man-rem for the PWRs
and 5 x 10-5 man-rem for the BWRs, a total of less than 20 man-rem for all reactors. The change in transient-
induced accident frequency created by generator ring missiles was calculated. However, the low initiating event
frequency of 10-5/RY (as compared to transient initiators which are greater than 1/RY) does not result in a
significant change in risk.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: Assuming that shields would be required on 10 plants at $1M/plant results in total utility costs of
$10M.

NRC Cost: It is estimated that NRC costs are $100,000 to evaluate this issue better.

Thus, the total cost associated with the solution to this issue is $10.1M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a public risk reduction of approximately 19 man-rem, the value/impact score is given by:

CONCLUSION

This issue should be DROPPED from further consideration.
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Issue 31: Natural Circulation Cooldown
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue corresponds to AEOD recommendation 4 highlighted in an AEOD memorandum185 to NRR in
December 1980. The AEOD recommendation resulted from a natural circulation cooldown event from full power
at St. Lucie Unit No. 1 on June 11, 1980. A cooldown via natural circulation was required because the main
coolant pumps normally used for cooling the reactor became unavailable due to a loss of cooling water to their
seals (see Issue 65, "Probability of Core-melt Due to Component Cooling Water System Failures"). The reactor
was shut down and a cooldown via natural circulation was initiated. The cooldown via natural circulation was
successfully completed but with complicating conditions developing. These conditions included drawing a steam
bubble in the vessel head. Level indication in the pressurizer, a key parameter to monitor during cooldown in this
mode, became unstable as a result. This condition also masked a concurrent loss of coolant from the primary
system to a water storage tank through leaking valves. AEOD recommended that guidance be developed such
that operators are aware of what conditions will lead to voids in the primary system other than the pressurizer,
how to recognize the presence of voids, and how to either cooldown the RCS with voids or collapse the voids.

The staff response270 to the AEOD recommendation on natural circulation cooldown provided AEOD with
information from staff reviews already in progress. These reviews included Multiplant Action (MPA) No. B-66
and Item II.K.2(17) of the TMI Action Plan.98 The staff response also suggested that AEOD's final report and
recommendations include a summary of the ongoing NRR actions related to natural circulation cooldown.
The staff felt that such a summary section in AEOD's final report would dispell possible misinterpretations that
natural circulation concerns were newly-identified phenomena. An update of staff actions related to further
developments in operator guidance is provided herein.

Safety Significance

Development of a void (steam bubble) in the reactor vessel could interrupt natural circulation during cooldown
if the void extends down to the vessel hot leg piping. Drawing and collapsing a steam bubble in the head of the
reactor vessel during the cooldown requires operator awareness of the symptomatic RCS responses because
the event upsets the instrumentation used to confirm that a stable condition exists in the primary system. At
such times, it also becomes difficult to reliably monitor the inventory of reactor coolant. A significant loss of
primary coolant from a break in the primary system can be masked for extended periods. The core, however,
is ultimately protected from loss of coolant by the shutdown cooling system (SDCS) and the emergency core
cooling system (ECCS) if the operator is not deceived by unreliable water level indications.

Possible Solution

In all PWRs, cooldown of the reactor system can be managed with natural circulation of the primary coolant
in the subcooled mode. Natural circulation and continued heat transfer from the reactor system to the steam
generators occur as a consequence of the higher elevation of the steam generator relative to the reactor. The
temperature differential between the reactor coolant exit line (hot leg) and the entrance line from the steam
generators (cold leg) sustains natural circulation at flow rates up to 2% to 3% of full power flows at the start of
the cooldown and at decreasing flow rates as the cooldown progresses.

To improve the operator recognition of symptomatic reactor response, less ambigious information signals should
be provided during cooldown. This improved instrumentation for detection of inadequate core cooling is the focus
of TMI Action Plan Item II.F.2 of NUREG-0737.98 On December 10, 1983, Generic Letter 82-28491 was sent to all
licensees of operating Westinghouse and Combustion Engineering PWRs (except ANO-1 Unit 2 and SONGS-1,
2). The above excepted reactors and all B&W reactors were sent Orders on the same date. The purpose of the
generic letter was to request detailed schedules for engineering, procurement, and installation of equipment to
meet Item II.F.2. The Orders to the B&W plants (and other plants stated above) called for the submittal of plans
for implementation of the Item II.F.2 requirements or those requirements as specified in the Orders. As specified
in Item II.F.2, guidelines for use of the additional instrumentation, analyses used to develop the procedures, and
how these procedures will be implemented are required.
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Staff review of the emergency operating procedures, which will be affected by the additional instrumentation,
will be performed under Item I.C.1 of NUREG-0737.98 Generic Letter 82-33,376 issued on December 17, 1983,
requested all licensees and holders of construction permits to submit their schedules for implementation of the
affected requirements.

CONCLUSION

This issue (AEOD recommendation) that operation guidance be developed to deal with potential complications
(voids in primary system) during natural circulation cooldown was already under staff review. Development
of the guidelines resulting from these staff reviews are part of Item I.C.1 of NUREG-0737.98 Implementation
of the guidelines will be in accordance with Generic Letter 82-33.376 In the interim, IE Circular No. 80-15269

recommends specific licensee actions dealing with operator awareness and operator procedures. In summary,
this issue is considered part of Item I.C.1 of NUREG-0737.98
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Issue 32: Flow Blockage in Essential Equipment Caused by Corbicula
DESCRIPTION

This issue was raised in an AEOD memorandum434 to NRR and OIE in October 1980 and addressed the
problem of flow blockage by Asiatic clams (Corbicula) in redundant safety-related cooling water systems at
Arkansas Nuclear One.

CONCLUSION

This issue has been combined and evaluated with Issue 51, "Proposed Requirements for Improving the
Reliability of Open Cycle Service Water Systems."
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Issue 33: Correcting Atmospheric Dump Valve Opening upon Loss of
Integrated Control System Power
DESCRIPTION

This issue was identified in an AEOD memorandum106 to NRR in May 1980. The concern is related to a feature
on some B&W reactors in which the failure of the Non-Nuclear Instrumentation and Integrated Control System
(NNI/ICS) power supply results in automatic opening of the steam generator atmospheric dump valve to the fifty
percent open position. Therefore, on the loss of NNI/ICS power, an overcooling transient could ensue.

CONCLUSION

This issue is covered in Task Item 2 of USI A-47, "Safety Implications of Control Systems."
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Issue 34: RCS Leak (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was raised by AEOD492,569 and involved isolation of the reactor coolant system charging and
letdown system following a spurious safety injection transient at H. B. Robinson on January 29, 1981. Following
the spurious safety injection, the plant operators initiated actions to bring the plant to hot shutdown. During
automatic isolation of the CVCS letdown line due to the SI, it is believed that the outermost isolation valves
closed faster than the two open orifice isolation valves. Leakage past the orifice isolation valves resulted in
opening of the relief valve and rupture of the valve bellows. Also, a pressure surge due to isolation valve closure
caused an upstream valve drain line cap to blow off. Other concerns related to spurious actuation of SI are
discussed in Issue 8 (Inadvertent Actuation of Safety Injection in PWRs).

Safety Significance

In a detailed review of the H. B. Robinson event by AEOD,569 it was determined that no safety concern was
involved and that the resultant small LOCA inside containment was within the analyzed SBLOCA. However,
AEOD concluded that improved procedures to handle the spurious safety injection actuation signal could have
prevented overpressurization of the CVCS piping run downstream of the orifice isolation valves but upstream of
the CVCS containment isolation valves.

AEOD recommended that NRR review the procedures for identification and recovery from spurious SI actuations
and the closing sequences in the CVCS isolation system. In regard to the latter, AEOD suggested that closing
the orifice isolation valves prior to the CVCS containment isolation valves, could eliminate actuation of the
relief valve. However, it is noted that the closure sequence suggested by AEOD most likely would not have
eliminated blowoff of the valve drain cap (valve CVC-200E), which appears to have been the major RCS leakage
path. Also, even though the relief valve bellows failed, failure of the bellows did not affect the pressure relieving
function of the relief valve in the low design pressure (600 psi) section of the CVCS piping run.

Solution

The RCS leakage to containment was primarily from a blown-off drain line cap in the letdown piping. A manual
valve that is normally-closed upstream of the drain cap was either left partially open by maintenance error or
opened by vibration. The licensee's fix to this problem consisted of locking closed the manual drain line valve in
this piping segment. Other similar arrangements in the letdown piping were either locked closed or verification
of closure required. The drain cap was replaced. The staff position is that the licensee's fix to preclude similar
events at H. B. Robinson is acceptable.

The letdown piping configuration at H. B. Robinson is typical for W designs, but not typical for the CE or B&W
designs. The CE and B&W designs principally have the containment isolation upstream of the letdown orifices
and orifice isolation valves. The event that occurred at H. B. Robinson should bound any similar events for all
PWR designs.

CONCLUSION

The leak rate of 5 to 7 gpm that resulted from the event was well within the makeup capability of the charging
system at H. B. Robinson. The event did not result in unacceptable consequences and is more appropriately
termed a small leak and not an SBLOCA. Issue 58 (Containment Flooding) also bounds the event that occurred
and NRR review of procedures for identification and recovery from spurious SI actuations is addressed in TMI
Action Plan Item I.C.1.

The resultant SBLOCA described above is within the analyzed SBLOCA and overpressurization of the low
pressure CVCS piping section was mitigated by the relief valve. Therefore, we are in agreement with AEOD
that the event did not identify a new safety concern and recommend that this issue be DROPPED from further
consideration as a generic safety issue.
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Issue 35: Degradation of Internal Appurtenances in LWRs (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was identified493 after AEOD completed a study on internal appurtenances in LWRs. This study,
AEOD/E101,47 was initiated because of the relatively high number of LERs that described events in which
internal appurtenances (flow straighteners, orifices, diffusers, etc.) in the secondary system piping became loose
or dislodged.368

Safety Significance

Originally, the safety concern was that, if a steam line break were to occur in a PWR, any loose objects in
the secondary piping could become missiles during the steam generator blowdown and rupture one or more
steam generator tubes.429 A combined SGTR and MSLB was not a design basis accident. However, the
issue was broadened to include loose objects in all LWRs, presumably in all locations. With such a broad
definition, it automatically followed that there was a relatively large number of safety aspects. In general, a loose
object causes problems either by causing impact damage or by blocking flow. In addition, the presence of a
loose object of internal origin automatically implies that the system or component from which the loose object
originated becomes degraded.

Concern with loose objects was by no means new since Issue B-60, "Loose Parts Monitoring System,"
extensively studied the occurrence and safety significance of loose objects within the primary system. Therefore,
the evaluation of Issue 35 did not include the primary system. In addition, degradation of the ESFs was not
considered since the general issue of ESF reliability was addressed in other issues, e.g., Issues A-45, B-4, and
II.E.3.2. Moreover, since ESFs are not in operation during normal operation of a plant, degradation of internal
appurtenances in service should not be a problem. Thus, the only concern that remained to be evaluated was
the secondary system, the focus of the AEOD study.47

In addition to the MSLB/SGTR scenario described above, a loose or disengaged object in the secondary system
can have additional safety significance such as:

(1) A loose object in the feedwater system can cause a loss-of-feedwater transient.

(2) A sufficiently massive object could cause a feedwater line break.

(3) A loose object in the main steam system could cause a transient. In many plants, plugging or isolating the
main steam lines will also cause loss of main feedwater. A massive object could cause a steam line break.

(4) A loose object in a PWR steam generator could cause an SGTR.

(5) A loose object could prevent containment isolation valves from closing in the event of an accident.

(6) A loose object could conceivably cause a small LOCA in non-safety systems connected to the primary
system (e.g., RWCU System). These are primary rather than secondary systems which were not covered in
Issue B-60 and thus remained within the scope of Issue 35.

Possible Solutions

The systems considered were comprised primarily of piping rather than plenums and thus were not amenable
to the loose parts detection program required by Issue B-60. About all that could be done was more frequent
inspection and/or greater care in design and assembly, each where appropriate.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency/Consequence Estimate

Each of the scenarios described under Safety Significance above was examined.

(1) Steam Line Break with SGTR
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The frequency of a steam line break was estimated to be 10-3/RY, about 10% of which was expected to occur
within containment (See Issue A-22). Assuming this frequency, the probability of a loose part being present
at the time of the break was needed. AEOD studies352, 433 listed 12 such events as of June 15, 1982, which
corresponded to 360 PWR-years. It was assumed that these reported events constituted 20% of the total events.
In addition, it was assumed that a loose object would go unnoticed for 2 years, i.e., at least a complete reload
cycle. The probability of a loose object being present during such a two-year period was estimated using the
Poisson formula:

It was further assumed that, given an MSLB event and a loose part present somewhere in the steam generator
feedwater lines, there was a 10% chance of the loose object rupturing a steam generator tube. Using these
numbers, an event tree was constructed. Branches accounted for whether the break was inside or outside
containment, whether the MSIV closed or not, whether feedwater to the affected steam generator was shut off,
and whether the HPSI system operated of failed. The result was:

Core-melt/PWR-year = 8.7 x 10-8

Man-rem/PWR-year = 0.32

The dominant sequence was as follows:

Steam line break occurs 10-3/PWR-year

Loose object is present 0.28

Steam generator tube(s) rupture 0.10

Break is inside containment 0.10

MSIV is closed 0.90

Feedwater to affected steam generator continues
(containment fails due to overpressure)

0.10

HPSI successfully cools core, but noble gases and
some iodine are released

0.98

Net probability 2.5 x 10-7/PWR-year

Release is ~ PWR-8 7.5 x 104 man-rem

Net risk for this sequence 0.20 man-rem/PWR-year

(2) Loss of Feedwater Transients and Transients Induced by Loose Objects in theSteam Lines

AEOD studies352, 433 listed 17 events of this nature in a period covering about 600 RY. Thus, the frequency of
reported events was 17/600 per reactor-year, or 2.8 x 10-2/RY. Again, there was probably a sizable number of
loose objects that were not reported. However, not all loose objects cause transients and those that do probably
were expected to be reported. Thus, the frequency of transients was estimated to be the same as the frequency
of reported events, 2.8 x 10-2/RY. Such transients normally have no safety consequences. However, they can
initiate an accident if other equipment fails. To estimate risk, the frequencies of the transient-initiated sequences
in Tables V 3-14 and V 3-16 of WASH-140016 were scaled to match the frequency estimated above. The results
are shown below in Table 3.35-1.
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Table 3.35-1

Release Category Frequency/RY Consequences (man-rem)

PWR-1 8.1 x 10-10 5.4 x 106

PWR-2 8.1 x 10-9 4.8 x 106

PWR-3 1.1 x 10-9 5.4 x 106

PWR-4 1.9 x 10-10 2.7 x 106

PWR-5 5.4 x 10-10 1.0 x 106

PWR-6 5.4 x 10-9 1.5 x 105

PWR-7 2.7 x 10-8 2.3 x 103

BWR-1 2.7 x 10-9 5.4 x 106

BWR-2 1.6 x 10-8 7.1 x 106

BWR-3 5.4 x 10-8 5.1 x 106

BWR-4 5.4 x 10-9 6.1 x 105

Core-melt Frequency: 4.3 x 10-8/PWR-year

7.8 x 10-8/BWR-year

Public Risk: 0.051 man-rem/PWR-year

0.41 man-rem/BWR-year

(3) Feedwater Line Break and Steam Line Break

The frequency of line breaks due to loose objects was very small, since these lines are quite massive.
Nevertheless, steam flows through steam lines at roughly 300 mph and a loose object traveling with the flow
would have considerable impact when it encounters a 90 bend. The result, if there is damage, would likely be a
hole punched in the piping rather than a complete circumferential break.

It was assumed that the frequency of line breaks was 1% of the frequency of transients estimated above. This
resulted in an estimated break frequency of 2.8 x 10-4/RY. Although this number was judgmental in nature, if the
actual frequency were an order of magnitude higher, two steam line breaks would have occurred in the 630 RY
accumulated at the time the issue was initially evaluated.

In PWRs, steam line breaks outside of containment are not particularly significant from the point of view of
the reactor. The licensing analysis of such an event concentrates on the cooldown reactivity transient (and
associated radiological consequences), assuming a complete circumferential break, end-of-cycle moderator
temperature coefficients, and failure of the highest worth control rod to insert. It is most unlikely that a loose
object would cause a complete circumferential break, regardless of the probabilities of the other assumptions of
the licensing basis. It should also be noted that opening an ADV is equivalent to a steam line break passing 10%
of rated steam generator flow. Feedwater line breaks outside containment are still more innocuous, since check
valves will prevent blowdown of the steam generator.

Inside containment, breaking a steam line will dump the mass and energy content of a steam generator to the
containment. If feedwater to this steam generator is not cut off, continued steam production could endanger the
containment. (Feedwater line breaks are less troublesome, since breaking the feedwater line is guaranteed to
shut off feedwater to the steam generator which is blowing down.)

This was exactly the safety concern of Issue A-22, "PWR Main Steam Line Break - Core, Reactor Vessel, and
Containment Response." If the priority parameters calculated for Issue A-22 were scaled to the frequency of 2.8
x 10-5/PWR-year estimated for a break inside containment, the result would be:
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Core-melt Frequency: zero

Public Risk: 0.00038 man-rem/PWR-year

In BWRs, steam line breaks and feedwater line breaks are small LOCAs. In view of the presence of two MSIVs
in each steam line and two check valves in each feedwater line in a BWR, only breaks inside containment were
considered. Again, the estimated frequency was 2.8 x 10-5/BWR-year, just as in the PWR case. In addition, it
was assumed that the break was an "S1" LOCA (equivalent diameter of 2 to 6 inches). The following values were
obtained by scaling Table V 3-16 of WASH-140016 to 2.8 x 10-5 "S1" event/BWR-year.

Release Category Frequency/RY Consequences (man-rem)

BWR-1 9.3 x 10-10 5.4 x 106

BWR-2 8.4 x 10-9 7.1 x 106

BWR-3 1.9 x 10-8 5.1 x 106

BWR-4 1.9 x 10-9 6.1 x 105

Core-melt Frequency: 3 x 10-8/BWR-year

Public Risk: 0.16 man-rem/BWR-year

(4) SGTR

This particular scenario was addressed in the steam generator tube integrity Issues A-3, A-4, A-5, 66, and 67
and was not considered further in this issue.

(5) Loss of Containment Isolation Capability

Loose objects can interfere with valve operation, particularly since valve seats are natural collection points
for debris. Most valves in the secondary system are not safety-related; interference with these valves will
at most cause a transient, as discussed earlier. The safety-related valves include steam safety valves and
isolation valves. Of these, the steam safeties are not susceptible to damage by loose objects under normal
circumstances, since there is no flow to carry objects into them nor are most loose objects likely to float
upwards in steam. Even if a loose object were carried into a safety valve during a safety valve actuation, the
overpressurization analysis assumed one failed valve. Thus, a loose object plugging one safety valve would not
result in overpressurization of the secondary side.

Interference with isolation valves (preventing complete closure) is more plausible, since these valves are usually
passing flow during normal operation. AEOD studies352, 433 listed only one event of this nature in a period of
600 RY. Since isolation valves are tested periodically and problems are reportable, it was unlikely that the actual
number of events was significantly larger than the number of reported events. Thus, it was expected that the
frequency of occurrence of an inoperable isolation valve due to a loose object would be on the order of 1.7 x
10-3/RY.

The longest interval between isolation valve tests is a full 18-month fuel cycle. A simple application of the
Poisson formula produced a probability estimate of 2.5 x 10-3 for the failure of an isolation valve somewhere in
the plant to close on demand. Failure of an isolation valve does not automatically mean that the containment
fails to isolate, since there are double isolation valves on primary systems and even secondary system isolation
valves are usually backed up by check valves, turbine stop valves, etc. However, the potential for a common
mode failure is quite high for loose part events. It was assumed that failure of one isolation valve would result in
failure of the containment to isolate.

The effect of a containment isolation failure of this nature was to change accident scenarios, which otherwise
would have resulted in Release Category PWR-7 or PWR-9, into Release Categories PWR-5 or PWR-8,
respectively. Using the WASH-140016 frequencies for PWR-7 and PWR-9, a multiplication by the estimated
containment isolation failure probability gave the change in the PWR-5 and PWR-8 frequencies:
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PWR-7, -9
Frequency/Year

Containment
Failure Probability

PWR-5, -8
Frequency/Year

PWR-5, -9
Consequences

(man-rem)

Public Risk
(man-rem/year)

4 x 10-5 2.5 x 10-3 1.0 x 10-7 1.0 x 106 0.100

4 x 10-4 2.5 x 10-3 1.0 x 10-6 7.5 x 104 0.075

Core-melt Frequency: zero

Public Risk: 0.175 man-rem/PWR-year

The corresponding calculation for BWRs was more difficult. The analog of the PWR-7 to PWR-5 case, which
corresponded to a jammed isolation valve releasing core-melt activity which would otherwise be trapped
within containment, did not exist for a BWR, since BWR core-melts were expected to cause containment
overpressurization and failure anyway. The analog of the PWR-9 to PWR-8 case, which corresponded to
a jammed isolation valve releasing contaminated containment atmosphere during and after a successfully
mitigated LOCA, existed in theory, but no appropriate BWR release category had been calculated. The
pragmatic assumption was made that the BWR analog of the PWR-9 to PWR-8 case will result in roughly the
same radiological release.

Public Risk: 0.075 man-rem/BWR-year

(6) Small LOCA in System Connected to Primary

AEOD studies352, 433 listed one loose object in a system connected to a PWR primary loop. In 360 PWR-years,
the frequency of reported loose object events was estimated to be 2.8 x 10-3 /PWR-year. If these represented
10% of the actual events, the actual event frequency was 2.8 x 10-2/PWR-year.

In BWRs, all systems are connected to the primary side and the definition of systems needed some modification.
Here, it meant systems connected to the reactor, exclusive of the main steam, condensate and feedwater, and
normally idle safety systems. No such loose objects had been reported. Therefore, it was assumed that the rate
of occurrence would be the same as for PWRs: 2.8 x 10-2/RY.

Flow rates for such systems are low. Moreover, they are equipped with various types of leak detection coupled
with automatic isolation. Therefore, it was very unlikely that a loose object would cause an unisolated leak. It was
assumed that the probability of such a leak was on the order of 10-3, given the presence of a loose object. Thus,
the overall frequency of the leak was estimated to be on the order of 2.8 x 10-5/RY. The size of such a LOCA
would be in the "S2" class. Scaling WASH-140016 Tables V 3-14 and V 3-16 to this frequency, the results are
shown below in Table 3.35-2.

TABLE 3.35-2

Release Category Frequency/RY Consequences (man-rem)

PWR-1 2.8 x 10-9 5.4 x 106

PWR-2 8.4 x 10-9 4.8 x 106

PWR-3 8.4 x 10-8 5.4 x 106

PWR-4 8.4 x 10-9 2.7 x 106

PWR-5 8.4 x 10-9 1.0 x 106

PWR-6 5.6 x 10-8 1.5 x 105

PWR-7 5.6 x 10-7 2.3 x 103

BWR-1 5.6 x 10-10 5.4 x 106

BWR-2 2.8 x 10-9 7.1 x 106
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Release Category Frequency/RY Consequences (man-rem)

BWR-3 1.1 x 10-8 5.1 x 106

BWR-4 1.1 x 10-9 6.1 x 105

Core-melt Frequency: 7.3 x 10-7/PWR-year

1.5 x 10-8/BWR-year

Public Risk: 0.63 man-rem/PWR-year

0.08 man-rem/BWR-year

The scenarios above added up to the following:

Core-melt Frequency: 8.6 x 10-7/PWR-year

1.2 x 10-7/BWR-year

Public Risk: 1.18 man-rem/PWR-year

0.73 man-rem/BWR-year

At the time of the initial evaluation of this issue in February 1984, there were 95 PWRs and 47 BWRs operating,
planned, or under construction, with an estimated, aggregate remaining life of 3,400 PWR-years and 1,600
BWR-years, respectively. This allowed the following estimates to be made:

Man-rem/Reactor = 40

Man-rem, Total = 5,000

Core-melt/RY = 6 x 10-7

Core-melt/Year = 9 x 10-5

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: It was postulated that 10 man-weeks spent on inspections every refueling outage would be about
90% effective in revealing degraded appurtenances. If refuelings occurred every 18 months, this cost would be
$13,300/RY. The cost of actual repair, replacement, or upgrading was not included since this would eventually
have to be done anyway. It should also be noted that avoiding even one unnecessary reactor scram would pay
for 20 years of inspections. Thus, there was some actual financial advantage to licensees. Based on a remaining
lifetime of 5,000 RY for all reactors, the total industry cost for the solution to this issue was $66.5M.

NRC Cost: NRC costs were estimated to be about $500,000 (5 man-years). This estimate was higher than
usual since, at the time of the initial evaluation of the issue, licensing effort did not emphasize BOP systems and
opposition and delay were likely.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was estimated to be $(66.5 +
0.5)M or $70M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 5,000 man-rem and a cost of $70M for a possible solution, the
value/impact score was given by:
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Uncertainties

None of the scenarios described above were dominant; however, all followed much the same pattern. The
estimated frequency of loose part occurrences was unlikely to be more than a factor of 10 too low or too high.
The probability of a loose part causing an accident (purely judgmental estimates) might be uncertain by as much
as a factor of 20 in some cases. The estimates of consequences should be within a factor of five. Finally, the
estimates of cost could have been off by a factor of 10. If log normal distributions were assumed, the man-rem
and core-melt figures would have been within a factor of about 60 and the priority score within a factor of 100.

CONCLUSION

Based on Appendix C, the core-melt/year estimate was barely in the medium priority range (because of the large
number of plants affected) and all others factors were in the low priority range. Therefore, the issue was given
a LOW priority ranking in February 1984. In NUREG/CR-5382,1563 it was concluded that consideration of a 20-
year license renewal period could change the ranking of the issue to medium priority. Further prioritization, using
the conversion factor of $2,000/man-rem approved1689 by the Commission in September 1995, resulted in an
impact/value ratio (R) of $14,285/man-rem, which did not affect the low priority ranking.
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Issue 36: Loss of Service Water (Rev. 3)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

On June 19, 1981, AEOD issued a preliminary report557 on the incident at Calvert Cliffs Unit 1 in which the
plant lost both redundant trains of service water when the service water system became air-bound as a result
of the failure of a non-safety-related instrument air compressor aftercooler. On August 5, 1981, NRR provided
comments494 on this report, but indicated that their review was limited because of the preliminary nature of the
AEOD report which did not contain recommendations and conclusions. Subsequently, AEOD issued the final
version558 of this case study on December 17, 1981, in which three generic recommendations were presented
and NRR was requested to comment on this version of the AEOD work.

NRR provided another review559 of the case study on September 23, 1982, which was more detailed and
specifically addressed the AEOD generic recommendations. However, in an AEOD memorandum560 to NRR
on May 2, 1983, additional clarification to the case study was provided. In response to this memorandum, DL
requested461 DSI to review the latest AEOD memorandum. DSI performed this review and provided specific and
detailed responses562 to all concerns identified by AEOD. Based on the content of the DSI memorandum,562

the AEOD concerns were addressed and solutions were identified in an NRR memorandum563 to AEOD on
September 15, 1983. Also, in an AEOD memorandum564 to OIE on August 18, 1983, detailed information was
provided so that an appropriate Information Notice could be issued by OIE. As a result, IE Information Notice No.
83-77565 was issued on November 14, 1983.

Safety Significance

The significance of this event lies in the fact that it involved two fundamental aspects in the design of safety-
related systems: (1) interaction between safety and non-safety-related systems and components; and (2)
common cause failure of redundant safety systems.

Possible Solutions

A summary of the AEOD recommendations and the NRR responses are as follows:

I. AEOD Recommendations of Section 8, Part (a) of the AEOD Report558

1. AEOD Recommendation 1

It is recommended that butterfly valves SW-4 and SW-5 have valve operators added (pneumatic or electric
motor) and that these valves either close automatically, as do the valves on the turbine supply header, or as a
minimum have the capability to be remote manually-operated from the control room.

NRR Responses559,563

Inasmuch as the service water system at Calvert Cliffs is a "dual purpose" system, as defined in SRP11 3.6.1,
a single failure in one redundant safety-related train is not postulated concurrently with a moderate-energy
line break in the other train. Therefore, it is always assumed that the check valve will function as designed to
provide the isolation of both trains. Consequently, this configuration is acceptable under the current staff criteria.
However, during the review of operating reactor compliance with the moderate-energy pipe break criteria, the
staff considered the effect of leak rate from postulated cracks on the system operability and the time required
to isolate the break before loss of system safety function. Based on these reviews, NRR believed that sufficient
instrumentation (service water head tank level alarms) and time (30 minutes) were available for the Calvert Cliffs
operators to locally close the manual isolation valve in such an event. Further, makeup to the heat tank provides
additional time for taking this action.

2. AEOD Recommendation 2
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It was recommended that the four check valves and the four solenoid operated three-way valves in the
instrument air lines that provide control air for the four diesel-generator 12 service water supply and return valves
be added to the IST program.

NRR Response559

A number of plant-specific recommendations were made for the Calvert Cliffs plant. Although NRR agreed that
implementation of the AEOD plant-specific recommendations may be beneficial to the operation of the facility,
NRR did not believe that ordering such changes would be accompanied by an appropriate increase to the health
and safety of the public. Considering that the licensee participated in the peer review of the AEOD case study,
they were aware of the AEOD plant-specific recommendations. Therefore, NRR did not believe that further
regulatory actions were necessary.

NRR did, however, have the following comment on this plant-specific recommendation. The NRR/OIE working
group on instrument and service air system, which was formed after growing concerns of air system degradation,
was considering generic recommendations regarding the isolation and boundary between safety and non-
safety-related air systems. By copy of the NRR memorandum,559 the AEOD recommendation to include system
boundary valve in the IST program was forwarded to the working group for their information. This working group
was disbanded before they could review this recommendation. Therefore, a memorandum566 was issued to DL
for their review and action on this item.

3. AEOD Recommendation 3

If there is a loss of offsite power and the service water system supplying diesel generator 12 becomes
unavailable, the diesel will transfer to an inactive service water loop. Since operator action is necessary to
realign the diesel generator such that it energizes the bus which powers the service water pump in the loop to
which it was transferred or, alternatively, to start a third service water pump, it is recommended that the human
factors of these actions be evaluated against the length of time the diesel can run without service water before it
trips.

NRR Response563

In general, NRR believed that implementation of AEOD's plant-specific recommendations could be beneficial
to the operation of the plant. Therefore, NRR forwarded a copy of the AEOD final report to the licensee with
a statement that the recommendations were considered to be valid and that their implementation should be
considered.567

4. AEOD Recommendations 4 and 6

For operating plants and plants currently in the licensing process that have service water systems that contain
both safety and non-safety-related portions, it was recommended that the system isolation provisions be
reviewed to identify any procedural or hardware changes necessary to protect the safety-related portion of the
service water system from a failure portion of the service water system from a failure in the non-safety-related
portion during normal operation and accident conditions.

It was recommended that the guidance in the SRP11 be clarified to emphasize automatic isolation of the non-
safety-related portion of the service water system when it degrades the operability of the safety-related portion of
the system.

NRR Responses559,563

NRR agreed that the guidelines in SRP11 Section 9.2.2 could more clearly state when automatic isolation of
safety and non-safety-related portions of the system is necessary, such as indication of low pressure in the non-
safety-related portion as would occur in a failure of the non-seismic Category I piping due to an SSE. The staff
was to propose revisions to the review procedures (Paragraph III.3.a) of SRP11 Section 9.2.2 to more clearly
indicate the types of isolation signals required and when isolation was necessary.

5. AEOD Recommendation 5

It was recommended that an IE Circular on common cause failure of service water systems be issued.
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NRR Response

An IE Information Notice565 was issued on November 14, 1983.

II. AEOD Recommendations of Section 8, Part (b) of the AEOD Report558

All of the recommendations (1-3) in this section addressed the concern of SGTR events. Upon approval by
CRGR and the Commission, the action on these recommendations was carried forward under Steam Generator
Staff Actions (Issue 67), stated in References 559 and 563, as the generic studies performed by the staff.

III. Additional AEOD Recommendation560

AEOD Recommendation

The accessibility of the steam generator dump valves (ADVs) during accident conditions should be reviewed to
determine the acceptability of the assumption that the affected steam generator can be isolated in 30 minutes
with manual operation of the ADVs.

NRR Response563

This matter was addressed in Issue 67, "Steam Generators Staff Actions," subsequent to approval. However,
there were no plans for the backfitting of RSB BTP 5-1. A cost/benefit analysis concerning backfit of RSB BTP
5-1 was considered in the resolution of Issue A-45 which addressed decay heat removal system improvements,
including consideration of the ADV. The staff requirements for the successful completion of this effort were
outlined in a DST memorandum.568

CONCLUSION

All but one generic concern and one plant-specific matter raised in the AEOD case study558 were addressed
as part of Issues A-45 or 67.5.2. The generic concern was resolved with the issuance of SRP11 Sections
9.2.1, Rev. 4, and 9.2.2, Rev. 3, in June 1986.901 These revisions did not incorporate any new guidelines or
requirements.902 The remaining plant-specific matter concerning Calvert Cliffs was brought to the attention of DL
for appropriate action.566 Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and no new requirements were established.
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Issue 37: Steam Generator Overfill and Combined Primary and Secondary
Blowdown (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

In AEOD/CO05,759 AEOD identified potential safety problems concerning steam generator overfill due to
control system failures and combined primary and secondary blowdown. As a result of discussions with the
Commissioners and the EDO, NRR reported495 that the steam generator overfill problem was to be integrated
as a sub-task of USI A-47. In addition, separate work was scheduled on the matter of combined primary and
secondary blowdown to establish its safety significance.

With regard to the issue concerning steam generator overfill, USI A-47 deals with control system failures leading
to overfill. A related issue (Issue 67) includes actions which address steam generator overfill following a SGTR
and are not part of USI A-47.

With regard to the safety issue concerning combined primary and secondary blowdown, this issue has been
addressed in NUREG-0737, Items I.C.1 which is being implemented under MPAs F-04 and F-05.

CONCLUSION

The safety concerns identified in this issue are addressed in USI A-47 and Item I.C.1.
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Issue 38: Potential Recirculation System Failure as a Consequence of
Ingestion of Containment Paint Flakes or Other Fine Debris (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was identified496 when AEOD expressed concerns about the use inside containment of a particular
polymer coating that could flake off and fail when subjected to DBA conditions. In addition to the concern for
paint flakes, AEOD also raised concerns about fibrous insulation and other debris that could pass through sump
screens, but could not pass through the more restrictive clearances present in systems that take suction from the
containment sump during the recirculation phase of accident mitigation.

Safety Significance

Potential safety concerns stemming from the presence of paint debris in the containment building during a LOCA
include the following: (1) blockage of containment emergency sump debris screens; (2) blockage of containment
building spray system nozzles and system flow passages associated with residual heat removal/safety injection
systems and their equipment; and (3) degradation of ECCS performance by the entrainment of fine particles of
paint debris. This issue is applicable to all plants.

Possible Solution

In the resolution of Issue A-43, the staff evaluated the performance of the containment emergency sump in
providing a clean, reliable source of water during a LOCA and during long-term recirculation following a LOCA.
Specifically, the evaluation included analysis of the transport of fine debris.

In its application to operate Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station, Units 1 and 2, Texas Utilities Electric
Company (TUEC) performed an analysis in support of its request to amend its FSAR to eliminate the
commitment that coatings inside the reactor containment building be qualified. This analysis considered the
potential for, and effects of, debris blockage of the containment building emergency sumps. TUEC followed
the guidance and methodology developed by the staff in the resolution of Issue A-43 and concluded that
debris generated by the failure of all coatings inside the containment building under DBA conditions would not
unacceptably degrade the performance of post-accident fluid systems. The staff's SER on the TUEC analysis
was published in Supplement No. 9 to NUREG-0797.1332

CONCLUSION

The general concerns of sump blockage were addressed in the technical findings reported in NUREG-0897,1057

the revisions to Regulatory Guide 1.82,1058 SRP11 Section 6.2.2, and Generic Letter 85-22.1059 The TUEC
analysis provided data1057 on the significance of containment sump blockage caused by paint flakes or other
fine debris. Thus, this issue was DROPPED from further consideration as a new and separate issue. In an
RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not change the
priority of the issue.
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Issue 39: Potential for Unacceptable Interaction Between the CRD System
and Non-Essential Control Air System (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

This issue was identified in a 1980 AEOD memorandum107 and concerned the slow loss of control air pressure
in the pneumatic control system of BWR scram systems. Air pressure loss at certain low rates can allow a
sufficient discharge of water from the scram outlet valves to fill or almost fill the scram discharge header before
a scram can be initiated and the rods inserted either by manual or automatic scram initiation. A full or almost full
header would prevent scram of the control rods.

CONCLUSION

The safety concern of this issue was addressed in Issue 25, "Automatic Header Dump on BWR Scram System,"
which was resolved with requirements. Therefore, consideration of the impact of a license renewal period of 20
years was not necessary.1564
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Issue 40: Safety Concerns Associated with Pipe Breaks in the BWR Scram
System (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

On April 3, 1981, AEOD published draft NUREG-0785, "Safety Concerns Associated with Pipe Breaks in the
BWR Scram System."324 As a result of the development of these safety concerns and the findings presented in
the report, the NRC staff met with representatives of the BWR Regulatory Response Group and GE on April 9,
1981. A letter325 was issued on April 10, 1981 to all BWR licensees requiring a generic evaluation of the safety
concerns within 45 days of receipt and a plant-specific evaluation within 120 days of receipt.

A meeting was held with GE on April 28, 1981 to discuss the status of its generic evaluation. Subsequently,
NEDO-24342326 was submitted to the NRC by letter dated April 30, 1981.327

A multidisciplinary group from NRR was assembled to review the generic evaluation. A three-phase approach
was developed to identify generic review objectives and describe review termination points. It was agreed
that this approach would be based on establishing either: (1) a low probability for the event, (2) acceptable
consequences for the event, or (3) alternate cooling systems and mitigation equipment for the event.

As the review progressed, it became evident that a sufficient data base did not exist to conservatively terminate
the generic review on the basis of a quantitative risk assessment. It was equally difficult to show acceptable
consequences for all scram initiators, considering the potential for an unisolable leak from the reactor coolant
system into the reactor building. Thus, it was necessary to generically evaluate the mitigation capability for this
scenario.

As the evaluation proceeeded, several suggestions for improving and verifying piping integrity, mitigation
capability, and environmental qualifications of essential equipment were made. These suggestions are discussed
in NUREG-0803328 which begins with a review of the licensing design basis for the SDV piping system. An
evaluation of the SDV piping system integrity and an assessment of the mitigation capability follow. Finally,
each suggestion for improvement is evaluated in NUREG-0803328 and the final guidance for resolution of this
problem is presented. NUREG-0803328 was transmitted to the BWR licensees, CP applicants, CP holders, and
OL applicants by letters.329,332 These letters also requested appropriate responses to the safety concerns and
guidelines presented in NUREG-0803.328 In these letters, it has been noted that an acceptable plantspecific
response for this issue will conform to the final approved guidance provided in NUREG-0803.328

However, an additional submittal402 was forwarded to the NRC staff by GE and the BWR Owners' Group in
August, 1982 in which an analysis was presented to demonstrate the probability of a pipe break in the scram
discharge volume system was negligibly small and that, therefore, this issue should not be regarded as a
significant safety issue. On the basis of its review of the August 1982 submittal, the NRC staff concluded that
the results of the submittal were unacceptable. However, before the submittal was formally rejected by the staff,
GE and the BWR Owners' Group provided additional material which amplified the August 1982 submittal with
supporting information403 which was presented at a meeting with the staff on February 8, 1983.

A study337 was completed which describes the predicted response of Unit 1 at the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant
to a postulated small-break LOCA outside of the primary containment. This study is contained in the first volume
of a two-volume study in which a detailed analysis of the accident sequence is presented. An estimate of the
magnitude and timing of the concomitant release of the noble gas, cesium, and iodine-based fission products to
the environment will be provided in Volume 2 of the study.

Safety Significance

If a break or leak exists or develops in the SDV piping during a reactor scram, this would result in the release of
water and steam at 212F into the reactor building at a maximum flow rate of 550 gpm and is postulated to result
in 100% relative humidity in the reactor building. The principal means of isolating this break would be to close
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the scram exhaust valves which are located on the hydraulic control units; however, this is dependent upon the
ability to reset scram, which cannot be absolutely ensured immediately following the scram. Therefore, a rupture
of the SDV could result in an unisolable break outside of primary containment, which is postulated to threaten
emergency core cooling equipment by flooding areas in which this equipment is located and by causing ambient
temperature and relative humidity conditions for which this equipment is not qualified.

Solution

NUREG-0803328 provides guidance to ensure pipe integrity, detection capability, mitigation capability and
qualification of the emergency equipment to the expected environment.

CONCLUSION

This issue was RESOLVED, requirements were established, and MPA B-65 was established by DL for
implementation purposes.602
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Issue 41: BWR Scram Discharge Volume Systems
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

On June 28, 1980, during a routine shutdown of the Browns Ferry Unit 3 reactor, a manual scram from
approximately 36% power failed to insert about 40% of the control rods. Two additional manual scrams followed
by an automatic scram were required before all control rods were fully inserted. Subsequent investigations
by the licensee, GE, and the NRC staff narrowed the cause of the problem to an accumulation of water in the
east-side SDV header at the time of the first scram. This accumulation reduced the available free volume for
discharge of scram water, which inhibited insertion of control rods. It is believed that water accumulated because
the SDV system venting and/or draining were obstructed. Furthermore, the accumulation of water was not
detected by scram level instruments which input to the reactor protection system.

As part of the response to this event at Browns Ferry Unit 3, followup investigations and tests were performed by
the licensees. As a result, a number of other deficiencies were uncovered. At Duane Arnold, a scram discharge
volume drain valve was found to be incorrectly installed which resulted in a potential for off-normal response. A
single rod failed to scram at Nine Mile Point 1 due to a faulty scram pilot solenoid. At Millstone 1, the circuit for
RPS reset did not have the 10-second delay relay connected. (The 10-second time delay provides assurance
that a scram signal is not reset until the rods can be fully inserted.) The scram test results at Dresden Unit 3
and Browns Ferry 1 appeared to indicate that a vacuum was being created in the scram discharge volume
that restricted draining after scram. At Peach Bottom 2 and 3, incorrect parts installed in the backup scram
valve solenoids rendered these valves inoperable. On a walk-through of the Fitzpatrick plant, a loop seal was
discovered in the drain line between the east SDV header and the instrumented volume. At Hatch Unit 2, two
of the four SDV level switches which are a part of the RPS were found to be inoperable as a result of collapsed
floats. Several actions were taken in response to these events.74,420,421 However, this issue is comprised of
efforts undertaken in response to AEOD's investigation of the events.74

Safety Significance

When a BWR is scrammed, the scram inlet and outlet valves associated with each control rod drive are opened.
This results in the application of high pressure water under the control rod drive piston and the ventilation of the
upper side of the piston to the SDV which is normally at atmospheric pressure. The result is a large upward force
on the piston which drives the control rod up into its fully inserted position.

The purpose of the SDV is to receive the "exhaust" water from all of the control rod drives during a scram.
The SDV must be large enough to accommodate all of this water so that the scram motion is not impeded. It
must also be a closed volume, both to prevent significant coolant inventory loss and to prevent the release of
potentially contaminated water to the environment. After a scram, there is enough leakage through the control
rod drives to pressurize the SDV up to reactor pressure.

The primary safety significance of this issue lies in the potential for scram failure. The scram function is
necessary in many transients to prevent core uncovery and/or overheating of the suppression pool. Detailed
discussions of accident sequences involving scram failure can be found in NUREG-0460.201

In addition, the AEOD report identified a potential for an unisolable reactor coolant leak outside of primary
containment if the single isolation valve in the scram system piping should fail.74 This aspect is discussed
separately under Issue 40.

Possible Solutions

The corrective measures are divided into a short-term program and a long-term program.422 The short-term
actions were implemented by I&E Bulletins.420,421 The long-term program is the concern of this issue.

The objective of the long-term program was the improvement of the SDV design.422 (SDV design details vary
from plant to plant.) The first concern was to improve the hydraulic coupling between the SDV headers (which
comprise most of the free volume in the SDV) and the instrumented volume, which is physically lower than the
headers and is intended to detect any water accumulation (and scram the reactor) before the headers fill. It was
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discovered that, at many sites, the relatively long pipes connecting the SDV headers to the instrumented volume
had considerably greater hydraulic resistance than the instrumented volume drain line. Thus, a rapid ingress of
water tended to fill up the headers, with the instrumented volume draining as fast as water spilled in through the
long connecting pipe.

Secondly, the reliability of the float switches in the instrumented volume needed to be improved. The
recommended solution was the addition of redundant and diverse water sensors.

Finally, it was recommended that the instrumented volumes be modified to prevent damage to the level sensors
by hydrodynamic forces and water hammer in the instrumented volume during a scram.

CONCLUSION

The long-term program was devised by an NRR task force working with a subgroup of the BWR Owners' Group
and with OIE. Their generic recommendations have been published.422 Implementation is in progress, scheduled
to be complete in 1985, and is being tracked by MPA No. B-58. Because all generic work is complete and
implementation is in progress, this issue is considered RESOLVED.
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Issue 42: Combination Primary/Secondary System LOCA (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

AEOD issued a memorandum446 in which a potential safety issue involving combined primary and secondary
system LOCAs was raised. The issue was discussed at Commission meetings on October 16, 1980 and on
November 10, 1980. NRR informed AEOD of the results of the then current status of the staff's evaluation.36

In SECY-82-296,432 the staff recommended to the Commission that this issue not be classified as an USI and
that the issue could be adequately handled by ongoing reviews. This issue is identical to Issue 18 which is being
implemented as part of TMI Action Plan Item I.C.1 clarified in NUREG-0737.98

CONCLUSION

This issue is covered in TMI Action Plan Item I.C.1.
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Issue 43: Reliability of Air Systems (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was initiated in response to an immediate action memorandum497 issued by AEOD in September
1981 regarding desiccant contamination of instrument air lines. NRR responded to the AEOD memorandum
by establishing a working group498 to determine the generic implications of air system contamination and to
develop recommendations accordingly. The AEOD memorandum was prompted by an incident at Rancho Seco
where the slow closure of a containment isolation valve resulted from the presence of desiccant particles in the
valve operator. Desiccant contamination of the plant instrument air system (IAS) was also found to be one of
the contributing causes of the loss of the salt water cooling system at San Onofre in March 1980; this incident
resulted in Issue 44, "Failure of Saltwater Cooling System." Since the only new generic concern to be found
in the evaluation of the San Onofre event was the common cause failure of safety-related components due to
contamination of the IAS, Issue 44 was combined with Issue 43.

Issue 43, "Contamination of Instrument Air Lines," as defined above, was evaluated in 1983 and a
recommendation was made to drop it from further consideration. Comments received from the ACRS and
AEOD, after the publication of the priority evaluation in November 1983, indicated that the issue should be
broadened to include all causes of air system unavailability, as opposed to the restrictive limits that were
imposed on the issue previously. NRR concurred with the ACRS and AEOD recommendations and agreed to
reevaluate the issue after the completion of an extensive AEOD case study of air systems at LWRs in the U.S.
AEOD Case Study C/7011078 was completed in March 1987 and later published in NUREG-1275.1079 As a
result, Issue 43 was reevaluated, broadened as suggested above, retitled, and reprioritized.

Safety Significance

U.S. LWRs rely upon air systems to actuate or control safety-related equipment during normal operation;
however, air systems are not safety grade systems at most operating plants. Safety system design criteria
require (and plant accident analyses assume) that safety-related equipment dependent upon air systems will
either "fail safe" upon loss of air or perform its intended function with the assistance of backup accumulators.
The AEOD case study1078 highlights 29 failures of safety-related systems that resulted from degraded or
malfunctioning air systems. These failures contradict the requirement that safety-related equipment dependent
upon air systems will either "fail safe" upon loss of air or perform their intended function with the assistance
of backup accumulators. Some of the systems that may be significantly degraded or failed are decay heat
removal, auxiliary feedwater, BWR scram, main steam isolation, salt water cooling, emergency diesel generator,
containment isolation, and the fuel pool seal system. The end result of degradation or failure of safety or safety-
related systems is an increase in the expected frequency of core-melt events and, therefore, an increase in
public risk.

Possible Solution

This issue is applicable to all operating and planned LWRs. For the purpose of this analysis, the safety issue
resolution (SIR) is assumed to be the imposition of the following requirements upon the nuclear power industry:

(1) Licensees would be required to evaluate their air system(s) to ensure that the air quality is consistent with the
equipment specifications and that it is periodically monitored and tested.

(2) Licensees would be required to review and revise anticipated transients and system recovery procedures and
related training for loss of air systems as necessary.

(3) Licensees would be required to train the plant staff regarding the importance of air systems.

(4) Licensees would be required to verify the adequacy of safety-grade backup air accumulators for safety-
related equipment and institute periodic surveillance programs.

(5) Licensees would be required to perform gradual loss of instrument air system pressure tests.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION
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Assessment of this issue is based partly on work performed by PNL and will be reported in a Supplement to
NUREG/CR-2800.64

Frequency Estimate

This analysis uses the Oconee 3 PRA889 because it is the only readily-useable PRA that includes an
assessment of the effects of air system malfunctions on safety systems in the event trees for accident
evaluations. Although the air system modeling in the Oconee PRA is not very sophisticated, it offers the best
treatment of air systems currently available. As a result, the analysis used for assessment of this issue uses
the Oconee PRA as representative of all LWRs rather than the usual approach of using two representative
PRAs: one for PWRs and one for BWRs. It is assumed that the reduction in affected public risk and core-melt
frequency can be estimated as reductions in air systems contribution to the total Oconee 3 risk. The dominant
sequence type involves the following scenario: A loss of instrument air (T6) occurs as an initiating event, as a
result of a loss of offsite power, or as a result of system faults after a reactor trip. Main feedwater is not available
because of the loss of instrument air, and the special operation of the emergency feedwater system after a loss
of instrument air also fails (only the steam-driven pump is available and it requires special actions). Feedwater is
not recovered and HPI cooling fails to be initiated.

The dominant cut sets involving air systems malfunctions, along with their frequencies, are shown below:

Cut Set Event Frequency /Probability Frequency/RY

T6 0.17/yr 1.4 x 10-6

* REIA2/6 0.055

* EFTDST6H 0.15

* REEF122/6 0.1

* UTHPIH 0.01

T6 0.17/yr 5.2 x 10-7

* REIA2/6 0.055

* EFM17 0.056

* REEF122/6 0.1

* UTHPIH 0.01

T6 0.17/yr 6.8 x 10-7

* EFUSTF 0.0004

* UTHPIH 0.01

Total: 2.6 x 10-6

The events in these cut sets are defined as follows:

Event Description

T6 Loss of instrument air

REIA2/6 Failure of operator to recover instrument air in 2 to 6
hours after the initiating event.

EFTDST6H Operator's failure to provide suction to the steam-
driven emergency feedwater pump after the upper
surge tank is depleted, given loss of instrument air; the
operator is required to perform remote manual actions,
including a position change on a locked valve.
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Event Description

REEF122/6 Failure to obtain feedwater from the SSF (Safe
Shutdown Facility) after the failure of emergency
feedwater 2 to 6 hours after the initiating event.

UTHPIH Operator's failure to initiate HPI cooling.

EFM17 Failure of the steam-driven emergency feedwater
pump through local hardware faults and human errors.

EFUSTF Failure of the emergency feedwater pump because
of insufficient inventory in the upper surge tank at the
start of the sequence.

To support the NRC's review of the Oconee 3 PRA, BNL performed a detailed review of the Oconee 3 PRA
core damage sequence analyses.1080 BNL's review found that the values chosen in the Oconee PRA were
non-conservative with regard to the IAS. Based on interviews with plant personnel and operating experience
reviews, the BNL study concluded that the loss of instrument air was the dominant contributor to core damage
frequency. Specifically, BNL found that examination of the pertinent data indicated an initiating frequency (T6 -
loss of instrument air) of 0.21/RY. However, BNL's evaluation of the IAS pressure decay characteristics and its
effect upon the upper surge tank drain valve, which fails open on loss of instrument air, indicate that instrument
air must be recovered quickly (significantly less than 2 hours) and thus a recovery probability (REIA 2/6) of 0.5
should be used.

Repeating the affected cut set calculations using the above values, a base case affected core-melt frequency
of 2.2 x 10-5/RY is determined. It should be noted that this high estimate of core-melt frequency is determined
because of the effects of one valve which, moving to its "fail safe" open position upon loss of instrument air,
drains the upper surge tank thus depriving the plant of its source of emergency feedwater. In this specific
instance, the failure mode of the valve was ultimately revised to fail closed to reduce the core-melt frequency
which could be attributed to loss of instrument (control) air. If one conservatively assumes that all plants have at
least one safety or safety-related function which has an unknown high degree of sensitivity to the loss of control
or instrument air, the use of the Oconee 3 PRA, as adjusted by the BNL recommendations, is considered to be
an acceptable model for all plants. We have, therefore, assumed a base case core-melt frequency of 2.2 x 10-5/
RY for loss of the air systems at LWRs.

For the purpose of evaluating the potential public risk reduction which might be achieved by the proposed SIR
for this issue, we have assumed that implementing the SIR would result in a reduction of the frequency of the
T6 events (loss of air systems). In order to evaluate the adjusted case core-melt frequency, it is assumed that
the T6 initiating event frequency will be reduced approximately 30% as a result of SIR implementation. This
assumption is based on an evaluation of the potential effects of the proposed resolution on each of several
factors that contribute to the overall frequency of loss of instrument air, T6. It is believed that this assumption
is conservative (some plants may realize greater improvements). One conservatism of this estimate is that
no credit was given for potential improvements in operator recovery actions which could, in fact, reduce the
consequences of air systems-related problems. An upper bound that assumes a 90% improvement in instrument
air reliability is evaluated to show the potential effects on plants which may have greater improvement in air
systems performance.

When the base case cut-set frequences are reevaluated using a 30% and 90% reduction in the frequency of
the T6 event (i.e. T6 = 0.12 and 0.02/RY respectively), the new core-melt frequencies are found to be 1.6 x 10-5

and 2.3 x 10-6/RY. Subtracting post-SIR core-melt frequencies above from the base case affected core-melt
frequency (2.2 x 10-5/RY) results in an expected reduction core-melt frequency (fcm) of 6 x 10-6/RY and 2 x 10-5/
RY for the best estimate and upper bound cases, respectively.

Consequence Estimate

From the compilation of operating and planned reactors found in Appendix C to NUREG/CR-2800,64 the total
population of affected plants (N) is 134. When adjusted for the current date, the average remaining life time (T)
for the population is 24.6 years.
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An average dose from all core-melt sequences for an LWR (Ro) was estimated by PNL in the development of

other issues to be 3.3 x 106 man-rem/event. The potential averted public risk ( W) is given by:

For this issue, the best estimate and upper bound values of averted public risk are determined to be:

Best Estimate

W = (134)(24.6)(6 x 10-6)(3.3 x 106) man-rem

W = 65,300 man-rem

Upper Bound

W = (134)(24.6)(2 x 10-5)(3.3 x 106) man-rem

W = 218,000 man-rem

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: Of the total population of 134 plants, 104 are currently operating with the remaining 30 in the
construction phase. If the resolution actions assumed above are implemented, the following resource estimates
are assumed for the 104 operating plants:

(a) Labor: 2.4 man-weeks/plant to evaluate air system(s)

4.3 man-weeks/plant to review recovery procedures

0.6 man weeks/plant on average to revise recovery
procedures

2.8 man-weeks/plant for additional staff training

3.3 man-weeks/plant to verify adequacy of back-up
accumulators

7.9 man-weeks/plant for planning and executing
tests

21.3 man-weeks/plant for SIR Implementation

(b) Equipment: Additional testing equipment, moisture indicators,
contamination sensors.

For the 30 planned plants, no additional labor, down-time, or equipment is anticipated because it is assumed that
air systems will be adequately evaluated at the pre-operational testing phase.

At the standard labor cost rate ($2270/man-week) and conservatively assuming an equipment cost of $5,000/
plant, the total industry cost to implement the SIR is estimated to be $5.5M.

It is assumed that all 134 affected plants will institute increased maintenance and surveillance programs.
This labor intensive activity is estimated to require an additional 8 man-hr/month/plant for periodic monitoring
and testing. At the standard labor rate, the increased labor costs are estimated to be $18M for the industry
over the expected remaining plant lifetimes. At a 5% discount rate, the present value of the industry recurring
maintenance and surveillance cost is $9.4M.
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The total industry cost for implementation, maintenance, and surveillance is $(5.5 + 9.4)M = $14.9M.

NRC Cost: Analysis and development costs for the SIR are estimated to be $275,000. This includes the cost
associated with the issuance of an order imposing the SIR on the industry. The staff labor expenditure assumed
for review, inspection, and approval of industry implementation of the SIR is as follows:

Review and approval of licensee evaluations = 2 man-months

Onsite Inspections = 1 man-month

Total: 3 man-months/plant or 0.25 man-yr/plant

This is assumed to apply only to the 104 operating plants since these activities will presumably be incorporated
initially into the normal review and inspection accorded new plants prior to operation. At the standard labor rate,
the NRC cost for the review, inspection, and approval of licensee implementation of the SIR is estimated to be
$2.6M. The total NRC cost for SIR development and implementation is thus estimated to be $(0.275 + 2.6)M =
$2.9M.

Staff oversight of industry maintenance and surveillance programs for air systems is estimated to require 0.5
man-week/RY. At the standard labor rate, the total NRC cost for SIR surveillance is estimated to be $3.7M. At a
5% discount rate, the present worth of the NRC recurring SIR surveillance costs is $1.9M. The total NRC cost for
SIR implementation and surveillance is $(2.9 + 1.9)M = $4.8M.

The total NRC and industry costs are thus estimated to be $(14.9 + 4.8)M = $19.7M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on the total best estimate risk reduction of 65,300 man-rem and the total industry and NRC cost of
$19.7M, the value/impact score is given by:

Other Considerations

It was assumed in the above analysis that 75% of licensee labor used to perform annual air quality tests and to
take appropriate actions where required would be performed in a low level radiation environment of 2.5 millirem/
hr. As a result, an ORE of about 600 man-rem was calculated for the implementation of the assumed solution for
this issue.

CONCLUSION

This issue was assigned a high priority ranking based on its value/impact score. It was recognized that this
conclusion was driven by the analysis of risk due to instrument air failure at a single plant. This analysis revealed
a high degree of sensitivity to instrument air failures due primarily to poor selection of a "fail safe" position due to
loss of operating air for one particular valve (which has subsequently been changed). Accordingly, the analysis
used as a surrogate for all plants was very plant-specific in nature. However, past air system LERs revealed
numerous additional instances in which a high degree of risk sensitivity was apparent.1079 Therefore, the
Oconee 3 PRA, as modified by BNL, was used in order to ascertain a risk estimate for the industry, recognizing
that it would not be appropriate for all plants and was no longer appropriate for Oconee 3.

In December 1987, the staff issued Information Notice No. 87-28,1140 Supplement 1, to inform OLs and
CPs of the publication of NUREG-1275,1079 Volume 2. This report indicated that the performance of the air-
operated safety-related components may not be in accordance with their intended safety function because of
inadequacies in the design, installation, and maintenance of the instrument air system. The report also indicated
that anticipated transient and system recovery procedures were frequently inadequate and that operators were
not well-trained for coping with loss of instrument air conditions.
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In August 1988, Generic Letter 88-141141 was issued to request that each licensee/applicant review
NUREG-1275,1079 Volume 2, and perform a design and operations verification of instrument air systems. In
addition, all licensees/ applicants were requested to provide a discussion of their program for maintaining proper
instrument air quality. Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and requirements were established.
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Issue 44: Failure of Saltwater Cooling System (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

While operating at 100% power on March 10, 1980, San Onofre Unit 1 experienced a complete loss of the salt
water cooling system. The event involved an unlikely triple failure and desiccant contamination of the instrument
air system was found to be the major contributing cause of one of the failures.

After issuance of the case study (AEOD/C204)1055 on the San Onofre event, AEOD recommended499 further
review and/or requirements in four specific areas: (1) single failure vulnerability of cooling systems; (2) inservice
test programs; (3) contamination of plant air systems; and (4) plant technical specifications.

CONCLUSION

The NRR response500 to AEOD indicated that two of the four recommendations had already been implemented,
i.e., the single failure analysis was included in SEP Topic IX-3 and inservice testing was within the scope of the
review of licensee IST programs. With regard to the AEOD recommendation on plant technical specifications,
NRR determined that the existing LCO for salt water cooling systems in the standard technical specifications
was adequate and no further action was comtemplated. Thus, the only remaining generic concern of this
issue was the safety system vulnerability to common cause failures from contamination of the instrument air
system. A specific issue (Issue 43) was previously identified for the generic review and resolution of concerns for
contamination of instrument air systems. Thus, the remaining generic concern of Issue 44 was determined to be
covered in Issue 43.
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Issue 45: Inoperability of Instrumentation Due to Extreme Cold Weather
(Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Concerns for inoperability of instrumentation due to extreme cold weather were raised502 by AEOD after an
event at Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit 2 (ANO-2) in which all four RWST instrumentation channels were lost
when the level transmitters froze. The system heat-tracing circuit was de-energized because the main line fuse
was removed. This situation would have prevented the automatic change-over of the ECC from injection to
recirculation mode under LOCA conditions, i.e., loss of safety function. Prior to the ANO-2 event, IE Bulletin No.
79-24501 was issued after LERs revealed many events involving frozen instrument, sampling, and processing
lines. All licensees and CP holders were requested to review their plants to determine that adequate protective
measures had been taken to assure that safety-related process, instrument, and sampling lines do not freeze
during extremely cold weather. AEOD requested that OIE issue a supplement to Bulletin 79-24501 and that NRR
address the adequacy of protective measures for freezing of safety-related instrument lines in the review of OLs.

In an August 14, 1981 memorandum to AEOD,503 NRR advised that a BTP on freeze protection of safety-
related instrument lines was being developed and would be included in the appropriate SRP11 Section following
its review and approval. NRR further advised that OIE proposed to amend the Inspection and Enforcement
Manual247 to include a module which would set forth procedures for inspection of systems and measures for
protection against cold weather. This inspection module would require that regional inspectors perform plant
site visits prior to the beginning of the cold season to verify the condition of heat-tracing systems and measures
taken to protect plant equipment from cold weather conditions.

An amendment to the Inspection and Enforcement Manual (Procedure No. 71714)247 was issued by OIE on
January 1, 1982, thus completing the OIE portion of the resolution of this issue. Acceptance criteria for the
design of protective measures against freezing in instrument lines of safety-related systems were included in
Draft504 Regulatory Guide 1.151, "Instrument Sensing Lines," and further work on a BTP was terminated. The
Draft Regulatory Guide was issued for comment in March, 1982. Comments were collected and dispositioned
and the Regulatory Guide505 was published in July, 1983. Notice of the issuance of Regulatory Guide 1.151505

was published in the Federal Register506 on August 8, 1983. Implementation of the Guide was limited to all CPs
issued after September 1, 1983. However, other licensees or applicants could adopt the use of the Guide on a
voluntary basis. As stated in the value/impact statement for the Guide, no backfitting of requirements for freeze
protection and alarms was to be accomplished other than those changes effected by IE Bulletin 79-24501 (and
the inspection requirements added to the OIE Inspection Manual).

CONCLUSION

In February 1984, the following SRP11 Sections were revised570,571 to incorporate the changes associated with
the resolution of this issue: (1) Section 7.1, Rev. 3; (2) Section 7.1, Appendix A, Rev. 1; (3) Section 7.5, Rev. 3;
and (4) Section 7.7, Rev. 3. Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.
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Issue 46: Loss of 125 Volt DC Bus
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This proposed generic issue has its origin in a January 1981 event at Millstone Unit 2.394 An operator
inadvertently opened a 125V DC main feeder breaker, causing the loss of one of the two redundant emergency
systems which led to a reactor trip from 100% power. The loss of this DC system precluded the main turbine
from tripping automatically as designed and it was manually tripped 30 seconds later. The trip of the turbine
coupled with the inoperability of this DC system caused the loss of offsite power to one of the two redundant
AC systems and the automatic starting of both redundant diesel generators. Subsequently, both of the diesel
generators tripped automatically as a result of an inherent design trip feature in the control circuits of one of the
diesel generators and a mechanical failure in the other.

Safety Significance

The safety significance of the January 1981 Millstone 2 event and the licensee's corrective actions were
evaluated by AEOD.395 The AEOD evaluation did not identify any generic safety concerns or the need for any
further action by the NRC other than those being considered in Item A-30, "Adequacy of Safety Related DC
Power Systems," and USI A-44, "Station Blackout." According to the AEOD report, the event offered lessons to
be learned in connection with operator training and plant procedures. The AEOD findings were referred to DHFS
for evaluation in connection with operator training and plant procedures.396

CONCLUSION

The issue is covered in Issue 76.
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Issue 47: The Loss of Offsite Power
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

On April 7, 1980, Arkansas Nuclear One (ANO) Units 1 and 2 experienced a significant event resulting from
a loss of offsite power. Although both units were safely shut down, the analysis and evaluation of the event
identified some design and procedural deficiencies. As a result of their investigation of this (event, AEOD
published a report330 which included a set of recommendations based on their findings.

Safety Significance

The offsite power system of a nuclear power plant provides the preferred source of electrical power to all the
station auxiliaries. Loss of the offsite source results in a plant upset condition (usually a reactor trip) and the start
of the backup power sources. Correct plant response would not result in risk to the public; however, there is a
large amount of equipment which must function to mitigate such an event. Overall plant response to such an
event may indicate plant specific and/or generic problems that could lead to core melt.

Possible Solution

AEOD investigated the ANO plant response and noted some problems. Based on their review and findings, they
made the following recommendations:

(1) The design arrangement and operation of the bus tie autotransformer should be considered and reviewed by
the licensee and NRC to determine possible failure modes and minimize the probability of losing offsite power.
A single failure (loss of bus tie autotransformer) in the offsite power supply system should not result in a two unit
upset and a need for the onsite emergency power system. In this regard, the implementation of GDC-17 should
be reevaluated. In the past, GDC-17 has not been implemented to require the offsite power source to meet the
single failure criterion.

(2) An IE Information Notice has been issued concerning the loss of the emergency feedwater system due to
simultaneous alignment to the Startup and Blowdown Demineralizer System and the condensate storage tank.
Although not included in this notice, each licensee should be requested to describe the modes of operation of
the emergency feedwater system and other safety-related systems for non-emergency conditions, including
operation at low reactor power and refueling. The acceptability of simultaneous alignment below some specified
power level for these systems (e.g., 5% full power) should be evaluated by NRR.

(3) The safety implications of overfeeding and overcooling the pressurizer with the HPI for B&W plants should be
evaluated. Sustained operation of the HPI results in limited pressure control and possible loss of the pressurizer
steam bubble. There is also an increased probability of a stuck open relief valve. In addition, the system is
subjected to an additional thermal stress cycle. The licensees should be advised against sustained operation of
the HPI system after the steam pressure has been recovered and adequate subcooling exists.

(4) Licensees should be advised of the failure of the high pressure injection system isolation valve due to a stuck
handwheel engage lever, particularly if this problem has been experienced elsewhere. It should be emphasized
that all safety-related valves should be tested from the control room after the valves have been manually
operated (e.g., during maintenance).

(5) Action should be initiated to develop recordkeeping requirements or perhaps a Regulatory Guide to address
the need for adequate and accurate operator log entries during normal and transient operation, especially when
the process computer is unavailable. This information is required for post-event analysis.

(6) Licensees should be advised of the need to ensure that plant response data and information developed
immediately prior to and during a transient is appropriately retained. The licensee should ensure that any
selector or mode switch, if provided for the process or trend computers, is always in the position which ensures
that the computer is available during a loss-of-offsite power event.

(7) There have been repeated problems with the ANO Unit 2 turbine-driven emergency feedwater train which
have rendered it inoperable.330 These resulted in only one full-capacity, motor-driven emergency feedwater
train available to provide the safety function of providing emergency feedwater to both steam generators. It is
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important to ensure the reliability of the motor-driven emergency feedwater train until the problems with the
turbine-driven train are resolved. Resolution of the problems with the turbine-driven train should be expedited
and, until full resolution has been achieved, interim licensee actions should be implemented to ensure high
reliability of the motor-driven emergency feedwater train.

(8) Prompt and careful consideration should be given by NRR to the development of suitable criteria to be
used by reactor operators to determine and thereby claim that natural circulation has been achieved. This is a
potentially serious area for misinterpretation or misunderstanding during an event wherein it may be important
to quickly communicate the plant status to the NRC in unambiguous terms. Operator academic instructions
and training progrms should specifically address these criteria and assure that the operators have a complete
understanding regarding how natural circulation can be determined.

NRC addressed331 all of the AEOD recommendations specifically as follows:

(1) PBS concluded that no further action is required on this recommendation since related requirements are
presently being implemented on all operating plants through MPAs B-48 and B-23 and case work reviews
through SRP Section 8.2, Revision 2 review procedures and BTP PSB-1. Furthermore, the overall issue of loss
of electric power (both offsite and onsite) is being addressed by USI A-44.

(2) OIE issued Information Notice 80-23 and NRR is pursuing this under resolution of TMI Action Plan Item
II.E.1.1, "Auxiliary Feedwater System Evaluation," which is being implemented as part of NUREG-0737.98

(3)NRR addressed this as three separate recommendations:

(a) Safety Implications of Overfeeding the Pressurizer with High Pressure Injection

NRR concluded (although from an operational standpoint this is not desired) that there are no direct safety
implications of overfeeding and overcooling the pressurizer with HPI.

(B) Advise Licensee Against Sustained HPI Operation After System Pressure Recovery and Existence of
Adequate Subcooling.

NRR concluded that sufficient guidance has been provided to all licensees by Inspection and Enforcement
Bulletin No. 79-06A and by vendor-supplied operator guidelines.

(c) Need for HPI to Recover System Pressure and Pressurizer Level in a B&W NSSS After Reactor Trip

The actions presently in place to address this recommendation are documented in TMI Action Plan Item II.E.5
"Design Sensitivity of B&W Reactors."

(4) Regarding the stuck handwheel engage-lever problem, NRR concluded that this is not a generic problem
and further action is not warranted at this time. Regarding the testing of valves, NRR concluded that this
recommendation is already incorporated as TMI Action Plan Item I.C.6, "Procedures for Verification of Correct
Performance of Operating Activities" which is mandated by NUREG-0737.98

(5) NRR concluded that the Technical Support Center (and its data acquisition system) requirements376 will also
provide the desired result; i.e., information for post-event analysis. Furthermore, NRR stated that the proposed
revision to Regulatory Guide 1.33, "Quality Assurance Program Requirements," will address the aspect of
upgraded log-keeping. As a result, they concluded that this concern was sufficiently addressed.

(6) Similar to the above recommendation 5, NRR concluded that the Technical Support Center data acquisition
system376 addresses this concern.

(7) This recommendation is not generic and applies only to ANO. NRR concluded that the experience to date
demonstrates sufficient availability of the ANO turbine-driven EFW pump and that additional interim licensee
actions by ANO to ensure high reliability of the motor-driven EFW pump were unwarranted.

(8) NRR concluded that this recommendation is adequately addressed by other actions (TMI Action Plan Item
I.C.1, "Short-Term, Accident Analysis and Procedures Revision," and plant operating procedures which address
inadequate core cooling) and that additional requirements beyond the indicated actions are unnecessary.

CONCLUSION
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Based on the NRR report,331 we conclude that the AEOD recommendations are included in other issues or are
RESOLVED.
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Issue 48: LCO for Class 1E Vital Instrument Buses in Operating Reactors
(Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

An AEOD memorandum302 to NRR on July 15, 1980, identified the concern that some operating nuclear power
plants do not have technical specifications or Administrative controls governing operational restrictions for Class
1E 120 VAC vital instrument buses and associated inverters. Without such restrictions, these power sources
could be out of service indefinitely and thereby may place certain

safety systems in a situation where they could not meet the single failure criterion.302 NRR concurred with the
AEOD recommendation that LCOs should be applied to those operating reactors not presently having LCOs
specifically addressing the loss of Class 1E 120V AC vital instrument buses.303 The LCOs should be similar
to those identified in the Standard Technical Specifications concerning such systems. DL was instructed to
implement appropriate technical specifications covering these systems.303

DL's work was undertaken as MPA B-71. A technical evaluation by LLNL, undertaken in support of MPA B-71,
supports a 72-hour/year outage limit as a proposed LCO. The LLNL technical evaluation report304 has been
accepted by NRC and is in the process of being formally issued to NRC by LLNL; DL's work of establishing an
appropriate technical specification change is nearing completion, subject to NRR and CRGR review.317 The
LLNL work scope was limited to PWRs. Consideration of application to BWRs is part of the ongoing DL work.

CONCLUSION

A proposed resolution for PWRs is available304 and is in final evaluation by NRR to determine whether the
proposed resolution is necessary and appropriate for BWRs as well.317 However, in November 1986, this issue
was integrated into the resolution of Issue 128.1001
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Issue 49: Interlocks and LCOs for Class 1E Tie-Breakers (Rev. 3)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

In an AEOD memorandum638 to NRR, it was concluded that the design of the Point Beach Nuclear Plant,
Units 1 and 2, under certain conditions, allowed manual interconnection of redundant electrical load groups,
thereby paralleling their power sources. AEOD noted that it took the plant operators approximately five weeks
to discover that the electrical distribution system line-up was not in the proper configuration. This suggested
a generic concern regarding the adequacy of procedural and administrative controls. In this instance, the lack
of procedures to include the monitoring of the status of the plant electrical distribution system during plant
operation, through several shift changes, prevented the detection of the human error committed.

The incident referred to in the AEOD memorandum638 was discovered (and corrected) at Point Beach Unit 2 on
June 9, 1980.639 It involved operation at 100% power with one of the 4160V Class 1E redundant buses being
supplied by the offsite power source via the other 4160V redundant bus and its tie-breaker.

In responding to AEOD, NRR identified507 an additional complementary concern: interlocks are not provided to
prevent the tie-breaker from being closed when both normal feed breakers to the Class 1E buses are closed.
Interlocks are not provided between the emergency diesel-generator output breakers and the tie-breaker. Such
interlocks should also be provided to prevent out-of-synchronization interconnection of the diesel-generator and
the offsite power source.

Safety Significance

GDC-17 requires that the onsite source and distribution systems have sufficient independence and redundancy
to perform their safety function assuming a single failure. Operating the plant in the reported Point Beach
configuration violates the independence requirement of being able to accommodate a single failure.

With features of breaker operation such as those at Point Beach the following problems potentially impair plant
safety: (a) a failure of the tie-breaker to open on loss of voltage would prevent both emergency diesel-generators
from automatically supplying power to their respective buses (single failure); (b) the tie-breaker is capable of
being closed when the offsite source breaker is closed on one bus and the respective diesel-generator breaker
is closed on the other bus (paralleling two divisions, one with offsite and the other with emergency sources);
and (c) the tie-breaker is capable of being closed when both 4160V Class 1E buses are being supplied by their
respective diesel generators (paralleling redundant emergency sources). This is contrary to the requirement of
Regulatory Guide 1.6,66 which states "If means exist for manually connecting redundant load groups together,
at least one interlock should be provided to prevent an operator error that would parallel their standby power
sources."

Possible Solution

A possible solution to this issue was the issuance of an IE circular to OLs requesting review of the design and
operational features of all Class 1E bus tie-breakers. If only one tie-breaker existed between redundant Class 1E
buses, then licensees should promptly take, as a minimum, the following actions, via procedural requirements
(taken as the possible solution for affected plants): (a) use a bus tie-breaker only during shutdown when it is
absolutely necessary; (b) physically disengage each tie-breaker and rack out (withdraw) following each usage;
(c) "red tag" the tie-breaker enclosure for the breaker to be kept open; and (d) incorporate QA procedures to
reconfirm that all tie-breakers are racked out and "red tagged" prior to each plant startup.

The existing licensing practice as stated in SRP11 Section 8.3.1, III.2.B, required physically separated tie-
breakers in series between redundant Class 1E buses. In addition, the STS for new plants require tie-breakers
between redundant buses to be open as a condition of operability of the redundant Class 1E electrical
distribution system. Therefore, this issue only affected operating plants. A cursory review of AC one-line
diagrams for 22 plants indicated that ten had single tie-breakers between redundant buses.64 Therefore, it was
assumed that this issue affected 10/22 or 45% of all backfit LWRs, i.e., 11 backfit BWRs and 21 backfit PWRs.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION
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Frequency Estimate

At the time of this evaluation, there had been one documented tie-breaker failure.64 Based on this experience (in
some 1,000 RY of operation at that time), a tie-breaker failure frequency of about 1 x 10-3/RY was estimated.

The probability of an emergency diesel-generator failing on demand to supply power to Class 1E buses is
conditional on the tie-breaker between these buses being in a failed position during a loss of offsite power.
Failure of emergency diesel power must persist for some time, typically 4 hours (based on NUREG-1032),890 to
lead to a station-blackout/core-damage sequence.

The frequency of loss of offsite power (LOOP) of 4 hours or longer duration was taken as 9 x 10-3/RY, based on
historic experience documented in NUREG/CR-3992.10

With a mean time to discovery and repair of 5 weeks (i.e., 0.1 yr.) for the failed circuit breaker (based on the
Point Beach history), the indicated frequency of station blackout with core damage becomes (9 x 10-3)(0.1)(1
x 10-3) = 9 x 10-7/RY. If there is a 0.1 probability that the incorrect tie-breaker position is not discovered and
corrected within 4 hours after onset of LOOP, the adjusted core damage frequency becomes (0.1)(9 x 10-7)/RY
or 9 x 10-8/RY.

Consequence Estimate

In view of the low estimated severe core damage frequency, no consequence estimates was made; however,
it would not have exceeded about 6 x 106 man-rem (about 5 x 106 man-rem for a PWR, based on a PWR-1
release and 7 x 106 man-rem for a BWR, based on a BWR-2 release). Thus, for the 32 affected plants with an
average remaining life of 30 years, the public risk reduction was estimated to be (30)(9 x 10-8)(6 x 106) man-rem/
reactor or 16 man-rem/reactor.

Cost Estimate

PNL estimated64 $330,000 for industry costs and $32,000 for NRC costs as the total for all plants. This was
based on 42 man-hours of industry labor for each of 32 operating plants performing design review and taking
corrective action and 6 man-hours/plant doing design review but not required to take corrective action. The
combined industry and NRC cost for plants involving corrective action was approximately $10,000/plant. This
estimate was doubled to $20,000/ plant to allow for the added costs of review and approval of analyses, designs,
and reports and QA measures for corrective actions.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 16 man-rem/reactor and a cost of $20,000/plant, the value/impact
score is given by:

Uncertainties

(1) The bounding consequence estimates may well be an order of magnitude too high. Depending on
containment features and accident particulars, containment failure may be delayed or not take place at all.

(2) The accident frequency may have been underestimated to the extent that there may have been unreported
closed tie-breaker events; not all plants are required to report Point Beach-type incidents. (A number of older
plants do not.) Thus, the one reported closed tie-breaker incident may not have represented all actual similar
incidents.

(3) The risk analysis was based on the assumption that, if the incorrect tie-breaker position is discovered and
corrected, then the plant is safe from core damage. However, some plants may have no interlocks to prevent
closure of the diesel-generator breakers upon LOOP with the tie-breaker closed. In such designs, the diesel-
generators can suffer damage such that they could not be restarted after opening the tie-breaker. For such
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plants, core damage becomes an order of magnitude more likely (since the estimated 0.1 probability of failure to
achieve effective correction before core damage would not apply).

CONCLUSION

The low estimate for potential risk reduction and the associated value/impact score indicated that this issue
should have a low priority. However, a medium priority was assigned because of the possible existence of plants
having features that exacerbate the risk from this issue by causing potential serious damage to the diesel-
generators. In November 1986, this issue was integrated into the resolution of Issue 128.1001
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Issue 50: Reactor Vessel Level Instrumentation in BWRs (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

In January 1982, AEOD published a report (AEOD/C201322) on safety concerns associated with reactor vessel
level instrumentation in BWRs. The report was forwared to NRR for further action.

Safety Significance

BWRs use reactor level instrumentation to perform a number of functions including control functions, such as
feedwater control, and protective functions, such as automatic scram and autostart of emergency core cooling
systems. AEOD concluded that, depending on specific plant instrumentation configurations, there could be the
potential for adverse interactions between the control systems and the protection systems. As an example, the
interactions may lead to loss of reactor water level due to automatic termination of normal feedwater (control)
and failure to automatically start the emergency feedwater source (protection).

Possible Solution

The AEOD report322 made three recommendations which were believed to be necessary to resolve the safety
concern. The recommendations were:

(1) Action should be implemented to assure that automatic and manual safety-related low-low level start and
high pressure injection functions of HPCI and RCIC turbines are not prevented or delayed by the non-safety-
related high level trip. For example, the control system of HPCI and RCIC turbines could be modified to provide
a low-low level start signal which overrides the high-level trip signal.

(2) Action should be implemented to assure that protective functions are provided in spite of any adverse control
system/protection system interaction in the narrow-range level instrumentation. For example, the protective
functions provided by the narrow-range level sensors could also be provided by the wide-range level sensors
(in employing the wide-range level instrumentation, the desired output signal quality in terms of sensitivity,
resolution, accuracy, and repeatability must be considered to assure that the initiating signals achieve the
required protection function.) This approach would be consistent with the concept of "alternate channels" as
defined in paragraph 4.7.4.1 of IEEE 279-1971.397

(3) Control room operators should be trained to recognize spurious vessel level indications and procedures
should be provided for corrective actions to mitigate the consequences of potential transients that may be
caused by level instrumentation malfunctions. We believe that the BWR emergency procedure guidelines
provide the best vehicle for the definition of appropriate corrective actions in the event of level instrumentation
malfunctions.

NRR responded to the three AEOD recommendations by describing a set of ongoing actions.323 The ongoing
actions, although related to the concerns, did not specifically address the AEOD recommendations.

In response to the concerns of this issue, the BWR Owners Group commissioned S. Levy, Inc. to study the
reactor water level systems. As a result of this study, SLI-8211411 was prepared in July 1982 and submitted
to the staff for review. This report identified the three basic areas that water level instrumentation could be
improved:

(1) Temperature effects causing decalibration and flashing,

(2) Failures and malfunctions of mechanical level indication equipment,

(3) Break in an instrument line combined with a single failure.

CONCLUSION

Although the staff believed that improvements in all three areas would be prudent, only the first two were
found necessary to satisfy TMI Action Plan Item II.F.2 and produce substantial improvement in the water level
instrumentation.695 The affected licensees voluntarily agreed to make the necessary improvements and plans for
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implementing them were requested from the licensees by DL in Generic Letter No. 84-23.696 Licensee actions
in response to this request will be tracked under MPA F-26. The third area of improvement will be addressed in
Issue 101.697 Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and no new requirements were established.
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Issue 51: Proposed Requirements for Improving the Reliability of Open
Cycle Service Water System (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was raised in a DL memorandum71 to DST in March 1982 and addressed the subject of service
water system (SWS) fouling at operating plants primarily by aquatic bivalves. Prior to and following this
memorandum, AEOD reports on fouling of open cycle water systems were prepared for Arkansas Nuclear One
and Brunswick,72 Pilgrim,75 and Sequoyah.430 The following is a summary of reported events of serious fouling
in open cycle water sytems:

(1) Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit 1 (ANO-1) failed a technical specification surveillance test of a containment fan
cooler unit due to buildup of Asiatic clams (corbicula).

(2) Brunswick 1 and 2 reported that 3 of the 4 RHR heat exchangers had experienced baffle plate displacement
due to a buildup of oysters.

(3) Pilgrim reported that the baffle plate of a component cooling water heat exchanger was displaced by a
buildup of mussels (mytilus).

(4) San Onofre 1 reported that a buildup of barnacles prevented proper cooling of a component cooling water
heat exchanger.

(5) Rancho Seco reported that a buildup of corrosion products prevented proper cooling of a diesel generator
lube oil cooler.

(6) Sequoyah Unit 1 reported flow blockage in the emergency raw cooling water system due to Asiatic clams.

As a result of the NRC concern for the effects on safety of open cycle water system fouling, IE Bulletin 81-03
was issued. Responses to this bulletin revealed that bivalves were observed at approximately 45% of all sites.

The following related issues have been combined with the issue of whether or not the staff should develop
requirements for improving the reliability of open cycle water systems: Issue 32, "Flow Blockage in Essential
Equipment Caused by Corbicula," and Issue 52, "SSW Flow Blockage by Blue Mussels."

Safety Significance

The SWS is the ultimate heat sink that, during an accident or transient, cools the reactor building component
cooling water heat exchangers, which in turn cool the RHR heat exchangers as well as provide cooling for
safety-related pumps and area cooling coils. Fouling of the safety-related SWS either by mud, silt, corrosion
products, or aquatic bivalves has led to plant shutdowns, reduced power operation for repairs and modifications,
and degraded modes of operation.

Possible Solution

The AEOD report72 on ANO-1 and Brunswick concluded that improvements of surveillance and preventive
maintenance programs at sites where bivalves are known to exist could significantly improve SWS reliability.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

In the analysis of this issue, the following assumptions were made:

(1) The total number of affected plants include those plants that contain any of the following organisms in their
water body: Asiatic clams, blue mussels, American oysters, or barnacles. Plants both with and without biofouling
detection and prevention methods are included.

(2) Fouling conditions anywhere within the SWS would increase the probability of failure of the entire system,
probability being based on the historical rate of shutdown at operating plants due to biofouling. This systematic
approach does not directly address the problems of fouling locations.
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Frequency Estimate

An RES study428 of biofouling shows that there are 108 plants affected by this issue: 48 backfit and 60 forward-
fit. Of the 48 backfit plants, there are 31 PWRs with an average remaining life of 27.7 years and 17 BWRs with
an average remaining life of 25.2 years. Of the 60 forward-fit plants with a remaining life of 30 years, there are
39 PWRs and 21 BWRs.

A review428 of LER data performed by RES shows that 7 observed failures of both redundant SWS trains have
been recorded. These failures occurred at ANO-1 (2), Brunswick (2), Pilgrim (1), Browns Ferry (1), and Millstone
(1). An additional 19 biofouling events have been reported but not in both trains. Based on the 48 operating

plants (31 PWRs and 17 BWRs) affected by this issue, the failure probability due to biofouling ( ) is given by

 = 7/[(31)(30-27.7) + (17)(30-25.2)]RY

= 4.58 x 10-2/RY

Data from Brunswick and Pilgrim show that the time(t) to observe a failure in the SWS has a mean value of 3
months or 0.25 year. From the ANO-1 risk study, a common-cause parameter (Z), representing loss of SWS due
to biofouling, was defined as the affected parameter for the resolution of this issue.64 Therefore, re-defining Z,
based on the above RES data,

Z= ( )(t)

= (4.58 x 10-2/RY)(0.25 yr)

= 1.145 x 10-2

RES calculations428 show that the affected accident sequences in the ANO-1 risk study are B(1.2)D1, B(1.2)D1C,
B(4)H1, T1(DO1)LD1YC, and B(1.66)H1. Substitution of the above Z value in the affected minimal cut sets for
these accident sequences yields a base case core-melt frequency of 2.1 x 10-6/RY.

In a PNL analysis64 of this issue, data from ANO-1 and Grand Gulf 1 were scaled in order to obtain frequency
data for BWRs. This resulted in a BWR core-melt frequency of 0.74 of that for PWRs. Thus, the base case core-
melt frequency for BWRs is (0.74)(2.1 x 10-6/RY) or 1.6 x 10-6/RY. It is assumed that the proposed solution will
effectively eliminate the problem of SWS failure due to biofouling. Therefore, the total reduction in core-melt
frequency is then 2.1 x 10-6/RY and 1.6 x 10-6/RY for PWRs and BWRs, respectively.

Consequence Estimate

The affected release categories in the ANO-1 risk study are PWR-1, 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7. From the RES analysis,428

the base case public risk for PWRs is 4.65 man-rem/RY, assuming a typical midwest plain meteorology and
a uniform population density of 340 people per square mile. From the scaling of data performed by PNL,64

the affected public risk for BWRs was calculated to be greater than that for PWRs by a factor of 2.5. Thus,
the affected public public risk for BWRs is (2.5)(4.65) man-rem/RY or 11.63 man-rem/RY. Assuming that the
proposed solution would effectively eliminate the problem of SWS failure due to biofouling at all affected plants,

the total public risk ( W) for each type of plant is as follows:

(a) for PWRs, W = [(31)(27.7) + (39)(30)]RY x 4.65 man-rem/RY

= 9,433 man-rem

(b) for BWRs, W =[(17)(25.2) + (21)(30)]RY x 11.63 man-rem/RY

= 12,309 man-rem
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Therefore, the total public risk reduction associated with this issue is estimated to be approximately 22,000 man-
rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: From the PNL analysis,64 the cost of implementing the solution at all 60 forward-fit plants is
estimated to be $714,000/plant. This estimate includes technical support, installation of strainers, chlorination
units, monitoring equipment, mechanical cleaning access ways for coolers where flushing is ineffective, and
labor. The cost of implementing the solution at all 48 backfit plants is estimated to be $256,000/plant and
includes technical support, upgrading of equipment, and labor. Therefore, the total industry implementation cost
is $[(60)(0.714)+(48)(0.256)]M or approximately $55M. It is estimated that, as a result of improved biofouling
detection methods, industry monitoring efforts would have to be increased over their present levels in order to
keep SWS biofouling at a minimum. Assuming 60 man-hr/RY for this effort, the total industry cost for increased
monitoring is estimated to be $10.5M. Industry cleaning costs are not expected to change.

NRC Cost: NRC time for the review and development of the solution is estimated to take 10 man-weeks at a
cost of $22,700. Technical support by a contractor is estimated to cost the NRC an additional $251,000. NRC
support for implementation of the solution is estimated to be 2 man-wk/plant for a total cost of $490,000 for all
108 plants. NRC review of the operation and maintenance of the solution is expected to take 0.2 man-wk/RY
over an effective average plant life of 5 years. The cost for this effort is $245,000 for all 108 plants. Therefore,
the total NRC cost is $[0.023 + 0.251 + 0.49 + 0.245]M or $1M.

Total Cost: The total cost associated with the possible solution to this issue is $(55 + 10.5 + 1)M or $66.5M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a potential risk reduction of 22,000 man-rem and a cost of $66.5M, the value/impact score is given by:

Other Considerations

(1) Installation of monitoring equipment is estimated to result in a radiation exposure of approximately 1 man-
rem/plant. For 48 backfit plants, the total occupational dose increase from implementing the solution is 48 man-
rem.

(2) Operation and maintenance doses resulting from increased monitoring are expected to increase
approximately 0.15 man-rem/RY after implementation of the solution. This amounts to a total occupational dose
increase of 463 man-rem for the remaining life of the 108 affected plants.

(3) It is estimated that implementation of the possible solution in the affected plants can produce cost savings to
licensees by reducing the down-time that would be caused by SWS flow blockage. If each of the 108 affected
plants were to avert only 3 days of down-time thereby saving about $1M each, the implementation cost would be
offset.

CONCLUSION

Based on the total public risk reduction and the value/impact score, this issue was given a medium priority
ranking. In resolving the issue, the staff studied the conditions that allow fouling and compared alternative
surveillance and control programs to minimize service water system fouling. The staff's technical findings were
published in NUREG/CR-52101257 and the value/impact analysis was published in NUREG/CR-5234.1258

The recommended solution to the issue was the implementation of a baseline fouling program which was
issued to licensees in Generic Letter No. 89-13.1259 Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and requirements were
established.1260
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Issue 52: SSW Flow Blockage by Blue Mussels
DESCRIPTION

This issue was raised in an AEOD memorandum75 to NRR in May 1982 and addressed the problem of flow
blockage by blue mussels (Mytilus Edilus) in the reactor building closed cooling water system at Pilgrim.

CONCLUSION

This issue has been combined and evaluated with Issue 51, "Proposed Requirements for Improving the
Reliability of Open Cycle Service Water Systems."
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Issue 53: Consequences of a Postulated Flow Blockage Incident in a BWR
(Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

In response to a 1967 ACRS concern relative to the potential of melting and subsequent disintegration of a
portion of a fuel assembly due to inlet orifice flow blockage, GE submitted NEDO-10174380 in May 1970. As a
result of a staff review of another topical report on new fuel design, the applicability of NEDO-10174380 to the
then new (8 x 8) fuel was questioned. In late 1977, GE submitted NEDO-10174, Revision 1.288 This revision is
still awaiting staff review.381

Safety Significance

In a BWR, each fuel bundle is surrounded by a channel box. (The bundle plus channel box is referred to as a
fuel "assembly.") Coolant is metered to each fuel assembly by individual orifices in the fuel support castings.
All core flow must come through these orifices. Even the water between the channel boxes (outside of the fuel
assemblies) now comes from holes drilled in the fuel assembly nosepieces; it does not come directly from the
lower plenum.

The safety concern is that, if an orifice became blocked with the reactor operating at power, its corresponding
fuel assembly could be deprived of coolant flow, but would still be producing thermal energy and could be
damaged or even become molten. Moreover, if a highly overheated assembly were to suddenly refill with
water (from dislodging of the blockage at the orifice), there would be the possibility of a steam explosion with
consequent pressure pulses on the primary system.

Possible Solutions

Some mitigating features already exist. The first is the effect of the void reactivity coefficient. Reduced flow and
consequent increased voiding will reduce power in the blocked assembly and in the immediately surrounding
assemblies. This effect tends to compensate for most partial blockages. Second, even if the orifice is completely
closed, the blocked assembly is still open at the top and has holes drilled in the nosepiece down below. Thus,
some flow would still be available. (Older fuel designs did not have holes in the nosepiece. However, these older
designs also did not have finger springs to seal the lower end of the channel box to the nosepiece. Thus, these
older designs have as much or more leakage flow than the new designs.)

NEDO-10174, Revision 1288 contains a summary of the calculations of the core's response to an orifice blockage
event assuming these two features. The report came to the following conclusions:

(1) The only mechanism capable of causing a major flow blockage is that induced by a foreign object.

(2) Fragmentation, crudding, or fuel swelling cannot cause major flow blockages.

(3) A fuel assembly is capable of withstanding very severe blockages before losing adequate cooling.

(4) For orifice blockages greater than 98%, fuel and cladding melt are expected to occur. However, this will not
result in failure propagation to adjacent assemblies, local high pressure production or offsite doses in excess of
a small fraction of 10 CFR 100 guidelines. For this worst-case event, no action is required of the reactor ECCS.
However, the reactor must be scrammed by the main steam line radiation monitor.

(5) For orifice blockages between 95% and 98%, clad melting is expected, but fuel melting is not calculated to
occur. For this case, the consequences are less severe than in (4) above.

(6) For orifice blockages between 79% and 95%, boiling transition and attendant cladding heatup are calculated
to occur. No clad nor fuel melting is calculated. However, cladding failure is not precluded. The off-gas radiation
monitor will provide an alarm to the reactor operator if fission product releases are significant.

(7) For orifice blockages less than 79%, nucleate boiling is maintained. Therefore, the fuel and cladding are
unaffected.
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If these conclusions are accepted, it is not clear what more needs to be done to prevent damage from blockage.
PNL suggested (for prioritization purposes) adding more holes to the nosepieces of the fuel assemblies.64 These
holes would normally be closed off by internal flapper valves. If the orifice were blocked, these springless valves
would open to allow more coolant into the assembly.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

Experience has shown that the presence of loose objects in the primary system of reactors is not a rare
occurrence. Nevertheless, blockage of an orifice is expected to be rare:

- coolant velocities are relatively low in the lower plenum-- so much so that thermal stratification might occur if
the RWCU system did not continuously draw some water out of the lower vessel head drain. Thus, it is difficult
for a non-floating object to be levitated by coolant flow.

- Most materials which could be carried up to the orifices (e.g., the Browns Ferry rubber shoe cover and the
Duane Arnold aluminum can) chemically decompose very rapidly at reactor coolant temperatures and pressures.

- most loose parts, whether of internal or external origin, are made of stainless steel, Zircaloy, or some other
material which does not float. In BWRs, such objects tend to settle to the bottom of the lower plenum.

Orifice blockage events may or may not be discovered by inspection. However, since blockages change power
level in an assembly, blockage would also affect power maps and spent fuel isotopics. Thus far, to the best of our
knowledge, no blockage events have occurred.

Presently, about 370 BWR-years of experience have been accumulated. No events have been reported in this
interval. Thus, to 95% confidence, the frequency of detectable blockage events is limited by:

In reality, of course, we expect the frequency of such events to be much less than this figure for the reasons
given above.

We will make a further assumption that all degrees of blockage are equally likely. (In reality, it is expected
that modest blockages would occur more often then severe ones, so this is a conservative assumption.)
NEDO-10174, Revision 1288 concluded that 79% blockage would result in DNB and that 98% blockage would
result in fuel melting.

F(DNB) (0.19)(8.1 x 10-3/RY) = 1.5 x 10-3/RY

F(Melt) (0.02)(8.1 x 10-3/RY) = 1.6 x 10-4/RY

Consequence Estimate

Localized DNB failures are not severe events. A special CRAC calculation of a rod drop event (in which 770
fuel pins were assumed to fail) gave a result of 7 x 103 man-rem under our usual assumption of 340 people per
square mile. Scaling this figure down to one 62-pin fuel assembly, the result of a DNB event becomes 5.6 x 10-4

man-rem. Using the upper limit frequency given in the previous section and assuming a 40-year plant life, the
DNB hazard is, at most, about 3 x 105 man-rem/plant and is probably much less. Consequently, DNB failures will
not be considered further.

One assembly melting will produce more of a radioactive release, although (according to the GE study) pressure
pulses are not expected to be severe. The effects of such an event can be bounded by scaling a BWR-4
release to one assembly. A BWR-4 release is a complete core-melt with enough containment leakage to
prevent containment failure due to overpressure. Since one assembly is not very likely to overpressurize the
containment, this is a very conservative estimate. In reality, the release would be limited by the high steam line
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radiation isolation and also by the offgas treatment system isolation on high outlet radiation. Thus, since a typical
large BWR has 764 fuel assemblies and a complete core-melt producing a BWR-4 release results in 6.1 x 105

man-rem, we can set a limit on consequences of:

Currently, there are 24 BWRs in operation with an accumulated experience of about 370 RY. Additionally, 23
more BWRs are under construction. Assuming a 40-year plant life, there are 590 RY remaining for operating
BWRs and 920 RY for future BWRs. This represents a total remaining reactor life of 1,510 RY. Therefore, the
total risk reduction associated with this issue is (1.6 x 10-4)(800)(1,510) man-rem or 193 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: PNL postulated64 an engineering solution consisting of one-way flapper valves to admit coolant
into the lower portion of the fuel assembly. Each BWR would have to pay an incremental cost on each new fuel
assembly for the additional holes and flapper valves in the lower tie plate. On the average, a plant replaces
about 1/3 of its core during annual refueling outages. Assuming 600 and 750 fuel assemblies per core for backfit
and forward-fit BWRs, respectively (based on BWR design information), one obtains the following refueling
rates:

Backfit BWR: 133 fuel assemblies/RY

Forward-fit BWR: 167 fuel assemblies/RY

Only the incremental cost due to design changes in the assemblies is credited here. Assuming this amounts to
$250/fuel assembly, the operation/maintenance costs (interpreted as refueling costs) are as follows:

Backfit BWR: (133 fuel assemblies/RY) ($250/fuel assembly)=
$33,000/RY

Forward-fit BWR: (167 fuel assemblies/RY) ($250/fuel assembly)=
$42,000/RY

For the 24 BWRs in operation, the backfit costs are ($33,000/RY)(590 RY) or $19.5M. Forward-fit costs are
($42,000/RY)(920 RY) or $38.6M for the 23 BWRs under construction. Thus, the total industry cost is $58.

NRC Cost: NRC costs are estimated to be 4 man-weeks for review of the GE topical report, 12 man-weeks for
review of engineering solutions, and 1 man-week/plant for supporting implementation. Therefore, the total NRC
cost is estimated to be approximately $120,000.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated risk reduction of 193 man-rem and a total cost of $58.2M, the value/impact score is given
by:

CONCLUSION

Based on the above value/impact score, this issue should be placed in the DROP category.
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Issue 54: Survey of Valve Operator-Related Events Occurring During 1978,
1979, and 1980 (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

In December 1981, AEOD completed a survey of valve operator-related events that occurred during 1978, 1979,
and 1980 and submitted a draft report707 to NRR for comment. In this study, AEOD established that motor-
operator failures could be grouped into three principal categories: (1) torque switches; (2) limit switches; and (3)
motor burn-out. On March 5, 1982, NRR comments708 on this draft report were forwarded to AEOD. Following
issuance of the final AEOD report (AEOD/C203),709 additional comments were provided by NRR.509

Following receipt of comments from the various NRC Offices, AEOD provided an assessment of these
comments.710,711 NRR then provided a response712 to this assessment in an effort to clarify certain matters
related to this issue in terms of an expansion of an RES program (FIN A6367) to address features of this issue.
Subsequently, AEOD issued a report (AEOD/E305)713 covering 8 LERs on the degradation of MOV assemblies
and presented results that augmented the findings of AEOD/C203.709 In March 1984, the status of this issue was
reported in an MEB memorandum.714 This issue is related to Item C-11 and TMI Action Plan Item II.E.6.

Safety Significance

Degradation of motor-driven valve motors from thermal overloads may be occurring in repeated high-
temperature cycles that is not detected in the present in-service testing programs. This may lead to premature
motor burnout and subsequent unexpected unavailability of the valve during accident conditions. Moreover,
torque switch settings and adjustments may be inadequate to ensure valve operability and qualification under
accident conditions.

This issue would affect the design and operation of all existing and future nuclear plants for the lifetime of the
plants.

Possible Solutions

The possible solutions are: (1) reassessment of the present guidance in Regulatory Guide 1.106 on bypassing
thermal overload-protection devices for motors, (2) improvement of the methods and procedures for the setting
of torque switches, and (3) the development of signature tracing technique(s) to be incorporated into the in-
service testing programs in order to detect valve deterioration, aging effects, improper maintenance, and
improper valve adjustments that are not presently detectable.

CONCLUSION

The principal concern in this issue is the operability of the motor-driven valves under accident, faulted, or
emergency conditions. It is noted from the Action Plan715 for TMI Action Plan Item II.E.6.1 that the work scope
includes verification of safety-related valve function under system emergency or faulted conditions, torque and
limit switches settings and adjustments, motor burn-out resulting from improper cycling, and MOV operator
signature tracing by evaluation, test, and analysis. Therefore, it is concluded that the objectives of Issue 54 will
be met completely in TMI Action Plan Item II.E.6.1.
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Issue 55: Failure of Class 1E Safety-Related Switchgear Circuit Breakers to
Close on Demand (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

In August 1982, AEOD reviewed a number of LERs related to Class 1E safety related switchgear circuit breakers
and found a high incidence of their failure to close on demand. A preliminary report was written and transmitted
to NRR with recommendations for improvements.281 NRR reviewed the AEOD report and did not agree with
the AEOD conclusion.282 The preliminary AEOD report was later finalized, issued as a reactor case study
(AEOD/C301),864 and transmitted to NRR.661 A further NRR review of AEOD/C301864 showed that NRR agreed
with only one of the four AEOD recommendations. However, because of the AEOD concerns, NRR agreed to
prioritize the issue.662

As a result of the AEOD concerns, IE Information Notice No. 83-50663 was issued to licensees in August 1983.
Comments, on AEOD/C301864 were also provided by Region III.664

Safety Significance

The majority of safety systems contain large electrical components such as motors for pumps. Electrical circuit
breakers must be closed to feed the power to these components. In addition, for cases of loss of offsite power,
the diesel-generators must be connected (via breaker) to power all the plant electrical equipment. All of these
breakers are normally closed by remote automatic electrical signals; however, they. can be closed manually by
an operator at the switchgear, provided the circuit breaker closing circuit, control power, and breaker operating
mechanism are free of defects. Failure to close the required breakers could lead to core-melt. This issue applies
to the design and operation of all nuclear power plants.

Possible Solutions

The possible solutions to this issue are considered to be the four recommendations281 made by AEOD and
subsequently reviewed282 by NRR:

(1) Provide for monitoring the status of the closing circuit of Class 1E safety-related switchgear circuit breakers
and, for appropriately selected breakers such as diesel-generator output breakers, make the status indication
available to the control room operator. Further, other selected breakers which are normally open and through
which emergency equipment is powered should be reviewed to determine if such monitoring may also be
warranted.

(2) In the short-term, licensees of operating reactors should establish regular local surveillance of Class 1E
switchgear circuit breakers to monitor the readiness status of the spring-charging motor of each unit.

(3) In addition to the above, measures that tend to preclude dirty or corroded contacts, poor electrical
connections, blown control circuit fuses, and improper return of breakers to operable status should be
incorporated into the maintenance procedures and used in actual maintenance practice.

(4) Shift operating personnel should receive periodic training in the logic and operation of circuit breakers
equipped with anti-pumping controls.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

In an evaluation of the issue by PNL,64 implementation of AEOD Recommendations 2 and 3 was assumed.
Only the diesel-generator breakers were considered in the analysis because it was felt that they were the most
significant contributors, based on their ability to simultaneously affect a large number of safety systems. The
analysis was performed using ANO-1 as the representative plant.

Frequency Estimate
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For ANO-1, only one dominant accident sequence corresponds to loss of emergency power--T(LOP)LD1YC.366

Of its minimal cut sets (dominant), only the following involve diesel-generator-related failures:

T(LOP) * LF-AC-DG1 * LF-AC-DG2 * LF-EFS-E11 * [0.36] T(LOP) * LF-AC-DG1 * LF-AC-DG2 * LF-EFC
D1D2CM * [0.05],

where the numbers in brackets [ ] represent the probabilities of nonrecovery within the estimated one-hour
duration prior to onset of a core-melt.

The terms related to diesel-generator failure (LF-AC-DG1 and LF-AC-DG2) are redefined as follows to include a
circuit breaker failure CBF:

LF-AC-DG1 = (LF AC DG1)o + CBF1 LF-AC-DG2 = (LF-AC-DG2)o + CBF2,

The terms with the subscript "o" represent the original terms and the designators "1" and "2" on CBF correspond
to diesel generators "1" and "2", respectively. These term redefinitions resu1t in the generation of two "new"
minimal cut sets, representing the affected minimal cut sets for this issue:

T(LOP) * CBF1 * CBF2 * LF-EFS-E11 * [0.36] T(LOP) * CBF1 * CBF2 * LF-EFC-DID2CM * [0.05]

The terms CBF1 and CBF1 were then calculated using the fo11owing approach. A fault tree for failure to
energize Class 1E [safety-re1ated electrical loads was constructed. This is caused by either diesel-generator
failure or failure of the circuit breaker in its open position. The circuit breaker is failed open as a result of a failure
in the breaker closing circuit and failure of the operator to order that the breaker be activated locally.

The latter is dominated by human error events. Failure to close the circuit breaker normal1y results from either
an incorrect operator response or failure of the operator to respond to breaker position indicator lights. An
incorrect operator response may occur if the operator responds to the wrong indicator light or his order to
manually operate the breaker is misunderstood by another workman and the wrong breaker is closed. Failure of
the operator to respond could be caused by improper indication of the breaker position or the operator failing to
respond to correct light indications. Table 3.55-1 below lists the probabilities per demand for the basic events of
this fault tree.

Event Probability Information Source

TABLE 3.55-1

(1) Operator responds to wrong
light

P(1) = 5 x 10-3
NUREG/CR-1278339

(2) Workman throws wrong breaker P(2) = 5 x 10-3
NUREG/CR-1278339

(3) Improper light indication P(3) = negligiblea
WASH-140016

(4) Operator fails to respond P(4) = 2.5 x 10-1b
NUREG/CR-1278339

(a) Improper light indication requires two simultaneous demand-type failures of indicator lights i.e., green-light
failure due to burn out and red-light indication due to spurious current. Probabilities for such failures are on the
order of 1 x 10-6 and negligible compared to those for human error.

(b) From data for failure to respond to one of M lights on panel; value used corresponds to M > 40. Failure of the
operator on demand to effect on demand a manual bypass of the failed closing circuit is then equivalent to an
unavailability given by.

ABF = P(1) + P(2) + P(3) + P(4) = 2.6 x 10-1

The unavailability of the diesel-generator breaker closing circuit was estimated from the incidents reported in the
AE0D preliminary report.281

Number of failure to close events = 94

Number of reactors affected = 42
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Period considered = 5.25 years

Analysis of these data shows that the number of incidents varied from 0 to 3 per reactor-year and 1 to 8 per
5.25-year period for individual reactors. As these data were derived from required LERs, it is assumed that no
such failures of the Class 1E circuit breakers were reported from any other operating reactor.

Assuming periodic inspection every W weeks and a 1-day repair time if a breaker closing circuit is found
defective, Average down-time (T) = (W/2 + 1/7) weeks.

Failure frequency

where NF = number of failures

341 = the sum of reactor-years in reporting period

52 = the number of weeks/year

Unavailability of breaker closing circuit ( BCC) is given by:

BCC = T

Unavailability of breaker to close on demand ( CBF) is given by:

CBF = BCC * BF

= 0.26 BCC

The unavailability of the breakers to close on demand is critical in the case that transfer of safety-related
electrical loads to diesel-generator power is required. The AEOD report864 noted that approximately 25% of
the incidents reported involved a diesel-generator output breaker. The failure frequency calculation therefore
assumed NF = (94)(0.25) = 23.5. Therefore,

The following table summarizes  and  for three inspection frequencies:

Breaker Unavailability as a Function of Inspection Frequency

Inspection

Frequency (W) BCC [(T)] CBF

[(0.26)( )]
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4 weeks 2.9 x 10-3 8.0 x 10-4

2 weeks 1.5 x 10-3 4.0 x 10-3

1 week 8.6 x 10-4 2.3 x 10-4

NRC has no regulatory requirement for monthly inspections. However, assuming licensees' current inspection
procedures require monthly inspections of the circuit breakers, the base case frequencies of the affected cut
sets become 3 x 10-10/RY and 4.8 x 10-11/RY, respectively. Original values from the AN0-1 study are used for
all terms except CBF1 and CBF2 (which are taken as 8.0 x 10-4 as shown before). Thus the base case affected
core-melt frequency is 3.5 x 10-10/RY for PWRs. Scaling this va1ue for BWRs resulted in a base case affected
core-melt frequency of 2.6 x 10-10/RY.

Increasing the inspection frequency to once per week results in an adjusted case core-melt frequency of 2.8 x
1011/RY (based on an adjusted case value of 2.3 x 10-4 for CBF1 and CBF2). Therefore, the reduction in core-
melt frequency for PWRs and BWRs is 3.2 x 10-10/RY and 2.4 x 1010/RY, respectively.

Consequence Estimate

There are 90 PWRs and 44 BWRs with average remaining lives of 28.8 years and 27.4 years, respectively.
Based on the reductions in core-melt frequency calculated above, PNL determined that the total public risk
reduction associated with this issue is 2 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: The costs to implement the recommendations were estimated by PNL.64 Assuming 5.5 man-
weeks/plant would be required to implement the recommendations in the plant procedures for operating plants,
the total implementation cost was estimated to be $1.17M. Future plants are not affected since the above plans
can be incorporated in their initial procedures.

Based on an increase in labor of 2.5 man-weeks/RY for weekly inspections and/or maintenance of Class 1E
diesel-generator circuit breakers, the total operation and maintenance cost is $21.5M. This estimate includes
training time. Thus, the total industry cost is approximately $23M.

NRC Cost: The cost for development of the solution was calculated to be $120,000, based on an estimate of
1.2 man-yrs. It was assumed that NRC review and approval of industry plans for implementing the solution
would involve 1 man-week/plant for a total cost of $160,000 for all plants. NRC labor to check utility compliance
with the solution through inspection/verification was assumed to be 1 man-hr/RY. Thus, total operation and
maintenance costs were estimated to be $215,000. Therefore, the total NRC cost associated with the solution to
this issue is approximately $0.5M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 2 man-rem, the value/impact score is given by:

Other Considerations

(1) The low cost recommendations i.e., revising procedures, could be costbeneficial on those plants that have
experienced a relatively larger number of failures.

(2) The area of diesel-generator output breakers has also received attention during the staff's investigation
of Issue A-44, "Station Blackout." In NUREG/CR-2989,665 it was concluded that the output breakers (in
combination with load sequencers) were responsible for about 10% of all emergency AC power system failures.
The Regulatory Guide to be issued with the resolution of Issue A-44 will address the area of diesel-generator
output breakers as part of reliability improvements of onsite sources.
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(3) The NRR responses662 to AE0D concluded that the overall issue could be effectively addressed by
improvements in maintenance procedures and periodic testing. IE lnformation Notice No. 83-50663 was later
issued by OIE.

(4) Implementation of the solution will not increase occupational dose because it involves the specification and
authorization of inspection procedures. However occupational dose from operation and maintenance of the
solution was estimated to increase by 750 man-rem.

CONCLUSION

In AEOD/C301,864 a number of failures of circuit breakers were tabulated and then evaluated to determine
recommendations to remedy the problems found. This report did not provide any evaluation of the potential
safety significance of the failures and did not address the following question: Are such failures an indication of
an unacceptable failure rate? Based on the above risk analysis, we have concluded that the potential safety
significance does not appear to indicate a need for issuing generic requirements. Furthermore, the issue was
adequately addressed by IE Information Notice No 83-50.663 Based on the value/impact score calculated above,
this issue was DROPPED from further consideration.
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Issue 56: Abnormal Transient Operating Guidelines as Applied to a Steam
Generator Overfill Event
DESCRIPTION

On April 8, 1981, while operating at 100% power, the Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit 1 experienced a moderate
feedwater-overfill transient in one of its once-through steam generators. AEOD performed a case study of
this event, concluded that the event posed a potential generic safety problem, and issued a preliminary report
on April 9, 1982, to document its findings.318 NRR reviewed the report and forwarded comments to AEOD
on July 30, 1982.319 The final AEOD report was issued on August 30, 1982. In a memorandum320 to AEOD
in October 1982, NRR acknowledged the issues raised by the AEOD report and stated that the two specific
recommendations of the AEOD report will be considered in on-going NRR programs. The recommendation
that attention should be focused on changes in equipment and procedures to resolve this overfill issue is
being considered under USI A-47. The recommendation that the time margins available for operator action
should be considered in the human factors control room review is being considered in TMI Action Plan Item
I.D.1. In addition, NRR observed that several B&W licensees have committed to actions which may resolve
or mitigate the steam generator feedwater-overfill concerns. This position was subsequently reaffirmed in a
memorandum321 on November 1, 1982, from the EDO to Commissioner Ahearne which stated:

"...In general, NRR agrees that steam generator overfill is an important concern which needs to be resolved
and has on-going programs addressing all of the important aspects of the problem. The USI A-47...is directly
addressing the need for automatic action or adequate action times for protection against steam generator
overfill...Related activities are under way in the Control Room Design Review (TMI Action Plan Item I.D.1)..."

In addition, the EDO stated321 that:

"The resolution of USI A-47 will establish the requirements and review criteria for steam generator overfill
protection...(and) actions by licensees are underway which may resolve or mitigate the overfill concern even
before the implmentation of requirements stemming from USI A-47..."

CONCLUSION

The issue is not a separate issue but rather a sub-task of USI A-47, which is directly addressing the need for
automatic action on adequate action times for protection against steam generator overfill, and by the related
activities under

TMI Action Plan Item I.D.1 (Control Room Design Review), which is addressing the time margins available for
operator action.
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Issue 57: Effects of Fire Protection System Actuation on Safety-Related
Equipment (Rev. 3)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was identified at an NRC Operating Reactor Events meeting on January 7, 1982,1027 and addressed
fire protection system (FPS) actuations that resulted in adverse interactions with safety-related equipment at
operating nuclear power plants. Events showed that safety-related equipment subjected to FPS water spray
could be rendered inoperable. The events also indicated numerous spurious actuations of the FPS initiated
by operator testing errors or by maintenance activities (e.g., welding), steam, or high humidity in the vicinity of
FPS detectors. At the Reactor Events meeting, OIE was assigned the responsibility to review previous FPS
actuations and consider development of an Information Notice; in addition, DE/NRR was expected to review the
events and consider the need for modifications to FPS requirements or licensing review procedures.

An AEOD memorandum1028 issued on January 28, 1982 provided examples of FPS actuation interactions in
addition to those identified at the Reactor Events meeting and suggested that all types of FPS suppression
systems (e.g., water, halon, CO2, and other chemicals) be considered in the OIE and NRR reviews. An NRR
response to the AEOD concerns was provided in August 1982.510

In November 1982, DE/NRR presented a review of FPS regulations and guidelines regarding interactions
between FPS features and plant safety systems as well as a review of operating experience involving such
interactions. It was concluded that, if existing guidelines were properly implemented, such interactions should be
minimized. However, LERs indicated that the guidelines had not been properly implemented at some plants.

On June 22, 1983, IE Information Notice 83-411025 was issued to alert licensees and provided examples
of previous experiences in which actuation of fire suppression systems caused damage or inoperability of
systems important to safety. The IE Notice indicated that the plant Fire Hazards Analysis required by 10 CFR
50 Appendix R and by the related NRR BTP11 required, not only consideration of the consequences of a
postulated fire, but also consideration of the effects of fire-fighting activities. The IE Notice stated that a properly
conducted Fire Hazards Analysis in conjunction with a physical walk-down of plant areas would have identified
instances where minor modifications such as shielding equipment and sealing conduit ends would have reduced
equipment water damage from inadvertent FPS operation. The IE Notice indicated that none of the reported
events resulted in a serious impact on the functional capability of a plant to protect public health and safety.
However, examples were given where it would not be difficult to extrapolate actual occurrences into a sequence
of events that could lead to more serious consequences.

Safety Significance

FPS actuations which result in adverse interaction with plant safety systems reduce the availability of such safety
systems needed to achieve safe plant shutdown or to mitigate a postulated accident.

Possible Solution

A possible solution was to follow up IE Information Notice 83-411025 with an IE Bulletin that would require
licensees to reevaluate their implementation of the FPS guidelines regarding adverse interactions with safety
systems, to ensure that safety-related equipment not damaged by fire can perform its intended function during
and following an FPS actuation.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

In order to estimate the frequency of FPS actuations resulting in adverse interactions with plant safety systems,
a review of plant operating events over a four-year period from 1979 through 1982 was conducted. During this
period, there were 30 FPS actuations where FPS suppressant (water or gas) was released or the FPS actuation
circuitry isolated a safety system. Of these 30 occurrences, 24 were inadvertent and directly related to personnel
error during maintenance and/or test work on the FPS or systems adjacent to FPS detectors, 2 resulted from
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system steam leaks which actuated FPS heat/smoke detectors, and 2 were FPS water valve gradual leaks
without actual FPS actuation. One occurrence was a planned FPS suppressant (CO2) release test and the other
was due to a fire in the area.

During this same time period, there were some additional inadvertent FPS actuations without release of fire
suppressant since there was no heat to melt the sprinkler head fusible links. These cases had no potential
interaction effect and were not considered further. Of the 30 FPS actuations summarized above, 18 caused an
interaction with a safety system; 16 of these involved only a single train of redundant(2) train system while the
other 2 involved redundant trains of a given safety system. All but 2 of the 18 interactions involved open head
deluge water sprinkler systems spraying water onto safety system equipment or oil supplies. The remaining
2 interactions involved FPS actuation circuitry interacting with the control circuitry of a single train of a safety
system but no release of suppressant. The systems affected by the single train and redundant train interactions
are tabulated in Table 3.57-1.

In order to estimate the contribution of these interactions to potential core-melt accidents, Table 3.57-1 was
used to identify typical interactions with systems represented in plant dominant accident sequences leading to
core-melt. The FPS interaction with redundant trains of a diesel generator system (in the above case, water
contamination of the fuel oil common to both diesel generators) represented a potential common mode failure of
the onsite emergency AC power function.

The HPCI and RCIC interactions above actually constitute safety system single train interactions since each
system is backed by the ADS plus LPCI. However, for conservatism, it was assumed that these data were
equivalent to one redundant train interaction representing potential common mode failure of high pressure
injection protection against an SBLOCA.

TABLE 3.57-1

Systems Affected by Interactions

Redundant Train Interactions Single Train Interactions

System Occurrences System Occurrences

Diesel-Generator 1 Diesel-Generator 4

Aux Bldg., Fuel Bldg. 1 ESF, SGTS Charocal 4

Ventilation-Charcoal Filters

Filters RCIC 2

Core Spray 2

HPCI 2

Hydrogen Recombiner 1

RPS MG Set 1

2 16

There was one redundant train and several(4) single train interactions causing inoperability of charcoal filters of
various safety grade ventilation systems. However, these interactions were not contributors in core-melt accident
sequences even though they can adversely affect radiation releases from a plant following an accident. These
occurrences were not considered in estimating contribution of these interactions to core-melt accidents.

Consequently, it was assumed the above data represented a potential common mode failure of onsite
emergency AC power or high pressure injection function during the operating period reviewed. During this
period, an average of 75 reactors were operating. Thus, the frequency of common mode failure for either system
was estimated to be once in 300 RY or 0.0033/RY.

To evaluate the frequency of the cut sets and sequences affected by these common mode failures, it was
necessary to estimate the resulting additional system unavailability using the above common mode failure
frequency of 0.0033/RY per system.
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Two sequences were considered in determining the increased system unavailability. The first sequence
considered a potential inadvertent FPS actuation resulting in total loss of either HPI or onsite emergency
AC power followed by a 36-hour period when either the HPI or diesel generators are out of service. The 36-
hour period was selected based on plant TS considerations assuming that plant personnel are aware that
the inadvertent FPS actuation has occurred but are unable to restore operability to the affected system. Plant
TS require that, in the event of total inoperability of such systems, the operators must restore operability of at
least one train within one hour. If operability cannot be restored, then the plant must be in hot standby in the
next 6 hours and in cold shutdown in the following 24 hours. It was assumed that the plant would be no longer
vulnerable to loss of these systems after cold shutdown was achieved.

The second sequence considered a potential plant transient or SBLOCA followed by a 3-day period during
which the plant would be vulnerable to an inadvertent FPS actuation which could cause total loss of the diesel
generators or the HPI system. The 3-day vulnerability period was assumed on the basis that 3 days are long
enough to restore AC power from offsite, depressurize the RCS, and operate in a recirculation mode. Also, after
3 days, reactor decay heat flux is low enough that various auxiliary system small-capacity, low-head pumps
could be aligned to keep up with atmospheric boil-off of decay heat in a feed-and-bleed mode, if necessary.

If it were assumed that Sequence 2 was additive to Sequence 1, the total period of plant vulnerability from
outage of either system could be 4.5 days. Using 4.5 days, the additional unavailability of either system was
estimated to be:

This additional unavailability was then added to each of the parameters associated with core-melt sequences
involving loss of onsite emergency AC power or HPI system function. The resulting increase in core-melt
frequency was estimated to be 3.4 x 10-7/RY, of which 55% was associated with diesel generator unavailability
and the remaining 45% with HPI system unavailability.

Based on the operating experience used and the derived additional system unavailability, safety system
interactions associated with inadvertent FPS actuations represented non-dominant contributors to the overall
core-melt risk of a plant.

With regard to spurious FPS actuations interacting with a single train of a safety system, the operating
experience in Table 3.57-1 indicated that one train of a given system could have been affected as often as
18 times during the 300 RY operating period reviewed. Thus, a single train interaction frequency as high as
6 x 10-2/RY can be derived. However, even at this frequency, such occurrences were considered insignificant
contributors to total system unavailability since the redundant train would still be available. Also, in all of the
single train interactions reported, the affected train was restored to operability within the outage time for a single
system train allowed by plant TS.

Consequence Estimate

Because the contribution to core-melt was low, the potential reduction in public risk was not calculated.

Cost Estimate

The minimum cost/plant to comply with an IE Bulletin which required all licensees to reevaluate their
implementation of FPS guidelines concerning FPS interactions would involve three-quarters of an engineering
staff-year (~$75,000) to conduct the review and submit a report to the NRC. Any resulting changes to plant
procedures or FPS hardware would be additional cost and would be unique to each plant. Also, NRC effort to
review the response from each plant would average 2 to 3 staff-months/plant or approximately $20,000/plant.
Thus, the minimum cost to comply with an IE Bulletin was estimated to be $100,000/plant, exclusive of plant-
unique FPS modifications.

Value/Impact Assessment

No priority score was calculated since the frequency and consequence estimates were very low.
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Uncertainty

As noted above, approximately 80% of the 30 FPS actuations reviewed were a direct result of personnel
error during maintenance and/or testing of the FPS or systems adjacent to FPS detectors. Coupled with the
consideration that following a plant transient or L0CA it is very unlikely that plant personnel would be engaged
in such work, the likelihood of inadvertent FPS actuations as postulated for the second sequence considered in
the frequency analysis above would be low. If only the first sequence of events were considered, the core-melt
contribution due to unavailability of onsite emergency AC power or the HPI system would reduce to 1.1 x 10-7/
RY.

Other Considerations

Surry 2 Feedwater Line Rupture: The data base used in the frequency analysis did not include the feedwater
line rupture event at Surry 2 on December 9, 1986. During this event, the Cardox and Halon fire suppression
systems were actuated by steam/water intrusion into their control panels. The security repeater (located
approximately 5 feet from a Cardox discharge nozzle) failed and was later found to be covered with a thick
layer of ice. As a result, security communications were limited to the non-repeater hand-held radios. Therefore,
the actuation of the Surry FPS resulted in the loss of a single train of a safety system. This was the first such
occurrence at the Surry plant in its 14 years of operation and one could calculate a frequency of occurrence of
actuation of the FPS resulting in the loss of a single train of a safety system at Surry of 1/14 or 7.1 x 10-2/RY. The
data base used in the analysis of this issue identified 18 events in which actuation of the FPS resulted in the loss
of a single train of a safety system. For the 300 RY represented by the data base, the 18 events would result
in a frequency of 6 x 10-2/RY for FPS actuation causing loss of one train of a safety system. It was concluded
that the operational history at Surry was in sufficient agreement with the data base used for the above analysis
and the significance of the Surry event with regard to the interaction of the FPS with plant safety systems was
encompassed within this issue.

CO2 Releases: During the operating period reviewed, 3 of the 28 releases of fire suppressant were releases of
CO2: 2 were inadvertent and 1 was a planned CO2 system acceptance test. One event caused evacuation of
maintenance personnel from a cable spreading room following the FPS pre-release alarm. In most plants, the
cable spreading room is an unmanned area. The second event resulted in sufficient pressure buildup to force
open a closed door in an ECCS penetration room. The third event was a planned acceptance test which failed to
achieve the specified CO2 concentration but also caused rapid temperature reduction in a cable spreading room
such that some instrument cabinets approached their operating temperature lower limit. In this latter case, the
CO2 system was replaced with a halon gas system. None of these releases resulted in an adverse interaction
with safety systems or a plant transient. The staff's FPS guidelines addressed the possibility of each of the
conditions described above.

External Events: An additional consideration concerned a potential external event such as a large smoke cloud
due to a large offsite fire, or a seismic event which could cause actuation of multiple smoke detectors which
could cause inadvertent release of fire suppressant in several plant areas.

During the operating period reviewed, there was one occurrence of a large external smoke cloud due to a large
grass fire near a plant that actuated several smoke detectors. In this instance, no suppressant was released
since the smoke detectors were used with pre-action water sprinkler systems which require heat in the vicinity of
the sprinkler head to melt the fusible link before releasing suppressant. Also, the operators had advance notice
of the approaching smoke cloud and had time to start operation and to have personnel available to establish
fire watches in an area where smoke detectors were actuated. For a plant with open head deluge sprinklers,
the advance warning would permit time to deactivate the deluge system and post a fire watch in an area where
safety equipment might be exposed.

A core-melt frequency of 3 x 10-9/RY was estimated for large offsite fires causing an inappropriate or inadvertent
actuation of the FPS and further failures resulting in core-melt events. The one precursor event mentioned above
translated to a frequency estimate of 1.4 x 10-3/RY for offsite fire-induced FPS actuation. A probability of 0.1 was
assumed for failure to post a fire watch and take manual control of the FPS. AFWS failure assumptions were as
follows:

Probability that AFWS is protected by an open head
deluge system

= 0.02
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Probability of AFWS electrical failure due to deluge = 0.02

Probability of operator error defeating manual
operational of AFWS

= 0.10

Failure of feed-and-bleed heat removal was assumed to be 0.5/demand. These estimates and assumptions were
used to calculate the 3 x 10-9/RY core-melt frequency estimate for offsite fire-induced FPS actuation. Thus, the
offsite fire contribution to core-melt for this issue was found to be negligible.

The frequency of a core-melt event initiated by a seismic event of OBE magnitude or greater causing an
inadvertent actuation of the FPS was estimated to be 10-8 /RY. It was believed that there was still some
conservativism inherent in this estimate and that a more rigorous development of a best estimate frequency for
this sequence of events would result in a lower frequency estimate. The LLNL Report (UCRL-53037), which
provided estimates of earthquake frequency at the Zion site and the conditional probabilities of transient or
LOCA initiators given an earthquake, was used to develop a frequency of 2 x 10-6/RY for earthquake-induced
LOCA and 5.6 x 10-4/RY for earthquake-induced loss of offsite power (T1) transients. Examination of systems
and equipment at 109 different major industrial facilities (including power plants) that experienced seismic
events (peak ground accelerations from 0.1g to 0.75g) revealed no inadvertent operation of FPS. Therefore, a
conditional probability of 10-2 was assumed for FPS actuation, given an earthquake. The 30 inadvertent FPS
actuation events yielded only one event in which complete loss of safety function (emergency onsite power
diesel generators) resulted. Therefore, a conditional probability of loss of safety function given an earthquake
was assumed to be 1/30 or 3.3 x 10-2. This probability was assumed for both a loss of emergency onsite
power for T1 transient events and loss of high pressure injection for LOCA events. Solution of the LOCA and
T1 transient event trees resulted in the 10-8/RY estimated core-melt frequency due to seismic-induced FPS
actuations. When compared to the estimated core-melt frequency of 3.4 x 10-7/RY from other scenarios resulting
from inadvertent FPS actuation, the seismic contribution was found to be negligible.

Periodic Fire Protection Program Audits: There already existed a mechanism for mandatory review of the
Fire Protection Program and implementing procedures for each plant without requiring an IE Bulletin. The TS for
each plant requires under Administrative Controls:

(a) An independent fire protection and loss prevention inspection and audit annually utilizing either qualified
offsite licensee personnel or an outside protection firm.

(b) Audit of the Fire Program and implementing procedures at least once every 24 months.

(c) An inspection and audit of the fire protection and loss prevention program by an outside qualified fire
consultant at intervals no greater than 3 years.

The issuance of IE Notice 83-411025 and periodic INPO Significant Event Reports provide timely operations
feedback to enable licensees to consider applicability of such events in the periodic program reviews indicated
above. Several plants have documented instances where their periodic reviews in conjunction with the feedback
information identified an area where there was potential for FPS interaction with part of a safety system and
corrective action was taken.

CONCLUSION

Based solely on the above quantitative analysis, this issue would have been given a low priority ranking
(See Appendix C). However, the external events portions of the analysis, although resulting in a low safety
significance, had (by their very nature) large uncertainty error bands inherent in the determination of frequencies
of occurrence for rare events (i.e., earthquakes). In addition, the analysis of events resulting in core-melt
from inadvertent FPS actuation considered the frequencies of initiating events (particularly transients) to be
independent of the FPS actuation. Initially, it must be assumed that, if inadvertent FPS actuations can result
in the loss of a safety system train or function, in some instances it can also result in the initiation of a reactor
transient. This limited analysis could not incorporate such subtle effects of FPS actuation. Hence, it could be
assumed that the true core-melt frequency would be greater than that calculated above.

The ACRS and the nuclear industry showed a higher interest in this concern than that which would be normally
warranted of a low priority safety issue. In fact, the nuclear industry, through EPRI, initiated a study of the effect
of inadvertent FPS actuation on plant safety. The EPRI study was one of three research initiatives suggested

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1025.html
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by the EEI Fire Protection Committee as a result of their review of electrical utility experience with the design
and operation of FPS at both nuclear and non-nuclear electric generation facilities. In consideration of the above
factors, this issue was given a medium priority ranking.

In resolving the issue, the staff evaluated 4 plants and found that the dominant risk contributors fell into the
following 2 categories: (1) seismic-induced fire plus seismic-induced suppressant diversion; or (2) seismic-
induced actuation of the FPS. Both of these categories were to be addressed in the IPEEE.1222 The staff's
technical findings were published in NUREG-14721541 and NRC Information Notice 94-121543 was issued. An
evaluation of the issue was documented in NUREG/CR-5580.1588 Thus, the issue was RESOLVED with no new
requirements.1542 Consideration of a license renewal period of 20 years would not affect the resolution.
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Issue 58: Containment Flooding
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

The containment flooding issue stems from a flooding event that occurred at the Indian Point 2 reactor in
October 1980.424 A large quantity of water leaked from fan coolers onto the containment building floor and
subsequently filled the sumps and the cavity beneath the reactor vessel. The cavity accumulated enough water
to wet the bottom of the reactor vessel to a height of about nine feet. The water was supplied to the fan coolers
by an open-loop system (i.e., a system that receives and discharges water without recycling or accountability; in
this case the water was drawn directly from the Hudson River and discharged back into the river.

There were multiple causes of the event, but the main cause was probably a lack of knowledge by the operators
that the sump pumps were inoperable. There was no way to accurately monitor the sump flow rate, which had
stopped.

Safety Significance

The main concern at the time of the Indian Point Unit 2 (IP-2) event was the possibility of damage to the reactor
pressure vessel from thermal stresses.423 Subsequent analyses423,426 indicated that cracking of the vessel
should not occur. Another concern was that, due to the brackish water, chloride-induced cracking might occur
in stainless steel conduits and instrument thimbles at the reactor vessel base. Detailed inspection showed that
no damage occurred and residual chlorides were washed off to prevent future damage. There was also some
concern about flooding safety-related electrical equipment, but no damaged equipment was found in the flooded
region.

Other concerns recorded the following:

(1) Leak opening in an open water supply system might cause a post-LOCA release path from containment,

(2) Flood water could cause boron dilution in the core cooling water following a LOCA and contribute to a
recriticality event,

(3) Leakage from fan cooler systems could reduce the post-LOCA ability to cool the containment.

Of the several concerns raised, only the following are directly related to flood effects:

(1) Thermal-induced cracking of the pressure vessel

(2) Chloride-induced cracking of the pressure vessel

(3) Failure of electrical equipment

(4) Boron dilution following a LOCA.

The other two concerns, leak openings providing a post-LOCA release path from containment and leakage-
induced inoperability of the containment fan coolers after a LOCA, do not require concurrent flooding to be
potentially detrimental. Thus, for the purposes of this issue analysis, only the first four concerns, those directly
related to flooding, are addressed.

Possible Solution

As a result of the containment flooding incident, short- and long-term steps were established to resolve the
issue. IE Bulletin 80-24 was issued on November 21, 1980, in response to the IP-2 incident. The bulletin
required that all plants with open cooling water systems take a number of short-term actions to preclude IP-2
type events in the interim, before longer term generic actions could be applied. These actions are still in place
pending long-term resolution of the flooding issue. Both the short- and long-term resolutions are complex
because of the many different designs involved and may need to be handled on a plant-by-plant basis. Long-
term solutions would be aimed at improving the systems to detect, alarm, and prevent containment flooding.

There are potential flooding problems with closed water systems within containment that are supplied with
automatic makeup water (e.g., pump seal, pump cooling, control rod injection). Also, open systems that are
normally closed (e.g., fire protection, cleanup, post-LOCA) are potential flooding sources.
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The long-term solution is likely to be plant specific. Some of the potential solutions that have been mentioned
include:

(1) Improved sump level indicators

(2) Continuous sump(s) inventory system for control room monitoring

(3) Pump totalizer indicators for control room

(4) Improved alarm systems

(5) Periodic physical surveillance by operators where practical

(6) Television surveillance systems

(7) Capacitance water alarms

(8) Periodic hydrostatic test checks for leaks to reduce flooding.

Some plants already have a variety of these systems.

The proposed solution used as a basis of analysis here consists of installing a sump flow rate monitoring system
with control room readout for surveillance of the flow volume and rate out of the sump. The system is assumed
to be comprised of a continuous recorder which indicates the time in which the primary sump pumps are on
and off. The reactor operator would check the recorder at least once per shift to assure the pump flow cycle
is repetitive. (Normally, the pumps start after the sump water level rises to a certain point, then shut off when
the sump is nearly empty.) Limit controls would be established for normal minimum and maximum pump cycle
times. When the time limits are exceeded in either direction, this would be indicated by a blinking light to gain an
operator's attention. The operator would be able to take appropriate action based upon whether the sump flow
was decreasing or increasing.

The resolution described would apply to plants with open water systems in containment and to plants whose
closed water systems in containment are provided with automatic feed water makeup, except plants that already
have these or better systems installed. The installation work would take place during a scheduled outage.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

An analysis of accident frequency by PNL64 (taking into consideration the PRAs for Indian Point and Zion),425

indicates accident frequencies that are very low because accident occurrence depends on prolonged massive
service water leakage, without detection and corrective action, in combination with other events of low
probability. The qualitative arguments in support of a judgment that containment flooding "is an insignificant
contribution to plant risk" are stated in the Indian Point PRA389 as follows:

1. The service water pipe rupture must either occur as a result of the LOCA or occur randomly after the start of
the LOCA.

2. If the service water pipe were to rupture, the individual service water lines to the containment fan cooler units
can be readily isolated from outside the containment building (two MOVs in series in each of the inlet lines and
two MOVs in series in each of the fan cooler outlet and fan cooler motor outlet service water lines for Unit 2, and
similar manual valves for Unit 3).

3. Flow and temperature indication is available to allow rapid detection of a failed service water line.

The Zion PRA425 indicated a frequency of less than 10-8/RY for an undetected flood lasting long enough
to endanger safety-related electrical equipment (i.e., over 8 hours). Taken together with a 10-2 contingent
probability that the electrical equipment would fail in such a way as to induce a LOCA, this points to an accident
frequency of less than 10-10/RY by this mechanism.64

For direct flood-induced breach of the primary-system pressure boundary the Zion PRA also indicates a less
than l0-10/RY frequency. This is based on calculations indicating a frequency of the order of 10-8 to 10-7/RY for
flood water contacting the reactor vessel and a less than 10-3 contingent probability of severe crack growth as a
result.64
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For a boron dilution-induced PWR accident, the PNL analysis indicates an approximately 10-11/RY frequency.64

The basis of this frequency estimate includes a 10-7 /RY frequency for a large enough flood, a 10-4 contingent
probability of an independent LOCA while the containment is flooded, and an assumed contingent probability of
1 for destructive boron-dilution-induced recriticality, given flood and LOCA. Thus, the overall accident frequency
may be taken as 2 x 10-10/RY.

Consequence Estimate

A 4 x 106 man-rem public dose may be taken as representative of BWR-3 and PWR release categories (see
Introduction and Appendix A), in which fuel melts due to loss of core cooling and containment fails to isolate
properly or fails due to overpressure. The risk reduction per reactor based on a 30-year operating life is (2 x
10-10)(4 x 106)(30) = 0.02 man-rem/reactor. This corresponds to 2 man-rem for 99 affected reactors.

Cost Estimate

PNL64 estimated the principal cost elements as follows:

Equipment $10,000/plant

Labor (engineering, installation,etc.; 14 man-weeks) $30,000/plant

Operation and maintenance(3 man-weeks/plant year) $7,000/plant-year

These rough approximation cost elements yield an estimate of roughly $20M total industry cost for the 99
affected plants. Associated NRC costs are low in comparison (estimated at about $4M total for 99 plants).64

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a total risk reduction of 2 man-rem, the value/impact score is given by:

Uncertainty Bounds

Analysis based on evaluation of the Indian Point containment flooding incident426 can provide an approach to
estimating the accident frequency that is quite different from PNL's Zion-PRA-based approach described above.
This different estimate is developed below.

The fact that the Indian Point flooding incident has occurred, after less than 1000 reactor-years of operating
experience, suggests, on the face of it, a frequency of the order of 10-3/RY for a major in-containment flood.
Information dissemination and other measures already taken since the Indian Point incident can reasonably
be credited with reduction of that frequency by a factor of 10, to about 10-4/RY. The PNL Zion estimate of 10-8

to 10-7/RY is likely to overstate the learning benefit. On the other hand, the PNL assumption of 10-3 to 10-2 for
the contingent probabilities of reactor vessel failure or LOCA induced by flooding of electrical equipment does
not reflect any identified specific mechanisms for such events to be induced by the flood. The Indian Point
evaluation,426 taking into account the presence of insulation and other factors, indicated the absence of jeopardy
to the primary system pressure boundary due to thermal stress or chloride. Accordingly, we may reasonably
assume a contingent probability for primary-system failure due to thermal stress or chloride or LOCA due to
electrical equipment flooding that is less than 10-5, representing allowance for only not-specifically-identified
failure mechanisms.

As for boron dilution,426 a contingent probability of 10-5 for LOCA occurring during a major in-containment
flood may well be a better estimate than PNL's 8 x 10-5, which assumed a one-month susceptibility to the two
concurrent failures.

Applying the above-developed factors to estimation of accident frequency yields the following results:
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For primary pressure boundary failure:

Frequency 10-4 x 10-5, i.e., 10-9/RY

For LOCA induced by flooding of electical equipment:

Frequency 10-4 x 10-5, i.e., 10-9/RY

For boron-dilution recriticality accident in PWRs:

Frequency = 10-4 x 10-5 = 10-9/RY

Thus, the overall accident frequency as estimated by this alternative approach may be taken as of the order
of 3 x 10-9/RY. This is 15 times higher than the PNL estimate. Consequently, the risk reduction and value/
impact score derived from this alternative frequency estimate are also 15 times higher than the corresponding
figures derived from the PNL work. This results in a risk reduction of 0.4 man-rem/reactor or 40 man-rem for 99
reactors. Therefore, consideration of this risk reduction produces a value/impact score of approximately 2 man-
rem/$M.

With respect to costs, PNL has indicated uncertainty bands of about 1.5 in each direction for cost estimates
on the estimating basis used.64 Absence of detailed estimates and plant-to-plant variability suggest overall
uncertainty bands that are substantially wider.

Additional Considerations

Occupational exposure would be involved in backfit of plants that have operated. The backfit occupational
exposure was estimated by PNL at about 4.5 man-rem/plant, or 230 man-rem for 52 backfit plants. All plants
would involve increased occupational exposure for maintenance and operation. The increase was estimated
by PNL64 at about 0.5 man-rem/RY. RAB estimated it at "less than 1% of the average, annual cumulative
occupational exposure experienced at most BWR and PWR plants."475 The overall total occupational exposure
on the basis of the PNL estimates would be about 1600 man-rem for 99 reactors.

Occupational exposure would also occur in connection with containment cleanup after a flooding event. The
expected infrequency of such events limits the preventive-measures occupational exposure that could be
justified by this consideration.

Licensees have economic incentives, apart from any safety considerations, to avoid containment flooding and
consequent plant down time.

CONCLUSION

The low risk reduction potential and low value/impact score calculated, together with consideration of
occupational exposure that would be involved and allowance for the uncertainties discussed, indicate that this
issue should be DROPPED. This conclusion is pointed to by the more conservative analysis presented under
"Uncertainty Bounds" as well as by the less conservative analysis based on PNL's work, summarized in the
"Priority Determination" above.

The conclusion that it would be appropriate to drop further efforts on this issue is not intended to undo the
cautionary actions already in place as a result of IE Bulletin 80-24.
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Issue 59: Technical Specification Requirements for Plant Shutdown When
Equipment for Safe Shutdown Is Degraded or Inoperable (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

As a result of the loss of high head injection capability at McGuire Unit 1 on February 12, 1982, this issue was
raised by Region II because plant TS require (somewhat rapid) plant shutdown if certain safety equipment is
inoperable.553 The main concern is that the TS requirements may not adequately consider the potential for
placing the plant in a "less safe" condition by requiring shutdown of an otherwise normally functioning unit or by
requiring a plant to proceed to cold shutdown when "hot shutdown" may be the more desirable condition.767

Safety Significance

Plant TS LCOs are typically written to require proceeding to various stages of shutdown if certain systems are
inoperable. If some systems are inoperable and a plant is required by the TS to go to some stage of shutdown,
this action may increase the probability of needing the inoperable systems as a line of defense. In some cases,
the shutdown process itself may require operation of the inoperable equipment.

Possible Solution

A resolution could require TS modifications to acknowledge when continued power operation or other mode of
operation is preferable. Because of the wide range of possible system failures, operating conditions, and plant
configurations, a systematic quantification of all the alternatives could be a fairly large task and would probably
result in a number of decisions based on very close calls.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

In order to provide some indication of what a quantitative analysis may involve, an assessment of this issue was
done by PNL.64 A number of assumptions were made in this analysis in an attempt to quantify a potential core-
melt frequency reduction for a case in which a plant was left operating, as opposed to rapidly shutting it down,
given some safety equipment is inoperable.

The ORNL Precursor Study (NUREG/CR-2497)76 was used along with data from an EPRI ATWS study
(NP-2230)307 to calculate a base case and and adjusted-case core-melt frequency for this issue. The techniques
and data presented in NUREG/CR-249776 were modified to allow a comparison of the risk of core damage with
a safety system inoperable for continued reactor operation versus immediate shutdown. To accomplish this,
specific systems were chosen for failure and appropriate event trees developed. Data on system failure were
then adapted to fit the need for: (1) failure frequency, (2) failure on demand, or (3) failure over a specified time
interval. For this analysis, a BWR was chosen and it was assumed that the HPCI and RCIC are redundant safety
systems. Failure of both the RCIC and HPCI was then postulated.

To examine this issue, generic event trees were developed based on the flow logic developed in the Precursor
Study76 for BWR transients. The first event tree64 depicted a failure of safety systems followed by a shutdown by
the operator. The transient which could then follow was shown as "loss of feedwater given shutdown," chosen
here as representative of transients which would challenge the ECCS. The second event tree depicted the case
where operation continues. Another initiating event is then required, taken here as loss of feedwater given an
ECCS subsystem failure. The following data were taken from NUREG/CR-2497:76

Event
Description

Occurrences Plant-
Years (RY)

Demands Failure
Frequency(RY)-1

Failure
Probability
on Demand

Loss of
Feedwater

39 66 - 0.58 -
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Event
Description

Occurrences Plant-
Years (RY)

Demands Failure
Frequency(RY)-1

Failure
Probability
on Demand

Reactor
Subcritical

- - - - 1.3 x 10-6

RCIC/HPCI
Failure

4.9 99 - 0.049 0.0039

Long-Term Core
Cooling Failure

- - - - 1.1 x 10-4

The analysis results hinge on the probability of inducing a feedwater transient on shutdown vs. a feedwater
transient occurring at power during the time the systems remain inoperable. Data for these values are lacking
at this time so values are estimated based on the ATWS report.307 For BWR Transient Category 26 (decreasing
feedwater flow during startup or shutdown), the frequency reported is 0.07/RY. It is assumed here that the
plant is shutdown about 12 times per year resulting in a probability of about 0.01 for a feedwater transient on
shutdown. It is further assumed that 50% of these transients are decreases in feedwater during shutdown with
50% of these resulting in complete loss of function. The probability (p1) of loss of feedwater on scram is therefore
assumed to be (0.01)(0.5)(0.5) = 0.0025.

To estimate the probability of feedwater failure during an ECCS subsystem outage, a one-day failure duration is
assumed with the plant remaining at power for that 1 day. The probability (p2) of independent loss of feedwater
over the one-day ECCS subsystem outage is approximated by p2 = λt = 0.0016, where λ = 0.58/RY and t = (1
day)/(365 day/RY) = 0.0027 RY.

These data were entered in the event trees by PNL,64 Sequences 5, 6, 7, and 8 were summed and then
Sequences 12, 13, 14, and 15 were summed. The core-melt frequency was calculated to be 3.5 x 10-6/RY for
the base case, i.e., the rapid shutdown of the plant. The core-melt frequency was calculated to be 2.2 x 10-6 /RY
for the adjusted case, i.e., where the plant continued to operate.

The event trees developed for the Precursor Study76 give a measure of core damage only. To equate this with
the core-melt frequency used in other risk studies, the above core-damage frequencies were divided by a factor
of 30 for the reasons given below.

An analysis of the ORNL Precursor Study by INPO claims that the chances of a severe nuclear accident
were estimated 30 times too high.64 Furthermore, severe core damage (assumed to be analogous to that at
TMI-2 in the Precursor Study) is presumably less severe than core-melt, the level of core damage normally
considered in nuclear power plant risk studies. Based on these considerations, it is assumed that the frequency
of core damage as assessed using the Precursor Study should be divided by INPO's factor of 30 to result in the
frequency of core-melt.

Thus, the base case and adjusted case core-melt frequencies become 1.2 x 10-7/RY and 7 x 10-8/RY,
respectively and the core-melt frequency reduction is 5 x 10-8 /RY. An average LWR dose factor of 3.3 x 10*
man-rem was calculated from NUREG/CR-2800,64 (Appendices A-D). Based on this factor, the potential risk
reduction would be (5 x 10-8/RY)(3.3 x 106 man-rem) or 0.17 man rem/RY.

The result shows a slight decrease in risk. However, the calculation is heavily dependent on the assumed value
for the probability of loss of feedwater on shutdown vs. the probability of loss of feedwater over a 1 day ECCS
outage. This dependency can be seen by doing the same type of calculation but assuming a 1.5 day outage
time. Then, for the adjusted case, P = λt = 0.0024 and evaluating events 12, 13, 14, and 15 yields an adjusted
case frequency of about 3.2 x 10-6 /RY. This would then show an even smaller risk reduction when compared to
the base case result of 3.5 x 10-6/RY. (Again, these would be reduced by a factor of 30). Similarly, if 2 days were
assumed, P = λt = 0.32 and the core-melt frequency would be about 4.3 x 10-6/RY which would show a slight
increase in risk for staying at power. These calculations show the sensitivity of the results to the assumptions
and the data.

Cost Estimate
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Industry Cost: The direct cost would be $4,000/plant for a Class III amendment to an operating license. Other
costs for implementation could be significant for analysis of various plant situations to identify the preferred mode
and, therefore, justify the change.

Based on 71 operating plants, the industry cost was assumed to be (71 plants) ($4,000/plant) or $0.28M
and 1 man-year/plant for supporting analysis or ($100,000/plant)(71 plants) = $7.1M. Since most changes
would involve a justification for continued power operation, a potential large cost saving could be involved. For
calculation purposes, it could be assumed that over the life of a typical plant, at least 1 day of shutdown may be
saved. At $300,000/ day, the industry cost saving for 134 plants is $40M.

NRC Cost: NRC cost for issue development was based on the assumption that considerable analysis (and
review of licensee submittals) would be needed to quantify safety benefits associated with TS modifications. This
was assumed to be about 3.5 man-years or $3.5M.

Other Considerations

1. Since this issue was originally raised, the NRC has published a rule which allows relief from TS requirements
in an emergency situation. This rule leaves the decision to the licensees of determining: (1) what constitutes
an emergency, and (2) what is the most prudent action to take. During the comment period on the rule, it was
requested that comments be provided regarding whether or not the rule should have more specific guidance.
It was concluded, based on comments received, that it was not feasible to provide detailed guidance as to
when deviations are permissible. It was felt that this would defeat the purpose of the rule which is to provide
flexibility in situations that cannot always be anticipated.

2. More recently, the general issue of whether TS are properly focused or are unduly burdensome has been
raised. In response to this problem, a Technical Specification Improvement Project has been established.768

This project will consider the safety relevance and burden of the TS as a whole and of specific sections. This
issue is one example of a possible modification to improve the TS.

3. The above analysis was done based on assuming a situation in which a plant is at power and the question
is whether to require the plant to proceed to shutdown. It was pointed out that a clearer case could be made
for situations of the plant being in hot shutdown and requiring proceeding to cold shutdown. Regardless, both
situations could lead to potentially large cost savings for the industry and it may be to a licensee's advantage
to try to anticipate the possibility of these situations and submit modified TS to avoid crisis-type decisions
(i.e., emergency TS relief) when the emergency arises or to avoid second-guessing after the emergency
passes if, for example, the rule is used.

4. The McGuire event (which is part of the basis for raising this issue) could have been a case for application
of the rule. The question would have been if, as postulated, the situation would have continued (i.e., no
charging/SI pumps), would it have been preferable for the licensee to deviate from the TS and keep the plant
on line and, if so, how long should power operation be continued?

5. The situations of concern are typically beyond the design bases of the plant and, therefore, should occur
rather infrequently.

6. For cases like McGuire where shutdown would require the inoperable equipment, it appears that a TS change
may not solve the problem because, no matter what length of time is chosen for continued operation, there
is some probability that the equipment would not be restored in the allowed time and shutdown would be
necessary anyway (either due to the TS or a transient). For such cases, it is probably best to let the licensee
use the rule based on a consideration of the specific plant circumstances at that time. It should be pointed out
that the AFW system TS 3.7.1.2 (which was suggested as a solution553) was written prior to the Rule767 and
would probably not be included in the TS if the rule had been in effect at that time.

CONCLUSION

Although we did not calculate a specific value/impact score for this issue, the calculation of potential man-rem
reduction for the assumed scenario gave an indication of the uncertain nature of this type of analysis. After
consideration of the new rule, we concluded that to a large extent the safety implications of this issue have been
addressed. The rule gave the licensees the flexibility to consider their individual plant circumstances and make
a decision to deviate from the TS if they decide it is necessary. However, as has been pointed out, there may be
specific cases where changes should be considered.767 Because the risk was so hard to quantify, we originally
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assumed a small change in public risk, acknowledged the potential cost saving, and concluded it should be a
Regulatory Impact issue to be addressed by the Technical Specification Improvement Project.768

As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.
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Issue 60: Lamellar Tearing of Reactor Systems Structural Supports
DESCRIPTION

The issue of lamellar tearing was originally addressed in NUREG-0410387 in connection with Technical Activity
No. A-12, "Fracture Toughness of Steam Generator and Reactor Coolant Pump Supports." The significance
of this issue as a potential safety issue was raised again by MTEB on November 16, 1981. The lamellar
tearing issue was incorporated into USI A-12 which has been resolved, as documented in Revision 1 to
NUREG-0577.388

Lamellar tearing is a sub-surface flaw condition which is virtually impossible to detect by visual means. Because
of this sub-surface nature, the tears do not represent a fracture of the structural joint but rather a potential
reduction in the maximum load that the joint could withstand, particularly under emergency conditions such as in
the event of a seismic occurrence.

CONCLUSION

The safety issue concerning lamellar tearing of reactor systems structural supports is a sub-task of USI A-12.
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Issue 61: SRV Line Break Inside the BWR Wetwell Airspace of Mark I and II
Containments (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

The SRVs of a BWR plant provide protection against overpressurization of the reactor primary system. During
normal operation, the SRVs which are mounted in the main steam lines open on high pressure permitting steam
to escape from the reactor vessel. SRV discharge lines carry the steam through the drywell, into the wetwell, and
discharge into the suppression pool thus condensing the steam. Failure to condense the steam would eventually
lead to rupture of the containment boundary and possibly loss of reactor coolant inventory.

This issue postulates a break in the SRV discharge line in the wetwell airspace above the suppression pool
of Mark I and II plants. Coupled with the line break is a failure of the relief valve to close after its actuation
in response to the transient. The relief valve must be postulated to remain open for a significant amount of
steam to escape, bypass the pool, and threaten overpressurization of the containment vessel with rupture in
approximately ten minutes. This issue was identified as a potential generic safety issue at the April 29, 1982
meeting of the ACRS Subcommittee on Hydrodynamics and was formally proposed as a generic safety issue by
GIB on August 20, 1982.

Safety Significance

The scenario described above would result in a direct release of reactor coolant and effluents to the
environment. If major core damage or core-melt were to occur, either as a result of the above event or as an
independent event, large off-site releases of radioactivity would be experienced.

Possible Solutions

The three possible solutions postulated are as follows:

1. Reduce the probability of containment failure* for the stuck open SRV with discharge line failure in the wetwell
air space by the automation of the Containment Spray System (CSS).

2. Reduce the probability of containment failure* for the stuck open SRV with discharge line failure in the wetwell
air space by increased inspection of the discharge lines in the wetwell air space.

* For the purpose of analysis of this issue, overpressure failure of the BWR Mark I and II containments was
assumed to result in a core-melt event through loss of the suppression pool. Containment failure for normal
SRV discharges to the pool are not assumed as these loads provide only one component of the combined loads
(SRV, LOCA, and Seismic) for which the containment (wetwell) is designed.

3. Reduce the probability of containment failure* for the stuck open SRV with discharge line failure in the wetwell
air space by installation of guard pipes around the SRV discharge lines in the wetwell air space.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Technical analysis of the first prospective solution for this issue was performed by PNL and is documented
in NUREG/CR-2800.64 Elements of the PNL analysis were used by the NRC staff to include the other two
prospective solutions.

The issue is a generic concern but is limited to BWR reactors using the Mark I or Mark II containments. Using
the data base in Appendix C of NUREG/CR-2800,64 the issue was assumed to be applicable to 24 plants
with Mark I containments (22 operating and 2 yet to be licensed for full power) and 10 plants with Mark II
containments (2 operating and 8 yet to be licensed for full power).

Frequency/Consequence Estimate

Solution 1 - Automate Containment Spray
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The PNL analysis of the issue made use of a risk assessment performed by BNL.295 The BNL risk assessment
identified a series of new accident sequences which had not previously been considered in BWR risk
assessments. The series of events were described as T•P•D•Z, T•P•D•(1-Z), and T•P•D•(1-Z)•W where:

T is the frequency of an anticipated transient with relief valve actuation. T = 4/RY.

P is the probability that a relief valve sticks open. P = (1.5n) (4.5 x 10-3)/Transient, where n = the number of
valves actuated by the transient.

D is the probability of the failure of a relief valve discharge pipe when subjected to relief valve discharge flow. D
= (1/n)(7.4 x 10-5) /event.

Z is the probability that containment spray is not manually activated soon enough after the initiation of the
transient (10 min.) to prevent containment overpressure failure. Z = 5 x 10-1 /demand.

W is the probability that containment failure occurs even when containment spray is actuated within the 10
minute period following the initiation of the transient. W = 1.5 x 10-3/demand.

Derivation of values for the probabilities of the individual events (T, P, D, Z, and W) is documented in the PNL
risk assessment.64

Of the three new event sequences, BNL determined that the T•P•D•Z sequence is by far the dominant
sequence. The PNL review affirms this conclusion. The base case probability of core-melt for the T•P•D•Z
sequence was found to be 10-6/RY, the probability of the T•P•D•(1-Z) sequence (a non-core-melt event) was
also found to be 10-6/RY, and the T•P•D•(1-Z)•W event (a core-melt event) was found to be 1.5 x 10-6/RY.
The T•P•D•Z and T•P•D•(1-Z)•W events are assumed to result in early containment failure and, as a result,
BWR Category 2 or 3 releases would be expected. The T•P•D•(1-Z) event is expected to result in containment
pressures in excess of design but not containment failure or core-melt and, as a result, a BWR Category
5 release (a dose consequence of about five orders or magnitude less than the above core-melt events).
Therefore, the dominance of the T•P•D•Z sequence is established.

The consequences of the T•P•D•Z event are taken to correspond approximately to the WASH-140016 BWR
release Categories 2 and 3 because the sequence is expected to result in both an early containment failure
and early core-melt. Consequences for these release categories are expressed in man-rem. The total whole-
body man-rem dose is obtained by using the CRAC Code64 for the particular release category. The calculations
assume a uniform population density of 340 people per square mile (which is average for U.S. domestic sites)
and a typical (midwest plain) meteorology. The results of the dose equivalence calculations are expressed in
Table D.1 of NUREG/CR-2800.64 The total integrated dose equivalents for BWR Release Categories 2 and 3 are
found to be 7.1 x 106 and 5.1 x 106 man-rem, respectively. Using these dose consequences and the frequency
of the T•P•D•Z event, a base case risk of 6.6 man-rem/RY was determined.

Separation of the CSS from the ECCS and automatic actuation of the CSS are assumed to reduce the
probability of Z (containment failure) by two orders of magnitude (i.e., Z* = 5 x 10-3/demand). This results in an
adjusted case probability of core-melt for the T•P•D•Z sequence of 10-8/RY and an adjusted case risk of 6.6 x
10-2 man-rem/RY.

Subtracting the adjusted case values from the base case values, a core-melt frequency reduction of 9.9 x 10-7/
RY and public risk reduction of 6.5 man-rem/RY are obtained for the resolution of this issue. Since the issue is
assumed to affect 36 BWRs with Mark I or II containments and these affected plants have an average remaining
life of 26.8 yrs, the total public risk reduction is 6,000 man-rem and the total yearly core-melt frequency reduction
is 3.4 x 10-5/RY.

Solution 2 - Inspect SRV Discharge Lines in Wetwell Air Space

For the purpose of these evaluations, it is assumed that the inspection of the SRV discharge lines in the wetwell
airspace at a much increased frequency (at about 3-year intervals) will result in a risk reduction equivalent to that
for Solution 1. This may be an overly optimistic assumption but, as shown later, is a sufficient assumption for the
comparison of potential solutions.

Solution 3 - Guardpipes Installed Around SRV Discharge Lines in Wetwell Airspace

This solution was also assumed to result in a risk reduction equivalent to that of Solution 1.
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Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: Industry costs were estimated for each solution separately.

Solution 1 - Automate Containment Spray

Implementation of the CSS modifications would require a new containment penetration for a suction line, pump
and motor installation, routing pipe for suction and discharge lines and connection to the existing containment
spray header, and installation of circuitry for its automatic actuation. Assurance of ECCS integrity is assumed to
be best achieved through a separate suction line for the CSS.

Manpower for design, engineering analysis, scheduling, purchasing, planning and QA is estimated to be 285
man-weeks/plant. Labor for installation of the CSS modifications is estimated to be 108 man-weeks/plant for the
24 backfit plants. The 10 forward-fit plants are assumed to be able to achieve the same modifications for a lower
labor expenditure, since the modifications can be scheduled into the original construction schedule and the labor
expenditure for forward-fit plants is thus estimated to be 86 man-weeks/plant. This results in a total estimated
industry cost of $34.1M for the CSS modifications.

The additional CSS equipment and actuation circuitry is assumed to increase plant maintenance and
surveillance manpower requirements by 1 man-week/year per plant. This is estimated to be an increase of
$2.1M for the industry over the lifetime of the affected plants.

It is assumed that the CSS modifications could be accomplished during a refueling outage for the backfit plants
and accommodated within construction schedules for the foward-fit plants. Therefore, no replacement power
costs are estimated.

The total industry cost is thus estimated to be $36.2M.

Solution 2 - Inspect SRV Discharge Lines in Wetwell Airspace

It is assumed that an adequate reduction in the probability of SRV discharge line failure can be achieved by
requiring an ISI using visual and/or radiographic techniques at a frequent interval. We have assumed that the
lines would be inspected three times in every 10-year operating cycle.

Because of the physical location and the lack of permanent structures in the proximity of the SRV discharge lines
in the BWR Mark I and II containment wetwells, we have assumed that a 2-man team would require one shift to
erect portable scaffolding, perform the inspection, and remove the scaffolding for each discharge line.

The number of discharge lines varies from about 9 in some Mark I plants to about 18 in the Mark II plants. Using
the above estimated manpower per SRV discharge line (16 man-hours), the average number of discharge
lines for the Mark I and Mark II plants, the assumed inspection frequency, and the previously identified affected
group of plants and their respective projected lifetimes, we estimate about 18,000 man-weeks of inspection
to be required. In addition, we have assumed that for every hour of physical inspection time it is expected
the licensees will be required to expend a like amount of time in support of the inspector. We have, therefore,
estimated that this solution would require an additional 18,000 man-weeks of supportive services (planning,
report writing, film reading, repairs, logistics, etc.) over the lifetime of the affected plants.

At a cost of $100,000/man-year, we estimate the licensees total cost of this solution to be $72M.

Solution 3 - Guardpipes Installed Around SRV Discharge Lines in Wetwell Airspace

The installation of guardpipes around SRV discharge lines in the BWR wetwell airspace has been done at some
European installations. The task is complicated by restricted access (in the Mark I containment especially) and
the necessity to provide adequate support for the impingment loads and pool swell loads. In operating plants, the
job is further complicated by the fact that the work must be performed in a low level radiation environment.

We believe that the complete installation of guardpipes in the hostile environment will require at least 3 months.
Therefore, we believe that it would be extremely optimistic to assume that this solution could be pursued without
an interruption of plant power generation. We estimated that it would require 1 month of replacement power at
each of the 24 operating plants for a total cost of $216M for replacement power only.

Because the replacement power costs are envisioned to be so large, we did not perform a more detailed
estimate of total licensee costs for this solution. However, we feel confident that total licensee costs for this
solution would exceed $250M.
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NRC Cost: For all three solutions, it was estimated that 1 man-year ($100,000) would be required to complete
resolution of the issue, review and approve new requirements, and issue implementation orders. One man-
week/plant was assumed for the review of licensees' plant modifications and/or operational changes. In addition,
0.1 man-week/RY was estimated for long term inspection of the licensee surveillance activities associated with
the plant modifications and/or operational changes. This results in an estimated cost of $300,000 for the above
review and inspection activities. The total NRC cost for resolution of the issue is thus estimated to be $400,000.

Value/Impact Assessment

Assuming that all 3 solutions will result in the same public risk reduction (6,300 man-rem), Solution 1 appears to
be the most effective solution. It is the least costly and is expected to result in the least ORE. The value/impact
score for Solution 1 is given by:

Other Considerations

All 3 potential solutions to this issue will entail entries to the containment wetwell and activities in a low level
radiation field. In Solution 1, only a portion of the expended manpower would be performed in the radiation field.
In Solution 3, almost all of the physical manpower would be expended in the radiation environment. In Solution
2, all the inspection effort would be in the radiation environment.

We have assumed that all efforts performed in the containment wetwell and the ECCS pump room are
performed in a 15 millirem/hr field. Using the previous labor manpower estimates, we have estimated an ORE
of 2,100 man-rem for Solution 1 (automatic CSS) and 11,000 man-rem for Solution 2. Solution 3 (guardpipes)
would be expected to have a greater ORE than Solution 1.

Issue 85 focused on failures of the VB valves attached to steam lines which discharge to the pressure
suppression pool in BWR containment buildings. During the course of the analysis of Issue 85, it was determined
that the failure of a VB valve on an SRV discharge line in the closed or near-closed position poses a potential
for increased hydrodynamic loads on the SRV discharge line and the containment wetwell and, as such, the risk
associated with that scenario should be considered in this issue (Issue 61). Likewise, the closed failure mode
of VB valves on the HPCI and RCIC turbine exhaust lines poses a similar threat to the containment wetwell
integrity and must also be considered in this generic issue. Failure of the HPCI or RCIC turbine exhaust line VB
valves in the open position could result in bypass of the suppression pool and overpressurization of the wetwell
and thus also must be considered in the analysis of this issue.

The analysis of the SRV discharge line and HPCI/RCIC turbine exhaust line VB valve failure is described as
follows:

SRV Discharge Line VB Valve: Failure of the SRV discharge line VB valve in the open position is considered
in Issue 85. Our review of the Grand Gulf dominant risk sequences found that none of the identified sequences
were appropriate for the case in which the VB fails such that the valve disc is fixed in the closed or near-closed
position. Failure of the VB in the closed or near-closed position, when combined with a second actuation of
its SRV ("second pop"), could result in increased hydrodynamic loads. If the increased hydrodynamic loads
are severe enough, the following failures could occur: (1) failure of the wetwell structure, (2) failure of the SRV
discharge line, or (3) failure of the SRV.

We developed new sequences which are appropriate for the failure of the VB in the closed or near-closed
position and subsequent events. The initiating events are common to all the sequences and are defined and
assigned the indicated probabilities as follows:

(T1) = frequency of a transient initiated
by loss of power

=0.2/RY
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(T23) = frequency of all other transients
resulting in reactor shutdown

=7.0/RY

(SRV)1 = probability of SRV actuation for a
T1 transient

=1.0/event

(SRV)1 = probability of SRV actuation for a
T23 transient

=0.8/event

(SRV-2)1 = probability that an SRV, once
actuated in response to a T*
transient, will undergo a second
opening

= 1.0/event

(SRV-2)23 = probability that an SRV, once
actuated in response to a T23
transient, will undergo a second
opening

= 0.8/event

(X) = probability of VB valve failure = 0.0093/demand

(Y) = probability that, given a VB valve
failure, the disc remains in a static
closed or near-closed position

= 0.01/VB failure

Bases for the values assigned to the above specific events are explained below. The frequencies for the T1 and
T23 events were taken from the Grand Gulf PRA. Since loss of offsite power will result in closing of the MSIVs,
it was assumed that, for the T1 transient, the probability of both the initial opening of an SRV, (SRV)1, and a
subsequent second opening of the SRV, (SRV-2)1, would be 1/event.

For the T23 transient, a probability of SRV actuation (SRV)23 and second SRV actuation (SRV-2)23 of 0.8/
event was assumed because most BWRs can accommodate a trip from about 50% power with adequate heat
rejection through the turbine bypass and many trips occur during start-up or at low power. The probability of VB
valve failure (X) was derived by PNL64 from LER data. The probability of a VB failure occurring such that the
disc is firmly stuck in the closed or near-closed position was assumed to be 0.01/event because, although it is
theoretically possible for this failure to occur, it is not the expected failure and no instance of this type of failure
has been observed.

For the scenario in which wetwell failure is postulated, the sequence of events leading to severe core damage is
given by:

fem = [(T1)•(SRV)•(SRV-2)1+(T23)•(SRV)23•(SRV-2)23•(SRV-2)23]•(X)•(Y)•(FCON)•(CM)

In this scenario, (FCON) and (CM) are defined and assigned the indicated probabilities as follows:

(FCON) = probability that the wetwell fails
due to increased hydrodynamic
loads

= 10-4 to 10-5 /demand

(CM) = probability that transient
escalates into a severe core
damage event because of wetwell
failure

= 0.1/event

FCON was assumed to be in the range of 10-4 to 10-5/demand after considerable discussions with CSB, GIB,
MEB, and SGEB which revealed that: (1) results from tests of the Monticello and Caorso (Italy) SRV discharge
lines, when extrapolated through engineering judgment, would indicate a maximum hydrodynamic load on the
wetwell of less than twice the load used for design of the wetwell, and (2) when this increased hydrodynamic
load is considered in a mechanistic combination of applicable loads (as opposed to the non-mechanistic load
combination used for design), failure of the containment wetwell would not be expected. The probability of

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0064.html
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severe core damage (CM) caused by containment wetwell failure (i.e., loss of recirculation water inventory) is
the same value that was calculated previously. This value was obtained by adjusting the probability of core-
melt derived for a PWR with loss of recirculation coolant (0.25/demand) to account for the significantly greater
volume of water available for injection from the Condensate Storage System in the BWR design, as well as the
availability of more "avenues" for getting that water to the reactor. Using the above accident sequence and the
indicated event probabilities results in a calculated core-melt probability of 4.35 x 10-9/RY. Since the failure of the
wetwell due to hydrodynamic loading would occur early in the transient, it was assumed that the consequences
of this event would be best approximated by the BWR Category 2 Release Category (i.e., 7.1 x 10-6 man-rem/
event). When applied to the population of 44 BWRs with an average remaining life time of 27.4 years, a total
potential public risk of 37.2 man-rem was calculated for this scenario.

The second scenario (failure of an SRV VB valve in the closed or near-closed position when combined with a
second SRV opening, "2nd POP") causes an increased dynamic load on that SRV discharge line. The analysis
of this scenario, using the previously identified common initiating events and the containment failure and core-
melt probabilities, indicates a total estimated public risk potential of 144 man-rem. Since this scenario represents
just another "avenue" for SRV discharge line failure in the wetwell air space, the public risk potential was
calculated previously.

The failure of an SRV VB valve in the closed or near-closed position when combined with a "2nd POP" of its
SRV might also result in damage to the SRV (scenario three) because of increased dynamic loads or water
hammer in the SRV discharge piping. This might cause the SRV to either not open under its next opening
demand or fail in the open or leaking position. We have not attempted to evaluate the fail-to-open-on-demand
event because of the extensive degree of redundancy in the design of the BWR SRVs and safety valves and
the fact that failure of an SRV to open is a DBA. (PRAs for BWRs have consistently shown that DBAs are not a
significant contributor to public risk.) For the case of induced failure of the SRV in the open position, examination
of the Grand Gulf PRA reveals that the probability of SRV failure in the open or leaking position (P) used in
all PRA scenarios is 0.1/demand. To include the effects of VB failure in the closed position in those scenarios
resulting in an SRV failure in the open or leaking position, one would add the probability of that event to the 0.1/
demand assumed in the PRA and recalculate the risk involved with all accident sequences in which P is one of
the events in the sequence. We have calculated the additional probability of the SRV open or leaking failure due
to VB failure in the closed position and SRV "2nd POP," using the conservative assumption that this event will
always result in an SRV open (or leaking) failure. We calculated this additional probability of P to be 1.5 x 10-4/
demand. This is insignificant compared to the 0.1/demand assumed in the Grand Gulf PRA calculations and can
therefore be neglected.

It should be noted that two design features of some BWR plants were not factored into the above calculations,
and that consideration of these features would result in a reduction of the calculated potential core-melt
frequency and public risk. Specifically, these design features are parallel VB valves and SRV low-low level reset
logic. Nearly half of the BWRs have two VB valves per SRV discharge line in a parallel flow path arrangement
(i.e., a redundant VB valve). For the plants with this design arrangement, the potential public risk associated with
a VB valve failure would be one to two orders of magnitude less than we have calculated for the failed-closed
VB event. Sixteen of the BWRs have adopted a low-low reactor coolant level SRV reset logic as a means of
reducing the number of second SRV openings. If this factor were to be included in a more rigorous analysis, the
public risk associated with the SRV VB valve failed-closed event would be reduced, but not by as large a factor
as for the parallel VB valve design.

Adding the potential public risk estimates for the 3 failure scenarios associated with the SRV VB valve fail-closed
(or near-closed) mode results in a total maximum potential public risk of about 180 man-rem.

Vacuum Breakers on Other Steam Lines: We found that only the HPCI and RCIC turbine discharge lines
can additionally discharge steam to the wetwell pool and are equipped with VBs. Our review of the HPCI and
RCIC system drawings from the OIE Training Center BWR Systems Manual and conversations with one of the
Training Center BWR instructors indicate that the vacuum relief lines for both turbine exhausts are 2 in. lines and
have multiple VBs and a motor-operated valve in series/parallel arrangements which are designed to provide
redundacy for both the VB fail-closed and fail-open scenarios. However, the sensitivity to the fail-open (leaking
VB) event is greatly heightened because the HPCI and RCIC turbine discharge line vacuum is relieved by the
vacuum line to the wetwell air space instead of the drywell as is done with the SRV discharge lines.
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We have analyzed VB failure events for these lines in the same manner as the analysis for the SRV line VBs,
using the VB failure frequency determined by PNL.64 As in the case of the SRV VBs, we found that, for the
assumption of VB failure in the closed or near-closed positions, there were 3 possible severe core damage
scenarios: (1) failure of the containment wetwell structure due to increased hydrodynamic loads, (2) failure of the
HPCI or RCIC turbine exhaust line in the wetwell air space, or (3) induced failure of the HPCI or RCIC turbine
system.

Considering the specific HPCI and RCIC turbine exhaust line and vacuum relief line configurations, we
calculated the following public risk potential for each of the three scenarios: (1) 0.18 man-rem, (2) 24 man-rem,
and (3) 1.6 man-rem. Thus, the public risk potential for the HPCI/RCIC VB fail-closed scenarios is about 26 man-
rem, a relatively small value.

Such is not the case for the HPCI and RCIC VB fail-open scenario because the leakage would bypass the
containment suppression pool resulting in pressurization of the wetwell airspace (similar to SRV and HPCI or
RCIC turbine discharge line failures in the wetwell air space). Our analysis of this scenario indicates a potential
public risk of 820 man-rem for this scenario. Since the end result of this scenario is severe core damage as a
result of wetwell air space overpressurization, the potential public risk from this scenario is considered in this
issue.

We regard the above calculated public risk associated with failures of the HPCI and RCIC turbine exhaust VBs
to be a closer approximation to an upper bound estimate than to an average estimate which would normally
be used in a prioritization analysis. Available LER data indicate that there has only been one confirmed HPCI
or RCIC VB failure (a leakage failure). A more rigorous determination of the failure rate for HPCI/RCIC VBs
would probably result in a calculated failure rate of one or two orders of magnitude less than that calculated by
PNL64 for SRV and HPCI/RCIC VBs from the combined failure data. However, the use of such failure data (one
confirmed failure) would introduce large uncertainty in the estimate of HPCI/RCIC VB failure rate.

As calculated above, the maximum potential public risk associated with HPCI and RCIC turbine exhaust line VB
failures is about 350 man-rem. Therefore, the total maximum public risk that can be attributed to the failure of
SRV discharge line VB valves in the closed (or near-closed) position and the failure of HPCI and RCIC turbine
exhaust line VBs is about 1,030 man-rem. If it is assumed that the resolution of this issue will result in an order of
magnitude reduction in public risk from these VB failures, an additional maximum public risk reduction of about
930 man-rem can be allocated to the resolution of Issue 61. Factoring this into the priority score calculation and
the total public risk reduction results in a revised priority score of about 190-man rem/$M and a revised potential
public risk reduction of about 7,000 man-rem. Therefore, addition of the VB failure concerns will not alter the
priority recommendation.

Staff efforts on the resolution of Issue 61 have been initiated. The approved Task Action Plan for the issue
includes a sub-task devoted to the development of an accurate estimate of the failure rate of HPCI/RCIC turbine
exhaust line VB valves. This is essential in determining whether improvement in HPCI and RCIC exhaust line
VB valves is warranted, should a resolution for Issue 61 be adopted which does not result in automation of
containment sprays.

CONCLUSION

The calculated value/impact score was indicative of a medium priority ranking and it was believed that, if
ORE estimates were considered, it would tend to lower the priority of the issue. In August 1986, a regulatory
analysis998 performed by the staff showed that the contribution of the postulated event to core-melt frequency
and public risk was lower than previously estimated. The regulatory analysis998 was based on information
published in NUREG/CR-4594.999 Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and no new requirements were established.
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Issue 62: Reactor Systems Bolting Applications (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

This issue was raised in November 1981 by the Materials Engineering Branch (MTEB), DE/NRR, and was based
on the concern that NRC provides no control regulations or guides for bolting other than for the reactor vessel
head.

CONCLUSION

In December 1981, Issue 29, "Bolting Degradation or Failure in Nuclear Power Plants," was determined to be
of high priority. Resolution of Issue 29 will include all safety-related bolting, with emphasis on reactor coolant
pressure boundary bolting degradation or failure. Thus, Issue 29 was broadened to cover Issue 62. The tasks
in Issue 29 include: (1) development of the technical bases for bolting application requirements; (2) review of
licensee responses to IE Bulletin 82-02;1129 (3) draft of a staff recommendation for proposed criteria/guidelines
to be incorporated into the SRP;11 and (4) development of a proposed implementation plan for management
consideration. Therefore, this issue was integrated into the resolution of Issue 29.
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Issue 63: Use of Equipment Not Classified as Essential to Safety in BWR
Transient Analysis (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

BWRs are required to be operated within set thermal limits to maintain the integrity of the fuel cladding during
postulated events. One of the established thermal limits is the minimum critical power ratio (MCPR). The critical
power ratio (CPR) is the ratio of the fuel bundle power at which boiling transition begins to the actual bundle
power. By maintaining the CPR above a predetermined safety limit everywhere in the core, boiling transition
and possible fuel failure can be precluded. Several postulated transients result in a reduction of CPR. In order to
assure that the CPR safety limit is not violated, an operating limit must be set. The operating limit is based upon
the CPR safety limit and the change in CPR from the most limiting or severe transient. By operating above the
operating limit, a plant will not violate the CPR safety limit for any of the postulated transients. Since the CPR
operating limit is related to core thermal output, a higher operating limit may result in restricted output. Therefore,
it is advantageous to show the least change in CPR for all transients analyzed.

Safety Significance

In the past, applicants have been required to assume failure of certain equipment and only take credit for the
operation of other equipment in the analyses of transients.386 The combination of these assumptions has often
dictated the most severe transient with respect to CPR. In 1981, the Reactor Systems Branch (RSB) of NRR
expressed concerns with the credit given for equipment which is not classified as safety-related.385

Possible Solution

The solution proposed for this issue would be to require that the analysis of transients only rely on equipment
classified as safety-related. It is likely that this would result in increased costs to industry either due to penalties
in derating plants or in new equipment to meet the safety requirements.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

Based on the concerns385 expressed by RSB, PNL did an assessment64 of this issue and concentrated on those
transient events which involve the high-water level trip and the turbine bypass system which are not classified as
safety-related. Two approaches were used in analyzing this issue.

The first approach was to examine three major transients and evaluate changes in CPR due to failure of the
high-water level trip (L8) and/or failure of the bypass valves (TBP) to open. The transients analyzed included:
(1) turbine trip without bypass (100% power); (2) loss of one feedwater string (100% power); and (3) feedwater
control failure (high - 50% power). Based on examining these transients with the Browns Ferry Simulator,64

it was concluded that: (1) the CPR did not exceed the fuel cladding integrity limit; and (2) in each case, other
Reactor Protection System (RPS) signals provided a scram and in no case examined was the reactor vessel
coolant inventory compromised due to failure of the non-safety grade equipment. Therefore, the potential for fuel
damage and core-melt was considered negligible.

The second approach was a quantitative analysis to estimate an upper bound on potential risk reduction
assuming an upgrading (to safety system requirements) of the high-water level trip and the turbine bypass
system. Grand Gulf was used as the representative BWR.

The rationale for the use of the second approach to evaluate public risk was based on the premise that this
fault combination comprises the majority of the public risk. While the probable failure result is a departure from
nucleate boiling (DNB) which may result in rupture of the fuel cladding, the consequences are constrained by the
limited amount and form of radioactivity which is released. Conversely, while the probability of failing to achieve
subcriticality is much less than the probability of DNB, the consequences are so much greater that the risk to the
public is dominated by this failure sequence.

Frequency Estimate
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T23C is the only affected Grand Gulf dominant accident sequence for this issue; T23 are those transients other
than loss of offsite power (LOOP) that require emergency reactor shutdown and C is the failure to achieve
subcriticality. T23 was redefined to include only those transients associated with failure of L8 trip and TBP.
Redefining T23 involved identification of transient initiators associated with L8 trip and TBP. These initiators and
associated mean total frequencies of occurrence taken from the EPRI ATWS reappraisal307 are as follows:

Turbine trip with TBP valve failure 0.01/RY

Feedwater--increasing flow at power 0.16/RY

Loss of feedwater heater 0.04/RY

TOTAL: 0.21/RY

The percentage contribution of these non-LOOP transients (0.21/RY) to the mean total frequency of all BWR
non-LOOP transients (8.78/RY) taken from the EPRI report307 is [(0.21/RY)/(8.78/RY)] x 100% = 2.4% where:

Total BWR transients 8.90/RY

LOOP 0.12/RY

TOTAL: 8.78/RY

The frequency of the above transients normalized to Grand Gulf (7/RY)64 produces the redefined value of T23=
(0.024)(7/RY) = 0.168/RY. The failure to achieve subcriticality (C) is defined by C = (RPLS + CR)(MANSD)
where:

RPLS = 1.9 x 10-6, the failure rate of the Reactor Protection
Logic System

CR = 5.8 x 10-6, the failure rate of the Control Rod Drive
System not inserting given a trip signal

MANSD = the failure rate of the recirculation pumps failingto
trip, or the operator fails to manually insertthe control
rods, or the operator fails to initiatethe Standby
Liquid Control System (SLCS). The MANSD failure is
dominated by the SLCS failure rate, 0.1.

Hence, for Grand Gulf,

Thus, for Grand Gulf, the non-LOOP transient accident sequence is given by:

The base case, affected core-melt frequency is given by F = 1.29 x 10-7/RY.

For the adjusted case, it was assumed that improving the high water level trip and the turbine bypass
system would increase the availability of the RPLS by a factor of 10 (at most); this would produce extremely
conservative results.
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The adjusted-case, affected core-melt frequency is given by F* = 1.01 x 10-7/RY. The reduction in core-melt

frequency ( F) is (F - F*) = (1.29 x 10/RY) -(1.01 x 10/RY) = 2.8 x 10/RY.

Consequence Estimate

The base case, affected public risk is given by W = (1.29 x 10-7/RY)(7.1 x 106 man-rem) = 0.92 man-rem/RY,
where the dose in man-rem is that for a BWR-2 type release, as defined in Section 3.2 and Appendix D of
NUREG/CR-2800.64

The adjusted-case, affected public risk is given W* = (1.01 x 10-7/RY)(7.1 x 106 man-rem) = 0.72 man-rem/RY.

The reduction in public risk per plant ( W) is (W -W*). Therefore, W = (0.92 - 0.72) man-rem/RY = 0.20
man-rem/RY.

Therefore, the total public risk reduction is estimated to be (44 BWRs)(27.4 yr) (0.20 man-rem/RY) = 240 man-
rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: A rough estimate of costs was made based on an upgrade (to safety system requirements) trip
and the turbine bypass system. It was estimated that equipment costs would be on the order of $500,000 for
each system. The engineering and installation costs would be double this cost. Therefore, industry costs would
be on the order of $3M/plant. Annual operation and maintenance was estimated at about 2 man-weeks/year; this
amounts to ($2,270/man-week)(2 man-weeks/year)(27 years/plant) or $150,000/plant. The total industry cost
was therefore estimated at $3.1M/plant or (44 plants) x ($3.1M/plant) = $136.4M for the affected plants.

NRC Cost: NRC costs were considered negligible when compared to industry costs and were not estimated.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated risk reduction of 240 man-rem and a cost of $136.4M, the value/impact score is given by:

Other Considerations

The following items were also considered to have an effect on the reliability of non-safety grade systems and,
depending on their outcome, could impact this issue.

(1) The high-water level trip was investigated as part of USI A-47, "Safety Implications of Control Systems."

(2) Existing licensing practice has been to require TS for the surveillance of the high-water level trip and the
turbine bypass system.

(3) On future BWRs (BWR-6), the high-water level trip will be part of the RPS.
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(4) In the RES Accident Management research program, existing and alternate strategies for arresting core
damage and/or radioactivity release during a severe accident are to be evaluated. Credit is to be considered for
all equipment: safety-grade; non-safety-grade; and even offsite equipment (i.e., fire trucks).

CONCLUSION

Based on the calculated risk reduction, value/impact score, and the other considerations, this issue was
DROPPED from further consideration.
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Issue 64: Identification of Protection System Instrument Sensing Lines
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

Protection systems in nuclear power plants are required to meet the design criteria of IEEE-279, "Criteria for
Protection Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations."397 One of the criteria of IEEE-279 requires that
"...the protection system equipment (for example, interconnecting wiring, components, modules, etc.) shall be
identified distinctively as being in the protection system. This identification shall distinguish between redundant
portions of the protection system."

An area which has not been considered to be within the scope of this requirement is the mechanical sensing
lines of the instrumentation which feed the protection system.

Safety Significance

Since the sensing lines are essential to the reliable operation of the protection systems, identification of these
lines would facilitate verification that sensing lines are appropriately separated and protected from external
hazards.

Possible Solution

ICSB proposed that OL applicants be required to identify protection system instrument sensing lines in
accordance with a BTP drafted in 1982.398 DL did not issue the draft position based on their conclusion that it
was a new requirement and, therefore, needed CRGR review.399 ICSB subsequently transmitted their position to
CRGR.400 This position was to apply to all plants receiving an operating license six months after issuance of the
position.

CRGR concluded that there would be little safety benefit derived from implementing the proposed requirement.
Based on this conclusion and their cost estimates, CRGR rejected the proposed requirement and suggested
that the issue continue to be considered as part of the proposed Regulatory Guide IC 126-5 which endorses ISA
Standard S67.02.401

CONCLUSION

Based on the above CRGR action, we conclude that this issue has been RESOLVED and its resolution has
resulted in no change in requirements, unless altered by actions on the future Regulatory Guide.
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Issue 65: Probability of Core-Melt Due to Component Cooling Water
System Failures (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

Increasing attention has recently been focused on the integrity of RCP seals due to loss of cooling to the seals
both in connection with PRA studies which are currently under review and from operating experience.27,404 The
frequency of core-melt due to failures in the component cooling water system (CCWS) has been considered in
PRAs associated with the Zion, Indian Point, and Sizewell plants. It is also considered in French studies in their
Fessenheim plants and in their PRA on their 1300 MWe plants.405

Safety Significance

The CCWS is relatively simple in operation. It circulates cooling water to a wide variety of equipment in the plant
then rejects the heat accumulated in this water to the plant service water via heat exchangers. The CCWS is
a closed system. Thus, it acts as a barrier between potentially contaminated systems and the raw water in the
service water systems. The CCWS provides cooling to a great variety of equipment, both to process streams
and also for auxiliary needs such as oil coolers. The plant will not operate for more than a few minutes without
component cooling water. Consequently, the CCWS is designed to be highly reliable. More importantly for
current purposes, the CCWS at many plants services most of the active engineered safety features. This portion
of the CCWS is, therefore, required to be safety grade. Nevertheless, CCW has a finite failure probability.

The issue of concern here is a common failure which simultaneously causes a small LOCA and renders most of
the ECCS inoperable. Loss of CCW will immediately cause loss of cooling water to the RCP thermal barrier heat
exchangers. Loss of CCW at some plants will also render inoperable the charging pumps which usually supply
the water for RCP seal injection. With neither cooling mechanism available, the RCP seals are expected to fail
within a short period of time (approx. 30 minutes)405; but loss of CCW may also render the high pressure safety
injection (as well as containment spray) inoperable. Eventually, if no manual mitigating actions are taken, the
core will uncover and melt. Moreover, unless the plant has containment fan coolers which do not use CCW, the
containment might eventually overpressurize and fail.

Possible Solutions

The solution which has been proposed for this issue is the addition of a steam turbine driven charging pump,
analogous to a BWR HPCI and RCIC.405 Such a pump could maintain seal injection and thus greatly reduce the
probability of seal failure, independently of the availability of CCW or AC power.

It should be emphasized that, because the study of this issue is still in its early stages, other solutions may
surface later.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

The core-melt frequency due to this event sequence has been estimated in several probabilistic risk analyses.
The numerical value of the estimate ranges from 2 x 10-5 to 1 x 10-4 event/RY.405 These frequencies are plant-
specific. Thus, this range is not a range of uncertainty in the estimate but, instead, is a measure of plant-to-plant
variation. (The details of CCWS design vary significantly.) We will use the high value of 10-4/RY, recognizing that
this figure will not apply to all plants. This estimate does not include the probability of station-blackout, which is
another mode of failure.

Consequence Estimate

Once the core melts, the consequences vary greatly depending on the mode of containment failure. It should be
noted that loss of CCW may disable the containment sprays.

Loss of CCW is similar to loss of AC electrical power to the engineered safety features in that both may
disable the ECCS (accumulators excepted) and (at some plants) the containment spray. Thus, for the loss of
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CCW sequence, we will assume the same distribution of containment failure modes as was assumed in the
WASH-140016 S2B sequences:

Release
Category

Failure Mode Percent of Total Estimated
Frequency(RY)-1

Consequences
(Man-rem/RY)

FR (Man-
rem/RY)

PWR-1 1% 1 x 10-6 5.4 x 106 5.4

PWR-2
,

15% 1.5 x 10-5 4.8 x 106 72

PWR-6 84% 8.4 x 10-5 1.5 x 105 12.6

TOTAL 90

Therefore, the estimated total risk is 90 man-rem/RY. The proposed fix should be at least 90% effective in
preventing core-melt. Thus, the net risk reduction is estimated to be about 80 man-rem/RY.

Cost Estimate

The preliminary proposed solution to this problem is the addition of a steam-driven charging pump which would
be independent of both component cooling water and AC electrical power. Based on experience with steam
driven auxiliary feedwater pumps, we estimate that such a modification, fully safety grade, would cost about
$15M per plant. NRC costs are negligible in comparison to this figure and thus are not included.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a risk reduction of 3 x 103 man-rem/reactor and a cost of $15M per reactor, the value/impact score is
given by:

Uncertainties

The frequency of core-melt is derived from the frequency of loss of CCW and the probability of core-melt after
the seal fails. We will assume that the frequency of loss of CCW is uncertain to a factor of 10. Uncertainties in
the two probabilities are one-sided, since the point estimate405 is a probability of one.

The probability of seal failure after loss of CCW is governed by the time it takes for at least one seal to fail versus
the time it takes for the operator to diagnose the problem and restore seal cooling.

The probability of core-melt is similar in that it is a balance of time required to rig a means of injecting water
versus the time available before the core melts. Although there has been considerable discussion of the time
to seal failure, the time to core-melt has not been investigated in detail. (This would require a calculation of
primary pressure and water inventory versus time.) The two probabilities (seal failure and core-melt) are not
independent. We will assume that, given loss of CCW, the net probability of core-melt is at least 50%.

The uncertainty in consequences is a combination of the uncertainty in the calculation of man-rem and the
uncertainty in the mode of containment failure. We will assume a factor of 5 for the calculational uncertainty.
The distribution among the various failure modes is still a subject of discussion in the PRA field. However, it is
unlikely that this distribution will introduce more than a factor of two in uncertainty.

The costs are based on actual plant experience, albeit with a different system. We will assume that a factor of 5
will bound the uncertainty in this figure.

Assuming long normal distributions, the above numbers imply the following bounds on the priority parameters:
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Estimate Range

Man-rem/Reactor 3 x 103 2 x 102 - 5 x 104

Core-melt/RY 9 x 10-5 8 x 10-6 - 9 x 10-4

Value/Impact Score, S 200 7 - 5 x 103

CONCLUSION

The lower bounds of the priority parameters are in the medium priority category and the "best" estimates are well
into the high category. Therefore, this item was classified as high priority. However, because of the relationship
between CCW system failure and RCP seal failure, Issue 65 was integrated1000 into the resolution of Issue 23 in
October 1983.
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Issue 66: Steam Generator Requirements (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

Following the steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) event at Ginna in January 1982,554 the staff proceeded
to develop generic steam generator requirements which would help mitigate or reduce steam generator tube
degradations and ruptures. To assist the staff, a supporting value/impact analysis was conducted by SAI.512 The
SAI analysis was based on single SGTR events for a typical W design. The W design experience was believed
to bound the experience of other NSSS vendors. Based on results of the SAI study and additional staff analyses,
the probability of an SGTR event involved in a core-melt accident was determined to be 3.5 x 10-6 /RY.511 This
low probability was the controlling factor in establishing the staff position that a SGTR is not of high risk to the
public.

Given that the risk to the public from a SGTR is not high, the proposed staff requirements were assessed for
potential reductions in occupational radiological exposure, potential reductions in SGTR frequency and tube
degradation, and potential reduction frequency in forced plant outages.511 The proposed steam generator
requirements are identified in Table 3.66-1.

Safety Significance

Steam generator tubes are considered part of the RCS pressure boundary. Steam generator tube leaks, or tube
ruptures, provide a direct path for the loss of primary system coolant through the steam generator (secondary
system) and to the environment outside the primary containment structure. The two major safety implications
are: (1) direct release of radioactive fission products, and (2) loss of RCS cooling water and ECCS water without
the capability to recirculate the water as would be the case for LOCAs inside containment.

Possible Solution

The possible solution to this issue is the implementation by licensees of those requirements identified as
providing adequate mitigation and reduction of steam generator tube degradations and ruptures.

CONCLUSION

Based on the SAI analysis,512 four of the proposed requirements were recommended for implementation and
assigned a high priority ranking: Item 66.5 combined with Item 66.6; Item 66.1.1; and Item 66.12. Four of the
proposed requirements (Items 66.2.3; 66.2.4; 66.3; and 66.10) were redirected as Staff Action Items (See Issue
67). These items, if given further staff development, could result in more definitive requirements at a later date.

Sub-Item No. Requirement Title Status*

TABLE 3.66-1

66.1 Prevention and Detection of Loose
Parts or Foreign Objects

-

66.1.1 Secondary Inservice

Inspection and Quality Assurance

NOTE 3(b)

66.1.2 Loose Parts Monitoring System DROP

66.2 Inservice Inspection Requirements -

66.2.1 Full length (cold leg)Inspection LI

66.2.2 72-Month Inspection Interval LI

66.2.3 Supplemental Sampling Covered in Issue 67

66.2.4 Denting Inspection Covered in Issue 67
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Sub-Item No. Requirement Title Status*

66.3 Improved Eddy Current Techniques Covered in Issue 67

66.4 Upper Inspection Ports DROP

66.5 Secondary Water Chemistry
Program

NOTE 3(b)

66.6 Condenser Inservice Inspection NOTE 3(b)

66.7 Standard Technical Specification
Limit for Coolant Iodine Activity

LI

66.8 Primary to Secondary Leakage
Limits

LI

66.9 Stabilization and Monitoring of
Degraded Tubes

DROP

66.10 Reactor Coolant System Pressure
Control

Covered in Issue 67

66.11 Containment Isolation and Reset DROP

66.12 Safety Injection Signal Reset NOTE 3(b)

* For a description of the terms used for status, see Table II in the Introduction.

The 72-month inspection interval (Item 66.2.2) and the cold leg inspections (Item 66.2.1), which are sub-
requirements of the ISI requirement (Item 66.2), are licensing issues as are the STS requirements on Iodine
(Item 66.7) and RCS leakage (Item 66.8). These licensing issues will provide additional assurance that existing
regulatory requirements on radiological releases will be maintained and further reduce the potential for the types
of SGTR events which are not considered as part of the design basis. The remaining proposed requirements
were dropped since they afforded little or no reduction in public risk and would likely result in additional ORE.

In general, the secondary ISI plus QA requirement (Item 66.1.1) is expected to eliminate up to 90% of SGTRs
that can occur from loose parts in the secondary side. Operating experience has indicated that loose parts have
accounted for approximately 50% of the SGTRs. The secondary water chemistry program (Item 66.5), in tandem
with the condenser ISI (Item 66.6), is expected to reduce the remaining 50% of SGTRs and tube degradation
by up to 70% in severely degraded units. The above 3 requirements (Items), in conjunction with improved eddy
current techniques which will be developed further as a staff action item, offer the most effective value/impact
ratios and best overall potential reductions (approximately 72%) in SGTRs. The SI reset requirement (Item
66.12) provides added assurance against a loss of defense-in-depth of the ECCS. The SI reset requirement will
affect approximately 10 plants and the backfit costs are believed minimal. The program for resolving this issue
was documented in SECY-84-13753 and SECY-85-62.765,766

In September 1988, USIs A-3, A-4, and A-5, which addressed steam generator tube integrity, were resolved and
the staff's findings were published in NUREG-0844.681 The staff concluded that existing regulations provided the
staff with sufficient authority to ensure that licensees were implementing steam generator programs that provided
adequate protection to public health and safety. Issue 66 was based on possible steam generator requirements
that were to evolve from the resolution of USIs A-3, A-4, and A-5. In view of the resolution of these USIs,
the staff concluded that no new or revised requirements were necessary for Issue 66 since NUREG-0844681

addressed the safety concerns identified under Issue 66 (Items 66.1.1; 66.5; 66.6; and 66.12). Thus, this issue
was RESOLVED and no new requirements were established.1147
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Issue 67: Steam Generator Staff Actions (Rev. 5)
DESCRIPTION

Following the SGTR event at Ginna on January 25, 1982, increased staff effort was placed on developing
means to mitigate and reduce steam generator tube degradations and ruptures. To meet these objectives, two
steps were taken. The first step was to develop staff requirements to be implemented by licensees; these were
evaluated in Issue 66. The second step was to develop recommendations for staff action; these were evaluated
below.

The status of these actions as determined in this evaluation is listed in Table 3.67-1. For reference proposes,
the sub-item numbers are consistent with the staff action numbers provided by DL/NRR.752 These items are
also included in the CRGR review package753 and EDO recommendations to the Commission.753,757,758 The
following is a summary of the evaluation of the 16 parts of this issue.

(a) Three of the proposed staff actions were classified as Licensing Issues:

5.1 Reassessment of Radiological
Consequences

5.2 Reevaluation of SGTR Design
Basis

10.0 Supplemental Tube Inspections

(b) Two of the proposed staff actions were classified as Regulatory Impact
issues that could provide cost benefits to the NRC and industry:

2.1 Integrity of Steam Generator Tube
Sleeves

8.0 Denting Criteria

(c) Nine of the proposed staff actions were considered part of existing staff
activities and needed no new staff efforts to be initiated:

3.1 Steam Generator Overfill

3.2 Pressurized Thermal Shock

3.3 Improved Accident Monitoring

3.4 Reactor Vessel Inventory
Measurement

4.1 RCP Trip

4.2 Control Room Design Review

4.3 Emergency Operating Procedures

6.0 Organizational Responses

9.0 Reactor Coolant System Pressure
Control

(d) The improved Eddy Current Tests (Item 67.7.0) recommendation was
integrated into the resolution of Issue 135. The remaining proposed staff
action (Item 67.5.3) was placed in the drop category.

The basis for each of the 16 recommended staff actions is provided in separate evaluations below.
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Sub-Item Staff Action Priority MPA No.

TABLE 3.67-1

67.2.1 Integrity of Steam
Generator Tube Sleeves

135 NA

67.3.1 Steam Generator Overfill A-47, I.C.1 NA

67.3.2 Pressurized Thermal
Shock

A-49 NA

67.3.3 Improved Accident
Monitoring

NOTE 3(a) A-17

67.3.4 Reactor Vessel Inventory
Measurement

II.F.2 F-26

67.4.1 RCP Trip II.K.3(5) G-01

67.4.2 Control Room Design
Review

I.D.1 F-08

67.4.3 Emergency Operating
Procedures

I.C.1 F-05

67.5.1 Reassessment
of Radiological
Consequences

LI(NOTE 3) NA

67.5.2 Reevaluation of SGTR
Design Basis

LI(67.5.1) NA

67.5.3 Secondary System
Isolation

DROP NA

67.6.0 Organizational Responses III.A.3 NA

67.7.0 Improved Eddy Current
Tests

135 NA

67.8.0 Denting Criteria 135 NA

67.9.0 Reactor Coolant System
Pressure Control

A-45, I.C.1(2,3) F-04, F-05

67.10.0 Supplemental Tube
Inspections

LI(NOTE 5) NA

ITEM 67.2.1: INTEGRITY OF STEAM GENERATOR TUBE SLEEVES

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This item was Recommendation 2.1 of the DL/NRR memorandum752 and called for the staff to develop an SRP11

Section to clarify staff positions on the materials design, fabrication, installation, examination, and inspection of
steam generator tube sleeves.

Safety Significance

At the time this issue was raised, there was no specific SRP11 Section to guide the staff/industry in reviews
related to the design, installation, and inspection of tube sleeves. Development of an SRP11 would provide an
acceptable means to meet GDC 14 and GDC 32 of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A.
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PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Consequence Estimate

The public risk reduction attributable to this recommendation was not quantifiable. It was believed that some
small improvement in the effectiveness of sleeves to perform their intended function (i.e., assure retention of
structural integrity of degraded tubes) could result from improved guidance.

Cost Estimate

Three man-months of NRC staff time ($25,000) were estimated for the development of the SRP.11 It was
estimated that 25% of the operating and planned PWRs (22 plants) would require tube sleeve modifications. The
SRP11 could reduce plant-specific reviews from 2 man-months to 1 man-month and was expected to also reduce
industry manpower requirements by approximately the same amount. Therefore, the SRP11 would result in cost
savings of $158,000 and $183,000 to the NRC and industry, respectively, for a combined saving of $341,000.

CONCLUSION

A small public risk reduction was achievable from development of an SRP11 on steam generator tube sleeves.
However, the SRP would be cost-effective in that it would reduce NRC review cost and industry costs associated
with the design, installation, and inspection requirements for tube sleeves. The earlier the SRP11 was developed,
the greater the cost saving. This issue was addressed in the resolution of Issue 135.1075

ITEM 67.3.1: STEAM GENERATOR OVERFILL

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This item was Recommendation 3.1 of the DL/NRR memorandum752 and called for the NRC to select a
small number of PWRs representing the PWR spectrum of designs and determine the potential for, and
consequences of, steam generator overfill as a result of an SGTR. This recommendation was closely related to
Items 67.5.1, 67.5.2, and 67.9. Based on the results of these studies, further NRC or licensee actions were to be
determined. Potential steam generator overfill resulting from control system failures were not considered in this
recommendation. Steam generator overfill via control systems failures were evaluated in the resolution of Issue
A-47; Issues 37 and 56 were also related issues.

Safety Significance

Following an SGTR, the affected steam generator could fill up to the steam line safety valve due to primary-
to-secondary leakage from continued operation of the safety injection pumps. The safety valve could lift at
successively lower pressures and fail to fully reseat. The failure to completely reseat could contribute to steam
generator overfill by lowering the damaged steam generator pressure, thus raising the differential pressure
across the broken tube and sustaining the leakage despite reduced primary system pressure. Failure of the
valve to reseat would also provide a direct pathway for release of radioactive primary water to the environment.
This sequence of events is beyond the design basis for SGTR events in SRP11 Section 15.6.3 to establish that
the radiological consequences meet 10 CFR 100.

For the B&W OTSG design in particular, it may not be possible to stop the primary-to-secondary leakage in
an SGTR while maintaining the RCS in a subcooled state. The increased tendency for the OTSG leakage
to continue throughout the event is a result of the tubes being directly exposed to the OTSG steam space.
Generally, the emergency procedures instruct the operator to discharge steam to the atmosphere or, if available,
to the condenser to control level in the damaged steam generator, as necessary. However, in at least one B&W
plant, if the water supply for safety injection pumps is approaching a minimum level or if the offsite radiological
consequences are becoming excessive, the OTSG is allowed to completely fill, thus terminating the leakage.
The number of B&W plants that permit filling of the OTSG was not known. The staff did not believe that the
potential for prolonged leakage and the associated offsite radiological consequences had been factored into OR
or NTOL FSAR SGTR accident analyses. (See Item 67.5.2).

Possible Solutions

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0011.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0011.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0011.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0011.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0011.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1075.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0752.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0011.html
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Solutions could involve improved RCS pressure control to reduce the differential pressure and leakage across
the broken steam generator tube (primary to secondary), and/or improved EOPs to preclude overfill. The above
measures were discussed in response to staff recommendations concerning RCS pressure control and EOPs.
(See Items 67.9.1 and 67.4.3). With regard to the concern that the steam lines cannot support the dead-weight
load if the lines are filled with water, additional supports or stronger steam lines could resolve this aspect of the
concern.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Cost Estimate

The NRC cost would be dependent on the number of PWRs selected for this study and the design variations
within this selected group.

Other Considerations

Following the Ginna event, concerns were raised relative to the potential for failing the steam lines under the
additional dead-weight load if they are filled with water as a result of steam generator overfill. (The Point Beach
SGTR, which was a relatively low leak rate, resulted in a near overfill condition.)755 Should the steam lines fail,
the SGTR could become a LOCA outside containment. However, analyses753 conducted for 4 plants indicated
that the steam lines were unlikely to fail under the additional dead-weight load. Accordingly, the staff's risk
analyses753 assumed a conditional probability of steam line break, given a steam generator overfill, of 10-3

which was believed to be reasonably conservative. If the steam lines were re-designed to withstand an overfill
condition, the analysis753 would indicate a reduction in core-melt frequency of 1.2 x 10-7/RY.

The consequence resulting from failure of the steam lines by overfilling the steam generators was assumed
to involve releases typical of a PWR Category 4 release. Exposure was calculated assuming a typical mid-
West meteorology and a population density of 340 persons/square-mile within a 50-mile radius of the plant.
The potential public risk reduction was therefore [(1.2 x 10-7)(2.7 x 106)] man-rem/RY or 0.32 man-rem/RY.
Considering an average remaining plant life of 24 years, the public risk reduction was about 8 man-rem/reactor.

CONCLUSION

This item encompassed several considerations related to steam generator overfills and was closely related to
staff studies identified in Items 67.5.1, 67.5.2, and 67.9. The primary concern (mitigation of a steam generator
overfill) was part of the following existing staff programs: (1) Issue A-47; and (2) NUREG-0737,98 Item I.C.1
(See Item 67.4.3). Therefore, the steam generator overfill issue was covered by the above programs. Rupture of
steam lines as a result of a steam generator overfill is a secondary concern predicated on the condition that an
overfill occurs. The public risk associated with rupture of steam lines is low and strengthening of the steam lines
was considered a LOW priority.

ITEM 67.3.2: PRESSURIZED THERMAL SHOCK

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This item was Recommendation 3.2 of the DL/NRR memorandum752 and called for the staff to address the
effects of RCS flow stagnation associated with isolation of a steam generator in the Pressurized Thermal Shock
program (Issue A-49).

Safety Significance

During the Ginna SGTR event, the affected steam generator was isolated and the RCPs were tripped. As a
result, the flow in the `B' Reactor Coolant Loop was reduced to a few hundred gpm while cold high pressure
injection water was being injected into the loop. The cold leg piping apparently experienced a cool-down of
approximately 260°F in 30 minutes. The reactor vessel apparently did not experience this rapid cool-down since
the flow in the cold leg was in the reverse direction, i.e., from the reactor vessel towards the steam generator.
Other events, as discussed in NUREG-0916,754 resulting in a steam generator isolation and continued safety
injection could result in adding cold water to the reactor vessel.

CONCLUSION

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0755.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0753.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0753.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0753.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0098.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0752.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0754.html
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The probability, consequences, and resolution of the above events were addressed in Issue A-49.

ITEM 67.3.3: IMPROVED ACCIDENT MONITORING

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This item was Recommendation 3.3 of the DL/NRR memorandum752 and called for the staff to address the
accident monitoring weaknesses of the type observed at Ginna by implementation of Regulatory Guide 1.9755

and the SPDS.

Safety Significance

During the event at Ginna, several weaknesses in accident monitoring were apparent. These included: (1) non-
redundant monitoring of RCS pressure; (2) failure of the position indication for the steam generator relief and
safety valves; and (3) the limited range of the charging pump flow indicator for monitoring charging flow during
accidents. These conditions make it more difficult for correct operator action in response to such events.

Possible Solution

Had Regulatory Guide 1.9755 been implemented at Ginna before the January 1982 event, the monitoring of the
event would have been substantially improved and there would have been more assurance of correct operator
actions. Improved accident monitoring would also have improved the NRC's ability to assess the plant status and
the appropriateness of the licensee's actions and recommendations.

CONCLUSION

This issue was covered in Supplement 1 to NUREG-073798 (Generic letter No. 82-33)376 and was RESOLVED
and implemented as MPA A-17.

ITEM 67.3.4: REACTOR VESSEL INVENTORY MEASUREMENT

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This item was Recommendation 3.4 of the DL/NRR memorandum752 and called for implementation of TMI Action
Plan Item II.F.2 because it would have substantially improved the Ginna situation by ensuring that steam bubble
formation in the reactor vessel upper head could be more accurately monitored.

Safety Significance

During the Ginna SGTR event, the formation of a steam bubble in the reactor vessel upper head significantly
complicated the course of the event. The uncertainty about the bubble size was a significant factor in the
operator's decisions to continue safety injection beyond the point when termination was called for in the
emergency procedures.

Possible Solution

Implementation of NUREG-0737,98 Item II.F.2.

CONCLUSION

Following Commission approval for implementation of Item II.F.2, letters to individual licensees and orders to
B&W licensees and ANO-2 were issued on December 10, 1982.491 Thus, this issue was covered in Item II.F.2
which was resolved and implemented as MPA F-26.

ITEM 67.4.1: REACTOR COOLANT PUMP TRIP

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0752.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0055.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0055.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0098.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0376.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0752.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0098.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0491.html
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This item was Recommendation 4.1 of the DL/NRR memorandum752 and called for the NRC to develop
requirements for licensees to provide RCP trip criteria that would ensure continued forced RCS flow during
steam generator tube breaks, up to and including the design basis tube rupture.

Safety Significance

Analyses indicated that continued operation of the RCPs following a range of small LOCAs could lead to
excessive inventory loss for which the high pressure injection system would be unable to compensate.
Generally, the range of break size of concern was from 0.02 to 0.2 ft2 (2 to 5 inches equivalent diameter). The
interim position (documented in NUREG-0623)97 required manual-tripping of the RCPs on the symptoms of a
small LOCA (i.e., a safety injection signal and low RCS pressure).

CONCLUSION

This issue was covered in NUREG-0737,98 Item II.K.3(5), which was resolved and implemented as MPA G-01.

ITEM 67.4.2: CONTROL ROOM DESIGN REVIEW

DESCRIPTION

This item was Recommendation 4.2 of the DL/NRR memorandum.752 As a result of a review of the Ginna control
room following the tube rupture, several items related to the event were identified that were contrary to good
human factors engineering principles. It was recommended that these items be reviewed by HFEB/NRR as part
of the detailed control room design review required by NUREG-073798 and the information used as the basis for
a study to determine what changes could be made to improve control room designs.

CONCLUSION

This issue was covered in NUREG-0737,98 Item I.D.1, which was resolved and implemented as MPA F-08.

ITEM 67.4.3: EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This item was Recommendation 4.3 of the DL/NRR memorandum,752 the purpose of which was to ensure that
newly-developed EOPs consider the experiences from the Ginna SGTR event. PSRB/NRR was expected to
review the items listed below prior to emergency procedure implementation for inclusion in its review plan. This
staff effort was to be considered in conjunction with existing work on NUREG-0737,98 Item I.C.1.

– RCP Restart

– Availability of Faulted Steam Generator Safety and
Relief Valve

– Multiple and Second Order Failures

– Bubble Formation

– Cooling Faulted Steam Generator

– Cooling Intact Steam Generator

– Safety Injection Pump Termination and Restart Criteria

– Procedure Format and Clutter

– Criteria for Natural Circulation Determination

– Accommodation of Plant Differences from Reference
Plant in Emergency Procedure Development

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0752.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0097.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0098.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0752.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0098.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0098.html
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http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0098.html
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– Rapid Determination and Isolation of Faulted Steam
Generator and Timely Depressurization of RCS to
Minimize RCS Inventory Loss and Releases

– MSIV Closure During Plant Cooldown

– Use of Charging and Letdown Systems

– Operation of the RCP in the Damaged Loop

– Operation of Loop Isolation Valves

– Use of Pressurizer PORV

– Potential Complicating Events

– Site-Specific Operator Training

– Steam Generator Level Control for CE Plants

Safety Significance

The above list included transients and plant conditions that form the basis of many of the emergency
procedures, reliability analyses, human factors engineering, crisis management, and operator training. Plant
conditions may exist, in addition to those pertinent to design bases, which could prevent proper operator actions
during such events/conditions and possibly pose a serious threat to reactor safety.

Possible Solution

The solution to this recommendation was to consider the Ginna event in the development of EOPs.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Guidance for the evaluation and development of procedures for transients and accidents was covered by Item
I.C.1 of NUREG-0737.98 Some of the items in the above list were explicitly included in the review requirements
of Item I.C.1. Other items in the list are believed to be implicitly within the intent of Item I.C.1 in that the
availability of systems under expected conditions (like Ginna) should be used in developing diagnostic guidance
for operator and procedural development.

CONCLUSION

This issue was covered in NUREG-0737,98 Item I.C.1, which was resolved and implemented as MPA F-05.

ITEM 67.5.1: REASSESSMENT OF RADIOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This item was Recommendation 5.1 of the DL/NRR memorandum752 and called for the staff to reassess SGTR
events at W and CE plants only to determine the effects of releases made for periods substantially longer
and via other release points than those previously analyzed. These analyses should specifically address the
applicability of the assumptions in SRP11 Section 15.6.3 and address the costs and benefits of requiring revised
analyses by licensees. This issue was closely related to Items 67.5.2 and 67.3.1.

Safety Significance

Public risk from an SGTR, even considering steam generator overfill, was considered low for a typical PWR.
This low risk was expected to remain valid even if new source term results were applied. However, the safety
significance of this issue was derived from concern over the number of SGTR events and potential for exceeding
the bounds of the analyses that are currently required in SRP11 Section 15.6.3 to demonstrate that doses from
SGTR events will not exceed 10 CFR 100.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0098.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0098.html
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SRP11 Section 15.6.3 does not address a steam generator overfill in the SGTR scenario. In addition, termination
of the leak from an SGTR within 30 minutes, as assumed in typical PWR FSARs, may be non-conservative and
not consistent with operating experience. Therefore, implementation of this recommendation would allow the
staff to upgrade SRP11 Section 15.6.3 and provide a better understanding and means to assess future SGTR
events in operating plants relative to the consequence limits in 10 CFR 100.

Information generated from implementation of this recommendation would also assist licensees in their
understanding of similar events and help determine the course of action needed to mitigate the consequences of
SGTRs and overfilling of the steam generators.

CONCLUSION

Resolution of this issue was not expected to result in significant public risk reduction and, therefore, it
was considered a low priority. However, AEB/NRR considered it a Licensing Issue and recommended the
reassessment. DST/NRR agreed that a "best estimate" analysis modeled after plant experience like Ginna
could be beneficial in more realistically determining the risk and conservatisms inherent in the existing SRP11

requirements. The issue was finally resolved1554 with recommended changes to SRP11 Section 15.6.3.

ITEM 67.5.2: REEVALUATION OF SGTR DESIGN BASIS

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This item was Recommendation 5.2 of the DL/NRR memorandum752 and called for the NRC to reevaluate and
consider reclassifying or redefining the design basis SGTR event. This issue was closely related to Issues 67.3.1
and 67.5.1.

An SGTR accident is one of the events for which the NRC requires a safety analysis to show that a reactor
will respond in an acceptable manner and that the health and safety of the public are adequately protected.
The SGTR accident is the loss of integrity (development of a leak) in a steam generator tube (or tubes) so that
reactor coolant water from the primary system flows into the secondary water in the steam generator. This
provides a potential path for the release of radioactivity to the environment.

As analyzed in SARs, the event is a break of a single steam generator tube with flow out of the full-flow area of
both ends of the steam generator tube at the break. The reactor is assumed to be at full power at the time of the
accident.

The SGTR accident serves as the design basis for allowable reactor coolant activity since the amount of
radioactivity released to the environment is directly proportional to the amount of activity in the coolant. The
analysis of this event in SARs is intended to bound the potential release of radioactivity, should an SGTR occur.
The behavior of reactor systems during this event has not traditionally received much emphasis, either in the
analyses reported by the licensees or during review by the NRC.

Safety Significance

The safety significance of this recommendation was derived from the concern over the number of SGTR events
and the potential for exceeding the bounds of the analyses that were required in SRP11 Section 15.6.3 to
demonstrate that doses from SGTR events will not exceed 10 CFR 100.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

The analysis of an SGTR is performed to bound potential offsite doses using many conservative assumptions
(i.e., accident terminated within 30 minutes) to maximize the predicted doses (SRP11 Section 15.6.3). The
probability of the simultaneous occurrence of the SRP11 conditions is extremely low. SGTR events have
occurred at a frequency of approximately 2 x 10-2/RY. Therefore, this event could be classified as an incident that
might occur during the lifetime of a particular plant.

SGTR events that have actually occurred were not as severe as the SRP11 design basis event. Had the
frequencies of the conservative assumptions been included in a calculation of a design basis frequency, a much
lower frequency would result. A change in classification would necessarily require changes to the conservative
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analysis assumptions (listed in the SRP11). Changes to the design basis assumptions may include more
conservative limits on the reactor coolant activity for those plants that do not have STS limits on coolant iodine
concentrations, SGTR overfill conditions, multiple ruptures of the steam generator tubes, and other conditional
failure scenarios.

CONCLUSION

The basis for this issue was derived from the number of SGTR events that occurred and the existing potential
for doses from these events that exceeded 10 CFR 100 guidelines. However, these doses would occur only
if there were an unlikely (but not impossible) set of circumstances as discussed in detail in Section 8.1 of
NUREG-0916.754

For the 4 SGTRs that occurred, there were no significant consequences to the public and the existing design
basis SGTR was proven to be adequate. The staff believed that it was premature to establish a priority for
reclassification of the design basis SGTR event, prior to obtaining the results from other Staff Actions (See Item
67.5.1). Therefore, this issue was considered a Licensing Issue and was integrated into the resolution of Item
67.5.1.

ITEM 67.5.3: SECONDARY SYSTEM ISOLATION

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This item was Recommendation 5.3 of the DL/NRR memorandum752 and called for the NRC to reevaluate the
provisions for isolating the steam generators in conjunction with Items 67.3.1 and 67.5.1. The evaluation was
expected to consider whether the existing provisions for isolating the main steam and feedwater lines were
adequate, with particular emphasis on isolation of the steam generator with RCS loop isolation valves that
utilized closed bonnet secondary safety valves or contained the discharge from the steam generator safety and
relief (atmospheric dump) valves.

Safety Significance

The primary safety significance of SGTR events is the potential for a direct path for a loss of radioactive
coolant from the RCS through the steam generator to outside the containment. This event could also increase
the probability of a core-melt because the reactor coolant leaking from a steam generator tube cannot be
recirculated. Other systems that penetrate the containment and interface either with the RCS or the containment
have two containment isolation valves that close automatically or are locked closed. The steam generator safety
and atmospheric valves open automatically and, as required by the ASME Code, cannot be isolated.

Possible Solution

Some of the older PWRs have block valves in the reactor coolant loops that could be used to isolate the steam
generators and prevent the loss of coolant and radioactivity from the RCS. Alternatively, the discharge from the
steam generator safety and relief valves could be routed to return to the containment or a quench tank. GDC 57
requires each line that penetrates containment (and is neither part of the RCS nor connected to the containment
atmosphere) to have at least one isolation valve that is locked closed, automatic, or capable of remote operation.
GDC 57 was not interpreted to apply to the valves on the steam generator. However, some improved means of
isolating the steam generator, possibly either by requiring loop isolation valves in the RCS or containment of the
safety valve discharge, could be considered.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Recommendation 8 of NUREG-0651755 stated "... For those plants provided with loop isolation valves, the
use of these valves following an SGTR should be investigated. Isolating the affected loop would provide an
almost immediate abatement of steam generator tube leakage, but would prohibit cool-down of the damaged
steam generator. Licensees should, therefore, examine the advantages and disadvantages in their plant of loop
isolation." As pointed out in NUREG-0651,755 the determination and isolation of the damaged steam generator
appeared to take longer than the assumed 30 minutes in the FSAR analysis. In this regard, Item 67.5.1 could
address this aspect of steam generator isolation.
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The EOPs involved with isolation of the secondary system following an SGTR were identified in Item 67.4.3 as
selected events for staff review. In isolating the steam generator, an operator's worst error could be isolating the
wrong steam generator. If this were to occur, overfill of the broken steam generator could still result. In addition,
the intact steam generator which is isolated could boil dry. Saturated conditions in this hot leg could result. When
the operator recognizes the error, isolates the faulted steam generator, and opens the intact steam generator, he
might have no steam generator cooling since natural circulation might have become inhibited through the intact
steam generator due to void formation. The faulted steam generator would then be isolated, resulting in minimal
transfer of heat. The operator could unisolate the faulted steam generator and steam either to the condenser (if
available) or to the atmosphere, but this would result in increased offsite doses.

The W SGTR guidelines contain a note that advises operators not to use the loop isolation valves in the event
of an SGTR. They further state that "... any use of LSIVs (Loop Stop Isolation Valves) must be justified on
a plant-specific basis." The reasons given by W for not using these valves were: (1) their use has not been
included in any accident analyses; (2) they are not meant to be safety components; (3) their use has not been
recommended, since steam generator isolation has not been shown necessary to limit releases to an acceptable
value; (4) the valves are very slow acting and take minutes to close; and (5) their subsequent re-opening
required a rather careful procedure.

CONCLUSION

Many PWRs do not have LSIVs for use in an SGTR accident. For those plants that have them, modifications
would likely be required. However, based on the above discussion, the valves did not appear to be necessary. In
each of the SGTR events that occurred, the operator took correct action and in none of the events did incorrect
action result in any significant adverse effect to the public. In each event, the SGTR was isolated to the faulted
steam generator. Therefore, this issue was placed in the DROP category.

ITEM 67.6.0: ORGANIZATIONAL RESPONSES

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This item was Recommendation 6.0 of the DL/NRR memorandum752 and called for the staff to establish, as soon
as possible, improved NRC emergency preparedness to handle nuclear accidents at licensed reactor facilities.

Safety Significance

In the event of a nuclear accident, improved NRC emergency preparedness procedures will enable NRC to
monitor and evaluate the situation and its potential hazards, advise the licensee's operating staff as needed,
and, in an extreme case, issue orders governing such operations.

Possible Solution

Resolution of this item centered around implementation of TMI Action Plan Item III.A.3.

CONCLUSION

This issue was covered in TMI Action Plan Item III.A.3.

ITEM 67.7.0: IMPROVED EDDY CURRENT TESTS

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

Improved Eddy Current Tests (ECT) were originally proposed by the staff as requirements to be implemented
by licensees. Improved ECT could enhance earlier detection of degradations and thereby minimize, or mitigate,
steam generator tube degradations and ruptures. The evaluation of improved ECT as a requirement (Item 66.3)
showed that use of current state-of-the-art improvements provided only small reductions in public risk. Likewise,
since ECT was an evolving technology, imposition of any requirement was determined to be premature.
However, it was also recognized that significant potential reductions in ORE could result from use of improved
ECT. Therefore, this item was believed to warrant a medium priority ranking. The conclusion reached in Item
66.3 was consistent with the position that improved ECT should be handled as a Staff Action item and developed
in accordance with the possible solution described below.
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Safety Significance

The steam generator tube that ruptured at Ginna exhibited no ECT indication during earlier testing. Improved
ECT techniques would most likely have given indications and the event could have been avoided.

Possible Solution

This effort, conducted in parallel with ongoing ASME Code Committee activities, would incorporate updated eddy
current inspection procedures in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Sections V and XI for NDE and
ISI, respectively. The improved test procedures would be considered part of the in-service ECT of PWR steam
generator tubing.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

In a previous evaluation756 by the staff, it was determined that improved ECT techniques would provide small
reductions in public risk and, therefore, was considered a low priority. It was also concluded that significant
reductions in ORE could result from use of improved ECT techniques. The priority ranking based on the ORE
reduction potential was medium. Improved ECT would also enhance the certainty that defective or degraded
tubes would be identified and removed from service to assure meeting 10 CFR 100 release limits. The latter
condition could be argued to classify improved ECT as a licensing issue. In either classification, an economic
incentive for use of improved ECT of up to $5M/plant, based on avoided cost of forced outages, could be
obtainable. Based on a combination of the above potential benefits, development of improved ECT procedures
was recommended as a medium priority principally because of the potential reductions in ORE.

CONCLUSION

This issue was integrated into the resolution of Issue 135.1075

ITEM 67.8.0: DENTING CRITERIA

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This item concerned a staff recommendation to develop generic inspection criteria and methods to quantify
steam generator tube denting. Operating experience showed that surveillance of steam generator tubes was
necessary to identify denting and to take corrective action to mitigate the stress corrosion cracking induced by
denting.

Safety Significance

Denting can enhance stress corrosion cracking leading to through-wall cracks and leaks in steam generator
tubes. Denting, combined with flow slot `hourglassing,' caused the U-bend stress corrosion cracking that led to
the SGTR at Surry Unit 2 in September 1976.

Possible Solution

Development of a generic inspection requirement and criteria for steam generator tube denting will provide
assurance that minimum standards for denting are applied uniformly.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

At the time of this evaluation, only one SGTR event was attributed to the denting phenomena in approximately
300 RY of operation. This corresponded to an SGTR frequency of 3 x 10-3/RY. Therefore, the SGTR contribution
to a core-melt frequency of 4.7 x 10-6/RY contained a contribution of approximately 15% or 7 x 10-7/RY due to
denting.

Consequence Estimate

The PWR Category 4 release of 2.7 x 106 man-rem was used to estimate the consequences of a core-melt
associated with an SGTR. Using the above frequencies, the public risk, annualized over a remaining plant life
of 24 years, yielded a public risk of [(7 x 10-7)(2.7 x 106)(24)] man-rem/plant or 45 man-rem/plant. Based on
the assumption that approximately 40 of the operational and planned PWRs (~90 plants) had or will experience
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denting problems, the total public risk was approximately 1,800 man-rem. Assuming a 30% reduction due to
improved denting surveillance criteria resulted in a total public risk reduction of 13.5 man-rem/plant and 540
man-rem for 40 plants.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: It was estimated that, as a minimum, with the use of generic denting criteria from the STS, the
industry cost benefit would parallel the NRC cost benefit.

NRC Cost: The estimated cost to develop the denting criteria was based on 3 man-months of effort; at
$100,000/man-year, this cost was $25,000. The implementation mechanism was assumed to be an STS
revision. It was assumed that the denting criteria in the STS would apply to NTOL and CP plants and those
operating plants that experienced denting problems. Using the same ratio (40/90) as used in the above risk
determination, 40 of the total of 90 plants will require implementation of the STS denting criteria. It was also
estimated that development of generic denting criteria would reduce NRC plant-specific review time by 2 man-
weeks/plant. The result was a cost saving of (40)(2)($1,920) or $153,600. The net cost benefit to the NRC was
approximately $128,600.

Based on the above assumptions, development of generic denting criteria had a total net cost benefit of
approximately $250,000.

Value/Impact Assessment

The public risk reduction associated with implementation of generic denting criteria was not significant. The
major value in development of these criteria was that it could provide a net cost benefit to the NRC and industry.
No negative impacts (adverse changes to existing plant-specific criteria) were assumed in this evaluation.

CONCLUSION

In consideration of the low potential public risk reduction, development of generic denting criteria was considered
a low priority. However, the generic denting criteria provided a small public risk reduction potential and could
result in a net cost reduction for the NRC and industry. The issue was addressed in the resolution of Issue
135.1075

ITEM 67.9.0: REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM PRESSURE CONTROL

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This item addressed Recommendation 9 of the DL/NRR memorandum752 and called for a study to determine
the need for controlling and reducing RCS pressure during and following an SGTR with emphasis on existing
plant systems and equipment. The spectrum of possible initial conditions, RCS thermal-hydraulic conditions, and
break sizes were to be considered. The use of the pressurizer auxiliary system was to be explicitly examined
since its use could eliminate the necessity to use the pressurizer PORV in cases where forced RCS flow is lost.
The study was to address the following objectives: (1) minimizing the primary to secondary leakage through the
broken steam generator tube; (2) maximizing control over system pressure; and (3) minimizing the chances of
producing voids in the RCS and other complicating effects.

Safety Significance

RCS depressurization following an SGTR is more difficult because of the loss of normal pressurizer spray.
RCS fluid contraction, caused by the cool-down from the dumping of secondary-side steam to either the main
condenser or to the atmosphere, will result in some reduction in RCS pressure, but other measures must be
taken to expeditiously reduce the RCS pressure to the point where primary coolant flow into the damaged steam
generator stops.

The pressurizer PORV was used during the Ginna and Prairie Island SGTR events to reduce RCS pressure.
However, control of RCS pressure is difficult with the PORV since its use creates an additional loss of coolant.
The decrease in RCS pressure can be so rapid that steam voids may be formed in the reactor vessel upper
head and at the top of the steam generator U-tubes and may further complicate the RCS depressurization.
Void formation can lead to concerns regarding core cooling. The Ginna operators were sufficiently concerned
that they left the safety injection pumps operating, thereby overfilling the steam generator via primary-to-
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secondary leakage through the ruptured tube. The resulting secondary-side pressure transient caused the
main steam safety valves to lift, releasing radioactive material directly to the atmosphere. It was not apparent
that the auxiliary spray from the charging system could have successfully lowered RCS pressure to the point
where primary coolant flow into the steam generators could have been stopped. It may have been that, by
spraying cold charging fluid into the pressurizer, the decrease in pressure would have resulted in void formation
thus expanding the RCS fluid volume, filling the pressurizer, and rendering further spray flow ineffective. This
phenomenon was to be examined as well as the thermal stresses on the spray nozzle.

Possible Solution

With optimized RCS pressure control, the risk associated with an SGTR could be reduced by reducing the
potential radiological consequences.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

Independent analyses by the staff considered three categories of SGTR events: (1) SGTR and loss of DHR;
(2) SGTR resulting from LOCA; and (3) SGTR with loss of secondary system integrity. For Categories 1 and 2
above, the core-melt probabilities were not dominated by SGTRs and were calculated to be 5.5 x 10-7/RY and
3 x 10-8/RY, respectively. Category 3 included single and multiple tube ruptures followed by stuck-open steam
generator safety valves, MSLB, failure of the MSIVs, steam generator overfill, and failure to depressurize the
RCS before the RWST was exhausted. The latter was considered since recirculation water from the sump might
not be available following an SGTR event should a loss of secondary system integrity (e.g., stuck-open safety
valve, MSLB) occur outside containment.

It was assumed that RCS pressure control would enhance depressurization of the RCS by a factor of 10 for the
Category 3 sequences involving less than 10 SGTRs. For greater than 10 SGTRs, the depressurization was
assumed to be too rapid for the RCS pressure control to be effective. The result would be a reduction in core-
melt frequency of 1.8 x 10-6/RY for enhanced RCS pressure control.

Consequence Estimate

The consequences resulting from an SGTR would involve releases typical of a PWR Category 4 release as
used in WASH-140016 and modified to a typical meteorology with a population density of 340 persons/square-
mile within a 50-mile radius of the affected plant. The public risk reduction was (1.8 x 10-6)(2.7 x 106) man-rem/
RY or 4.9 man rem/RY. Considering an average remaining plant life of 24 years, the public risk reduction was
estimated to be 117 man-rem/reactor.

Cost Estimate

NRC Cost: The cost of the recommended separate staff study depended on the existing capability for RCS
pressure control following an SGTR and the incremental improvement required. As a minimum, the study could
require a review and documentation of how existing systems and procedures already provided the requisite
capability. In some plants, the study could require thermal-hydraulic modeling of the primary and secondary
coolant systems as well as detailed stress analysis of selected components such as the pressurizer auxiliary
spray nozzle. A study of this depth and the development of an optimized approach for RCS pressure control
could cost one man-year ($100,000) or more.

TMI Action Plan Item I.C.1, clarified in NUREG-0737,98 included in its scope the development of EOPs for
accidents and transients including multiple SGTRs. Likewise, the adequacy of existing and alternate means
of satisfying LWR shutdown decay heat removal requirements were addressed in Issue A-45. Shutdown
requirements in effect during SGTRs in PWRs were also considered in Issue A-45. Therefore, existing NRC
studies negated the need for a separate study on RCS pressure control.

Industry Cost: The major cost of the study, as recommended, would be borne by the NRC and its contractors;
however, input by and consultation with specific plants, plant types, or perhaps separate PWR Owners' Groups
would be involved. In the latter case, NSSS Owners' Groups evaluated means of controlling reactor coolant
pressure during an SGTR. The depth and scope of the Steam Generator Owners' Group (SGOG) study was
expected to at least parallel the above NRC study.
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The cost of implementing an optimized approach for RCS pressure control was likely to be highly variable,
depending on the adequacy of the existing RCS pressure control capability and the differences between the
existing and the optimized approach. The cost associated with implementing an optimized approach for RCS
pressure control was not quantifiable, but could include some or all of the following items of cost: (1) developing,
validating, and implementing new emergency procedures; (2) training plant operators; or (3) replacing equipment
or upgrading equipment qualification if existing equipment must be operated outside of the conditions for which
it was originally designed and qualified. In the scope of the recommended study, the implementation cost was
moot. However, in an overall value/impact, the implementation cost could be significant.

Value/Impact Assessment

The value of the recommended NRC study on RCS pressure control was that it could uncover, or result in
development of, optimized means (procedures, equipment, instrumentation) to control reactor coolant pressure
to minimize primary to secondary leakage following an SGTR. Thus, the potential for overfilling a steam
generator and the quantity of radioactive material released directly to the atmosphere following an SGTR should
be reduced.

Based on the above frequency and consequence estimates, the value was a potential public risk reduction of
117 man-rem/reactor over an average remaining plant life of 24 years. The major initial impact was the cost of
performing the study. Subsequent impacts depended on the results of the study and could not be quantified.

CONCLUSION

Based on the above, the potential public risk reduction of 117 man-rem/reactor that could be derived by a
separate (new) NRC study on RCS pressure control was not highly significant. The potential value that could
result from such a study would most likely be improved RCS pressure control for both accidents and transients.
In this regard, staff actions developed under TMI Action Plan Items I.C.1(2,3) and Issue A-45 also resolved the
objective of this issue. In addition, the work by the SGOG on RCS pressure control could have been factored
into the review of Items I.C.1(2,3) and Issue A-45.

In summary, RCS pressure control was considered part of studies conducted for NUREG-0737,98 Items
I.C.1(2,3), (which were resolved and implemented under MPAs F-04 and F-05) and Issue A-45.

ITEM 67.10.0: SUPPLEMENTAL TUBE INSPECTIONS

DESCRIPTION

Supplemental Tube Inspection (STI) was originally proposed by the staff as a recommended licensee action.752

The value/impact analysis756 ranked the proposed staff recommendation as a licensing issue. This ranking
inferred that the staff-proposed STI would provide only small potential public risk reduction and a low value/
impact ratio. However, as a minimum, the statistical sample size of the proposed STI would ensure that no more
than the limiting number of defective tubes would go undetected. The limiting number of sample tubes to be
inspected would be based on meeting 10 CFR 100 release limits from, and concurrent with, an MSLB. Thus,
STI would provide additional assurance that existing regulatory requirements on radiological releases would
be maintained and further reduce SGTRs. Subsequent information753 from industry indicated that the staff-
proposed STI would result in higher costs and greater ORE than that previously estimated by the staff. The staff
reevaluated753 their proposed STI and agreed in part with the industry assessment. However, it was the staff's
position that some form of STI could be formulated to provide added assurance of tube integrity with less ORE
and an improved value/impact relationship.

In view of the above, STI did not require licensee implementation but was identified for further staff action and
evaluation.

CONCLUSION

This issue was classified as a Licensing Issue that called for the staff to investigate more practical alternatives
for STI. As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary
of Activities Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will
not pursue any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing
and regulatory impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues
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Program, these issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not
warrant further processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated
November 17, 2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.
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Issue 68: Postulated Loss of Auxiliary Feedwater System Resulting from
Turbine-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Steam Supply Line Rupture
(Rev. 3)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

In an evaluation of INPO/NSAC Significant Operating Experience Report 81-17,271 the operators at Fort Calhoun
determined that the configuration of their plant made it susceptible to the possibility that all AFW supply could
be disabled by a break of the steam supply line inside the pump room. The steam line break would disrupt
the supply of steam to the turbine-driven pump and concurrently disable the electric motor-driven pump, if the
electric pump motor were not qualified to operate in the steam environment and were located in the same pump
room. The Fort Calhoun operators reported this deficiency in LER 82-012.

In the analysis,271 the Fort Calhoun operators identified a sequence which begins with the loss of offsite power
and postulated a break in the steam supply line when the AFW pumps are required to operate. Fort Calhoun
has the electric motor-driven AFW pump housed in the same room as the steam turbine-driven AFW pump. In
reviewing the LER submitted by Fort Calhoun, NRR concluded that the design met current acceptance criteria
and that the scenario postulated, loss of offsite power followed by the passive failure of the steam supply line
disabling all AFW pumps, was outside the scope of events postulated as part of the current licensing basis and
did not represent a credible accident scenario.272

Safety Significance

Concerns were expressed in AEOD/T302273 that a single passive failure could result in the loss of a safety
system that could be required to bring the plant to a safe shutdown. It was suggested that the pipe break criteria
presented in SRP11 Section 3.6.1 be reviewed to determine if additional guidance was necessary. Similar
problems were identified at San Onofre Units 2 and 3 and at Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit 1.

Possible Solutions

A possible solution to this issue was the relocation of the turbine-driven pump to another room separate from
the electric-driven pump(s). An alternative to this first solution was locating a full capacity electric pump in a
room separate from the steam-turbine pump and any effects resulting from a steam line supply break. A second
solution was the replacement of the electric pump motor(s) with Class 1E environmentally-qualified components.
A third solution, the alternative implemented at the San Onofre facility, was the addition of a forced lube oil
cooling system to the electric pump motor bearings, assuming that everything else was already qualified. Finally,
an augmented ISI of the steam lines was also proposed as an alternative solution.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

Three event sequences were analyzed and assessed separately for CE and B&W reactors to determine the
frequency at which core-melt would be expected to occur, as a result of placement of all AFW pumps in the
same room. The sequence initiators appraised were: (1) a break of the AFW turbine-driven pump steam supply
line inside the pump room; (2) a transient reactor trip other than interruption of the main feedwater; and (3) a loss
of offsite power for longer than 15 minutes or interruption of the main feedwater.

For the first sequence, the turbine driven AFW pump steam supply line break occurs at a frequency of 2 x 10-3/
RY. This failure rate was estimated by assuming one AFW steam line break has occurred in 440 RY (which had
not happened). Since only 10% of the steam line is in the pump room, the frequency is one tenth of this or 2
x 10-4/RY. The dominant sequence events and their probabilities which follow are: a turbine trip (0.9); offsite
power is not lost (~1.0); the electric motor-driven AFW pump(s) fail due to the operating environment (0.9);
the operators fail to align the steam generators back to the main feedwater system (0.1); and for only the B&W
reactors, the operators are unsuccessful in achieving feed-and-bleed operation to remove decay heat with a
probability of P. The frequency of this sequence was estimated to be less than P(2 x 10-6) event/RY for B&W
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reactors and ~2 x 10-6 event/RY for CE reactors. B&W reactors were given credit for feed-and-bleed operation
while CE reactors were not given credit for this mode. Many CE reactors do not have sufficient pressure relief
capability to permit injection of coolant water at the lower HPCI pressure provided by the CE reactors. The
success of feed-and-bleed is difficult to establish on a generic basis and it has not been demonstrated to
be achievable, in that the availability of procedural guidance and training in this operation is undetermined.
Therefore, no probabilistic estimate of success is assigned.

The second sequence is initiated by transient trips other than the interruption of main feedwater or loss of offsite
electrical power. These transient trips have a frequency of 7/RY. The dominant sequence events which follow
and their probabilities are: retention of offsite power (~1.0), a rupture or break of the steam supply line to the
turbine driven AFW pump inside the pump room (2 x 10-5 based on ten demands on the AFW per year), failure
of the electric motor-driven AFW pump(s) due to the operating environment (0.9), failure by the operators to align
the steam generators to the main feedwater system (0.1), and the operators are unsuccessful in achieving feed-
and-bleed cooling (a value of P for B&W reactors). The frequency of the sequence was estimated to be less than
P(1.4 x 10-6) event/RY for B&W reactors and ~1.4 x 10-6 event/RY for CE reactors.

The third sequence is initiated by the loss of offsite power for more than 15 minutes which has a frequency of
0.2/RY or an interruption of main feedwater which may be expected to occur at a frequency of 3/RY. The events
following in the dominant sequence are: the steam supply line to the turbine-driven pump breaks inside the pump
room (2 x 10-5), emergency power is supplied by the diesel generators (~1.0), the electric motor-driven AFW
pumps fail due to the operating environment (0.9), and for B&W reactors the operators are unable to achieve
feed-and-bleed cooling (a value of P). The frequency of this sequence is estimated to be less than P(5 x 10-5)
event/RY for B&W reactors and ~6 x 10-5 event/RY for CE reactors.

The sum of the three dominant sequences for B&W reactors is ~P(5.3 x 10-5) event/RY. For CE reactors, the
sum of the three dominant sequences is ~6.3 x 10-5 event/RY. These values closely approximate the increase in
core-melt frequency resulting from placing the steam turbine-driven pump and non-qualified electric motor-driven
pumps within the same enclosure. It should be noted that the sequences involving loss of electric power, which
were the original concern, do not dominate the results.

Consequence Estimate

The consequences of these sequences are obtained using the CRAC Code64 for the release fractions and
categories of a PWR as given in WASH-1400.16 The calculations assume an average population density of 340
persons per square mile (which is the average for U.S. domestic sites) from an exclusion area of one-half mile
about the reactor out to a 50-mile radius about the reactor. A typical midwest plain meteorology is also assumed.

The sequence described would be similar to the T1MLU sequence described in NUREG/CR-165954 for Oconee
resulting in a Category 3 release. For B&W reactors, the risk is P(144) man-rem/RY or P(3,850) man-rem/reactor
for the remaining life of the reactor. If P were considered to be 0.9, which means that only one in ten attempts to
cool the core by using feed-and-bleed is successful, then the risk would be 130 man-rem/RY or 3,460 man-rem/
reactor. For CE reactors, the risk is 170 man-rem/RY or 4,600 man-rem/reactor.

It was estimated that an enhanced ISI effort would reduce the frequency of steam supply line breaks and the
effects which result by a factor of 5. Enhanced inspection of the AFW steam supply line would reduce the
frequency of core-melt accidents involving the failure of the steam supply line from 5.3 x 10-5/RY and 6.3 x 10-5/
RY to 1.1 x 10-5/RY and 1.3 x 10-5/RY for B&W and CE reactors, respectively. The core-melt reduction reduces
the public risk by 227 and 270 man-rem, respectively, for the 27 years remaining reactor life.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: It was estimated274 by one plant that relocating the turbine pump would cost $13.5M. The cost to
install Class 1E environmentally-qualified motors was estimated to be $5.2M. The addition of the forced-cooled
lube oil system was estimated to be $2.5M. (While the forced-cooled lube system could permit the continued
operation of the electric pump motors in the steam environment at San Onofre, it is not certain that a similar
solution would be possible at the other affected plants.)

The cost to perform ISI was estimated to be 0.1 man-year/RY and included efforts necessary to erect
scaffolding, remove insulation materials, perform and evaluate the inspections, and to restore the system to an
operable configuration. In addition, a one-time cost of $30,000 was estimated to be necessary to make some
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piping changes to permit the inspection of some welds. The total cost estimated to perform ISI of the AFW steam
supply line inside the pump room for the remaining plant life is $0.3M.

Value/Impact Assessment

As described, the costs for modifications to eliminate the risk associated with this issue is estimated to be
between $2.5M and $13.5M. For B&W reactors having a risk exposure of 3,850 man-rem/reactor, the value/
impact score varies between 1,540 and 285 man-rem/$M per reactor. For CE reactors having a risk exposure of
4,600 man-rem/reactor, the value/impact score varies between 1,840 and 340 man-rem/$M per reactor. ISI has a
value/impact score of 756 and 900 man-rem/$M per reactor for B&W and CE reactors, respectively.

Other Considerations

(1) The accident avoidance savings, based upon a resolution which reduces the core-melt frequency by 5 x 10-6

event/RY, is $82,000/RY or $2.2M for the lifetime of the reactor.64

(2) No increase in ORE is expected to result from the proposed solution to this issue. The results of the analysis
are sensitive to changes in the assigned failure rates. An order of magnitude change in accident frequency could
change the priority ranking.

CONCLUSION

The value/impact score for this issue indicated a high priority for those facilities that have pumps co-located and
suceptible to common cause failure.

A review and evaluation of the criteria for judging the acceptability of proposed plants to determine if similar
practices would be judged acceptable was deemed to be of high priority. The requirement for redundancy and
diversity to assure the availability of an important safety system was of dubious benefit, if designs are permitted
in which environmental or single-fault conditions may render the diverse or redundant components inoperable.
This issue was integrated into the resolution of Issue 124.
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Issue 69: Make-Up Nozzle Cracking in B&W Plants (Rev. 11)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

Cracks were found in the normal make-up high pressure injection (MU/HPI) nozzles of several B&W plants
following an inspection of the 8 B&W plants licensed to operate. These cracks appeared to be directly related to
loose or missing thermal sleeves. As a result, a B&W Owners' Group Task Force was established to identify the
cause of the failures and recommend modifications to eliminate future failures.513

The B&W Task Force has completed a generic investigation of the MU/HPI nozzle component cracking problem
and has submitted a report containing the findings of that investigation.514 The report presents relevant facts
and probable failure scenarios, as well as recommended modifications to thermal sleeve designs, make-up
system operating conditions, and ISI plans. Failure analysis indicated that the cracks were initiated on the inside
diameter and were propagated by thermal fatigue. Recent inspections at Midland have also shown that gaps
may be present between the thermal sleeve and safe-end in the contact expansion joint. These findings along
with stress analysis and testing have implicated insufficient contact expansion of the thermal sleeves as the most
probable root cause of the failures. The NRC staff has evaluated the B&W Owners' Group report and has found
the report acceptable.

Safety Significance

On the B&W plants with 145, 177, and 205 fuel assemblies, four HPI/MU nozzles (one per cold leg) are used to:
(1) provide a coolant source for emergency core cooling, and (2) supply normal make-up (purification flow) to the
primary system. In general, one or two of the nozzles are used for both HPI and MU, while the remaining nozzles
are used for HPI alone.

The incorporation of a thermal sleeve into a nozzle assembly is a common practice in the nuclear industry to
provide a thermal barrier between the cold HPI/MU fluid and the hot high pressure injection nozzle. This helps
prevent thermal shock and fatigue of the nozzle. The purpose of the safe-end is to make the field weld easier
(pipe to safe-end) by allowing similar metals to be welded. The dissimilar metal weld between the safe-end
and the nozzle can then be made under controlled conditions in the vendor's shop. The use of the safe-end
also eliminates the need to do any post-weld heat treating in the field. Failures in these HPI/MU nozzles may
preclude the proper functioning of the ECCS and/or the normal fluid makeup to the primary system.

Possible Solutions

As a result of their investigation, B&W made the following recommendations514 as the solutions to the problem:

(1) Reroll the upstream end of the thermal sleeve, when inspections indicate that a gap exists, or repair and/or
replace damaged components

(2) Maintain a continuous MU flow greater than 1.5 gpm

(3) Implement an augmented ISI plan

(4) Perform a detailed stress analysis of a nozzle with a modified thermal sleeve design to justify long term
operation.

The staff reviewed and evaluated the recommendations of the Task Force and supported all four
recommendations. However, the staff concluded that the implementation of Recommendations (1), (3), and (4)
were adequate for resolving the issue.

CONCLUSION

All licensees participating in the B&W Owners' Group Task Force performed the repairs to damaged components
outlined in Recommendation (1). The augmented ISI program in Recommendation (3) was voluntarily
implemented. The stress analysis of Recommendation (4) will be done by the affected licensees and will require
an MPA for follow-up staff verification.667 Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and no new requirements were
established.
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Issue 70: PORV and Block Valve Reliability (Rev. 3)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

PORVs and block valves were originally designed as non-safety components in the reactor pressure control
system for use only when plants are in operation. The block valves were installed because of expected leakage
from the PORVs. Neither the PORVs nor the block valves were required to safely shut down a plant or mitigate
the consequences of accidents. RSB determined in 1983 that PORVs are relied upon to mitigate a design basis
SGTR. However, the acceptability of relying on non-safety grade PORVs to mitigate a design basis accident
(e.g., an SGTR) was questioned by RSB.575 This issue was identified in a DL memorandum515 and addressed
the assessment of the need for improving the reliability of PORVs and block valves.

In most plants, the low temperature overpressure protection (Ltop) system is designed to use PORVs. For this
mode of operation, the valves are typically set to open at 500 psig rather than the high pressure (~2300 psig)
setpoint used at power. Westinghouse and some CE-designed plants use redundant PORVs for Ltop concerns.
These plants are brought to a water solid condition during shutdown. In contrast, B&W owners use a single
PORV and the gas (steam or nitrogen) space in the pressurizer functions as the primary Ltop system. The PORV
and associated actuation circuitry function as a backup, should an operator fail to terminate a low temperature
overpressure challenge before compression of the gas space. Ltop systems, as specified in SRP11 Section
5.2.2, are to be single failure proof, testable, designed to quality standards, and operable from emergency
power. Full implementation of IEEE Standard 279 to withstand an SSE is not specified, but the OBE is. At the
time this issue was evaluated, Ltop system requirements were being implemented under MPA B-04.578

NUREG-0737,98 Item II.D.1, set forth functional requirements for both PORVs and block valves. All plants were
required to demonstrate the functionability of these valves for all expected flow conditions during operating and
accident conditions. It was further required that the block valves be capable of closing to ensure that a stuck-
open relief valve can be isolated, thereby terminating a small LOCA. In response to the Item II.D.1 requirements,
PORVs were tested extensively by EPRI583 and the results reported to the staff. Only limited block valve testing
had been performed in the EPRI program at the time this issue was evaluated. Reports describing the test
program results were submitted to the staff for review. Most plants requested exemptions to the specified
completion date for Item II.D.1 in order to obtain additional time for the required evaluation of piping associated
with safety valves, PORVs, and block valves.

When PORVs are used for high point vents in some plants under Item II.B.1 of NUREG-0737,98 both PORVs
and block valves are required to meet seismic and environmental requirements for safety-related equipment.
There were no TS requirements that these components be operational when the plants were at power.
Continued operation at power with inoperable PORVs and block valves is permitted by the TS if the block valves
are closed and power to the block valves is removed. At the time this issue was evaluated, many of the plants
operated with the PORVs blocked.

In the safety evaluations572,573,574 for Item II.K.3(2) it was determined that an automatic PORV isolation system
was not necessary. However, the possible need to improve PORV reliability was recognized. The Item II.K.3(2)
conclusion was predicated on the absence of the need to reduce the PORV-SBLOCA frequency by this single
modification. Therefore, the scope of the evaluation of Item II.K.3(2) was limited in that it did not consider,
or combine, the automatic PORV isolation system as a subset with other measures that could be taken to
improve overall PORV/block-valve system reliability. The analysis provided herein also indicated that a singular
modification, like that reviewed in Item II.K.3(2), or a reliability program to improve PORV/block-valve system
reliability, without considering improvements to the control element (automation vs. manual), would yield small
benefits. The broader program reviewed herein included an automated PORV isolation system as a possible part
of an overall PORV/block-valve system reliability improvement. Therefore, this analysis expanded the evaluation
of Item II.K.3(2) by including additional means to improve the PORV/block-valve system reliability and assessing
all of the modes of risk reduction (and costs) that would likely result from these improvements.

Safety Significance
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PORVs and block valves are used in various modes of plant operation. On a number of occasions, these valves
were stuck open when required to operate. Such malfunctions have led to significant plant transients and
aggravated others. Most notable are the events at TMI-2 in 1979 and Crystal River 3 in 1980. The failure of a
PORV block valve to completely close aggravated recovery from a reactor coolant system leak at H. B. Robinson
in 1981. In January 1982, a malfunction of the PORV aggravated recovery from an SGTR event at Ginna.581

Some accident sequences and transients can be mitigated by using the PORVs and HPI pumps for pressure
and coolant inventory control. This mode of operation is known as feed-and-bleed, or bleed-and-feed, depending
on the HPI capability of the injection pumps and system design. In these situations, the PORVs could experience
multiple openings and closures. Life cycle testing, which is not now required, could provide better assurance that
the PORVs can withstand this type of operation.

In other cases, when the PORVs have leakage problems and are blocked, this could cause the safety valves to
be challenged and, if they stick open, could result in an unisolable SBLOCA. Also, during startup and shutdown
operations, many of the plants use the PORVs as part of the Ltop system. The Ltop systems that rely on
lifting the PORVs to reduce reactor pressure, in accordance with established pressure/temperature limits,
have experienced several events where the Ltop systems have been inoperable.577,591,592 As a result of the
inoperable Ltop systems, the potential for brittle fracture of the reactor pressure vessel is increased. Even
though the Ltop system discussed above is a separate issue, the common cause failures are inoperable PORVs
due to PORV leakage; maintenance errors disabling the Ltop systems; procedural deficiencies; and inadequate
inspection or surveillance of the gas (nitrogen/air) supply that provides the PORV opening force in certain plants.

Possible Solution

Resolution of this issue could involve specification of the PORV/block-valve combination to some or all of the
requirements associated with safety grade systems, better initial qualifications for the valves, and specified
maintenance and testing requirements. The need for an automatic actuating circuit for the motor-operated block
valve with manual override and reset capabilities was evaluated and determined unnecessary as a singular
requirement.572,573,574 Any program initiated to improve PORV/block-valve system reliability should take into
consideration the Item II.K.3(2) conclusions and the basis and criteria for the conclusions. This analysis includes
implementation of an automatic PORV isolation system to gauge the potential benefits this modification could
provide if combined with other reliability improvement measures. Broader and more specific ideas relating to
possible resolutions are discussed below.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

To establish the priority of this issue, the potential reductions in the SBLOCA frequency that could result from
certain improvements in the PORV/block-valve system were quantified. The change in the SBLOCA frequency
and resulting risk reduction were assumed to estimate the baseline benefits for this issue. The effects of
transients, other systems (e.g., Ltop), functions (e.g., feed-and-bleed), ATWS events, and safety grade PORV/
block-valves on the overall PORV/block-valve reliability are additional unquantified benefits that were considered
in arriving at the priority ranking.

Frequency Estimate

PORV Challenge Frequency: The PORV challenge frequencies are based on operating data572,574 for W and
CE plants for the post-TMI period from April 1, 1980, to March 31, 1983. These data included PORV challenges
for seven CE plants and 28 W plants. Examination of these data showed 18 of the plants (51%) with no PORV
challenges (lifts). Since approximately 55% of the plants operate with closed block valves,572,574,586 the 18
plants with no PORV challenges were assumed to be within the null set (55%) of plants that operate with closed
block valves. PORV challenges at low power, as identified in the data, were also eliminated. Graph plots of
the remaining 37 PORV lifts for the 17 plants in the active set indicated that approximately 50% of the plants
account for 69% of the PORV lifts over the 3-year period covered. Therefore, the PORV lift frequency for 50%
of the plants in the active set is 1/RY. The data573 related to B&W plants were not used because they were
considerably lower than that shown for CE and W plants. Therefore, this analysis is applicable only to W and CE
plants.

PORV/Block-Valve Failure Frequency: The PORV-SBLOCA (given that the block valves are open) requires
actuation (challenge) of the PORV, failure of the PORV to close, and failure to close the block valves. The
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failure frequency of the PORV to close, given that it has opened, is 0.02/demand.366 The failure frequency of
the block valves to function is estimated at 0.005/demand.346 Potential reduction in the failure probability of the
PORV to close, given that it has opened, is highly judgmental. Since the "weak spot" in the PORV appears to
be the control systems576 and, for valves in general, malfunctions of valve operators and control equipment
have occurred about twice as often as malfunctions of the valves proper,590 a PORV failure probability of 0.01
was assumed to be obtainable. The improvement was assumed to result from improved maintenance, testing,
surveillance, and proper matching of the valve operators with the valve body as a valve assembly. A similar
reduction to 0.003 in the block valve failure to close probability was also assumed obtainable.

Operator Error Frequency: Failure of an operator to close the block valve increases the chance for a SBLOCA
through the PORV flow path, given that the PORV sticks open. Based on operating experience,76 the pre-TMI
operator error rate was approximately 0.29 which is in agreement with the WASH-140016 (Table III, 6-1) estimate
of 0.2 to 0.3 for plant operators under very high stress levels where dangerous activities are occurring rapidly.
Since the TMI-2 event, valve position indicators and more emphasis on operator training should reduce the
chance of operator error. From the analyses performed,572,574 an operator error rate (HEP) of 0.05 was assumed
based on an 83% improvement in operator performance (reliability) as a result of TMI-2 improvements and the
increased emphasis on operator training.

Automatic Actuation Block-Valve Failure Frequency: Because the plant operator is "in fact" a control element
that affects overall reliability for the PORV/block-valve system, automatic actuation of the block valves to replace
the manual operator action was considered in this analysis. The failure rate for an automated block valve (MOV)
was assumed to be 0.002/demand based on the assumption of one failure in 486 tests366 even though no
failures were observed in these tests. Therefore, the 0.002/demand failure rate for automatic actuation should be
conservative.

PORV-SBLOCA Frequency: For the purpose of this analysis, the PORVs and safety valves were assumed to
be normally closed and the block valves were assumed to be normally open.

The base case PORV/block-valve SBLOCA frequency of 1.1 x 10-3/RY with the operator controlling closure of
the block valves is the product of the PORV challenge frequency (1.0), the probability that PORV sticks open
(0.02), the probability that the operator will not close the block valve or that the block valve malfunctions by
failing to close (0.05 + 0.005).

Improved valve maintenance, testing, surveillance, qualification and specification, and automated block valves
were considered as combined improvements. They are estimated to reduce the PORV/block-valve SBLOCA
frequency to 5 x 10-5/RY. The reduced SBLOCA is the product of the PORV challenge frequency (1.0), the
probability that the PORV sticks open (0.01), and the probability that the automatic actuation circuitry of the block
valve fails or that the block valve malfunctions by failing to close (0.002 + 0.003).

The potential 95% reduction in the PORV/block-valve SBLOCA is therefore estimated to be 1.05 x 10-3/RY. It
seems likely that improvements in PORV/block-valve reliability could also reduce the PORV actuations that have
resulted from low power lifts, spurious signals, maintenance, and testing that are not specifically reduced in the
above analysis.

For comparison, the above generic PORV/SBLOCA frequency of 1.1 x 10-3/RY is approximately one-third the
PORV-SBLOCA frequency (3.1 x 10-3/RY) calculations572,574 for the CE and W plants. Also, it is estimated588,589

that a PORV-SBLOCA has a frequency of 5.1 x 10-3/RY. Based on the above, the PORV-SBLOCA might range
from 1 x 10-3 to 5 x 10-3/RY. The above values are all within the uncertainties inherent in this generic analysis.

Transient Frequencies: The PORV challenges (lifts) in the database resulted from plant operating experiences
that included transients, spurious actuations, and one SGTR event. Therefore, high pressure transients that
challenge the PORVs most frequently, and the potential for a SBLOCA from such events, are included in the
SBLOCA section of this analysis. Less frequent high pressure transients that might occur, and that are not
inclusive in the 3-year database, are expected to provide secondary effects that are in addition to the SBLOCA
base-line effects. These secondary effects should not significantly alter the results, but were factors considered
in the conclusion of this analysis.
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Ltop Events: Ltop events and low power actuations of the PORVs were eliminated from the calculated PORV lift
frequency of 1.0/RY used to estimate the SBLOCA frequency. The four such events that were evident from the
3-year database could have been attributed in part to inadequate PORV/block-valve system reliability programs.
Ltop events that result from failure to place the block valves in the open position to allow pressure relief through
the PORVs, as stated earlier, is a separate issue (MPA B-04).578 However, resolution of the Ltop concerns
(event frequencies) would likely be a subset of the overall measures to improve PORV/block-valve reliability
addressed in this issue. In recognition of possible double counting of the benefits attributed to resolution of
the Ltop issue, credit was not taken for the potential benefits that may be more appropriately obtained within
the more definitive resolution of the Ltop issue. Nevertheless, coordination of the resolutions of the various
operations for which the PORV/block-valve systems are used was considered an important element that was
factored into the evaluation.

Feed-and-Bleed: Feed-and-bleed operation was evaluated in Issue A-45. Any need to require improved PORV/
block-valve reliability related to specific needs in the feed-and-bleed mode of operation were developed as part
of the resolution of Issue A-45.

ATWS Frequency: Reliability improvement benefits to the existing PORV/block-valve systems with respect
to ATWS events were evaluated based on three types of pressure-relieving scenarios: (1) success, (2) partial
success, and (3) failure. Success is the probability that the block valve, PORV, and SVs open (function) to
relieve pressure build-up in the reactor. Success, however, does not indicate that sufficient relief capacity is
available through the existing valves. Partial success is that either the PORV or SVs open to relieve pressure
build-up in the reactor. As in the success case, partial success does not mean that the existing valves have
sufficient relief capacity to mitigate high reactor pressures that might result in exceeding a 3200 psi stress level.
Failure is the probability that no relief is obtained through either the PORV/block-valve system or the SVs.

ATWS Success: The probability of ATWS success (Case 1) before PORV/block-valve reliability improvements
is 0.441A and is the product of the ATWS frequency (A~10-5/RY), the probability that the plant is operating
with the block valves open (0.45), the probability that the PORVs open (0.99), and the probability that the SVs
open (0.99). Assuming that PORV reliability can be improved by 50%, the probability of opening the PORVs
is increased to (0.995). The resulting increase in an ATWS success (as defined above) is (2 x 10-3)(A)/RY.
Assuming that the ATWS event leads to core-melt, the potential reduction in core-melt frequency is 2 x 10-8/RY.

Partial ATWS Success: Partial ATWS success (Case 2) involves the sum of three event sequences, given that
an ATWS occurs (A~10-5/RY):

(1) Case 2a

Block valves are open (0.45) PORVs open (0.99) SVs fail to open (0.01)

The probability for Case 2a before PORV/block-valve reliability improvements is (4.45 x 10-3)(A). Assuming a
50% improvement in PORV reliability (PORV opens = 0.995), the resulting increase in partial ATWS success
for Case 2a is (3 x 10-5)(A)/RY. Assuming the ATWS leads to core-melt, the potential reduction in core-melt
frequency for Case 2a is 3 x 10-10/RY.

(2) Case 2b

Block valves are open (0.45) PORVs fail to open (0.01) SVs open (0.99)

The probability for Case 2b before PORV/block-valve reliability improvements is (4.46 x 10-3)(A). Assuming
a 50% improvement in PORV reliability (PORV fails to open = 0.005), the resulting increase in partial ATWS
success for Case 2b is (2.23 x 10-3)(A). Assuming the ATWS leads to core-melt, the potential reduction in core-
melt frequency for Case 2b is 2.2 x 10-6/RY.

(3) Case 2c

Block valves are closed (0.55) SVs open (0.99)

For Case 2c, plants operating with closed block valves, it was assumed that the operator does not or cannot
open the block valves in time to relieve the primary system pressure. In this case, reliability improvements to the
PORV/block-valve system will not affect the partial success resulting from the opening of the SVs.
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Failure From ATWS: Failure to relieve system pressure from the PORVs and SVs following an ATWS event can
occur whether the plants operate with the block valves open (Case 3a) or with the block valves closed (Case
3b).

(1) Case 3a

Block valves open (0.45) PORVs fail to open (0.01) SVs fail to open (0.01)

The probability for Case 3a before PORV/block-valve reliability improvements is (4.5 x 10-4)(A). Assuming a 50%
improvement in PORV reliability (PORV fails to open 0.005), the resulting decrease in failure for Case 3a is (2.3
x 10-4)(A). Assuming the ATWS leads to core-melt, the potential reduction in core-melt frequency for Case 3a is
2.3 x 10-9/RY.

(2) Case 3b

Block valves closed (0.55) SVs fail to open (0.01)

For Case 3b, with the plants operating with closed block valves, reliability improvements to the PORV/block-
valve system have no affect.

Combined ATWS Frequency: The combined reduction in core-melt frequency for the above ATWS cases was
determined to be approximately 4.4 x 10-8/RY. Based on this estimate, improvements that increase the reliability
of the PORV/block-valve systems by as much as 50% will not provide significant benefits toward reducing
core-melt or consequences that would result from an ATWS event. This estimate addressed only the effects
of improved PORV/block-valve reliability to provide some relief in system pressure following an ATWS. The
analysis did not address the adequacy of existing valves to provide sufficient relief capacity to mitigate an ATWS.

Safety Grade PORV/Block Valves: A design basis event (an SGTR) occurred at the Ginna plant within the
3-year period that was used to determine the PORV lift frequency (1/RY). Other than the stated RSB position
that the PORV/block-valve system should be safety grade, no evidence had been revealed that indicated that
safety grade components were more reliable than control grade components (PORV/block-valve systems). In the
absence of such evidence, no benefit (risk reduction) could be quantified for the proposed method of improving
PORV/block-valve system reliability. It was recommended that any subsequent staff information developed in
the resolution of Issue 70 be coordinated with, and factored into, the need for safety grade PORV/block-valve
systems or individual components of the PORV/block-valve systems.

Core-Melt Frequency: The WASH-140016 median core-melt frequency (1.5 x 10-5/RY) for a SBLOCA (S2=10-3/
RY) is dominated by failures in the emergency core cooling injection system (S2D) and the emergency core
cooling recirculation system (S2H), resulting in a Category 7 type release (basemat melt-through). A more
representative (although conservatively biased) value of the probability of failure of the HPI(D) systems was
considered587 to be 3 x 10-3/demand, as opposed to the WASH-140016 value of 9 x 10-3/demand. Therefore,
the WASH-140016 S2D sequence frequency of 9 x 10-6/RY was replaced by the value of 3 x 10-6/RY. In addition,
RRAB proposed that, for the WASH-140016 S2H sequence frequency of 6 x 10-6/RY also involving a Category 7
type release, the operator may not need to go to recirculation, or the time available for corrective action (close
the block valve) will most likely be hours instead of minutes. Therefore, the HEP=0.05 in the PORV-SBLOCA
(discussed above) should be reduced to HEP~0.005 for the S2H (WASH-1400)16 sequence. The adjusted
(reduced) S2H sequence frequency is therefore 6 x 10-7/RY. The result is a core-melt frequency of 4 x 10-6/RY
that is dominated by the Category 7 type release. Ratioing the potential reduction in PORV-SBLOCA frequency
(1.05 x 10-3/RY) to the WASH-140016 SBLOCA frequency (S2=10-3/RY) yields an estimated potential reduction in
core-melt frequency of (1.05)(4 x 10-6/RY) = 4.2 x 10-6/RY.

Consequence Estimate

The risk reduction attributed to improvements in the PORV/block-valve reliability is shown below in Table 3.70-1.
Column 1 lists the WASH-140016 dominant release categories; Column 2 lists the modified WASH-140016

S2 (small-break) core-melt frequency for the specific release category. The modifications delete the S2C
sequences and containment failure modes from steam explosions, in accordance with RRAB recommendations.
The RRAB position that an S2 (SBLOCA) with a failure of the HPI(D) system may not lead to core-melt, if
aggressive cooldown via the steam generators (secondary-side) is used, could possibly be considered on a
plant-specific basis. RSB evaluated aggressive cooldown as a means to mitigate very small LOCA scenarios
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and to improve methods for decay heat removal under Issue A-45. However, recovery credit for aggressive
cooldown (elimination of the S2D core-melt sequence) was not considered generically representative because
improved decay heat removal methods had not been established at the time of this evaluation.

1 2* 3 4

Table 3.70-1

RELEASE CATEGORY MODIFIED WASH-140016

(S2~10-3/RY) CORE-
MELT FREQUENCY
(RY-1)

DOSE (man-rem) RISK (2)(3) (man-rem/RY)

2 2 x 10-9 4.8 x 106 ~

3 2 x 10-7 5.4 x 106 1.1

4 ~ 2.7 x 106 ~

5 1 x 10-8 1.0 x 106 ~

6 1 x 10-8 1.4 x 105 ~

7 4 x 10-6 2.3 x 103 ~

* Not including the 10% from adjacent categories used to smooth the data.

Ratioing a reduction in the PORV-SBLOCA of 1.05 x 10-3/RY to the WASH-140016 SBLOCA (S2=10-3) and
remaining plant life of 27 years, the potential public risk reduction from improving the reliability of the PORV/
block-valve systems is (1.05)(1.1)(27) man-rem/reactor = 31 man-rem/reactor.

The analysis provided herein provides the baseline potential risk reduction. Consideration of Ltop, feed-and-
bleed operations, ATWS events, and safety grade PORV/block-valve systems are not expected to significantly
alter the potential risk reduction of this issue, but these unquantified secondary effects are additional qualitative
factors considered below.

Cost Estimate

Industry Implementation Cost (Operating PWRS): PNL estimated64 that valve backfit labor costs are
$27,200/plant based on 12 man-wk/plant and $2,270/man-wk. This includes management review, QA control,
licensing review, and engineering for the backfit. Material requirements are two safety-grade PORVs and two
instrumented (for automatic actuation) block valves, each costing $25,000. Incremental material costs such as
piping, supports, hardware, etc., beyond those associated with initial installation of the safety-grade PORVs and
instrumented block valves at a plant are estimated at $50,000. The cost for the safety analysis is estimated at
$50,000/plant. A Class III License Amendment for the valve upgrade is placed at $4,000. The implementation
cost is therefore estimated to be $237,200/plant.

Industry Maintenance Cost (All PWRs): Additional annual maintenance and testing is estimated at (0.5 man-
wk/RY)($2,270/man-wk) = $1,140/RY. The present worth of this cost with a 4% discount rate585 over 27 years is
$17,860/plant.

Industy Implementation Cost (Planned PWRs): For new plants, an incremental effort above the analysis
required for relief valves is estimated at $5,000/plant. Assuming that new valves at $25,000/each will be
required, the forward-fit implementation costs are $105,000/plant.

NRC Cost (Operating PWRs): NRC costs will most likely involve plant-specific reviews, generic studies
necessary to establish reliability and performance goals for the PORV and block valves, and preparation of a
Regulatory Guide. The generic studies and preparation of a Regulatory Guide were estimated to require 3 man-
years of effort ($300,000). This cost was assumed distributed over 47 operating plants and 48 planned plants for
an NRC cost of $3,100/plant. The plant-specific reviews (which include review, SER preparation, and technical
specification changes) were estimated to require 1.5 man-months ($12,500). Thus, the total NRC cost for plants
affected by a backfit was estimated to be $15,600/plant.
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NRC Cost (Planned PWRs): The NRC reviews were assumed to be part of the normal licensing process.
However, as stated above, the NRC costs associated with the generic studies and development of a Regulatory
Guide ($3,100) were distributed over both operating and planned reactors.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a public risk reduction of 31 man-rem/reactor and a cost of $0.27M/reactor for operating plants only,
the value/impact score is given by

Other Considerations

(1) Occupational Risk Change

(a) Implementation ORE: PNL estimated that replacement of the existing PORV/block-valve system with a
safety grade (or equivalent) system would require 96 man-hours/plant. The radiation field in the region of the
pressurizer was estimated at 0.2 R/hr (EPRI NP-1139, page 3-26).584 The implementation dose was therefore
estimated to be 19.2 man-rem/plant.

(b) Maintenance ORE: The maintenance ORE for additional annual testing was estimated by PNL at 4 man-hrs/
plant in the 0.2 R/hr field. Over a 27 year period, this results in an ORE of 21.6 man-rem/plant.

Based on information in EPRI NP-1138,431 the PORV/block-valve maintenance on two PWRs over 6 years
required approximately 50 man-hrs/RY. In a 0.2 R/hr radiation field, this amounts to approximately 10 man-
rem/RY. The EPRI report (page 4-103)431 also concluded that plants with the least maintenance were those
that contracted outside specialty vendors and/or manufacturers to perform maintenance and adjustments. This
indicated a general need for additional training in maintenance procedures for those plants that perform their
own maintenance. The extent of improvement (maintenance reduction) that could be attributed to improved
maintenance procedures was difficult to judge. However, assuming only a 10% improvement, the potential ORE
reduction is 1 man-rem. Over a remaining plant life of 27 years, this amounts to 27 man-rem/RY. Therefore, it is
estimated that the ORE resulting from the additional annual testing described above can be offset by the ORE
reduction resulting from improved maintenance methods.

(c) Outage Avoidance ORE: An estimate of the potential ORE reduction that can be attributed to improved
reliability of the PORV/block-valve system and from potential outage avoidance cannot be quantified due to
incompleteness in the information reviewed. However, an example of such an event involved a rupture of the
rupture disc in a pressurizer relief tank that resulted from improper seating of a PORV (EPRI-1139).584 The
tank repair time for this event required approximately 16 hours, of which, 3 hours were classified as critical
path time (lost power production). The radiation field and ORE were not given. Such events were not believed
to be frequent but have occurred at other plants. Improved PORV/block-valve reliability may reduce similar
occurrences and thereby reduce the ORE resulting from such repairs.

(d) Accident Avoidance ORE: The reduction in core-melt frequency of 4.2 x 10-6/RY results in avoidance of
ORE associated with core-melt cleanup operations (20,000 man-rem/core-melt).64 The accident avoidance dose
over a remaining plant life of 27 years is [(27) (4.2 x 10-6)(2 x 104)] = 2 man-rem/plant.

The combined implementation and maintenance ORE expected to result from upgrading the PORV/block-valve
system is 20 man-rem/plant. However, this ORE may be offset by less frequent outages and repairs that result
from improved PORV/block-valve system reliability. For purposes of comparison, the median annual collective
dose (ORE) for PWRs was approximately 400 man-rem/RY.482

(2) Outage Avoidance Cost: Most of the repairs made to PWR RCS relief valves do not require reactor
shutdown. However, as reported in EPRI NP-2092,114 an average of 115 effective full power hours (EFPHs)
per outage with an event frequency of 0.11/RY was mainly attributed to the PORVs and block valves. It was
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assumed that improved reliability of the PORV/block-valve system can also reduce the outage frequency. If it is
further assumed that the outage frequency reduction is proportion to only 30% of the potential reduction in the
PORV/block-valve SBLOCA frequency [(0.3) (1.05/1.1) = 0.29], the reduction in outage frequency is

where EFPD = effective full power day.

Based on a replacement power cost of $0.3M/day,64 the potential reduction in outage frequency results in a
replacement power cost savings of $45,000/RY. Assuming a 4% discount rate585 over 27 years yields a present
worth cost savings of $0.76M/reactor. If higher replacement power cost is used, the cost savings would be
proportionately greater.

(3) Accident Avoidance Cost (On-site)

The present worth cost of a core-melt accident is estimated64 at $1.65 billion considering cleanup and
replacement power cost over a 10-year period. The present worth of accident avoidance at each plant is [(4.2 x
10-6/RY)($1,650M)(27 RY)] = $0.2M.

(4) As a result of some of the TMI Action Plan items, various requirements and options have been installed in
operating reactors. The options (changes) were directed primarily at reducing the PORV/block-valve challenges.
The extent of each plant's mitigating features is beyond the scope of this evaluation. However, to adequately
assess which method, or methods, would provide optimum improvements to the reliability of the PORV/block-
valve systems, the plant-specific status of related TMI Action Plan items should be determined. As previously
discussed, there were a number of open issues that were related to the resolution of this issue at the time of this
evaluation. It was believed that these open issues could have had an effect on the safety mission of the PORV/
block-valve assembly and thus affect the appropriate reliability/qualification objectives.

At the time of this evaluation, the following items were pending: (1) Item II.D.1 was still ongoing with the outcome
uncertain; (2) a feed-and-bleed mission with or without seismic qualification was not yet determined (Issue A-45);
(3) the ATWS rule was not yet complete; and (4) the severe accident research program could conclude that it
is desirable to depressurize the reactor vessel during pressurized core coolant boil-off (station blackout, etc.) in
order to enable the accumulators to dump and thus buy time to restore HPI or to avoid the effects of pressurized
vessel melt-through such as direct heating, missiles, pressure spike, subsequent accumulator dump, etc. Also,
the need for safety grade PORV/block-valves beyond the safety features that some plants already had was not
yet determined. If replacement valves that meet all the requirements of a safety grade PORV/block-valve system
were not needed, the value/impact (benefit/cost) ratio for this issue could be significantly improved with a lesser
pedigree of safety grade PORV/block-valve systems.

CONCLUSION

In general, the PORV/block-valve systems were believed to be primarily for operational flexibility in pressure
control and not required to safely shut down a reactor. However, these valves are sometimes used to mitigate
certain design basis accidents (e.g., SGTR), transients, Ltop events, reduce safety valve challenges, and
potentially to help mitigate the affects of an ATWS. SBLOCAs through this system and resulting challenges to
safety systems appeared to be of sufficient frequency that, based on the above evaluation, improved reliability
of the PORV/block-valve system might yield a potential public risk reduction of 31 man-rem/reactor at a cost of
$0.27M/reactor. The resultant value/impact score of 115 man-rem/$M and the potential reduction in core-melt
frequency of approximately 4 x 10-6/RY indicated that a medium priority ranking was appropriate for this issue.
Replacement of the existing PORV/block valves that meet all the requirements of a safety grade PORV/block-
valve system may not be needed and reliability could be improved with less costly modifications. Therefore,
subject to the above considerations, the value/impact score for this issue could be higher but could not exceed
the medium ranking.

The outage avoidance cost savings of $0.76M/reactor and the accident avoidance cost savings of $0.2M/
plant were not included in the value/impact assessment. Potential cost savings through outage and accident
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avoidance were estimated at approximately $1M/reactor. These potential cost savings were nearly four times
greater than the estimated implementation costs and could have provided an additional industry incentive
for resolution of this issue. Likewise, potential increases in the ORE resulting from expanded and improved
maintenance testing and surveillance procedures could be offset by ORE reductions brought about by improved
PORV/block-valve system reliability.

Conversely, development of aggressive cooldown capabilities through the resolution of Issue A-45 could have
reduced the potential for core-melt from a PORV-SBLOCA. This capability would have reduced the value/impact
ratio.

For plants that have not yet commenced operation, the value/impact ratio could be considerably greater. This
is because forward-fit costs would be less than the backfit cost. The magnitude of the value/impact ratio was
dependent on the existing licensing/construction status and the extent to which upgraded PORV/block-valve
systems already existed or were already planned in the plant designs. The CE plants that did not have PORVs
were outside the scope of this issue and were addressed separately in Issue 84, "CE PORVs."

Because of large uncertainties inherent in this limited assessment, this issue could have been assigned a
medium priority ranking on a base-line risk reduction and other qualitative considerations, even though the
estimated base-line risk reduction was not significant. Further and more careful analysis could show greater
potential risk reduction, although this would not be expected to occur for all, or even most, medium priority
issues. In this case, analysis previously performed under TMI Action Plan Item II.K.3(2) concluded that
automating the closure of the block valve would not reduce SBLOCA frequency significantly. (See References
572, 573, and 574.) Thus, the II.K.3(2) analysis was considered completed and the results of this analysis
were comparable in that both estimated similar values of SBLOCA frequency. However, this issue identified the
possible need for both a broader and more specific resolution.

It was believed that resolution of this issue might entail imposition of some or all of the attributes of safety grade
qualification such as (a) redundancy for selected design basis challenges; (b) N-stamp; (c) seismic Category
I qualification; (d) environmental qualification; (e) TS on operability and/or the normal alignment of the block
valves; and (f) QA pedigree.

Resolution might also entail deterministic or probabilistic reliability qualification for one or a variety of missions
for the PORV and block valve, beyond that comtemplated in NUREG-0737,98 Item II.D.1 (e.g., feed-and-bleed).
Resolution might entail particular component reliability monitoring, surveillance, and follow-up in service with
corrective action for instances of below-average reliability performance. Resolution might entail systems analysis
to identify common causes of PORV or block valve failures under circumstances in which their operability
was important, perhaps leading to altered power supplies for valve actuations. Resolution might entail special
qualification or analysis for water hammer in PORV or code safety valve discharge lines, enlarged flow capacity,
or the replacement of relief valves with fast-acting control valves.

This issue was given a medium priority ranking to coordinate efforts to look at the details of the PORV/block-
valve situation (e.g., outcome of Item II.D.1, look at data, coordinate new information on, or incentives for, a
broader safety mission for PORVs from each of several ongoing programs), and assess, on a schedule tied to
related programs, the adequacy of existing PORV/block-valve requirements. The resolution of this issue was
later combined with that of Issue 94 so that one set of requirements could be issued to licensees.1287

In resolving this issue, the staff issued Generic Letter 90-061290 which required TS revisions at PWRs with
PORVs and block valves. This resolution represented new staff positions for some licensees and CP holders
and was considered a backfit. The regulatory analysis for the issue was reported in NUREG-1316.1293 In
addition, revisions1294 to SRP Sections 3.2.2, 5.2.2, and 5.4.7 were forwarded to NRR for incorporation into
NUREG-0800.11 The Commission was informed of the staff's resolution in SECY-90-153.1295 Thus, this issue
was RESOLVED and new requirements were established.1292
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Issue 71: Failure of Resin Demineralizer Systems and Their Effects on
Nuclear Power Plant Safety (Rev. 3)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was raised516 by DSI/NRR in August 1982516 following a search of LERs which suggested that
additional licensing attention was needed for certain ancillary power plant equipment. The available information
showed that failures of resin bed demineralizer sub-systems occurred within the process systems (both nuclear
and non-nuclear) of nuclear power plants. These process systems, by definition, do not directly perform any
reactor protection or engineered safeguard functions, yet their failure could seriously impair the capability of
safety grade systems to perform by rendering their redundant trains inoperable (i.e., causing a common mode
failure). The chief concern was the possibility that these types of events may not be bounded by the current
licensing basis for nuclear power plants and could cause plants to be inadequately protected. The types of
failures considered were: (1) introduction of resin into other areas of the system (either by breakthrough of the
resin during normal operation or by improper recharging); (2) introduction of gas into other areas of the system
by improper recharging; and (3) loss of water chemistry.

Safety Significance

Failures of resin demineralizers can be caused by operator error or by equipment failure and have produced the
following: (1) clogging of pump strainers (due to resin introduction into the system) and the subsequent tripping
of the pumps; and (2) introduction of gas into systems (subsequently causing pump trips) due to improper
demineralizer back-flushing. Systems containing demineralizers are:

PWR

Two failure modes were considered: (1) introduction of resin or gas into a system which subsequently causes
one or more additional failures; and (2) loss of water chemistry control which affects corrosion rates. The first
failure mode can be caused by operator error or by equipment failure and has the potential of affecting the
following systems:

Since some of these systems perform a safety function or support systems which perform a safety function, their
failure could reduce the ability of a plant to maintain safe shutdown conditions. The following are a few examples
of where demineralizer failures caused a loss of safety grade equipment.

(1) Following a review of a TMI-2 event that occurred in September 1977 during hot functional testing prior to
fuel loading, it was concluded that, had the reactor been fueled and at power when the event occurred, there
might have been core uncovery followed by fuel damage.516 TMI-2 has a full-flow, condensate polishing system
in the condensate and feedwater system and, as a result of its malfunction, resin from the system was carried
over into the plant's demineralized water system from which it migrated to all other parts of the plant, including
the nuclear steam supply system and the turbine. The most significant result was that the resin clogged the
strainers to all of the circulating pumps in the nuclear service closed cooling water system causing them to
trip. This removed essential cooling water from all related reactor pressure and ESF systems and components
and also all non-essential nuclear systems and components, i.e., RCPs, spent fuel coolers, instrument air
compressors, and after-coolers. The loss of coolant to the RCPs caused the pumps to trip and the pressurizer
heaters to shut off resulting in depressurization of the reactor coolant system. It was concluded that the net result
of the polishing system malfunction was the potential loss of primary system heat removal capability, i.e., forced
convection using RCPs, natural circulation cooling, and feed-and-bleed using HPSI pumps.

(2) During RHR operation at cold shutdown at San Onofre-2, there was a system malfunction or operator error
while reprocessing of a demineralizer subsystem.1172 During this operating mode, the demineralizers of the
related CVCS were lined up with the RHR to accomplish RCS cleanup and pressure control. Backflushing of
one of the related filters was initiated and, during this process, by either system malfunction or operator error,
nitrogen gas used during this procedure passed through the subsystem into the suction lines of all the RHR
pumps with resultant loss of operability. The RHR pumps are also the LPSI pumps. In this case, redundant
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systems important to protection of the facility during an accident, as well as orderly cold shutdown of the plant
from 350F, were rendered inoperable.

(3) At Pilgrim-1, there was a system malfunction which caused an improper recharging of a demineralizer in
the RWCS.1173 This resulted in resin entering the RCS and caused the indicated flow rate input to the APRM
flow bias trip settings to read high, thus providing a non-conservative input to two trip functions. In this case, a
demineralizer problem affected the ability of a safety system to perform its function.

The loss of the ability to shut down or to maintain a safe shutdown condition for the reactor is considered of
highest safety significance and the effect demineralizer failures could have on public risk associated with core-
melt were evaluated below. The loss of spent fuel cooling and water cleanup capability was assumed to be
of much less safety significance due to the long lead time available to restore cooling. Therefore, it was not
considered a large contributor to risk and was not evaluated below.

The second failure mode (loss of water chemistry control) has the potential of changing the corrosion rate for
the affected system. However, since a loss of water chemistry and the subsequent change in corrosion rate do
not lead to immediate failures, do not affect all parts of the system at the same rate, and can be detected and
corrected prior to having any significant impact, this failure mode was not considered a significant contributor to
public risk and was not considered further below.

Therefore, based on the above, the rest of this evaluation addressed the failure mode of resin or gas introduction
into a system which then leads to immediate failures of other safety systems.

Possible Solutions

Possible solutions included hardware and administrative changes. Specifically, a combination of the following
could be done: (1) install filters on the outlet of all demineralizer units which would stop resin from entering the
system through the demineralizer outlet nozzle; and (2) evaluate existing procedures, job aids, and training to
discern where improvements can be made to enhance operator capability and further reduce the chances for
human error which result in resin or gas intrusion into a system during demineralizer recharging.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

No provision was made in the safety analysis of the operating LWRs to account for the effects or consequences
of demineralizer problems or failures. Therefore, by considering the possibility of demineralizer failures, the
additional risk these present to the public must be determined. The system failure probabilities used were those
summarized in NUREG/CR-280064 and were based on the Oconee-3 PRA for PWRs and the Grand Gulf-1
PRA for BWRs. The number of plants affected by this issue was conservatively assumed to be all operating and
planned plants (78 PWRs and 39 BWRs) and their average remaining life was assumed to be 30 years.

Frequency Estimate

The frequency of demineralizer failures was estimated using data from an LER search for the period June
1982 through June 1984. LERs prior to 1982 were not searched since old data did not reflect existing operating
practice and improvements in procedures, training, etc., subsequent to TMI-2 and, therefore, may not have been
an accurate estimate of failure rate.

From the LER search, it was determined that there were 15 events involving abnormalities caused by
demineralizer-related problems. Of these 15 events, 2 led to degradation of a safety system. (See References
516, 1172, 1173.) An additional LER search covering the years from 1984 through 1987 was performed to
identify LERs that involved demineralizer systems; no additional LERs were identified involving demineralizers
that caused a degradation of a safety system. The span from 1982 through 1987 comprised 277 PWR-years of
operating experience. Hence, for PWRs, the frequency of safety system failure due to demineralizer problems
was 2 failures in 277 PWR-years or 7.2 x 10-3 failure/ RY. For BWRs, there were no recorded LERs involving the
loss of safety systems resulting from demineralizer problems. However, the event described1172 at San Onofre-2
could have occurred in a BWR. Hence, for BWRs, it was assumed that one failure occurred over the span of 166
BWR-years or 6.2 x 10-3 failure/RY.

In the 1984 through 1987 LER assessment, 3 events involving BWRs were found to have occurred which
resulted in either an automatic or manual scram. These scrams were the result of high main steam line radiation
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readings which were believed to be due to either resin or corrosion particles. It was conceivable that all 3 could
have resulted from resin particles. Assuming 3 transient events in the 116 BWR-years resulted in 0.026 transient
per BWR-year due to demineralizer failures. PWRs were not susceptible to these same occurrences. However, a
PWR scram was found which resulted from a demineralizer fault. In the TMI-2 accident,516 the loss of feedwater
resulted in a scram. With one transient trip in 227 PWR-years, a transient frequency of 3.6 x 10-3 event/RY
resulted from demineralizer-related events.

Consequence Estimate

Demineralizer system failures and their resulting impact on other plant systems cannot, by themselves, lead
to a core-melt or containment failure. They can, however, remove some of the systems which provide lines
of defense against such core-melt and containment failure events, or result in transient-induced scrams. In
the case of PWRs, the systems which provide a line of defense and which could be rendered inoperable due
to a demineralizer failure are: High Head Safety Injection System (for reactor shutdown); Condensate and
Feedwater System (for normal decay heat removal); RHR System (for shutdown decay heat removal); and
Containment Spray System (for containment pressure and temperature control). For BWRs, the systems are:
Reactor Protection System (for reactor shutdown); Condensate and Feedwater System (for normal decay heat
removal); and RHR System (for shutdown decay heat removal and containment cooling).

The consequences associated with these events were estimated by considering the following scenario. While
at full power, a malfunction in the plant required the plant protection system to automatically shut down the
plant. However, a demineralizer problem caused the loss of function of one of the safety systems which could
be affected by demineralizers. Other safety systems were assumed to fail with probabilities as defined in the
Oconee-3 and Grand Gulf-1 PRAs leading to a core-melt with containment failure. Since this event could result
in a loss of core cooling, containment cooling, or containment spray, it was considered to be bounded by the
PWR-2 and BWR-2 release categories which have estimated dose consequences of 4.8 x 106 and 7.1 x 106

man-rem/event, respectively. The transient-related accidents T23 for BWRs and T3 for PWRs were expected to
result in BWR release categories 1, 2, 3, and 4, and in PWR release categories 3, 5 and 7, respectively.64

To estimate the reduction in risk associated with the elimination of demineralizer failures, two calculations were
involved: (1) the additional probability of reaching a core-melt due to demineralizer failure which rendered a
safety injection system inoperable; and (2) the reduction in core-melt frequency resulting from a reduction in
transient-induced scrams. The first was done by assuming that the effect of demineralizer failure contributed
directly to the probability of core-melt by adding directly to the failure probability of those systems that can
be affected by demineralizer failures. This contribution was calculated by examining the dominant accident
sequences for PWRs and BWRs (using the Oconee-3 and Grand Gulf-1 PRAs as representative of these plants)
and, for those sequences that involve systems whose performance could by affected by demineralizer problems,
adding to that system an annual unavailability of (2 x 10-5) for PWRs and (1.4 x 10-6) for BWRs. This would then
represent the incremental increase in the frequency of a core-melt accident for a plant. The values calculated
for these increases in frequency were 6.4 x 10-8/RY and 8.8 x 10-8/RY for PWRs and BWRs, respectively. The
transient reductions were based upon the frequency reduction values given previously. The transient reductions
resulted in a reduction in core-melt accident frequency of 1 x 10-9/RY for PWRs and 8 x 10-8/RY for BWRs. The
risk reduction associated with resolution of this issue was calculated below.

PWRs: System Failure

Risk Reduction = (6.4 x 10-8/RY)(4.8 x 106 man-
rem/event)(30 years)

= 9.2 man-rem/reactor

Transient Risk Reduction

PWR-3 = (0.5)(9.9 x 10-10/RY)(5.4 x 106

man-rem/event)(30 years)

= 8 x 10-3 man-rem/reactor

PWR-5 = (0.0073)(9.9 x 10-10/RY)(1 x 106

man-rem/event)(30 years)
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= 2.2 x 10-4 man-rem/reactor

PWR-7 = (0.5)(9.9 x 10-10/RY)(2.3 x 103

man-rem/event)(30 years)

= 3.4 x 10-5 man-rem/reactor

Total PWR dose reduction = 9.3 man-rem/reactor

BWRs: System Failure

Risk Reduction = (8.8 x 10-8/RY)(7.1 x 106 man-
rem/event)(30 years)

= 15.1 man-rem/reactor

Transient Risk Reduction

BWR-1 = (0.01)(1.4 x 10-8/RY)(5.4 x 106

man-rem/event)(30 years)

= 0.022 man-rem/reactor

BWR-2 = (1.0)(7.8 x 10-8/RY)(7.1 x 106

man-rem/event)(30 years)

= 16.6 man-rem/reactor

BWR-3 = (0.5)(2 x 10-9/RY)(5.1 x 106 man-
rem/event)(30 years)

= 0.15 man-rem/reactor

BWR-4 = (0.5)(2 x 10-9/RY)(6.1 x 105 man-
rem/event)(30 years)

= 0.018 man-rem/reactor

Total BWR dose reduction = 32 man-rem/reactor

In addition, since hardware fixes were assumed to be part of the solution of this issue, the occupational dose
associated with the installation of these fixes were considered. The addition of 6 strainers per plant on the outlet
of demineralizers was assumed as the hardware fix.

The occupational dose received from the installation of demineralizer strainers was estimated as follows: (1) it
was assumed that the installation of each strainer involved 40 man-hours of labor in a radiation zone; and (2)
from Chapter 12 of the Oconee-3 and Grand Gulf-1 FSARs, the dose rate in the areas where demineralizers
are present was approximately 100 millirem/hr when the plant is shutdown. Therefore, the occupational dose
received from the installation of 6 outlet strainers was (40 man-hrs)(6)(0.1 rem/hr)=24 man-rem/reactor.

Since this occupational dose was less than the risk reduction dose consequences, it appeared that there was
some benefit to implementing such fixes. The impact of additional strainers on increased occupational dose due
to maintenance was assumed to be negligible.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: The cost associated with resolution of this issue involve hardware additions (demineralizer
outlet strainers) to mitigate the consequences of demineralizer failures, procedure changes, and additional
operator training. Hardware fixes were estimated to cost $600,000 based on the addition of 6 outlet strainers/
plant. Procedural changes were estimated to cost $12,000 assuming 1 man-month/plant. Based on 1 man-week/
RY, additional operator training was estimated to cost ($3,000/RY)(30 years)or $90,000. Thus, the total industry
cost was estimated to be $700,000. It was assumed that all of the fixes could be done during normally scheduled
downtime; therefore, the cost of replacement power was not a factor.

Additional maintenance costs to monitor implementation were assumed to be negligible. However, it was also
possible that a reduction in demineralizer problems would also reduce undesired plant shutdowns and thus
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save licensees the cost of replacement power. From the LER search, it was determined that, of the 15 events
reported involving demineralizers, 2 caused plant shutdowns to correct the problem. It was assumed that half
of these could be avoided by the better training procedures and mitigation effects of demineralizer outlet filters.
Therefore, based on the LER data, a plant will avoid [(1)(30 years)/(75)(2.5 years)]=0.16 shutdown/plant due to
demineralizer problems over its life. This resulted in a cost savings to each plant of (0.16 shutdown)($500,000/
shutdown) =$80,000/plant over its life. (Each shutdown was assumed to last 1 day at a cost of $500,000/day.)
Therefore, the total cost/plant to resolve this issue was estimated to be $(700,000 - 80,000) or $620,000.

NRC Cost: NRC costs were negligible.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with a possible solution was estimated to be $0.62/
reactor.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on estimated public risk reductions of 9.3 man-rem/reactor and 32 man-rem/reactor for PWR and BWRs,
respectively, and a cost of $0.62M/reactor for a possible solution, the value/impact scores were given by:

(1) PWRs: S = 9.3 man-rem/reactor $0.62M/reactor

< 15 man-rem/$M

(2) BWRs: S = 32 man-rem/reactor $0.62M/reactor

< 52 man-rem/$M

Other Considerations

(1) The assumptions used in this evaluation regarding frequency and consequence estimates were conservative
because the estimates of frequencies of transients and failures in BWRs were high and the bounding of non-
transient accidents by BWR-2 and PWR-2 releases resulted in high public dose estimates. Therefore, the value/
impact scores were considered to be high estimates.

(2) Many demineralizer failures can and are detected (via water chemistry, etc.) prior to their affecting other
equipment.

(3) Generally, a demineralizer failure affects only one system and this is not enough to prevent a plant from
performing its safety functions. In the one case at TMI-2 where more than one system was affected,516 the
plant was in the pre-operational testing phase, prior to certification that the plant condition (equipment and
procedures) was suitable for power operation.

(4) At the time of this evaluation, fixes following the TMI-2 failure appeared to have reduced the frequency of
occurrences.

CONCLUSION

Based on the above value/impact scores, the issue was given a low priority ranking (see Appendix C) in
February 1990. Further prioritization, using the conversion factor of $2,000/man-rem approved1689 by the
Commission in September 1995, resulted in impact/value ratios (R) of $66,666/man-rem and $19,375/man-rem
for PWRs and BWRs, respectively, which placed the issue in the DROP category.

Following a periodic review of LOW-priority issues, new information was provided1773 by Region IV that required
a reevaluation of the issue. However, consideration of this new information did not result in any change in the
priority of the issue.1774
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Issue 72: Control Rod Drive Guide Tube Support Pin Failures (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Background

This issue was raised in Board Notification No. 82-81517 and addressed the failure of control rod drive (CRD)
guide tube support pins in W reactors. The first pin failure at a U.S. plant occurred at North Anna 1 in 1982
where a portion of a broken support pin caused extensive damage to a steam generator.1284 Before this event,
CRD guide tube support failures were reported in French and Japanese reactors dating back to 1978.1284

CRD guide tube support pins are used to align the bottom of the CRD guide tube assembly into the top of the
upper core plate. Two support pins are bolted into the bottom plate of each lower guide tube and are inserted
into the top of the upper core plate in a manner that provides lateral support while accommodating thermal
expansion of the guide tube relative to the core plate. The pins are about 3.5 inches long and about 0.5 inch in
diameter, and the pin assembly includes (1) a bolt section to which a nut (sleeve) is threaded to anchor the pin to
the guide tube; (2) a collet that rests against the guide tube; and (3) a leaf spring section. The guide tube support
pins are made from a nickel alloy (Inconel X-750).

Following a study of the CRD guide tube events, W concluded that the pin failures were caused by stress
corrosion cracking (SCC) due to solution heat treatment below 2000°F and torquing of the nuts above 140 ft-
lb.1284

Safety Significance

The principal safety concerns related to this issue are (1) possible failure of control rod(s) to insert on command
due to misalignment of the guide tube to the upper core plate; and (2) damage to the fuel or safety components
due to loose parts in the RCS. Control rod failure was deemed to be most acute for reactors with upper head
injection. Fuel damage was deemed unlikely since the flow of the RCS is upward, away from the fuel, and
toward the heat exchangers.

Possible Solution

The solution proposed was to replace the CRD guide tube support pins sensitive to SCC with pins of improved
design and manufacture. Improvements consist of (1) solution heat-treatment of the pins at 2000°F for longer
periods of time; (2) reducing the torque on the nuts to the 130 to 140 ft-lb range; (3) changing the transition
between the bolt and the collet from a circular radius to a "parabolic" shape, thereby reducing the potential for
cracking in this area; (4) lengthening the pin to preclude the chance of guide tube misalignment if a break should
occur; and (5) other design changes to reduce stresses imposed during the manufacturing process.1284,1285

CONCLUSION

Since this issue was raised, CRD guide tube support pins susceptible to SCC were replaced with guide pins of
improved design at operating W reactors.1285 Thus, the safety concerns of this issue were addressed by the staff
and the issue was DROPPED from further consideration.
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Issue 73: Detached Thermal Sleeves (Rev. 3)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

During the period 1978 to 1980, there were reports of fatigue failure of thermal sleeve assemblies in the piping
systems of both PWRs and BWRs. The BWR problem was addressed by GE in NEDO-21821 and was resolved
with a staff SER13l4 and the publication of NUREG-0619.742 Fatigue problems occurred subsequently in 1982
in PWRs designed by B&W and W. IE Information Notices No. 82-0913ll and No. 82-3013l2 were issued by the
staff to address the problems at B&W and W reactors, respectively. Status reports on the B&W pipe cracking
problem were contained in SECY-82-18613l3 and SECY-82-186A513 which described the problem of thermal
sleeve cracking in the normal make-up/high pressure injection nozzles of four B&W plants. No notable events
were reported at PWRs designed by CE.

As a result of the fatigue failures in B&W reactors, a B&W Owners' Group Task Force was established to identify
the cause of the failure and to recommend modifications to eliminate future failures. This Task Force submitted a
report514 to the NRC and the concern was resolved in Issue 69, "Make-up Nozzle Cracking in B&W Plants."

The concern regarding thermal sleeves in W-designed plants was raised by the staff518 following remote video
inspections that revealed pieces of metal at the bottom of a W reactor vessel at the Trojan Nuclear Plant;
a metal fragment was also found between the lower core plate and the core support plate. All metal pieces
were subsequently identified as part of the thermal sleeves initially installed in the safety injection accumulator
piping nozzle connections to the reactor coolant system cold leg piping. Confirmation that the 10-inch thermal
sleeves were missing from the four safety injection piping nozzle connections was obtained shortly thereafter. In
response to the Trojan cracking and detachment of thermal sleeves, a plant-specific review was conducted and
an SER13l5 was completed by the staff. In this SER, the staff established the basis for continued operation of the
Trojan plant, subject to the findings of a staff generic study on W plants.

There have been five generations (O through 4) of thermal sleeves used in W reactors. Only "Generation
3" thermal sleeves have been found to be susceptible to high-cycle stresses due to flow-induced vibrations
because of the particular weld attachments used in that design. The vibrations caused fatigue failures at the
thermal sleeve attachment welds and subsequent cracking and tearing away of the thermal sleeves resulted
in the formation of loose parts moving into the reactor vessel. This issue was applicable to the design and
operation of approximately 20 W plants that used Generation 3 thermal sleeves.

Safety Significance

The safety significance of loose parts in the vessel was the potential for flow blockage and/or cladding wear or
destruction by parts wedged within the fuel assemblies. In addition, if the thermal sleeves become detached at
a plant, or are removed and not replaced, there is an ancillary concern that the nozzle cumulative usage factor
may be exceeded during the remaining lifetime of the plant.

Possible Solution

After an evaluation of the thermal sleeve problems at several W plants, the staff concluded13l6 that licensees
could elect to either retain the Generation 3 thermal sleeves or remove them. If the decision was to retain
the sleeves, licensees would have to develop a program to inspect the attachment welds of these sleeves at
each refueling outage. If licensees elected to remove the Generation 3 thermal sleeves, they would have to
submit revised TS to monitor the injection flow transients which occur at the affected nozzles and evaluate the
cumulative fatigue usage factors.

CONCLUSION

This issue was resolved for BWRs with the publication of NUREG-0619.742 For B&W reactors, the issue was
resolved in Issue 69; no problems were reported at CE reactors. For W reactors, a proposed resolution was
identified13l6 and pursued.
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In resolving the issue at those plants with W reactors, the staff found that licensee implementation of the
measures identified by the staff in 1983 adequately addressed the safety concern. With the exception of two
plants, all affected plants had made commitments to implement the staff's resolution. The staff's technical
findings were documented in NUREG/CR-6010.1445 Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and requirements were
established.1446 In an RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal
period did not affect the resolution.
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Issue 74: Reactor Coolant Activity Limits for Operating Reactors (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was raised519 by DSI in June 1983 and addresses the concern that several operating PWRs and
BWRs either lack iodine coolant activity LCOs or have inadequate LCOs such that accidents involving the
release of coolant cannot be satisfactorily precluded from causing offsite doses in excess of 10 CFR Part 100
guidelines.

Prior to 1974, limiting conditions of operation (LCO) for coolant activity were determined on a plant-by-plant
basis, postulating accidents such that subsequent releases and exposures were an appropriately small fraction
of the 10 CFR 100 guidelines. Gross activity limits were typically specified with an assumed isotope spectrum.
The limiting accident was represented by the radiological consequences of a postulated SGTR in a PWR or a
steam line break in a BWR.

Similarly, the allowable secondary activity in a PWR was limited by a postulated secondary coolant steam line
break. Many plants licensed before 1974 only sample for gross activity and do not identify specific iodine isotope
concentrations.

In May 1974, standard technical specifications (STS) were proposed for limiting the dose equivalent Iodine-131
coolant activity concentrations. The purpose was to establish uniform concentration limits for all plants. The
basis for this uniform STS LCO is that the calculated exposure resulting from SGTR or steam line break
accidents be below the 10 CFR 100 guidelines at the site having the worst meteorological characteristics. The
STS limiting equilibrium 1-131 concentrations are 10-6 and 10-7 Ci/gm of water in the primary and secondary
coolant, respectively, for PWRs, and 2 x 10-7 Ci/gm of water for BWRs.

All plants licensed since December 1974 have implemented the reactor coolant activity level STS. In addition,
some plants licensed prior to 1974 have adopted the reactor coolant activity level STS. A review of the licensed
plants in 1982 and a recent updating indicates that all plants have limits on coolant activity, but 10 PWRs have
no LCO on reactor coolant iodine activity concentration and one PWR and twenty BWRs have LCOs that are
higher than the STS LCO.

Since this generic issue was established, NRR, through the Steam Generator Tube Rupture Task Force (see
Issue 66), has recommended that the STS reactor coolant activity level LCO be backfit to all remaining PWRs
that have not yet adopted them. Because of considerations introduced by the presence of steam generators, it is
appropriate to consider PWRs separately. Furthermore, this issue does not include any information or analysis
on PWRs not included in Issue 66. Therefore, the PWR aspects of this generic issue are subsumed in Issue
66 and Issue 74 is reduced to consideration of backfitting the STS LCO for reactor coolant activity level for only
those 20 BWRs that have not yet adopted them.

Safety Significance

The calculated radiological consequences for some accidents are dependent upon the magnitude of the reactor
coolant iodine equivalent activity assumed in the dose calculation model. However, the magnitude of reactor
coolant activity levels will have a significant effect for only non-core-melt accident consequences. Non-core-melt
accidents are not major contributors to the expected public risk from nuclear power plant operation.

In addition to standard monitoring, sampling, and reporting requirements, STS promote uniform characteristics in
shielding, personnel protection, and coolant cleanup system capacity.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

A technical analysis of the proposed resolution for this issue was performed by PNL and is documented in
Supplement 4 to NUREG/CR-800.64 As stated above, resolution of this issue is applicable to only the 20
operating BWRs that have not yet adopted the STS requirements for reactor coolant activity. These plants are
assumed to have an average remaining lifetime of about 25 years.

Frequency/Consequence Estimate
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Currently, BWRs operate with average I-131 concentrations of coolant of approximately 10-8 Ci/gm which is
a factor of 20 below the STS LC0. Careful management of coolant activities, based primarily on the desire
to control ORE, has resulted in these low levels being observed. Implementation of the STS LCOs at the 20
affected BWRs is, therefore, not expected to result in lower observed average equilibrium iodine concentrations.
As a result, resolution of this issue is not expected to result in a public risk reduction for non-core-melt accidents
which are assumed to occur when the reactor coolant activity is at the equilibrium condition. It should be noted
that implementation of the STS LCOs would impose an increase in reactor coolant surveillance requirements
and would, therefore, reduce the uncertainty in observed concentration levels. However, since observed average
concentration levels are a factor of 20 lower than the STS

LCO limit, our conclusion that resolution of this issue would not be expected to result in a public risk reduction
would not be altered by a reduced uncertainty in observed concentration levels.

Situations can be postulated where a plant could operate with iodine concentrations above the STS LCO due
to the iodine spiking phenomenon. This situation has been addressed in the prioritization of Issue B-65, "Iodine
Spiking." Resolution of Issue B-65 was also assumed to result in the imposition of new reactor coolant activity
LCOs which would be derived from a better understanding of the iodine spiking phenomenon. It was assumed
that the new LCOs which might be imposed would not allow for greater iodine concentration levels than those
allowed by the STS LCOs. The public risk reduction thus afforded was estimated for both PWR and BWR plants.
The public risk reduction estimated for BWR plants by limiting iodine spiking peak concentrations was less than
0.1 man-rem, again because the observed average activity levels in BWR plants are significantly lower than the
STS LCO activity levels. We, therefore, conclude that resolution of this issue, i.e., backfitting the STS LCOs to
the 20 BWRs that have not yet adopted them, would not be expected to result in a public risk reduction.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: Resolution and implementation of this issue were assumed to place the following requirements
on the 20 affected BWRs. All the plants were assumed to process a TS change at a cost of one man-month
of licensee staff effort per plant. The STS LCOs for BWR plants require sampling for dose equivalent iodine
once every 31 days and gross activity sampling at least every 72 hours. Implementation of the STS LCOs
would require additional sampling and isotopic analysis capability at some plants. Five of the affected BWRs
were assumed to require additional sampling and analysis equipment estimated at $250,000 plus one man-
month for installation and operational verification. At an assumed cost of $2,270/man-week, an industry cost for
implementation of $1.54M is estimated. Imposition of the STS LCO is estimated to require about 44 additional
samplings and analyses per year at each of the 20 affected BWRs. At 2 man-hours sample, the present worth
of the total additional industry operating cost is estimated to be $2.5M. Adding the industry implementation and
operating costs, a total industry cost of $4M is estimated.

NRC Cost: NRC impact is limited to the effort required to issue an order to the 20 affected BWRs to implement
the STS LCO and the staff effort to audit the licensee TS changes. The estimated NRC cost ($25,000) is
negligible in comparison to the estimated total industry cost ($4M).

Value/Impact Assessment

Since there is no perceived public risk reduction for the resolution of this issue, the value/impact score is 0 man-
rem/$M.

Other Considerations

Resolution of this issue is assumed to require the installation of additional sampling and analysis at a quarter of
the 20 affected BWRs and the gathering and analysis of about 44 additional reactor coolant samples per year
at all of the affected plants. Since these activities are expected to be performed in a low level radiation field,
additional ORE is anticipated. Assuming a 25 millirem/hr field, we calculated 5 man-rem ORE for installation
of additional equipment and 1100 man-rem ORE for the gathering and analysis of additional reactor coolant
samples over the remaining lifetime of the 20 affected plants.

On the other hand, imposition of STS LCOs for reactor equilibrium coolant activity levels would provide a means
to limit reactor coolant activity levels during those infrequent instances in which severe fuel leaks develop. The
limiting of reactor coolant activity levels for those instances of operation with "bad" fuel would reduce activity
levels in the vicinity of the reactor coolant system and, therefore, would be expected to result in a reduction of
ORE to the plant operating staff.
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We have made a probabilistic estimate of the expected savings in ORE to plant personnel for the 20 affected
BWRs over the next 25 years by backfitting STS coolant activity limits. In the analysis we have assumed that the
average BWR coolant activity is 0.01 I-131 equivalent and that coolant activity levels could exceed the STS LCO
(0.2 Ci/gm) by about a factor of 3 before other controls such as steam line activity level or plant stack activity
level would require corrective action. Examination and evaluation of historical data on operator exposure at
BWR plants lead us to the conclusion that about 20% of the annual exposure of plant personnel can be directly
affected by reactor coolant activity levels, i.e., about 180 man-rem/RY of the average annual exposure of 900
man-rem/RY may be due to the current average reactor coolant activity level of 0.01 Ci/gm. When combined
with a historical background which indicates somewhere between 2 to 6 instances of major BWR fuel leakage,
we estimate that imposition of the BWR STS limit of 0.2 Ci/gm I-131 equivalent at the 20 affected plants could
result in a total reduction in ORE of between 600 to 1700 man-rem over the remaining lifetime of the 20 plants.
We also calculated the potential reduction in ORE from plant cleanup for mitigated LOCAs by limiting the reactor
coolant I-131 activity level to no greater than 0.2 and estimated an average total ORE savings of 125 man-rem.

When the above increase and reductions in ORE are summed, we arrive at a conclusion that imposition of the
BWR STS requirements on reactor coolant activity could result in a range of ORE change from a 375 man-rem
increase to about a 725 man-rem reduction over the lifetime of the 20 affected BWRs.

CONCLUSION

The resolution and implementation of this generic issue is not expected to result in any appreciable offsite
(public) risk reduction, but can result in additional costs for the licensees of the 20 affected BWRs. Estimates
of ORE indicate an increase for additional coolant sampling, a very small projected averted ORE due to plant
cleanup in the event of mitigated LOCAs with "bad" fuel, and, at best, a small decrease in ORE due to operation
of the plant with lower peak coolant activity limits. The overall effect of resolution and implementation of this
issue could range from a small ORE decrease to a small ORE increase which could very well negate each other.
Thus, we do not view ORE as a significant consideration and recommend that the issue be DROPPED.
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Issue 75: Generic Implications of ATWS Events at the Salem Nuclear Plant
(Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

On two occasions (February 22 and 25, 1983), Salem Unit 1 failed to scram automatically due to failure of both
reactor trip breakers to open on receipt of an actuation signal. In both cases, the unit was successfully tripped
by manual action.444 The failure of the breakers was attributed to excessive wear from improper maintenance of
the undervoltage (UV) relays which receive the trip signal from the protection system and result in the breakers
opening mechanically.

Three separate NRC actions were initiated to address this problem. One was plant-specific and was addressed
before the restart of Salem 1; this was completed in the "Salem Restart Evaluation."454 The second action
was an investigation into the Salem events and the circumstances leading to them; this was reported in
NUREG-0977.447 The third action was the formation of an NRC task force to study the overall generic
implications of this event; the results of this study were reported in NUREG-1000445 (Volumes 1 and 2). In
addition, a number of issues raised448, 449, 451 by the staff were closely related to the design and testing of the
reactor protection system (RPS).

Safety Significance

Failure to scram (also commonly referred to as ATWS) could rupture the RCS or distort ECCS valves such that a
core-melt would result (see USI A-9, "ATWS").

Possible Solution

As a result of its work, the Salem Generic Implications Task Force published its findings in NUREG-1000,445

Volume 1, and later outlined proposed actions for licensees, applicants, and the NRC staff in SECY-83-248.521

NRC issued the required actions for licensees and applicants in Generic Letter 83-28520 on July 8, 1983. Both
the required actions of Generic Letter 83-28520 and the internal staff actions were published in August 1983 as
NUREG-1000,445 Volume 2 (See Table 3.75-1).

AEOD also reviewed the Salem event and published AEOD/P301522 which focused on two issues: (1) the
adequacy of NRC's reporting requirements; and (2) the potential for trends and patterns analyses to predict such
events before they occur. Based on the conclusions of this report, a number of actions were planned by AEOD
(see Item B.11 of Table 3.75-1). In addition, the report endorsed a number of the other planned actions. NRR
reviewed the final report522 and endorsed the AEOD planned actions.523 NRR also concluded523 that the generic
letter520 addressed the safety issues which were of mutual concern. With respect to the related issues, the staff
reviewed452 the design of the reset for a valid protection system signal451 and concluded that the existing

(A) Licensee Actions
[50.54(f) Letter]

Priority* MPA No.

TABLE 3.75-1445

1.Post-Trip Review NOTE 3(a) B-76, B-85

2.Equipment
Classification and Vendor
Interface

NOTE 3(a) B-77, B-86

3.Post-Maintenance
Testing

NOTE 3(a) B-78, B-79,B-87, B-88
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(A) Licensee Actions
[50.54(f) Letter]

Priority* MPA No.

4.Reactor Trip System
Reliability

NOTE 3(a) B-80, B-81,B-82,
B-89,B-90, B-91,B-92,
B-93

(B) Staff Actions

1.NRC Oversight of
Licensee Management
Performance

LI NA

2.NRC Role in Reactor
Restart Decisions

LI NA

3.NRC Regulation of
Licensee Maintenance
Activities

HFPP NA

4.Quality Assurance
(Operations)

NOTE 3(b) NA

5.Vendor Inspection LI NA

6.Review of IE Bulletin
Requirements

LI NA

7.Other Safety-Related
UV Trip Attachments

NOTE 3(a) NA

8.Review of Human
Factors Issues

HFPP NA

9. Amendment to ATWS
Rule

A-9 NA

10. Preservation of
Evidence

LI NA

11. Collection and
Analysis of Operating
Experience

LI NA

12.General Operating
Criteria

LI NA

* For a description of the terms used for priority, see Table II in the Introduction.

design was acceptable. The two other issues which deal with the testing of the RPS448,449 were considered to be
within the scope of the Salem Task Force review.450 Specifically, the requirements regarding the RPS reliability
improvements445 and the post-maintenance testing adequately addressed these issues.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

This issue was broken down into 16 distinct parts: 4 licensee actions and 12 staff actions (See Table 3.75-1).
The following is a summary of these 16 actions.

(A) Licensee Actions(4)

(1) Post-Trip Review

This action considered of two parts:
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(a) Program Description and Procedure: Licensees and applicants were required to describe their programs
for ensuring that unscheduled reactor shutdowns were analyzed and a determination made as to when their
plants could be restarted safely.445 MPA B-76 was established by NRR/DL for implementation purposes.

(b) Data and Information Capability: Licensees and applicants were required to have, or have planned, the
capability to record, recall, and display data and information to permit diagnosis of the causes of unscheduled
reactor shutdowns, prior to restart, and for ascertaining the proper functioning of safety-related equipment.445

MPA B-85 was established by NRR/DL for implementation purposes.

(2) Equipment Classification and Vendor Interface

This action consisted of two parts:

(a) Reactor Trip System Components: Licensees and applicants were required to confirm that all components
whose functioning is required to trip their reactors are identified as safety-related on documents, procedures,
and information-handling systems used in their plants to control safety-related activities, including maintenance,
work orders, and parts replacement. In addition, this action called for licensees and applicants to establish,
implement, and maintain a continuing program to ensure that vendor information is complete, current, and
controlled throughout the life the plants and appropriately referenced or incorporated in plant instructions and
procedures.445 MPA B-77 was established by NRR/DL for implementation purposes.

(b) Programs for All Safety-Related Components: Licensees and applicants were required to submit a
description of their programs for safety-related equipment classification and vendor interface.445 MPA B-86 was
established by NRR/DL for implementation purposes. The requirements of this action were later clarified by
Generic Letter 90-03.1303

(3) Post-Maintenance Testing

This action consisted of two parts:

(a) Reactor Trip System Components: Licensees and applicants were required to: (i) submit the results of
their review of test and maintenance procedures and TS to assure that post-maintenance operability testing of
safety-related components in the reactor trip system (RTS) was required to be conducted, and that the testing
demonstrated that the equipment was capable of performing its safety functions before being returned to service;
(ii) submit the results of their check of vendor and engineering recommendations to ensure that any appropriate
test guidance was included in the test and maintenance procedures or the TS, where required; and (iii) identify, if
applicable, any post-maintenance test requirements in existing TS which can be demonstrated to degrade rather
than enhance safety.445 MPAs B-78, B-79, B-87, and B-88, were established by NRR/DL for implementation
purposes.

(b) All Other Safety-Related Components: Licensees and applicants were required to: (i) submit a
report documenting the extension of test and maintenance procedures and TS review to assure that post-
maintenance operability testing of all safety-related equipment was required to be conducted and that the testing
demonstrated that the equipment was capable of performing its safety functions before being returned to service;
(ii) same as (3)(a)(ii) above; and (iii) identify, if applicable, any post-maintenance test requirements in existing
TS which were perceived to degrade rather than enhance safety.445 MPAs B-78, B-79, B-87, and B-88 were
established by NRR/DL for implementation purposes.

(4) RTS Reliability

This action consisted of five parts:

(a) Vendor-Related Modifications: This action required the review of all vendor-recommended reactor trip
breaker modifications for verification that each modification had been implemented. In those cases where a
modification was not implemented, a written evaluation of the technical reasons was required.445 MPA B-80 was
established by NRR/DL for implementation purposes.

(b) Preventative Maintenance and Surveillance Program for Reactor TripBreakers: Licensees and
applicants were required to describe their preventative maintenance and surveillance programs to ensure
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reliable reactor trip breaker operation.445 MPAs B-81 and B-89 were established by NRR/DL for implementation
purposes.

(c) Automatic Actuation of Shunt Trip Attachment for W and B&W Plants: This action required W and
B&W reactors to be modified by providing automatic RTS actuation of the breaker shunt trip attachments; these
attachments were to be considered safety-related (Class 1E).445 MPAs B-82 and B-90 were established by
NRR/DL for implementation purposes.

(d) Improvements in Maintenance and Test Procedures for B&W Plants: Licensees and applicants with
B&W reactors were required to apply safety-related maintenance and test procedures to the diverse reactor trip
feature provided by interrupting power to control rods through the silicon controlled rectifiers.445 MPA B-91 was
established by NRR/DL for implementation purposes.

(e) System Functional Testing: This action required all plants to perform on-line functional testing of the RTS,
including independent testing of the diverse trip features.445 MPAs B-92 and B-93 were established by NRR/DL
for implementation purposes.

(B) Staff Actions(12)

(1) NRC Oversight of Licensee Management Performance

This action consisted of two parts:

(a) Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance(SALP): The purpose of this action was to improve
the inputs to SALP reports by AEOD, OIE, and NRR by broadening the data base, ensuring NRR management
involvement, and ensuring that the plant project managers and technical reviewers are cognizant of the
importance of management issues on a continuing basis.445 This action was classified as a Licensing Issue.

(b) INPO Evaluation Program: This action called for the staff to improve its review of INPO evaluation findings,
licensee-proposed corrective actions, and subsequent INPO findings.445 This action was classified as a
Licensing Issue.

(2) NRC Role in Reactor Restart Decisions

The purpose of this action was to enhance NRC determination of the safety significance of operating events and
their effects on continued operations or restart.445 This action was classified as a Licensing Issue.

(3) NRC Regulation of Licensee Maintenance Activities

The purpose of this action was to strengthen NRC's program for regulation of equipment maintenance in
operating reactors. NRC Inspection Procedure 62703 was to be modified to provide for observation of RTS
breaker preventive maintenance on a periodic basis. In addition, the staff was to continue its development of
new regulatory initiatives for licensee maintenance activities.445 This action was determined to be covered in the
HFPP.

(4) Quality Assurance (Operations)

This action called for the staff to develop Revision 3 to Regulatory Guide 1.33225 to include detailed procedures
and more stringent criteria for operational QA programs.445 The appropriate revisions were made to the guide to
address the Salem ATWS events; however, because of other deficiencies, publication of the guide was deferred
pending industry issuance of ANS 3.2. Thus, this action was RESOLVED with no new requirements for operating
plants. The impact of this action on future plants will be determined when Revision 3 to Regulatory Guide 1.33225

is issued.1300

(5) Vendor Inspection

The staff identified a need for greater assurance that the quality standards specified by nuclear equipment
suppliers for components used in safety-related systems include reliability and design life margin, commensurate
with their importance to safety.445 This action called for the NRC vendor inspection program to be revised to
address these areas and, thus, was classified as a Licensing Issue.
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(6) Review of IE Bulletin Requirements

The Salem breaker failures were closely related to problems previously identified and communicated to
licensees in IE Bulletin Nos. 77-021304 and 79-091305 as well as IE Circular No. 81-12.1306 This action was
classified as a Licensing Issue and called for the staff to ensure that bulletin responses are promptly reviewed
and that, where appropriate, bulletin actions are promptly incorporated into TS, rules and regulations, SRP,11

codes and standards, or inspection requirements.445

(7) Other Safety-Related UV Trip Attachments

This action called for the staff to prepare a bulletin to require all licensees to identify, test as appropriate, and
confirm maintenance procedures and safety classifications for breakers with UV trip attachments in safety-
related systems other than the RTS.445 IE Bulletin No. 83-081299 was issued to address the staff's concern.
Thus, this action was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.

(8) Review of Human Factors Issues

This action called for the staff to include a more balanced treatment of the implications of ATWS in its review of
human factors issues.445 This action was classified as a Licensing Issue and was addressed by the staff in the
HFPP.

(9) Amendment to ATWS Rule

The staff developed a proposed amendment to the ATWS rule (USI-A-9) to reflect certain implications of the
Salem events. This proposal addressed the need to upgrade further the degree of diversity in the existing W
RTS design.445 Thus, this action was covered in the resolution of USI A-9, "ATWS."

(10) Preservation of Evidence

This action called for the development of generic instructions to the Regions to ensure preservation of evidence
subsequent to an incident and, thus, was classified as a Licensing Issue.445

(11) Collection and Analysis of Operating Experience

This action was classified as a Licensing Issue and called for the staff to develop an information notice to clarify
the reporting requirements associated with component failures, such as reactor trip breaker failures.445

(12) General Operating Criteria

This action called for the staff to consider the development of a set of general operating criteria analogous
to the general design criteria. It was believed that such criteria would codify good operating practices and
would address the following areas: management philosophy and policies; management oversight and review
responsibility; organization and communication; operating and emergency procedures; staffing, qualifications,
and training; assurance of quality in operations; preventive and corrective maintenance; data collection, use,
retention, and reporting; operating experience evaluation; replacement of equipment; planning and scheduling of
safety-related work; and post-maintenance and periodic inspection and testing.445

An inter-office task force was established to investigate the need for, and benefits of, the NRC developing and
codifying general operating criteria for nuclear power plants. A preliminary survey of regulations and guidance
was performed by this task force. After staff review of this survey, it was recommended that general operating
criteria not be promulgated and any deficiencies in regulations and guidance be addressed within the existing
regulatory structure.1301 Thus, this Licensing Issue was resolved.

CONCLUSION

The four parts of this issue involving required actions for licensees and applicants were resolved with the
issuance of Generic Letter 83-28520 and IE Bulletin Nos. 83-011297 and 83-04.1298 Sixteen MPAs were issued by
the staff to track the implementation of the required actions. (See Table 3.75-1, Part A.) The remaining twelve
parts of the issue were staff actions that have been addressed as stated above. (See Table 3.75-1, Part B.)
Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and requirements were issued.
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Issue 76: Instrumentation and Control Power Interactions (Rev. 3)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was identified524 when a number of concerns regarding DC power systems were raised during the
review of the proposed resolution of Issue A-30, "Adequacy of Safety-Related DC Power Supplies." The main
concerns were:

(1) An instrumentation and control (I&C) power supply fault can cause a critical challenge to standby ESFs, i.e.,
cases including reactor trips, loss of main feedwater, loss of offsite power, and/or small LOCA through a failed-
open PORV.

(2) The same I&C power supply fault could defeat some of the ESFs called upon to mitigate the initiating event,
both core cooling systems and containment cooling systems.

(3) The same I&C power supply fault could blind or partially blind the operators to the status of the plant.

I&C electric power systems include AC and DC systems which provide control and motive power to several
vital and non-vital components. These components include instrumentation and controls, emergency diesel
generator controls, solenoid valves, and breaker controls. Many of these components are required to operate
under abnormal and accident conditions. Large-capacity batteries are a typical electric power system component
which provide electric power to the DC components. Battery chargers are provided to ensure that an adequate
charge is maintained. Inverters are used to convert the DC to AC in order to provide continuous power to vital
equipment during offsite AC power interruptions.

Operating experience1428 indicated that failures in I&C systems have occurred at a significant frequency and
a number of these failures have had potential safety implications. Potentially significant events included loss
of DC power supplies for one hour, partial and total losses of normal and emergency AC power, loss of control
room annunciators, control system malfunctions, reduction or loss of feedwater, and a variety of inadvertent
valve actuations. The impact of these failures has ranged from minimal effects on plant operation to reactor trips
with complications. Most notable was the event at Nine Mile Point in August 1991.1429 The simultaneous loss
of five uninterruptible power sources was unexpected and presented unique challenges to both equipment and
personnel. Fixes that have been implemented to prevent recurrence of these events include modifications to
operating procedures, TS changes, and repair or replacement of failed components. The evaluation of this issue
included consideration of Issue 46, "Loss of 125 Volt DC Bus."

Safety Significance

The operating events that have occurred were typically recoverable in a short period of time. However, the
effects of the power failures may result in transients involving a series of multiple, propagating interactions that
may lead to adverse conditions that are not readily reversible or correctable. This issue affected all operating
and future plants.

Possible Solutions

Resolving this issue could require actions to increase the reliability of power systems. One method would be to
require additional sources and divisions of electric power which would involve a major hardware modification
for some plants. For example, some plants were already equipped with four divisions of vital AC and DC power.
Other possible solutions could include new testing, increase existing test frequencies, improve preventive
maintenance and/or better operating procedures.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

This issue affected 90 PWRs and 44 BWRs with average remaining lives of 28.8 and 27.4 years, respectively.
This analysis was performed for Grand Gulf 1 (BWR) and scaled to Oconee 3 (PWR) using the scaling
relationships given in NUREG/CR-2800.64 The primary focus of the analysis was on DC power systems. Two
situations involving DC power losses were analyzed separately and the results combined; one involved DC
power failures as initiating events and the other involved DC power failures as contributing events.
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Assumptions

The Grand Gulf 1 PRA includes DC power system failure as a contributing event. The analysis of this issue
required added assumptions about DC power system failures as initiating events.

It was assumed that undervoltage and undercurrent events can have the same consequences as a sudden
loss of power. This assumption was supported by LER data reviewed from the 1984 to 1990 time period which
involved DC system failure. For example, an undervoltage can result in a main feedwater trip. The transient and
resultant reactor trip are similar to a sudden loss of main feedwater. In analyzing the LER data, the undervoltage
and undercurrent events were assumed to be failures of the affected equipment.

It was assumed that overvoltage and overcurrent events are recoverable because of the protective devices on
the equipment. Unless the protective devices fail, the equipment will not be damaged and can be returned to
service (if lost); the LER data from 1984 to 1990 supported this assumption.

The frequency of DC power system failures, using the above assumptions and the data from the LERs, was the
basis for improving the adjusted case. The possible solution was assumed to increase the reliability of DC power
systems, based on battery failure rate distributions given in the Nuclear Computerized Library for Assessing
Reactor Reliability (NUCLARR).1327 The error factors given in NUCLARR for 7 battery failure rate data points
ranged from 2 to about 8. The average of these data points was 4.76. The solution was conservatively estimated
to reduce the frequency of battery failures by a factor of 3.1327

Using a station blackout analysis, an event tree was constructed with the loss of DC power as the initiating
event. The loss of AC power was assumed to be independent of a loss of the DC power system. The emergency
AC power reliability was assumed to be representative of a single, failed diesel in a two-diesel generator system;
the probability of recovery of AC power within one hour was estimated to be 0.55.890

If AC power is available, it was assumed that RCP seal cooling is available and an RCP seal LOCA is not likely
to occur. However, the subsequent transient is likely to result in an increase in primary coolant system pressure
and temperature. The potential exists for a LOCA to be caused by a stuck-open safety relief valve. The AC
power recovery time to prevent core damage from a stuck-open relief valve is 1 to 2 hours. If AC power is not
available, there is a significant probability that a RCP seal LOCA will occur. The AC power recovery time to
prevent core damage from a RCP seal LOCA depends on the size of the LOCA. If RCP seal leakage is large
(more than 100 gpm/pump), the core could be uncovered within a few hours. Smaller leak rates (a few gpm/
pump) are not a limiting factor.890 Issue 23, "Reactor Coolant Pump Seal Failures," showed a probability of leak
rates of 480 gpm/pump, which would reduce the recovery time significantly.

Frequency Estimate

DC Power Failure - Initiating Events: To estimate the reduction in core-melt frequency, a search of LERs from
1984 through 1990 was made using the key words "DC power" and "station battery." Only those LERs that had
safety significance were considered. From this LER data, the base case value for the frequency of DC power
failures and subsequent reactor trip as an initiating event was estimated to be 0.06/RY. Based on the Grand Gulf
1 PRA, the frequency of this initiating event leading to core-melt was calculated to be 6 x 10-7/RY. The adjusted
case was then calculated based on a factor of 3 reduction in initiating event frequency, resulting in a core-melt
frequency of 2 x 10-7/RY.

DC Power Failure - Contributing Events: DC power system failures as contributing events are represented
in the Grand Gulf 1 PRA by events BATA and BATB. The base case failure probabilities for both these events
are 0.001. The base case CDF for Grand Gulf was 4.9 x 10-7/RY and the adjusted case was calculated to be 1.6
x 10-7 /RY, based on a factor of 3 improvement in the unreliability of the batteries and DC system. Combining
these 2 sets of events resulted in a base case core-melt frequency of 1.1 x 10-6/RY and an adjusted case core-
melt frequency of 3.6 x 10-7 /RY. Subtracting the adjusted case from the base case yielded a reduction in core-
melt frequency of 7.4 x 10-7/RY for BWRs.

The PWR values of core-melt frequency were arrived at by scaling the BWR values; this resulted in an estimated
base case core-melt frequency of 2.4 x 10-6/RY and an adjusted core-melt frequency of 8 x 10-7/RY. The
reduction in core-melt frequency then is 1.6 x 10-6/RY for the PWR.

Consequence Estimate
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For BWRs, the core-melt frequency reduction of 7.4 x 10-7/RY translated to a public risk reduction of 2.1 man-
rem/RY. For 44 BWRs with an average remaining life of 27.4 years, the estimated public risk reduction was
2,532 man-rem. For PWRs, the core-melt frequency reduction of 1.6 x 10-6/RY translated to a public risk
reduction of 1.7 man-rem/RY. For 90 PWRs with an average remaining life of 28.8 years, the estimated public
risk reduction was 4,406 man-rem. Thus, the total potential public risk reduction associated with this issue was
approximately 7,000 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: All plants would need to prepare a FMEA of their power systems and would have to: (1) revise
TS; (2) rewrite operating procedures; and (3) train operators. At a cost of $99,000/plant, the cost for these
changes were estimated to be $13.3M. In addition, it was estimated that 27 plants with particularly unreliable
DC power systems would require hardware modifications. These plant modifications were estimated to cost
$275,000/plant for a total of $7.4M.

The TS changes were assumed to increase the power inspection/tests. The annual cost necessary for operating
and maintaining the proposed solution was assumed to include approximately 48 man-hours/RY. This estimate
included periodic retraining as well as additional time required to perform more surveillance tests on the
batteries. This estimated annual cost was $2,724/RY. For all 134 plants with an average remaining life of 28.3
years, the cost was $10.3M.

NRC Cost: One man-year of contractor effort was estimated for reviewing and updating existing data,
determining the feasibility of the possible solution, and developing a technical findings document. NRC technical
oversight was estimated at 0.1 man-year. A value/impact and backfit analysis was estimated at $75,000. At a
cost of $100,000/man-year, the total development costs were estimated at $0.185M.

NRC review of the FMEA and TS revisions was estimated at 0.5 man-week/plant. At a cost of $2,270/man-week,
the total estimated cost was $0.15M for all 134 plants. Reviewing the hardware modifications was estimated to
require 2 man-weeks/plant. Since hardware modifications would be required only on the 27 plants with unreliable
DC power systems, at a cost of $2,270/man-week, these reviews would cost $0.123M. The total NRC cost to
support implementation was estimated to be $0.273M.

The NRC support cost for operation and maintenance for plants requiring hardware modifications was estimated
at 0.5 man-week/RY. Since the 27 plants had an estimated remaining life of 28.3 years, the total NRC operation
and maintenance support cost was estimated to be $0.867M.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution to this issue was $32.3M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 7,000 man-rem and a resolution cost of $32.2M, the value/impact
score was given by:

Other Considerations

Additional Public Risk Attributed to Vital AC Power Losses: The reduction in core-melt frequency and
resultant risk was estimated while focusing on the DC portion of the issue. Inclusion of the vital AC portion would
tend to raise the risk reduction and therefore the issue priority.

Other Related Actions: Issue 128, "Electrical Power Reliability," combined a number of electrical power issues
and considered a number of related issues and actions. Three specific issues were A-30, "Adequacy of Safety-
Related DC Power Supplies"; 48, "LCOs for Class 1E Vital Instrument Buses"; and 49, "Interlocks and LCOs for
Class 1E Tie Breakers." With the resolution of Issue 128 and other issues, a number of actions were taken that
could have a significant impact (i.e., lower the assumed safety benefit) on the possible resolution of Issue 76
and, therefore, lower its priority.
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IPE: One preliminary result1430 from a plant IPE indicated that certain power system faults/failures can be a large
contributor to a core-melt. In this instance, the unbalanced nature of the loads contributed to the significance of
the postulated events. This would tend to increase the priority of the issue.

Life Extension: The remaining life of the affected plants was based on the assumption that the total operating
life of nuclear power plants was limited to 40 years. If it was assumed that 75% of the plants had their licenses
extended for 20 years, the value/impact score would have increased to about 260 man-rem/$M.

CONCLUSION

The preliminary results1430 from an IPE indicated that certain power system faults/failures can be a large
contributor to core-melt probability. Although the potential risk reduction calculated above would have placed
this issue in the medium priority category (See Appendix C), it was concluded that the safety concern would be
addressed more directly on a plant-specific basis in the IPE program. Therefore, this issue was DROPPED from
further pursuit as a new and separate issue. Consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not change
this priority.1564
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Issue 77: Flooding of Safety Equipment Compartments by Backflow
Through Floor Drains (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

On November 11, 1981, the DAILY REPORT-REGION I carried a "prompt report" from Calvert Cliffs Units 1
and 2 indicating the licensee had been notified that the water tight integrity of the service water pump rooms in
both units could be impaired because check valves had not been installed in the floor drain system which drains
by gravity to the turbine condenser pit in the turbine building. Without these check valves, the operability of the
service water pumps for both units could not be assured in the event of a circulating water conduit break in the
turbine building of one unit. This event was subsequently reported as LERs 81-79 and 81-47 for Units 1 and 2,
respectively.

This matter was presented in an AEOD report525 in which an evaluation was performed on the generic
implications of these events. It was noted that the Systematic Evaluation Program, begun in 1978, did not
specifically review the matter of backflow flooding protection through drain lines in safety-related equipment
compartments. In addition, AEOD reviewed other programs to establish whether this issue had been treated
elsewhere. It was established that a generic review entitled, "Flood of Equipment Important to Safety," was
tracked as Topic 3-18 in the Regulatory Licensing-Status Summary (NUREG-0328) and was applicable to
all operating plants as of March 1974. Topic 3-18 was not concluded successfully, however, and the problem
was assigned to NRR Generic Technical Issue B-11, "SubCompartment Standard Problems." A review by
AEOD led to the conclusion that the drain line problems and the matter of backflow flooding protection had
not been addressed adequately. The most relevant ongoing work that had been identified by AEOD was USI
A-17, "Systems Interactions in Nuclear Power Plants," and an adjunct TMI Action Plan Item, II.C.3, "Systems
Interaction." However, it was concluded that these activities did not explicitly address the issue of improperly-
designed floor drains system and Issue 77 was prioritized separately. An IE Information Notice527 concerning the
potential generic implications of this issue was published on July 1, 1983.

Safety Significance

The service water systems at Calvert Cliffs Units 1 and 2 each have three pumps and serve both safety and
nonsafety equipment. The three service water pumps for each unit are located in a single room and Units 1 and
2 service water systems can be cross-connected by spool pieces to allow the Unit 1 system to backup Unit 2 and
vice-versa. However, Units 1 and 2 share a common turbine building, so both of the service water pump rooms
would be simultaneously affected by a circulating water conduit break in the turbine building if backflow flooding
protection was not provided. Additional specific details concerning the Calvert Cliffs plants are presented in
AEOD/E304.525

The safety significance of the loss of the service water pumps lies in the fact that the service water system
serves as the ultimate heat sink in nuclear plants. In addition to being the AFW pump emergency suction
supply, the service water provides cooling, either directly or indirectly, for the following plant components:
component cooling water heat exchangers, containment fan coolers, diesel-generator coolers, control-room
air-conditioning system condensers, computer room air-conditioning system condensers, auxiliary building
ventilation system cooling coils, containment spray pump diesel engine coolers, and auxiliary building room
coolers. The component cooling water, in turn, is required for the proper operation of essential pumps and heat
exchangers required for the safe shutdown of a nuclear plant. Without these essential systems, the probability of
core-melt becomes unacceptable.

This issue does not apply to plants reviewed and licensed in accordance with the SRP because SRP11 Sections
9.3.3, "Equipment and Floor Drainage Systems," and 10.4.5, "Circulating Water System," adequately deal
with the concern. The safety significance is limited to older plants that were licensed some time prior to the
formalization of the SRP, but the extent of possible design deficiencies in these older plants is unknown at
present.

In addition, it is noted that the fundamental problem of backflow flooding of safety systems through drains is a
potential problem with implications that are much broader than those related to the specific situation at Calvert
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Cliffs, used for the purposes of analysis herein. Safety components other than service water pumps may be
affected in either BWR or PWR systems and the flooding may be from sources other than circulating water
conduits and the turbine condenser pit. An example illustrating this point is the flooding incident which occurred
at the Oconee Nuclear Station resulting from the inadvertent opening of a main condenser isolation valve.

Possible Solution

A temporary preventive measure is the installation of inflatable drain plugs, but this is of limited value as the
drains are prevented from functioning by these plugs. A permanent solution is the installation of check valves in
the drain lines to prevent backflow flooding and permit proper drain operation. Both of these solutions have been
employed at the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

Inasmuch as the possible design defects which could lead to backflow flooding through floor drains are plant-
specific and the details are not known at this time, the prioritization will be based on the circumstances and
events as noted for the Calvert Cliffs plants and generalized as needed.

Frequency Estimate

Based on a review of the LERs performed by AEOD,525 it was noted that Quad Cities Unit 1 had experienced
a rupture of an expansion bellows in the circulating water system in 1972. The resultant flooding caused some
degradation of engineered safety feature equipment. No other similar event has been noted in the operating
experience of nuclear plants. Therefore, based on this one event in (72 plants)(12 years) = 864 plant-years,
the internal flooding frequency is estimated to be approximately 10-3 event/plant-year. This is an overestimate
because plants have been previously reviewed to assess the potential for internal flooding and corrective actions
have been taken as a result of this incident.

Consequence Estimate

The consequences for this event are assumed to result from the following scenario. As a result of the flooding of
the turbine condenser pit and the service water compartment, it is assumed that the reactor would be tripped.

Inasmuch as the component cooling water (CCW) system would fail following the failure of the service water
pumps, essentially all of the ESFs would be unavailable because of their dependency on CCW for cooling. In
addition, primary pump seal failure would follow within a short time after loss of CCW526 causing a small break
in the primary system. Moreover, the containment spray and containment fan coolers would be inoperative
following the loss of service water. The primary system would be depressurizing through the small break
associated with the pump seal failure without the capability of make-up available because of the failure of ECCS.
Natural convection cooling would be available for a short period of time inasmuch as the auxiliary feedwater
pumps would still be operative. However, as the primary system depressurizes without the availability of the
charging pumps, a void will form in the vessel head which will eventually interface with continued natural
convection flow. Simultaneously, the containment continues to be pressurized because of the unavailability of
containment sprays and heat removal capacity. Eventually the core will uncover and melt. The molten core will
slump into the lower vessel head presenting a distinct possibility of a steam explosion on contact of the molten
core with coolant that may still be contained in the lower vessel head. Containment failure will occur as a result
of overpressurization and/or the steam explosion. This sequence of events is closely approximated by PWR
Release Category 3.16 For this category, the release is estimated to result in an exposure of 5.4 x 106 man-rem.

This estimate is also an overestimation of the conditional probability and consequences of a core-melt resulting
from an internal flooding incident. The location of ESFs relative to the location of the flooding can greatly reduce
or eliminate the probability of core-melt. For example, most plants have the service water pumps outside the
plant at a crib house. The interaction of systems can also change the probability.

Based on the frequency of flooding resulting from a rupture of the circulating water pipe bellows of 10-3, the
probability of failure of the containment due to overpressurization of 0.6, the PWR release of Category 3
estimated to be 5.4 x 106 man-rem/event,16 and 25 years of remaining average reactor life, the risk reduction is
estimated to be (10-3)(5.4 x 106 man-rem/event)(25 yr) or 81,000 man-rem/reactor.
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Cost Estimate

The costs associated with the resolution of this issue are difficult to assess in general because the deficiencies
that may exist will be plant-specific. However, on the basis of informal contact with representatives of the Calvert
Cliffs nuclear plant, it was established that the purchase and installation of ball-type check valves (13 in all) as
well as expandable plugs in some of the additional drain lines and maintenance of these valves will not exceed a
total cost of $10,000. This cost reflects easy access to the drain lines for the installation of the valves in the case
of the Calvert Cliffs plant. Assuming that a typical plant may have greater difficulties installing similar valves, the
cost for a typical plant is estimated to be approximately $100,000.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated risk reduction of 81,000 man-rem/reactor, the value/impact score is given by:

CONCLUSION

Based on the estimated core-melt frequency of 10-3 as well as the calculated risk reduction of 81,000 man-
rem/reactor, this issue would have a high priority ranking. Even if the cost of the resolution of the issue is
substantially greater, the risk alone justifies a high priority ranking. In addition, it is concluded that this issue
has broader potential safety implications than the Calvert Cliffs situation and flooding can affect many safety
systems in BWRs or PWRs and may occur from many sources. These risks estimates are conservative and,
as noted, specifics of each plant design can affect the risk greatly. Without further detailed information, the
degree of conservatism in these estimates cannot be known. Thus, a high priority was assigned to this issue to
more accurately determine the risks involved and to develop a solution. However, in May 1986, this issue was
integrated1075 into the resolution of USI A-17.
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Issue 78: Monitoring of Fatigue Transient Limits for Reactor Coolant
System (Rev. 3)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

STS for newer OLs require licensees to keep account of the number of transient occurrences to ensure that
transient limits, based on design assumptions, are not exceeded. However, a number of older plants for which
detailed fatigue analyses were performed on ASME Section III, Code Class 1 (RCPB) components did not have
TS requirements for monitoring actual transient occurrences. These transients could significantly affect the
fatigue life of the RCS. This issue was originated as MPA B-70, but a letter to licensees was never issued for the
collection of information.528,529

Safety Significance

Repeated thermal cycling of RCS components produces some degree of fatigue degradation of the component
materials which could lead to failure, thereby increasing the likelihood of a LOCA.

Possible Solution

A possible solution was to require the affected plants to implement TS to monitor plant transients and to verify
that the design life of all ASME Section III, Code Class 1 components had not been exceeded. Plants that had
experienced transient events that exceeded design limits may find it necessary to perform fatigue analyses to
determine the number of remaining thermal cycles before fatigue limits are exceeded.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

The reference plants selected for this analysis were Oconee-3 for PWRs and Grand Gulf-1 for BWRs. It was
estimated64 that 30 PWRs and 16 BWRs with average remaining operating lives of 27.7 years and 25.2 years,
respectively, were affected by this issue. These estimates were based on the original 40-year operating license.

Frequency Estimate

The affected parameters in the Grand Gulf 1 and Oconee 3 PRAs were determined to be the LOCA-initiating
event frequencies.64 The original values of these parameters are shown below:

Oconee 3 Grand Gulf 1

S1 : Large LOCA = 1.0 x 10-4/RY S : LOCA = 1.4 x 10-3/RY

S2 : Medium LOCA = 4.0 x 10-4/RY

S3 : Small LOCA = 1.3 x 10-3/RY

The values for these parameters were developed assuming that the fatigue life for RCS components was as
designed. Potential events such as overcooling or transients that may result in RCS cooldown rates in excess of
limits that could reduce the design life of RCS components were not taken into account. Therefore, these values
also represented the adjusted case values of affected parameters as they were derived assuming: (1) the design
limits would not be exceeded; and (2) the number of allowable thermal cycles was the same as that used in the
design. These values also represented plant conditions representative of the improvement they would achieve
through resolution of the issue.

The base case values of the affected parameters were developed in consideration of the actual fatigue
degradation that may be experienced by RCS components. The degradation had been shown to reduce the
lifetime of RCS components which, in turn, will increase the frequency of RCS piping failures. This increase in
frequency was assumed to be inversely proportional to the reduction in the number of allowable cooldown cycles
with respect to the as-designed number of cycles that a plant may experience.
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A fatigue analysis1366 was performed in support of the restart of Rancho Seco-1 after several transients were
experienced during which the normal cooldown rate was exceeded. This analysis examined the limiting fatigue
usage factors in the reactor coolant piping, pressurizer, CRD mechanisms, and the RCP casings. It was
concluded that the allowable number of cooldowns should be reduced from 240 to 235. Taking the remaining
plant life into consideration, it was estimated that Rancho Seco-1 could experience an additional 2 transients
during which the normal rate would be exceeded up through the midpoint of remaining lifetime. This would
further reduce the number of cooldowns from 235 to 233 and represented an overall reduction of about 3% of
the number of allowable cooldowns. The inverse ratio, which represents the reduction in the frequency of RCS
pipe breaks, is a factor 1.03. This factor was multiplied by the adjusted case values given above to estimate the
base case values of the affected parameters. These values are shown below:

Oconee 3 Grand Gulf 1

S1 : Large LOCA = 1.05 x 10-4/RY S : LOCA = 1.47 x 10-3/RY

S2 : Medium LOCA = 4.20 x 10-4/RY

S3 : Small LOCA = 1.37 x 10-3/RY

The probability of reactor vessel failure as a result of thermal cycle fatigue was not included in the base case or
adjusted case values because it was believed that the frequency of reactor vessel failure was so small relative to
the frequencies of LOCA sequences that it would be insignificant. This conclusion was supported by: (1) data in
WASH-140016; (2) the fact that it was not examined in the Rancho Seco-1 restart; and (3) the resolution of Issue
79. Using the affected accident sequences, i.e., all minimum cut sets initiated by LOCAs, and the base case and
adjusted case LOCA frequencies developed above, the potential reduction in core-melt frequency was estimated
to be 6.3 x 10-7/RY for PWRs and 10-7/RY for BWRs.

Consequence Estimate

The potential risk reduction from the possible solution was estimated to be 1.26 man-rem/RY for PWRs and 0.72
man-rem/RY for BWRs. When applied to the affected population of 30 PWRs and 16 BWRs over their estimated
remaining lives, a total potential public risk reduction of 1,300 man-rem was estimated.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: Implementation of the possible solution would require preparation of an initial report, TS
development, and performance of fatigue analyses, as appropriate. For the 46 affected plants, the total
implementation cost was estimated64 to be $4.6M. Operation and maintenance of the possible solution would
involve weekly monitoring of fatigue transient limits, estimated64 to cost $910,000.

NRC Cost: Development of a solution was estimated to cost $91,000, including development of a model TS and
preparation of a letter to licensees. Support for implementation of the solution was estimated to cost $630,000,
including review and approval of license amendments and TS and the preparation of safety evaluations. Support
for operation and maintenance associated with the possible solution was estimated to cost $910,000, resulting in
an overall total NRC cost of $1.6M.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was estimated to be $7.1M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 1300 man-rem and a cost of $7.1M associated with the possible
solution, the value/impact score was given by:
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Other Considerations

(1) The assumed solution, consistent with the narrowly specified scope for this issue, involved only the
monitoring and reporting requirements and, perhaps, evaluations of thermal cycle fatigue limits against the
original licensing basis ASME Code criteria. No work in radiation zones would be required for implementation,
operation, or maintenance of the possible solution.

(2) Assuming that the affected plants will have their licenses extended for an additional 20 years and that these
plants would be operational 75% of this time, the average remaining operating life would be 42.7 years for PWRs
and 40.2 years for BWRs. The possible risk reduction, including overcooling events for this extended period,
would be 2,790 man-rem. The total industry cost for implementation, operation, and maintenance of the possible
solution would be $6M; the NRC cost over this same period would be $2.1M. Thus, the total industry and NRC
cost would be $8.1M. The value/impact score for life extension would be 344 man-rem/$M.

(3) In June 1992, NRR requested1452 that the issue be expanded to include those early vintage plants whose
RCS components were not designed to ASME Section III and did not receive a fatigue analysis. Expansion of
the scope of this issue to include recognition that many early vintage RCS components were not specifically
evaluated for fatigue effects would result in an increased, though unquantified, probability of failure and also
would increase the uncertainty of the failure probability.

(4) The staff expressed concerns regarding the adequacy of the fatigue curves used in ASME Section III
in taking into account environmental effects. At the time of the initial evaluation of this issue in July 1992,
data indicated that existing Code fatigue curves may have had less margin than that originally intended
when considering the effects of fatigue induced by the operating environment. The net result of the reduced
conservatism in the fatigue design curves in ASME Section III could be an increased probability of component
(including reactor vessel) failure by an unquantified amount.

Taking the above considerations into account would tend to increase the priority ranking of the issue.

CONCLUSION

Based on the potential public risk reduction and the uncertainties discussed above, the issue was given a
medium priority ranking (See Appendix C). The issue was expected to provide technical information for the
resolution of Issue 166 and, therefore, did not require separate consideration of a 20-year license renewal
period.1564

The portion of this issue that addressed transient monitoring was integrated into the Fatigue Action Plan (FAP)
which was reported complete in SECY-95-245.547 Thus, the staff's efforts were redirected towards evaluating the
risk associated with Issue 166. As a substantive element of the FAP, the data gathered in the resolution of Issue
78 provided essential technical information for the resolution of Issue 166.

In resolving Issue 166, the staff obtained available records of transient monitoring from the licensees of the 7
plants selected for the FAP sample. On the basis of the FAP sample and considering the available transient
monitoring records and the conservatism identified in the component analyses, it was concluded that there was
no significant safety concern since the CLB had not been exceeded at operating plants.629 Thus, Issue 78 was
RESOLVED with no new requirements.
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Issue 79: Unanalyzed Reactor Vessel Thermal Stress During Natural
Convection Cooldown (Rev. 3)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

On March 18, 1983, B&W expressed530 concern for unanalyzed reactor vessel thermal stress that could occur
during natural convection cooldown of PWRs. The concern emerged from a preliminary B&W evaluation of a
voiding event that occurred in the upper head of the St. Lucie reactor on June 11, 1980. Based upon several
conservative assumptions, B&W tentatively concluded that, during natural convection cooling, axial temperature
gradients between 150ºF and 200ºF could develop in the vessel flange area which could produce thermal
stresses in the flange area or in the studs that might exceed Code allowables, when added to the stresses
already considered (bolt-up loads, pressure loads, etc.). B&W acknowledged the preliminary nature of their
analysis and noted that, if their conservatively calculated cooling rate of the stagnant coolant in the vessel head
(2ºF/hour) were in the range of 20ºF/hour, then the estimated vessel stresses would not be excessive.

B&W requested assistance from the NRC in obtaining any data or information which might help in the technical
evaluation of this problem, but noted that this phenomenon was not likely to be a serious near-term safety
concern. However, it was their view that it did represent an unanalyzed situation with the potential for margin
reduction over the life of a plant. Preliminary evaluations531,533 by the NRC staff also led to the conclusion that
the problem was not a serious near-term safety concern, although a Board Notification534 was issued.

In an RES memorandum668 to NRR, it was pointed out that the closure flange regions of reactor vessels were
of concern in drafting revisions to Appendices G and H of 10 CFR 50; these regions control the pressure-
temperature limits at low pressures for vessels that have very little radiation damage in the beltline region.
Critical flaw sizes are of the order of 0.25 inch deep. The existence of a possible new source of stress in the
flange region could have a bearing on the revisions to 10 CFR 50. An additional analysis of the concern was
made by the B&W Owners' Group.669

Safety Significance

When unanalyzed reactor vessel thermal stress is added to existing stresses, the stresses in the flange area
or studs could exceed the allowable stress. Moreover, the cycling of these temperature gradients could cause
a reduction in the fatigue margin or usage factor of the vessel over the life of a plant. In addition, depending
upon the vessel temperature distribution, there is a possibility of vessel fracture under these circumstances.
These factors could cause vessel cracking that could lead to unacceptable vessel failure during the life of the
vessel. However, it was assumed in this analysis that sufficient water is available to prevent dry-out of the steam
generators; otherwise, the consequences could be more serious than estimated.

Possible Solution

If unanalyzed thermal stresses cause a reduction of fatigue life or lead to reactor vessel stresses that exceed
the allowable stresses for the vessel, the solution was assumed to be a slower cooldown rate than the existing
allowable rate of 100ºF/hour.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

In an effort to establish the frequency of the occurrence of unanalyzed stress, it was noted in the B&W
letter530 that "[t]hese non-uniform effects in the reactor coolant may occur once the reactor coolant pumps
are secured and the decay heat removal system has been actuated in the normal cooldown mode or during
natural circulation." This B&W statement was somewhat of an oversimplification, however, and may have
been misleading since the effects resulting from normal cooldown and natural circulation cooldown could be
substantially different with regard to the non-uniform effects in question. (In the normal cooldown mode, the
RCPs continue to operate until the reactor and temperature are reduced to the cut-on levels for the decay
heat removal system pumps which are well below the values at which natural circulation would be initiated, if
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required.) Therefore, with the RCPs running during the early phase of a normal cooldown, it would be expected
that significant mixing of the fluid in the reactor head would occur in this period of the cooldown so that the non-
uniform effects are likely to be minimized, if not precluded. On the other hand, the natural convection mode of
cooldown would tend to have larger non-uniform effects because it starts with the highest fluid and material
temperatures and the thermal mixing is assumed to be substantially lower than with the RCPs in operation.
Therefore, the frequency corresponding to this cooldown mode was used in this analysis.

A dominant factor that could affect primary coolant pump availability leading to the need for natural convection
cooling is the loss of offsite power, because the large power demand of these pumps usually exceeds the
on-site power supply capability. It was noted, however, that Regulatory Guide 1.93532 provides guidance that
permits continued operation of a plant for up to 24 hours after loss of offsite power followed by 6 hours of hot
standby, if this implements the safest operating mode whenever the offsite power sources are less than the
limiting conditions of operation. For this time period (30 hours), it was estimated from the information provided
in NUREG/CR-3226526 that the probability of not recovering offsite power was approximately 0.03. If offsite
power did not return in this time, a plant is brought to cold shutdown and natural convection cooling would
follow. However, the licensee need not keep the plant up for 30 hours and can elect to immediately bring the
plant to the cold shutdown state if it is deemed the safest mode of operation following the loss of offsite power.
In this case, natural convection cooling of the reactor would begin promptly and it was estimated from NSSS
vendor studies535, 536 that the maximum thermal gradients in the reactor vessel would occur in approximately
2 to 3 hours. From the information in NUREG/CR-3226,526 it was estimated that the probability of not restoring
offsite electric power within two hours was approximately 0.35. Inasmuch as this latter case represented the
more stringent conditions for this issue, this analysis was based on immediate shutdown to the cold shutdown
condition as a conservative scenario.

The frequency of the loss of offsite power was established as 0.118/RY526 and the probability of not restoring
offsite power within 2 to 8 hours was about 0.35. The frequency of attaining the maximum thermal gradients
within the reactor, as a result of natural convection cooling, was estimated to be (0.118)(0.35)/year or 0.04/year.

Consequence Estimate

Following the loss of the primary pumps, the reactor will be scrammed, natural convection cooling will
commence, and the core and reactor vessel will begin to cool down. It was assumed that on-site AC power is
available, otherwise the issue would become station blackout (which was addressed in Issue A-44).526 Based
on the cooling rate of approximately 100ºF/hour, it was expected that the large temperature gradients described
by B&W530 would begin to develop after approximately 2 to 3 hours, because the vessel head cools down very
slowly (~2ºF/hour). Since the thermal stress is likely to be greatest in the region from just below the vessel
flange530 to the "knuckle" just above the vessel head flange,535 a crack was postulated to occur in the upper part
of the vessel or vessel head, if the allowable stress were exceeded following the addition of the thermal stress.
As a result, the postulated crack was located above the core region.

Upon development of the crack in the upper part of the reactor vessel, the reactor system will blow down as in
a LOCA and the core is likely to become partially or totally uncovered. At this time, 2 to 3 hours after reactor
shutdown when the large thermal gradients develop, the decay heat is in the order of 1.5% of full power. The
time required for the core to slump under these conditions was estimated to be slightly over 1 hour for a 3500
MWt reactor with a core of approximately 1100 ft3 and a total core heat capacity of 54 BTU/ft3/ºF. Within this
time period, it is expected that the operator can properly assess the situation and will take appropriate action
to prevent core slumping by releasing the water in the accumulators and submerging the core. The integrity of
the reactor vessel is expected to be maintained to a level above the height of the core because the high stress
regions were limited to the vicinity of the vessel flanges. Boil-off will continue, but it was assumed that water
replacement from the reactor plant systems will be available to continue to cool the core. Some gap activity
release is possible during the period of postulated core uncovery.

The above scenario is comparable to PWR Release Category 8 or 916; in these categories, the core does not
melt and only some of the activity in the gaps of the fuel rods is released. However, in PWR Release Category
8, it was postulated that the containment fails to isolate properly and the public dose was estimated to be 75,000
man-rem. In Release Category 9, the containment isolates properly and the public dose is only 120 man-rem,
which can be neglected. Inasmuch as there is no assurance that the containment will isolate properly for this
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issue, despite the fact that the accident is estimated to occur 2 to 3 hours after plant shutdown, it was assumed
that Release Category 8 represented the scenario of this problem. A public dose of 75,000 man-rem was
therefore postulated.

From NUREG/CR-2800,64 the probability that the containment fails to isolate is 0.0073. Therefore, the potential
risk reduction was estimated to be (0.04)(0.0073)(75,000) man-rem/RY or 22.6 man-rem/RY. For an average
plant lifetime of 28 years, the total risk reduction was estimated to be (22.6)(28) man-rem/reactor or 633 man-
rem/reactor.

Cost Estimate

The possible solution to this issue required that natural convection cooling proceed at a slower rate than the
allowable rate of about 100ºF/hour. It was assumed that the thermal stress condition would be ameliorated if the
cooldown time were increased from approximately 80 to 160 hours. Moreover, it was assumed that sufficient
water is available to prevent dry-out of the steam generators for these time periods. The increase in cooling time
represented down-time for the reactor of an additional 80 hours or 3 1/3 days. At a cost of $300,000/day, the
additional licensee cost for each natural convection cooldown was approximately $1M. It was estimated that 2
to 3 natural convection cooldowns would be required over the remaining life of the affected plants, based on the
expected frequency of 0.118/RY for the loss of offsite power. The estimated licensee cost associated with three
natural convection cooldown events was ($1M)(3)/reactor or $3M/reactor.

Additional NRC and licensee costs associated with technical studies to be performed for the determination of
required cooldown rates, possible TS changes, etc., were estimated to be approximately $100,000/plant. Thus,
the total cost associated with the possible solution to this issue was estimated to be $3.1M/reactor.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on the potential risk reduction of 633 man-rem/reactor and a cost of $3.1M/reactor for the possible
solution, the value/impact score was given by:

CONCLUSION

Based on the value/impact score and the potential risk reduction, this issue was given a medium priority
ranking (See Appendix C). However, these results were based on the assumption that sufficient cooling water
is available to prevent dry-out of the steam generators without offsite power. Without this assumption, the
consequences would be considerably more serious than estimated above.

In resolving the issue, a detailed stress evaluation of the closure region of the 177 Fuel Assembly reactor
vessel was performed by B&W for the natural circulation cooldown condition and submitted to the NRC; this
fuel assembly design was utilized on all operating reactors. An independent confirmatory stress analysis of
the closure was performed by BNL. Based on the results of the BNL review and analyses and an RES staff
evaluation of the adequacy of the RV closure region fracture toughness for the natural circulation cooldown
condition, RES concluded that the B&W 177 closure region met all existing applicable regulatory design
criteria. RES additionally concluded that, except for the issuance of Generic Letter 92-021431 for information,
no immediate generic or plant-specific actions were necessary. Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and no new
requirements were established.1432 In an RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that consideration of a 20-year
license renewal period did not affect the resolution.
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Issue 80: Pipe Break Effects on Control Rod Drive Hydraulic Lines in the
Drywells of BWR Mark I and II Containments (Rev. 4)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was identified by the ACRS in 1978 during the operating license reviews of some BWRs. The ACRS
posed questions concerning the likelihood and effects of a LOCA which could cause interactions with the CRD
hydraulic lines in such a way as to prevent rod insertion, creating the potential for recriticality when the core is
reflooded.537The staff investigated this potential problem and concluded that the existing SRP11criteria were
adequate to assure integrity of the CRD hydraulic lines.538 These criteria assume conservative failure stresses
and break locations in coolant pipes and require examination of the effects of pipe whip and jet impingement on
essential safety components (including the CRD hydraulic lines) for approximately 100 breaks.

The ACRS discussed this conclusion with the staff during its 273rd meeting on January 6, 1983, but remained
concerned about MARK I and II containments, which are smaller and more congested than the MARK III
containments upon which the staff's analysis was concentrated.539 Thus, the issue remained open for the MARK
I and II containments.

Following an analysis of the issue in January 1984, the issue was given a LOW-priority ranking (based on
Appendix C of NUREG-0933). It was later concluded in NUREG/CR-53821563 that consideration of a 20-year
license renewal period could change the ranking of the issue to medium priority. However, further evaluation,
using the conversion factor of $2,000/man-rem approved1689 by the Commission in September 1995, resulted in
the issue being placed in the DROP category.

During site visits associated with Issue 156.6.1, "Pipe Break Effects on Systems and Components," some new
piping configurations were discovered that were not considered in the original evaluation of Issue 80. Thus,
in March 1998, during a periodic review of LOW-priority GSIs, NRR indicated1810 that the priority of Issue 80
should be reassessed in light of the concerns of Issue 156.6.1. As a result, a study1811 was conducted by RES to
determine the safety significance of the issue and the findings were used in this assessment.

Safety Significance

Recriticality during the course of an accident has no direct effect on the health and safety of the public. However,
failure to insert a significant number of control rods could pose two separate safety problems. First, when the
core is reflooded by cold emergency core cooling water, the reactor will undergo a cold water reactivity transient
if the core is not subcritical. The cold water can insert considerable positive reactivity, which means that portions
of the core where control rods failed to insert can return to a significant power level and may even overshoot to
power levels considerably higher than those experienced during normal operation. Secondly, the recirculation
phase of emergency core cooling is sized to carry away decay heat. If fission heat is not shut off, the ECCS may
not be sufficient to remove this extra energy, resulting in coolant boil-off, core-melt, and potential containment
failure.

Possible Solution

It may be possible to reduce any safety concerns to acceptable levels by performing more frequent or enhanced
inspections of those lengths of primary system piping that could impact the CRD hydraulic lines. If this is not
possible, the installation of some type of guard structure may be justified.

EVALUATION
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A BWR control rod is scrammed by
applying pressure from an accumulator or from the reactor vessel to the volume below the CRD piston and
venting the volume above the piston to the scram discharge volume which is near atmospheric pressure. If the
insert line is either blocked or broken, a ball check valve built into the CRD (for all BWR/3 and later designs)
will admit reactor water to the volume under the piston. (See Figure 80-1.) Thus, the insert line is necessary for
scram only when the reactor pressure is low, e.g., during reactor startup.

Breaking the withdraw line will open the volume above the piston to atmospheric pressure and thus cause (not
prevent) a scram. The only way to prevent a scram by mechanical damage to the CRD lines is to crimp the
withdraw line shut. Breaking or crimping an insert line will prevent a scram only at low reactor pressure at which
time the high energy coolant lines, which are to provide the crimping force, are also at low pressure and the
reactor is also at very low power. CRD hydraulic lines originate at the CRD flanges. They are routed up from
these flanges, curve 90°, and travel horizontally between the CRD housings. The lines are divided into two
banks which exit the area under the vessel in two penetrations of the reactor support pedestal placed 180 apart.
After traversing the drywell area, the lines exit the containment via two containment penetrations and are then
routed to the two banks of hydraulic control units.

In the area under the reactor vessel, there is only one high-energy line, a two-inch lower vessel head drain which
is one input to the RWCU system. This line is not considered a significant hazard to the CRD lines for several
reasons:

(1) The CRD lines are routed below a set of I-beams. (The CRD housing support is attached to hanger rods
which descend from these beams). Thus, the CRD lines are well shielded from the drain line which is above the
I-beams.
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(2) Breakage of this drain line would be a small LOCA. Normally, the reactor would continue to run, with the only
problems being loss of some RWCU flow and a steam-feed flow mismatch. The reactor would not scram until
the drywell pressure rose to the scram setpoint. This does not isolate the reactor and main feedwater would
continue. Although some rods might fail to insert, and the resulting fission heat would have to be accommodated,
the core would not uncover, and there would be no fuel melting.

(3) Even if main feedwater were lost, HPCI has the capacity to handle a 2-inch break (double-ended) with
enough extra flow to supply about 40 bundles operating at average power. Again, the core would not uncover.

(4) If HPCI is insufficient, ADS can vent about 38% of rated steam flow. Thus, unless more than 38% of the rods
fail to insert, ADS should be able to depressurize the vessel to the point where the high-capacity low pressure
ECCS would keep the core flooded.

In any of these small-break scenarios, there would be no fuel melting because the core would not uncover,
and there would be no reflood-induced reactivity transient. Depending on the number of control rods that fail to
insert, steam production might exceed the turbine bypass capacity, or the MSIVs might close. In such a case,
the heat sink provided by the RHR system would likely be insufficient to accommodate the extra heat, and
the containment would eventually overpressurize and fail. This would not result directly in a major release of
radioactivity, because there would be no severe fuel damage. In theory, the ECCS systems would eventually
deplete the suppression pool and the core would eventually uncover. This situation would be alleviated by the
fact that, as the suppression pool depletes, the standby liquid control system would become more effective
because the concentration of sodium pentaborate in the coolant would increase as coolant boiled off, and fission
heat would diminish. Alternatively, the standby coolant supply system could be used to augment the coolant
supply.

In the area between the reactor support pedestal and the drywell wall, the situation is different. Here, the CRD
lines pass near the reactor coolant piping and headers. The recirculation piping exits the vessel from two nozzles
located near the bottom of the annulus and travels down through the general area where the CRD lines are
located to the recirculation pumps which are at a still lower elevation. Flow from the pumps travels through two
pipes up to two semi-circular manifolds, which again are in the general area of the CRD lines. Each manifold
then supplies driving flow to the jet pumps through a series of risers, one riser for every two jet pumps. The CRD
hydraulic lines cross this area under the manifolds. The usual practice is to route each bank in an array of six
horizontal rows of hydraulic lines.

The rest of the vessel piping (feedwater, etc.) is located considerably higher in the drywell. This other piping is
not considered a significant hazard because of its distance from the CRD lines and the rather narrow annular
gap through which any missiles or jets would have to pass. Thus, concentration was placed on the recirculation
piping. Given a break in the recirculation system, an estimate of the probability of crimping or sealing a line
completely shut was needed. The best that could be done was to attempt to bound the true probability.

It should be noted that the outcome of the accident under consideration is relatively insensitive to scram timing,
so long as the rods are successfully inserted. A small LOCA will not cause a reactor scram until either the water
level drops to the scram setpoint or the drywell pressure rises to its setpoint. A large LOCA will depressurize the
reactor and stop the fission chain reaction by high voiding of the moderator and the rods need not be inserted
until the blowdown is complete. Thus, the interest was in complete rather than partial obstruction of the CRD
lines, since partial obstruction would only delay, not prevent, the scram.

No credit was taken for the possibility that non-inserted rods might be widely dispersed and thus may not lead to
recriticality. This was not as conservative as it first appeared. The CRD lines are not necessarily routed in such a
manner as to disperse the drives they control, and blockage of adjacent lines may well inhibit scram in adjacent
CRDs. (Two adjacent control rods can achieve criticality if withdrawn under cold conditions in a BWR.) Finally,
insert and withdrawal lines were considered equally, since a large LOCA could depressurize the reactor before a
rod with a crimped insert line is completely inserted. (This was in fact quite conservative.) The SLCS is normally
capable of borating the moderator to 600 ppm of natural boron (referenced to cold water density) plus a 25%
safety margin. This concentration would render the core up to 5% subcritical with all control rods fully removed
at cold, xenon-free conditions at the most reactive point in core life. However, following a large LOCA, the SLCS
effectiveness is reduced by the diluting effect of the suppression pool, which normally contains about 7½ vessel
inventories. Thus, the SLCS can realistically borate only to about 88 ppm. Based on calculations done for ATWS,
this would reduce power to roughly 75% of rated (with no rod insertion) but would not shut the reactor down.
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Several effects help bring power down.541 First, existing xenon, augmented by xenon increase, holds power
down for roughly 24 hours after the accident. Second, the recirculation pumps are no longer providing forced
flow through the core, which tends to bring power down by allowing more voiding. Finally, unless the pipe break
area is small enough to limit leakage to less than ECCS injection, water level will drop to of the core height,
which will greatly reduce moderator density in the upper third of the core. Nevertheless, the core must eventually
be brought to cold shutdown by means of the SLCS. Over the long term, this would not be difficult, since more
sodium pentaborate mixture could be added to the SLCS so long as the secondary containment remained
accessible. It was assumed that the SLCS would be ultimately used to render the core sub-critical over a span of
several days.

An examination of the sequence of events was performed. A CRD line can be crimped completely shut by the
impact of a missile or energetic fluid jet, if the circumstances are right. First, the line could be caught between
the impacting mass and an opposing surface and be flattened shut. Second, if the impact occurred near a point
of support for the line, the line could be severed and the stub bent over at a right angle. The line might then be
flattened shut at the point of minimum radius of the bend. Finally, a sufficiently energetic impact theoretically
could seal the line with only the inertia of the opposite side of the tube providing an opposing force.

In a study of design drawings and field walkdowns of three plants (Browns Ferry 3, Quad Cities 2, and Vermont
Yankee) completed as part of the evaluation of Issue 156.6.1, it was found that the break of an RHR return line
could also impact the CRD lines, in addition to the recirculation lines. With the exception of BWR/6 plants, the
RHR systems in all BWRs are connected to the recirculation system. (In the BWR/6 design, the RHR system
returns water to the RCS via a feedwater line or, in LPCI mode, directly into the core bypass region.) The RHR
return lines range in size from 16 to 20 inches and connect to, and are unisolatable from, the recirculation
lines. Based on rough measurements of MARK I plant drawings, the combined length of the unisolatable
portions of the RHR lines (extending out to second isolation valves) was assumed to be 20% of the length of the
recirculation lines.

The piping configuration for the three plants reviewed were broken down into two groups, depending on the plant
configuration, and the calculations for each group were done separately considering three failure scenarios: pipe
whip; fluid jet impingement; and piping fragments.
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: Browns Ferry 3 and Vermont Yankee

Group II: Quad Cities 2

Group II was created to characterize those plants in which a recirculation discharge line was believed to be in
very close proximity to one-half of the CRD insert and withdraw lines. (See Figure 80-2.)

Frequency Estimate

Pipe Whip: In this scenario, a recirculation line breaks in such a manner that the whipping pipe strikes one
bank of CRD hydraulic lines. It was assumed that the impact would block the entire bank, either by flattening the
lines or by breaking the lines and bending them sharply. The CRD lines are located under the two semicircular
recirculation manifolds. Thus, they are vulnerable to pipe whip primarily from the manifolds but also from the
vertical recirculation pipes carrying flow to and from the recirculation pumps.

The frequency of a large break somewhere in the recirculation system has a mean distribution of 10-4 event/RY.
This number was modified to account for several spatial effects, based on the study of design drawings and the
system walkdowns mentioned above1811:

• Break Location - Pipe whip restraints are located every 30 around the split manifold, except for two 60
intervals located at the ends of the two semicircles. To be a hazard to the CRD lines, the pipe break must be
in the interval which spans the CRD lines. Therefore, a factor of 0.05 was used, which was the length of pipe
in one 60 interval divided by the total length of recirculation piping.
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• Vertical Piping - The CRD lines may be routed close enough to a recirculation pump suction or discharge line
to be affected by breaks in these lines. This was conservatively accounted for by introducing a factor of 2.

• Direction of Whip - The pipe break is as likely to cause the pipe to move sideways or away from the CRD
lines as toward them. For this, a factor of 0.25 was assumed.

• Two CRD Line Banks - To account for the fact that there are two sets of lines 180 apart, a factor of 2 was
used.

• Extent of Whip - Pipes are not expected to whip more than one pipe diameter at the maximum. In addition,
although CRD line routing is done in the field, the fact that insulation has to be installed on recirculation lines
gives assurance of at least a foot or so of clearance between the recirculation piping and the CRD lines. The
probability that the pipe will whip far enough to hit the CRD lines was assumed to be 0.1.

Multiplying the above numbers, the frequency of the partial (10%) core-melt scenario was estimated to be (10-4)
(0.05)(2)(0.25)(2)(0.1) event/RY or 5 x 10-7 event/RY. (In this and in subsequent calculations, the number of
significant figures shown are not intended to imply that the various parameters are known to that accuracy.
Instead, the extra figures are given to aid the reader in following the calculations. The uncertainties in these
figures will be assessed quantitatively in the "uncertainties and sensitivities" section below.)

When the core is reflooded, about half the core will undergo a cold water reactivity transient. Cladding failure
is not a concern here, since it was assumed that every fuel rod in the core would be perforated. Instead, it was
necessary to examine the effect of the transient on the fuel matrix itself. The rod drop accident (licensing basis)
inserts 1.3% K in about 0.6 seconds. Reflooding the reactor will insert about 8% K, when filled with cold water
(with xenon present). However, it takes about 30 seconds to refill the vessel from the bottom to the top of the
core. Thus, the reactivity insertion rate is about a factor of eight below that of the rod drop accident and the rod
drop accident is more limiting.

The licensing basis calculations for a control rod drop accident predict a peak fuel rod enthalpy of about 220
calories/gram when the inserted reactivity is 1.3% K.540 However, the rod drop accident initial conditions include
an initial enthalpy of 20 calories/gram (540F), whereas the cold water reflood transient under consideration here
starts with fuel enthalpies as high as 85 calories/gram (2200F). Thus, since the reactivity insertion rate in the
reflood transient is less than the reactivity insertion rate in the rod drop accident, the rod drop accident enthalpy
increase (H) can be added to the initial enthalpy of the reflood transient and it can be concluded that the peak
enthalpy achieved in the reflood transient will be less than 285 calories/gram.

This peak enthalpy corresponds to a point about 20% into the interval between onset of fuel melting (269.4
calories/gram) and complete melting (336.8 calories/gram). Therefore, we will bound the radiological effects of
the reflood reactivity transient by assuming that the radioactive release due to this transient is at most 20% of a
core-melt release in those fuel bundles where the associated control rods do not scram. Since only half of the
control rods fail to scram, the release is bounded by one-half of 20%, or 10% of a full core-melt.

It should be noted that this estimate, which was used in the original analysis, is rather conservative. First, the
assumed reactivity insertion rate was about a factor of eight higher than realistic. Second, the H calculations do
not take credit for moderator feedback; more realistic calculations have predicted H values on the order of 100
calories/gram.540 Finally, the duration of the hypothetical partially-molten state is very brief. Thus, it is doubtful
that the reflood reactivity transient would directly cause this much fuel melting.

However, even if there is less fuel melting caused directly by a reactivity transient when the core is reflooded,
it is likely that there will be at least some severe fuel damage in the region where the control rods do not insert.
As a shutdown core is reflooded, individual fuel rods, now at a high surface temperature, will first experience
film boiling and then "quench" as the cladding temperature drops and the rod transitions into nucleate boiling.
However, if the control rods are not inserted, the linear heat generation rate in the fuel rods will greatly increase
as the moderator returns and fission heat is generated in addition to decay heat. Even if the fission power is only
a few percent of rated power, this would more than double the linear heat generation rate assumed in the ECCS
analysis, and it is not likely that cladding temperatures will remain below 2200F.

Finally, it should be noted that the amount of severe fuel damage will change the source term for purposes of
calculating man-rem in a Level III PRA analysis. However, it will be shown later that the evaluation of this issue
is governed by the Large Early Release Frequency (LERF), where the exact extent of fuel damage is of less
importance given that there is at least some fuel melting.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0540.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0540.html
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After core reflood, fission power will continue at a low rate in the core.541 The recirculation phase of ECCS
may not be sufficient to remove this energy and the containment would then fail due to overpressure. Thus, the
radioactivity released by the reactivity excursion would escape to the atmosphere in the manner of a BWR-2
release but with one-tenth its magnitude. In addition, the gap activity from the fuel which did not undergo a
reactivity transient, and which would otherwise have been trapped within containment, would be released. There
is no BWR release category for this situation, but the consequences of this release can be bounded by those of
a PWR-8 release.

With the containment open and steam escaping to the atmosphere, the suppression pool will eventually be
depleted of water. If the standby coolant supply system fails (for which a probability of 0.015 was assumed),
there would be no liquid water supply for the ECCS and the entire core would melt. For this, a full BWR-2
release was assumed. The frequency for the full core-melt scenario was calculated to be (0.015)(5 x 10-7) event/
RY or 7.5 x 10-9 event/RY. Theoretically, the partial core-melt frequency should be reduced by a factor of (1 -
0.015), or 0.985, to account for those events that progress to a full core-melt. However, this difference produces
an error that is <2% and will be neglected here. (The automated calculations used in the uncertainty studies
described below will include this correction.)

Group I Plants: The analysis for the recirculation lines was expanded to include the RHR lines with the following
assumptions: (1) the large-break LOCA frequency for the recirculation system is 10-4 event/RY; (2) the ratio of
the unisolatable portion of the RHR piping length to the total RHR/recirculation piping length is 0.2; (3) only about
one-third (0.33) of the RHR length of piping is near the CRD lines; (2) pipe whip may be towards or away from
the CRD line bundle (or sideways), so that the probability of motion towards the bundle is 0.25; (3) the probability
that a pipe would whip far enough to contact a CRD line bundle is 0.1; and (4) the scenario results in a 10%
core-melt. Combining the result for the recirculation system from above, the frequency of a partial (10%) core-
melt is given by the sum of 5 x 10-7 event/RY (from the recirculation line break) and (10-4)(0.2)(0.33)(0.25)(0.1)
event/RY (from the RHR line break). The result is a frequency estimate of or 6.6 x 10-7 event/RY.

Again, if the standby coolant supply system is assumed to fail (for which a probability of 0.015 was assumed),
there would be no liquid water supply for the ECCS and the entire core will melt. For this, a full BWR-2 release
was assumed. The frequency of the full core-melt scenario was calculated to be 7.5 x 10-9 event/RY + (0.015)
(1.6 x 10-7) event/RY or 10-8 event/RY.

Group II Plants: The analysis for the recirculation lines was expanded to include the RHR lines with the
following assumptions: (1) the CDF increase for RHR piping is the same as calculated for Group I plants (1.6
x 10-7 event/RY); (2) the frequency of a recirculation line break is the same (10-4 event/RY); (3) there is an
additional contribution to CDF resulting from the recirculation piping being in close proximity to the CRD bundles;
(4) the probability is 0.05 that, given a recirculation line pipe break, the break would be in the discharge line
sector; (5) because pipe whip may be towards or parallel to the CRD line bundles that straddle it, there is a
probability of 0.5 that the motion will be towards the bundles; (6) the probability that a pipe would whip far
enough to contact a CRD line bundle is 1; and (7) the scenario results in a 10% core-melt. Therefore, the
frequency of a partial (10%) core-melt is given by the sum of 5 x 10-7 event/RY (from the recirculation line
break), 1.6 x 10-7 event/RY (from the RHR line break), and (10-4)(0.05)(0.5)(1) event/RY (from the recirculation
lines in close proximity). This results in a frequency estimate of 3.16 x 10-6 event/RY.

Again, if the standby coolant supply system is assumed to fail (for which a probability of 0.015 was assumed),
there would be no liquid water supply for the ECCS and the entire core will melt. For this, a full BWR-2 release
was assumed. The frequency of the full core-melt scenario was calculated to be 7.5 x 10-9 event/RY + (0.015)
(3.16 x 10-6 ) event/RY or 4.74 x 10-8 event/RY.

Fluid Jet Impingement: A fluid jet driven by a 1000 psi pressure cannot directly flatten a tube which contains
1000 psi fluid. However, impingement of such a jet will cause severe vibration of CRD lines. The lines may
flatten as they repeatedly hit each other or hit any other structures (e.g., supports) which are within their
vibrational amplitude. In reality, one would expect these lines to be more likely to rupture than to flatten.
Nevertheless, flattening is possible and was assumed here.

The hazard to the CRD lines depends on their arrangement and distance from the pipe break. A typical practice
in routing CRD hydraulic lines is to arrange the lines in six horizontal rows. In such an arrangement, lines located
within the matrix would be shielded from some of the force of an external fluid jet. Thus, if the CRD lines are
located close to the pipe break, the jet would be concentrated and might penetrate into the CRD lines matrix with

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0541.html
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sufficient force to cause vibratory flattening. Conversely, if the lines are located at some distance from the break,
the jet would be more diffuse and less likely to penetrate past the first row of lines but will also, because of this
same dispersion, impinge on a wider area and thus affect more of the outside row.

It was assumed that the break (and the jet) are 22-inches in diameter, which is the diameter of the recirculation
manifold. (This is based on judgment. It is possible, of course, for the jet area to be any size from near zero to
the equivalent of two pipe diameters, if the break is circumferential. If the break is longitudinal, the length of the
break could theoretically extend the length of the manifold. A jet of one pipe diameter seems a reasonable first
assumption.) To cover both the near and far cases, it was assumed that the entire top row of lines is flattened
and, in addition, a 22-inch (transverse) span is flattened to a depth of all six rows. For a 1000 MWe plant with
185 control rods, this means that 43 rods would fail to insert; this corresponds to 23% of the core.

The above was based on the assumption that the CRD lines are arranged in a matrix 6 rows high and with
a pitch of two inches. In such a case, the matrix would be 62 inches wide. The probability of a break in the
recirculation manifold being above this span is about 1.7%.

The event tree is similar to that of a pipe whip: a recirculation line breaks (10-4/RY), the break is above the CRD
lines (0.017), and the fluid jet is directed downward (0.25). The result is that 23% of the core would experience a
reactivity transient and continued steam production would eventually rupture the containment (20% of a BWR-2
release in the uncontrolled fuel plus a PWR-8 release). However, priority parameters calculated from these
figures must be doubled to account for the presence of two banks of CRD lines and doubled again to account
for the presence of vertical recirculation piping. Thus, the frequency of a partial or 4.6% core-melt (20% of 23%)
was estimated to be (10-4) (0.017)(2)(2)(0.25) event/RY or 1.7 x 10-6 event/RY.

If the standby coolant supply system is assumed to fail (0.015), the ECCS would eventually run out of water and
the entire core would melt (BWR-2 release). The frequency for this full core-melt scenario was calculated to be
(0.015)(1.7 x 10-6) event/RY or 2.55 x 10-8 event/RY.

Group I Plants: The analysis for the recirculation lines was expanded to include the RHR lines with the following
assumptions: (1) the large-break LOCA frequency for the recirculation system is 10-4 event/RY; (2) the ratio
of the unisolatable portion of the RHR piping length to the total RHR/recirculation piping length is 0.2; (3) only
about one-third (0.33) of the RHR length of piping is near the CRD lines; (4) the probability that the jet direction
is towards the CRD lines is 0.1; and (5) the scenario would result in a 4.6% core-melt. Combining the result for
the recirculation system from above, the frequency of a partial (4.6%) core-melt was estimated to be 1.7 x 10-6

event/RY + (10-4)(0.2)(0.33)(0.1) event/RY or 2.36 x 10-6 event/RY.

If the standby coolant supply system is assumed to fail (0.015), the ECCS would eventually run out of water and
the entire core would melt (BWR-2 release). The frequency for this full core-melt scenario was calculated to be
2.55 x 10-8 event/RY + (0.015)(2.36 x 10-6) event/RY) or 3.54 x 10-8 event/RY.

Group II Plants: The analysis for the recirculation lines was expanded to include the RHR lines with the
following assumptions: (1) the core-melt frequency increase for RHR piping and recirculation line breaks are the
same as calculated for Group I (6.6 x 10-7 event/RY), plus other additions; (2) the probability is 0.05 that, given
a recirculation line break, the break would be in the discharge line sector; (3) the portion of the recirculation
discharge line directly adjacent to the CRD bundle is 0.5; (4) the probability is 0.5 that the jet direction is towards
the CRD lines; and (5) the scenario would result in a 4.6% core-melt. Therefore, the frequency of a partial (4.6%)
core-melt is given by 1.7 x 10-6 event/RY + 6.6 x 10-7 event/RY + (10-4)(0.05)(0.5)(0.5) event/RY or 3.61 x 10-6

event/RY.

If the standby coolant supply system is assumed to fail (0.015), the ECCS would eventually run out of water and
the entire core will melt (BWR-2 release). The frequency for this full core-melt scenario was calculated to be 2.55
x 10-8 event/RY + (0.015)(1.91 x 10-6) event/RY or 5.41 x 10-8 event/RY.

Pipe Fragments: The original analysis included the effects of pipe fragments on the CRD lines. Based on the
additional insights gained during the evaluation of Issue 156.6.1, the failure modes of large reactor coolant
piping were thermal fatigue or intergranular stress corrosion cracking which generally occurred in the region of
circumferential welds. This suggested that clean breaks with the production of fragments is almost impossible.
For the sake of completeness, the effect of pipe fragments will be discussed, but these sequences will not be
included in the final analysis.
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The hazard from pipe fragments is different from that of a fluid jet. First, because a solid object can concentrate
its impact in a small area, it can block a CRD line directly by denting the line. Second, solid objects will retain
this full impact over a great distance, as opposed to the diffusion of a fluid jet. On the other hand, a solid object
cannot flatten a CRD line within the matrix without breaking the lines in the rows above.

The original analysis assumed that a section of recirculation manifold with a span equal to a pipe diameter (22
inches) suddenly breaks into fragments. To estimate the number of CRD lines which could be dented shut, it was
further assumed that the lines are located immediately adjacent to the manifold. The pipe fragments, which at
close range would act like one solid mass, would then impact a 22-inch span of the top row of CRD lines. Since
these lines may well be all withdrawal lines, it was assumed that eleven control rods would fail to insert.

The accident sequence starts out with a large LOCA (10-4/RY). The break must be over the CRD lines (0.017)
and pointed down (0.25). The result is that 6% of the core would return to criticality after a mild reactivity
excursion (20% of a BWR-2 release per fuel bundle) and the containment eventually would be overpressurized
(75,000 man-rem from gap activity). This equates to a 1.2% partial core-melt. Again, the resultant figures must
be multiplied by four to account for vertical pipes and two CRD banks. The frequency of this partial (1.2%) core-
melt scenario is (10-4)(0.017)(0.25)(2)(2) event/RY or 1.7 x 10-6 event/RY.

If the standby coolant supply system is assumed to fail (0.015), the entire core would melt (BWR-2 release). The
frequency for this full core-melt scenario was calculated to be (0.015)(1.7 x 10-6) event/RY or 2.55 x 10-8 event/
RY. Once again, these sequences are shown in Table 80-1 for comparison purposes only and were not included
in the final analysis.

Table 80-1

Core-Melt Frequency Summary Group Iand Group II Plants

GROUP I GROUP IIFAILURE MODE

Partial Core-
Melt (Event/RY)

Full Core-
Melt (Event/RY)

Partial Core-
Melt (Event/RY)

Full Core-
Melt (Event/RY)

Pipe Whip 6.60 x 10-7 1.00 x 10-8 3.16 x 10-6 4.74 x 10-8

Fluid Jet
Impingement

2.36 x 10-6 3.54 x 10-8 3.61 x 10-6 5.41 x 10-8

Pipe Fragments [Not included] [Not included] [Not included] [Not included]

TOTAL: 3.0 x 10-6 4.5 x 10-8 6.8 x 10-6 1.0 x 10-7

Other Considerations

Uncertainties and Sensitivities: Many of the parameters involved in the estimates above are not "standard"
PRA unavailabilities and, thus, do not have a commonly accepted distribution with mean estimates and error
bounds. Nevertheless, an uncertainty analysis was performed although, in the absence of better numbers, the
following judgment was used to estimate error bounds in some parameters:

Initiating event - large break LOCA The "classic" distribution from NUREG-11501081 was
used - a lognormal distribution, mean of 10-4/RY, with
a lognormal error factor of 10

Standby coolant supply unavailability A lognormal distribution with an error factor of 10 was
used, based on NUREG-1150,1081 but using a mean
from the original analysis. The effect of this will be
examined in the sensitivity studies below.

Direction, including direction of whip and direction of
fluid jet

Depending on whether the pipe is within or outside
of the CRD tube array, these parameters were either
50% or 25%. Based mostly on judgment (but partly
on some piping diagrams), a normal distribution was
used, with the 5th and 95th percentile limits set at ±0.2.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1081.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1081.html
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Thus, the limits were at 0.30 to 0.80 and 0.05 to 0.45,
respectively.

Geometric factors, including the likelihood of a break
being located above the CRD lines, or being between
the two supports that bracket the CRD lines

In the original analysis, these parameters are based
on a length of vulnerable circular manifold divided
by the total length of primary system piping. This
quotient was then multiplied by a factor of two (for
two CRD banks) and another factor of two to account
for an assumed equal length of vulnerable piping in
the vertical runs. Since modern automated event tree
analysis requires split fractions that are less than or
equal to unity, the two factors of two were combined
with the original quotient into just one parameter.
Because this is still basically a ratio of lengths of pipe,
the uncertainty distribution was assumed to be normal
(rather than lognormal), centered on the point estimate
in the analysis. For error bounds, the 5th and 95th

percentiles were set at zero and at double the point
estimate, based purely on judgment.

Extent of pipe whip The analysis assumed a likelihood of 0.1 of the CRD
lines being impacted by a whipping pipe. For this
parameter, an exponential distribution with mean of
0.1 was used.

RHR fraction This is the ratio of unisolable RHR piping to the total
length of primary system piping. The original analysis
estimated 0.2 for this parameter. For the uncertainty
analysis, a normal distribution was used, with the 5th

and 95th percentile limits set at 0.1 and 0.3, based on
judgment.

RHR piping location This is the fraction of RHR piping which is located near
the CRD bundles, for the Group I plants. The analysis
described above estimated this parameter to be 0.33.
For the uncertainty analysis, a normal distribution was
assumed, with the 5th and 95th percentile bounds set
at zero and 0.66.

Fraction of recirculation piping located within the CRD
bundles

This is the fractional length of piping located
physically within the CRD bundles, for Group II
plants. The analysis above used 0.05 (i.e., 5%). For
the uncertainty analysis, a normal distribution was
assumed, with the 5th and 95th percentile bounds set
at 0.02 and 0.08.

The uncertainty analysis was constructed based on the above parameters, and distributions were calculated for
the partial and full core-melt frequencies using 10,000 samples. For the original analysis, the results are shown
in Table 80-2. Again, as the ranges in the Table 80-2 clearly indicate, the number of significant figures shown are
not intended to imply that these results have high uncertainty, but instead are provided to assist the reader in
following the calculations.

Table 80-2

Core-Melt Frequency (Event/RY) Uncertainties Original Analysis
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Event End State Point
Estimate

Mean 5th 

percentile
95th 

percentile
Median

4.7% core-
melt

1.7E-6 1.8E-6 2.8E-8 7.0E-6 5.3E-7Fluid jet

Full core-melt 2.6E-8 2.6E-8 7.1E-11 1.0E-7 <1.0E-8

1.2% core-
melt

1.7E-6 1.8E-6 2.8E-8 7.0E-6 5.3E-7Fragmentation

Full core-melt 2.6E-8 2.6E-8 <1.0E-8 1.0E-7 <1.0E-8

10% core-
melt

4.9E-7 4.9E-7 <1.0E-8 2.0E-6 8.8E-8Pipe whip

Full core-melt <1.0E-8 <1.0E-8 <1.0E-8 2.5E-8 <1.0E-8

As can be seen, the means are not significantly higher than the point estimates. The distributions are not
symmetric, as can be seen by how far the medians differ from the means. This is not surprising considering that
the initiating event and the standby coolant supply unavailability are assumed to have log-normal distributions,
but the geometric and directional parameters are assumed to have linear normal distributions. Moreover, some
of the parameters were assigned 5th percentile bounds at zero, which "chops off" the lower 5% of the distribution
and tends to lower the tail of the distributions of the products. Starting with the original analysis, a series of
changes and sensitivities were performed, the first of which was the removal of the contribution of fragmentation.
The results are shown in Table 80-3.

Table 80-3

Core-Melt Frequencies (Event/RY) Original Analysis With and Without Fragmentation Contribution

End State Point
Estimate

Mean 5th 

percentile
95th 

percentile
Median

1.2% 1.7E-6 1.8E-6 2.8E-8 7.0E-6 5.3E-7

4.7% 1.7E-6 1.7E-6 2.6E-8 7.0E-6 5.1E-7

10% 5.0E-7 5.3E-7 <1.0E-8 2.1E-6 8.7E-8

Original
analysis

Full 5.8E-8 6.6E-8 <1.0E-8 2.3E-7 7.0E-7

4.7% 1.7E-6 1.7E-6 2.5E-8 7.0E-6 5.1E-7

10% 5.0E-7 5.3E-7 <1.0E-8 2.1E-6 8.7E-8

Original
analysis (no
fragmentation)

Full 3.3E-8 3.7E-8 <1.0E-8 1.3E-7 <1.0E-8

Here, the various states are summed by end state, and the "full core-melt " rows are the sums of the
contributions of the pipe whip, fragmentation, and fluid jet scenarios. Although the point estimates for the full
core-melt states are the sums of the individual full core-melt frequencies from the fluid jet, fragmentation, and
pipe whip event trees, the means and limits are the result of adding up the three sequences 10,000 times while
varying the initiating event frequency and split fractions about their distributions, and then forming a distribution
for the sum. Using the original analysis with the fragmentation contribution removed as a base, the sequences
were modified to cover the Group I and Group II plants. The results are shown in Table 80-4.

As can be seen from an examination of Table 80-4, the means do not vary significantly from the point estimates.
In addition to the calculations described in Table 80-4, two sensitivity studies were performed. The first was to
examine possible double-counting of the vertical runs of RHR and recirculation piping. In the original analysis,
the fraction of primary system piping physically located such that a break could threaten the CRD hydraulic lines
was estimated by examining the layout of the split manifold, and then doubling the result to account for vertical
piping runs for which no layout information was available. This is, in effect, an assumption that a vertical run of
either RHR or recirculation piping, equal in length to the length of threatening pipe in the split manifold, is located
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close enough to pose a hazard to the CRD lines. This is a reasonable estimate for most plants, if no other
information is available. However, the analysis of the Group I and II plants added vertical piping contributions
to the original analysis. For Group II plants especially, if the analysis has added the contributions of vertical
pipes known to be right in the middle of the CRD line bundles, it is known with equal certainty that these vertical
pipes are not located in any other nearby location, and the original accounting for vertical piping runs should be
removed.

Table 80-4

Core-Melt Frequency (Event/RY) Uncertainties Original Analysis, Group I Plants, and Group II plants

End State Point
Estimate

Mean 5th 

percentile
95th 

percentile
Median

4.7% 1.7E-6 1.7E-6 2.5E-8 7.0E-6 5.1E-7

10% 5.0E-7 5.3E-7 1.9E-9 2.1E-6 8.7E-8

Original
analysis, no
fragmentation

Full 3.3E-8 3.7E-8 <1.0E-8 1.3E-7 <1.0E-8

4.7% 2.3E-6 2.4E-6 6.1E-8 9.4E-6 8.0E-7

10% 6.5E-7 7.0E-7 <1.0E-8 2.8E-6 1.2E-7

Group I
plants

Full 4.5E-8 5.2E-8 <1.0E-8 1.8E-7 <1.0E-8

4.7% 4.7E-6 4.7E-6 1.5E-7 1.8E-5 1.7E-6

10% 3.1E-6 3.1E-6 9.2E-8 1.2E-5 1.0E-6

Group II
plants

Full 1.2E-7 1.3E-7 <1.0E-8 4.7E-7 1.7E-8

The second sensitivity has to do with the availability of the standby coolant supply. This is not a stand-alone
system. Although individual plants vary, every modern BWR has some means of pumping water from the
ultimate heat sink into the reactor if the suppression pool is not available. Typically, this is done by providing a
valved-out link between RHR service water and the RHR suction lines. Use of standby coolant supply requires
a number of manual actions on the part of the operator. The original analysis for this issue used an unavailability
for standby coolant supply of 1.5%, based on WASH-140016-era analyses. The NUREG-11501081 Peach Bottom
PRA performed a much more extensive analysis of the equipment and actions associated with standby coolant
supply, and calculated a much higher unavailability (a mean of about 17%). For this screening analysis, the
effect of increasing the unavailability of standby coolant supply is not to change the likelihood of an accident, but
instead to change the end state from a partial core-melt to a full core-melt. The results of the two sensitivities are
shown in Table 80-5.

As can be seen from Table 80-5, removing the double-counting of vertical piping reduces the various core
damage frequencies by about 20%, and an updated treatment of standby coolant supply increases the full core-
melt frequency by an order of magnitude. This last sensitivity calculation, with the double-counting removed and
the updated standby coolant supply, is the "best" estimate for this generic issue for the Group II plants - the most
vulnerable group.

Containment Response: In any of these scenarios, even if the entire core is not damaged, the reactor core
is not subcritical, and fission heat production continues. The RHR system is sized to remove decay heat.
(For example, the Browns Ferry RHR has four heat exchangers rated at 70 million BTU/ hour each, which
corresponds to about 2.5% of the reactor's rated thermal power of 3293 MW - equivalent to decay heat about 10
minutes after shutdown.) Obviously, if fission heat production continues with 23% of the rods failing to insert (as
in the fluid jet scenario), and the standby liquid control system unable to shut the reactor down, the RHR system
will not be able to accommodate the extra heat and the containment will overpressurize. Thus, any of these end
states, even those involving partial core damage, will result in containment failure and a large early release.

Table 80-5

Core-Melt Frequency (Event/RY) Sensitivity Studies

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0016.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1081.html
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End State Point
Estimate

Mean 5th 

percentile
95th 

percentile
Median

4.7% 4.7E-6 4.7E-6 1.5E-7 1.8E-5 1.7E-6

10% 3.1E-6 3.1E-6 9.2E-8 1.2E-5 1.0E-6

Group II
plants

Full 1.2E-7 1.3E-7 <1.0E-8 4.7E-7 1.7E-8

4.7% 3.9E-6 3.9E-6 1.3E-7 1.4E-5 1.4E-6

10% 2.9E-6 2.8E-6 8.3E-8 1.1E-5 9.3E-7

Group
II plants
(original
vertical pipe
contribution
removed)

Full 1.0E-7 1.1E-7 <1.0E-8 4.0E-7 1.4E-8

4.7% 3.3E-6 3.1E-6 9.3E-8 1.2E-5 1.1E-6

10% 2.4E-6 2.3E-6 5.8E-8 8.9E-6 7.3E-7

Group II
plants (no
extra vertical
pipe, modern
standby
coolant
supply
unavailability)

Full 1.2E-6 1.6E-6 2.3E-8 6.3E-6 4.4E-7

Another perspective regarding containment response can be gained by examining the suppression pool
inventory. Again, using the Browns Ferry plant as an example, the suppression pool inventory is 135,000 ft3

(maximum), which is about 8.4 million pounds of water. Normal feedwater flow at full power is about 13.4 million
pounds per hour. If fission power were to continue at about 10% of rated due to rods failing to scram, the entire
suppression pool inventory would be boiled off in about 6.3 hours (not including the existing reactor water
inventory, nor including the effect of residual heat removal, both of which would stretch the time somewhat).

End States: The end states in this screening analysis, i.e., 1.2%, 4.7%, 10% and 100% core-melt, are subject
to considerable uncertainty. These numbers would be of significance if this calculation were carried out to PRA
Level III consequences (e.g., man-rem/RY), as was done in the original analysis. However, a screening decision
can be made based on LERF and thus the uncertainty in the degree of core damage was not explored.

Large Early Release Frequency (LERF): An uncertainty study was also performed for the LERFs for the
various scenarios. The results are shown in Table 80-6.

It should be noted that some of these large early releases are much larger than others, since the total LERF
includes sequences that breach containment, but only melt a small part of the reactor core. Nevertheless,
the numbers are significant in that any increase in LERF greater than 10-6/RY passes the screening tests
documented in Figure C4 of the NRC Management Directive 6.4 Handbook.

It should also be noted that, for the specific case of Group II plants and using the NUREG-11501081

unavailabilities for standby coolant supply, the full core damage frequency is 1.2 x 10-6 event/RY, and all of these
sequences lead to containment overpressurization and failure.

Table 80-6

Large Early Release Frequencies (Event/RY)

Point Estimate Mean 5th  Percentile 95th  Percentile Median

Plants with
Original
Analysis Piping
Configuration

2.2E-6 2.4E-6 4.9E-8 9.5E-6 7.7E-7
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Point Estimate Mean 5th  Percentile 95th  Percentile Median
(no
fragmentation)

Group I Plants 3.0E-6 3.3E-6 8.7E-8 1.3E-5 1.1E-6

Group II Plants 6.8E-6 7.0E-6 2.2E-7 2.6E-5 2.6E-6

Basic Assumptions: There are several mechanistic or phenomenological postulates in the analysis that were
not addressed in the uncertainty analysis because they were postulated to be true by the generic issue itself.
Like an importance measure calculation, screening of a generic issue assumes these to be true, and then
attempts to estimate their risk significance. Nevertheless, the task action plan for the issue should include an
investigation of the validity of the following assumptions.

• Can a whipping pipe or other moving mass crush a CRD line completely shut? A CRD line pressurized to
1000 psi will resist denting. It is straightforward to show that the imposed force must be at least 1500 pounds
per linear inch just to overcome the internal pressure, with no credit for the stiffness of the stainless steel
tube wall, and assuming that the tube is in contact with a stationary support on the opposite side from the
impacting mass.

• A fluid jet driven by 1000 psi cannot directly flatten a tube filled with 1000 psi fluid. The analysis assumes that
the CRD lines will strike each other when exposed to the jet, and will flatten by repeated impacts.

• If a CRD line were crimped shut, would the internal fluid pressure be sufficient to overcome the stiffness
of the stainless steel and partially re-open the tube, to the point where the associated control rod would
eventually be inserted?

• The pipe whip analysis for the Group II plants assumes that the whipping pipe will bend the much-smaller
CRD hydraulic lines to the point where the small lines will develop "kinks" which will close off all flow. The
configuration of the CRD lines is such that the lines have a 90-degree bend or elbow near the point of impact,
and are not likely to have significant lateral support - the impacting large pipe can bend the smaller lines
without stretching them. Experience suggests that this failure mode is quite credible, but the rather large
number of CRD lines may add up to a significant resistive force, even though the individual lines may be
relatively weak. An investigation of the force needed to "kink" a significant number of lines would be of
considerable interest.

An investigation of these assumptions, either by calculation or by experiment, could add significant confidence to
the resolution of the issue.

Early BWR Designs: As was described earlier, the control rod drive mechanism for all BWR/3 and later designs
incorporates a ball check valve which prevents a broken insert line from interfering with a scram. There are still
two operating plants, both of the BWR/2 product line, for which this may not be true. However, the BWR/2 design
uses an ECCS for large-break LOCAs which is based on a high volume core spray - the core is not re-flooded
after a large line break located below the level of the core. Thus, the accident scenarios associated with the
issue do not apply to the BWR/2 design.

Old vs. New Analysis: An obvious question is, why has the conclusion changed from the original analysis? This
is in spite of the fact that the pipe fragmentation sequences have been removed. An examination of the table will
show two reasons. First and most obvious, the more vulnerable piping configurations in the Group I and Group
II plants were not known when the original analysis was performed in 1984. These piping configurations are
obviously of greater concern.

A second reason is more subtle. When the original analysis was performed, the generic issue screening criteria
were based only on either core damage frequency or man-rem/RY. In 2002, a new set of criteria were added
which were based on LERF. This particular generic issue involves a partial core-melt, and thus a relatively low
source term and low public risk, but a high likelihood of containment failure, because only a small amount of
fission heat will overwhelm the capacity of the RHR heat exchangers. Thus, the LERF criterion becomes limiting.

CONCLUSION
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Applying the criteria of NRC Management Directive 6.4, Figure C4, the potential changes in the large early
release frequencies (ΔLERF) placed the issue in the category where work on a technical assessment was
pursued.1809This conclusion was corroborated by the consideration of uncertainties in the analysis.

Scram motion in a BWR CRD is affected by admitting the pressure in the scram accumulator to the area below
the drive piston, and venting the area above the piston to the scram discharge volume, which is at atmospheric
pressure. The CRDs are equipped with a ball check valve, which will admit reactor water below the drive piston if
the inlet line pressure falls below reactor pressure. Thus, neither crimping nor breaking the insert line will prevent
a scram when the reactor is at power. By contrast, crimping the withdrawal line shut would inhibit a scram;
however, breaking the withdrawal line (thereby venting it to atmospheric pressure) will cause the drive to scram.
Since the piping is expected to fail open before it is crimped closed, the control rods will scram using reactor
pressure. Therefore, this issue was closed with no changes to existing regulations or guidance.1868
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Issue 81: Impact of Locked Doors and Barriers on Plant and Personnel
Safety (Rev. 5)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

In October 1982, the Executive Director for Operations appointed the Committee to Review Safety Requirements
at Power Reactors (CRSRPR) to review U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) security requirements
at nuclear power plants with a view toward evaluating the impact of these requirements on operational safety.
Overall, the CRSRPR did not identify any clear operational safety problems associated with implementation
of the NRC’s security requirements. However, the Committee found that there was the potential for security
measures at a site to adversely affect safety and issued its recommendations in a report621 to the Office of
Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards. In view of one of the findings in this report, a memorandum542 was
issued on May 31, 1983, identifying this issue and suggesting that a multidisciplinary group be convened to
perform an integrated assessment of the potential safety problem associated with locked doors and barriers.
Based on the responses to the memorandum, a consensus supported the creation of the multidisciplinary group
to gather the necessary information and prepare a scope of the issue for appropriate consideration. 623 This
approach was approved624 and action on this matter was formally initiated.625

The multidisciplinary group held its first meeting on February 28, 1984, and issued a report on June 8, 1984.626

Inasmuch as a proposed rule (SECY-83-311, "Proposed Insider Safeguards Rules," dated July 29, 1983627)
specifically designed to address the security barrier issue had been prepared independently, and IE Information
Notice 83-36, "Impact of Security Practices on Safe Operations,"628 had been issued in June 1983, the work of
the group was limited to nonsecurity barriers.

The proposed rule1436 was eventually adopted and stated that "the NRC is amending its regulations to provide
a more safety conscious safeguards system while maintaining current levels of protection." Regulatory changes
included (1) permitting suspension of security based on Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR)
50.54(x) and (y), (2) requiring the access authorization system to be designed to accommodate the potential
need for rapid ingress and egress of individuals during emergency conditions or situations that could lead to
emergency conditions, and (3) ensuring prompt access to vital equipment by periodically reviewing physical
security plans for potential impact on plant and personnel safety. The rule was implemented with Regulatory
Guide (RG) 5.65, "Vital Area Access Controls, Protection of Physical Security Equipment, and Key and Lock
Controls,"1438 and Generic Letter 87-08, "Implementation of 10 CFR 73.55 Miscellaneous Amendments and
Search Requirements," dated May 11, 1987,1437 which addressed the issuance of vital area keys to operations
personnel. At the time of evaluation of this issue in 1995, the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR),
Reactor Safeguards Branch, indicated that almost all licensees were in compliance with RG 5.651438 and
Generic Letter 87-081437 and had implemented mechanical key overrides for electronically controlled access
doors. The rulemaking resulted in security plan amendments that increased the focus on plant and personnel
safety.

Subsequent to the above work, a main feedwater pipe rupture event at Surry Power Station (see Issue 139,
"Thinning of Carbon Steel Piping in LWRs") caused the failure of a security card-reader that was located
approximately 50 feet from the break point. This failure was caused by intrusion of water and steam that
saturated the card-reader. As a result, key cards could not be used to open plant doors. The control room doors
were opened to provide access to the control room, and security personnel were assigned to the control room
to provide access security. One operator was temporarily trapped in a stairway due to the card-reader failure.
Electric override switches were later installed to remedy this problem. Because of the failure of the security card-
reader during the Surry Power Station event, the staff determined that Issue 81 should be expanded to include
potential electric door lock failures and reevaluated to determine whether the previous priority ranking (DROP)
should be changed.1163

Safety Significance
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The possible failure of locked doors and barriers that may be required for fire protection, radiation protection,
flood protection, and administrative controls is of special concern during abnormal or accident situations when
emergency conditions may require prompt and unlimited access of the plant operators to safety equipment to
assure proper plant shutdown. This issue was applicable to all operating and future plants.

Possible Solutions

An evaluation of each plant’s locked doors and barriers might be required and appropriate procedural and
hardware changes may have to be made to establish that operator access is unimpeded during emergency,
abnormal, or accident conditions, and that prompt operator action, as required, is possible.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

This section presents the NRC staff analysis for prioritizing this issue, which was performed in 1995. This
analysis, which includes frequency, consequence, and cost estimates and a value/impact assessment, has not
been updated in the 2011 revision of this issue.

In the event of an accident, failure of the electronic card-reader access control system (ACS) could result in
an impediment to operator actions outside of the control room that are required for recovery. Some examples
of possible operator actions are (1) locally overriding a failed component, (2) replacing or repairing a failed
component, or (3) realigning valves to bypass a failed pump or clogged pipe. If the card-reader ACS fails, the
operator will be impeded in his access through the door.

Even if the ACS fails, there is a large probability that the plant will have a mechanical key override or that the
locks will fail open. The study conducted by the CRSRPR estimated that a majority of plants did not have
problems with ACS computer failure, either because the doors fail open, mechanical key overrides are available,
or the number of controlled areas is small.621 An NRR review of plant safeguards revealed that only one plant
that did not have a mechanical key override on ACS-controlled doors had locks that failed open. Based on
these data, a probability of 0.01 was assumed to account for the occurrence of no key override due to lost or
misplaced keys, mechanical failure of the override, or failure of an electronic ACS to fail open if so designed.

Assuming the worst case (i.e., the operator has no other means than to defeat the lock), the effect of impeded
operator action was estimated assuming that action begins soon after the accident is initiated. The amount of
time between accident initiation and the initiation of core damage was calculated for critical minimum cutsets
in WASH-1400 (NUREG-75/014, "Reactor Safety Study: An Assessment of Accident Risks in U.S. Commercial
Nuclear Power Plants," issued October 1975.16 Studies have also been performed to estimate the amount of
time required to defeat a locked door, such as the access delay technology transfer manual (Sandia National
Laboratories report SAND87-1926/1 VC-525, dated June 7, 1989). These studies showed that the lock on a
typical access door in a commercial nuclear power plant could be defeated in less than 6 minutes with hand
tools. The number of doors that would be required to be unlocked can also be estimated. The CRSRPR study
found that, on the average, operators need to access three doors to perform routine surveillance, starting from
the control room.621 Routine surveillance requires accessing most areas of the plant, as opposed to the type
of specific access that would be required for operator actions in response to equipment failure. Therefore,
assuming that three doors will need to be accessed is probably a conservative assumption, even for plants that
require more than three controlled doors to be accessed for routine maintenance.

Based on the typical door construction at nuclear power plants, as provided in the Sandia National Laboratories
report, the time for penetration of a door with hand tools (e.g., a large screwdriver or crowbar) was determined
to range from no delay to 6 minutes. The maximum time required to obtain tools, starting from the control room,
was estimated to be 5 minutes. These estimates yield a minimum (5 minutes) and maximum (23 minutes) time
for breaking through three doors. These times were arbitrarily assumed to be the 10-percent and 90-percent
points on a success probability curve, with linear interpolation between these points and the probabilities of zero-
percent chance of success at time = 0 minutes and 99-percent chance of success at time = 1 hour. Using this
curve, the probability of successful performance for a given period of time to core damage can be estimated.
This curve was used only to estimate the probability that three locked doors can be defeated before core
damage is initiated for any given accident sequence, given the unknown construction of locked doors in the
average plant and the unknown availability of tools. For this evaluation, every sequence that results in damage
in greater than 1 hour was assumed to result in core damage after 1 hour. This was a conservative assumption
because almost every sequence requires more than 1 hour until initiation of core damage and/or containment
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failure. A detailed analysis of each accident scenario would be required to determine at what point a given action
would become futile.

In order to estimate the probability that the card-reader will fail during a plant transient or similar event, data
from NUREG/CR-5580, "Evaluation of Generic Issue 57: Effects of Fire Protection System Actuation on Safety-
Related Equipment," issued December 1992,1588 were reviewed. This report contained details from 138
incidents of advertent or inadvertent fire protection system actuation. Only one incident resulted in failure of the
electronic ACS. Based on these data, a failure rate for the ACS of 0.01 was assumed. Although this estimate
may be close to the actual failure rate for a scenario like station blackout, it is probably conservative for most
other scenarios. (In addition, the harsh environment criterion was considered by NRR in the licensing of new
plants, and the advanced boiling-water reactor design incorporates features to prevent the failure at one station
from affecting the rest of the system.)

Scenarios that require operator action outside the control room are included in most probabilistic risk
assessments (PRAs). The quantification of those scenarios usually includes the probability that the operator
will fail to properly respond to an equipment malfunction or other problem in a timely manner. The effect of ACS
failure on operator actions can be included in these terms by increasing the operator error probabilities used
in the existing PRAs by a factor equivalent to the combined probabilities of card-reader failure, key override
unavailability, and operator inability to break through doors before initiation of core damage. These data are
presented in Table 3.81-1 below. However, because it is recognized that this table does not include individual
sequences that may have a significantly greater chance of impeded operator action, it was decided to perform
a parametric study in order to determine the impact on the probability of core damage of the variation in those
estimates. The results of this study are presented in Table 3.81-2 and discussed below. In addition, a review
of the interfacing systems loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) accident scenarios for three typical plants (which
were investigated in a separate program) indicated that only one of the three plants had a minimum cutset that
included an operator action outside of the control room. This action also had an alternate action inside of the
control room.

Frequency Estimate

In order to calculate the increase in core-melt frequency, the minimum cutsets from existing PRAs for Oconee
Nuclear Station, Unit 3, and Grand Gulf Nuclear Station, Unit 1, were assumed to represent the ideal condition
of no effect of locked doors on operator recovery for pressurized-water reactors (PWRs) and boiling-water
reactors (BWRs), respectively. This was a reasonable assumption because the scenario of card-reader failure
was probably not considered for these early PRAs and was not discussed in the Nuclear Safety Analysis Center
reports on these PRAs.

The effect of the card-reader ACS failure was studied64 parametrically by Pacific Northwest Laboratory by
calculating the total increase in core damage frequency (CDF) for a corresponding increase in the probability
of any event that models failure of operator action. This probability of operator failure was increased by 0.0001,
0.0005, 0.001, 0.01, and 0.1. This quantity was added to all existing parameters in minimum cutsets that
represented failure of necessary operator actions outside of the control room. These actions are included in all
minimum cutsets, not only the four listed in Table 3.81-1. The results of this study are presented in Table 3.81-2.

Although the maximum probability calculated in Table 3.81-1 is 1.2x10-5, the range of values for the parametric
study started at 10-4. However, 1.2x10-5 was believed to be a conservative estimate of the maximum increase in
operator failure probability, as the events listed in Table 3.81-1 were chosen on the basis of a high speed of core
damage initiation. Events that take longer than several hours to develop core damage will probably be minimally
affected by impeded operator access, because the operators will have more time to gain access. Therefore,
including these events in the calculation for increase in CDF was conservative.

Consequence Estimate

The increase in public risk was an output of the PRA and was also shown in Table 3.81-2. Corresponding values
for total public exposure were calculated based on the estimated number of operating and future plants (90
PWRs and 44 BWRs) with remaining lives of 28.8 and 27.4 years, respectively. As expected, the increase in
both core-melt frequency and public risk was negligible at the expected levels of operator impairment (10-4) but
became significant at unrealistic levels of impairment (10-1). These calculations contain the implicit assumption
that core damage will occur in no more than 1 hour for all events.
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Table 3.81-1

Estimated Probability of ACS Failure to Prevent Operator Action

Eventd Probability Productc

ACS Failsa Override Failsa Delay Exceeds
Limitsb

V 0.01 0.01 0.12 1.2 x 10-5

S2D 0.01 0.01 0.08 0.8 x 10-5

AH 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.2 x 10-5

TMLB 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.1 x 10-5

Notes
a Estimated.
b Calculated, assuming a limit of 1 hour for all sequences.
c Based on assumed independence of ACS failure, override failure, and delay of

operator until core damage initiates.
d

Minimum cutset accident sequences from WASH-1400:16

V LPIS check valve/system
failure

S2D 0.5" to 2.0" LOCA
combined with loss of
ECCS injection

AH Medium to large LOCA
and failure of ECCS
recirculation

TMLB TMI sequence

Table 3.81-2

Calculated Increase in Core-Melt Frequency and Public Exposure

Operator
Failure

Probabilitya

Core-Melt Frequency (x 10-5/RY) Public Dose
Increase

(man-rem)

PWR Δ BWR Δ

Base Case 1.408 - 2.475 - -

0.0001 1.411 0.003 2.482 0.007 5.2 x 102

0.0005 1.425 0.017 2.509 0.034 2.6 x 103

0.001 1.442 0.034 2.543 0.068 5.2 x 103

0.01 1.754 0.35 3.149 0.674 5.2 x 104

0.1 4.968 3.6 9.216 6.74 5.2 x 105

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0016.html
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Notes
a Increase in probability that operator will fail to perform recovery action within the

necessary time due to card-reader ACS failure and locked doors.

Cost Estimage

Based on the deliberations of the multidisciplinary group, the cost to evaluate and make modifications to each
plant and its procedures was estimated to be approximately $1.1 million (M) per plant.626 This cost was based on
the following factors:

(1) A one-time evaluation of existing
plant locked doors and barriers

$200,000

(2) Resolution of adverse safety
findings [Cost for maintaining keys
for a security force of 24 per plant
was estimated to be $21,000/
reader.627 Training for security and
operational personnel based on 50
operators and security personnel for
1 day/year/plant, over the lifetime of
the plant (28 years) was assumed
to be (1/365)(50)(28)($100,000) =
$391,232]

400,000

(3) Ongoing program to ensure future
reduction of safeguards impact on
safety ($10,000/year for an average
reactor lifetime of 28 years)

280,000

(4) NRC reviews of plant modifications 200,000

TOTAL: $1,080,000

These estimates could be high for a plant that was in substantial compliance with the recommendations in
Generic Letter 87-081437 and RG 5.65.1438 However, because the estimated safety benefit for these plants
would be a decrease in CDF significantly less than 10-5, these plants would not meet the substantial additional
protection criterion of the Backfit Rule (10 CFR 50.109, "Backfitting").

Value/Impact Assessment

The value/impact assessment is presented in Table 3.81-3.

Table 3.81-3

Value/Impact Assessment

Probability
Increase

Total Cost ($M) Risk Reduction
(man-rem)

S (man-rem/$M) Priority Ranking

0.0001 150 5.2 x 102 3.5 DROP/LOW

0.0005 150 2.6 x 103 17 LOW

0.001 150 5.2 x 103 35 LOW/MEDIUM

0.01 150 5.2 x 104 350 MEDIUM/HIGH

0.1 150 5.2 x 105 3,500 HIGH

Other Considerations
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The following other considerations relate to this issue:

(1) The most probable effect of locked doors on reactor safety was believed to be
represented by an increase in the probability of failure of the operator to leave
the control room and perform actions required for recovery of less than 0.0001.
This corresponded to a priority rating that was borderline between DROP and
LOW priority. Even if this estimate was inaccurate by an order of magnitude, the
corresponding priority ranking would be borderline between LOW and MEDIUM.

(2) Even with a conservative assumption about the impact of failure of the ACS on
the probability of preventing operator recovery action, the issue would not satisfy
the requirements of the Backfit Rule (10 CFR 50.109). Specifically, SECY-91-270,
"Interim Guidance on Staff Implementation of the Commission’s Safety Goal
Policy," dated August 27, 1991,1425 stated that, with limited exceptions, a reduction
of CDF of at least 10-5 was needed to satisfy the substantial additional protection
criterion of that rule. However, Table 3.81-2 shows that, with the probability of
operator failure due to ACS failure as high as 10-2, the change in core-melt
frequency does not reach this value. Further, as shown in Table 3.81-1, the best
estimate of the increase in the probability of operator failure is in the range of 10-5.

(3) This evaluation was not intended to address the effect of locked doors on worker
safety in an operating plant. A nuclear power plant has many inherently dangerous
materials that may present a significant hazard to untrained personnel but do not
significantly affect the ability of the plant to safely shut down in the event of an
accident or transient. While it was recognized that these dangers pose legitimate
concerns, it is beyond the authority of the NRC to regulate working conditions other
than radiological hazards.

(4) The consequence and cost estimates described above were based on a remaining
life of 28.8 years and 27.4 years for PWRs and BWRs, respectively, consistent with
the original 40-year license period. If it were assumed that 75 percent of the plants
will have their licenses extended for an additional 20 years, the remaining life
would be increased by 15 years. This would have very little impact on the value/
impact assessment described above.

CONCLUSION

As explained above, this issue was initially placed in the DROP category in 1984. The estimated frequency
of card-reader ACS failure and its impact on plant safety indicated that improvements in this area were not a
cost-effective way to increase overall plant safety. Moreover, the multidisciplinary task group concluded that
the locks and barriers associated with these areas could easily be defeated or bypassed in an emergency
situation, if necessary, provided there was enough time to take the necessary steps. In addition, implementation
of the regulatory guidance associated with rulemaking1436 resulted in better coordination between plant security
and operations personnel. Thus, this issue was given a LOW priority ranking in 1992 (See Appendix C).
Consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not change the priority of the issue.1564

The staff conducted a review of this issue in 2010 to determine whether any new information would necessitate
reassessment of original prioritization evaluation.1964 The staff determined that the operating experience
has not indicated a change in the significance of this issue. In addition, the staff verified that the regulations
related to this issue establish requirements that provide prompt access to affected areas and equipment during
emergencies. The following discussion demonstrates the application of the NRC regulatory framework to this
issue.

According to 10 CFR 73.55(e)(9)(i), "Vital equipment must be located only within vital areas, which must
be located within a protected area so that access to vital equipment requires passage through at least two
physical barriers, except as otherwise approved by the Commission and identified in the security plans." During
emergencies or abnormal conditions, it may be necessary for certain licensee personnel to gain quick access
to vital equipment to mitigate or terminate some adverse plant condition. The regulation at 10 CFR 73.55(g)(5)
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(i) requires that "The licensee shall design the access control system to accommodate the potential need for
rapid ingress or egress of authorized individuals during emergency conditions or situations that could lead to
emergency conditions." Moreover, 10 CFR 73.55(g)(5)(ii) states that "To satisfy the design criteria of paragraph
(g)(5)(i) of this section during emergency conditions, the licensee shall implement security procedures to ensure
that authorized emergency personnel are provided prompt access to affected areas and equipment."

In addition, requirements have been established to ensure that personnel can quickly evacuate vital areas if the
emergency condition results in high radiation or other dangerous conditions within the vital area. The regulations
at 10 CFR 73.55(e)(8)(iii) and 10 CFR 73.55(e)(9)(ii) state, in part, this requirement for protected areas and vital
areas, respectively. The regulation at 10 CFR 73.55(e)(8)(iii) states that "All emergency exits in the protected
area must be alarmed and secured by locking devices that allow prompt egress during an emergency and satisfy
the requirements of this section for access control into the protected area." In addition, 10 CFR 73.55(e)(9)(ii)
states that "The licensee shall protect all vital area access portals and vital area emergency exits with intrusion
detection equipment and locking devices that allow rapid egress during an emergency and satisfy the vital area
entry control requirements of this section."

Finally, Appendix R, "Fire Protection Program for Nuclear Power Facilities Operating Prior to January 1, 1979,"
to 10 CFR Part 50, "Domestic Licensing of Production and Utilization Facilities," states that administrative
controls shall establish procedures to define the strategies for fighting fires in all safety-related areas and areas
presenting a hazard to safety-related equipment. Under these strategies, in part, "All access and egress routes
that involve locked doors should be specifically identified in the procedure with the appropriate precautions and
methods for access specified."

In addition to the regulations stated above, for emergencies or abnormal conditions, RG 5.651438 states that
"Licensees can provide for rapid ingress/egress during such conditions by providing backup keys to vital
areas and methods of opening locked doors in the case of computer or power failure." Moreover, RG 5.651438

describes acceptable procedures for providing for safe ingress/egress during a power or computer outage.

Based on the review of the NRC regulations related to this issue presented above, the staff concluded that
the existing regulations adequately establish requirements that provide prompt access to affected areas and
equipment during emergencies. Therefore, the staff changed the status of Generic Issue 81 and DROPPED this
issue from further pursuit.
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Issue 82: Beyond Design Basis Accidents in Spent Fuel Pools (Rev. 3)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

The risks of beyond design basis accidents in the spent fuel storage pool were examined in WASH-140016

(App. I, pp. I-96ff). It was concluded that these risks were orders of magnitude below those involving the reactor
core. The basic reason for this was the simplicity of the spent fuel storage pool -- the coolant is at atmospheric
pressure, the spent fuel is always subcritical and the heat source is low, there is no piping which can drain the
pool, and there are no anticipated operational transients that could interrupt cooling or cause criticality.

The reasons for reexamination of spent fuel storage pool accidents were two-fold. First, spent fuel is being
stored instead of reprocessed. This has led to the expansion of onsite fuel storage by means of high density
storage racks, which results in a larger inventory of fission products in the pool, a greater heat load on the pool
cooling system, and less distance between adjacent fuel assemblies. Second, some laboratory studies have
provided evidence of the possibility of fire propagation between assemblies in an air-cooled environment.543,544

These two reasons, put together, provided the basis for an accident scenario which was not previously
considered.

Safety Significance

A typical spent fuel storage pool with high density storage racks can hold roughly five times the fuel in the core.
However, since reloads typically discharge one third of a core, much of the spent fuel stored in the pool will have
had considerable decay time. This reduces the radioactive inventory somewhat. More importantly, after roughly
three years of storage, spent fuel can be air-cooled, i.e., such fuel need not be submerged to prevent melting.
(Submersion is still desirable for shielding and to reduce airborne activity, however.)

If the pool were to be drained of water, the discharged fuel from the previous two refuelings would still be
"fresh" enough to melt under decay heat. However, the zircaloy cladding of this fuel could be ignited during the
heatup.543 The resulting fire, in a pool equipped with high density storage racks, would probably spread to most
or all of the fuel in the pool. The heat of combustion, in combination with decay heat, would certainly release
considerable gap activity from the fuel and would probably drive "borderline aged" fuel into a molten condition.
Moreover, if the fire becomes oxygen-starved (quite probable for a fire located in the bottom of a pit such as
this), the hot zirconium would rob oxygen from the uranium dioxide fuel, forming a liquid mixture of metallic
uranium, zirconium, oxidized zirconium, and dissolved uranium dioxide. This would cause a release of fission
products from the fuel matrix quite comparable to that of molten fuel.545 In addition, although confined, spent fuel
pools are almost always located outside of the primary containment. Thus, release to the atmosphere is more
likely than for comparable accidents involving the reactor core.

Possible Solutions

At the time of the evaluation of this issue in December 1983, no generic solution to the potential problem had yet
been identified. Several possibilities existed, however. The first possibility was to reprocess the spent fuel and
thus reduce the inventory in the pool. Second, the pool could be compartmentalized by installing partitions (and
individual coolant supply diffusers for each compartment) thus limiting the extent of an accident. Third, spray
headers could be installed to provide cooling even when the pool is drained and not refloodable.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

LWR spent fuel storage pools do not differ greatly. None are equipped with drains; a portable pump must be
brought in when it is desired to empty the pool. The cooling systems are provided with anti-siphoning devices
(check valves and/or anti-siphoning holes) so that pipe breaks in the cooling system will not drain the pool. All
are seismic Category I. One difference does exist: PWR pools are generally below grade (often on bedrock)
while BWR pools are considerably above grade. Thus, even a hole in the bottom of the pool will not rapidly drain
a PWR pool. This priority determination, therefore, is concentrated on a BWR pool because of its (somewhat)
greater vulnerability.

Frequency Estimate
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BWR spent fuel can be uncovered either by extended loss of pool cooling, which results in boiloff, or by
an accident which drains the pool. Both mechanisms were considered.

Typically, a BWR spent fuel storage pool has no drains. Instead, coolant is withdrawn at the surface by
skimmers which conduct the water into two surge tanks. The cooling system consists of two pumps and two
heat exchangers which reject heat to the RBCCW system. These are not independent trains. The suction on the
surge tanks is common and flow from the heat exchangers is combined to go through one filter/demineralizer
before it is returned to the spent fuel pool. Return is by means of a set of diffusers located near the bottom of the
pool. The piping connected to the diffusers contains check valves or some other antisiphoning device.

Immediately after a refueling, both pumps and heat exchangers are usually needed. After a few months of
decay, the heat load will diminish to the point where only one pump and heat exchanger are needed. Water
makeup is normally via the condensate transfer system which is connected to one of the surge tanks.

The spent fuel pool cooling system is cross-connected to one train of the RHR system at both inlet and outlet.
The primary reasons for this is to allow use of RHR for supplementary fuel pool cooling during periods when an
entire reactor core is off-loaded. However, this also provides a backup means of pool cooling. In addition, since
the RHR suction can be lined up to the condensate storage tank or even to river water, RHR also provides a
backup means of maintaining pool water inventory.

Control and operation of the spent fuel pool cooling system and RHR cross-ties are not performed from the
control room; most of the valves involved are manually operated. However, if pool cooling is lost, it will take over
two days for the pool temperature to rise to boiling and at least two days more for the level to drop to the top
of the fuel assemblies, even under design heat load conditions. Moreover, there are level alarms on the surge
tanks and the pool itself in the control room. Thus, even though the systems are not automatic, the long time
intervals involved should be sufficient to prevent problems with human confusion, etc.

WASH-140016 estimated the frequency of loss of one spent fuel pool cooling "train" to be 0.1/RY. We will
assume, based on experience with other systems, that the conditional probabilities of the second "train" also
failing due to a common-mode problem is 5%, and due to a random failure, 1.5%. In addition to this, the second
pump and heat exchanger are in use (i.e., are not a redundant backup) about 30% of the time. Thus, the
combined frequency of a pool heatup event is 3.7 x 10-2/RY.

To go from a pool heatup event to an event that threatens the fuel, several other failures must occur. First,
the RHR system must fail, both as a cooling system and as a supply of makeup water. For this, we assume a
conditional probability of 1.5%, based on RHR reliability in the LPCI mode.16 Second, the condensate transfer
system could be used as a makeup system, either by supply to the fuel pool cooling system suction or (if the
pool cooling system is isolated) by overfilling the surge tanks and causing backflow into the fuel pool. Since the
condensate system is not powered by emergency power buses, it may well be put out of service by any common
mode failure of the spent fuel pool cooling system. Thus, we will assume a conditional failure probability of 5%
for the condensate transfer system.

Ultimately, makeup to the pool could be supplied by bringing in a fire hose (60 gpm would suffice). Although one
would expect that the failure probability associated with bringing in a hose (over a period of four or more days)
would be very low, it must also be remembered that working next to 385,000 gallons of potentially contaminated
boiling water on top of a 10-story building is not a trivial problem. We will assume, based purely on judgment,
that the conditional failure probability for this method of makeup is on the order of 5%. When these probabilities
are combined, the result is a frequency of 1.4 x 10-6/RY for an accident initiated by loss of spent fuel pool
cooling.

Several events could cause an accident by draining the pool. We will first examine those events which are not
likely to cause gross failure of the confinement system. First, there is the possibility of a break in the cooling
system (beyond the condensate transfer makeup capacity) which we estimate to happen no more often than
once per thousand reactor-years (the "S2" frequency). To drain the pool, the anti-siphoning check valves must
fail (conditional probability of 8%, based on a German component failure study) and there must be a failure of
the pool cooling system to isolate (conditional failure probability of 1%, based purely on judgment). RHR should
provide sifficient makeup, since each RHR pump can supply 10,000 gpm and normal maximum fuel pool flow is
1200 gpm. However, RHR may be inoperable, for which we assume a conditional probability of 1.5% (based on
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WASH-1400).16 When these figures are combined, the siphoning scenario is estimated to occur with a frequency
of 1.2 x 10-8/RY.

In addition, the pool could be drained by a cask drop accident (2.5 x 10-7/RY, from WASH-1400)16 or a turbine
missile (4.1 x 10-7/RY, also from WASH-1400).16 Here, the RHR might not have sufficient capacity and the time
frame is not as long as the previous scenarios. Based again on judgment, it was assumed that the combined
RHR conditional failure probability is 10%. This gives an accident frequency of 6.6 x 10-8/RY. If the 1.2 x 10-8/RY
from the siphoning scenario is added, the total frequency for this class of accidents is 7.8 x 10-8/RY.

Finally, we come to two scenarios which could open up the pool to the atmosphere as well as drain it. First, there
is the tornado missile (<5 x 10-6/RY, from WASH-1400).16 This should not simultaneously cause failure of RHR.
However, RHR may be otherwise inoperable (in this shorter time frame) or have insufficient capacity. It was
assumed that the combined RHR conditional failure probability is 5%. This gives an accident frequency of 2.5 x
10-7/RY. Second, a seismic event could breach the pool. The WASH-140016 estimate for this is 10-5 to 10-7/RY,
depending on the site. We will use the higher figure, recognizing that this will limit the number of sites to which
the analysis will apply.

After a seismic event severe enough to breach a seismic Category I spent fuel pool, the probability of RHR
failure is higher than that of our previous scenarios. Moreover, the RHR might not be able to supply enough
makeup. Finally, the time frame is very short, considering that manual valves must be opened and other
earthquake-induced problems may be distracting plant personnel. We will assume that 90% of the time the
draining rate will be slow enough to both be within the capacity of RHR makeup and also allow operator
diagnosis and the necessary manual lineup of RHR to the pool. We will further assume a 90% probability of RHR
remaining operable after the earthquake. This gives a total failure conditional probability of 19%.

Thus, for a site with a high seismic probability, the frequency of earthquake-induced accidents is estimated to
be 1.9 x 10-6/RY. Adding the tornado-induced accident frequency to this, we get a frequency for this class of
accidents of 2.2 x 10-6/RY.

Consequence Estimate

A BWR spent fuel storage pool with high density racks may contain almost 3500 fuel bundles, which is about
4½ times the inventory of the reactor core. Thus, an accident in the spent fuel pool can threaten much more
fuel than a reactor accident. Compensating for this is the fact that much of the stored spent fuel has had
considerable time for decay of hazardous radioactive fission products. To estimate the hazard to the public
from melting of the spent fuel pool inventory, special CRAC2 runs were performed for the NRC by PNL,
using a uniform population density of 340 persons per square mile, a central midwest plain meteorology,
and no ingestion pathways. The calculations were performed for a spent fuel pool with a series of 1/3-core
reload modules. The first module had one week decay time, the second, 18 months, the third, 3 years, and
so on for a total of 13 modules. Cases were run using release fractions from the BWR-2, BWR-3 and BWR-4
release categories. This corresponds to release direct to atmosphere, release through a hole in the secondary
containment, and release with the containment at design leakage and SGTS operable.

The results of the calculations and their corresponding frequencies from the previous section are given in the
Table below:

Analagous
Release Category

Frequency (/RY) Consequences
(man-rem)

Product (man-rem/RY)

BWR-2 2.2 x 10-8 7.4 x 106 16.3

BWR-3 7.8 x 10-8 6.5 x 106 0.5

BWR-4 1.4 x 10-6 1.1 x 106 1.5

TOTAL: 18.3

It should be noted that this analysis is predicated on the assumption that the exposed elements will burn and
that the fire will propagate throughout the pool. Additional research is necessary to substantiate this hypothesis.
Assuming a 40-year plant life, the total risk reduction is approximately 700 man-rem/reactor.
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Cost Estimate

As was discussed previously, no specific solution to the potential problem had yet been settled upon as of
December 1983. However, any hardware addition probably would have had to be Seismic Category I and,
thus, costs were unlikely to be less than $1M/reactor. NRC costs were estimated to be negligible compared to
licensee costs.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated risk reduction of 700 man-rem/reactor and a cost of $1M/reactor for a possible solution,
the value/impact score was given by:

Other Considerations

It should be noted that a low seismic probability would drop the above estimates to about 200 man-rem/reactor
and 200 man-rem/$M. This would not change the final conclusion. In any case, this analysis was based on a
specific pool design which was selected in an attempt to represent both generic and worst-case situations. The
number of plants actually at risk may be limited.

CONCLUSION

Based on the available information and the above calculations, this item was given a medium priority ranking.
Studies performed by the staff in resolving the issue showed that, although most of the spent fuel pool risk
comes from beyond design basis earthquakes, this risk is no greater than the risk from core damage accidents
due to seismic events beyond the safe shutdown earthquake. The staff's technical findings were published in
NUREG/CR-4982, 1157 NUREG/CR-5176, 1196 and NUREG/CR-5281. 1197 The regulatory analysis published in
NUREG-1353 1198 showed that there was no cost-effective alternative which, if implemented, would result in a
substantial safety improvement.

The staff concluded that reducing the risk from spent fuel pools due to events beyond the SSE would still leave a
comparable risk due to core damage accidents. Because of the large inherent safety margins in the design and
construction of spent fuel pools, this issue was RESOLVED and no new requirements were established.1199
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Issue 83: Control Room Habitability (Rev. 3)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

On August 18, 1982, the ACRS issued a letter671 to the Commission which: (1) identified deficiencies in the
maintenance and testing of engineered safety features designed to maintain control room habitability; (2)
provided examples of design and installation errors, including inadvertent degradation of control room leak
tightness; and (3) cited a shortage of NRC and licensee personnel knowledgeable about HVAC systems
and nuclear air-cleaning technology. These ACRS concerns encompassed both plant licensing review
and operations/inspection activities. In January 1983, the staff responded436 to the ACRS concerns and
recommended increased training of NRC and licensee personnel in inspection and testing of control room
habitability systems. The staff also provided a profile of control room HVAC system component failures based on
an analysis of LERs from 1977 through mid-1982. On April 28, 1983, NRR and OIE representatives met with the
ACRS Subcommittee on Reactor Radiological Effects to discuss the staff response.

In May 1983, the ACRS issued a letter673 to the EDO which expressed continuing concerns about control room
habitability and provided both general and specific comments and recommendations for further staff evaluation.
In July 1983, NRR transmitted to the EDO a joint NRR/OIE proposal674 for evaluating the ACRS comments
and recommendations and the adequacy of the control room habitability licensing review process and criteria.
In August 1983, the EDO indicated agreement675 with the proposal and directed NRR to coordinate with OIE
and the NRC Regional Offices to complete the program and submit a report to the EDO by June 1, 1984. In
September 1983, NRR established676 a Control Room Habitability Working Group and a Steering Group for
conducting and guiding the proposed review. Other generic issues that addressed related concerns were B-36,
B-66, and III.D.3.4.

Safety Significance

Loss of control room habitability following an accident release of external airborne toxic or radioactive material or
smoke can impair or cause loss of the control room operators' capability to safely control the reactor and could
lead to a core-damage accident. Use of the remote shutdown station outside the control room following such
events is unreliable since this station has no emergency habitability or radiation protection provisions similar to
the control room.

Possible Solution

The Control Room Habitability Work Group was expected to identify any recommended actions that would
correct significant deficiencies in control room habitability design, installation, test, or maintenance.

CONCLUSION

In June 1984, NRR provided a report678 to the EDO along with its plans for implementing the recommendations
of the report, including a survey of several operating plants. Based on the ongoing staff work, it was concluded
that a solution had been identified and a schedule679 for the resolution of the issue was developed by DSI/NRR.

PNL completed a report677 entitled "A Probabilistic Examination of Nuclear Power Plant Control Room
Habitability During Various Accident Scenarios," and the findings of the survey of operating plants were
published in NUREG/CR-4960.1371 As a result of these studies, it was recognized that the methodology
used to evaluate control room habitability system design needed improvement. Accordingly, the staff initiated
activities to develop: (1) improved methods for calculating control room dose and exposure levels; (2) improved
meteorological models for use in control room habitability calculations; and (3) revised exposure limits to toxic
gases for control room operators.

The results of the improved methods were documented in NUREG/CR-5669247 and NUREG/CR-6210249 and
the HABIT Code was developed to provide an integrated code package for evaluating control room habitability.
NUREG-1465,1465 published with the resolution of Issue 155.1, will provide updated source term information for
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the evaluation of control room designs. As recommended296 by the ACRS, the staff was expected to consider
NIOSH recommendations for toxic chemicals in its revision of Regulatory Guide 1.78.1373 Thus, this issue was
RESOLVED with no new requirements.335 Consideration of a license renewal period of 20 years would not have
changed this conclusion.

However, in June 2003, NRC Generic Letter 2003-011812 was issued to address findings at U.S. nuclear power
plants which suggested that licensees may not have been meeting the control room licensing and design
bases, and applicable regulatory requirements, and existing TS surveillance requirements may not have been
adequate. The affected licensees were requested to submit information demonstrating that their control rooms
complied with existing licensing and design bases, and applicable regulatory requirements, and that suitable
design, maintenance, and testing control measures were in place.
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Issue 84: CE PORVs (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

This issue was raised by the ACRS in a memorandum551 to the Commission in October 1983. Following the
TMI-2 accident, the purpose and use of PORVs had been the subject of considerable analyses and discussion.
The original purpose for which PORVs were installed was to prevent challenges to the spring-operated safety
valves. However, plants designed by W and B&W sometimes rely on PORVs for depressurization in certain
design basis events such as an SGTR. Another use of PORVs at some plants is to provide low temperature
overpressure protection (Ltop). A more in-depth discussion on the use of PORVs in various modes of plant
operations is provided in Issue 70.

At the time of this evaluation, all W and B&W PWRs had at least one PORV included in their designs. Older
CE plants also had PORVs, but the newer CE designs did not include PORVs. The two groups of CE-designed
PWRs without PORVs were the 3410 MWt plants (San Onofre Units 2 and 3 and Waterford Unit 3) and the 3800
MWt plants (Palo Verde Units 1, 2, and 3, and other CE System 80 plants). Although Arkansas Nuclear One
(ANO) Unit 2 also did not have a PORV, it was not part of this issue since a large, manually-actuated, vent valve
installed on the ANO-2 pressurizer provided the unit with rapid depressurization capability.

The staff's review738 of this issue in 1984 indicated that the existing CE plants without PORVs met regulatory
requirements, but other considerations, primarily accident management for beyond design basis events and
potential core-melt risk reduction, required further study. The events for which PORVs could prove to be of
benefit were considered to have a low probability and the staff was not aware of any immediate safety concerns
associated with the absence of PORVs in CE-designed plants. Therefore, a decision on CE PORVs was
deferred pending resolution of USI A-45.739 In 1988, the staff resolved USI A-45 but did not explicitly address the
PORV issue for the six operating plants outlined above. Following this outcome, the resolution of Issue 84 was
pursued.

CONCLUSION

In resolving this issue, the staff considered two options: (1) conclude that no high capacity manual venting
capability was needed; or (2) issue orders to all plants without PORVs requiring installation of primary system
high capacity manual venting capability. The staff's regulatory analysis showed that Option 2 was not viable
because of the high ORE associated with installation of high capacity venting and the potential negative effects
of utilizing PORVs prone to leaking, sticking open, or other operational problems. Thus, Option 1 was selected
by the staff and forwarded to the Commission in SECY-90-2321288 after this position was supported by the
ACRS.1289 Therefore, this issue was RESOLVED and no new requirements were established.
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Issue 85: Reliability of Vacuum Breakers Connected to Steam Discharge
Lines Inside BWR Containments (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

In BWRs, SRVs are mounted on the main steam line inside the drywell. Each SRV discharge is piped through its
own discharge line (tailpipe) to a point below the minimum water level in the primary containment suppression
pool. A vacuum breaker (VB) valve is installed on each discharge line to admit drywell air into the discharge
line after SRV actuation and closure. This prevents a vacuum from forming due to the condensation of leftover
steam in the discharge line. Water in the suppression pool then will not be drawn up into the line. The VB valve is
similar to a swing check valve with a disk that swings on a hinge pin to open, and a spring to return the disc to a
closed position.

VB valves are also mounted on other steam lines (the HPCI and RCIC turbine exhaust lines) that also discharge
into the primary containment pressure suppression pool. However, the VB valves on these lines admit air from
above the suppression pool (i.e., wetwell airspace) rather than drywell air.

Review of recent LERs has shown several instances in which VB valves from various vendors and in different
plants have failed to properly operate, indicating a potential generic problem. Based on the information provided
for this safety issue,552 it appears that the cyclic impact of the disc on the VB valve seat due to steam discharge
and condensing during SRV actuation or leakage presents a loading condition that has not been addressed in
approved VB valve design and qualification requirements.

Safety Significance

Failure of a SRV discharge line VB valve in the open position when combined with the failure of its SRV in the
open position would result in an extended steam release to the drywell and would present the control room
operators with a confusing set of indications, i.e. simultaneous indications of a stuck open or leaking SRV
and a LOCA in the drywell. Several events have been reported in which the above scenario was evidenced.
The most notable was the event at Hatch Unit 2 on August 25, 1982 which was evaluated in AEOD/C403.795

Similar events that occurred at Browns Ferry Unit 1 and Peach Bottom Unit 2 provided the basis for the issuance
of IE Information Notice No. 83-26.789 The events at these 3 plants were also evaluated in AEOD/E322.791

Misinterpretation and confusion on the control room operators part would be expected to increase the probability
of operator error in the course of response to the event and might result in an increased likelihood of the event
escalating into a severe core damage accident. Steam release to the drywell may also affect safety-related
valves and instruments as well as increase the drywell temperature and pressure.

Failure of a SRV discharge line VB valve in the closed or near closed position when combined with a second
actuation of its SRV could result in hydrodynamic loads on the discharge line pipe and to the suppression
chamber in excess of the design loads or could cause water hammer damage to the SRV. If the hydrodynamic
loads are severe enough failure of the SRV discharge line or the suppression pool could occur with some
probability that these failures would lead to a severe core damage event. Damage of the SRV could also lead
to a greater frequency of challenges to the reactor protection system and the containment. Evaluation of the
available LERs has not revealed a closed or near closed VB failure. Since a possible outcome of closed or near
closed failure of a SRV VB valve would be to bypass the containment pressure suppression pool and/or loss of
containment integrity, this failure mode is evaluated in Issue 61, "SRV Discharge Line Break in the BWR Wetwell
Airspace of Mark I and II Containments."

Failure of HPCI or RCIC turbine exhaust line VBs in the closed or near-closed position when combined with
multiple actuations of the turbine-driven pump could also result in: (1) excessive hydrodynamic loads on the
turbine exhaust line or the containment wet well structure; or (2) water hammer damage to the HPIC or RCIC
turbine system. Failure of HPCI or RCIC turbine exhaust line VBs in the open or leaking position could result in
a suppression pool bypass leak to the wetwell air space and present the possibility of excessive containment
pressurization. Since both the open and closed failure modes of the HPCI/RCIC turbine exhaust line VBs could
result in bypass of the containment pressure suppression pool and/or loss of containment integrity, failure of
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HPCI and RCIC turbine exhaust line VBs is also evaluated in Issue 61. As a result, Issue 85 was limited to only
the effects of SRV VB leakage failures.

Possible Solution

The reliability of VBs connected to SRV discharge lines inside BWR containments was assumed to be improved
by development of NRC-approved design criteria for VB valves, modification of existing valve design(s), and a
prototype qualification testing program(s). Licensees were assumed to replace the existing VB valves with valves
of the new qualified design. In addition, a TS that would require periodic operability testing of the VB valves was
assumed. All BWRs using VBs connected to SRV discharge lines inside containment would be affected by this
issue. The resolution of this issue was applicable to all BWRs.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

The evaluation of this issue was based in part on an analysis performed by PNL64 and in part on an analysis
by the staff. Since the issue in question applied only to BWRs, the Grand Gulf 1 PRA was utilized as the basis
for estimating the risk reduction which might be achieved by the assumed resolution of the issue. This issue
affected 44 BWRs with an average remaining lifetime of 27.4 years.

Frequency/Consequence Estimate

For the case in which the SRV discharge line VB valve was assumed to fail open (i.e., the valve will not reseat
under SRV discharge flow or the disc is lost), significant pressurization and steam accumulation in the drywell
will only occur for a prolonged SRV discharge. Thus, this effect will only be seen for those events for which
the SRV does not properly reseat. Of the Grand Gulf dominant risk sequences, only the T•P•Q•I and T•P•Q•E
sequences are affected by the failure of an SRV to reseat (i.e., event P). T is the frequency of a reactor transient
(7.2/RY), P is the probability of SRV failure to reset (0.1/demand), Q is the probability of failure of the power
conversion system (1/demand), I is the probability of failure of the residual heat removal system to remove
decay heat from the suppression pool within 28 hours (8 x 10-5/demand) and E is the probability of failure of
emergency core cooling (1.2 x 10-5/demand). Prolonged SRV release to the drywell through a failed open
VB is assumed to result in a severe core damage event, through control room operator errors. Exposure of
safety related instruments and equipment in the drywell was not considered because the environmental design
loads for safety related equipment in the drywell exceed the expected environment following this event. Since

containment failure due to H2 Burn ( ) or steam explosion ( ) is independent of the location of the SRV

steam discharge to the containment, the T•P•Q•I•  and T•P•Q•E•  sequences were eliminated as affected

cut sets. This leaves only the T•P•Q•I•  and T•P•Q•E•  scenarios where represents the probability of long-
term containment failure due to steam or non-condensable vapor overpressure. Examining these scenarios
reveals that in the individual cutsets the only events requiring control room operator actions are the RECOVERY

probability for the T•P•Q•I.  sequence and the OP probability for the T•P•Q•E•  sequence. In the Grand
Gulf PRA, RECOVERY is defined as failure to restore maintenance/test faults or to take other corrective actions
within 28 hours and is a sub-element of event I. Since confusion over whether a LOCA had occurred or whether
a SRV and VB were stuck open or leaking is assumed to hamper only the initial diagnosis of the event and very
early response actions, we assumed the probability of RECOVERY would be unchanged by an open failure of

the VB; therefore, the T•P•Q•I•  sequence was also eliminated as an affected dominant risk sequence.

In the T•P•Q•E•  sequence, OP is defined as the failure of the operator to manually initiate the automatic
depressurization system (ADS)and is a supplement of event E. Since the OP event is a short-term operator
response, we assumed control room confusion resulting from failure of the VB in the open position combined
with a stuck open SRV would increase the likelihood of the OP event by an order of magnitude from 0.0015 to
0.015/demand.

Analysis of the VB failure data, provided in the request for classification of this concern as a generic issue by
PNL, resulted in a calculated VB failure rate (X) of 0.0093/demand. Since this issue involves a failed open VB
in conjunction with a malfunctioning SRV and the other failures, the affected dominant sequence becomes

T•P•X•Q•E• .
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The Grand Gulf PRA did not assume VB failure in the development of the event trees resulting in severe

core damage. Therefore, we calculated a modified base case frequency for the T•P•X•Q•E•  scenario of
2.43 x 10/RY. Assuming that resolution of the issue (i.e., improving VB reliability) will result in an order of
magnitude reduction in the VB failure rate (i.e., X* = 0.00093/demand), the post implementation frequency of the

T•P•X*•Q•E•  scenario is 2.43 x 10/RY. Therefore, resolution of this issue would result in a reduction in the
frequency of offsite release from a damage event of 2.18 x 10/RY and a reduction in core-melt frequency of 4.36
x 10/RY.

The T•P•Q•E•  event results in a BWR Category 4 offsite consequence (6.1 x 10 man-rem/event). Multiplying
the reduction in dominant risk event frequency (2.18 x 10/RY) by the Category 4 consequence (6.1 x 10 man-
rem/event), the number of applicable plants (44), and their average remaining lifetime (27.4 years) results in a
public risk reduction of 16 man-rem. This is the reduction in public risk and frequency of core-melt which might
be provided by the improvement of SRV VB reliability for the fail open mode of VB failure. Assessment was
utilized as the basis for estimating the risk reduction which might be achieved by the assumed resolution of the
issue.

Cost Estimate

The solution to this issue was assumed to result in a generic program for the development of staff-approved
design criteria for the SRV VB valves, modifications of the valve design, and a qualification program. The
existing valves would be replaced and a periodic operability test would be required.

Industry Cost: The estimated costs for industry implementation of the solution to this issue (i.e., replace the
valves and test them periodically) was estimated by PNL, based on conversations with Browns Ferry staff
involved in their recent testing and maintenance effort on the VB valves at their plant.

PNL estimated the purchase of new VB valves and initial operability tests to total about $54,000/plant, for a cost
of about $2.4M to the industry.64 An additional $500,000 was added to this cost to cover industry funding of a VB
valve generic qualification program. Thus, the total estimated industry cost for implementation of this issue was
$2.9M.

The operability test requirement will require an estimated 0.5 man-day/plant-year of industry effort over the
remaining lifetime of the BWR plants, or a total testing cost of about $275,000. Thus, total industry cost was
estimated to be $3.175M for resolution of this issue.

NRC Cost: It was assumed that the development of design criteria and establishment of an operability test for
VBs would be sponsored by the NRC. It was assumed that a major portion of dynamic model development and
engineering data was already available for use in establishing an adequate VB design criteria. The NRC effort
was estimated to require 1 man-year for the development of the resolution of this issue for a cost of $100,000.

NRC review of industry implementation of the resolution of the issue, i.e., selection and installation of a new VB
valve and TS for the operability testing of the valve, was assumed to require 1 man-week/plant of staff effort at a
cost of $2,270/man-week or $100,000 total cost.

About 0.1 man-wk/RY was estimated for NRC review of periodic operability tests for VB valves. At $2,270/man-
wk, this resulted in an estimated cost of about $275,000 over the remaining lifetime of the 44 BWRs. The total
NRC cost for the resolution and implementation of the issue was estimated to be about $475,000.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost for resolution and implementation of this issue was estimated to be
$3.65M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a total public risk reduction of 16 man-rem, the value/impact score is given by:
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Other Considerations

(1) Replacement and operability testing of the SRV VB valves will require that the plant operators perform almost
all of the work in the drywell in close proximity to the SRV valves. Using the same man-hours estimated for valve
replacement and testing for only the operating BWRs and an assumed 35 millirem/hr field in the drywell, a total
ORE of about 200 man-rem was estimated.

(2) It was assumed that, in every instance in which an SRV leaks or fails to close and its associated VB valve
leaks to the drywell, a plant shutdown will be required and the source of drywell pressurization and temperature
increase must be found and corrected. Using the previous estimates of the frequency of VB failure and SRV
leakage, an estimated two-day shutdown for each VB failure and a replacement power cost of $300,000/day,
it was estimated that, over the lifetime of the 44 BWRs, these events will cost the industry about $40M in lost
power production. When discounted to present worth, this was equivalent to about $20M to $25M.

(3) When a SRV VB failure is detected, the valve is repaired or replaced. Resolution of this issue, i.e., placement
of all existing SRV VBs with valves with an improved reliability, would therefore reduce the number of VB
failures and accordingly reduce the number of VB replacements over the life of the BWRs. Using the estimated
current failure rate, the frequency of challenges (transients) and an average number of SRV VBs per plant (9),
it was estimated that about 725 SRV VB failures will occur over the remaining lifetime of the BWRs. Improving
the reliability of the VB by an order of magnitude would be expected to eliminate about 650 VB failures and,
therefore, reduce the number of VB replacements by 650. Assuming 2 man-days of labor to replace a failed VB
and a 35 millirem/hr work environment, it was estimated that resolution of this issue would save about 350 man-
rem of ORE.

(4) The averted ORE due to reduction in core-melt frequency was estimated to be less than 1 man-rem.
Therefore, when all components of ORE are considered, resolution of this issue would result in a net savings of
about 150 man-rem of ORE.

CONCLUSION

Based on the small potential reduction in public risk and core-melt frequency, this issue was DROPPED from
further consideration. However, the staff believed that there could be a large economic incentive to the industry
to improve the reliability of SRV vacuum breaker valves.
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Issue 86: Long Range Plan for Dealing with Stress Corrosion Cracking in
BWR Piping (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

In March 1982, leaks were detected in the heat-affected zones of the safe-end-to-pipe welds in two of the 28
in. diameter recirculation loop safe ends at Nine Mile Point Unit 1. Subsequent UT revealed extensive cracking
at many weld joints in the recirculation system. The cause of the cracking was determined to be intergranular
stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC).

Although cracking in large diameter piping had been found previously in Germany and Japan, the finding at
Nine Mile Point Unit 1 was the first known U.S. occurrence of IGSCC in large piping (pipe diameters > 10 in.). IE
Information Notice 82-39608 was issued on September 21, 1982 to alert all BWR licensees to the problem. The
staff held meetings with GE, EPRI, and BWR Owners to discuss the relevance of the Nine Mile Point cracking
to other BWRs. The near-term inspection of welds in large-diameter recirculation piping was discussed at a
meeting of the staff with BWR licensees on September 27, 1982. Following this, IE Bulletin 82-03609 was issued
on October 14, 1982 and required the 8 BWRs that were scheduled for outages through January 31, 1983 to
perform inspections of a reasonable sample of the recirculation system welds during their respective outages.

After cracking in large-diameter piping was observed in 5 of the first 7 plants inspected in response to IE Bulletin
82-03,609 the staff issued IE Bulletin 83-02610 to extend the inspection requirements to all other BWRs. On
August 1, 1983, the EDO established a Piping Review Committee to investigate specific incidents of pipe
cracking at all plants with emphasis to be placed on IGSCC that had been reported in the recirculating systems
of BWRs. Under the auspices of the NRC Piping Review Committee, a Task Group on Pipe Cracking was
convened to develop a long-range plan for dealing with IGSCC.

The status and results of inspections of piping welds for IGSCC conducted at various operating BWRs were
reported to the Commission in SECY-83-267,612 SECY-83-267A,613 SECY-83-267B,614 SECY-83-267C,615

SECY-84-9,616 SECY-84-9A,617 and SECY-84-166.618 The short-term reinspection and repair criteria were
issued to BWR licensees in Generic Letter 84-11620 on April 19, 1984, and were to be used in inspections
subsequent to the issuance of IE Bulletins 82-03609 and 83-02.610 The Task Group report (NUREG-1061,611

Volume 1) was drafted in April 1984 and submitted to the Commission in July 1984 with SECY-84-301,619 the
staff's long-range plan for dealing with IGSCC in BWR piping. NUREG-1061,611 Volume 1, which includes value/
impact analyses for the four possible solutions discussed below, was published in August 1984.

Safety Significance

Pipe cracking resulting from IGSCC can cause a LOCA which, in turn, contributes to core-melt frequency.

Possible Solutions

The results of the Task Group study indicate that there are four possible solutions for preventing IGSCC in
BWRs: (1) piping replacement without hydrogen water chemistry (HWC) - considered to be a long-term fix; (2)
induction heating stress improvement and HWC - considered to be a long-term fix; (3) augmented inspection,
weld repair, and HWC - considered to be a partial intermediate fix; and (4) augmented inspection and weld repair
without HWC - considered to be only a short-term fix.

The staff's long range plan for resolving the problem called for the following actions: (1) issuance of
NUREG-1061611; (2) incorporation of the Task Group recommendations into NUREG-0313,750 Revision 2, and
issuance of this document; (3) preparation of a generic letter that incorporated NUREG-0313,750 Revision 2, and
issuance of this letter to all BWR licensees requesting their proposals for bringing their plants into compliance
with 10 CFR 50.55a(g); and (4) pursuance with the appropriate industry Code Committees changes in the areas
of NDE personnel qualification and inspection procedures to bring ASME XI14 requirements into conformance
with the staff's recommendations.
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CONCLUSION

In January 1988, NUREG-0313,750 Revision 2, was published and Generic Letter 88-011111 was issued outlining
the staff positions on IGSCC in BWR austenitic stainless steel piping; MPA B-84 was established by NRR for
implementation purposes. Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and requirements were established.
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Issue 87: Failure of HPCI Steam Line Without Isolation (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

The HPCI steam supply line has two containment isolation valves in series: one inside and one outside of the
containment. Both are normally open in most plants; however, two plants were found to operate with the HPCI
outboard isolation valve normally closed. The HPCI supply valve, located adjacent to the turbine, and the turbine
stop valve are normally closed. This issue addressed a postulated break in the HPCI steam supply line and the
uncertainty regarding the operability of the HPCI steam supply line isolation valves under those conditions.824 A
similar situation can occur in the RWCU system which has two normally open containment isolation valves that
must remain open if the system is to function.830

The operation of the valves is tested periodically without steam. Due to flow limitations at the valve
manufacturers' facilities, only the opening characteristics are tested under operating conditions. Therefore,
the capability of the valves to close when exposed to the forces created by the flow resulting from a break
downstream had not been demonstrated. However, there are reasons why the valves may operate under these
accident conditions. The containment isolation valves are specified to open or close within 15 to 20 seconds.
Calculations performed by Bechtel826 indicated that the mass flow through the HPCI steam line isolation valves
reduces from 1470 lbm/sec. at the time of a break to 328 lbm/sec. after 0.135 seconds and remains constant
until the valve closes.

Isolation valves are selected by the A/E for each plant. This results in a diversity of valves and valve types from
plant to plant and increases the difficulty of demonstrating valve operating capability. Some plants have "Y-
type" globe valves while others have gate valves. One plant using globe valves for HPCI steam supply isolation
had the valve inside containment positioned such that the steam flow exerted a force on the valve skirt in the
closed position. This force is expected to reduce the closing torque requirement of the valve motor-operator and
increase the probability that the valve will close when a large amount of steam is flowing through the valve. Also,
some valve experts believe that the force required to open gate valves under pressure is greater than the force
required to close the valves under flow.

Safety Significance

In Mark I containments, the HPCI steam line exits the drywell and enters the torus compartment where it typically
traverses approximately a 75 arc before exiting to the HPCI pump room. In the four corners of the reactor
building along the torus compartment are four triangular-shaped rooms which house the RHR/LPCI system, the
RCIC system, and the core spray system. In some reactor buildings, there is a ventilation opening or a door,
usually open, between the rooms housing the emergency core cooling pumps and the torus compartment. Given
an unisolated break of the HPCI steam supply line in the torus compartment, the environment in the emergency
core cooling pump rooms may exceed design limits. This places in jeopardy the other systems required to cool
the core.

In Mark II containments, the emergency core cooling components are typically housed in individual rooms which
are contained in the large, annular-shaped area about the suppression pool. The HPCI steam supply line exits
the containment and is then routed down through two floors to the room containing the HPCI turbine and pump.
Again, given an unisolated break of the HPCI steam supply line, other systems which may be required to cool
the core may be placed in jeopardy.

Possible Solutions

A proposed solution to the HPCI problem was to require that the outboard HPCI isolation valve be normally
closed. However, a small bypass line on those plants not having this feature would be required to prevent
thermal shock and water hammer and to provide assurance that leaks in the line would be detected before they
become breaks. If the HPCI supply valve was kept normally open -- currently it is kept normally closed -- the
probability of not getting steam to the HPCI turbine when needed might not be significantly changed.

Another possible solution that would apply to valves in any system was a demonstration by test or the
verification of use in other service applications that certified the operability of the valve under line rupture flow
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conditions. If the normal HPCI steam flow rate approximates that estimated for a break in the steam line, the
valves might be tested by individually closing them when the HPCI turbine is in operation.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

In the Browns Ferry 1 IREP study,367 the frequency of intermediate-size steam line breaks (in which size
category the HPCI steam supply line is included) is 2 x 10-4/RY. It was also assumed that a break is equally
probable at any point in the steam lines of this size and category. The HPCI steam supply lines were estimated
to constitute 23% of the steam lines in the intermediate-size category. Hence, the frequency of a HPCI steam
supply line break was assumed to be 5 x 10-5/RY.

The probability that both steam supply line isolation valves will fail to close was difficult to determine on a
probabilistic basis because of the lack of engineering data. If one valve fails to perform its intended function
because of conditions which exceed its design capability, it would be most probable that the second valve would
also fail to function. As an upper bound calculation, it was assumed that the valve failure rate will be unity,
given a line break, and that the dependency between valves was also unity. The lower bound was calculated
by assuming that the valve design was adequate and that there were no failure dependencies between the
valves. Thus, the frequency of both valves failing was obtained by taking the product of the independent failure
frequency of both valves.

The major contribution to the accident scenario considered was the dependency between the unisolated steam
line breaks and the low-pressure injection systems. For both the upper and lower bound calculations, it was
assumed that the dependence is unity, i.e., that the low-pressure injection systems will fail, given an unisolated
line break.

If, during the accident condition described, the core is maintained covered by the feedwater system, the steam
mass flow generated by decay heat should lower to a point that would permit the closing of an isolation valve.
One means available would be electrically closing the isolation valve inside the containment; the other means
available would be manually closing one of the isolation valves. If the steam flow forces prevent the initial closure
of the isolation valve, the motor control breakers will likely trip from the overcurrent condition before motor
damage can occur. Furthermore, the isolation valve inside containment will not have been exposed to the steam
environment from the broken line. Resetting the motor control breaker would then permit energizing the valve
motor and closing the isolation valve from the control room.

The second method available was to close one of the isolation valves by manual actuation of the hand crank.
This would require suiting the operator in special garments and possibly using an airpack. Due to the expected
high temperature in the torus compartment, the isolation valve inside the containment would be the valve most
likely closed.

NEDO-24708A827 analyzed an unisolatable 0.5 square-foot steam line break inside containment, which
approximated a break of the 10 in.(0.55 ft2) HPCI steam line from the time of the break up to the time that the
low pressure systems would begin injection (225 seconds). The analysis also included the water injected by the
RCIC, but this should be minimal. The 0.5 square-foot line break model predicted that the system pressure will
fall below 300 psia at approximately 210 seconds after the break occurs. The water level will still be above the
core and the condensate and the condensate booster pumps can be used (for those systems having a turbine-
driven feed pump) to supply feedwater to the reactor. For those feedwater systems having motor-driven feed
pumps, the feedwater system can supply feedwater continuously following the reactor trip. With the feedwater
system providing cooling water, the fuel will remain covered until a HPCI isolation valve is closed and the RHR
system is restored to operation.

It was calculated that 12,500 gallons/hour of water at 94F will be converted to steam at 212F in absorbing the
decay heat from the fuel. At this rate of consumption, a 500,000 gallon condensate tank could be emptied in
40 hours. In order to maintain adequate coolant for the extended time period, the vacuum must be restored in
the condenser and the decay heat dissipated using the condenser. This will also necessitate using the auxiliary
boiler to provide steam for the gland seals. Having the condensers available will reduce the steam pressure in
the reactor, thus reducing the amount of steam that will be discharged through the broken HPCI steam supply
line and decreasing the consumption of water from the condensate storage tank. This action will also lower the
amount of heat and humidity being dumped into the torus compartment.
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The probability of the loss of the feedwater during a 168-hour interval, the time assumed necessary to restore
the RHR system following a HPCI steam supply line break, was calculated to be 0.03. This was based on the
Browns Ferry IREP367 frequency of transients that result in loss of feedwater (~1.4/RY). This equated to a
mean time between failure of 5,570 hours. Assuming an exponential distribution, a failure rate of 1.8 x 10-4/hour
results.

Of concern were the operator actions needed to maintain the operation of the main feedwater system. Although
this is an activity with which the operator should be very familiar, detecting that the HPCI is not providing make-
up inventory may not be immediate. Further, the inventory in the hotwell must be maintained by flow from the
condensate storage tank. To obtain an adequate flow, it may be necessary to re-establish the vacuum in the
condensers. As reported in NUREG/CR-3933,828 PRAs assign a probability of 0.1 for failure to recover the
power conversion system in a short interval. In this accident, the time needed to make the necessary operating
adjustments will not be as short as required for transients or small breaks in liquid coolant lines. In addition,
approximately ¼ or ½ of the make-up water requirements will be provided by one- or two-pump operation of the
CRD hydraulic system. Thus, a human error probability of 0.05 was assigned. The total probability of failing to
maintain coolant inventory with the feedwater systems for 168 hours was estimated to be (0.05 + 0.03) = 0.08.
Thus, the frequency estimates were:

Upper Bound: (5 x 10-5)(1)(1)(0.08) = 4 x 10-6 core-melt/RY

Lower Bound: (5 x 10-5)(10-3)(10-3)(1)(0.8) = 4 x 10-12 core-melt/RY

Closing the outboard isolation valve and opening the supply valve was assumed to result in no net change in the
unavailability of the HPCI and, therefore, the frequency of other accident sequences was unchanged. Closing
the outboard isolation valve until the HPCI is commanded does not reduce the accident rate from breaks that
occur when the HPCI is energized or go undetected prior to the HPCI being energized. With the inclusion of
a bypass line to prevent thermal shock, this contribution was believed to be much smaller than the long-term
exposure with the line pressurized. Hence, the remaining contribution was not considered to be significant.

The BNL estimate829 of the frequency of a core-melt accident due to an unisolated break outside the
containment in a six-inch RWCU line was 1.4 x 10-5/RY. The study also conservatively assumed that the
conditional probability for the isolation valves failing to close, given a line break, was 1.

Consequence Estimate

A break in the HPCI steam supply line would be a LOCA outside containment. This would be closely equivalent
to the PWR Event V sequence identified in WASH-1400.16

The consequences were obtained using the CRAC Code.64 An average population of 340 persons per square
mile (which is the average for U.S. domestic sites) was assumed from an exclusion area ½ mile about the
reactor to a 50-mile radius about the reactor. Typical midwest site meteorology was assumed. Based on these
assumptions, a release produces an exposure of 5 x 106 man-rem. With upper and lower bound frequencies of
4 x 10-6 and 4 x 10-12 core-melt/RY, the upper and lower values of risk exposure were 20 man-rem/RY and 2 x
10-5 man-rem/RY, respectively. Based upon an average remaining life of 24 years for 24 BWRs having a HPCI
system with open isolation valves, the risk posed by this issue has an upper bound of 11,500 man-rem and a
lower bound of 1.1 x 10-2 man-rem. The consequences of the RWCU line break sequence would be 70 man-
rem/RY and 40,000 man-rem total. Thus, the maximum risk reduction associated with this issue was estimated
to be 51,500 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: Implementation of the proposed change to leave the outboard isolation valve closed was
estimated to be 2.5 man-years. This included: (1) an engineering review of the logic for HPCI initiation to
assure that the valve will be commanded open and will properly isolate if required; (2) preparation of changes
to procedures (normal and emergency); (3) revision to operator training covering the change; (4) revision to the
FSAR; (5) license amendments; and (6) hardware changes. No added maintenance costs were anticipated.
No hardware costs were included for the addition of a bypass line because it was believed that most reactors
already had this feature. At an average cost of $1OO,000/man-year, the total industry cost was estimated to be
$6.75M.
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NRC Cost: It was estimated that 1 man-month/reactor would be required for a total cost of $210,000 for all
reactors. However, there was at least one reported instance in which the isolation valve could not be opened
under pressure; this occurrence was reported in AEOD/T420.825 If these valves would have to be modified to
open under pressure, the costs would be much greater.

Performing qualification tests on a selected sample of RWCU isolation valves and actuators, and demonstrating,
by analyses, that the other valves and actuator combinations will perform satisfactorily were estimated to cost
$1M. If actuators have to be replaced, this would add to the costs.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was estimated to be $7.96M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a potential risk reduction of 51,500 man-rem and a cost of $7.96M, the value/impact score was given
by:

Other Considerations

(1) The occurrence of the analyzed event would result in the loss of one defense layer (containment). Other
considerations, which in individual cases may reduce the risk associated with this issue, include the absence of
ventilation openings or open doors between the torus compartment and the pump rooms. The absence of these
openings reduces the common cause failure potential of the RHR/LPCI, RCIC, and core spray systems with the
HPCI steam supply line break. Consideration should be given to reducing the risk if the isolation valves were
selected based on the requirement to close under line break/steam mass flow conditions. This concern could be
eliminated if it could be shown by test or from actual application that valve operation was verified under loads
equivalent to line break conditions.

(2) A similar situation exists for the RCIC system. Since the RCIC steam line is smaller than the HPCI line, the
risk may not be as great but would still add substantially to the values estimated previously.

CONCLUSION

Based on both the RWCU and HPCI event sequences and the Event V consequences, this issue was given a
high priority ranking (See Appendix C). In resolving the issue, a study1590 was made of valve assemblies in high
energy BWR systems outside containment and the staff conducted a two-phase valve test program: Phase 1
was reported in NUREG/CR-54061403 and Phase 2 was reported in NUREG/CR-5558.1404 In addition, laboratory
tests of DC-powered MOVs were conducted and reported in NUREG/CR-5720.1589

In general, it was found that many of the valves of concern in the issue did not have sufficient margin to close
under the blowdown loads that would be encountered under the design basis conditions caused by a pipe break.
The primary reasons for this were: (1) at the time the valves and operators were sized, the internal mechanisms
and load paths of the MOVs were not well understood; and (2) the standard equation used by the industry to
predict MOV stem loads did not adequately account for all of the force components resulting from the interaction
of the blowdown flows on the valve internal parts.

The results of the Phase 1 test program were factored into the development of Generic Letter No. 89-101217

thus providing licensees with the best guidance available at that time regarding how they should assure that
their MOVs would perform their design basis function. The results of the Phase 2 test program were used
in the development of Supplement 3 to Generic Letter No. 89-101217 which provided licensees with further
guidance. The staff also conducted training for inspectors and provided computer software to aid in identifying
these problems on site. Thus, this issue was RESOLVED1406 and requirements were issued to licensees in
Generic Letter No. 89-10.1217 The related ACRS concern for the design basis for valves that might be subjected
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to significant blowdown loads was addressed in Issue 152. In an RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that
consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not affect the resolution.
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Issue 88: Earthquakes and Emergency Planning
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was initiated to address concerns raised by the Union of Concerned Scientists. (References 1032,
1033, and 1034.) The purposes for including this issue as a generic issue are to: (1) provide brief background
information that summarizes the history of the issue; (2) reduce the probability of resurrecting the issue and
duplicating effort; and (3) identify the final disposition of the issue.

Safety Significance

Recent PRAs have indicated that earthquakes (and other external events) can cause severe reactor accidents
which are comparable with internally initiated accident event sequences. The results argued for a reexamination
of the emergency response measures to ascertain whether they are adequate to protect the health and safety of
the public.1034 This issue effects all operating and planned nuclear power plants.

Proposed Solution

In June 1979, the Commission began a formal reconsideration of the role of emergency planning in ensuring
the continued protection of the public health and safety in areas around nuclear power plants. On August 19,
1980, the Commission published its rule on emergency planning establishing 16 planning standards [see
10 CFR 50.47(b)]197 which must be generally met by both onsite and offsite emergency response plans for
nuclear power plants. The planning standards are addressed by specific evaluation criteria in NUREG-0654,224

Revision 1. Thus, the NRC emergency planning requirements and guidance reflect coordinated efforts with the
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Both the NRC and FEMA shared the view that the required
emergency response plans have considerable flexibility to respond to a wide variety of adverse conditions,
including those resulting from an earthquake.

However, on December 21, 1984, the Commission published proposed amendments to its emergency planning
requirements [10 CFR 50.47(b) and 10 CFR 50, Appendix E]. These amendments proposed to explicitly adopt
by rule the Commission's interpretations of its existing rules. Final amendments to 10 CFR 50, Appendix E, were
prepared by the staff and forwarded to the Commission in SECY-85-283.1035

In October 1986, the Commission determined that the proposed amendments were not necessary. Based on
examinations and reviews of public comments concerning the proposed amendment, it was stated:1062 "The
Commission is satisfied that none of the information submitted by commenters indicates that its interpretations of
emergency planning rules in the San Onofre and Diablo Canyon proceeding was mistaken or that the potential
for seismic impacts on emergency planning is a significant enough concern for large portions of the nation to
warrant amendment of the regulations. Nor did the comments suggest any additional cost-effective measures
which might be taken to provide further assurance of protection in the event of an earthquake occurring
simultaneously with a radiological release. Moreover, the en banc decision of the United States Court Of Appeals
for the District Of Columbia Circuit, affirming the Commission's interpretation of its emergency planning rules,
has removed regulatory uncertainty in this area ... If the need to consider earthquakes in emergency planning is
raised in an adjudication, the Commission expects to adhere to the Diablo Canyon and San Onofre precedents
unless a convincing case is made that application of these precedents to the facts of the case would cause a
significant safety problem."

In view of the above, the Commission decided that a rulemaking which would simply make explicit the
Commission's interpretation of its rules is unnecessary and the proposed amendment was withdrawn.1062

The withdrawal of the proposed amendment will therefore not have a significant effect on the emergency
preparedness requirements established in August 1980.

CONCLUSION

This issue was RESOLVED and no new requirements were established.
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Issue 89: Stiff Pipe Clamps (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was identified1447 following a staff evaluation of allegations that improper consideration of "stiff" pipe
clamps in Class 1 piping systems could result in unsafe plant operation. IE Information Notice No. 83-801448 was
issued to alert OLs and CPs of this concern. In the staff's evaluation, it was found that piping designers often
assumed that the clamp effects on piping systems were negligible and did not warrant any explicit consideration.
This assumption was acceptable for most clamp applications. However, for some applications, certain piping
system conditions coupled with specific stiff pipe clamp design requirements could result in interaction effects
that should be evaluated in order to determine the significance of pipe stresses induced.

Safety Significance

Stiff pipe clamps were installed because of requirements for piping systems to withstand dynamic loads such as
SRV discharges to suppression pools, LOCA-induced loads, and seismic loadings. A preloading of pipe clamp
U-bolts or straps (which imposes a constant compressive load on the piping) is necessary to prevent stiff pipe
clamps from lifting off piping under dynamic loading conditions. Since clamp-induced stresses are generally not
significant with conventional pipe clamps, the pipe stresses induced by stiff pipe clamps generally were also not
considered. Therefore, it was believed that further analyses of these stresses on piping systems were necessary
before determining whether the stresses were significant.1447

In addition to the large preloading of the clamps, four other new design features were identified by the staff as
requiring additional analyses because of their difference from conventional pipe clamps. These were: (1) use of
high-strength or non-ASME approved materials; (2) local surface contact on the pipe; (3) uncommonly thick and/
or wide design of clamp; and (4) clamp applications to piping components other than straight pipe, such as pipe
elbows.

If neglect of the additional stress from stiff pipe clamps results in overestimating the pressure-retaining
capabilities of piping systems, the probability of pipe breaks caused by dynamic loads may be higher than
previously estimated. This increased probability could potentially result in an increased CDF that could lead to
PRAs understating the public risk. This issue affected those operating and future plants that installed stiff pipe
clamps.

Possible Solution

A possible solution could have the following elements:

(1) Evaluation of the local pipe stresses induced by stiff pipe clamps under all loading conditions;

(2) If the evaluation in (1) above indicated that clamp-induced pipe stresses were unacceptable, hardware
modifications should be considered;

(3) As recommended1447 by the staff, NRC could submit a request to ASME to revise Section III of the Code to
include procedures for: (1) categorizing pipe stresses resulting from clamp-induced loads; and (2) evaluating
those clamp applications where the ASME Code stress indices and flexibility factors do not apply;

(4) As recommended1447 by the staff, a technical assistance program could be initiated to experimentally and
analytically evaluate the interactions between piping and pipe clamps. The goal of this program would be to
develop a simplified method to facilitate staff evaluations of clamp-induced pipe stresses.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

It was assumed1447 that the issue affected La Salle 1 and 2, Quad Cities 1 and 2, Dresden 2 and 3, and all
plants whose operation or construction began in September 1983 or later. Thus, there were 44 operating
plants affected by this issue: 27 PWRs and 17 BWRs, with average remaining lives of 33.4 and 28.9 years,
respectively. These 44 plants included a few that were under construction at the time of the staff's evaluation.1447
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It was also assumed64 that none of the 44 plants had upgraded their stiff pipe clamps as a result of IE
Information Notice No. 83-801448 and all 44 plants had stiff pipe clamps that required some degree of hardware
modification.

It was assumed that 20 future plants (10 PWRs and 10 BWRs) would be affected by this issue. The Oconee 3
and Grand Gulf 1 PRAs were used as the representative PWR and BWR, respectively.

Frequency Estimate

The risk associated with pipe breaks resulting from the use of stiff pipe clamps can be divided into the following
two types: Type 1 seismic-induced pipe breaks, resulting in LOCA and/or reactor transients; and Type 2 pipe
breaks in Class 1 piping, resulting from dynamic loads following LOCAs and transients.

Type 1 Pipe Break: The source of quantitative risk information was a study1065 performed to identify risk-
sensitive components in nuclear power plants during and after a seismic event. This study used PRA
methodology to expand risk-sensitivity analyses by accounting for seismicity and component fragility data taken
from existing nuclear power plant PRAs. To estimate the risk reduction achievable, the adjusted case assumed
upgrades to various piping systems such that there would be an increase by a factor of 5 in the median peak
ground acceleration (the level of peak ground acceleration at which a component has a 50% probability of
failure) for these piping systems. The reduction in CDF due to this piping upgrade was 8% (0.08) for PWRs and
6% (0.06) for BWRs.

It was estimated that, for the base case, the affected annual CDF from seismic events was approximately 5.2 x
10-6/RY for PWRs and 9.1 x 10-5/RY for BWRs. The change in piping system reliability that could result from the
possible solution would be less than the factor of 5 that was used in NUREG/CR-33571065 since pipe clamps are
only one of the piping system components whose failure contribute to piping system failure probability; others
are components such as welds, elbows, branch connections, and snubbers. Therefore, a factor needed to be
developed to model the portion of the piping system reliability improvement that would result from improvements
to pipe clamps. This factor was assumed to be the fractional difference between the upper and median bending
moment capacity of a reference pipe segment. Using the results from NUREG/CR-2405,1449 this factor was
estimated64 to be 0.145.

For operating plants, to calculate the reduction in CDF that could result from implementation of the possible
solution, the product of the following three factors was calculated: piping component contribution; base case; and
effects of pipe clamp improvement.

PWRs: CDF Reduction = (0.08)(5.2 x 10-6/RY)(0.145) = 6.0 x 10-8/RY

BWRs: CDF Reduction = (0.06)(9.l x 10-5/RY)(0.145) = 7.9 x 10-7/RY

For future plants, the CDF reduction was assumed to be the same as that for operating plants.

Type 2 Pipe Break: The Oconee 3 and Grand Gulf 1 PRAs were reviewed64 to identify those cut sets containing
a hardware failure in an ECCS. For each element so identified, the largest hardware failure probability (typically
associated with a valve or pump) was identified and its percentage contribution to the element's total failure
probability was calculated. These percentage contributions were calculated for all the identified elements at
Grand Gulf 1 and Oconee 3. These were averaged to yield values of 6.1% for Grand Gulf 1 and 6% for Oconee
3. These values were assumed to represent the failure contribution to the CDF resulting from Class 1 pipe
breaks arising from dynamic loads induced following LOCAs and transients, and were used as a surrogate
measure in estimating the risk contribution from Type 2 pipe breaks.

The same factor of 0.145 used above for a Type 1 pipe break was used to represent the portion of piping system
reliability improvement that could result from improvements to pipe clamps. Based on the non-seismic total CDF
reported in NUREG/CR-33571065 (6 x 10-5/RY for PWRs and 2.9 x 10-5/RY for BWRs), the changes in CDF
resulting from implementation of the possible solution were:

PWRs: Reduction in CDF = (0.060)(6.0 x 10-5/RY)(0.145) = 5.2 x 10-7/RY

BWRs: Reduction in CDF = (0.061)(2.9 x 10-5/RY)(0.145) = 2.6 x 10-7/RY
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Therefore, for operating plants, the total possible reduction in CDF, considering both Type 1 and Type 2 pipe
breaks, was 5.8 x 10-7/RY and 1.1 x 10-6/RY for PWRs and BWRs, respectively. This reduction in CDF will be
realized only if hardware modifications are made to the stiff pipe clamps.

For future plants, the CDF reduction was assumed to be the same as that for operating plants.

Consequence Estimate

Type 1 Pipe Break: The reduction in CDF, combined with the offsite consequences of the appropriate release
categories64 resulted in a potential public risk reduction of 0.3 man-rem/RY for PWRs and 2.1 man-rem/RY for
BWRs. These values were used for all affected operating and future plants.

Type 2 Pipe Break: The reduction in CDF, combined with the offsite consequences of the appropriate release
categories,64 resulted in a potential public risk reduction of 0.6 man-rem/RY for PWRs and 1.4 man-rem/RY for
BWRs. These values were used for all affected operating and future plants.

Assuming the 44 operating plants (27 PWRs and 17 BWRs) will need some degree of hardware improvements,
the potential public risk reduction over their remaining lives was estimated to be:

[(0.3 + 0.6)(27)(33.4) + (2.1 + 1.4)(17)(28.9)] man-rem = 2,500 man-rem.

Assuming that there will be 20 future plants (10 PWRs and 10 BWRs) affected by this issue, the potential public
risk reduction over their 40-year life would be:

[(0.3 + 0.6)(10)(40) + (2.1 + 1.4)(10)(40)] man-rem = 1,760 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: Implementing the possible solution at each of the 44 operating plants would be done in two
parts: (1) perform a piping analysis to assess the effects of pipe clamp to piping interaction; and (2) modify the
stiff pipe clamps that produce significant pipe clamp to piping interaction.

A total of 28 man-weeks were assumed for the pipe clamp and piping analyses. At a cost of $2,270/man-week,
this resulted in a cost of $63,560/plant and a total of $2.8M for all 44 affected plants.

For the 44 plants that require some degree of hardware modifications, the cost per plant was based on
the estimate961 of the cost of hangers for 1000 feet of 8-inch pipe; at $21/foot, this cost was $21,000/plant.
Installation labor costs were estimated64 based on $44/man-hour burdened labor rates. Based on an estimate961

of 4.6 man-hours per linear foot, a total of 4600 man-hours/plant would be required. Applying a 10.08 adjustment
factor for labor productivity effects for work in radiation zones and congested areas, manageability, and access/
handling difficulties, labor costs were estimated to be $2.04M/plant. Summing over all plants yielded $0.92M for
hardware and $89.8M for labor, for a total of $90.72M for 44 plants.

A total of 8 man-hours/RY were estimated for the inspection of the replacement pipe clamps at those plants
requiring hardware madifications. For the 27 PWRs and 17 BWRs with average remaining lives of 33.4 and 28.9
years, respectively, and at a cost of $2,270/man-week, the total cost was $0.63M. Thus, the total industry backfit
cost was $(2.8 + 90.72 + 0.63)M or $94.15M.

For the 20 future plants, the effect of stiff pipe clamps on piping can be evaluated and taken care of in the design
and analysis stage, if required, and no backfit hardware modification will be necessary. Assuming that the cost/
plant is also $63,560 to perform a piping analysis during the design and analysis stage to assess the effects of
pipe clamp to piping interaction, the total cost for these plants will be $1.3M. Assuming a total of 8 man-hours/
RY would also be required for inspection of stiff pipe clamps, the total industry operating and maintenance cost
was estimated to be $[(20)(40)(8)(2270)/40]M or $0.4M. Therefore, the total industry cost for implementing the
possible solution was $(1.3 + 0.4)M or $1.7M.

NRC Cost: NRC implementation of the possible solution at the 44 operating plants could be quite extensive.
NRC would develop proposed procedures categorizing pipe stresses resulting from clamp-induced loads
and procedures for evaluating those clamp applications where the ASME Code stress indices and flexibility
factors are not applicable. Developing these procedures, a complicated problem, was estimated to require
approximately 2 man-years of labor to develop, review, and approve. At $100,000/man-year, this cost would be
$0.2M.
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Implementation of the possible solution also included establishing a program to acquire experimental data to
verify analytical techniques and results. The test equipment was estimated at $250,000 and preparation of test
procedures, QA activities, and analysis of test results were estimated to require 1 man-year of labor at a cost of
$100,000/year. Thus, the total cost of the program was $0.35M.

A generic letter directed to potentially affected plants would be required and this was estimated961 to take 6 man-
weeks. At a cost of $2,270/man-week, this cost was $0.01M. Review of licensee submittals in response to the
generic letter was assumed to require 5 man-weeks/plant. At $2,270/man-week, the total cost for 44 plants was
$0.5M.

The cost for reviewing operations and maintenance of the possible solution was estimated to be 0.5 man-
day/RY. At $2,270/man-week, this cost will be $227/RY. Multiplying $227/RY by 44 plants over their average
remaining lives resulted in a total operations and maintenance cost of $0.32M. Thus, the total NRC backfit cost
was $(0.2 + 0.35 + 0.01 + 0.5 + 0.32)M or $1.38M.

Assuming the cost to develop procedures categorizing pipe stresses resulting from clamp-induced loads and
procedures for evaluating those clamp applications was $0.2M, the cost for a program to acquire experimental
data was $0.35M. Assuming also that the cost to update relevant Regulatory Guides and SRP11 Sections was
$0.5M and the cost to review operations and maintenance was $227/RY, for 20 plants with a 40-year plant life,
the total cost was $0.2M. Therefore, the total NRC front-fit cost was $(0.2 + 0.35 + 0.5 + 0.2)M or $1.25M.

Total Cost: For the 44 operating plants, the total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution
was $(94.15 + 1.38)M or $95.53M. For the 20 future plants, the total industry and NRC cost associated with the
possible solution was $(1.7 + 1.25)M or $2.95M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Using the above estimates of total public risk reduction and implementation costs, separate value/impact scores
were developed for the 44 operating plants and the 20 future plants.

(1) Operating Plants: Based on a risk reduction of 2,500 man-rem and a cost of $95.53M for 44 plants, the

value/impact score was given by:

(2) Future Plants: Based on a public risk reduction of 1,760 man-rem and a cost of $2.95M for 20 plants, the
value/impact score was given by:

Other Considerations

(1) Extensive work in radiation zones will be required at the 44 operating plants that need pipe clamp
replacements and hardware changes. Using data from NUREG/CR-4627,961 it was estimated that 46,000 man-
hours/plant would be required. This work is in containment with an assumed radiation dose rate of 0.025 rem/
hr.64 The total occupational dose is (44 plants)(O.025 rem/hr)(4.6 x 104 man-hours/plant) or 51,000 man-rem.

(2) The occupational dose reduction due to accident avoidance was calculated from the reduction in CDF
multiplied by the assumed accident dose of 19,860 man-rem.64 The possible solution reduces the CDF in 44
plants which have an occupational dose rate reduction of 1.6 x 10-2 man-rem/RY: (19,860 man-rem x 5.8 x 10-7/
RY) for PWRs and (19,860 man-rem x 1.1 x 10-6/RY) for BWRs. With the 27 PWRs having an average remaining
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life of 33.4 years and 17 BWRs having an average remaining life of 28.9 years, this resulted in a best estimate
total occupational dose reduction due to accident avoidance of 22 man-rem.

(3) The accident avoidance cost savings for PWRs were estimated to be the CDF (5.8 x 10-7/RY) multiplied by
the estimated cost of a core-melt accident ($1,650M) multiplied by the estimated remaining life of 33.4 years.
The accident avoidance cost savings for BWRs were estimated to be the CDF (1.1 x 10-6/RY) multiplied by the
estimated cost of a core-melt accident ($1,650M) multiplied by the estimated remaining life of 28.9 years. This
resulted in a total cost of $1.75M.

CONCLUSION

Based on the value/impact assessment and total reduction in public risk, the backfit actions described above
were not justified for the 44 operating plants considered. In addition, the accident avoidance cost savings and
occupational dose reduction due to accident avoidance were not significant when compared to the cost and
doses used in the value/impact score. However, the occupational dose increase is higher (51,000 man-rem)
than the best estimate public risk reduction (2,500 man-rem). This occupational dose increase supported a LOW
priority ranking (See Appendix C) for this group of plants, because the high occupational dose increase indicated
that more dose would be taken modifying the stiff pipe clamps than the total estimated benefit realized from the
solution. In an RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did
not change the priority of the issue.

For future plants, the value/impact consideration was more favorable since the effect of stiff pipe clamps on
piping could be evaluated in the design and analysis stage. Furthermore, the occupational dosage for front-
fitting future plants would be limited to operation and maintenance and should be minimal. Thus, this issue had
a medium priority ranking (See Appendix C) for future plants only. RES recommended that a possible update of
relevant Regulatory Guides and SRP11 Sections be contemplated to ensure that interface design procedures are
used by CPs to control the flow of design information from the support design group (which has the responsibility
for the design of stiff clamps) to the pipe stress analysis group.1476 Items 3 and 4 delineated in the Possible
Solution should also be considered for future plants.
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Issue 90: Technical Specifications for Anticipatory Trips (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

Reactor protection systems (RPS) or "scram" systems are tripped by many diverse signals. The purposes of
these various signals can be broadly divided into three classes: protection of the reactor core (e.g., overpower
signals); protection of major components (e.g., vessel overpressurization signals); and anticipatory trips. The
purpose of an anticipatory trip signal is to scram the reactor at the very beginning of a transient and thus
minimize the degree of upset of the plant and avoid actuation of engineered safety features.

By definition, credit is not taken for an anticipatory trip in a plant's safety analyses, even to satisfy a single failure
criterion. (Conversely, if a transient analysis calculation upon which TS are based takes credit for early reactor
scram due to an "anticipatory" trip, the trip can no longer be considered "anticipatory.") Originally, it was AEC
(and then NRC) regulatory policy to consider such trips to be installed for the licensees' convenience rather
than for licensing purposes.630 Thus, no TS requirements were placed on these trips. At the time the STS was
introduced, this policy was changed and all trips in the RPS were included in the STS. However, plants licensed
prior to the advent of STS were not backfitted with TS on anticipatory trips. In addition, post-STS reviews of
custom TS done after the STS were introduced did not require the inclusion of specifications on anticipatory
trips.

This issue originated when Region II noted the anomaly and found that licensees were often performing little
or no maintenance on these trips in the absence of TS requirements.630 With no mention of these trips in the
TS, Region II could take little action even in cases where inspectors had reason to doubt the operability of these
trips. DSI/NRR recommended that the issue be included in the broader study involving the overall adequacy
of the TS. However, at the time this issue was evaluated, RSB/DSI had not defined a scope or schedule for a
systematic study of all TS.

Safety Significance

The safety significance identified630 was that, "because anticipatory trips are a part of the protection system, a
failure or maintenance action in the anticipatory trip could cause other trips relied on in the accident analysis to
be degraded below an acceptable level." The design of the RPS, however, leans strongly towards a fail-safe
direction, i.e., failure of any channel may cause an inadvertent reactor scram, but should never prevent a trip
of another channel from scramming the reactor. Questions of this nature are valid (e.g., can the W scram-on-
turbine-trip interact with other channels via the P-7 interlock?), but the DL/NRR memorandum630 did not provide
any specific concerns. Moreover, ICSB/DSI/NRR mentioned none in its examination of this issue,631 and the fault
tree analysis of WASH-140016 (Appendix II, §5.2) found no such interaction. In the absence of specific concerns,
it was concluded that this part of the issue was better treated under the auspices of the ATWS program and was
not taken into consideration in this evaluation.

The second area of potential safety significance was a plant's response to a transient. Since anticipatory trips
reduce the degree of plant upset, they also (in principle) reduce the frequency of challenges to engineered safety
features, and thus (again, in principle) reduce the frequency of transient-initiated accidents.

Possible Solution

The proposed solution was implicit in the definition of the issue: impose TS requirements on anticipatory trips.
Such specifications would include: (1) limiting safety system settings (LSSS), which provide setpoints; (2) limiting
conditions for operation (LCO), which require equipment to be operable during appropriate operational modes;
and (3) surveillance requirements (SR).

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

A search through some older TS uncovered the following anticipatory trips:
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(1) PWR - High neutron flux, source range

PWR - High neutron flux, intermediate range

(2) PWR - Turbine trip

(3) PWR - Low steam generator level coincident with
steam-feed mismatch

(4) BWR - High neutron flux, source range

Because these trips are notable via their absence in the TS, there is no guarantee that this list is complete.
Nevertheless, these anticipatory trips should be representative. There are other trips (e.g., PWR RCP breaker
open) which have LCOs and SRs, but do not appear in the LSSS. Historically, this is because it is difficult to
define "setpoints" for such trips. This is not a safety but a licensing improvement (enforceability) aspect and will
not be considered here. Normally, calculations of scram failure probabilities are done for each channel of the
RPS, explicitly accounting for the various 1/2, 2/3, and 2/4 logic matrices with estimates of common mode failure
rates included. Using this data, the following simplified assumptions were made.

First, imposing TS on anticipatory trips does not affect the common mode failure rate of the RPS. Thus, when
the changes in failure probabilities are calculated, the common mode failures are subtracted out. Second, lack
of maintenance of an anticipatory trip is a common mode of both trip channels associated with the anticipatory
trip parameter, i.e., if one channel fails, the other is also quite likely to fail. In the calculations, it was assumed
that the probability that a trip signal will fail to cause a scram (i.e., both channels failing) is 0.01/demand on an
anticipatory trip which is not in the TS. This assumption was based on judgment augmented by conversations
with the senior inspector who originated the issue. All other trip parameters were assumed to have failure rates
of 10-4/demand, based on Appendix II, §5.2 of WASH-1400.16

Frequency/Consequence Estimate

(1) PWR - High Neutron Flux, Source and Intermediate Range

These trips are functional only during reactor startup. They are backed up by the low setpoint of the power
range neutron flux channels. Usually, the source range monitor setpoint is set at 105 counts/second (which
is equivalent to roughly 0.01% of rated reactor power) and the intermediate range setpoint and power range
low setpoint are both set at 25% of rated power. Thus, the source range is truly anticipatory in the sense of
attempting to stop a transient early while the intermediate range backs up, but does not anticipate, the low power
setpoint of the power range channels.

Rod Ejection: The first "transient" of interest is not an anticipated operational occurrence, but is considered
an accident. A rod ejection is a reactivity excursion which is, if significant at all, too rapid for the anticipatory
nature of the source range trip to make much difference. Thus, the safety contribution comes from increased
scram reliability, not early scram. The following assumptions were made: 10 reactor startups/RY178; two days of
vulnerability/startup (based on judgment); and 10-5 rod ejections/RY (based on WASH-1400,16 Appendix I, §4.3).
This translates to 5.5 x 10-7 rod ejections/RY at low power. The change in scram failure rate is (10-2 - 10-4) for
the source and intermediate range trips multiplied by 10-4 for the low setpoint power range trip. Thus, the change
in core-melt frequency was given by:

F = (5.5 x 10/RY)[(10) - (10)](10) = 5.5 x 10/RY

The consequences are those of a partial core-melt (if all these trips fail) which was bounded by a PWR-5 release
(core-melt with the containment not isolated). Using the assumption of a uniform population density of 340
persons/square-mile, a 50-mile radius, a central midwest plain meteorology, and no ingestion pathways, a
PWR-5 release results in 106 man-rem. Thus, the estimated risk reduction was given by:

FR (5.5 x 10/RY)(10 man-rem) 5.5 x 10 man-rem/RY.

Short Periods: Under certain conditions of core burnup and high xenon inventory, differential rod worth tends to
concentrate in a relatively narrow vertical range in the core during startup. This effect is much more pronounced
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in a BWR core (see Issue 6), but can also occur in PWRs. Should this occur, the reactor core will go suddenly
from subcritical to supercritical with a rapid positive period (on the order of 10 seconds). Older plants do not have
flux rate trips.

If the SRM trip fails and the operator does not terminate the transient manually (assume 10% chance), the
reactor core will not be shut down until power reaches the 25% intermediate and power range setpoints. Fuel
failure could also occur due to pellet/cladding interaction (PCI) during the rapid power ascension, or due to DNB
because of the highly axially peaked power shape. At the time this issue was first evaluated in August 1984, no
such events had occurred at a PWR. IE Bulletin No. 79-126 and IE Circular No. 77-075 listed 5 such events in
BWRs as of May 31, 1979. This corresponded to about 155 BWR-years of experience.

It was assumed that the PWR frequency was at most one-tenth of the BWR frequency, or 3 x 10-3 event/PWR-
year. The consequences were also bounded by those of PWR-8 and PWR-9 releases which corresponded to
mitigated large break LOCAs without and with containment isolation (i.e., widespread cladding failure but no fuel
melting). The WASH-140016 assumption of containment isolation failure probability is 0.1. The risk associated
with the short period scenario was given by:

FR
<(3 x 10-3 event/RY)[(10-2 - 10-4) SRM trip failure/
event] x (0.1 operator failure/event) x [(120 man-rem/
accident, containment isolated) + (0.1 isolation failure/
accident)(7.5 x 104 man-rem/accident, containment
not isolated)]

2.3 x 10-2 man-rem/RY.

Rod Bank Withdrawal Error: This transient is characterized by a slower reactivity insertion rate than those of
the transients discussed above. Thus, fuel failure is not likely to occur because of a high rate of power ascension
at the beginning of the transient, but instead may occur due to DNB as the core comes into the power range,
possibly with an adverse power distribution due to some rod banks remaining in the core.

For this to happen, the source, intermediate, and power range trips must fail. In addition, the rod stop must fail. A
failure rate of 0.1 (rather than 0.01) for the rod stop was assumed since it was associated with the intermediate
range detectors. No credit was taken for operator action since the cause of the event was probably operator
error. Again, as discussed in the short-period transient, the consequences were bounded by those of PWR-8 and
PWR-9 releases, assuming a containment isolation failure probability of 0.1.

In WASH-1400,16 the frequency of PWR uncontrolled rod withdrawal transients was estimated to be 0.01/RY. It
was assumed that half of these occur during startup maneuvers. The risk estimate was given by:

FR
< (0.01 rod withdrawal events/RY) x (0.5 percentage in
startup)

x (10-2 - 10-4 source range failure rate change)

x (0.1 rod stop failure rate)

x (10-2 - 10-4 intermediate range failure rate change)

x (10-4 low setpoint power range failure rate)

x [(120 man-rem/PWR-9 release) + (0.1 containment
failure rate) x (7.5 x 104 man-rem/PWR-8 release)]

< 4 x 10-8 man-rem/RY.

For this transient to progress to core-melt, the high pressurizer pressure, high pressurizer water level,
overtemperature and overpower T, and several other trips must fail. However, the DNB event frequency above
is already down to about 5 x 10-12. Thus, even if no credit was taken for these additional trips and the core-
melt resulted in the worst case consequences (5.4 x 106 man-rem from a PWR-1 release, where the core-melt
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causes a steam explosion which ruptures both the reactor vessel and the containment), the resulting public risk
would be only 3 x 10-5 man-rem/RY.

Boron Dilution: This transient is caused by a CVCS malfunction which dilutes soluble boron in the reactor
moderator. The reactivity insertion rate is very slow, on the order of 10-5 /second at the start and diminishing
asymptotically to zero as the moderator becomes more dilute. Thus, the transient is also very slow, giving the
operator as much as an hour or more to take action for a dilution event during startup. Because the power
increase is slow, fuel failures due to PCI are not expected.

For a PWR core at BOC conditions, there is insufficient reactivity worth in the control rods to maintain the core
subcritical with no soluble boron in the moderator. Thus, a reactor scram does not permanently terminate the
transient; operator action is necessary to stop the dilution and re-borate the moderator. However, a reactor
scram does give the operator more time to respond. In EPRI NP-801,178 the frequency of boron dilution events
was estimated to be 0.03 event/RY. Again, it was assumed that almost half of these events occur during startup.

As the event progresses, the operator (for whom credit was given for this slow transient) must fail to observe
the transient and take no action (assume probability 0.10). The source range trip must fail (0.01 - 0.0001), the
intermediate range trip must fail (0.01 -0.0001) and the low setpoint power range trip must fail (0.0001). At
this point, the estimated change in frequency is reduced to 1.5 x 10-11/RY. Reactor power increases past 25%
and thermal energy is dumped via the main condenser steam dump, the ADVs, and/or the steam generator
safety valves, depending on plant conditions. Eventually, as reactor power increases to a value too great to
be dissipated by these means, trip signals on pressurizer high pressure, pressurizer high water level, steam
generator low-low water level, turbine trip (which functions as a 50% power trip as the P-9 permissive is
reached), overtemperature T, and several others may scram the reactor. (Fuel still has not been damaged.)
However, even with no credit for these non-neutron-flux trips, a frequency of 1.5 x 10-11/RY was estimated. Thus,
this transient was not considered further.

(2) PWR - Turbine Trip

A turbine trip, normally sensed as either two out of three low autostop oil pressure signals or four out of four
turbine stop valves closed, causes a reactor scram when the plant is operating above a preset power level
(e.g., 10%). If a turbine trip occurs and this scram fails, steam pressure will rise in the secondary system. The
atmospheric dump valves and steam generator safety valves will be available to limit the pressure rise, and the
steam dump (which is usually in Tavg mode during power operation) will open and dump steam directly to the
condenser. However, before these alternate energy sinks become available, the primary system will experience
a rapid heat up. Expansion of the primary coolant will force coolant into the pressurizer, compressing the steam
bubble. Reactor scram signals will be generated by the high pressurizer pressure, over-temperature T and
high pressurizer level signals, and the transient will "turn around." Pressurizer spray will also turn on to limit the
primary pressure transient, but it is likely that the PORVs will open.

This evaluation was restricted to W and CE plants. Upgraded anticipatory reactor trips on turbine trips were
required of B&W plants by TMI Action Plan Item II.K.2(10) which was implemented under MPA F-28. The
safety significance of this trip is two-fold: (1) the anticipatory trip increases the reliability of the entire RPS, thus
decreasing the frequency of ATWS events; and (2) by preventing opening of a pressurizer PORV, the frequency
of a small LOCA is also decreased. In EPRI NP-801,178 the following transient frequencies involving a turbine
trip are listed:

Turbine Trip 1.48/RY

Load Rejection 0.45/RY

Loss of Condenser Vacuum 0.12/RY

Loss of Circulating Water 0.07/RY

Total: 2.12/RY

The last two initiators will also disable the steam dump and, on plants with turbine-driven main feedwater pumps,
cause a loss of feedwater. However, tripping of the main turbine is the first event to cause a reactor transient.
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It was assumed that a PORV opens about half the time in these transients. Also, the probability that a PORV
will fail to re-close was estimated to be 1% per actuation (WASH-1400,16 Appendix V, §4.3.1). The S2 LOCA
sequence is then a turbine trip transient (2.12/RY), failure of the anticipatory trip channels (10-2 - 10-4), opening
of a PORV (0.5), failure of the PORV to re-close (0.01), and failure of the operator to correctly diagnose the
problem and close the PORV block valves (assumed to be 0.1). The change in S2 frequency was then 10-5/RY.

The scram reliability is increased by the diversity of an anticipatory trip. However, placing TS on the anticipatory
trip does not affect the common mode failure rate (CM) of the RPS. If the high pressurizer pressure,
overtemperature T, and high pressurizer level signals have failure rates of 0.0001/demand, and the imposition of
TS reduces the turbine trip signal failure rate from 0.01 to 0.0001, the RPS failure rate is:

(0.0001)3(0.01) + CM without anticipatory trip TS

(0.0001)3(0.0001) + CM with anticipatory trip TS.

The change in RPS failure rate is 9.9 x 10-15; the common mode contribution cancels out. This is negligible
compared with the S2 sequences, therefore, it was not considered further.

The public risk associated with the S2 sequences was obtained by normalizing the WASH-140016 results (where
an S2 frequency of 10-3/RY was assumed) to a frequency of 10-5/RY (see WASH-140016 Table V, 3-14. The
results are shown in Table 3.90-1.

Table 3.90-1

Release Category Normalized S2
Frequency/RY

Consequence (man-rem) FR (Man-rem/RY)

PWR-1 1.0 x 10-9 5.4 x 106 5.4 x 10-1

PWR-2 3.0 x 10-9 4.8 x 106 1.4 x 10-2

PWR-3 3.0 x 10-8 5.4 x 106 1.6 x 10-1

PWR-4 3.0 x 10-9 2.7 x 106 8.1 x 10-3

PWR-5 3.0 x 10-9 1.0 x 106 3.0 x 10-3

PWR-6 2.0 x 10-8 1.5 x 105 3.0 x 10-3

PWR-7 2.0 x 10-7 2.3 x 103 4.6 x 10-4

Total: 2.6 x 10-7 2.0 x 10-1

(3) PWR - Low Steam Generator Level Coincident with Steam-Feed Mismatch

This anticipatory trip will scram the reactor on low steam generator water level coincident with steam flow greater
than feedwater flow by a preset amount (usually 40% of rated). It is backed up by the low-low steam generator
water level trip. The initiating event here is a total loss of feedwater event in any steam generator. Partial loss of
feedwater events or total loss of feedwater flow at reduced power levels may not produce sufficient mismatch
between steam and feedwater flow to actuate the anticipatory trip; such events are also slower and early scram
is not as important.

If all feedwater pumps are lost, the secondary side water temperature will rise because of the loss of the
relatively cool feedwater, the heat transfer across the steam generator tubes is reduced and the primary side
heats up. Simultaneously, the secondary water level decreases. The anticipatory trip signal will occur, and then
the low-low steam generator level trip. The increasing primary temperature and resultant coolant swell will force
more coolant into the pressurizer, compressing the steam bubble and causing an increase in primary system
pressure. Reactor trip signals on overtemperature T, high pressurizer pressure, and high pressurizer level will
occur if the reactor has not already been scrammed, and the PORVs may open to limit the pressurizer pressure.
The AFW system will also be initiated by the loss of main feedwater pumps or by low-low steam generator water
level. If the AFW system fails and the steam generator tubes uncover, primary side temperature and pressure
will rise more rapidly and the pressurizer safety valves will open. However, the probability of this event is not
greatly affected by reliability of the anticipatory scram. Thus, it was not considered in this evaluation.
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As in the turbine trip transient evaluated previously, the anticipatory trip decreases the probability of an ATWS
event and also helps prevent a pressurizer PORV from opening, thus decreasing the frequency of a small
LOCA. The transients that will cause a loss of feedwater were taken from EPRI NP-801178 and are listed in Table
3.90-2.

As in the turbine trip transient, it was assumed that a PORV opens half the time if the anticipatory trip fails
and that the PORV fails to re-close 1% of the time. The S2 frequency is then 2.28 transients/RY multiplied by
the change in probability of anticipatory trip failure (0.01 - 0.0001), the probability of PORV opening (0.5), the
probability of failure of the PORV to re-close (0.01), and the probability of operator failure to close the block valve
(0.1). The result of 10-5/RY is the same as the turbine trip case and thus the risk figures are the same: 2.6 x 10-7

core-melt/RY, 0.2 man-rem/RY.

The change in the probability of RPS failure is given by the change in anticipatory trip failure (0.0099) multiplied
by the non-common mode failure probabilities of the trips on low-low steam generator level, over-temperature
T, high pressurizer pressure, and high pressurizer level, each of which is 0.0001. The resulting change in ATWS
frequency is on the order of 2.3 x 10-18/RY which is negligible compared to the S2 LOCA considerations above.

(4) BWR - High Neutron Flux, Source Range.

As in the PWR case, BWR licensing basis transient calculations for startup events do not take credit for the
source range monitor (SRM) and intermediate range monitor (IRM) trip setpoints, but instead assume that the
reactor is scrammed by the startup mode setpoint of the average power range monitor (APRM) system, usually
15% of rated power. Unlike the PWRs, the IRM scram setpoints are already in the TS; the SRM scram setpoints
are not required (although the monitoring function of the SRM is addressed). Moreover, it is common (if not
universal) practice to disable the SRM scram inputs with shorting links after the plant's initial core loading is
complete. Thus, the SRM scram generally has a failure probability of 1.

Table 3.90-2

Loss of feedwater (one loop) 0.99/RY

Loss of feedwater (all loops) 0.08/RY

Feedwater instability (operator error) 0.66/RY

Feedwater instability (mechanical problem) 0.50/RY

Loss of one condensate pump 0.05/RY

Loss of all condensate pumps 0.00/RY

TOTAL: 2.28/RY

However, the SRM scram, at its usual setpoint of 5 x 105 counts/second, is generally not the first scram to occur
during a startup transient or accident. The reason is that, in a BWR, the IRM rod block and scram setpoints are
defined as percentages of full scale for each IRM range, and the IRM ranges cover five decades. The SRMs
and IRMs must overlap. SRMs are interlocked such that they cannot be withdrawn unless the IRMs are on
Range 3 or above. If the IRMs are on Range 1 (and if they are not, a rod block on IRM Downscale will prevent
rod withdrawal), the IRM scram will occur virtually simultaneously with or (more likely) prior to the SRM scram.
Therefore, the SRM scram will not reduce plant upset; it will only somewhat increase the reliability of the RPS.
The events of interest are the rod drop accident (RDA) and the short period transient. (Because of the individual
rod pulls used in a BWR, there is no analog to the PWR rod bank withdrawal error.)

RDAs and probabilities are discussed in an RDA Statistical Analysis.7 The basic sequence starts with 2 x 103

rod withdrawals/RY in the startup range. To get an RDA, a rod must disconnect (maximum 2 x 10-4), become
stuck (maximum 10-2), and become unstuck and drop at the appropriate time (maximum 6 x 10-3). This does not
imply that the rod is out of sequence or will lead to high worth. This translates into 2.4 x 10-5 RDA/RY requiring
a reactor scram. The maximum improvement the SRM scram channel can make is (1 - 0.0001)(0.0001)2 or
10-8. The F involved is then 2.4 x 10-13 event/RY; this is a negligible frequency. Even if such an event ruptured
both the vessel and containment and completely melted the entire core under the worst conditions (i.e., BWR-2
release), the maximum public risk would be 1.7 micro-man-rem/RY.
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Short period events are more common. As mentioned earlier, IE Bulletin No. 79-126 and IE Circular No. 77-075

list 5 such events in 155 BWR-years, a frequency of 3.2 x 10-2/RY. These events will happen with the IRM
channels set on their first range and the SRM scram, if functional, would not anticipate other scrams but instead
would provide a backup to the IRM scram. Rod blocks are largely ineffective here since the high incremental rod
worth is tied up in one 6-inch notch.

Historically, these events have occurred just at the point of criticality. Since the operator is using the period
meters to detect criticality, a short period event is easily noticed and these events have generally been
terminated by operator action, not by the RPS. If the operator does not intervene (assuming a probability of 0.1)
and the IRM and APRM scrams fail (probability = 10-8), the reactor core would ascend into the power range
where the usual reactivity coefficients would turn the transient around. The only consequence would be some
cladding failure due to PCI. The consequences to the public can be bounded by those of a licensing basis RDA
in which 770 fuel rods fail. These consequences are 0.007 man-rem/event. Thus, the net risk from short period
events, even with no credit for the SRM scram is, at most, (3.2 x 10-2/RY)(0.10)(10-8 )(0.007 man-rem) = 2.2 x
10-13 man-rem/RY. Again, this is negligible.

Based on the calculations in (1), (2), and (3) above, the core-melt frequency estimate was [(5.5 x 10-15) + (2.6 x
10-7) + (2.6 x 10-7)]/RY or 5.2 x 10-7/RY. The public risk reduction was estimated to be [(5.5 x 10-9) + (2.3 x 10-2)
+ (4 x 10-8) + (2 x 10-1) + (0.2)] man-rem/RY or 0.42 man-rem/RY.

Approximately 20 PWRs would be affected by the proposed action. Action on BWRs was unlikely to be approved
since the potential safety gain from the SRM trip was so small.) Assuming an average remaining life of 20
years for the affected plants, the total remaining operating life was 400 RY. Thus, the total public risk reduction
associated with this issue was approximately 170 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: TS on anticipatory trips would probably be similar to those in the PWR STS. This would involve
the following for Source Range Neutron Flux: (1) channel checks every shift except during power operation;
(2) calibration every refueling outage; and (3) analog operational tests monthly and prior to startups. For
Intermediate Range Neutron Flux, this would include: (1) channel checks every shift while in startup; (2)
calibration every refueling outage; and (3) analog operational test monthly and prior to startup. For steam
generator low level/steam-feed mismatch this would include: (1) calibration every refueling outage; and (2)
analog operational tests monthly. For turbine trip, this would include trip actuation device tests prior to startup.
It was assumed that there would be 10 startups/year, 2 months refueling outage every 18 months, 5 days to go
from cold shutdown to power, 10 minutes for channel checks, 4 hours for calibrations, and 1 hour for analog and
trip device tests. Based on a cost of $100,000/man-year, the industry cost was estimated to be $4,000/RY or
$1.6M for the affected plants.

NRC Cost: It was assumed that 2 man-years of effort would be needed to develop and carry out an action plan
for the issue, including developing CRGR packages, etc., and that monitoring licensee compliance would take 8
hours/RY of inspection time.

Total Cost: The total cost of implementing the possible solution to this issue was estimated to be $98,000/
reactor or approximately $2M for all affected reactors.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 170 man-rem and a cost of $2M for a possible solution, the value/
impact score was given by:

Other Considerations
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The above calculations did not include credit for averted cleanup costs to the licensee. It should be rem
that avoidance of PORV opening (and secondary side safety valve opening) is a major reason for installing
anticipatory trips. Inclusion of averted cleanup costs as a credit against the cost to the licensee could
significantly raise the priority score. Moreover, the occupational man-rem averted by preventing PORV opening
(and possible rupture of the pressurizer relief tank rupture disc) might also be significant.

CONCLUSION

Based on the low risk reduction potential and low value/impact score, this issue was given a low priority ranking
(see Appendix C) in August 1984. In NUREG/CR-5382,1563 it was concluded that consideration of a 20-year
license renewal period did not change the priority of the issue. Further prioritization, using the conversion factor
of $2,000/man-rem approved1689 by the Commission in September 1995, resulted in an impact/value ratio (R) of
$11,765 /man-rem which placed the issue in the DROP category.
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Issue 91: Main Crankshaft Failures in Transamerica Delaval Emergency
Diesel Generators (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

On August 12, 1983, one of the three emergency diesel generators (EDG) at the Shoreham Plant failed during
overload testing as a result of a fractured crankshaft. The failure occurred in EDG-102 and similar crankshaft
cracks were discovered in EDG-103 and EDG-101 on August 22 and 23, 1983, respectively. In addition to the
crankshaft cracks, 4 of 24 connecting rod bearings were found to contain cracks in the bearing shells. All 3
EDGs were supplied by Transamerica Delaval, Inc. (TDI) and were Model DSR-48 diesels.

On August 30, 1983, IE Information Notice No. 83-58780 was issued to inform licensees of the Shoreham event.
Prior to this, IE Information Notice No. 83-51781 had been issued to inform licensees of various diesel-generator
problems. The staff reviewed the operating status of the 3 plants with TDI engines and sent letters to all TDI
diesel owners requesting specific information about their respective engines. A letter was also sent to TDI on
December 1, 1983 requesting information on the design development history of various parts of TDI machines.
A response from TDI was sent on December 16, 1983 and, on December 23, 1983, the staff was informed that a
TDI Diesel Generator Owners' Group had been formed to address the problem.

As a result of the EDG failure at Shoreham, a TDI Project Group was established by NRR on January 16,
1984.782 On January 25, 1984, the staff provided the Commission with a status report in SECY-84-34.783 In
order to more clearly define the issue and to determine remedial action, the staff issued a letter to TDI on
February 14, 1984 requesting more information.784 In March 1984, the TDI Diesel Generators Owners' Group
submitted to the NRC its program for addressing the issue.785 In April 1984, the staff recommended to the
Commission in SECY-84-155786 that the question of reliability of TDI diesels had generic implications and should
be reported to Congress as an abnormal occurrence. An SER on the TDI Diesel Generator Owners Group
Program Plan (OGPP) was issued by the staff on August 13, 1984.787

In its SER, the staff's overall finding was that the OGPP incorporates the essential elements needed to resolve
the outstanding concerns relating to the reliability of the TDI diesel generators for nuclear service, and to ensure
that the TDI diesel engines comply with GDC 1 and GDC 17. These corrective actions include: (1) resolution
of known generic problems (Phase I), (2) systematic DR/QR of all components important to reliability and
operability of the engines (Phase II), (3) appropriate engine inspections and testing as identified by the results
of Phases I and II, and (4) appropriate maintenance and surveillance programs as indicated by the results of
Phases I and II.

After licensees complete Phases I and II of the OGPP, the licensing basis will be reviewed by the staff to
determine what modifications to the license conditions will be required. A final SER will be issued for each of
the plants that are being licensed or restarted on an interim basis. These are expected to include: Shoreham,
Grand Gulf, San Onofre, Catawba, and Comanche Peak. For plants where Phases I and II are scheduled to be
completed sufficiently ahead of licensing or restart, a final TDI Diesel SER will be developed that encompasses
the results of Phases I and II and the operational history of an engine.

Safety Significance

In the event of loss of offsite power, the power to operate the equipment necessary to maintain core cooling is
provided in most plants by EDGs. Although to varying degrees, plants can withstand the loss of both offsite and
onsite AC power (and further requirements are being proposed in USI A-44), EDG unreliability is a significant
contributor to the estimated frequency of core damage events. The question of diesel-generator reliability in
general is addressed in Item B-56, "Diesel Reliability." Issue 91 applies to the design and operation of the 16
plants which have or have not ordered TDI diesel-generators.

Possible Solutions

The possible solutions to this issue are considered to be the three elements of the TDI OGPP:
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(a) Phase I: Resolution of 16 identified generic problem areas intended (by the Owners' Group) to serve as a
basis for the licensing of plants during the period prior to completion and implementation of the OGPP.

(b) Phase II: A design review/quality revalidation of a larger set of important engine components to assure
that their design and manufacture (including specifications, quality control, quality assurance, operational
surveillance, and maintenance) are adequate.

(c) Identification of any needed additional engine testing or inspections based on findings from Phases I and II.

CONCLUSION

In response to the problems raised in this issue, the Owners' Group performed extensive design reviews of
all key engine components and developed recommendations to be implemented by the individual owners
concerning needed component replacements and modifications, component inspections to validate the "as-
manufactured" and "as-assembled" quality of key engine components, engine testing, and an enhanced engine
maintenance and surveillance program.

The staff's evaluation of the Owners' Group program, documented in NUREG-1216,1270 concluded that
implementation of the Owners' Group recommendations, plus additional actions identified, will establish the
adequacy of the TDI diesel generators for nuclear standby service as required by GDC 17 of 10 CFR 50,
Appendix A. The staff further concluded that these actions will ensure that the design and manufacturing
quality of the TDI engines is within the range normally assumed for diesel engines designed and manufactured
in accordance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix B. Continued reliability and operability of the TDI engines for the
life of the facilities will be ensured by implementation of the maintenance/ surveillance program described in
NUREG-1216.1070 Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and no new requirements were established.
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Issue 92: Fuel Crumbling During LOCA (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

Experiments conducted at several test facilities prior to 1984 showed that irradiated fuel can fragment (crumble)
into small pieces during a LOCA. Some evaluation of this effect was made for NRC by EG&G.622 Although it
was concluded that temperature increases due to relocation of crumbled fuel would be smaller than those due
to other processes that are treated conservatively in Appendix K, the question was raised whether this effect
should be treated as a long-term generic safety issue.622

Safety Significance

During the course of a LOCA, the primary system pressure drops and the fuel rods heat up. As the rods heat up,
the zircaloy cladding experiences a series of phase changes. Thus, the strength of the cladding varies, and at
a certain interval during the heatup, the internal pressure within a fuel rod will cause the cladding to plastically
deform and swell, a phenomenon normally referred to as "ballooning." By this time, the ceramic fuel pellets may
be cracked into small pieces. As the cladding swells, the crumbled fuel core drops into and (partially) fills the
ballooned region while still producing thermal energy from radioactive decay. Thus, as the fuel settles into a
shorter, fatter stack, the local linear power density (kw/ft) increases, even though the total rod power remains
constant.

At the time of the initial evaluation of this issue in July 1984, the existing ECCS performance analysis codes
did not account for fuel settling into ballooned regions. Thus, the lack of inclusion of this effect was a non-
conservatism; however, the EG&G study622 concluded that known conservatisms would more than offset this
effect.

Possible Solution

The only known solution to this possible problem was to account for the fuel settling and increased kw/ft in the
ECCS calculations. This would result in stricter limits on FQ or MAPLHGR, which would make maneuvering more
difficult and could result in a plant derate.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

This item was an issue only for a mitigated LOCA. Therefore, the frequencies of A and S1 LOCAs in
WASH-140016 were added. S2 LOCAs were not included because, if they were mitigated at all, they would be so
far from the regulatory pellet cladding temperature (PCT) limit of 2200F that additional heat from fuel crumbling
could be accommodated. The sum of the A and S1 frequencies was 4 x 10-4 /RY.

Not all LOCAs are design basis LOCAs. For a design basis LOCA, it is necessary to have the worst break
location, the worst break size, the core power distribution at the FQ (or MAPLHGR) limit, and the worst single
failure of the ECCS, plus other conservatisms in initial conditions, system capacities and calculational modeling.
The conservatisms in traditional LOCA analyses may well be sufficient to compensate for the effect of fuel
crumbling, as was discussed in the EG&G study.622 However, the opposite approach was taken and no credit for
calculation conservatism was assumed. Instead, the initial conditions in a probabilistic manner were included.

The probability of a LOCA being a design basis LOCA is very small. However, the worst case is often the worst
by only a small margin, i.e., the worst break size and location may be closely followed by other break sizes in
other locations. Thus, the probability of a near design basis LOCA is significant. Based primarily on judgment, it
was assumed that there was at most roughly a 10% probability of a LOCA approaching design basis conditions.

Consequence Estimate

The EG&G study622 discussed a PBF calculation that was somewhat conservative but indicated that peak
cladding temperatures rose 46F and peak centerline temperatures rose 790F above the nominal (no fuel
relocation) case when circumferential strain was 44%. A companion calculation, assuming 89% cladding strain,
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yielded a cladding T of 406 and a centerline T of 2290F. However, 89% core-wide cladding strain is not realistic.
According to NUREG-0630,634 a uniform cladding strain of 70% corresponds to all pins swollen into a square
shape and pressed against each other with no space remaining to accomodate further swelling. The numbers
associated with 44% cladding strain, which corresponded to about 78% channel blockage, were used for core-
wide calculations, i.e., it was assumed that every fuel pin in the core would swell 44% throughout its length.

In addition, at some point along each fuel rod, the cladding swells to the point of bursting, which relieves the
internal pressure and terminates the ballooning process. Thus, it was further assumed that a one-foot section of
each fuel rod (i.e., about 10% of the length of every fuel rod in the core) would swell to 89% cladding strain.

The rise in temperature was the main concern. Because the degree of ballooning is a function of how the
cladding passes through its various phases, rather than only a function of its peak temperature, the increased
temperature was not expected to increase the amount of ballooning. Consequently, fuel crumbling and settling
were not expected to result in more flow blockage. Some temperatures of interest were:

3455ºF - Eutectic forms (NUREG/CR-1250,161 Volume 2, Part 2, p. 513)

5148ºF - UO2 melts

During a design basis LOCA, the hottest cladding temperature will be at or slightly below 2200F before the
core is quenched by emergency core cooling water. Using the T calculated for 44% strain, the effect of fuel
settling into ballooned regions will raise peak cladding temperatures by 46F to about 2250F, and peak centerline
temperatures 900F above this to about 3150F. These temperatures were well below those needed to cause loss
of coolable geometry, or release copious quantities of non-volatile fission products or actinides from the fuel
matrix via melting or eutectic formation. The only effect would be to drive off more noble gases and iodine.

In the WASH-140016 calculations for Release Categories PWR-9 and PWR-8 (mitigated LOCA with and without
containment isolation), it was assumed that 3% of the noble gases and 1.7% of the iodine are released to the
containment. These figures were scaled up such that all the noble gases are released, i.e., it was assumed that
the radiological consequences of a fuel pin segment exceeding 2200F at the cladding are 331/3 times those of
these two release categories. Thus, 100% of the noble gases and 57% of the iodine would be released from fuel
which exceeds 2200F at the cladding. This was a bounding calculation.

The next question was, given a uniform 46F increase in cladding temperature throughout the core, what fraction
of the core will exceed the 2200F licensing limit during the LOCA? Previously, only the hottest point touched
2200F. Generally, a 10F change in PCT corresponds roughly to at most a 0.01 change in FQ for temperatures up
to 2200F. This rule of thumb was combined with three-dimensional power distribution information.633 The result
was that a uniform 46F rise will result in roughly 0.015 of the core exceeding the 2200F limit. The consequences
due to core-wide uniform ballooning and fuel setting were then bounded as follows:

R
< (containment isolated) (0.015)(33 1/3)(120 man-rem/
PWR-9)

< 60 man-rem

R
< (containment not isolated) (0.015)(33 1/3)(75,000
man-rem/PWR-8)

< 37,500 man-rem

As discussed earlier, it was assumed that a portion of each fuel rod totaling 10% of its length balloons well in
excess of 44% strain. If this strain were 89% as in the second PBF calculation, and if the section in question
previously just touched the 2200F PCT limit, the revised peak cladding and centerline temperatures would be
roughly 2600F and 4640F, respectively. The centerline would not be hot enough to melt and the cladding would
not be hot enough to form a eutectic, but, given the roughness of these estimates, the possibility of a copious
release of fission products cannot be ruled out. Accordingly, no attempt was made to base a calculation on the
degree of ballooning, but instead the radiological consequences were bounded by assuming that these 10%
sections of each fuel rod release fission products as if they were molten. (It was assumed that there was no
probability of containment overpressure or other mechanistic consequence normally associated with a core-
melt.) Because 0.1 of the mass of the core was affected, one-tenth of the radiological consequences of a PWR-7
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release (core-melt with no containment failure) and a PWR-5 release (core-melt with failure of the containment
to isolate) were used. The increase in consequences due to enhanced release at the rupture points on each fuel
rod were then calculated as follows:

R
< (containment isolated) (0.1)(2300 man-rem/PWR-7)

< 230 man-rem

R
< (containment not isolated) (0.1)(1,000,000 man-rem/
PWR-5)

< 100,000 man-rem

Combining these values, the public risk associated with this issue was estimated to be as follows:

FR
< (4 x 10-4 LOCAs/RY)(0.10 near design basis LOCAs/
LOCA) x [(0.9 containment isolation/DBLOCA)(60 +
230) man-rem + (0.1 isolation failure/DBLOCA)(37,500
+ 100,000) man-rem]

< 0.56 man-rem/RY

For a 30-year plant life, the public risk was estimated to be about 20 man-rem/reactor.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: A possible fix was to reduce FQ limits by about 0.05 which would lower the calculated PCT by
about 50F. This would make it harder to maneuver the plant; startups and load changes would take longer. If a
plant is or becomes LOCA-limited, this would also cause a derate. In addition, changes in the ECCS analysis
generally involve considerable administrative expense. As a minimum cost, it was assumed that 5 startups
(scram recoveries) a year would be extended by one hour, and that one staff-year (including NRC staff time)
and $50,000 of computer expense would be expended in TS changes. Thus, the total cost over a 30-year period
would be at least $1M/reactor.

NRC Cost: The NRC cost was negligible compared to the industry cost.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 20 man-rem and a cost of $1M for a possible solution, the value/
impact score was given by:

CONCLUSION

The above calculations indicated that this issue should be placed no higher than the low priority category. This
meant that there was insufficient risk-based justification for starting a major re-review of existing ECCS Appendix
K performance analyses. However, it was noted that there were ongoing efforts to develop and license ECCS
performance models that were more realistic (and consequently less conservative) than the models in use at the
time of this evaluation in July 1984.

It was not valid to conclude that the effects of fuel crumbling and settling into ballooned regions could necessarily
be neglected in any new, more realistic models. Instead, it was expected that these effects (which are real
physical phenomena) would be appropriately addressed in the calculations. Moreover, a separate generic
issue on fuel crumbling was not necessary; such work was best done within the scope of the review of the new
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calculational methodology. Thus, the issue was given a low priority (see Appendix C). In NUREG/CR-5382,1563

it was concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not change this priority. Further
prioritization, using the conversion factor of $2,000/man-rem approved1689 by the Commission in September
1995, resulted in an impact/value ratio (R) of $50,000/man-rem which placed the issue in the DROP category.
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Issue 93: Steam Binding of Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was recommended635 for prioritization by DSI after a review of the AEOD engineering evaluation
report (AEOD/E325)636 on vapor binding of the AFW pumps at H.B.Robinson Unit 2. Further AEOD study of the
event resulted in recommendations which were documented in AEOD/C404.637

The report637 discusses thirteen occurrences reported in 1983 of steam binding of one or more AFW pumps
resulting from the leakage of heated main feedwater into the AFW system. The systems are isolated by various
combinations of check valves and control valves. The back-leakage occurred through several valves in series.
The heated main feedwater, leaking into the AFW system, flashed to steam in the pumps and AFW discharge
lines and resulted in steam binding of the AFW pumps.

Operating experience to date includes 22 events of reported back-leakage in 6 operating PWRs in the USA
and at 1 foreign reactor. In other cases, backleakage has been observed but was not considered as reportable
occurrences.

The potential for common mode failure is present whenever one pump is steam-bound because the pumps are
connected to common piping with only a single check valve to prevent back-leakage of hot water to the second
or third pump. Steam binding of more than one pump was reported to occur in 3 of the 13 events reported in
1983.

Although steam binding of the pumps was reported on only W designed plants, a back-leakage event is believed
to have rendered an AFW flow sensor inoperable at Crystal River, a B&W-designed plant. The actual operating
status of the pump and train during this event remains unknown. However, the AFW system in all PWRs is
sufficiently similar so as to consider it a generic problem for all PWRs.

Safety Significance

The back-leakage of steam represents a potential CCF for the AFW system that could result in the loss of its
safety function.

Possible Solutions

AEOD has recommended637 that regular monitoring of the temperature of the AFW pumps be implemented
to provide early detection of back-leakage of main feedwater. This will permit bleeding off the heated water
and/or steam before acute steam binding of the pumps can occur. The addition of a pyrometer on the AFW
discharge line at or near the pump would permit monitoring of the temperature of the fluid in the system by the
plant operators during their routine visual inspections. Records of the temperature readings would show the
onset of leakage at an insidious level. Trends of temperature rise times would also provide for the determination
of optimal reading and recording intervals which would provide adequate assurance of system availability. The
use of a pyrometer would reduce the possibility of error resulting from estimating the temperature by the operator
placing his hand close to the auxiliary feedwater pumps or discharge lines.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

The events experienced in 1983 are considered typical even though the number of events reported annually
(prior to 1983) are less. The reporting of back-leakage is only required in those cases in which the pump has
been rendered inoperable. Back-leakage which may have been detected on the steam bled from the system
before a pump was rendered inoperable might not be considered a reportable occurrence. In fact, it is believed
likely that the number of back-leakage events exceeds the number of events reported in 1983 and prior years.
However, for this analysis 13 events will be used as the annual occurrence frequency of back-leakage events.

In the calculations, all plants will be assumed to have three auxiliary feedwater pumps although some may have
two. The effect of this assumption will be that the total unavailability of the auxiliary feedwater system for those
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plants having only two pumps will be about 50% lower than the actual unavailability. However, due to the small
number of plants having only two pumps, this error is not expected to significantly impact the results.

Frequency/Consequence Estimate

There were 13 events of pump unavailability reported in 1983. Based upon an expected 15 system demands/RY,
3 pumps/plant, and 47 plants, the unavailability/pump-demand (Q) is calculated as follows:

Q = 13/(47 x 3 x 15) = 6.1 x 10-3

A second pump failure occurring simultaneously was reported to have occurred in 3 of the 13 events. The failure
of a second pump is then expected to occur 3 times in 13 events, or at an occurrence rate of 3/13 or 0.23.
Assuming that given two pumps having become steam bound, the conditional probability that the third pump will
also become steam bound is 0.1 results in a demand unavailability of all 3 AFW pumps of 1.4 x 10-4.

The original prioritization was based upon the Sequoyah RSSMAP54 study. This analysis had a TML sequence
which led to core melt and the dominant containment failure mode was due to hydrogen burning. It is the belief
of many in the PRA risk analysis field that the TML sequence will not lead to core-melt, and that the probability
of containment failure due to hydrogen burning may be reduced by orders of magnitude. Further, to assume
that the Sequoyah containment (an ice condenser) can be utilized in generic calculations may not be valid.
Hence, the consequences were reexamined using the results of the Reactor Safety Study16 (RSS) and the Surry
containment.

In the RSS for Surry, the unavailability of the AFW system was calculated to be 1.5 x 10-4/demand which did
not include steam binding of the AFW pumps. The major sequence affected is the TMLB- sequence which
is increased from 3 x 10-6/RY to 5.8 x 10-6/RY by the addition of steam binding to the AFW unavailability. In
addition, a very small contribution is made by a TML sequence.

The PWR release categories are as defined in the RSS. The whole body man-rem dose is obtained by using the
CRAC code64 assuming an average population density of 340 persons per square mile (which is the mean for
U.S. domestic sites) from an exclusion area of a one-half mile radius about the reactor out to a 50-mile radius
about the reactor. A typical midwest plain meteorology is also assumed. Based upon these assumptions, the
public dose resulting from each category is as follows:

Release Category Dose (man-rem)

1 5.4 x 106

2 4.8 x 106

3 5.4 x 106

5 1.0 x 106

6 1.5 x 105

7 2.3 x 103

The steam binding of the AFW pumps will increase the frequency of the following listed sequences in the
categories shown resulting in the listed dose.

Category Sequence Frequency
Increase (RY-1)

Dose (man-rem/RY)

1 TMLB - 2.8 x 10-8 1.5 x 10-1

2
TMLB - 

1.9 x 10-6 9.12

TMLB - 
6.5 x 10-7 3.12
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Category Sequence Frequency
Increase (RY-1)

Dose (man-rem/RY)

3 TML - 5.6 x 10-8 3.0 x 10-1

5
TML - 

2.8 x 10-10 3.0 x 10-4

6 TMLB - 5.6 x 10-7 8.4 x 10-2

7 TML - 5.6 x 10-6 1.3 x 10-2

Considering only the TMLB1 sequences the resulting dose is 12.5 man-rem/RY. The TML sequences are
excluded due to the present uncertainty regarding core-melt of this sequence. For the 90 PWRs which are
expected to be operating having an average life of 28.8 years, the total public dose will be 3.2 x 104 man-rem.

The assumed probability of 0.1 for the third pump failing from steam binding, given that two have failed, may not
be conservative, but rather may be overly optimistic. If it is assumed that of the three events, where 2 pumps
were reported to have been steam bound, that one event also involved 3 pumps, then the public dose risk would
increase by a factor of 3 to the value of 9.6 x 104 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: The cost estimate was based upon a number of engineering assumptions which are believed
to be conservatively biased toward the high side of the costs involved. Equipment costs for the pyrometers are
estimated to be $7,500/plant ($2,500 each); the selection, installation design, ordering, installation and test
were estimated to be 10 person-weeks/reactor, or $22,700. No increase in operating cost is calculated. It is
believed that the reading and recording of the temperature of the AFW pumps can be included as part of the
plant surveillance activities which are normally accomplished each operating shift. Test and maintenance costs
were estimated to be 1 man-week/RY. For the 47 backfit reactors with an average remaining life of 27 years,
the maintenance costs total $2.9M. For the 43 forward-fit reactors having a life of 30 years, the maintenance
costs total $2.9M. It is further estimated that each pyrometer will be replaced twice during the plant life at a cost
of $32,000/plant. The total industry cost to install pyrometers at or near each pump, based upon the above, is
$11.4M.

NRC Cost: The NRC cost is estimated to not exceed 1 man-week/reactor or $0.2M for all affected plants.

Value/Impact Assessment

(1) For the scenario in which the probability of the third pump failing steam bound is 0.1, the value/impact score
is given by:

(2) For the scenario in which the probability of the third pump failing steam bound is 0.33, the value/impact score
is given by:
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CONCLUSION

Both the total dose in man-rem and the value/impact score vary from bordering between medium to high priority
for the third pump failure of 0.1 to high priority for the third pump failure, if the third pump failure were 0.33. In
light of the uncertainty associated with this issue, a HIGH priority was assigned.

In October 1985, IE Bulletin 85-011112 was issued to licensees with requirements to develop procedures to detect
or correct steam binding. In resolving this issue, the staff surveyed the back-leakage experience in operating
plants following the implementation of monitoring procedures. Although the number of back-leakage events
varied from an average of less than 1/RY at a large majority of plants to more than 100/RY at others, none
of the back-leakage events that occurred during the review period resulted in the steam binding of an AFW
pump. This indicated that the various monitoring methods employed can be highly effective in preventing steam
binding if back-leakage occurs. For the plants with a high back-leakage event rate, the installation of continuous
monitoring systems with contol room alarms was instrumental in providing for early warning to the operator and
timely corrective action.

The results of the staff's regulatory analysis indicated that the following recommendations in IE Bulletin 85-011112

would ensure that the contribution of AFW pump steam binding to core-melt frequency and public risk was
sufficiently low and that there was no need for new recommendations beyond those in IE Bulletin 85-01.
Thus, the staff concluded that the recommended monitoring actions of IE Bulletin 85-01 should be continued.
In February 1988, Generic Letter 88-031113 was issued to reinforce this conclusion. Thus, this issue was
RESOLVED and requirements were established. The staff also agreed to revise NRC Inspection Procedure
71707-03C to include the matter of monitoring the AFWS pumps for steam binding as an example of a recurring
operational event that should be periodically checked by the NRC inspectors.1114
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Issue 94: Additional Low Temperature Overpressure Protection for Light
Water Reactors (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

Low temperature overpressurization originally identified in NUREG 03712 as item A-26. This issue later became
USI A-26 and was resolved in September 1978 with a revision to SRP11

Section 5.2. The resolution of USI A-26 affected all operating and future PWRs and required PWR licensees to
implement procedures to reduce the potential for overpressure events and to install equipment modifications to
mitigate such events. MPA B-04 was established by DL to track the implementation of this resolution at operating
PWRs.578 Current requirements are stated in SRP11 Section 5.2.2, "Overpressure Protection," and BTP-RSB
5-2, "Overpressure Protection of Pressurized Water Reactors While Operating at Low Temperatures."

From 1979 to July 1983, 12 pressure transients were reported; of these, 2 events at Turkey Point Unit 4 on
November 28 and 29, 1981, exceeded the TS limit (415 psig below 355F) by about 700 psig and 351 psig,
respectively.591, 592 The overpressurization transients at Turkey Point were the first events to occur at an
operating PWR that exceeded the TS limits since the staff resolved USI A-26. The events were identified to
Congress as Abnormal Occurrences because they involved a major reduction in the degee of protection to the
public health or safety.

The number of overpressure transient events, specifically the two instances at Turkey Point, suggested
potential weaknesses in the existing overpressure protection criteria or its implementation that warranted further
investigation by the staff. The two Turkey Point events resulted from one overpressure mitigation system (OMS)
channel being out for maintenance and the other (redundant) channel being disabled by undetected errors
during the first event and from undetected equipment malfunctions during the second event. These events were
reported in AEOD/C401.792

Safety Significance

Major overpressurization of the RCS, if combined with a critical size crack, could result in a brittle failure of the
reactor vessel. Failure of the reactor vessel could make it impossible to provide adequate coolant to the reactor
and result in a major core damage or core melt accident. This issue affected the design and operation of all
PWRs.

Possible Solution

Resolution of this issue was suggested by RSB,788 MEB,793 and AEOD792, 794 to include all or some of the
following proposed new requirements:

(a) Amend the STS and the SRP to require each licensee to identify the criteria used to determine if and when
the low temperature overpressure protection (Ltop) system setpoints need to be adjusted to account for the
irradiation induced embrittlement of the reactor vessel.

(b) Make more use of the relief valves in the RHR for Ltop by raising the setpoint for the auto closure of the
isolation valves.

(c) Amend the STS to allow no plant operation in the "water solid" condition with either train of the Ltop system
out of service.

(d) Amend the STS to allow no plant to operate in the "water solid" condition with an SI pump in service.

(e) Require the Ltop system to be fully safety grade.

(f) Require reactors to upgrade their TS to the STS for Ltops.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate
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Before 1979, there were 30 reported PWR events where the RCS pressure/temperature violated TS. After
1979, following changes to operating pro‚cedures and the implementation of OMS, there were 2 reported events
of overpressure excursions at low temperature. Between 1979 and the time of this evaluation, PWRs had
accumulated approximately 250 RY of operating time. Therefore, the expected frequency

of overpressure excursion events was 0.01/RY. There was concern expressed for including 1979 experience
since increased operator awareness of overpressure problems may have biased the results; however, the small
number of installed OMS would have also permitted more overpressure events and it was concluded that the
1979 data should be included.

The reactor vessel and weld materials have toughness properties which are defined by the nil ductility transition
reference temperature, RT(ndt). The higher the copper and nickel content, the higher the RT(ndt). The RT(ndt)
also increases with fluence or the cumulative exposure of the vessel to neutron irradiation. The probability of
vessel failure due to a pressure spike is a function of the initial temperature (T) in relation to the RT(ndt) or the
RT(ndt). It is also a function of the initial pressure and the change in pressure.

The probability of vessel failure was estimated using the Vessel Integrity Simulation Analysis (VISA) code790

based on the assumed values of pressure, temperature, and RT(ndt). The code was a Monte Carlo technique
which results in no probability of failure based on a reasonable number of runs if the expected flaw size
distribution (which predicts small probabilities for a large 1/4 thickness flaw) is used. Therefore, to get an
estimate, the probability of a 1/4 thickness flaw was assumed to be 1.

The vessel failure probability calculated with this probability of a 1/4 thickness flaw was then reduced by a factor
of 2250 to adjust the results to the expected flaw size distribution. This factor was obtained by ratioing the results
given by two VISA runs: (1) assuming the expected flaw size distribution, but a very high copper and nickel
content in order to force calculated failures, and (2) assuming the probability of a 1/4 thickness flaw to be 1 and
the same very high copper and nickel contents. The adjusted estimate was then multiplied by 6 to account for
the assumed 6 welds on the reactor vessel beltline.

Based upon a review of the previous overpressure events prior to 1978, it was found that 30% reached a peak
pressure that was between 1,100 psia and 2485 psia. In another 5% of these events, the peak pressure was
between 950 psia and 1200 psia. In the remaining 65%, pressure was prevented from exceeding 950 psia by
operator actions. Thus, a series of VISA code runs were made at 2485 psia, 1200 psia, and 950 psia to obtain
the probability of reactor vessel failure as a function of T RT(ndt).

Two types of reactor vessels were analyzed. The first is represented by the Oconee 3 vessel with 0.20% copper
and 0.63% nickel content. The second is represented by a vessel with high copper (0.35%) and nickel (1%)
contents.

Based on the information available on 38 PWRs, the copper and nickel content of 14 of these reactors was
higher than in the Oconee 3 vessel. Thus, 38% of the operating PWRs or 17 reactor vessels are assumed to be
similar to the "High" plant and the remaining 30 vessels are assumed to be similar to Oconee 3.

At the midlife of the vessels, the fluence is estimated to be 8.5 x 1018 neutrons/cm2. This fluence converts to a
RT(ndt) of 267ºF for the "High" vessel and 231ºF for the Oconee type vessel using the methodology contained in
Regulatory Guide 1.99, Rev. 2. If it is assumed that the starting temperature is 110ºF and the T RT(ndt) value is
about 150ºF for the "High" vessel and 120ºF for the Oconee type vessel. These values of T RT(ndt) result in the
probability of failure as follows:

Probability of Failure Per Event

Peak Pressure (psia) Oconee Vessel "High" Vessel

2485 1.5 x 103 2.2 x 103

1200 7.0 x 107 7.0 x 106

950 <1.0 x 109 <1.0 x 109

The predicted probability of failure at 2485 psia peak surge at the end of life fluence (1.4 x 1019 trons/cm2) for
the Oconee vessel is 2.6 x 103 and 2.7 x 103 for the "High" type vessel. The average failure frequency for the
Oconee type vessels was calculated to be 4.5 x 106 failures/RY and 6.6 x 106 failures/RY for the "High" type
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vessel. It was assumed that a failure of the reactor vessel will result in a core-melt accident with a probability
of 1. The implementation of the possible solutions would reduce the frequency of an Ltop occurring but not the
probability of a vessel failure, given the occurrence of an Ltop event. The frequency of Ltop events was expected
to be reduced by a factor of 10 for the solutions proposed. This reduction in Ltop occurrence results in a core-
melt frequency reduction of 4.05 x 106/RY for the Oconee type vessels and 5.9 x 106/RY for the "High" vessels.

Consequence Estimate

The core melt accident resulting from a Ltop failure of the pressure vessel is expected to result in a S1D accident
sequence as defined in WASH 1400.16 The S1D sequence is a small break LOCA with failure of the emergency
coolant injection. The S1D sequence results in releases with the associated probability for the following release
categories, given a core-melt.

PWR-1 = 0.01 PWR-5 = 0.0073

PWR-3 = 0.2 PWR-7 = 0.8

The whole body man-rem dose was obtained by using the CRAC Code64 assuming an average population
density of 340 persons per square mile (which is the mean for U.S. domestic sites) in an exclusion area from a
one half mile radius about the reactor out to a 50 mile radius about the reactor. A typical midwest meteorology
was also assumed. Based upon these assumptions, the following whole body man-rem doses result from the
following categories.

PWR 1 = 5.4 x 106 man-rem PWR-5 = 1.0 x 106 man-rem

PWR 3 = 5.4 x 106 man-rem PWR-7 = 2.3 x 103 man-rem

Utilizing the reduction in core melt frequency, the probability per release category, and the whole body dose
consequence factor, the public risk reduction was calculated to be as follows:

Release Category Oconee 3" "High"

Public Risk (man-rem/RY)

PWR-1 0.2 0.3

PWR-3 4.4 6.4

PWR-5 0.03 0.04

PWR-7 0.007 0.01

Total: 4.6 6.7

For the average remaining plant life of 26 years, the averted public risk is 120 man-rem/reactor and 174 man-
rem/reactor for the Oconee 3 and "High" type of vessels, respectively. Based on a reactor vessel population of
47 (of which 17 are in the "High" vessel classification), the expected value of averted public risk is 6,560 man-
rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: The industry costs are dominated by the costs associated with upgrading the OMS; principally,
upgrading the PORVs to safety grade. PNL estimated64 that valve backfit labor costs are $27,200/plant based
on 12 man wks/plant at $2,270/man wk. This includes management review, QA control, licensing review, and
engineering for the backfit. Material requirements are 2 safety grade PORVs and 2 instrumented (for automatic
actuation) block valves, each costing $25,000. Incremental material costs such as piping, supports, hardware,
etc., beyond those associated with initial installation of the safety grade PORVs and instrumented block valves at
a plant were estimated at $50,000. The cost for the safety analysis was estimated to be $50,000/plant. A Class
III License Amendment for the valve upgrade was estimated to be $4,000. Therefore, the implementation cost
was estimated to be $237,000/plant. Other industry costs for analysis, TS changes, and test procedure changes
were expected to total $190,000/plant. The total industry cost for implementation of the possible solution was
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estimated to be $260,000/plant or $12M for all 47 plants. The operation/maintenance costs were not expected to
significantly increase over routine plant costs for operation and maintenance.

NRC Cost: The NRC costs were estimated to be $38,000 for development of a resolution and $10,000/plant
for review of the overpressure mitigation provisions. These costs were expected to total $0.5M for the affected
plants.

Total Cost: The total cost associated with the possible solution to this issue was estimated to be $(12 + 0.5)M or
$12.5M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a potential public risk reduction of 6,560 man-rem and a cost of $12.5M for a possible solution, the
value/impact score is given by:

The upgrading of the OMS or Ltop system to safety grade (safety related or important to safety) does not by
itself assure improved system reliability. Hence, the benefit of making the OMS safety grade to assure a higher
proba‚bility of successful mitigation of overpressure challenges may not be rea‚lized. A greater benefit may result
from more stringent procedures and tech‚nical specifications, e.g., not permitting water solid operation without
both channels of the OMS in operation. Thus, it may be possible to decrease the number of overpressure
incidents and better assure OMS operation without hard‚ware changes, in which case, the major plant cost
contributor would be eliminated.

With the elimination of hardware changes, it was estimated that procedural and TS changes could be developed
for $190,000/plant or $0.9M for all 47 plants. NRC costs were estimated to be 60% of the hardware related
costs. Thus, without the hardware changes and assuming the same potential risk reduction, the value/impact
score is given by:

Other Considerations

The frequency of overpressure events may be higher than the above estimate which was based solely on
the number of events that have occurred. Other failure modes are possible, with failure of the PORV a prime
example. The frequency of events that initiate overpressure transients and would chal lenge the OMS is
probably unchanged from the pre-1979 level (about 0.13/RY). However, the OMS prevents these events from
becoming overpressure events. Even if the unavailability of the OMS were 0.01/demand, the frequency of
overpressure excursions would be increased by only 10% from the estimate that was used.

The analysis assumed that a brittle failure of the reactor vessel will always result in a core melt accident.
However, depending upon the break type and size, the amount of decay heat generated by the fuel and the
location of the vessel failure, the ECCS may be capable of keeping the core covered and thereby prevent fuel
melt. The assumption that a vessel failure produces a core melt resulted in some overestimation in this analysis.

There is no additional ORE associated with the implementation of the possible solution to this issue, except the
20,000 man-rem/accident averted to clean up after an Ltop induced core melt. This amounts to 3 man-rem per
"High" plant and 2.1 man-rem for the Oconee 3 type plant, for a total of 114 man-rem for all plants.
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Averted accident costs based upon the present worth of $1,650M for cleanup and power replacement costs
over a ten-year period amount to $0.25M/plant for each "High" plant. For the Oconee 3 type plants, the averted
accident costs are approximately $0.17M/plant. Thus, the total averted cost for all plants was estimated to be
$10.4M.

Ltop events which do not result in reactor vessel damage would still require an engineering analysis and
inspection to assure vessel integrity. Assuming the cost of such an analysis to be $25,000/event and an average
outage of 5 days for which replacement power must be purchased at $300,000/day, the Ltop frequency reduction
would result in cost savings of approximately $0.4M/plant or total averted costs of $18.6M.

CONCLUSION

Based on the potential risk reduction and the value/impact score, this issue was given a high priority ranking;
its resolution was later combined with that of Issue 70 so that one set of requirements could be issued to
licensees.1287 In resolving this issue, the staff issued Generic Letter 90-061290 which required a revision to the
TS for overpressure protection at the affected plants. This action was a follow-up to the resolution of USI A-26
and represented a backfit based on a new interpretation of

exiting requirements for some licensees and CP holders with W and CE reactors. The regulatory analysis for
this resolution was reported in NUREG-1326.1291 Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and new requirements were
established.1292
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Issue 95: Loss of Effective Volume for Containment Recirculation Spray
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This concern was raised by an NRC resident inspector who questioned the practice of leaving the refueling canal
drain valve in the closed position during operations at H. B. Robinson Unit 2.1219 A subsequent investigation by
the licensee revealed that W had intended the refueling canal drain valve to be open during operation, but that
operation with the valve closed would not adversely impact safety due to the large volume of water available
from the Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST) relative to the maximum volume of water which could be
entrapped in the refueling canal. Nevertheless, the licensee decided to operate the plant with the valve open and
to revise plant procedures accordingly.

Because of the potential generic implications of this matter, Task Interface Agreement (TIA) 83-144 was
established1220 to review the containment sump configuration for certain plants to determine whether
unacceptable entrapment of water could occur during recirculation. The TIA specifically made two requests:

(1) A review of H. B. Robinson Unit 2 to determine if the plant configuration and licensee's corrective action
(operation with the drain valve open) were adequate to prevent unacceptable water entrapment. The licensee's
response was taken under staff review and subsequently found acceptable.1220

(2) A reexamination of those PWRs that were not reviewed under SRP11 6.2.2, "Containment Heat Removal
Systems," to determine if water entrapment could occur such that recirculation heat removal may be inadequate.
Twenty-seven PWRs were identified that needed to be surveyed to determine if entrapment of containment
recirculation water could occur.1219

Safety Significance

The principal concern of this issue was the potential for water entrapment in the refueling canal of certain
operating PWRs. If the refueling canal drains in a PWR dry containment are closed during plant operation and
a LOCA occurs, that fraction of the containment spray which falls into the refueling canal would be prevented
from returning to the containment emergency sump. Eventually, the entire volume of the refueling canal would be
filled with water which would then not be available for the recirculation mode of containment and reactor cooling.

The system failures of concern in the recirculation mode are the containment spray recirculation and emergency
coolant recirculation systems. Following a postulated LOCA and after the injection phase of containment spray is
complete, it is likely that containment spray flow could be discontinued while maintaining containment pressure
reduction with the containment fan cooler units and returning all of the recirculated water to the core. Since the
containment fan coolers may be sufficient to maintain containment pressure following spray injection, the safety
concern is the potential loss of emergency coolant recirculation. If the volume of water held up in the refueling
canal is greater than the margin of excess water allotted in the design of the containment sump and recirculation
systems, containment cooling and/or reactor cooling could be lost for some LOCA events. If there is not enough
water for effective emergency coolant recirculation, then core-melt may ensue.

Possible Solutions

It was believed that resolution of this issue could involve the following actions:

(1) Review containment sump and recirculation system (including refueling canal drain valve position while the
plant is at power). Evaluate the recirculation system to determine if water entrapment could occur such that
recirculation heat removal may be inadequate.

(2) If necessary, change procedures such that the refueling canal drain valve is in the open position while the
reactor is operating to assure that the most water which can be available is available for recirculation.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

To establish the priority of this issue, the potential reduction in core-melt frequency was quantified as the result of
the affected plants revising their current operating procedures due to implementation of the proposed resolution.
It was believed that, by changing the operating procedures of the affected plants, the risk will be reduced due
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to the expected improvement in the reliability of the emergency coolant recirculation and containment spray
recirculation systems.

The Oconee 3 PRA studies were used as a representative PWR to estimate the increase in the reliability of
containment spray recirculation and emergency coolant recirculation systems. In performing this analysis, it
was assumed that resolution of this issue will serve to identify a need for procedural changes at approximately
one-half of those PWRs that were not reviewed under SRP11 6.2.2. (SRP 6.2.2 requires that the potential for
and effects of recirculation water holdup be specifically addressed in plant FSARs and/or TS). The remaining
one-half are assumed to already operate with the refueling canal drain valve in the open position. A reduction in
public risk at those plants which are currently operating with the refueling canal drain valve in the closed position
will result from an increase in the reliability of the containment spray recirculation and emergency coolant
recirculation systems.

Frequency Estimate

In performing the analysis, it was assumed that the issue affected 26 operating PWRs which were licensed
prior to 1975 and hence not reviewed under SRP11 6.2.2. However, it was assumed that one-half of these
plants operated with the refueling canal drain valve in the open position and were not required to modify their
procedures. Therefore, 13 plants will realize a reduction in risk by implementing the issue resolution. At the time
of this evaluation, the average remaining life of the affected operated PWRs was 24 years.

It was estimated that the value for the unavailability of sufficient water for recirculation due to water entrapment
was no worse than the unavailability of the low pressure injection system and the high pressure recirculation
system. The parameters affected are H (Emergency Coolant Recirculation System Failure) and F (Containment
Spray Recirculation System Failure); F is a dependent failure.

For those plants operating with the refueling canal drain valve in the closed position, the base case values are
1.07 x 10-2/demand for H and 0.4/demand for F, given H. For those plants that revise their operating procedures,
the adjusted case becomes 7.7 x 10-3/demand for H and the dependent failure F remains at 0.4/demand, given
event H. The reduction in failure probability of H is thus 3 x 10-3/demand. This value was estimated on the basis
of human error (procedural) and was added to the Oconee RSSMAP value of H to determine the base case
probability of H (0.0107/demand), because the determination of the value of H in the PRA does not consider
inadequate water supply as a cause of ECCS failure.

The estimated base case core-melt frequency for those plants operating with the refueling canal drain valve in
the closed position was 4.3 x 10-5/RY and the adjusted case core-melt frequency for those plants implementing
procedural changes was 3.1 x 10-5/RY. The estimated resultant accident frequency reduction was 1.2 x 10-5/RY.

Consequence Estimate

The base case public risk was 113.4 man-rem/RY and the adjusted case affected public risk was 80.1 man-
rem/RY. The resultant public risk reduction was 33.3 man-rem/RY. Therefore, the total potential risk reduction
associated with this issue was 1.2 x 104 man-rem for all affected reactors.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: Implementation of the proposed resolution was assumed to affect the 26 PWRs that were
licensed prior to 1975 and hence not reviewed under SRP11 6.2.2. Of these 26 plants, it was assumed that
13 required change and the remaining 13 did not. It was assumed that all 26 plants will have to evaluate their
existing containment recirculation systems and review normal valve position and operating procedures. Two
man-weeks/plant were estimated for the evaluation and review. In addition, all 26 plants must respond to the
NRC request for system analysis. Two man-weeks/plant were estimated for plant response to the NRC. For
those plants that have to implement the proposed resolution, 3 man-weeks/plant were estimated for TS revisions
and 3 man-weeks/plant for administrative changes and modifications. Therefore, it was estimated to take 10
man-weeks/plant for those plants requiring change and 4 man-weeks/plant for those plants not requiring change.
At $2270/man-week, the plant implementation cost was $22,700/plant for plants requiring change and $9,080/
plant for plants not requiring change. The implementation cost for the 13 plants requiring change was $295,100
and $118,040 for those plants not requiring change, for a total implementation cost of $413,140. No additional
plant maintenance and operating costs were expected from implementing the proposed resolution.
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NRC Cost: It was estimated that resolution of this issue would involve a review by the responsible technical
branches to determine which of the 26 affected plants had a vulnerability to water entrapment. It was assumed
that a review of 2 man-weeks/plant would be needed to verify each licensee's analysis of the matter of water
entrapment. In addition, the cost analysis anticipated that the NRC would issue a bulletin requesting that
licensees review their containment sumps and recirculation systems, as outlined in the proposed resolution.

The NRC cost for safety issue resolution (SIR) development was estimated to be $26,000 for the bulletin and
$120,000 for review of licensee evaluations, for a total of $140,000. Resolution of this issue assumed procedural
changes at 13 of the 26 plants and one man-week/plant for support of the SIR implementation. At $2270/man-
week, the NRC cost for support of SIR implementation was estimated to be $30,000. The total NRC cost for
development and support of SIR implementation was $170,000.

Total Cost: The total estimated industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution to this issue was
$0.58M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a potential risk reduction of 1.2 x 104 man-rem and a cost of $0.58M, the value/impact score is given
by:

Other Considerations

(1) The implementation of the proposed resolution was assumed not to involve any labor in radiation zones
because implementation would consist of modifications to plant procedures.

(2) The occupational dose increase for SIR operation and maintenance was anticipated to be 0.01 man-rem/RY.
Plant operation with the refueling canal drain valve in the open position has no effect on occupational exposure.
The SIR would increase occupational dose by the amount of exposure required to close and open the valve
once per fuel cycle.

(3) The core-melt frequency reduction of 1.2 x 10-5/RY results in avoidance of occupational exposure associated
with core-melt cleanup operations (20,000 man-rem/core-melt).64 The accident avoidance dose over the
remaining plant life is (24 years)(1.2 x 10-5/RY)(20,000 man-rem/core-melt) or 5.8 man-rem/plant.

(4) The present worth cost of a core-melt accident is estimated at $1.65 billion considering cleanup and
replacement power cost over a ten-year period.64 Based on this value and the resultant core-melt frequency
reduction associated with implementation of the proposed resolution, the accident avoidance cost was estimated
to be about (24 years)(1.2 x 10-5/RY)

($1,560M/core-melt) or $0.475M/plant.

(5) Since the issue was limited to a relatively small number of older PWRs and the configuration of the refueling
canal and drains vary significantly between these plants, the ultimate resolution of the issue would require

a plant-specific analysis for each of the affected plants. Therefore, it was recommended that the affected
licensees be sent a 10 CFR 50.54(f) letter requesting certification that:

(a) During power operation, each plant operates with refueling water canal drains open so that water from the
canal drains to the containment sump following a LOCA and that the drains are sized so that the return flow to
the containment sump is adequate to maintain the required net positive head to the recirculation pumps, or

(b) The ECCS analysis for each plant, performed as required by 10 CFR 50.46, considered the amount of water
that could accumulate in the refueling canal and that recirculation flow can be maintained without the water
accumulated in the canal.
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This suggested approach would have been consistent with existing regulations and would have eliminated the
necessity of attempting to perform generic risk analyses on what appeared to be a very plant-specific problem.

CONCLUSION

Based on the above the value/impact score, this issue as given a high priority ranking and was later RESOLVED
by NRR with the issuance of Information Notice No. 90-191296; no new requirements were established.
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Issue 96: RHR Suction Valve Testing
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was identified during the staff review of the Indian Point 2 and Zion PRAs1150; in both of these studies,
the dominant interfacing systems LOCA events were estimated to be through the RHR suction valves.

The significance of interfacing systems LOCA was recognized for some time, as evidenced by Item B-63,
"Isolation of Low Pressure Systems Connected to the Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary," which was
resolved763 and implemented under MPA B-45. However, Issue 96 could not be integrated into Item B-63
because the resolution of Item B-63 exclusively addressed piping that leads into the primary system.

Safety Significance

The RHR system typically consists of two pumps and two heat exchangers, with associated controls and piping,
and is used to bring a plant to, and maintain it in, a condition of cold shutdown. When used in this mode, the
RHR suction is lined up to a primary loop hot leg and the RHR discharge to the cold legs. However, the RHR
system is not a high pressure system. When the primary system pressure is high, the RHR must be isolated
from the primary system. Both Zion and Indian Point 2 have a single suction path connecting the hot leg of
one primary loop to a common header (also connected to the RWST and the containment sump) which feeds
both RHR pumps. This path is equipped with two gate valves in series that isolate the high pressure piping
from the low pressure RHR piping. Both valves are located within containment and function simultaneously as
containment isolation valves and as part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary. Because there are two valves
in series, this arrangement meets the single failure criterion. However, there remains a small probability of failure
of both valves. This could happen either by means of a double (cascading) rupture or by the inadvertent opening
of one valve and the subsequent rupture of the other. (If both valves are inadvertently left open, the primary
system cannot be pressurized; in addition, interlocks will prevent inadvertent opening of either valve after the
primary system is pressurized.) However, the desirability of these interlocks is the subject of Issue 99 and, in
some plants, the interlocks have been removed.

If both valves fail, high pressure primary fluid will enter the low pressure RHR piping and can rupture it. Since
this piping is 14 inches in diameter, the resulting LOCA can be quite large. Moreover, this same RHR system
also serves as the low pressure ECCS. Ingress of high pressure fluid into the low pressure RHR suction piping
will, in all likelihood, damage both pumps. Also, the coolant escaping from ruptured suction piping will create
a very hostile mixed steam and water environment for which the RHR motors and electrical equipment are not
qualified. In addition, even if the RHR pumps were fully operable, there would be insufficient NPSH with an
opening in the suction piping common to both pumps. Finally, after completion of the primary system blowdown,
it is likely that the RWST would then drain by gravity through the same suction line break and flood the entire
area, unless the operator diagnoses the problem and closes a valve in the RWST line. With the primary coolant
lost and both trains of the low pressure ECCS inoperable, core-melt is likely. In addition, because both RHR
suction valves are postulated to be open, there is a direct open pathway from the core to an area outside of
containment. The presence of the structure within which the RHR is housed and probable flooding in this area
will tend to remove some escaping radioactive material, but will also cool the escaping gases and cause the
plume to travel closer to the ground. In summary, failure of both RHR suction valves is not very likely, but the
consequences of such a failure could be severe.

Possible Solution

The solution that was proposed for this item was to independently leak-test the two RHR suction valves after
every refueling outage.1150 Pressurization of the primary system prior to heatup automatically demonstrates
that at least one of the two valves is capable of holding pressure, since there is a small relief valve (of sufficient
capacity to pass charging pump flow) located downstream of both suction valves. If neither valve holds pressure,
the charging pumps will not be able to pressurize the system.
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However, in the memorandum1150 identifying this issue, it was asserted that at least one plant did no testing
beyond this automatic check. Independent valve testing would require an instrumentation tap in the piping
between the valves, but would verify that both valves are capable of retaining pressure.

It should be noted that this proposed fix did not address the cascading rupture scenario. More elaborate fixes
such as valve upgrading or addition of a third valve would be necessary to reduce the probability of this failure
mode.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

Because this issue arose out of PRA studies, an unusually extensive probabilistic background is available in
NUREG/CR-29341151 and NUREG/CR-3300.1152 The basic mathematical formulation is straightforward. Using
the nomenclature and numerical values in Chapter 3.2.15 of NUREG/CR-2934,1151 the following parameters are
defined:

P = the probability of a failure of a valve to close in an
undetected manner

= 5.8 x 10-5

t = the time between refueling outages

= 18 months

= 13,140 hours

= the valve rupture failure rate

= 1.2 x 10-8/hr

P(v) = the probability of an Event V sequence

The first term on the right hand side of the above equation is the probability of a double rupture; the second term
is the probability of a valve rupture with the other valve already failed open. A mean value of 3.4 x 10-7 for P(v)
was calculated for Indian Point 2 in NUREG/CR-2934.1151 This figure was not obtained by substituting for P and

 in the equation; instead, the log normal distributions for P and  were used to calculate a distribution for

P(v) and a mean for P(v) was then calculated. If the mean values of P and  are used, the resulting estimate
of P(v) is 3.3 x 10, a full order of magnitude less than the estimated mean. This effect should be noted because
first estimates are used below, but the limitations of these estimates must be borne in mind. A more complete
discussion of this effect can be found in Chapter 3.2.15 of NUREG/CR-3300.

Let P1 denote the probability of an Event V in one refueling cycle due to a single rupture coupled with an earlier
failure of the other valve to have closed at the beginning of the cycle. Therefore,

P1 = 2P(1 - e- t)

The failure-to-close factor P is a per-demand value. The factor within parentheses is the probability of at least
one rupture event in time t, assuming a Poisson distribution. The factor of 2 comes from the possibility that either
valve can fail to close while the other ruptures.
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With testing every refueling outage, the probability of an Event V in any fuel cycle is given by P1, i.e., although
this probability is not constant during the 18-month fuel cycle, it is repeated in the same manner every cycle.
Over a 40 calendar-year license lifetime, a plant will undergo about 25 fuel cycles. Therefore, with testing, the
lifetime probability (PL) of an Event V due to the failed-open-plus-rupture scenario is:

PL(with testing) = 25 P1 = 50P(1 - e- t)

Without testing to discover a failed open valve, the probability of an open valve increases with every fuel cycle.
In the first cycle, the probability is P. In the second cycle, the valve has had two opportunities to fail open. The
probability becomes 1 - (1 - P)2 or approximately 2P, since P«1. Using this approximation, the probability from an
arithmetic progression of the first order is given by:

P(N) = 2(NP)(1 - e 1 t), where N is the number of cycles.

The lifetime probability is approximated by summing the arithmetic progression.

The change in lifetime probability brought about by testing is then:

Using the mean estimates of P = 5.8 x 10-5, t = 13,140 hours, and  = 1.2 x

10-8/hr, the first estimate of PL is 5.6 x 10 per reactor lifetime.

Consequence Estimate

In the Indian Point study,1151 the Event V sequences are associated with Release Category B. To translate this
Category B into the standard assumptions of 340 people per square mile, no ingestion pathways, no credit for
evacuation, and a central midwest plain meteorology, a CRAC 2 computer calculation was done specifically for
this issue using the radioactive release parameters for Indian Point 2 Category B. The result was 5.2 x 106 man-
rem/event. Thus, the total consequence associated with this issue is (5.6 x 10-6)(5.2 x 106) man-rem = 29 man-
rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: Testing the gate valves individually should not be an expensive procedure. We estimate the cost
per reactor as follows:

Equipment = $10,000

Installation (10 man-weeks) = $20,000

Actual testing (20 man-weeks) = $ 1,000/fuelcycle

Over a plant lifetime that includes 25 fuel cycles, the cost/plant is $42,000, based on a 5% annual discount rate.
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NRC Cost: Because the fix is straightforward, NRC costs are not expected to exceed $10,000 (about one man-
month) per plant.

Total Cost: Total cost (licensee plus NRC) are thus estimated to be on the order of $52,000.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated risk reduction of 30 man-rem/reactor and a cost of $52,000/reactor for the proposed
resolution, the value/impact score is given by:

Other Considerations

(1) The above calculations were based on per-plant estimates. The identifying memorandum1150 indicated that
there was one plant that did no testing. Almost certainly there are more, but the number was unknown.

(2) The above calculations were point and first estimates. Arithmetic means for these parameters may well be a
factor of 10 higher.

(3) There are PWRs that have two suction paths connected to two hot legs of the primary system. These plants
(if they do no testing) may be twice as vulnerable to this issue.

(4) At the time of this evaluation, the STS had provisions for testing the valves individually. Thus, this issue
was likely to primarily deal with backfit situations. Unlike most issues, the risk figures for this issue will become
greater as the plants age. Thus, the risk in a backfit case will be greater than one would calculate by simply
scaling according to remaining lifetime.

(5) The cost figures did not include credit for averted cleanup. However, such a credit would increase the priority
score by only 30%.

(6) ORE associated with valve testing was also not included. Informal estimates of the radiation field around
the RHR suction valves are on the order of 200 millirem/hr. If the valve testing involves more than about 6 man-
hours of labor per outage in the vicinity of these valves, the ORE could exceed the estimated averted risk to the
public. Therefore, any resolution of this issue would have to address the question of ORE.

(7) The consequence estimate was calculated in terms of total whole-body man-rem. However, it should be
noted that the event sequence considered was the only internally-initiated event that results in early fatalities in
the Zion PRA.1150

CONCLUSION

Based on the numerical estimates and other considerations, this issue would have received a medium priority
ranking. In early 1985, the staff's requirements regarding individual leak testing of reactor coolant system
pressure isolation valves (PIVs) were questioned by both CRGR and the EDO.1153 A limited analysis performed
at that time indicated that a requirement to individually leak-test all reactor coolant pressure boundary PIVs
during refueling outage intervals might well be cost-effective. As a result, this issue and the additional concerns
with the staff's leak testing requirements for PIVs were integrated into the resolution of Issue 105, "Interfacing
Systems LOCA at LWRs," which was broadened to encompass both BWRs and PWRs.
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Issue 97: PWR Reactor Cavity Uncontrolled Exposures
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

Over the past several years, the NRC staff has noted an unacceptably large number of overexposures and
uncontrolled exposures associated with pressurized water reactor cavity entries while incore detectors were
withdrawn. In spite of industry efforts and past regulatory efforts, including OIE Circulars and Information
Notices, Regional inspections, and civil penalties, these events continue to occur.

Safety Significance

The incore detectors referred to above are usually miniature fission chambers used for neutron flux mapping
within the core. These detectors contain small amounts of highly enriched uranium. Such detectors become
highly radioactive when inserted into the reactor core. When retracted out of the core, they can produce intense
radiation fields in the cavity beneath the reactor vessel. These fields vary from 100 to 2000 R/hour or more in
the events tabulated.716 A worker entering such a field will reach his annual exposure limit in less than three
minutes. Moreover, any mishap or delay could easily result in serious radiation injury or death.

Possible Solutions

In a draft716 generic letter, it was proposed that access to the reactor cavity be controlled by a single key lock,
which can be opened only with the direct concurrence of two relatively high management officials. It should
be noted that, in the events tabulated,716 the overexposed individual (e.g., the shift supervisor) was often the
individual administratively in charge of controlling reactor cavity entries. This possible solution is included only for
the purpose of obtaining a preliminary cost estimate. Alternative solutions718,719 have been proposed.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency/Consequence Estimate

In the draft716 generic letter, it was estimated that overexposure events occur about once a year and the
incidents tabulated resulted in average exposure of 5 rem to an individual. Such an exposure rate (5 man-rem/
year industry-wide) would, by itself, not justify placing this item in any category above low priority.

However, the issue is wider than this. There is a finite probability of an exposure being great enough to result in
injury or death. The probability of a fatality cannot be estimated with available information; it will be necessary
to use some judgement. We will assume that there is a 0.1% chance of a fatality per event. This is, of course,
simply an educated guess that, in 1000 cavity entries, a mishap will occur which will delay an individual in a
high radiation field long enough to accumulate 500 rem. (For a 2000 R/hour field, this is only 15 minutes.) This
is intended only as an order of magnitude estimate, i.e., we expect that 100 events without mishap should be
possible, but 10,000 events without mishaps are unlikely.

The consequences of such an event do not relate directly to the usual consequence measure of total whole-
body man-rem to the public. If we assume that an occupational fatality is no less undesirable than a fatality to
the general public, it is possible to find a public hazard equivalent to the 0.001 fatality per year estimated for this
issue.

CRAC264 calculations show a public exposure of 5.59 x 106 man-rem and 215 early fatalities for a PWR-2 event.
This implies that one fatality is equivalent to roughly 26,000 man-rem for a large-scale accident. The 0.001
fatality/year we estimate for this issue is equivalent in fatality risks to 26 man-rem/year. For a 30-year reactor
lifetime, this is roughly 800 equivalent man-rem (total, all reactors).

Currently, there are 53 PWRs in operation, with a total operating history of 457.01 PWR-years. There are also
about 30 PWRs not yet in commercial operation. Assumming a 30-year plant life, the estimated risk is equivalent
to 12 man-rem/reactor or 1,000 man-rem for all reactors.

Cost Estimate
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Industry Cost: The estimated716 industry costs per PWR are $500 for a lock and associated labor and $2,000
for related paperwork and procedural changes.

NRC Cost: NRC costs are estimated to be about equal to licensee paperwork or $2,000.

Total costs are then $4,500/plant.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a public risk reduction of 12 man-rem/reactor and a cost of $4,500/plant, the value/impact score is
given by:

Other Considerations

The RAB comments718 suggest that a subcategory of up to 25% of PWRs may be significantly more at risk for
a fatality due to procedural and hardware variations. If a subcategory could be identified and resolution efforts
targeted at these specific plants, this issue's priority would be greater. It is suggested that any task action plan
written to resolve this issue first attempt to identify such a subcategory.

CONCLUSION

These priority figures would normally indicate a medium priority category for this item. Moreover, if a specific
subset of PWRs could be identified, a high priority assignment would be possible. However, DSI has elected719

to pursue this matter as part of its effort on TMI Action Plan III.D.3.1. Therefore, this issue is covered in Item
III.D.3.1.
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Issue 98: CRD Accumulator Check Valve Leakage
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

During the review of LaSalle, ASB identified a potential problem which could be generic to all BWRs.381,705 The
problem relates to ability of the CRD accumulators to retain pressure for a sufficient period of time after the
failure of a CRD hydraulic pump.

The CRDs are safety-related as are the accumulators and their associated check valves. For rapid reactor
shutdown, the stored hydraulic pressure in the accumulator, in conjunction with the reactor system pressure,
rapidly inserts all the control rods. At reactor pressures below 500 psig the accumulators provide all the motive
force to insert the control rods. Each control rod is provided with its own accumulator. With the reactor pressure
above 500 psig the accumulators provide the initial acceleration force for the control rods with the majority of the
work provided by the reactor pressure.

The technical specifications706 for BWRs have a CRD accumulator check valve leakage surveillance statement
which is ambiguous and does not have an action statement for failure to pass the surveillance requirement.

Safety Significance

The concern of this issue is the potential for the loss of CRD hydraulic system pump at a low reactor vessel
pressure with leakage of multiple check valves followed by an accident situation that would require a reactor
shutdown. During such an event, it is possible that there would be a failure to scram the reactor and the SLCS
would be required to achieve cold shutdown.

Possible Solutions

Two possible solutions to this issue have been identified. First, the CRD pumps, associated valves, and
instrumentation could be made safety-related with the redundant pump automatically starting upon failure
of the running pump. The second possible solution would require both CRD pumps to be running with the
reactor pressure less than 500 psig and with more than one control rod withdrawn. For those plants requiring
manual action to open a stop check valve for the redundant pump to perform its function, an operator must be
stationed by the valve, monitor the header pressure, and operate the valve when the header pressure drops to a
predetermined value.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

For this issue, it is assumed that operation below 500 psig will occur only during ascent to power and controlled
descent from power operation. Further, it will be assumed that, to achieve 500 psig operation during controlled
descent from power operation, the CRDs will be inserted by the time reactor pressure will have been reduced
to 500 psig. During ascent to power, the time interval between going critical and reactor pressure reaching 500
psig is estimated to be usually one hour. It will also be assumed that a power ascent will occur monthly, on an
average, for purposes of this calculation. The assumption of monthly power ascents will result in conservative
calculations since the average number of plant trips is about eight per year, not all of which result in reactor
pressure falling below 500 psig.

It will be assumed that check valve leakage will reduce the accumulator pressure below the pressure required to
insert the control rod in ten minutes.

It is assumed that the accident requiring a scram is one that results in the loss of primary system pressure.
With system pressure at or below 500 psig the negative reactivity feedback will, with decreasing temperature
as a result of decreasing pressure, increase reactivity without control rod insertion. Thus, only those accident
situations in which system pressure is lost and primary coolant temperature decreases requires the insertion of
the control rods to limit the core reaction, which would be the LOCA events.

Major PRA studies have assumed that a minimum of three adjacent control rods in a BWR must remain
withdrawn for the reactor to remain critical. For this analysis, the same assumption will be considered valid.
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Frequency/Consequence Estimate

The undesired event (U), that of being unable to shutdown the reactor with the reactor protection system in an
accident situation due to the loss of CRD accumulator pressure can be defined as the product of the following
probabilities:

A, the probability that an accident event requiring reactor trip occurs during any one year (1.4 x 10-3). This
quantity is based upon the total LOCA initiating event frequency as given in WASH-1400.16

B, the probability that the reactor vessel pressure is less than 500 psig with the reactor critical (1.7 x 10-3). This
probability is based upon the assumption that 12 ascents to power occur annually; that one hour elapses from
attaining criticality until the reactor vessel pressure is greater than 500 psig; and that the average operating time
per year is 7,000 hours.

C, the probability the operators fail to scram the reactor within 10 minutes following the failure of the CRD
hydraulic pump, (0.1). This value is based upon the NUREG/CR-1278339 nominal model for operator error.

D, the frequency that the on-line CRD hydraulic pump fails during a one year interval (0.7). The WASH-140016

failure rate for pumps was between 3 x 10-6/hr and 3 x 10-4/hr with a median of 3 x 10-5/hr. Since the CRD
hydraulic pump is not a safety-related classified component but is believed to have a quality level above
standard off-the-shelf hardware, a failure rate of 10-4/hr was assigned. As previously stated, an annual operating
time of 7,000 hours was assumed.

E, the probability that the operators will fail to start the standby CRD hydraulic pump within 10 minutes after the
failure of the on-line pump (0.1). This value is also based on the NUREG/CR-1278339 nominal model for operator
error. Pump failure to start is negligibly small in comparison.

F, the probability that three adjacent accumulator check valves leak, (0.1). This probability value was chosen with
the belief that it conservatively covers common failure causes as well as the multitude of 3 adjacent control rod
combinations involving independent failures. Even with an ambiguous action statement, it is unlikely that a large
number of check valves will leak.

G, the probability that the operator failed to follow procedures by pulling a control rod adjacent to two other rods
which are already pulled, (0.1).

H, the probability that the reactor protection system failed to detect the pulling of the out-of-sequence rod and
then failed to initiate a scram signal, (0.01).

Z, the probability that the loss of CRD hydraulic pressure occurs before the accident event (0.5).

Hence, U = A•B•C•D•E•F•G•H•Z

= (1.4 x 10-3)(1.7 x 10-3)(0.1)(0.7)(0.1)(0.1)(0.1)(0.01)
(0.5)/RY

= 8.4 x 10-13/RY

Subcriticality following a LOCA cannot usually be maintained by the SLCS, but may be maintained for a time
in some LOCAs. The ECCS could control some LOCAs even if some of the control rods are not inserted. As a
conservative assumption, no credit will be taken for the SLCS and it will be assumed that the accidentinitiating
event and the failure of the reactor protection system will result in a core-melt accident.

As defined in NUREG/CR-1659,54 accident sequences involving LOCAs and the reactor protection system were
dominated by the Category 2 releases. The whole body man-rem dose obtained by using the CRAC Code64

assuming an average population density of 340 persons per square mile (which is the mean for U.S. domestic
sites) from an exclusion area of a one-half mile radius about the reactor out to a 50-mile radius about the reactor.
A typical midwest meteorology is also assumed. Based upon these assumptions the public dose resulting from
a BWR Category 2 release is 7.1 x 106 man-rem. Based on an average life of 25 years for each BWR, the public
risk is 1.5 x 10-4 man-rem/reactor. For 44 BWRs, the risk is 6.6 x 10-3 man-rem.

Cost Estimate
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The least expensive resolution to this issue involves turning on the standby CRD hydraulic pump and assigning
a dedicated operator at the stop check valve control to monitor pressure and to transfer to the standby system
if the hydraulic pressure drops. While it is not exactly known the number of plants having this configuration,
for purposes of the calculation it will be assumed that 25% are so configured. For each reactor requiring the
dedicated operator, assuming 12 power ascents and descents per year at one hour per change, will utilize 24
operator-hours per year. Based upon 1984 dollars and assuming a cost of $52 per operator-hour for 11 reactors,
the lifetime cost for all BWRs will be $0.3M.

The cost of upgrading the CRD hydraulic system to a safety related quality level system will be much more
expensive. If 0.5 person-years of technical experience were required for evaluation of the existing system and no
hardware changes were required, the cost would be $50,000/reactor or $2.2M for the 44 reactors involved.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a risk reduction of 6.6 x 10-3 man-rem and a cost of $0.3M, the value/ impact score is given by:

CONCLUSION

In general, accident frequencies on the order of 10-13/yr, even for a very specific sequence, must be used
with caution. Errors of incompleteness, and overlooked dependencies, as well as other modeling errors, will
generally be very large compared to such frequency estimates. In this case, a conscientious effort has been
made to identify other sequences and dependencies. Even with a large error, this issue poses a very small risk.
Therefore, the issue should be placed in the DROP category.
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Issue 99: RCS/RHR Suction Line Valve Interlock on PWRs (Rev. 3)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

On April 17, 1984, a DSI memorandum796 on the subject of RHR interlocks for W plants described staff concerns
that the design basis for RHR interlocks had been misunderstood and that these concerns had not been
adequately pursued in recent reviews. As a result, DST was requested to prioritize this concern as a generic
safety issue.797

Interlocks are provided to assure that there is a double barrier (two closed valves) between the RCS and RHR
systems when a plant is at normal operating conditions, i.e., pressurized and not in the RHR cooling mode. A
related issue (Issue 96) addresses the concern of assuring that both series RHR isolation valves are closed
during normal power operation. Issue 99 is concerned with the inadvertent closing of these valves when the
RHR system is in use.

Two basic features are incorporated in the interlock design: (1) an automatic closure signal on high RCS
pressure (typically 600 psig), and (2) a block of the manual open signal at a lower RCS pressure (typically 425
psig). The autoclosure setpoint is generally set higher than the design pressure of the RHR system. However,
overpressure protection of the RHR system during RHR cooling is provided by relief valves and not by the
slow-acting RHR suction valves. The block setpoint is lower than the RHR system design pressure to preclude
opening of either RHR suction valve when the RCS is at a higher pressure.

In the W design, 2 interlock channels are provided such that 1 channel is used to interlock the operation of
one RHR suction valve and the other channel is used for the other valve. The same interlock configuration is
used in W plants for designs that have 1 or 2 RHR drop lines from the RCS. When either channel is in a tripped
state, its associated suction valve will automatically close if it is open. Since the relays used for this interlock are
deenergized to initiate valve closure, a loss of the instrument bus used for either channel will result in a loss of
RHR cooling due to inadvertent closure of one of the suction valves.

Safety Significance

The loss of one instrument bus or disablement of one logic channel will result in the automatic closure of one of
the RHR suction line isolation valves. In the RHR cooling mode, such closure gives rise to the potential for RHR
pump damage and loss of decay heat removal by the RHR system. This safety concern applies to all W reactors.

Possible Solutions

The proposed resolution to this issue that was assumed for cost estimation purposes consists of the following
parts:

(1) Review and document the design basis for the RHR suction valve interlock.

(2) Develop interim operating procedures until changes to the logic and control for the RHR system can be
implemented.

(3) Change the logic configuration that controls the valves from a one-of-one configuration to a two-of-two
configuration. Improvements in detecting and alarming of the loss of RHR coolant flow would be made.

(4) Changes to the plants' TS.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

NSAC-52798 lists 27 events through 1981 that involved loss of RHR flow due to suction valve closure. Two of
these events occurred as the result of a pressure rise in the primary system. The other 25 events resulted from
causes other than an actual pressure rise and occurred during 206 RY of operating experience at PWRs. This
experience results in a frequency of 0.12 unplanned RHR suction valve closures per plant-year. Of these 25
closures, 22 events involved the closure of only 1 valve and 3 events resulted in the closure of both valves.
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Thus, 88% of the reported events were independent channel failure events and 12% can be potentially classified
as common-cause related.

When in the refueling mode and the water level is 23 feet above the core, only one RHR train must be operable.
Closing the suction valve could cause cavitation and damage to the pump and leave no RHR train operable.
However, it would take many hours for the level to boil down and uncover the core. RHR cooling could be
restored in a few hours. In addition, the fuel pool cooling system could be used. Therefore, this case would have
a small associated risk.

In all other modes, two RHR trains are required to be operable while only one is usually operating. If the RHR
valves close causing cavitation and damage to the operating RHR pump, the other RHR train would still be
operable. The NSAC data798 show that the operator successfully reopened the inadvertently closed valves
immediately in all but one event. In this event at Davis-Besse, it took 2.5 hours to restore RHR cooling because
of the need to refill and vent the system. Yet, in this lengthy delay, no sustained damage occurred to the
system components. However, due to the long time interval involved before restoring RHR cooling, this event
was counted as an RHR system failure. Thus, an unavailability of 0.04 is assumed but believed to be overly
conservative. If the valve cannot be reopened, either the steam generators or the charging pumps could be used
as alternate means of cooling.

Based upon engineering judgment, the unavailability of the main and/or auxiliary feedwater during RHR
operation is estimated to be 0.1 and the unavailability of the charging pumps is estimated to be 0.01. These may
be overly optimistic since there is no TS requirement for the availability of these systems in the cold shutdown
modes. Further, maintenance and testing is often performed on these systems during the RHR cooling modes.
Thus, the unavailability of core cooling is estimated to be the product of (0.12 event/RY)(0.04)(0.1)(0.01) or 4.8
x 10-6 /RY which, assuming no further actions are taken, becomes the expected core-melt frequency resulting
from an inadvertent closure of one or both RHR suction valves.

Changing the logic system from a one-of-one system to a two-of-two system will reduce the independent failure
frequency contribution of one valve closure from 0.12/RY to 0.003/RY. With the common mode contribution
remaining the same (0.015/RY), the revised frequency of incorrect valve closures reduces to 0.018/RY

by the revised logic configuration. Improved procedures and alarms are assumed to reduce the human error of
failing to reopen the RHR isolation valves from 0.04 to 0.02 per event. The changes in failure rates reduce the
expected core-melt frequency from an RHR valve being closed to (0.018)(0.02)(1)(0.01)/RY or approximately 3.6
x 10-7/RY. This represents a core-melt frequency reduction of 4.4 x 10-6/RY.

Consequence Estimate

The expected radiological consequences from this issue are expressed in whole body man-rem dose based
upon the radioactive release categories described in WASH-1400.16 The computer program CRAC264 applied
to a typical midwest site meteorology (Braidwood) was used for the dose calculation. An average population
density of 340 persons per square mile was used over an area which extended from an exclusion zone of one-
half mile about the reactor out to a 50-mile radius about the reactor.

A core-melt resulting from the loss of the RHR system would result in an accident similar to the T1MLU sequence
described in the Oconee RSSMAP analysis.54 The release, given a core-melt, occurs in the following categories
with the respective probability and dose:

Category Probability Dose (man-rem)

3 0.5 5.4 x 106

5 0.0073 1.0 x 106

7 0.5 2.3 x 103

A core-melt frequency reduction of 4.4 x 10-6/RY results in a dose reduction of 12 man-rem/RY. For the 30
existing reactors with an average remaining life of 27.7 years and 28 new plants with an expected life of 30
years, the total risk reduction for this issue amounts to 20,000 man-rem.

Cost Estimate
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Industry Cost: The cost estimate addresses the four actions proposed as the resolution of this issue. The
review and documentation of the design basis of the RHR suction valve interlocks is expected to require 4
man-weeks which, at a rate of $2,270/man-week, results in a cost of $9,080/plant. The development of interim
operating procedures and operator training is estimated to total 5 man-weeks/ plant or $11,350/plant. Hardware
costs to modify the logic system and install the RHR flow alarms are estimated to be $4,000. An additional 6
man-weeks ($13,620) will be required for engineering and installation costs. The total hardware modification cost
is estimated to be $17,600. TS changes are estimated to take 4 man-weeks or $9,080. Thus, the costs for issue
resolution are estimated to be $47,200/plant. Plants not having an operating license are expected to have a
lesser cost but, due to the advanced stages of construction, the reduction is not expected to be significantly less.
Modifications to plant hardware are expected to be performed during a refueling outage and would obviate the
need to include replacement fuel costs. No significant additional maintenance costs over the currently existing
configuration are envisioned. Thus, for all 58 plants, the total industry cost is estimated to be $2.7M.

NRC Cost: It was estimated that NRC costs associated with the resolution could be accommodated in a total of
8 man-weeks or $38,000.

Total Cost: The total cost associated with the resolution of this issue was estimated to be approximately $2.74M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 20,000 man-rem, the value/impact score is given by:

Other Considerations

(1) The analysis did not consider the possible increase in the chance of an interfacing systems LOCA which
might result because the logic changes reduced the reliability of the interlock function. It was assumed that the
reliability of a one-out-of-one logic was the same as a two-out-of-two logic.

(2) The ORE was estimated to be 2.25 man-rem/plant for work involved with hardware modifications inside the
containment. This would result in a total worker dose of 176 man-rem. The accident avoidance occupational
dose reduction was estimated to be 146 man-rem.

(3) Consideration also should be given to those cost savings which result from the prevention of incidents
producing long interval RHR inoperability, but do not result in damage to the core. Such incidents may result in
plant shutdown longer than anticipated to investigate the causes of the inoperability and to assure the adequate
corrective actions have been taken. Assuming that the outage extension lasts 2 weeks, the replacement power
costs (estimated at $500,000/day) would be $7M. At the current frequency of long interval outage events, the
savings per plant resulting from incident avoidance would be $90,000.

CONCLUSION

Based on the potential public risk reduction and the value/impact score, this issue was given a high priority
ranking. The staff believed that the public risk may be underestimated if the feedwater and injection alternatives
were not as available as predicted. Additional recommendations made in AEOD/C503909 following this
evaluation were to be addressed in the resolution of the issue.910, 911

The scope of Issue 99, initially directed solely at the autoclosure interlock (ACI)-related mode of RHR failure,
was broadened in June 1986 to include the less frequent but higher risk mode of failure associated with mid-loop
operations. The risk aspects of cold shutdown loss of cooling were studied by BNL and the results, published
in NUREG/CR-50151144 in May 1988, were applied in the preparation of the regulatory impact analysis for this
issue. In a related development following the Diablo Canyon 2 loss-of-RHR event of April 1987, NRR undertook
to define the needs for licensee short- and long-term regulatory actions in regard to the perceived deficiencies
in the conduct of PWR mid-loop operations. The regulatory requirements for improved licensee operations
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recommended by NRR were in overall substantive agreement with those proposed by RES in the regulatory
analysis for Issue 99. NRR's issuance of Generic Letter 88-171145 on October 17, 1988, requesting PWR
licensees and applicants to implement plant improvements pertinent to the concerns of Issue 99 provided the
resolution of this issue.

The staff concluded that the proposed requirements for improved instrumentation, procedures, and
administrative controls were highly cost-beneficial in reducing the estimated baseline core damage frequency
(CDF) by a factor of ten. The value/impact results also supported the proposed requirement for closure of
the containment during mid-loop operations, at least pending the appropriate implementation of the CDF-
reduction recommendations. Finally, the cost/benefit evaluation of a proposal to remove the ACI to obtain an
addition minor reduction in CDF suggested that removal of the ACI be recommended, but not required, for plant
implementation. Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and requirements were established.1146
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Issue 100: Once-Through Steam Generator Level (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

Once-through steam generators (OTSGs) are a feature unique to B&W reactor designs. Main feedwater is
injected from a header, located at approximately mid-elevation of the OTSG, into an annular downcomer region.
As the feedwater is sprayed into the downcomer, the condensing action of the relatively cold (455ºF) feedwater
draws steam from the tube bundle through the aspirator ports in the inner shroud. This steam then heats the
feedwater rapidly to saturation temperature (about 535ºF) preventing thermal shocking of the shell.

In 1984, Crystal River 3 submitted a TS change request to raise the operating water level limit of the OTSGs to
100% of the operating range (which is six inches above the aspirator ports). Since most operating B&W plants
did not have an upper OTSG level limit in their TS, the TS change was requested to give Crystal River 3 the
same operational flexibility. This change request raised a concern regarding operating OTSGs with the water
level above the aspirator ports.1380

Safety Significance

Permitting operation with a higher water level limit would allow less time for corrective operator action, if there
were a transient that involved an increase in feedwater flow to one or more steam generators. If the increased
feedwater flow continues (e.g., if the steam generator high-level detection system has failed, feedwater control
valves have failed, or the main feedwater pump fails to trip), the steam generator water level may exceed the
aspirator port level, thus preventing the preheating of the feedwater. If the increased thermal stresses on the
tubes or shell wall are excessive, an SGTR or steam generator shell failure accident could occur creating a
LOCA or an initial steam-side break in the case of a shell failure. This issue affected all B&W PWRs.

Possible Solution

A possible solution entailed a detailed generic analysis to determine whether operating OTSGs at levels near
or above the aspirator ports would introduce a significant safety problem at B&W plants. New plant-specific TS
limits would have to be developed to preclude plant operations if OTSG water levels exceed a pre-set maximum
level.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

All ten of the operating or proposed B&W PWRs were considered in this analysis and Oconee 3 was selected
as the reference plant; TMI-2 was not included because it was shut down indefinitely. The average remaining
operating life of the 10 B&W plants considered was 28.2 years, based on the original 40-year license. However,
it was assumed that 75% of these plants will have their licenses extended for an additional 20 years and,
therefore, the total remaining operating life of these plants was assumed to be 432 RY.

Frequency Estimate

The initiating transient of concern involved an increase in feedwater flow to one or more loops. If the increased
feedwater flow continues, e.g., if the steam generator high-level detection system fails, feedwater control valves
fail, or the main feedwater pump fails to trip, the steam generator water level may exceed the aspirator port level.
The resultant backflow of feedwater through the aspirator ports may then result in a SGTR or steam generator
shell failure accident. The accident sequence developed64 by PNL to model the effect of the proposed solution
produced the following results:

(1) The average frequency of increased feedwater flow for B&W plants was developed in Section 1.0 of NUREG/
CR-38621186 to be 0.13 transient/RY;

(2) The probability of failure on demand to reduce main feedwater flow (product of undetected failure of steam
generator high-level trip and operator failure to terminate the overfeed event) was (0.047)(0.7) = 0.033;

(3) The probability of an SGTR, given an overfill event, was 0.027;
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(4) The probability of steam generator shell failure (SGSF), given an overfill event, was 0.027;

(5) The sum of the conditional probabilities of SGTR and SGSF was 0.054;

(6) The probability of a failure on demand to mitigate the SGTR or SGSF (estimated from core-melt frequency
from SGTR sequences divided by the SGTR initiating event frequency) was (2.7 x 10-6)/(8.6 x 10-3) = 3.14 x
10-4;

(7) The resulting base case accident sequence frequency was estimated to be (0.13/RY)(0.033)(0.054)(3.14 x
10-4) = 7.27 x 10-8/RY.

The effects of an enhanced testing and inspection program for steam generator level instrumentation and
feedwater controls was assumed to reduce the conditional probablity of failure to reduce main feedwater flow,
given a feedwater overfeed event, to 0.011/demand. Therefore, the adjusted case accident frequency was
(0.011/0.033)(7.27 x 10-8)/RY = 2.43 x 10-8/RY. Thus, the reduction in core-melt frequency was estimated to be
[(7.27 x 10-8)/RY - (2.43 x 10-8)/RY] = 4.8 x 10-8/RY.

Consequence Estimate

Containment failure probabilities and corresponding dose consequences were then combined with the accident
frequencies to calculate public risk. The base case and adjusted case risk was calculated64 by PNL to be 0.2
and 0.066 man-rem/RY, respectively. Based on a total operating life of 432 RY, the potential risk reduction for all
affected plants was determined to be 56 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: Licensees would have to prepare safety analyses to support revising plant-specific TS. The
total cost for these safety analyses and TS preparation was estimated to be $4.1M; operation and maintenance
costs associated with increased inspection and testing were estimated to be $4.3M. Thus, the total industry cost
associated with the possible solution was estimated to be $8.4M.

NRC Cost: The total cost for development of a solution, support of implementation, and review of operation and
maintenance was estimated to be $320,000, $91,000, and $490,000, respectively. Thus, the total NRC cost for
the possible solution was estimated to be $0.9M.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was estimated to be $9.3M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a potential risk reduction of 56 man-rem and a total cost of $9.3M for a possible solution, the value/
impact score was given by:

Other Considerations

The central concern in this issue was that operating OTSGs at a high water level could allow feedwater back
through the aspirator ports onto steam generator tubes potentially affecting tube integrity. The effects on steam
generator tube integrity from this particular event, however, were within the steam generator design bases. A
partial list of these design bases is summarized below:

- 15,000 cycles of adding 40ºF feedwater at 875 gpm when at hot standby conditions (normal condition)

- 500 cycles of adding 40ºF feedwater at 875 gpm during loading conditions (normal condition)

- 500 cycles of adding 100ºF feedwater at 875 gpm during loading conditions (normal condition)

- 7 cycles of adding 40ºF feedwater at 1750 gpm during a steam line break (faulted condition)
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- 280 cycles of adding 40ºF feedwater at 1750 gpm with the flow initiated 30 seconds after a loss of main
feedwater (faulted condition).

Given that main feedwater is normally about 455ºF during loading conditions, the thermal effects of adding 40ºF
emergency feedwater would be substantially greater than those of spilling main feedwater through the aspirator
ports onto the tubes. In addition, the aspirator ports are located near the middle of the tube sheet, which is a less
stressed position than the location of the emergency feedwater nozzle, which is higher in the OTSG. This further
indicated that the steam generator tubes were likely to withstand 455ºF main feedwater introduced through the
aspirator ports onto the tubes.

CONCLUSION

OTSGs are designed to withstand over 15,000 cycles of injection of 40ºF emergency feedwater. The
consequences of operating with a water level above the aspirator ports (which would introduce 455ºF water)
are less severe than that assumed in this analysis and are within the OTSG design limits. The possible solution
did not produce a significant reduction in public risk and the value/impact score was small. Therefore, this issue
was DROPPED from further pursuit (See Appendix C). Consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not
change the priority of the issue.1564
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Issue 101: BWR Water Level Redundancy (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

Issue 50 addressed several areas of concern with BWR water level instrumentation and its resolution involved
voluntary implementation of water level measurement improvements for all of the staff concerns, except the one
related to a break in an instrument line in conjunction with the worst single failure.720

This concern was first identified in an AEOD draft report721 which was later issued as AEOD/C201322 in January
1982. In the interest of the expeditious resolution of Issue 50, it was decided697 to address the AEOD concern as
Issue 101.

Safety Significance

Water level is measured in BWRs by means of differential pressure sensors connected between the reactor
vessel (at a point low enough in elevation to be below the expected water level) and reference columns (which
are completely full of water and connected at the top to the steam dome). The differential pressure sensed by the
dp cell corresponds to the difference in elevation between the "collapsed" water level in the reactor and the water
level in the reference column. If the reference column is broken, the water in it will flash to steam and the water
level indication in all channels connected to the broken column will give a false "high" reading.

Typically, a BWR will have two reference columns. (There is a variety of design, however.) A break in one
column will cause all instrumentation associated with that column to indicate full scale high level. This can
simultaneously cause a transient and interfere with safety systems. A single failure associated with the other
reference column can completely defeat mitigation systems. The following points were stated in an RRAB
memorandum:722

"Consequences of such an event depend upon (1) the location of the postulated reference leg break, whether it
is a single reference leg or a common line; (2) the physical location of an additional postulated single failure, and
(3) the various combinations thereof.

"Further, effects of such an event depend upon plant specific design. In some older plants, a postulated
reference leg break itself without any additional single failure will cause failure of ECCS initiation due to a reactor
water level condition.

"The greatest vulnerability occurs when the same sensor is used to initiate more than one system. In one plant
where core spray initiation and MSIV initiation share the same set of sensors, a single failure in either system
in addition to a pipeline break in the instrument reference leg may cause a core uncovery. In another plant,
the consequences of the additional single failure becomes of concern only when the coolant injection system
initiation transmitter fails. In such an event, operator action is required to prevent core uncovery in about 45
minutes. Further, several indications are available in the control room to give the operator information relative to
the accident progression and status of the plant."

Possible Solution

The references cited above do not recommend specific modifications since individual plant designs are
apparently too varied to permit generic solutions.723 However, it appears to be possible to fix the problem by
modification to the logics which use reactor level as an input.722

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency/Consequence Estimate

The RRAB memorandum722 contains a probabilistic assessment of the concern. This assessment estimated a
core-melt frequency of 10-5/RY and a public risk of 50 man-rem/RY. The affected plants were estimated to have
roughly 20 effective full-power years of remaining life for a total risk of 1,000 man-rem/reactor.

Cost Estimate
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The RRAB assessment722 contained a cost-benefit ratio of $1,000/man-rem for the concern in this issue. This
translates into $1M/reactor.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated risk reduction of 1,000 man-rem/reactor and a cost of $1M/reactor, the value/impact
score is given by:

Other Considerations

It must be emphasized (as virtually every reference points out) that both the affected accident sequences and
the modifications to resolve the issue will vary from plant to plant. The resolution of this issue will be more case-
specific than most and some plants may not require modification.

The RRAB calculations722 assume an operator error probability of 0.1. This figure is based on judgment
balancing the relatively high likelihood of initial operator confusion, due to conflicting level indicators, against a
relatively long time (45 minutes) available for problem diagnosis before core uncovery in the primary sequence.
Specific plant designs and other more rapid sequences may well indicate a higher figure for operator error
probability, which would increase the priority figures above.

In some cases, ORE associated with the modifications may be a significant factor. This area should be
addressed in specific plant reviews.

CONCLUSION

The priority parameters were on the borderline between medium and high priority; however, it was believed
that some specific plants would fall well into the high area, others well into medium or below. At the time of
prioritization, the specific plants for which this issue was particularly important could not be identified. Therefore,
this issue was given a high priority.

In resolving this issue, the staff concluded that all BWR designs, in conjunction with operator training and
procedures, provide adequate protection in the event of an instrument line break in any of the reactor vessel
water level instrument systems. The staff believed that emergency procedures for an operator to identify
and mitigate the consequences of instrument line breaks exist at all plants and that reactor operators were
being trained to achieve safe shutdown, if needed. The technical basis for this conclusion was documented
in NUREG/CR-51121212 in which plant-specific design features, such as common sensing lines for the water
level instrumentation, automatic initiation logic for vital protection systems, inhibition of vital protection systems,
and additional single failures of safety-related and non-safety-related systems, were considered. The results,
including the value/impact analyses of the alternatives considered for plant improvements for BWR plant
designs, were provided for information.

Generic Letter 89-111213 was issued to all holders of OLs and CPs for BWRs with the expectation that the
information provided would be reviewed to verify that the design of the affected plants had been correctly
represented. The staff recommended that consideration be given to a reassessment of plant procedures and
operator training to ensure that plant operators can readily detect and mitigate a leak or break of a sensing line.
Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and no new requirements were established.1214
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Issue 102: Human Error in Events Involving Wrong Unit or Wrong Train
(Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

In January 1984, AEOD issued a special study report (AEOD/S401)640 describing the number of events that
resulted from human error in identification of the correct unit or train. This study focused on LERs issued during
1981, 1982, and part of 1983.

Although the scope of its study was narrow, AEOD found that 19 out of 27 events identified resulted from human
error during maintenance and surveillance testing; 16 of these occurred while the plants were at power. Although
most of the events had limited safety significance because of the short duration of the condition and/or because
redundant systems were operable and available, AEOD considered them to be examples of events that could
have high safety significance under other circumstances. As a result, AEOD concluded that the above statistic
was evidence that human errors in maintenance and testing operations are major contributors to loss of safety
system events. Following the issuance of the AEOD report,640 Information Notice Nos. 84-51641 and 84-58642

were issued to alert licensees to the potential problem.

Safety Significance

Safety functions can be inadvertently defeated by human errors involving the wrong unit, wrong train, or wrong
system.

Possible Solutions

The possible solutions to this issue are considered to be the two AEOD recommendations and one suggestion
that were transmitted to NRR.640,643

AEOD Recommendations

(1) Consider the need for further clarification and/or guidance on what constitutes an acceptable independent
verification program.

(2) Review the wrong unit/train events and develop appropriate guidance to minimize such events.

AEOD Suggestion

(1) As part of the Maintenance and Surveillance Program Plan (MSPP), consider the high proportion of events
that were due to human error in maintenance and testing operations at power.

CONCLUSION

All of the AEOD concerns outlined above are to be addressed645,646 in the MSPP, a draft644 of which was issued
on July 7, 1984. In this plan, six Technical Issues were identified:

(1) Human Error in the Performance of Maintenance

(2) Indicators of Maintenance Effectiveness

(3) Counteracting Aging Effects and the Role of Preventive Maintenance

(4) Management and Organization Impacts on Maintenance Effectiveness

(5) Maintenance Program Criteria and Standards

(6) The Maintenance and Operations Interface

AEOD Recommendations (1) and (2) outlined above are to be addressed in MSPP Technical Issues (6) and
(5), respectively.645 The AEOD suggestion is covered in MSPP Technical Issue (1).645 In April 1985, the MSPP
(Issue HF08) was presented to the Commission in SECY-85-129.764 Issue 102 was specifically addressed
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as Item 3.2.9 of the MSPP; however, in June 1986, the staff decided to pursue the resolution of Issue 102
separately from Issue HF08.990

In addressing this issue, the staff reviewed operating experience, conducted site visits, and interviewed
licensee personnel to determine the nature and root causes of 35 wrong unit and wrong train events. The
results indicated that the primary causes of these events were inadequate labeling of areas, equipment, and
components, inadequate personnel training and experience, and inadequate procedures; these results were
reported in NUREG-1192.1120 In June 1987, Information Notice No. 87-251121 was issued and reiterated the
primary causes of the subject events and called for the industry to increase its attention in this area. Wrong
unit/wrong train component concerns are being addressed in the broader context of the Emergency Operating
Procedure Inspection program, Detailed Control Room Design Reviews, and future integrated inspections
which include assessment of local control stations and maintenance programs. During discussions with INPO,
subsequent to publication of NUREG-1192,1120 the staff learned that INPO reviews licensee actions to resolve
this issue as part of their plant evaluations and INPO expects to continue such reviews in the future.

Based on the above staff actions and industry initiatives, NRR concluded that no further staff action was
warranted.1122 Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and no new requirements were established.
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Issue 103: Design for Probable Maximum Precipitation (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

The issue of using the most recent NOAA procedures for determining probable maximum precipitation (PMP)
was raised683 after an OL applicant disputed the NRC use of NOAA Hydrometeorological Report (HMR) Nos.
51685 and 52,684 published in June 1978 and August 1982, respectively. The PMP values are used in estimating
design flood levels at reactor sites. It was the contention of the applicant that the use of HMR-52, which in
general results in higher flood levels than those obtained using earlier reports, was inappropriate and constituted
an unauthorized backfit under NRC procedures. HMR-51685 issued by NOAA in June 1978 expanded the
information previously presented in HMR-33686 (cited in SRP11 Section 2.4.2). This expansion extends the
precipitation duration from 48 to 72 hours and increases the drainage areas from 1,000 to 20,000 square miles.
In addition to other provisions, HMR-52684 provides techniques for analyzing PMP for drainage areas of 1 square
mile and durations of 1 hour and less.

GDC-2 requires that design bases for floods reflect consideration of the most severe historical data with
sufficient margin for the limited accuracy, quantity, and period of time in which data have been accumulated.
Guidance on what constitutes sufficient margin is contained in Regulatory Guides 1.59687 and 1.102.688 These
documents state that the appropriate design basis for precipitation-induced flooding is the probable maximum
flood (PMF) as developed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. This PMF criterion has been used by NRC
since 1970. Thus, in the case of floods, the PMF is the criterion that has been used to meet GDC-2.

Procedures for estimating PMFs are given in Appendices A and B of Regulatory Guide 1.59687 (Appendix
A has since been superseded by ANSI N170-1976). ANSI N170-1976 defines PMF as a hypothetical flood
that is considered to be the most severe reasonably possible, based on comprehensive hydrometeorological
application of PMP and other hydrologic factors favorable for maximum flood runoff. Thus, PMP is an integral
component of PMF determination. Section 5.2 of ANSI N170-1976 states that PMP estimates for the U.S.
are available in generalized studies prepared by the National Weather Service (NWS); these estimates are
presented in varying degrees of completeness. Specific PMP estimates for areas not adequately covered by
these studies may be made by using techniques similar to those employed by NWS.

Recognizing the importance of using the most recent engineering technology in evaluating the potential impacts
on reactor site safety, SRP11 Section 2.4.2 was written to allow "...improvements in calculational methods..." With
the publication of HMR-51685 and HMR-52,684 OL applicants were requested by the staff to assess the effects of
their use on plant safety.

Safety Significance

Improper drainage at reactor sites during heavy rainfalls can lead to flooding that can render safety-related
equipment inoperable.

Possible Solution

In all cases reviewed by the staff against HMR-51 and HMR-52, the issue has been resolved by the applicants
taking the following actions: (1) site drainage has been designed to handle the increased design basis
precipitation; (2) commitments were made to develop procedures to assure that critical entrances to buildings
will be closed; and (3) curbs were installed at critical entrances.689 In order to clarify the staff's position and
remove ambiguities from the SRP,11 it will be necessary to revise SRP11 Sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3. This solution
will be a forward-fit and will incorporate the most recent technical advances for determining PMP that are known
at the time that the SRP revision is made. Future technical advances in the determination of PMP will also
require revisions to the SRP.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION
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No quantiative analysis of the issue was made because work on the final solution was underway at the time the
issue was evaluated.

CONCLUSION

During the course of resolving this issue, the staff suspended690 routine requests of NTOL applicants to review
their site flooding assessments under the updated NWS guidelines of HMR-51 and HMR-52. After CRGR
review,691 SRP11 Sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3 were revised in 1989 to incorporate the PMP procedures and criteria
contained in the latest NWS publications.1261 In addition, Generic Letter 89-221262 was also issued to inform
OLs and CPs of the resolution of the issue. Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and new requirements were
established.1263
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Issue 104: Reduction of Boron Dilution Requirements
DESCRIPTION

In the prioritization of Issue 22, "Inadvertent Boron Dilution," it was found that inadvertent boron dilution events
during cold shutdown operation do not constitute a significant risk to the public. Further work by DSI confirmed
this assertion and the issue was deemed to be resolved without additional requirements. Based upon these
findings, it was recommended that SRP11 Section 15.4.6 be considered for deregulation.694

As was verified by the studies associated with the resolution of Issue 22, the public risk from inadvertent boron
dilution events during cold shutdown operations under current requirements is insignificant. As a result, some
of the conservatism included in SRP11 Section 15.4.6 may be unduly excessive. Studies may be justified to
investigate the results of deregulation and its effect upon public risk. In such studies, consideration must also be
given to the potential for worker injury, should an inadvertent criticality event occur during work on the refueling
deck with the reactor vessel head removed.

CONCLUSION

To prevent an increase in the likelihood of an inadvertent criticality due to a boron dilution event which is
considered an unacceptable state under any circumstances, even at minimal public risk, this issue was a
DROPPED from further consideration.
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Issue 105: Interfacing Systems LOCA at LWRs (Rev. 4)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

Issue B-63, which was resolved and implemented as MPA B-45, required leak-testing of the check valves that
isolate those low pressure systems that are connected to the RCS outside the containment. However, except
for Oyster Creek and Nine Mile Point, these low pressure systems in BWRs are isolated with check valves that
have actuators that are used to test the operability of the valves. This operability test was considered sufficient
to assure the integrity of the pressure isolation function and leak-testing of PIVs in BWRs was not required.
However, beginning in 1980, the BWR STS Section 3.4.6.2 required the leak-testing of all RCS PIVs at least
once every 18 months and after any work on a valve. This STS requirement was also applied to operating plants
as they submitted their IST programs for review.

BWR operating experience indicated that the isolation valves between the RCS and low pressure interfacing
systems (including related test and maintenance requirements) may not adequately protect against
overpressurization of low pressure systems. There were three reported failures of the boundary between the
RCS and low pressure injection systems in approximately 200 BWR-years of operation.762 Two of the events
(Vermont Yankee, 12/12/75, and Browns Ferry 1, 8/14/84) were the result of maintenance errors which left the
testable isolation check valve in the open position. The third (Pilgrim, 9/29/83) was the result of personnel errors
(improper combination of surveillance tests) and a stuck-open failure of an isolation check valve. In all three
cases, there was a degradation of the PIVs due to personnel errors. None of these plants were required to leak
test PIVs.

This issue, which is limited to PIVs in BWRs, is related to Issue 96 which addressed the failure of the PIVs
between the RCS and the RHR system in PWRs.

Safety Significance

Overpressurization of low pressure piping systems due to RCS boundary isolation failure could result in rupture
of the low pressure piping. This, if combined with failures in the ECI and/or the DHR systems, would result in a
core-melt accident with an energetic release outside the containment building causing significant offsite radiation
release. The STS require leak-testing of PIVs at least after every refueling and in some cases more frequently.
Therefore, this issue applies to BWRs licensed before 1980.

Operating BWRs which have RCS/RHR system interface configurations similar to Hatch Unit 2 have been
identified and include: Duane Arnold, Brunswick 1 and 2, Cooper, Dresden 2 and 3, Hatch 1, Fitzpatrick,
Monticello, Peach Bottom 2 and 3, Pilgrim, and Quad Cities 1 and 2.761 Browns Ferry 1 also experienced a
similar isolation boundary problem. Therefore, the list of affected plants utilized in this analysis also includes
BWR 3 and 4 operating plants (i.e., Millstone, Browns Ferry 1, 2 and 3, and Vermont Yankee). Therefore, the
total number of potentially affected operating BWRs considered in this analysis is 20 with an average remaining
life of 26 years.

Possible Solution

For the purpose of this evaluation, it was assumed that the frequency of low pressure system overpressurization
events will be reduced by instigating a more rigorous revised inspection program (follow specific test and
post-maintenance procedures, conduct surveillance tests one at a time, performing leak tests after operability
demonstrations or flow tests) and making minor hardware modifications such as modifications to testable check
valve air supply lines to precluding interchanging the lines (different threads, different size connectors, color
coding, and labeling). Major system hardware changes were not anticipated.

Resolution of the issue was assumed to result in improved surveillance, maintenance, and test procedures, and
minor modifications to make the air actuation system for testable check valves foolproof.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate
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Since this issue affected only BWRs, the Browns Ferry, Unit 1, IREP367 PRA was used in the estimation of public
risk reduction.64 The general approach was to use available historical data for failure of the high pressure/low
pressure isolation boundary and a probability estimate for piping failure due to overpressurization to modify
the appropriate LOCA sequences from the Browns Ferry PRA. These modified appropriate (affected) LOCA
sequences are then assumed to represent the current (base case) level of plant risk associated with this issue.
Specifically, the event Ls (large-break LOCA from 0.3 to 4.3 ft2) from the Browns Ferry PRA was redefined as
the product of the probability of failure of the high pressure/low pressure isolation boundary and the probability of
failure of the low pressure piping as a result of overpressurization.

From the historical data (3 isolation boundary failures in about 200 BWR plantyears), a probability of failure
of the isolation barrier of 1.5 x 10-2/RY was estimated. Analysis of the low pressure piping revealed that the
hoop stress in the low pressure piping would not be expected to exceed the yield value for the piping. Thus,
failure of the low pressure piping was assumed to be likely only in the presence of a significant crack in the
piping. Using data available on IGSCC, estimates of the number of piping welds in the low pressure piping
systems, and estimates of the distribution of depth of cracks (percent of wall) from existing pipe crack data,
PNL estimated the conditional probability of an intersystem LOCA, via the pipe cracking scenario, of 10-1/event
given an overpressurization of the low pressure piping. This resulted in a new estimate of Ls of 1.5 x 10-3/RY, as
opposed to the value of Ls derived in the Browns Ferry PRA (3 x 10-3/RY).

In NUREG-0677,763 a probability of BWR intersystem LOCA (ISLOCA) of 6.2 x 10-4/RY was calculated; no
contribution from maintenance and operator errors was included. The BWR ISLOCA frequency derived for this
analysis (1.5 x 10-3/RY), which was based on previous LERs, was dominated by operator and maintenance
errors and appeared to be an expected value when compared to the value derived in NUREG-0677.763 When
this new value of Ls (1.5 x 10-3/RY) was inserted into the affected core-melt minimal cutsets in the Browns Ferry
PRA, a base case core-melt frequency due to isolation boundary failures of 6.31 x 10-6/RY was calculated.

Consequence Estimate

The effect of a core-melt accident resulting in direct releases outside containment was assumed to be equivalent
to a BWR Release Category 2. When the dose conversion factor for BWR Category 2 events (7.1 x 106 man-
rem/event) was multiplied by the base case core-melt frequency, a public risk of 44.7 man-rem/ RY resulted.

Implementation of the possible solution to this issue was assumed to reduce the core-melt frequency and
public risk due to overpressurization and failure of low pressure systems connecting to the RCS to those values
calculated from the Browns Ferry PRA, i.e., 1.22 x 10-10 event/RY and 8.66 x 10-4 man-rem/RY, respectively.
Therefore, implementation of the possible solution was estimated to result in a reduction in core-melt frequency
of 6.3 x 10-6/RY and a reduction of public risk of 44.7 man-rem/RY. The total public risk reduction for the 20
affected plants over their 26-year average remaining lifetime was calculated to be 2.3 x 104 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: Implementation of the possible solution was estimated to require about 4 man-weeks/plant
for revision of surveillance, maintenance, and test procedures, and installation of foolproof features on the
testable check valve actuation system, plus about $2,500/plant for materials (connectors, tags, etc.). Thus,
an implementation cost of $220,000 was estimated. Increased surveillance testing, reduction of allowable
concurrent testing and improved post-maintenance inspection procedures were estimated to increase plant
maintenance and surveillance efforts by 40 man-hours/RY. Thus, the present worth of the increase in plant
operation and maintenance costs for the 20 affected plants over their remaining lifetime was calculated to be
about $650,000. Total industry cost for resolution (and implementation) of this issue was therefore estimated to
be about $875,000.

NRC Cost: It was assumed that resolution of this issue will require 5 staff-months of technical effort and
technical contract support for a more precise PRA, for a total resolution cost of about $100,000. It was assumed
that NRC staff review of licensee implementation of the assumed solution would require 5 staff-weeks/plant for
a cost of about $230,000. Resident inspector surveillance of site actions emanating from the resolution was
estimated to require 0.5 staff-week/RY for a present worth of about $325,000 over the remaining lifetime of the
20 affected BWRs. The total present worth NRC cost for this issue was thus estimated to be about $650,000.
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Total Cost: The total NRC and industry cost for resolution and implementation of the possible solution was
estimated to be approximately $1.5M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a potential public risk reduction of 2.3 x 104 man-rem and a total cost of $1.5M, the value/impact score
was given by:

Other Considerations

(1) The probability of ISLOCA may well be greater than that calculated above based on piping failure. Other
components in low pressure systems, such as pump seals, heat exchanger tubes, thermocouple wells, etc.,
would also be subject to overpressure failures. Also, while not explicitly considered in calculating the estimated
core-melt frequency and risk, the failure of all low pressure systems due to overpressure resulting from failure
of PIVs contributes further to the risk. Although the risk from other interfaces was not calculated, the evaluation
of Issue 96 showed that the risk from failures of the valves isolating the RHR system in a PWR was at least an
order of magnitude less than the risk calculated for this issue. The failure of PIVs in a BWR RHR system would
affect only part of the ECCS system, rather than all as in a PWR. Therefore, the risk in a BWR would be even
less than in a PWR.

(2) ISLOCA releases in the auxiliary building would also be expected to present an additional common mode
failure mechanism for failure of redundant safety systems located in the auxiliary building. These considerations
were not included in this analysis. However, had they been included, the estimates of frequency for ISLOCA and
resultant core-melt would have been greater. For this reason, the priority reached on the basis of the simplified
analysis performed for this issue was conservative.

(3) A relatively small total increase in ORE (530 man-rem) was calculated due to assumed increases in
surveillance and post-maintenance inspections. This calculation assumed 40 man-hours/RY for increased
maintenance in a 25 millirem/hr field at the 20 affected BWRs for their remaining lifetime. Reduction in the
estimated frequency of core-melt and non-core-melt intersystem LOCA which might be attained was calculated
to result in a total averted ORE of 215 man-rem: 65 man-rem due to cleanup of a core-melt event and 150 man-
rem due to cleanup of non-core-melt ISLOCAs. Both the increased ORE and the averted operator exposure
were insignificant in comparison to the calculated public risk reduction of 2.3 x 104 man-rem and did not alter the
priority indicated by the value/impact assessment.

(4) At an estimated industry cleanup and replacement power cost of $1.65 Billion for a core-melt accident and
$720M for a successfully-mitigated LOCA, the frequency reduction of core-melt and non-core-melt ISLOCA
estimated for resolution of this issue would result in an averted accident cost savings with a present worth of
about $2.7M. This exceeded the total expected NRC and industry cost and supported resolution of the issue.

CONCLUSION

This issue was given a high priority ranking (See Appendix C) and resolution was pursued. In resolving the
issue, the staff conducted analyses of units representative of all NSSS vendors and considered: (1) human
errors, both as initiators and during recovery operations; (2) component fragilities, to determine likely low
pressure system break locations; and (3) the post-ISLOCA auxiliary building environment, to determine the
survivability of recovery equipment. These analyses were documented in NUREG/CR-5604,1494 NUREG/
CR-5744,1495 NUREG/CR-5745,1496 NUREG/CR-5603,1497 NUREG/CR-5862,1498 and NUREG/CR-5928.1499 It
was concluded that the units studied posed little risk from ISLOCA.

In addition to the above analyses, previous PWR ISLOCA studies1500 were reexamined with data updated to
include the seven years of operating experience that had accrued since the initial analyses were undertaken.
None of the studies supported generic requirements for PWRs, whether on absolute risk reduction or cost-
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beneficial bases.1501 The study1499 of ISLOCA at a BWR confirmed past PRA studies which generally indicated
little risk contribution from ISLOCA sequences.

The staff found that ISLOCAs at PWRs were plant-specific in nature; however, the ongoing IPE program1222

includes licensee analysis of ISLOCA sequences. With respect to future applicants, a draft SRP11 Section
covering design review of systems interfacing with the RCS in ALWRs was provided1503 to NRR for information
and use as appropriate. Supplement 1 to Information Notice 92-361502 was issued to share insights from the
ISLOCA program and to inform licensees of the availability of material useful for IPE ISLOCA analyses not
yet completed, or as a check on analyses already completed. Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and no new
requirements were established.1504 Consideration of a license renewal period of 20 years for the affected plants
would not change the resolution.1501,1564
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Issue 106: Piping and the Use of Highly Combustible Gases in Vital Areas
(Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

Combustible gases such as H2, propane, and acetylene are used during normal operations of nuclear power
plants in limited quantities and for relatively short periods of time. H2, the most prevalent of these gases in
nuclear plants, is used as a coolant for electric generators in both BWRs and PWRs, for the control of reactor
water chemistry and waste gas disposal in PWRs, and in the volume control tank (VCT) which is usually located
in the auxiliary building of PWRs. It is stored as high pressure gas in vessels and is supplied to the various
systems in the auxiliary building through standard piping, usually 3/4-inch in diameter. As a result, H2 piping is
field-run and its location is plant-specific.

The concern in this issue is that leaks or breaks in the H2 piping and supply system could result in the
accumulation of a combustible or explosive mixture of air and H2 within the auxiliary building. Inasmuch as
the auxiliary building is a safety-related structure which houses most of the components of the safety-related
systems of a plant, the accumulation of combustible or explosive mixtures of gas represents a threat to plant
safety by virtue of the potential disablement of safety-related equipment, in the event that the combustible gases
are inadvertently ignited. H2 detectors can signal the presence and accumulation of gas, but these are not
qualified as safety-grade equipment and do not have an emergency power source. Thus, they are not regarded
as sufficient protection against the development of H2 leakage and subsequent uncontrolled combustion or
explosion. This issue primarily affected operating reactors licensed prior to the issuance of SRP11 Section 9.5-1,
"Fire Protection," which addresses the safe use of combustible gases on site.

This issue was identified in NUREG-070544 and is related to Issue 136, "Storage and Use of Large Quantities
of Cryogenic Combustibles on Site." Whereas Issue 106 addressed the normal process system use of relatively
small amounts of combustible gases on site, Issue 136 addressed the considerably greater hazards of much
greater amounts of combustible materials introduced by new needs at sites, i.e., solid waste processing and
BWR H2 water chemistry control and the unique hazards associated with the transport and storage of large
quantities of combustibles on site in a cryogenic liquid state.

Safety Significance

The auxiliary building is a safety-related structure housing safety-related system components. Inasmuch as the
most frequently used combustible gas (H2) is piped into this building for use in the VCT, there is the potential
for leakage and the inadvertent ignition of the gas. The ensuing combustion or explosion can cause damage
or failure of safety-related equipment, thereby contributing to a possibly significant increase in the core-melt
probability of the plant.

Possible Solution

In the event of a piping system break or large leak, large releases of combustible gas and the accumulation of
combustible or explosive mixtures in air can be prevented by the installation of excess-flow check valves located
close to the source of the combustible gas. SRP11 Section 9.5-1 recommends the use of excess-flow check
valves. Other measures are needed to reduce the frequency of, or cause of, combustible gas accumulation
accidents from such events as valve malfunctions or leaks, connection or fitting leaks, operations errors, material
failures, etc. Plants licensed in accordance with the guidelines of SRP11 Section 9.5-1 were assumed to be
not affected by this issue; however, the backfitting of excess-flow check valves at all plants not licensed in
accordance with SRP11 9.5-1 plants was assumed.

Excess-flow check valves were an effective "fix" for piping system breaks, but other fixes, such as installation or
upgrading of H2 detection systems, design changes, procedural changes, etc., will be required for other types of
accidental releases. The risk and cost analyses performed for the installation of excess-flow check valves as a
fix were extrapolated to develop a proper perspective.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION
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Assumptions

It was assumed that, of all the combustible gases routinely used in a nuclear power plant, the most significant
safety concern was associated with the use of H2. Unlike most other gases used in small quantities at nuclear
power plants, H2 is used almost continuously while most other gases are used intermittently and, most likely,
in the presence of trained personnel such as during welding operations. H2 leaks could continue unnoticed as
a result of leaks or pipe breaks that go undetected for a sufficient time to accumulate a combustible mixture.
It was assumed that H2 detectors were either not provided (as was the case in an event at Vogtle)1031 or were
inoperative. In addition, it was assumed that operating plants licensed prior to the issuance of SRP11 Section
9.5-1 did not have excess-flow check valves in place. This latter assumption was a conservative element in this
analysis because it was likely that some of the plants licensed prior to SRP11 Section 9.5-1 may have already
had excess-flow check valves in place.

The auxiliary building is a safety-related structure that contains most of the components of the safety systems of
a plant. However, the design of this structure and the location of safety-related components within the structure
are plant-specific. In addition, location of the H2 source and, in particular, the H2 field-run piping layout are also
plant-specific. In view of this, it was not possible to identify a particular damage scenario that represented a
bounding sequence for the purposes of a generic analysis. Therefore, a reasonable but not necessarily bounding
damage scenario was assumed in order to evaluate this issue. This scenario entailed the assumption of an H2
piping system leak or break, the accumulation of a combustible mixture within a room or space containing safety-
related equipment, an ignition source, and damage contained within that room or space.

A PNL analysis64 of this issue based on a pipe break was extrapolated to estimate the frequency of all events
that might result in the release and accumulation of combustible gases in the auxiliary building. It was assumed
that the pipe break frequency (for ¾" pipe) may be obtained from WASH-1400,16 but that the probability of the
accumulation of a combustible mixture, the probability of the availability of an ignition source, and the probability
of total demolition of the safety-related redundant equipment are 1 in each instance. This latter assumption was
conservative.

The scenario that was selected as a reasonable one for this analysis was the loss of both RHR heat exchangers
(complete loss of heat sink). Resolution of this issue would affect operating plants using H2 and not already in
compliance with SRP11 Section 9.5-1 with respect to H2 gas piping. Specifically, resolution was anticipated to
include all operating PWRs. Therefore, the number of affected plants was 47 PWRs with an average remaining
lifetime of about 27.7 years.

Frequency Estimate

H2 piping is standard piping generally thought to be ¾" in diameter. Based on the results of WASH-140016

(Tables III 2-1, 2-2), the pipe break frequency for piping less than 3" in diameter was 10-9/hour per section. In
general, it was assumed that the H2 piping in nuclear plants is comprised of about 25 sections. With 8,760 hours/
year and an assumed plant utilization factor of 70%, the frequency of H2 release due to pipe break (fp) was
estimated to be:

(10-9)(25 sections)(8760 hours/year)(0.7) = (1.5)(10-4) pipe breaks/RY

A review of 96 H2 accidents by NASA1030 indicated that about 52% could have been attributed to causes
that relate to use of H2 in a gaseous state and about 48% to causes that relate to the use of H2 in its liquid
(cryogenic) state; only about 2% was attributed to piping breaks. Therefore, it was assumed that an H2 accident
from a gaseous state cause was (52% ÷ 2%) or 26 times more likely to occur than an H2 accident due to a pipe
break. The probability (P) of an H2 release (leak) was given by:

P = (26)(Probability of Pipe Break)

= (26)(1.5 x 10-4)

= 3.9 x 10-3
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The probability of failing both RHR heat exchangers, f(RHR), is the product of the probability of an H2 leak, the
probability of obtaining a combustible mixture, the probability of ignition, and the probability of being in the blast
zone. Thus, f(RHR) = (3.9 x 10-3)(1)(1)(1) = 3.9 x 10-3.

When both trains of the RHR system are inoperable, the TS require plants to proceed to the hot shutdown
condition within 12 hours; this requirement was modeled in this analysis as a T3 (PWR) transient. Therefore,
an H2 explosion was modeled as an additional initiating transient (with a frequency of 3.9 x 10-3 /year as
calculated above). All other initiating transients and LOCA parameters were scaled by (12/8,760 hours/RY)
in order to model the occurrence of other random initiators during the 12 hours that the reactor is proceeding
to hot shutdown. Finally, using the Oconee 3 PRA as representative of all PWRs, the RHR heat exchangers
were modeled as inoperative by setting their representative system unavailabilities to 1. The Oconee PRA was
then altered to incorporate the modified initiating event frequencies and the RHR systems unavailability in the
affected minimal cut sets for each affected accident sequence. All affected Boolean equations were solved to
calculate new core-melt frequencies for all containment failure modes and the affected core-melt frequencies
were summed for each of the 7 distinct PWR core-melt categories. Public risk was then determined by summing
the products of core-melt frequency and their respective release category dose factor for each release category.

The analysis was repeated for a period of 96 hours (4 days) as an approximation of the time necessary to
achieve cold shutdown by alternate means such as feed-and-bleed. Based on these details, the following core-
melt frequency results were calculated:

PWR Base Case = 5.46 x 10-6/RY

Adjusted Case = 2.26 x 10-7/RY

Reduction in Core-melt Frequency = 5.20 x 10-6/RY

Consequence Estimate

For the time required to come to hot shutdown (12 hours), the results of a PNL analysis64 indicated that
resolution of this issue would result in a risk reduction of 8.8 man-rem/RY for PWRs. The total public risk
reduction was estimated to be approximately 11,500 man-rem. The estimated occupational risk reduction due to
accident avoidance was approximately 135 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: The cost of installing excess-flow check valves in the H2 lines outside of the safety-related
areas was estimated.64 It was assumed that these valves would be installed during scheduled reactor shutdown
periods so that there would be no additional power replacement cost incurred. Based on two vendor quotations,
the average cost of one excess-flow valve was approximately $870. The costs for the implementation,
maintenance, and operation of the excess-flow check valve "fix" was detailed as follows:

(a) Implementation

Hardware Design and Review = 2 days

Procurement = 1 day

Pre-Installation Check = 0.5 hour/valve

Installation = 2 days/valve [1 man-day/valve
(welder),1 man-day/valve (fitter)]

Post-Installation Check = 1.5 hours/valve

Documentation = 0.5 day

Total Labor Time (PWR) = 3.5 days + 2.25 days/valve

= 8 days

Labor Cost (PWR) = (8 days)($2,270/man-week)/(5
days/man-week)
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= $3,632/plant

(b) Equipment

Valve Cost (PWR) = (2)($870)

= $1,740/plant

The total implementation cost/plant was $(3,632 + 1,740) or $5,372; for all 47 affected plants, this cost was
approximately $255,000.

Operation and maintenance would include a semi-annual check of the installation to ensure that the valve shaft
was not "frozen" and replacement of the valve diaphragm as needed; the frequency of this replacement would
depend upon the valve environment. For this analysis, the diaphragm was assumed to require replacement
every 7 years with an associated labor requirement of 0.5 man-day.

(a) Labor for Maintenance and Operation

Semi-annual Check = 2 hours/valves

Diaphragm replacement required (average plant life/7-year replacements) over the remaining lifetime at 4
hours per replacement.

Labor (PWR) = (2 hours/valve)(2 valves)(2 checks/year)

+ (27.7 years/7 years)(4 hours/valve)(2 valves)/(27.7
years)

= 8 hours/year(checks) + 1.14 hours/year (average
diaphragm replacement)

= 9.14 hours/RY

Labor Cost = (9.14 hours/RY)($2,270/man-week)/(40 hours/man-
week)

= $519/RY.

Thus, the operation and maintenance cost was ($519/RY)(47 plants)(27.7 years) or $675,686 and the total
industry cost for the resolution of this issue was approximately $(255,000 + 675,000) or $930,000.

NRC Cost: Development of the implementation of the solution, including the formulation of guidelines and
documentation requirements, and review and inspection of the final installation were estimated to cost (4 man-
weeks) ($2,270/man-week) or $9,080. Implementation costs were estimated to be (0.6 man-week/plant)($2,270/
man-week) or $1,362/plant; for the 47 affected plants, this cost was $64,000. Review and inspection of plant
operation and maintenance activities were estimated to be (0.5 day/plant-test)(2 tests/year) or 1 day/RY; at a
daily rate of [($2,270/man-week)/(5 days/man-week)], this cost was $454/RY. For 47 plants with an average
remaining life of 27.7 years, the operation and maintenance cost was estimated to be (47 reactors)(27.7 years)
($454/RY) or $591,000. Thus, the total NRC cost was estimated to be $(9,080 + 64,000 + 591,000) or $664,000.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was estimated to be
$(930,000 + 656,000) or approximately $1.5M. Installation of excess-flow check valves was considered a
satisfactory "fix" for the possibility of sudden accumulation of combustible or explosive mixtures of H2 resulting
from a piping system break, but it was not a solution for H2 accidents arising from slow leaks in valves or fittings,
purging errors, material degradation problems, contamination, etc. Other "fixes" are required to reduce or
preclude H2 accidents from scenarios other than pipe breaks. These other "fixes" would include the installation
or upgrading of existing H2 detection and alarm systems, completion of combustible gas system design reviews
and modifications to plant design and hardware, operating procedure reviews and modifications, improved
preventive maintenance programs, and major modifications to the auxiliary building ventilation system. For an
assumed population of 47 plants, the total industry cost of these other "fixes" would be very much more than the
costs estimated for the very restrictive "fix" (excess-flow check valves) estimated by PNL. Therefore, the cost
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of the other "fixes" was assumed to be an order of magnitude greater than that calculated for the installation of
excess-flow check valves. Thus, the total estimate for complete resolution of the issue was at least $15M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a potential public risk reduction of 11,500 man-rem a cost of $15M for a possible solution, the priority
score was given by:

Other Considerations

Based on the potential reduction in core-melt frequency of 5.2 x 10-6/RY for PWRs, the cost savings from
accident avoidance was ($1.65 billion)(5.2 x 10-6/RY) (47 reactors)(27.7 years) or approximately $11.4M.64

CONCLUSION

For the potential reduction in both public risk and core-melt frequency, a medium priority was appropriate,
regardless of potential cost, unless the value/impact score was greater than 3,000 man-rem/$M, in which case,
a high priority would be appropriate. For the value/impact score to be $3,000 man-rem/$M, the total industry
resolution cost could not exceed about $3.8M. Based on the relatively detailed estimate of the cost of excess-
flow check valve installation (~$1.6M), which was only a small portion of the total "fix," and extrapolation, it
appeared very unlikely that this issue could be completely resolved for less than $4M. Therefore, the issue was
given a medium priority (See Appendix C).

The staff's technical findings and regulatory analysis were reported in NUREG/CR-57591544 and
NUREG-1364,1545 respectively. The issue was RESOLVED with no new requirements1546 and Generic Letter
93-061547 was issued to inform OLs and CPs. However, RES recommended that the SRP11 be revised to:
(1) include the information contained in Generic Letter 93-061547; and (2) reference EPRI NP-5283-SR-
A,1548 "Guidelines for Permanent BWR Hydrogen Water Chemistry Installations - 1987 Revision"; the latter
recommendation was consistent with the RES recommendation made with the resolution of Issue 136.
Consideration of a 20-year license renewal period would not affect the resolution of Issue 106.
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Issue 107: Main Transformer Failures (Rev. 3)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was identified in a DL/NRR memorandum1183 which called for an assessment of the high failure
frequency of main transformers and the resultant safety implications. Concern for this issue arose when the
North Anna Power Station had seven main transformer failures in 26 months; five of these resulted in reactor
trips. Of the seven failures, three included rupture of a transformer tank that resulted in two fires. One of the
fires spread beyond the transformer bay to the turbine bay. In a report1184 prepared for the NRC by LLNL, it was
concluded that there was a possibility of generic implications arising out of the plant-specific failures reported for
the North Anna units.

The potential generic concerns identified in the LLNL report1184 included the fire protection system, overhead
conductor/buses, cable trays, storage of flammable materials, and oil-filled transformers in general. In addition,
certain secondary aspects of the transformer failures were identified which included cascading effects, extensive
electrical/mechanical damage, and missiles/explosions, although the LLNL report noted that these latter
items appeared to be either indirectly or remotely related to specific safety-significant concerns. Existing NRC
regulations and guidance pertaining to fire protection and some of the generic concerns raised in the LLNL
report1184 are embodied in 10 CFR 50 Appendix R, the SRP,11 and Regulatory Guide 1.120.1185 In this analysis,
the need for additional actions by the licensees to prevent main transformer failures and to reduce the resultant
risk were evaluated.

Safety Significance

Safety-related loads in nuclear power plants are supplied from buses that can be supplied from any one of
the following sources: (1) the unit auxiliary (main) transformer; (2) the startup transformer (or reserve auxiliary
transformer); or (3) the emergency onsite power supply (i.e., diesel generators). A main transformer failure
will result in a loss of load or unbalanced load on the main generator. This would lead to turbine/generator trip
and power would not be available to the unit transformers for the station power; however, station power can be
obtained from the grid through the startup transformer or from emergency onsite power sources. Switchyards
have redundant systems to provide sufficient relaying and circuit breakers so a transformer failure is not
expected to cause a loss of offsite power.

Other generic concerns associated with this issue included: (1) oil from a ruptured transformer could float on the
water delivered to extinguish the fire by the fire protection system such that the fire will move in the direction of
drainage; (2) the fire may propagate to overhead cables and buses and create the need for access to adjacent
locations (such as building roofs) by fire-fighting crews.

Possible Solutions

Resolution of this issue could involve the following actions:

(1) Evaluation of main transformer design and arrangements by licensees to ensure that the supply of offsite
power is protected against transformer fires and smoke. Design requirements should be established for routing
and separation of offsite power source feeds to protect against power loss due to a transformer fire.

(2) Review of fire protection system features for the main transformers for adequacy and revision, as necessary,
to ensure that a potential fire is prevented from spreading to other plant areas. The review should address the
deluge system, drainage system, fire barriers, and fire-fighting equipment and procedures.

(3) Review of maintenance and operating procedures for the main transformers for adequacy and revision, as
necessary.

(4) Modification of drainage systems, if necessary, to provide drains for each transformer so that liquids
flow away from the turbine building, power lines, and safety-related cables to the reactor and related safety
equipment. Modifications could include adding drains, building dikes, and sloping the transformer yard away
from buildings and other transformers.
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(5) Modification of fire-fighting equipment and procedures, if necessary. This could include longer hoses,
increased ease of access to building roofs, mobility of fire-fighting equipment, and training for personnel.

(6) Relocation of power lines to the safety-related buses, if necessary, so that they would not be affected by a fire
in the transformer bay.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

To establish the priority of this issue, the potential reduction in core-melt frequency as a result of improved
main transformer reliability due to implementation of the proposed solutions was quantified. It was believed
that improved reliability of main transformers would reduce the frequency of transients induced due to main
transformer failures, thus leading to enhanced plant safety.

Frequency Estimate

In the representative plant PRAs (Oconee-3 for PWRs and Grand Gulf-1 for BWRs), main transformer failures
are integrated into a category of transients that result from loss of network load. The affected PRA parameters
are transients other than loss of offsite power requiring or resulting in a reactor shutdown, i.e. T2 (frequency
of 3/RY) and T23 (frequency of 7/RY) for Oconee-3 and Grand Gulf-1, respectively. It was assumed that
implementation of the possible solutions would enhance the reliability of main transformers and thus reduce the
frequency of the resultant transients.

Data in NUREG/CR-38621186 on a specific transient category, characterized as a loss of incoming power to
a plant as a result of onsite failure (such as main transformer failure), suggest that the transient frequency
associated with this category is 0.02 event/RY. In addition, the IEEE reliability data for liquid-filled transformers
(347 to 550 KVA) at nuclear power plants indicate that the main transformer failure rate due to all causes was
2.67/million-hours. This corresponded to an annual frequency of 0.023 failure/year for main power generator
or unit transformers. This value was used as the base case for the failure frequency of main transformers. The
second aspect of the main transformer failure, the risk from resulting fire, was determined to be insignificant
and was not analyzed further. This conclusion was based on the findings of the Oconee-3 PRA which included
the analysis of fires and their potential for causing failures of redundant safety-related components. Also, no
particular sensitivity to main transformer fires was identified in NUREG/CR-5088.1211

It was assumed that implementation of the possible solutions (i.e., no design improvements to the transformer
but improved maintenance and mitigative designs/procedures) would increase the reliability of main transformers
by 50%. Therefore, the adjusted case main transformer failure frequency was estimated to be 0.01 event/RY. In
addition, the adjusted case frequencies of the resultant transients (T2 and T23) were estimated as follows:

T2 = (3 - 0.01)/RY

= 2.99/RY

T23 = (7 - 0.01)/RY

= 6.99/RY

Incorporating these values in the Oconee-3 and Grand Gulf -1 PRAs provide reductions in core-melt frequency
estimates of 1.4 x 10-7/RY for PWRs and 3.6 x 10-8/RY for BWRs.

Consequence Estimate

This issue was assumed to be pertinent to all LWRs and thus had an affected population of 90 PWRs and 44
BWRs with average remaining lives of 28.8 years and 27.4 years, respectively. Based on the Oconee-3 and
Grand Gulf-1 PRAs, the associated public risk reduction was estimated to be 0.38 man-rem/RY and 0.25 man-
rem/RY for PWRs and BWRs, respectively. Thus, the average public risk reduction associated with this issue
was 9.6 man-rem/plant.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: Implementation of the possible solutions at the affected plants would require review of existing
systems and procedures and hardware changes. It was estimated that the review of the existing systems and
procedures would require 15 man-weeks/plant at $2,270/man-week. These efforts would include evaluation
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of the fire protection systems, review of protective circuitry, review of operating and maintenance procedures,
revision of operating and maintenance procedures, and revision of staff training. It was also assumed that, as
a result of these reviews, about 10% of all affected plants would require hardware changes, modifications to
fire protection systems, and re-routing of cables around the main transformer areas. It was estimated that 9
man-weeks would be required to prepare the design modifications and acceptance testing plan, install and test
hardware changes, and revise procedures. Hardware and labor were estimated to cost $48,000/plant to provide
the following: additional drains, gravel, and concrete to slope the area around the transformers and construct
dikes; additional power lines to route power to the buildings; additional breakers to protect equipment connected
to the auxiliary transformers; and longer fire hoses. The cost was itemized as follows:

Dike (250 ft. long, 4 ft. high) =$ 3,750

Concrete and Gravel = 15,800

Power lines (1,000 ft) = 5,000

Breakers (2 at $2500 each) = 5,000

Fire Hose/Storage Cabinet (110 ft) = 500

Note: An escalation factor of 1.8 was used by PNL to convert 1982 dollar values to 1988. Therefore, the cost to
implement the possible solutions at 90% of the plants was about $30,000/ plant; for the remaining 10%, the cost
was estimated to be $100,000/plant. The average cost for the affected population was approximately $40,800/
plant.

For the affected plants, periodic review of main transformer procedures, operations, and maintenance was
estimated to require 0.2 man-week/RY. At a cost of $2,270/man-week, this amounted to $450/RY. In addition,
those plants requiring hardware modifications (10% of affected plants as discussed above) require 1 man-week/
RY (or $2,270/RY) for periodic maintenance/inspection of drains and new diked areas, removal of trash from
drains, etc. Plant maintenance and operation costs are recurring costs and were adjusted for present worth at a
5% discount rate over the 28.3-year average remaining plant life for the 134 affected plants. This resulted in an
average plant cost (present worth) of $11,200/plant.

It was believed that improvements to the reliability of main transformers and improvements to fire protection
systems could potentially result in: (1) avoided costs of replacing a transformer damaged by fire (3 out of 14
transformer failures resulted in fire, or 0.002 main transformer failure/RY); and (2) avoided replacement power
costs associated with reducing the number of reactor trips caused by main transformer failures.

NRC Cost: NRC costs consisted of initial regulatory development and the resources required in support
of the regulatory implementation. The initial regulatory development cost could involve the issuance of a
generic letter or bulletin to the licensees, review of licensee responses, other related activities (i.e., revised
design guidance, assessment of differences in plant design related to transformers, development of potential
implementation measures), and the required technical, legal, and administrative staff labor. This portion of
resource requirements was estimated to require 40 man-weeks ($90,000) in addition to potential outside
contractor support (estimated to cost $50,000) for a total of approximately $140,000. Averaging this over the 134
affected plants resulted in an approximate NRC cost of $1,000/plant.

The implementation resource requirements consist of NRC labor to review utility plans to comply with revised
guidance and additional inspection and monitoring of transformer maintenance/testing programs during the
routine NRC plant inspections. This was estimated to require $4.1M over the life of all affected plants. These
costs are also recurring costs and when adjusted for present worth, as indicated above, resulted in an average
NRC cost (present worth) of $17,000/plant.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was estimated to be $70,000/
plant.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a potential public risk reduction of 9.6 man-rem/reactor and an estimated cost of $70,000/reactor for a
possible solution, the value/impact score was given by:
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Other Considerations

(1) Implementation of the possible solutions was assumed not to involve any labor in radiation zones because
the main transformers are not located in a building in which radioactive materials are used or stored and thus the
radiation dose rates are zero.

(2) The core-melt frequency reductions of 1.4 x 10-7/RY for PWRs and 3.6 x 10-8 /RY for BWRs results
in ORE avoidance associated with core-melt cleanup operations of 20,000 man-rem/core-melt.64 The
accident avoidance over the remaining plant life was [(28.8)(90)(1.4 x 10-7/RY) + (27.4)(44)(3.6 x 10-8/RY)]
(20,000)/134 or 0.06 man-rem/plant. The present worth cost of a core-melt accident was estimated to be
$1.65 billion considering cleanup and replacement power cost over a ten-year period.64 The present worth of
accident avoidance at each plant was estimated to be [(28.8)(1.4 x 10-7/RY)(90) + (27.4)(3.6 x 10-8 /RY)(44)]
($1,650M)/134 or $5,000.

(3) Existing designs of operating nuclear power plants incorporate various independent means of supplying
loads so that main transformer failures would not cause a total loss of offsite power. In addition, the promulgation
of the station blackout rule (10 CFR 50.63) should further reduce the risk from loss of AC power from that
considered in the Oconee-3 and Grand Gulf-1 PRAs.

(4) It was believed that implementation of the possible solutions could be accomplished during normal plant
outages and would not require design modifications or work in radiation zones. The relatively high failure
frequency of the main transformers at the North Anna plant highlighted a possible need for plant-specific
evaluations by some licensees to review their main transformers and to implement an appropriate combination of
the alternatives proposed in order to enhance safety.

CONCLUSION

Based on the above value/impact score, the issue was on the borderline between a low and medium priority
for existing plants. However, it was believed that the risk estimates were high (because the effect of the station
blackout rule was not included in the Oconee-3 and Grand Gulf -1 PRAs). Therefore, the issue was given a low
priority ranking (see Appendix C) for existing plants.

Following a periodic review of low priority issues, NRR provided new information1749 on transformer failures
that required a reevaluation of the issue. Further prioritization, using the conversion factor of $2,000/man-rem
approved1689 by the Commission in September 1995, resulted in an impact/value ratio (R) of $11,565/man-rem
which placed the issue in the DROP category.1750
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Issue 108: BWR Suppression Pool Temperature Limits
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

BWRs are equipped with SRVs to control primary system pressurization. Upon SRV actuation and following the
clearing of air from the discharge lines, essentially pure steam is injected into the pool. Experiments indicate
that the steam jet/water interface at the discharge line exist during this phase is relatively stationary when
the local pool temperature is low.732 Thus, the condensation proceeds in a stable manner and no significant
hydrodynamic loads are experienced. Continued steam blowdown into the pool will increase the local pool
temperature. The condensation rates at the turbulent steam/water interface are eventually reduced to levels
below those needed to readily condense the discharged steam. At this threshold level, the condensation process
may become unstable; for example, steam bubbles may be formed and shed from the pipe exit, oscillate,
collapse, and give rise to severe pressure oscillations which are then imposed on the pool boundaries.

Current practice for dealing with this phenomenon in BWRs is to restrict the allowable pool operating
temperature so that the threshold temperature is not reached. This restriction is referred to as "the pool
temperature limit." USI A-39 resolved, among other things, the concern about steam condensation behavior
in the suppression pool of MARK I, II, and III containments. Resolution of this issue has been reported in
NUREG-0661702 and NUREG-0487.733 Criteria for the pool temperature limit were established and included in
those reports. However, the staff also indicated that the evaluation of this issue would continue in an attempt to
improve the criteria and that future progress would be reported.

NUREG-0783734 presents the results of the staff evaluation of the safety issue concerning suppression pool
temperature limits. Acceptance criteria for the pool temperature limits, the events and associated assumptions
used to analyze pool temperature response, and the suppression pool temperature monitoring systems are
included. The resolution applies to MARK I, II and III containments using the SRV quencher devices specified in
NUREG-0783.734

In a subsequent letter735 to the NRC staff from the BWR Owners' Group, additional test data were summarized
which forms the basis for a BWR Owners' Group proposal that the current local pool temperature limits for SRV
discharge be eliminated. The BWR Owners' Group proposal will be contained and supported in a forthcoming
report to the staff which is expected in January 1985. It is the staff effort required for the review of BWR Owners'
Group report that is to be prioritized here.736

Safety Significance

It is assumed that the report will provide adequate technical justification that there is no risk increase and hence
no safety significance associated with the elimination of the suppression pool temperature limits from the TS.
This issue represents a reduction of NRC requirements and is a regulatory impact issue.

Possible Solution

A resolution of this issue would be the presentation of test data and analysis to demonstrate that suppression
pool loads associated with SRV discharge are well within the containment design capability with the deletion of
the suppression pool temperature limits.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency/Consequence Estimate

A premise of this analysis is that there would be no increase in core-melt frequency as a result of the
implementation of the resolution of this issue.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: The testing and analysis that support the BWR Owners' Group proposal are virtually completed
and it is expected that the final report supporting the proposal will be submitted to the NRC staff in January 1985.
The additional cost that can be anticipated for the industry is that associated with clarifications of the report and
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responding to NRC staff questions. This is estimated to cost $50,000. In addition, there will be the licensee cost
for the preparation of amendments to eliminate the suppression pool technical specifications on temperature
limits. This cost is assumed to be approximately $15,000 per plant. Assuming that requests for this change is
made for 37 plants,737 the total industry cost is estimated to be $555,000.

It is noted that the present plant technical specifications require a plant shutdown in the event that the
suppression pool temperature exceeds 110F. A review of the LERs from 1974 to date reveals that in most
cases the temperature excess in the suppression pool was caused by hot weather, testing of the HPCI system
operability and, occassional operator errors or equipment failure for a total of approximately 22 reported events.
Of these events, only two shutdowns were initiated because of violations of the suppression pool TS: Cooper
Nuclear Plant (July 24, 1984) and Quad Cities Nuclear Plant No. 2 (August 16, 1983).

If shutdowns can be avoided at the rate indicated in the past, say, once every 9 years or so, the following
estimate of cost savings can be made. It is assumed that the minimum downtime following a shutdown is 24
hours. For a shutdown that lasts for 24 hours and a cost of replacement power of $300,000 per day, the present
worth (PW) of these savings at a real discount rate of 5%, over an average reactor plant lifetime of 28 years and
assuming 1 shutdown every nine years, is given by:

PW = ($300,000)(1 + 0.05)-9 + ($300,000)(1 + 0.05)-18

+($300,000)(1 + 0.05)-27

= ($300,000)(0.645 + 0.416 + 0.268)

= ($300,000)(1.33)

= $400,000

Added to the cost saving in eliminating plant shutdowns would be the savings implied in the additional 20 cases
of operating experience by the elimination of the need for suppression pool cooling by use of the RHR and/or
core spray systems (LER 112, 8/2/83, Susquehanna 1) and which also reduces the challenges to this safety-
related equipment. The cost of operating the necessary equipment to cool the suppression pool will be assumed
to be $10,000 per event. Based on the past experience of about 15 events required over the 10-year span of
LERs reviewed above, the present value (PW1) of this cost with a real discount rate of 5% is given by:

PW1 = ($10,000)(15/10)(0.05)-1(1 - e-0.05t)

For t = 28 years, PW1 = $262,000. The present worth of the total cost savings to the industry is, therefore,
estimated to be $(262,000 + 400,000) = $662,000. The present total cost to the industry for implementation of
this change in technical specifications is estimated to be $(50,000 + 555,000) = $605,000.

In addition, it is noted in the DSI memorandum736 that it is expected that the implementation of the proposal,
if the NRC staff accepts it, will result in plant improvements by: (1) the elimination of monitoring requirements
of the pool temperatures by plant operators during SRV discharge; (2) increased plant operator flexibility
insofar as any necessary operator action could be delayed during SRV discharge, and (3) improved potential
for additional strategies for plant control during ATWS and station blackout scenarios in which the use of the
suppression pool without restrictions may provide enhanced plant control. These items represent benefits
accruing from the elimination of the temperature limits, but the value of these benefits are somewhat offset by
the requirement of alternative suppression pool limits that will have to be established by the licensee for proper
plant operation. These alternative limits, however, will be based on performance requirements such as NPSH,
containment design factors, environmental qualification, and so forth, but not as a result of technical specification
requirements so that the trade-off still represents a net benefit to the licensee.

NRC Cost: Based on a CSB memorandum,737 it is expected that the NRC will require a technical assistance
program effort in the review of the BWR Owners' Group report for a total estimated NRC cost of $90,000. The
administrative NRC costs to process amendments for TS changes are in the order of 1 to 2 man-weeks/plant.
For 37 BWRs, this will require 55 man-weeks at a cost of (55 x $2,270) = $125,000. Therefore, the total cost to
the NRC is estimated to be $(90,000 + 125,000) = $215,000.

CONCLUSION
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Based on the assumption that the elimination of suppression pool temperature limits can be adequately justified
by the BWR Owners' Group data and analysis, it is concluded that a savings can accrue to the industry with an
estimated present worth of $661,000 at a cost of approximately ($215,000 + $605,000) or $820,000 for both
the NRC and the industry, with no increased risk to the public. In addition, there is some additional potential for
the overall improvement of plant safety through some small but intangible increase in plant operation flexibility
as well as safety equipment reliability by the elimination of the suppression pool TS on temperature limits.
Therefore, it is concluded that the

potential savings from the proposal initiated by the BWR Owners' Group are in the same order as the costs, so
that NRC effort on this Regulatory Impact issue should have a low priority.
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Issue 109: Reactor Vessel Closure Failure
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

Potential stress corrosion cracking (SCC) of reactor vessel (RV) closure studs was raised as a GSI in December
1984.1148 Concerns were expressed that two contributors to SCC had not been subject to careful research and
evaluation: (1) inappropriate stud tensions; and (2) improper cleaning of dye penetrant following NDT.

It is generally acknowledged that three contributors are necessary to produce SCC in materials: (1) the materials
must be susceptible to SCC; (2) the materials must be under stress of sufficient magnitude (threshold) to sustain
SCC; and (3) the environment must be conducive to SCC. Where the three conditions exist simultaneously, SCC
will occur. Conversely, if one of the above three contributors is eliminated, then SCC is also eliminated.

The RV closure head is a flanged hemispherical component bolted to the vessel by as many as sixty large
threaded studs having diameters ranging up to ten inches. The number of head closure studs and their diameter
are plant-specific. The head flange is sealed to the vessel flange by two concentric, self-energizing, metallic
O-Rings positioned inboard of the bolt circle. Seal leakage can be detected by leakoff connections between
the O-Rings. The RV head leakoff system is instrumented and will alarm in the control room. Plant TS require
monitoring of the reactor head flange leakoff system at least once every 24 hours. If any pressure boundary
leakage is detected, a plant is required to be in hot standby within 6 hours and in cold shutdown within the
following 30 hours. The preload developed in the studs must hold the vessel sealed at operating temperatures
and pressures.

The preload tool used to tension the studs is a hydraulic device which typically tensions two to eight studs
simultaneously. However, it is possible to buy tools that tension greater numbers of studs. The tensioning is
performed using a two- or three-pass procedure. During the basic pass, the tensioner hydraulic pressure is
set, each stud is pulled, and the nut run down. Usually, no elongation measurements are made during a basic
pass. Some procedures reduce the hydraulic pressure as the pass progresses around the head. After the
required number of basic passes, the stud elongation is measured and studs found outside of specifications are
corrected. The preload is thus controlled by the elongation in the studs.

The stud-tensioning (preload) procedures are developed and written by the equipment manufacturers. However,
each licensee usually makes minor, plantspecific changes to fine-tune the manufacturer's procedures to suit
its plant. A plant survey1231 conducted by EPRI showed that improved tension devices were considered by
licensees to reduce the tensioning time. One manufacturer visited during the 1981 survey reported that over 30
new installations of quick-disconnect tensioners had been made.

The RV closure studs are subject to more rigorous design and materials selection requirements than any other
fasteners in nuclear power plants. In addition, the plant TS on leakage control provide defense-in-depth in
assuring sufficient preload to minimize leakage that may contribute to environmental conditions that lead to
boron corrosion (wastage) or SCC.

The existing regulations in 10 CFR 50 that relate to the RV head closure studs are:

Section 50.55a addresses quality standards for design, determination, and monitoring of fracture toughness;

GDC 1 and 30 address quality standards for design, fabrication, erection, and testing of structures, systems, and
components;

GDC 4 addresses compatibility of components with environmental conditions;

GDC 14 addresses prevention of rapidly propagating fractures of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;

GDC 31 addresses material fracture toughness;

GDC 32 addresses the requirements for a materials surveillance program;

Appendix B addresses onsite material cleaning control.
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Additional guidance on interpretation of the regulations and methods by which the staff reviews the acceptability
of RV materials (including reactor vessel fasteners) are provided in SRP11 Section 5.3.1, "Reactor Vessel
Materials."

To further assure that the RV closure studs provide safe bolting between the RV head and the RV body,
Regulatory Guide 1.651149 provides guidance that is specific to these components. The regulatory position
is that the RV closure studs must meet the requirements of the ASME III Code and additional requirements,
as specified in the guide. These additional requirements pertain to specific selection of materials that are
highly resistant to SCC, use of lubricants that are stable and compatible with the materials and surrounding
environment, inspection requirements, and guidance on protection against corrosion and contamination during
venting and filling the RV while the head is removed.

There are currently no specific regulatory requirements on the preloading methods or procedures to be used in
plant bolting applications or fastening the head to the RV other than adherence to the ASME Code requirements
and guidelines. Studies1230,1231 have shown that there are problems in the various methods used to preload
bolts and studs and that the current ASME guidance is not adequate. However, when compared to other
bolting applications, the RV closure studs have received considerable interest and their associated tools and
procedures are generally the most advanced at any plant.1231

Studies and test results reported in EPRI RP 2520-71230 showed that the methods used for preloading the
RV closure studs (hydraulic tensioning and stretch elongation measurements) were the most precise of the
various methods evaluated. Three of the four methods tested and evaluated fell within a 95% confidence level
of providing the desired preload. However, the stretch measurement method had a coefficient of variation of
approximately one-third that of the other two methods that met the 95% confidence level.

Safety Significance

Common cause failure of the RV closure studs could constitute a LOCA beyond the capability of the ECCS
makeup capacity. The sudden release of energy that could be experienced if all the RV closure studs fail
simultaneously may also threaten containment integrity. In such a scenario, the RV head could be propelled
upward as a missile, impact with the containment dome, and breach the containment barrier. The resulting core-
melt and radioactive release would then yield a high consequence accident and pose a significant risk to the
public.

Possible Solution

In response to the industry concerns on bolting failures in other applications and Issue 29, "Bolting Degradation
or Failure in Nuclear Power Plants," industry bolting practices were developed by the Atomic Industrial Forum/
Materials Properties Council (AIF/MPC) Task Group on Bolting and the Generic Bolt Joint Integrity research
project. These practices may provide additional guidance that could be applicable to RV studs. This additional
guidance deals with strength limits, lubricants, NDE, fracture mechanics analysis of threaded cylinders, and
training films and classes on preload applications.

CONCLUSION

Studies on bolting tools and practices1230,1231 have revealed that the preload methods and procedures for
bolting in general are not adequately treated in the ASME Codes cited in the regulations in 10 CFR 50.
However, the methods used to preload the RV closure studs have received considerably more attention at
plants than other bolting applications. Nevertheless, studies have concluded that all bolting applications could be
significantly improved with refined procedures and better training.

The absence of any identified SCC in RV closure studs in conformance with existing requirements and
guidelines, over approximately 1000 RY of operations, appears to indicate that the current regulations have
been highly effective in assuring good design principles and materials selection for the RV closure studs. (See
References 1228, 1229, and 1230.) Therefore, this issue was DROPPED from further consideration.
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Issue 110: Equipment Protective Devices on Engineered Safety Features
(Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was identified in a DST/NRR memorandum1335 which addressed a condition in which some protective
devices intended to trip active engineered safety features (ESF) components, under indication of equipment
problems, are overridden by ESF actuation (ESFA) signals. This issue addressed two main concerns: (a) ESF
protective trip bypass; and (b) ESF reset capabilities after being tripped.

ESF Protective Trip Bypass: Most ESF equipment are provided with protective devices designed to trip
such equipment when an indication of a fault is detected. Following an emergency ESFA, only a few essential
protective devices are retained in an active mode. The remaining, non-essential, protective devices are
automatically bypassed. The bypassed non-essential protective devices do not cause an ESF trip but, on
detection of a fault condition, will alarm in the control room. The intent of this design aspect is to ensure
continued operation of an ESF during a genuine demand, without spurious or unnecessary trips from protective
devices.

This issue addressed the concern that, during an ESFA, a component could self-destruct if a real fault existed
with the protective trip bypassed, thus causing the ESF to become unavailable for event mitigation. The current
philosophy of bypassing these ESF trips does not take advantage of the adequate time that may be available to
correct the cause of the trip and restart the ESF in time to perform its safety function.

The question being raised by this issue is: Is it better for safety to allow all ESF protective trips to be active
(i.e., no trip bypass) during emergency conditions and depend on the operator for restoration? The advantage
of all-trips-active condition is more assurance of ESF integrity which, in turn, ensures reactor safety. The
disadvantages include: (a) increased ESF trips from conditions that do not truly threaten operability; and (b) an
increase in the number of spurious ESF trips which may complicate operators' actions to recover from accident
conditions, without adding much protection to the ESF equipment.

ESF Reset Capabilities: A related concern addressed the reset capabilities of protective devices. Protective
devices for some ESFs must be reset after a trip and before the ESF can be restarted. Most reset capabilities
are designed primarily for normal plant operation and test and maintenance activities. In some instances, an
ESF reset capability (which must be exercised if the equipment trips) may be at a location that is inaccessible
or hazardous during accident conditions. The issue considered was whether the ESF reset capabilities were
appropriately located.

Safety Significance

Bypassing ESF equipment protective trips during emergency conditions may cause some of this ESF equipment
to self-destruct, if a genuine ESF trip condition existed and the operators failed to take the appropriate corrective
actions. This may complicate the event and lead to higher risk.

Similarly, an ESF reset capability that is inaccessible during emergency conditions will render the ESF
inoperable, if the latter is tripped and cannot be reset and restarted. This may complicate the event and lead to
higher risk.

Possible Solution

A possible solution for the ESF protective trip bypass concern was to enable all ESF protective trips during
emergencies as well as during regular surveillance and normal operation. A possible solution for the ESF reset
capability concern was to require licensees to survey and relocate, as necessary, any ESF reset capabilities that
may be needed during emergencies but found to be inaccessible.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

ESF Protective Trip Bypass: The ESFs that are the subject of this issue are the Emergency Diesel Generators
(EDG), safety-related pumps and pump motors, and safety-related valve motor operators. The following is a
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discussion of: (1) essential and non-essential protective trips; (2) trip alarms; (3) operating philosophy pertinent
to ESF protective trips; and (4) operational statistics.

(1) Essential and Non-essential Protective Trips: The function of an essential trip is to prevent true threats to
the integrity and the operability of the ESF components. On the other hand most of the non-essential trips are
intended to restrict ESF operation to a narrow, optimum operation band. In the current ESF design philosophy,
less than optimum operating conditions are acceptable in cases of emergency. Draft Regulatory Guide 1.9,
Rev.3, which was the proposed resolution for Issue B-56, "Diesel Reliability," contains the staff position on
protective trips for EDGs. Also, Regulatory Guide 1.106,1215 provides guidance to the industry that because
MOVs are operated intermittently their thermal overload protection may be bypassed in cases of emergency.

The EDGs are equipped with various protective trips, but typically only a few essential trips remain active
for EDG protection when an ESF signal is present. Essential EDG trips include: (1) Low Lube Oil Pressure,
which protects against the seizure of the EDG's internals; (2) Generator Overspeed, which protects against the
destruction of the generator in case of loss of load; and (3) Generator Differential Overcurrent, which protects
against major damage in the internal generator windings. Other, non-essential trips, (e.g., high jacket water
temperature) are bypassed during emergency operation.

Similarly, safety-related pump and valve motors are protected during emergency operation by a few essential
trips, for example: (1) Ground Fault and Overload Protection, which protects against losing the electric bus or
the pump motor; (2) Pump Overspeed, which protects against pump damage; and (3) Torque and Limit Switches
for Valves, which protect against damage of the valve internals. Non-essential trips (e.g., thermal overload
protection for MOVs) may be bypassed. As many as nine non-essential trips are bypassed on an EDG in case of
an emergency actuation. Similarly, a few trips are bypassed on other ESF equipment.

(2) Trip Alarms: For a bypassed non-essential protective device the automatic trip action is blocked but a
trip alarm is activated in the control room if a trip condition is reached. Also, as a condition for bypassing non-
essential trips, licensing guidance requires that there must be sufficient time for an operator to react to the trip
alarm and take the appropriate corrective actions (see Regulatory Guide 1.9).

(3) Operating Philosophy: Current operator training and EOPs require an operator, in cases of emergency,
to first take some immediate actions that are committed to memory, then take some follow-up actions. The
immediate actions include ensuring that all the needed ESFs have properly started and continue to operate. The
follow-up actions include:

(a) taking the necessary remedial actions if a trip or a trip alarm (either essential or non-essential) is activated.
The remedial actions depend on the type of accident and the stage at which the trip or the trip alarm occurs
(e.g., reactor conditions changing rapidly, or core cooling has stabilized, preferred power supplies are restored,
etc.);

(b) determination of whether any of the operating ESF equipment is only needed in a standby capacity, or not
needed and may be turned off. This is done to conserve energy and cooling water which may be necessary for
long-term recovery following an accident.

Considering the above operating philosophy and operator actions, activating the non-essential trips during
emergencies does not provide much additional protection to the ESF equipment.

(4) Operational Statistics: Operational statistics compiled by AEOD and industry (EPRI NP-5924, July 1988)
indicate that a large percentage of ESF trips are spurious and unnecessary. This means that activating additional
trips during emergency conditions is likely to increase the number of spurious trips. Therefore, if the non-
essential trips are retained (not bypassed), the actuation of these additional trips (valid or spurious) is likely
to divert the operators' attention from the important task of controlling the accident while not adding much
protection as outlined above.

ESF Reset Capabilities: The licensing guidance for ESF equipment [10CFR50.55a(h), "Protection
Systems," (which endorses IEEE-279) and Regulatory Guide 1.153 (which endorses IEEE-603)] requires that
safety system reset capabilities by an operator must be readily achievable. Typically, for systems required during
emergency conditions, the reset capability is located in the control room.

Most reset capabilities are designed for equipment testing, maintenance, and normal plant operation. These
reset capabilities are not affected by this issue. However, some ESF equipment must be reset prior to restart.
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These reset capabilities are either accessible during emergencies (as discussed earlier) or are designed
to automatically reset and restart after trip when there is an emergency signal present. For instance, a high
pressure injection pump, after tripping on undervoltage, will automatically reset and restart when the diesel
generator is loaded.

Frequency Estimate

A quantitative evaluation of the effect on risk of the possible solution was conducted by constructing event
trees.1383 The solution called for enabling all protective ESF trips during emergency conditions as well as during
normal test and surveillance operation. This solution would increase reliance on the operator to diagnose the
reason for ESF trips and quickly restore the tripped equipment.

Best estimates (mean value) of the conditional probability of core damage given an ESF actuation were
calculated for the base case and two additional cases, Case 1 and Case 2. Below is a discussion of the
assumptions made for the analyses:

(1) The event tree analyses considered a simplified composite plant with an ESF that has: (1) two trains of safety
injection pumps; (2) two EDGs; and (3) an Emergency Feedwater System (EFWS) that has two electric- and
one turbine-driven pumps. Although BWRs do not have EFWS, they have electric- and turbine-driven pumps.
This makes the simplified composite plant equally representative of BWRs and PWRs for the purpose of this
evaluation. The event tree analyses provided an estimate of the conditional probabilities of core damage for the
composite plant given an ESF actuation.

(2) It was assumed that 80% of the ESF trips occur in the first few minutes of ESF actuation. Of all ESF trips,
the non-essential trips were assumed to be of a less serious nature than the essential trips and, therefore, were
assumed to be recoverable within a few minutes. The number of trips that require moderate to long periods of
time for recovery was assumed to remain unchanged despite the additional trips. Therefore, the percentage
of the ESF trips recoverable in a few minutes was increased, while the percentage of those requiring longer
recovery times was decreased.

In reality, some non-essential trips may require long recovery times. The effect of neglecting this possible
increase in trips requiring long recovery times was a decrease in the CDF estimate. For Case 1, the percentage
of trips that are recoverable in a few minutes was increased from 80% for the base case to 90%. The percentage
of trips that fall in the moderate and long recovery times were decreased from 15% and 5%, to 7.5% and 2.5%
respectively. For Case 2, the percentages were 96%, 3%, and 1%, respectively.

(3) The probability of operator failure to recover the tripped ESF was assumed to remain the same as the
number of spurious and non-essential trips increased. However, the anticipated increase in trips is likely to
heighten the stress level of operators and consequently increase the probability of their failure to recover the
tripped ESF equipment.

(4) The base case modeled the existing number of essential ESF trips. Case 1 assumed that, if all ESF trips are
enabled, the rate of ESF failure to continue to run will be doubled. Case 2 assumed that the rate of ESF failure
to continue to run was increased by a factor of 5. The increase in the failure rate by factors of 2 and 5 was not
intended to be proportional to the effect of the additional trips, but intended to show the trend of plant risk as a
result of increasing the number of non-essential trips. The actual increase in risk due to activating non-essential
trips during emergencies was believed to be much smaller. The results of the analysis are shown below.

Mean Conditional CDF,Given An ESFA

Base Case 1.4 x 10-4/RY

Case 1 1.9 x 10-4/RY

Case 2 3.4 x 10-4/RY

As indicated above, the event tree analyses showed an increase in risk if the suggested solution were adopted.
The conditional CDF estimate for the base case was 1.4 x 10-4/ESFA, while the conditional CDF for Cases 1
and 2 were estimated at 1.9 x 10-4/ESFA and 3.4 x 10-4/ESFA, respectively. Although the difference between the
base case CDF and the two CDF estimates for Cases 1 and 2 was not substantial, it indicated a trend toward
increasing risk.
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Other Considerations

Although not explicitly included in the analysis, the additional trips may provide some protection against long-
term system faults. Therefore, by causing some early trips with short recovery times, the additional trips may
avoid later system faults requiring longer recovery times. This effect tends to limit the increase in overall CDF
(i.e., trade some early ESF trips for later system faults).

The following comparison delineates the competing risks resulting from not bypassing non-essential trips. In the
base case as well as the solution cases, the essential trips and all trip alarms are active and will actuate if their
setpoints are reached. The only difference between the base case and solution cases is that, in the latter cases,
non-essential trips will actuate automatically. Therefore, in a solution case, the only possible non-essential trips
are: (i) spurious non-essential trips that interrupt ESF function and distract operators, clearly increasing the
likelihood of core damage; (ii) valid non-essential trips that help long-term system operation by permitting early
equipment repair to avoid later system faults, thus reducing the overall probability of ESF failure to continue to
operate and therefore decreasing the likelihood of core damage; or (iii) valid non-essential trips that do not help
long-term system operation and act like (i) above (spurious trips).

Data show that spurious trips are more frequent than valid trips. Therefore, even if every valid non-essential
trip is assumed to help long-term system operation, there would be a net increase in CDF if it is assumed
that trips of categories (i), (ii), and (iii) are of equal importance. However, the importance of any trip depends
on the accident scenario, timing of the trip, available equipment, and operator actions. It is likely that an ESF
trip causing an ESF interruption of a short duration in the early stages of an accident (when the reactor core
conditions are still rapidly changing) is more serious than a later interruption of an ESF equipment of a longer
duration (when the accident may have been stabilized or terminated, other equipment became available,
more support staff is brought on site for added help, or when requirements for decay heat removal may have
diminished).

CONCLUSION

As shown above, enabling the non-essential ESF trips (i.e., not bypassing them) during emergency conditions
causes an increase in ESF spurious trips and is predicted to increase plant risk. By interrupting the ESF
functions unnecessarily, these spurious trips divert the operators' attention from the more important tasks of
controlling an evolving accident. This increases the likelihood of core damage. Therefore, it was concluded that
changes to the current ESF protective trip philosophy would not improve safety. Thus, this issue was DROPPED
from further pursuit. In an RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal
period did not change the priority of the issue.
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Issue 111: Stress Corrosion Cracking of Pressure Boundary Ferritic Steels
in Selected Environments (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

Indications of possible stress corrosion cracking (SCC) in the Indian Point Unit 3 (IP-3) steam generator
prompted MTEB to review foreign and domestic operating experiences related to possible indications of SCC
in low-alloy ferritic steels. The incidents identified837 as possible precursors to generic concerns of SCC relate
to BWR reactor vessels and PWR steam generators. These events and some additional information that are
reviewed and discussed in this evaluation include:

(1) A through-wall crack in the transition cone of the steam generator shell at IP-3.

(2) A through-wall crack in the lower head closure weld region of the Italian Garigliano
steam generator (an indirect cycle BWR similar to a BWR-1).

(3) A guillotine rupture of a transition cone (reducer) in the secondary piping of the
German HDR test facility.

(4) Cracking of feedwater lines in W PWRs.

(5) Other events that may contribute to SCC in BWR reactor vessels and PWR steam
generator vessels.

(6) Inferences from materials testing.

The materials of interest are those low-alloy ferritic materials (SA-533 Grade B, SA-508 Grade 2, and SA-302
Grade B) used in the fabrication of the subject pressure vessels.

Safety Significance

The reactor vessels and steam generators are constructed of low-alloy ferritic steels and designed to the ASME
Codes. The ASME Codes are linked to fatigue crack initiation in chemically unreactive environments (ASME
Section III) and fatigue crack growths of existing defects as part of the ASME Section XI inspection Code.
Even though a corrosion allowance is specified in the ASME Codes as a design consideration, it is not linked
to corrosion fatigue or SCC that may occur in active chemical environments such as those experienced in the
nuclear pressure vessels (reactor pressure vessels, steam generator pressure vessels).

Should the materials used in the pressure vessels be susceptible to SCC and exceed the inherent allowances
in the ASME design/inspection Codes, a vessel rupture could result in a core-melt and radiation doses to the
public. This issue affects the design and operation of all LWRs except those designed by B&W.859

Possible Solution

Prior to developing a solution to this problem, MTEB proposed a research scoping effort to define the severity
of the problem and the conditions under which the SCC phenomena are likely to be exacerbated. The research
effort would also involve laboratory testing of the low-alloy materials in reactor-grade water with variable oxygen,
chloride, and copper as possible water chemistry constituents.

No risk reduction can be attributed to the study (scoping) efforts. However, the proposed effort is expected to
better define under what conditions SCC of the pressure boundary steels may occur and if such conditions arise
or prevail during reactor operations. The proposed effort would also involve determinations of the effectiveness
of post-weld heat treatments (PWHT) and water chemistry excursions that may affect the materials resistance
to SCC. The results of these studies (research) could then possibly be used to determine when and where to
conduct inspections to detect the cracks before they become a safety concern.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

In order to develop background frequency information to establish the safety significance of this issue, a review
and discussion of the incidents identified above was required.
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IP-3 Steam Generator Event: During a refueling outage (with the reactor in a cold shutdown condition) on
March 27, 1982, a small leak was detected on the shell side of steam generator #32 of IP-3. The leak originated
in the circumferential weld joining the transition cone to the upper shell. The steam generator shell is constructed
of SA-302 Grade B material approximately 4 in. thick. To characterize the cracking phenomenon, the utility had
various samples removed for metallurgical evaluation and failure analyses. BNL performed an independent
failure analysis on specimens from steam generator #32 and on three additional boat samples containing
cracks cut from steam generator #31. Office of Inspection and Enforcement (OIE) issued Information Notice
No. 82-37842 to inform the industry of the event. W informed843 the NRC staff that no indications similar to those
observed at IP-3 were identified in the inspections performed on steam generators in 12 plants.

An investigation by BNL as reported in NUREG/CR-3281844 concluded that the cracking was caused by
a low cycle corrosion fatigue phenomenon with cracks initiating at areas of localized corrosion (pits) and
propagating by fatigue. The cause of the pitting/cracking was considered to be related to the unit's relatively
high operating dissolved oxygen levels and copper species in solution. The report also concluded that SCC
could not be entirely discounted as the possible failure mechanism. NUREG/CR-3281844 also identified that
IP-3 had developed moderate to severe denting of the steam generator tubes. The sludge analysis in IP-3
showed concentrations as high as 45% copper and 40% iron. Significant amounts of chlorine (Cl), copper as
cuprous oxide (Cu20), and alpha hematite (alpha-Fe203) were also present in the sludge pile. The presence
of these constituents indicated that water chemistry control in the IP-3 steam generators had been poor for
a considerable period of time. Additionally, in January 1981, IP-3 experienced a turbine blade failure which
damaged approximately 50 condenser tubes and allowed chloride into the steam generators with recorded levels
of up to 325 ppm. The chloride intrusion may have had some influence in initiating pits at the inside surface of
the steam generator shell.

Results from constant extension rate tests (CERT) on SA-302 Grade B material in neutral and chloride solutions
were reported in NUREG/CR-3614.845 The CERT were performed on weld and base metal samples in air, water,
and chlorine solutions. The chlorine solutions as sodium chloride (NaCl) and cupric chloride (CuCl2) ranged from
1 ppm to 325 ppm chlorine. The results of the test indicated no significant effect in the NaCl CERT. However,
the CuCl2 CERT indicated possible susceptibility of the SA-302 Grade B material with as little as 1 ppm chlorine
(as CuCl2) in 268EC water. No attempt was made to control the dissolved oxygen content in the water. The
combined results appear to indicate that copper as CuCl2 may significantly alter the electrochemical reaction.
The IP-3 secondary water chemistry may, however, provide an even different corrosion mechanism than that
of the CERT. In this regard, the electromotive force series of metals could also produce galvanic corrosion of
the iron (Fe) in the presence of copper because carbon steel is anodic compared to copper (Cu) in the galvanic
series. Thus, pitting/crevice corrosion of the carbon steel may have been acting as a combination of galvanic
corrosion and low cycle fatigue. In the latter case, corrosion products in cracks (crevices) may act as wedges
during cooldowns causing crack extensions. During heatups, newly-exposed crack surfaces develop more
corrosion deposits. Repeated cycles, therefore, may result in through-wall cracks (corrosion-fatigue).

Because of the poor secondary water chemistry control at IP-3, the atypical massive chloride intrusion, and the
results of the W inspections on other steam generators, the event at IP-3 may not represent a generic PWR
condition but a plant-specific combination of atypical events. However, because of uncertainties in the CERT
to represent conditions that may have prevailed at IP-3, and the indications from the CERT of the potential for
copper in solution to effect some form of corrosion-related attack on the low-alloy materials, these effects cannot
be ruled out as a potential generic concern, especially when considering the PWR secondary water chemistry
controls that have existed in the industry (see "Other Conditions" contributing to SCC).

Garigliano Steam Generator Event: The Garigliano steam generator crack developed at the inner surface
of the water box circumferential weld between the tube sheet and the nozzles on the primary side (August
1978). The through-wall crack propagated through the Monel clad and the SA-302 Grade B shell (approximately
2 inches thick). GE conducted an extensive investigation and reported846 its results to the NRC. The most
pertinent information revealed that the crack propagation resulted from environmentally-assisted corrosion
under sustained loads (SCC). Manganese sulfide as segregates were evident in the monel and base metal with
the presence of sulfur in the region of crack tips. Therefore, aggressive acidic crack-tip chemistry caused by
dissolution of the sulfide inclusions were concluded by GE to be contributors to the SCC. Local PWHT of the
weld with unknown control was also reported by GE to have resulted in high residual stresses in the region of the
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weld. The high oxygen content (~200 ppb) in the coolant medium was not considered atypical, but it may have
enhanced the electrochemical reaction involved in the crack initiation and propagation.

GE concluded that the conditions that prevailed in the Garigliano steam generator (high residual stress, material
sulfur content and inclusions) were atypical of current domestic BWR design and PWHT. The NRC staff did
not challenge the GE position. Therefore, the Garigliano event was not considered a generic event typical to
domestic operating BWRs. However, the effects of sulfur content in the material and the potential contribution
to SCC have since been subject to further tests and evaluations (see discussion on material testing). One might
argue in hindsight that the Garigliano event could have been a precursor to the SCC susceptibility of high/low
sulfur content low-alloy steels in reactor grade water.

HDR Rupture Event: NUREG-1061,611 Volume 3, describes the double-end guillotine break that occurred
in the HDR test facility on November 3, 1983. The reducer (conic section) that failed was fabricated from a
single billet of 15 Mo 3 steel. The wall thickness of the conic section was approximately one-fourth the design
thickness. Therefore, the combined primary, secondary, bending, and notch stress concentrations could have
resulted in a stress intensity of nearly two orders of magnitude above the design stress. This fabrication error
could well have resulted in exceedance of some stress threshold that caused the failure. The thinness of
the conic wall section and the high oxygen content (~8ppm) may also have contributed to the failure. The
atypical design and fabrication errors related to the HDR failure are believed sufficient to preclude this event as
representative support of this issue as a generic issue. It should be pointed out that, although the stresses were
very high, there was no gross plastic deformation and no ductility exhibited on a microscale.857 It was a brittle
fracture. The failure is atypical of fatigue in that there were numerous initiation sites. These facts point to stress
corrosion cracking of low alloy/ carbon steels as the failure mechanism. This incident is cited to demonstrate the
mechanism.

PWR Feedwater Line Cracking Events: These failures are being addressed in Issue 14. The primary failure
mode has been identified as thermal fatigue (not CF or SCC) resulting from coolant stratification. The PWR Pipe
Crack Study Group completed its investigation of this issue and published its findings in NUREG-0691.13 Based
on the above findings, any SCC that may or may not have influenced the resulting failures were masked by the
thermal fatigue constituent.

Other Events Contributing to Potential SSC: Intrusion of chloride, sulfide, copper, and other contaminants
into the BWR reactor water and PWR secondary water may contribute to SCC of the vessels materials. EPRI
NP-1136847 stated that 20 BWR plants over a 33-month time period (1974-1977) indicated 12 forced outages as
a result of high conductivity in the reactor water or heavy condenser tube leakages. On an average, this amounts
to 307.22 significant contaminant intrusions per BWR reactor-year. EPRI NP-2230307 reported 6 condenser
leakages over 172 RY of PWR operation. This amounts to a frequency of 0.03 contaminant intrusions from
condenser leaks into the PWR secondary cooling water of the steam generators.

As a further example of other apparent poor PWR secondary water chemistry operations (in addition to the IP-3
sludge analyses discussed earlier), the sludge deposits in the removed Surry 2A steam generator undergoing
tests at Hanford were reported in NUREG/CR-3842.849 Analyses of the Surry sludge deposits revealed 35 to 60
percent metallic copper, 20 to 30 percent Hematite (Fe203), and 10 percent Cuprite (Cu20). All the analytical data
on the sludge samples indicated that they originated from the secondary side. The high copper content probably
originating from the condenser tubing (see "Other Considerations").

Tighter requirements for reactor water may account for the reported higher frequency of contaminant intrusion in
BWRs from condenser tube leaks. However, Regulatory Guide 1.56848 provides methods determined acceptable
by the NRC staff to maintain high purity water in the BWR reactor water cycles and to minimize failure of the
reactor vessel from mechanisms of general corrosion and SCC induced by impurities in the reactor coolant.

For the secondary side of the PWRs, resolution850 of Issues A-3, A-4, and A-5 contained staff recommendations
that the PWR plants incorporate Revision 3 to SRP11 Section 5.4.2.1 as plant-specific programs for secondary
water chemistry control.

From the above limited data, condenser tube leaks in BWRs and PWRs have been frequent. However, the water
purity requirements for BWR plants should alleviate potential corrosion effects to the BWR reactor vessels. For
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the PWR steam generators, adoption of the secondary water chemistry guidelines may reduce future corrosion
potentials, but not necessarily resolve the effects of existing corrosion damage.

Based on the IP-3 experience, the above-described Surry sludge analyses, the recent Surry Unit 2 inspections
discussed in "Other Considerations," and the fact that steam generator tube degradations have been linked
to variable PWR secondary water chemistry controls,840 it appears reasonable to equate the adequacy of the
steam generator secondary water chemistry environment to conditions that may also enhance SCC in the steam
generator vessel shells.

Inferences from Materials Testing: A considerable amount of materials research and testing has been
performed on the SA-508 and SA-533 reactor vessel materials and has resulted in the publication of several
documents: NUREG/CP-0058,851 Vol. 4; NUREG/CP-0044,852 Vol. 1 (pp. 7, 91, 141, 179); NUREG/CP-0044,852

Vol. 2 (pp. 27, 91); Reference 853; and NUREG/CR-4121.854

The research and testing were performed in typical PWR and BWR reactor water chemistries. The research
results also included comparisons with the ASME Section XI air and water fault lines. Based on the existing
research results, the following generalizations appear appropriate for these materials:

(1) There is a trend toward increased crack growth rate with higher material sulfur
content.

(2) A higher dissolved oxygen content results in higher initial crack growth rate, but the
crack growth rate is stifled with crack depth such that after an initial period of crack
growth rate the effects of the bulk solution dissolved oxygen content diminishes.
Therefore, there is little difference in the effective crack growth rates of these
materials in BWR and PWR reactor water chemistries.

(3) The crack growth rates for reactor pressure vessel materials are within, or
consistent with, the ASME Section XI surface (wet) fault lines.

The most significant effect observed was the high/low sulfur content (material variability), and not the oxygen
content (environmental variability). The aqueous solutions used in the referenced research did not contain
copper in solution, but some tests did contain small amounts of chlorine in solution.

The only research test results obtained for the SA-302 Grade B base material and associated weld material
are reported in NUREG/CR-3281844 and NUREG/CR-3614.845 These results were discussed in the earlier IP-3
comparisons.

Based on the above discussions, the differences in the dissolved oxygen contents for the BWR and PWR reactor
water chemistries are estimated to have little or no effect on the probability of increased crack growth rates for
the reactor pressure vessels. Only limited information was available for the (SA-302 Grade B) pressure vessel
material. In the presence of the simulated and degraded PWR secondary water chemistry, the SA-302 material
may be susceptible to some form of accelerated corrosion attack.

Frequency/Consequence Estimate

BWR Reactor Pressure Vessel Rupture Frequency Estimate: A nominal base case pressure vessel rupture
frequency of 10-7/RY is assumed reasonable for the BWR reactor vessels.16 In consideration of (1) research
results of the reactor vessels materials in their respective reactor water chemistry environments, the vessel
materials crack growth rates are within the ASME code limits, (2) the protective corrosion shield provided by the
cladding on the inside surface of the reactor vessels, and (3) the BWR reactor water chemistry requirements
described earlier, no significant increase in the BWR reactor vessel rupture frequency from SCC is anticipated.
However, to provide a coarse estimate, it is assumed that a 25% increase in the BWR reactor vessel rupture
frequency can be attributed to SCC. This potential increase in BWR reactor vessel rupture frequency is based
on the percentage of stainless steel pipe ruptures attributed to SCC reported in NUREG-1061,611 Volume 1.
Because of the observed prominence of SSC in stainless steel pipes, it seems unlikely that the percentage of
reactor pressure vessel ruptures due to SCC would exceed 25% of the total vessel rupture frequency without
prior history of this condition. The change in BWR reactor pressure vessel rupture frequency that may be
attributed to SCC is therefore estimated to be 2.5 x 10-8/RY.
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BWR Consequence Estimate: Assuming that SCC provides a potential change in the BWR reactor vessel
rupture frequency (2.5 x 10-8/RY), the probabilities of radioactive releases in BWR categories 2 and 3, as
described in WASH-1400,16 are 0.1 and 0.9, respectively. Assuming a 1120 MWe BWR, meteorology typical
of the Braidwood site, and a surrounding uniform population density of 340 persons per square mile, the
public radioactive risk within a 50-mile radius is 0.113 man-rem/RY. Considering a remaining reactor life of
approximately 30 years, the public risk is 3.5 man-rem/reactor.

PWR Frequency and Consequence Analyses: A leak or rupture of a single steam generator would likely
produce a rapid cooldown of the reactor similar to an inadvertent full-opening of the turbine bypass valves
or a main steam line break.16 The containments are capable of sustaining a complete blowdown of a steam
generator. Therefore, rupture of a single steam generator with no additional failures has no significant risk to the
public from core-melt or radioactive releases through containment failures. The plant operations and operation
responses to such an event are assumed similar to those described in Issue A-22 for a steamline break inside
containment. In addition, subsequent and detailed staff evaluations on PWR responses to MSLB with concurrent
SGTRs and SBLOCAs were reported in NUREG-0937860 which concluded that a MSLB inside containment
(similar to a steam generator rupture) would likely be bounded by the FSAR analyses and not result in a core-
melt.

For a steam generator rupture to lead to a significant release (core-melt), the rupture must be accompanied by
damage to the RCS and failure of the ECCS, or failure of the AFWS and the ECCS. The following sections will
address these PWR systemic events.

PWR Steam Generator Rupture (SGR) Frequency Estimate: WASH-140016estimated that the SGR frequency
was similar to the RPV rupture frequency (10-7/year). Considering approximately 3 steam generators per reactor,
the base case SGR frequency is 3 x 10-7/RY.

To assess the potential increase in SRG frequency as a result of accelerated SCC or CF from PWR secondary
water chemistry variability between plants, we reason the following: (1) plants with clean secondary water
chemistry will have an SGR frequency equal to the above base case rupture frequency (3 x 10-7/RY), (2)
plants that have experienced medium degradations of the steam generator tubes will have an SGR frequency
one order of magnitude greater (3 x 10-7/RY) than the base case, (3) plants that have experienced severe
degradations of the steam generator tubes will have an SGR frequency two orders of magnitude (3 x 10-7/RY)
greater than the base case rupture frequency of 3 x 10-7/RY.

The above SGR frequency (3 x 10-5/RY) is back-calculated to estimate the number of steam generator leaks that
have occurred by using the piping leak-before-break ratio of 20.16 The predicted number of leaks based on the
above reasoning is (3 x 10-5/RY)(500 RY)(20) ~ 0.3. Likewise, if we estimate that steam generator ISI has a 10%
chance of not detecting cracks in the steam generators before they develop into leaks, 3 steam generators with
cracks could be expected. Compared to the 7 steam generators where cracking has been detected, the above
crude estimates are fairly good, but a better correlation with leaks and cracks would be obtained from an SGR
frequency of 10-4/RY. For comparative purposes, the probability of a MSLB is also 10-4/RY.

Alternately noting that no rupture has occurred in 1500 steam generator years (500 RY) and ignoring the current
steam generator ISI experiences for leak-to-crack detection (1/7) and leak-before-break experiences in U.S. and
foreign plants (2 leaks with no ruptures), we would estimate an SGR frequency of 10-3/RY. The SGR frequency
of 10-3/RY therefore represents a bounding but prudent estimate. Ignoring the ISI crack detection capability and
leak-before-break experiences appears prudent because of the uncertainties in estimating these early warning
indicators. As an example of the conservatism of ignoring the crack detection capability, a very conservative
staff fracture mechanics analysis839 estimated that a catastrophic rupture of the steam generator would only
be predicted to occur from a complete circumferential crack (360°), with a crack depth approaching one-half
the vessel wall thickness. A crack of this magnitude seems very likely to be detectable. Therefore, the SGR
frequency may range from a best estimate value of 10-4/RY to an upper bound estimate of 10-3/RY.

PWR Steam Generator Support (SGS) Failure and LOCA Frequencies: If cracks develop in the steam
generator vessel shells, it was independently judged16, 859 that the steam generator would likely leak before
rupture. The SGR event would therefore most likely be bounded by the MSLB event previously discussed.
However, should a catastrophic SGR occur, the steam generator reaction loading to the SGS structure is highly
uncertain. In recognition of this, we will assume the conditional failure probability of 0.5 for the SGS (SGS/SGR).
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The SGS/SGR = 0.5 infers that the SGS is as likely to fail as not to fail. Given failure of the SGS, we assume the
conditional probability of a large break LOCA (LBLOCA), given a SGS failure, is 1.

PWR Core-Melt Frequencies: The systemic events that are assumed to lead to core-melt conditions as a result
of a catastrophic SGR are: (1) damage to the RCS (LBLOCA), and (2) failure of the ECCS in the unaffected
loops, or failure of the AFWS and the ECCS in the unaffected loops. The estimated upper bound core-melt
frequencies for these sequences are as follows:

Failure Event Frequency/RY

SGR 10-3

SGS/SGR 5 x 10-1

LBLOCA/SGS 1

ECCS Failure 10-2

Σ = 5 x 10-6

Failure Event Frequency/RY

SGR 10-3

AFWS Failure 4 x 10-5

ECCS Failure 10-2

Σ = 4 x 10-10 (negligible)

PWR Containment Failure Matrix: Containment response to a core-melt accident from the above LBLOCA/
SGR can be grouped into separate plant damage states (PDS). The PDS depends on: (1) the availability of
equipment or systems to reduce containment temperature and pressure; and/or (2) containment bypass or
failure to isolate containment. The PDS descriptions and probabilities resulting from the LBLOCA/SGR are as
follows:

Plant Damage State (PDS)

PDS Description Probability

A No containment heat removal or
containment sprays

10-3 (Reference 16)

B Containment heat removal and
containment sprays available

0.998 10-3

V/B Given B, but containment bypass
through failed MSIVs in ruptured
steam generator steam line

(Reference 681)

The containment failure modes are similar to those used in WASH-1400.16 The conditional probability of the
containment failure mode for each PDS is shown in the table below:

Conditional Containment Failure Modea

PDS α δ β 4 β 5 V

A 10-2 0.96 10-2 - -

B 10-2 - - 10-2 -

V/B - - - - 10-3
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a - α, δ, β, V are the containment failure mode conditional probabilities for missile damage, overpressurization,
failure to isolate, and bypass, respectively.

The probability of an α failure mode (α = 10-2) from an SGR refers to direct containment failure by missile
penetration. For a LBLOCA-induced core-melt, the in-reactor-vessel steam explosion has a probability of 10-4

to produce a missile that breaches containment. For purposes of this analysis, the α failure mode probability
from missiles generated by the SGR is assumed to be 100 times greater than that from an in-reactor-vessel
steam explosion. Therefore, even through an in-reactor-vessel steam explosion is likely to occur from a core-
melt, its contribution to containment failure is negligible. The corresponding WASH-140016 α release category is
a Category 1 release due to the containment failure from a missile generated by the SGR.

Steam produced from the SGR by reactor molten fuel (core-melt) and water in the reactor cavity can fail the
containment by overpressurization (δ). This would occur only when containment cooling is lost.16,860 The
probability of overpressurization due to hydrogen burn is assumed negligible because the steam concentration in
containment will tend to suppress hydrogen burn propagation. The probabilities of the δ mode failures for PDS A
and B are assumed to be 0.96 and zero, respectively. The corresponding WASH-140016 release for PDS A and
B are Category 2 and Category 3, respectively.

Failure to isolate containment (β failure mode) is assumed to have a probability of 0.01. The β4 mode is with
containment sprays unavailable and the β5 mode is with containment sprays available. The corresponding
WASH-140016 release categories for β4 and β5 are Category 4 and Category 5, respectively. The "V" failure
mode probability681 of 0.001 represent containment bypass through the ruptured steam lines in the affected
loop with the MSIVs failed open. The conditional PDS = V/B assumes containment sprays are available and the
corresponding WASH-140016 release category is a Category 3 release.

The basemat melt-through failure mode is a relatively benign failure mode and, with the most likely case of the
containment sprays being available, we assume basemat melt-through is precluded.

The LBLOCA assumed to be induced by the SGR may also be accompanied by SGTRs in the affected loop.
However, the conditional SGTRs would be dominated by the probability and consequences of the LBLOCA
sequences.

PWR Risk Consequences: The PWR risk consequences for a core-melt frequency (5 x 10-6/RY) resulting from
a SGR-induced LBLOCA is 0.4 man-rem/RY. Over a remaining plant life of 30 years, the public risk is 12 man-
rem/reactor. The tabulations of the calculated public risk parameters are:

Public Risk Parameters

WASH-140016

Release Category
Containment
Failure Mode

Release
Frequency (RY)-1

Conditional Dose/
Release (man-rem)

Public Risk
(man-rem/RY)

1 α 5 x 10-8 5.4 x 106 0.3

2 δ 5 x 10-9 4.8 x 106 0.02

3 V 5 x 10-9 5.4 x 106 0.03

4 β4 5 x 10-11 2.7 x 106 -

5 β5 5 x 10-8 1.0 x 106 0.05

Total - 1 x 10-7 - 0.4

The release categories and corresponding containment failure modes are described in the Containment Matrix
Section above. The release frequencies (Column 3) are the products of the core-melt frequency (5 x 10-6/RY)
and the summed products of the PDS and the conditional containment failure mode probabilities for each PDS
provided in the Containment Matrix Section above. The conditional dose (Column 4) is the man-rem per release
for each release category. These release doses are based on the fission product inventory of a 1120 MWe PWR,
meteorology typical of the Byron site, and a surrounding uniform population density of 340 persons per square
mile over a 50-mile radius from the plant site, with an exclusion radius of one-half mile from the plant.
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Cost Estimate

Based on discussions with RES, this issue could be incorporated at no additional cost into the long-term
research plan which has not been finalized. A near-term effort would involve an initial expenditure of NRC
research funds ($265,000). Depending on the outcome of the research results, additional NRC and industry
funds may be needed to develop a solution(s). Because of the small risk, no other costs were estimated.

The industry has a significant economic incentive to repair surface cracks in their steam generators, before they
develop into through-wall cracks. As an example, repair of steam generator surface cracks at the Surry plant
involved removal by grinding (repair welding was not necessary) estimated by MTEB to cost approximately
$1M. At IP-3 where a small through-wall crack developed in one steam generator, the repairs involved grinding
and weld repairs. MTEB estimated the costs to IP-3 was approximately $8M. In neither of these cases were
the plants required to go into forced outage situations. However, should a plant be placed into a forced outage
situation as a result of through-wall cracks in the steam generators, the average replacement power costs of
approximately $500,000/day, in addition to the repair costs, would likely result in costs well in excess of $8M.

Other Considerations

A comparison843 was made of the plants reported by W as having been inspected for indications similar to
the IP-3 flaw with plants that have experienced severe steam generator tube degradation histories.840 The
comparison indicated that, in general, the plants inspected were not plants with histories of severe steam
generator tube degradations. Subsequent inspections of the replaced Surry Unit 2 steam generators have
revealed intermittent cracks up to 1/4 in. deep.856 The cracks were in the transition region that was part of the
original steam generator. The transition cone wall thickness in this area is 3.4 inches and is required by design
to be at least 2 inches. Because these indications were in the original part of the transition cone, the affected
material was exposed to the same poor secondary water chemistry discussed earlier. The cracking of three
Surry 2 steam generator shells occurred at the same joint as the four Indian Point 3 steam generator shells. The
inspections of the joints have predominantly been by UT methods from the outside of the shell. As experienced
in some of the BWR stainless steel piping inspections for SCC, the UT indications were incorrectly ascribed
to geometric configuration. In this regard, IE Information Notice No. 85-65858 has informed the industry of the
events at IP-3 and Surry and the experience with UT versus magnetic particle examinations related to crack
detection in the steam generators. Therefore, subsequent ISI testing of the SGS should be more reliable and
thereby further reduce the chance of an SGR.

CONCLUSION

Based on limited operating experience (one steam generator leak in U.S. domestic plants and one steam
generator leak in foreign plants) and expert opinion,859 steam generator outer shells are more likely to leak than
to catastrophically rupture. A significant leak in a steam generator outer shell would be expected to result in plant
responses comparable to a transient induced by the inadvertent full-opening of the turbine bypass valves. A
larger steam generator leak (small rupture) is expected to be bounded by the MSLB with concurrent SGTRs and
SBLOCA as evaluated in NUREG-0937.860 The detailed analyses860 determined that such an event would not
result in a core-melt accident.

To further bound the probability and consequences of this issue, we have ignored the steam generator crack
detection experiences and steam generator leak experiences (that essentially have provided defense-in-depth
mitigations to severe steam generator ruptures) and assumed a catastrophic SGR probability of 10-3/RY that
leads to a LBLOCA (failure of primary piping loop). Based on this scenario as a bounding analysis, the public risk
from an SGR was estimated to be 12 man-rem/PWR. Therefore, the risk reduction potential (3.5 man-rem/BWR
plant, 12 man-rem/PWR plant) indicates that this issue is of low safety significance to the public.

The quantified values used in this evaluation contain a number of unquantified uncertainties. However, to the
extent judged reasonable, the bounding values are believed to be biased in conservative directions. Thus, these
estimates are more sensitivity studies than absolute quantifications and, therefore, only represent the potential
safety significance of this issue relative to other issues.

We have also considered other concerns raised by MTEB.857 "The experience at two plants (IP-3 and Surry
2) of the material failure mechanism that was not addressed in the original design (and raised doubt whether
GDC 4 is being met) requires a response by the staff. The research effort promised in the future would be too
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late to address licensing concerns now, especially for operating plants. Active consideration should be given
to placing a higher priority on research efforts to enhance our understanding in order to provide a meaningful,
timely response." However, MTEB also concluded857 that this issue only provides a minimal risk to the public
health and safety in terms of the contribution to core-melt probability.

Based on (1) the low public risk for this issue, (2) the MTEB expert opinion that steam generator leaks are
more likely than SGRs859 (currently supported by the IP-3 and Garigliano experiences), (3) existing staff
recommendations to the industry to implement improved secondary water chemistry programs,850 (4) the OIE
Information Notice858 that should promote more reliable steam generator inspections, and (5) the industry
economic incentive for resolution, this issue has minimal public risk that will be even further reduced by
implementation of the above actions.

However, the MTEB concerns related to the need for a better understanding of the materials cracking
phenomenon, potential licensing position(s) related to meeting the original licensing design bases, and whether
or not the GDC are met, are considered licensing concerns. Therefore, based on the above evaluations, staff
actions already taken, and the above discussions, this issue was classified as a Licensing Issue.

As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.
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Issue 112: Westinghouse RPS Surveillance Frequencies and Out-of-
Service Times
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

In February 1983, the Westinghouse Owners Group submitted WCAP-10271, "Evaluation of Surveillance
Frequencies and Out of Service Times for the Reactor Protection Instrumentation System," to the NRC for
review and approval. This report proposed TS changes governing operability and surveillance testing of the
Reactor Trip System (RTS) based on equipment unavailability and risk analyses. The report was reviewed by
NRR and accepted with limitations.822,823

Safety Significance

The RTS availability is expected to be reduced slightly, whereas, the number of inadvertent trips should
decrease. The frequency of a core-melt due to an ATWS event would increase and that due to an inadvertent trip
would decrease. This issue applies to all W PWRs.

Possible Solution

WCAP-10271 proposed, as modified after the Salem trip system breaker problems, four changes: (1) changes to
the surveillance or test intervals for the RTS analog channel operational tests from monthly to quarterly; (2) the
time allowed for a channel to be inoperable or out of service in an untripped condition would be changed from
1 hour to 6 hours; (3) the time an inoperable channel could be bypassed to perform testing on another channel
in the same function would be increased from 2 hours to 4 hours (in conjunction with this test time increase,
WCAP-10271 proposes leaving the inoperable channel in a tripped condition and performing the channel test
in a bypass condition); and (4) perform routine analog channel testing in the bypassed condition instead of the
tripped condition.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency/consequence Estimate

An approximation of the effects which can result from the proposed changes (taken from WCAP-10271) are:

(1) Increase in Reactor Trip Unavailability 4 x 10-7/demand

(2) Increase in ATWS Core-Melt Frequency 5 x 10-8/RY

(3) Decrease in Inadvertent Reactor Trip Core-Melt
Frequency

7 x 10-8/RY

(4) Decrease in Core-Melt Frequency 2 x 10-8/RY

The insignificant change to core-melt frequency will, in essence, result in little or no reduction to risk.

Cost Estimate

It was calculated in WCAP-10271 that the manpower expended just to do testing on the analog channels would
be 3,120 man-hours/RY. Assuming that reducing the surveillance testing from monthly to quarterly will reduce
these expenditures by two-thirds results in a savings of 2,040 man-hours/RY or approximately 1 man-year.
Assuming a man-year cost of $100,000 and an average life of 26 years for each of the 61 W reactors results in
an industry saving of $160M.

CONCLUSION

Since there is essentially no change in risk resulting from this issue, but there is a significant saving in cost, this
issue is classified as a resolved Regulatory Impact issue.
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Issue 113: Dynamic Qualification Testing of Large Bore Hydraulic
Snubbers (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was raised1014 in March 1985 to address the staff's concern that there were no requirements for
dynamic qualification testing or dynamic surveillance testing of large bore hydraulic snubbers (> 50 kips load
rating). The safety concern was the integrity of the steam generator lower support structures (SGLS) when
subjected to a seismic event.1015 However, the issue was applicable to all LWRs with components, structures,
and supports that rely on LBHS for seismic restraint and other dynamic loads such as high energy line breaks
and water hammers.

Safety Significance

In the absence of the restraint to the steam generators provided by the LBHS, the steam generator support
structures (SGS) might fail. Failure of the SGS might subsequently result in rupture of the primary system piping
(large-break LOCA), the main steam lines (MSLB), and the feedwater (normal and auxiliary) piping lines. Such
failures could result in a core-melt from the loss of all means of core cooling and could pose a significant risk to
the public. Other dynamic load events could further increase the safety significance of this issue but, this limited
analysis focused primarily on the seismic concern raised.

Possible Solution

The staff suggested1014 a number of tests or alternative tests to provide adequate assurance of the operability
of the LBHS when subjected to a seismic event. The test options primarily focused on dynamic cyclic testing,
to assure operability of the snubber control valves when subject to cyclic loads, and the determination (or
correlation) of the snubber system spring rate when subject to cyclic loads. As previously stated, the resolution
may effect all operating plants (BWRs and PWRs) that use LBHS as seismic restraint devices.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

Initiating Frequency: As stated above, the initiating event evaluated in this analysis focused on the potential
seismic-induced movement of steam generators in PWRs. The probability of failure of the SGS is 0.051016 for a
peak ground acceleration of 0.5g, which is approximately three times that of an SSE. The SGS failure probability
corresponds to the failure probability of 0.05 for hydraulic snubbers from all design causes.1017 Thus, given a
failure of the LBHS in the SGS, the SGS under a 3 SSE loading was assumed to have a failure probability of 1.
Assuming the failure probability is proportional to the load, the failure probability of SGS and LBHS subject to a
SSE loading is therefore 0.017.

The function of a LBHS during an earthquake is to lock-up and to resist motion of the steam generator. Failure
to lock-up in either the compression or tension stroke will result in loss of snubber restraint (soft snubber strain
rate under repetitive input loading). For this analysis, the inertial time lag (rocking) of the steam generator during
its inertia-induced motion in one direction (snubber compression mode on one side and tension on the other side
of the steam generator) combined with failure of the snubber to lock-up and resist the inertia-induced movement
of the steam generator was considered. Thus, only one-half of the seismic input frequency was involved in the
relative motion (rocking) between the steam generator and the snubber rigid attached wall.

Failure of the snubber from sticking of the control valve accounts for approximately 1% of the tested snubber
failures.1017 Assuming that the control valves are as likely to stick open (failure to lock-up) as to stick closed
(failure to unlock), the LBHS failure to lock-up is (0.017)(0.01)(0.5) = 8.5 x 10-5/demand.

The strong ground motion of the SSE was assumed to contain an input frequency of 33 cycles/second over a
duration of 10 seconds. Considering only one-half the input frequency as discussed above, the snubbers could
experience (0.5)(33)(10) = 165 demands. The probability of the LBHS and SGS failure, given an SSE, would
therefore be (8 x 10-5)(165) = 0.014. A possible conservatism in this assumption is that all the LBHS in the SGS
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ganged (grouped LBHS arrangements) sets of snubbers are assumed to fail as one composite LBHS failure.
Such a common mode failure was assumed to be representative of a generic design defect that results from the
absence of adequate dynamic testing programs.

Core-Melt Frequency: Given an SSE event with a return period of 2 x 10-4/RY (References 1018 and 1019),
and the conditional failure probability of a SGS/SSE as (1.4 x 10-2), the core-melt frequency was estimated to be
(2 x 10-4/RY)(1.4 x 10-2) = 2.8 x 10-6/RY.

Containment Failure Frequency: For this analysis, the containment failure probability was assumed to be
1 due to overpressurization from the high energy released into the containment from the piping failures or
containment bypass by way of the ruptured steam lines.

Consequence Estimate

Based on the above frequency estimates, the probability of a large release from a core-melt caused by dynamic
(cyclic) failure of the LBHS during a SSE is (2 x 10-4/RY)(1.4 x 10-2)(1) = 2.8 x 10-6/RY. The public dose within
a 50-mile radius of the plant, with a surrounding uniform population density of 340 persons per square mile, no
evacuation, and meteorology typical of the Braidwood site is (2.8 x 10-6/RY)(5.1 x 106 man-rem) = 14.3 man-
rem/RY. Assuming an average remaining plant life of 30 years, the potential public risk was approximately 430
man-rem/reactor.

Cost Estimate

The cost of the proposed solution(s) will be highly dependent on the option selected to verify the dynamic
capability of the LBHS in operating plants, i.e., a snubber vendor qualification of snubber types and/or in-plant
tests that augment the current TS functional test requirements. For operating plants, the cost will be highly
dependent on the state-of-art of test equipment, the number of snubbers tested per plant, the surveillance
frequency of the tests, the existence of or lack of prior qualification tests (snubber vendor-specific), the vintage
and distribution of various vintage LBHS in the plants, and replacement power costs (should the LBHS tests
result in extended plant outage time).

The expected large variations in all the above elements necessary to arrive at a realistic cost estimate for this
issue clearly indicated that the costs used in this analysis must be regarded as very rough estimates.

Vendor Qualification Tests: The average cost for snubber qualification tests (including dynamic testing) was
estimated to be $100,000 per snubber type.1017 This cost may be significantly higher per snubber type for the
smaller population LBHS, but insignificant on an average per-plant basis when compared to other industry
costs. Further functional (in-plant) tests of the LBHS that might augment the existing TS requirements, given an
adequate vendor qualification testing program (including dynamic testing), may be lower than the in-plant tests
cost estimated in this analysis.

In-Plant Testing: The annual testing cost for hydraulic snubbers was estimated to be approximately $1000/
snubber. Assuming the snubber population ranged from 500 to 1000 snubbers/plant, and 15% of the
snubbers were LBHS,1017 each plant may have approximately 75 to 150 LBHS.1020 Based on the existing TS
functional testing criteria,1020 it was assumed that 20% to 25% of the LBHS will be tested per refueling outage
(approximately every 1.5 years). This amounted to 11 to 23 LBHS on an annual basis.

The existing test requirements for LBHS were estimated to cost approximately ($1000)(0.15)(75 to 150) or
$11,000 to $23,000 per RY or, on an average, approximately $17,000/RY. Estimating that a dynamic testing
requirement (including setup, tests, and equipment leasing) would increase the existing LBHS test cost by 50%
to 100% yielded an increased cost of approximately $8,500/RY to $17,000/RY. The present worth costs, at a 5%
discount rate over 30 years, ranged from $131,000 to $262,000 per plant. These costs would be attributed to an
in-plant dynamic testing requirement for LBHS only.

Replacement Power: Cost factors related to a hydraulic snubber test program according to the TS were
cited in NUREG/CR-4279.1017 The TS snubbers testing phase resulted in extending the plant outage time
by approximately 3 days. Assuming the existing TS functional test surveillance requirements are linear with
respect to the LBHS population (15%), the outage extensions due to the current LBHS testing may be extended
an additional 0.45 day. If it is assumed that the outage is extended only one additional hour per LBHS tested
(11 to 23 LBHS), the outage extension ranges from one-half day to one day per year, which is consistent
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with the above estimate. Therefore, the estimated replacement power cost of $500,000/day yields an annual
replacement power cost of $250,000 to $500,000/plant-year. Based on a 5% real discount rate, the present
worth replacement power cost over 30 years may be $3.85M to $7.7M per plant.

NRC Cost: The estimated NRC cost for this issue ranged from $50,000 to $100,000, including technical
assistance contractor costs. The effort would likely involve a review of the LBHS used in industry, determination
of the need (risk reduction) for additional LBHS test requirements, discussions with snubber vendors,
development of acceptable testing requirements, and possible preparation of additional TS requirements.

Total Cost: The NRC cost ($50,000 to $100,000) would be insignificant when compared to the industry costs. A
per plant cost for vendor qualification of each snubber type would likely be distributed over the total population of
the tested snubber type and not significantly affect total industry costs. In addition, some LBHS types may have
existing and adequate testing programs. The present worth of surveillance testing costs ($131,000 to $262,000)
and replacement power cost ($3.85M to $7.7M) yielded a cost that ranged from approximately $4M to $8M per
plant. Therefore, the average cost to implement a dynamic testing requirement in operating plants for the LBHS
was estimated at approximately $6M/plant, if plant outage time is extended because of the additional tests. If the
LBHS test can be done within normal plant outages (refuelings), the total cost would be approximately $200,000/
plant.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a public risk reduction of 430 man-rem/reactor and an estimated average cost of $6M/reactor
(including replacement power costs), the value/impact score was given by:

If replacement power costs are not involved, the value/impact score would be:

Other Considerations

(1) The uncertainties in this analysis were large for the risk estimates. The risk for this issue was estimated
to result from the absence of a LBHS dynamic qualification test requirement, or a LBHS dynamic functional
surveillance test program in the TS. The risk estimates center on failure of the SGS due to a common mode
failure of the LBHS in the event of a SSE seismic excitation. In estimating the probability of failure of the
LBHS, it was assumed that the LBHS control valves may fail open during seismic excitation, e.g., due to cyclic
(frequency) loading, and thereby result in free motion (lack of snubber restraint) and lateral movement of the
steam generators. Lateral movement of the steam generators (absent LBHS restraint) was assumed to fail all
the SGS and result in massive piping failures in the primary and secondary piping runs.

(2) The existing TS functional test requirements provided some unknown amount of assurance relative to cyclic
operability to the LBHS, but the strain rate (k) during repetitive loadings was not assured and therefore may be
even more uncertain. The analysis did not treat the above uncertainties in the estimates because of the lack
of supportive data. Previous qualification testing (if dynamic tests were performed) might negate the need for
further strain rate (dynamic) testing since it could be inferred that the operability and repetitive loading capacity
for a given design was confirmed by the qualification tests and only operability need be verified in subsequent
tests.1021
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In the absence of any correlation between the LBHS operability and strain rate capacity when subject to dynamic
loading, the assumption that control valves may stick open during the cyclic loading, and remain open, assumed
a generic design defect might exist. This inherent assumption in the analysis may overestimate the probability
of LBHS failure by one to two orders of magnitude. Thus, the risk estimates may be high for the analyzed SGS
structure failure scenario.

(3) The LBHS are also used to support other components in nuclear power plants. The consequences (plant
damage states) from other dynamic loads or other accident scenarios that might be similar to the seismic-
induced LBHS failures are assumed to be dominated by the seismic-induced SGS structure failure scenario. A
more detailed analysis that examines all the potential plant damage states that may result from LBHS failures
could be considered in the final resolution.

(4) The resolution and implementation of the NRC Piping Review Committee recommendations (see Issue 119)
may result in removal of some of the piping snubbers. Thus, more flexible piping systems may result in higher
nozzle loads to the steam generators and other support structures during seismic events.1018 In such cases,
the reliability of the remaining smaller population of snubbers (including LBHS) may become more critical. As
a further example, the GDC-4 limited scope rule would allow removal of many snubbers (including LBHS) from
PWR reactor coolant system piping and large components, such as steam generators, subject to NRC approval
of demonstrated acceptability of the licensees' requests. Additionally, the proposed GDC-4 broad scope rule
change, if approved, will expand the scope of the limited scope rule to all high energy piping systems in all
nuclear power plants. Thus, the determination of the need for dynamic qualification testing of the LBHS should
also consider the potential impacts of Issue 119, and specifically the GDC-4 rule changes.

(5) Some of the uncertainties in the cost estimates were due to the variations in snubber vendors' qualification
programs, from plant to plant design differences, whether or not plant refueling outage times would be extended
due to the additional testing, and other elements discussed above. Therefore, a wide uncertainty band for
costs existed and no precise generic cost estimate seemed appropriate for this issue, i.e., the costs may vary
significantly from plant to plant. As previously stated, the cost estimates should be regarded as very rough
estimates. The value/impact ratio of this issue will be strongly influenced by any outage extension that may or
may not result from additional LBHS testing.

CONCLUSION

The purpose of this issue was to assess the need for an NRC requirement for dynamic qualification testing of
LBHS in operating plants. The limited assessments provided in this analysis should only be considered as rough
baseline risk, cost, and value/impact estimates. Further and more detailed analyses may show either higher
or lower values. However, this analysis identified that a broader and more complete evaluation was needed to
resolve the issue. Based on the estimates determined in this analysis, the potential need for higher reliability
LBHS (pipe snubber removal and optimization programs were being pursued), and the observed failures of
LBHS in operating plants,1015 this issue was given a high priority ranking (See Appendix C). Work being done
by RES in the Nuclear Plant Aging Research,1022 the resolution of Issue 119, and the effects of the GDC-4 rule
changes were to be considered in the resolution of this issue.

In resolving the issue, the staff concluded that there were few cost-beneficial changes to existing requirements
that would result in improved LBHS reliability and reduced risk. However, it was recommended that a Regulatory
Guide be developed for future plants. Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and no new requirements were
established.1450 In an RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal
period did not affect the resolution.
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Issue 114: Seismic-Induced Relay Chatter (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was identified in a RRAB memorandum915 in March 1985 and addressed the possibility of relay
contact chatter during a seismic event and its resulting effect upon safety and safety-related electrical control
systems and their abilities to provide for and maintain a safe plant shutdown.

Various regulatory requirements address seismic design requirements and definitions. These include, but are
not limited to: 10 CFR 100, Appendix A, "Seismic and Geologic Siting Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants"; SRP11

Sections 2.5.1, 2.5.2, and 3.10; Regulatory Guide 1.29916; and Regulatory Guide 1.100.917 NRC regulations
require a nuclear plant to withstand the effects of an SSE and to assure: (1) the integrity of the reactor coolant
pressure boundary; (2) the capability to shut down the reactor and to maintain it in a safe condition; or (3) the
capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could result in potential offsite exposure.
The SSE is defined as that earthquake which is based upon an evaluation of the maximum earthquake potential
considering the regional and local geological and seismological and specific characteristics of local subsurface
material. It is that earthquake which produces the maximum vibratory ground motion for which certain structures,
systems, and components are designed to remain functional. Of concern is the capability of relays to perform at
the SSE. For earthquakes which exceed the SSE (a low probability event), the ability to assure a margin for relay
chatter is sought.

The RRAB memorandum915 identified a number of activities which address aspects of this issue. These include:
(1) the NRC contract with Future Resource Associates, Inc., which is investigating whether seismic PRAs can
be improved by detailed analyses of equipment failures and operator-responses; (2) Seismic Design Margins
Program which is to determine the seismic margins in the existing plants in the eastern United States; and (3)
Issue A-46 which addressed the seismic qualification of equipment in operating plants. As part of Issue A-46,
there are efforts for the evaluation of the qualification test adequacy of relays required to be functional to assure
safe plant shutdown and for the collection of fragility data by the Seismic Qualification Utility Group. Currently,
there is a review group within NRC, supported by a corresponding industry group, working on the criteria for
determination of relays that are needed to perform during a seismic event.

Safety Significance

A large number of relays are used to control many devices in nuclear power plants such as pumps, valves,
and circuit breakers. In addition, much of the control logic for system initiation and control is accomplished with
relays. Relay control may be accomplished by relay actuation either in the energized or the deenergized state.

Seismic-induced relay chatter is the opening and/or closing of relay contacts due to the influence of seismic
accelerations either directly or indirectly. It is possible that this phenomena may result in important equipment
being rendered inoperable as well as the loss of systems status indications. Valves may be erroneously opened
or closed, pumps may be shut off, diesel generators may be rendered inoperable, etc. Operator actions, not only
in the control room but also at various locations in the plant, may be required to realign relays and control circuits
to restore required systems to an operable configuration and maintain core cooling. Reactor trip is very likely to
result from causes other than relay chatter.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Quantification of the risks resulting from seismic-induced core-melt accidents involves a large amount of
uncertainty. These uncertainties include a large variation in the estimate of recurrence frequency of seismic
events and also in the predicted seismic fragility. The majority of the fragility prediction data employed in
performing PRAs is based upon expert judgment; very little is based upon actual test results. Not only is
there a large uncertainty associated with fragility data but also the peak amplitude of motion experienced by a
component may vary with changes in the frequency character of the seismic input resulting from the frequency
response of the mounted structure such as cabinets, panels, etc. NUREG/CP-0070918 provides insights into the
many uncertainties associated with performing PRA-type analyses of seismic events.
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In addition to the previously described uncertainties, the response of relays to seismic acceleration has large
variations depending upon the relay design (type, size, structure), the state (energized or de-energized), the
frequency spectra of the input motion, and the magnitude of the input motion. It has been found that relay
response is non-linear, i.e., the fragility does not necessarily decrease with increases in input frequency or
acceleration.

Further, the effect of relay chatter is very dependent upon the dynamic response characteristics of the circuit in
which the relay contacts are employed. Circuits with fast time constants or response may be very sensitive to
relay chatter while circuits with slow response characteristics may not be perturbed by relay chatter.

Issue A-46 provided insights into the effects of relay chatter from seismic events and identifed systems whose
performance may be degraded by relay chatter.

Further, it determined the effect of relay chatter upon these required systems and develop the procedural
guidelines, including human responses, to mitigate these effects.919 Most important, the results of Issue A-46 will
assure that the systems required to bring the plant to a safe shutdown are not disabled by relay chatter.

CONCLUSION

For greater than SSE events, the Seismic Margins Program and the related programs to collect fragility data
address relay capability. Relay performance at the SSE level was covered in the resolution of Issue A-46.
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Issue 115: Enhancement of the Reliability of Westinghouse Solid State
Protection System (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

The ATWS rule724, 725 for W plants requires the implementation of a diverse ATWS mitigation system, Auxiliary
[or ATWS] Mitigating Systems Actuation Circuitry (AMSAC). The functions prescribed for AMSAC are turbine trip
and the initiation of auxiliary feedwater, independent of the reactor trip system.

As a consequence of the Salem ATWS event (Issue 75), Generic Letter 83-28520 established the requirement for
the automatic actuation of the shunt trip attachment of reactor trip breakers for W and B&W plants (this feature
was included in the original design for CE plants). Although this modification provided a significant increase in
the reliability of the reactor trip breakers and hence the reactor trip system, it had not been previously pursued as
an action that would significantly reduce the potential of an ATWS event during the extensive dialogue and study
of the ATWS issue. Further, it was believed that other similar actions to increase the reliability of the existing
reactor trip system for W plants also had not received such consideration.

With respect to W plants with the solid state protection system (SSPS) design, failures of the undervoltage (UV)
driver raised concerns with regard to the susceptibility of the design to common mode and random failures of
redundant components. Enhancement of the reliability of the W SSPS was suggested by DSI/NRR as a new
generic issue in April 1985.905

Safety Significance

The failures of the UV driver suggested a higher probability of SSPS failure than that calculated during the ATWS
rulemaking proceeding. The higher probability of SSPS failure in turn would lead to a higher probability of ATWS
and, as such, would represent a higher risk to the offsite population surrounding the affected plants. At the time
of the evaluation of this issue in July 1986, the affected plants were those W plants with the SSPS, i.e., 19 of the
38 operating W plants.

Possible Solution

It was believed that incorporation of additional diversity for the UV driver function would reduce the probability of
an ATWS event. In particular, it was assumed that the UV driver reliability could be improved by installing a relay
driver and associated relays to duplicate the function of the UV driver, thereby providing diversity for the function.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

It was assumed that the AMSAC required by the ATWS rule for W plants was in place and operational.

Frequency Estimate

Reliability block diagrams for the W SSPS were used in the calculation of frequency estimates of core damage
events as a result of SSPS failures. These figures were provided to the staff as part of the W Owners Group
response to staff questions during the review of WCAP-10271, "Evaluation of Surveillance Frequencies and Out
of Service Times for the Reactor Protection System," (Proprietary).

Diversity exists in two basic forms. The first is from the standpoint of measured parameters and sensors that
initiate a reactor trip, and the second is the diverse trip features of the reactor trip breakers (shunt and UV
trip coils). For the analog channels, comparators are the major component that are common to each channel.
For the logic cabinet, input relays and the universal (logic) cards are common for each trip function, with the
UV driver common to all trip functions. For the reactor trip breakers, the remaining components (primarily
mechanical) are common to all trip functions.

Table 3.115-1 summarizes the estimates for common mode failures of the protection system on the bases
of the listed failure rates, a Beta factor of 0.01 and a monthly test interval. A Beta factor of 0.01 was used to
be consistent with that used for logic channels as noted in SECY 83-293.904 TS required testing of breakers
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and logic every 62 days on a staggered test basis (one train or the other is tested every 31 days such that the
time interval for finding common mode failures would be monthly). Based on the review of WCAP-10271, the
staff approved quarterly testing of analog channels. Since the majority of the trip functions consisted of 3 or 4
channels, quarterly tests on a staggered test basis for a 3-channel system resulted in one channel being tested
monthly. Thus, a monthly test interval was also used for analog channels.

The channel comparators were the major contributor to the common mode failure unavailability since they have
the largest hourly failure rate. However, if the hourly failure rate for the UV driver was estimated based on the
five known failures and an estimate of 90 RY for W plants that had the SSPS with two UV drivers, the common
mode failure unavailability of the UV driver (see Table 3.115-2) would become the dominant contributor.

In addition to initiating reactor trip, the SSPS is used to initiate engineering safeguard systems. While these
functions of the reactor protection system use many of the same components as the reactor trip system
(comparators, logic input relays, and universal logic cards), the reactor protection system differs from the
reactor trip system in its final output configuration. Instead of a UV driver that turns off 48V DC to the actuated
component, a relay driver is provided which supplies 48V DC to energize a master relay which, in turn, energizes
slave relays that provide contacts to actuate engineered safeguard components. Thus, a relay driver and
associated relays could be used to duplicate the function of the UV driver for the reactor trip function and thereby
provide diversity. This would eliminate common mode failures of the UV driver as the dominant contributor to the
probability of an ATWS event due to protection systems failures (see Table 3.115-3).

The event trees used by the ATWS Task Force were altered to substitute the above estimates of SSPS electrical
unavailability for the value previously used to estimate a base case frequency of core damage events and a CDF
after supplementing the UV driver function. Values for the probability of all other events were those used by the
ATWS Task Force. The specific events incorporated into the event trees were: number of transients (AT); MTC
overpressure; SSPS mechanical failure; auxiliary feedwater failure; and high pressure injection (HPI) failure.

TABLE 3.115-1

Components Common Modea Failure
Unavailability (10-5)

Channel Comparators 2.90x 10-6/hr 1.100

Logic Input Relays 8.70 x 10-8/hr 0.032

Universal Logic Cards 7.70 x 10-7/hr 0.290

Undervoltage Driver 1.95 x 10-7/hr 0.073

Breaker Mechanical Components 1.95 x 10-8/hr 0.031

TOTAL: 1.530

a - U = B T/2 (Average unavailability due to common mode failure)

TABLE 3.115-2

Undervoltage Driver Failures 5

Reactor-Years (Est) SSPS Plants 90

Failure Rate, 
0.028/yr (3.17 x 10-6/hr)

Common Mode Failure Probabilitya 1.14 x 10-5

All Other Components (1.53 - 0.073) x 10-5 1.46 x 10-5

Total Failure Probability 2.60 x 10-5
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a - U = B T/2 (Average unavailability due to common mode failure)

The base case frequency of core damage events was estimated to be 8.9 x 10-6/RY when the five UV driver
failures were considered. The frequency of core damage events was estimated to be 4.7 x 10-6/RY when the
increased reliability of SSPS afforded by supplementing the UV driver function was considered. This resulted in a
reduction in core-melt frequency of 4.2 x 10-6 /RY for the proposed modification to the SSPS.

TABLE 3.115-3

Total System Unavailability

Event Existing System Diverse UV Driver

Common Mode failures 2.60 x 10-5 1.46 x 10-5

Random failures 4.33 x 10-6 (b)

Testing 6.34 x 10-6 (b)

TOTAL: 3.67 x 10-5 1.46 x 10-5

b - The additional diversity decreases the random failure unavailability to less than 10-6 and eliminates testing
unavailability.

Consequence Estimate

The total whole-body man-rem dose was obtained using the CRAC Code results.64 These results assumed a
uniform population density of 340 people per square-mile (which was the average for U.S. domestic sites in the
year 2000) within the area between ½- and 50-mile radius from the plant. Typical (Midwest plain) meteorology,
no evacuation, and no ingestion pathway were also assumed. The Oconee-3 RSSMAP study had been adopted
as the evaluation model for PWRs and was, therefore, assumed to adequately represent the selected group of
affected plants for this issue. In the Oconee-3 RSSMAP, the only ATWS dominant risk sequence (T2KMU) was
assumed to result in a Category 3 release with a probability of 0.5, a Category 5 release with a probability of
0.007, and a Category 7 release with a probability of 0.5. Thus, a weighted average of 2.7 x 106 man-rem/event
for the consequences of ATWS events was derived using the CRAC Code results. (It should be noted that the
ATWS Task Force assumed a consequence, in terms of public exposure, of 107 man-rem/event in arriving at its
recommendations.)

The 19 W operating plants utilizing the SSPS had an average remaining life of 25.5 years. When the estimated
reduction in core-melt frequency (4.2 x 10-6/RY) was multiplied by the average consequence (2.7 x 106 man-
rem/event), the number of affected plants (19 plants) and the average remaining life of the affected plants (25.5
years), an estimate of 5,500 man-rem was obtained.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: Based upon discussions with plant operators, the following licensee implementation costs were
identified:

(1) Engineering analysis of the problem was estimated to take about 2 man-weeks to design and document the
modifications to the SSPS. At $2,270/man-week, this was estimated to cost $4,540.

(2) Relays and other hardware were assumed to cost $3,000.

(3) Installation was assumed to require 1 man-week at an estimated cost of $2,270. Since this modification could
be completed during normal outage time, no replacement power cost was included.

(4) Possible TS changes were assumed to require 4 man-weeks. At $2,270/man-week, this was estimated to
cost $9,080.

In addition, it was assumed that, following completion of the modifications to the scram system of the SSPS, a
functional (acceptance) test would be necessary. It was estimated that this test would take the better part of a
shift to perform and would involve time from the shift supervisor, systems engineering, control room operators,
and I&C technicians. The functional test was estimated to take 42 man-hours at a cost of $2,400/plant. QA
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efforts during the design, installation and testing of the scram system modifications and during the development
of TS revisions were estimated to take an additional 66 man-hours for a cost of $3,800/plant.

The cost of the above requirements was estimated to be about $25,000/plant for a total licensee implementation
cost of $475,000 for the 19 affected plants. The affected plants were assumed to not require any additional
operation/maintenance beyond that normally required. Therefore, the licensees' operation and maintenance cost
was zero.

NRC Cost: It was estimated that the NRC labor requirement for development of requirements was 8 man-
weeks. At $2,270/man-week, this was estimated to be $18,160. The cost for a technical assistance contractor
was assumed to be $20,000. Therefore, the total NRC cost for development of requirements was ($18,160 +
$20,000) or $38,000.

NRC cost tracking had shown that, on the average, about 1.7 staff-years were required to process a generic
requirement from the point where it is acted on by the CRGR until its resolution in the form of a specific MPA. At
approximately $135,000/staff-year, this amounted to about $230,000. In light of the relatively large societal risk
and the rather small industry cost estimated for this issue, it was assumed that the NRC requirement processing
cost would be less than the existing average and would be about $150,000.

Using historical cost information provided in NUREG/CR-3971,906 the NRR implementation cost/plant was
estimated for the plant-specific review of licensee design changes, the review and processing of plant-specific
TS changes, and OIE review of the licensees' implementation actions. The estimated NRC implementation
costs/plant were:

NRC Design Review $ 6,000

TS Review and Processing 14,000

OIE Implementation Review 4,000

TOTAL: $24,000

For the 19 affected plants, the NRC implementation cost was estimated to be $456,000. Since no additional
operational/maintenance costs were estimated for the licensees, no additional costs for NRC review of the
licensees maintenance and testing were estimated. Thus, the total NRC cost was estimated to be $644,000.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was estimated to be $1.12M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a potential public risk reduction of 5,500 man-rem and an estimated cost of $1.12M for a possible
solution, the value/impact score was given by:

Other& Considerations

Reduction in the frequency of core damage events would result in an averted ORE for cleanup of the 19 affected
plants. When a value of 19,900 man-rem/event for ORE following a severe core damage event was multiplied
by the change in core-melt frequency, the number of affected plants and their average remaining life, an averted
ORE of about 40 man-rem was estimated. Likewise, the rather large reduction in core-melt frequency would also
result in an appreciable averted accident savings to the licensee. At a cost of $1.65 billion per core-melt event,
the averted accident savings for this issue was calculated to be $3.3M.

Based on discussions with plant operators, the assumed modifications to the SSPS would not require labor for
installation or maintenance in a radiation zone. Therefore, no ORE was estimated for these efforts.
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The proposed modifications to the SSPS might result in an increase in the frequency of inadvertent or spurious
trips which would represent an economic loss to the industry due to lost power production/replacement power
costs. This was not considered in this analysis but should be estimated and accounted for in the resolution of
this issue and the development of a regulatory analysis for any proposed new requirement(s).

CONCLUSION

Based on the potential risk reduction and the high value/impact score, the issue was given a high priority ranking
(see Appendix C). In pursuing a resolution to the issue, W investigated the five UV driver card failures and
determined that they were caused by poor maintenance and test-related practices. These practices involved
the inadvertent shorting of the scram breakers' UV trip coil, causing a shorted failure of the output transistor in
the UV card. To eliminate this safety problem, W modified the design of the UV card to provide a fuse link in
the output circuit which will open the circuit when the UV coil is shorted. This will produce a UV trip signal to the
scram breaker which will persist until the card is removed, repaired (by W), and replaced.

W Technical Bulletin NSID-T8-85-16 dated July 31, 1985, was issued to the W utilities, as required by the
Salem ATWS Generic Letter (83-28),520 recommending installation of the modified UV cards. The Bulletin also
recommended specific maintenance and test procedures that should be followed to prevent failures of this type
pending installation of the modified UV cards. It was expected that the affected W licensees would take action to
modify their test and maintenance procedures and to procure and install the modified UV driver cards. The staff
sought verification of the licensees' responses to the W recommendations. The W recommended solution was
not viewed as providing the same degree of risk reduction as that which could be altered by providing diversity
for the UV drive scram function. Resolution of the issue was expected to take into consideration the potential
risk reduction afforded by the W "fix," if it was adopted by the affected licensees, and a determination was to
be made as to whether any further risk reduction offered by providing diversity for the UV driver scram function
could be justified by value/impact analysis.

During the course of resolving the issue, the staff gained certain insights which were deemed to be useful
in improving the reliability and overall performance of reactor protection systems. These insights were
suitable for industry initiatives to improve safety and to reduce the regulatory burden on the affected licensees
while extending the life of reactor trip breakers. The staff's technical findings were documented in NUREG/
CR-51971200 and the regulatory analysis was published in NUREG-1341.1201 Thus, the issue was RESOLVED
with no new or revised requirements.1202

In March 1999, a follow-up study of the reliability of risk-significant safety systems resulted in the publication of
NUREG/CR-5500,1752 Volume 2. This study provided an estimate of the reactor protection system unavailability
based on actual and test demands between 1984 and 1995, and identified dominant contributors to potential
system failure. Recommendations for improving risk-informed regulatory activities were made.1753
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Issue 116: Accident Management
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was identified in a NRR/DST memorandum1281 and addressed the potential risk reduction that might
result from training operators and having procedures developed to assist the operators in managing accidents
beyond the design basis.

Presently, there is little training or procedures required for operator use in dealing with accidents that go beyond
inadequate core cooling with severe core damage or core-melt. Should a core-melt accident occur, operators
without procedures and untrained in core-melt accident progression, phenomena, and consequences might:
(1) fail to take full advantage of opportunities to delay or minimize containment failure and the release of fission
products (e.g., they might vent the containment when it is inappropriate to do so, or fail to vent when it is, or they
might fail to take full advantage of the ways to accomplish containment heat removal or combustible gas control);
or (2) give erroneous advice and guidance on the progression of the accident to offsite emergency response
personnel, leading to inappropriate emergency response actions, such as unnecessary evacuation, evacuations
from locations at which a shelter/relocate strategy would be superior, etc.

Safety Significance

EOP guidelines emphasize symptom management to the exclusion of root cause analysis. Under emergency
conditions, shutting down a reactor and sustaining core cooling from the control room, based upon symptom
management, is the first course of action. However, if operators cannot sustain core cooling with available
equipment, or if they have succeeded temporarily with equipment whose failure is imminent, or if their success
in sustaining core cooling gives the operating crew some flexibility, it is important to assess what failed, why it
failed, what the failure causes mean to the future success of core cooling, and to consider makeshift repairs if
necessary.

Possible Solution

A solution to this issue could provide for operator training and the development of procedures to guide operators
in handling accidents beyond the design basis. Training would deal with the progression and diagnosis of severe
accidents and the related phenomena and consequences. Included in this training would be the functions
performed by the safety-related systems and the change in accident progression and consequences which
results from the degradation or inoperation of each safety-related system alone or in combination. Procedures
would guide operators in maintaining as much control as possible over the progress of an accident in order to
reduce to a minimum the release of fission products and to assure that emergency response personnel are
provided the best available information on the progression of the accident and the magnitude and timing of the
expected releases.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

The evaluation of this issue is based upon the calculated change in risk for the two RSSMAP54 reference
plants: Oconee 3 and Grand Gulf 1. It should be noted that the solution to this issue does not assume credit
for a reduction in accident initiation frequency when some reduction may result; rather, credit is assumed for a
reduction in the frequency of accidents in those release categories which have high source terms and the shift
of this reduction to accident release categories that have lower source term values. Hence, the overall accident
frequency is not reduced, but the public dose is. However, proper training and procedures may result in some
decrease in accident initiation frequency.

Consequence Estimate

The total whole body man-rem dose was obtained by using the CRAC Code64 results for each WASH-140016

release category. The results were obtained assuming a uniform population density of 340 persons per square
mile (which is the average for U.S. domestic sites in the year 2000) within the area between a radius of 1/2 mile
and 50 miles from the plant. Typical (midwest plain) meteorology, no evacuation, and no ingestion were also
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assumed. The core inventory at the time of the accident was assumed to be represented by a 3412 MWt (1120
MWe) PWR. Based on the above assumptions, the dose calculations obtained for each release category is
shown in Table 116-1.

Category Core-Melt Non-Core-Melt

Table 116-1

Public Whole-Body Dose Factors (Man-rem)

PWR 1A* 5.4 x 106

PWR 1B 4.4 x 106

PWR 2 4.8 x 106

PWR 3 5.4 x 106

PWR 4 2.7 x 106

PWR 5 1.0 x 106

PWR 6 1.5 x 105

PWR 7 2.3 x 103

PWR 8 7.5 x 104

PWR 9 1.2 x 102

BWR 1 5.4 x 106

BWR 2 7.1 x 106

BWR 3 5.1 x 106

BWR 4 6.1 x 105

BWR 5 2.0 x 101

* Assumed to be PWR 1

The actions taken by the operators, adequately trained and with procedures to guide them in handling accidents
beyond the design basis, will result in moving a portion of the releases in the higher release categories into lower
release categories. For PWRs, a portion of the releases in Categories 2 and 3 was assumed to result in releases
in Categories 4 and 5, respectively. For BWRs, a portion of the releases in Categories 2 and 3 was assumed to
result in a Category 4 release.

PRA results suggest that core-melt frequencies with plausible recovery/repair are about 10 times lower than they
are predicted to be without credit for recovery actions, including actions outside the control room and makeshift
repairs. The calculations for consequence reduction were bounded by using a 90% reduction as an upper bound
and a 10% reduction as a lower bound. A median of 50% was selected for reference purposes. The effect of the
reduction values on the accident occurrence frequency for the PWR release categories is shown in Table 116-2
and for the BWR release categories in Table 116-3. The effect of the reduction in the higher release categories is
shown as an increase (positive value) in the lower release categories.

Reduction
in Accident
Frequency

PWR Release Category

Table 116-2 Change in PWR Accident Release Category Frequency

(Event/RY)

2 3 4 5
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Reduction
in Accident
Frequency

PWR Release Category

90% -9.0 x 10-6 -2.6 x 10-5 +9.0 x 10-6 +2.6 x 10-5

50% -5.0 x 10-6 -1.3 x 10-5 +5.0 x 10-6 +1.3 x 10-5

10% -1.0 x 10-6 -2.9 x 10-6 +1.0 x 10-6 +2.9 x 10-6

Reduction in
Accident Frequency

BWR Release Category

Table 116-3 Change in BWR Accident Release Category Frequency

(Event/RY)

2 3 4

90% 3.1 x 10-5 -1.3 x 10-6 +3.2 x 10-5

50% -1.7 x 10-5 -7.0 x 10-7 +1.8 x 10-5

10% -3.5 x 10-6 -1.0 x 10-7 +3.3 x 10-6

The change in occurrence frequency for each release category was multiplied by the dose consequences shown
in Table 116-1. The results were then summed algebraically for each reduction frequency to determine the
annual change in public dose. Multiplying the annual change in public dose by the average remaining reactor life
(28 years for PWRs and 27 years for BWRs) provided the average risk reduction expected for each reactor type.
The results are shown in Table 116-4.

Reduction
in Accident
Frequency

(Event/RY)

Table 116-4 Resulting Change in Public Dose

PWR BWR

Man-rem/RY Man-rem/R Man-rem/RY Man-rem/R

90% -134 -3750 -207 -5580

50% -67 -1880 -113 -3040

10% -15 -420 -23 -630

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: The cost to the industry includes several diverse items. The initial cost would be for technical
efforts to develop the action plans for dealing with accidents beyond the design basis. These action plans could
be developed by the Owners' Groups for the various NSSS vendor designs. Based upon these findings, the
generic EOPs and training objectives can be developed, from which, plant-specific emergency procedures and
training programs can be developed. Training must be provided to the licensed operating crews at each plant.
For operator trainees, the training programs must be enlarged to include additional training for dealing with
accidents beyond the design basis. Furthermore, refresher training courses on dealing with beyond design basis
accidents must be included in the operator refresher training programs.

The initial cost is estimated to be $2M/reactor based on an estimate of $1M/reactor to develop the upgraded
emergency operating procedures, as reported in a draft INEL report on the "On-Site Assessments of the
Effectiveness and Impacts of Upgraded Emergency Operating Procedures." Due to the added complexity, it is
estimated that the costs for the development of procedures and training to handle accidents beyond the design
basis will be twice that for the upgraded EOPs.
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Annual recurring refresher training costs were estimated to be $48,700 in 1989 dollars for six crews of five
persons each. Based on an average reactor life of 28 years and a 5% discount rate, the refresher training total
life cost is $842,000/reactor.

It has been assumed that the instrumentation added after the TMI-2 accident will be adequate to meet the
operators' needs. Hence, no hardware changes or additions are included in the cost estimate, nor are there any
replacement power costs. Thus, the total industry cost is estimated to be $2.8M/reactor or $375M for 134 plants.

NRC Cost: Based upon NUREG/CR-4568,1009 the NRC costs are estimated to be $220,000 for technical
resolution and $14,000/reactor for individual plant reviews. No appreciable annual costs are anticipated. For 134
plants, the total NRC cost is estimated to be $2.1M.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost to implement the possible solution to this issue is approximately
$377M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Separate value/impact scores were calculated for the three cases of accident frequency reduction analyzed
above.

(1) 90% Reduction:

(2) 50% Reduction

(3) 10% Reduction:

CONCLUSION

Comparing the value/impact score to the total man-rem reduction, this issue

is in the high priority category at the 10% accident frequency reduction level. However, at the time of this
analysis, the issue was being addressed1283 in the Accident Management element of the NRC plan for the
closure of severe accident issues, as described in SECY-88-1471282 and Generic Letter 88-20, Supplement
2,1222 and was not pursued separately.
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Issue 117: Allowable Time for Diverse Simultaneous Equipment Outages
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was identified in 1985 when a concern was raised that, due to non-obvious interactions between
diverse equipment, TS may permit a plant to be in a dangerous configuration by the simultaneous outage of
equipment resulting from concurrent test and/or maintenance operations.1221

Safety Significance

Of the several thousand safety-related components that make up a nuclear power plant, it is conceivable that
there may be several components out of service for test or maintenance at the same time. Of concern are the
potential combinations of diverse components which may appear in the same accident sequence (cut sets).
Such combinations, even though involving redundant divisions of the same system, can give rise to possible
high risks which warrant immediate shutdown. The TS principally address simultaneous outages of redundant
components in the same system or redundant systems performing the same or similar functions. Operators
are frequently called upon to pass judgment on the acceptability of taking components out of service for
maintenance or surveillance as well as tracking compliance with TS. It is believed that operators need more help
than current documentation or training provide for identifying dangerous configurations that are often a function
of valve alignments and switch settings as well as components declared inoperable. This issue is applicable to
all operating and future plants.

Possible Solution

A proposed resolution involves the development of mini-computer-based software for use by control room
operators in tracking and evaluating prevailing plant conditions. This software would include plant-specific
event trees and detailed fault trees. Operators would manually enter the prevailing plant configurations such
as valve alignments, switch settings, and equipment out of service at the time. The mini-computer would
calculate the core-melt accident minimum cut sets and a core-melt frequency estimate based upon the prevailing
configuration. The core-melt frequency estimate would be an instantaneous value and not a time-averaged
value. A comparable system has been developed by the British for use in their advanced gas reactor plants.

After the instantaneous core-melt frequency has been calculated, the results are compared with a set of critical
values to assist the operators in making their decisions regarding subsequent actions. The British have elected
not to display the calculated core-melt frequency, but use the computer to compare the calculated frequency to
two previously established thresholds. Above a critical

value, a fast shutdown is warranted, provided that the risk in the shutdown state is not greater than the risk
which results from keeping the system in the operating mode. Below a lower threshold frequency, the plant can
remain in the configuration indefinitely. In between, there is a finite allowable time during which the plant can
remain in the configuration. In addition to providing input regarding plant shutdowns, the software can also be
used to establish priorities for repairing components and to aid in decisions on maintenance or surveillance
priorities.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

To determine the core-melt frequency reduction, the cut sets for Oconee 3 and Grand Gulf were reviewed to
identify where dual elements with maintenance or test outages existed.64 Two cut set elements A and B were
defined as follows:

A = Af + Am and B = Bf + Bm

where Af and Bf are those unavailabilities of A and B due to component failure and Am and Bm are the
unavailabilities of A and B due to test and/or maintenanceoutage. The likelihood that A and B would be
simultaneously out of service is:

A x B = (Af + Am)(Bf + Bm)
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= AfBf + AfBm + AmBf + AmBm

Three of the terms include either the unavailability of A due to failure, the unavailability of B due to failure, or the
unavailability of both A and B simultaneously due to failure. The fourth or last term is the unavailability of both A
and B simultaneously due either to test or maintenance. Removal of this latter product from the expansion of (A
x B) approximates the effect of the possible resolution to this issue.

Three cut sets in the Oconee 3 analysis and eight cut sets in the Grand Gulf analysis were found to contain
double maintenance or test terms. Removing the double test or maintenance contributions reduced each cut set
by the following amounts:

(1) Oconee 3: Cut Set Reduction (Core-Melt/RY)

(2) Grand Gulf: Cut Set Reduction (Core-Melt/RY)

S2D 4 x 10-8

S3D 9 x 10-8

T2MQD 1 x 10-7

T1PQI 5.3 x 10-7

T23PQI 7.0 x 10-8

T1PQE 4.7 x 10-8

T23PQE 2.0 x 10-8

SI 8.0 x 10-8

T1QW 1.7 x 10-7

T23QW 3.0 x 10-7

T1QUV 1.6 x 10-7

Consequence Estimate

The consequences of these accident sequences were obtained by using the CRAC Code64 for PWR and BWR
release categories given in WASH-1400.16 The release doses are based on the fission product inventory of a
1120 MWe PWR, meteorology typical of the Byron site, and a surrounding uniform population density of 340
persons per square mile over a 50-mile radius from the plant site, with an exclusion radius of one-half mile from
the plant.

Based on the above, for the frequency reductions of the cut sets described, a dose reduction of 0.55 man-rem/
RY for PWRs and 9.1 man-rem/RY for BWRs can be achieved by the resolution of this issue. For the 90 PWRs
with an average life of 28.8 years, this reduction amounts to a decrease of 1,400 man-rem. For the 44 BWRs
with an average life of 27.4 years, this reduction amounts to a decrease of 11,000 man-rem. Thus, the total
estimated risk reduction associated with this issue is 12,400 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

It was assumed that the resolution of this issue will entail the development and implementation of a mini-
computer-based PRA at each plant for performing analyses of the "instantaneous" core-melt frequency
dependent upon the plant configuration. It was also assumed that the NRC will demonstrate the capability of this
resolution on a selected plant, develop a rule and implement the requirement, and review and evaluate licensee
responses. It was assumed that each licensee will develop the computer software for its plant, verify and validate
the software package, train a group of licensed reactor operators to sufficiently understand the fundamentals
of PRA and use the software, perform a plant-specific PRA (assumed to occur to fulfill the requirements of the
IPE resulting in no cost for the PRA),1222 purchase the necessary computer equipment to run the program, and
maintain and update the software to reflect changes in plant equipment.
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Industry Cost: It was estimated that 2 man-years for software development and 0.8 man-years for verification
and validation of the plant software would be required. The hardware costs were estimated to be approximately
$5,250 for the computer and associated hardware, i.e., printer and color display. Over the life of the plant, it was
further estimated that the computer equipment will be updated (replaced) one time for a total equipment cost
of $10,500/plant. Training will be provided for two one-week courses for seven operators for a total of 14 man-
weeks with an instructor at a cost of $5,000 per course. At a cost of $125,000/year for labor, the industry costs
were estimated to be $40,000/plant. For 134 affected plants, the total estimated industry cost was $53.6M.

NRC Cost: It was estimated that it would require 2 man-years for validation and verification of the resolution and
0.5 man-year for the development and implementation of the rule. In addition, one man-week will be required to
evaluate and approve submitted licensee changes. The total NRC cost was estimated to be $0.65M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based upon a total public dose reduction of 12,400 man-rem and a total cost of $54.25M, the value/impact score
is given by:

Other Considerations

The above score was based on the assumption that the PRA performed to satisfy the IPE would be adequate to
develop the computer software. However, if it is assumed that 2 man-years/plant would be required to develop
the PRA to a depth of detail necessary to develop the software, the value/impact score would then be 106 man-
rem/$M.

CONCLUSION

Based upon the total estimated risk reduction and the value/impact score, this issue would have been given a
medium priority ranking. Given the further consideration that ongoing studies indicated that generic maintenance
outage times used in PRAs may be low by as much as a factor of 5, the priority ranking could have ben raised
to high.1223 However, it was determined that this issue was being addressed in a much broader investigation in
the Technical Specification Improvement Program (TSIP).1224 Any significant findings resulting from the staff's
studies will be factored into the TS for future plants through the TSIP.

Therefore, this issue was DROPPED as a separate issue.
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Issue 118: Tendon Anchor Head Failure (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

On January 27, 1985, a dented and leaking tendon grease cap was found during inspections at Farley Unit 2
prior to the integrated leak rate test of the prestressed concrete containment structure. Subsequent detailed
inspection revealed that three lower vertical tendon anchor heads were broken. Several anchor heads were
then removed from the vertical tendons and magnetic particle testing revealed cracks in the ligaments between
the holes in the back of the anchor heads. Metallurgical analysis of the anchor head material indicated that
the failures had been caused by hydrogen stress-cracking (HSC). There was evidence of corrosion caused by
hydrogen generation from the anodic reaction of zinc and steel in the presence of water since quantities of water
ranging from a few ounces to about 1.5 gallons were found in the grease caps; most of the water was found in
the vertical tendon lower anchor grease caps. Concerns for the generic implications of the tendon anchor failure
at Farley Unit 2 resulted in the identification of this issue by DL/NRR.1352

A Task Force was assembled by the NRC to evaluate the anchor failures, including their failure mechanism and
the safety significance on Farley and other plants with tendons supplied by the same vendor (INRYCO). The
Task Force was to propose corrective action, determine the need for long-term generic action, prepare generic
correspondence, and study the potential changes in Regulatory Guide 1.35.481 At the time the anchor head
cracks were found, Regulatory Guide 1.35 was undergoing revision and the supplemental Regulatory Guide
1.35.11360 was being developed. Work on these guides was suspended until review of the Farley tendon anchor
head failure was completed.

By August 1985, the Farley anchor head failure was also studied by: (1) Inland Steel Laboratory/INRYCO,
manufacturer of the Farley post-tension system; (2) Battelle Columbus Laboratories, consultant to INRYCO;
and (3) BNL. In November 1985, the Task Force completed its review of the studies by these three laboratories
and concluded that cracking of the anchor heads occurred in areas of high stress, was hydrogen-induced, and
initiated because of the presence of water, zinc, and sulfur.

Although the Farley Unit 2 problem was concluded to be plant-specific because of the moisture-traveling path
to the anchor heads, further study of the contributing factors continued. These factors, in conjunction with the
incidence of HSC of anchor heads at Bellefonte and of stress corrosion cracking of anchor bolt material at
Midland, prompted the staff to investigate the potential generic implications and an action plan was developed
for resolution of the issue.1358,1359 This resolution also addressed the concerns of Issue 156.2.3, "Containment
Design and Inspection."

Safety Significance

The failed tendon anchor heads were found to be losing the capability of carrying tendon design force. Tests on
cracked anchor heads showed them to be capable of taking the original design force. However, the mechanism
of crack initiation and propagation is time-dependent and eventually these anchor heads would not be able to
carry the loads. Their failure could jeopardize the containment structural integrity.

Possible Solution

A tendon inspection, repair, and surveillance program was initiated for both Farley Units 1 and 2. The licensee
evaluated the containments and concluded that the structural integrity had been maintained continuously for
both units. Issuance of Regulatory Guides 1.35481 and 1.35.11360 would provide guidance for future p1ants.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

A regulatory analysis1353 of the proposed revision 3 to Regu1atory Guide 1.35 showed that, although the
changes in the guide were determined to produce an unquantifiable change in risk, they wou1d lower the
possible risk and enhance containment availability. Additional costs might be incurred by the industry (e.g.,
visual inspection of bottom grease caps of vertica1 tendons, and requirements for lift-off tests on the second
containment where two identical containments exist at a site), but the relaxed requirements in other areas (i.e.,
tendon sample size and tendon detensioning) could produce a net cost savings, estimated to be small. It was
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concluded that backfitting of the revised guide would be very difficult for plants licensed before 1974 and would
have to be done on a case-by-case basis, e.g., certain p1ants do not permit random se1ection of tendons for
detensioning to remove a wire sample for material tests (See Section 6.2, NUREG/CR-4712).1353 However,
the staff believed that backfitting most plants licensed after 1974 was possible. Regulatory Guide 1.35.11360

provided essentially new guidance on predicting and evaluating prestressing forces.

Ten licensee/applicants committed to various provisions of Regulatory Guide 1.35, Rev. 3 (NUREG/CR-4712,
Table 4).1353 Therefore, the staff's recommendation was to apply the provisions of Rev. 3 to Regulatory Guide
1.35 to new licensing applicants only and allow other licensees to use it on a voluntary basis.1361

The proposed Regulatory Guides 1.35, Rev. 3, and 1.35.11360 were reviewed by CRGR in December 1989.
CRGR concluded that there did not appear to be any substantial safety improvement in backfitting nor did the
matter appear to qualify as a compliance or an adequate protection backfit. CRGR recommended in Meeting
No. 175 that the proposed guides be issued for forward-fit only. The guides were issued in July 1990 and only
affected future plants and those operating plants that voluntarily committed to the provisions of the guides.

CONCLUSION

A number of licensees voluntarily adopted the provisions of Regulatory Guides 1.35,481 Rev. 3, and 1.35.11360;
some SEP plants also developed ISI programs. These actions by some operating plants and the application of
these guides to future plants addressed the concerns raised by the Farley Unit 2 tendon anchor head failure.
The CRGR decision on the issuance of Regulatory Guides 1.35, Rev. 3, and 1.35.1 indicated that there was no
need to backfit operating plants. Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and new requirements were issued. In an
RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not affect the
resolution.
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Issue 119: Piping Review Committee Recommendations (Rev. 4)
DESCRIPTION

In an August 1983 memorandum,834 the EDO requested a comprehensive review of NRC requirements in the
area of nuclear power plant piping. In response to this request, the NRC Piping Review Committee (PRC) was
formed to review and evaluate existing regulatory requirements to: (1) provide recommendations on where and
how the NRC should modify requirements; and (2) identify areas requiring further action. The scope of the PRC
review covered piping in safety-related systems and high energy lines important to safety in new and operating
plants. With respect to postulated pipe breaks, the scope covered all high energy lines.

An NRC steering committee consisting of members from RES, NRR, OIE, and ELD was formed to review and
develop a plan for implementing the changes recommended in the PRC report.611 The steering committee
agreed to focus its attention on the recommended research and regulatory changes designated in the PRC
report611 as Category A (high priority) recommendations. The PRC-recommended research and regulatory
changes were restructured by the steering committee (combining of research and regulatory recommendations)
to form 9 tasks to be addressed by the NRC implementation plan,835 5 of which are addressed below. These 5
tasks consist primarily of NRR regulatory actions and some closely-related research efforts. The remaining 4
tasks of the NRC implementation plan related only to research activities and were excluded from this issue.

The five parts of this issue primarily involve revisions to Regulatory Guides and the SRP.11 No significant
change in public safety was expected to result from resolution of this issue; however, resolution of the various
tasks was expected to result in less complex and more realistic approaches to piping design and operation
in nuclear power plants. The results were expected to yield more efficient regulatory practices, improve plant
piping systems design, increase plant reliability, and decrease ORE associated with inspections and repairs.
The NRC steering committee agreed that, based on the information provided in NUREG-1061,611 this work
should continue on a schedule consistent with high-priority issues. Therefore, this issue was classified as a
Regulatory Impact issue. RES took the lead responsibility for resolution of this issue with assistance from other
NRC Offices.835 The following is an evaluation of the 5 parts of this issue.

ITEM 119.1: PIPING RUPTURE REQUIREMENTS AND DECOUPLING OF SEISMIC AND LOCA LOADS

DESCRIPTION

This task combined two PRC Category A regulatory recommendations with one PRC Category A research
recommendation. The designations of the three PRC recommendations were: (1) leak-before-break (A-1); (2)
decoupling of seismic and LOCA loads (A-5); and (3) completing research on decoupling (A-4).

One part of the task involved rulemaking changes to GDC-4 in Appendix A of 10 CFR 50 to redefine the need to
consider the dynamic effects of pipe breaks. A proposed rule to modify GDC 4 was published1087 in July 1985
and codified leakbefore-break technology, but was limited only to the primary loop piping of PWRs; the final
rule was published1340 in April 1986. A proposed broad scope rule dealing with all high energy piping in LWRs
was published1341 in July 1986; the final rule was published1342 in October 1987. With the issuance of these
revised rules, revisions to SRP11 Sections 3.6.1 and 3.6.2 were needed to eliminate the postulation of arbitrary
intermediate breaks. The second part of this task involved relaxation of the requirement to consider LOCA and
seismic loads simultaneously. A revision to SRP11 Section 3.9.3 was to be pursued to decouple seismic and pipe
rupture loads in the mechanical design of components and their supports.

The existing GDC-4 requirement and SRP11 Section 3.6.2 pertaining to postulated double-ended guillotine
breaks (DEGB) of the largest pipes and postulated arbitrary intermediate pipe breaks needed to be changed
to include more realistic criteria and to allow consideration and acceptance of validated analysis methods.
The requirements of GDC-4 led to a situation where protective devices were added to forestall events that
are extremely unlikely. These protective devices that were designed for the extremely unlikely events could,
however, reduce safety and increase worker radiation exposure under normal operations and design basis
events.
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SRP11 Section 3.9.3 requires that piping systems and associated components be designed for the combined
effects of an SSE and a LOCA. The evolution of seismic design requirements and the calculations of pipe
rupture loads have significantly increased the resultant loads obtained by combining these effects. However, field
evaluations of piping at conventional power plants and petrochemical facilities indicated that ruptures in piping of
the type found in nuclear power plants do not occur during severe earthquakes. Therefore, the staff believed that
relaxation of these requirements at all LWRs would not affect plant or public safety.

CONCLUSION

This task was classified as a Regulatory Impact issue that resulted in revisions1343,1344 to SRP11 Sections
3.6.1 and 3.6.2. In addition, Generic Letter No. 87-111345 was issued to licensees on the relaxation in arbitrary
intermediate pipe rupture requirements (SRP Section 3.6.2). In 1986, the staff terminated1345 all work on a
proposed revision to SRP11 Section 3.9.3. Thus, this issue was resolved.

ITEM 119.2: PIPING DAMPING VALUES

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This task combined PRC regulatory recommendation A-2 (modify seismic damping values used in seismic
designs) and PRC research recommendation B-3 (complete research on damping tests). It constituted a two-
level approach that could affect all LWRs: a short-term plan and a long-term plan. The short-term action called
for a revision to Regulatory Guide 1.841347 as the vehicle for NRC endorsement of ASME Code Case N-411. The
long-term action called for revisions to Regulatory Guide 1.611348 and SRP11 Section 3.9.2 to incorporate, not
only ASME Code Case N-411, but also new positions on pipe damping for high-frequency loads and for time-
history analyses.

The short-term endorsement of the ASME Code Case N-411 was to be restricted to seismic response analysis,
but not time-history analysis. The long-term action was to result in extensive changes to SRP11 Section 3.9.2
and Regulatory Guide 1.611348 to provide more comprehensive guidance on pipe damping for both seismic and
BWR hydrodynamic loadings. Criteria for other non-seismic dynamic loads could also be addressed in the SRP11

Section 3.9.2 revision.

In general, dynamic piping response could be more accurately predicted if use was made of higher piping
damping values than those identified in the existing regulatory guide. The use of higher damping values would
result in nuclear plant piping systems having significantly less snubbers and supports and an overall better
balance of design, considering all piping loads. A decrease in the number of snubbers and supports could allow
better inspection of equipment and components at significantly reduced ORE.

CONCLUSION

The staff originally planned to take the lead in developing improved pipe damping values and classified the task
as a Regulatory Impact issue. However, with the cooperative effort of EPRI, ASME, and the NRC in pursuing
the concern, the staff concluded that the most effective approach to the use of more realistic damping values
for dynamic piping analysis was through ASME III, Appendix N. When this appendix is completed, the staff will
make a decision on its endorsement. As a result, the issue was dropped from further pursuit.1336

ITEM 119.3: DECOUPLING THE OBE FROM THE SSE

DESCRIPTION

This task corresponds to PRC regulatory recommendation A-3 (decouple OBE from SSE). 10 CFR 100,
Appendix A, Section V(a)(2), stipulates that "(t)he maximum vibratory ground acceleration of the OBE shall be
at least one-half the maximum vibratory ground acceleration of the SSE." Therefore, the existing requirement
implies the coupling of the two earthquake design levels: SSE and OBE. In developing the existing regulations,
it was assumed that the SSE would control the design in nearly all aspects and that the OBE would serve as
a separate check of those systems where continued operation was desired at a lower level of ground motion.
However, in practice, the assumed load factors, damping, stress levels, and service limits have caused the
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OBE, rather than the SSE, to control the design for many systems including concrete and steel structures and
nuclear piping. In addition, seismic design for OBE accounts for certain safety-related factors such as fatigue
and seismic anchor movement that are not considered in the design for the SSE.

Decoupling of the OBE from the SSE or modification of the associated load factors, etc., would impact the
design of new plants and would extend well beyond piping considerations. The actions required to resolve
this task include: (1) rulemaking to amend and revise Appendix A to 10 CFR 100 to permit decoupling of the
OBE and SSE and to incorporate the use of probabilistic methodology in earthquake design; (2) revising and
developing Regulatory Guides; (3) updating pertinent sections of the SRP11; and (4) advising various industry
code committees to revise appropriate codes and guides to reflect changes in the regulations.

A complete listing of the Regulatory Guides and SRP Sections that may be affected by this task were to be
identified during the review phase of this task and the related tasks contained in the NRC implementation plan835

which is of much broader scope.

There is no technical basis for coupling the OBE with the SSE. Designing the piping systems to the SSE is the
primary means of ensuring safety. Additional margin is provided by specifying the OBE and thus the level at
which inspections will be required before continued operation would be permitted. The more realistic approach of
using specific probabilities (return periods) for OBE and the decoupling of the OBE levels and frequencies from
those of the SSE will allow assurance of public safety to be placed on a more rational basis.

CONCLUSION

This item is a Regulatory Impact issue that was integrated775 by RES into a revision to 10 CFR 100, Appendix A.

ITEM 119.4: BWR PIPING MATERIALS

DESCRIPTION

This task corresponds to PRC regulatory recommendation A-4 to replace regular grade 316SS and 304SS
materials in BWR recirculation piping with an alloy resistant to IGSCC. The NRR action related to this task
involved preparation of Revision 2 to NUREG-0313750 and evaluation of each licensee's actions in compliance
with this revision.

IGSCC in BWR piping has occurred in a range of piping sizes over the last 25 years and has resulted in major
reactor outages. The risk studies reported611 indicate that pipe failures, even assuming the higher rates due to
IGSCC, would not be a major contributor to core-melt and public risk. However, use of materials more resistant
to IGSCC should significantly reduce levels of ISI and reactor outage times. Therefore, plant outages and
recurring ORE could be significantly reduced by resolution of this task.

CONCLUSION

This item is a Regulatory Impact issue that required1506 updating of Regulatory Guide 1.441507 by RES to reflect
the staff's findings in NUREG-0313,750 Revision 2, as recommended925 by NRR. As a part of the improvements
to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities Related to Generic Issues
Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue any further actions toward
resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory impact issues are not
safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these issues do not meet at
least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further processing in accordance
with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17, 2009.1858 Therefore, this issue
will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.

ITEM 119.5: LEAK DETECTION REQUIREMENTS

DESCRIPTION

This task corresponds to PRC regulatory recommendation A-6 (leak detection requirements). To accomplish
this task, additional data are necessary to further validate and improve existing leak-rate prediction analyses.
Of particular interest would be investigation and improvement of local leak detection systems such as acoustic
emission monitors or moisture-sensitive tapes. These latter techniques may be important for establishing the
validity of leak-before-break at specific locations in certain piping systems. The task requires a combination
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of two approaches: (1) the surveying of operating plants to determine the adequacy of existing leak detection
systems; and (2) completion of the research recommended by the PRC and applying the results of the research
to regulatory requirements. Subsequent to the completion of key elements of the research effort, the regulatory
actions may include the following:

(1) Identify required TS changes such as: (a) unidentified leakage limits for BWRs and
PWRs in the context of locating and detecting leakage from cracks with margin; (b)
adequacy of surveillance requirements and calibration of systems; (c) alarms; (d)
TS consistency; (e) new systems or different detection system combinations; and
(f) forward-fit and backfit considerations.

(2) Revise SRP11 Section 5.2.5 and Regulatory Guide 1.45.603

(3) Issue NUREG-0313,750 Revision 2.

It was believed that resolution of this task could affect all LWRs to varying degrees.

No direct safety significance could be attributed to this task. However, knowledge of the leak rates associated
with various postulated through-wall crack lengths and confidence in the ability to detect leakage in a timely
manner are important elements of the leak-before-break concept that eliminates the postulated DEGB.

CONCLUSION

This item is a Regulatory Impact issue. As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified
in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the
Generic Issues Program will not pursue any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact
issues. Because licensing and regulatory impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance
in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program
screening criteria and do not warrant further processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic
Issues Program," dated November 17, 2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the
Generic Issues Program.
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Issue 120: On-Line Testability of Protection Systems (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was raised1271 by the staff in 1985 during the review of several plant TS when it was found that
the protection system designs of some older plants did not provide as complete a degree of on-line protection
system surveillance testing capability as other plants undergoing staff review and evaluation at that time.

The requirements for at-power testability of components are included in GDC 21 of Appendix A to 10 CFR 50.
Supplementary guidance is provided in Regulatory Guides 1.221591 and 1.1181592 and IEEE Standard 338 to
ensure that protection systems (including logic, actuation devices, and associated actuated equipment) will
be designed to permit testing while the plant is operating without adversely affecting the plant's operation.
These requirements apply to both the RPS and the ESFAS. Existing STS indicate that it is desirable to test all
protection systems through their sub-group relays every 6 months.

Safety Significance

This issue centered around the risk posed by those plants with lesser degrees of on-line testing capability and
the value/impact effects of requiring modifications of the protection systems to allow for a greater degree of on-
line testing. On-line testing increases the ability to detect existing failures of the protection system and could
therefore result in improved reliability of the system; hence, a reduction in plant risk. In some older plants, a
larger portion of the protection system hardware can only be tested through the sub-group relays during outages
(i.e., shutdowns) which typically have an 18-month frequency. Therefore, modification of the protection system to
allow for semiannual testing through the sub-group relays could result in risk reduction at those plants.

Possible Solution

The following two options were identified as potential solutions:

(1) Recognize that there are cases where there are no practical system design modifications that will permit
at-power operation of the actuated equipment without adversely affecting the safety or operability of a plant.
Exceptions could be taken that include not testing the automatic initiating logic and associated actuating devices.
Actions could include: (1) submittal of information by licensees to describe and justify any deviations from
regulatory requirements and to describe the revision of the plant TS stating the testing required; and (2) testing
of those systems that can be tested without defeating the ESFAS train or RPS.

(2) Design and implement modifications to allow compliance with the requirements for on-line testing of all
systems without defeating the ESFAS train or RPS. Each channel of the reactor trip module (RTM) needs to be
provided with two key-operated bypass switches, a channel bypass switch, and a shutdown bypass switch. The
2/4 system would then operate in the 2/3 mode during the testing.

It was believed that changing the testing frequency of the protection system components to 6-month intervals,
instead of the existing 18-month intervals, would increase the reliability of these components and result in an
overall enhancement of plant safety.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

It was assumed that modifications would be made to allow for an increase in test frequency to 6 months (from 18
months) for 20% of the relays in the RPS. Changes in the test frequency for ESFAS relays were not considered
because they could not be as readily incorporated into the representative plant PRAs.

Frequency Estimate

The Oconee 3 and Grand Gulf 1 PRAs were used as the representative PWR and BWR, respectively, to
estimate the change in the reliability of RPS components due to revised testing frequency (from the current
18-month testing interval to 6-month interval) and the resultant change in the core-melt frequency.64 Thus, the
changes in core-melt frequency were estimated based on reductions in failure rates for relays in the RPS that
would result from licensee implementation of potential solutions. It was assumed that the values in the Oconee
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3 and Grand Gulf 1 PRAs were based on the 6-month test interval for all relays in the RPS and that these plants
are in full compliance with on-line testing requirements. These values were then considered to be adjusted
case values for the purposes of this analysis. Therefore, the base case represents the situation in which only
a fraction of the relays can be tested during refueling outages or other extended shutdowns (an 18-month test
interval for these relays is assumed).

The affected parameter in the Oconee 3 PRA was considered to be K, failure of RPS due primarily to test and
maintenance faults (frequency = 2.6 x 10-5/demand). The affected parameter for Grand Gulf 1 was considered
to be C, failure to render the reactor subcritical (frequency = 7.7 x 10-7/demand). These K and C estimates
were then assumed to represent the adjusted case values. To calculate the base case values for a change
in test frequency from 6 to 18 months, relay unavailability data from ANO-2 for the two testing frequencies
were used. In addition, it was also assumed that the testing of all 100 relays, instead of the approximately
80 relays that are currently being tested, will increase the unavailability of 1 of 4 RTMs by 25%. The ANO-2
relay unavailability data for the 6-month and 18-month testing intervals were 7.2 x 10-4/demand and 2.2 x 10-3/
demand, respectively.1272 By using these values in the RPS fault tree given in NUREG/CR-2800,64 base case
values of 2.96 x 10-5/demand and 9.2 x 10-7/demand for K and C, respectively, were calculated. Note that these
were the values relating to the 18-month testing intervals. Substituting these values for the affected parameters
in the Oconee 3 and Grand Gulf 1 PRAs resulted in core-melt frequency reductions of 1.2 x 10-6 /RY and 10-6/
RY for a PWR and BWR, respectively. The generic release categories and containment failure modes associated
with this issue were as follows:64

Release Category Containment Failure
Mode Probability

Whole Body Dose (Man-Rem)

PWR-3 0.5 5.4 x 106

PWR-5 0.0073 1.0 x 106

PWR-7 0.5 2.3 x 103

BWR-2 1.0 7.1 x 106

Accordingly, the associated public risk reduction was estimated to be 3.3 man-rem/RY and 4.8 man-rem/RY for
PWRs and BWRs, respectively.

A total of 42 operating plants were affected by this issue: 8 PWRs with an average remaining life of 27.7
years and 34 BWRs with an average remaining life of 25.2 years. For the 8 affected PWRs, the estimated risk
reduction was [(8)(27.7)(3.3)] man-rem or 731 man-rem. For the 34 affected BWRs, the estimated risk reduction
was [(34)(25.2)(7.1)] man-rem or 6,083 man-rem. Thus, the average risk reduction was approximately 162 man-
rem/reactor.

Cost Estimate

The plants affected by this issue were divided into two groups: Group 1, consisting of plants where no design
modifications that would permit testing of the RPS at full power were possible; and Group 2, consisting of plants
that could possibly implement design modifications that would permit this testing. It was assumed that the
affected plants were divided equally into these two groups (21 plants each) and had an average remaining life of
26.9 years.

Industry Cost: The implementation of the possible solution for Group 1 plants would require 16 man-weeks/
plant broken down as follows:

Inspection/review of current plant configuration = 1 man-week

Researching possible design modifications = 3 man-weeks

Analyze/justify deviations from regulatory
requirements

= 4 man-weeks

TS changes and associated technical/legal/
administrative support

= 8 man-weeks
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At approximately $2,270/man-week, the cost of implementation for Group 1 plants was estimated to be (16 man-
weeks/plant)($2,270/man-week) or $36,000/plant. The implementation cost for Group 2 plants was estimated to
consist of about $50,000/ plant hardware costs and about 21 man-weeks/plant of labor itemized as follows:

Inspection/review of current plant configuration = 1 man-week

Design modifications = 3 man-weeks

Install and test design modifications = 16 man-weeks

Revise testing procedures = 2 man-weeks

Similarly, at $2,270/man-week, the labor cost was estimated to be (21 man-weeks/ plant)($2,270/man-week)
or $48,000/plant. Therefore, the total implementation cost/plant for Group 2 plants was ($48,000 + $50,000) or
approximately $100,000. Thus, the average implementation cost for the 42 affected reactors was $68,000/plant.

It was assumed that Group 1 plants would require additional inspection activities during outages associated
with assuring the operability of the relays in the RPS. It was estimated that an additional 4 man-hours/relay
(i.e., those 20 relays that cannot be tested at power) would be required every 6 months for Group 1 plants for
a total of 160 man-hours/RY. For Group 2 plants, it was estimated that an additional 2 man-hours/relay would
be required every 6 months for a total of 80 man-hours/RY. Since most of the work would be in radiation zones,
a 75% utilization factor for labor (210 man-hours/RY for Group 1 plants and 110 man-hours/RY for Group 2
plants) was assumed. At $2,270/man-week, maintenance and operation costs for Group 1 and Group 2 plants
were estimated to be $12,000/RY and $6,200/RY, respectively. Using a 5% discount rate, the present worth of
the recurring costs associated with plant maintenance and operation for Group 1 and 2 plants were $6,700/RY
and $3,400/RY, respectively. Thus, the estimated operations and maintenance costs were $180,000/plant and
$91,000/plant for Group 1 and Group 2 plants, respectively, and the average cost for all affected plants was
$136,000/plant.

NRC Cost: NRC resource requirements consisted of preparation of a generic letter to the affected plants to
inform them of the potential problems and requiring licensee inspection/review of the RPS testing capabilities,
as well as the technical analyses and/or design modifications needed to implement the proposed resolutions.
This effort was estimated to require 6 man-weeks of NRC labor or $14,000. For the 42 affected plants, this cost
averaged $330/plant.

In addition, it was estimated that approximately 12 man-weeks (or $27,000/plant) of NRC labor were required
for each Group 1 plant to review and approve licensee evaluations and TS changes. For each Group 2 plant, it
was estimated that 10 man-weeks (or $23,000/plant) would be required for the review and approval of licensee
evaluation, proposed design modifications, and TS changes. Thus, the average NRC cost for this effort was
$25,000/plant for the 42 affected plants.

Inspection-related costs for each plant would be about $4,600/year for the remaining life of the affected plants.
At a 5% discount rate, this translated to a present worth of $2,600/RY. This cost was $70,000/plant based on the
average remaining life of the affected plants.

Total Cost: Based on the above estimates, the average cost for implementing the possible solutions was
$[68,000 + 136,000 + 330 + 25,000 + 70,000]/plant or approximately $0.3M/plant.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a potential public risk reduction of 162 man-rem/reactor and an average cost of $0.3M/reactor, the
value/impact score was given by:

Other Considerations
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(1) It was estimated that, for Group 1 plants, 1 man-week of utility labor in a radiation zone will be required to
inspect the non-testable relays and review the system design. Group 2 plants would be subjected to this review
and would also require an additional 10 man-weeks to install the design modifications and 4 man-weeks to test
the modified system. It was assumed that testing would be performed outside containment where the dose rate
is 2.5 millirem/hr. It was further assumed that the work involved a 75% utilization factor. The implementation
dose was, therefore, estimated to be about 1 man-rem/plant.

(2) It was estimated that, for Group 1 plants, operation and maintenance would require additional inspection
activities during plant outages associated with assuring the operability of the relays in the RPS. It was estimated
that a total of 160 man-hours/RY would be required for Group 1 plants. For Group 2 plants, it was estimated that
the labor requirements were 110 manhours/RY in a radiation zone. Assuming a 75% utilization factor, the total
operation and maintenance dose was estimated to be about 12 man-rem/plant.

CONCLUSION

The estimated potential public risk reduction resulting from improvement in the on-line testability for the RPS at
some older plants was significant and the value/impact score indicated a medium priority. Neglecting the ESFAS
relays could result in an underprediction of the total potential risk reduction. Experience showed that testing
of protection systems at power can have the potential for subtle interactions with other safety systems and/or
plant operation that might result in negative effects on plant risk (i.e., an increase in plant risk). In addition, the
negative aspects of increased testing (human error and reduced redundancy) could also produce a competing
impact on plant risk. Based on these considerations and the value/impact score, this issue was given a medium
priority ranking (See Appendix C) and RESOLVED with no new requirements.1508 In an RES evaluation,1564 it
was concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not affect the resolution.
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Issue 121: Hydrogen Control for Large, Dry PWR Containments (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

In December 1984, the staff recommended in SECY-83-357B861 that rulemaking with regard to H2 control for
LWRs with large, dry containments could be safely deferred due to the greater inherent capability of these
containments to accommodate large quantities of H2. This issue was identified to document the staff's research
on H2 control in large, dry PWR containments.

NRC experimental and analytical programs were initiated to provide data to supplement the experiments that
were carried out at the Nevada Test Station (NTS), the experience on H2 burn during the TMI-2 accident, and
earlier H2 burn experiments in order to support a final recommendation on whether safe shutdown equipment
is likely to survive an H2 burn. Experiments were planned to determine the significance of factors not included
in the NTS experiments (e.g., preconditioning of equipment to simulate aging, enclosing equipment in conduits
or protective heat shields, and energized equipment). Experimental and analytical studies based in part on
NTS-generated data were to be used to determine the local environmental stresses on equipment produced by
convective and radiant heat flux to be expected in an H2 burn.

In addition to the above, the staff intended to explore the possibility of forming local detonable concentrations
in large, dry PWRs and the probable consequences regarding containment and equipment survivability. These
items received attention from the standpoint of fundamental detonation phenomena; however, the research effort
was extended to develop the capability for predicting conditions in realistic configurations.

CONCLUSION

After consideration of the safety concerns associated with this issue and the NRC resources that had been
expended prior to 1984 in pursuit of a resolution, this issue was given a high priority ranking.

Staff studies showed that H2 combustion was not a significant threat to the dry containments evaluated and
the potential for global detonation was considered to be very unlikely for these containments; these findings
were documented in NUREG-1150.1081 Furthermore, the H2 igniter systems for Zion and Surry were evaluated
in NUREG/CR-56621464 and found to be not cost-effective. Therefore, there was no basis for new generic
H2 control measures. However, it was believed that plant-specific vulnerabilities may exist mainly due to the
effects of local H2 detonation. Activities for estimating the likelihood of local H2 detonation and assessing the
consequences would require plant-specific information and are included as part of the IPE program. Moreover,
the staff is investigating H2 control strategies via the accident management research program. In view of the
above activities, the staff concluded that:

(1) The NUREG-11501081 findings of no problems on H2 control for the two PWR plants investigated, the IPE
plant-specific examinations for vulnerabilities to H2 risk, and the long-term implementation of an accident
management program formed the basis for resolution of this issue for existing plants.

(2) No new regulatory guidance on H2 control was required for existing PWR dry containments.

(3) For future plants, the need for H2 control requirements will be examined as part of ongoing case-by-case
review (certification reviews) and the generic efforts associated with 10 CFR 50.59 rule changes.

Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and no new requirements were established.1451 In an RES evaluation,1564 it
was concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not affect the resolution.
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Issue 122: Davis-Besse Loss of All Feedwater Event of June 9, 1985 -
Short-Term Actions (Rev. 4)
DESCRIPTION

The loss of all feedwater event at Davis-Besse on June 9, 1985, resulted in the formation of an NRC project
team to investigate the event. The team's findings were published in NUREG-1154886 and were subsequently
reviewed by DL/NRR. As a result of this review, the following items were identified as candidates for short-term
staff action885 and were forwarded to DST/NRR for evaluation:887

(1) Potential inability to remove reactor decay heat due to questionable
reliability of the AFW system caused by any or all of the following:

(a) Loss of all AFW due to common-
mode failure of AFW pump
discharge isolation valves in closed
position.

(b) Excessive delay in recovery of
AFW due to difficulty in restarting
AFW pump steam driven turbines, if
turbines are tripped.

(c) Interruption of auxiliary feedwater
flow due to failures in steam and
feed line break accident mitigation
features (e.g., SFRCS).

(2) Adequacy of emergency procedures, operator training and available
plant monitoring systems for determining need to initiate feed-and-bleed
cooling following loss of steam generator heat sink.

(3) Physical security system constraints which could deny timely operator
access to vital equipment and inhibit operator from performing local
manual operations called for in emergency procedures.

The above items formed the basis for Issue 122 but were evaluated separately as shown below. The
identification of each item followed the numbering system established in the DL/NRR memorandum.885 The
evaluation results are summarized in Table 3.122-1.

ITEM 122.1: POTENTIAL INABILITY TO REMOVE REACTOR DECAY HEAT

During the loss of main feedwater event, the reactor scrammed and the AFW system should have actuated and
supplied feedwater to the steam generators to enable them to remove decay heat. However, in this process
several failures occurred, three of which are of significance here.

(1) An operator attempted to start the two AFW trains
manually, in addition to the automatic signal on
low steam generator water level. Unfortunately,
the operator pressed the wrong buttons, sending
erroneous "low steam generator pressure" signals
to both AFW trains. The AFW control systems then
caused both AFW isolation valves to close. Thus,
neither steam generator could receive any water. In
essence, the operator caused a common mode failure.

TABLE 3.122-1
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Item Staff Action Priority

1.a Failure of Isolation Valves in Closed
Position

Covered in Issue 124

1.b Recovery of Auxiliary Feedwater Covered in Issue 124

1.c Interruption of Auxiliary Feedwater
Flow

Covered in Issue 124

2. Initiating Feed-and-Bleed Resolved

3. Physical Security System
Constraints

DROP

(2) Both AFW turbines tripped on overspeed. The
overspeed trips on such turbines usually have to be
reset at the turbine, not from the control room.

(3) In attempting to recover the AFW system, the
operators reset the erroneous signals. However, the
AFW isolation valves did not open. In spite of several
attempts, the plant operators were unable to open
these valves from the control room, and ultimately had
to open them manually.

The three parts of this item are evaluated separately below.

ITEM 122.1.A: FAILURE OF ISOLATION VALVES IN CLOSED POSITION

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This item addressed Findings 4, 5, 6, and 15 in Section 5.2.5 of NUREG-1154886 and deals with the potential
inability to remove reactor decay heat because of loss of all auxiliary feedwater due to the third common mode
failure discussed above: t failure of AFW pump discharge isolation valves to reopen on command after they had
closed.

Safety Significance

With the main feedwater out of service (the transient initiator), a spurious closing of these AFW valves cannot
easily be rectified, leaving only feed-and-bleed techniques available for removal of decay heat. Westinghouse
PWRs generally do not have such motor-operated isolation valves in the AFW discharge lines, but some W
plants plus roughly 16 plants designed by B&W and CE in addition to Davis-Besse may be susceptible to this
problem.

Possible Solutions

The failure of the Davis-Besse AFW valves to reopen was ultimately traced to the torque limit and bypass
switches which control the motor operators of the valves. In essence, the high differential pressure across
the closed valves necessitated a relatively large force for valve motion. The motor control switches were not
adjusted to accommodate such a force. Such a failure can happen in two ways. First, the switches can be
inadvertently erroneously adjusted during routine maintenance. Second, the valve may be correctly maintained,
but the actuation system is not designed to provide for an open command to these valves (in some PWRs), or
the torque necessary to reopen these valves under some conditions may be beyond the design capacity of the
valve actuators. In the case of Davis-Besse, the valves were designed to close (which is their intended safety
function), but apparently less attention was paid to their ability to reopen.

The solutions are implicit in the causes. For this evaluation, it was assumed that the actuation system is
equipped to issue open commands so the solutions are: (1) verify that the valves, as designed, are capable
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of reopening in the presence of a differential pressure; and (2) upgrade the calibration and maintenance
procedures.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

To estimate accident frequencies, the staff followed the example888 in which the relatively simple transient
classifications of the Oconee PRA54 were used, but frequency and probability estimates were taken from later
sources such as the more detailed Oconee 3 PRA.889

The affected sequences in the RSSMAP study54 are T1M(LOPNRE)LU, T2MLU, and T3M(PCSNR)LU, where the
terms are defined as follows:

T1 = a loss of offsite power (LOOP) transient with an
assumed frequency of 0.05 transient/RY (or more).890

T2 = a non-recoverable loss of the Power Conversion
System caused by a source other than a LOOP, with
an assumed frequency of 0.64 transient/RY, based on
the Oconee-3 PRA.889

T3 = a transient with the Power Conversion System
initially available, with an assumed frequency of 5.7
transients/RY, also based on the Oconee 3 PRA.889

M = a failure of the power conversion system. The
probability is unity for T1 and T2 sequences. For T3
sequences, 3.7 x 10-3 was used after being obtained
by summing the failure modes listed in Section A8.3.8
of the Oconee-3 PRA.889

LOPNRE = the probability of non-recovery of offsite power in 40
minutes after a LOOP event. This was estimated to
be roughly 0.25, based on the generic curves given in
NUREG-1032.890

PCSNR = the probability of non-recovery of the Power
Conversion System (really, main feedwater) in 30
minutes. The Oconee-3 PRA889 used 0.3 for a similar
event (REFDW2). This figure is somewhat optimistic
because of the ability to cross- connect at the Oconee
site.

L = failure of the AFW system.

U = a failure to cool the core via feed-and-bleed. For
Oconee-3 and most other plants, this is essentially
a failure of the high pressure ECCS. The assumed
probability was 0.015, based on the Oconee- 3
PRA.889

The unquantified parameter is L, the change in the AFW failure probability to be attributed to this issue. It is
composed of three factors: the probability of spurious isolation, the probability of failure to reopen on demand,
and the probability of failure of reopening (in time to prevent core damage) by manual action.

At the time of this evaluation, Davis-Besse had been in operation for eight years with a reported frequency of
loss-of-feedwater events of 0.67/year.891 Thus, the AFW system had about five real challenges. One of these
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was the June 9, 1985, event where an operator inadvertently pushed the wrong button and caused a spurious
isolation. One would therefore expect the spurious isolation rate to be roughly one in five AFW demands, or
20%, and dominated by human error. However, it was unrealistic to assume that this event (and its associated
extended shutdown) had gone unnoticed in the control rooms of other plants, nor could it be assumed that all
other plants had an AFW control panel like that of Davis-Besse. On the other hand, the AFW discharge isolation
valves may be initially closed at the time of the demand, as they were at the outset of the accident at TMI-2. It
was assumed that the minimum likelihood of spurious or inadvertent AFW isolation would be 5% and that plants
with a high likelihood (20%) were addressed in Issue 122.1.C.

Next is the question of failure of the isolation valves to open on demand. As stated above, this can happen either
by errors in maintenance or by a lack of foresight in design. For the case of errors in maintenance, the valve
failure data tabulated in NUREG/CR-2770892 were used. Of the 393 MOV failures listed, 75 involved torque limit
or bypass switches and 34 (about 8.7% of all the failures) appeared to be adjustment or calibration errors. Since
the same crews and procedures were used on all AFW trains, these failures were very likely to be present on all
trains. Given a failure on one train, the staff assumed an 8.7% probability892 that the failure was due to improper
torque or limit switch adjustment and that the analogous valves on the redundant trains will also fail.

The RSSMAP study54 used an MOV control failure rate of 6.4 x 10-3/demand. The probability of failure to reopen
due to maintenance error is the product of these two figures, or 5.6 x 10-4.

For the case of lack of foresight in design, there is no extensive tabular data. This particular scenario, by its
very nature, will affect both valves. However, this does not mean that both valves necessarily will fail to open.
NUREG-1154886 describes tests of the actual valves at Davis-Besse, five of which were at a full differential
pressure of 1050 psid. One valve failed to open twice. The other valve failed once but opened successfully two
times. Thus, for a two-train AFW system, the probability of neither valve opening would be expected to be on the
order of (1 x 0.33), or 0.33, based on this sparse data.

Finally, the probability of the operator failing to reopen the valves manually had to be estimated. In the case of
the Davis-Besse event, the spurious closure occurred about six minutes into the event. NUREG-1154886 states
that a 30-minute interval before core damage would be expected. Thus, the operators had about 24 minutes in
which to reopen at least one valve. In actual fact, it took an average of 7.5 minutes (about a third of the available
time) to open these two valves. This margin is adequate and would normally imply a failure rate (due to timeout)
of a percent or two. However, it should be noted that, except for one button-pushing error, the operating crew
performed very well. The shift supervisor and his assistant were astute in diagnosing the AFWS misalignment
(while being faced with a barrage of other information) and took the correct action to manually open the auxiliary
feedwater block valves. A 10% probability of failure to manually reopen the valves was assigned, based purely
on judgment of the human factors aspects.

Putting these factors together, the AFW failure probability is the product of a 5% probability of inadvertent AFW
isolation, a 33% probability that neither valve will reopen on demand, and a 10% probability that manual opening
will not be attempted or will fail to be accomplished in time. The product is 1.7 x 10-3/demand. In addition, no
solution is perfect. It was assumed that any resolutions adopted will be at least 90% effective. Thus, the change
in AFW failure probability will be on the order of 1.5 x 10-3. The change in core-melt frequencies was then
estimated. The cut sets are:

T1M*LOPNRE* L*U
3.0 x 10-7/RY

T2M* L*U
1.5 x 10-5/RY

T3*M*PCSNR* L*U
1.5 x 10-7/RY

Total F
= 1.5 x 10-5/RY
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Under the assumption that one plant will find and correct the problem, the core-melt frequency was estimated to
be 1.5 x 10-5/year.

Consequence Estimate

Normally, accident sequences such as those discussed above would be distributed across a spectrum of
containment failure modes in a variety of ways. However, because the sequences of interest in this issue were
similar in their final stages prior to core-melt, all three sequences were distributed across the containment failure
modes in the same manner.

All three principal accident sequences involve a core-melt with no large breaks initially in the reactor coolant
pressure boundary. The reactor is likely to be at high pressure (until the core melts through the lower vessel
head) with a steady discharge of steam and gases through the PORV. These are conditions likely to produce
significant hydrogen generation and combustion.

The Zion and Indian Point PRA studies used a 3% probability of containment failure due to hydrogen burn (the
"gamma" failure). This example was followed and 3% was used, although specific containment designs may
differ significantly from this figure. In addition, the containment can fail to isolate (the "beta" failure). Here, the
Oconee PRA889 figure of 0.0053 was used. If the containment does not fail by isolation failure or hydrogen burn,
it will be assumed to fail by base mat melt-through (the "epsilon" failure).

Based on a central midwest plain meteorology, a uniform population density of 340 persons per square mile, a
50-mile radius, and no ingestion pathways, the consequences were estimated as follows:

Failure Mode Percent Probability Release Category Consequences
(man-rem)

gamma 3% PWR-2 4.8 x 106

beta 0.5% PWR-5 1.0 x 106

epsilon 96.5% PWR-7 2.3 x 103

The "weighted-average" core-melt will have consequences of 1.5 x 105 man-rem.

The consequence estimate was 50 man-rem/reactor. The B&W and CE plants had an average remaining life 31
years/plant, 24 years of which would be operational. Based on the above assumption that one plant will find and
correct the problem, the risk reduction estimate was 50 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: The cost associated with resolving this issue was dependent upon the nature of the solution. A
check of the valve operator design would be relatively inexpensive. A test to ensure the valves will open will cost
significantly more. Finally, if valve operators were found to be insufficiently sized, the cost of replacement would
be higher still. In addition, improvements in maintenance might also be required.

It was assumed that a check of design (rather than extensive testing) will be done, and that one plant will be
found where the valves would not re-open with a significant differential pressure present. It was also assumed
that the motor was strong enough to open the valve and that the problem can be fixed by changing torque limit
and bypass switch setpoints. Because maintenance error is a relatively minor contributor, the issue of improved
maintenance was not addressed.

NRC Cost: For each plant affected, 2 staff-weeks should be sufficient to check the valve design. For the
(hypothetical) plant where a problem is found, 6 staff-months should suffice to find a solution. Finally, 6 staff-
months plus 2 staff-weeks/plant of NRC time would probably be necessary to impose the requirement. Thus, for
17 plants, the total cost would be roughly $240,000, assuming that a staff-year costs $100,000.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was $0.24M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 50 man-rem and a cost of $0.24M for a possible solution, the
value/impact score was given by:
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Other Considerations

(1) There was no significant ORE associated with the
solution to this issue. The valves in question are not
exposed to contaminated fluids, since they are in the
secondary system.

(2) There were offsetting savings which could be credited
against the expenditures above. The cost of a core-
melt would be about a billion dollars plus replacement
power for the rest of the plant life. Using the accident
frequency estimated above and assuming a 5%
annual discount rate, this corresponded to a present
worth of about $430,000/plant. Also, even if a core-
melt is avoided and if the plant is ever placed in
a situation where feed-and-bleed techniques are
used, major cleanup will be necessary because of
rupture of the quench tank. If cleanup lasts 6 months,
the present worth cost was about $770,000/plant.
Finally, it should be noted that the Davis-Besse event
kept the plant shut down for over three months. The
frequency of this situation is about 1.2 x 10-2/RY,
which corresponded to an actuarial cost of roughly
$4.6M/plant. If any of these three considerations were
included, the cost-benefit ratio would be favorable and
would be in the licensee's financial interest to fix this
problem.

(3) It was assumed that the feed-and-bleed failure
probability is 0.015. In actual fact, NUREG-1154886

inferred that the Davis-Besse operators were reluctant
to initiate feed-and-bleed. Thus, this figure may
be somewhat optimistic. Also, some (CE) plants
do not have power-operated relief valves on the
primary system and thus cannot use feed-and-bleed
techniques.

(4) Some plants operate with the AFW isolation valves in
the closed position. Thus, these plants will not need
an inadvertent isolation to encounter a problem. On
the other hand, these plants are more likely to be
designed to open under differential pressure or to find
the problem by normal testing.

(5) The discussion addressed only PWRs; BWRs have
analogous systems (HPCI and RCIC) for mitigating
loss-of-feedwater events. Moreover, these systems
have normally-closed motor-operated isolation valves
in the discharge line, but these valves are tested
during normal system testing. In addition, BWRs can

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0886.html
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rapidly depressurize via the ADS and can use low
pressure systems for decay heat removal.

(6) At the time of this evaluation, an NRC Bulletin on the
subject of valve operability was being considered.
This could have been sufficient to resolve the issue
for most plants. However, some followup action
may be appropriate particularly for plants where the
viability of feed-and-bleed is doubtful. If such plants
were also susceptible to the common-mode valve
problem described here, the core-melt frequency could
approach 1 x 10-3.

(7) This issue is related to Issue II.E.6.1, "In-Situ Testing
of Valves." Although II.E.6.1 is also concerned with
valve operability, this issue differed in that the potential
for commonality was a primary concern. Issue II.E.6.1
was geared toward the single failure rate per valve,
not the potential for common-mode failures, but was
not specific as to which valves or which failure mode.

(8) This issue is also similar to Issue 87 which addressed
the failure of the HPCI steam line isolation valves
to close following a break in the line downstream
of the valves. These failures are also due to a
design problem in which the valve may not have
been designed to operate under some overlooked
conditions. There may be other systems with valves
that are not designed to operate under all likely
conditions and, therefore, a widening of the scope of
this issue may be in order.

(9) It was assumed that the probability of both AFW
isolation valves failing to reopen was 33%. In some
cases (e.g., undersized actuators), the probability may
be nearly 100%, a fact that would triple the priority
parameters. However, this would not change the
conclusion.

CONCLUSION

Based on the potential change in core-melt frequency, this issue was given a high priority ranking (see Appendix
C), but was later integrated into the resolution of Issue 124.

ITEM 122.1.B: RECOVERY OF AUXILIARY FEEDWATER

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This item addressed Findings 4, 8, and 15 in Sections 5.2.4 and 6.2.4 of NUREG-1154886 and deals with a
potential inability to remove reactor decay heat due to the second common mode failure discussed above: the
excessive delay in recovery of AFW due to difficulty in restarting AFW pump steam turbines, if the turbines are
tripped.

Safety Significance

Some method of decay heat removal is necessary within 30 minutes after the start of this type of transient in
order to prevent core uncovery. The turbines tripped about 7 minutes into the event. Thus, 23 minutes were
available. Although it only took 4.5 minutes for a pair of equipment operators to go to the AFW pump rooms
and start work, considerable difficulty was experienced in resetting and restarting the turbines. Thus, it might

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0886.html
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well have taken longer than 23 minutes to get the AFW pumps in operation. Had other decay heat removal
techniques (i.e., startup feed pump and primary side feed-and-bleed) also failed, core damage would have
resulted.

This issue is applicable to any PWR. However, it is of greatest importance to plants with only steam-driven AFW
trains (such as Davis-Besse) and of less importance to plants with one steam-driven train plus one or two motor-
driven trains. In addition, non-B&W plants are less susceptible because of their greater water inventory in the
steam generators which provides more time before active means of decay heat removal are essential. Davis-
Besse is the only remaining plant with only steam-driven auxiliary feedwater. Thus, this analysis was geared to
the other most-susceptible plant class: a B&W plant with one steam-driven and one motor-driven AFW train.

Possible Solutions

The Davis-Besse event exhibited two problems that led to delay in AFW restart. The first problem was that the
turbine overspeed trips had to be manually reset requiring plant personnel to be dispatched to the AFW pump
rooms. A possible solution was to make the trip resettable from the control room. The trip mechanism is usually
a latch hook device on the trip-and-throttle valve. A mechanical device will unlatch the hook and trip the turbine
at a preset speed (usually 125% of rated). Other signals can be used to trip the latch hook by means of an
electrical solenoid. In either case, the hook must be reset manually. The solution, which had been implemented
on some BWR RCIC turbines, was to wire the protective circuits into the throttle mechanism rather than the trip
solenoid. The mechanical overspeed trip remains active, but is supplemented by an electrical overspeed trip (set
at 110%) which can be remotely reset.

The second problem was that the two equipment operators were unsuccessful in their attempts to get the
turbines running and were saved by the arrival of an experienced operator. The most obvious solution to this
problem would be to require the plant operators to practice going through the procedures of resetting and
starting the turbines, assuming a remote reset is not provided. At the time of this evaluation, "hands-on" practice
of this task was not part of operator training.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

Problem 1: The affected sequences and cut sets were the same as those for Item 122.1.A except parameter
L, the change in AFW failure probability to be attributed to this item. This is governed by three factors: the
probability of a resettable turbine trip, the probability of failure to manually reset and restart the turbine, and the
probability of failure (in this study) of the one motor-driven AFW train.

First, the probability of a turbine trip either during the auto-start or while running had to be estimated. PRA fault
trees model individual components and their failures, but do not normally model the spurious and/or readily
resettable trips that are of concern here. Thus, PRA fault-tree-based estimates are really estimates of the failure
rate assuming that the manual reset problem has been fixed. Also, the turbine-train-only failure rate is difficult to
separate out of most PRA studies. A value of 3 x 10-2 failure/demand was used based on the station blackout
calculations for a two-train AFW system in an RRAB memorandum.894

In NUREG/CR-2098,893 112 of the 170 AFW events tabulated were failures of turbine-driven rather than motor-
driven pumps. Of the 112 turbine events, 40 were trips, usually on overspeed. Thus, given a failure of a turbine-
driven AFW pump to operate, there is a 35% chance that a (manual) reset might recover the pump. Therefore,
the failure rate before fixing is (3 x 10-2)(1.35)/demand or (4.1 x 10-2)/demand.

The change in turbine failure rate due to elimination of the need for manual reset had to estimated. In the Davis-
Besse event, the operators were able to reset the two turbines in 4.32 and 4.77 minutes (but not get them
running), which was about one-fifth of the 23.4 minutes available before core uncovery.886

One would expect that, for a straightforward task such as resetting and restarting a turbine, the time needed
would be described by a reasonably symmetrical distribution centered about an average time. Here, the 4.5-
minute average time of the two unsuccessful resets at Davis-Besse is probably a reasonable estimate of a
general mean time for an experienced operator to successfully complete the task. This number is also consistent
with a walk-through of the procedure at Davis-Besse by NRC staff. However, there was no direct information
about the width of the distribution: the minimum and maximum time needed for completion. Thus, a pragmatic
approach was used by keeping the peak of the distribution at 4.5 minutes and fixing it at zero at time zero.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0894.html
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Further, the single-event Poisson distribution which will extend out to infinity in the positive direction was used.

The formula is P(t) =  t exp(- t).

The peak of the distribution is at t = 1/ , so  = 1/4.5 = 0.22 was used. The probability of not resetting the
turbine before 23.4 minutes was obtained by integrating this formula from 23.4 minutes to infinity. The integral is:

P(t > t0)
= (1 +  t0) exp(- t0)

= 0.036

= 3.6%

Again, this approach was pragmatic rather than rigorous; the formula is appropriate for randomly distributed
events, which this really is not. In the actual event at Davis-Besse, it was evident that the operating crew worked
as fast as they could. It was also evident that the task of resetting and restarting the turbines was far from
smooth; many things went wrong. Moreover, things might well not be easy and straightforward in another similar
event. Nevertheless, a factor of five margin in the time actually taken is significant. Thus, 3.6% does not seem
unreasonable in spite of the rather sparse mathematical basis.

In addition, there is a finite probability that plant operators will encounter difficulty in moving through the plant
and entering the AFW pump rooms due to locked doors, etc. To account for this, the staff added a 1% probability
of an insurmountable difficulty in reaching the turbines (based on the calculations in Issue 122.3) to get a total
probability of failure to reset of 0.046. L can now be estimated. First, the change in the turbine-driven train's
failure rate is:

In addition, the unavailability of the motor-driven train had to be estimated. The RRAB memorandum894 gave
a "typical" AFW system unavailability of 10-3/demand for a two-train system. Such a figure included common-
mode failures and common component failures, in addition to the individual train failures. It was assumed that
the common-mode and common-component contributions were small and thus the turbine train contribution
enters as a multiplicative factor. The non-turbine failure probability is then 10-3/(3 x 10-2) or 0.033.

Giving credit for the motor-driven train, if AC power is available, L = (6.6 x 10)(0.033) = 2.2 x 10-5. If AC

power is not available, L = 6.6 x 10.

Since the turbine-driven AFW pump is especially significant for loss of all AC power (station blackout), a diesel
unavailability was needed. NUREG-1032890 gives a range of 1.1 x 10-3 to 6.8 x 10-3 for a one-out-of-two diesel
configuration; 2.7 x 10-3 was used as the middle of this range.

Cut sets were then calculated as follows:

T1M*LOPNRE* L*U
4.1 x 10-9/RY

T1M*LOPNRE*DIESELS* L
2.0 x 10-8/RY

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0894.html
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T2M* L*U
2.1 x 10-7/RY

T3*M*PCSNR* L*U
2.1 x 10-9/RY

Total F
= 2.4 x 10-7/RY

For 9 PWRs with two-train AFW systems, this change in core-melt frequency is 2.2 x 10-6/year.

Problem 2: In the first problem, it was assumed that the only question was the time available for a qualified
operator to locally reset a tripped AFW turbine. The fact that neither of two equipment operators was able to get
the turbines running at Davis-Besse strongly suggested that the probability of failure was nearly unity over the
course of a half-hour, if the individuals involved had never performed this task before. (This task is generally not
part of an operator's training.) In general, during off-shifts, experienced personnel are present in very limited
numbers. In a future event, the more experienced personnel are likely to be busy with other tasks (e.g., getting

diesels started), and a less experienced operator may once again be faced with the task of resetting and
restarting AFW turbines.

This second problem was not amenable to the exponential time calculations of Problem 1, since the average
time needed for inexperienced personnel is likely to be far in excess of 30 minutes. Thus, it was arbitrarily
assumed that, should an event occur during the evening, night, or weekend shifts (76% of the time), there is a
50% probability that an AFW turbine trip reset will be assigned to an inexperienced operator who is at most 10%
likely to succeed in getting the turbine running in the required time. Thus, the change in the probability of failure
to restart the turbine becomes (0.76)(0.50)(0.90) = 0.342.

For this problem, the change in the turbine-driven train's unavailability is:

Giving credit for the motor-driven train as before:

L = (4.9 x 10)(0.033) = 1.6 x 10 (AC power available)

L = 4.9 x 10 (AC power not available)

Cut sets were then calculated as follows:

T1M*LOPNRE* L*U
3.1 x 10-8

T1M*LOPNRE*DIESELS* L
1.7 x 10-7

T2M* L*U
1.6 x 10-6

T3*M*PCSNR* L*U
1.6 x 10-8

Total F
= 1.8 x 10-6 core-melt/RY

For 9 PWRs with two-train AFW systems, this frequency is 1.6 x 10-5 core-melt/ year.

Consequence Estimate

The consequence estimate was the same as that for Issue 122.1.A. The "weighted-average" core-melt will have
consequences of 1.5 x 105 man-rem. The 9 PWRs with two-train AFW systems had about 250 calendar-years of
collective license lifetime remaining. This was roughly 189 years of operational life.
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Problem 1: The consequence estimate was (2.4 x 10-7)(1.5 x 105)(189) man-rem = 7 man-rem.

Problem 2: The consequence estimate was (1.8 x 10-6)(1.5 x 105)(189) man-rem = 51 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Problem 1: Changing the turbine trip logic on a safety-related system was likely to require 6 staff-months of
effort per plant, even if no major procurement was needed. In addition, at least 3 staff-months of generic work
plus a week of effort on each plant would be required of the NRC staff. The total cost for the 9 PWRs with 2 AFW
trains (excluding Davis-Besse) was thus estimated to be at least $0.5M.

Problem 2: Having operators practice the task of resetting and manually starting AFW turbines is relatively
inexpensive. (If, after the first time, more than half an hour of the operator's time is needed, there is little point in
the exercise.) However, this is a continuing expense. It was assumed that one staff-month/plant of administrative
effort would be required to set up the program plus two staff-weeks/year thereafter of actual practice. Assuming
a 5% discount rate and an average remaining life of 28 calendar-years, this totaled $620,000 for 9 plants. NRC
costs were likely to be one staff-month of generic work plus 1 staff-week/ plant, or about $26,000. The total cost
was roughly $650,000.

Value/Impact Assessment

Problem 1: Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 7 man-rem and a cost of $0.5M for a possible
solution, the value/impact score was given by:

Problem 2: Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 51 man-rem and a cost of $0.65M for a possible
solution, the value/impact score was given by:

Other Considerations

(1) There was no significant ORE associated with the the
possible solution to this issue. The valves in question
are not exposed to contaminated fluids, since they are
in the secondary system.

(2) There were offsetting savings which could be credited
against the estimated expenditures. The cost of a
core-melt would be about $1 billion plus replacement
power for the rest of the plant lifetime. In an actuarial
sense, using the accident frequencies estimated
above and assuming a 5% annual discount rate, this
corresponded to a present worth or $6,000/plant. Also,
even if a core-melt is avoided and the plant is ever
placed in a situation where feed-and-bleed techniques
are used, major cleanup will be necessary because of
rupture of the quench tank. If cleanup lasts six months,
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the actuarial cost had a present worth of $10,000/
plant.

(3) It was assumed in the calculations that the feed-
and-bleed failure probability was 0.015. In actual
fact, NUREG-1154886 inferred that the Davis-Besse
operators were reluctant to initiate feed-and-bleed.
Thus, this figure may be somewhat optimistic. Also,
some (CE) plants do not have power-operated relief
valves on the primary system and thus cannot use
feed-and-bleed techniques. Raising the feed-and-
bleed failure probability to 0.1 would put this issue into
the high priority range.

(4) Some plants may have other means of decay heat
removal (e.g., the high head service water system at
Oconee). For these plants, the figures would have to
be adjusted downward.

(5) These figures should not be used for BWR HPCI and
RCIC systems. The BWR systems generally have
a greater number of trips and an elaborate isolation
system.

(6) The calculations above were based on an AFW
system with one motor-driven and one turbine-
driven train. A plant such as Davis-Besse with only
two turbine-driven trains will be significantly more
susceptible to this issue because whatever tripped the
first turbine may well trip the second also. Other plants
which originally were equipped with only turbine-driven
trains include Turkey Point 3 and 4 and Haddam Neck.
The Turkey Point units share three turbine-driven
AFW trains and also had a motor-driven train installed
on each unit. Haddam Neck had two turbine-driven
trains and installed one (manual start) motor-driven
train. At the time of this evaluation, the availability and
surveillance requirements for the new motor-driven
trains on these plants had not been added to the plant
TS and they were not capable of being powered from
onsite emergency power. Nevertheless, given the
presence of these diversely powered trains, these
plants were not likely to need special treatment for this
issue.

CONCLUSION

This issue was of high priority for those plants that did not have the capability to remove decay heat by feed-
and-bleed or other alternative means. However, this concern was addressed in the resolution of Issue 122.2.
Based on the calculations above, the remaining part of the issue was placed in the medium priority category (see
Appendix C), but was later integrated into the resolution of Issue 124.

ITEM 122.1.C: INTERRUPTION OF AUXILIARY FEEDWATER FLOW

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This item addressed Finding 6 in Section 5.2.2 of NUREG-1154886 and deals with the potential inability to
remove reactor decay heat because of the interruption of all AFW flow due to the first common mode failure

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0886.html
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discussed above: the closing of the AFW pump discharge isolation valves. This issue is related to Issue 122.1.A,
which deals with another problem that prevented the isolation valves from reopening.

Safety Significance

The definition885 of this issue was ambiguous in that the full title, "Interruption of Auxiliary Feedwater Flow due
to Failures in Steam and Feed Line Break Accident Mitigation Features (e.g., SFRCS)," referred to the second
failure described under Issue 122.1, but the bases presented are Section 5.2.2 and Finding 6 of NUREG-1154886

which referred to the first failure (i.e., of main, not auxiliary, feedwater). Both failures were addressed in this
analysis.

The first part of the issue is the spurious closure of the MSIVs; in this case, as a result of a turbine trip. Most
plants of recent design are equipped with turbine-driven main feedwater pumps. Closure of the MSIVs will shut
off all feedwater flow. Moreover, once MSIVs are closed, the reopening of these valves is a rather elaborate
procedure. The loss of main feedwater is not easily recoverable.

The second part of the issue is the isolation of AFW. This is done in the event of a steam line break within
containment to prevent exceeding the containment design pressure. The containment is designed to
accommodate the initial blowdown of a steam generator. If feedwater to the affected steam generator is not
shut off, the boil-off due to decay heat will continue to dump steam to the containment. However, in a transient
involving loss of main feedwater but no steam line break, shutting off AFW flow is very undesirable. It must also
be remembered that loss-of-feedwater events are far more frequent than steam line breaks.

Possible Solution

In the past, inadvertent MSIV closure was considered a relatively rare transient. In the particular case of the
Davis-Besse transient, the steam generator level sensors had been replaced by a new type of transmitter.886

The rapid closure of the turbine stop valves sent a pressure wave up the steam lines back to the steam
generators. This phenomenon is not new; it is routinely allowed for in the analysis of BWR transients where the
reactor core is directly sensitive to the pressure pulse. However, the new transmitters were of a design that did
not dampen out the pressure pulse, which cased them to trip. A possible solution would be to add some damping
to the level signal at those plants where this has proven to be a problem.

The inadvertent isolation of AFW flow appears to be primarily a human factors problem associated with the
controls layout. This could be solved by a redesign of this portion of the control panel. If on further study it
appears that spurious isolations are occurring because of hardware problems, other actions (e.g., possibly using
high containment pressure in a logical "and" with low steam generator pressure) might be necessary. In addition,
the question of whether an operator should anticipate automatic actuations or simply observe and confirm them
should be addressed in the long term.

This item appears to be associated with B&W plants. The isolation logic and AFW control is quite different for the
other PWR vendors. (CE-designed plants may be susceptible to the first part of the issue.)

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

The affected sequences and cut sets are the same as those for Item 122.1.A with the exception of the parameter
L which is redefined as follows:

L = Failure rate of the AFW system. The RRAB
memorandum894 gives 10-3 /demand as "typical" for
a two-train system (offsite power available) and 1.8 x
10-5/demand as "typical" for a three-train system.

The first part of the issue, inadvertent MSIV closure, has the effect of turning the T3-initiated transients into T2-
initiated transients. (T1 transients are unaffected). If every transient led to MSIV closure (as NUREG-1154,886

Section 5.11 seems to imply), the parameters and sequences are straightforward:

T = (5.7 - 0.64) = 5.06

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0885.html
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T = -5.7

For plants with a two-train AFW system:

T2M*L*U
= 7.6 x 10-5

T3*M*PCSNR*L*U
= -9.5 x 10-8

Net change, F
= 7.6 x 10-5/RY

For plants with a three-train AFW system:

T2M*L*U
= 1.4 x 10-6

T3*M*PCSNR*L*U
= -1.7 x 10-9

Net change, F
= 1.4 x 10-6/RY

The second part of the issue, AFW isolation, affects parameter L. The change in L is composed of two factors:
the change in the probability of spurious isolation and the probability of failure to reopen on demand. As
discussed in Issue 122.1.A, the staff assumed a 5% minimum likelihood of spurious AFW isolation and that
another plant with a high likelihood (e.g., 20%) exists.

The second factor is the failure of the isolation valves to reopen on demand. It was assumed that Issue 122.1.A
was addressed independently and that this failure probability was now governed by the failure of an operator
to diagnose and correct the problem. The operator failure rate for such a situation is not independent of the
spurious actuation error described above. It was assumed, based on judgment, that 95% of the time the operator
will correct the error by resetting the inadvertent isolation and reopening the isolation valves.

For the more realistic (5% inadvertent isolation probability situation, the cut sets become:

T1M*LOPNRE*L*U
= 4.7 x 10-7/RY

T2M*L*U
= 2.4 x 10-5/RY

T3*M*PCSNR*L*U
= 2.4 x 10-7/RY

Total F
= 2.5 x 10-5/RY

For the more extreme (20%) case, this change in core-melt frequency would be four times this value, or 9.9 x
10-5/RY.

Consequence Estimate

The consequence estimate was the same as that for Issue 122.1.A. The "weighted-average" core-melt will have
consequences of 1.5 x 105 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

The core-melt frequencies were in a range where costs that are within reason would not affect the priority
ranking. Consequently, no cost analysis was done.
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Value/Impact Assessment

Without a detailed design examination, it was not possible to determine exactly how many plants were affected.
The B&W plants had an average of 29.5 calendar-years (22 operational years) of remaining lifetime. The priority
parameters for each part of the issue were:

Part 1 Part 2

Man-rem/reactor 250 80

Core-melt/RY 7.6 x 10-5 2.5 x 10-5

Other Considerations

(1) There was no significant ORE associated with the
possible solution to this issue. The valves in question
are not exposed to contaminated fluids since they are
in the secondary system.

(2) It was assumed in the calculations that the feed-
and-bleed failure probability is 0.015. In actual fact,
NUREG-1154886 infers that the Davis-Besse operators
were reluctant to initiate feed-and-bleed. Thus, this
figure may be somewhat optimistic, a fact that would
raise the priority scores higher.

(3) The two parts of the issue were evaluated separately
because they involved two separate failures in the
Davis-Besse event. Nevertheless, it should be noted
that both involved the SFRCS. In essence, one control
system apparently had the capability to shut off both
main feedwater (by MSIV closure) and AFW. Although
two distinct failures were involved at Davis-Besse,
there may well be a single failure within the SFRCS
which could do both. Deterministic evaluations of this
system should recognize the seriousness of such a
failure mode.

CONCLUSION

Based on the potential change in core-melt frequency, this issue was given a high priority ranking (see Appendix
C), but was later integrated into the resolution of Issue 124.

ITEM 122.2: INITIATING FEED-AND-BLEED

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue deals with the adequacy of emergency procedures, operator training, and available plant monitoring
systems for determining the need to initiate feed-and-bleed cooling following loss of the steam generator heat
sink. It was based upon Findings 10, 17 and 18 in Sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2 of NUREG-1154.886 Essentially,
the operators were reluctant to take the drastic step of initiating feed-and-bleed cooling, probably because they
believed restoration of the AFW system was imminent. The fact that feed-and-bleed cooling releases primary
coolant to the containment (implying an extensive shutdown for the purpose of decontamination) may also have
influenced their actions. Finally, the normal control room instrumentation was inadequate to clearly inform the
operators that feed-and-bleed was called for. The SPDS which would have displayed the necessary information
was not operable.

The reactor vendors have provided licensees with feed-and-bleed procedures. At the time of this evaluation,
feed-and-bleed capability was not specifically required by the NRC although the techniques, benefits, and costs
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were evaluated as part of Issue A-45. Basically, feed-and-bleed cooling is a method of last resort which can avert
core damage if main and auxiliary feedwater are lost and other methods of decay heat removal are unavailable.
For plants licensed without a PORV, the lack of feed-and-bleed capability was a significant issue and the need
for a highly reliable AFW system was emphasized.

Safety Significance

PRAs give considerable credit for feed-and-bleed cooling. A failure rate of one or two percent is a typical
assumption. However, the Davis-Besse event chronology left the impression that this failure probability may
be overly optimistic. In addition, it should be noted that, depending on specific plant design, there may be a
fairly short time period in which feed-and-bleed cooling will be successful. If the plant operators delay too long
before initiating feed-and-bleed cooling, their error may not be retrievable by later action. This issue applies to all
plants that can use feed-and-bleed techniques, i.e., all PWRs, except for a few CE-designed plants that have no
pressurizer PORVs.

Possible Solution

The solution was a matter of emphasis on safety vs. operation, training in existing procedures, and possibly
an upgrading of instrumentation at certain sites. In addition, the procedures themselves could be upgraded to
make the criteria for initiation of feed-and-bleed cooling more direct and unambiguous, leaving less room for
operator reluctance. (For example, in the case of Davis-Besse, basing the initiation of feed-and-bleed on hot
leg temperature rather than on steam generator parameters has been suggested.) Here, we will concentrate
on ensuring that existing procedures are followed. The general technical aspects of feed-and-bleed decay heat
removal was addressed under Issue A-45.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

The question of interest was, what would be the change in core-melt frequency if the failure probability of feed-
and-bleed cooling (U) is changed? NUREG/CR-165954 and NSAC-60889 assume a failure probability of 0.015
for non-ATWS sequences (RSSMAP parameter "HPMAN") and 0.10 for the (higher stress) ATWS sequences
("HPMAN1"). The operators' performance during the Davis-Besse event left the impression that these figures
were too low. It was assumed, based purely on judgment, that failure probabilities of 0.10 for non-ATWS
sequences and 0.50 for ATWS sequences were more reasonable estimates.

In making the calculations, the parameters were the same as in Issue 122.1.A, except: (1) the frequency of loss
of main feedwater transients T2 (momentary and sustained) was set at 2.13/year, based on NSAC-60889; and (2)
the AFW failure probability (L) was set as follows, based on the RRAB memorandum:894

Offsite Power Available No Offsite Power

3-trainAFW 1.8 x 10-5 5.1 x 10-5

2-train AFW 1.0 x 10-3 1.7 x 10-3

In addition, the computerized RSSMAP54 analysis was changed as follows: (1) the probability of loss of onsite
power (B3) was changed to 1.3 x 10-3, a figure more representative of a twin diesel system (Oconee uses
hydroelectric generators for emergency power); and (2) Oconee's capability of feeding the steam generators with
the High Head Service Water System was disabled (HHMAN = 1.0).

A series of computer calculations was performed, in an attempt to obtain both the "best" answer and some
information as to the sensitivity of the answer to a variety of conditions.

Calculation
F (Core-melt/RY)

3-train AFW system: HPMAN raised to 0.1, HPMAN1
raised to 0.5

3.3 x 10-5
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Calculation
F (Core-melt/RY)

3-train AFW system: HPMAN raised to 0.1, ATWS
sequences unchanged

9.2 x 10-6

2-train AFW system: HPMAN raised to 0.1, HPMAN1
raised to 0.5

1.0 x 10-4

2-train AFW system: HPMAN raised to 0.1, ATWS
sequences unchanged

8.1 x 10-5

Test case, original RSSMAP parameters: HPMAN
raised to 0.1, ATWS sequences unchanged

2.0 x 10-5

Clearly, the change in the feed-and-bleed failure probability has a strong effect on core-melt frequency. The
figures span the decade from 10-5 to 10-4. The first calculation (3.3 x 10-3) was used bearing in mind that the
figure for a plant with a two-train AFW system will probably be greater. In addition, it should be noted that even a
partial solution will make a significant reduction in core-melt frequency.

At the time of this evaluation, there were 55 operating PWRs with an aggregate of about 1700 calendar-years or
1300 operational years of remaining lifetime. Thus, the core-melt frequency estimate was (3.3 x 10-5)(55)/year or
1.8 x 10-3/year.

Consequence Estimate

The consequence estimate was the same as that for Issue 122.1.A. The "weighted-average" core-melt will have
consequences of 1.5 x 105 man-rem. For the 55 plants with a combined remaining operation life of 1300 years,
the consequence estimate was approximately 6,500 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

The solution to this issue was likely to be procedural in nature, with upgrades in equipment more likely to be
done under Issue A-45. It was assumed that 6 staff-months/plant would suffice for refresher training on these
procedures. NRR costs were likely to be on the order of 6 staff-months of generic effort plus 2 staff-weeks per
licensee. For the 55 operating PWRs, this cost was roughly $3M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 6,500 man-rem and a cost of $3M for a possible solution, the
value/impact score was given by:

Other Considerations

(1) For a plant with a two-train AFW system, the per-reactor and per-RY figures would be roughly three times as
large.

(2) This issue did not involve ORE.

(3) There was an offsetting saving which could be credited against the expenditures above. The cost of a core-
melt would be about one billion dollars plus replacement power for the rest of the plant lifetime. In an actuarial
sense, using the accident frequencies estimated above, assuming a 5% annual discount rate and subtracting
the feed-and-bleed cleanup costs which would reduce the core-melt costs, this corresponded to about a present
worth of $1.2M/plant.
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(4) In contrast to the saving associated with averting a core-melt, an unnecessary use of feed-and-bleed
will result in major cleanup costs. If half the uses of feed-and-bleed are unnecessary and a cleanup lasts six
months, the actuarial cost showed a present worth of roughly $400,000/plant (based on a residual frequency of
unnecessary use of feed-and-bleed of 5 x 10-4/RY).

CONCLUSION

Based on the above calculations, this issue was given a high priority ranking (see Appendix C). In resolving the
issue, the staff concluded that there was no need for new regulatory requirements/guidance. This conclusion
was based on the determination that there was adequate reactor safety and ongoing industry initiatives to
continue enhancing safety involving feed-and-bleed. More specifically, the staff's conclusion was based on
the following: (1) as a result of the TMI accident, NRC required licensees to have new EOPs to prevent/
mitigate accidents; (2) licensees have EOPs in place that incorporate NSSS vendor guidance for feed-and-
bleed; (3) licensees continue to enhance feed-and-bleed procedures taking into account existing NSSS vendor
recommendations; and (4) NRC has ongoing licensing review/ inspection activities concerning NSSS vendor/
licensee enhancement of EOPs including feed-and-bleed. Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and no new
requirements were established.1204

ITEM 122.3: PHYSICAL SECURITY SYSTEM CONSTRAINTS

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This particular issue arose out of Finding 9 in Section 3.6 of NUREG-1154,886 which states: "The locked doors
and valves in the plant had the potential for significantly hampering operator actions taken to compensate for
equipment malfunctions during the event and were a significant concern to the equipment operators."

In the Davis-Besse event, the operators were able to reach the AFW pump room with no reported difficulty.
There were difficulties in resetting and restarting the turbines and in opening the isolation valves, but these were
not related to locking devices.

Safety Significance

Barriers and locks are present for purposes of physical security. In addition, barriers are provided for other
purposes, such as personnel protection, fire zone isolation, and flood protection. Valves are locked not only
for security reasons, but also because inadvertent opening of these valves may have economic or safety
consequences. The presence of the locking devices and barriers must strike a balance between these purposes
and the fact that these devices may impede free movement in the plant and some local operations during an
emergency. It should be noted that the control boards in the control room are also liberally supplied with keylock
switches. This issue applies to all reactors.

Possible Solution

The possible solution to this issue is to completely evaluate the net effect of a given barrier on plant safety and
either remove it or (in extreme cases) provide an alternate means of entrance (with its own locks), should the
analysis so indicate.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

This issue was not new; the impact of locked doors and barriers on safety was evaluated in Issue 81 where the
staff considered the frequency of a need for entry into the plant, the likelihood of procedural error (e.g., wrong
key), and the probability of successful forcible entry in a timely fashion.

Only non-security barriers were considered in Issue 81. A barrier that was installed for security reasons is not
as likely to be forcibly penetrated in a few minutes. Moreover, the scenario here is slightly different than that of
Issue 81. It should be noted, however, that the Davis-Besse experience confirmed some of the assumptions of
the Issue 81 evaluation since there were in fact no problems with locked doors or valves.

Frequency Estimate

Frequency estimates were based on a loss of main feedwater event consistent with Issue 122.1.A. The
frequencies and probabilities were: non-recoverable loss of main feedwater (0.67/RY); failure of AFW (10-3 for a
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"typical" two-train system and 1.8 x 10-5 for a "typical" three-train system); and failure of feed-and-bleed cooling
(0.015).

It was also assumed that a locked barrier could prevent entry into the AFW pump room(s) and that such entry
could recover the AFW system. This is a high stress situation. Thus, it was assumed that there was a 10%
chance of human error (e.g., wrong key) and a 10% chance of non-recovery. (The chance of mechanical lock
failure estimated in Issue 81 was 0.001.) No credit for forcible penetration was assumed.

The padlocks and chains on the valve wheels were not considered in view of the existence of bolt-cutters and
the fact that there were two or three redundant trains. The result was a change in core-melt frequency of 10-7 for
plants with 2 AFW trains and 1.8 x 10-9 for plants with 3 AFW trains.

Consequence Estimate

The consequence estimate was the same as that for Issue 122.1.A. The "weighted-average" core-melt will have
consequences of 1.5 x 105 man-rem. Assuming 30 years of remaining operational life for plants with 2 AFW
trains, the consequence estimate was (10-7)(1.5 x 105)(30) man-rem/reactor or approximately 0.45 man-rem/
reactor. For plants with 3 AFW trains, the consequence estimate was (1.8 x 10-9)(1.5 x 105)(30) man-rem/reactor
or approximately 0.01 man-rem/reactor.

Cost Estimate

In Issue 81, a one-time evaluation of existing locked doors was estimated to cost $200,000. This value was used
as a minimum cost/plant, recognizing that an adverse finding will incur labor and equipment costs that may be
much larger.

Value/Impact Assessment

2 AFW Trains: Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 0.45 man-rem/reactor and a cost of $0.2M/reactor
for a possible solution, the value/ impact score was given by:

3 AFW Trains: Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 0.01 man-rem/reactor and a cost of $0.2M/reactor
for a possible solution, the value/ impact score was given by:

Other Considerations

The analysis was based on the PWR design. It was not expected that a BWR design would be greatly different
from that of a three AFW-train PWR, given the ability of HPCI, RCIC, and the ADS low-pressure ECCS to
mitigate transients.

CONCLUSION

Based on the above calculations, this issue was given a low priority ranking (see Appendix C). In NUREG/
CR-5382,1563 it was concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not change this
priority. Further prioritization, using the conversion factor of $2,000/man-rem approved1689 by the Commission in
September 1995, resulted in an impact/value ratio (R) of $444,444/man-rem which placed the issue in the DROP
category.
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Issue 123: Deficiencies in the Regulations Governing DBA and Failure
Criterion Suggested by the Davis-Besse Incident of June 9, 1985 (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Following the Davis-Besse event in June 1985, potential inadequacies of nuclear power plant design criteria
and safety analyses were raised in a DST/NRR memorandum.1323 These concerns were: (1) root causes of
DBAs are not analyzed and may initiate or exacerbate a plant transient involving an initiating event; (2) allowable
outage times (AOTs) and limiting conditions of operation (LCOs) may be inadequate since they are derived from
potentially flawed DBA analyses; (3) high-probability common cause failures are not adequately addressed in
licensing requirements; and (4) single human errors that may have a broader effect than active failures are not
covered.

(1) Root Causes of DBAs: This concern addressed the possibility that auxiliary or support system failures may
cause a plant transient or initiating event, as well as result in failure of one or more safety systems to perform
their intended function. This concern was addressed, in part, in the resolution of Issues A-17, A-44, and A-45.

Issue A-17 specifically addressed: (1) events involving transients and loss of at least one redundant portion of
any one of the systems required to respond to a transient; (2) initiating events and similar failures of redundant
safety sytems; and (3) degradation of safety systems by non-safety systems, as well as degradation of auxiliary
support systems such as SSW, CCW, and AC/DC power. The results of studies1232 indicated that the causes
and effects of systems interactions were plant-specific in nature due to the differences in plant designs. In
addition, it was demonstrated that plant-specific PRAs were effective tools for identifying vulnerabilities to
systems interactions. Currently, licensees are required to perform IPEs that include an evaluation of common
cause (dependent) failures, of which, systems interactions are a subset.1222 The information and insights
gained from the Issue A-17 studies have been provided to licensees to assist in the identification and evaluation
of system interactions and other common cause failures. Licensees are expected to propose plant-specific
procedure and/or hardware modifications, where appropriate, to reduce their vulnerabilities to such events.
Consequently, vulnerabilities to the root causes of DBAs are being systematically identified and corrected, as
determined by licensees, on a plant-specific basis in the IPE process.

Issue A-44 addressed the likelihood and duration of losses of offsite power, the redundancy and reliability
of onsite emergency AC power sources (e.g., diesel generators), and the effects on plant risk of failures of
all AC power sources. Support system failures were important aspects of these analyses, particularly DC
instrumentation and control power supplies, instrument air supplies, and auxiliary cooling systems such as
SSW and CCW. Resolution of this concern involved improving the reliability of onsite AC power systems and
strengthening each plant's capability to cope with an extended loss of AC power.

Issue A-45 addressed potential improvements in the reliability of shutdown decay heat removal systems that
are required to operate after a transient or initiating event and included support system failures and single-point
vulnerabilities. It was concluded in NUREG-12891326 that resolution of Issue A-45 could only be achieved on a
plant-specific basis; this is being implemented as part of the IPE process. Licensees were directed to identify
decay heat removal vulnerabilities and to determine if cost-effective solutions to these vulnerabilities could be
achieved.

In addition to this concern being addressed in part by resolution of Issues A-17, A-44, and A-45, IPEs currently
underway by each licensee are expected to search for vulnerabilities stemming from support system failures.
It is expected that these IPEs, when completed, will contain dependency tables (or other similar methods of
displaying dependencies) that identify dependencies between initiating events and mitigating functions or
systems. It is also expected that licensees will move expeditiously to correct any identified vulnerabilities that
warrant correction in accordance with Generic Letter 88-20.1222

(2) AOTs and LCOs: This concern relates to the fact that AOTs and LCOs may be derived from the results of
DBA analyses; if the DBA analyses are inadequate, then the AOTs and LCOs may also be inadequate. Since
it is not uncommon for a plant to have several components out of service at the same time, the potential exists
for operation of a plant in a dangerous configuration in which two or more components that appear in the same
accident sequence are out of service. The concern focused on outages for diverse components that are not
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necessarily in the same safety system, such as simultaneous outage of valves in the high pressure injection
system (HPIS) and the low-pressure injection system (LPIS).

This concern deals with AOTs for components and the possibility that a plant may be operating one active
component failure away from core damage. A large fraction of the potential core damage probability and public
risk reduction associated with this concern would be associated with removing vulnerabilities associated with the
component outages. AOTs and LCOs were addressed in Issue 117 where the approach to evaluating the change
in core damage probability was to remove the test/maintenance unavailability from basic events in each cut set
that contained multiple test/maintenance outage terms. This analysis assumed a scenario which precluded the
possibility that a plant could be operating at full power with vital equipment in different ESF systems down for
maintenance, and effectively removed the vulnerabilities associated with AOTs and LCOs on components in
different ESF systems and in redundant divisions of each ESF system. Issue 117 was not pursued separately
because its safety concern was addressed as part of the staff's Technical Specification Improvement Program
(TSIP). In addition, as part of the implementation of the Maintenance Rule,1338 licensees should make an
assessment of the total plant equipment that is out of service during power operation. This assessment is to
ensure that the objective of preventing failures by performing maintenance is appropriately balanced against the
objective of minimizing unavailability.

(3) High Probability Common Cause Failures: Issue A-17 addressed, among other things, the potential for
common cause events involving systems/components that share physical connections or spatial configurations,
or could cause operator errors that may result from operation disinformation or inhibition of an operator's ability
to respond to a malfunction.1233 An example that was addressed in the Issue A-17 analyses was a high-energy
line break and the possibility that adverse environmental conditions resulting from such an event could induce
failures in one or more safety systems designed to respond to the event. This is an example of the spatially-
coupled system interaction. Other examples include seismic events, fires, and floods that could affect the
operability of equipment/systems located in close proximity to each other, interactions between normal offsite
and emergency onsite AC power systems (e.g., sharing common breakers or power distribution buses), and
common support systems, cross-connects, and other functional dependencies.

As discussed previously, the staff concluded that plant-specific analyses were necessary to accurately identify,
evaluate, and resolve (where appropriate) vulnerabilities to systems interactions. The plant-specific IPE
program1222 includes an assessment of common cause or dependent failures. Since systems interactions are a
subset of common cause failures, this concern is covered in the performance of the IPEs.

Issue A-47 also addressed aspects of this concern, including single failures or multiple failures which could
cause a malfunction in one or more control systems. Such malfunctions may result in an undesirable control
system response or provide misleading information to an operator. The analyses1248 in support of the resolution
of Issue A-47 identified potential control system failures that could cause overpressure, overcooling, overheating,
overfilling, or reactivity events. All of these events are covered in DBA analyses. Requirements were established
that, in general, provide or enhance systems to protect against reactor vessel/steam generator overfill events
and to prevent steam generator dryout, enhance procedures and provisions to verify the operability of these
systems, and modify selected procedures to respond to small-break LOCAs. This concern was considered to be
resolved.

(4) Single Human Errors: This concern relates to the possibility that a single human error could potentially
result in a plant transient or initiating event and defeat one or more divisions of a safety system. At the time of
the initial evaluation of this issue in December 1991, no events of this type had been identified in plant operating
experience, although the Davis-Besse incident was one that involved two human errors and a flawed Steam
and Feedwater Rupture Control System. Therefore, it appeared unlikely that significant vulnerabilities to single
human errors existed in the industry.

Issues A-17, A-44, A-45, and A-47 addressed various aspects of this concern as contributors to system
failures, including degradation of operator information that could lead to operator "blindness," incorrect operator
actions, and human errors. The analyses performed in support of these issues considered, for the most part,
the possibility that single operator action could defeat one or more divisions of an ESF system. In addition, in
situations where operator actions are necessary but the integrity of the information in the control room may
be questionable (such as following a station blackout), it was assumed that the operator would not respond
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correctly. This effectively addressed single human errors that may defeat an ESF that otherwise would be
operable.

Single human errors may also initiate a plant transient. Instances can be found in LERs in which single human
errors have resulted in plant shutdowns, such as maintenance errors during electrical switchgear work that result
in main feedwater isolation or interruption of vital AC power sources. Maintenance errors on the non-nuclear side
of a plant that resulted in turbine-generator trips have also occurred. However, up to the time of this evaluation,
such failures had not resulted in the occurrence of a transient and simultaneous failure of ESF systems that
are designed to respond to the transient. This was primarily because of the redundancy and diversity of plant
systems, particularly ESF systems, that are designed to minimize the effects of single failures by maintaining
separation of different divisions of vital plant equipment. This conclusion was supported by the results of a
number of PRAs, including NSAC-60889 and the PRAs prepared in support of NUREG-1150,1081 in which no
accident sequences initiated by single human errors were found to contribute significantly to core damage
probability.

CONCLUSION

Since this issue was raised, all the safety concerns have been or will be adequately addressed in the resolution
of Issues A-17, A-44, A-45, and A-47, the evaluation of Issue 117, the IPE program,1222 and the Maintenance
Rule.1338 Thus, this issue was DROPPED as a new and separate issue. In an RES evaluation,1564 it was
concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not change the priority of the issue.
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Issue 124: Auxiliary Feedwater System Reliability (Rev. 3)
DESCRIPTION

In 1985, operating experience as well as staff and industry studies indicated that AFW systems continued to
fail at a high rate. These studies also indicated that plants with similar AFW system reliabilities (as calculated
in accordance with the SRP11 guidance) did not necessarily exhibit similar AFW system availabilities. Based
on these studies and on engineering judgment, the staff concluded that the PWR AFW system reliabilities
calculated in accordance with the SRP11 guidance may have represented the relative reliability of AFW system
hardware configurations for various plants, but did not represent the real availability of these crucial safety
systems.914

In order to ascertain a high level of AFW system reliability and availability, the staff proposed a requirement that
all operating plants demonstrate by PRA that their AFW systems had a minimum reliability of 10-4 unavailability/
demand after accounting for: AFW system support systems, common cause failures, or operator errors. As input
to the PRAs, each utility was expected to use its plant-specific data, if available. It was believed that such plant-
specific data would reflect design faults, poor maintenance practices, and inadequate testing and surveillance
and would indicate how well a particular plant was being operated, thereby identifying those plants that needed
improvements.

The following issues were integrated into the resolution of Issue 124:

(1) Issue 68, "Postulated Loss of Auxiliary Feedwater System Resulting from Turbine-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater
Pump Steam Supply Line Rupture"

(2) Issue 122.1.a, "Failure of Isolation Valves in Closed Position"

(3) Issue 122.1.b, "Recovery of Auxiliary Feedwater"

(4) Issue 122.1.c, "Interruption of Auxiliary Feedwater Flow"

(5) Issue 125.II.1.b, "Review of Existing AFW Systems for Single Failures."

CONCLUSION

Because of the significance of the AFW system in reducing core-melt frequency, the staff determined that all
PWRs should meet the reliability criterion specified in SRP11 Section 10.4.9 which was not applied to reactors
in operation at the time this issue was identified. In order to achieve and maintain a high degree of reliability
for the AFW system or alternate decay heat removal, the following was completed: (1) PWR licensees and
applicants demonstrated, using reliability analyses, that their AFW systems were of high reliability (10-4 to
10-5 unavailability/demand); and (2) the staff reviewed the reliability analyses and/or any necessary system
modifications and procedural or maintenance changes.

As a result of (1) and (2) above, the staff determined whether it was necessary to require that plants upgrade
their AFW systems to the safety-related standards.

Based on the staff evaluation of the AFW systems of W, CE, and B&W plants (NUREG-0611,93 NUREG-0635,95

B&W plant SERs), the staff initially determined that the AFW system of the following plants were not sufficiently
reliable and should be upgraded: Prairie Island 1, Prairie Island 2, ANO-1, ANO-2, Fort Calhoun, Crystal River,
and Rancho Seco.

In resolving this issue, the staff concluded that substantial improvement in plant safety could be achieved by
provision of an additional means of water supply, e.g., startup feedpump, to the steam generators. The staff
determined that the two-pump AFW systems at ANO-2 and Rancho Seco needed to be upgraded and took
the necessary steps to inform the affected licensees of this decision. Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and
requirements were issued to two plants.1203
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Issue 125: Davis-Besse Loss of All Feedwater Event of June 9, 1985 -
Long-Term Actions (Rev. 7)
On June 9, 1985, Davis-Besse had a partial loss of feedwater while operating at 90% power. Following a
reactor trip, the loss of all feedwater occurred. The two OTSGs became dry and were ineffective as a heat sink.
Consequently, the RCS pressure increased indicating a lack of heat transfer from the primary to secondary
coolant systems. The PORV automatically opened and closed twice during the event upon reaching the
approximate pressure setpoints; it opened a third time, but did not close for some unknown amount of time.
The delayed response to close the third time aggravated the recovery of the event and allowed a rapid
depressurization of the RCS.

In addition to the short-term actions identified and addressed in Issue 122, a staff report on the event was
published in NUREG-1154,886 and an EDO memorandum895 identifying 29 NRR action items was issued
on August 5, 1985. These items became known as long-term generic actions and, in November 1985, were
forwarded by DL/NRR to DST/NRR for prioritization.940 The items were broken down into two groups: (I) Issues
raised in NUREG-1154 and the EDO memorandum; and (II) Other Issues. These 29 items were evaluated
separately below and were identified by the numbering system established in the DL/NRR memorandum.940

ITEM 125.I.1: AVAILABILITY OF THE SHIFT TECHNICAL ADVISOR

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was identified as Item 5 in the EDO memorandum895 and was based on Finding 14 and Section
6.1.3 of NUREG-1154.886 During the event, neither the shift supervisor nor any of the other licensed operators
requested the assistance of the shift technical advisor (STA). One reason for not doing so was the fact that the
STA was not in the control room or immediately available when the event occurred, but rather was on an on-call
status. (Note: An STA is allowed 10 minutes to reach the control room after being called.) Moreover, the event
occurred so rapidly that it was essentially over when the STA did arrive.

STAs were first required as part of the TMI Action Plan Item I.A.1.1, "Shift Technical Advisor." The purpose of the
STA was to provide readily available technical support to the plant operators. The STA's expertise was intended
to aid in the mitigation of those transients and accidents which involve complex thermal-hydraulic behavior in the
primary and secondary coolant systems. In summary, having the STA available was a post-TMI improvement to
provide the shift supervisor with additional technical expertise, but his potential assistance and guidance was not
available nor required during this event.886

Safety Significance

The safety question posed by this issue was whether the STA should be in the control room, or immediately
available, to support the shift supervisor rather than being on an on-call status.

CONCLUSION

One year after the Davis-Besse incident, the staff conducted a survey to provide the Commission with the
implementation results of the Policy Statement on engineering expertise on shift and reported their findings in
SECY-86-231.1023 This survey found that there were only three plants that did not have "on-shift" STAs. On-
shift STA means that there is an STA, or an STA-qualified SRO, in or near the control room on a shift basis
during operations. The STA shift may or may not correspond to the same shift times and length as the licensed
operators' shift. It further means that the STA does not work on an extended assignment period, e.g., 24 hours,
during which time the STA is provided quarters to rest during a portion of his extended duty and is available on
an on-call basis.

Based on the staff's findings,1023 STAs were in the control room or immediately available at the majority of
operating plants. For the three plants identified with a deficiency, licensee action was being reviewed by the staff
on a plant-specific basis. Thus, this item was DROPPED from further pursuit.
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ITEM 125.I.2: PORV RELIABILITY

The PORV common to most PWRs (with the exception of CE 3410 Mwt and 3800 Mwt plants and ANO-2) is
designed to limit system pressure if a transient recovery exceeds the capability of the pressurizer spray system.
Davis-Besse has a solenoid-controlled PORV. However, many other PWRs have PORVs that are operated
pneumatically (instrument air or nitrogen). Both designs have the same purpose. The PORV is designed to
receive an actuation signal to open from the pressurizer pressure instrumentation at a design setpoint (typically
2425 psig) in order to prevent reactor pressure from rising and activating the code safety valves.

If a PORV is used for feed-and-bleed, it can either be: (1) set to stay open by the operator dropping the setpoint
low enough such that the valve will remain open until reaching the lower setpoint for LPIS or RHR initiation; or
(2) cycled open and closed many times, should there be a need for feed-and-bleed. Option 1 appeared to be
the more common practice. PORVs are also used in other functions such as mitigating SGTR accidents, Ltop,
or RCS venting. Its performance is required for plant protection and accident mitigation. The following is the
evaluation of the four parts of this issue.

ITEM 125.I.2.A: NEED FOR A TEST PROGRAM TO ESTABLISH RELIABILITY OF THE PORV

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was identified as Item 9c in the EDO memorandum895 and was based on Finding 13 and Section
5.2.8 of NUREG-1154.886

Safety Significance

Although the PORV can be used successfully in recovering from certain plant transients, at the time of the
initial evaluation of this issue in June 1986, there had been no suitable test program established to verify its
reliability.886 This issue affected all PWRs that used PORVs.

CONCLUSION

The need for improving the reliability of PORVs and block valves, in light of plant protection and accident
mitigation requirements, was being addressed in the resolution of Issue 70, "PORV and Block Valve Reliability."
It was believed that revising licensing criteria would be developed, if needed, to include testing requirements.896

Therefore, this issue was covered in Issue 70.

ITEM 125.I.2.B: NEED FOR PORV SURVEILLANCE TESTS TO CONFIRM OPERATIONAL READINESS

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was identified as Item 9d in the EDO memorandum895 and was based on Finding 13 and Section
5.2.8 of NUREG-1154.886

Safety Significance

The review of the PORV maintenance and operating history revealed that the mechanical operation of the
valve had not been tested and that the valve had not otherwise been operated for over 2 years and 9 months
prior to the June 9, 1985 event. Therefore, it seemed that there existed a need for surveillance tests to confirm
operational readiness. This issue affected all PWRs that used PORVs.

CONCLUSION

The number of times that PORV/Block Valves are used during a typical fuel cycle was expected to be reviewed
in the resolution of Issue 70, "PORV and Block Valve Reliability," in order to determine if a surveillance program
should be initiated to confirm operational readiness.896 Therefore, this issue was covered in Issue 70.

ITEM 125.I.2.C: NEED FOR ADDITIONAL PROTECTION AGAINST PORV FAILURE

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background
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This issue was identified as Item 9e in the EDO memorandum895 and was based on Sections 5.2.8 and 6.2.1 of
NUREG-1154.886

The PORV will receive an actuation signal from pressurizer pressure instrumentation at a design setpoint
(typically 2425 psig) to open in order to prevent reactor pressure from activating the code safety valves. After
the opened PORV has reduced the pressure sufficiently to reach its closure setpoint (typically 2375 psig), it
is sent a signal to close. A simultaneous signal is also sent to the control room indicating to the operator that
a close signal was sent to the PORV. After the TMI-2 accident, PORV closure can be verified by an acoustic
monitor installed on the tailpipe downstream of the PORV on all PWRs. At Davis-Besse, the PORV closure is
indicated by a light located on a wall several feet from the operator's control panel. This was available to the
operator at Davis-Besse to verify whether the PORV was closed but was not looked at. Additionally, there was
the SPDS, also a post-TMI improvement, that displays a summary of the most safety significant plant status
information on a TV screen. Both channels were inoperable prior to the event.886 This left the operators with
only the pressurizer pressure indicator as a source of determining if the PORV was open or closed. Since the
indicator appeared steady, the operator assumed that the PORV had closed, but closed the block valve as a
precautionary measure. In actuality, however, the PORV had not closed until some time later into the event.

Safety Significance

At the time of the initial evaluation of this issue in June 1986, there had been several stuck-open PORVs
documented due to a variety of malfunctions, some of which were identified to be mechanical failure, broken
solenoid linkage, inoperability due to corrosion buildup, and sticking caused by foreign material.886 As a
precaution, the PORV block valve can be closed to ensure no LOCA, but this can only be achieved if the
operator closes the block valve by remote-manual operation from the control room. In the Davis-Besse event,
the operator closed the block valve to prevent a further decrease in pressure and loss of primary coolant through
the PORV when it did not reseat.

Possible Solution

Knowing that a stuck-open PORV may result in a potentially dangerous scenario (i.e., LOCA), this issue
addressed the concern of whether there was a need for an automatic block valve closure in plants that have
PORVs.

Considering available control room indicators such as an acoustic monitor, a reliable SPDS, and the operator's
acute sensitivity to the PORV's status because of historical events such as TMI-2 and Davis-Besse, another
redundant feature (i.e., automating the block valve) would not necessarily result in a significant decrease in core-
melt frequency. The acoustic monitor was available to the operator at Davis-Besse; the SPDS was not. However,
there was an NRC requirement for the installation of "a concise display of critical plant variables to the control
room operators to aid them in rapidly and reliably determining the safety status of the plant."376

Additionally, there was a DHFT/NRR program underway "to determine the need for and, if necessary, the scope
of the NRC's SPDS post-implementation reviews."900 The information obtained was expected to "allow an
assessment of how well the SPDS objectives are being met and provide the basis for an NRC regulatory position
on SPDS post-implementation reviews. Following completion of this program DHFT/NRR will, if necessary, work
with industry to develop appropriate standards for SPDS availability."900

The staff performed SERs897, 898, 899 on the three vendor group responses (CE, B&W, W) to TMI Action Plan
Item II.K.3(2), "Report on Overall Safety Effect of Power-Operated Relief Valve (PORV) Isolation System."
The SERs included an estimate of core-melt frequency due to a stuck- open PORV-induced SBLOCA. The
calculations were based on PORV operating data from April 1, 1980, to March 31, 1983, and it was concluded
that post-TMI actions, such as lowering the setpoint of the high pressure reactor trip and raising the setpoint of
the PORV opening, eliminating the turbine runback feature, and improving operator capability, decreased the
challenge to the PORV and the probability of a SBLOCA-PORV sufficiently so as not to warrant a requirement
for automatic block valve closure. The Davis-Besse event could be viewed as another "data point" to be
considered in this determination. However, upon consideration of the occurrence of a PORV actuation and the
conservative estimates made in the staff's SERs,897, 898, 899 it was concluded that the SBLOCA-PORV frequency
would still remain within the range of the SBLOCA frequencies given in WASH-140016 (10-2 to 10-4/RY). The
opening of the PORV resulted from a loss of all feedwater to the steam generators and was regarded as a
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legitimate response and fulfillment of the real purpose for incorporating a PORV into the design. Therefore, the
Davis-Besse event did not change the statistics for necessary challenge to the PORV. Consequently, the staff's
SERs,897, 898, 899 which concluded that block valve automation was unnecessary, were unaffected.

It was also clear that the automation of the block valve could reduce the initiator (SBLOCA-PORV) frequency,
but not necessarily the net core-melt frequency, since it had the potential for spurious actuation (e.g., spurious
electrical signal sensed by the block valve could force it closed during a transient requiring use of the PORV)
which would increase core-melt frequency.

The occurrence at Davis-Besse was the result of an initiator already considered in the SERs, i.e., the failure
of the AFW system. It was an occurrence that would have resulted in no other outcome if an automatic block
valve had been available, because the operator closed the block valve himself as a result of his sensitivity to the
PORV from post-TMI training.

CONCLUSION

In light of the control room indications available to the operators and the results of the staff SERs897, 898, 899 in
which it was concluded that an automatic PORV isolation system was not necessary, the safety concerns of this
issue were resolved. Thus, this issue was DROPPED from further pursuit as a new and separate issue.

ITEM 125.I.2.D: CAPABILITY OF THE PORV TO SUPPORT FEED-AND-BLEED

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was identified in the EDO memorandum895 and was also raised at an ACRS Subcommittee meeting
on Emergency Core Cooling Systems held on July 31, 1985.

Safety Significance

Upon loss of the main and auxiliary feedwater systems, the feedwater flow to the steam generators is insufficient
to maintain level. As the level of water in the steam generators decreases, the average temperature of the RCS
increases because of the reduced heat transfer from the primary to the secondary coolant systems. When all
steam generators are "dry," the plant emergency procedure requires the initiation of makeup/high pressure
injection (MU/HPI) cooling of the primary system.886 This method of decay heat removal is known as "feed-
and-bleed" or "bleed-and-feed" depending on the HPI capability of the injection pumps and system design.
When this method is initiated, the PORV and high point vents on the RCS, specifically the pressurizer, are
locked open breaching one of the plant's radiological barriers and releasing radioactive coolant inside the
containment building.886 MU/HPI is often considered a drastic action because of the radioactive contamination
of the containment. Nevertheless, MU/HPI cooling provides a diverse method of core cooling if the main and
auxiliary feedwater systems should fail.

This issue was based on an ACRS concern that the PORVs were not qualified for the "hostile" environment in
which they were placed when used for feed-and-bleed operation. There were several reasons for this concern.
PORVs are usually called upon to respond when all other methods of removing decay heat are not available.
The temperature, pressure, and moisture conditions of the containment environment can create a differential
thermal expansion of the valve disc and body and may cause the PORV to stick,886 failing open or closed, or the
PORV can close shortly after beginning feed-and-bleed because of short circuits.

CONCLUSION

At the time of the initial evaluation of this issue in June 1986, the staff was investigating alternative means of
decay heat removal in PWR plants using existing equipment or devising new methods in the resolution of Issue
A-45, "Shutdown Decay Heat Removal Requirements." The use of the "feed-and-bleed" procedure was included
in this program as well as the need for environmental qualification of the PORV for this method of emergency
decay heat removal. Therefore, this issue was covered in Issue A-45.896

ITEM 125.I.3: SPDS AVAILABILITY

DESCRIPTION
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Historical Background

This issue was identified as Item 10c in the EDO memorandum895 and in a September 19, 1985, DHFS/
NRR memorandum.900 The issue addressed the concern as to whether NRC requirements should be revised
regarding SPDS availability.

Investigations subsequent to the TMI-2 accident indicated a need for improving how information is provided
to control room operators both during normal and abnormal conditions. TMI Action Plan Item I.D.2, "Safety
Parameter Display System (SPDS)," required that licensees install a system to continuously display information
from which the plant safety status can be readily assessed. Generic Letter 82-33376 (Supplement 1 to
NUREG-0737) mandated that licensees install an SPDS. Licensee implementation of Item I.D.2 was reviewed
and tracked as MPA F-09. The staff requirement imposed on the licensees did not contain specific reliability or
availability requirements for the SPDS.

The schedule for operating reactors to meet the requirements of Generic Letter 82-33376 was proposed to the
Commission in SECY-83-4841037 and formalized in confirmatory orders or licensing conditions. At the time of
the initial evaluation of this issue in May 1988, some plants had incorporated the SPDS implementation into their
living schedules; however, other plants had not yet installed the SPDS. Staff actions on MPA F-09 were ongoing
to perform NRC post-implementation audits to determine the status of the plants that had installed the SPDS and
to modify the schedule for those that had not.

A 1985 survey of six operating plants indicated that two of the plants did not have an operational SPDS although
they indicated that they met the requirements of Item I.D.2 (MPA F-09). Three plants were identified as having
SPDS availability problems (less than desirable availability). At some of the plants, the SPDS presented
potentially misleading information, while others suffered from poor operator acceptance or lack of management
support.

As of May 1988, post-implementation verification inspections indicated that, of the 37 plants that claimed to
have completed the implementation of MPA F-09, less than satisfactorily met all the SPDS requirements and
were accepted by the NRC as operational. The 55 plants that claimed to have completed the implementation of
MPA F-09 had not yet been inspected. Fifteen plants had not yet declared the implementation of the SPDS to be
completed and three plants had not yet scheduled the implementation of the SPDS.

Safety Significance

Events such as those that occurred at TMI-2, Davis-Besse, Oconee, Rancho Seco, and others may have been
less severe if an operable SPDS had been available to the operators. For the Davis-Besse event, "...(t)he
inoperability of the SPDS and lack of adequate indications of steam generator conditions contributed to the
control room operators not knowing that the steam generators were dry, which resulted in their failure to follow
the appropriate procedures."886

The requirements of MPA F-09 indicated that each operating reactor should have an SPDS that would display
to operating personnel a minimum set of parameters, in order to determine the safety status of the plant during
normal and abnormal conditions. The SPDS should provide enough information to alert the control room
operators, who should then verify the information presented by the SPDS before taking any action to avoid a
degraded core event. The parameters should provide, as a minimum, information about the following: reactivity
control; reactor core cooling and primary system heat removal; reactor coolant system integrity; radioactivity
control; and containment conditions.

The primary purpose of an available SPDS would be to display a full range of these important plant parameters
in order to aid the control room personnel in determining the safety status of the plant during abnormal and
emergency conditions, and in assessing where abnormal conditions warrant corrective operator action to avoid
a degraded core event. It was assumed that operators needed all available parameter information for their
decision-making in avoiding a degraded core event and that a properly functioning SPDS would result in a lower
frequency of control room operator errors and a corresponding reduction in core-melt frequency.

Possible Solution

It was assumed that all plants had an SPDS or were scheduled to have one installed. It was conservatively
assumed that, at 75% of the plants, the SPDS was not operational (i.e., not available for use) and that, at
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the remaining 25%, the SPDS was operational but, due to errors in design and/or construction, may provide
misleading information to plant operators. It was assumed that improvements in design and hardware charges,
as well as improved maintenance and test procedures, would be required to assure the availability of a properly
functioning SPDS at all operating plants.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

During the prioritization of a selected group of MPAs in October 1984, MPA F-09 was analyzed by PNL.1039

The PNL analysis evaluated the risk reduction benefit obtained by the design, installation, and maintenance
of an operating SPDS. The PNL cost analysis evaluated the NRC and licensee costs expected for the design,
procurement, installation, and operation of the SPDS over the expected plant life.

The PNL risk analysis for MPA F-09 was based on NUREG/CR-32461040 and the IREP risk assessment for
ANO-1.366 NUREG/CR-32461040 dealt with the risk reduction related to three improvements in the control room:
(1) installation of a SPDS; (2) installation of a margin to saturation annunciator; and (3) increased control room
staffing. Since the risk reduction associated with the availability of an operable SPDS was the concern of this
issue, the analysis of NUREG/CR-32461040 was used and modified to separate out the effect on core-melt
frequency due to having an operable SPDS. The effect on core-melt frequency due to the SPDS was then
carried through the appropriate event sequences and minimal cut sets in the IREP risk assessment to determine
the potential level of public risk afforded by an operable SPDS.

It was conservatively assumed that 75% of all plants had an SPDS which was installed but not operationally
available, and 25% of the plants had an operational SPDS which provided misleading information. It was
assumed that resolution of this issue would ensure that all plants had a properly operating SPDS available and
continuously in use.

Frequency Estimate

The level of risk presented by having the SPDS installed but not available was the same as not having an
SPDS. Therefore, the PNL risk analysis for MPA F-09 was used to estimate the risk reduction obtainable by
resolving the issue (i.e., making the installed SPDS continuously available and correcting any existing design
or operational deficiencies) for the 75% population of the plants. For the remaining 25% of the plants, which
were assumed to have an SPDS that might mislead the control room operators, the following were assumed:
a two order of magnitude increase in the frequency of failure to notice relevant annunciators; failure to properly
diagnose the event; errors of omission in following emergency procedures; errors of commission in establishing
HPI cooling and recovery factors for operator errors. The PNL analysis using these modified probabilities for
specific events in the cut set analysis were repeated.

The population of plants (75%) assumed to have an installed but unavailable SPDS was estimated to consist
of 60 PWRs and 27 BWRs with remaining lives of 32 years and 30.8 years, respectively. The event tree (HPI-
PUMP-CM), which depicted failure of HPI, was assumed to be affected by the addition of an SPDS. This event
tree included failure of adequate core cooling as the initiating event and individual probabilities for the failure to
notice relevant annunciators, failure to properly diagnose the event, errors of omission in following emergency
procedures, errors of commission in establishing HPI cooling, and recovery factors for various operator errors.
From NUREG/CR-3246,1040 the base case probability for the HPI-PUMP-CM event was 2.18 x 10-3.

In the SNL study of control room improvements (NUREG/CR-3246),1040 the addition of an SPDS in the control
room was assumed to reduce the probability of the operator failing to recognize the loss of margin-to-saturation
annunciators from 1.3 x 10-2 to 10-4 (an improvement in the recovery factor) and provide a capability to detect
omission of steps in the emergency procedure (an additional path on the event tree with a failure probability of
10-4). The adjusted case probability of the HPI-PUMP-CM event was determined to be 4.4 x 10-4.

In the MPA F-09 analysis,1039 PNL calculated the change in core-melt frequency using the ANO-1 IREP analysis
with the base case and adjusted case frequencies for the HPI-PUMP-CM event. The calculated change in
core-melt frequency represented the addition of an SPDS for each dominant sequence of events in which
the affected event (HPI-PUMP-CM) appeared. For the purpose of determining the potential risk reduction for
resolution of this issue for the 75% population (i.e., improving availability of existing SPDS), this was the same
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as the MPA F-09 analysis with and without the SPDS, as determined by PNL. The affected base case core-
melt frequency (without SPDS) was calculated to be 1.04 x 10-6/RY and the adjusted case affected core-melt
frequency (with SPDS) was calculated to be 2.09 x 10-7/RY. The core-melt frequency reduction (8.3 x 10-7/RY)
determined by PNL was assumed to be typical of all PWRs.1039 When the change in core-melt frequency for
PWRs was multiplied by the appropriate dose conversion factors, the number of affected PWRs (60) and their
average remaining life (32 years), a risk reduction of 3,802 man-rem was estimated. The estimates of core-melt
frequency and risk reduction for BWR plants were determined by proportioning the total core-melt frequency and
total public risk from the ANO-1 IREP and Grand Gulf-1 RSSMAP risk assessments and multiplying the ratio to
the PWR core-melt frequency and risk reduction estimates determined above. Core-melt frequency and total risk
reduction estimates, due to the addition of an SPDS, of 6.1 x 10-7/RY and 4,116 man-rem, respectively, were
thus calculated for 27 affected BWRs for their average remaining life (30.8 years). Thus, summing the BWR and
PWR estimates, a total public risk reduction of 7,918 man-rem was calculated for resolving this issue at the 75%
population of plants assumed to have poor availability.

It was determined that the remaining 25% population of plants, which were assumed to have an available SPDS
capable of misleading the plant operators during abnormal operations, consisted of 20 PWRs and 10 BWRs with
remaining lives of 32 years and 30.8 years, respectively. Due to the detrimental effect a faulty SPDS can have on
a situation in the control room, the probability of certain parameters was increased by two orders of magnitude
from the case where no SPDS was considered. These parameters were as follows: failure to notice relevant
annunciators; misdiagnosis; and errors of omission in the respective steps of the emergency procedures.
Repeating the PNL analysis1039 of using the higher operator error values, a PWR HPI-PUMP-CM probability of
1.75 x 10-2 was calculated and, using the ANO-1 minimal cut sets, a PWR core-melt frequency of 8.76 x 10-6 /RY
was calculated. Using the above ratioing technique, a BWR core-melt frequency of 6.6 x 10-6/RY was estimated.
Subtracting the base case (good SPDS continually available) estimated core-melt frequencies (2.09 x 10-7/RY
for PWRs and 1.55 x 10-7/RY for BWRs) from the adjusted case values for the 25% population of plants with
"faulty" SPDS produced a core-melt frequency reduction of 8.55 x 10-6/RY for PWRs and 6.44 x 10-6/RY for
BWRs.

Consequence Estimate

Multiplying the core-melt frequency by the appropriate dose conversion factors, number of affected plants, and
their respective average remaining lives, produced a potential public risk reduction of 13,376 man-rem for the
PWRs and 16,301 man-rem for the BWRs of the remaining 25% population of plants. Summing the PWR and
BWR estimated risk reductions for the 25% population of plants assumed to have a faulty SPDS, the estimated
total risk reduction for this fraction of the total population of plants was (13,376 + 16,031) man-rem or 29,407
man-rem.

Since resolution of the issue was assumed to both greatly improve availability of the SPDS and correct the
deficiencies in those SPDS that may be "faulty," the total risk reduction estimated for the issue was (7,918 +
29,407) man-rem or 37,325 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: For the MPA F-09 cost analysis,1039 PNL consulted industry vendors who supplied SPDS
systems. PNL estimated an industry SPDS implementation cost of $3M/plant equally divided between vendor
procurement costs and licensee design and installation costs. For the purpose of this analysis, it was assumed
that modifications to an existing SPDS to correct either severe availability problems or design deficiencies could
not be accomplished for less than 10% of the original design, procurement, and installation cost. Therefore, the
estimated total industry implementation cost was $35.1M.

In the MPA F-09 analysis,1039 PNL estimated 2 man-weeks/year/plant to operate, inspect, and maintain
the SPDS. For this analysis, it was estimated that one additional man-week of industry maintenance and
surveillance effort would be required each year to maintain and demonstrate adequate SPDS availability. A total
present worth cost of $8.4M was estimated for operation and maintenance of an improved SPDS at all affected
plants. Thus, the total industry cost was $43.5M.

NRC Cost: It was estimated that 12 man-weeks/plant would be needed to review the SAR on a modified
SPDS, prepare an SER supplement, inspect the SPDS after its modification, and review and issue revised
TS for the operation and surveillance of the SPDS. This was estimated to cost $270,000/plant or $3.2M total
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cost. In addition, one man-week/plant/year would be required to review and monitor each licensee's improved
(expanded) maintenance and surveillance program. At $2,270/man-week, a present worth cost of $8.4M for
operation and maintenance review was estimated. Thus, the total estimated cost was $11.6M.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was estimated to be $(43.5 +
11.6)M or $55.1M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 37,325 man-rem and a cost of $55.1M for a possible solution, the
value/impact was given by:

Other Considerations

Control room instrumentation systems have been designed in compliance with GDC 13 and 19 of Appendix
A to 10 CFR 50 and, as such, are required to provide the operators with the information necessary for safe
reactor operation under normal, transient, and accident conditions. The SPDS is used in addition to the control
room instrumentation system to aid and augment the control room instrumentation system. Supplement 1376 to
NUREG-0737 required that licensees develop procedures which describe the timely and correct safety status
assessment when the SPDS is and is not available. It also required that operators be trained to respond to
accident conditions both with and without the SPDS available. The SPDS is therefore viewed as enhancing
the operator's perception and understanding of plant status under normal and abnormal conditions, but the
SPDS is not essential to proper and timely diagnosis and effective recovery from abnormal events. The normal
plant instrumentation system is a redundant safety grade system. The SPDS addition provides a diverse and
improved diagnostic system but is redundant to the plant instrumentation system which, by the nature of its
design requirements, is also redundant.

Since all modifications, maintenance, and surveillance would be performed in the control room complex, there
was no potential ORE expected. The SPDS is a redundant (but enhanced) back-up system for the redundant,
safety-grade control room plant instrumentation system. Intuitively, one would, therefore, not suspect that the
risk sensitivity to SPDS availability (7,918 man-rem) would be so great as to warrant improvements in SPDS
availability regardless of cost. In addition, in the risk analysis it was conservatively assumed that poor availability
meant 100% unavailability of the SPDS for the population (75%) of plants assumed to suffer from less than
desired availability.

If the availability concern were considered separately, i.e., the total population of plants (100%) was assumed
to have an SPDS which is unavailable, the maximum public risk contribution (calculated conservatively) would
be about 10,400 man-rem. In this instance, a medium priority would be warranted unless the total cost/plant to
increase availability significance was less than $30,000, which seemed highly unlikely.

If the smaller population of plants (30) assumed to have "faulty" SPDS (i.e., one which may mislead control room
operators during their response to a transient or LOCA) was considered separately, a much larger potential
public risk contribution (29,407 man-rem) would result. This averaged out to slightly less than 1,000 man-rem/
reactor for this smaller population. A medium priority was appropriate for this concern unless the cost to modify
the SPDS equipment to correct the design faults was less than approximately $300,000/plant (10% of the SPDS
original cost). It was believed that re-analysis of design and equipment replacement or modification for less than
10% of the original procurement cost was unlikely.

Conversely, recognizing that the foregoing treatment of the case of the operator being misled was conservative,
if it were assumed that there was no chance of the SPDS misleading the operator (i.e., no public risk impact),
the priority assignment would be based solely on the risk potential associated with the availability concern and
the issue would still warrant a medium priority assignment. Therefore, considering both the overall risk and cost
calculations and the separate effects for the two separate concerns identified by the Davis-Besse event (i.e.,
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availability and design adequacy) and the limited surveys of SPDS status at operating plants, the potential risk
reduction and the value/impact ratio indicated a medium priority (see Appendix C).

CONCLUSION

Generic Letter No. 82-33376 transmitted Supplement 1 to NUREG-073798 to clarify the TMI action items related
to emergency response capability, including Item I.D.2, "Safety Parameter Display System." The staff evaluated
licensee/applicant implementation of the SPDS requirements at 57 units and found that a large percentage
of designs did not satisfy requirements identified in Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737. Generic Letter 89-061205

(enclosing NUREG-13421206) was issued to inform licensees of the staff's findings to aid in implementing SPDS
requirements. Based on the staff's efforts in pursuing the implementation of TMI Action Plan Item I.D.2, this issue
was RESOLVED and no new requirements were established.

ITEM 125.I.4: PLANT-SPECIFIC SIMULATOR

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was identified as Item 10c in the EDO memorandum895 and was based on Findings 10 and 17 and
Sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2 of NUREG-1154.886 Following the Davis-Besse reactor trip, the operator manually
initiated actuation of the Steam and Feedwater Rupture Control System (SFRCS) in anticipation of the automatic
initiation of the SFRCS; however, the operator pushed the wrong buttons. This was the first time he had
manually actuated the SFRCS and he had not received specialized classroom or simulator training on correctly
initiating the SFRCS. The buttons pushed by the operator activated the SFRCS on low pressure for each steam
generator instead of low level. By manually actuating the SFRCS on low pressure, the SFRCS was signalled that
both steam generators had experienced a steamline break or leak and the system responded, as designed, to
isolate both steam generators. Thus, the operator's anticipatory action defeated the safety function of the AFW
system. The error was corrected within approximately one minute by resetting the SFRCS and, therefore, had no
significant bearing on the outcome of the event. However, the lack of plant-specific simulator training was noted
by the investigating team.

This event, however, was not the first event that indicated the need for plant-specific simulator training. The
TMI-2 event on March 28, 1979, clearly focused industry and NRC attention on the need for better human
engineering in control room design and for plant-specific simulator training. TMI Action Plan Task I.A48 contained
a series of requirements related to simulator uses and developments addressing short-term and long-term
actions centered on simulator training. Some of the Task I.A items48 were subsequently integrated into the
Human Factors Program Plan (HFPP)651 which was developed in response to NUREG-0885210 and Section
306 of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (PL 97-425). In this regard, PL 97-425 required NRC to establish
simulator training requirements for plant-licensed operators and operator requalification examinations. Item
I.A.4.1, "Initial Simulator Improvement," was completed and Item I.A.4.2(4), "Long-Term Training Simulator
Upgrade," was to be completed upon publication of 10 CFR 55 and related NRC guidance on the evaluation of
simulation facilities.

Safety Significance

A plant-specific simulator would improve operator actions and timing in response to plant transients and
accidents. Thus, plant damage and possible core-melt accidents could be significantly reduced. This issue
affected all licensed nuclear power plants.

Possible Solution

The use of plant-specific simulators was being addressed in the proposed rulemaking957 amendments to 10
CFR 55 [TMI Action Plan Item I.A.4.2(4)]. This action was expected to codify requirements that include the
use of nuclear power plant simulators in initial and requalification examinations. The proposed rulemaking
included three choices for plants that were not the reference plant for a simulator: (1) acquire a plant-referenced
simulator that met the intent of Regulatory Guide 1.149439; (2) use a simulator that conformed to Regulatory
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Guide 1.149439 and had been demonstrated to be suitable; or (3) substitute any device or combination of devices
that met the requirements of 10 CFR 55.45(b) and would be approved by the NRC.

CONCLUSION

Based on the above, the resolution of the need and use of plant-specific simulators was being addressed as
part of the proposed rulemaking amending 10 CFR 55 under Item I.A.4.2(4). Thus, Issue 125.I.4 was DROPPED
from further pursuit as a new and separate issue.

ITEM 125.I.5: SAFETY SYSTEMS TESTED IN ALL CONDITIONS REQUIRED BY DBA

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

The issue was based on Finding 15 of the IIT report886 which stated: "Thorough integrated system testing
under various system configurations and plant conditions as near as practical to those for which the system is
required to function during an accident is essential for timely detection and correction of common mode design
deficiencies."

Safety Significance

Section 7 of the IIT report attributed the key safety significance of the Davis-Besse event to the fact that multiple
equipment failures occurred, initiating a transient beyond the design basis of the plant. According to the IIT
report, each of the following conditions contained a mix of operating errors, maintenance errors, and design
errors that, without corrective operator actions, would have defeated operation of the safety-related AFW
system. These were as follows:

(1) Operator Error in SFRCS Actuation on Low Pressure

Following the loss of main feedwater during the event, the operator, in anticipation of SFRCS actuation on low
steam generator water level, inadvertently pushed the wrong two buttons which activated the SFRCS on low
steam generator pressure instead of low steam generator water level. By manually actuating the SFRCS on
low pressure, the SFRCS was signaled that both steam generators had experienced a steamline break or leak.
Thus, the operator's anticipatory action (human error) defeated the safety function of the AFW system. The
shift supervisor quickly determined that the AFW system valves were improperly aligned and reset the SFRCS
(tripped it on low level) and corrected the operator's error about a minute after it occurred.

(2) Failure of the AFW System Containment Isolation Valves to Reopen after Their Inadvertent Closure

After the shift supervisor had reset the SFRCS, both AFW containment isolation valves could not be reopened
from the control room either automatically or by manually operating the SFRCS reset and block following the
inadvertent closure. This caused the complete loss of the AFW safety function by blocking flow of the AFW to
both steam generators. The probable root cause of the AFW containment isolation valves inability to reopen was
attributed to improperly adjusted torque switch settings on the valve actuator. Thus, power to the actuator motor
was cut off before the valves could open against the high differential pressure across the valves. The safety
function for the AFW isolation valves had been incorrectly specified as only to close, not to open or reopen.
Thus, the AFW and SFRCS design reviews revealed that neither system met the design single failure criterion
with respect to opening an AFW containment isolation valve to feed an intact steam generator. The containment
isolation valves were opened by dispatching equipment operators to the rooms containing the valves where they
reopened the valves in about 3.5 minutes.

(3) Overspeed Tripping of the AFW Pumps

The operator, after returning to the AFW station, expected the AFW to be actuated and providing the needed
feedwater to the steam generators. Instead, he saw the No. 1 AFW pump, followed by the No. 2 AFW pump,
trip on overspeed. Had both systems (the AFWS and the SFRCS) operated properly, the operators mistake in
pushing the wrong buttons would have had no significant consequences. A review of the AFW design indicated
that the AFW steam crossover lines (i.e., those associated with the opposite steam generator for each AFW
turbine and steam admission valves) have long horizontal runs where saturated hot water could accumulate.
Thus, the fluid entering the AFW turbines initially was a mixture of water and steam, but soon was entirely
steam. The turbine governors could not respond quickly enough to the changing energy content of the fluid being
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provided and the turbines tripped on overspeed. However, the turbine overspeed trips were cleared by opening
the trip throttle valves located in the AFW pump rooms.

The Davis-Besse event demonstrated the susceptibility of redundant equipment to various common mode
failures and the importance of "defense-in-depth" and operator training to ensure safety. The value of
redundancy, diversity, and prompt and effective operator action in accomplishing key safety functions was
particularly evident from the Davis-Besse event.

Possible Solutions

In accordance with Finding 15, an essential solution for timely detection and correction of common mode design
deficiencies was to conduct thorough integrated system testing under various system configurations and plant
conditions (as near as practical) for which the systems are required (designed) to function during an accident.

To develop a Finding 15 test program, tests would have to be devised to simulate various plant conditions,
equipment alignments, and plant responses (possible functional and spatial coupling mechanisms) to postulated
abnormal and accident situations. To facilitate identification of unforeseen common mode design deficiencies
(CMDD-triggers) in equipment or systems, a judicious selection of induced equipment malfunctions and/or
operator errors may need to be modeled into the tests. Because it is virtually impossible to model or test for
all possible off-normal conditions, the problem of devising such tests are similar to the problems encountered
by the staff during development of the Design Basis Events (DBEs) used to license plants. In establishing
the DBEs, the staff recognized that it was impractical, if not impossible, to anticipate (postulate) all possible
transients, abnormal operations, accident conditions, equipment malfunctions, and operator errors that may
occur during the life of a plant. To overcome these limitations and to provide adequate assurance that the plants
could operate safely, the staff included DBEs in the SRP11 in an attempt to bound the unforeseen events that
might occur.

For the purposes of estimating the potential scope of this issue, and due to the similarities between the
objectives stated in Finding 15 and the licensing DBEs, it was assumed that a thorough integrated system
test program might, as near as practical, attempt to simulate the postulated licensing DBEs described in
SRP11 Section 15. Because of the complexities involved in attempting to simulate all the DBE conditions, the
possibilities of inducing some fuel failures under the more severe DBEs, and the physical limitations of actually
conducting tests to model many of the DBEs, it did not appear practical or realistic to conduct a test program
under all DBE conditions.

It was assumed that the closest approach to the Finding 15 recommendation (to conduct a thorough integrated
systems/plant test program) would be a test program similar to the Rancho Seco restart test program. However,
because plant-specific test programs could vary significantly, the potential range in costs of each plant-specific
test program, as discussed herein, reflected a wide range of potential costs that could be dominated by possible
extended refueling outages that could result from implementing the test programs.

The Rancho Seco test program included component testing, systems integrated functional testing, and plant
integrated functional testing. These tests included logic tests of systems interlocks, trips, permissives, and
verifications of the annunciators. Normal operations testing would include cold and hot shutdown conditions, with
some testing performed during the power ascension phase. During the normal operations testing, verification
of systems functions would be conducted. Many of these tests were already being performed during In-Service
Testing (IST) or during normal refueling outages, but improved methods and procedures could be needed and
could affect on-line power production. The integrated Rancho Seco systems/plant testing phase included, where
practical, emergency/off-normal operations such as the loss of the Integrated Control System (ICS), Non Nuclear
Instrumentation (NNI), offsite power, and ECCS testing.

Based on the Rancho Seco test flow diagram, many of the latter tests, such as cold functional Emergency
Feedwater Integrated Control (EFIC), Safety Feature Actuation Systems (SFAS), diesels, and condenser
vacuum tests, could be performed in parallel over approximately 3.5 months. However, the loss of offsite power,
plant heatup, hot shutdown, and power ascension testing would be conducted in series over an additional
3.5 months. In summary, it was estimated that the Rancho Seco systems/plant testing phase would require
approximately 7 months to complete and included the following major integrated test matrix:

(1) Loss of offsite power
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(2) Integrated SFAS

(3) Loss of instrument air

(4) EFIC functional

(5) Loss of ICS/NNI power

(6) Condenser vacuum

(7) Integrated leak test

(8) Flow balance

(9) Cold systems functional

(10) Hot systems functional

(11) Power systems functional

(12) Reactor trip

(13) ICS tuning

It was noted, however, that the integrated systems/plant test matrix did not include all the DBEs. Nevertheless,
the Rancho Seco test program should provide insight into the potential magnitude and scope of an integrated
systems/plant testing program, under various systems configurations and plant conditions, that approached the
Finding 15 recommendation. However, to meet the Finding 15 objective of detecting unforeseen CMDDs, it may
be necessary to devise and include by judicious selections, off-normal equipment malfunctions and operator
errors to provide the coupling mechanism(s) that force detection of the unforeseen CMDDs.

Because of the infinite combinations of possible equipment or system malfunctions and operator errors, the
likelihood of success in detecting unforeseen CMDDs by a designed test program, using limited and designed
combinations and designed procedures, would likely be plant-specific. The chance of success could be severely
limited by the imagination used in devising the tests and in selecting appropriate coupling mechanisms that will
force detection of the unforeseen CMDDs.

The potential complexities in developing a thorough integrated systems/plant test program, especially one
designed to detect unforeseen CMDDs, were enormous and were not considered a simple engineering task nor
a series of simple tests. Nevertheless, it was assumed that the integrated systems/plant testing phase could be
reduced by a factor of ten to 0.7 months (3 weeks) beyond the normal refueling outage. Thus, outage extensions
that may range from 3 weeks to 7 months should bound all or most of any plant-specific variabilities in outage
extension costs that may be attributed to the test programs.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

The objective of the Finding 15 integrated systems/plant test program was to detect and correct unforeseen
(unknown) CMDDs that may surface as a result of off-normal or accident conditions during plant operations.
Since no specific event or safety system was identified in Finding 15, the problem involved virtually every safety
system in a plant. Because all plants exhibit various degrees of complexities in their safety systems and various
susceptibilities to common mode failures, any attempt to identify plant/system hazards for all possible common
mode failures (especially unknown common mode failures) either singly or in combinations is impossible.
Therefore, to a large extent, plant-specific hazards from all common mode failures may vary considerably from
plant to plant. These conditions also apply to the unforeseen CMDDs (a subset of common mode failures) which
are considered in this analysis.

At the time of the initial evaluation of this issue in November 1988, the methods for systematically evaluating
equipment or system failures involved the use of operational data. This data provided equipment and system
unavailabilities to estimate the probabilities of dominant accident sequences that may lead to core damage
(considered herein as a core-melt condition). The operational data on equipment and system unavailabilities
generally included common mode or common cause events that are not specifically identified in the systemic
event tree of the accident sequences. A fault tree model of the equipment or system would contain more
specific information on common mode or common cause initiators that affect the specific equipment or system
unavailabilities.
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The items that were to be addressed in this analysis were: (1) the likelihood of unforeseen CMDDs that have
not yet occurred; (2) the chance of success of detecting and correcting unforeseen CMDDs; (3) the likelihood
of core-melt from unforeseen CMDDs; (4) the estimated risk reduction potential associated with detecting
and correcting the unforeseen CMMDs; and (5) the estimated cost range of implementing possible thorough
integrated systems/plant test programs discussed earlier.

Frequency Estimate of Unforeseen CMDDs: To estimate the frequency of unforeseen common mode failures,
information was obtained on the frequency of previous unforeseen common mode failures that had actually
surfaced in operating plants. The information used in this analysis was based on results of research conducted
by EPRI.745 The data gathered in the EPRI report was limited to a select group of components covering
approximately 400 to 600 RY of experience; 2654 events were evaluated in the EPRI report and each event
involved at least one component in an actual or potential state of being failed or functionally unavailable. Of the
2,654 events, 2,232 were classified as independent events and 422 were classified as dependent events. Of
the dependent events, 113 were classified as common cause events and 68 were classified as actual common
cause events because they involved two or more actual failed or functionally unavailable states.

The method used in the EPRI report to quantify equipment common cause failure values was the Basic
Parameter Method (BPM). The overall methods included in the EPRI report involved essentially an extension of
the Beta Factor Method and the Multiple Greek Letter Method. These methods provided means for estimating
the conditional probabilities from common cause events involving two, three, or more units, given that a specific
component failure occurred.

The generic beta basic parameter values calculated by EPRI reflected the compilation of all the reviewed data
on common mode failures for the components and systems listed below. In accordance with NUREG-1150,1081

these EPRI values reflected a 95% upper bound of a log normal distribution with an error factor of three. The
mean values (taken from NUREG-1150) were listed and were used in this analysis to estimate the potential
generic contribution to core-melt frequency from common cause failures. The upper bound beta basic parameter
values were used in the NUREG-11501081 sensitivity study to bound the potential effects of common cause
failures (CCFs) on severe core damage.

The EPRI report included the results of extensive data reductions, root-cause determinations, and evaluations of
2,654 events that included independent and dependent events over 400 to 600 RY of operation. Because plant-
specific data were scarce even for single failure probabilities (and even more scarce for dependent failures), use
of the EPRI industry-wide data provided a more comprehensive generic data base than the Davis-Bessie event
that involved multiple component/systems failures.

Generic Beta Values

Component Upper Bound Values Mean Values

Reactor Trip Breakers 0.19 0.079

Diesel Generators 0.05 0.021

MOVs 0.08 0.033

PWR SRVs 0.07 0.029

BWR SRVs 0.22 0.092

Batteries 0.10 0.040

High Head Pumps 0.17 0.071

RHR Pumps 0.11 0.046

Containment Spray Pumps 0.05 0.021

AFW Pumps 0.03 0.013

Service Water Pumps 0.03 0.013

Average of All Beta BPM Values 0.10 0.042
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In addition to the above beta BPM values, the EPRI report grouped the failure events into two classes. The
Class I failures included all the generic common cause events. Both classes were classified as having eight
generally related causes (triggers). Although the Class I events occurred 10 times less frequently than the Class
II events, the relative frequencies of the cause (trigger) groups suggested that the causes of dependent events
in general, and common cause events in particular, were not unique. The fundamental difference between the
dependent and independent events was that the former has a coupling mechanism to transmit the effect of
the trigger to two or more components, and the latter exhibited no such coupling mechanism(s). Examples of
coupling mechanisms were functional dependence, spatial proximity, and human interactions. The distribution of
the common cause triggers as a fraction of the overall common causes are listed below.

Based on these common cause fractional distribution reported in the EPRI study, CMDDs on an average
accounted for approximately 25% of the EPRI beta BPM values. The first four common cause triggers listed
were more basically grouped in the EPRI report as human-related causes and accounted for approximately 50%
of the overall common cause failure contributions.

Common Cause (Trigger) Fractional Distributions

(1) CMDDs* 0.25

(2) Erroneous Procedures 0.10

(3) Other Plant/Staff Errors (including maintenance) 0.16

(4) Testing (not including instrumentation calibrations) 0.01

(5) Internal Causes 0.15

(6) Environmental Stress 0.08

(7) Unknown 0.19

(8) Multiple Causes 0.06

* - CMDDs consist of design, manufacturing, construction, and installation errors.

It was assumed that the unforeseen CMDDs from plant modifications and equipment replacements would
continue at the approximate rate evaluated from the EPRI data base of dependent failures that occurred over the
400 to 600 RY of operation. Since the component/systems unavailabilities used in plant PRA analyses contained
various components/systems with various beta (common cause) values, it was assumed that the average 25%
contribution attributed by EPRI to CMDDs was generally applicable to all component/system beta BPM values.

Core-Melt Frequency Contribution from Unforeseen CMDDs: NUREG-11501081 provided a sensitivity study
of the effects of common cause failures on severe core damage frequencies using four plant PRAs: Surry, Peach
Bottom, Sequoyah, and Grand Gulf. The results in brief showed that dependent failures were basically plant-
specific and subject to large variations from plant to plant, and that dependent failures were a major contribution
to severe core damage frequency and, in some cases, risk. The NUREG-11501081 sensitivity study adjusted
each of the PRA dominant accident sequences of the 4 plants to account for plant-specific, generic, and upper
bound common cause beta values. The analyses also included base-case core-melt frequencies with beta set
equal to zero to identify the overall contribution and sensitivity of severe core damage to the range of common
cause beta values.

The pertinent NUREG-11501081 upper bound results and the generic mean value estimates were tabulated in
Table 3.125-1. The mean values of the generic beta values were based on a log normal distribution with an
error factor of 3. Based on the results in Table 3.125-1, the average core-melt frequency for the four plants,
considering the mean value common cause beta BPM values, was 9.2 x 10-5 /RY. This average core-melt
frequency was assumed representative of the generic core-melt frequency for all operating plants. Use of
average values smoothed the outlier high and low plant-specific vulnerabilities to common cause failures and
was more appropriate for a generic plant analysis (if indeed there was a generic plant).

As evident from the Table 3.125-1 tabulation, the contributions to plant-specific core-melt frequencies from all
common cause contributors varied by approximately an order of magnitude, indicating the large plant-specific
effect on core-melt frequency from common cause type failures. The contribution to the average core-melt
frequency from common cause failures was (0.427)(9.2 x 10-5/RY) = 3.9 x 10-5/RY. Using 25% of the common
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cause contribution to account for only the unforeseen CMDDs yielded a core-melt frequency contribution of
9.8 x 10-6/RY from unforeseen CMDDs. Put another way, 42.7% of the generic plant core-melt frequency
was attributed to estimated common cause failures (a significant contribution), where 10.7% of the core-melt
frequency was attributed to estimated unforeseen CMDDs.

Frequency of Detecting Unforeseen CMDDs: It was expected that, in the majority of tests performed to
simulate normal or off-normal plant operations, initiation and operation of safety systems, where systems are
manually started, stopped, restarted, realigned, throttled, or otherwise operated in ways not easily anticipated by
the designer, the system will usually work as expected.

Table 3.125-1Core-Melt Frequency Contributions

Plant Beta = 0 (A) Beta BPM Contributions (A+C) (C) (A+C)

Upper Bound
Values (B)

Mean Values (C)

Surry 1.5 x 10-5 2.1 x 10-5 8.8 x 10-6 2.4 x 10-5 0.367

Peach Bottom 3.4 x 10-6 7.6 x 10-6 3.1 x 10-6 6.5 x 10-6 0.472

Sequoyah 7.1 x 10-5 5.7 x 10-4 2.4 x 10-4 3.1 x 10-4 0.774

Grand Gulf 2.3 x 10-5 6.0 x 10-6 2.5 x 10-6 2.6 x 10-5 0.096

Average - - - 9.2 x 10-5 0.427

To estimate the likelihood of detecting an unforeseen CMDD, the experience of the Davis-Besse AFW system
was considered. At the time of the June 9, 1985 event, this plant had accumulated about 6.8 calendar-years
of operation. Loss of main feedwater (LMFW) events occurred roughly at a rate of 3/RY, so the June 9, 1985
LMFW event was preceded by roughly 15 AFW system actuations (assuming a 25% average outage time). Note
that these actuations were only system initiations. Three loss of feedwater events per year corresponded to
all feedwater losses, most of which were partially or easily recoverable. At the same time, the problems in the
Davis-Besse AFW system and its associated controls and valving were there all along, but were not discovered
(detected) until about 15 actuations had occurred. This limited plant-specific (Davis-Besse) information inferred
that the probability of detecting an unforeseen CMDD, with the coupling mechanism(s) attributed to off-normal or
unusual operation, was approximately 1/15 or 0.067/event.

Alternately, if the information contained in the EPRI report745 involving 255 AFW failure events was considered,
only three of the events exhibited the necessary coupling mechanisms to detect common cause failures.
Combining the Davis-Besse event with the 255 EPRI events indicated that the chance of detecting a common
cause failure in PWR AFW systems per event was small (on the order of 0.01/event).

Additional evidence of the CMDD detection chance was suggested by other EPRI data. As discussed earlier,
the fundamental difference between independent and dependent event failures was that the dependent, and
common cause event failures in particular, must include a coupling mechanism(s) to transmit the effect of the
trigger (cause) to two or more components. Therefore, the 68 events in the EPRI data base of 2,654 events
that involved two or more actual failed or functionally unavailable states must have included some form of
coupling mechanism(s). This would also suggest a detection (coupling) chance of approximately 0.03/event for a
broader range of equipment and causes. Averaging the above operating experiences, it was estimated that the
probability of detecting a significant number of CMDDs during each plant-specific test program was 0.035.

Because the above estimates were based on data of events involving failures, they should not be confused with
a per demand rate of components/systems. If a demand rate of components/system were considered, it would
need to be factored into the above estimate to obtain the chance of common cause failures per test demand.
Therefore, use of the above ratios to estimate the chance of detecting unforeseen CMDDs during a one-time
series of tests may be biased toward a conservative estimate, since it is conditional on the given occurrence
of some random or induced human/component/system failure during the test. Normally, one would not expect
either independent or dependent failures to occur during the course of a transient or test. However, this estimate
was sufficient for this analysis.
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Reduction in Core-Melt Frequency: Based on the previous calculations, the potential core-melt frequency
contribution from unforeseen CMDDs, prior to the test program, was estimated to be 9.8 x 10-6/RY. After the
tests, the core-melt frequency was weighted by the probability of the CMDDs not detected: (1 - 0.035) = 0.965.
Therefore, the reduction in core-melt frequency from detecting and correcting the unforeseen CMDDs was:

CMF = (1 - 0.965)(9.8 x 10)/RY = 3.4 x 10/RY

Consequence Estimate

The conditional release doses used in this analysis were based on the fission product inventory of a 1120 MWe
PWR, meteorology typical of a midwest site, a surrounding uniform population density of 340 persons per square
mile within a 50-mile radius of the plant, an exclusion radius of one-half mile from the plant, no evacuation, and
no ingestion pathways. Therefore, the estimated change in risk was representative of the hypothetical generic
PWR plant and was not representative of any specific plant. For BWR plants, the results were not expected to be
greatly different.

Based on NUREG/CR-2300,187 the probability of a large release (5.1 x 106 man-rem/CM) was 0.2 and the
probability of a basemat melt-through type release (1.5 x 105 man-rem/CM) was 0.8. Over a plant life of 30
years, the resulting estimated risk reduction associated with this issue was (3.4 x 10-7/RY)(1.2 x 106 man-rem)
(30 years) or 12 man-rem/reactor.

Cost Estimate

A thorough integrated systems/plant test program that modeled various systems/plant responses to off-normal
and DBE accident events would be a major undertaking and highly plant-specific for all operating plants. The
dominant costs were likely to be replacement power costs that could result from a test-extended outage. Design,
engineering, plant hazard analysis, labor, and modification costs to ready the plant for such a test program
would be significant. These costs were also highly plant-specific, but were not estimated. However, prior to
implementation of the test program, a long lead time could be expected to be required for the licensee to
develop, and for the NRC to review and approve, the test programs. A less rigorous test program was possible
and less costly if the test program could be accommodated largely within the normal refueling outage (7 weeks)
with an estimated additional 3 week (0.7 month) outage extension.

The long lead time for a thorough test program, and the assumed necessity to phase-in all the plant
(approximately 100 reactors) test programs over a specified time, to reduce the potential impact of lost electrical
generation production from multiplant outages, were further considerations that would need to be considered
in a more complete value/impact assessment of this issue because simultaneous (multiplant) outages tend to
increase the costs of replacement power.

Replacement Power Costs: Based on the discussion provided before, a test program similar to the Rancho
Seco restart test program may be needed to approach the Finding 15 recommendation that initiated this issue.
It was assumed that the test programs would be a one-time series of tests for each plant and that the test
programs could extend a plant refueling outage by 3 weeks (0.7 month) to 7 months, depending on the plant-
specific test program and other tests scheduled to be performed during each plant's refueling outage. Using an
average replacement power cost of $500,000 per day, the replacement power costs were estimated to be $11M
to $110M per plant.

Plant Costs During Test-Extended Outage: It was difficult to provide detailed cost estimates of plant costs
incurred during the test-extended outage period. These costs would involve engineering, management, labor,
maintenance, and possibly some repair or modification costs. To estimate the plant costs during the test-
extended outage period alone, it was assumed that the plant costs could be approximated by plant costs
typically experienced from a forced outage. Based on NUREG/CR-3673,1082 this cost was estimated at $1,000/
hour. For a test-extended outage of 3 weeks to 7 months, the plant costs were estimated to be between $0.5M
and $5M per plant.

Combined Costs: The combined cost of replacement power and plant costs during a test-extended outage
could range from $11.5M to $115M per plant. These combined costs do not include the significant but
unquantified pre-implementation costs of the test program. However, this incomplete cost estimate provided
insight into the large expense that may be involved in conducting a thorough integrated systems/plant test
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program for each operating plant. In addition, the NRC costs to review, approve, and follow the test programs
in all operating plants would likely involve a large expenditure of NRC resources. For the optimistic outage
extension of 3 weeks, the combined industry and NRC pre-implementation costs may approach the $11.5M cost
of a short extended outage.

Value/Impact Assessment

(a) Long Extended Outage: Based on the risk reduction estimated to result from probable test identification
and correction of unforeseen CMDDs (which was the focused goal of Finding 15) and the estimated range of
the per-plant extended outage costs from the test programs, the range of the value/impact scores for this issue
resolution was:

(b) Short Extended Outage: Assuming that the integrated systems/plant DBE testing phase could be conducted
in 10% of the time estimated by Rancho Seco for their integrated systems/plant testing, then the value/impact
score was given by:

However, the latter priority score could be overly optimistic because pre-implementation costs will take on more
significance and could approach the $11.5M estimated for only the replacement power costs and plant costs.

Other Considerations

Due to the involved complexities and the long lead time before these test programs could be implemented, the
test programs would not likely commence until the mid-1990s. Even if the programs for the 100 operating plants
were phased over the following five-year time period (20 plants/year), the test programs would not be completed
until the year 2000. During these time periods, a significant amount of operational experience would significantly
expand the data base and corrections for many of the unforeseen CMDDs through other ongoing industry
and NRC programs, e.g., improved LER requirements, Bulletins, Information Notices, NRC Generic Issues
Program, the Safety Systems Functional Inspections (SSFI) Program, and the Individual Plant Examinations
(IPE) Program, would be made. Therefore, the goal of Finding 15 to detect and correct unforeseen CMDDs
may, to a significant degree, be achieved before the test programs can be initiated and completed. CMDDs that
may result from plant modifications or equipment replacements that follow the test programs would also not be
eliminated by the one-time test programs.

CONCLUSION

The stated goal of the proposed integrated systems/plant test programs of Finding 15 is to detect and correct
unforeseen CMDDs. The Finding 15 recommendation to use integral plant/system testing, as near as practical to
DBA conditions, to detect CMDDs seemed too limited in its goal, considering the potentially large expenditure of
time and resources that could be needed to develop the program. As evident by this analysis, the existing state-
of-the-art on CCFs was lacking sufficient information (data) and knowledge concerning coupling mechanisms
that trigger CCFs. Without sufficient information (data) on the individual plants and a better understanding of
the CCF coupling mechanisms, the successful result of the Finding 15 recommendation appeared unlikely. The
estimated success probability of the tests to detect all unforeseen CMDDs resulted in a potential reduction in
core-melt frequency of 3.4 x 10-7/RY. This reduction in core-melt frequency bordered between a drop and low on
the priority ranking matrix (see Appendix C).
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The risk reduction, not considering a time-averaged dilution before the tests would yield any benefits (risk
and core-melt frequency reductions) as discussed above, was estimated at 12 man-rem/plant. This reduction
bordered between a drop and low on the priority matrix (see Appendix C).

The above risk reduction, when divided by the large costs that could be involved in such a program, yielded
an estimated priority score in the range of less than 1 to 0.1 man-rem/$M. This value/impact range was
approximately three to four orders of magnitude less cost-effective than the 1,000 man-rem/$M that was
generally considered to be a cost-effective resolution. However, due to the low risk reduction, the priority ranking
was not affected by the estimated range of the priority scores for the issue.

The above results were based on mean generic beta values applied to four plant PRAs and the resultant
average core-melt frequency of the four plants. This approach smoothed out high and low plant-specific
vulnerabilities to common cause type failures and was more representative of a hypothetical generic plant.
Therefore, the results of this hypothetical generic plant analysis should not be construed to be representative of
any specific plant, since plant-specific vulnerabilities to common cause type failures vary significantly from plant
to plant.

It must also be recognized that the analysis of this issue was directed toward using thorough integrated systems/
plant testing of DBE conditions (as near as practical) to detect and correct unforeseen CMDDs. In this regard,
Finding 15 explicitly stated that thorough integrated systems/plant tests under these conditions were essential
for the detection and correction of unforeseen CMDDs. This analysis did not support Finding 15 as an essential
and practical solution for detecting and correcting unforeseen CMDDs. This was true even considering that,
in the analysis, a wide range of time (3 weeks to 7 months) and cost ($11.5M to $115M) that would be incurred
by a utility in doing integral testing were evaluated. These estimates did not include considerable engineering,
procedure development, and training costs that would also be incurred in preparing to run such tests. In addition,
it was proposed that such tests could be valuable in uncovering other CCFs from the triggers shown before.
While it was theoretically possible to use integral testing for this purpose, the test program required would
have to be more extensive and be done at periodic intervals to be effective in uncovering other common cause
triggers. Such a test program went far beyond what was evaluated for addressing CMDD (a one-time test
program) and, based upon the work done in this analysis, would have had even less justification for pursuing.

The potential time that may be needed to develop, implement, and reach the Finding 15 resolution was
considered. Based on this timing consideration and the apparent and expected continued success of other
NRC actions, such as improved LER requirements, Bulletins, Information Notices, the Generic Issues Program,
the SSFI Program, and the IPE Program, the detection and correction of unforeseen CMDDs, to a significant
degree, may have been achievable before the Finding 15 resolution could be achieved. Thus, the potential
benefit in detecting and correcting unforeseen CMDDs through the Finding 15 resolution could be further
reduced by the above timing considerations and success of other ongoing actions and programs. In addition,
it should be recognized that these other ongoing actions and programs represented a way of uncovering and
correcting CMDDs short of an integral testing program.

Based on the results and other considerations discussed above, the proposed solution to develop and
implement thorough integrated systems/plant test programs under abnormal or accident conditions, as an
essential and practical solution to detect and correct unforeseen CMDDs in all operating reactors, was placed
in the DROP category (see Appendix C).

However, an alternate approach to the Finding 15 recommendation would be to assess the benefit of
improvements in existing in-service, refueling, and surveillance testing programs in operating reactors, and
improved startup testing for future plants. Such an assessment would focus on improvements in testing
components and systems under conditions more representative of operational and DBE expectations, with
emphasis directed toward detection of all types of CCFs, and not singularly CMDDs. This alternate approach,
however, would be more effective as a long-term program. In this regard, the alternate approach would make
use of results from the IPE program and other ongoing programs identified above. In brief, the IPE program PRA
methods were expected to include specific guidelines1119 and procedures for treating CCFs in the plant-specific
PRAs. These IPE-PRA results could be a valuable tool for identifying potential CCFs, in structuring surveillance
testing strategies, and in the design of hardware and modifications, or improving operating procedures. This
alternate approach was assessed separately in Issue 145, "Actions to Reduce Common Cause Failures."

ITEM 125.I.6: VALVE TORQUE, LIMIT, AND BYPASS SWITCH SETTINGS
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DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

One of the primary sources of failure of the Davis-Besse AFW isolation valves to reopen (see Issue 122.1) was
ultimately traced to the torque, limit, and bypass switches which control the motor operators of the valves.940

During the event, these valves were closed due to an operator error, shutting off all AFW flow. Once closed, the
resulting high differential pressure across the closed valves necessitated a relatively large force to start valve
motion. The valve motor-operator torque bypass switches were not adjusted to accommodate such a force and
manual operation was needed to reopen the valves.

Issue 122.1.a, "Failure of Isolation Valves in Closed Position," specifically dealt with the case of AFW isolation
valves. However, at least some of the other MOVs in the plant are designed by the same people that designed
the AFW system, and virtually all the valves in the plant are maintained by the same crews. Therefore, the
problems with torque, limit, and bypass switch settings were not limited to AFW systems but could affect any
MOV in the plant. Moreover, such problems had a high potential for causing common mode failures since
redundant trains were probably maintained by the same maintenance personnel.

Safety Significance

The safety concern of this issue was exactly that of IE Bulletin No. 85-03,1036 "Motor-Operated Valve Common
Mode Failures During Plant Transients Due to Improper Switch Settings." This Bulletin required all licensees to
develop and implement a program to ensure that valve operator switches were selected, set, and maintained
properly for all valves in the high pressure injection, core spray and emergency feedwater systems (including
BWR RCIC), that are required to be tested for operational readiness in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55a(g).

Possible Solution

IE Bulletin 85-031036 was expected to resolve the safety concern of this issue for switch settings on valve
operators in the specified safety systems. The extension of this issue to other valves and/or extension of the
issue to more general testing adequacy also needed to be considered. However, the general question of test
adequacy for all safety-related valves was addressed in Issue II.E.6.1, "Test Adequacy Study," and there was no
need to extend or generalize Issue 125.I.6.

CONCLUSION

The safety concern of this issue was addressed by IE Bulletin 85-031036 and in the resolution of Issue II.E.6.1.
Thus, Item 125.I.6 was DROPPED from further pursuit as a new and separate issue.

ITEM 125.I.7: OPERATOR TRAINING ADEQUACY

This item was broken down into two parts that were evaluated separately as shown below.

ITEM 125.I.7.A: RECOVER FAILED EQUIPMENT

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was based on Finding 8 of the Incident Investigation Team's (IIT) report886 which stated: "The
operators' understanding of procedures, plant system designs, and specific equipment operation, and operator
training all played a crucial role in their success in mitigating the consequences of the event. However, if the
equipment operators had been more familiar with the operation of the auxiliary feedwater pump turbine trip-
throttle valve, auxiliary feedwater could have been restored several minutes sooner."

During the Davis-Besse event, both AFW turbines tripped on overspeed. These trips were not remotely
resettable from the control room but instead had to be reset manually at the turbines. Two equipment operators
were dispatched to the AFW turbines but were unable to get the turbines running because they had never
performed this operation before. (At the time of the initial evaluation of this issue in December 1987, hands-on
practice of this task was not a part of operator training.) The turbines were not started until after the arrival of a
more experienced operator.

Safety Significance
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The safety significance of this issue was in the probability of non-recoverability of safety systems. In many
cases, a given train of a given system may trip or otherwise fail to start on first demand, but may still successfully
be placed in operation by prompt, knowledgeable human intervention.

Possible Solution

TMI Action Plan Items I.A.2.2 and I.A.2.6 have addressed the issue of training and resulted in a policy
statement966 that endorsed the INPO-managed training accreditation program which included an element
to ensure that feedback from operating events is included in all utility training programs. NRC monitors and
evaluates industry implementation of the INPO accreditation program to ensure that: (1) plant personnel are
able to meet job performance requirements; (2) training properly accounts for pertinent safety issues; and (3)
mechanisms exist for upgrading and assuring the quality of training programs. Criteria to evaluate the industry
training programs were developed in NUREG-1220993 in the resolution of Human Factors Issue HF2.1.

CONCLUSION

This issue was resolved by the issuance of the Commission Policy Statement966 on Training and Qualifications
and by Issue HF2.1. Therefore, the issue was DROPPED from further pursuit as a new and separate issue.

ITEM 125.I.7.B: REALISTIC HANDS-ON TRAINING

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

The issue called for an assessment of the adequacy of hands-on training with respect to conditions that may be
encountered in realistic situations, such as the loss of feedwater event that occurred at the Davis-Besse plant
on June 9, 1985.940 The assessment could involve the operator's understanding of procedures, plant systems
designs, specific equipment operations, and hands-on training in handling plant transient and upset conditions.

The issue stemmed from Findings 8 and 16 of the NRC investigation886 of the Davis-Besse event in which
the NRC staff noted that the post-TMI improvements that focused on EOPs and training played a crucial role
in mitigating the Davis-Besse event. However, if the equipment operators had been more familiar with the
operations of the AFW pump turbine trip throttle valve, AFW could have been restored several minutes sooner.
Also, for events such as the Davis-Besse event involving conditions outside the plant design basis (multiple
equipment failures), operator training and operator understanding of systems and equipment are crucial to the
likelihood that plant operators can successfully handle similar events.

Safety Significance

Assessments of the hands-on experience, referred to as performance-based training or Systems Approach to
Training (SAT), are considered essential to providing assurance that nuclear power plants are operated in a safe
state under all operating conditions. This issue affected all operating nuclear power plants.

Possible Solution

TMI Action Plan48 Items I.A.2.2 and I.A.2.6 included development of procedures to provide assurance that: (1)
plant personnel are able to meet job performance requirements; (2) training properly account for pertinent safety
issues; and (3) mechanisms exist for upgrading and assuring the quality of training programs.

To help meet these objectives, NUREG-1220993 was developed for use by NRC personnel to review the INPO-
managed performance-based training programs in nuclear power plants. NRC was expected to continue to
closely monitor the process (INPO Accreditation) and its results to independently evaluate implementation
of these programs. The NRC review procedures developed in NUREG-1220993 considered the following five
elements as essential to these training programs: (1) systematic analysis of the jobs to be performed; (2)
learning objectives that are derived from the analysis and that describe desired performance after training; (3)
training design and implementation based on the learning objectives; (4) evaluation of trainee mastery of the
objectives during training; and (5) evaluation and revisions of the training based on the performance of trained
personnel in job settings (hands-on experience).
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In accordance with NUREG-0985,651 the training issues included the closeout of the following TMI Action Plan48

items: I.A.2.2, "Training and Qualifications of Operations Personnel"; I.A.2.7, "Training Accreditation"; I.A.2.5,
"Plant Drills"; and I.A.2.3, "Administration of Training Programs." The specific issue of realistic hands-on training
on equipment such as AFW pumps is a performance-based element of on-the-job training (OJT). As such,
mastery is determined by completion of a job qualification card to the satisfaction of a qualified OJT instructor
using approved evaluation criteria. The INPO Accreditation Program was intended to provide assurance that
such training is included in industry programs. NRC evaluates industry implementation of the Accreditation
Program in accordance with the Policy Statement on Training and Qualification.966

CONCLUSION

Based on the above discussion, this issue was covered by the Policy Statement966 on training and Qualifications
and by the Human Factors Issue HF3.1. Therefore, the issue was DROPPED from further pursuit as a new and
separate issue.

ITEM 125.I.8: PROCEDURES AND STAFFING FOR REPORTING TO NRC EMERGENCY RESPONSE

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was based upon Finding 12 of the IIT report886 which stated: "The event was not reported to the
NRC Operations Center in a manner reflecting the safety significance of the event. The more serious the event,
the more operator involvement required to maintain plant safety. For example, if the June 9 event had been
protracted, knowledgeable personnel would not have been available to maintain an open telephone line with the
NRC."

Safety Significance

It was evident from the IIT report886 of the event that there were two problems: one associated with staffing and
one associated with procedures. The staffing problem was that all knowledgeable personnel were kept busy in
dealing with the event. No one could be spared to keep the NRC Operations Center informed. Moreover, even
if more plant staff had been available, it was likely that these additional persons would have been pressed into
service for plant operations. Of course, bringing the plant to a safe condition does and should have priority. But
this also called into question the usefulness of the dedicated phone lines to the NRC Operations Center.

The procedural problem was evident in the fact that there was confusion because the emergency plan was
silent on how to determine the emergency action level if the emergency classification changed during the event.
Obviously, the emergency procedures contained some ambiguity.

For both problems, the result was a delay in notification of the NRC Operations Center. Although it could be
argued that notification of the NRC could have little or no effect on plant events in the short term, the NRC
can provide technical support and assistance over a period of several hours. Moreover, the NRC can assist in
coordinating evacuations, etc., if such should ever prove necessary. Finally, the NRC has other responsibilities
not directly related to plant safety but nevertheless of importance, such as providing accurate and timely
information to the public, other government agencies, and the governments of other nations.

CONCLUSION

The staffing problem was a duplication1003 of the concern of TMI Action Plan48 Item III.A.3.4, "Nuclear Data
Link," which was resolved. In addition, the procedural problem had already been addressed1003 in regulatory
requirements (10 CFR 50.72) and IE Information Notice No. 85-80. Furthermore, the IE Manual addressed
the NRC regional responsibility for assuring that reporting requirements are met.1003 Therefore, the issue was
DROPPED from further pursuit as a new and separate issue.

ITEM 125.II.1: NEED FOR ADDITIONAL ACTIONS ON AFW SYSTEMS

During the event, the main feedwater system was lost and the reactor scrammed. The AFW system should
have activated and supplied feedwater to the steam generators to enable them to remove decay heat. However,
during the course of the event, several failures occurred (see Issue 122) that precluded using the steam
generators to remove decay heat from the primary system. The event highlighted the importance of the
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AFW system and also demonstrated that the AFW system might not have a reliability commensurate with its
importance.940

If the main feedwater system shuts down for any reason, the AFW system will supply sufficient feedwater to
the steam generators to remove reactor decay heat. If the AFW system were to fail also, there would be no
feedwater supply at all. The steam generators would boil off their remaining liquid water inventory and then
dry out. Depending on specific plant design, core uncovery will take place roughly 30 to 90 minutes after the
transient begins. After steam generator dryout, there would be no decay heat removal and the continuing
thermal energy production in the core would result in primary system heatup.

In most cases, the only means of decay heat removal involve use of the AFW system, recovery of the main
feedwater system, or the use of feed-and-bleed techniques. Of the three means, the use of the AFW system
is subject to the highest availability. The failure of the main feedwater system has roughly a 20% probability of
not being recoverable in time. Moreover, use of feed-and-bleed techniques will release primary coolant to the
containment necessitating extensive (and expensive) cleanup. The use of feed-and-bleed techniques, which
remove decay heat by venting hot primary coolant to the containment and replacing the lost inventory in the
primary system by means of the high pressure ECCS, could still prevent core uncovery. If feed-and-bleed fails,
the primary system will increase in temperature and pressure to the point where the primary system safety
valves open. The pressure increase will then terminate, but the primary coolant will boil off until the core is
uncovered and melts.

AFW systems are safety-grade systems. In addition, the availability of feed-and-bleed techniques provides a
diverse backup. Nevertheless, AFW reliability is very important for two reasons. First, loss of main feedwater
is a relatively common event, occurring roughly three orders of magnitude more often than (for example) small
break LOCAs. Thus, the AFW system is challenged far more often than the high pressure ECCS and therefore
has a commensurately greater need for high reliability. Second, although feed-and-bleed techniques provide a
backup to AFW for removing reactor decay heat, feed-and-bleed is a means of core cooling for which the plant
was not designed and may have a relatively high failure probability (see Item 125.II.9). Because of these two
reasons (frequent challenges and poor backup capability), it is very important that the AFW system have very
high reliability.

Because loss of feedwater events are relatively frequent, the AFW system is subject to frequent challenges.
Therefore, the AFW system must be characterized by very high availability. This issue consists of four parts,
each of which sought to ensure adequate AFW reliability:

(a) Two-Train AFW Unavailability

This issue was concerned that AFW systems consisting of only two-trains may not have adequate reliability.

(b) Review Existing AFW Systems for Single Failures

This issue sought confirmatory deterministic reviews of AFW systems at operating plants to ensure that they met
the single failure criterion.

(c) NUREG-0737 Reliability Improvements

This issue proposed that PRA analyses (i.e. fault trees) be performed on AFW systems at operating plants to
ensure adequate reliability.

(d) AFW Steam and Feedwater Rupture Control System/ICS Interactions in B&W Plants

This issue was concerned explicitly with a possible design problem at B&W plants.

These four parts of the issue were evaluated separately below.

ITEM 125.II.1.A: TWO-TRAIN AFW UNAVAILABILITY

DESCRIPTION

There were seven older PWRs that have two-train AFW systems. (Originally, there were more but some plants
had added a third train or made other equivalent upgrades). These AFW systems generally consisted of one
motor-driven train and one turbine-driven train and thus possessed some diversity as well as redundancy.
However, the turbine-driven trains had not proven to be as reliable as the motor-driven trains (except, of course,
for the case where all AC power is lost). The more modern practice had been to use a three-train system where
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two trains are motor-driven and one is driven by a steam turbine. Such a system would, in principle, be more
reliable than the two-train systems described above, both because of the greater redundancy of the three vs. two
trains and because of the lower reliance on the steam turbine.

CONCLUSION

This issue was the same as Issue 124, "AFW System Reliability," which considered whether AFW system
unavailability needed to be improved for plants with two-train designs.947 Therefore, this issue was DROPPED
from further pursuit as a new and separate issue.

ITEM 125.II.1.B: REVIEW EXISTING AFW SYSTEMS FOR SINGLE FAILURE

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

The AFW system is considered an engineered safety feature and thus is required to meet the single failure
criterion which can be considered a very primitive reliability requirement. An unsuspected single failure
susceptibility could increase the AFW system failure probability by two orders of magnitude or more.

Safety Significance

The issue addressed the concern that there may be some unsuspected single failures which were not detected
during the licensing process. Therefore, this issue proposed to re-review the AFW systems of all operating
PWRs to make doubly sure that no single failures existed which, by themselves, could cause all AFW trains to
fail.

Possible Solution

The systems to be examined had already been subjected to licensing review. Therefore, any single failures were
not going to be obvious, but instead were likely to be quite subtle. Very thorough reviews would be required. It
must also be remembered that AFW trains are intentionally designed to be independent. Any single failure found
would most likely be a subtle design anomaly which the designer (as well as all subsequent reviewers) failed to
notice.

Several AFW systems were examined by OIE in the course of the Safety System Functional Inspection (SSFI)
program. Conversations with the SSFI team indicated that some single failure problems as well as other
potential common mode failures had been found by this program. However, these problems were not discovered
by examining system design, but instead arose in the course of very thorough investigations involving extended
site visits, equipment inspection, and interviews as well as design reviews. Therefore, the proposed solution was
not a simple design review, but instead was a more thorough investigation along the lines of the SSFI program.

Frequency Estimate

The sequence of interest was straightforward; it was initiated by a non-recoverable loss of main feedwater. If the
AFW system fails, the SUFP is not re-enabled in time, and feed-and-bleed techniques fail, core-melt will ensue.
An initiating event frequency (non-recoverable loss of main feedwater) of 0.64 event/RY was used, based upon
the Oconee-3 PRA done by Duke Power Co.947 This figure was based on fault tree analysis and was reasonably
representative of most main feedwater system designs.

For a three-train AFW system, a "typical" unavailability is 1.8 x 10-5/demand.894 The presence of a single failure
susceptibility would greatly increase this figure to perhaps the square root of the original figures because half
the redundancy would be removed. The change in AFW unavailability would then be about 4.2 x 10-3 failure/
demand. A typical value of 0.20 for the failure probability of feed-and-bleed cooling was assumed, based upon
the calculations presented under Issue 125.II.9, "Enhanced Feed-and-Bleed Capability." Multiplying these
figures, the change in core-melt frequency was (0.64/year)(4.2 x 10-3)(0.20) = 5.4 x 10-4/year

Consequence Estimate

The core-melt sequence under consideration involved a core-melt with no large breaks initially in the reactor
coolant pressure boundary. The reactor was likely to be at high pressure (until the core melts through the lower
vessel head) with a steady discharge of steam and gases through the PORV(s). These are conditions likely to
produce significant H2 generation and combustion.
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The Zion and Indian Point PRA studies used a 3% probability of containment failure due to H2 (the "gamma"
failure). This example was followed and 3% was used, with the consideration that specific containment designs
can differ significantly from this figure. In addition, the containment can fail to isolate (the "beta" failure); here, the
Oconee-3 PRA figure of 0.0053 was used. If the containment does not fail by isolation failure or H2 burn, it was
assumed to fail by basemat melt-through (the "epsilon" failure).

Assuming a central midwest plain meteorology, a uniform population density of 340 persons/square-mile, a 50-
mile radius, and no ingestion pathways, the consequences were:

Failure Mode Percent Probability Release Category Consequences
(man-rem)

gamma 3.0% PWR-2 4.8 x 106

beta 0.5% PWR-5 1.0 x 106

epsilon 96.5% PWR-7 2.3 x l03

The "weighted-average" core-melt produced consequences of 1.5 x 105 man-rem.

At the time of the initial evaluation of this issue in October 1986, there were 80 PWRs operating or under
construction. By March 1988 (the earliest that any hardware changes were likely to be made), these 80 plants
were expected to have a combined remaining license life of 2,508.4 calendar-years. At a 75% capacity factor,
this was about 23.5 years of operation per plant. Thus, the estimated risk reduction associated with the possible
solution to this issue was (5.4 x 10-4) (23.5)(1.5 x 105) man-rem/reactor or 1,904 man-rem/reactor.

Cost Estimate

The SSFI program required about 1,000 staff-hours/plant and system at a cost of about $50,000 in salary and
overhead. In addition, hardware changes were likely to cost on the order of $100,000/plant (i.e., more than
$10,000 but less than $1,000,000), plus another $50,000 in paperwork. Thus, a cost on the order of $200,000/
plant was assumed.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 1,904 man-rem/reactor and a cost of $0.2M/reactor for a possible
solution, the value/impact score was given by:

Other Considerations

(1) The AFW system and its support systems do not contain contaminated fluids and are located outside of
containment. Thus, there was no ORE associated with the fix for this issue.

(2) Averted accident costs and averted cleanup exposure are considerations, but would only drive the priority
score still higher. Thus, they would change no conclusions and were not considered.

(3) The high values of the parameters were predicated on finding at least one plant that needed upgrading.
The SSFI personnel emphasized that this was not likely to happen without an approach similar to that of the
SSFI, but such an approach was likely to bear fruit. Thus, it was feasible to incorporate this issue into the SSFI
program.

CONCLUSION

Based upon the above calculations, this issue was given a high priority ranking (see Appendix C) but was later
integrated into the Phase II activities in the resolution of Issue 124.973 Thus, this issue was covered in Issue 124.
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ITEM 125.II.1.C: NUREG-0737 RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENTS

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

After the TMI-2 accident, all PWR licensees were asked to perform an unavailability analysis of their AFW
systems. At the time of the initial evaluation of this issue in October 1986, this information was somewhat out of
date partly because the AFW systems were subject to some (NUREG-0737)98 modifications after the analyses
were made,946 and partly because the analyses were rather primitive by updated standards.

Safety Significance

This issue sought to upgrade the AFW unavailability analyses to reflect the NUREG-073798 modifications
and improvements and to ensure that the AFW system reliability was commensurate with the system's safety
importance.

Proposed Solution

The proposed solution to the issue was to perform a PRA of all AFW systems and require modification of any
systems that had an unacceptably high failure probability.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Issue 124, "AFW System Reliability," was expected to consider whether 7 PWRs with two-train AFW systems
had AFW system unavailabilities that needed to be improved. Therefore, this issue covered only the three-train
AFW systems.

To evaluate this issue, several questions needed to be answered. First, how reliable must the AFW system be to
have a reliability commensurate with its safety importance? In Issue 124, an unavailability of 10-4 failure/ demand
was selected as the upper limit of acceptability947 and this value was used. The second question was, how many
plants are likely to be found that cannot meet the 10-4 failure/demand cutoff? Analyses of 10 three-train AFW
designs were summarized in an RRAB/NRR memorandum894 as follows:

Design Failure/Demand log(failure/demand)

Summer 11.2 x 10-5 -4.92

McGuire 2.0 x 10-5 -4.70

Comanche Peak 2.0 x 10-5 -4.70

Diablo Canyon 3.7 x 10-5 -4.43

San Onofre 2&3 2.2 x 10-5 -4.66

SNUPPS 2.0 x 10-5 -4.70

Waterford 1.4 x 10-5 -4.85

Midland 1.0 x 10-5 -5.00

Seabrook 2.0 x 10-5 -4.70

Catawba 0.7 x 10-5 -5.15

Arithmetic Mean: 1.8 x 10-5

Arithmetic Standard Deviation: 8.4 x 10-6

Logarithmic Mean: -4.78

Logarithmic Standard Deviation: 0.22
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These 10 analyses could be considered a statistical sample. The cutoff of 10-4 failure/demand was 9.76 standard
deviations above the mean on a linear scale and 3.55 standard deviations above the mean on a logarithmic
scale. The shape of the distribution was unknown but both a normal and a log normal distribution were examined
and the worst case was used. Based upon these distributions and, in the absence of any other information, if
another three-train AFW design were evaluated, the probability of this new design being above the cutoff was:

Normal Distribution: essentially zero

Log Normal Distribution: 2 x 10-4

What this meant was that 10 sample designs were all well below the cutoff. Had the sample average been close
to just below 10-4, one would be confident of finding a plant or two over the limit. However, the mean was far
below the limit (where "far" was defined in terms of the width of the distribution) and the per-plant probability of
being over the limit was small.

Seven of the 80 plants considered had two-train AFW systems and were covered by Issue 124. Thus, 73 plants
remained to be considered. The probability of detecting one or more of these plants with an AFW unavailability
greater than 10-4/demand was:

1 - (1 - 2 x 10-4)73 (73)(2 x 10-4)  0.014

Therefore, based upon the available knowledge regarding three-train AFW designs and with the absence of
other information, a PRA of all three-train AFW systems had only a few percent chance of finding a system that
needed upgrading. (This did not mean that these AFW systems were problem free. It meant that the problems
probably would not be found by means of PRA, unless considerably more information was available.)

Frequency Estimate

The sequence of interest was straightforward: it is initiated by a non-recoverable loss of main feedwater. If the
AFW system fails and feed-and-bleed techniques fail, core-melt will ensue. An initiating event frequency (non-
recoverable loss of main feedwater) of 0.64 event/RY was used, based upon the Oconee PRA done by Duke
Power Co.947 This figure was based upon fault tree analysis and was reasonably representative of most main
feedwater system designs.

Next, the change in AFW failure probability was estimated. It was assumed that the AFW system "as is" had an
unavailability equal to that of a "typical" two-train AFW system, which would be about 6.7 x 10-4/demand, the
average of the 7 plants.948 The AFW system failure probability after upgrading would be at most 10-4. Therefore,
the change in probability would be about 5.7 x 10-4.

A typical value of 0.20 for the failure probability of feed-and-bleed cooling was assumed, based upon the
calculations presented in Issue 125.II.9, "Enhanced Feed-and-Bleed Capability." Multiplying these figures, the
change in core-melt frequency was (0.64/year)(5.7 x 10-4)(0.20) = 7.3 x 10-5/year. The number of hypothetical
plants needing modification (expectation value) was 0.014. Thus, the change in core-melt frequency for all
reactors was 10-6/year.

Consequence Estimate

The core-melt sequence under consideration involved a core-melt with no large breaks initially in the reactor
coolant pressure boundary. The reactor was likely to be at high pressure (until the core melts through the
lower vessel head) with a steady discharge of steam and gases through the PORV(s). These are conditions
likely to produce significant H2 generation and combustion. The Zion and Indian Point PRA studies used a 3%
probability of containment failure due to H2 burn (the "gamma" failure). This example was followed and 3% was
used, considering that specific containment designs could differ significantly from this figure. In addition, the
containment could fail to isolate (the "beta" failure). Here, the Oconee PRA figure of 0.0053 was used. If the
containment does not fail by isolation failure or H2 burn, it was assumed to fail by basemat melt-through (the
"epsilon" failure).

Assuming a central midwest plain meteorology, a uniform population density of 340 persons/square-mile, a 50-
mile radius, and no ingestion pathways, the consequences were:
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Failure Mode Percent Probability Release Category Consequences
(man-rem)

gamma 0.3% PWR-2 4.8 x 106

beta 0.5% PWR-5 1.0 x 106

epsilon 96.5% PWR-7 2.3 x 103

The "weighted-average" core-melt produced consequences of 1.5 x 105 man-rem.

Because this issue dealt with only an expectation value for the number of plants, but did not necessarily expect
to affect any specific plant, the per-plant parameters (core-melt/RY and man-rem/reactor) were not meaningful.
Instead, the "aggregate" parameters (core-melt/year and total man-rem) were appropriate.

By March 1988 (the earliest that any changes were likely to be made), the 73 subject plants would have had a
combined remaining life of 2,317.8 calendar-years. At a 75% capacity factor, this amounted to an average of
23.8 years of operation remaining per plant. Therefore, the change in risk for the hypothetical plant was 11 man-
rem/year and the total risk reduction for all reactors was 3.7 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

The cost of a solution would include administrative charges, preparation of PRAs, and possibly hardware
changes, should they be required. It was not clear whether the PRAs would be done by the licensees or the
NRC. In any case, the cost of the PRA of one AFW system was likely to be on the order of $50,000 or more (half
a staff-year). For 73 plants, this was $3.65M. The administrative and hardware costs were not calculated but,
instead, $3.65M was used as a minimum figure.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 3.7 man-rem and a minimum cost of $3.65M for a possible
solution, the value/impact score was given by:

Other Considerations

(1) The statistical logic presented above did not rule out specific systems needing attention. The proper
conclusion was that, unless more information was forthcoming (for example, specific design or performance
problems), a non-specific general search such as this was difficult to justify, because there was no specific
reason to believe a problem would be found this way, based on past experience. Also, the continuous
distribution assumption implied that design anomalies, such as the single failures of Item 125.II.1.B, had been
fixed. This item was not viewed in isolation.

(2) In addition to its attention to plants with two-train AFW systems in Issue 124, "AFW System Reliability," the
staff was also considering whether to require confirmation that the remaining PWRs had AFW system reliabilities
that were less than 10-4/demand. However, Issue 124 had not produced a decision at the time this issue was
evaluated, nor did a decision appear to be forthcoming in the near future. Therefore, this issue could not be
integrated into Issue 124.

(3) In most cases, the fix would not involve work within radiation fields and thus would not involve ORE.

(4) The ORE averted due to post-feed-and-bleed cleanup and post-core-melt cleanup was a minor
consideration. ORE associated with cleanup was estimated to be 1,800 man-rem after a primary coolant spill
and 20,000 man-rem after a core-melt accident.64 If the frequency of feed-and-bleed events was 5 x 10-6/year,
the actuarial cleanup ORE averted was only 0.2 man-rem. Similarly, a total core-melt frequency of 10-6/year
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corresponded to an actuarial averted cleanup ORE of only 0.5 man-rem. If averted ORE were added to the man-
rem/reactor and man-rem/$M figures above, no conclusions would change.

(5) The proposed fix would reduce core-melt frequency and the frequency of feed-and-bleed events and,
therefore, would avert cleanup costs and replacement power costs. The cost of a feed-and-bleed usage was
dominated by roughly six months of replacement power while the cleanup was in progress. If the average
frequency of such events was 5 x 10-6/year and the average remaining life was 31.7 calendar-years at 75%
utilization, then with the usual assumptions of a 5% annual discount rate and a replacement power cost of
$300,000/day, the actuarial savings for feed-and-bleed cleanup would be $3,300. Similarly, the actuarial savings
of averted core-melt cleanup (which was assumed to cost one billion dollars if it were to happen) would be about
$12,000. The actuarial savings from replacement power after a core-melt up to the end of the plant life were
also about $12,000. (This last figure represented the lost capital investment in the plant.) If these theoretical cost
savings were subtracted from the expense of the fix, the man-rem/$M would not change significantly.

CONCLUSION

Based on the above calculations, the issue was placed in the DROP category (see Appendix C).

ITEM 125.II.1.D: AFW/STEAM AND FEEDWATER RUPTURE CONTROL SYSTEM/ICS INTERACTIONS IN
B&W PLANTS

DESCRIPTION

This issue was centered on the subject of the reliability of the AFW system which is safety-grade. It was targeted
specifically at B&W plants940 and required a reexamination of the AFW system reliability.948 The reasons given
were two-fold. First, assessments made shortly after the TMI-2 accident indicated that the AFW system in B&W
plants had (at that time) an unavailability approximately an order of magnitude higher than those in most other
PWRs.948 (This did not account for the subsequent modifications to these AFW systems.) Second, this issue
called for explicit attention to the interactions between the AFW system and the SFRCS and between the AFW
system and the Integrated Control System (ICS). Such interactions are important because the initiating transient
may well be caused by a problem with the ICS and any possible interactions between the ICS and AFW or
SFRCS would be a potential source of a common mode failure, defeating the system needed to mitigate the
transient.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

On the general question of AFW unavailability, the B&W plants had already updated their reliability analyses to
reflect the post-TMI modifications.946 These updates satisfied the original concern.949

The specific issue of the ICS-SFRCS-AFW interactions deserved more discussion. The function of an SFRCS is
to control the AFW system. The name (Steam and Feedwater Rupture Control System) is somewhat misleading
in that the SFRCS also initiates AFW for loss of main feedwater events. Those plants with an SFRCS should
have no interactions between the ICS and the SFRCS or AFW systems.

At the time of the initial evaluation of this issue in October 1986, there were some B&W plants that had used the
ICS to control the AFW system. Of these, two plants (Crystal River and ANO-1) had installed an "Emergency
Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) System" to replace the ICS as the control system for AFW. (The EFIC
system was an improvement over SFRCS in that the EFIC system will not allow both steam generators to be
isolated simultaneously. The SFRCS at Davis-Besse was also modified such that it would no longer allow both
steam generators to be isolated simultaneously.) Of the two remaining plants, Rancho Seco was expected to
install an EFIC system at its next refueling outage, and TMI-1 was expected to install a system similar to EFIC,
but designed by the licensee, at its next refueling outage.

Under these circumstances, the concern was not with SFRCS-AFW interactions, but instead was reduced to
ensuring that there was no interaction between the ICS and the AFW or its control system that could cause a
common mode failure. For plants with two-train AFW systems, this was expected to be covered by the analyses
of Issue 124.947, 949 The remaining plants were to be examined in the B&W Reassessment Program which
placed considerable emphasis on the ICS.950

CONCLUSION
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This issue was covered in Issue 124 and the B&W Reassessment Program and was DROPPED from further
pursuit as a new and separate issue.

ITEM 125.II.2: ADEQUACY OF EXISTING MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR SAFETY-RELATED
SYSTEMS

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

The objective of this issue was to assess the adequacy of existing maintenance requirements and their impact
on the reliability of safety-related systems.940 The IIT concluded that the underlying cause of the Davis-Besse
event was the licensee's lack of attention to detail in the care of plant equipment.886

Safety Significance

Inadequate and/or improper maintenance of equipment, components, and systems relied on for safe operations
of the plants can lead to loss of safety functions. The loss of safety functions of the safety-related systems can
increase the severity of transients and lead to severe core damage and possibly a core-melt. Given a core-
melt and loss of containment integrity, public radiation exposure would result from the release of fission product
materials. The issue was applicable to all operating nuclear power plants.

Possible Solutions

For the Davis-Besse plant, the staff conducted a maintenance survey consistent with the NRC Maintenance
and Surveillance Program Plan (MSPP) as a result of the IIT conclusions.886 As a result of this survey, the staff
identified a number of weaknesses impeding the conduct of maintenance activities at the Davis-Besse plant.1011

A subsequent NRC follow-up survey of the Davis-Besse maintenance activities in March 1986 indicated that
the licensee had made considerable progress in all maintenance areas except maintenance backlog since
the previous survey. Particular strengths noted were in the areas of maintenance training, spare parts, and
material readiness. Based on the results of the March 1986 survey, the NRC concluded that the Davis-Besse
new maintenance organization was functioning as planned, and no major identifiable weaknesses were evident.
The few remaining problem areas noted by the staff were not considered programmatic weaknesses that would
adversely affect the functioning of the maintenance organization.1011

In response to Issue 3 of the Commission Policy and Planning Guidance,210 the staff developed the MSPP
that consisted of two phases: Phase I and Phase II. The findings of the Phase I activities were reported in
NUREG-1212.1013 Essentially, the Phase I objectives (which were completed) addressed the objectives of this
issue. In brief, Phase I of the MSPP was designed to survey existing maintenance practices in the nuclear utility
industry, evaluate their effectiveness, and address the technical and regulatory issues of nuclear power plant
maintenance.

Thirty-one measures of maintenance were developed for Phase I of the MSPP and organized into the following
five categories: (1) overall system/component reliability; (2) overall safety system reliability; (3) challenges to
safety systems; (4) radiological exposure; and (5) regulatory assessment. An analysis of the overall trends and
patterns across the above five categories of maintenance revealed several important trends. In general, although
plant maintenance performance showed some improvement from 1980 to 1985, the safety systems reliability for
all plants did not significantly change since 1981. Thus, the contribution of maintenance to reliability problems
indicated that some maintenance programs and practices were not effective. The Phase I findings confirmed that
there were wide variations in maintenance practices among utilities and the industry had established a variety
of programs aimed at self-improvement that did not appear to be well-integrated or effectively implemented in
some cases. The resolution of the issues identified in Phase I of the MSPP were to be addressed in Phase II of
the MSPP.

At the time of the initial evaluation of this issue in June 1987, the Phase II activities of the MSPP were
being addressed in Issue HF8. In brief, Phase II of the MSPP required the staff to: (1) gather data to
support a definition of the role of maintenance in safety; (2) develop goals for plant reliability in ensuring
effective maintenance; (3) assess data to determine performance-oriented maintenance criteria; (4) make
recommendations for endorsement of good maintenance practices; (5) recommend improvements to the
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maintenance/operations interface; (6) provide input to draft industry standards for maintenance; and (7) assess
industry programs in self-improvement of maintenance programs.

CONCLUSION

The maintenance-related problems identified by the NRC IIT for the Davis-Besse plant were resolved.1011 For all
operating plants, the objectives of this issue were essentially completed by Phase I of the existing MSPP. Phase
II of the MSPP (Issue HF8) was expected to follow up and address problem issues identified in Phase I of the
MSPP that warranted further NRC and industry actions.1013 Therefore, this issue was DROPPED from further
pursuit as a new and separate issue.

ITEM 125.II.3: REVIEW STEAM/FEEDLINE BREAK MITIGATION SYSTEMS FOR SINGLE FAILURE

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

During the investigation of the Davis-Besse event, the importance of the SFRCS became evident. Although the
name of this system implies that its purpose is to mitigate steam and feedwater line breaks, in actual practice
this is the AFW control system. Thus, the functions of this control system are more general than the name
implies.

Safety Significance

Steam/feed line break mitigation systems vary in title and in detailed design from plant to plant and from vendor
to vendor. However, they are generally composed of two logic trains in order to meet the single failure criterion.
The presence of an unsuspected single failure would have the potential to greatly increase the probability of
system failure. This has safety significance for several accident scenarios.

First, the reliability of mitigation of a steam or feedwater line break would be adversely affected. During such an
event, the mitigation system isolates both the steam line and the feedwater (main and auxiliary) lines associated
with the depressurizing steam generator. For most breaks outside containment, this stops the blowdown. For a
break inside containment, the secondary side of the affected steam generator will blow down to the containment
atmosphere, but isolation of feedwater to the affected steam generator will prevent continued long-term steaming
due to decay heat from the reactor core. This is necessary to ensure that the containment design pressure is not
exceeded.

This scenario was also the concern of Issue 125.II.7, "Reevaluate Provision to Automatically Isolate Feedwater
from Steam Generator During a Line Break." The safety concern expressed here was not a duplication of Issue
125.II.7; rather, Issue 125.II.7 questioned the necessity of having this automatic isolation provision and thus was
opposite in its thrust. Nevertheless, a detailed examination of the significance of this scenario was presented in
the evaluation of Issue 125.II.7 and was not treated further here.

The second scenario was the loss of feedwater transient. If main feedwater is lost and not readily recoverable
and a single failure in the AFW control system defeats AFW, most plants will have to use feed-and-bleed core
cooling techniques to prevent core-melt. Because the viability of feed-and-bleed cooling is often questionable,
and because non-recoverable loss of main feedwater events have in fact occurred many times, the reliability of
the AFW system and its control system is of considerable importance. This was exactly the safety concern of
Issue 125.II.1.b, "Review Existing AFW Systems for Single Failure." Thus, this safety concern was a duplicate of
Issue 125.II.1.b.

The third scenario was specific to B&W plants. These plants provide AFW to the steam generators by means
of a special AFW sparger. This sparger is located high in the steam generator and sprays water onto the steam
generator tubes. The advantage of this arrangement is that it enhances natural convection through the primary
system when forced circulation is lost. If a loss of forced circulation (i.e., trip of all 4 RCPs) transient were to
occur and AFW were to fail, natural circulation might not provide sufficient core cooling to prevent cladding
failure, even if some feedwater were being supplied to the secondary side of the steam generators. This was
somewhat different from the safety concern of Issue 125.II.1.b, which was concerned with AFW reliability during
loss of feedwater transients. Nevertheless, any upgrades brought about by the resolution of Issue 125.II.1.b was
expected to address the loss of forced circulation concern as well. Therefore, this concern was also covered by
Issue 125.II.1.b.
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CONCLUSION

This issue had three aspects: (1) line break mitigation, which was covered in Issue 125.II.7; (2) loss of feedwater,
which was covered in Issue 125.II.1.b; and (3) loss of forced circulation, which was also covered in Issue
125.11.1.b. Therefore, this issue was DROPPED from further pursuit as a new and separate issue.

ITEM 125.II.4: THERMAL STRESS OF OTSG COMPONENTS

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue addressed the effects of thermal stresses induced on the OTSG from a loss of feedwater transient
and was based on RES concerns.941, 942

Safety Significance

The safety concern raised was that the introduction of the recovered feedwater to the dry OTSG, following
the Davis-Besse transient, may have degraded the structural integrity of the OTSG and the steam generator
tubes. The resulting transient-induced thermal stresses might lead to increased rupture frequencies for the
steam generator components which, in turn, would increase the plant's core-melt frequency and the potential
radiological risks to the public.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Following the Davis-Besse transient, the staff reviewed943 the B&W analysis regarding the possible effects of
the transient to the structural integrity of the Davis-Besse OTSG. Comparisons were made between the Davis-
Besse event and the B&W design basis analyses. Therefore, the conclusions reached below were considered
applicable to similar transients of similar OTSGs (B&W) plants. This issue was not applicable to CE or W PWR
plants that have U-Tube heat exchanger designs, and AFW injection that does not spray directly on the steam
generator tubes.

The following components and/or events were considered to produce the most stress during transients
involving boiled-dry OTSGs and subsequent recovery of auxiliary and main feedwater: (1) AFW nozzle; (2) main
feedwater nozzle; (3) AFW jet impingement on steam generator tubes; (4) stresses on steam generator tubes
due to steam generator shell/tube thermal stress; (5) degraded steam generator tubes; and (6) thermal shock of
lower tube sheet.

AFW Nozzle: The stress and fatigue analyses of the AFW nozzle resulting from the Davis-Besse transient
were compared to the original design basis temperature difference of 530F between the hot steam generator
shell and the AFW injection temperature. During the transient, the temperature difference was 501F which was
within the design basis analyses. The fatigue usage factor that was predicated on 875 AFW initiations, was also
considered acceptable.943

Similar design basis analyses are conducted for all B&W OTSG designs except that the numbers of transients
and nozzle designs are plant-specific.945 Therefore, the thermal stresses and fatigue component resulting from
similar events were bounded by the original B&W design basis analyses.

Main Feedwater Nozzle: The original design basis stress analysis for the Davis-Besse OTSG was based on a
temperature difference of 445F between the main feedwater nozzle and the feedwater. During the Davis-Besse
transient, the temperature difference was approximately 162F.943 Therefore, the thermal stresses and fatigue
factor resulting from the transient were considered bounded by the original B&W design basis. Similar design
analyses are conducted for all B&W OTSG designs with the same exceptions as noted for the AFW nozzles.945

AFW Jet Impingement on Steam Generator Tubes: The original design basis assumed a temperature
difference of 586F between the AFW coolant and the steam generator tube surfaces. Based on thermocouple
data, the temperature difference between the steam generator tubes and the AFW was determined to be
approximately 523F.943 Therefore, the thermal stresses and the fatigue factor (based on 29,400 cycles in the
original Davis-Besse OTSG design basis) resulting from the transient were considered bounded by the original
B&W design basis. Similar analyses (with the exception of the number of transients) were conducted for all B&W
OTSGs.945
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Steam Generator Shell/Tube Thermal Stress: Temperature differences between both steam generator shells
and their tubes and the pressure differences across the tube sheets were analyzed based on thermocouple
readings. The maximum temperature difference in one of the two steam generators was estimated to be
approximately 72F. The resulting stresses and fatigue component were determined to be acceptable by the
staff.943

Degraded Steam Generator Tubes: In NUREG-0565,96 the staff discussed its evaluation of B&W's analyses
of potential defective steam generator tubes with up to 70% through-wall defects. The B&W thermal stress
conditions included ten transients with maximum flaw orientations following a SBLOCA. The secondary side
was postulated to have boiled dry and the primary system was significantly voided. The cold AFW impinging on
the steam generator tubes and the pressure loads resulting from the tube-to-shell temperature differences, in
combination with the potential effects of slug flow in the steam generator tubes from the voiding primary system,
was evaluated. The staff concluded that the combination of conservative analyses and the test results provided
assurance that structural integrity of the primary coolant pressure boundary (steam generator tubes) would be
maintained.

Thermal Shock of Lower Tube Sheet: The stress and fatigue analyses relative to thermal shock of the lower
tube sheet from the Davis-Besse transient were reviewed by the staff. The stresses and fatigue usage factor
resulting from the transient were determined to be negligible. Therefore, it was concluded that the tube sheet
was essentially unaffected by the Davis-Besse transient.943

CONCLUSION

The staff raised concerns relative to potential beyond design basis conditions that could increase the primary
system temperatures above those previously analyzed. The higher superheat temperatures would lower the
steam generator tube strength or, in combination with injected cold AFW temperature, might increase the
thermal stresses. These conditions might then further degrade or fail the primary pressure boundary. At the time
of the initial evaluation of this issue in September 1986, this potential phenomenon was being studied by the
staff.944

The staff concluded that transients similar to the Davis-Besse transient were bounded by the original B&W
design basis analyses. Therefore, the B&W OTSG design basis adequately accounted for such anticipated
operational occurrences. Based on the staff findings, this issue involved no increase in risk to the public and was
DROPPED from further pursuit as a new and separate issue.

The potential superheat phenomena being studied by the staff was beyond the existing design basis. Should the
results of the superheat studies indicate a need for changes in the design basis of the primary and secondary
pressure boundaries, it was recommended that any follow-up effort be evaluated as a new and separate issue.

ITEM 125.II.5: THERMAL-HYDRAULIC EFFECTS OF LOSS AND RESTORATION OF FEEDWATER ON
PRIMARY SYSTEM COMPONENTS

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

The Davis-Besse plant recovered feedwater flow following the loss of feedwater transient on June 9, 1985. With
the loss of feedwater to the steam generators, heatup of the reactor coolant system peaked at about 592F and
then, following recovery of the feedwater, decreased to 540F in approximately six minutes (normal post-trip
average temperature is 550F). Thus, the reactor coolant system experienced an overcooling transient rate of
520F/hr for the 6-minute time interval.

Due to concerns identified,941, 942 the staff was requested940 to review and evaluate the safety significance of
the thermal-hydraulic effects (potential pressurized thermal shock) to reactor pressure vessels, nozzles, and
downcomer surface areas from such overcooling transients.

Safety Significance

The potential for pressurized thermal shock (PTS) to the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) and components from
overcooling transients is more critical to PWRs by virtue of their designs. Therefore, this issue was applicable
to all PWRs. With increased neutron radiation exposure, the temperature at which the RPV materials fracture
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toughness decreases to unacceptable limits increases. Thus, with time (neutron radiation exposure), the
magnitude of the thermal stresses which are also compounded by pressure-induced stresses during overcooling
transients, could approach reduced fracture toughness capabilities of the RPV materials.

Structural failure (fracture) of the RPV, to an extent that would make the RPV unable to contain sufficient water
to cover the reactor core, would result in a core-melt. Given a core-melt and subsequent loss of containment
integrity, public radiation exposure would result from the release of fission product materials.

Possible Solutions

For the Davis-Besse plant, the staff reviewed and evaluated the licensee's PTS calculations and results related
to the June 9, 1985, event. Based on the staff's findings,1011 the temperature of the limiting weld in the Davis-
Besse RPV would have had to drop an additional 377F to cause crack-initiation to become a significant PTS
event.

To ensure that nuclear power plants do not operate with unacceptable PTS risks, the NRC promulgated a final
rule1012 in July 1985 that amended its regulations to: (1) establish a screening criterion related to the fracture-
resistance of PWR vessels; (2) require analyses and a schedule for implementation of neutron flux reduction
programs to avoid exceeding the screening criterion; and (3) require detailed safety evaluations to be performed
before plants commence operations beyond the screening criterion. The final PTS rule was a result of extensive
analyses performed by the staff (Issue A-49, "Pressurized Thermal Shock") and several industry groups. The
analyses covered all conceivable PTS events, including RPV overcooling transients, that were more severe than
the Davis-Besse event.

CONCLUSION

The PTS concern from the Davis-Besse event was resolved in NUREG-1177.1011 All other conceivable PTS
concerns were addressed in the resolution of Issue A-49 and the final PTS rule.1012 Therefore, this issue was
DROPPED from further pursuit as a new and separate issue.

ITEMS 125.II.6: REEXAMINE PRA ESTIMATES OF CORE DAMAGE RISK FROM LOSS OF ALL
FEEDWATER

DESCRIPTION

The memorandum that initiated this action recommended that plant-specific reliability data be solicited from
Toledo Edison Company (the licensee for Davis-Besse).1004 This information would then be used by the NRC
staff to formulate a new and revised model for estimating the frequency of severe accidents involving loss of
main feedwater at the Davis-Besse plant. The purpose of this effort was to provide information, in addition to the
results of deterministic reviews, to aid in decision-making concerning the restart of the Davis-Besse plant.

CONCLUSION

This task was a legitimate action on the Davis-Besse unit, but was not intended to address other plants since
they were not in need of a restart decision. Therefore, the issue was not generic but was specific to one unit.
However, before dismissing the issue, its generic potential was explored: What benefits would be reaped if other
plants were investigated and modeled with plant-specific data?

At the time of the initial evaluation of the issue in March 1987, evaluations of plants with two-train AFW systems
were being made in the resolution of Issue 124, "AFW System Reliability," and investigations along this line for
all plants were also considered. In addition, Issue 125.II.1.b, "Review Existing AFW Systems for Single Failure,"
dealt with gathering of plant-specific information and Issue 125.II.1.c, "NUREG-0737 Reliability Improvements,"
dealt with specific AFW system reliabilities. Finally, Issue A-45, "Shutdown Decay Heat Removal Requirements,"
dealt with the question of plant safety for events (such as loss of all feedwater) where the plant's heat sink is
lost. In view of the existence of all these issues, there was little to be gained by generalizing this new proposed
action to form an additional generic task. As a result, this issue was DROPPED from further pursuit as a new
and separate issue.

ITEM 125.II.7: REEVALUATE PROVISION TO AUTOMATICALLY ISOLATE FEEDWATER FROM STEAM
GENERATOR DURING A LINE BREAK

DESCRIPTION
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Historical Background

During the course of the investigation of the event, it was pointed out that the benefits of AFW isolation were
probably more than outweighed by the negative aspects of this feature.940, 951

Safety Significance

The automatic isolation of AFW from a steam generator is provided to mitigate the consequences of a steam or
feedwater line break. The isolation logic, usually triggered by a low steam generator pressure signal, closes all
main steam isolation valves and also isolates AFW from the depressurizing steam generator. (The AFW flow is
diverted to an intact steam generator.) The purposes of the AFW isolation are three-fold:

(1) The break blowdown is minimized. Shutting off AFW will not prevent the initial secondary side inventory from
blowing down. However, the isolation will prevent continued steaming out of the break as decay heat continues
to produce thermal energy.

(2) Overcooling of the primary system is reduced. As the depressurizing steam generator blows down to
atmospheric pressure, the primary system is cooled down, causing primary coolant shrinkage and (if the event
occurs near the end of the fuel cycle) a return to criticality, which adds a modest amount of thermal energy to the
transient. Shutting off feedwater to the faulted steam generator will reduce this effect, although once again the
initial blowdown will be the dominant factor.

The significance of these first two considerations is in containment pressure. The containment is designed to
accommodate a primary system blowdown followed by decay heat boiloff (the large break LOCA). A steam or
feedwater line break within containment might cause the containment design pressure to be exceeded if the
AFW isolation were not present.

(3) The AFW isolation is needed to divert AFW flow to the intact steam generator(s). For the case of a two-loop
plant with a two-train AFW system, this is needed to meet the single failure criterion in supplying feedwater to
the intact steam generator. (The situation becomes more complex for other cases, e.g., a four-loop plant wlth
a three-train AFW system.) Note that, unless the line break is in the AFW line, core cooling would still meet the
single failure criterion even without the isolation, since the faulted steam generator would still be capable of heat
transfer.

In summary, the automatic isolation is needed only to help mitigate a relatively rare event (steam or feedwater
line break) and even then is only remotely connected with sequences leading to core-melt.

In contrast, this isolation has definite disadvantages. If both channels of the controlling system were to
spontaneously actuate during normal operation, all AFW would be lost and the MSIVs would close. Most newer
plants use turbine-driven main feedwater pumps. Thus, main feedwater would be lost also. If the plant operators
fail to correctly diagnose and correct the problem, only feed-and-bleed cooling would be available to prevent
core-melt. Similarly, if spurious AFW isolation were to occur during the course of another transient, once again
only feed-and-bleed cooling would be available to prevent core-melt.

The long-term success of AFW for main feedwater transients, steam generator tube ruptures, and small
LOCAs could also be compromised.951 During controlled cooldown, the thresholds for automatic AFW isolation
are crossed. Procedures call for operators to lock out the isolation logic as the steam generator pressure
approaches the isolation setpoint. Under these circumstances, the accompanying distractions make it possible
that the operators will forget to override the AFW isolation logic in the permissive window. Thus, AFW reliability
in these scenarios may be significantly degraded.

The safety significance of this issue arose from the fact that the negative aspects involve accident sequences
which have more frequent initiators and more significant consequences than those of the positive aspects.

Possible Solution

A very straightforward solution was proposed: simply disconnect the AFW isolation valve actuators from the
automatic logic and depend on plant procedures, i.e., have the operators close the AFW isolation valves (by
remote manual operation from the control room) in the event of a line break.951 These procedures would require
careful verification of the existence of a line break before isolating a steam generator from AFW.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION
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Frequency Estimate

It was necessary to calculate estimates of both the positive and negative aspects of disabling the automatic AFW
isolation. The positive aspects are due to a decrease in the frequency of loss of all feedwater events. There are
three accident sequences of interest:

(1) The first sequence is initiated by a spontaneous actuation of both channels of the isolation logic. A two-loop
plant design was assumed. There were no data readily available for such actuations; however, it was possible
to make an educated guess. EPRI NP-2230307 provided some perspective, based upon actual experience with
other systems:

Inadvertent Safety Injection Signal, PWR 0.06/RY

MSIV Closure, PWR 0.03/RY

Steam Relief Valve Open, PWR 0.04/RY

Inadvertent Startup of BWR HPCI 0.01/RY

Based upon these figures, it was expected that spontaneous actuations would occur with a frequency on the
order of 0.03/RY. Of course, this would isolate only one steam generator. However, such systems generally have
a common mode failure probability on the order of 5%. (In addition, the second train of AFW has an unavailability
due to other causes of roughly 1%. However, the main feedwater system would still be available in this case.)
Thus, the frequency of both steam generators isolating was (0.03/RY)(0.05) or 1.5 x 10-3/RY. Of course, the
plant operators are likely to reset the logic and turn the transient around. A 1% (minimum) failure probability for
recovery by operator action was assumed. This left feed-and-bleed cooling for which a typical failure probability
of 0.20 and a maximum failure probability of 0.60 were assigned, based on the calculations presented in Issue
125.II.9, "Enhanced Feed-and-Bleed Capability." Multiplying these figures produced a core-melt frequency of 3 x
10-6/RY typical and 9 x 10-6/RY maximum.

(2) The second sequence is initiated by another, independent transient. During the course of this transient, and
the consequent perturbation of a great many plant systems, the AFW isolation logic is triggered. The MSIVs
close, causing a loss of main feedwater (if main feedwater has not previously been lost), and the AFW isolates.
Again, unless the AFW isolation valves are reopened, only feed-and-bleed is available as a means of core
cooling.

The AFW isolation logic can be triggered during a transient in two ways. The first is by some type of inadvertent
systems interaction, e.g., electromagnetic coupling. The proper fix for this problem is to eliminate the systems
interaction which may well have other consequences in addition to AFW isolation. Therefore, this effect was not
considered here.

The second way to trigger AFW isolation is by the actual existence of low pressure in the secondary system,
caused by the initiating transient. In this case, the isolation is working as designed (but not as intended). Low
pressure transients are relatively rare, since the steam space in question is usually right on top of a significant
quantity of water at saturation temperature. Low pressure will occur only if steam is vented at a rapid rate in
sufficient quantity to cool the water inventory via boiloff to the point where saturation pressure drops below the
AFW isolation setpoint. The other possibility is a dryout of the steam generator. This is possible for B&W plants
because of the relatively low water inventory in the steam generators. However, such an event in a W or CE
plant would probably imply that the main feedwater and AFW had already failed.

There was no readily available way of estimating the probability of a pressure drop, given a transient. However,
EPRI NP-2230307 gave a frequency of 0.04/RY for events where PWR steam relief valves open. Thus, it was
assumed that depressurization events occur with at least this frequency. Assuming further that 10% of these
pressure drops are deep enough to trigger AFW isolation and that there is a 1% probability of failure of the
operators to recover AFW, the resulting core-melt frequencies would be 8 x 10-6/RY typical and 2.4 x 10-5/RY
maximum.

(3) The third sequence involved the long term success of AFW for main feedwater transients. During controlled
cooldown, the thresholds for automatic AFW isolation are crossed. Procedures call for the operators to lock out
the isolation logic as the steam generator pressure approaches the setpoint. If the operators fail to do so, both
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trains of AFW will isolate. Main feedwater is also unavailable, since its loss initiated the transient. Again, only
feed-and-bleed would be available for core cooling.

Non-recoverable loss of main feedwater events are estimated to occur with a frequency of 0.64/RY.952 A 1%
minimum probability of operator failure to bypass the isolation logic was assumed along with a 1% minimum
probability of failure of the operators to recover the AFW system. In addition, there is still feed-and-bleed
cooling which, because the plant is already partially cooled down, should have a better than usual chance of
succeeding. Therefore, the feed-and-bleed failure probability was assumed to be 10% instead of 20% or 60%.
The result was a core-melt frequency of 6.4 x 10-6/RY.

The three sequences above add up to a "typical" core-melt frequency of 1.7 x 10-5 /RY and as much as 3.9 x
10-5/RY for a plant with marginal feed-and-bleed capability. The negative aspects of the proposed fix were then
evaluated.

The first negative scenario is the feedwater line break. Here, a break in the feedwater line to one steam
generator initiates the sequence. With the proposed fix, the line is not isolated and one train of AFW simply
pumps water out of the break. If the operator fails to manually isolate the break, the remaining AFW train fails,
and feed-and-bleed techniques fail, core-melt will result.

Steam and feedwater line breaks are estimated to occur at a combined rate of 10-3 /RY (see Issue A-22).
Because steam lines are larger and not as subject to water hammer phenomena, the feedwater lines are
expected to be more likely to break than the steam lines. Therefore, it was assumed that feedwater lines will
break with a frequency of 9 x 10-4/RY, i.e., 90% of the total line break frequency.

The unaffected single train of AFW should have a failure probability on the order of 0.01 or less. Consistent with
the positive scenario calculations, a 1% probability of operator failure to manually isolate the affected steam
generator was assumed along with a 20% typical, 60% maximum feed-and-bleed failure probability. The product
was a core-melt frequency of 1.8 x 10-8/RY typical and 5.4 x 10-8/RY maximum.

The remaining scenario is a steam line break which could involve the theoretical possibility of containment failure
by overpressure but does not lead to core-melt. It was assumed that the frequency of a line break will be 10-3,
as before, and that there will be a 10% probability that the line break is in the steam lines, as opposed to the
feedwater line breaks of the previous scenario. Once again, the probability of the operator to fail to manually
isolate was assumed to be 1%. The frequency of higher than expected containment pressure due to long-term
steaming in the faulted steam generator was then 10-6/RY.

The change in core-melt frequency is the algebraic sum of the various scenarios:

Core-melt Averted/RYScenario

Typical Maximum

Spontaneous Actuation 3.0 x 10-6 9.0 x 10-6

Transient Initiated 8.0 x 10-6 2.4 x 10-5

Cooldown Initiated 6.4 x 10-6 6.4 x 10-6

Feedwater Line Break -1.8 x 10-8 -5.4 x 10-8

Net change in Core-Melt Frequency 1.7 x 10-5 3.9 x 10-5

The estimated reduction in core-melt frequency for all reactors was 3.5 x 10-4 /year.

Consequence Estimate

The core-melt sequences under consideration here involve a core-melt with no large breaks initially in the
reactor coolant pressure boundary. The reactor was likely to be at high pressure (until the core melts through
the lower vessel head) with a steady discharge of steam and gases through the PORV(s). These are conditions
likely to produce significant H2 generation and combustion.

The Zion and Indian Point PRA studies used a 3% probability of containment failure due to H2 burn (the
"gamma" failure). This example was followed and 3% was used, considering that specific containment designs
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could differ significantly from this figure. In addition, the containment could fail to isolate (the "beta" failure). Here,
the Oconee PRA figure of 0.0053 was used. If the containment did not fail by isolation failure or H2 burn, it was
assumed to fail by basemat melt-through (the "epsilon" failure).

Assuming a central midwest plain meteorology, a uniform population density of 340 persons/square-mile, a 50-
mile radius, and no ingestion pathways, the consequences were:

Failure Mode Percent Probability Release Category Consequences
(man-rem)

gamma 3.0% PWR-2 4.8 x 106

beta 0.5% PWR-5 1.0 x 106

epsilon 96.5% PWR-7 2.3 x 103

The "weighted-average" core-melt would have consequences of 1.5 x 105 man-rem/ event.

These calculations covered all PWRs with large, dry containments. They did not apply to ice condenser
containments. Because of the low free volume in such containments, failures due to overpressure were more
likely and the averaged consequences could be significantly greater. However, the staff was not aware of any ice
condenser plant with an automatic AFW isolation that was affected by the issue.

The steam-line-break/containment-rupture scenario is different. The containment pressure is unlikely to exceed
the design pressure by more than a few percent, if at all. In most cases, the containment is calculated to fail
at 2 to 2.5 times its design pressure. Therefore, containment failure by overpressure is at most a very remote
theoretical possibility. It was assumed that the overpressure failure probability could not be greater than 3%,
the H2 burn figure (a highly conservative assumption). The only radioactive release would come from the
containment atmosphere and any primary coolant leakage or discharge from the PORV(s). There were no
consequence estimates for such an event. However, the consequences could be conservatively bounded by
those of a PWR-8 event, which was a successfully mitigated LOCA with failure of the containment to isolate.
The PWR-8 consequences were 7.5 x 104 man-rem. Thus, the steam line break event would have "average"
consequences of at most (0.03)(7.5 x 104) man-rem, or 2,250 man-rem, and probably much less.

It was not known how many plants were affected by this issue. In many plants, the AFW isolation logic had
provisions to prevent isolation of feedwater to more than one steam generator. Others might not even have had
this isolation logic. It was assumed that about 25% of the PWRs would be affected by this issue. At the time
of the initial evaluation of this issue in September 1986, there were 83 PWRs and, by spring 1987 (the earliest
that this issue was likely to result in changes), the remaining collective calendar life was 2,571 RY. At a 75%
utilization factor, this was 1,928 RY or about 23 operational years per reactor.

The net change in man-rem/RY was obtained by multiplying the change in core-melt frequency by 1.5 x 105

man-rem (average) per core-melt. Then, the steam line break scenario was subtracted. The consequences of
the steam line break scenario (upper bound) were simply (10-6 overpressure/RY)[2250 (average) man-rem/
overpressure], or 2.3 x 10-3 man-rem/RY.

Change in man-rem/RYScenario

Typical Maximum

Core-melt Scenarios 2.6 5.9

Steam Line Break 0.0023 0.0023

Net change 2.6 5.9

The estimated risk reduction was 140 man-rem/reactor (maximum) and 1,300 man-rem for all reactors.

Cost Estimate

The proposed fix for this issue was simply to remove some leads from some equipment, an action that was likely
to be more than paid for by decreased maintenance and testing. Nevertheless, even a relaxation of requirements
as this would require review of each affected plant's isolation logic, to be certain that the net effect was an
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increase in plant safety. In addition, TS and procedural changes, with their associated paperwork, would be
necessary. Industry and NRC costs of $32,000/plant and $25,000/plant, respectively, were assumed, which
were typical for a complicated and controversial TS change. Thus, the estimated total cost associated with the
resolution of this issue was (0.25)(83)($0.057M), or $1.18M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 1,300 man-rem and a cost of $1.18M for a possible solution, the
value/impact score was given by:

Other Considerations

(1) It should be noted that the maximum values were based upon a plant with marginal feed-and-bleed
capability. The subset of PWRs that were affected by this issue may not have included such a plant. Thus, the
"maximum" plant may not exist.

(2) The proposed fix did not involve work within radiation fields and thus did not involve ORE. However, the
ORE averted due to post feed-and-bleed cleanup and post-core-melt cleanup was a consideration. In NUREG/
CR-2800,64 the ORE associated with cleanup was estimated to be about 1,800 man-rem after a primary coolant
spill and about 20,000 man-rem after a core-melt accident. The "typical" frequency of feed-and-bleed events was
simply the "typical" core-melt frequency (1.8 x 10-5/RY) divided by the feed-and-bleed failure probability (0.20).
The actuarial figures were:

Averted Feed-and-Bleed Cleanup ORE/plant 3.6 man-rem

Averted Core-melt Cleanup ORE/plant 7.9 man-rem

Total: 11.5 man-rem

The total averted ORE for all plants was 240 man-rem. Thus, the averted ORE was not dominant, but was still a
significant fraction of the averted public risk.

(3) The proposed fix would reduce core-melt frequency and the frequency of feed-and-bleed events and,
therefore, avert cleanup costs and replacement power costs. The cost of a feed-and-bleed usage is dominated
by roughly 6 months of replacement power while the cleanup is in progress. If the average frequency of such
events was (1.7 x 10-5/0.20)/RY, or 8.5 x 10-5/RY, and the average remaining life was 23 operational years at
75% utilization, then assuming a 5% annual discount rate and replacement power costs of $300,000/day, the
actuarial savings for feed-and-bleed cleanup was estimated to be $55,000. Similarly, the actuarial savings of
averted core-melt cleanup (which was assumed to cost $1 billion if it were to happen) were about $200,000.
The actuarial savings from replacement power after a core-melt, up to the end of the plant life, would be about
$260,000. (This last figure represented the lost capital investment in the plant.) Obviously, these savings would
more than offset the cost of the fix if they were included.

(4) The analysis of the first negative scenario, the feedwater line break, assumed that non-isolation of the
ruptured line would cause one AFW train to fail. A special situation can arise for plants with a limited AFW water
supply (e.g., saltwater plants). In such a case, the continued loss of clean water out of the feedwater line break
can in theory cause failure of the second AFW train by exhausting the water supply, provided that the loss is not
terminated either by the operator or by protective trips (for runout protection) on the first AFW train. In such a
case, the scenario's negative contribution (typical) to the averted core-melt frequency of the proposed fix would
rise from -1.8 x 10-8/RY to -1.8 x 10-6/RY. The net change in core-melt frequency would then drop from 1.7 x
10-5/RY to 1.6 x 10-5 /RY, which would not change the conclusion.

CONCLUSION
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Based on the above analysis, particularly the core-melt frequencies, this issue was placed in the high priority
category (see Appendix C). A regulatory analysis of the AFW automatic isolation feature showed that, for the
postulated removal of the AFW automatic isolation feature in the plants analyzed, (a) the reduction in CDF would
be about 10-7 core damage event/RY, and (b) the risk reduction would be about 40 man-rem/plant. Furthermore,
for some plants, it was expected that removal of the automatic isolation of the AFW system would result in an
increase in risk. This risk increase was particularly applicable to plants with no flow restrictors in the AFW pump
discharge lines. The regulatory analysis was published as NUREG-13321133 in September 1988.

Based on the regulatory analysis and its supporting documentation, the staff concluded that removal of the AFW
automatic isolation feature would neither result in a substantial safety improvement nor would it be cost-effective.
Hence, Alternative Resolution No. 1 - "No Action," as recommended in NUREG-1332,1133 was adopted as the
appropriate resolution of this issue in accordance with the Backfit Rule, 10 CFR 50.109(a)(3). Consistent with
the SRP,11 the "No Action" alternative did not preclude a licensee from proposing to the NRC the removal of the
AFW automatic isolation feature, based on plant-specific considerations. Thus, this item was RESOLVED and no
new requirements were established.1134

ITEM 125.II.8: REASSESS CRITERIA FOR FEED-AND BLEED INITIATION

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

During the course of the investigation of the Davis-Besse event,940 it was discovered that the EOP criteria for
initiation of feed-and-bleed cooling were inadequate. The procedures directed the plant operators to initiate feed-
and-bleed either if steam generator levels were below 8 inches on the startup range, or if the steam generator
secondary pressures were less than 960 psig and decreasing. The difficulties with these criteria were: (1) the
control room instrumentation was inadequate for the operators to determine that levels were below 8 inches; and
(2) there was calculational evidence that steam generator secondary pressures were unlikely to fall below 960
psig before the opportunity for successful feed-and-bleed cooling was past.1002 Licensees were supplied with
feed-and-bleed procedures by NSSS vendors.

Safety Significance

At the time of the initial evaluation of this issue in March 1987, feed-and-bleed capabilities were not required
by the NRC, although the techniques, benefits, and costs were being evaluated in the resolution of Issue A-45.
Basically, feed-and-bleed cooling is a method of last resort which can avert core damage if main and auxiliary
feedwater are lost and other methods of decay heat removal are unavailable. PRAs take considerable credit for
feed-and-bleed cooling. A failure rate of one or two percent is a typical assumption. However, the Davis-Besse
event chronology left an impression that this failure probability may have been overly optimistic.

Possible Solution

The Davis-Besse EOPs were changed to a single criterion for initiating feed-and-bleed which stated that feed-
and-bleed will be initiated if the primary coolant hot leg temperature rises above 610F. This parameter was
expected to be much easier to monitor with existing control room instrumentation and, therefore, the new
criterion was much clearer and unambiguous. The purpose of this proposed generic action was to confirm that
all of the remaining B&W plants were using the new criterion rather than the two old criteria.1002

CONCLUSION

The safety concern and possible solution of this issue were covered in Issue 122.2, "Initiating Feed-and-
Bleed." Issue 122.2 was one of the short-term Davis-Besse issues and was somewhat more general in that it
was also concerned with the reluctance of the operators to initiate feed-and-bleed (because of the economic
consequences), in addition to being concerned with inadequacy of the criteria.885, 887, 940 The two were related;
less ambiguity in the written procedures implied less opportunity for reluctance to affect operator actions. Thus,
this issue was DROPPED from further pursuit as a new and separate issue.

ITEM 125.II.9: ENHANCED FEED-AND-BLEED CAPABILITY

DESCRIPTION
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Historical Background

This particular issue arose because of the very limited capability of the Davis-Besse plant to remove decay
heat using feed-and-bleed techniques.940 Davis-Besse had a relatively low capacity PORV on the pressurizer
and thus limited "bleed" capability. In addition, the HPI pumps (a part of the ECCS) did not develop sufficient
discharge pressure to provide injection at operating pressure. To supply coolant at elevated pressure, the plant
operators would have had to "piggyback" the makeup pumps on the HPI discharge, a complex procedure which
would have supplied only rather limited flow. Thus, the "feed" capability was also limited. The issue was divided
into two parts: Part A dealt with pressure relief capacity (i.e., enhanced "bleed" capability); and Part B dealt with
makeup capacity and pressure (i.e., enhanced "feed" capability).

Safety Significance

Feed-and-bleed cooling is normally considered a method of last resort which can avert core damage if main and
auxiliary feedwater are lost and not recovered. Nevertheless, main and auxiliary feedwater did both fail (but were
recovered) at Davis-Besse and so the need for feed-and-bleed, although remote, was a possibility.

Feed-and-bleed cooling has the advantage of being a redundant and diverse method of core cooling. Its
disadvantage (in addition to the economic consequences of releasing primary coolant to the containment) is that
the plants were not designed for this mode of core cooling and thus their capabilities are uncertain.

An upgrading of the feed-and-bleed capability would benefit the viability of feed-and-bleed cooling in several
ways: (1) the probability of failure due to component failure would be reduced (Feed-and-bleed cooling can fail
due to a single failure at most plants.); (2) the thermal-hydraulic uncertainty would be reduced (Feed-and-bleed
cooling is often only marginally viable. A slight change in the thermal-hydraulic initial or dynamic conditions could
well prevent adequate core cooling.); (3) the "window" or time interval during which feed-and-bleed is viable
would be lengthened, giving more time to (and less stress upon) the operating crew; and (4) the procedures for
initiating feed-and-bleed would be simpler, thus reducing the probability of operator error.

Possible Solutions

The possible solutions to this issue were implicit in the definitions of the two parts: (1) increased pressure relief
capacity; and (2) increased makeup capacity and pressure. Increased relief capacity could be accomplished
by installing larger PORVs, installing more PORVs, or installing a special valve intended for bleed operations.
Increased makeup capacity would involve upgrading or replacing the pumps (and their motors) with pumps of
higher discharge pressure.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

To estimate changes in core-melt frequency due to the upgrades in pressure relief and makeup capacities, it
was first necessary to calculate the change in failure probability of feed-and-bleed cooling. Prior to the initial
evaluation of this issue in August 1986, the usual assumptions were either that the feed-and-bleed failure
probability was dominated by the human failure mode (in NRC-generated PRAs), or that it was governed only
by a few hardware failure probabilities (in industry-generated PRAs). Obviously, there was an inconsistency.
Moreover, the issue to be addressed here affected both hardware and human failure rates. It was necessary
to introduce a (somewhat) more sophisticated treatment of the problem. To do this, four classes of plants were
defined.

Class 1: In this class, the plant's HPI pumps develop sufficient discharge pressure to lift the pressurizer safety
valves. For such plants, feed-and-bleed cooling does not need the PORVs. Moreover, the HPI pumps are
capable of raising the coolant level at any time right up to the point of core uncovery. There is no time interval
"window" phenomenon.

Class 2: In this class, the plant's HPI pumps and/or charging pumps can force sufficient coolant in at operating
pressure, but cannot lift the safety valves. Here, both PORVs must open for feed-and-bleed cooling to work.
In addition, the viability of feed-and-bleed techniques is limited in time. Once the steam generators dry out,
primary system pressure rises as the primary coolant heats up and expands. The PORVs will open and help
keep pressure down, but eventually the pressure will rise up to the safety valve setpoint, by which time the HPI
can no longer force coolant into the primary system. Thus, there is a definite "window" of time, pressure, and
temperature during which feed-and-bleed cooling will work.
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Class 3: In this class, the HPI pumps and/or charging pumps cannot force sufficient coolant into the primary
system at operating pressure. Such plants must open the PORVs and reduce pressure to below normal in order
to force sufficient coolant in. Of course, the timing is still more critical for such plants. Once the steam generators
dry out, the PORV capacity will soon be overcome by primary coolant expansion and heating.

Class 4: This class is similar to Class 3 except that the PORV or PORVs are small. Such plants cannot
sufficiently depressurize using PORVs after the steam generators dry out, but instead must open the PORVs and
depressurize while the steam generators are still removing decay heat. In some cases, calculations have shown
that the PORVs must be opened within 5 to 10 minutes after the beginning of the transient for core cooling to be
successful.

It must be emphasized that real plants may not be easily classified into four neat classes. Nevertheless, these
four classes will enable the benefits of enhanced feed-and-bleed to be scoped out. The benefit of enhanced
pressure relief capacity can be shown by comparing Class 4 with Class 3, and the benefit of enhanced makeup
can be shown by comparing Classes 2, 3 and 4 with Class 1. Given the four classes of plants, it was necessary
to discuss the sources of failure for feed-and-bleed. These may be grouped into equipment, thermal-hydraulic,
and human failure probabilities.

For feed-and-bleed to work, there must be both feed-and-bleed capabilities. Thus, a source of coolant at
sufficient flow and pressure is necessary. This can be supplied either by the "charging" or "makeup" system (if of
sufficient flow capacity) or by the HPI system (if of sufficient discharge pressure). In either case, the supply will
generally be from a two-train system. Such systems generally have a failure probability of 1%.

Class 1 plants will discharge through the safety valves which have a failure probability of essentially zero. The
other three classes must use (usually two) PORVs for coolant discharge. Each PORV has a probability of failure
to open of 1%.54 When used for feed-and-bleed, these valves are not redundant; both must open.

Thermal-hydraulic effects are reasonably straightforward. For Class 1 plants, the thermal-hydraulic failure
probability is essentially zero, since the high head HPI pumps will raise coolant level at any time. For Class 2
and Class 3, two time intervals were defined. The first is T1, which runs from the beginning of the transient up
to the point of steam generator dryout. The second is T2, which starts at steam generator dryout and ends at
the point of no return, when feed-and-bleed will no longer work. During interval T1, the initial conditions for feed-
and-bleed onset are reasonably stable and there is high confidence that feed-and-bleed will work as planned.
Thus, the probability of failure due to thermal-hydraulic effects was assumed to be zero during T1. During the
second interval T2, the dynamic behavior of the reactor coolant system is much more complicated. In addition,
the course of the transient may be significantly affected by a number of factors such as RCP operations, PORV
cycling, pressurizer sprays, etc. Based primarily on judgment, the probability of failure was estimated to be 50%
during this interval.

For Class 4 plants, the point of no return comes well before steam generator dryout. Thus, it was assumed that
the probability of failure due to thermal-hydraulic effects was essentially zero for the first 10 minutes and unity
thereafter.

Finally, accounting for human error was divided into three parts:

(1) Simple Procedural Error: Assuming a decision has been made to go ahead with feed-and-bleed and also
that all equipment is operable, there is still a finite probability that the operator will make a mistake in initiating,
monitoring, and controlling the process. This failure probability would be lowest for Class 1 plants since the
operator need only initiate HPI and watch. A failure probability of 1% was assumed for this class. For Class
2, the initiation and control of feed-and-bleed are more complicated and a probability of 5% was assumed for
interval T1. For Class 2 interval T2 and for Classes 3 and 4, the operator must depressurize first and then feed,
being careful to keep pressure low enough to get adequate injection flow but high enough to avoid bulk boiling in
the core (if possible). For this situation, a 10% failure rate was assumed.

(2) Time Stress: For this, Swain's screening model339 was used. The Class 2 and Class 3 interval T1 ends
roughly 25 minutes into the transient, for which the screening model estimated a stress failure rate of about 3%.
For the case of Class 4, where the point of no return is 10 minutes after the start of the transient, the screening
model predicted a 50% failure probability. All the other classes and intervals were well over half an hour and the
time stress failure rate was essentially zero.
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(3) Simple Reluctance: The use of feed-and-bleed will release primary coolant to the containment atmosphere,
contaminating the containment and necessitating a long expensive shutdown for purposes of cleanup. Moreover,
feed-and-bleed techniques cause a small LOCA and thus have safety implications. Quite naturally, the plant
operators will delay the use of feed-and-bleed as long as possible in the hope of recovering either main or
auxiliary feedwater. Thus, there is a finite probability that initiation of feed-and-bleed would be delayed into
interval T2 (for Classes 2 and 3) or even past the point of no return. Once again, it was necessary to use
judgment. A 5% probability that the operators will wait until after the point of no return was assumed. For
Classes 1 and 4, this translated directly into a 5% failure probability. For Classes 2 and 3, it was assumed that
there was a 5% chance that feed-and-bleed will be started before the point of no return but after the point of
steam generator dryout. This could perhaps best be understood in terms of success probabilities: there is a 90%
chance of initiation during interval T1, a 5% chance of initiation during interval T2, and a 5% chance of either no
initiation or initiation after interval T2.

For feed-and-bleed to succeed, all the potential pitfalls discussed above must be successfully overcome. Thus,
the probability of successful feed-and-bleed is obtained by multiplying the success probabilities (not the failure
probabilities) of the various contributors listed above. This is summarized in Table 3.125-2.

For Classes 1 and 4, the failure probability was calculated by first multiplying the equipment, thermal-hydraulic,
and operator success probabilities to obtain a net success probability. This success probability was then
subtracted from unity to get a failure probability.

Classes 2 and 3 were more complicated. Within each time interval, the various success probabilities were
multiplied to get a net success probability for the interval. The interval success probabilities were then subtracted
from unity to get an interval failure probability (i.e., the probability of no feed-and-bleed during that interval). Both
intervals must fail to feed and bleed for feed-and-bleed to not take place at all. Therefore, the failure probability
for the plant class was the product of the two interval failure probabilities.

With feed-and-bleed failure probabilities available, the next step was to calculate the changes in core-melt
frequencies from these numbers. This was relatively straightforward in that the dominant sequence is almost
always a transient involving a non-recoverable loss of main feedwater coupled with a failure of the AFW system
and a failure to cool the core by means of feed-and-bleed techniques.

Table 3.125-2

Class 1 2 3 4

Interval T1 T2 T1 T2

Success Probabilities:

HPI 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99

PORV - 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99

Thermal-
Hydraulic

1.00 1.00 0.50 1.00 0.50 1.00

Operator:
Procedural

0.99 0.95 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90

Operator:
Time Stress

1.00 0.97 1.00 0.97 1.00 0.50

Operator:
Reluctance

0.95 0.90 0.05 0.90 0.05 0.95

Interval
Success
Probability

0.9311 0.8047 0.0218 0.7624 0.0218 0.4148

Interval
Failure
Probability

0.0689 0.1953 0.9782 0.2376 0.9782 0.5852
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Class 1 2 3 4

Interval T1 T2 T1 T2

Class Failure
Probability

0.0689 0.1910 0.2324 0.5852

For the initiating event frequency (non-recoverable loss of main feedwater), 0.64 event/RY was used, based
upon the Oconee PRA done by Duke Power Co.889 This figure was based on fault tree analysis and should be
reasonably representative of most main feedwater system designs.

For a three-train AFW system, a "typical" unavailability was 1.8 x 10-5/demand.894 The analogous figure for a
two-train system was significantly higher. However, at the time this issue was being evaluated, there was an
existing program that was attempting to upgrade all AFW systems to a point where the maximum unavailability
would be 10-4/demand.947 Thus, 1.8 x 10-5 was considered to be an average unavailability and 10-4 the
maximum.

Core-melt frequencies (F) were then estimated by taking the product of the transient frequency, the AFW
unavailability, and the change in the feed-and-bleed failure probability.

Consequence Estimate

The accident sequence under consideration involved a core-melt with no large breaks initially in the reactor
coolant pressure boundary. The reactor is likely to be at high pressure (until the core melts through the lower
vessel head) with a steady discharge of steam and gases through the PORV(s). These are conditions likely to
produce significant H2 generation and combustion. The Zion and Indian Point PRA studies used a 3% probability
of containment failure due to H2 burn (the "gamma" failure). This example was followed and 3% was used,
considering that specific containment designs could differ significantly from this figure.

Change in Core-melt Frequency*From Class To Class

Typical Maximum

Reason

2 1 1.4 x 10-6 7.8 x 10-6 Enhanced makeup
capacity

3 1 1.9 x 10-6 1.1 x 10-5 Enhanced makeup
capacity

4 3 4.1 x 10-6 2.3 x 10-5 Enhanced relief
capacity

4 1 6.0 x 10-6 3.3 x 10-5 Enhanced makeup
and relief capacity

* in units of core-melt/RY

In addition, the containment can fail to isolate (the "beta" failure). Here, the Oconee PRA889 figure of 0.0053 was
used. If the containment does not fail by isolation failure or H2 burn, it was assumed to fail by basemat melt-
through (the "epsilon" failure).

Assuming a central midwest plain meteorology, a uniform population density of 340 persons/square-mile, a 50-
mile radius, and no ingestion pathways, the consequences were:

Failure Mode Percent Probability Release Category Consequences
(man-rem)

gamma 3.0% PWR-2 4.8 x 106

beta 0.5% PWR-5 1.0 x 106

epsilon 96.5% PWR-7 2.3 x 103
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The "weighted-average" core-melt would have consequences of 1.5 x 105 man-rem. These figures should cover
all PWRs with large, dry containments. However, they do not apply to ice condenser containments. There was
no up-to-date PRA available for such a plant. However, because of the low free volume in such a containment,
failure due to overpressure is more likely and the average consequences may be significantly greater.

Cost Estimate

The core-melt calculations were such that cost considerations did not affect the priority ranking. Consequently, a
quantitative cost analysis was not attempted. However, it should be noted that the fixes were not inexpensive. A
new or upgraded high pressure pump was likely to cost between $2M and $5M per train installed. Replacement
PORVs or an additional, dedicated depressurization valve would not be as expensive, but would probably
require replacement discharge piping with stronger bracing. The quench tank might also require extensive
modification.

Value/Impact Assessment

To make the value/impact assessment, it was necessary to estimate the number of plants in each of the four
classes. The first statement to be made was that all B&W plants except Davis-Besse had injection pumps
capable of lifting the pressurizer safety valves. Thus, these plants were already in Class 1 and were outside the
scope of this issue. This left 71 PWR plants. The earliest implementation of fixes was not likely to occur before
the spring refueling outages in 1988, at which time the plants would have a collective remaining life of about
2,240 RY. At a 75% utilization figure, this was about 23.7 years of operational life per plant. It was not clear how
these 71 plants were distributed among Classes 2, 3 and 4. A plant-by-plant investigation was beyond the scope
of this evaluation. Therefore, it was assumed that roughly one-third fell in each class: 24 in Class 2; 24 in Class
3; and 23 in Class 4. With this data, priority parameters were estimated.

Parameter Part (a),
Enhanced Relief

Part (b), Enhanced Makeup

Plant Class 4-3 2-1 3-1 4-1

Number of Plants 23 24 24 23

F (average) 4.1 x 10-6 1.4 x 10-6 1.9 x 10-6 6.0 x 10-6

F (max) 2.3 x 10-5 7.8 x 10-6 1.1 x 10-5 3.3 x 10-5

Core-Melt/RY (max) 2.3 x 10-5 3.3 x 10-5

Man-rem/reactor
(max)

80 120

Core-Melt/year
(Total, all plants)

9.4 x 10-5 2.2 x 10-4

Man-rem (Total, all
plants)

330 770

Other Considerations

(1) Upgrading the makeup capability would involve work on pumps which are located outside of containment.
This should not result in a significant amount of ORE. However, upgrading the relief capacity would involve
work adjacent to the pressurizer which would have implications for occupational exposure. There was no readily
available data upon which a direct estimate of this exposure could be based. However, it should be noted that
pressurizer inservice inspection involved roughly 20 man-rem and pressurizer spray valve repair involved
roughly 10 man-rem. Thus, because the average (not maximum) plant would avert a public risk of about 15 man-
rem, the ORE involved in the fix could be equal to or greater than the public exposure averted.

(2) In addition to ORE associated with the fix, there was averted ORE associated with cleanup of a core-melt.
Core-melt cleanup exposure was assumed to be 20,000 man-rem. Using this and the core-melt frequencies
calculated previously, the actuarial values (total, all plants) of averted core-melt cleanup ORE were about 45
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man-rem for Part (a) and 100 man-rem for Part (b). On a per-plant basis, this was 2 man-rem/plant for both Parts
(a) and (b) and was not a significant consideration.

(3) There were also averted costs associated with the issue. There would be no averted precursor events that
involved major cleanup, but there would be averted cleanup costs associated with the reduction in core-melt
frequency. In addition, averted core-melt implied averted replacement power costs for the remaining life of
the plant. (Because the plant was built for the purpose of avoiding replacement power costs, this latter item
represented the depreciated capital loss of the plant). Using the maximum core-melt frequencies above, a
31.5 calendar-year average remaining plant life, and the usual assumptions of $1 billion for core-melt cleanup,
$300,000/day for replacement power, and a discount rate of 5%, the actuarial cost credits were:

Part (a) Part (b)

Core-melt Cleanup $270,000 $390,000

Averted Replacement $350,000 $510,000

Power Costs _______ _______

Total: $620,000 $900,000

This was probably not sufficient to offset more than a fraction of the cost of the proposed figures.

(4) The estimates of feed-and-bleed failure probability were based upon a time window assumption. That is,
after continuing decay heat production in the reactor core has caused primary system pressure to rise to a
certain point, the HPI pumps can no longer force coolant into the primary system. In addition, the PORVs are
then venting at capacity and thus the primary system cannot be depressurized. Therefore, feed-and-bleed was
assumed to fail if initiated after such conditions are reached.

However, a second opportunity for successful feed-and-bleed may exist. This would occur after the primary
coolant boils away to the point where the core is starting to uncover. The steaming rate then begins to diminish
and the PORVs may be able to depressurize the primary system to the point where the HPI pumps can reflood
the core.

Of course, this depressurization is only possible because the decay heat is causing the uncovered fuel's
temperature to rise instead of going into steam production. The pressure may not drop fast enough for core melt
to be averted. Also, if the uncovered fuel slumps or crumbles and falls into the remaining liquid coolant, pressure
will rise again. It was beyond the scope of this evaluation to address this (theoretical) second window possibility.
However, any subsequent value/impact analyses should address the possibility of a second window.

(5) The analysis assumed a 1% failure probability for the PORV(s). Some plants had operated for extensive
periods with the PORV block valves closed and electrically disabled. Restoration of power to the block valve
operators, and subsequent opening of the block valves and PORVs to permit feed-and-bleed cooling, would
take a significant amount of time as well as open new possibilities for equipment malfunction and operator error.
Thus, such plants might have feed-and-bleed failure probabilities significantly greater than those calculated in
the analysis above.

CONCLUSION

Based upon the above analysis, particularly the maximum core-melt frequencies, this issue would normally have
been given a high priority ranking (see Appendix C). However, at the time the issue was being evaluated, feed-
and-bleed techniques were being evaluated738 and were to be considered as one option in the resolution of
Issue A-45.953 Therefore, this issue was DROPPED from further pursuit as a new and separate issue.

ITEM 125.II.10: HIERARCHY OF IMPROMPTU OPERATOR ACTIONS

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

During the event, the operators did not initiate feed-and-bleed cooling immediately upon reaching plant
conditions where feed-and-bleed operations were required by the emergency procedures.940 The feed-and-
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bleed method of cooling was delayed because of the operators' belief that recovery of feedwater was imminent
and their reluctance to release reactor coolant to the containment structure. Even though feedwater flow was
recovered before serious damage resulted, the event highlighted the need for establishing a hierarchy of actions
in the procedures and/or training which would focus impromptu actions during an event to assure that decisions
will be in the direction of safety, and not based on potential plant operational difficulties and financial impacts.

Safety Significance

Delays in implementing EOPs in a timely manner could defeat the design safety function of equipment and
increase the severity of a transient or accident.

Possible Solution

Issue HF4.4 was expected to provide assurance that plant procedures are adequate and can be used effectively;
the objective was to provide procedures that would guide the operators in maintaining the plant in a safe state
under all operating conditions, including the ability to control upset conditions without first having to diagnose the
specific initiating event. This objective was to be met by: (1) developing guidelines for preparing, and criteria for
evaluating, EOPs, normal operating procedures, and other procedures that affect plant safety; and (2) upgrading
procedures, training the operators in their use, and implementing the upgraded procedures.

In accordance with Appendix A of NUREG-0985, Revision 2,651 comparative studies were completed that
examined the impact on operator performance in making the transition from procedure to procedure, using
either event-based or function-oriented EOPs. At the time of the initial evaluation of this issue in February
1987, the results of these studies were being incorporated into a larger, ongoing project to develop guidance
for achieving successful transitions with nuclear power plant operating procedures. DHFT/NRR concluded
that, while the procedural guidance package could develop the correct guidance to place the reactor in a safe
state, it might not prevent reluctance on the part of supervision or an operator to take action which will invariably
result in a financial penalty. The TMI Action Plan Item I.B.1.3 (Loss of Safety Function) resolution to use existing
enforcement options (citations, fines, and shutdowns) provided a deterrent to such actions, including willful
violations that could effect the health and safety of the public (10 CFR 2, Appendix C). The Commission noted
234 that, while the procedures for enforcement actions might not ensure compliance, civil penalties and possibly
criminal prosecution for willful violations were strong incentives to comply. NRC policy was that non-compliance
should be more expensive than compliance. In cases involving individual operators licensed under 10 CFR
Part 55, the Commission policy statement234 stated that, generally, licensees are held responsible for the acts
of their employees. Accordingly, the NRC policy should not be construed as excusing personnel errors. Thus,
enforcement actions involving individuals, including licensed operators, were to be determined on a case-by-
case basis. The NRC policy was directed toward encouraging licensee initiatives for self-improvements and
identification and correction of such problems.

CONCLUSION

The concern raised relative to reluctance of a licensee (or plant operators) to proceed with appropriate actions to
place the plant in a safe state of operation, based on potential plant operational difficulties and financial impacts,
was addressed by existing NRC policies.234 Based on the above discussion, the issue involving development of
the hierarchy of impromptu operator actions was to be addressed in Issue HF4.4. Therefore, Issue 125.II.10 was
DROPPED from further pursuit as a new and separate issue.

ITEM 125.II.11: RECOVERY OF MAIN FEEDWATER AS ALTERNATIVE TO AUXILIARY FEEDWATER

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

The issue dealt with alternate means of recovering feedwater, should the AFW systems fail, and applied to all
PWR plants.940

Safety Significance

Failure to provide feedwater makeup to the steam generators will cause them to boil dry in approximately 30
minutes or less. (This time varies for plant type and power level.) As steam generator water level decreases,
heat removal rate is impaired and the temperature of the primary side increases. This leads to an imminent need
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to initiate feed-and-bleed cooling or find an alternate method of steam generator makeup. If no means of cooling
is provided, the resulting loss of primary coolant inventory out of the pressurizer relief and safety valves will lead
to core uncovery and meltdown.

Possible Solutions

In the resolution of Issue 124, "Auxiliary Feedwater System Reliability," the staff evaluated potential alternate
recovery methods for both main and auxiliary feedwater systems for those (7) plants with two-train AFW
systems. The staff effort was predicated on the lower AFW reliability associated with only two-train AFW
systems, as opposed to the majority of plants that have three-train AFW systems. The staff evaluations
consisted of plant-specific reviews and on-site audits.

As a more generic approach,1083 previous staff reviews of emergency procedure guidelines (EPGs) recognized
that alternate methods to provide flow to the steam generator in the event of a loss of both main feedwater
and AFW were desirable. Therefore, the EPGs for W and CE plants were revised to include instruction for an
alternate means of feedwater recovery. A similar change was also required for inclusion in the B&W EPGs by
Generic Letter No. 83-31.1085

CONCLUSION

The safety concern was addressed by the staff in Issue 124 and in revisions to EPGs. Therefore, the issue was
DROPPED from further pursuit as a new and separate issue.

ITEM 125.II.12: ADEQUACY OF TRAINING REGARDING PORV OPERATION

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue affected all operating PWRs with PORVs in the primary coolant loop and called for an assessment
of the adequacy of training regarding PORV operations.940 The issue stemmed from Findings 8 and 14 of
the NRC investigation of the Davis-Besse event886 of June 9, 1985, in which the staff noted that the post-TMI
improvements that focused on EOPs and training played a crucial role in mitigating the event.

Following actuation of the PORV during the event, the operator observed that the PORV open/close indicator
showed that the PORV had closed. In fact, the PORV had not completely closed and, as a result, the reactor
pressure decreased at a rapid rate for about 30 seconds. The operator, however, did not verify closure of the
PORV by looking at the acoustical monitor installed after the TMI-2 accident; instead, he looked at the indicated
pressure level which appeared steady. As a precautionary measure, the operator closed the PORV block valve.
Fortunately, when the block valve was subsequently opened to assure PORV availability, the PORV had closed
during the time the block valve was closed. Had the operator looked at the acoustical monitor, the need to
close the block valve may have been factually confirmed and may have precluded the need for relying on the
precautionary action taken. However, it should be noted that the operators had not generally placed high reliance
on the acoustical monitors because of PORV leakage problems.

Safety Significance

Assessments of the adequacy of training and hands-on experience, referred to as performance-based training
or Systems Approach to Training (SAT), was considered essential for providing assurance that nuclear power
plants are operated in a safe state under all operating conditions. The adequacy of training regarding the
PORV operation was part of the assessments of the performance-based training evaluations described in Issue
125.I.7.b, "Realistic Hands-on Training."

Possible Solution

A possible solution to this issue was to include an assessment of the adequacy of training regarding PORV
operations in the job catalog of necessary tasks and functions required to safely operate and control nuclear
power plant operations.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate
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PORV Challenge Frequency: The PORV challenge frequency was determined to be approximately 1/RY in
Issue 70, "PORV and Block Valve Reliability."

PORV/Block Valve Failure Frequency: The frequency of failure of the PORV to close, given that it opened,
was estimated to be 0.01/demand (see Issue 70). The frequency of failure of the block valve to function was
estimated to be 0.003/demand (see Issue 70).

Operator Error Frequency: Based on the information in Issue 70, the human error probability (HEP) to close
the PORV after the TMI Action Plan48 improvements and increased emphasis on operator training was estimated
to be 0.05.

PORV-SBLOCA Frequency: The estimated base-case PORV/block-valve SBLOCA frequency (5.3 x 10-4/RY)
was the product of the PORV challenge frequency (1), the probability that the PORV will stick open (0.01), and
the probability that the operator will not close the PORV or the block valve fails to close (0.05 + 0.003).

To assess the potential improvement in HEP for PORV operations that could result from adequate hands-on
training in upgraded simulators, a 30% reduction in HEP was assumed. (See Issue I.A.4.2, "Long-Term Training
Simulator Upgrade.") Adjusting the above HEP = 0.05 to account for the potential reduction in HEP, the adjusted
HEP = (0.7)(0.05) = 0.035. The resulting potential reduction in PORV-SBLOCA frequency derived by requiring
the PORV training in the job catalog (Issue HF3.1) was therefore estimated to be [(5.3 x 10-4)/RY - (1)(0.01)
(0.035 + 0.003] = 2.5 x 10-4 /RY. Given the visibility of PORV training since the TMI-2 accident, the above 30%
reduction in HEP may have overestimated the potential HEP benefit. However, the assumed 30% reduction was
expected to bound the safety significance of the issue.

Consequence Estimate

Ratioing the above reduction in PORV-SBLOCA frequency (2.5 x 10-4/RY) to the PORV-SBLOCA frequency
from Issue 70 (1.05 x 10-3/RY) and multiplying by the core-melt frequency from Issue 70 (4.2 x 10-6/RY) yielded
the potential reduction in core-melt frequency of (0.24)(4.2 x 10-4/RY) = 10-6/RY. The public risk reduction was,
therefore, (0.24)(31 man-rem/reactor) = 7.4 man-rem/ reactor (see Issue 70).

CONCLUSION

Issue HF3.1 evaluated the task selection process for training program content based on the relative importance
of operator tasks and requirements. Tasks involving the use of PORVs for both feed-and-bleed cooling and
for identification of potential LOCAs were included in the generic INPO task analysis listings for PWRs and in
NUREG-1122,974 Item EK3.03, "Actions Contained in EOP for PZR Vapor Space Accident/LOCA." This event
had one of the highest importance ratings (4.6 of 5.0) for PWRs and was included in both training and NRC
exams. The high frequency of PORV challenges was to be addressed in Issue HF3.1. Therefore, Issue 125.II.12
was DROPPED further pursuit as a new and separate issue.

ITEM 125.II.13: OPERATOR JOB AIDS

DESCRIPTION

In a DHFT/NRR memorandum900 on September 19, 1985, it was suggested that an assessment be made of the
availability of appropriate job aids to obviate operators having to rely heavily on memory in emergency or "crisis"
conditions. In a DSRO/NRR memorandum1072 of June 12, 1986, it was requested that DHFT/NRR evaluate this
issue for inclusion in the Human Factors Program Plan (HFPP), or perform an analysis of the issue to determine
its priority.

Safety Significance

In the Davis-Besse occurrence, two operator-related problems were encountered that were involved in the
sequence of events that transpired. The first problem occurred when the secondary side operator, anticipating
the automatic trip of the SFRCS which would start the AFW system, elected to perform a manual trip. However,
the operator selected and actuated the wrong pair of pushbuttons from a set of five pairs and, instead of initiating
an SFRCS trip for low water in the steam generators, obtained a trip for low steam pressure. This action isolated
both steam generators from the AFW system by closing the isolation valves. At about the same time, both
AFW pump turbines tripped on overspeed. Recovery of AFW pumps due to the overspeed trips could not be
accomplished by actions in the control room.
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The second problem was encountered when two equipment operators were unable to reset the AFW pump
turbine trip throttle valves and promptly restore feedwater delivery to the steam generators. Both equipment
operators, while having a reasonable amount of nuclear power plant experience, had never previously performed
the task of resetting, latching, and opening the turbine trip throttle valves, particularly under full operating
pressure. One equipment operator had successfully reset and latched the No. 2 trip-throttle valve but, due
to the high friction caused by large differential pressure across the valve gate, removed only the mechanical
slack in the valve mechanism and did not open the valve. The other operator had latched but did not reset the
No. 1 trip-throttle valve and had partially opened the valve, but was fearful of applying more torque to open
the valve further. The turbine, as a result, was operating at its normal speed, which did not provide enough
discharge pressure to inject water into the steam generator. It was not until the assistant shift supervisor came
into the pump room that the operators knew that the trip-throttle valves were not opened enough. At about the
same time, another, more experienced, equipment operator arrived with a valve wrench; using this tool, he
successfully opened the No.2 valve then also reset and opened the No. 1 valve.

Possible Solution

It was conceivable that operator aids could have reduced the likelihood of the first operator error and decreased
the time required for the equipment operators to open the turbine trip-throttle valves. "Operator aids" is a term
that applied to a broad category of items that assist the operators, physically or mentally, in accomplishing their
tasks. Operator aids could be markings or codings, tags, tools, or devices to physically assist the operator,
the layout or arrangement of equipment items, and the equipment design features including provision for
human interface. Examples of operator aids that could have assisted the control room and equipment operators
included, but were not limited to, the following:

(a) The markings on the SFRCS pushbuttons could have described the results of actuation rather than the trip
which they generate. For example, instead of low steam pressure trip, the inscription could read SG feedwater
isolation; and instead of low water level trip, they could be labeled AF initiation.

(b) Since a valve wrench is required to open the trip-throttle valves under pressure, a valve wrench could be
permanently stored in the AFW pump rooms for use in emergencies.

(c) Since there existed some confusion about resetting and latching the trip-throttle valves, linkage guidance
or instructions could be depicted on the AFW pump room walls to guide the unfamiliar. The mechanical linkage
could also have been color-coded or conspicuously marked.

Again, the preceding were only examples of operator aids and were not intended to be an exhaustive list of
aids that could have enhanced the operators' actions in the Davis-Besse event. Other generic issues that
were related to the safety concern of this issue included: 125.I.7.a, "Recovery of Failed Equipment"; 125.I.7.b,
"Realistic Hands-on Training"; and 125.II.10, "Hierarchy of Impromptu Operator Actions."

CONCLUSION

There was no dispute that operator job aids could enhance an operator's ability to perform his task. However,
any attempt to define what job aids were needed on a generic basis was very difficult. Even more difficult were
efforts to quantify the risk reduction that could result from efforts to improve or provide absent job aids. Any
attempt at quantification would be very arbitrary and without much justification. Operator job aids was not a
solution that stood on its own merit, but was supportive of other human factors elements such as staffing,
qualifications, and training. While the availability of operator job aids could enhance an operator's ability to
accomplish his task, the absence of job aids would only reduce the reliability of human performance and would
not necessarily imply operator failure.

The presence or absence of operator job aids is a factor that is considered in the job task analysis and
upon which training requirements are established. Provisions were included in the INPO-managed training
accreditation program to ensure that the feedback from operating events, such as the Davis-Besse event, are
included in utility training programs. In addition, a portion of the operator job aids was to be addressed in the
resolution of the man-machine interface Issue HF5.1, "Local Control Stations."

At the time of the initial evaluation of this issue in March 1988, the safety concern had been addressed by the
INPO Training Accreditation Program, which was endorsed in March 1985 by the Commission Policy Statement
on Training and Qualification of Nuclear Power Plant Personnel.996 Therefore, this issue was DROPPED from
further pursuit as a new and separate issue.
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ITEM 125.II.14: REMOTE OPERATION OF EQUIPMENT WHICH MUST NOW BE OPERATED LOCALLY

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

During the course of the investigation of the Davis-Besse event, it was noted that a startup feedwater pump
(SUFP), a part of the main feedwater system that would have been very helpful in the mitigation of the transient,
had been intentionally disabled because of an NRC concern with high energy line breaks in the area of essential
safety equipment and the ability of ECCS equipment to meet single failure criteria. Although the Davis-Besse
event specifically involved a SUFP, it was intended that this issue cover all equipment that had been disabled
such that it was no longer remotely operable from the control room.

Safety Significance

The significance of purposely disabled equipment was primarily in timing. Generally, it is possible to restore
such equipment to an operable status. However, plant personnel must be dispatched to the equipment to
perform local, manual operations such as unlocking and manipulating manual valves, restoring and closing
breakers, etc. This can require considerable time and restoration to operability may well come too late to aid in
accident mitigation. Moreover, the relatively complex procedures involved, done under emergency conditions,
are prone to error. Finally, the nature of the incident may well be such that the disabled equipment is rendered
inaccessible.

Possible Solution

The solution proposed900 was straightforward: "Review each piece of motor-operated equipment originally
designed to be operated from the control room or other panel areas which has been disabled physically such
that it can only be operated locally to determine whether such disabling truly is in the interest of overall plant
safety."

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Over the years prior to the event, there were many instances where equipment had been intentionally disabled.
In the case of the Davis-Besse SUFP, the reason for disabling was to ensure that the discharge lines, which
were not seismically qualified and which also are routed near essential safety equipment, could not rupture
and disable this equipment. Other reasons also existed. For example, in the past, equipment was disabled by
removal of breakers to permit older ECCS designs to meet the single failure criterion.

This issue was non-specific in the sense that it addressed any of the disabled equipment. Thus, re-enabling of
this equipment may affect LOCA sequences, transient-initiated sequences, etc. Because of this very general
nature, it was impossible to quantify all aspects explicitly. The approach used was to evaluate a SUFP similar to
that of Davis-Besse, but (unlike the case of Davis-Besse) capable of providing sufficient flow by itself to permit
decay heat removal by means of the steam generators. Because such a pump would help mitigate transient-
initiated sequences, which are relatively frequent compared to (for example) LOCA-initiated sequences, this
scenario provided an upper bound to the priority parameters.

Frequency Estimate

The sequence of interest was initiated by a non-recoverable loss of main feedwater. If the auxiliary feedwater
system fails, the SUFP is not re-enabled in time, and feed-and-bleed techniques fail, core melt will ensue.

An initiating event frequency (non-recoverable loss of main feedwater) of 0.64 event/RY was used, based upon
the Oconee PRA done by Duke Power Co.889 This figure was based upon fault tree analysis and was reasonably
representative of most main feedwater system designs.

For a three-train AFW system, a "typical" unavailability was 1.8 x 10-5/demand.894 The analogous figure for a
two-train system was significantly higher. However, at the time of the initial evaluation of this issue in August
1986, consideration was being given in Issue 124 to the upgrade of all AFW systems to a point where the
maximum unavailability would be 10-4/demand. The affected plants would almost certainly upgrade their SUFPs
(if present) to help meet this criterion, which made this issue moot for these plants; thus, an unavailability of 1.8 x
10-5/demand was used.
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A typical value of 0.20 was assumed for the failure probability of feed-and-bleed cooling, based on the
calculations presented in Issue 125.II.9, "Enhanced Feed-and-Bleed Capability."

The SUFP non-recovery probability remained to be calculated. According to the Investigation Team's report
on the Davis-Besse event,886 restoration of the SUFP normally was expected to take 15 to 20 minutes.
Nevertheless, the assistant shift supervisor managed to do it in roughly 4 minutes during the June 9, 1985,
event. Obviously, not all plant personnel will go through the procedure as rapidly as the assistant shift supervisor
at Davis-Besse, even given the extra motivation of a real event. It was assumed that the time needed to restore
the SUFP to operability could be described by a normal distribution, centered at 17.5 minutes and with a width
such that the assistant shift supervisor's performance of 4 minutes will be at the first 95 percentile point.

The time intervals above were measured from the start of the restoration procedure. It was desirable for
calculational purposes to measure time from the initiation of the transient. Noting from NUREG-1154886 that the
SUFP was restored at t = 16.38 minutes (measured from the start of the transient) after four minutes of rapid
work on the part of the assistant shift supervisor, the significant times were:

t = 0, start of transient

t = 12.38 minutes, start work on SUFP

t95 = 16.38 minutes, 95 percentile point

t0 = 29.88 minutes, mean time for restoration

Thus, the probability of the SUFP being restored within the interval from t to (t + dt) was given by:

P(t)dt = ( 2 ) exp{-½[(t-t)/ ]}dt, where  = 8.93 minutes (based on t - t = 13.5 minutes)

If one is willing to wait long enough, the integrated probability of restoration will approach unity. However, there
is a point in time after which restoration of the SUFP will no longer save the core. Although it was not clear just
when this time would be, it was safe to assume that it would occur after steam generator dryout which is typically
at least 25 minutes into the transient. The probability of no restoration was given by:

PF(T) =  P(t) dt, where T 25 minutes

There was no closed form solution to this integral. However, standard statistical tables readily give an answer of
PF(T) 0.29.

One last effect needed to be considered. Consistent with Issue 122.3, "Physical Security System Constraints,"
an additional 1% probability of the plant personnel being unable to reach the equipment location because of
locked doors, etc., was considered. The core-melt frequency then became:

Core-melt/RY <(0.64 loss of main feedwater events/RY) x (1.8 x 10-5

AFW failure probability) x (0.20 feed-and-bleed failure
probability) x (0.29 + 0.01 SUFP non-restoration
probability)

<6.9 x 10-7

Consequence Estimate

The core-melt sequence under consideration involved a core-melt with no large breaks initially in the reactor
coolant pressure boundary. The reactor is likely to be at high pressure (until the core melts through the lower
vessel head) with a steady discharge of steam and gases through the PORV(s). These are conditions likely to
produce significant H2 generation and combustion.

The Zion and Indian Point PRA studies used a 3% probability of containment failure due to H2 burn (the
"gamma" failure). This example was followed and 3% was used, considering that specific containment designs
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could differ significantly from this figure. In addition, the containment can fail to isolate (the "beta" failure). Here,
the Oconee PRA figure of 0.0053 was used. If the containment does not fail by isolation failure or H2 burn, it was
assumed to fail by basemat melt-through (the "epsilon" failure).

Assuming a central midwest plain meteorology, a uniform population density of 340 persons/square-mile, a 50-
mile radius, and no ingestion pathways, the consequences were tabulated below. The "weighted-average" core-
melt would have consequences of 1.5 x 105 man-rem.

The plants to be examined included all 94 plants that were in operation as of August 1986. By the fall of 1987
(the earliest that changes were likely to be made), these plants were expected to have an aggregate remaining
license life of 2,718 RY. This corresponded to an average life of 29 calendar-years/plant. At a 75% utilization
factor, this was equivalent to 22 operational years/plant.

It was not known how many plants would be affected by this issue. It was assumed that at least a few plants
would be found and the priority parameters were calculated on a per-plant basis. Thus, the estimated risk
reduction was (6.9 x 10-7)(22)(1.5 x 105) man-rem/plant, or 2.3 man-rem/plant.

Failure Mode Percent Probability Release Category Consequences
(man-rem)

gamma 3.0% PWR-2 4.8 x 106

beta 0.5% PWR-5 1.0 x 106

epsilon 96.5% PWR-7 2.3 x 103

Cost Estimate

Once equipment is identified, a detailed analysis would be required to verify if the disabling of the subject
equipment is truly in the interest of plant safety. If the analysis indicated that the equipment should not be
disabled, the original reason for disabling must still be addressed. (Alternatives to disabling may be necessary to
address the original concern.)

The minimum cost would correspond to a case where the equipment is process equipment, which is fully
maintained and needs only to have valves opened and breakers re-installed, which was assumed to take roughly
17.5 minutes of labor. If it also turns out that no other alternatives are necessary, the cost would be dominated
by analysis and paperwork. It was estimated that probabilistic analyses would require approximately 10 weeks/
plant of staff time (NRC and industry combined) at $100,000/staff-year. In addition, per-plant costs of $13,000 for
NRC and $16,000 for a licensee would be incurred for a typical TS change. The minimum cost was then about
$50,000/plant.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 2.3 man-rem/reactor and a cost of $50,000/reactor for a possible
solution, the value/impact score was given by:

Other Considerations

The aggregate parameters (total man-rem, all reactors, and total core-melt/year, all reactors) were not
calculated. An examination of the scale factors for these parameters readily showed that at least 50 plants must
be affected before it was possible for these parameters to be limiting.

In most cases, the fix would not involve work within radiation fields and thus would not involve ORE. The ORE
averted due to post-feed-and-bleed-cleanup and post-core-melt cleanup was a minor consideration. The ORE
associated with cleanup was estimated to be 1,800 man-rem, after a primary coolant spill, and 20,000 man-
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rem, after a core-melt accident.64 If the frequency of feed-and-bleed events was 3.46 x 10-6/RY, the actuarial
cleanup ORE averted would be only 0.14 man-rem/reactor. Similarly, a core-melt frequency of 6.9 x 10-7/RY
corresponded to an actuarial averted cleanup ORE of only 0.30 man-rem/reactor. If averted ORE were added to
the man-rem/reactor and man-rem/$M calculations above, no conclusions would change.

The proposed fix would reduce core-melt frequency and the frequency of feed-and-bleed events and, therefore,
would avert cleanup costs and replacement power costs. The cost of a feed-and-bleed usage will be dominated
by roughly 6 months of replacement power while the cleanup is in progress. If the average frequency of such
events was 3.46 x 10-6/RY and the average remaining plant life was 29 calendar-years at 75% utilization, then
assuming a 5% annual discount rate and a replacement power cost of $300,000/day, the actuarial savings
for feed-and-bleed cleanup was estimated to be $2,200. Similarly, the actuarial savings of averted core-melt
cleanup (which was assumed to cost one billion dollars if it happens) were about $7,900. The actuarial savings
from replacement power after a core-melt up to the end of the plant life would be about $9,600. (This last figure
represented the lost capital investment in the plant.) If these theoretical cost savings were subtracted from the
expense of the fix, the value/impact score would rise to 76 man-rem/$M and would not change any conclusions.

Some caution was needed in the use of the numbers calculated above since these were maximum numbers,
calculated for a worst case scenario, and equipment has often been disabled for good reasons. Re-enabling
such equipment would generally have drawbacks as well as benefits and the net effect on plant safety would not
necessarily be positive.

CONCLUSION

Based on the above calculations, the issue was given a low priority ranking (see Appendix C). In NUREG/
CR-5382,1563 it was concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not change the
priority of the issue. Further prioritization, using the conversion factor of $2,000/man-rem approved1689 by the
Commission in September 1995, resulted in an impact/value ratio (R) of $21,739 /man-rem, which placed the
issue in the DROP category.
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Issue 126: Reliability of PWR Main Steam Safety Valves
DESCRIPTION

Background

The reliability of PWR main steam safety valves (MSSVs) was identified as a generic issue in a DSRO
memorandum on March 19861047 in which it was noted that individual PWR plant FSARs assume credit for
MSSV functional capability to provide overpressure protection for the secondary system. This protection includes
the ability of the MSSVs to achieve full ASME Code rated discharge flow at the design setpoint, to relieve in a
stable manner, and to re-close at the design reseat pressure. However, in accordance with IE Information Notice
No. 86-05,1048 two representative ASME Class 2 MSSVs from the Seabrook plant did not meet the ASME Code
requirements when subjected to full-flow testing at Wyle Laboratories. The Wyle tests were originally intended to
determine the proper vent stack size to be used with the MSSVs at the Seabrook plant.

The staff noted1049 in the Wyle test report that one of the Seabrook valves was tested at the factory ring-setting
at a pressure greater than 1325 psi. This pressure was approximately 7% greater than the valve setpoint. In this
test, the valve achieved a full-lift disc travel of approximately one inch. However, when both valves were tested
at the factory ring-settings and pressures corresponding to the ASME 3% accumulation pressures, their discs
only traveled approximately 50% of the full lift necessary to develop the rated steam flow. To proceed with the
vent stack testing, the guide-ring settings on both MSSVs were adjusted down approximately 130 notches. At
the lower MSSV ring-settings, full lifts within the specified ASME 3% accumulation were achieved and the vent
stack tests were completed.

In accordance with Supplement 1 to IE Information Notice No. 86-05,1048 MSSV testing by Wyle Laboratories
for the Vogtle (PWR) plant also indicated the as-shipped MSSV ring-settings would not achieve the full-lift travel
within the ASME 3% accumulation requirement for full relief capacity. The typical result was 75% of the full lift.
The proper ring-settings to achieve full lift were significantly different than the ring-settings of the Seabrook
MSSVs.

While inspecting the Millstone Unit 3 MSSVs, licensee personnel found that the ring-settings were not set to the
valve vendor's recommendations. After an investigation, it was determined that the valve vendor had not reset
the rings following functional testing. The cause was attributed to a vendor procedural deficency.

The licensee (Pennsylvania Power & Light) for the Susquehanna BWR Units 1 and 2, recognizing the valve
designations described in IE Information Notice No. 86-05,1048 became concerned that the Susquehanna valves
were the same type as those tested for Seabrook. However, it was later found that the Susquehanna valves
were not the same model as the Seabrook or Vogtle valves. Because the Susquehanna valves also contained
adjusting rings that determine the flow capacity and blowdown, Supplement 1 to IE Information Notice No.
86-051048 was addressed to all reactor facilities holding an operating license or a construction permit.

The PWR MSSV ring-setting problems described above are similar to the improper ring-setting problems
encountered in the 1982 EPRI primary safety valve tests completed in response to Item II.D.1 of
NUREG-0737.98 NRC verification of the adequacy of all operating PWR plants primary Class 1 safety valve ring-
settings are currently being pursued under MPA F-14; the ring-settings of the operating BWR plants Class 1
MSSVs and MSSRVs are not being pursued under MPA F-14. Many BWRs licensed since the TMI-2 accident
have MSSRVs with adjusting rings. Because of NSSS vendor equipment qualification requirements, these
valves have been full-flow tested and the rings adjusted to assure full lift. However, a few of the older BWRs may
have MSSRVs that have not been full-flow tested and their ring settings may be based on extrapolation from
smaller valves.

For future plants, changes were incorporated in 1985 to the ASME Code requirements for Class 1 valves (which
include PWR primary safety valves, BWR MSSVs, and BWR MSSRVs) to require full-flow testing of prototype
valves. These changes should resolve future concerns for Class 1 valves. Because the Class 2 PWR MSSVs
on most PWRs (while not necessarily having the same vendor) are at the upper end of the valve size range,
the general capacity certification may have been by the ASME coefficient of discharge method. Therefore,
certification by full-flow testing of the PWR MSSVs may not have been performed.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1047.html
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The staff has raised the Class 2 PWR MSSV ring-setting concerns for these Class 2 valves with the ASME Code
Committee. The NRR proposal, which would require full-flow testing of the Class 2 PWR MSSVs, passed the
ASME Main Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Committee with no negative and no abstention ballots.1050 Future
revisions to the ASME Code Class 2 valve requirements are not sufficient to resolve the ring-setting concerns or
the need for full-flow testing of the existing PWR MSSVs on operating plants.

Based on the above discussions, this issue is a generic issue for the Class 2 MSSVs in operating PWR plants.
It is also the staff's opinion that the BWR Class 1 valves, which have in general been full-flow tested, may
have similar ring-setting problems, but the problems may exist only for a few of the older BWR plants and may
therefore be best classified as a plant-specific issue for BWR plants.

Safety Significance

PWR plant FSARs assume credit for MSSV functional capacity to provide overpressure protection for the
secondary system. This includes the ability to achieve full ASME Code rated discharge at the design setpoint
for the secondary system. Inadequate MSSV relief capacity might therefore result in overpressurization of the
secondary system, a degradation of secondary heat removal from the primary system, or MSSV instability.
MSSV instability (valve chatter) could result in stuck-open MSSVs that could result in excessive secondary
system blowdown (loss of secondary system inventory) and overcooling of the primary system. Additional
equipment failures and/or operator errors in combination with the above cases are evaluated herein to assess
the potential safety significance and potential public risks associated with improper Class 2 MSSV ring-settings
in PWR plants.

Possible Solution

To assure valve rated capacities for the PWR Class 2 MSSVs and the capability to function and properly reseat,
it may be necessary to conduct full-flow tests of the PWR MSSVs. Changes to the ASME Class 2 safety valve
requirements, similar to the ASME changes already made for the ASME Class 1 safety valves, are currently
being pursued by the staff and the ASME Code Committee. The staff has requested Regional inspections to
verify adequate flow capacity of the MSSVs and proper ring adjustments.1054

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Evaluation of this issue includes potential MSSV failures (stuck-open) from inadequate MSSV flow capacities
and improper ring settings that may result in SGTRs. The staff's evaluations of SGTRs (as initiating events) are
reported in NUREG-0844,681 which constitutes the proposed resolution of USIs A-3, A-4, and A-5. The following
conditions (cases) that may result from improper MSSV ring settings will be considered:

Case 1: Improper MSSV ring settings that result in inadequate MSSV lifts may result in degraded secondary side
heat removal capabilities and lead to overpressurization of the primary side RCS.

Case 2: Improper MSSV ring settings may lead to MSSV instabilities causing valve chatter and MSSV failures
to close. Failure to close (stuck-open) of the MSSVs can lead to overcooling of the RCS. Case 2a involves
failure of a single MSSV to close. Case 2b involves failure to close of multiple (two or more) MSSVs, with various
combinations of SGTRs induced by the rapid pressure reduction resulting from the stuck open MSSVs.

Case 1: RCS Overpressurization (Inadequate MSSV Lift)

The frequency of pressurizer overpressure events in operating reactors is 3 x 10-2/RY.307 For the purposes of
this analysis, we will attribute all the pressurizer overpressure events to inadequate MSSV lift capacities. This
assumption will bound any subset frequency of degraded secondary side heat removal events that may have
resulted from improper MSSV ring settings.

Frequency Estimate

Assuming at least one PORV is operable, and that it has lifted during the initiating pressurizer overpressurization
transient involving MSSV inadequate lift capacity, we assume a 10% chance that the primary safety valves will
also lift. If the primary safety valves fail to close (10-3/demand), a small-break LOCA frequency of (3 x 10-2)(10-1)
(10-3)/RY = 3 x 10-6/RY is estimated. If the high pressure safety injection fails (2.8 x 10-3/demand) or the long-
term cooling system fails (1.2 x 10-3/demand), the potential severe core damage frequency is 1.2 x 10-8/RY.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1050.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1054.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0681.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0307.html
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If the primary safety valves close, but the PORV fails to close (10-2/demand) and the operator fails to close the
PORV block valve (10-1), the small-break LOCA frequency is estimated at (3 x 10-2)(10-1)(10-2)(10-1)/RY = 3 x
10-6/RY. Again, failure of the HPI or failure of the long-term cooling system (2 x 10-3 + 1.2 x 10-3)/demand results
in an estimated core damage frequency of 1.2 x 10-8/RY.

Should the pressurizer overpressure transient that is attributed to inadequate MSSV lift capacities lift the PORV
and not lift the primary safety valves (9 x 10-1/demand), the PORVs might fail to close (10-2/demand). Failure of
the operator to block the failed-open PORV (10-*/demand) and failure of the HPI (2.8 x 10-3/demand) or failure
of the long-term cooling (1.2 x 10-3/demand), is estimated to result in a core damage frequency of (3 x 10-2)(9 x
10-1)(10-3) x (4 x 10-3)/RY = 10-7/RY.

The combined core damage frequency for the above described Case 1 primary overpressure transient events is
approximately 10-7/RY.

Case 2a: RCS Overcooling (Single MSSV Stuck-open)

Frequency Estimate

Failure to close (stuck-open) of a single MSSV following a successful reactor trip with MSSV challenges is
equivalent to a small steam line break. This initiating transient is estimated to have a frequency of 10-2/RY.
Because failure to close of a single MSSV would be equivalent to small steam line break flows of approximately
2% to 10% of the plants' rated steam flow, no conditional SGTRs are assumed for Case 2a. The initiating
transient and conditional failure frequencies estimated to lead to potential severe core damage are as follows:

Sequence Frequency

Transient (One MSSV Stuck-Open) 10-2

Fail to Isolate SG 1.2 x 10-3

Fail HPI 2.8 x 10-3

3.4 x 10-8

Transient (One MSSV Stuck-Open) 10-2

Fail AFW 10-4

Fail HPI or Long-term Cooling 4 x 10-3

4 x 10-9

Transient (One MSSV Stuck-Open) 10-2

PORV Opens 8 x 10-1

PORV Fails to Close 10-2

Failure to Block PORV 10-1

Fail Long-Term Cooling 1.2 x 10-3

10-8

The sum of the Case 2a core damage frequencies resulting from the small steam line break transient (failure to
close one MSSV) is approximately 4.8 x 10-8/RY.

Case 2b: RCS Overcooling (Multiple MSSV Failures)

Transients that involve failure of more than one MSSV to close, given a successful reactor trip, are estimated
to have a frequency of 10-3/RY. The initiating transient involving multiple MSSV failures to close is assumed
equivalent to an MSLB. The top events following the equivalent MSLB transient in the systemic event tree
involve SGTRs, failure to isolate the steam generators, failure of the AFW system, failure of the HPI system,
opening of the PORVs, failure to block the PORVs, and failure of the long-term core cooling system (RHR). The
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systemic event tree contains 40 event sequences, sixteen of which are judged to potentially result in severe core
damage. The Case 2b frequency estimates are described below.

Frequency Estimate

SGTRS Given Multiple MSSVs Stuck Open: The conditional probabilities for single and multiple SGTRs, given
an MSLB (considered herein as multiple MSSVs stuck open), were estimated in NUREG-0844.681 The estimated
conditional probabilities for the range of potential SGTRs are

1 SGTR/MSLB 3.0 x 10-2

2 to 10 SGTRs/MSLB 1.5 x 10-2

> 10 SGTRs/MSLB 3.0 x 10-3

The severity and timing of secondary side pressure reductions following multiple (two or more) MSSV failures
(stuck open) could vary significantly and, therefore, alter the potential effects of SGTRs, given various multiples
of MSSV failures. Therefore, this evaluation includes events with multiple MSSV failure sequences and no
SGTRs, in addition to multiple MSSV failures with the above range of potential SGTRs.

Steam Generator Isolation: An estimate of the probability (1.2 x 10-2/event) of failure to isolate the steam
generators, given multiple MSSV failures and no SGTRs, was obtained from NUREG/CR-249776 and INPO
82-025.1051 For multiple MSSVs stuck open, these two documents estimated the failure to isolate the steam
generators as a factor of 10 greater than the value (1.2 x 10-3/event) used for small steam line breaks. The factor
of 10 increase was to account for potentially higher functional degradations that may result from the more rapid
pressure reductions.

Transients involving SGTRs are difficult to handle. Because there may be potential delays in diagnosing the
combined equivalent MSLB and SGTRs and possible improper operator actions, given the occurrence of
combined multiple MSSV failures and SGTRs, we estimate an additional factor of 10 increase in the failure to
isolate the steam generators (1.2 x 10-1/event) for these combined events.

ECCS Unavailabilities: Depending on the numbers of SGTRs induced by the equivalent MSLB, the success
of the HPI and long-term cooling can be jeopardized to various degrees by the continuous loss of primary
coolant flowing out the failed-open MSSVs. Because the MSSVs are outside containment and typically inboard
of the MSIVs, the primary and ECCS coolant inventory loss would not be available for recirculation from the
containment sump. Thus the RWST inventory could be depleted and the ECCS could fail by cavitation. The
times and probabilities that operators might fail to take action to depressurize the RCS to atmospheric pressure
before the RWST is exhausted (as a function of the number of SGTRs) were obtained from NUREG-0844.681

The basis for the estimated ECCS unavailabilities, given a combined MSLB with single and multiple SGTRs,
is that the faulted steam generator is boiled dry even in the case of double-ended SGTRs of up to five steam
generator tubes.860 Under these conditions, the leaks are flashed to steam on the secondary side masking the
unexpected primary coolant flow into the steam generator. If the operator fails to get local visual observations or
radiation monitor readings from the steam line break, it is possible that the SGTRs would remain unnoticed and
the situation would be diagnosed as a steam line break. It was thus judged possible that the primary pressure
could remain high and uncontrolled leakage of primary coolant directly to the atmosphere could continue for
hours. Without proper operator actions to decrease the primary coolant loss, the ECCS recirculation would be
lost. The estimated ECCS unavailability for the following ranges of SGTRs are

Condition ECCS Unavailability/SGTR

1 SGTR 10-3

2 to 10 SGTRs 10-2

> 10 SGTRs 5 x 10-1

When combined with ECCS functional unavailabilities, the conditional ECCS unavailabilities are

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0681.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0076.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1051.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0681.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0860.html
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Condition Total ECCS Unavailability/SGTR

HPI Long-Term ECCS

No SGTRs 2.8 x 10-3 1.2 x 10-3

1 SGTR 3.8 x 10-3 2.2 x 10-3

2 to 10 SGTRs 1.3 x 10-1 1.1 x 10-2

> 10 SGTRs 5.0 x 10-1 5.0 x 10-1

AFW Unavailability: The unavailability of the AFW systems in operating reactors range from 10-3 to 10-5 per
demand. In the resolution of Issue 124, "Auxiliary Feedwater System Reliability," the staff contemplates that
licensees will achieve and maintain AFW system reliability in operating reactors at levels between 10-4 to 10-5

per demand. This goal is consistent with SRP11 Section 10.4.9. Therefore, for the purpose of this analysis, we
will use an AFW unavailability of 10-4/demand.

PORV Estimates: In NUREG/CR-249776 and INPO 82-025,1051 the probability of lifting the primary system
PORV, given a steam line break (equivalent multiple MSSVs stuck open), was estimated at 0.8. The value of 0.8
is also used in this analysis.

The PORV failure to close (stuck open), given that it has opened, is estimated at 10-2/demand. This estimate
is consistent with Issue 70, "PORV and Block Valve Reliability." In Issue 70, the estimated probability that the
operator would fail to close the PORV block valve, given that the PORV stuck open, was 5 x 10-2 /demand. For
the purpose of this analysis and the additional complexities and stresses that may be involved in the combined
multiple MSSV failures and SGTRs, this analysis (Case 1 and Case 2) uses a value of 10-1/demand for failure
of the operator to isolate (block) a stuck-open PORV. Because of the attention focused on blocking the PORVs
since the TMI event, the above PORV estimates are judged to be conservative.

Event Frequencies: The Case 2b event sequences described in the previous section that may lead to potential
severe core damage are tabulated below. The event sequences not expected to lead to core damage are
omitted.

Case 2b(0): Multiple MSSVs Stuck Open (No SGTRs)

Transient 10-3

Failure to Isolate SG 1.2 x 10-2

HPI Failure 2.8 x 10-3

3.4 x 10-8

Transient 10-3

AFW Failure 10-4

HPI Failure 2.8 x 10-3

2.8 x 10-10

Transient 10-3

AFW Failure 10-4

RHR Failure 1.2 x 10-3

1.2 x 10-10

Transient 10-3

PORV Opens 8 x 10-1

PORV Stuck Open 10-2

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0011.html
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Failure to Block PORV 10-1

RHR Failure 1.2 x 10-3

9.6 x 10-10

TOTAL: 3.5 x 10-8

Case 2b(1): Multiple MSSVs Stuck Open (1 SGTR)

Transient 10-3

SGTR (1) 3 x 10-2

Failure to Isolate SG 1.2 x 10-1

HPI Failure 3.8 x 10-3

1.4 x 10-8

Transient 10-3

SGTR (1) 3 x 10-2

AFW Failure 10-4

HPI Failure 3.8 x 10-3

10-11

Transient 10-3

SGTR (1) 3 x 10-2

AFW Failure 10-4

RHR Failure 2.2 x 10-3

6.6 x 10-12

Transient 10-3

SGTR (1) 3 x 10-2

PORV Opens 8 x 10-1

PORV Stuck Open 10-2

Failure to block PORV 10-1

RHR Failure 2.3 x 10-3

5.3 x 10-11

TOTAL: 1.4 x 10-8

Case 2b(2): Multiple MSSVs Stuck Open (2 to 10 SGTRs)

Transient 10-3

SGTR (2 to 10) 1.5 x 10-2

Failure to isolate SG 1.2 x 10-1

HPI Failure 1.3 x 10-2

2.3 x 10-8
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Transient 10-3

SGTR (2 to 10) 1.5 x 10-2

AFW Failure 10-4

HPI Failure 1.3 x 10-2

2 x 10-11

Transient 10-3

SGTR (2 to 10) 1.5 x 10-2

AFW Failure 10-4

RHR Failure 1.1 x 10-2

1.7 x 10-11

Transient 10-3

SGTR (2 to 10) 1.5 x 10-2

PORV Opens 8 x 10-1

PORV Stuck Open 10-2

Failure to block PORV 10-1

RHR Failure 1.1 x 10-2

1.3 x 10-11

TOTAL: 2.3 x 10-8

Case 2b(10): Multiple MSSVs Stuck Open ( > 10 SGTRs)

Transient 10-3

SGTR ( > 10) 3 x 10-3

Failure to Isolate SG 1.2 x 10-1

HPI Failure 5 x 10-1

1.8 x 10-7

Transient 10-3

SGTR ( > 10) 3 x 10-3

AFW Failure 10-4

HPI Failure 5 x 10-1

1.5 x 10-10

Transient 10-3

SGTR ( > 10) 3 x 10-3

AFW Failure 10-4

RHR Failure 5 x 10-1

1.5 x 10-10

Transient 10-3
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SGTR ( > 10) 3 x 10-3

PORV Opens 8 x 10-1

PORV Stuck Open 10-2

Failure to Block PORV 10-1

RHR Failure 5 x 10-1

1.2 x 10-9

TOTAL: 1.8 x 10-7

Consequence Estimate

The core-melt sequences for Case 1 involve failed-open safety/PORV valves in the primary side and failure
of the emergency core cooling systems. These sequences are similar to the WASH-140016 small-break core-
melt sequences. In accordance with NUREG/CR-22281052 and assuming that containment fan coolers/sprays
are available to limit steam pressure buildup in containment, a potential for containment failure by a hydrogen
ignition and burn is assumed. Based on the Zion and Indian Point PRA studies, we use a 3% probability of
containment failure by hydrogen burn. This containment failure mode is representative of a PWR Category
3 type of release. We also assume a 1% probability for failure to isolate the containment (PWR Category 5
release). If the containment does not fail by hydrogen burn or isolation failure, it will be assumed to fail by
basemat melt-through (PWR Category 7 release).

Core-melt from accident sequences described in Case 2a and Case 2b(0) will progress similar to the TML
sequence described in NUREG/CR-4752.1053 Assuming containment fan coolers/sprays available, the
containment responses, failure probabilities, and releases are similar to the above Case 1 sequences.

Based on the above, the weighted average core-melt release for Cases 1, 2a, and 2b(0) is 1.7 x 105 man-
rem/core-melt. Cases 2b(1), 2b(2), and 2b(10) involve multiple stuck-open MSSVs and SGTRs. The dominant
contributors to core-melt conditions are potential inadequate secondary side heat transfer (failure to isolate the
steam generator) and SGTRs that result in primary side inventory losses with increased ECCS unavailability.
The path for the primary coolant SGTR LOCAs is into the secondary side steam generator and out the stuck-
open MSSVs. Thus, the primary coolant inventory losses are not recoverable from the containment sump for
recirculation. In time, depending on the number of SGTRs, the RWST is depleted and the ECCS fails. The
decreasing probabilities of increasing numbers of SGTRs are overcome by the increasing unavailabilities of the
ECCS water supply (depleted RWST).

The fission product release from the melting core follows the same path as the primary coolant inventory loss
and, therefore, bypasses the containment barrier (containment bypass). Under these conditions, the probability
of containment failure is assumed at unity.

For the above accident progressions, it may be possible to terminate or mitigate the accident results by
dispatching operators to the MSSVs (which are outside containment) to attempt to manually close the stuck-
open MSSVs. However, this analysis does not consider such heroic recovery actions on the part of the plant
operators.

The release consequences for fewer than 10 SGTRs could be modeled as a PWR Category 4 failure to isolate
containment release. For greater than 10 SGTRs, the PWR Category 2 or 3 containment rupture releases could
be assumed. However, possible dilution or a water seal in the assumed unisolated steam generator, plate-out
in the piping and steam generator structures, and aerosol attenuations will tend to reduce the fission product
release. An example of possible reductions in the fission product release can be inferred from the MB-2 Aerosol
Attenuation Tests described in NUREG/CR-4752.1053 The purpose of the MB-2 tests was to model the TMLB
accidents in which the core-melt is accompanied by dried-out steam generators, where the high pressure
primary side steam could cause a SGTR to vent to the secondary side, open the safety relief valve, and release
radioactivity directly to the atmosphere. Results from the MB-2 tests (which should be considered preliminary)
showed aerosol attenuation factors ranging from approximately 3 to 11. The tests did not include conditions that
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would capture additional reductions that might result from temperature, steam condensation on the secondary
walls, plate-out, or possible water sealing and dilution by the secondary side.

Based on the above discussion, the PWR Category 5 releases should bound the releases for the MSSV/SGTR
events. The PWR Category 5 release is a failure to isolate containment similar to the PWR Category 4 release,
except containment sprays are available. The Category 5 release (106 man-rem/core-melt) is approximately
a factor of 3 less than the Category 4 release and approximately a factor of 5 less than the Category 2 or 3
releases.

For the purpose of this analysis, we assumed that all MSSV partial lifts and 50% of the stuck-open MSSVs will
be eliminated by the possible solutions described earlier. The estimated changes in core-melt frequencies and
the consequence (risk) reductions for each case are tabulated and summed below in Table 3.126-1.

The generic conditional release doses used in this analysis are based on the fission product inventory of a 1120
MWe PWR, meteorology typical of a midwest site, a surrounding uniform population density of 340 persons per
square mile within a 50-mile radius of the plant, an exclusion radius of one-half mile from the plant, no ingestion
pathways, and no evacuation. Therefore, the estimated change in risk is representative of the hypothetical
generic PWR plant with a large, dry containment structure and is not representative of any specific plant.

Cost Estimate

No cost estimates are provided for this issue. The issue solution1054 involves plant-specific inspections to ensure
compliance with the original licensing bases of the plants. Therefore, the costs (though probably small) will not
affect the resolution of this issue.

Table 3.126-1

Case MSSV
Failures *

SGTRs Delta
(CM/RY)

Dose/CM
(man-rem)

Annual
Plant Risk

Reductions
(man-

rem/RY)

30-Year
Plant Risk
Reduction

(man-
rem/Ry)

1 partial lift - 10-7 1.7 x 105 1.7 x 10-2 0.5

2a (1) SO - 4.8 x 10-8 1.7 x 105 8.2 x 10-3 0.3

2b(0) (M) SO - 3.5 x 10-8 1.7 x 105 6.0 x 10-3 0.2

Subtotal: 1.8 x 10-7 3.0 x 10-2 1.0

2b(1) (M) SO 1 7.0 x 10-9 106 7.0 x 10-3 0.2

2b(2) (M) SO 2 to 10 1.2 x 10-8 106 1.2 x 10-2 0.4

2b(10) (M) SO > 10 9.0 x 10-8 106 9.0 x 10-2 2.7

Subtotal: 1.1 x 10-7 1.1 x 10-1 3.3

TOTAL: 2.9 x 10-7 1.4 x 10-1 4.3

* (1) SO: One MSSV Stuck Open

* (M) SO: Multiple MSSVs Stuck Open

CONCLUSION

Based on the estimated reduction in core-melt frequency of 2.9 x 10-7/RY and the risk reduction of 4.3 man-
rem/reactor, this issue could be ranked as a low priority safety issue. However, because improper MSSV ring-
settings can result in inadequate MSSV relief capacities, this issue is a matter of possible non-compliance with
the licensing basis of the plants and, therefore, is more appropriately classified as a Licensing Issue. Regional
inspections to verify adequate flow capacity and proper ring adjustments of the MSSVs are necessary to ensure
licensee compliance with existing requirements; the request for Regional assistance in this regard was made by
NRR.1054 Therefore, this Licensing Issue has been resolved.
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Issue 127: Maintenance and Testing of Manual Valves in Safety-Related
Systems (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was identified in the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) incident investigation team
(IIT) report on the loss of integrated control system (ICS) power event at Rancho Seco Nuclear Generating
Station (Rancho Seco) on December 26, 1985 (NUREG-1195, "Loss of Integrated Control System Power and
Overcooling Transient at Rancho Seco on December 26, 1985," issued February 1986).1006 Following the event,
it was requested that the adequacy of the maintenance program for manual valves be prioritized as a generic
issue.1007 In addition, an information notice1008 was drafted by the staff and was later issued as IE Information
Notice 86-61, "Failure of Auxiliary Feedwater Manual Isolation Valve,"1010 on July 28, 1986.

Safety Significance

In the Rancho Seco event, when power was lost to the ICS, the plant responded as designed— the auxiliary
feedwater (AFW) ICS flow control valves as well as other valves went to the 50-percent open position. However,
AFW flow was excessive and an unsuccessful attempt was made to manually close the flow control valve to
the "A" once-through steam generator. The operator then attempted to close the manual isolation valve and
failed to do so because the valve was frozen in the open position and could not be moved even when a valve
wrench was used. Consequently, the inability to reduce AFW flow resulted in an overcooling event. The IIT found
that the failure of the AFW manual isolation valve was the result of a lack of preventive maintenance (including
lubrication) on this valve during the entire operational life of the plant (about 10 to 12 years).

The manual isolation valve is a locked-open valve located in the AFW discharge header to the "A" once-through
steam generator. During the IIT investigation, a Sacramento Municipal Utility District (SMUD) representative
stated that the entire AFW system, which would include this manual isolation valve, is safety-related. However,
from other discussions with SMUD personnel, it appeared that this valve was only intended to be used to
isolate the AFW (ICS) flow control valve for maintenance. The valve is categorized as an American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Category E valve (i.e., it is normally locked open to fulfill its function). The 1974
edition of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (ASME Code), Section XI, requires no regular testing of
Category E valves. The position of the valves is merely recorded to verify that each valve is locked or sealed
in its correct position. The current edition of the ASME Code, Section XI, no longer includes a Category E for
valves.

Following the incident, it was found that licensees did not have a regular maintenance program that applies
to every manual valve. The NRC did not have a requirement for maintenance and testing of convenience
valves such as the locked-open manual valve involved in the Rancho Seco incident. The ASME Code, Section
XI, specifies inservice inspection, testing, repair, and replacement of valves that are components in systems
classified as ASME Classes 1, 2, and 3 and are required to perform a specific function in shutting down a reactor
to a cold shutdown condition or in mitigating the consequences of an accident. Manual valves in safety-related
systems that are classified as Quality Group A, B, or C in conformance with Regulatory Guide 1.26, "Quality
Group Classifications and Standards for Water-, Steam-, and Radioactive-Waste-Containing Components of
Nuclear Power Plants,"233 are constructed to ASME Code, Section III, Classes 1, 2, or 3 or to earlier codes
and standards, as appropriate. These manual valves may be fill, vent, drain, or convenience valves and are
constructed to the same code class as the system, or part of a system, of which they are a part. Such valves
are not included in the inservice testing (IST) program for valves that are in conformance with the ASME Code,
Section XI, as noted above because they are not required to change position to perform a safety function. In the
event that a manual valve is required to change position to perform a safety function, it is included in the ASME
Code, Section XI, IST program and classified as a safety-related valve.

At the time, the NRC requirements for valve testing were contained in Title 10 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (10 CFR) 50.55(a)(g,) which incorporates the ASME Code, Section XI. Therefore, regulatory
requirements for valve testing extend only to valves that are within the IST program. The quality group (safety
class) and construction code of each valve are verified, and the valve category is also verified for conformance
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with the ASME Code, Section XI, Subsection IWV-2000. In addition, the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
staff performed a completeness review to assure that all appropriate valves that are within the scope of the
ASME Code, Section XI, were included in the IST program. The licensees are responsible for performing the
testing, repair, and maintenance of the valves that are within their IST and maintenance programs.

Possible Solutions

The two possible solutions are (1) to develop or revise regulatory requirements relating to the inspection, testing,
and maintenance of those fill, vent, drain, and convenience valves in safety-related systems that do not change
position for the systems to perform their safety function, or (2) to identify this as an item for which the NRC has
concern, notify the licensees by an information notice, and let them determine the maintenance practices they
wish to implement.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

In December 1987, the staff assigned a LOW priority ranking to this issue because of the minimal estimated
reduction in public risk resulting from the resolution of this issue. This section presents the NRC staff analysis for
prioritizing this issue, which was published in 1995. This analysis, which includes frequency, consequence, and
cost estimates and a value/impact assessment, has not been updated in the 2011 revision of this issue.

Frequency/Consequence Estimate

To determine the reduction in core-melt frequency that could result from improving the maintenance of manual
valves, the Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit 1, Interim Reliability Evaluation Program (IREP) analysis was used.366

This plant risk study provides a very detailed list of the cutsets and component failures that could result in
system unavailability.

In retrospect, the absence of any identified failure modes concerning the inability to close a manual valve
is not surprising; manual valves are, for the most part, installed to permit the isolation of other components
(i.e., pumps and motor-operated valves) to permit testing or maintenance without the necessity of shutting
the plant down. Hence, they are generally not used for normal or planned emergency operations to control
fluid flow. The principal modes of failure associated with manual valves that are identified in risk analyses are
either the blockage of a valve or the failure to restore a valve to the open position after it was closed for test or
maintenance. In general, most manual valves of the category being considered in this issue are locked in the
open position to minimize the chances for inadvertent closure.

Another reason for not finding the failure mode for manual valves in the IREP study366 is that credit was not
given for unplanned recovery actions. Planned operations, as used in this report, include both normal and
emergency operations that are directed by procedures. Hence, valve use as was attempted at Rancho Seco
would be considered an unplanned recovery event.

Last, the expected frequency of any identified cutsets in which the failure mode included the failure to close
a manual valve may have been less than the selected cutoff or truncation value. Considering the failure
combinations necessary to involve a manual valve, such may be the case.

It should not be concluded that there is no contribution to core melt and risk by failures that prevent the closure
of manual valves (as was the case in the Rancho Seco event) because of their absence from available risk
studies or probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs).

As is evident from the Rancho Seco event, the inability to close a manual isolation valve contributed in part to
an overcooling event. However, it is probably justifiable to conclude that the inability to close a manual valve
contributes only a small amount (i.e., less than 10-6) to core melt and hence to risk. Due to the lack of any
identifiable failure or fault combinations in the PRAs, there is no practical basis on which to quantify in this limited
analysis the contribution to core melt and risk resulting from these valve failures.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: Approximately 100 manual isolation valves of the ASME Class of the AFW manual isolation
valves were identified by SMUD that did not receive periodic preventive maintenance. One valve manufacturer
recommends lubrication checks at 6-month intervals and actuations (if only partial) on a monthly basis. It is
estimated that 4 man-hours will be expended annually per valve performing preventive maintenance and
actuation. Assuming that 100 valves are involved, 400 man-hours will be expended each year at each reactor
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maintaining this class of manual valves. At $35/hour for maintenance personnel,1009 the direct maintenance
cost amounts to $14,000 per reactor-year (RY). In addition, assuming that 20 hours/RY of additional supervisory
time at $45/hour will be directed toward added valve maintenance results in $900 of increased costs. Further,
assuming an added $100 for additional administrative costs, the total cost for added valve maintenance will be
$15,000/RY. Assuming a 30-year plant life and a 5-percent discount rate, the lifetime plant costs associated with
the added maintenance of manual valves would be approximately $230,000.

NRC Cost : The NRC cost is estimated to be similar to that incurred in processing a multiplant action per
NUREG-0737, "Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements," issued November 198098: $6,000).1009

Value/Impact Assessment

Due to the inability to ascertain the expected reduction in public risk, the staff did not calculate a value/impact
score; however, the risk from this issue was judged to be very low.

Other Considerations

Due to the low costs associated with maintaining the manual isolation valves, it would appear to be cost
effective for plant operators to maintain them as a good practice without a regulatory requirement. The power
replacement cost for one day of plant outage that may result from the inability to isolate would pay the plant life
costs for isolation valve maintenance. In view of this cost-saving potential, the release of the information notice
may resolve this issue.

CONCLUSION

The NRC staff conducted a review of this issue in 2010 to determine whether any new information would
necessitate reassessment of the original prioritization evaluation.1964 The staff determined that the existing
regulations and guidance adequately address this issue and the operating experience has not indicated a
change in the significance of this issue. The following discussion demonstrates the application of the NRC
regulatory framework to this issue.

As published in 1991, paragraphs (a) and (b) of the Maintenance Rule (10 CFR 50.65, "Requirements for
Monitoring the Effectiveness of Maintenance at Nuclear Power Plants," state the following:

a)(1) Each holder of an operating license for a nuclear power plant under this part and each holder of a
combined license under part 52 of this chapter after the Commission makes the finding under § 52.103(g)
of this chapter, shall monitor the performance or condition of structures, systems, or components, against
licensee-established goals, in a manner sufficient to provide reasonable assurance that these structures,
systems, and components, as defined in paragraph (b) of this section, are capable of fulfilling their intended
functions. These goals shall be established commensurate with safety and, where practical, take into account
industrywide operating experience. When the performance or condition of a structure, system, or component
does not meet established goals, appropriate corrective action shall be taken. For a nuclear power plant for
which the licensee has submitted the certifications specified in § 50.82(a)(1) or 52.110(a)(1) of this chapter, as
applicable, this section shall only apply to the extent that the licensee shall monitor the performance or condition
of all structures, systems, or components associated with the storage, control, and maintenance of spent fuel
in a safe condition, in a manner sufficient to provide reasonable assurance that these structures, systems, and
components are capable of fulfilling their intended functions….

(b) The scope of the monitoring program specified in paragraph (a)(1) of this section shall include safety related
and nonsafety related structures, systems, and components, as follows:

(1) Safety-related structures, systems and components that are relied upon to remain functional during and
following design basis events to ensure the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary, the capability to
shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition, or the capability to prevent or mitigate the
consequences of accidents that could result in potential offsite exposure comparable to the guidelines in Sec.
50.34(a)(1), Sec. 50.67(b)(2), or Sec. 100.11 of this chapter, as applicable.

(2) Nonsafety related structures, systems, or components:

(i) That are relied upon to mitigate accidents or transients or are used in plant emergency operating procedures
(EOPs); or
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(ii) Whose failure could prevent safety-related structures, systems, and components from fulfilling their safety-
related function; or

(iii) Whose failure could cause a reactor scram or actuation of a safety-related system.

The regulations at 10 CFR 50.65(b)(2)(i) and (b)(2)(ii) address the event presented in this generic issue and, as
demonstrated above with applicable operating experience, has addressed similar subsequent events. Moreover,
the Standard Review Plan11 (NUREG-0800, "Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis Reports
for Nuclear Power Plants: LWR Edition") was revised in 2007 to include Section 17.6, "Maintenance Rule,"
which outlines the criteria for evaluating licensee applications for the scope, monitoring, evaluation, and risk
assessment and management of implementing 10 CFR 50.65, including Section III, 1.B, which outlines the
criteria for including nonsafety-related structures, systems, and components (SSCs) in accordance with 10 CFR
50.65(b)(2). Criterion iii of this section applies directly to this generic issue, stating that the description of the
maintenance rule scoping process should address the following:

SSCs whose failure could prevent safety-related SSCs from fulfilling their safety-related functions in accordance
with 50.65(b)(2)(ii). The applicant should describe how the process considers system interdependencies,
including failure modes and effects of nonsafety-related SSCs (e.g., support systems) that could directly affect
safety-related functions.

Based on the review of the NRC’s regulations and guidance related to this issue, the staff concluded that existing
regulations and guidance adequately address this issue. Therefore, the staff changed the status of Generic
Issue 127 and DROPPED this issue from further pursuit.
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Issue 128: Electrical Power Reliability (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Following the NRR reorganization in November 1985, EIB/DSRO was responsible for resolving three issues
that were directly related to onsite electrical systems: Issue 48, "LCO for Class 1E Vital Instrument Buses in
Operating Reactors"; Issue 49, "Interlocks and LCOs for Class 1E Tie Breakers"; and Issue A-30, "Adequacy
of Safety-Related DC Power Supplies." In an effort to provide a more integrated approach to resolving these
three issues, DSRO formulated a program to combine the issues into one generic issue.1001 In addressing this
issue, the staff was to consider NRC endorsement of IEEE Standards 603 and 308 with possible revisions to
the related Regulatory Guides. Any revisions to Regulatory Guides resulting from this issue could impact future
plants.

Issue A-30 was initiated because of concerns regarding the reliability of nuclear plant DC battery systems and
the ability of plants to safely shut down in the event of a common mode failure or multiple failures of redundant
systems. This concern resulted in a study of the safety-related DC power supplies at operating nuclear power
plants. The results of this study were presented in NUREG-0305163 which recommended that a quantitative
reliability assessment of DC power systems be performed to identify and provide a basis for any changes in
licensing criteria.

A reliability assessment was performed and documented in NUREG-0666.164 The dominant failure
modes identified in this study involved: (1) the inability of batteries to provide sufficient power to Class 1E
instrumentation and controls buses upon loss of AC power to the battery chargers; and (2) operational, test, or
maintenance errors that could result in the loss of multiple DC divisions. Monitoring provisions and procedures
for preventing these occurrences were developed by the staff and presented in NUREG reports, Information
Notices, Bulletins, and STS. Two of these provisions were adopted in industry standards: IEEE-450, "IEEE
Recommended Practice for Maintenance, Testing and Replacement of

Large Lead Storage Batteries for Generating Stations and Substations," and IEEE-946, "Recommended
Practices for the Design of Safety-Related DC Auxiliary Power Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations."

Issue 48 was identified when it was found that some nuclear power plants lacked administrative controls or
TS governing operational restrictions for their Class 1E 120V AC vital instrument buses. These restrictions
are required to ensure compliance with GDC 17, 21, 34, and 35 of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. During repair or
maintenance activities on bus power sources or inverters, one or more of the normal or alternate vital instrument
bus power sources could be removed from service indefinitely. This condition could lead to the loss of more than
one vital instrument bus in the event of a single failure or loss of offsite power.

Issue 49 was identified as a result of an incident at the Point Beach Nuclear Plant. The licensee reported to the
NRC that a manually-operated tie-breaker between redundant safety buses, which had been closed during a
plant outage in order to facilitate maintenance without interrupting power to affected systems, remained closed
for a period of 5 weeks after the plant returned to operation.

In the event of a loss of normal AC power, the diesel generator output breakers would have been prevented from
closing, as a result of the tie-breakers being closed.

CONCLUSION

This issue was given a high priority ranking and resolution was pursued based on the separate evaluations of
Issues 48, 49, and A-30.

To address Issue A-30, Generic Letter No. 91-061399 was issued to request licensees to respond to 9 questions
that were developed to facilitate staff determination of licensee implementation of existing recommendations.
These recommendations included provisions for monitoring DC systems, test procedures, and operating
procedures. The recommendations were identified from a number of previous and ongoing actions including
industry standards, INPO recommendations,

STS, and existing licensing practices. In the generic letter, the option was provided for licensees to supply
information as part of the IPE. The actions described in the letter were not considered to constitute a backfit but
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only involved information gathering, in accordance with 10 CFR 50.54(f). Follow-up NRC actions, if necessary,
were to be pursued on an individual plant basis.

Issues 48 and 49 were addressed in Generic Letter No. 91-11,1400 issued to licensees to certify that they either
have implemented TS or administrative controls conforming to the guidelines in the letter, or to justify why such
controls may not be required. Any modification (e.g., procedural changes) performed to complete implementation
would be considered a backfit to be performed as a compliance matter. This precluded evaluation of the need
for controls as part of the IPE as an acceptable alternative to responding to Generic Letter No. 91-11.1400

However, the option to further evaluate certain aspects (such as the optimum length of time for allowing outage
of equipment) as part of the IPE was still provided.

The staff's technical findings were published in NUREG/CR-5414.1401 Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and
requirements were issued.1402 In an RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that consideration of a 20-year license
renewal period did not affect the resolution.
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Issue 129: Valve Interlocks to Prevent Vessel Drainage During Shutdown
Cooling
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was identified in a May 1986 DSI memorandum1164 in which 21 instances of BWR vessel draining
through various paths in the RHR system piping were described. Later, in August 1986, AEOD/E6091165 was
issued identifying six potential drain paths from the vessel to the suppression pool, liquid radioactive waste
system, and voided RHR pipes. The events described involved inadvertent reactor vessel drainage through
various paths in the RHR system of GE BWR-3,-4, -5 and -6 plants during the shutdown cooling (SDC) operating
mode. There are approximately 30 plants of these designs in commercial operation.

Of the six potential drain paths identified in the AEOD report,1165 one "fast-drain" path connects the vessel to the
suppression pool through a 20-inch diameter line when the SDC suction and suppression pool suction valves
may be open at the same time. Other "slow-drain" paths can be established by misalignment of test return,
minimum flow, radioactive waste, and automatic depressurization system valves.

There are several systems in place to prevent inadvertent draining. First, about half of the operating plants have
valve interlocks to prevent establishment of the fast-drain path but not all have TS governing their use. Second,
procedural controls are implemented at all plants to ensure that at least one valve in each potential drain path
remains closed. Third, check valves are installed in the Low Pressure Coolant Injection line, the minimum flow
line, and the RHR pump discharge line. Fourth, all plants have an automatic isolation system which is designed
to close SDC suction isolation valves on either high flow rate in the SDC suction line or on low reactor vessel
water level. Not all plant TS require that this system be active during SDC operation.

Safety Significance

Vessel draining incidents during SDC represent initiating events for sequences that can progress, by related
equipment malfunctions and personnel errors, to core uncovery with the potential for subsequent core damage.
Compared to accidents postulated for reactors at power, release from a plant in the SDC mode is reduced by the
lower heat output and smaller radioactive inventory present in the core at shutdown. The release is increased by
the possibility of open containment and the unavailability of some safety equipment due to maintenance, repair,
and testing associated with the shutdown.

Possible Solution

The possible solution includes both preventive and mitigative measures. Preventive measures include
installation of valve interlocks on the suppression pool suction and SDC suction valves to prevent fast-drain
events. While some plants have interlocks installed, they lack TS governing their use; TS revisions would be
required. The mitigative measure is a revision of all plant TS to equire that the RHR System Cooling/Head Spray
Mode Isolation System be operable and active while in the SDC mode.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

The frequencies of event sequences leading to uncovery of the core were estimated first under a set of
assumptions representing the base case, typifying the physical and logical arrangement of the current BWR
(See Table 3.129-1). The frequencies of event sequences for the adjusted case were performed under a set of
assumptions representing the current BWR with the proposed resolutions in place (See Table 3.129-2). The two
applicable plant operating modes, Mode 4 (SDC) and Mode 5 (refueling), were considered separately.

Two types of potential draining events were evaluated. Either type of event may be terminated by operator
intervention or by automatic RHR isolation.

(1) "Fast Drain" events involve valve alignments with the suppression pool suction valve and the SDC suction
valve open at the same time. This alignment establishes a drain path directly from the reactor vessel to the
suppression pool. It is this drain path that is addressed by the proposed valve interlocks.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1164.html
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(2) "Slow Drain" events involve valve misalignments in other RHR piping.

The assumptions that characterize the fast and slow event sequences for the base case and for the adjusted
case are the same. Since interlocks were proposed only for valves in the fast drain path, interlock failure does
not affect the slow paths.

The draining event was assumed to progress through five steps: (1) initiation; (2) valve interlock failure; (3)
failure of the RHR auto-isolation to respond to high SDC flow rate or low reactor vessel water level; (4) failure of
the operator to analyze the condition and take critical action; and (5) failure of the vessel makeup water systems.
The frequencies of each of these steps were estimated in Tables 3.129-1 and 3.129-2. Notes pertaining to the
events in both tables appear at the end of Table 3.129-2.

The change in core-melt frequency ( F) that would result from implementation of the SIR is the difference
between the total base case frequency from Table 3.129-1 and the total adjusted case frequency from Table
3.129-2.

F
= [(1.8 x 10-8)-(2.9 x 10-10)+(2.6 x 10-8)-(1.4 x 10-10)]/
RY

= 4.4 x 10-8/RY

Consequence Estimate

Dose calculations were based on the BWR 4 release category which assumes enough containment leakage
exists to prevent failure by overpressure. The reactor building was assumed to remain intact and concentrations
of radioactive release to the atmosphere are reduced by condensation in the containment, standby gas
treatment system, and release through an elevated stack. Because of the reduced thermal power level of a plant
in the SDC mode and the decay of the short-lived fission products, the assumed release was estimated to be
0.1 of the BWR 4 model described in Appendix B of NUREG/CR-280064 or (0.1)(6.1 x 105) man-rem = 6.1 x 104

man-rem. Thus, the net change in whole body dose is (6.1 x 104 man-rem)(4.4 x 10-8 /RY) = 2.68 x 10-3 man-
rem/RY. Assuming a remaining lifetime of 1,000 RY for operating and planned plants, the estimated public risk
reduction is 2.68 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: Industry costs include review and documentation of the design bases, development of interim
operating procedures, system design modifications,

and TS revisions. No cost for replacement power was estimated for these modifications since it was assumed
that the work can proceed during a normal outage. PNL estimated64 the total industry cost to be $1.06M.

NRC Cost: NRC costs attributable to the resolution include SIR development, inspections of the valve interlock
installations, and review of the TS revisions. PNL estimated64 the total NRC cost to be $0.27M.

Total Cost: Thus, the total industry and NRC cost to implement the possible solution is $(1.06 + 0.27)M or
$1.33M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a potential risk reduction of 2.68 man-rem and a cost of $1.33M, the value/impact score is given by:

Other Considerations

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0064.html
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(1) The occupational dose to install, inspect, and test the valve interlocks was estimated to be 57 man-rem. This
dose is large compared to the estimated public dose averted by implementation of the SIR.

(2) INEL thermal-hydraulic analysis1166 of a postulated draining event that results in core uncovery* revealed the
following findings.

* As a consequence of the BWR jet pump design, any draining event is naturally terminated with the water level
in the reactor vessel at an elevation such that only the upper third of the core is uncovered.

(a) For a case where the operator fails to inject any coolant into the core, two-phase cooling of the fuel rods will
maintain the cladding temperature of the hottest rods at about the boiling point of water for over an hour, with a
relatively low fuel heat-up rate following dry out of the reactor vessel.

(b) For a case where a nominal flow of about 150 gpm is maintained through the CRD injection system, two-
phase cooling of the fuel rods is sufficient to keep cladding temperatures at the boiling point of water for the
duration of the analysis (i.e., an indefinite period of time).

The findings, therefore, suggested that the consequence value (6.1 x 104 man-rem/event) used above may be
significantly overestimated and that the real potential public risk reduction for this issue may be significantly less
than the low value determined above.

CONCLUSION

This issue was placed in the DROP category.

Table 3.129-1

ESTIMATED CORE-MELT FREQUENCY (BASE CASE)

MODE 4 (SDC) FREQUENCY MODE 5 (REFUELING)
FREQUENCY

EVENT NOTE* Fast Drain Slow Drain Fast Drain Slow Drain

Initiator Event
(event/RY)

3 5.5 x 10-2 4.1 x 10-2 1.1 x 10-2 8.0 x 10-3

Valve Interlock
Failure (per
demand)

2 7.5 x 10-1 1.0 7.5 x 10-1 1.0

Draining Events
(per RY)

1 4.1 x 10-2 4.1 x 10-2 8.0 x 10-3 8.0 x 10-3

RHR Automatic
Isolation Failure
(per demand)

4 3.0 x 10-2 3.0 x 10-2 3.0 x 10-2 3.0 x 10-2

Emergency Core
Cooling System
Failure (per
demand)

5 1.0 x 10-2 1.0 x 10-2 1.0 1.0

Operator Failure
to Diagnose and
Take Critical
Action (per
demand)

6 1.0 x 10-3 5.0 x 10-4 1.0 x 10-4 1.0 x 10-5

PRODUCT
(core-melt/RY)

7 1.2 x 10-8 6.2 x 10-9 2.4 x 10-8 2.4 x 10-9

TOTAL Fast
and Slow Drain

8 1.8 x 10-8 2.6 x 10-8

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1166.html
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MODE 4 (SDC) FREQUENCY MODE 5 (REFUELING)
FREQUENCY

FREQUENCY
(core-melt/RY)

* See bottom of Table 3.129-2 for explanation of Notes.

Table 3.129-2

ESTIMATED CORE-MELT FREQUENCY (ADJUSTED CASE)

MODE 4 (SDC)FREQUENCY MODE 5
(REFUELING)FREQUENCY

EVENT NOTE* Fast Drain Slow Drain Fast Drain Slow Drain

Initiator Event
(event/RY)

9 5.5 x 10-2 4.1 x 10-2 1.1 x 10-2 8.0 x 10-3

Valve Interlock
Failure (per
demand)

10 2.5 x 10-2 1.0 2.5 x 10-2 1.0

Draining Events
(event/RY)

11 1.4 x 10-3 4.1 x 10-2 2.8 x 10-4 8.0 x 10-3

RHR Automatic
Isolation Failure
(per demand)

12 1.3 x 10-3 1.3 x 10-3 1.3 x 10-3 1.3 x 10-3

Emergency Core
Cooling System
Failure (per
demand)

5 1.0 x 10-2 1.0 x 10-2 1.0 1.0

Operator Failure
to Diagnose and
Take Critical
Action (per
demand)

6 1.0 x 10-3 5.0 x 10-4 1.0 x 10-4 1.0 x 10-5

PRODUCT
(core-melt/RY)

7 1.8 x 10-11 2.7 x 10-10 3.6 x 10-11 1.0 x 10-10

TOTAL Fast
and Slow Drain
FREQUENCY
(core-melt/RY)

8 2.9 x 10-10 1.4 x 10-10

NOTES:

1. The draining event frequency is estimated in the AEOD/E6091165 by noting 11 operational events in
approximately 100 RY, yielding a frequency of about 0.1/RY for all types of draining events. If it is assumed that
about half of the events are fast-draining, the frequencies for the fast and slow events should each sum to 0.05/
RY. Accordingly to a PNL estimate,64 approximately 1/6 of the SDC transitions are for refueling. The draining
event frequencies are assumed to be distributed between Mode 4 and Mode 5 in the ratio of five to one.

2. The base case probability of valve interlock failure/demand or unavailability is taken as 0.75. This value is
based on the observation that only 1/2 of the plants have the interlocks installed and only 1/2 of those have T/S
governing their use; slow-drain paths are not affected by valve interlocks.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1165.html
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3. The frequency of draining events and the frequency of valve interlock failure are used to estimate the
frequency of the initiator, which is the attempted misalignment of RHR valves. These values are used in Table
3.129-2.

4. The probability of auto-isolation failure/demand for the base case is 0.03 since it is assumed that 1 out of 30
plants does not have T/S or procedures for auto-isolation during SDC.

5. The probability of failure/demand or unavailability of the water inventory makeup in Mode 4 for both the base
and the adjusted cases is assumed to be due to equipment malfunction. The value of 0.01 is assumed. In Mode
5, the ECCS is not normally available and its failure/demand probability is assigned a value of 1.

6. The probability of operator failure to diagnose the problem and take appropriate action reflects the relatively
long period of time available between the initiation and estimated onset of core damage. The staff reported
results1166 of a calculation of core heat transfer following a postulated fast draining event in a BWR in SDC.
In one calculated case, assumed to be completely unmitigated, the peak cladding temperature did not rise
appreciably above the water saturation temperature for over 60 minutes after initiation. Citing Sandia operator
performance data, PNL reported64 the probability of operator failure to diagnose a problem in 30 minutes at
0.001. In the time predicted for the evolution of even a fast drain event, the probability of failure to diagnose
is insignificant. The probabilities entered in Tables 3.129-1 and 3.129-2 characterize operator failure to take
critical action, 10-3 for the fast drain case. The probabilities for the slow drain events are smaller because of the
much greater time available to respond. The operator failure probabilities entered for the Mode 5 sequences are
significantly smaller due to the larger inventory of coolant assumed to be present over the reactor.

7. Because the events constituting a core-melt sequence are assumed to be independent, the core-melt
probability is calculated as the product of the sequence constituent probabilities.

8. The fast-drain and the slow-drain events are independent but not mutually exclusive. The combined
probability of one or the other occurring is approximated here by adding the small probabilities for each occurring
independently.

9. The initiator event frequency for the adjusted case is assumed to be the same as that calculated from the
base case. (See Note 3 above.)

10. Resolution assumes interlock installation at all plants and appropriate T/S revision. Interlock failure
probability for the resolved case is the sum of probability of failure of the electrical portion plus the probability of
failure of the limit switch. These probabilities are estimated in the PNL report64 as follows:

Component Failure Probability Source

Electrical 10-3 NRC Accident Sequence
Evaluation Program

Limit Switch 2.4 x 10-2 Indian Point Review Study

The combined probability is 2.5 x 10-2.

11. The frequency of draining events for the adjusted case is calculated as the product of the initiator frequency
and the valve interlock failure frequency.

12. Failure/demand probability of the RHR isolation system in the adjusted case is taken from the PNL citation64

of the Station Blackout Study in which the actuation and control value of 1.3 x 10-3 is given. Assuming that
the probability of mechanical failure is negligible, the RHR isolation failure rate is estimated to be due only to
actuation and control and the 1.3 x 10-3/demand value was used.
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Issue 130: Essential Service Water Pump Failures at Multiplant Sites (Rev.
2)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was identified958 when the staff found the Byron Unit 1 vulnerable to core-melt sequences in the
absence of the availability of Byron Unit 2 which was not yet operational. Because of the licensing status of the
multiplant configuration of Byron Units 1 and 2, and the more immediate need to make a third service water
pump available to Byron Unit 1 via a crosstie with one of the two Byron Unit 2 essential service water (ESW)
pumps, the Byron Unit 1 concern was classified as a plant-specific (not generic) issue. However, this plant-
specific issue raised concerns for multiplant sites that have only two ESW pumps/plant with crosstie capabilities.
The future operation of Byron Unit 2 would place both Byron units in this limited group of plants with multiplant
configurations.

A limited survey958 of W plants was conducted to help identify the generic applicability of multiplant configuration
vulnerabilities with only 2 ESW pumps/plant. In the multiplant configurations identified (approximately 16 plants),
all plants could share ESW pumps via crosstie between plants. It was stated958 that B&W and CE plants would
be surveyed to identify if similar multiplant configurations with 2 ESW pumps/plant and crosstie capabilities
existed. Based on the staff's limited survey, this issue had the potential to affect at least 16 PWR plants. A survey
was recommended for single-unit plants to identify if similar ESW vulnerabilities existed.

Safety Significance

All ESW systems are front-line (supporting) safety systems. The design of the ESW support systems is highly
plant-specific with plant-specific equipment, crosstie capability, and ESW operability and functionability needs
for successful (accident mitigation) operations. Because of the variability between ESW systems of different
plant configurations, approximate generic modeling of the success criteria for the multiplant configurations with 2
ESW pumps/plant with crosstie capabilities was used to scope the safety significance of this issue. The assumed
success criteria and systemic events leading to core-melt are discussed below. The core-melt and radiological
risk (consequences) determined by this evaluation pertain only to the generic model multiplant configuration with
2 ESW pumps/plant. However, as discussed herein, other plant configurations may also contain similar ESW
system vulnerabilities.

Should the front-line ESW systems fail to provide adequate cooling capability to shut down a plant when subject
to a loss of ESW, a core-melt accident could result in significant risk to the public.

Possible Solutions

The possible solutions to reduce the public risk from a loss of the ESW system were: (1) provide a third ESW
pump/plant; (2) provide an additional swing pump that is shared between units; and (3) modify TS governing the
LCO for the ESW pumps.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

The service water cooling system is used to remove heat from essential and non-essential equipment. Under
accident conditions, the non-essential heat loads are isolated and the ESW system provides cooling only to
essential equipment for plant cooldown and post-accident operations. At multiplant sites, the ESW systems for
each plant are crosstied with double isolation valves that are normally closed.

ESW Success Criteria: The success criteria for the ESW systems in providing adequate cooling capability
during normal, accident, and post-accident conditions are plant/design-specific. The ESW vulnerabilities would
depend on the plant configurations, numbers and the capacities of the ESW pumps, and equipment ESW
cooling dependencies. Because the success criteria may be as varied as the ESW systems, the following
success criteria were assumed as a representative model for purposes of quantifying the systemic events
leading to possible core-melt accidents. The generic criteria may apply only to multiplant sites having 2 ESW
pumps/plant with crosstie capabilities.
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During normal operations, one ESW pump/plant provides adequate cooling to systems such as CCW, RCP
motor coolers, and air-conditioning and ventilation systems. The second ESW pump/plant is assumed to be
normally in a standby mode. Because of load shedding (isolation of non-essential equipment), one ESW pump/
plant was assumed to be capable of handling the accident and cooldown heat loads. Typical equipment cooled
by the ESW under these conditions are the CCW heat exchangers, containment spray heat exchangers, diesel
generators, and auxiliary building ventilation coolers. With one plant in normal operation and the second plant
already in the shutdown or refueling modes of operation, the criteria assumed that one ESW pump can provide
adequate cooling to shutdown the operating plant through the crosstie connections, should the need arise.

Initiating Transient Event: The initiating events leading to core-melt assume the following: one plant "A" ESW
pump (P1) fails and the second ESW pump (P2) is out of service during a TS-allowed outage time (AOT) of 72
hours. The failure frequency of P1 was estimated at approximately 10-1/RY.959 The unavailability of P2 (normally
in standby) from the AOT was approximately 10-2/RY. Therefore, the initiating event (Ta) that originates from
plant A, due to the loss of service water in plant A, had a frequency of 10-3/RY.

Plant B may be in operation or in the shutdown or refueling mode of operation. If a 0.7 capacity factor was
assumed for both plants, the probability that both plants would be operating at the same time was 0.5 (product of
capacity factors). Conversely, the probability that one plant is operating and the other plant is shutdown was also
0.5. Absent any TS requirements on the Plant B ESW pumps during

shutdown or refueling modes, the status of Plant B ESW pumps (P3,P4) was uncertain. Therefore, as shown in
Table 3.130-1, the unavailability (Wi) to meet the success criteria (N) is the product of the status mode probability
and the conditional failure probability, given the status mode of the ESW pumps.

Ta U N ESW PUMPS Wi

Initiating
Events

Frequency

Plant B Status Number of
Plant B Pumps

Required

Status Mode Unavailability Unavailability
of N

10-3 Operating 2 P3 =R

P4 =AOT (10-2)(1.0) W1=10-2

Ubo =0.5 2 P3 =R

P4 =SB (0.98)(7x10-2) W2=7x10-3

10-3 Shutdown 1 P3=M (0.25)(1.0) W3=0.25

P4=M

Ubr=0.5 1 P3=M

P4=SB (0.25)(7x10-3) W4=2x10-3

P3=R

P4=SB

P3=R

P4=M

AOT - Allowed Outage Time M - Maintenance R - Running SB - Standby

Loss Of Service Water Transient Event Sequences: This section describes the loss of service water events
for a two-unit multiplant configuration with 2 ESW pumps/plant, given the loss of service water initiating transient
(Ta) in Plant A discussed earlier.

The control room operator is expected to trip the Plant A reactor and initiate local recovery actions to open the
ESW crossties between Plant A and Plant B. After the Plant A reactor trip, the auxiliary feedwater system (L)
would be demanded. If Plant B ESW pumps are available and the ESW is recovered by valve realignments (X,
crosstie), it was assumed that the reactor (Plant A) can be cooled by steam generators using "L". If "L" is not

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0959.html
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successful (failure on demand), the operator would initiate HPI and cool the reactor by feed-and-bleed. Recovery
of service water via "X" would also restore cooling to the CCW heat exchangers that cool the HPI pumps and
other essential equipment.

If the Plant B ESW pumps are available and ESW recovery by "X" is not made, the Plant A RCP seals may fail
(S) due to loss of seal injection (charging pumps) cooling and RCP thermal barrier cooling (CCW). The RCP
seal failure results in a LOCA. The ECCS pumps were assumed to fail because of lack of CCW heat exchanger
cooling by the service water, resulting in a core-melt event.

If "L" fails on demand, the operator would initiate the HPI pumps and attempt to cool the reactor by feed-and-
bleed. However, the HPI pumps, as described earlier, indirectly require ESW cooling and are assumed to fail.
If L is successful, the pressure relief valves (if required) could either fail to open (P) and relieve the reactor
pressure (overpressure failure of reactor), or fail to close (Q), given that they opened (LOCA). Given a LOCA,
the HPI pumps were assumed to fail because the service water to the CCW heat exchangers, which cools the
HPI pumps, was not available.

If Plant B ESW pumps are not available (Wi) due to extended maintenance outage (M) or failure to start and run
from a standby condition (SB), it was assumed that recovery of the ESW pumps cannot be obtained in sufficient
time to preclude core-melt. In these cases, a successful crosstie (X) is not effective in reducing core-melt.

The cut sets (systemic event sequences) for the above loss of service water transient (Ta) in Plant A were:

(1) Plant B Operating (Ubo)

X(L+P+Q) 3.0 x 10-4 1.5 x 10-7

TaUbo XS = (5 x 10-4) 3.0 x 10-4 = 1.5 x 10-7

(W1+W2) 2.0 x 10-2 1.0 x 10-5

(2) Plant B in
Shutdown or
Refueling

(Ubr)

X(L+P+Q) 3.0 x 10-4 1.5 x 10-7

TaUbr XS = (5 x 10-4) 3.0 x 10-4 = 1.5 x 10-7

(W3+W4) 2.5 x 10-1 1.3 x 10-4

The base case frequencies and probabilities for the cut sets shown above were:

Ta = 1.0 x 10-3/RY W3 = 2.5 x 10-1

Ubo = 5.0 x 10-1 W4 = 2.0 x 10-3

Ubr = 5.0 x 10-1 X = 3.0 x 10-2

W1 = 1.0 x 10-2 S = 1.0 x 10-2

W2 = 7.0 x 10-3

L = 10-2 to 10-5, depending on plant-specific design and ESW cooling needs P = (10-3/demand)(10-1 demand/L)
= 10-4 Q = (10-2/demand)(10-1 demand/L) = 10-3

Frequency Estimate

Based on the success criteria and examination of the above base case core-melt frequency estimates, a
dominant core-melt frequency of approximately 10-4/RY for the multiplant units with 2 ESW pumps/plant can
occur with one plant operating and the other plant shut down (refueling).

Based on engineering judgment, at least one of the ESW pumps in the shutdown plant should be kept running.
In addition, the RHR and diesel generator TS operability requirements for Modes 5 and 6 indicated (indirectly)
that the ESW pumps should be operable in Modes 5 and 6. However, by possible valving alignments (plant-
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specific), the RHR system and diesel generators could be cooled by the adjoining operating plant's ESW
pumps. Therefore, lacking specific operability requirements on the ESW pumps when the plant is in Modes 5
or 6, the operability of the shutdown plant's ESW pumps was not assured. If only one of the two ESW pumps
is out for maintenance and the other pump is in standby, the core-melt frequency for the operating plant was
approximately 10-6/RY from Ta. If at least one ESW pump is running (simultaneous multiple failures of running
pumps in both plants was considered unlikely) in the shutdown plant, the core-melt frequency of the operating
plant from Ta was negligible.

Based on the above, TS requirements on ESW pumps while plants are in Modes 5 and 6 may provide a
reduction in core-melt frequency of approximately 10-4/RY for the operational plant at a two-unit multiplant site.
When both plants are operating, the dominant core-melt frequency from an ESW transient (T) was estimated at
10-5 /RY. Improvements in valve realignments (crosstie) procedures were not believed to contribute significantly
to core-melt frequency, but the resolution of this issue should reexamine the need for TS or procedures for these
crosstie operations. It also appeared that changes to the ESW TS in Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4 would not provide
significant reductions in core-melt frequency.

An additional ESW swing pump between plants or a third ESW pump/plant was estimated to provide at least an
order of magnitude reduction in core-melt frequency. Therefore, the reduction in core-melt frequency from the
addition of an ESW pump was estimated at approximately 10-5/RY.

Consequence Estimate

As shown above, the two-unit multiplant configurations with only 2 ESW pumps/unit may have a core-melt
frequency reduction potential (CM) on the order of 10-5/RY when both units are running, or 10-4/RY when
one unit is running and the other is shut down. Because the indicated remedies for each dominant core-melt
frequency were significantly different in scope and costs to implement, the risks were calculated separately. In
each case, however, the estimated core-melt frequency was predicated on the potential unavailability of the
ESW pumps in the adjoining unit of the multiplant configuration. The crosstie configurations and capability of
the plant operators to realign the valves in the crosstie configurations were not estimated to be as significant an
impediment to success in reducing core-melt frequency.

It was also estimated that recovery of the ESW pumps out of service cannot be assured in time to preclude a
core-melt. Equipment such as the screen wash pumps (non-safety grade) might provide alternate means of
service water cooling. However, alternate equipment and its use in these situations will be highly plant-specific.

With the ESW system unavailable for direct or indirect cooling of all emergency core cooling systems and
containment cooling systems, the containment was estimated to be as likely to fail by overpressurization
(WASH-1400,16 Category 2) as by basemat melt-through (WASH-1400,16 Category 6), the timing of the
release being dependent on progress and timing of the core-melt. Potential containment failures similar to
the WASH-1400,16 Category 4 (failure to isolate containment) were estimated to be of lower probability and,
therefore, of lesser significance.

Given the above, the risk (consequences) was calculated as a product of the core-melt frequency, the release
(dose) per category type release, the probability of the category type release, and the number of remaining
reactor years of plant life. The conditional public dose per category type release was based on the fission
product inventory of a 1120 MWe PWR, meteorology typical of the Byron site, and a surrounding uniform
population density of 340 persons per square mile over a 50-mile radius from the plant site, with an exclusion
radius of one-half mile from the plant.

Plant A
Operating

Core-Melt
Freq.(CM/RY)

Release
Category

(WASH-1400)16

Prob. of
Release
Category

Dose per
Release
Category

(man-rem)

Remaining
Plant Life

PublicRisk
(man-rem/

reactor)

Plant B 1.3 x 10-4 2 0.5 4.8 x 106 30 9,360

Shutdown 1.3 x 10-4 6 0.5 1.5 x 105 30 300

TOTAL: 9,700

Plant B 1.0 x 10-5 2 0.5 4.8 x 106 30 720
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Plant A
Operating

Core-Melt
Freq.(CM/RY)

Release
Category

(WASH-1400)16

Prob. of
Release
Category

Dose per
Release
Category

(man-rem)

Remaining
Plant Life

PublicRisk
(man-rem/

reactor)

Operating 1.0 x 10-5 6 0.5 1.5 x 105 30 35

TOTAL: 755

The estimated risk reduction that may result from installing a third ESW pump/plant, or an ESW swing pump per
2-unit multiplant configuration, was 755 man-rem/plant when both plants are in operation. When one plant is in
operation and the other plant is shut down (refueling), the estimated risk reduction from improved TS LCOs in
Modes 5 and 6 was 9,700 man-rem/plant for the operating plant.

Cost Estimate

Three cost estimates were provided for this issue. The first considered the costs associated with the addition
of a third pump per plant in a multiplant configuration. The estimated cost of the third pump/plant was also
considered applicable to the cost of a swing pump between the 2 plants. In this second option, the cost of the
swing pump can be shared between the 2 plants. This significantly lowers the per plant costs in a multiplant
configuration. The third option involved modified TS on the LCOs for the ESW pumps. This analysis addressed
TS LCOs on the ESW pumps in Modes 5 and 6. However, the TS for all modes of operation should be reviewed
for adequacy and updated accordingly. It was also expected that Options 1 and 2 stated above might require
additional TS.

Industry Cost: Based on estimates provided,960 the cost of an additional service

water pump/plant was approximately $15M, assuming an additional pump-house is not needed and that the
work can be performed during a 60-day scheduled outage (no replacement power cost). The $15M/ESW pump
included the following: direct cost (pump, piping, valve, and labor) estimated at $6M; indirect cost (engineering,
temporary construction, and construction management) estimated to be approximately equal to the direct cost
($6M); and an additional cost ($3M) equivalent to 25% of direct and indirect costs to cover contingencies and
operations and maintenance.

The industry cost to prepare the TS was estimated to be $16,000/plant961 and included 8 man-weeks of licensee
technical, legal, management, and committee input.

The total estimated industry cost/plant for each of the three options were:

(1) Additional ESW Pump Plus TS = $15M (2) Additional Swing Pump = $7.5M (3) TS Modifications = $0.016MF

or Options 1 and 2, the TS costs were negligible when compared to the associated pump costs.

NRC Cost: The NRC cost included the cost to review and develop a solution(s) for the issue and the cost of
reviewing plant-specific TS. The review and development of the solution(s) were estimated to require one staff-
year of NRC time and approximately one man-year of contractor assistance. At a cost of $100,000/man-year,
this amounted to $200,000 for all plants or $12,500/plant when distributed over at least 16 plants.

The NRC cost per plant was based on cost estimates given in NUREG/CR-4627961 and included 6 staff-weeks
of technical effort and three weeks for management and legal reviews and concurrences. Based on a rate of
$50/staff-hour, the NRC costs were estimated at $18,000/plant per TS change. Considering that two Federal
Register notices might be required ($800), the total NRC cost was estimated to be approximately $19,000/plant.
The total NRC cost, including the generic review costs distributed over the affected plants and the plant-specific
TS costs, amounted to $32,000/plant. The above NRC costs were applicable to each of the three options
discussed in this analysis.

Total Cost: The estimated total industry and NRC cost/plant for the above three conditions and options were
approximately $15M, $7.5M, and $0.05M, respectively.

Value/Impact Assessment

Three value/impact assessments were calculated for this issue.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0016.html
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(1) Additional ESW Pump/Plant:

(2) Additional Swing Pump:

(3) Modified TS/Modes 5, 6:

Other Considerations

(1) This issue was evaluated based on approximate generic success criteria for 2-unit configurations with 2 ESW
pumps/unit and crosstie capabilities between the units. In actual plant configurations, the success criteria and
shared use of ESW and other equipment are highly plant-specific. Because of various ESW pump capacities,
some plants with more than 2 ESW pumps/plant might also have vulnerable ESW systems. Single unit designs
should be reviewed for potential ESW vulnerabilities.

(2) Because of the large variations in ESW designs and success criteria, there are large uncertainties in a limited
generic analysis such as this one. Further, a more careful analysis that includes additional sequences (valve
faults, etc.) may show greater (or lesser) ESW plant-specific vulnerabilities and public risk.

(3) The possible solutions may vary from plant to plant. However, this issue identified the need to evaluate
possible ESW vulnerabilities in all modes of plant operations for single and multiplant configuations.

(4) The need for requirements on crosstie operations and ESW TS in Modes 5 and 6 was identified in this
evaluation as potentially significant in reducing public risk and was determined to be potentially cost-effective.
In this regard, it was recommended that resolution of this issue be coordinated with the Technical Specifications
Branch, DOEA/NRR.

CONCLUSION

Based on the evaluation and other considerations described above, this issue was given a high priority ranking.
In resolving the issue, the staff addressed the loss of essential service water at 7 multiplant sites. The affected
units have similar ESW system designs with two trains per unit: one pump per train with a crosstie between
units. The issue was resolved with TS and emergency procedures

improvements issued in Generic Letter No. 91-13.1368 The staff's technical findings and regulatory analysis were
published in NUREG/CR-55261408 and NUREG-1421,1409 respectively. Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and
requirements were issued.1410 In an RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that consideration of a 20-year license
renewal period did not change the resolution.
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Issue 131: Potential Seismic Interaction Involving the Movable In-Core Flux
Mapping System Used in Westinghouse-Designed Plants (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

Potential seismic interaction involving the movable in-core flux mapping systems was identified as a generic
issue in August 1985.1167 This potential interaction exists because portions of the in-core flux mapping system,
which have not been seismically analyzed, are located directly above the seal table. Failure of this equipment
during a seismic event could cause multiple failures at the seal table and could produce an equivalent small-
break LOCA. Staff discussions of the issue with W revealed that potential seismic interactions could exist at
operating W plants.1168 The staff's concerns were outlined in IE Information Notice No. 85-451171 issued in June
1985.

Safety Significance

The in-core flux mapping system used in W plants has movable fission chambers. These chambers are mounted
at the end of long drive cables and travel in long tubes called "thimbles" which run from a location outside
the biological shield, enter the reactor at the bottom of the vessel, lead up through the core, and terminate
near the top of the fuel. The thimbles are simply guide tubes for the detectors which are inserted into the core
only when a flux map is being taken. The thimbles are sealed at the reactor end and are dry inside. They are
also retractable and run within larger tubes called "conduits." These conduits are wet inside, sealed to the
reactor vessel bottom at one end thus making them extensions of the RCPB, and terminate at the seal table.
A mechanical compression-type seal attached to the seal table serves as the pressure boundary between the
thimble tube and the fitting.

The seal table is at the same elevation as the reactor vessel upper head closure flange. The advantage of this
arrangement is that, at the beginning and end of a refueling outage with the reactor at atmospheric pressure and
the vessel water level at the flange, the seals in the seal table can be unlocked and thimbles can be withdrawn
and inserted. Since the seals at the seal table are part of the RCPB, failing these seals will cause a small LOCA.
Moreover, the escaping coolant would be drawn from the bottom of the reactor vessel. For such a break location,
as the liquid level in the reactor coolant system drops, the steam space expands until saturation conditions
are reached. After this, as the steam volume increases, the liquid boils and the pressure and temperature may
remain high as liquid coolant exits from the bottom of the reactor vessel. Because virtually all of the reactor
coolant system piping is connected directly or indirectly at the reactor vessel nozzles above the top of the core,
most breaks are in effect above the core. For such breaks, once the liquid level has dropped to the point where
the break is in the steam space, the pressure drops very rapidly because each pound of steam leaving the
system carries with it the latent heat of vaporization. This more typical break therefore results in much greater
energy loss with a corresponding rapid reduction in both temperature and pressure.

In contrast, seal leaks at the seal table will not draw from the steam space until after the core is completely
uncovered. If the leak is greater than the capacity of the high pressure injection, the core may uncover. The low
pressure injection pumps, which would normally be able to mitigate such a leak, may not be able to inject until
after the entire liquid inventory is lost, by which time the core could be severely damaged. In addition, it should
be noted that any loss of the RCPB integrity caused by seismically-induced failures in the flux mapping system
would be outside the design basis of a plant. Therefore, such a condition should be unacceptable even if the
consequences remain within those for LOCAs analyzed in an SAR.

This issue applies to all W plants. Some CE plants have movable in-core detectors (in addition to the fixed
detectors installed in all CE reactors). The CE design has the tubes entering from the top rather than the bottom
of the vessel. Thus, the issue does not apply to CE plants. B&W plants use only fixed in-core detectors; there
is no seal table. Thus, this issue does not apply to B&W plants. GE plants use movable in-core detectors with
bottom-entry tubes. The GE design has O-ring seals in the instrument guide tube housings located in the lower
vessel head, instead of wet conduits leading to a remotely located seal table. Thus, this issue does not apply to
GE plants.

Possible Solution

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1167.html
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The non-seismically-qualified BOP equipment1167,1168 consists of the flux mapping transfer cart which apparently
is suspended from a rail car mounted on tracks over the seal table. This particular design configuration is
described as the "worst case found," but still other equipment may be involved at other plants. The obvious
possible fix is to install restraints of some kind. However, simpler solutions may be possible in some situations.
For example, it may be possible in some instances to simply move the transfer cart out from over the seal table
when the equipment is not in use, if the tracks are long enough and the plant does not use an Axial Power
Distribution Monitoring System (APDMS).

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

The accident sequence is straightforward: a seismic event occurs that is severe enough to cause the transfer
mechanism to fall on the seal table; a sufficient number of seals fail such that the leak exceeds the capacity of
the high pressure injection system; the core then uncovers and melts with the vessel still at high pressure.

The first parameter is the frequency of seismic events of sufficient severity to cause the transfer mechanism to
fall. Seismic event frequencies vary considerably from site to site, but the frequency of the SSE is generally in
the range of 10-4 to 10-3 event/RY. We will assume a site with above average seismic activity and use 10-3/RY.

The next parameter is the number of seals which fail. Mathematically, this is a sequence of probabilities, i.e.,
there is a probability of one seal failing, a probability of two seals failing, etc. The mathematical formulation of
such a sequence of probabilities is reasonably straightforward, but actual calculation is hampered by the fact
that we have no readily available information regarding the size, shape, height, or mass of the falling object or
objects. There is also the question of whether the falling object simply remains where it falls, implying that the
initial impact causes seals to fail, or whether the seismic activity (including aftershocks) causes the object to
vibrate or roll around on the seal table, causing seal failures.

A W Safety Review Committee conducted a structural evaluation of one representative plant design and
concluded that the transfer cart could cause at most three seal failures. It is not clear from the W information
what type of failure(s) was induced to the seals. The thimble tubes could perhaps be sheared off and ejected
or, more likely, could be bent and distorted. In either case, the compression-type fitting at the seal table could
fail and result in tube ejection similar to the thimble tube ejection event that occurred at Sequoyah.1169 However,
in either of these cases, ejection of the thimble tube, as discussed below, would cause loss of integrity of the
RCPB.

It is expected that the probability of at least one seal failure should be relatively high, but the probability of
all seals failing should be much lower. In the absence of any other information, we will assume a Poisson
distribution. If the probability of n failures is given by P(n), the Poisson formula becomes:

,where µ is the Poisson distribution.

For this distribution, the average number of failures (µ) is given by:

We will assume 95% confidence in the W Safety Review Committee's calculation that no more than three seals
fail, i.e., we will adjust µ such that:

P(0) + P(1) + P(2) + P(3) = 0.95
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Finding the appropriate value of µ involved development of a staff computer program to solve the transcendental
equation with values of µ and the probabilities treated as variables.1170 The results are as follows:

µ = <n> = 1.37

The significance of this parameter is that the average number of seal failures from a falling transfer cart is 1.37.
Substituting this value in the previous formula:

P(0) = 0.254

P(1) = 0.348

P(2) = 0.238

P(3) = 0.109

Total: 0.95

It is necessary to examine the capacity of the high pressure injection system to go with the number of seal
failures. We will choose a class of plants similar to Surry for this evaluation. These plants are equipped with
three high pressure centrifugal pumps (one normally in operation), each with an injection capacity of 150 gpm at
normal operating pressure.

The ID of the conduits vary from 0.4 to 0.6 inches and is filled with a 0.3 inch OD thimble tube. However, the
thimble tube is not expected to be very effective in throttling fluid flow if seal failure(s) result from a guillotine
break of the thimble tube or failure of the compression fitting capability, given distorted or bent thimble tube(s),
since they are likely to be ejected. The thimble is designed with sufficient stiffness to be inserted by being
pushed at one end and thus is unlikely to jam in place. After a seal failure, the force that would tend to eject the
thimble (due to differential pressure) is about 140 pounds, not including the effect of flowing fluid along the length
of the thimble tube.

An actual seal failure at the compression fitting occurred at Sequoyah in 1984 during maintenance involving
thimble cleaning.1169 The thimble was ejected from the conduit and the fluid loss was estimated by the licensee
to be between 25 and 35 gpm. We will assume a 30 gpm break flow in our calculations, based on the Sequoyah
experience. We will further assume (for lack of better information) that a 150 gpm pump will be able to mitigate
five broken seal leaks of 30 gpm each. However, it must be remembered that, as pressure drops, the injection
flow from the pump(s) will increase. A relatively extensive calculation would be necessary to determine the
actual number of seal leaks a given configuration of pumps could handle.

Depending on the total leakage flow, mitigation may require one, two, or all three pumps. Calculation of the
unavailability of the 1/3, 2/3, and 3/3 configurations is somewhat complex, since there are several permutations
and combinations in what is basically a three-train system. In addition, one of the three pumps is normally
kept in operation, which eliminates the fail-to-start failure mode for one pump. Unavailability for the 1/3 and
2/3 configurations were calculated in WASH-1400.16 These results are 8.6 x 10-3/demand for 1/3 and 1.2
x 10-2/demand for 2/3. Results for 3/3 were not presented in WASH-1400.16 However, we note that the 3/3
configuration is not single failure proof. Thus, the 3/3 unavailability can be approximated as follows:

Qsingles + Q maint = (1.1 x 10-3)/demand + (5.7 x 10-2)/demand

= (5.8 x 10-2)/demand.

We will consider four ranges of seal failures.

Range Probability Result

1 to 5 failures P(1) + P(2) + ...+ P(5) 7.40 x 10-1

6 to 10 failures P(6) + ... + P(10) 2.88 x 10-3

11 to 15 failures P(11) + ... + P(15) 2.29 x 10-7

16 or more failures P(16) + ... + P(58) Negligible
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Each range corresponds to a pump configuration as shown below:

Range Probability
of Range

Number of
Pumps Needed
for Mitigation

Pump
Configuration
Unavailability

Event Core-
Melt Frequency

(per RY)*

1 to 5 7.43 x 10-1 1 of 3 8.6 x 10-3 6.39 x 10-6

6 to 10 2.88 x 10-3 2 of 3 1.2 x 10-2 3.46 x 10-8

11 to 15 2.29 x 10-7 3 of 3 5.8 x 10-2 1.33 x 10-11

Total: 6.42 x 10-6

*This column is the SSE frequency (10-3/RY) multiplied by the range probability (second column) and the pump
configuration unavailability (fourth column).

Consequence Estimate

The core-melt sequences under consideration involve a core-melt with no large breaks initially in the RCPB and
containment heat removal systems successful or partially successful. The reactor is likely to be at high pressure
(until the core melts through the lower vessel head) with a steady discharge of steam and gases through the
broken seals and (possibly) the PORVs. These are conditions likely to produce significant hydrogen generation
and combustion.

The Zion and Indian Point PRA studies used a 0.03 probability of containment failure due to hydrogen burn (the
"gamma" failure). (See References 1052, 1151, and 1152.) We will follow this example and use 0.03, bearing in
mind that specific containment designs may differ significantly from this figure. In addition, the containment can
fail to isolate (the "beta" failure). Here, the Oconee PRA54 figure of 0.0053 will be used. If the containment does
not fail by isolation failure or hydrogen burn, it will be assumed to fail by base mat melt-through (the "epsilon"
failure).

Assuming a central midwest plain meteorology, a uniform population density of 340 persons per square mile, a
50-mile radius, and no ingestion pathways, the consequence parameters are:

Failure Mode Cont. Failure Probability Release Category Cond. Release
(man-rem)

gamma 0.030 PWR-3 5.4 x 106

beta 0.005 PWR-5 1.0 x 106

epsilon 0.965 PWR-7 2.3 x 103

The "weighted-average" core-melt results in a public dose of 1.7 x 105 man-rem/event. Therefore, based on a
core-melt frequency of 6.42 x 10-6/RY, a remaining plant lifetime of 30 years, and a weighted dose of 1.7 x 105

man-rem/event, the public risk is estimated to be 32.7 man-rem/reactor.

These results should cover all PWRs with large, dry containments. They do not apply to ice condenser
containments. Because of the low free volume in such containments, failures due to overpressure are more likely
and the average consequences may be significantly greater.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: Because the exact hardware modifications to the transfer cart and associated equipment are
not known and will probably vary from plant to plant, a generic cost estimate is difficult to estimate. However,
such modifications are likely to be dominated by labor costs which are unlikely to exceed one staff-year/reactor
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($100,000). Licensee administrative costs are likely to be on the order of another $100,000, giving a total
licensee cost of $200,000/plant.

NRC Cost: NRC costs are likely to be on the order of one staff-year of generic work. In addition, because plant
designs vary, roughly two staff-months of effort on each plant will be used. Thus, NRC costs are estimated to be
on the order of $100,000 for the generic effort which is distributed over 34 reactors ($3,000/plant) plus $16,700/
plant for those plants that modify the design.

Total Cost: As indicated above, this equipment is BOP equipment and may vary considerably from plant to
plant. Therefore, the estimates of both consequences and costs are expected to represent an upper bound
for those plants that approximate the worst case design configuration in their flux mapping systems. Based on
the above considerations, the cost for plants that have similar design flux mapping systems is approximately
$220,000/plant.

Value/Impact Assessment

The maximum value/impact score for those plants that may be affected by this issue is given by:

This maximum value/impact score corresponds to a site with a high SSE frequency.

Other Considerations

(1) The fix for this issue involves work within an area where significant radiation fields may be present. Thus,
protection to reduce ORE should be considered in planning the fix.

(2) If a seal should fail, the post-accident cleanup in the seal table area will involve ORE even if the event is
successfully mitigated. After the Sequoyah event,1169 the licensee was able to remove the ejected thimble tube
and decontaminate the area with only one man-rem of ORE. Under the assumption of 30 remaining years of
actual operation, a seismic event frequency of 10-3/year, and an average of 1.37 failed seals per event, the
actuarial averted ORE is only 0.04 man-rem/plant. However, if one or more of the fission chambers is in use and
inserted into the thimbles when the event occurs, the cleanup exposure will be far greater.

(3) Averting a core-melt also averts the ORE associated with core-melt cleanup. Using a value of 20,000 man-
rem to clean up after a core-melt, the averted ORE is 3.85 man-man over the remaining life of a plant. The ORE
from potential core-melt for this issue is approximately 10 percent of the potential public risk.

(4) The proposed fix reduces core-melt frequency and therefore averts cleanup costs and replacement power
costs. The potential plant value (savings) for averted core-melt cleanup and replacement power costs is
determined by the expression:970

where: D = discounted time value of money

f = 6.42 x 10-6/RY (core-melt frequency)

C = $1.65 billion (current core-melt cost)

r = 5% (discount rate)

t = 30 years (assumed remaining plant life)
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m = 10 years (assumed 10-year replacement power
cost)

The accident avoidance costs, if included, would reduce the impact cost by approximately 10 percent.

(5) In this analysis, it was assumed that the three seal failure limit calculated by the W Safety Review Committee
corresponds to a 95 percent confidence limit. This is a pragmatic rather than a rigorous assumption. To test the
sensitivity of the core-melt frequency to this assumption, additional calculations at 90 percent and 80 percent
were performed. The results were as follows:

3-Pin Probability Sum µ Core-Melt Frequency

95% 1.370 6.4 x 10-6

90% 1.745 7.1 x 10-6

80% 2.295 7.9 x 10-6

The core-melt frequency does increase, but not dramatically, as the percent figure is lowered. This is because
most of the core-melt frequency comes from the accident sequence where 1 to 5 seals fail and all three high
pressure injection trains fail. The sequence where a large number of seals fail, and fewer HPI trains need to fail
for core-melt to result, does not contribute greatly to the core-melt frequency. Therefore, the assumption may not
be rigorous, but the final result should be reasonable.

(6) The calculations assumed a Surry class of plants which has three centrifugal charging pumps. The situation
is rather different for the Sequoyah class of plants, which has one lower-capacity reciprocating charging pump,
two centrifugal charging pumps, and two intermediate head safety injection pumps. Such plants have slightly
less injection capability at full pressure. However, the intermediate head SI pumps have a shutoff head of 1520
psig and seal failure calculations1167 show RCS pressure stabilizing around 1200 to 1250 psig, low enough for
the SI pumps to inject some coolant. Therefore, these plants have more mitigation capability than the Surry class
of plants and this issue would be less significant for them in terms of core-melt frequency. However, some of the
Sequoyah class of plants have ice condenser containments which may make this issue more significant in terms
of man-rem.

(7) The assumed seismic event frequency of 10-3/RY is a maximum value. The nationwide site average would
be a factor of 3 or 4 lower than this, but use of the average rather than the maximum value would not change the
core-melt frequency enough to alter the conclusion.

CONCLUSION

As stated earlier, any loss of RCPB integrity caused by seismically-induced failures in the flux mapping system
would be outside the design basis of a plant. Based upon the above calculations, particularly the core-melt
frequency estimate, a medium priority ranking was recommended for this issue. However, upon further RES
management review, it was decided that the safety concern could be more efficiently addressed as part of the
External Events IPE Program.1302
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Issue 132: RHR System Inside Containment (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was identified1454 by NRR as a result of concern for the potential loss of the RHR system under
a harsh containment environment. The RHR system is normally located outside the containment and is
not required to be qualified for a harsh environment. However, in a small group of W plants ( Surry 1 and
2, Beaver Valley 1 and 2, North Anna 1 and 2, and South Texas 1), the RHR system is located inside the
containment. Should a harsh environment be created inside the containment, the RHR system might be
rendered inoperable for long-term decay heat removal because of environmentally unqualified pumps and
valves. A harsh environment inside the containment could result from a LOCA, a steam line break inside
the containment, feed-and-bleed operation, or from inadvertent actuation of the containment spray system.
Accidents and transients causing potential unavailability of the RHR system were considered in this evaluation.

During the first phase of normal plant cooldown, the temperature of the RCS is reduced by transferring heat from
the RCS to the steam and power conversion system. During the second phase of cooldown, the RHR system
transfers heat from the RCS to the CCW system, to reduce the temperature of the reactor coolant to the cold
shutdown temperature at a controlled rate, and maintains this temperature until the plant is re-started. The RHR
system also can provide backup long-term cooling following a LOCA and is used to transfer refueling water
between the refueling cavity and the refueling water storage tank (RWST), before and after refueling operations.

Safety Significance

The RHR system is one of the systems available for long-term decay heat removal. For Surry, the systems
which provide long-term cooling include the Inside Spray Recirculation System, or Outside Containment Spray
Recirculation System coupled with the Low Pressure Recirculation System, and the RHR System. Any one of
these systems will provide sufficient capacity for long-term cooling. Loss of the RHR system as a result of a
harsh environment inside the containment would result in one less pathway for long-term decay heat removal
and, therefore, an increase in CDF and associated public risk.

Possible Solutions

The possible alternative solutions considered for this issue included:

(1) Analyze the fragility of existing RHR equipment to ensure that the equipment will be operable under high
temperature and pressure inside the containment resulting from the accidents identified above. Results of the
analyses may identify certain equipment needed to be upgraded for environmental qualification;

(2) Install a crosstie to allow flow of the high pressure safety injection (HPI) system from the other unit; or

(3) Replace all existing equipment with environmentally-qualified equipment.

The cost for replacement of all existing equipment with environmentally-qualified equipment was expected to
be much higher than that for Alternatives 1 and 2. Therefore, only Alternatives 1 and 2 were analyzed because
Alternative 3 would be the least cost-effective approach and would be the most unfavorable option in terms of
value/impact assessment.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

The approach taken to estimate the changes in CDF and public risk associated with the solutions was first
to determine the RHR system failure on demand probabilities. Based on the Surry PRA,1318 the accident
sequences which are shown to involve credit for the RHR system for long-term cooling include a small LOCA (½"
to 2"), a very small LOCA (<½"), loss of main feedwater, and turbine trip. Loss of main feedwater and turbine trip
could involve operation of feed-and-bleed cooling or a postulated failure of a pressurizer PORV/SRV to reseat
that could lead to a sequence similar to a small LOCA. Based on these sequences and their associated CDFs in
the Surry PRA, the CDFs were calculated64 for the base case and adjusted case of Alternatives 1 and 2.
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Alternative 1: The base case consists of the scenario in which the RHR system is not environmentally-qualified
and is therefore assumed to be unavailable following the sequences identified above except a very small LOCA.
This assumption is consistent with the Surry PRA. Using this logic, the base case failure probability (W3) for
the RHR system to cool the reactor is 1. The sensitivity of this assumed failure probability of the RHR system is
discussed below. For the adjusted case, it was assumed that the RHR system is environmentally-qualified and
its failure probability was the same as that given in the Surry PRA: 8.9 x 103.

Based on the failure probabilities of the RHR system, the CDFs for the base case and adjusted case were then
calculated by using the accident sequences identified above. The resulting CDFs were 2.6 x 10-6/RY and 2.3 x
10-8/RY for the base case and the adjusted case, respectively.

Alternative 2: The adjusted case for Alternative 2 included the installation of a crosstie between the HPI trains
of Units 1 and 2, similar to that installed at Surry. The CDFs for Solution 2 were calculated to be 3 x 10-6/RY and
2.8 x 10-8/RY for the base case and the adjusted case, respectively.

The CDF for the base case of Alternative 2 is different from that for Alternative 1 due to an additional accident
sequence (very small LOCA with failure to provide RHR cooling) included in Alternative 2.

Surry: For Surry, the CDFs before the RHR equipment is qualified as operable (base case) and after being
qualified as operable by implementing Alternative 1 (adjusted case) were 2.2 x 10-8/RY and 3.9 x 10-10/RY,
respectively. The CDFs were much smaller than that resulting from implementing Alternative 1 because Surry
had previously installed the crosstie for the HPI system. Such a crosstie was not in place at the other plants
considered in this issue.

Consequence Estimate

The next step was to calculate the base case and adjusted case public risk. This was accomplished by
multiplying the base case and adjusted case CDFs by appropriate containment failure probabilities and
corresponding public dose. For this analysis, the containment failure modes, release categories, and public dose
consequences were taken from NUREG/CR-2800.64 Results of this calculation are shown in Tables 3.132-1 and
3.132-2.

The reduction in public risk is the difference between the calculated dose consequence for the base case and
the adjusted case.

Alternative Reduction in Public Risk

1 7 man-rem/RY or 220 man-rem/reactor

2 8 man-rem/RY or 250 man-rem/reactor

The total reduction in public risk per reactor was based on the average remaining lifetime of 31 years for the
affected plants. The reduction in public risk for Surry was calculated to be 1.5 man-rem/reactor, based on the
remaining lifetime of 26 years.

Cost Estimate

The cost estimates for the possible solutions were based on the guidelines provided in NUREG/CR-4627.961

The industry cost for implementation included resources necessary to environmentally qualify RHR systems
by analysis and minor equipment modification, or to install the crosstie. The NRC costs for SIR implementation
include regulatory review and approval for the licensee proposed resolution. For Alternative 1, the total cost
was estimated to be $0.4M/reactor. For plants without a crosstie, the total cost for installation of a crosstie was
estimated to be $2.1M/reactor.64

Value/Impact Assessment

Alternative 1: Based on a total potential risk reduction of 220 man-rem/reactor and a cost of $0.4M/reactor, the
value/impact score was given by:
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Alternative 2: Based on a total potential risk reduction of 250 man-rem/reactor and a cost of $2.1M/reactor, the
value/impact score was given by:

TABLE 3.132-1Alternative 1 : Perform RHR Fragility Analysis

Accident
Sequence

Frequency(/RY)

Containment
Failure Mode

Containment
Failure

Probability

Release
Category

Consequence
(man-rem/RY)

Public Risk
(man-rem/RY)

Base Case

Adjusted Case

2.6 x 10-6  

 
 

 
 

 

0.5 0.0073 0.5 PWR-3 PWR-5
PWR-7

5.4 x 106 1.0 x
106 2.3 x 103

7.1 x 100 1.9 x
10-2 3.0 x 10-3

TOTAL: 7.1 x 100

2.3 x 10-8  

 
 

 
 

 

0.5 0.0073 0.5 PWR-3 PWR-5
PWR-7

5.4 x 106 1.0 x
106 2.3 x 106

6.2 x 10-2 1.7 x
10-4 2.6 x 10-5

TOTAL: 6.2 x 10-2

TABLE 3.132-2Alternative 2: Install A Cross-Tie
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Accident
Sequence

Frequency/RY

Containment
Failure Mode

Containment
Failure

Probability

Release
Category

Consequence
(man-rem)

Public Risk
(man-rem/RY)

Base Case

Adjusted Case

3.0 x 10-6  

 
 

 
 

 

0.5 0.0073 0.5 PWR-3 PWR-5
PWR-7

5.4 x 106 1.0 x
106 2.3 x 103

8.1 x 100 2.2 x
10-2 3.4 x 10-3

TOTAL: 8.1 x 10-0

2.8 x 10-8  

 
 

 
 

 

0.5 0.0073 0.5 PWR-3 PWR-5
PWR-7

5.4 x 106 1.0 x
106 2.3 x 103

7.4 x 10-2 2.9 x
10-4 3.2 x 10-5

TOTAL: 7.4 x 10-2

Surry: Based on a potential risk reduction of 1.5 man-rem and a cost of $0.3M, the value/impact score was
given by:

Other Considerations

(1) The uncertainties in the analysis involve whether the Surry PRA can be extrapolated for the group of plants
under consideration. Surry is a 3-loop W plant and Beaver Valley 1 and 2 and North Anna 1 and 2 are also 3-
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loop W plants; however, South Texas is a 4-loop W plant. Differences in the primary system were not expected to
have any significant impact on this evaluation.

(2) A sensitivity analysis for the failure probability of non-qualified RHR equipment was performed, assuming that
the failure probability was reduced from 1 to 0.1. Results of the analysis shows the following:

Alternative Public Risk Reduction Value/Impact Score

1 18 man-rem/reactor 45 man-rem/$M

2 49 man-rem/reactor 23 man-rem/$M

These value/impact scores, combined with the reduction in public risk, would place this issue well in the low
priority category.

(3) The failure probability of 1 for the RHR system represented an upper bound value and was considered
unrealistic for the following reasons:

(a) The cut sets were evaluated for the RHR system of Surry by the use of the IRRAS Code.1455 Results of the
evaluation indicated that loss of RHR due to failure of either one of the two motor-operated RHR suction isolation
valves contributed about 68% of the failure probability of the RHR system. These two MOVs are considered
primary system isolation valves and designed for an operating temperature of 650F and a pressure of 2,485
psi. The control circuitry for these valves is located outside containment in the auxiliary building. The design
temperature and pressure and the location of the valve control circuitry make the MOVs less susceptible to fail
under the environmental conditions following the accidents involved.

(b) Following these accident sequences, the auxiliary feedwater system and containment fan coolers will be
removing heat from the containment prior to operation of the RHR system. Consequently, the temperature and
pressure inside the containment will be lowered substantially and the RHR system would not be subject to an
environment such that failure would be a certainty.

(c) The RHR system is located in the lower elevation and in the periphery of the containment. Therefore, the
RHR equipment is not expected to face direct impingement of high pressure water/steam released from the
primary system. Further, thermal stratification inside the containment will result in lower temperature in the low
elevations. The RHR system will be operating under less severe environmental conditions. Again, inevitable
failure of the RHR system is not a certainty.

Based on the considerations above, the failure probability of 0.1, which is an order of magnitude difference
between the absolute failure and the normal failure probability for the RHR system, represented a best estimate
value.

CONCLUSION

The value/impact scores for both Alternatives 1 and 2, combined with the reduction in public risk, would place
this issue in the medium priority category (See Appendix C). For Surry, the value/impact score combined with
the reduction in public risk would result in a drop ranking. Further, the calculated cost/benefit for plants without
an HPI cross-tie was well above the guideline of $1,000/man-rem ($22,000/man-rem and $43,000/man-rem for
Alternatives 1 and 2, respectively).

Even if the upper bound value of RHR failure probability were assumed (thereby producing a medium priority),
the cost/benefit would be above the $l,000/man-rem ($1,800/man-rem and $8,400/man-rem for Alternatives 1
and 2, respectively). The estimate of CDF reduction for plants without an HPI crosstie was on the order of about
3 x 10-6/RY, using the upper bound value for all accident sequences involved. This estimate was not considered
a substantial reduction as required by the 10 CFR 50.109 backfit rule. Thus, this issue was DROPPED from
further pursuit (See Appendix C). In an RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that consideration of a 20-year
license renewal period did not change the priority of the issue.
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Issue 133: Update Policy Statement on Nuclear Plant Staff Working Hours
(Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

In IE Circular No. 80-02,975 the concern of overtime work for licensee staff who perform safety-related functions
was discussed and limits on maximum working hours were recommended. In July 1980, a letter976 was issued
to OLs and CPs with interim criteria for shift staffing, including restrictions on overtime. These criteria were
superseded by the NRC requirements issued in NUREG-0737,98 Item I.A.1.3.

In February NRC issued a policy statement977 on "Nuclear Power Plant Staff Working Hours." Based on public
comments, this policy statement was revised and reissued978 in June 1982. Generic Letter 82-12979 transmitted
this latter version of the policy statement to OLs and along with instructions to revise TS administrative
procedures to conform to the policy statement. Guidance on incorporating limits on overtime into the TS was
lasued in Generic Letters 82-16980 and 83-02981 to PWRs and BWRs, respectively. In March 1983, Generic
Letter 83-14982 was issued to clarify the definition of "Key Maintenance Personnel" stated in Generic Letter
82-12. In September 1985, the staff was directed983 to update the policy statement on "Nuclear Power Plant
Staff Working Hours." Since the NRC policy was stated in several documents, revision of NRC's policy guidance
on limits on over me and shift scheduling was needed to consolidate the guidance into a single document.

The existing policy statement and implementing documents were considered adequate from a safety perspective
in that the amount of overtime worked by nuclear power plant personnel was not identified as an actual
contributor to reportable events, nor did it degrade the safety of plant operations. However, one specific area
of guidance relating to the use of 12-hour shifts was absent from the policy statement. The staff reviewed and
approved on a case-by-case basis licensee programs for routine 12-hour shifts (e.g., Oconee and Callaway).

The proposed policy statement was intended to achieve the following: (1) update and clarify NRC's policy
on shift scheduling for both routine 8-hour and 12-hour shifts; (2) establish control of overtime hours worked
by nuclear power plant personnel who perform safety-related functions; and (3) clarify what action NRC will
take in instances where it is determined that fatigue from excessive working hours has degraded personnel
performance and thereby contributed to unsafe nuclear power plant operation.

The proposed policy statement was unchanged from existing practice, with respect to administrative procedures,
to prevent personnel who perform safety-related functions from working in a fatigued condition during normal
operations no more than 16 hours in a 24-hour period, 24 hours in a 48-hour period, or 72 hours in any 7-day
period. Overtime on an individual basis was to be controlled with management approval of deviations from
recommended limits on working hours.

The staff believed that a revised policy statement on shift and scheduling and hours of work would eliminate
licensee confusion resulting from multiple policy and requirement documents and would clearly identify licensee
management's responsibility to assure that nuclear power plant staff fatigue resulting from excessive working
hours did not adversely affect public health or safety. Additionally, the revied policy statement would benefit the
NRC staff in conducting reviews of licensee programs and in monitoring licensee implementation.

CONCLUSION

This issue was classified as a Licensing Issue that was resolved1349 with the issuance of NRC Information
Notice No. 91-36.1350
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Issue 134: Rule on Degree and Experience Requirement (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Since the TMI-2 accident in March 1979, to which human error was a major contributor, the issue of academic
requirements for reactor operators has been a major concern of the NRC. In October 1985, the NRC issued
a Policy Statement on Engineering Expertise on Shift996 which contained two alternatives for providing the
necessary technical and academic knowledge to the shift crews in the control rooms of nuclear power plants.
Option 1 of the policy statement permits an individual to serve in the combined senior operator/shift technical
advisor (SO/STA) role if that individual holds either (1) a bachelor's degree in engineering technology or physical
science from an accredited institution, or (2) a professional engineer's license. Option 2 permits continuation
of the separate STA on each shift who holds a bachelor's degree or equivalent and meets the criteria stated in
NUREG-0737.98

In January 1986, the Commission directed1264 the staff to prepare an ANPRM that would require SO applicants
after January 1, 1991, to have a baccalaureate degree in engineering or physical science from an accredited
institution. The object of this contemplated rule was to upgrade the levels of engineering and accident
management expertise on shift.

For candidates with a baccalaureate degree, the existing requirement of two years of nuclear power plant
experience would be amended to require at least one of the two years of operating experience to be with a
similar commercial nuclear reactor operating at greater than 20% power. SOs licensed prior to January 1, 1991,
who did not hold degrees in engineering or physical science would be "grand-fathered." Only one reexamination
would be allowed for applicants who apply before January 1, 1991. No degree equivalency would be acceptable
after January 1, 1991. Based upon Commission direction to prepare an ANPRM on degreed SOs, this issue was
given a high priority.

CONCLUSION

In April 1987, issues and proposed options concerning degree requirements for SOs were presented to the
Commission in SECY-87-101.1042 In 1989, the NRC issued a policy statement1265 on Education for Senior
Reactor Operators and Shift Supervisors at Nuclear Power Plants. In issuing this policy statement, the
Commission believed that the level of engineering and technical knowledge of shift operating personnel has a
direct bearing on the safety of nuclear power plants and that this safety is enhanced by having, on each shift, a
team of NRC-licensed professionals that combine technical and academic knowledge with plant-specific training
and substantial hands-on operating experience. With the issuance of the policy statement, the proposed rule
was withdrawn.1266 Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and no new requirements were established.
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Issue 135: Steam Generator and Steam Line Overfill (Rev. 3)
DESCRIPTION

Steam generator overfill and its consequences have received staff and industry attention because of the
frequency and severity of overfill events. Over the years, a number of issues have been raised concerning
steam generator overfill including Issue 66, "Steam Generator Requirements," and Issue 67, "Steam Generator
Staff Actions." In order to provide an integrated work plan for the resolution of these issues, Issue 135 was
initiated1075 and assigned a medium priority ranking based on the separate evaluation of Issue 67.7.0, "Improved
Eddy Current Tests."

Resolution of Issue 135 was expected to provide a better understanding of steam generator and secondary
steam integrity, including the effects of water hammer on secondary system components and piping as well as
the resultant radiological consequences. The work scope for resolving this issue was divided into four tasks
which called for the following staff actions:

Task 1: (a) survey the code requirements and industry practice for eddy current testing procedures; (b) assess
the capability of existing methods to detect steam generator tube degradation; (c) review existing ASME Section
II requirements on eddy current testing procedures and determine its adequacy for use as a standard for
inspection of steam generator tubes; and (d) develop written recommendations for regulatory guidance and/
or requirements, including possible endorsement of ASME Section II requirements on eddy current testing
procedures for development of a draft regulatory guide.

Task 2: Review the results and conclusions of studies on SGTR and propose specific modifications to SRP11

Section 15.6.3 including tube integrity, operator action time, and offsite dose limits. Develop a regulatory analysis
supporting the SRP11 changes including a risk analysis and a cost benefit of the proposed changes.

Task 3: Reassess the following concerns in Issue 67 for potential inclusion in an integrated resolution:
reassessment of radiological consequences; reevaluation of design basis SGTR; supplemental tube inspections;
integrity of steam generator tube sleeves; denting criteria; improved accident monitoring; reactor vessel
inventory measurement; RCP trip; control room design review; EOPs; organizational responses; and RCS
pressure control.

Task 4: Review the effects of water hammer, overfill, and water carryover on the secondary system and
connecting systems and develop proposals for mitigating the consequences. Consider the effects of sagging due
to water weight, operability of valves, and other components when subjected to two-phase flow of liquid.

The coordination of results of the different tasks was to provide a basis for the staff to develop a position on
offsite dose, operator action time, and tube integrity. Water hammer mitigation studies were to be carried out
to give the staff a better understanding for developing positions on water hammer in main steam lines and
operability of valves and other components.

CONCLUSION

This issue was given a medium priority ranking and pursued by the staff. It was found that SGTR and steam
line overfill events pose a relatively low public risk, as previously indicated in NUREG-0844681; comparable risk
results for SGTR events were also published in NUREG-1150.1081 The staff technical findings were published in
NUREG/CR-4893.1411 Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and no new requirements were established.1337 In an
RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not affect the
resolution.
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Issue 136: Storage and Use of Large Quantities of Cryogenic
Combustibles on Site
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was identified by NRR/EIB in February 1986 when it was suggested that Issue 106, "Piping and the
Use of Highly Combustible Gases in Vital Areas," be expanded to include new safety concerns associated with
the siting and use of large quantities of cryogenic combustibles on site.1024 The staff decided not to expand the
scope of Issue 106 and evaluated the EIB concerns separately as Issue 136.

Two new systems which require storage on site of much greater amounts of hydrogen, oxygen, and propane
gases than have been previously reviewed and licensed for use are expected to be added at some operating
plants. The long-term resolution of Issue 86, "Long Range Plan for Dealing with Stress Corrosion Cracking
in BWR Piping," is expected to result in the installation of H2 water chemistry control systems at many of the
operating BWRs. These systems will require the use of H2 and O2 in amounts far in excess of those currently
consumed at operating plants. In consideration of the logistics of supply and transport, storage of H2 and O2 on
site in a cryogenic liquid state and vaporization for use appears to be a practical solution. Some nuclear plants,
which might require smaller quantities of H2 are planning to use a compressed H2 gas supply. Other plants
may install electrolytic gas generators to generate H2 and O2 at the plants required rate. The BWR Owners
Group (BWROG) for Intergranular Stress Corrosion Cracking (IGSCC) Research, in cooperation with EPRI
and representatives of the industrial gases industry, has prepared a topical report1029 which provides guidance
for design, operation, maintenance, surveillance, and testing of permanent hydrogen water chemistry control
systems which may be located on site at operating BWRs. The staff reviewed the topical report, issued requests
for additional information, and published a SER in July 1987. The SER endorses the BWROG guidelines for
permanent BWR hydrogen water chemistry systems (with noted exceptions), thereby establishing acceptance
criteria for staff use in plant-specific safety evaluations for individual plant licensing actions.

The second system is a portable incinerator called a Mobile Volume Reduction System (MVRS) for use as a
waste volume reduction process for low level radioactive waste. Commonwealth Edison has applied to the
NRC for installation and operation of an MVRS at their Dresden 2/3 site. The MVRS uses large quantities (up to
1000 gallons) of LPG (propane) for incineration of radioactive waste. The staff has completed its review of the
Dresden application for modification to their operating license and has approved the siting and use of the MRVS
at the Dresden 2/3 sites in a SER published on August 13, 1986.1026 It is anticipated that other licensees and/
or nuclear plants may wish to utilize the MVRS (a standard design) at their facilities and will also submit license
amendments to do so.

Issue 106 covers only the storage of relatively small amounts of combustible gas on site and the use and routing
of those gases in safety-related areas. It does not cover the size, physical form or location of storage vessels
used to provide liquid hydrogen, liquid oxygen, or (propane) on site. It does not cover the potential failure of
the vessels used for these flammable/explosive materials and the effects of a resulting fire and/or explosion on
reactor safety-related structures or equipment. We have, therefore, opened this new generic issue to encompass
these concerns.

Safety Significance

The on-site storage and use of large quantities of liquified combustible gases pose the potential of severely
damaging reactor safety-related structures and/or equipment. Failure of the liquid storage vessels could
endanger safety-related structures and equipment in many ways; i.e., by explosive blast overpressure, inclusion
in the combustion fireball, excessive heat flux from the fireball, a vapor cloud drifting into safety-related air intake
structures, etc. If guidance for safety review of new systems is not provided, the failure of these systems could
result in damage to or failure of safety-related structures and equipment, resulting in an increase in public risk.

However, the installation and operation of systems using large quantities of cryogenic combustible materials
on site, such as the MVRS or BWR hydrogen water chemistry control systems, is beyond the scope of current
plant licenses. Therefore, the addition of such systems at an operating plant and the use of the systems would
constitute an unreviewed safety concern (i.e., potential new and different accidents from those previously
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considered and evaluated as a part of the facility licensing process) and would necessitate a staff review of
the adequatcy of protection of public health and safety before approval to install and operate the system may
be granted by the NRC. This would be accomplished through the review of a licensee request for a license
modification to install and operate the system. In the resolution of this issue, it is assumed that adequate
acceptance criteria for the on-site storage and use of these combustible gases can be developed which would
involve very low or negligible additional public risk.

Resolution of this issue will result in a reduction in operational exposure (unquantified) because replacement of
recirculation piping will not be required and the possibility that the frequency of in-service inspections may be
reduced.

Possible Solution

SRP11 Sections 2.2.1-2.2.2, "Identification of Potential Hazards in Site Vicinity," and 2.2.3, "Evaluation of
Potential Accidents," mention cryogenic fuels and flammable gases but offer little guidance in the evaluation
of the hazards of use of these materials on site. Regulatory Guide 1.91, "Evaluation of Explosions Postulated
to Occur on Transportation Routes near Nuclear Power Plants," provides a method to convert the detonation
energy of a vapor cloud to an equivalent mass of TNT, but offers no further guidance other than stating that the
actual gas, site topography, and meteorological conditions be considered in the hazards evaluation.

Acceptance criteria for the on-site use of large liquid propane systems have been developed and documented
through the staff review of the Dresden 2/3 license amendment for the on-site use of the MVRS. Acceptance
criteria for the on-site use of large liquid H2 and liquid O2 systems are currently being developed through the
staff review of the BWROG topical report for the design and on-site operation of BWR hydrogen water chemistry
control systems. Thus, resolution of this issue is assumed to be the modification of SRP11 Sections 2.2.1, 2.2.2,
and 2.2.3, and Regulatory Guide 1.91, as appropriate, to incorporate the staff acceptance criteria developed
through the Dresden 2/3 MVRS review and the BWROG guidelines topical report review.

CONCLUSION

Staff acceptance criteria for large propane systems have been developed and are stated in the Dresden 2/3 SER
Supplement of August 13, 1986. Staff acceptance criteria was also developed for large LH2 and LOX systems
through the staff's evaluation of the BWROG topical report for the design and operation of permanent hydrogen
water chemistry control systems at BWRs.

To assure consistent evaluation and approval of future license modifications for the installation and use of
MVRS and BWR hydrogen water chemistry control systems at operating reactors, this issue was classified as a
Licensing Issue. It was recommended that the appropriate SRP Sections and Regulatory Guides be amended
to include the acceptance criteria developed through the Dresden MVRS review and the BWROG topical report
review. However, with the publication of the staff's SER in EPRI NP-5283-SR-A, "Guidelines for Permanent BWR
Hydrogen Water Chemistry Installations -- 1987 Revision," in September 1987, NRR considered this issue to be
resolved.1115
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Issue 137: Refueling Cavity Seal Failure
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

On August 21, 1984, the Haddam Neck plant experienced failure of a refueling cavity seal during preparations
for refueling. The failure of the seal caused 200,000 gallons of water to drain from the refueling cavity into the
lower levels of the containment building in 20 minutes. No fuel was being transferred at the time. If a similar seal
failure were to occur at a plant during fuel transfer, fuel elements could be uncovered and could result in high
radiation exposure to plant personnel, possible fuel cladding failure, and release of radioactive material. Also,
because the refueling cavity is connected to the spent fuel storage pool, the potential exists for this seal failure to
initiate drainage of the spent fuel pool, if the fuel transfer canal were open at the time.

Refueling cavity seal failure could lead to an event sequence not previously considered by the NRC, i.e.,
uncovering spent fuel being transferred and spent fuel in storage in the spent fuel pool. These sequences are
not considered explicitly in the SRP11 nor in the NRC guidance pertaining to acceptability of facility designs,
technical specifications, operating procedures, and emergency procedures. The SRP11 Sections that may be
affected by this issue are 9.1.2 "Spent Fuel Storage," 9.1.3, "Spent Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup System,"
and 15.7.4, "Radiological Consequences of Fuel Handling Accidents." Regulatory Guide 1.251154 may also be
affected.

Following the event at Haddam Neck, IE Bulletin No. 84-031158 was issued requiring licensees to investigate
the potential for refueling cavity seal failures at their plants. Of the total responses received from OLs (72 plants
with 112 units), 26 plants (40 units) use an inflatable reactor cavity seal. Most of the plants use a pressurized
bladder of similar configuration to that used at Haddam Neck. Some significant differences between the Haddam
Neck seal bladder design and those used at other plants were noted as well as other plant design features which
might provide some capability to cope with the consequences of reactor cavity seal failure.

This issue is related to Issue 82, "Beyond Design Basis Accidents in Spent Fuel Pools," but was determined not
to be encompassed within the scope of Issue 82.1155 In Issue 82, a refueling cavity seal failure was not included
as an initiating event for accidental draining of a spent fuel pool. Therefore, Issue 137 was established as a new
generic issue rather than expand the scope of Issue 82 to include reactor cavity seal failures as an additional
initiator of possible spent fuel pool accidents.1156,1160

Safety Significance

A refueling cavity seal failure is itself considered to be an initiating event for an accident sequence. The
immediate result of a refueling cavity seal failure during fuel transfer is the loss of water from the refueling cavity.
The possible safety consequences are as follows: (1) high radiation levels in the containment due to uncovering
of spent fuel in transfer; (2) radioactive material release in the containment building due to rupture of fuel pins
(by self-heating after uncovering); (3) high radiation levels in the spent fuel building due to uncovering of stored
spent fuel; and (4) radioactive material release outside the containment building due to rupture of fuel pins in the
storage pool. The consequences involving the spent fuel pool are based on the assumption that the fuel transfer
canal connecting the refueling cavity to the spent fuel pool is open at the time of the initiating seal failure and that
the canal cannot be closed.

Pneumatic rubber seals similar to the one at Haddam Neck (used mainly at PWRs) are most vulnerable to
failure. They are susceptible to misalignment, improper inflation, puncture, and rupture. Other types of seals,
such as the permanent steel bellows on most BWRs, have been more reliable than pneumatic seals.1157 At
least 45 plants are equipped with pneumatic seals: 38 operating PWRs, 4 operating BWRs, and 3 PWRs under
construction. Thirty-six of the affected plants use a seal with a single inflatable gland. Nine plants (including
Haddam Neck at the time of the seal failure there) use a seal with two inflatable glands separated by a metal
spacer ring. Only five plants indicated in their response to IE Bulletin No. 84-031158 that their spent fuel pools
could possibly drain through a failed refueling cavity seal.

Possible Solution
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The proposed resolution to this issue is actually made up of several resolutions which apply to different plants
according to each individual plant's refueling cavity configuration, seal design, and operating procedures. The
various aspects of the proposed resolution are based on assessments by the Haddam Neck staff1159 and the
NRC.1156 All of the proposed actions are aimed at bringing the affected plants into conformance with the features
employed at the nuclear plants that are least vulnerable to a refueling cavity seal failure and its consequences.
Several of the proposed actions have already been implemented at Haddam Neck.

The overall proposed resolution includes both mitigative and preventive measures.

Proposed mitigative measures include: (1) temporary reinforcement of existing seals until permanent corrective
measures are implemented; and (2) implementation of procedures to assure prompt operator response to a
leak and to gross seal failure (completed at Haddam Neck). Preventive measures include: (1) installation of
improved-design seals at plants with single inflatable seals; (2) replacement of double inflatable seals with
permanent steel seals (completed at Haddam Neck); and (3) installation of a coffer dam to prevent spent fuel
pool draining through the refueling cavity at plants where this is possible (completed at Haddam Neck).

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

Two accident sequences were considered: (1) refueling cavity seal failure resulting in serious transfer canal
drainage; and (2) seal failure resulting in spent fuel pool drainage. The probabilities of these accidents were
developed from the frequencies of the steps in the accident sequences. The frequency of the initiating event, an
inflatable refueling cavity seal failure, was estimated to be 10-2/RY based on historical information compiled in
NUREG/CR-49821157 and corroborated by PNL calculations.64 In addition, in NUREG/CR-4982, it was estimated
that the seal failure rate decreased by a factor of 10 to 10-3/RY, due to improvements in design and increased
awareness of the problem following the Haddam Neck incident.

The frequency of transfer canal drainage accidents (Y) was estimated by taking the product of the following: (a)
the frequency of refueling cavity seal failure; (b) the probability that spent fuel is being transferred at the time of
seal failure; and (c) the probability that reactor operators do not recover from the seal failure incident in time to
prevent drainage of the refueling cavity. The probability that fuel is being transferred is estimated based on the
assumption that, during a refueling outage at an average plant (i.e., with seal in place and canal flooded), fuel is
actually in transit through the canal only a portion of the time. We have, therefore, assumed that the frequency of
spent fuel being in transit concurrent with seal failure to be 0.5/RY. The frequency of non-recovery is taken from
NUREG/CR-49821157 in which it is estimated to be 5 x 10-2/demand. Thus, the frequency of refueling cavity seal
failure resulting in serious transfer canal drainage (Y) is estimated to be:

Y = (10-3/RY)(0.5)(5 x 10-2) = 2.5 x 10-5/RY

The parameter Z, the frequency of refueling cavity seal failure resulting in serious spent fuel pool drainage,
is estimated to be the product of the frequency of spent fuel pool drainage and the probability of no recovery.
The frequency of spent fuel pool drainage resulting from inflatable seal failure has been estimated at 10-5/
RY.1157 This value incorporates the estimated seal failure rate of 10-3/RY. The frequency of nonrecovery from
this accident is assumed to be the same value (5 x 10-2/demand) as that used above to estimate the value for
parameter Y. The resulting frequency for parameter Z is:

Z = (10-5/RY)(5 x 10-2/demand) = 5 x 10-7/RY

The next step in calculating radiation release frequencies is to multiply the accident frequencies by their
respective containment failure probabilities. The applicable containment failure mode for Case Y is assumed
to be represented by containment penetration leakage. The containment failure probability used in this issue
was taken from Appendix A of NUREG/CR-2800,64 which is based on the Oconee 3 PWR. Typical Technical
Specifications for PWRs require that containment doors be closed and that penetrations be either closed or
capable of being closed by automatic containment purge and exhaust isolation valves. The containment failure
probability associated with penetration leakage is 7.3 x 10-3. However, spent fuel pool building integrity is not
required during fuel transfer and we have, therefore, assumed a containment integrity failure probability of 1. The
release frequencies for parameters Y and Z are calculated as follows:
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Transfer Canal Spent Fuel Pool

Fy = (Y)(7.3 x 10-3) Fz = Z x 1

= (2.5 x 10-5/RY)(7.3 x
10-3)

= (5 x 10-7/RY) x 1

= 1.8 x 10-7/RY = 5 x 10-7/RY

Consequence Estimate

For the fuel transfer canal drainage scenario (Case Y), it was assumed that the events resulted in the uncovery
of one fuel assembly, which is assumed to be in the transfer process at the time. It was also assumed that the
exposed assembly undergoes overheating and melting and thus the site release was based on the NUREG/
CR-280064 consequence calculated for PWR Category 4 and BWR Category 4 events. However, since the
damaged fuel is limited to a single fuel assembly, the PWR and BWR consequence factors were reduced by
a factor of 300 and 600, respectively. (The typical PWR core has about 300 fuel assemblies and the older
BWR-2 reactors have nearly 600 fuel assemblies.) The dose consequences for the fuel transfer canal drainage
scenario were thus estimated to be 9000 man-rem/ event and 1100 man-rem/event for PWR and BWR plants,
respectively.

For the spent fuel pool drainage scenario (Case Z), core-melt was not assumed. Radiation exposure to the
public was assumed to occur only in the event of a coincident refueling cavity seal failure and an open fuel
transfer canal i.e., a drainage path for the spent fuel pool. Radiation exposures to the public were calculated
using non-core-melt accident Release Categories PWR 9 and BWR 5. The dose consequences for these
release categories were estimated to be 120 man-rem/event and 20 man-rem/event, respectively.64

The public risk is obtained by multiplying release probabilities (Fy and Fz) by their corresponding public dose
consequences. The per-plant public risk estimates are:

Spent Fuel Pool Drainage

PWR: (5 x 10-7/RY)(120 man-rem/event) = 6 x 10-5 man-rem/RY

BWR: (5 x 10-7/RY)(20 man-rem/event) = 1 x 10-5 man-rem/RY

Transfer Canal Drainage

PWR: (1.8 x 10-7/RY)(9.0 x 103 man-rem/event) = 1.6 x 10-3 man-rem/RY

BWR: (1.8 x 10-7/RY)(1.1 x 10* man-rem/event) = 2.0 x 10-4 man-rem/RY

Thus, the total public risk estimates are as follows:

PWR: (6 x 10-5 + 1.6 x 10-3) man-rem/RY = 1.7 x 10-3 man-rem/RY

BWR: (1 x 10-5 + 2.0 x 10-4) man-rem/RY = 2.1 x 10-4 man-rem/RY

The resolution (SIR) was conservatively assumed to eliminate the problem of refueling cavity seal failure
completely. Thus, the accident sequence frequencies and public risk were effectively reduced to zero as a result
of the implementation of the SIR.

There are 45 affected plants (41 PWRs and 4 BWRs) with an average remaining lifetime of 28.8 years. Thus, the
total risk associated with this issue is [(41)(28.8)(1.7 x 10-3) + (4)(28.8)(2.1 x 10-4)] man-rem or 2.25 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: Industry cost related to implementation of the proposed resolution, and to operation and
maintenance after implementation, were estimated to be at least $4.1M.

NRC Cost: NRC costs in support of the industry's efforts were expected to be, at a minimum, $2.4M.64

Value/Impact Assessment
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Based on an estimated risk reduction of 2.25 man-rem and a minimum total cost of $6.5M for the proposed
solution, the value/impact score is given by:

Other Considerations

ORE for post-accident cleanup and repair were considered both for drainage of the fuel transfer canal and for
drainage of the spent fuel pool. For the spent fuel pool event, an ORE estimate of 1880 man-rem/event was
taken from Appendix D of NUREG/CR-2800.64 It was based on a small LOCA in which the ECCS functions as
intended and no fuel melting occurs, but some fuel cladding ruptures. For the refueling canal event, melting of
the fuel assembly in transit was assumed. Therefore, assuming an event that results in a portion of the core
melting, an ORE of 7640 man-rem/event was estimated.64 The per-plant occupational dose reduction due to
accident avoidance was estimated as follows:

Spent Fuel Pool Drainage

(5.0 x 10-7/RY)(1880 man-rem/event) = 9.4 x 10-4

man-rem/RY

Transfer Canal Drainage

(2.5 x 10-5/RY)(7640 man-rem/event) = 1.9 x 10-1

man-rem/RY

For the 45 affected plants over the 28.8 years average remaining lifetime, the maximum expected reduction in
ORE for cleanup and repair efforts necessitated by reactor cavity seal failure is (9.4 x 10-4 + 1.9 x 10-1) man-rem/
RY x 45 plants x 28.8 yrs = 247 man-rem.

Normally, ORE is incurred in making physical modifications or inspections in a high radiation field to implement
the resolution of an issue and to clean up a facility during recovery or decommissioning efforts following an
event; these aspects are covered above. However, for this issue, the scenario associated with a rapid drainage
of the refueling canal with the transfer of a spent fuel assembly in process could subject plant personnel in the
containment building to radiation exposure prior to their evacuation of the building. Analysis performed by PNL64

indicates that, for the case of a single PWR fuel assembly lying in the bottom of a dry refueling canal, exposure
levels on the order of 10,000 R/hr on the operating deck at the extreme edge of the canal are possible.

Extrapolation of the PNL analysis64 indicates a potential general radiation level on the order of 100 to 500 R/hr
on the operating deck due to reflection from the

containment dome. Considering the possible canal drainage time, alarm levels, and evacuation times, it appears
unlikely that any operator would receive a lethal dose prior to evacuation; however, it is likely that a few people
could receive a whole-body dose on the order of 50 to 100 man-rem. In terms of offsite public exposure, this
dose is about comparable to some of the higher probability/lower consequence core-melt scenarios. Since the
frequency of this event is estimated to be 2.5 x 10-5/RY, we believe the likelihood of the event is sufficiently
low and, therefore, do not perceive a need to alter the priority of this issue on the basis of potential accidental
exposure of utility staff.

CONCLUSION

Based on the low estimated public risk posed by refueling cavity seal failures, the low value/impact ratio of the
suggested resolution, and the fact that IE Bulletin No. 84-031158 was issued to address the concern, this issue
was placed in the DROP category.
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Issue 138: Deinerting of BWR Mark I and Mark II Containments During
Power Operations upon Discovery of RCS Leakage or a Train of a Safety
System Inoperable (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

The issue of deinerting upon discovery of RCS leakage was identified1414 by DL/NRR, based on data collected
by OIE. The related but separate concern of deinerting with one train of a safety system inoperable was also
raised.

BWR MARK I and II containments are inerted with nitrogen during normal operations to protect against the build-
up of a potentially explosive H2-O2 mixture, in the event of a LOCA or core damage event. Following a LOCA, H2
is released within the containment from zircaloy-water reactions and H2 and O2 are also produced by radiolysis
of the coolant. Core damage or melting would add an additional large quantity of H2 as a result of metal/water
reaction with fuel cladding and core structural materials. Plant atmosphere systems are designed to maintain
containment O2 concentration to less than 5% by volume, or the H2 concentration to less than 4% by volume, to
ensure that a combustible gas mixture does not form.

RCS leakage outside of TS limits requires licensees to identify, isolate, and repair the leak to avoid or mitigate
the consequences of a LOCA. These steps require plant personnel entry into the containment. In accordance
with plant TS, operators typically reduce power, deinert the containment, and allow personnel entry to identify
potential RCS leaks. However, deinerting under leak conditions leaves the containment vulnerable to H2-O2
concentration build-up, if the leak progresses to a LOCA or core damage event. This was the primary concern in
this issue. A secondary concern was that TS also allow licensees to operate with a deinerted containment for up
to 24 hours with one train of a safety system inoperable.

The OIE data consisted of 13 RCS leak event reports in which the containment was deinerted to allow corrective
action by plant personnel; these events occurred between 1981 and 1986. Existing NRC guidance for this issue
included GDC 41 (Containment Atmosphere Cleanup), from 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, and Section 3.6.6.4 of the
GE STS for BWR/5 designs.

Safety Significance

With either of the above concerns, the possibility of early gross containment failure with energetic source term
release could be significantly increased, thereby increasing public risk. The issue affected 33 BWRs with MARK I
or II containments.

Possible Solution

A possible solution to this issue was to revise plant TS to require a reactor to be brought to cold shutdown, prior
to deinerting the containment, when either unidentified leakage in the containment building or inoperability of a
safety system is noted.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency/Consequence Estimate

The baseline risk assessment used for this issue was the Millstone-1 PRA which was based on the assumption
that the containment would always be inerted unless the reactor is in a cold shutdown condition; the PRA
provided an assessment of risks associated with accident sequences at full power. In addition, the Millstone-1
PRA took into account TS allowing operations with one train of the safety system inoperable. The following two
cases were assessed for this issue:

Case 1 A deinerted containment during a shutdown for an unidentified RCS leak.

Case 2 A deinerted containment with one train of a safety system inoperable.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1414.html
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For this issue, potential public risk reduction results from the change in containment failure mode afforded by not
permitting deinerting during power operations under off-normal conditions. The assumed resolution of the issue
will not result in a reduction of core-melt frequency.

To analyze the issue, an average consequence factor (C) was determined using the following equation:

R = fcmC

=  fcmnCn

where R = Risk (man-rem/RY)

fcm = Core-melt frequency (event/RY)

C = Average Consequence Factor
(man-rem/event)

fcmn = Total core-melt frequency for the
nth release category event/RY)

Cn = Consequence Factor for the nth
release category (man-rem/event)

The following values were used from the Millstone-1 PRA and NUREG/CR-2800:64

fcm = 3.09 x 10-4/RY fcm1 = 1 x 10-6/RY C1 = 5.4 x 106 man-rem

fcm2 = 8 x 10-6/RY C2 = 7.1 x 106 man-rem

fcm3 = 1 x 10-4/RY C3 = 5.1 x 106 man-rem

fcm4 = 2 x 10-4/RY C4 = 6.1 x 105 man-rem

Therefore, the value of C was 2.25 x 106 man-rem/event.

From the Millstone 1 PRA, the only dominant LOCA sequence was found to be the small-break LOCA (SB(B)).
The frequency of SB(B)(fSB(B)) was 3 x 10-6 event/RY.

In analyzing the first concern, i.e., deinerting the containment with an unknown leakage into the containment
building, two different schools of thought concerning the effect of detected leakage upon LOCA expected
frequency were addressed. Employing the leak-before-break theory, detection of leakage within the containment
building would not be associated with an increase in LOCA frequency. Conversely, it could be assumed that
leakage from a through-wall pipe crack would increase the probability that the pipe would break causing a
LOCA. As a result, the unknown leakage concern was analyzed from both perspectives as Case 1.

It was assumed that, whenever the containment building is deinerted, any core-melt event will result in
containment failure due to H2 burn with a probability of 1. TS permit licensees to deinert the containment building
of BWR MARK I and II designs, 24 hours prior to a scheduled shutdown. LERs gathered over the 5-year period
revealed 9 events in which the plants were deinerted before reaching a hot shutdown condition and one event
in which the plant was deinerted before shutdown with one train of ECCS inoperable. Of the 9 leakage events, 8
were found to be valve stem, body packing, or seal failures and one was determined to be a through-wall crack
in a RCS line. Assuming that the containment was deinerted for 24 hours during plant operation for each of
these events and that during the five-year period 29 plants operated with an assumed power production factor
(i.e., historical fraction of the calendar-year that plants operate at or near full power) of 0.7, the following fractions
of plant operating history were calculated. Each represents the fraction of the operating history that a plant
experiences a deinerted condition, as a result of the particular set of circumstances:

Va - deinerted due to unknown leakage
(9 events)

= 2.4 x 10-4

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0064.html
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Vb - deinerted due to unknown leakage
actually due to through-wall pipe
leak (1 event)

= 2.7 x 10-5

Vc - deinerted due to unavailability
of one train of a safety system (1
event)

= 2.7 x 10-5

Assuming that, if the containment is deinerted and a core damage event occurs, the conditional probability of
containment failure (Fcon) due to H2 explosion is 1, the conditional probability of containment failure becomes the
probability that the containment is deinerted (Vn). The consequence of containment failure due to H2 explosion in
the Millstone-1 PRA is best represented by the consequence factor (C2) for a Category 2 release, i.e., early large
containment failure. Therefore, the risk during periods while the plant is deinerted in preparation for a shutdown
with an unknown leakage, assuming that detection of leakage does not increase the probability of a pipe break
(LOCA), was calculated as follows:

r = fcmVaFconC2

= (3.1 x 10-4)(2.4 x 10-4)(1)(7.1 x 106) man-rem/RY

= 0.528 man-rem/RY

This was the base case risk. If plants are not permitted to deinert during periods of unknown leakage in the
containment building, the adjusted case risk would be:

r' = fcmVaC

= (3.1 x 10-4)(2.4 x 10-4)(2.25 x 106) man-rem/RY

= 0.167 man-rem/RY

The change in risk ( r) is (r - r) or 0.361 man-rem/RY. When applied to the 33 affected plants with an average
remaining life of 18.6 years, the total risk reduction attainable by not permitting plants to deinert when an
unidentified source of leakage in the containment building exists was estimated to be 222 man-rem.

If it is assumed that the probability of a LOCA (in this case SB(B)) is increased by two orders of magnitude
if a through-wall leak exists, the potential risk reduction afforded by not permitting plants to deinert when an
unidentified source of leakage in the containment building exists is calculated as follows:

r = fcm(Va - Vb)FconC2 + (fcm)'VbFconC2

where [fSB(B)]' = fSB(B) x 100 = 3.10 x 10-4/RY

[fcm]' = fcm - fSB(B) + [fSB(B)]'= 6.08 x 10-4/RY

Thus, the base case risk (r) was 0.585 man-rem/RY.

If deinerting is not allowed when there is an unknown leakage in the containment building, the adjusted case risk
is calculated as follows:

r' = fcm(Va - Vb)C + (fcm)'VbC = 0.186 man-rem/RY

Thus, the change in risk due to resolution of this aspect of the issue is (0.585 - 0.186) man-rem/RY = 0.399 man-
rem/RY. When applied to the 33 affected plants with an average remaining life of 18.6 years, the potential risk
reduction due to resolution, if it is assumed that through-wall leakage increases the probability of LOCA by two
orders of magnitude, is 245 man-rem.

The second case, i.e., containment deinerting prior to shutdown with a train of a safety system inoperable, was
analyzed as follows. The LER data from the 5-year study period revealed only one instance of deinerting prior
to shutdown with a train of a safety system (LPS in this case) inoperable. This results in a fraction of operating
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history for this condition Vc = 2.7 x 10-5 as shown earlier. It was conservatively assumed that unavailability of
one train of any safety system will increase the core-melt frequency by one order of magnitude, i.e., (fcm)z = 3.1 x
10-3/RY.

The base case risk (rz) was calculated by the following relationship:

rz = (fcm)zVcFconC2

= (3.1 x 10-3)(2.7 x 10-5)(1)(7.1 x 106) man-rem/RY

= 0.594 man-rem/RY

If resolution of the issue does not permit deinerting with one train of a safety system inoperable, the adjusted
case risk rz is calculated from the following relationship:

rz = (fcm)zVcC

= (3.1 x 10-3)(2.7 x 10-5)(2.25 x 106) man-rem/RY

= 0.188 man-rem/RY

Thus, the change in plant risk for this case due to resolution of the issue is (rz - rz) = (0.594 - 0.188) man-rem/
RY = 0.406 man-rem/RY. When applied to the affected population of 33 plants over the average remaining life of
18.6 years, the potential risk reduction attainable by not permitting deinerting with one train of any safety system
inoperable is 249 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: Industry costs included preparation and implementation of TS changes for the affected plants
and replacement power costs that would be incurred because TS eliminating deinerting prior to shutdown under
off-normal conditions will lengthen plant outages by up to 24 hours per shutdown. At $18,000/ plant, the total
industry cost for simple TS changes was estimated to be $594,000.961

Assuming that each time a plant must shut down for an unidentified leak in the containment building and/or a
safety system train inoperable not allowing the 24-hour deinerting period will add one day to the plant outage,
the average replacement power cost was estimated to be $300,000/day for each instance. Ratioing the 9
containment leakage events and the 1 loss of a safety system train event from the 5-year survey of LERs, it was
determined that for the 33 affected plants over their remaining life of 18.6 years, 38 leakage events and 4 safety
system train events would be expected. This equates to an industry replacement power cost of $12.6M ($11.4M
for leakage events and $1.2M for loss of a safety system train events).

Thus, the total estimated industry costs were $12M and $1.8M for the leakage and safety system inoperability
aspects of the issue, respectively.

NRC Cost: Resolution of either or both parts of this issue will require the issuance of a backfit order and the
development, review, and approval of a revised TS for each of the affected plants. Development and approval
of the resolution of the issue was estimated to require a staff effort of $100,000 and a technical assistance
contractual effort of $250,000, for a total of $350,000. Imposition and implementation of the resolution of the
issue, i.e., review and approval of a simple TS change, were estimated to be $11,000/plant, and $363,000 for the
33 affected plants. Thus, the total NRC cost was estimated to be $713,000.

Total Cost: For Case 1, the total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution is $(12 + 0.713)M
for leakage events and loss of a safety system train events. For Case 2, the total industry cost is $(1.8 +
0.713)M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Separate value/impact scores were calculated for each case.

(1) Case 1 - Leakage Only

(a) Based on no increased probability of LOCA,

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0961.html
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(b) Based on two orders of magnitude increase in LOCA probability,

(2) Case 2 - Safety System Train Inoperable

Other Considerations

License Renewal: The remaining life of the plants used to calculate the risk, cost, and value/impact scores was
based on the assumption that the total operating life of the existing operating plants was limited to 40 years. The
potential for license extension was also considered with the assumption that 75% of existing operating plants
would apply for license extensions of 20 years.

The additional risk reduction increment from license extensions would not result in a total potential risk reduction
of more than 500 man-rem for either aspect of this issue. Since both the risk reduction estimates and the
licensee costs estimates were a direct function of remaining plant operating life, the value/impact scores remain
essentially unchanged by consideration of license extension.

CONCLUSION

Based on the value/impact scores and potential risk reduction for both the leakage and safety system
train inoperability aspects, the issue was given a low priority ranking (see Appendix C) in October 1991.
Consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not change the priority of the issue.1564 Further
prioritization, using the conversion factor of $2,000/man-rem approved1689 by the Commission in September
1995, resulted in an impact/value ratio (R) of $10,040/man-rem which placed the issue in the DROP category.
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Issue 139: Thinning of Carbon Steel Piping in LWRs (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was raised1089 as a result of a pipe rupture in the main feedwater (MFW) system at the Surry Unit 2
nuclear power plant on December 9, 1986. The MFW pipe rupture followed a reactor trip from full power shortly
after the unit returned to operation on December 8, 1986, following a scheduled refueling outage. The staff
presented briefings on the incident to the Commission on February 25, 1987, and to the ACRS at its 322nd
Meeting on February 5, 1987.

The Surry pipe rupture was in the 18-inch "A" MFW pump suction line immediately downstream of a compound
90 elbow and T-section connecting the 18-inch pipe to the 24-inch condensate header. The rupture was a
catastrophic, 360 circumferential break. A piece of the ruptured pipe (approximately 4 feet by 2 feet in size) was
blown some distance from the break point. The piping still attached to the pump suction rotated away from the
break point and came to rest against a portion of the "B" MFW pump discharge piping. No significant damage to
the "B" MFW pump was noted.

The failed 18-inch suction line was fabricated from ASTM A-106 Grade B carbon steel and ASTM A-234 Grade
WPB carbon steel wrought fittings with a nominal wall thickness of 0.5 inches. Visual inspections of the inside
surface of the elbow revealed a dimpled surface and general pipe wall thinness as small as 0.05 inches.
Ultrasonic thickness measurements indicated the wall-thinning to be a gradual change over most of the elbow
fitting. The licensee concluded that the pipe ruptured because of the thinned wall and that the thinning was a
result of erosion/corrosion.

On January 15, 1987, the Honorable Edward Markey (U.S. House of Representatives) requested the GAO to
assess NRC actions following the Surry event and several other technical problems at nuclear power plants. The
GAO assessment1090 of actions taken related to the Surry event and similar piping deteriorations detected at
other LWRs was issued in March 1988. The major GAO conclusions and recommendations are provided in the
conclusion of this analysis.

A similar pipe rupture occurred at the Trojan plant following a reactor/turbine trip on March 9, 1985 (See
LER 85002, Docket No. 5000344). The pipe rupture at the Trojan plant was in the 14-inch heater drain pump
discharge line immediately downstream of a globe valve leading to the condensate header and MFW suction
side. The piping was the same ASTM A-106 Grade B material with a required minimum wall thickness of 0.375
inches. The wall thickness in the region of the rupture was thinned to approximately 0.1 inches and the cause
was attributed to wall-thinning by erosion/corrosion.

In both events, the fluid medium was single-phase, subcooled water at nominally 350F and 450 psi. Water
velocities were in the range of 20 to 40 fps and the flow in the ruptured locations was subject to turbulence
induced by piping and fitting configurations, with pressure increases resulting from automatic MFW isolation.

Historically, erosion/corrosion in nuclear and fossil plants has occurred primarily in wet steam (two-phase)
lines and has not been reported in dry steam lines (EPRI NP-5410).1092 The erosion/corrosion in single-phase
(water) systems was not expected and differs in the mechanisms contributing to the process, being a complex
phenomenon dependent on many variables such as alloy content, temperature, Ph, and flow velocities and
perturbations caused by piping and fitting configurations.

Following the Surry event, the staff issued a series of Information Notices informing the industry of the Surry pipe
rupture. On July 9, 1987, the staff issued NRC Bulletin No. 87-011093 requesting licensees to submit information
concerning their programs for monitoring the thickness of pipe walls in high-energy, single- and two-phase,
carbon steel piping systems.

Staff review of the licensees' responses to Bulletin 87-011093 were reported in SECY-88-501094 and Information
Notice No. 88-17.1095 A staff report on the status of the industry erosion/corrosion program was provided in
SECY-88-50A.1096 For two-phase, high-energy, carbon steel piping systems, responses indicated that licensees
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had programs at all plants for inspecting pipe wall-thinning. However, because the guidelines were not required
to be implemented, the scope and extent of the programs varied significantly from plant to plant.

For single-phase piping systems such as in the feedwater/condensate lines, a limited number of inspections
were conducted following the Surry event. Based on the Bulletin1093 responses up to the time this issue was
evaluated in November 1988, 23 out of a total of 110 units had not established an inspection program for the
single-phase lines. Of these units, 17 were operating plants and 6 were under construction.

The staff review1091 showed that wall-thinning in the feedwater/condensate systems was more prevalent in
PWRs than in BWRs. The review indicated that licensees of 27 PWRs and 6 BWRs identified various degrees
of wall-thinning in feedwater piping and fittings. The pipe wall-thinning problem was widespread for single-
and two-phase, high-energy, carbon steel piping systems in PWR and BWR plants. Since the problem was
more prevalent in PWRs, this analysis focused on PWR plants. However, due to the nature of the problem, the
resolution indicated that the issue related to all LWRs.

Safety Significance

There were no requirements for the industry to have an inspection program for monitoring and examining
the ASME minimum wall thickness for carbon steel piping. Therefore, even though a pipe break is a design
basis event for which plants are designed, the potential frequency of such breaks was higher than previously
anticipated. Lacking inspection requirements to provide assurance of the defense-in-depth against catastrophic
pipe ruptures in the secondary power conversion systems (and specially the feedwater/condensate systems),
plants may not have adequate assurance that they meet the design basis life.

The higher pipe rupture frequencies could also introduce additional challenges to safe plant shutdown from
potential systems interactions of the high-energy steam/water releases that may damage, or affect, other
systems (see "Systems Interactions from Pipe Ruptures" below). Thus, risks from design basis pipe ruptures
that did not account for erosion/corrosion wall-thinning in the secondary piping systems may be greater than
previously evaluated.

Possible Solution

The staff was continuing its review of pipe wall-thinning and was expected to assess the results obtained from
inspections to be performed during the 1988 Spring refueling outages.1094,1096 This assessment included visiting
up to ten plants to review their inspection methods and results. The staff anticipated that its review would be
completed by December 1988 and could, if necessary, provide the basis for new requirements1094,1096 in single-
and two-phase carbon steel piping systems.

A possible solution for the single-phase piping systems, which unlike the two-phase systems that have existing
monitoring programs, might include inspections to be conducted at each refueling outage. However, for the long
term solution, the staff planned to continue working with NUMARC and EPRI to arrive at an implementation
program and schedule for the resolution of pipe wall-thinning in both single- and two-phase carbon steel piping
systems.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Pipe ruptures from erosion/corrosion-induced wall-thinning of carbon steel piping had not been reported
prevalent in dry-steam lines1092 such as the main steam lines. Two-phase piping lines, such as the turbine
crossover/under piping and steam extraction lines, had experienced erosion/corrosion wall-thinning and ruptures
even though licensees had monitoring and inspection methods (though not required) in place to various degrees
for some time. This indicated that improvements were needed in the existing inspection programs to provide
timely detection of the piping degradations.

Single-phase carbon steel piping runs, which were not believed to be susceptible to erosion/corrosion wall-
thinning, were not in general (prior to the Surry event) monitored or inspected for potential wall-thinning. The
single-phase systems in the secondary power conversion systems which had been found to be susceptible
to wall-thinning were the feedwater/condensate systems and the high pressure feedwater heater drain pump
discharge piping lines. These single-phase
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lines transport water at a nominal temperature of 3500F and water velocities ranging from 20 to 40 fps. Both of
these conditions tend to exacerbate the erosion/corrosion phenomenon in carbon steel piping systems carrying
single-phase fluid (water).

AFW piping lines that typically draw water at lower temperatures from the condensate storage tank, and do
not experience continuous flow during power production, had not been reported to be susceptible to erosion/
corrosion wall-thinning. Because it was difficult to determine the effectiveness of the two-phase piping systems
inspections, lacking information on previous repairs and replacements resulting from the inspections, the two-
phase rupture frequency was assumed equivalent to the single-phase carbon steel piping rupture frequency
estimated below. Without existing inspections, the two-phase piping systems would be expected to have a higher
rupture frequency.

As stated above, this analysis focused on evaluating the carbon steel wall-thinning pipe ruptures in single-
phase piping systems and the wall-thinning ruptures in two-phase piping systems of PWR power conversion
systems. Based on existing inspection results, BWRs appeared to have a similar problem, but to a lesser
degree. Therefore, this analysis bounded the issue for all LWRs.

Recovery of Power Conversion Systems

The power conversion systems feed into one another through various piping configurations, including straight
lines or headers and various valving or fitting arrangements. Therefore, a rupture in either the single- or
two-phase piping systems could disable the PWR power conversion systems to various degrees. Thus,
the probability of recovering the power conversion systems was uncertain. Therefore, it was conservatively
estimated that the probability of non-recovery of the power conversion systems (PCSNR) was 0.5, given a
rupture in the secondary systems.

Carbon Steel Pipe Rupture Frequency

The data on erosion/corrosion-induced wall-thinning resulting in ruptures of carbon steel piping carrying single-
phase fluid was limited to the Surry and Trojan events described earlier. This limited data was used to estimate
upper and lower bounds of the subject pipe rupture frequency.

For the upper bound estimate, the plant-specific experiences of Surry and Trojan were used. At the Trojan plant,
the pipe rupture occurred after approximately 9 years of operation. At the Surry plant, the pipe rupture occurred
after approximately 14 years of operation. This data yielded an upper bound rupture frequency of 9 x 10-2/RY.
For the lower bound estimate, the two pipe ruptures were ratioed over the total number of PWR reactor-years of
operation (approximately 600 RY). This yielded a lower bound estimate of 3.3 x 10-3/RY.

The rupture frequency was approximated by a log normal distribution with an error factor of five and the upper
and lower bounds were assumed as two symmetrically located percentiles (0.05 to 0.95) of a log normal
distribution. The calculated mean rupture frequency was 3 x 10-2/RY. As stated earlier, it was assumed that the
rupture frequency of 3 x 10-2/RY was applicable to the secondary side carbon steel piping systems identified
herein.

Most of the pipe ruptures that might occur in the non-safety-related portions of the secondary systems are likely
to be outside of containment because most (90%) of the secondary side piping is located outside containment.
Pipe ruptures in the safety-related portion of the MFW piping inside containment can result in the secondary
side of the affected steam generator blowing down to the containment atmosphere. For these lower frequency
ruptures, (0.1)(3 x 10-2) = 3 x 10-3/RY, isolation of AFW to the affected steam generator will reduce the chance
of containment overpressurization from continued long-term steaming due to decay heat from the reactor core.
Automatic AFW isolation is necessary to ensure that the containment design pressure will not be exceeded. This
event, like other ruptures that may occur in the PWR power conversion systems, was treated as a total loss of
main feedwater. This sequence was bounded by the TMLU rupture event sequence described below. However,
pipe ruptures inside containment are less likely and will not likely induce the negative systems interaction
problems that can result from pipe ruptures outside containment.

Systems Interactions from Pipe Ruptures

Communication Systems Failures: During the MFW pipe rupture at the Surry plant,

the Cardox and Halon fire suppression systems were actuated by steam/water intrusion into their control panels.
The security repeater which was located approximately five feet from a Cardox discharge nozzle failed and was
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later found to be covered with a thick layer of ice. As a result, security communications were temporarily limited
to the non-repeater hand-held radios. Therefore, actuation of the Surry fire protection system (FPS) resulted in
loss of a train of the communication systems.

Given that loss of one train of plant communications occurred in one of the two pipe rupture events, the
probability that failure of this train of communication can occur as a result of pipe ruptures in the secondary
systems outside containment was estimated to be 0.5.

To estimate the probability of loss of the backup hand-held communication radios, the following were assumed:
probability of battery failure = 0.1; probability of operator error in not replacing the batteries = 0.1; and probability
that other units are not readily available = 0.1. The probability of loss of both communication systems, given a
pipe rupture in the secondary systems outside containment, was estimated to be 5 x 10-4.

To estimate the impact of the loss of plant communication systems, it was assumed that loss of communications
would increase operator errors in the four event sequences affected by the pipe rupture. Based on an
examination of the fault trees54 for the four sequences, and adjusting the operator errors to account for loss of
communications, the percentage increase in core-melt frequency for each sequence was estimated as follows:

Loss of Communications

Sequence % Increase In Sequence Core-Melt Frequency

TMQH 7

TMKU negligible

TML(PCSNR)U 7

TMQD 2

Actuation of FPS: Within minutes of the MFW pipe rupture at Surry, 62 sprinkler heads opened in the immediate
area of the rupture. As a result of the sprinkler water and the feedwater discharge, the Cardox and Halon
suppression systems control panels were affected by intrusion of steam/water. The intrusion caused the time
limit, battery charger, and the dual zone modules to short. Thus, the manual remote actuation circuit located in
the control room was affected.

In Issue 57, the effects of actuation of the FPS actuation and the potential increases to core-melt frequency
were estimated; the sequence evaluated was the TMLU sequence and the safety system evaluated was the
AFW system. Because one of the two pipe rupture events (Surry and Trojan) affected the FPS manual remote
control, the estimates in Issue 57 were adjusted by assigning a probability of 0.5 to failure of the FPS manual
control. With this adjustment, the increase in unavailability of the AFW system, given actuation of the FPS water
deluge system, was estimated to be 2 x 10-5. Assuming typical AFW unavailability of 5 x 10-5 (discussed later),
the combined AFW unavailability, given actuation of the FPS, was 7 x 10-5.

Using the same 2 x 10-5 increased unavailability for other safety systems in the event sequences of this issue,
no significant effect was found because the other safety systems were less sensitive to the 2 x 10-5 estimate.
This conclusion was consistent with the Issue 57 assessment.

Electric Door Lock Failures: At the time of the Surry pipe rupture event, water and steam saturated a security
card-reader located approximately 50 feet from the break point. As a result, key-cards would not open plant
doors. The control room doors were opened to provide access to the control room and security personnel were
assigned to the control room to provide the access security. One operator was temporarily trapped in a stairway
due to the card-reader failure. At the time of this evaluation, the Surry plant was considering installing electric
override switches to remedy this problem.

In Issue 81, the impact of the electric lock (card-reader) failure at Surry was evaluated. The results from Issue 81
indicated that failure of electric locks, without override protection, may contribute approximately 2% to core-melt
accidents from pipe ruptures outside containment.

Frequency Estimate
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To estimate the core-melt frequency from ruptures in PWR secondary systems, an example PRA54 was used
together with additional information provided in NUREG/CR-2800.64 The pertinent accident sequences were
then adjusted to account for pipe ruptures in the secondary side of PWR plants. The accident sequences used in
this analysis were TMQD, TMKU, TMQH, and TML(PCSNR)L where:

TM - a loss of power conversion system (PCS) transient
caused by other than loss-of-offsite power. For this
analysis, TM corresponds to the secondary system
pipe rupture frequency (3 x 10--2/RY) resulting in loss
of the main feedwater system (M = 1);

Q - the pressurizer safety/relief valve demanded opens
(0.01) and any pressurizer safety/relief valve fails to
re-close (0.05);

D - failure to provide sufficient ECCS injection (10-3);

K - failure of the RPS (2.6 x 10-5);

H - failure of the ECCS recirculation system (7 x 10-3);

PCSNR - failure to recover the PCS (0.5, as discussed earlier);

U - failure of the operator to start high pressure injection,
or feed-and-bleed is initiated, but is unsuccessful. For
this analysis, U = 0.2 was assumed;

L - failure of the AFW system. For 3-train AFW system
plants, a typical AFW unavailability was 1.8 x 10-5 /
demand. For 2-train AFW system plants, the goal of
Issue 124 was to upgrade the AFW systems to 10-4/
demand. Therefore, a typical value of 5 x 10-5/demand
was used in this analysis.

Table 3.139-1 includes the sequences with and without the effects of systems interactions from pipe ruptures in
the secondary systems outside of containment.

Examination of the results indicate that collectively the systems interactions may increase the core-melt
frequency from pipe ruptures in the secondary systems outside containment by approximately 20% (9 x 10-8/
RY). The total core-melt frequency, with the systems interactions (SI) effects included, was estimated to be 5 x
10-7/RY.

TABLE 3.139-1

Sequence Without (SI) Communications
(SI)

FPS (SI) Locked
Doors (SI)

TOTAL

TMQD 1.50 x 10-8 3.00 x 10-10 neg. 3.0 x 10-10 1.56 x 10-8

TMKU 1.50 x 10-7 neg. neg. 3.0 x 10-9 1.53 x 10-7

TMQH 1.05 x 10-7 7.40 x 10-9 neg. 2.1 x 10-9 1.15 x 10-7

TMLU 1.50 x 10-7 1.05 x 10-8 6 x 10-8 3.0 x 10-9 2.24 x 10-7

SUM 4.20 x 10-7 1.80 x 10-8 6 x 10-8 8.4 x 10-9 5.00 x 10-7

Consequence Estimate

The core-melt sequences under consideration involve no large breaks initially in the reactor coolant system
pressure boundary. The reactor is likely to be at high pressure until the core melts through the lower vessel
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head with a steady discharge of steam and gases through the PORV(s). These are conditions that may produce
significant H2 generation and combustion.

For these sequences, a 3% probability of containment failure due to H2 burn and a 1% probability of containment
isolation failure were used. If the containment does not fail by H2 burn or isolation failure, it was assumed to fail
by basemat melt-through.

The conditional releases for these containment failure modes had a weighted average core-melt release of 1.7
x 105 man-rem. The calculated releases were based on a core inventory typical of a 1120 MWe plant, a uniform
population density of 340 persons per square mile from an exclusion area of one-half mile out to a 50-mile radius
from the plant, no evacuation of people, no injestion pathways, and meteorology typical of a midwest site.

The annual public risk from secondary side piping ruptures due to wall-thinning was the product of the core-melt
frequency (5 x 10-7/RY) and the weighted average

release (1.7 x 10-5 man-rem). Therefore, the public risk was 8.5 x 10-2 man-rem /RY. Assuming a remaining plant
life of 30 years, the cumulative public risk was 3 man-rem/reactor.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: A possible solution for early detection of wall-thinning in carbon steel piping in the secondary
systems was to implement and conduct inspection programs for these systems during each refueling outage.
A report was prepared by EPRI1092 to provide guidance to the industry for conducting NDE of ferritic piping
systems for wall-thinning caused by erosion/corrosion in nuclear and fossil power plants. The EPRI report
contained the results of investigations of various NDE methods that may be applicable to the detection of
erosion/corrosion effects. EPRI reported that virtually all plants used manual ultrasonic thickness measurements.
Four utilities had performed automated ultrasonic thickness measurements from the outside surface of the
piping. One EPRI source reported that an automated examination would cost approximately $50,000 and take
one week, whereas a manual team of two operators could perform the examination in one afternoon. Therefore,
the cost of the manual inspection was estimated to be $10,000 per outage.

The difference noted by EPRI was that the manual team would acquire data on a 4-inch grid pattern and the
automated system could acquire data continuously over the entire surface. Additional setup time was also
required for the automated system. Therefore, the above $10,000 cost for the manual inspection could have
been overestimated.

An additional cost associated with the inspections was the removal and disposal of asbestos insulation and re-
insulation. These costs were reported to range from $300,000 to $750,000 per outage. In some plants, asbestos
insulation was programatically being removed due to strict state and local guidelines associated with health
hazards to workers from asbestos.

Approximately half (44) of the 92 plants contacted in the EPRI survey had asbestos insulation. Thirty-two of the
forty-four had at least partially replaced asbestos with other insulation, or were planning to remove the asbestos,
and the remaining twelve plants were undecided.

Based on the above, any NRC requirement to conduct NDE inspections at each refueling outage could provide
an additional incentive for the 12 plants (13% of all plants) to remove and replace the asbestos insulation with
other types of insulation. Therefore, on an average, the industry costs to remove and dispose of the asbestos
insulation to facilitate NDE inspections was estimated to be a one-time cost of (0.13)($750,000 + $300,000)/2 =
$68,000/plant. However, the argument could be made that the cost of asbestos removal could be driven by the
state and local requirements, and not by NRC inspection requirements.

Assuming a remaining plant life of 30 years and a typical time between refueling outages of 1.5 years, the
cumulative number of inspections that may be conducted during each refueling outage for each plant was 20.
The annual cost over 30 years was (20)($10,000)/30 = $6,700/plant. The present value of the NDE annual costs
over 30 years, considering a 5% discount rate, was approximately $100,000/plant. The combined one-time costs
for asbestos insulation removal and disposal and the sent value NDE cost over 30 years is $168,000/plant.

NRC Cost: It was estimated that one man-year of effort may be needed to reach a staff position on this issue
and an additional man-year of effort to develop a Regulatory Guide or SRP Section. Assuming $100,000/man-
year, the NRC costs were
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estimated to be $200,000. When distributed over approximately 100 plants, this cost was $2,000/plant.

Total Cost: The combined industry and NRC cost for the possible solution was estimated to be $170,000/plant.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on the estimated risk reduction of 3 man-rem/reactor and implementation costs of $170,000/plant for the
possible solution (NDE examinations at each plant refueling outage), the value/impact score was given by:

Other Considerations

Accident Avoidance Cost: The present value of onsite property damage conditional on a core-melt for a
remaining plant life of 30 years, assuming a 5% discount rate, was $20 billion. For a core-melt frequency of 5
x 10-7/RY attributed to pipe ruptures in the secondary systems, the accident avoidance cost by eliminating or
significantly reducing the probability of pipe ruptures was $10,000/plant.

Industry Rupture Avoidance Cost: The rupture avoidance costs are the plant costs estimated to result from
a pipe rupture in the secondary systems, assuming the plant responds as designed and no core-melt from
potential equipment failures ensues. For a pipe rupture frequency of 3 x 10-2/RY, the chance of a pipe rupture in
the secondary side can approach unity over the life of a plant.

To estimate the costs of plant repairs after a forced outage from a pipe rupture in the secondary system,
historical plant operational data indicates that a best estimate repair cost from forced outages for a typical
nuclear power plant is approximately $1,000/hour.1082 The Trojan plant outage time following a pipe rupture in
the secondary system was 6 days, whereas the Surry plant outage time lasted approximately 90 days. Based
on the above, the plant repair costs from these two events was estimated to range from $140,000 to $2M. The
replacement power costs resulting from the forced outages of 6 days for the Trojan plant and 90 days for the
Surry plant were $3M and $45M, respectively; the cost of replacement power was estimated at $500,000/day.

It was assumed that the above cost estimates reflected lower and upper bound costs that could be represented
by a log normal distribution with an error factor of 4. The combined repair costs and replacement power costs,
adapted to a log normal distribution, yielded an estimated value of $17M as the mean plant costs resulting from
a pipe rupture in the secondary systems.

The $10,000/plant accident (core-melt) avoidance costs were small compared to the estimated rupture
avoidance costs of $17M/plant. The low core-melt frequency of 5 x 10-7/RY drove down the accident avoidance
costs. However, based on the estimated pipe rupture frequency of 3 x 10-2/RY, the chance of a pipe rupture in
the secondary systems over the life of a plant approaches unity. Thus, the rupture avoidance costs dominated
the combined accident and rupture avoidance costs.

When the implementation cost ($170,000/plant) is offset by the accident and rupture avoidance costs (a $17M/
plant cost savings), the denominator of S becomes negative. The negative denominator of approximately
$17M/plant indicates a substantial potential cost savings (industry incentive) by avoiding piping ruptures in the
secondary systems.

Occupational Safety: Erosion/corrosion-induced ruptures in high energy carbon steel piping lines described in
this analysis resulted in injury and fatalities to plant personnel and contractor employees working in the area of
the ruptures. At the time of the Surry pipe rupture, 8 contractor employees were working in the area of the pipe
rupture; 6 of these individuals were hospitilized for treatment of severe burns and 2 were treated at a clinic and
released. Four of the severely burned individuals died and the other two were in serious to critical condition. One
of the two remained in serious condition for more than a month after the accident. Following the pipe rupture at
the Trojan plant, one member of the plant operating staff received first and second degree burns and was treated
at a local hospital over a three-week period.
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CONCLUSION

The estimated core-melt frequency of 5 x 10-7/RY and the potential risk reduction of 3 man-rem/reactor indicated
that pipe ruptures in the PWR secondary systems from erosion/corrosion-induced wall-thinning is of low safety
significance to the public. Since inspection results indicated that erosion/corrosion wall-thinning of carbon steel
piping is less prevalent in BWR plants, the above PWR risk estimates should be bounding. Therefore, as a
generic safety issue, this issue would have been given a low priority ranking. However, the erosion/corrosion-
induced wall-thinning of carbon steel piping in secondary systems was not expected to be a significant cause
of pipe ruptures. Pipe ruptures were more generalized as limiting faults: postulated, but not expected to occur.
Thus, knowledge and an understanding of this phenomena was limited. This analysis indicated that, without
adequate defensive methods or measures, pipe rupture induced by wall-thinning can be expected within the
lifetime of a plant: an infrequent event with a higher frequency than the limiting fault (postulated) pipe ruptures.

The GAO concluded that the Surry accident initiated a new era of understanding regarding erosion/corrosion
at nuclear power plants and demonstrated that unchecked erosion/corrosion can lead to a fatal accident. The
GAO also concluded that NRC needed a mechanism to ensure that utilities periodically assess the integrity of
piping systems to reduce the risk of future injury to plant personnel or damage to equipment caused by erosion/
corrosion. The GAO recommended that NRC require utilities to:

(1) inspect all nuclear plants to develop data regarding the extent that erosion/corrosion existed in piping
systems, including straight sections of pipe;

(2) replace piping that did not meet the industry's minimum allowable thickness standards; and

(3) periodically monitor piping systems and use the data developed during these inspections to monitor the
spread of erosion/corrosion in the plants.

Based on the potential low public risk, the NRC need (References 1090, 1094, 1096) to establish a new position
or requirement on the previously unexpected phenomena, and a significant industry cost incentive to address
and resolve the issue, this issue was classified as a Regulatory Impact issue by RES consistent with the
ongoing levels of staff and industry actions described in SECY-88-501094 and SECY-88-50A.1096 However, NRR
considered the issue to be resolved based on: (1) guidelines on erosion/corrosion in single-phase piping, as
developed by NUMARC and found acceptable by the staff; (2) participation in a timely way by all 113 operating
LWR plants; (3) acceptable analytical procedures for the evaluation and selection of piping to be inspected;
(4) replacement of components as needed; and (5) a long-term as well as a short-term program for continuing
evaluation and inspection of both single-phase and two-phase piping.1132
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Issue 140: Fission Product Removal Systems
DESCRIPTION

The issue, as originally proposed,1161 addressed the concern for fission product removal by the containment
sprays and suppression pools in PWRs and BWRs, respectively; however, it was expanded to include PWR
plants that use ice condenser systems for fission product cleanup. Thus, the original title of the issue, "Fission
Product Removal by Containment Sprays or Pools," was shortened to be consistent with the addition of the
ice condenser systems as part of this issue. Specifically the issue called for SRP11 changes to: (1) eliminate
overly conservative assumptions in estimating the effectiveness of post-accident fission product removal by
containment spray systems; (2) specify the pH range for recirculating solutions; and (3) resolve an inconsistency
in regulatory guidance by giving credit to pressure suppression pools as post-accident fission product cleanup
systems in BWRs. Although considered to be part of the Severe Accident Program, this issue was raised to
ensure continuity in its resolution following the NRC reorganization in April 1987.

In PWR plants, sodium hydroxide or sodium tetraborate is added to the containment spray or ice condenser
solutions. These chemical additions are required to improve the iodine scrubbing effectiveness of the water/
ice solu‚tions and thereby counter a rapid release of large amounts of iodine vapor pos‚tulated to result from a
severe accident (core-melt). However, considerably smaller quantities of elemental iodine are now estimated to
be released from the reactor coolant system much later after an accident.

Consequently, the need for the above chemical additives no longer exists during the injection phase of the spray,
but the pH of the containment sump must be above 7 prior to, and during, the recirculation phase to prevent
regeneration of iodine from the containment sump.

BWR plants with suppression pool type containments also have a Standby Gas Treatment System (SGTS)
which treats leakage from the containment and removes iodine through adsorption in the charcoal filters. No
credit was previously given for retention of iodine in the suppression pools.

Relaxation of the chemical additive requirements for PWR containment spray solutions in dry containment
designs and ice beds in ice condenser containment designs is not expected to result in significant changes
in public risk. For BWRs, any credit given for the suppression scrubbing action should not relax the BWR
containment leak rate or change a safety grade system to a non-safety grade system.

Revisions to the SRP11 would eliminate overly conservative assumptions used to estimate the effectiveness of
chemical additives to the containment sprays and ice beds. The affected SRP11 Sections are 6.5.2 "Containment
Spray as a Fission Product Cleanup System," and 6.5.4 "Ice Condenser as a Fission Product Cleanup System."
The revisions will affect future PWR plants.

In addition, a new SRP11 Section 6.5.5, "Pressure Suppression Pools as Fission Product Cleanup Systems,"
would provide guidance and review procedures or acceptance criteria for the suppression pool retention
capabilities and would allow relaxation of maintenance and surveillance of the BWR SGTS and less frequent
replacement of charcoal media. The new SRP Section will affect all BWR plants with suppression pool
containment designs.

CONCLUSION

The SRP11 revisions discussed above could reduce: (1) the cost of maintenance (including the replacement
of chemicals); (2) the cost surveillance; and (3) the hazard to personnel and equipment from chemical spills
or spray initiation. The new SRP11 Section that would provide allowances for suppression pool retention could
result in reduced costs for maintenance (including replacement of charcoal) and surveillance of systems such
as the SGTS. All SRP changes became effective on January 25, 1989.1162 Thus, the technical concerns of this
issue were addressed in the Severe Accident Program and Issue 140 was DROPPED from further consideration
as a new and separate issue.
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Issue 141: Large Break LOCA with Consequential SGTR
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

Large-break loss-of-coolant accidents (LBLOCA) with consequential steam generator tube ruptures (SGTR)
was identified as a GSI in a DRPS/RES memorandum1086 on April 28, 1987. The issue surfaced as a result of
the proposed ECCS Rule change to Appendix K of 10 CFR 50 which would remove some of the conservatisms
in calculating peak clad temperatures (PCT) following an accident. The concern in this issue is that a LBLOCA
might induce SGTRs and increase the severity of the LBLOCA. This concern involves the possibility of increased
core degradation, due to primary system dilution with unborated water from the secondary side through the
SGTRs, and uncertainties in extrapolating to full scale the thermal-hydraulic parameters and results from the
Semiscale SGTR/LBLOCA experiments.

According to the DRPS memorandum,1086 some of the 12 Semiscale (S-28) SGTR/ LBLOCA experiments
indicated a PCT for a certain critical number of SGTRs. The experiments simulated the SGTRs by injecting flows
at variable rates corresponding to single-ended ruptures of between 6 to 60 tubes. The two major conclusions
from the Semiscale experiments were: (1) cladding temperatures do not reach a temperature necessary to
compromise structural integrity of the PWR fuel rods; and (2) there is a narrow band of secondary-to-primary
flow rates corresponding to between 12 to 20 SGTRs where the PCT reaches a high value of 1800F.

Basically, linear and volume scaling alternates were used in scaling the experiments, with each method having
positive and negative features with respect to extrapolation to full scale geometries and thermal-hydraulic
performances. The bottom line is that there is uncertainty in the SGTR flow rate scaling and modeling which
would produce uncertainty in the PCT versus the number of ruptured tubes. Thus, the PCT versus the number
of SGTRs in full scale reactors might shift to either lower, or higher, numbers of SGTRs. This would make
the conclusions on the band of SGTRs (12 to 20 tubes) which produce a PCT in the Semiscale experiments
questionable for extrapolation to actual reactors. However, simplified conservative estimates1086 have indicated
that, within the assumptions applied, the PCTs for a LBLOCA coupled with SGTRs will most likely be below the
(2200F) limit specified in 10 CFR 50.46.

Safety Significance

During a LBLOCA, consequential SGTRs may be induced by high depressurization loads and/or condensation-
induced oscillations expected in the refill/reflood phases of the accident. Following the blowdown stage of
a LBLOCA after the ECCS has been initiated and until the ECCS water fills the lower plenum, flow from the
secondary side of a ruptured steam generator (SG) can follow two paths: (1) into the vessel upper plenum,
through the lower plenum, the downcomer, and out the cold leg break; and (2) through the broken loop SG,
through the RCP, and out the break. The distribution of the flow will depend on the hydraulic resistance along the
paths. During this period, flow in the core is negative.

As the lower plenum is filled, the first path may be blocked. The water level in the downcomer rises and the
reflood stage may begin. The reflood will start only if the upper plenum pressure increase due to flow resistance
of Path 2 does not overcome the downcomer static head. Depending on the SGTR flow rate and the resistances
in the SG and RCP in the broken loop, pressure can increase and result in reverse core flow which will retard the
onset of the refill stage.

After reflood begins, vapor generation in the core will begin. This effect is equivalent to an increase in the rupture
flow rate, both of which lead to an increase in upper plenum pressure. The increase in pressure will eventually
decrease the reflood rate and increase PCTs.

After ECCS injection, the cold water (mostly from the intact loops) comes into contact with the steam flowing
either from the core region through the downcomer or through the hot leg and the steam generator primary side.
The resulting condensation has a balancing effect on the vessel upper head pressure by offsetting the upper
plenum pressure increase due to the SGTR steam flowing into the vessel. Eventually, the amount of steam
leaving the upper plenum and the escape path will depend on the upper plenum pressure, the condensation
rate, and pressure losses in the steam generator loops. Therefore, depending on an uncertain critical number of
SGTRs, retarded reflooding of the core with potential higher PCTs may result in core degradation.
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Fission product releases from the degraded core with early containment failure due to overpressurization, or
direct release paths (containment bypass) into the secondary side through the SGTRs and out secondary side
relief valves, or failure to isolate containment may result in radiological risks greater than previously analyzed.

Possible Solution

Uncertainties in scale modeling of the SGTR/LBLOCA experimental results make it difficult to confidently
extrapolate the Semiscale conclusions and results to full scale PWRs. It may not be possible to remove all the
uncertainties associated with all the competing effects leading to increased or decreased PCTs from LBLOCA-
induced SGTRs.

However, a possible solution may be to evaluate scaling methods and to assess the results of the evaluations
against the experimental data used in the existing best estimate PWR safety codes. This possible solution is
consistent with the scaling recommendations in Section 3.1.4 of NUREG-1230,1076 and could be factored into
ongoing scaling studies and continuance of the thermal-hydraulic code assessment programs.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

The core-melt frequency and radiological risks associated with LBLOCAs and consequential SGTRs were
previously analyzed in NUREG-0844,681 which provided an estimated core-melt frequency of 3 x 10-8/RY and
radiological risks in terms of latent fatalities. Based on these results, the NUREG-0844681 studies concluded that
LBLOCAs with consequential SGTRs, and steam binding-induced delay in core reflood resulting in increased
PCTs, were insignificant in terms of core-melt probability and radiological risks.

For purposes of this evaluation and the concerns raised in this issue, the NUREG-0844681 evaluation was
compared with the results of this evaluation, taking into account the adjustments outlined below.

LBLOCA Frequency: In NUREG-0844,681 the LBLOCA frequency was estimated at 10-4/RY based on the
LBLOCA frequency used in WASH-1400.16 Since the WASH-140016 study, considerable effort has been
expended on determining the creditability and frequency of a design basis LBLOCA. Advances in technology
have since led to an

acceptance of the leak-before-break concept as applied to large diameter high-quality piping such as that used
in the primary coolant loops of PWRs. This acceptance has resulted in proposed modifications1087 to the GDC-4,
10 CFR 50, requirements for protection against dynamic effects of postulated pipe ruptures.

In this regard, LLNL evaluated elimination of postulated pipe ruptures from the design basis for nuclear power
plants.1088 The frequency of large diameter primary coolant pipe breaks used in the UCID-203971088 analysis
was based on a median frequency of 10-7/RY. The 10 and 90 percentile values were given as 2 x 10-9/RY and 7
x 10-6/RY, respectively. For purposes of this analysis, we will use a value of 10-5/RY as a conservative estimate
of a LBLOCA initiating frequency. The UCID-203971088 use of the median (10-7/RY) value was identified as
conservative for several reasons. The basis for supporting use of the median value will not be pursued in this
analysis. However, the indicated conservatism in the LBLOCA frequency used in this analysis is approximately
two orders of magnitude. Therefore, this conservatism, when used in combination with the probability of
consequential SGTRs (discussed below) should bound uncertainties associated with potential higher conditional
probabilities of SGTR/LBLOCA from operationally degraded SG tubes.

Conditional Probability of SGTR/LBLOCA: The probability of a SGTR, given a LBLOCA, was addressed in
NUREG-0844681 and was based on the probability of rupturing SG tubes as a consequence of a main steamline
break (MSLB). Since NRC-sponsored burst and collapse tests indicated that a LOCA is a less limiting load
case than the MSLB, from the standpoint of inducing SGTRs, the following NUREG-0844681 conditional SGTR/
LBLOCA probability estimates were considered conservative:

P(1 SGTR/LBLOCA) =0.034

P(2 to 10 SGTR/LBLOCA) =0.014

P(>10 SGTR/LBLOCA) =0.003
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In NUREG-0844,681 the number of SGTRs during a LBLOCA that tended to inhibit the core reflood process, and
thereby increase the PCT and core-melt frequency estimate, was in the range of 10 to 20 SG tubes. Therefore,
NUREG-0844681 used the value of 3 x 10-3 as the conditional probability of SGTR/LBLOCA as the limiting case.
These estimates are consistent with the Semiscale experimental results discussed earlier.

However, based on the uncertainty associated with the SGTR flow rate scaling and modeling (also discussed
earlier), the full scale reactor may experience maximum PCTs from less than the 12 to 20 SGTRs. This analysis
will base the limiting case on the conditional probability of 3.4 x 10-2, which corresponds to the probability of
rupturing a single SG tube. Our basis for using the higher value single SGTR probability stems from the ECCS
ineffectiveness and boron dilution effects described below.

ECCS Ineffectiveness: As discussed in NUREG-0844,681 analysis and experimental results do not indicate that
a core-melt would occur during a SGTR/LBLOCA event. However, in NUREG-0844681 the probability that a core-
melt might occur as a result of ineffective ECCS operations was assumed to be 0.1. This estimate was intended
to bound plant-to-plant variations and uncertainties in other unidentified aspects of the ECCS responses to
a LBLOCA. The above NUREG-0844681 estimate is approximately an order of magnitude higher than typical
ECCS unavailabilities.

A fault tree model was developed to assess whether or not the ECCS ineffectiveness value of 0.1 (intended in
NUREG-0844 to account for other aspects of the ECCS response) is sufficient to bound potential return to core
critcality from boron dilution in the primary system due to SGTR secondary coolant flow intrusion. The top event
of the fault tree being ECCS pump failures or ineffective ECCS flows resulting from the boron dilution effects
discussed below.

For ECCS pump failures, we considered the probability of both pumps failing (P1P2), or a common mode failure
of the ECCS pumps (P). Letting P1 = P2, the ECCS pump failure probability (without boron dilution) is:

Pfo = P2 + P

Assuming a typical ECCS pump flow rate (Fp = 3000 gpm) and the single-ended SGTR flow rate into the primary
system (Fs = 300 gpm) the change (dilution) in boron density (D) is approximated as:

where D = Fp/(Fp + NFs)

N = number of SGTRs

Therefore, a conservative estimate of the ECCS ineffectiveness due to boron dilution from N steam generator
tube ruptures is approximated by:

(1-D) = N/(N + 10)

The above equations: (1) under-predict the boron density (D) because various (dependent on N) amounts of the
SGTR flow can be expected to vaporize in the core region and therefore not contribute to ECCS flow dilution;
and (2) over-predict the ECCS ineffectiveness (1-D) due to the previous under-prediction of (D). However, the
above equations approximate the expected trend that, as N increases, the (1-D) parameter approaches unity.
Thus for increasing N, the ECCS ineffectiveness due to boron dilution increases. The ECCS ineffectiveness for
both pumps due to the boron dilution effect, or a failure of one pump and ineffective pump flow from the second
pump, is expressed as (1-D)2 + P(1-D) or

Summing the ECCS pump failures and ECCS ineffectiveness due to boron dilution effects yields an equation for
the top event of the fault tree of:

ECCS = P2 + P + (1-D)2 + P(1-D)
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where P=0.1 (unavailability of one ECCS pump)

=0.1 (common mode beta factor).

Thus, without the boron dilution effect, the probability of ECCS unavailability (Pfo) is:

Pfo
=P2 + P

=0.02

However, the boron dilution effect is a function of the probability of N SGTRs. From the SGTR probabilities
previously given, the probability of SGTRs (for N=1) can be approximated by:

P(SGTR)=S1/N

where S1=0.034 (probability of one SGTR).

The event tree sequences leading to potential core-melt (CM) from SGTRs/LBLOCA and ECCS independent or
dependent failures or ineffective ECCS flows from the boron dilution effects yield the following expression:

CM=(LBLOCA)(S1/N)[P2 + P + (1-D)2 + P(1-D)]

where LBLOCA=Large-Break LOCA Frequency

Prior to evaluating the above CM expression, a brief discussion of the postulated progression of the event
should clarify the basis for the expression and the ECCS ineffectiveness as approximated in this analysis. It
should be recognized that the above expression is a simplified probabilistic approximation of an extremely
complex progression that is used herein only to compare with (test) the ECCS ineffectiveness value used in
NUREG-0844:681

(1) During the refill and reflood retardation phases described earlier, the SGTR downflow in the core will be
mostly vaporized with a void fraction greater then 10%. Under these moderator (steam) conditions, the core can
be expected to remain subcritical. The ECCS and SGTR flows provide effective cooling and boron dilution is not
a factor.

(2) During and following the reflood phase, the core can be expected to remain subcritical with xenon, all control
rods in, and 200F coolant, if the boron concentrations range above 300 to 500 ppm. The ECCS and SGTR flows
provide effective cooling if the core remains subcritical. However, the potential for boron dilution from SGTRs
should be considered during this phase because a return to criticality could heat up the core, increase upper
plenum pressure, and depress the reflood by expelling coolant out the break (ineffective in-flow of ECCS). Under
these conditions, flow oscillations in the core and potential core degradation may occur.

The above boron dilution scenario could, however, be limited by many variables such as: (1) the availability of
secondary coolant inventory; (2) the location of the SGTRs; (3) the pressure balancing between the primary and
secondary systems; and (4) the resistance in the flow paths of the broken loop.

By setting [D = 10/(N + 10)] equal to ratios of subcritical boron concentrations (ranging from 300 to 500 ppm) and
an ECCS boron concentration of 2000 ppm, we solve for the range of SGTRs (N) that are estimated to approach
critical boron dilution concerns. Based on these calculations, we estimate that between 30 to 60 SGTRs would
be required for departure from subcriticality due to SGTR secondary coolant intrusion.

Inputting a median value of N = 45 into the equation for CM, and in the limit resetting D = 0, yields (to two
decimal places) a simplified expression of:

CM = (LBLOCA)(0.02)(S1)

The above results indicated that ECCS ineffectiveness would increase with increasing numbers of SGTRs.
However, the decreasing probability of multiple SGTRs decreases at a faster rate than the increasing dilution
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effect. Thus the value of 0.1 used in NUREG-0844681 as an estimate of potential ECCS ineffectiveness, when
compared to the conservative probabilistically-weighted ECCS boron dilution from SGTRs, may bound the
dilution effect by approximately an order of magnitude.

In the following analysis, we will use the more conservative value (0.1) as used in NUREG-0844681 in lieu of the
value of 0.02 calculated above. Thus, with the conservatisms inherent in the methodology and input values, this
analysis should yield an upper bound for the concerns of this issue.

Frequency Estimate

Based on the above discussions and estimates, the core-melt frequency estimated in NUREG-0844681 is
compared to the core-melt frequency for this issue, which is adjusted to account for the concerns identified and
evaluated.

Event NUREG-0844 This Analysis

LBLOCA 1 x 10-4/RY 1.0 x 10-5/RY

Limiting SGTR/LBLOCA 3 x 10-3 3.4 x 10-2

ECCS Ineffectiveness 1 x 10-1 1.0 x 10-1

Core-melt Frequency 3 x 10-8/RY 3.4 x 10-8/RY

From the above estimates, the core-melt frequency due to concurrent LBLOCAs and SGTRs, accompanied
by steam binding-induced delay in core reflood, is extremely low. It is also noted that the initiating LBLOCA
frequency which drives this event may be conservative by approximately two orders of magnitude and the
boron dilution effect may also be overestimated by approximately an order of magnitude. Therefore, the above
estimates should bound any nonconservatism that may arise from operational degraded SG tubes.

Containment Failure Modes

Three potential containment failure modes are considered for this issue: (1) early containment failure due to
overpressure; (2) containment bypass due to radiological releases through the ruptured SG tubes and secondary
relief valves, or failure to isolate containment; and (3) basemat melt-through. In all cases, containment sprays
and fan coolers are assumed operable. The probability of early containment failure for a LBLOCA with SGTRs is
0.07 (NUREG-1150,1081 Bin 11, Tables C.6 and C.7). For purposes of this analysis, we will use a value of 0.1.

The above postulated paths through the secondary relief valves, or failure to isolate containment, are
containment bypass radiological releases. For this event (SGTRs/LBLOCA) we would not expect the secondary
side relief valves to be challenged (opened) or therefore to stick open following the event. We would also
not expect the probability of failure to isolate containment to exceed 0.1. However, to bound the concern1086

associated with potential direct release paths via the secondary side, we will conservatively use the 0.3
probability of containment bypass from SGTRs accompanied by stuck-open secondary relief valves from
NUREG-1150 (Bin 17, Tables D.7 and D.8).1081 If the containment does not fail by overpressurization or
containment bypass, it is assumed to fail by basemat melt-through.

Consequence Estimate

The conditional release doses used in this analysis are based on the fission product inventory of a 1120 MWe
PWR plant, meteorology typical of a midwest site, a surrounding uniform population density of 340 persons per
square mile within a 50-mile radius of the plant, an exclusion radius of one-half mile, no evacuation, and no
ingestion pathways. Therefore, the estimated risk reduction potential is representative of a hypothetical generic
PWR plant and not representative of any specific plant. The radiological release categories are as defined in
WASH-1400.16 The estimated potential risk reduction shown in Table 3.141-1 are in terms of man-rem/RY and
man-rem/reactor (assuming a remaining plant life of 30 years).
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TABLE 3.141-1 Risk Summary

Core-Melt
Frequency (CM/RY)

Containment
Failure Probability

(CF/CM)

Dose (man-
rem per CF)

Public Risk
(man-rem/RY)

Public Risk
(man-rem/R)

3.4 x 10-8 0.1 Cat. 3 5.4 x 106 0.02 0.6

3.4 x 10-8 0.3 Cat. 5 1.0 x 106 0.01 0.3

3.4 x 10-8 0.6 Cat. 7 2.3 x 103 - -

TOTAL - - 0.03 0.9

Cost Estimate

Because of the low risks associated with this issue, no cost estimate was developed; costs will not affect the
priority ranking.

Value/Impact Assessment

Because of the low risk reduction and the absence of any cost estimate, a value/ impact assessment for this
issue was not provided. The value/impact score will not affect the priority ranking.

CONCLUSION

This issue was raised as a GSI because of uncertainties in the scaling models developed from semiscale
experimental testing of LBLOCAs accompanied by SGTRs. From the semiscale results, two major conclusions
were reached: (1) the PCT does not reach a temperature necessary to compromise structural integrity of the
PWR fuel rods; and (2) the critical number of SGTRs necessary to reach the maximum PCT numbers between
12 to 20 SGTRs. The principal concerns upon which this issue was raised are centered around Conclusion 2
from the semiscale tests and boron dilution of the ECCS coolant. Due to the uncertainties in extrapolating the
semiscale results to full-scale reactors, the concern was that the critical number of SGTRs following a LBLOCA
could shift to lower, or higher, numbers of SGTRS. Because it is more likely that lower numbers of STGRs could
occur following a LBLOCA, this analysis focused on this aspect of the concern and the potential probabilistically-
weighted boron dilution of the ECCS coolant.

In consideration of the above concerns, the core-melt frequency for a LBLOCA with an SGTR was estimated
to be 3.4 x 10-8/RY thus making the issue a low priority. The potential risk reduction, based on the conservative
core-melt frequency, was estimated to be 0.9 man-rem/reactor. Because of the low core-melt frequency and low
potential risk reduction, no cost estimate or value/ impact score was made. These estimates, if made, would not
affect the priority ranking of the issue. Thus, this issue was DROPPED from further consideration.
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Issue 142: Leakage Through Electrical Isolators in Instrumentation Circuits
(Rev. 4)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

Electronic isolators are used to maintain electrical separation between safety and non-safety-related electrical
systems in nuclear power plants, preventing malfunctions in the non-safety systems from degrading performance
of safetyrelated circuits. Isolators are primarily used where signals from Class 1E safety-related systems are
transmitted to non-Class 1E control or display equipment.

There are a number of devices which may qualify as electrical isolators in a nuclear power plant, including
fiber optic and photo-electric couplers, transformer-modulated isolators, current transformers, amplifiers, circuit
breakers, and relays. These isolators are designed and tested to prevent the maximum credible fault applied
in the transverse mode on the non-Class 1E side of the isolator from degrading the performance of the safety-
related circuit (Class 1E side) below an acceptable level.

This issue was identifiedl270 by the staff in June 1987 and arose from observations made during SPDS
evaluation tests that, for electrical transients below the maximum credible level, a relatively high level of noise
could pass through certain types of isolation devices and be transmitted to safety-related circuitry.1269 In some
cases, the amount of energy that can pass through the isolator may be sufficient to damage or seriously degrade
the performance of Class 1E components while, in other cases, electrically-generated noise on the circuit may
cause the isolation device to give a false output.

Safety Significance

Observations had shown instances in which isolation devices subjected to failure voltages and/or currents
less than maximum credible fault levels passed significant levels of voltage or current, but the same devices
performed acceptably at maximum credible levels. The safety system on the Class 1E side of the isolation
device may be affected by the passage of small levels of electrical energy, depending upon the design and
function of the safety system.

In the event that safety systems are affected by less than maximum credible faults on the non-Class 1E side of
isolators, the effects can range from degradation to failure of single or multiple trains of safety systems resulting
in failure on demand or inadvertent operation. In one recorded incident, a voltage transient induced by a power
line fault caused a false indication that the turbine-generator output breaker had tripped, resulting in a reactor
scram.

Possible Solution

The assumed solution to this issue would require the staff to determine the extent to which potentially
susceptible isolators are used in nuclear power plants and to identify the systems in which they are used. An
NRC bulletin to all licensees to provide input on these questions would be necessary. Assuming that the staff
determines from the licensee responses to the proposed bulletin that a potential problem exists, a research
program consisting of two major objectives would have to be initiated to develop the solution to the issue. The
first objective would be to develop test procedures and acceptance criteria for isolators that licensees could use
to determine the adequacy of installed isolators. The second objective would involve development of appropriate
hardware fixes that could resolve the issue.

Electrical hardware exists either to reduce the amount of energy that may leak through electrical barriers
provided by various types of isolation devices, or to minimize the consequences of any unwanted signals that
may leak through the isolator. Some of these devices are described below.

Surge arresters, also called lightning arresters, provide an effective means of eliminating high voltage transients
from a circuit. These devices are simply connected from the conductor directly to ground, preferably as close as
possible to the device to be protected. The arresters function by simply shunting to ground any voltage spikes
above a certain level.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1270.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1269.html
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Filter chokes and capacitors can greatly attenuate high frequency electrical noise. These components create an
impedance to the passage of electrical energy proportionate to the frequency of the signal and are especially
effective against radio frequency noise. Filter chokes (or reactors) also function as current limiters in AC circuits
and thus offer additional protection from overload currents.

At power frequencies, power conditioners can be employed to eliminate all unwanted signals. Power line
conditioners function by rectifying an AC signal into DC and then reconverting power through an invertor into a
clean, noise-free AC signal. These devices prevent notches, spikes, radio frequency, brownouts, and overload
power at the input terminals from degrading the quality of power at the protected output.

The final step in the solution to this issue would be the issuance of a generic letter to licensees with the following
guidelines for: (1) inspection and testing of all electrical isolation devices between Class 1E and non-Class 1E
systems; (2) repair/replacement of isolators that fail the tests, including description of acceptable hardware fixes
to the isolators; and (3) implementation of an annual program to inspect and test all electronic isolators between
Class 1E and non-Class 1E systems.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

It was assumed that a total of 90 PWRs and 44 BWRs with average remaining lives of 28.8 and 27.4 years,
respectively, were potentially affected by the issue.

Frequency Estimate

There were several sources of uncertainty associated with this issue, the most important of which were: (1) the
extent to which potentially susceptible isolators were used at nuclear power plants; (2) the amount of electrical
energy leakage through isolation devices that could compromise the function of Class 1E system components;
and (3) the number of components in which such compromises would be critical. While a recent studyl269

indicated that a safety problem may exist due to energy leakage through electronic devices, no definitive
research had been conducted at the time of this evaluation to indicate the character and magnitude of the
associated safety concerns. As a result, a sensitivity analysis was performed to bound the potential public risk
reduction associated with the issue. Estimates of the upper and lower bounds were developed as well as a third
case that represented the "best estimate" based on the available information.

The Oconee-3 and Grand Gulf-1 PRA studies were used as representative of PWRs and BWRs, respectively.64

The parameters affected by the issue were those involving control circuitry failures and functional failure of ESF
actuation systems. These components may be directly affected by energy leakage through isolation devices that
are intended to protect them from signals originating in connected non-Class 1E systems. It is also possible that
sensors in the Class 1E safety systems may be affected by the electrical energy leakage from the non-Class 1E
system. These sensors may include valve position, temperature, and pressure sensors that alert plant operators
to take a particular action. In this case, plant operators may be misled into not taking appropriate actions when
required. For this reason, operator error terms are also included as potentially affected parameters. The affected
parameters in the Oconee-3 and Grand Gulf-1 PRAs were identified and modified to model the three sensitivity
cases.

Best Estimate: All of the affected control circuitry failure, ESF actuation functional failure, and operator error
terms were multiplied by a factor of two (assumed) to account for the potential additional failures associated
with electrical isolators. The factor of two was based on engineering judgment and the findings of previous
prioritization analyses.

Upper Bound: All of the affected control circuitry failure, ESF actuation functional failure, and operator error
terms were multiplied by a factor of ten (assumed) to account for the potential additional failures associated with
electrical isolators. The factor of 10 was likewise based on judgment and previous analytical experience.

Lower Bound: The control circuitry and ESF actuation functional failures were multiplied by a factor of 1.4. This
was based on an assumed factor of two increase in only the probability of fuse failures which are included in the
control circuitry unavailability values. No effect on the operator error terms were assumed in this case.

Varying all the control circuitry, ESF function failure, and operator error terms was a conservative approach.
Logic dictated that not all the terms would be affected at the same time and that a plant-specific detailed

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1269.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0064.html
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evaluation would probably result in a reduced sensitivity. After the failure terms were modified, they were
combined with the remaining unaffected portions of the parameter unavailabilities to calculate the revised
unavailabilities. The affected cut-set elements and their base case and adjusted case unavailability values are
shown in Table 3.142-1.

In performing the risk analysis, it was assumed that the isolator failures were not considered as potential causes
of failure in the original Oconee-3 and Grand Gulf-1 PRAs. (This assumption may also introduce additional
conservatism.)

Since the base case was intended to represent the situation in which isolator failures are considered as possible
causes of safety system failures and the adjusted case represented the

TABLE 3.142-1

Base Case and Adjusted Case Values of Affected Parameters

Parameter Adjusted Casea Base Case 1b Base Case 2c Base Case 3d

Grand Gulf-1

H 0.0212 0.0225 0.0217 0.0329

HACT, RACT 0.00123 0.00223 0.00163 0.0102

R 0.0512 0.0530 0.0518 0.067

L 0.0213 0.0226 0.0218 0.033

LRACT, BCACT 0.00123 0.00223 0.00163 0.0102

LA2, LB2 0.0140 0.0151 0.0144 0.0240

LB1 0.0134 0.0138 0.0135 0.017

LC 0.0215 0.0230 0.0220 0.035

VGA1, VGB1 0.0148 0.0156 0.0150 0.022

VGA2, VGB2 0.0236 0.0273 0.0238 0.0553

SA,SB 0.0144 0.0150 0.0146 0.0198

SAACC, SBACC 0.00123 0.00223 0.00163 0.0102

SSA, SSB 0.0205 0.0223 0.0209 0.0361

SSC 0.0140 0.0151 0.0144 0.0239

SAC, SBC, SCC 0.00123 0.00223 0.00163 0.0102

V1, V2 0.00803 0.0091 0.00813 0.0173

V3 0.0033 0.0064 0.0033 0.0296

SCVA, SCVB 0.0315 0.0333 0.0321 0.0477

Oconee-3

B,C 0.0033 0.0043 0.0037 0.0121

D,E 0.0231 0.0354 0.0249 0.1334

CONST1 0.0002 0.00048 0.0003 0.0007

CONST2 0.0006 0.00125 0.00083 0.0123

A1, C1 0.0098 0.0163 0.0124 0.0683

B1 0.0349 0.0502 0.0710 0.1718
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TABLE 3.142-1

Base Case and Adjusted Case Values of Affected Parameters

Parameter Adjusted Casea Base Case 1b Base Case 2c Base Case 3d

G1 0.0136 0.0172 0.0150 0.046

RCSRBCM 0.00003 0.00007 0.00003 0.00032

WXCM 0.003 0.006 0.003 0.03

D.E 0.00049 0.00121 0.0006 0.0178

W.X 0.00009 0.00025 0.0001 0.00451

B.W, C.X 0.00003 0.00006 0.00004 0.00081

D.X, E.W 0.00021 0.0006 0.00029 0.00895

B.D, E.C 0.00006 0.0001 0.00008 0.0016

NOTES:

a - Original Oconee-3 and Grand Gulf-1 PRA values

b - Best estimate

c - Lower bound case

d - Upper bound case

In performing risk analysis , it was assumed that the isolator failures were not considered as potential causes
of failure in the original Oconee and Grand Gulf PRAs. (This assumption may also introduce additional
conservatism.)

Since the base case was intended to represent the situation in which isolator failures are considered as
possible causes of safety system failures and the adjusted case represented the situation after the resolution is
implemented, the modified parameter values were used in the base case and the adjusted case represented the
original Oconee-3 and Grand Gulf-1 parameter values. The base case and adjusted case values of the affected
parameters were then incorporated in the Oconee-3 and Grand Gulf-1 PRAs to derive the estimated core-melt
frequency and the associated public risk reduction. Based on the data in Table 3.142-1, the following core-melt
frequency reduction was estimated for the representative PWR and BWR.

Sensitivity Case PWR BWR

Core-Melt Frequency Reduction

Best Estimate 2.59 x 10-5/RY 7.98 x 10-6/RY

Lower Bound 5.37 x 10-6/RY 2.07 x 10-6/RY

Upper Bound 4.35 x 10-4/RY 1.17 x 10-4/RY

Utilizing generic release categories and containment failure modes, the public risk reduction was estimated64 to
be as follows:

Sensitivity Case PWR BWR

Public Risk Reduction (man-rem/RY)

Best Estimate 57 53

Lower Bound 13 14

Upper Bound 1,016 789
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Based on the public risk reduction estimates presented before for the representative PWR and BWR and the
three sensitivity cases, the following public risk reduction was estimated (weighted average over all affected
PWRs and BWRs and their remaining lives):

Best Estimate =1,580 man-rem/plant

Lower Bound =378 man-rem/plant

Upper Bound =26,752 man-rem/plant

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: It was assumed that the proposed generic letter would contain the following guidelines applicable
to all affected plants: (1) inspection and testing of all electrical isolation devices between Class 1E and non-
Class 1E systems; (2) replacement of failed or unacceptable isolators, including descriptions of acceptable
hardware fixes to the isolators; and (3) implementation of an annual program to inspect and test all electronic
isolators between Class 1E and non-Class 1E systems.

The initial testing and inspection program at each plant was estimated to require approximately 4 man-weeks
for planning and 8 man-weeks for review and evaluation of the data, preparation of the final response to the
generic letter, and preparation of a safety analysis. The cost to conduct the initial test program was highly
uncertain because there were unknown numbers of affected systems and susceptible isolators at each plant.
For this analysis, the number of potentially affected isolators was estimated using the number of safety system
components in the Oconee-3 and Grand Gulf-1 PRAs with functional and/or control circuitry failure terms.
Accordingly, 46 isolators for BWRs and 78 isolators for PWRs were estimated. Assuming a two-man team can
test 10 isolators per day, labor requirements for the initial test/inspection required by the generic letter were
estimated at 10 man-days/plant for PWRs and 16 man-days/plant for BWRs.

Furthermore, isolators that fail the initial tests must be replaced or repaired. It was conservatively assumed that
25% of the tested isolators would fail the tests; this would result in 12 failures at PWRs and 20 failures at BWRs.
The cost to purchase, install, test, and perform adequate QC of acceptable replacement isolators was estimated
at $10,000/isolator and included approximately 2 man-days/isolator for replacement. Thus, the total isolator
replacement costs were estimated to be $120,000/plant and $200,000/plant for PWRs and BWRs, respectively.
Assuming a cost of $2,270/man-week, the total implementation cost (including hardware) was estimated to be
$156,000/plant and $239,00/plant for PWRs and BWRs, respectively.

The generic letter was assumed to include a requirement for annual testing and inspection of all electronic
isolators. The industry labor requirements for this activity were estimated to be 1 man-week/RY for test planning
(this was significantly lower than the 4 man-weeks for planning the initial test program), plus 10 man-days/RY
to conduct the tests at PWRs and 16 man-days/RY to conduct the tests at BWRs. An additional 1 man-week/
RY at all plants to review the test results and prepare a report for the NRC was also included. This resulted in
estimated labor requirements of 4 man-weeks/RY and 5.2 man-weeks/RY for PWRs and BWRs, respectively.

Furthermore, the annual testing program was likely to determine that there were additional failed or suspect
isolators that required replacement. It was assumed that all the remaining isolators (i.e., other than those that
were replaced as a result of the initial test program) will eventually be replaced with acceptable components. The
number of remaining isolators to be replaced at PWRs was estimated to be 38 (i.e., 46 - 12) over a 28.8 year
period or 1.2/RY. At BWRs, the annual replacement rate was 58 (i.e., 78 - 20) over a 27.4 year period, or 2.1/RY.
The annual replacement costs at each plant were thus estimated to be $12,000/RY and $21,000/RY for PWRs
and BWRs, respectively.

At $2,270/man-week, the total cost of maintenance and operation (including hardware) of the possible solution
at each plant was estimated to be $21,000/RY and $33,000/RY for PWRs and BWRs, respectively. Using a 5%
discount rate, the present worth cost associated with plant maintenance and operation for PWRs and BWRs was
estimated to be $11,600/RY and $18,300/RY, respectively.

NRC Cost: It was assumed that the first activity would involve issuance of a bulletin to determine the extent
to which potentially susceptible isolators were used in nuclear power plants and to identify the systems in
which they were used. It was estimated that 2 man-weeks ($4,000) would be required to prepare the bulletin.
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To perform the review and analysis of licensee responses to the bulletin, it was estimated that 6 man-months
($50,000) of technical support would be needed at a cost of $54,000.

Assuming that, after analyzing licensee responses, the staff concluded that the issue warranted further attention,
the second activity would involve a research program that would develop the details of the final resolution to
the issue. This program would involve two major objectives. First, test procedures and acceptance criteria for
isolators would be developed for licensee use in determining the adequacy of their installed isolators. It was
estimated that a $50,000 contract plus $10,000 for NRC contract support would be needed to accomplish this
objective. Second, appropriate hardware fixes would be developed that could resolve the issue. Safety and
cost analyses to determine the cost-effectiveness of the proposed hardware fixes would also be necessary. An
estimated $150,000 contract plus $20,000 for NRC contract support would be needed to accomplish this activity.
Thus, the total cost of this activity was estimated to be $230,000.

The next step was to prepare and issue a generic letter to all licensees. Approximately 4 man-weeks ($10,000)
were estimated to prepare and issue the letter. It was estimated that 6 man-months of staff time would be
required to review and evaluate each licensee response. (This was equivalent to a $55,000 contract and
$10,000 for NRC contract support.) Thus, the total estimated cost for this effort was $75,000.

Based on the above estimates, the total NRC cost for development of the possible solution was $355,000.
Averaging this cost over the 134 affected plants resulted in a cost of $2,650/plant for development.

It was assumed that the staff would review the implementation of the requirements in the generic letter, review
the test procedures, review plant-specific implementation plans, and prepare a safety evaluation. The cost for
this review was estimated to be 4 man-weeks/plant. At $2,270/man-week, this cost was $9,080/ plant.

An additional 0.5 man-week/RY of NRC effort would be required for an annual review of the operation and
maintenance of the solution. Summing this cost over the remaining lives of the affected plants at $2,270/
man-week resulted in a cost of $32,200/plant. Using a 5% discount rate, the present worth of this review was
$17,900/plant.

Therefore, the total NRC cost for the development and implementation of the possible solution was estimated to
be approximately $30,000/plant.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost for implementation of the proposed solution was estimated to be
$0.6M/plant.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on the above estimates, the following value/impact scores were calculated for the three cases
considered.

Best Estimate:

Lower Bound:

Upper Bound:
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Other Considerations

(1) Implementation of the possible solution was assumed to include repair, replacement, and testing of
potentially susceptible isolators. This resulted in labor estimates of 34 man-days/plant for PWRs and 56
man-days/plant for BWRs in radiation zones. Radiation fields of 25 millirem/hr were assumed to exist inside
containment where most of the isolators were located. Utilizing a 75% efficiency factor for labor in radiation
zones, the occupational dose increase for implementation of the possible solution was estimated to be 9.1 man-
rem/plant and 14.9 man-rem/plant for PWRs and BWRs, respectively.

(2) Licensee labor requirements in radiation zones for operation and maintenance of the possible solution
included:

PWRs BWRs

(man-days/RY) (man-days/RY)

Annual Test Program 10 16

Replacement of Isolators 2.4 4.2

Total: 12.4 20.2

Again, utilizing a 75% efficiency factor for labor in radiation zones and radiation fields of 25 millirem/hr resulted
in an estimated increase in ORE of 3.3 man-rem/RY and 5.4 man-rem/RY for PWRs and BWRs, respectively.
Summing these values over the remaining lives of the affected plants (28.8 years for PWRs and 27.4 years for
BWRs) resulted in an increase in ORE of approximately 95 man-rem/plant and 148 man-rem/plant for PWRs and
BWRs, respectively.

CONCLUSION

The best estimate of public risk reduction associated with preventing leakage through electrical isolators was
significant and indicated a high priority ranking. However, the calculation of risk reduction included a number
of conservative assumptions. Generally, use of conservative assumptions where real data does not exist will
always result in overprediction of potential risk reduction. In acknowledgement of the conservatism in the
analysis, a medium priority ranking was assigned to the issue (See Appendix C). This ranking was consistent
with the qualitative judgments of the staff and was further supported by NRR's stated intention to process a
research request to initiate an electrical isolator testing program to improve the current state of knowledge
concerning isolator characteristics at less than maximum credible fault levels. The resolution of the issue was
expected to address the safety concern of Issue 156.4.1.

In resolving the issue, the staff determined from operating experience that isolation devices perform satisfactorily
in the operating environment and have not been exposed to failure mechanisms that resulted in signal leakage.
This determination was based in part on plants that predominantly use electromechanical controls and may
not be applicable to control systems with digital or electronic components. Therefore, RES recommended1511

the development of an SRP11 Section to provide review guidance for future plants that use digital systems,
and for OLs that convert safety-related systems from analog to digital. This recommendation was referred to
the appropriate NRR Division for consideration.947 The regulatory analysis was published in NUREG-14531593

and the issue was resolved with no new requirements.1511 In an RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that
consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not affect the resolution.
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Issue 143: Availability of Chilled Water Systems and Room Cooling (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

In past years, several nuclear plants experienced problems with safety system components and control systems
that resulted from a partial or total loss of HVAC systems. Many of these problems occurred for two reasons:
(1) the desire to provide increased fire protection; and (2) the need to avoid severe temperature changes in
equipment control circuits. Since the Browns Ferry fire, considerable effort had been expended to improve the
fire protection of equipment required for safe shutdown. Generally, this improvement had been accomplished by
enclosing the affected equipment in small, isolated rooms. However, the result was a significant increase in the
impact of the loss of room cooling. Another problem resulting from loss of room cooling was the technological
advances in control circuit design. With the introduction of electronic integrated circuits, plant control and safety
improved; however, these circuits were more susceptible to damage from severe changes in temperature
caused by the loss of room cooling.

It was believed that failures of air cooling systems for areas housing key components, such as RHR pumps,
switchgear, and diesel generators, could contribute significantly to core-melt probability in certain plants.
Because corrective measures are often taken at the affected plants once these failures occur, the ACRS
believed that the impact of these failures on the proper functioning of air cooling systems had not been reflected
in the final PRAs of plants. Thus, plants with similar, inherent deficiencies may not have been aware of these
problems.1317

Safety Significance

Operability of some safety-related components is dependent upon operation of HVAC and chilled water systems
to remove heat from the rooms containing the components. If chilled water and HVAC systems are unavailable to
remove heat, the ability of the safety equipment within the rooms to operate as intended cannot be assured.

Possible Solution

A possible solution to this issue would require a reevaluation of each plant's room heat load and heat-up
rate in order to identify areas in which a reduction in the dependence of equipment operability on HVAC and
room cooling may be implemented. While the total elimination of this dependence may not be possible at all
plants, this reevaluation would identify areas in which this dependence was critical. The determination of the
critical dependencies and the ability to reduce them could be accomplished through the use of a plant-specific
PRA such as an IPE. After the critical dependencies were identified, each plant would implement procedural
changes (to provide alternate cooling) to eliminate or reduce the dependencies where possible. Hardware
modifications may be needed for situations in which a procedure change cannot be implemented to reduce a
critical dependency.

The next step in the possible solution would be the issuance of a generic letter that would require licensees to:
(1) evaluate the dependencies of plant safety systems and equipment operability on HVAC and room cooling; (2)
identify areas in which this dependence was critical; (3) identify appropriate procedure changes and hardware
modifications to minimize the effects of the dependencies on plant risk; (4) submit this evaluation to the NRC for
review and approval of the proposed modifications; and (5) implement the approved procedural changes and
hardware modifications. The generic letter would include guidance on acceptable procedures licensees could
use to evaluate the potential dependencies in the design of these systems. The generic letter would also include
alternative solutions for improving the independence of systems that are critical to plant risk. It was assumed that
a research project would form the basis for a more fully-developed solution and for the guidance in the generic
letter.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

The Grand Gulf Unit 1 and Oconee 3 PRAs were used as representative of BWRs and PWRs, respectively. A
total of 90 PWRs and 44 BWRs were potentially affected by this issue and were expected to continue operating

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1317.html
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for an average of 28.8 and 27.4 years, respectively.64 For comparative purposes, 71 operating plants were
assumed: 47 PWRs and 24 BWRs.

Frequency Estimate

Several systems at Grand Gulf 1 were affected by HVAC or room cooling failures in locations that included: (1)
emergency switchgear and battery rooms; (2) standby diesel generator rooms; and (3) pump rooms for RHR,
RCIC, high pressure cooling system (HPCS), and low pressure cooling system (LPCS). A loss of cooling was
assumed to fail the following: (1) operating diesel generators in 15 minutes; (2) battery, emergency switchgear,
and low pressure ECCS (i.e., RHR and LPCS) pumps in 4 hours; and (3) HPCS and RCIC in 12 hours. An
examination of the Grand Gulf 1 emergency ventilating system fault trees provided a list of basic events that
result in failure of systems due to HVAC failure.64

Next, the core-melt sequences for the dominant core damage categories were examined. When a sequence
was found that contained one of the above-mentioned basic events, it was reviewed to determine the effect of
eliminating the dependence on HVAC/room cooling. Three effects were possible. First, the sequence could no
longer result in core damage. These scenarios were eliminated, resulting in a direct reduction in CDF. Second,
the HVAC/room cooling basic event was replaced with another basic event (e.g., replacing diesel generator
room cooling failure with a diesel generator hardware failure). The new sequence was compared with the other
sequences in the dominant sequence mode and, if an identical sequence was found, the new sequence was
absorbed, resulting in a CDF reduction by the amount of the frequency of the absorbed cutset. The third effect
was similar to the second except that no other sequence was found to be identical. In this case, this same new
sequence was substituted for the original and a new sequence frequency was calculated. The contribution to
changing the core-melt frequency was the difference between the original and the new frequency.

The evaluation was performed assuming that all dependence on HVAC and room cooling could be eliminated.
The elimination of this dependence was expected to be accomplished by a reevaluation of room heat capacity
and heat-up, by the implementation of procedures that provide alternate cooling, or by the implementation of
hardware modifications that would eliminate the dependence. The result of the evaluation was a CDF reduction
of 8 x 10-6 event/RY at Grand Gulf 1. It should be noted that this reduction was a maximum using the above
assumptions and might not have been achievable in all plants. However, every nuclear plant should realize some
reduction in the probability of core damage.

The HVAC systems at Oconee 3 consisted of various flow-through systems as well as individual room coolers.
Two flow-through systems, one for the control room and one for the auxiliary building, and the room coolers
for the low pressure injection (LPI) and reactor building spray system (RBSS) were examined in detail. The
PRA determined that only the room coolers for LPI and RBSS had a potential contribution to core damage; this
contribution was examined below. The unavailability values were obtained from Appendix A of NSAC-60.889

Room Cooler Failure = (Fan 1)(0perator + Fan 2 )

= (1.9 x 10-4)[10-3 + (1.9 x 10-4)]

= 2.4 x 10-7

LPI Pump Fails (Start and Run) = 1.3 x 10-3

Room Cooler Contribution = 0.02%

RBSS Pump Fails (Start and Run) = 8.3 x 10-3

Room Cooler Contribution = 0.003%

As a final part of the evaluation, an examination of the leading core damage sequences from internal events was
made. Failures of the LPI and RBSS pumps were not contributors to any of these sequences.

A second potential contribution from HVAC or room cooling was through the loss of service water which is the
heat sink. Service water, however, also provides direct cooling of the high pressure injection (HPI) pumps. An
examination of the event trees for Oconee 3 shows that core damage mitigation using the low pressure systems
could only be accomplished if HPI was successful first. Therefore, a failure of service water would result in a loss
of HPI and core damage and no contribution from loss of room cooling would be found.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0064.html
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Based on the preceding discussion, it was concluded that no further analysis using NSAC-60889 would be
performed because of a lack of dependency on HVAC and room cooling. Therefore, to model the effects of the
solution on a generic PWR, the scaling technique described in NUREG/CR-280064 was used. In this technique,
it was assumed that the core-melt frequency for a BWR was 0.45 times that for a PWR. In addition, it was
assumed that the public risk for a BWR plant was approximately 1.2 times that for a PWR plant. This resulted in
a core-melt frequency reduction estimate of 1.8 x 10-5/RY.

Consequence Estimate

The reduction in core-melt frequency for BWRs was translated into a reduction in public risk of about 57 man-
rem/RY.64 For the 44 BWRs, this amounted to a risk reduction of 6.9 x 104 man-rem. The public risk reduction for
PWRs was calculated to be 47 man-rem/RY.64 For 90 PWRs, this amounted to a risk reduction of 1.2 x 105 man-
rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: The proposed solution called for licensees to evaluate the dependencies of HVAC and chilled
water systems on room cooling systems and the subsequent effects on plant risk. This engineering analysis
was assumed to require approximately 1 man-year of effort ($100,000/plant) and would include the identification
and evaluation of dependencies as well as identification of appropriate procedure changes and hardware
modifications to minimize the effects of the dependencies on plant risk. Licensees would submit their evaluations
to the NRC for review.

The next step would be for licensees to implement the proposed procedural changes and hardware
modifications at their plants. Procedural changes would be proposed where possible because of the expense
and occupational doses associated with implementing hardware modifications in radiation areas. However, it
was believed that procedural changes would not resolve the dependencies in some cases, particularly where
failure of room cooling was a critical failure mode for an important safety-related component. In these cases, it
may be necessary to replace a particular piece of equipment with one that can be operated independently of
HVAC and chilled water systems. Alternatively, a component of the HVAC or chilled water system, such as one
or more of the room coolers, may be replaced with one of a different design that can be operated independently
of the HVAC or chilled water systems.

The cost estimates for the procedural changes and hardware modifications were taken from NUREG/
CR-4627.961 It was assumed that each plant would implement 2 procedural changes and replace 8 room
coolers. The procedural changes were anticipated to be relatively complex and, therefore, would require
approximately $3,600/change or $7,200/plant. The proposed solution was somewhat similar to the removal
and replacement of the containment spray heat exchangers because work would be performed in a radiation
environment and in a relatively congested area.961 It was also stated in NUREG/CR-4627961 that these cost
estimates should be applied only to plants that were operating or at the 70% or higher completion state of
construction. The removal and replacement cost was therefore applied only to the assumed 71 operating plants.
The proposed resolution was assumed to result in no incremental costs for plants that were under construction.
The removal and replacement costs were summarized as follows for each operating plant:

(1) Purchase Cost (8 Room Coolers) = $ 968,000

(2) Labor Cost (12,400 man-hrs @ $21.74/hr times
labor productivity adjustment, removal, engineering,
and QA factors)

= 356,000

TOTAL: 1,324,000

Therefore, the industry cost for implementation was estimated to be $100,000/ plant for the engineering
study, $1.324M/operating plant for the hardware upgrade, and $7,200/plant for the procedure changes. These
upgrades and changes were anticipated to be one-time activities. No additional resources were expected for
operation and maintenance of the upgraded equipment. Thus, the total industry cost for all affected plants was
approximately $108.4M.
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NRC Cost: The first step in the proposed solution would involve issuance of a generic letter to all licensees
to evaluate the dependencies on adequate room cooling of the operation of HVAC and chilled water systems.
Issuance of the generic letter was assumed to cost approximately the same as a simple TS change, as
described in NUREG/CR-4550,1318 including the necessary reviews and approvals; this cost was $13,000. The
generic letter would include a description of the proposed resolution and guidance on acceptable procedures for
licensees to use to evaluate the potential dependencies in the design of these systems and alternative solutions
to improving the independence of systems that are critical to plant risk. It was assumed that a research project
would form the basis for a more fully-developed solution and for the guidance in the generic letter. This research
project was assumed to be performed by a contractor and was estimated to require 6 man-months at a cost of
$50,000.

Review and approval of the proposed modifications were estimated to require approximately 1 man-week/plant
or $2,270/plant. No incremental resources were foreseen for review of the operation and maintenance of the
upgraded equipment. Thus, the total estimated NRC cost for all plants was approximately $370,000.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost for implementing the possible solution was estimated to be $(108.4
+ 0.37)M or approximately $109M for the 71 affected plants.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 1.9 x 105 man-rem and a cost of $109M for the possible solution,
the value/impact score was given by:

Other Considerations

(1) The analysis for estimating core-melt frequency reduction was performed for BWRs and scaled for PWRs
using the scaling relationships given in NUREG/CR-2800.64 This assumption may have introduced considerable
additional uncertainty to the estimated core-melt frequency reduction for PWRs. Nevertheless, the contribution
due to BWRs alone approached the high priority threshold value, even if the contribution from PWRs were
smaller.

(2) Labor for removal and replacement of 8 heat exchangers within containment was estimated in NUREG/
CR-4627961 to be approximately 4,000 man-hours. A productivity factor of 3.1 was used to adjust the labor
estimate to account for inefficiencies caused by work in radiation zones, congested areas, and difficult access
areas. The total labor in radiation zones was estimated to be 12,400 man-hours/operating plant. Assuming a
radiation field of 25 millirem/hour inside containment where the room coolers are located, implementation of the
possible solution was estimated to result in an ORE increase of 310 man-rem/plant.

CONCLUSION

Because the estimated risk reduction from eliminating (or decreasing) the dependence of safety systems on
HVAC and room cooling could be quite significant, the issue was given a high priority ranking (See Appendix
C). In resolving the issue, the staff found that, although there might be some plant-specific accident sequences
involving loss of HVAC/room cooling that could contribute significantly to core damage, any vulnerabilities that
might exist were expected to be identified by licensees as part of the IPE process; a study of the issue was
published in NUREG/CR-6084.1550 The staff's regulatory analysis was documented in NUREG-14271549 and
the issue was RESOLVED with no new requirements.1551 In an RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that
consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not affect the resolution.
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Issue 144: Scram Without a Turbine/Generator Trip (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Background

Before 1989, there were several reported occurrences of the failure of turbine/generators to trip after a reactor
scram. These events were caused either by mechanical or electrical problems in the turbine electro-hydraulic
control system. In particular, one occurrence at Crystal River-3 was caused by both a defective solenoid spring
in the turbine trip circuitry and corrosion in a fuse holder, which produced a reduced DC voltage to the solenoid
(LER 88-006). However, in this instance, the turbine also could not be tripped manually. Therefore, the turbine/
generator breakers were opened, thereby tripping the turbine on overspeed 14 seconds after the reactor scram.
Because of the reported occurrences, the staff recommended that a scram without a turbine/generator trip
(SWATT) be evaluated as a new issue to address the potential for a SWATT and its associated effects.1378

One of the possible effects of a SWATT is the overcooling of the primary system which can cause recriticality,
pressurized thermal shock (PTS), or both. PTS, which is caused by an overcooling transient followed by or
concurrent with high reactor vessel pressure, was previously addressed in Issue A-49. This led to the PTS rule
which established new requirements for all PWRs.

Besides possibly causing vessel failure from PTS, an overcooling transient can induce recriticality in the reactor.
Recriticality may be caused by an overcooling transient that occurs toward core end-of-life when the boron
concentration is low, and thus the moderator temperature reactivity coefficient is most negative. With a rare
combination of operating conditions, this could produce a pressure spike in the primary system and lead to the
same conditions of a PTS event.

Another possible effect of a SWATT is overspeed of the turbine which can cause turbine missiles and damage
the integrity of the onsite power distribution systems by large fluctuations in generator voltage and frequency.
Turbine missiles were addressed in Issue A-37 which was determined to have little safety significance. Because
of its close relationship with Issue A-37, this issue was used to reexamine the analysis of Issue A-37.

Safety Significance

A SWATT is significant to the safety of LWRs because the possible effects from this event can lead to a core-
melt. These effects include the following: (1) recriticality and PTS, due to a primary system overcooling event; (2)
turbine missiles, from overspeed of the turbine; and (3) loss of core cooling and inventory makeup, due to other
events caused by the SWATT, such as SGTRs. In addition, plants without MSIVs do not have the capability to
quickly stop the supply of steam to the turbine. MSIVs provide increased protection from the consequences of a
SWATT and, thus, plants without them are potentially more vulnerable.

Possible Solution

The possible solution involves three activities designed to improve the reliability that a turbine/generator trip
occurs following a reactor trip: (1) installation of redundant and diverse emergency trip systems; (2) improved
periodic inspection, testing and maintenance of turbine/generator trip systems; and (3) clarification of operating
procedures and training for operating personnel.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

It was assumed that 71 operating plants would be affected by this issue: 47 PWRs and 24 BWRs with average
remaining lives of 27.7 and 25.2 years, respectively. Of these 71 plants, only the three PWRs at Oconee with
average remaining lives of 26, 27, and 27 years do not have MSIVs.

Frequency Estimate

The core-melt frequency from a SWATT is related to the failure to isolate the steam supply to the turbine.
Isolation of the turbine helps to either prevent or mitigate the consequences of the following: (1) primary system
overcooling, which could directly cause core damage through either PTS or recriticality; (2) turbine overspeed,
which could indirectly cause core damage through turbine missiles and electrical power fluctuations; and (3)
SGTRs, which could directly cause core damage through the effects of a small break LOCA at the steam
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generator. The events that lead to these consequences and their associated failure probabilities are described
below.

The initiating event for the SWATT is a reactor transient, which causes the reactor to trip. The event that
leads to this issue, however, is the subsequent turbine trip failure. Using data from the 1990 AEOD Report
(NUREG-1272,1472 Vol. 5, No. 1), the average frequency of a reactor trip from 1986 to 1990 was calculated to
be 2.8/RY and 2.5/RY for PWRs and BWRs, respectively. The probability of turbine trip failure, given a reactor
trip and including contributions from operator error and equipment failure, was estimated1376 to be 1.7 x 10-3 per
demand.

Possible responses1377 to a SWATT are as follows: (1) the generator can be tripped, which causes the turbine
to trip on an overspeed condition; (2) the turbine can be isolated by closing the MSIVs in those plants that
have them; and (3) the turbine can be locally tripped by manual operator action. Each of these responses has
failure probabilities due to equipment faults and operator actions. Because of insufficient data, the following
conservative assumptions were made:

(1) All equipment faults were assigned a failure probability of 0.05/demand;

(2) The failure probability for an operator to perform a corrective manual action for both the generator trip and the
MSIV closure was assigned a value of 0.03/demand;

(3) The failure probability for locally tripping the turbine was assigned a value of 0.1/demand, because this trip is
located in the turbine building.

The resulting conditional probabilities for failure to isolate the steam supply to the turbine were calculated by
summing each plant state resulting in a non-isolable condition.1378 The resulting event sequences for turbine trip
failure, feedwater availability, and core cooling and inventory makeup were then used to investigate the possible
effects of a SWATT. These effects include PTS, turbine missiles, and SGTRs. The effects of a SWATT for those
reactors without MSIVs (the three units at Oconee) were investigated using the same models by assuming the
failure probability for MSIV closure is equal to 1.

An important assumption regarding the previous calculation of the core-melt frequency from PTS was that
a SWATT is functionally similar to a large steam line break (LSLB) occurring downstream of the MSIVs. A
study1376 by INEL showed that, for B&W reactors, a graph of the reactor vessel downcomer temperature as a
function of time for the failed turbine trip scenario was very close to that calculated for a LSLB in developing the
PTS rule. The same conclusion would be expected for other reactor types. Therefore, the probability of reactor
vessel failure due to a SWATT was estimated to be equal to that calculated for a LSLB. Even if it were assumed
that this probability was an order of magnitude higher for a SWATT than for the most limiting steam line break
(which is not the largest size break), the core-melt frequencies would still be extremely low.

In addition, to simplify the analysis, recriticality events were neglected from further study because these events
were not likely to generate a pressure pulse significant enough to cause reactor vessel failure.1379 In support of
this conclusion, others have estimated that the heat addition to the primary coolant system after a recriticality
would occur gradually, thus reducing the risk of PTS.1376

The base case core-melt frequencies for PTS, turbine missiles, and SGTRs are summarized as follows:

PWRs: Event With MSIVs Without MSIVs

PTS 8.8 x 10-12/RY 2.9 x 10-10/RY

Turbine Missiles 1.1 x 10-9/RY 3.5 x 10-8/RY

SGTR 1.4 x 10-8/RY 4.5 x 10-7/RY

Total: 1.5 x 10-8/RY 4.9 x 10-7/RY

BWRs: Event With MSIVs

PTS 8.1 x 10-12/RY
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BWRs: Event With MSIVs

Turbine Missiles 9.4 x 10-10/RY

Total: 9.4 x 10-10/RY

The effect of the possible solution would be to improve the reliability that the turbine will trip on demand after a
reactor trip. The solution is also expected to result in reductions in the probabilities of other events in the turbine
trip failure event tree, because of enhanced training and awareness of operators to respond to a SWATT. To
reflect the above, it was assumed that the solution will reduce the probability of a failure of the turbine to trip
to one-half the base case value. In addition, human error probabilities were assumed to be reduced by 50%
as a result of enhanced training and operator awareness. These values were substituted into the turbine trip
event tree to calculate revised turbine trip failure frequencies and turbine overspeed trip failure frequencies.
No changes were made to the feedwater and core cooling/makeup event trees. The adjusted case turbine and
overspeed trip failure frequencies were then substituted into the calculations described previously to calculate
the adjusted case core-melt frequencies. These are summarized as follows:

PWRs: Event With MSIVs Without MSIVs

PTS 2.0 x 10-12/RY 1.4 x 10-10/RY

Turbine Missiles 2.7 x 10-10/RY 1.8 x 10-8/RY

SGTR 3.2 x 10-9/RY 2.2 x 10-7/RY

Total: 3.5 x 10-9/RY 2.4 x 10-7/RY

BWRs: Event With MSIVs

PTS 1.9 x 10-12/RY

Turbine Missiles 2.4 x 10-10/RY

Total: 2.4 x 10-10/RY

From the base case and adjusted case calculations above, the core-melt frequency reduction was estimated
to be 1.2 x 10-8/RY, 2.5 x 10-7/RY, and 7 x 10-10/RY for PWRs with MSIVs, PWRs without MSIVs, and BWRs,
respectively.

Consequence Estimate

The next step in this analysis combined the accident sequence frequencies with their corresponding containment
failure probabilities. These probabilities were taken from NUREG/CR-280064 for similar accident sequences,
where possible. Thus, it was observed that the SGTR sequence is similar to sequence S3H in the Oconee-3
PRA. It was more difficult to match sequences involving PTS and turbine missiles with those for Oconee-3 and
Grand Gulf-1. Therefore, a conservative approach was taken that incorporated the most damaging (and highest
offsite doses) containment failure modes. The most damaging containment failure mode sequence for Oconee-3
is S3H; the most damaging containment failure mode sequence for Grand Gulf-1 is T23PQE.

The base case and adjusted case affected public risk was determined by combining the accident sequence
frequencies, containment failure probabilities, and dose consequences for the release categories corresponding
to the appropriate containment failure modes. The dose consequence estimates developed by PNL64 for each
release category were used in this analysis. The following is a summary of the potential risk reduction:

PWRs: With MSIVs: 3.2 x 10-2 man-rem/RY

PWRs: Without MSIVs: 6.5 x 10-1 man-rem/RY

BWRs: 2.0 x 10-3/RY
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For the 68 affected plants with MSIVs, the total public risk reduction is [(44)(27.7(3.2 x 10-2) + (24)(25.2)(2 x
10-3)] man-rem or 40 man-rem. For the 3 affected plants without MSIVs, the potential risk reduction is [(26 + 27 +
27) (6.5 x 10-1)] man-rem or 52 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: The total industry cost was estimated to be $24M and included $16M for implementation of the
possible solution and $7.8M for operation and maintenance. For those plants without MSIVs, the total cost was
estimated to be $1.2M.1377

NRC Cost: Development and implementation of the solution were estimated to cost $55,000 and $810,000,
respectively. Review of operation and maintenance was estimated to cost another $2.6M. Thus, the total cost
was estimated to be $3.5M.

Total Cost: For plants with MSIVs, the total cost associated with the possible solution is $(24 + 3.5)M or $27.5M.
For plants without MSIVs, the estimated cost was $1.2M.

Value/Impact Assessment

(1) With MSIVs: Based on a public risk reduction of 40 man-rem and a cost of $27.5M, the value/impact score
was given by:

(2) Without MSIVs: Based on a public risk reduction of 52 man-rem and a cost of $1.2M, the value/impact score
was given by:

CONCLUSION

This issue had a greater impact on plants without MSIVs than those with MSIVs. In either case, the potential
risk reduction was small and the issue was given a low priority ranking (see Appendix C) in March 1992.
Consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not change the priority of the issue.1564 Further
prioritization, using the conversion factor of $2,000/man-rem approved1689 by the Commission in September
1995, resulted in an impact/value ratio (R) of $23,255/man-rem which placed the issue in the DROP category.
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Issue 145: Actions to Reduce Common Cause Failures (Rev. 3)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was identified as an alternative approach to the Finding 15 recommendation886 discussed in Issue
125.I.5, "Safety Systems Tested in All Conditions Required by DBA," which states that "[t]horough integrated
system testing under various system configurations and plant conditions as near as practical to those for
which the system is required to function during an accident is essential for timely detection and correction of
common mode design deficiencies." In Issue 125.I.5, it was proposed that integrated systems and plant test
programs be designed to detect and correct unforeseen common mode design deficiencies (CMDD). Issue
125.I.5 was evaluated and not pursued further primarily due to the narrow scope of the common cause trigger
and the impracticality of the proposed solution. However, an alternative approach to resolving the Finding 15
recommendation that included a broader scope of common cause failures (CCF) and a more practical approach
was identified during the evaluation of Issue 125.I.5 and formed the basis for Issue 145.

The identified alternative approach consisted of assessing the benefits of improvements in existing in-service,
refueling, and surveillance testing programs in operating reactors and improved startup testing for future plants.
Such an assessment would focus on improvements in testing components and systems under conditions more
representative of operational and DBA expectations with emphasis directed toward detection of all types of
CCFs. This alternative approach, however, would be more effective as a long-term program and could make use
of results from the IPE program and other ongoing research and regulatory programs to provide guidance for the
prevention and detection of CCFs. Such guidance would also be useful to new plants because it could be used
in the development of system design and the procedures for operating, maintaining, and testing the plants.

Testing of equipment has its limitations; in fact, testing can be an important cause of CCFs which occur when
the testing does not reflect true demands of the equipment under operating conditions. For example, MOVs may
work during a test but not during a true demand when there exists a high delta pressure across them. Much
design basis testing cannot be performed in situ. Prototypical testing, on the other hand, is expensive and the
application of prototypical testing to equipment in plants is sometimes not practical. Thus, it was believed that
measures were needed to identify CCF precursors before they occur so that corrective measures could be
taken.

Prior to the evaluation of this issue in February 1992, RES had performed basic research on procedures for
identifying CCFs, the results of which were documented in NUREG/CR-47801119 and NUREG/CR-5460.1466 The
basic emphasis of the latest concepts involved evaluating the CCFs from a historical and plant-specific basis
and evaluating the defenses of the plant to reduce the threat of the cause or protect the equipment from such
causes. At that time, RES was also completing research on data analysis methods for detecting potential CCFs.

Related issues included: A-17, "Systems Interactions," which identified internal flooding as a significant concern
and was expected to be analyzed by each licensee as part of the IPE program; the maintenance rule (10
CFR 50.65) and regulatory guide; A-9, "ATWS"; A-30, "Adequacy of Safety-Related DC Power Supplies";
A-35, "Adequacy of Offsite Power Systems"; A-44, "Station Blackout"; B-57, "Station Blackout"; B-56, "Diesel
Generator Reliability"; C-13, "Non-Random Failures"; and 123, "Deficiencies in the Regulations Governing DBA
and Single-Failure Criteria as Suggested by the Davis-Besse Incident of June 9, 1985."

Other NRC projects related to this issue were the Technical Specifications Improvement Program in NRR
and the AEOD operating feedback study of solenoid-operated valves (NUREG-1275)1079 which addressed
widespread deficiencies that were found in the design, application, manufacture, maintenance, surveillance
testing, and feedback of failure data. Many of the solenoid valve problems involved components not modeled in
a PRA. Such component failures can be important to plant operation and safety.

Safety Significance

Prevention of CCFs is very important to plant safety. For highly redundant systems, CCFs can be a major cause
of system failure. The TMI-2 and Davis Besse incidents were examples of scenarios involving CCFs. AEOD
studies have shown the importance of CCFs, and PRAs routinely identify CCFs as important contributors to CDF
and risk.
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Possible Solutions

The possible solutions to this issue were:

(1) Provide information about CCFs to licensees for use in performing their IPEs, and encourage licensees
to conduct an engineering analysis and to provide training to plant personnel so that they are aware of the
importance of CCFs and the types of actions which increase the frequency of occurrence of CCFs, and the types
of actions and situations which can decrease the frequency of CCFs. Licensees could then voluntarily make
changes in maintenance programs, testing, procedures, etc., to help reduce the potential for CCFs. This would
be implemented by the NRC issuing an information notice to licensees. A report would be prepared to contain
useful information about CCFs occurring in operating histories, identified in PRAs and IPE, and insights from
RES CCF projects.

(2) Request licensees to perform a systematic engineering examination of the important CCFs identified in their
IPEs and updates as they are made. Such analyses would provide insights into plant practices which will prevent
or defend against CCFs, including hardware and human interactions. An example of a detailed engineering
analysis of a PRA common cause event is contained in Section 4.2 of NUREG/CR-4780.1119 This analysis
focused on a detailed examination of battery common mode failures at a plant. The commonality found from this
plant-specific analysis was attributed to maintenance of the batteries.

(3) Have licensees monitor dates of failures to recognize increased potential for CCFs. Where dates of
component failures are clustered or grouped in time, instead of being spread over time randomly, statistical
analysis of this clustering can indicate when failures are not independent of each other, i.e., that they are subject
to a common cause. This would be incorporated into the regulatory guide associated with the maintenance rule.
This should have a positive impact in reducing those CCFs which are the result of inadequate maintenance
practices. However, this will be dependent upon the ability of individual licensees to recognize CCFs as part of
the monitoring and root cause analyses performed to investigate equipment failures and/or malfunctions.

(4) For a select group of important, highly reliable components (e.g., batteries and scram breakers), have
licensees perform a detailed review of actual and potential failures to determine the extent that each failure or its
root cause may affect multiple components.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

Table 3.145-1 contains a summary of the CCF contribution from four NUREG-11501081 internal events PRAs and
the LaSalle PRA. The common cause contributions were those contained in the dominant accident sequence cut
sets. The common cause terms were set to zero and a reduced CDF was calculated. This value represented the
maximum amount the CDF could be reduced by the possible solution.

Table 3.145-1

CCF Contributions from Selected PRAs

Plant Mean CDF/RY CDF/RY
With CCF=0

Difference (/RY) Difference
(% of CDF)

Surry 3.2 x 10-5 2.1 x 10-5 1.1 x 10-5 33.6

Sequoyah 5.3 x 10-5 4.2 x 10-5 1.1 x 10-5 19.9

Peach Bottom 3.6 x 10-6 3.2 x 10-6 4.1 x 10-7 11.6

Grand Gulf 2.1 x 10-6 1.2 x 10-6 8.5 x 10-7 41.2

LaSalle 3.2 x 10-5 1.3 x 10-5 1.9 x 10-5 59.4

Average 2.4 x 10-5 1.6 x 10-5 8.3 x 10-6 33.8

It is recognized that not all common causes modeled in the PRAs can be reduced to zero. However, not all
common causes are modeled in the PRAs and not all systems are modeled, or modeled in detail. Thus, this
reduced CDF may be regarded as being representative of the amount the core damage could be reduced. On
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the other hand, the possible solutions may not be effective in eliminating the specific CDFs modeled in the IPEs.
Therefore, it was assumed that the CDF attributed to CCFs will be reduced by a factor of 2, i.e., the possible
solutions will be 50% effective in reducing and preventing CCFs. Based on the above considerations, the CDF
reduction by reactor type was 5.35 x 10-6/RY for PWRs (based on 2 PRAs) and 3.33 x 10-6/RY for BWRs (based
on 3 PRAs).

Consequence Estimate

The conditional release doses used in this analysis were based on the fission product inventory of a 1120 MWe
PWR and a 1000 MWe BWR. Additional assumptions common to both reactor types were meteorology typical
of a midwest site, a surrounding uniform population density of 340 persons/square-mile within a 50-mile radius
of the plant, an exclusion radius of one-half mile from the plant, no evacuation, and no ingestion pathways.
Therefore, the estimated change in risk was intended to be representative of hypothetical generic PWR and
BWR plants and not representative of any specific plant. The assumption of no evacuation provided a degree of
conservatism for this analysis.

Based on NUREG/CR-2800,64 average releases are 2.5 x 106 man-rem and 6.7 x 106 man-rem for PWRs and
BWRs, respectively. Based on an average remaining life of 28.8 years for a PWR, the estimated risk reduction
associated with this issue was (5.35 x 10-6/RY)(2.5 x 106 man-rem)(28.8 years) or 385 man-rem/reactor. Based
on an average remaining life of 27.4 years for a BWR, the estimated risk reduction was (3.3 x 10-6/RY)(6.7 x 106

man-rem)(27.4 years) or 606 man-rem/reactor.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: If a plant is systematically evaluated by a licensee for common failure (Solution 2) or has its
more important systems assessed for the potential for CCF (Solution 4), it was estimated that the cost would
be approximately $200,000 (one staff-year). Solution 3 deals with monitoring and analysis of failure information
and failure dates of components. It was assumed that this activity will require one person part-time at a cost of
$25,000/RY. For the average remaining plant life of 28 years, this cost was approximately $700,000/reactor. In
addition to the above, licensees would incur costs to implement any actions to correct potential CCFs identified
from the evaluations proposed.

NRC Cost: The cost associated with Solution 1 (preparation of an information notice and a CCF summary
report) was estimated to be about $200,000.

Total Cost: The maximum industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solutions would be $1.1M/reactor
and would depend upon the possible solutions pursued; implementation would increase this cost.

Value/Impact Assessment

PWRs: Based on a potential public risk reduction of 385 man-rem/reactor and an estimated cost of $1.1M/
reactor for a possible solution, the value/impact score was given by:

BWRs: Based on a potential public risk reduction of 606 man-rem/reactor and an estimated cost of $1.1M/
reactor for a possible solution, the value/impact score was given by:

Other Considerations
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(1) Effective maintenance is important to ensure that design assumptions and margins in the original design
basis are either maintained or are not unacceptably degraded.1467 In the design of nuclear power plants, an
important safety margin is the redundancy of equipment to perform safety functions. This redundancy, however,
can be degraded by CCFs. Therefore, defense against CCFs over the life of a plant is an important part of each
licensee's maintenance program. If properly performed, the CCF monitoring activity and the root cause analyses
conducted by licensees to investigate equipment failures and/or malfunctions should reduce CCFs that result
from inadequate maintenance. However, the effectiveness of some defenses may be reduced because of aging
and may need to be taken into consideration during license renewal.

(2) Assuming a 20-year license renewal period for operating reactors, the estimated risk reduction for a PWR
was (5.35 x 10-6/RY)(2.5 x 106 man-rem)(48.8 years) or 653 man-rem/reactor. For a BWR, the estimated risk
reduction was (3.3 x 10-6/RY)(6.7 x 106 man-rem)(47.4 years) or 1,048 man-rem/reactor.

CONCLUSION

Based on the potential public risk reduction, this issue would have been given a medium priority ranking (see
Appendix C). However, as part of the IPE program, licensees were requested to consider CCFs. Additionally,
the regulatory guide to implement the maintenance rule (10 CFR 50.65) was expected to include monitoring of
failure rates to identify CCFs; this action essentially addressed Solutions 2 and 3. Since much CCF information
had been generated over the years, it was likely to be beneficial to pursue Solution 1. It was believed that this
action would not require any additional research and could be accomplished in the near term. Thus, based on
the extent of the ongoing work, the issue was considered nearly-resolved1754 in February 1992 but was later
given a high priority ranking in SECY-98-166.1718 In accordance with an RES evaluation,1564 the impact of a
license renewal period of 20 years was to be considered in the resolution of the issue.

In resolving the issue, the staff developed a CCF database and analysis software package to aid in system
reliability analyses and related risk-informed applications. The CCF database was documented in NUREG/
CR-62681755 which, in addition to providing guidance on the screening and interpretation of data, contained
relevant event data to provide a more uniform and cost-effective way of performing CCF analyses. The
database contained CCF-related events that occurred in U.S. commercial nuclear power plants from 1980 to
1995. Licensees were informed of the availability of the CCF database in Administrative Letter 98-041756 and
Regulatory Issue Summary 99-031757 was issued to make the major insights derived from the CCF research
project more readily available to plant managers. Thus, the issue was RESOLVED with no new or revised
requirements.1758
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Issue 146: Support Flexibility of Equipment and Components (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was identified1477 by NRR when concerns were expressed that the seismic loading on equipment
and pipe-mounted components may have been underestimated. These concerns could be divided into two sub-
issues:

Sub-Issue 1: On-site tests from the Lotung soil-structure interaction study and dynamic tests performed on
concrete expansion anchor bolts1478,1480 indicated that, in certain cases, some of the existing regulatory
guidelines and industry practice on seismic design regarding the stiffness of anchorage in equipment and piping
might potentially lead to underestimation of their seismic loadings.

Sub-Issue 2: Substantial relaxation of anchorage bolt torque could occur after years of operation causing
reduction in equipment and piping natural frequency; this could lead to higher seismic loading on equipment and
piping than originally estimated.

Safety Significance

Sub-Issue 1: SRP11 Sections 3.7.2, 3.9.2, and 3.10 provide guidance and criteria for seismic analysis of
seismic subsystems (equipment and piping) when connected to the supporting seismic systems (buildings
and structures). In order to simplify analytical effort, the common industry practice is to assume rigid and
fixed attachments between the seismic subsystems and the supporting seismic systems. This means that
the anchorage of the seismic subsystems (anchor base plate, anchor bolts or through-bolts, concrete and
reinforcement in the area) is assumed to have rigid body characteristics. Therefore, the influence of the
stiffness of anchor base plate and anchor bolts on the dynamic response is neglected. For a large number of
anchoring systems, especially for those seismic subsystems having only a small mass as compared to that of
the supporting seismic systems, this assumption is appropriate. However, in some cases, particularly in heavy
equipment, this assumption can potentially lead to underestimation of seismic loadings.

Sub-Issue 2: After years of operation, relaxation of anchorage bolt torque could occur, causing reduction in
equipment and piping natural frequency. Since the seismic loading on equipment and piping is determined on
the basis of the response spectrum curve, this shift of seismic subsystem natural frequency could potentially
increase the seismic response of equipment and piping.

In both the above-mentioned cases, the possible underestimation of seismic loadings could result in malfunction
or failure of safety-related equipment, especially the heavy ones, thereby potentially leading to increased CDF
and risk to the public.

Possible Solution

Tests and collection of seismic data indicated that piping systems designed under existing Code provisions
appeared to be quite rugged against seismic excitation. Therefore, the concern of this issue was limited to
equipment anchorage only, especially those for heavy equipment. Possible solutions to the two sub-issues were
as follows:

Sub-Issue 1

(1) Develop guidelines for the re-analysis of equipment anchorage.

(2) For safety-related seismic subsystems, especially heavy equipment, perform plant-specific re-analysis of
anchorage considering the stiffness of anchor base plates and anchor bolts on the dynamic response, the local
response of the supporting building structure, etc. A bounding study may be needed as this analysis most likely
will involve some sort of detailed finite element analysis and could be very costly.

(3) Modify equipment hardware, if required as a result of re-analysis.

Sub-Issue 2
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(1) The Seismic Qualification Utility Group (SQUG), with NRC participation, developed detailed plant-specific
walk-down review guidelines (review of expansion anchor bolts being part of this) for the resolution of Issue
A-46. The IPEEE will also utilize the SQUG review guidelines in its plant-specific walk-down reviews. Thus, this
sub-issue was addressed in the resolution of Issue A-46 and the implementation of the IPEEE.

(2) For new designs, NRC was expected to conduct research on anchor bolt capacity and dynamic behavior for
individual and groups of anchor bolts. When definitive recommendations were available, suitable changes to the
SRP11 were to be implemented.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Separate analyses were made for operating and future plants.

OPERATING PLANTS

Assumptions

As mentioned above, tests performed and collection of seismic data indicated that piping systems designed
under existing Code provisions appeared to be quite rugged against seismic excitation. Therefore, the concern
of this issue was limited to equipment anchorage only, especially those for heavy equipment. It was assumed
that this issue affected all 111 nuclear plants in operation at the end of 1991 (74 PWRs and 37 BWRs). These
plants were assumed to have an average remaining life of 24 years.

It was assumed that none of the 111 plants had done a re-analysis of the anchorage stiffness of seismic
subsystems. Further, it was conservatively assumed that, as a result of re-analysis, half of the 111 plants would
require some degree of hardware modification.

Frequency Estimate

The source of quantitative risk information was a study performed1065 to identify seismic risk-sensitive
components in nuclear power plants during and after a seismic event. This study used PRA methodology to
expand seismic risk-sensitivity analyses by accounting for seismicity and component fragility data taken from
existing nuclear power plant PRAs. This modified PRA analysis consisted of event trees with seismic-induced
initiating events (such as seismic-induced small LOCA, transient, LOSP, etc.), and seismic as well as non-
seismic related failures in the core damage sequences. It was estimated that for the base case, the affected
annual CDF from seismic events was about 4.2 x 10-6/RY for a hypothetical hybrid PWR plant and 9.1 x 10-5/RY
for a hypothetical hybrid BWR plant. However, based on the findings of the more up-to-date NUREG-1150,1081

this estimation1065 for a PWR plant was about one order of magnitude too low and, therefore, was revised to
4 x 10-5/RY for this analysis. In addition, the estimated annual CDF from seismic events for the hypothetical
hybrid BWR plant used in NUREG/CR-33571065 was atypical due to seismic inadequacy in the plant-specific
building structures and, in view of NUREG-1150,1081 was also reduced to 4 x 10-5/RY. Therefore, applying these
corrections resulted in an annual CDF estimate of about 4 x 10-5/RY for both PWR and BWR plants.

Because of the above-mentioned atypical seismic inadequacy in building structures used for the hypothetical
hybrid BWR plant in NUREG/CR-3357,1065 it was assumed that the results of that study for a PWR will be
applicable and representative of all operating plants. The rest of this evaluation was based on this assumption.

In NUREG/CR-3357,1065 it was stated that, for the hypothetical hybrid PWR plant studied, building structural
failures contributed 38% to the annual CDF from seismic events; the remaining 62% was contributed from
failures of equipment (60%) and piping (2%).

To estimate the risk reduction achievable, the adjusted case of NUREG/CR-33571065 assumed upgrades
("hardening") to various equipment and piping systems such that there was a factor of 5 increase in the median
peak ground acceleration (the level of peak ground acceleration at which a component has a 50% probability
of failure) for these equipment and piping systems. It was assumed that all the upgrades to the equipment were
done to the equipment anchorages where the anchorages were modified to be rigid.

To calculate the changes in CDF that could result from implementation of the possible solution, the contribution
from equipment to base case seismic CDF (i.e., base case CDF from seismic events) needed to be calculated
first. The contribution to the base case seismic CDF from equipment was (4 x 10-5/RY)(0.60) = 2.4 x 10-5/RY.
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The reductions in CDF that result from implementation of the solution were obtained by multiplying the above
numbers by a reduction factor of 0.28 to CDF due to equipment upgrade.1065 Therefore, the CDF reduction was
given as follows:

CDF
= (contribution to base case seismic CDF from
equipment) x (reduction factor to CDF due to
equipment anchorage upgrade)

= (2.4 x 10-5/RY)(0.28)

= 6.8 x 10-6/RY

Consequence Estimate

The public risk reduction associated with the solution was obtained from the product of the change in CDF and
public dose consequences. Because the core damage sequences encompass all release categories, a weighted
average consequence value was developed to approximate the consequences of a core damage accident.
The weighted average consequence value of 4.9 x 106 man-rem/event was calculated for all affected release
categories using the dose consequences from NUREG/CR-2800.64 Thus, the potential public risk reduction was
34 man-rem/RY.

It was conservatively assumed that after evaluation, half of the 111 plants would need some sort of
hardware modification to equipment anchorage. Thus, the total estimated public risk reduction resulting from
implementation of the possible solution was (34)(55)(24) man-rem or 45,000 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: Implementing the possible solution at each plant would be done in two parts: (1) perform an
equipment anchorage evaluation to assess the effects of actual anchorage stiffness on equipment seismic
response; and (2) modify the anchorage if needed.

It was assumed that 2 man-years at a cost of $2,270/man-week would be needed to perform the re-analysis at
each plant. Further, it was assumed that other costs for re-analysis (computer costs for finite element analysis,
retrieval of original equipment anchorage design information, etc.) would be $100,000. This resulted in a cost of
$340,000/plant and a total of $38M for all 111 plants.

For the 55 plants that required some degree of anchorage hardware modifications, the cost/plant was based
on the estimate of equipment support modification in Table 1 of NUREG/CR-3875.1064 This cost of support
modification included two parts: labor (including engineering time) and material. For heavy equipment such as
large valves, large pumps (both horizontal and vertical), and diesel generators, the average cost ranged from
$2,000 to $50,000. A total cost of $500,000/plant was assumed. A 10.08 adjustment factor was applied for
labor productivity effects for work in radiation zones and congested areas, manageability, and access/handling
difficulties.961 Assuming of the hardware modification would encounter these difficulties resulted in a cost of $2M/
plant or $111M for the 55 affected plants.

Therefore, the total plant implementation costs were $149M and included $38M for the analyses and $111M for
the hardware modifications and associated labor.

NRC Cost: NRC implementation of the solution could be quite extensive. The work scope needed to develop
the equipment anchorage re-analysis screening criteria and/or re-analysis guidelines could include the following:
(1) relevant literature search and evaluation of the potential impact; (2) actual study of major subsystems of
selected plants, including reviewing the models, assumptions, and calculations; (3) if needed, some small-
scale experiments to confirm the results of the above studies; and (4) recommendations to improve the existing
conditions in operating plants.

Items 1, 2, and 4 were estimated to require approximately 2 man-years of labor to develop, review, and approve.
At a rate of $100,000/man-year, the estimated cost was $0.20M.

Item 3 was estimated to require 1 man-year of labor to prepare the test procedures, QA activities, and analysis
of test results. Labor costs were estimated at $100,000/year, for a total program cost of $0.35M. A generic letter
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directed to all operating plants would be required. It was estimated961 that the labor requirement to issue a
generic letter was 6 man-weeks. At a rate of $2,270/man-week, this cost would be $0.01M.

NRC reviews of licensee submittals in response to the generic letter were assumed to be 5 man-weeks/plant. At
$2,270/man-week, the total cost for 111 plants was $1.3M. Thus, the total NRC cost is $(0.20 + 0.35 + O.O1 +
1.3)M or $1.86M.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost for implementation of the possible solution was estimated to be
$(149 + 1.86)M or approximately $151M.

Impact/Value Assessment

Based on a potential public risk reduction of 45,000 man-rem and a cost of $151M, the impact/value ratio was
given by:

Other Considerations

(1) Using the assumptions in "Industry Cost," it was estimated that about 30,000 man-hours/plant would
be required for hardware modification in radiation zones. Assuming a dose rate of 0.025 rem/hr,64 the total
occupational dose for 55 plants was estimated to be (55 plants x 0.025 rem/hr x 30,000 man-hour/plant) or
41,000 man-rem.

(2) The occupational dose reduction due to accident avoidance was calculated from the reduction in CDF
multiplied by the assumed accident dose of 19,860 man-rem.64 The possible solution would reduce the CDF
in 55 plants that have an occupational dose rate reduction of (19,860 man-rem x 6.8 x 10-6/RY) or 0.14 man-
rem/RY. With the 55 plants having an average remaining life of 24 years, this resulted in a best estimate total
occupational dose reduction due to accident avoidance of 185 man-rem.

(3) The accident avoidance cost savings were estimated to be the product of the CDF reduction (6.8 x 10-6/RY),
the estimated cost of a core-melt accident ($1.65 Billion), and 55 plants with an average remaining life of 24
years. This resulted in a total cost of $14.8M.

FUTURE PLANTS

Assumptions

It was assumed that there would be 10 future plants and half of them would need some sort of hardware
modification; future plants were defined as plants seeking licenses (CP/OL) or combined licenses (per 10 CFR
52). Furthermore, the usual assumption of 40-year plant life was assumed for both types of plants.

Frequency/Consequence Estimates

Just as in the case of the backfit analysis for operating plants,

Reduction in CDF = 6.8 x 10-6/RY

Public Risk Reduction = 34 man-rem/RY

For 5 plants with an average remaining life of 40 years, the total public risk reduction was (34)(5)(40)man-rem or
6,800 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: Assuming that the cost/plant was the same ($340,000) to perform the seismic analysis during the
design stage to consider the effects of equipment anchorage stiffness, the total cost for 10 plants was estimated
to be $3.4M.
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NRC Cost: It was assumed that the NRC costs would be $0.2M to develop evaluation guidelines, $0.35M for a
test program, and $0.5M to update relevant Regulatory Guides and SRP11 Sections. Thus, the total NRC cost
was estimated to be $(0.2 + 0.35 + 0.5)M or $1.05M.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was $(3.4 + 1.05)M or
approximately $4.45M.

Impact/Value Assessment

Based on a potential public risk reduction of 6,800 man-rem and a cost of $4.45M, the impact/value ratio was
given by:

Other Considerations

(1) The equipment seismic experience data base collected by SQUG in the resolution of Issue A-46 could
provide some clue regarding the performance of equipment under seismic loadings. This data base ("Summary
of the Seismic Adequacy of Twenty Classes of Equipment Required for the Safe Shutdown of Nuclear Plants,"
EQE, Inc., February 1987) was collected from over 100 industrial facilities (fossil and hydroelectric power plants,
electric distribution stations, petrochemical plants, and other large industrial facilities) in the strong motion
areas of 13 earthquakes that have occurred in the U.S. and Latin America since 1971. It indicated that heavy
equipment (e.g., large pumps, valves, large diesel generators, etc.) generally performed well under earthquake
loadings, in spite of the fact that seismic loadings were not considered in the original designs for most of the
plants in this data base.

(2) For U.S. nuclear power plants, seismic loadings were required by the NRC to be considered in the
original design, even though the local anchorage stiffness effects on equipment were not routinely evaluated.
Furthermore, for existing OL/CP plants, the accident avoidance cost savings and occupational dose reduction
due to accident avoidance were not significant, when compared to the cost and doses used in the impact/value
score, and the occupational dose increase (41,000 man-rem) due to implementation of the possible solution was
nearly the same as the best estimate public risk (45,000 man-rem) that could be reduced.

(3) For future plants, the total reduction in public risk would be less than that for existing plants since it was
assumed there would be fewer future plants than the existing plants. However, for future plants, the impact/value
consideration would be more favorable since equipment anchorage stiffness effects could be evaluated in the
design and analysis stage and backfit would not be required. In addition, the ORE to forward-fit future plants was
limited to operation and maintenance and should be minimal.

CONCLUSION

Based on the impact/value assessment and total public risk reduction potential and using the revised guidelines
of SECY-93-108,1479 this issue had a borderline medium priority ranking for operating plants and a medium
priority ranking for future plants. However, the seismic PRA model used in NUREG/CR-33571065 (which was
issued in 1983 without the benefit of the SQUG equipment seismic experience data base) had inherent large
uncertainties associated with it. Furthermore, as discussed above, other factors such as the large occupational
dose increase due to implementation of the resolution needed to be considered. When all these factors were
considered together with the impact/value assessment and total reduction in public risk, the priority ranking was
judged to be low for operating plants and medium for future plants.

For operating plants, no further action was needed on Sub-Issue 1 and Sub-Issue 2 was covered in the
implementation of the resolution of Issue A-46 as well as in the IPEEE Program.1222 For future plants, the
following recommendations were made:
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(1) Sub-Issue 1: There was a need to reflect the uncertainty in anchorage stiffness assumption for heavy
equipment. Pertinent sections of the SRP11 should be revised to adequately treat anchorage stiffness
assumptions.

(2) Sub-Issue 2: NRC was conducting research on anchor bolt capacity and dynamic behavior for individual and
groups of anchor bolts. When definitive recommendations were available, appropriate changes to the SRP11

should be made.

In an RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not change
the priority of the issue.
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Issue 147: Fire-Induced Alternate Shutdown/control Room Panel
Interactions (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was raised in SECY-89-1701320 and addressed the potential for control system vulnerabilities as a
result of fire-induced alternate shutdown/control room panel interactions. Concern for these interactions arose as
a result of an NRC-sponsored Fire Risk Scoping Study12ll which focused on existing fire protection practices for
control rooms, remote shutdown areas, control transfer areas, and local control areas.

Safety Significance

The Fire Risk Scoping Study12ll indicated specific events with significant core-melt frequencies for fires beginning
in, or involving, control room cabinets. In all the events analyzed, random failures of unaffected safety systems
were required for an event to result in a core-melt sequence. However, the study12ll showed that the random
failure frequencies, when conservatively combined with appropriate fire frequencies and probabilities of control
room/ remote shutdown panel interactions, resulted in core-melt frequencies in the range of 10-5/RY to 10-6/RY.

Possible Solution

A possible solution involved developing guidance for evaluating remote shutdown capability. This guidance
could be used at all plants to investigate likely sources of control system interactions among the control room,
remote shutdown panel, and shutdown systems, given a fire at any plant location. Existing licensee practice for
implementing remote shutdown for system interaction vulnerabilities would be reviewed with consideration given
to the following: (1) electrical independence; (2) loss of control power before transfer; (3) damage to a transfer
switch, leading to loss of control of associated equipment from both the main control room and remote shutdown
panel; (4) spurious actuation of components, leading to damage; (5) spurious opening of valves, leading to
LOCA; and (6) spurious opening of high-pressure/low-pressure interface valves.

Upon completion of the review, identified vulnerabilities would be resolved through equipment and/or procedural
changes. Operators would receive specific training to ensure their awareness of procedures to respond to a fire,
particularly in alternative ways of starting high pressure injection systems or depressurizing in combination with
starting low pressure injection systems. Operators would also be trained to start potential alternative systems
that could be used to inject coolant (e.g., condensate system).

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

The analysis performed for the fire-induced alternate shutdown/control room panel interactions was based
primarily on information from NUREG/CR-5088.12ll The accident sequence was generated using the LaSalle
event sequence Number 8 and an initiating event frequency of 2.2 x 10-4/year, as described in NUREG/
CR-5088.12ll This scenario involved a control room fire consuming the ECCS and electrical distribution panels
with their controls proceeding to the most undesired state. This event included the failure of all high pressure
systems, the successful reactor depressurization, and failure of all low pressure systems.

The parameters affected by the proposed solution and their base case values were as follows:

RA-FIRE-3-12-80M = Recovery action (80 minutes for the operators to
determine what action to take and to take action and
recover the system and for component of interest)

= 4 x 10-3/RY

OPFAILSCDS-OE = Operators fail to use the condensate system

= 1/RY
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RA-FIRE-3-12-lH =Recovery action (1 hour for the operators to
determine what action to take and to take action and
recover the system and/or component of interest)

= 6.7 x 10-2/RY

Independent failures of the high pressure cooling spray pump and standby component cooling water system
were assumed to be unaffected by the solution to the issue; the solution also does not affect the frequency of
fire-initiating events. The solution was assumed to affect the likelihood that operators would take appropriate
actions to recover from a fire, including actuation of systems that are not part of the emergency core cooling
capabilities (e.g., condensate system).

The base case core-melt frequency for fire-initiated events was calculated to be (2.2 x 10-4/RY)(3.5 x 10-2) = 7.7
x 10-6/RY, where the value 3.5 x 10-2 is the probability of failure of high and low pressure systems, given that
a control room fire has occurred. This value was determined from the data provided in NUREG/CR-5088.12ll

The frequency was calculated based on the assumption that any basic functions representing systems or
components in the fire zone of interest would not operate for the duration of the accident.

The evaluation of adjusted case frequencies focused on affected parameters relating to operator recovery
actions. Basic event probabilities involving operator actions and/or decisions were reduced by 30% to obtain
adjusted case values. This reduction would result from improved procedures and training relative to recovery
from fires. Operator failure to use alternative coolant injection systems, such as the condensate system, was
reduced from a frequency of 1/demand to a frequency of 2 x 10-3/demand; this reduction was based on past
practice and engineering judgment. This large decrease appeared reasonable because resolution of the issue
would include developing procedures and training to alert operators to potential backup sources of cooling water.
Because these procedures were not in place, the failure probability was assumed in NUREG/CR-508812ll to be
1 (see base case values above). Using these adjusted case values, the adjusted case core-melt frequency was
estimated to be 4.91 x 10-6/RY.

The containment failure probabilities for the fire-initiated core-melt sequences were not in the scope of the
analysis performed in NUREG/CR-5088.1211 Therefore, the fire risk analysis performed for Oconee 3 in
NSAC-60889 was used as the basis for these parameters. The Oconee 3 PRA was the only available PRA that
addressed fires in sufficient detail to match the accident sequences generated in this analysis with containment
failure modes.

All the fire-initiated accident sequences investigated in NSAC-60889 were placed in one of two plant damage
categories. Of these two categories, the most severe type of containment failure following a core-melt accident
was estimated to occur 10% of the time and the least severe, 90% of the time. Thus, the containment failure
probabilities used in this analysis were 0.1 and 0.9.

Consequence Estimate

Incorporating the above values into the analysis resulted in a reduction in public risk of 2.9 man-rem/RY for a
total public risk reduction of 11,000 man-rem for all affected plants.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: The proposed solution involved developing guidance for evaluating remote shutdown capability;
this guidance would consider those vulnerabilities listed earlier. A review of these vulnerabilities would have to
be conducted to identify those that can be resolved through equipment and/or procedural changes.

Remote shutdown capabilities would have to be evaluated by licensees using the guidance developed by the
NRC. This was anticipated to be a significant effort for each plant and would include an extensive review of the
control room design, remote shutdown panel design, and associated electrical and instrument connections. In
addition, a significant effort was likely to be needed to evaluate procedures associated with the remote shutdown
system. A further major activity which would involve some occupational doses would include a comprehensive
walkdown inspection of the remote shutdown system, including connections to the plant hardware. The
estimated resource requirements for industry were as follows:
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Evaluate Plant Designs 8.0 man-weeks/plant

Evaluate Remote Shutdown Procedures 8.0 man-weeks/plant

Walkdown Inspection 2.7 man-weeks/plant

The total labor for the review process would be 18.7 man-weeks/plant; at $2,270/man-week, the cost would be
$42,400/plant.

Following implementation of the possible solution, some plants were anticipated to require modifications to
procedures and/or plant equipment to reduce their vulnerability to this issue. However, the number of plants
that required procedural and/or hardware modifications could not be accurately estimated. For this analysis, all
backfit plants were assumed to require one minor procedural modification and 10% of the backfit plants were
assumed to require hardware modifications. According to NUREG/CR-4627,961 the cost for a minor procedural
change was approximately $900/plant. For the hardware modifications, procurement and installation costs were
assumed to be $30,000 with 4 man-weeks required for associated design studies, safety analysis, and QA
activities. Thus, the total cost for this modification would be [$30,000 + (4 man-weeks)($2,270/man-week)] or
$39,080.

The incremental cost for procedural changes and hardware modifications to forward-fit plants was assumed to
be zero, i.e., these modifications could be made during construction without additional costs. However, the costs
for evaluating designs, procedures, and the walkdown inspection were incremental costs for forward-fit plants.
The total cost would then be:

(134 plants)($42,400/plant) + (71 plants)($900/plant)

+ (7 plants)($39,080/plant) = $6M

An annual review of procedure/hardware modifications relative to potential changes in plant configurations and/
or NRC regulations was assumed to be required. This review should take approximately 0.5 man-week/RY. At
$2,270/man-week, this cost was estimated to be $1,140/RY. For 90 PWRs and 44 BWRs with average remaining
lives of 28.8 and 27.4 years, respectively, the total estimated cost for this review was $4.3M. Thus, the total
industry cost was estimated to be $(6 + 4.3)M or $10.3M.

NRC Cost: NRC would need to develop the guidance necessary for licensees to evaluate the remote shutdown
capabilities of their plants. This was anticipated to be a substantial effort because some consideration
would have to be given to differences in plant designs. Developing this guidance was estimated to require
approximately 1 man-year of effort for an NRC contractor plus about 1 man-month of NRC labor to monitor the
contract. Assuming $100,000 for 1 man-year/contractor and $2,270/man-week of NRC labor, the total cost for
development would be $0.11M.

Additional costs would be incurred for reviewing the evaluations of each plant, the proposed procedural changes,
and the hardware modifications. About 1 man-week of NRC labor was estimated to be required to review
the remote shutdown capability evaluation of each plant. Reviews of minor procedural changes would not
necessarily be resource-intensive and were estimated to require 2 man-days (0.4 man-wks) of NRC labor. NRC
reviews of the plants requiring hardware modifications would require much more resources to review design
changes, safety analyses, and QA documentation. An estimated 2 man-weeks/plant was necessary for these
reviews. Using the same assumptions for the number of plants requiring hardware modifications, the total
NRC implementation cost was $0.4M. An annual review of the solution by the NRC was assumed to require
approximately 1 man-day/RY, for an additional cost of $1.7M. Thus, the total NRC cost was estimated to be
$(0.11 + 0.4 + 1.7)M or $2.1M.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was estimated to be $(10.3 +
2.1)M or $12.4M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a potential public risk reduction of 11,000 man-rem and an estimated cost of $12.2M to implement the
possible solution, the value/impact score was given by:
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Other Considerations

(1) Implementing the possible solution would require 2.7 man-weeks/plant for a walkdown inspection in
radiation zones; however, radiation doses would only be incurred at backfit plants. In addition, the solution
included installation of modified hardware in 10% of the backfit plants. The dose rates in areas in which the
walkdown inspection crew and hardware installation crew activities would be performed were assumed to be 2.5
millirem/hour. The solution involved no labor in radiation zones for operation and maintenance. Based on these
assumptions, the calculated ORE increase was 20 man-rem.

(2) The most significant variable was the change in core-melt frequency. This change was driven by the
reduction in the OPFAILSCDS-OE parameter from a value of 1 to 2 x 10-3. This reduction was based solely on
past practice and engineering judgment and was expected to result from operator training. Any changes in this
variable would drive the priority lower.

(3) The other significant variable was the total cost to implement the possible solution. The assumption that only
10% of the plants would have to make one hardware modification at a nominal cost of $30,000 was subjective.
However, any increase in cost would be minor in comparison to the size of the reduced core-melt frequency.
Also, if the amount of the reduction in core-melt frequency were less significant, then any increased cost would
tend to drive the priority lower. The estimated reduction in core-melt frequency was so high that the priority
ranking would remain in the medium range, regardless of variation in costs.

(4) Fires in the control rooms of WNP-2, Susquehanna, and Monticello could cause short-circuits between
control wiring and power sources for 15 to 37 MOVs that are required to shut down the reactors and did not
have thermal overload protection. Thus, critical valves could be disabled and inoperable from the remote
shutdown panel.13l9 Incorrectly installed isolation switches at emergency control stations could short-circuit and
compromise the remote shutdown capability at the Waterford plant.1321

CONCLUSION

Based on the value/impact score and the potential core-melt frequency reduction, this issue was in the medium
priority range. However, the safety significance was likely to vary greatly from plant to plant and it appeared
unlikely that any cost-effective generic resolution could be identified. Thus, plant-specific reviews would most
likely be required, but such reviews were already required as part of the IPEEE program. However, the staff had
little or no guidance for the review and acceptance of IPEEE submittals in this area. Therefore, this issue was
classified as a Licensing Issue and guidance was developed to improve the staff's effectiveness in reviewing
licensee IPEEE submittals.1555
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Issue 148: Smoke Control and Manual Fire-fighting Effectiveness
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was raised in SECY-89-1701320 and addressed the effectiveness of manual fire-fighting in the
presence of smoke. This concern arose as a result of an NRC-sponsored Fire Risk Scoping Study1211 which
focused on existing fire protection practices for control rooms, remote shutdown areas, control transfer areas,
and local control areas. In addition, Item 2.3c, "Smoke Control," identified in NUREG-12511174 expressed
concern over smoke propagation from one unit to an adjacent unit.

In general, lubricating oils and cable insulation are the primary fire sources found in nuclear power plants. Both
of these sources represent the most prolific smoke-generating fuel. Experimental evidence indicates that burning
such fuels in a typical nuclear power plant enclosure would obscure the entire enclosure in about 10 minutes.1407

In actual experience, fire-fighters have had difficulty in seeing the fire source because of smoke (Browns Ferry,
1975) and equipment is known to have failed in smoke-filled environments.

Safety Significance

Smoke can impact plant risk in several ways:

(1) Smoke can reduce manual fire-fighting effectiveness, cause misdirected suppression efforts, and
subsequently damage equipment not directly involved in the fire.

(2) Electronic equipment can be damaged or degraded by smoke resulting in functional loss or spurious
response. Very little experimental data on equipment response in smoke environments were available at the
time this issue was evaluated in August 1992 and the methodology for including smoke in PRAs had not been
adequately developed. Additional research efforts were believed to be required to fully address the risk impact of
smoke on safety-related systems.

(3) Smoke can hamper an operator's ability to safely shutdown a plant by causing evacuation of control centers
and subsequent reliance on backup shutdown capability.

(4) Smoke can initiate automatic fire protection systems in areas away from the fire, potentially damaging safety
systems and components. (This item was addressed separately in Issue 57, "Effects of Fire Protection System
Actuation on Safety-Related Equipment.")

NUREG/CR-50881211 focused primarily on Item 1. Using information developed as part of the Risk Methods
Integration and Evaluation Program (RMIEP) on the response of fire-fighters to specific areas of the LaSalle
plant, sensitivity studies were performed on four PRAs. These studies showed the variation in CDF as a result of
fire-fighting response time and misdirected suppression efforts. A discussion of the methods used and results of
the study are provided below.

Impact of Manual Fire-Fighting Response Time: Smoke can increase fire risk by prolonging fire-fighting
response time. With the LaSalle nuclear plant as a model, walkdowns by fire protection engineers as part
of the Fire Risk Scoping Study1211 established bounds on the time to detect, apply suppression agents, and
successfully suppress fire for all critical plant areas. This information was then applied to the previously reviewed
fire-initiated core damage scenarios in the four selected PRAs (Oconee, Seabrook, Limerick, Indian Point-2).

Thirteen plant areas were grouped by area, equipment contained in the area, available suppression equipment,
and type of detection. These areas were partitioned into the following five groups:

(1) Oconee (Cable Shaft), Indian Point-2 (Electrical Tunnel, Cable Spreading Room), Seabrook (Cable
Spreading Room)

(2) Seabrook (Control Room)

(3) Seabrook (Turbine Building)

(4) Limerick (13 kv Switchgear Room), Oconee (Electrical Equipment Room), Indian Point-2 (Switchgear Room)
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(5) Seabrook (PCC Pump Area), Limerick (Safeguards Access Area, CRD Hydraulic Equipment Area, General
Equipment Area)

However, only the analyses of Groups 1, 4, and 5 specifically considered the effect of manual suppression efforts
on the mitigation of critical damage. The control room area, Group 2, did not allow successful suppression, and
Group 3, the Seabrook Turbine Building, did not lead to core damage. Group 1 corresponded to the LaSalle
cable spreading room, while Groups 4 and 5 corresponded to the LaSalle essential switchgear room and
large areas of the reactor building, respectively. The results are shown in Table 3.148-1. The minimum and
maximum times are representative of the most and least effective fire brigades, respectively, and the average
time represents a typical fire brigade. Although the time to detect the fire, report to the suit-up area, and suit-up
are all important contributors to the response time, the major time elements (up to 75%) include: (1) response to
scene; (2) set-up at scene; (3) scene search; and (4) time to suppression or substantial control. Given a smoke-
filled environment, times associated with each of these four elements can be prolonged substantially.

Impact of Misdirected Suppression Efforts: NUREG/CR-50881211 assessed the effect on CDF of a fire
brigade damaging equipment not directly involved in the fire. The assessment included:

(1) Identification of components susceptible to spray, flooding, or temperature within the fire area.

(2) PRA re-quantification, assuming susceptible components fail by suppression efforts.

(3) Identification of important areas and probability of spraying essential equipment not involved in the fire but
located in those areas.

(4) Combined with fragility information, determination of the conditional probability of suppression-induced
failure.

Table 3.148-1

Effects of Fire Brigade Response and Extinguishment Time on CDF Due to Fire

CDF/Year Response and Extinguishment TimePlant Area

Minimum Average Maximum Original
PRA Value

Cable Spreading
Room

8.0 x 10-7

(mean)
4.9 x 10-6 8.9 x 10-6 4.1 x 10-6Seabrook

PCC Pump Area 1.4 x 10-5

(mean)
6.2 x 10-5 1.0 x 10-4 7.2 x 10-5

Cable Shaft 5.3 x 10-6 (point
estimate)

1.1 x 10-5 1.4 x 10-5 1.0 x 10-5Oconee-3

Electrical
Equipment
Room

5.4 x 10-9 1.5 x 10-8 2.0 x 10-8 1.6 x 10-8 (point
estimate)

Cable Spreading
Room

1.1 x 10-7 1.2 x 10-6 2.5 x 10-6 1.9 x 10-6

(mean)

Electrical Tunnel 9.3 x 10-6 4.7 x 10-5 7.6 x 10-5 5.0 x 10-5

(mean)

Indian Point-2

Switchgear
Room

2.2 x 10-6 3.0 x 10-5 6.3 x 10-5 5.6 x 10-5

(mean)

13 kv
Switchgear
Room

6.0 x 10-7 4.7 x 10-6 2.8 x 10-5 6.2 x 10-6 (point
estimate)

Limerick

Safeguards
Access Area

1.4 x 10-6 8.5 x 10-6 3.8 x 10-5 6.0 x 10-6 (point
estimate)
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CDF/Year Response and Extinguishment TimePlant Area

Minimum Average Maximum Original
PRA Value

CRD Hydraulic
Equipment Area

5.0 x 10-7 8.3 x 10-6 2.1 x 10-5 6.4 x 10-6 (point
estimate)

General
Equipment Area

3.9 x 10-7 3.6 x 10-6 1.5 x 10-5 1.9 x 10-6 (point
estimate)

The Limerick PRA contained areas in which safe shutdown would be lost if fire and/or fire suppression activities
failed all components in the fire area. To determine the significance of failing equipment by misdirected fire
suppression efforts, the following methodology was used:

(1) Compare the screening value of CDF from the original PRA for a fire area to its final adjusted value.

(2) Determine the method(s) of fire suppression available in the area.

(3) Determine access routes to the area.

(4) Assess the probability of accurate, location-specific detection of a fire within the fire area.

(5) Assess the potential for smoke buildup and visible obscuration of the fire.

(6) Determine what method would be used to discover fire location.

The upper bound (screen value) 1211 for the potential impact of misdirected fire suppression efforts for each area
of concern was compared to the PRA estimate below. The reduction factor (Screening Value divided by the PRA
Value) shows the reduction in CDF, as a result of successful fire mitigation.

Fire Area Screening Value PRA Value Reduction Factor

13kv Switchgear 2.5 x 10-3 6.2 x 10-6 403

Safeguard Access Area 3.8 x 10-3 6.0 x 10-6 633

CRD Hydraulic Equipment
Area

2.5 x 10-3 6.4 x 10-6 390

General Equipment Area 2.8 x 10-3 1.9 x 10-6 1473

Because of the large area (approximately 10,000 square feet) and large open equipment hatchways (200 square
feet) for mitigating smoke buildup, certain fire areas were screened from further analysis on the basis that fire-
fighters would identify the source of the fire through its generation of a smoke plume.

Although Limerick's design features reduced the risk of misdirected fire suppression efforts, two important safety
concerns were raised:

(1) Fire and suppression damage (or smoke if equipment is susceptible) confined to a single fire area can lead
directly to core damage.

(2) A large reduction factor (up to 1473) is needed to reduce the fire-induced core-melt frequency to a
reasonably low level.

In summary, the above sensitivity studies indicate the safety significance of smoke. Through variations in the fire-
fighting environment, CDFs ranged from 1.4 x 10-6/year to 3.8 x 10-5/year. In addition, the impact of misdirected
suppression efforts because of smoke (or the effects of smoke directly if the equipment is susceptible) could
be substantial, i.e., a CDF on the order of 10-3/year, if no credit for fire suppression efforts is given. This issue
affected all operating and future plants.

Possible Solution

A possible solution was to use the above methodology to search for plant-specific vulnerabilities to smoke and
smoke propagation from area to area or unit to unit. This information would then be used to: (1) select effective
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smoke removal means to preclude potential equipment damage and enhance fire-fighting capability; (2) select
appropriate detection and suppression systems in various fire areas (with due consideration of Issue 57); and (3)
provide guidance in developing fire response plans.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

It was assumed64 that the issue affected 134 operating and future plants with an average remaining life of 28.3
years.

Frequency/Consequence Estimate

The safety significance of this issue was evaluated64 by PNL as well by SNL.1415 Comments provided1365

by NRR were also considered in this evaluation. The discussion presented by NRR pointed to a number of
important elements of fire protection at nuclear power plants. Although there were weaknesses in the program
and areas of potential improvement, the description and potential merits of fire protection programs at nuclear
power plants are based on an ideal implementation of all elements and additional prudent steps taken by
licensees beyond those already mandated by regulatory requirements.1365 However, the objective of this issue
was to assess the effectiveness of certain elements of fire protection, namely, smoke control and manual fire-
fighting effectiveness. Hence, the insights and data developed as part of NUREG/CR-5088,1211 as well as
operational experience, were taken into account in evaluating this issue.

There were many differences in the models used in the PNL64 and SNL1415 analyses. Therefore, the absolute
values of CDF were not used, but the changes in CDF resulting from the sensitivity studies were. The analyses
and data used by PNL and SNL are summarized below.

The Oconee-3 PRA was the basis for the PNL analysis with three large-fire-initiated accident sequences
dominating the risk associated with this issue.64 However, as pointed out by SNL, certain assumptions made and
data used in the PNL analysis should be adjusted to more realistically reflect operational experience, as well as
the results of the SNL analysis contained in NUREG/CR-5088.1211 Based on the PNL approach and taking into
account the insights of SNL and cognizant NRC staff, the following adjustments to the PNL assumptions were
made to obtain a more realistic assessment of the potential risk associated with smoke control and manual fire-
fighting.

The PNL analysis64  assumed that the base case mean fire suppression time (Ts) was 14 minutes. Furthermore,
it was assumed by PNL that the postulated resolution would reduce Ts to 11 minutes. PNL also used a value of
6.7 minutes for Tg, the time required for fire growth and equipment damage based on the Oconee-3 PRA. Based
on these assumptions, the following values for CDF due to smoke control and manual fire-fighting and risk were
calculated by PNL.

CDF/RY Public Risk (man-rem/RY)

Base Case 1.0 x 10-5 2.3 x 10-1

Adjusted Case 8.6 x 10-6 2.0 x 10-1

Change 1.4 x 10-6 3.0 x 10-2

The data developed in NUREG/CR-5088,1211  however, provided a different set of values for Ts: the base case
mean suppression time (Ts) was 42 minutes and the solution reduced this value to about 11 minutes. These
values were more realistic based on the ranges of Ts developed by SNL.1415  Specifically, the following ranges of
suppression times were available: (a) 5 to 60 minutes, based on fire protection expert analysis of specific plants;
and (b) 2 minutes to 5 hours, based on LER data. For Tg, a value of 15 minutes was deemed more realistic for
the time required for fire growth capable of substantial damage. Based on these assumptions, the following
respective values for CDF and risk were calculated:

CDF/RY Public Risk (man-rem/RY)
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Base Case 4.1 x 10-5 9.5 x 10-1

Adjusted Case 1.6 x 10-5 3.5 x 10-1

Change 2.5 x 10-5 6.0 x 10-1

The potential public risk reduction associated with the issue was (134)(28.3) x (0.6) man-rem or 2,275 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: Resources for implementation were estimated to be required for two major activities. The first
was to search for the potential vulnerabilities identified in this analysis. This search was estimated to require
approximately 0.5 man-year or $50,000/plant for reviewing plant drawings and existing fire hazards analyses
and a walk-through inspection of potentially susceptible areas. The second main activity was to install improved
smoke removal, fire detection, and suppression systems where necessary. A nominal $10,000/plant equipment
procurement cost plus an additional 4 man-weeks to install the improved equipment were estimated. This 4
man-weeks labor estimate was increased to account for inefficiencies in nuclear power plant labor productivity
resulting from access and handling difficulties, work in radiation zones, congestion and interference (factor
of 1.7) and equipment removal (factor of 2.7). At $2,270/man-week, these labor costs were estimated to be
approximately $40,000/plant. Thus, the total implementation cost was estimated to be $100,000/plant and $13M
for all affected plants.

There were no major new requirements for periodic inspection or maintenance activities that were not already
in place. A nominal 1 man-day/RY or $454/RY was added to account for increased operation and maintenance
of the improved smoke control, fire detection, and fire suppression systems that were proposed to be installed
to replace existing vulnerabilities. The total operation and maintenance cost was estimated to be $1.7M for all
affected plants. Thus, the total industry cost was $(13 + 1.7)M or $14.7M.

NRC Cost: NRC development costs were estimated to be incurred for development of fire protection program
guidance in the area of smoke control and for preparation and issuance of a generic letter that would transmit
the new guidance to all licensees. A nominal 2 man-years or $200,000 were estimated for development of
the fire protection guidance. The NRC labor needed to prepare and issue a generic letter was estimated to be
approximately 4 man-weeks or $10,000.961  Thus, the total cost associated with development of a solution was
estimated to be $210,000.

It was estimated that it would require 5 man-weeks/plant to review and approve implementation of the enhanced
smoke control program and improved equipment and 7 man-weeks/plant to prepare a safety evaluation.961  At
$2,270/man-week, implementation costs were estimated to be $3.65M for all affected plants.

Review of licensee operation and maintenance was estimated to require 1 man-day/RY or $454/RY. For the 134
affected plants, this cost was $1.7M. Thus, the total NRC cost was $(0.21 + 3.65 + 1.7)M or $5.56M.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was estimated to be $(14.7 +
5.56)M or approximately $20.26M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a potential public risk reduction of 2,275 man-rem and an estimated cost of $20.26M for a possible
solution, the value/impact score was given by:

CONCLUSION

Based on the above results, the issue fell in the high priority range, on the basis of CDF, and in the medium
priority range, on the basis of risk. However, the safety significance was likely to vary greatly from plant to plant
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and it appeared unlikely that any cost-effective generic resolution could be identified. Thus, it was believed that
plant-specific reviews would most likely be required. Such reviews were already required as part of the IPEEE
Program. However, the staff had little or no guidance for the review and acceptance of IPEEE submittals in this
area. Therefore, the issue was classified1745  as a Licensing Issue in August 1992 to allow the staff to develop
guidance to improve its effectiveness in the review of licensee IPEEE submittals. The issue was later closed out
when the staff completed the review guidance and incorporated it into the overall IPEEE review guidance.1746
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Issue 149: Adequacy of Fire Barriers (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was raised in SECY-89-1701320 and addressed the effect of premature failure of fire barriers on CDF.
Concern for fire barriers arose as a result of an NRC-sponsored Fire Risk Scoping Study1211 which focused
on existing fire protection practices for control rooms, remote shutdown areas, control transfer areas, and local
control areas.

10 CFR 50 Appendix R and the SRP11 contain requirements for the protection of safety-related equipment from
fires and related fire-suppression activities. Tests on fire barrier components are conducted in accordance with
industry standards ASTM-E119 (fire barriers in general), NFPA-251 (walls and columns), and NFPA-252 (doors
and dampers). The tests assure a certain degree of fire barrier reliability; however, they do not simulate actual
fire conditions. Test procedures do not include the requirement for component testing under a pressure gradient.

Fire barriers, typically walls or doors, are designed to ensure that a fire will be contained within its enclosure to
the extent possible. Tests at SNL1211 suggested that fire barriers in operating nuclear plants might not properly
contain the spread of fires because: (1) barrier penetration seals, doors, and dampers may not be sufficiently
reliable to prevent fire spread; and (2) deficiencies may exist in the methods used to rate fire barriers.

Safety Significance

A rapid energy release from a fire could generate a pressure differential across a fire barrier which could result
in a premature failure of the barrier. Many variables such as compartment air tightness, materials, and geometry
will affect the magnitude of the pressure gradient. Studies1211 have shown that core-melt frequency is sensitive
to fire barrier reliability. This issue affected all LWRs.

Possible Solution

A possible solution to this issue involves licensee searches for plant-specific vulnerabilities, an assessment of
the reliability of fire barriers based on site-specific experience, and modifications, if necessary.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

It was assumed that 90 PWRs and 44 BWRs with an average remaining operating life of 28.3 years were
affected by this issue. It was also assumed that 25% of all plants would be required to make some modifications.
Cost estimates were based on 1982 dollars.

Frequency Estimate

An estimate of the core-melt frequency due to fire barrier failure was calculated based on the operating history
of nuclear power plants. At the time of this evaluation, there were approximately 1700 RY of nuclear power
operation. Over this entire period, the only nuclear power plant fire that approached inducing a core-melt was the
Browns Ferry fire of March 22, 1975. Thus, a crude but reasonable point estimate for the frequency of a fire with
at least the potential core-melt impact of Browns Ferry is 1/(1,700 RY) or 6 x 10-4/RY.

However, the Browns Ferry fire did not result in a core-melt. It was estimated64 that the maximum probability for
core damage, given the Browns Ferry fire, was 0.03, occurring 2.5 hours from the start of the fire and assuming
all relief valves failed after 30 minutes and remained so for at least 12 hours. Applying this conservative estimate
to the point estimate for a Browns-Ferry-type fire, a conservative point estimate for the frequency of core
damage from fire was calculated to be (0.03)(6 x 10-4/RY) = 1.8 x 10-5/RY.

Since the Browns Ferry fire represented one in which a fire barrier "failed" (the barrier had previously been
breached by non-fire-related activities), this estimate would be a conservative one for core-melt frequency due to
fire barrier failure. It lies within the range 10-5/RY to 10-4/RY estimated in NUREG/CR-5088,1211 comparing well
with the geometric mean (3 x 10-5/RY) over that range.
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Nuclear power plants have made numerous improvements since the Browns Ferry fire to reduce the likelihood
of a fire-induced core-melt. Moreover, increased pressures leading to barrier failure resulting from a fire within
a compartment in a U.S. nuclear power plant is highly unlikely and is not considered credible. This is based
on the fact that compartments are sufficiently ventilated (not fully air-tight), have low and not easily ignitable
combustible contents, are provided with early warning fire/smoke detection capability, and, in areas where
fire hazards exist that could affect safe shutdown capability, automatic suppression capability is provided.1365

Therefore, it would be reasonable to lower the above conditional probability for core damage from 0.03 to 0.0003
(i.e., a factor of 100 reduction). This resulted in a point estimate for the core-melt frequency due to fire barrier
failure of 1.8 x 10-7/RY. Assuming that a 90% reduction in the failure probability of a fire barrier is attainable,1211

the adjusted case core-melt frequency was estimated to be 1.8 x 10-8/RY.

Consequence Estimate

Based on PNL calculations,64 the average LWR dose factor is 3.3 x 106 man-rem. Using this value, the base
case risk was estimated to be (1.8 x 10-7/RY)(3.3 x 106 man-rem) or 0.594 man-rem/RY; the adjusted case
risk was (1.8 x 10-8/RY)(3.3 x 106 man-rem) or 0.0594 man-rem/RY. Thus, the potential risk reduction is (0.59 -
0.0594) man-rem/RY or 0.53 man-rem/RY. For 25% of the 134 affected plants with an average remaining life of
28.3 years, the total public risk reduction was estimated to be (0.53)(0.25)(134)(28.3) man-rem or approximately
500 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: It was estimated64 that 6 man-months will be required to search all 112 operating plants for
the potential vulnerabilities identified in this issue. This effort would include a review of plant drawings and
existing fire hazards analyses and a walk-through inspection of potentially susceptible areas. Assessment of the
reliability of fire barriers, based on site-specific experience, was estimated to require 6 man-months. This effort
will involve reviewing the existing fire hazards analyses, estimating the conditions likely to be experienced in an
actual fire, and performing sensitivity studies. Based on a cost of $100,000/man-year, the industry cost for the
above 12 months of effort will be $100,000/plant. For the 112 operating plants, this cost will be $11.2M.

Following licensee review and assessment of existing fire barriers, some modifications at 25% of the 112
operating plants was conservatively estimated to require $50,000/plant for a total cost of $1.4M. Operation and
maintenance of improvements would not incur any additional costs. The cost for future plants was considered to
be negligible in comparison to that for OLs.

NRC Cost: It was assumed that the staff will have to issue an information notice or a generic letter with a
possible TS change. Based on NUREG/CR-4627,961 this cost was estimated to be $11,0OO/plant. For 112
plants, this cost will be $1.23M. Review and approval of licensee proposals was estimated to require 2 man-
weeks/plant for the 28 operating plants that will require modifications. At $2,270/man-week, this cost was
estimated to be approximately $127,000.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was approximately $14M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 500 man-rem and a cost of $14M for a possible solution, the
value/impact score was given by:

Other Considerations

Plant TS require compensatory measures to be taken in the event that a fire barrier is made inoperable.
Generally, a fire watch is established for the affected barrier and for the areas which it provides fire separation.
In addition, since the Browns Ferry fire, there has not been a case where a fire in a nuclear power plant has
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challenged the integrity of a fire barrier or has contributed to its failure as a result of differential pressure. In
response to the IPEEE program,1354 licensees will have to justify their fire barrier maintenance programs in
support of justifying the adequacy of their fire barriers.1365

CONCLUSION

Based on the potential public risk reduction, this issue was given a low priority ranking (see Appendix C) in
October 1992. Consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not change the priority of the issue.1564

Further prioritization, using the conversion factor of $2,000/man-rem approved1689 by the Commission in
September 1995, resulted in an impact/value ratio (R) of $27,777/man-rem which placed the issue in the DROP
category.
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Issue 150: Overpressurization of Containment Penetrations (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was identified1330 by DSIR/RES and addressed the concern for overpressurization of containment
piping penetrations following a containment isolation and subsequent heat-up.

Containment isolation at all nuclear power plants ensures that radioactive materials are contained if an accident
or inadvertent release of such materials occurs. Isolation is provided for all piping systems that penetrate the
containment. Double barriers are provided to ensure that no single failure of an active component can result in
a loss of this isolation function. Typically, this double barrier system is provided by isolation valves inside and
outside containment. When containment isolation is required because of an accident or inadvertent release of
radioactive materials, these valves are closed to prevent leakage of radioactive materials to the environment.

Safety Significance

Overpressurization of the containment piping penetrations could potentially occur during an accident involving
a significant increase in the containment temperature. This might occur when water that is trapped between the
inner and outer containment isolation valves is heated and expands. Theoretically, heating a constant volume
of water from 100F and 100 psia to 200F would increase the pressure to 3000 psia. This pressure increase
could fail the penetration or the isolation valves and could provide a direct flow path to the environment from
the potentially contaminated containment atmosphere. The pressure increase is mitigated somewhat by the
penetration itself expanding because of the temperature increase, as well as the possibility that the isolation
valves will not be leak-tight and thus will not pressurize fully.

Possible Solution

A possible solution to this issue was to provide a mechanism for preventing water from becoming trapped or
for relieving the pressure that could build up in the piping systems between the inner and outer containment
isolation valves. Licensees would need to perform thermal and structural analyses of the penetration systems to
determine which penetrations, if any, were susceptible to such failure. A pressure relief system would be needed
to prevent the pressure increase from failing the penetration. This pressure relief system could consist of the
following:

(a) Check valves inside the reactor building instead of the inner containment isolation valves. These valves
would prevent water from becoming trapped between the two isolation valves but is only viable for penetrations
with flow into containment.

(b) A method to provide pressure relief, such as a rupture disk or safety valve. A storage tank might be needed
to contain blowdown liquid or vapor that would be forced through the pressure relief equipment when the
equipment is operated.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

This issue does not directly impact the potential for a core damage accident but addresses a plant's ability to
contain radioactive materials that might be released during a core damage accident. Thus, the only concern was
the probability of containment failure resulting from the failure of containment isolation. Therefore, to estimate
the potential public risk reduction, the effect of the possible solution on the probability of containment failure,
assuming a core damage event has occurred, was evaluated.

It was assumed that 90 PWRs and 44 BWRs with average remaining lives of 28.8 and 27.4 years, respectively,
were affected by this issue. Oconee 3 and Grand Gulf 1 were used as the reference PWR and BWR,
respectively.

Frequency Estimate

The Oconee 3 PRA54 addressed failure of, or leakage through, containment penetrations as a potential
failure mode of the containment. For Oconee 3, the probability of containment penetration leakage , given the
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occurrence of a core damage accident, was estimated to be 7.3 x 10-3. This probability was used as the base
case value for Oconee 3.

The Grand Gulf 1 PRA54 did not explicitly evaluate containment penetration leakage because none of the
accident sequences involving containment isolation failure were found to be among the dominant sequences
from a public risk perspective. However, the Grand Gulf 1 PRA was based on WASH-140016 which did assess
the conditional probability of containment isolation failure . Therefore, the base case value used in this analysis
was based on the WASH-140016 analysis.

The probability of containment isolation failure is dependent upon the specific core damage sequence that
occurs before containment failure.16 As a result, the containment isolation failure probability depends on the
prior success or failure of the various engineered safeguards functions. Based on information in Appendix V
of WASH-1400,16 a value of 4 x 10-2 was selected as a representative probability for containment isolation
failure. This value represented the weighted average of the range of possible values based on the number of
observations in WASH-1400.16

The release categories associated with containment isolation failure for Oconee 3 are PWR-4 and PWR-5.
For Grand Gulf 1, the affected release categories were not explicitly stated in NUREG/CR-280064 or NUREG/
CR-1659.54 It was noted in WASH-140016 and a PRA889 of Oconee 3 that relatively high containment leakage,
attainable from failure of containment isolation, would prevent failure of the containment building from potential
overpressure caused by H2 gas explosions. Consideration of the containment isolation failure mode was
therefore incorporated into accident sequences involving containment overpressure events caused by gas
generation, as shown in Appendix B of NUREG/CR-2800.64 A new base case risk value was developed for all
BWR accident sequences that involve containment overpressure events. To accomplish this, the core damage
sequences presented in NUREG/CR-280064 that could result in containment overpressure were modified to
incorporate the base case containment isolation failure probability, rather than the containment overpressure
probability. This had the effect of creating a set of new accident sequences that included containment isolation
failure events.

The adjusted case values of the affected parameters were estimated by adding to the base case values the
probability of failure of the penetration system (failure of one or more penetrations) that would arise from
overpressurization. A conservative approach was taken to develop a new containment leakage sequence of
events that incorporated the potential for overpressurization. This sequence consisted of the following events:
(1) containment isolation is successful; (2) water becomes trapped between inner and outer isolation valves; (3)
containment heating causes heating and expansion of the water between the isolation valves; and (4) the water
expansion causes the penetration to fail, such that a leakage path occurs between the containment atmosphere
and the environment. Based on this sequence of events and using the rare event approximation, the additional
probability of containment system failure was obtained from the product of the following terms:

N = number of penetrations that are susceptible to
overpressurization

P[1] = probability water becomes trapped between isolation
valves

P[2] = probability inboard and outboard isolation valves are
leak-tight

P[3] = probability penetration overpressurizes to rupture,
given that the penetration is leak-tight and full of water.

P[N] = probability that the penetration fails in a manner
that results in a leakage path from the containment
atmosphere to the environment, given that the
penetration ruptures due to overpressurization.
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N depends on the types of penetrations and isolation valves at each plant. Only liquid penetrations are
susceptible to this type of failure and penetrations provided with check valves are not. To determine the value for
N, the description of containment penetrations given in NSAC-60889 was assumed to represent both PWRs and
BWRs. A total of 62 penetrations were listed, of which, 36 were provided with check valves or were not liquid-
carrying lines and were not susceptible to this containment failure sequence. Therefore, the value of N was 26.

No information was available to calculate P[1]. Containment isolation valve closures are timed such that
one valve closes slightly sooner than the other to prevent water from becoming trapped between the valves.
Therefore, this event could be caused by failure of the containment isolation system control logic or circuitry to
function as intended, or by failure of the valve to close when intended. P[1] was assigned a value of 0.5.

In this analysis, P[2] was set equal to unity. Thus, no credit was taken for the fact that penetration
overpressurization would not occur if one of the isolation valves were not leak-tight. It was estimated that there
was approximately a 30% chance that one of these valves would not be leak-tight.1331

To assist in estimating P[3], a simplified engineering analysis was performed by DSIR/RES to determine the
stress and strain that a penetration would experience, assuming that it is leak-tight and full of water. For the
purposes of the analysis, a typical penetration was approximated as a 2" diameter, 12" long cylinder fabricated
of steel and having a yield point of 30 ksi. Assuming that the water was initially at 100F and its temperature
increased to 200F as a result of an accident, it was calculated that the hoop stress would exceed the yield point.
However, the volume of the cylinder would only have to increase 2.6% to accommodate the expansion of the
water. This corresponded to a plastic strain of 1.3% in the diameter of the penetration, conservatively assuming
no plastic strain in the axial direction. If the water were heated to 300F, the diametric plastic strain needed to
accommodate the expansion of the water would be 3.8%, again conservatively assuming no plastic strain in
the axial direction. These values of strain were far below the values that would be expected to cause rupture of
the penetration. Also, as expansion of the penetration volume occurs due to plastic deformation, the pressure
of the trapped water decreases, further decreasing the likelihood of rupture. Using the above information, but
considering that there is some probability that the material used to fabricate the penetration has an undetected
flaw, the value of P[3] was estimated to be 10-4.

For there to be a leak path that satisfies the definition of P[4], there must be a failure inside and outside the
containment. One possibility is that the penetration rupture "runs" past the containment vessel. The other
possibilities involve failures of both containment isolation valves, or the containment penetration and one
isolation valve. Such failures must be simultaneous since the failure of one component relieves the pressure and
eliminates the possibility of sequential failures. It was estimated that the value of P[4] was 0.1.

Based on the above estimates, the additional probability of containment system isolation failure was the product
of N, P[1], P[2], P[3], and P[4], and was approximately (26)(0.5)(1)(10-4)(0.1) = 1.3 x 10-4.

Consequence Estimate

Incorporating the values into the Oconee 3 and Grand Gulf 1 PRAs resulted in a potential public risk reduction of
1.3 x 10-2 man-rem/RY and 3 x 10-3 man-rem/RY, respectively. Thus, the total potential public risk reduction was
about 40 man-rem for all 134 affected plants.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: To implement the possible solution, licensees would be required to perform analyses to
determine if certain penetrations were vulnerable to overpressurization following containment heat-up. These
analyses were estimated to require 4 man-weeks/plant. In addition, safety analyses and QA-related activities
would be needed because of the installation of hardware inside containment that requires considerable attention
to QA in designing the penetrations' pressure relief systems. Two man-weeks of labor per penetration were
estimated for the design and safety analyses. The number of vulnerable penetrations was assumed to be 20% of
the total penetrations without check valves, or 7 penetrations. Therefore, at 2 man-weeks/penetration, 14 man-
weeks/plant would be required.

Installing new hardware within containment at operating plants (i.e., backfit) would require about 1 man-week of
labor in radiation zones; plants under construction (i.e., forward-fit) would not require labor in radiation zones.
The material costs were estimated to be $900/penetration and $6,300/plant, including labor for pipefitters,
welders, radiation monitoring staff, and instrument technicians. For forward-fit plants, the hardware costs
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remained the same, but labor costs would be reduced because personnel would not be working in radiation
zones. Therefore, a 50% reduction in labor requirements was estimated, i.e., 0.5 man-week/plant.

Based on the above estimates, the total labor required was 19 man-weeks/plant for backfit plants and 18.5
man-weeks/plant for forward-fit plants. Therefore, at $2,270/man-week, the estimated industry labor cost was
$43,000/backfit-plant and $42,000/forward-fit plant. With a total of 71 backfit plants and 63 forward-fit plants, the
total estimated industry implementation cost was $6.5M.

It was estimated that 28 man-hours/RY would be required to conduct periodic (monthly) testing of the pressure
relief system. At $2,270/man-week, this cost was $1,589/RY. For the 134 plants, the total estimated cost for
operation and maintenance was $6M. Using a 5% discount rate, the present worth of the recurring costs
associated with plant maintenance and operation was $3.3M.

NRC Cost: It was estimated that 6 man-months would be required for the staff to develop acceptable methods,
data, and acceptance criteria for licensees to use when evaluating the vulnerability of penetrations to the
overpressure phenomenon analyzed in this issue. At $2,270/man-week, the total cost for this development was
$54,000.

About 2 man-weeks/plant were estimated for reviewing and evaluating licensee calculations of the stresses
within the penetrations and for reviewing the design, safety analyses, and QA documentation for the penetration
pressure relief systems. At a cost of $4,500/plant, the total cost for this effort was estimated to be $600,000.

After implementation, the NRC would have to inspect the operation and maintenance of the penetration isolation
systems; 1 man-hour/RY was estimated as sufficient for NRC review of each system. Therefore, the annual
labor requirement was 0.18 man-week/RY for seven such systems. At $2,270/man-week, the total cost for the
inspection of the 134 affected plants was $1.5M. Assuming a 5% discount rate, this cost was $880,000.

Total Cost: The total estimated industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution to this issue was
estimated to be $11.3M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 40 man-rem and a cost of $11.3M for the possible solution, the
value/impact score was given by:

Other Considerations

(1) For backfit plants, an estimated 5 man-hours/penetration of labor in a radiation zone would be required and,
assuming 7 penetrations/plant, the total ORE would be 35 man-hours/plant. The dose rate was assumed to be
25 millirem/hour, which was representative of the dose rate inside containment during reactor shutdowns. The
implementation dose was therefore estimated to be about 0.9 man-rem/plant. For the 71 backfit plants, the ORE
was greater than the total averted public dose.

(2) Routine testing and inspection of the penetration pressure relief systems were assumed to occur once
every 30 days, similar to testing of the containment isolation valves. The testing was assumed to be performed
by a 2-man team and to last about 10 minutes. Assuming 7 penetrations to be tested, the total operation and
maintenance dose was estimated to be about 0.7 man-rem/RY.

(3) The public risk reduction estimated for this issue was overestimated for several reasons. First, no credit was
taken for the protection from overpressure that would be provided if one of the isolation valves were not leak-
tight. Investigation of a previous containment issue indicated that there was approximately a 30% chance that
one of the valves would not be leak-tight.

(4) The costs were estimated assuming that the containment isolation systems were located away from the
containment building wall. This is not the case for many of the isolation valves which are located adjacent to
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the containment walls. This assumption tended to minimize the costs because they would be clearly higher
with modification of the containment structure to accommodate the pressure relief system. As a result, the cost
estimates provided above were believed to be low.

CONCLUSION

The estimated public risk associated with overpressurization of containment penetrations was not significant.
Based on the value/impact assessment and the staff's simplified engineering analysis, this issue was placed in
the DROP category (See Appendix C). In an RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that consideration of a 20-
year license renewal period did not change the priority of the issue.
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Issue 151: Reliability of Anticipated Transient Without Scram Recirculatlon
Pump Trip in BWRs (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was identified in a DSIR/RES memorandum1329 which addressed the concern for the reliability of
breakers used to trip the recirculation pumps at high pressure or low water level signals during ATWS mitigation
in BWRs. A staff review of BWRs that experienced failures of breakers in the recirculation pump trip (RPT)
system was documented in AEOD/E804.1328

If a plant transient requiring a reactor scram occurs and the scram function does not occur, then an ATWS
event exists. To lessen the effects of an ATWS event, negative reactivity must be added to the reactor core by
tripping the recirculation pumps. Negative reactivity is added as a result of the ensuing steam voiding in the core
area as the core flow decreases, thereby decreasing the power generation and limiting the power or pressure
disturbance.

Plants equipped with GE AKF-25 circuit breakers have experienced failures of the field breakers in the
RPT system which were caused by binding of the trip latch mechanism and misadjustment of the breakers'
mechanical linkage. GE issued a service information letter which attributed the circuit breaker failures to
misadjustment or lubrication problems and suggested corrective actions and maintenance practices to improve
the breakers' performance. In addition, Information Notice No. 87-121322 was issued by the NRC to all BWR
licensees to alert them of potential problems with these circuit breakers.

Safety Significance

A RPT breaker is included in the design of plants to automatically trip the recirculation pump on high vessel
pressure or low reactor water level during an ATWS event. If the RPT breaker fails to trip on demand, the reactor
could experience continued power generation resulting in high suppression pool temperature. This issue affected
BWRs only.

Possible Solution

A possible solution was based on the corrective actions implemented at Pilgrim 1 and involved installing a
redundant ATWS trip signal that would interrupt current to the recirculation pumps. Specifically, a new trip coil
initiated by an ATWS signal was installed in each recirculation pump motor-generator set drive motor. During an
ATWS event, both the recirculation pump field breaker and the motor-generator set supply breaker would receive
trip signals, if either high vessel pressure or low reactor water level was reached. Thus, the reliability of the RPT
system would be increased and the potential for reaching an unacceptable suppression pool temperature during
an ATWS event would be diminished.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

Several designs are used in accomplishing the RPT function; however, the GE AKF-25 breaker is used primarily
in BWR/3 and BWR/4 designs. There were 6 BWR/3 and 19 BWR/4 plants affected by this issue with average
remaining lives of 15.4 and 30 years, respectively. Pilgrim 1 (BWR/3) was excluded as an affected plant because
it had already implemented the proposed solution.

The issue affected a plant's ability to render the reactor subcritical followinq an ATWS event. Since the reactor
subcriticality analysis64 of Grand Gulf 1 (BWR/6) is analogous to the WASH-140016 analysis of Peach Bottom
(BWR/3), the Grand Gulf 1 analysis was used to quantify the influence of the solution on accident frequency and
consequence. Thus, the accident sequence affected by this issue was a scram followed by a failure to render
the reactor subcritical and was depicted as T23C; the transient-initiating event (T23) had a frequency of 7 events/
RY.64

Failure of reactor subcriticality (Event C) has been probabilistically modelled as the product of the following: (1)
failure of the RPS; and (2) failure of the RPT or failure of the operator to take the appropriate actions to shut
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down the reactor, given RPS failure.64 From WASH-1400,16 the failure rate of the RPS was given as 7.7 x 10(6)/
demand. The operator error, which was estimated to be 0.1, dominated Item 2 above. The RPT circuit breaker
failure rate was given as 3 x 10(3)/demand.

To derive the base case value for event C, the RPT failure rate was modified to 5 x 10(2)/demand, which reflected
the lower reliability of the GE AKF-25 circuit breaker.1328 Therefore, the base case value for event C was
approximately (7.7 x 10(6))[0.1 + (5 x 10(2))]/demand or 1.16 x 10(6)/demand.

Installation of a redundant ATWS RPT signal was assumed for the adjusted case value of Event C. Therefore,
the event (recirculation pump fails to trip) required failure of both RPT subsystems. Assuming that the RPT
subsystems are independent and using the GE AKF-25 circuit breaker reliability value, the RPT failure frequency
was (5 x 10(2))(5 x 10(2))/demand or 2.5 x 10(3)/demand. This value did not take credit for potential increases in
reliability that could result from improved test and maintenance programs, or from changing to a more reliable
RPT circuit breaker. The estimate also did not consider the potential decrease in RPT system reliability due to
common cause failure mechanisms. Thus, the adjusted case value of Event C was about (7.7 x 10(6))[0.1 + (2.5
x 10(3))]/demand or 7.9 x 10(7)/demand.

Therefore, the T23C accident sequence frequency was 8.1 x 10(6)/RY for the base case and 5.5 x 10(6)/RY for the
adjusted case. The total reduction in accident frequency was 2.6 x 10(6)/RY.

Consequence Estimate

Accident sequence T23C falls into the BWR-2 release category (7.1 x 10 manrem/event).64 The total public dose
associated with the base case and adjusted case was 57.4 man-rem/RY and 39.2 man-rem/RY, respectively.
Thus, the estimated public dose reduction from implementing the possible solution was 18.2 man-rem/RY and
the total risk reduction for 25 reactors with an average remaining life of 26.5 years was 12,000 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: The cost to implement the possible solution would vary from plant to plant. The following Pilgrim
1 actual costs were used to estimate the industry cost: (1) engineering = $390,000; (2) labor = $66,000; (3)
hardware = $10,000. Thus, the implementation cost was estimated to be about $466,000/plant for a total industry
cost of about $11M (excluding Pilgrim).

It was expected that the installed redundant RPT subsystem would only be operated for testing purposes and
operation costs were thus negligible. In addition, the testing and maintenance procedures for the redundant RPT
subsystem would be very similar to existing RPT subsystems and, therefore, should require very little additional
development time. Thus, testing and maintenance were each estimated to require 0.5 man-week/RY, resulting
in a plant cost of $2,270/RY and a total industry cost of about $1.5M. Thus, the total industry implementation,
operation, and maintenance cost was $12.5M.

NRC Cost: Development of the solution was estimated to require one man-year of contractor labor, at a cost of
$100,000/man-year, to complete an evaluation of the solution and any potential alternatives (e.g., enhanced test/
maintenance or replacing the degraded RPT breakers with more reliable models). This study would also need to
include a preliminary review of plant designs to determine the technical feasibility of the proposed modifications.
Development of the solution would also include issuing an NRC generic letter to the affected plants, which was
estimated to cost about $11,000.961

Review of the proposed plant modifications was estimated to take 5 man-weeks/plant for a total NRC review cost
of $280,000 for the 25 affected plants. Thus, the total NRC cost for development and review was $390,000.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was approximately $13M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on an estimated public risk reduction of 12,000 man-rem and a cost of $13M associated with the possible
solution, the value/impact score was given by:
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Other Considerations

The scram frequency estimate used in the above calculations was considerably greater than that reflected in
performance indicator reports published prior to the above evaluation which was completed in August 1991. In
addition, the RPS failure rate was originally developed for WASH-140016 prior to the ATWS rulemaking and was
also quite outdated. As a result, the RPS reliability goal from the ATWS rulemaking proceedings was utilized
as a conservative value and the risk reduction calculations were repeated using: (1) a scram frequency of 3.1/
RY, derived from data in the 1988 AEOD Annual Report and Part 1 of the Third Quarter 1990 AEOD report,
"Performance Indicators for Operating Commercial Nuclear Power Reactors"; and (2) an RPS failure rate of 3 x
101453/demand from the ATWS rulemaking proceeding.704 These estimates resulted in a potential risk reduction
of 20,800 man-rem and a value/impact score of 1,600 man-rem/$M.

CONCLUSION

Based on the potential public risk reduction associated with the possible solution and the other considerations
above, the issue was given a medium priority ranking (See Appendix C) and resolution was pursued.

Following identification of this issue, NRC Information Notice No. 92-061453 was issued to alert licensees to the
importance of maintaining the reliability of equipment required by regulations but not addressed in plant TS. In
resolving the issue, the staff conducted a more detailed calculation of the risk reduction potential and concluded
that the issue posed a low risk. Thus, the issue was RESOLVED and no new requirements were established.1439

In an RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not affect
the resolution.
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Issue 152: Design Basis for Valves That Might Be Subjected to Significant
Blowdown Loads (Rev. 3)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was identified1416 by DSIR/RES following ACRS concerns raised during the review of the resolution
of Issue 87, "Failure of HPCI Steam Line Without Isolation," which addressed the design bases for those MOVs
that isolate the HPCI, RCIC, and RWCU systems in BWRs. These design bases required that the MOVs close
against loads imposed by a double-ended pipe break at design basis flow conditions.

In resolving Issue 87, the staff issued Generic Letter No. 89-101217 which required licensees to identify safety-
related valves that might not perform adequately under design basis conditions. However, the ACRS believed
that the design basis for the HPCI steam line valves and other valves in some plants might not specify the type
of heavy duty. Thus, it was possible that heavy duty loads might not be considered for these valves by licensees
in response to Generic Letter No. 89-10.1217 The ACRS recommended that the staff amend the generic letter to
require licensees to examine their design bases to determine if safety-related valves, including but not limited to
MOVs, were capable of operating against blowdown loads that might not have been considered (by licensees) in
their original designs.

Safety Significance

The inability of valves that might be subjected to significant blowdown loads to meet their design bases is a
compliance concern. Therefore, the safety significance of this issue lies in the environmental conditions that
could result from the inability of containment isolation valves to close under accident conditions. The resulting
environmental conditions could cause the malfunction of equipment required to cool the reactor. This issue
affects all operating and future plants.

Possible Solution

A possible solution to this issue would include the following: (1) amendment of Generic Letter No. 89-101217 to
ensure complete compliance with the original design bases; (2) licensee review of design bases for compliance;
(3) licensee analyses to assess operability of valves; and (4) hardware modification of isolation valves and
additional licensee analyses to bring the valves into compliance with the original design bases.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

It was assumed that 50% of all 112 operating plants will find that they are in compliance with the amended
generic letter. Of the remaining 50% that will have to perform analyses, 80% will demonstrate compliance. Thus,
only 10% of all operating plants will make hardware modifications and perform additional analyses to comply
with the amended generic letter. Therefore, the potential exists for a reduction in public risk and occupational
dose at approximately 11 plants: 7 PWRs and 4 BWRs. Future plants would not require any modifications since
their design would be based on the requirements of the amended generic letter. Oconee-3 and Grand Gulf-1
were selected as the representative PWR and BWR, respectively.

Frequency Estimate

For PWRs, a steam line break was assumed to correspond to an S3 LOCA. If this LOCA is not isolated, the
potential exists for introducing a harsh environment into the containment which may affect the operation of
certain components needed to mitigate the LOCA. These components were assumed to be MOVs and pumps,
specifically for failure modes designated as hardware or control circuitry, found in accident sequences initiated
by an S3 LOCA.

It was assumed64 that the potential for increased failure under harsh environmental conditions was not factored
into the failure probabilities of the affected parameters in the original plant evaluations. Therefore, the base case
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failure probabilities were assumed to be 10% higher than their original values. For Oconee 3, this resulted in a
base case core-melt frequency of 1.18 x 10-6 /RY.64

For BWRs, a steam line break was assumed to correspond to an S LOCA. Assuming the same accident
scenario and resultant effects described above for PWRs, the base case core-melt frequency for Grand Gulf 1
was estimated64 to be 2.48 x 10-7/RY.

It was assumed that resolution of the issue would return the failure probabilities to their original values in both
PWRs and BWRs; this represented a 10% reduction in the base case values. Thus, the adjusted case core-melt
frequencies were estimated to be 1.01 x 10-6/RY and 2.09 x 10-7 for Oconee-3 and Grand Gulf-1, respectively.
The potential core-melt frequency reduction associated with the possible solution was calculated to be 1.7 x 10-7/
RY and 3.9 x 10-8/RY for the affected PWRs and BWRs, respectively.

Consequence Estimate

The affected release categories for Oconee-3 were PWR-2,-3,-4,-5,-6, and -7, and the base case and adjusted
case public risk were estimated to be 3.14 man-rem/RY and 2.68 man-rem/RY, respectively, with a potential
reduction of 0.46 man-rem/RY. For the 7 affected PWRS with an average remaining life of 25.8 years, the public
risk reduction was estimated to be (0.46)(7)(25.8) man-rem or 83 man-rem.

Affected release categories for Grand Gulf 1 were BWR-1 and -2 and the base case and adjusted case public
risk were estimated to be 1.76 man-rem/RY and 1.48 man-rem/RY, respectively, with a potential reduction of
0.28 man-rem/RY. For the 4 affected BWRs with an average remaining life of 24.1 years, the estimated public
risk reduction was (0.28)(4)(24.1) man-rem or 27 man-rem. Therefore, the total public risk reduction associated
with the possible solution was estimated to be 110 man-rem.64

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: The review of design bases was estimated to require 6 man-weeks/plant at all 112 operating
plants affected by the amended generic letter. At $2,270/man-week, this cost was estimated to be $1.525M.

Additional analyses at 56 plants (50% of all affected plants) were estimated to require 12 man-weeks/plant for a
total cost of $1.525M. Equipment costs were estimated to be $20,000/plant (10% of all affected plants) that will
have to make valve modifications. These modifications were estimated to require 8 man-weeks of skilled labor
and 16 man-weeks for additional engineering analyses. Thus, the total estimated cost for 11 plants that require
modifications was $0.82M and the total industry cost associated with the possible solution was $3.87M.

NRC Cost: It was estimated that 8 man-weeks would be required to amend Generic Letter No. 89-101217 at
a cost of $18,000. Review of licensee responses from all 112 plants was estimated to require 2 man-weeks/
plant. Responding to the half of these plants that would have to submit analyses was estimated to require 6
man-weeks/plant. For the 11 plants that would have to be modified, NRC review of the additional analyses was
estimated to require 12 man-weeks/plant. Thus, the total NRC review time was estimated to be 692 man-weeks.
At $2,270 man-week, this translated to a cost of $1.57M.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was $(3.87 + 1.57)M or
$5.44M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a potential public risk reduction of 110 man-rem and an estimated cost of $5.44M for a possible
solution, the value/impact score was given by:

S = 110 man-rem  $5.44M

~ 20 man-rem/$M

CONCLUSION

Based on the potential public risk reduction, the issue was given a low priority ranking (see Appendix C) in
January 1993. Additional concerns raised1509 by the ACRS on the ability of safety-related MOVs to close
under pipe break conditions were addressed1510 by the staff but did not affect the priority ranking of the
issue. Consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not change the priority of the issue.1564 Further
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prioritization, using the conversion factor of $2,000/man-rem approved1689 by the Commission in September
1995, resulted in an impact/value ratio (R) of $50,000/man-rem which placed the issue in the DROP category.

Following a periodic review of LOW-priority issues, new information was provided1699 by NRR that required a
reevaluation of the issue. However, consideration of this new information did not result in any change in the
priority of the issue.1775
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Issue 153: Loss of Essential Service Water in LWRs (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

The reliability of essential service water (ESW) systems and related problems have been an ongoing staff
concern which has been documented in NUREG/CR-2797,1334 IE Bulletins 80-24201 and 81-03,207 Generic
Letter No. 89-13,1259 and Issues 51, 65, and 130. In a comprehensive NRC review and evaluation of operating
experience related to service water systems (NUREG-1275, Volume 3),1079 a total of 980 operational events
involving the ESW system were identified, of which, 12 resulted in complete loss of the ESW system. The
causes of failure and degradation included: (1) various fouling mechanisms (sediment deposition, biofouling,
corrosion and erosion, foreign material and debris intrusion); (2) ice effects; (3) single failures and other design
deficiencies; (4) flooding; (5) multiple equipment failures; and (6) personnel and procedural errors.

In the resolution of Issue 130, the staff surveyed seven multiplant sites and found that loss of the ESW system
could be a significant contributor to CDF. The generic safety insights gained from this study supported previous
perceptions that ESW system configurations at other multiplant and single plant sites may also be significant
contributors to plant risk and should also be evaluated. As a result, this issue was identified1280 by DSIR/
RES to address all potential causes of ESW system unavailability, except those that had been resolved by
implementation of the requirements stated in Generic Letter No. 89-13.1259

Safety Significance

At each plant, the ESW system supplies cooling water to transfer heat from various safety-related and non-
safety-related systems and equipment to the ultimate heat sink. The ESW system is needed in every phase of
plant operations and, under accident conditions, supplies adequate cooling water to systems and components
that are important to safe plant shutdown or to mitigate the consequences of the accident. Under normal
operating conditions, the ESW system provides component and room cooling (mainly via the component cooling
water system). During shutdowns, it also ensures that the residual heat is removed from the reactor core. The
ESW system may also supply makeup water to fire protection systems, cooling towers, and water treatment
systems at a plant.

The design and operational characteristics of the ESW system are different for PWRs and BWRs and also differ
significantly from plant to plant within each of these reactor types. The success criteria associated with the
functions of an ESW system are also plant-specific. A complete loss of the ESW system could potentially lead
to a core-melt accident, posing a significant risk to the public. This issue affected all plants not covered in the
resolution of Issue 130 and included consideration of Issue B-32.

Possible Solutions

The design of the ESW system varies substantially from plant to plant and the ESW system is highly dependent
on the NSSS. As a result, generic solutions (if needed) are likely to be different for PWRs and BWRs. The
possible solutions are: (1) installation of a redundant intake structure including a service water pump; (2)
hardware changes of the ESW system; (3) installation of a dedicated RCP seal cooling system; or (4) changes
to TS or operational procedures. These potential improvements were considered for the seven multiplant sites
covered in the scope of Issue 130; however, these options will now be evaluated for the remaining LWRs (65
PWRs and 39 BWRs).

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Frequency Estimate

The CDF resulting from the loss of service water system (LOSW) has been estimated in a number of PRAs and
is listed in Table 3.153-1.

Plant Frequency (RY(1))

TABLE 3.153-1
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Plant Frequency (RY(1))

Estimated CDF Contribution from LOSW

Plant A(Old PWR),1333 3 SWP/unit, CT 1.2 x 10(6)

Plant B(New PWR),1333 3 SWP, CT 1.6 x 10(5)

Plant C(Old BWR),1333 Multiple SWS 2.7 x 10(4)

Plant D(Old PWR),1333 2-3 SWP, CT 6.7 x 10(5)

Plant E(New PWR),1333 Unique SWS 9.0 x 10(6)

Plant F(New BWR),1333 Multiple SWS 3.0 x 10(5)

Plant G(Old PWR)1081 1.2 x 10(4)

Plant N-T(Old and New PWRs, Mean CDF)1408 1.5 x 10(4)

CT = cross-tie SWP = service water pump SWS = service water systemThe mean value of the above
frequencies was calculated to be 8.3 x 10(5)/RY.

Consequence Estimate

Dose consequence was estimated on the basis of the 15 release categories defined in WASH-1400.16 Based
on Issues 65 and 130, the release categories of PWR-2 and BWR-2 are dominant for LOSW and these were
estimated64 to be 4.8 x 106 man-rem and 7.1 x 106 man-rem, respectively. Assuming an average remaining
lifetime of 30 years for the affected plants and using the calculated mean CDF of 8.3 x 10-5/RY, the public risk for
the base case was calculated to be:

(1) PWRs: W = (30)(4.8 x 106)(8.3 x 10-5) man-rem/reactor

= 12,000 man-rem/reactor

(2) BWRs: W = (30)(7.1 x 106)(8.3 x 10(5)) man-rem/reactor

= 18,000 man-rem/reactor

The consequence estimate of 12,000 man-rem/reactor was used for this analysis and compared favorably with
the estimate of 9,700 man-rem/reactor calculated for Issue 130.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: The cost of installing a redundant intake structure, including a pump, was estimated in Issue 130
and showed a range from $12M to $72M, with a best estimate of approximately $43M.

The cost estimate for the solution involving hardware changes could include: additional crosstie, additional
valving and piping, or additional water source (fire water). The cost for these hardware changes was expected
to be less than that for redundant intake structures, but higher than that for TS or procedure changes. The least
expensive solution was estimated to cost $50,000/plant to change requirements for TS or procedures.

NRC Cost: The NRC costs were negligible in comparison to the industry costs.

Total Cost: The estimated total NRC and industry cost of the possible solution was $50,000/reactor.

Value/Impact Assessment

Separate value/impact scores (S) were calculated for the four possible solutions:
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Possible
Solution

Mean-Value
Public Risk
(Man-rem/R)

Estimated
Reduction
Coefficient

Risk Reduction
(Man-rem/R)

Estimated
Cost/

Reactor ($M)

S (Man-rem/$M)

1 12,000 0.8 9,600 43.0 220

2 or 3 12,000 0.5 6,000 <43.0 >220

4 12,000 0.1 1,200 0.05 24,000

The reduction coefficient was defined as the estimated effectiveness of the possible solution after
implementation and was based on operational experience and engineering judgment.

Other Considerations

(1) The mean CDF was derived from PRAs and studies of 20 operating plants some of which have multiple units.
However, since the ESW system is highly plant-dependent and the key contributor to CDF varies, the uncertainty
of the mean CDF could be a factor of 10; this did not affect the priority ranking.

(2) The possible TS changes should be applied to PWRs only because the ESW systems for BWRs are already
required in the cold shutdown or refueling mode. For BWRs, possible changes to operational procedures to cope
with a complete loss of service water systems would apply.

(3) Issue 23 identified the LOSW as one of the events that could cause failure of RCP seals. Among the options
considered by the staff in the resolution of Issue 23 was the installation of an alternate AC source to provide seal
cooling and performance of plant modifications to allow backup cooling from an existing plant water system other
than the ESW system. The reduction in CDF for this proposed resolution could be substantial (10-5). Should
this proposed solution be implemented, the CDF resulting from a LOSW event could be reduced as much as
50%.1408 This reduced CDF, however, would still place Issue 153 in the high priority category as discussed in
the value/impact assessment above. However, in resolving Issue 153, the staff was expected to consider the
proposed resolution of Issue 23.

(4) Issue 51 addressed service water system fouling and was considered to be resolved with the implementation
of the baseline fouling program required by Generic Letter No. 89-13.1259 Implementation of this program could
result in a CDF reduction1258 of approximately 2.6 x 10-6. As indicated earlier, biofouling was to be excluded from
the resolution of Issue 153.

(5) Issue 65 was integrated into Issue 23 and its impact on Issue 153 was discussed above.

(6) Issue 130 addressed the limited scope of multiplant configurations with 2 ESW pumps per plant; the possible
solution was limited to 7 PWRs with a total of 14 units. The resolution of Issue 153 included all plants not
covered in the resolution of Issue 130.

CONCLUSION

Based on the potential public risk reduction, this issue was given a high priority ranking (See Appendix C). In
resolving the issue, the staff found that the concerns involving ESW system reliability were being addressed
on a plant-specific basis in various ongoing NRC and industry initiatives such as the Service Water System
Operational Performance Inspection Program, Generic Letter 89-13,1259 the IPE Program, and EPRI research
programs. In addition, ESW system reliability concerns were to be addressed by the Maintenance Rule and in
the resolution of Issue 23. The staff's technical findings were documented in NUREG/CR-59101514 and SEASF-
LR-92-022, Revision 11519; the regulatory analysis was documented in NUREG-1461.1512 In the resolution of the
issue, a license renewal period of 20 years was considered.1564 Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and no new
requirements were established.1513
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Issue 154: Adequacy of Emergency and Essential Lighting (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue arose as the result of an event at the Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station (PVNGS) Unit 3 in which
inadequate lighting conditions exacerbated an unrelated reactor trip.1468 During this event, half of the steam
bypass control system malfunctioned, the ADVs failed to operate from both the control room and the remote
shutdown panel, and both the normal and the emergency lighting for the main steam support structure failed
where the ADVs are located.

One of the principal functions of backup lighting systems at nuclear power plants is the provision of sufficient
illumination at the instruments and controls needed by the operators to bring the reactor to a safe (usually
shutdown) condition following a plant transient or accident, if normal lighting systems should fail. Due to the
necessity of reading posted instructions (and locating and operating controls) while relying only on hand-held
flashlights for illumination, initiation of plant depressurization and cooldown through use of the ADVs was
delayed at PVNGS-3.1468

Safety Significance

During the interval the operators were attempting to open the ADVs, the plant was in a stable, steady-state
condition with feedwater supplied to the steam generators by the AFW pumps and steam removed from the
steam generators to the atmosphere through the secondary system safety valves. The plant could have been
sustained in that stable condition for as long as water could be supplied to the AFW pumps. That safe time
period would have been a minimum of several hours but more likely would have been several days, considering
the small amounts of water needed (in comparison to that needed during power operation) and the multiple
backup sources of water that were available. Thus, the plant was in no imminent danger and could have been
maintained in the described stable condition for an indefinite period barring additional equipment failures or
operator errors. However, during that time period, the risk from such potential additional failures was greater
since the plant was not under full control by the operators; they wanted to (but could not) cool it below the
saturation temperature corresponding to the pressure setpoint of the secondary system safety valves.

Possible Solution

The corrective action considered involved NRC development of guidance on appropriate areas to be provided
with emergency lighting, adequate illumination levels, and preventive maintenance criteria. Licensees could be
required to install additional emergency lighting and upgrade existing lighting systems in compliance with any
new requirements that might be developed.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

It was assumed that 90 PWRs and 44 BWRs with average remaining lives of 28.8 27.4 years, respectively,
were affected by this issue. Since emergency and essential lighting failures and their effects were not explicitly
addressed in existing PRAs, the method described below was used.64

Frequency Estimate

In the Oconee 3 PRA, seven sequences resulted in core damage and involved operator recovery action outside
the control room. These seven sequences together accounted for a CDF of 2.54 x 10-5/RY. It was assumed64

that the relatively high Human Error Probability (HEP) of 0.1/demand for an operator failing to recover a failed
component, used in the Oconee 3 PRA,889 was appropriate for plants with emergency and essential lighting
systems as they existed before any improvements associated with the possible solution. The HEP for the
adjusted case following resolution of the issue was assigned a value of 0.003, based on the HEP for selecting an
incorrect valve from the control console that is clearly and unambiguously marked.889 These HEP values were
used by PNL64 to calculate a failure probability for the recovery action P(NR), the probability of an operator either
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failing to diagnose the appropriate action, P(ND), or failing to perform the recovery action successfully, P(NA).
P(NR) = P(ND) + P(NA) - P(ND).P(NA)

The probability P(ND) was estimated64 to be 0.039, assuming 15 minutes are allowed. Since the possible
solution does not affect the control room operator's ability to diagnose the need for the recovery action,
this parameter is common to both cases, i.e., before and after implementation of the possible solution. The
probability P(NA) was derived by constructing a Human Reliability Analysis (HRA) event tree using the
techniques described in NUREG/CR-1278339 that considers the probability that the technician sent into the plant
will fail to perform the desired action, and that the control room operator will fail to monitor the feedback on his
instrumentation (i.e., the control room operator will fail to detect that the technician has failed to perform the
action). The resulting expression is:

P(NA) = X1 + (A x B) + (C x D) + (E x F)

where X1 = mechanical, physical failure
prevents control room operator
from getting message to technician
(Negligible)

A = error in message from control
room operator to technician (0.001)

B = control room operator fails to
monitor feedback (0.003)

C = technician fails to understand
message from control room
operator (0.001)

D = control room operator fails to
monitor feedback (0.003)

E = technician fails to perform action
[this is the previously-discussed
HEP] (0.1)

F = control room operator fails to
monitor feedback (0.003)

It was assumed that all the above values remained the same after implementation of the possible solution,
except E = 0.003. Thus, the base case and adjusted case values of P(NR) were calculated as follows:

Base Case: P(NR) = 0.039 + (3.06 x 10-4) - (0.039)(3.06 x 10-4) = 3.92940 x 10-2

Adjusted Case: P(NR) = 0.039 + (1.5 x 10-5) - (0.039)(1.5 x 10-5) = 3.90144 x 10-2

The ratio of the P(NR) values for the base and adjusted cases was assumed to be approximately equal to the
ratio of the CDF values before and after resolution of the issue, i.e., values for the affected sequences involving
credit for operator recovery actions outside the control room. Thus, the following ratio was used: (3.92940 x
10-2)/(3.90144 x 10-2) = 1.0071666. Therefore, the change in the affected core-melt frequency was (1.0071666 -
1)(2.54 x 10-5)/RY or 1.82 x 10-7/RY.

Consequence Estimate

For PWRs, the consequence estimate of 207 man-rem/RY associated with the core-melt frequency of 8.2 x 10-5/
RY obtained from the Oconee 3 PRA analysis was used to calculate the potential public risk reduction.1469 Thus,
the public risk reduction was estimated to be [(207 man-rem/RY)/(8.2 x 10-5/RY)][1.82 x 10-7/RY] or 0.459 man-
rem/RY. For BWRs, the scaling relationship developed by PNL64 showed the public risk reduction to be greater
than that for PWRs by a factor of 1.2. Thus, for all 134 affected plants, the total risk reduction associated with the
solution to this issue was (0.459)[(90)(28.8) + (1.2)(44)(27.4)] man-rem or 1,854 man-rem.
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Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: The cost estimate took into account the implementation of new guidance and/or requirements
regarding appropriate areas to be provided with emergency lighting, adequate illumination levels, preventive
maintenance criteria, any required installation of additional emergency lighting, and/or upgrading of existing
lighting systems to comply with new requirements, if necessary. These activities were estimated64 to cost
$13.37M.

NRC Cost: Development of a solution, support for its implementation, and review of associated operation and
maintenance was estimated64 to cost $5.38M.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with this issue was estimated to be $(13.37 + 5.38)M or
$18.75M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a potential public risk reduction of 1,854 man-rem and a cost of $18.75M, the value/impact score was
given by:

Other Considerations

(1) All seven events considered in this analysis represented recovery actions performed in the Standby
Shutdown Facility (SSF); recovery actions in the remainder of the plant should have some significance. The
event1468 at PVNGS-3 involved just such a recovery action (outside the SSF).

(2) Nuclear plants have multiple redundant safety systems and PRA analyses reflect the very small residual
risk from all of them failing at the same time. For example, in the PVNGS-3 event, even given the problems with
emergency lighting, the core was not damaged because, while the operators were attempting to open the ADVs
without benefit of emergency lighting, the plant was in a stable, steady-state condition with feedwater supplied
to the steam generators by the AFW pumps and steam removed from the steam generators to the atmosphere
through the secondary system safety valves. The AFW system and steam generator safety valves both have
redundancy and their total failure is extremely unlikely. This qualitative argument was quantitatively verified for
the PVNGS-3 event by an analysis in NUREG/CR-4674,1470 Volume 12 (pp. B-420 to B-461). Given occurrence
of all of the failures in the PVNGS-3 event, because of the multiple redundancy of the systems that remained
operational and would have had to fail in order for core damage to occur, the analysis in NUREG/CR-46741470

showed the conditional core damage probability (CCDP) for the event was 4.9 x 10-5. This compared to a CCDP
for a normal reactor trip, with no failures, of approximately 5 x 10-6. Thus, the PVNGS-3 event was shown by this
type of analysis to be no more risky than approximately 10 normal reactor SCRAMs.

(3) This evaluation did not address the risk that might result from possible errors of commission by the auxiliary
operators who were sent into the plant with instructions to open the ADVs, i.e., to change the status of the plant.
When they arrived in the ADVs area incidentally equipped with a 24" pipe wrench, they found themselves in total
darkness, without adequate instructions, confused by their unfamiliarity with the operation they were to carry out,
and unable to easily find the posted instructions (and the equipment they were to operate) in the darkness. Their
level of stress was not reduced by a nearby safety valve that was periodically opening to relieve pressure in the
steam generator; such openings create an unexpected and terrifying loud noise.

CONCLUSION

Much of the problem at PVNGS-3 could have been avoided by better compliance with existing criteria and
guidance regarding emergency lighting: 10 CFR 50 Appendix R, Section III.J, "Emergency Lighting"; 10 CFR 50
Appendix E, "Emergency Planning and Preparedness for Production and Utilization Facilities"; SRP11 Sections
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9.5.1, "Fire Protection Program," and 9.5.3, "Lighting Systems"; and Information Notice 90-69.1471 Therefore,
there was no need to pursue new requirements. Based on the potential public risk reduction, this issue was
given a low priority ranking (see Appendix C) in January 1992. Consideration of a 20-year license renewal period
did not change the priority of the issue.1564 Further prioritization, using the conversion factor of $2,000/man-
rem approved1689 by the Commission in September 1995, resulted in an impact/value ratio of $10,101/man-rem
which placed the issue in the DROP category.
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Issue 155: Generic Concerns Arising from TMI-2 Cleanup (Rev. 3)
DESCRIPTION

The TMI-2 Safety Advisory Board was established to provide the licensee, General Public Utilities Nuclear
Corporation, with a qualified, independent appraisal of the cleanup of TMI-2, with particular emphasis on the
assurance of public and worker health and safety. As a result of this appraisal, seven recommendations1362

were forwarded to the NRC for evaluation. These recommendations were treated as separate generic issues as
outlined below.

ISSUE 155.1: MORE REALISTIC SOURCE TERM ASSUMPTIONS

DESCRIPTION

During the TMI-2 accident, fission products did not behave as predicted with the analytical methods and
assumptions used in the licensing process at that time and delineated in Regulatory Guides 1.3213 and 1.4214

and TID-14844.73 The earliest expert predictions were that major core damage had occurred. However, the NRC
and the licensee believed that core damage was minimal and calculations were redone to confirm this view.
Approximately 50% of the core was in a molten state, but there is evidence that only about 55% of the highly
volatile fission products and noble gases were released from the reactor vessel with a major portion retained in
the reactor building. There is also evidence that less than 5% of the medium and low volatile fission products
were released from the reactor vessel.1362 These observations were based on research conducted since the
TMI-2 accident.

It is now generally accepted that the chemical conditions in the reactor vessel were "reducing" in nature as
opposed to "oxidizing." The elemental iodine was driven (or converted) to the iodide ion which very readily
combined with available metallic ions. The water-soluble character of these chemical forms prevented a major
release of iodine to the atmosphere of the containment or auxiliary buildings and only a few Curies were
released to the environment. Throughout the TMI-2 accident sequence, the chemical state was maintained such
that the water-soluble character was preserved.

With the completion of a large number of PRAs since the TMI-2 event, the Advisory Board believed that it should
be possible to list accident sequences with chemical conditions similar to TMI-2. Such a listing could provide a
guide as to which accidents might be regarded as hazardous, or less hazardous, relative to the possible escape
of iodine and could be useful in the future design of safety features. Since some of the assumptions used for
source term considerations at TMI-2 were flawed in this respect, the Board recommended that the source term
be restated using current scientific knowledge.1362

CONCLUSION

At the time this issue was evaluated in February 1992, comprehensive revisions to 10 CFR Parts 50 and 100
were being pursued by the staff to reflect a better understanding of accident source terms and severe accident
insights, as well as evaluate the impact of these phenomena on plant engineered safety features. A replacement
for TID-1484473 was being formulated, based on previous severe accident research findings, to reflect the
existing understanding of fission product release timing, iodine chemistry, and source term magnitude and
composition. Thus, a solution to this issue had been identified and the issue was considered nearly-resolved.

In resolving the issue, the staff issued NUREG-14651465 which provided more realistic estimates of the fission
product source term release into containment, in terms of timing, nuclide types, quantities, and chemical form,
given a severe core-melt accident. Thus, the issue was RESOLVED with new requirements for future plants.1530

In an RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal period would not
affect the resolution.

ISSUE 155.2: ESTABLISH LICENSING REQUIREMENTS FOR NON-OPERATING FACILITIES

DESCRIPTION

At the time the TMI-2 event occurred, 10 CFR 50 contained regulations primarily for the design, construction,
and operation of nuclear facilities but did not provide adequate guidance for the post-accident condition. Much
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was learned while the unit was being defueled and prepared for the post-defueling, monitored storage phase.
The decommissioning rule1364 issued in 1988 addressed the safe removal of nuclear facilities from service and
the reduction of residual radioactivity to a level that permits release of the property for unrestricted use and
termination of the operating license. The options for compliance with this rule are described in NUREG-0586173

and include DECON, SAFSTOR, and ENTOMB. Decommissioning activities do not include the removal and
disposal of spent fuel; these are considered to be operational activities.

Once a reactor is permanently shut down and defueled, it enters a storage phase until the licensee begins
implementation of a decommissioning plan approved by the NRC. During the storage phase, requirements for
security plans, operator licensing, emergency planning, etc., that were in effect while the plant was operational,
may become unnecessary and burdensome to the licensee. Once all nuclear fuel is removed from the reactor
site, the risk of an extraordinary accident, as defined in 10 CFR 50.54(w) and 10 CFR 140.11, is essentially
eliminated. The Board recommended that regulatory guidance be developed for use by non-operating and
defueled facilities during the storage phase prior to decommissioning.1362

CONCLUSION

This issue addressed changes in existing regulatory guidance that could significantly reduce licensee costs
without any substantial change in public risk. Thus, it was classified as a Regulatory Impact issue. Staff stated in
the Supplement to NUREG-0933 published in 1995 that revisions to 10 CFR 50.54(w) and 10 CFR 140.11(a)(4)
might be necessary to address insurance coverage for non-operating and defueled facilities during the storage
phase prior to decommissioning.1363

As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.

ISSUE 155.3: IMPROVE DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR NUCLEAR FACILITIES

DESCRIPTION

The Board recommended1362 that the NRC undertake an effort to evaluate lessons learned at TMI-2 and
incorporate them into the design of future nuclear plants. The recommendations suggested by the Board focused
on recovery from a severe accident and were as follows:

(1) Prohibit the use of cinder blocks inside the reactor building (because they absorb
so much contamination and become a radiological hazard) or designing the facility
to be "robot friendly."

(2) Utilize higher range radiation instrumentation in order to monitor the environment
inside the reactor building during a severe reactor accident.

(3) Based on design criteria and clear evidence that the TMI-2 containment building
was not challenged, a reduction in criteria might be prudent based upon actual
accident conditions. The NRC had reviewed in some detail the capability of reactor
containment structures to withstand accident environments, including significant
pressure increases; a review of these studies might be helpful and may lead to
a reduction in design criteria. A similar effort for reactor vessels has not been
undertaken and should be, considering the condition of the lower head of the
TMI-2 reactor vessel with the severity of the accident.

(4) TMI-2 has also demonstrated the need to provide access to the underside of a
reactor vessel for remote inspections to determine the extent of possible damage
in the aftermath of a severe reactor accident. The 52 instrument penetrations in the
lower head of the TMI-2 reactor vessel have been a concern since the discovery
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of once-molten material on the lower head of the reactor vessel and thus lower
head integrity has been a major concern during the recovery efforts. For future
reactor vessel design, it was recommended that in-core instrumentation penetrate
the head instead of the bottom.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

The four concerns outlined in this issue were evaluated separately below:

(1) In accordance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix I, nuclear power plants are required
to keep occupational risk exposure (ORE) as low as is reasonably achievable
(ALARA). Cinder blocks constitute one of the materials that are used inside the
reactor building of some operating plants as local shielding to meet this ALARA
criterion. Prohibiting the use of cinder blocks inside the reactor building would
have no impact on public risk in the event of a severe accident. The use of other
shielding materials that do not absorb as much contamination has the potential for
decreasing the decontamination time (and ORE) following a severe accident.

Designing future nuclear plants to be robot-friendly will require spatial
considerations for the mobility of robots that could drastically increase design,
engineering, and construction costs. However, as is the case above, the use of
robots would have no impact on public risk in the event of a severe accident; only
occupational risk would be affected.

From NUREG/CR-2800,64 the occupational dose from cleanup, repair, and
refurbishment following a severe accident was estimated to be 19,860 man-rem.
Even assuming that 50% of this dose can be reduced with either the elimination of
cinder blocks or the use of a robot for cleanup and assuming a core-melt frequency
of 10-5/RY and an average remaining reactor life of 28 years, the potential dose
reduction is approximately 3 man-rem/reactor. Thus, this concern had negligible
risk reduction potential and consideration of costs would only lower its priority
ranking.

(2) The recommendation to utilize higher range radiation instrumentation in order to
monitor the environment inside the reactor building during a severe accident was
addressed by TMI Action Plan Item II.F.1. This item was clarified in NUREG-073798

and required implementation at all plants. Thus, this concern was previously
addressed by the staff.

(3) For future plants, the Commission's Severe Accident Policy Statement established
the criteria and procedural steps under which new designs for nuclear power
plants could be acceptable for meeting severe accident concerns. Rather than
a reduction of criteria, it is expected that future plants would have to achieve a
higher standard of severe accident safety performance, including clarification of
containment performance. The staff's plan of action in this area was presented to
the Commission in SECY-92-292.1427 Operating plants were assessed under the
Containment Performance Improvement Program (see Issue 157).

The mode of vessel failure, including investigation of the TMI-2 vessel, was being
pursued by the staff as part of its severe accident research program.1382 The
results of this research was expected to determine whether changes to future
vessel design would be warranted. Thus, this concern was being addressed by the
staff.

(4) The relocation of in-core instrumentation was expected to be addressed by NSSS
vendors in the design of future plants which was subject to review and approval
by the staff. For example, the bottom-mounted instrumentation penetrations were
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eliminated in the Westinghouse AP600 design to reduce building volume and costs
significantly. Thus, this concern was being addressed by the staff.

CONCLUSION

Of the four recommendations contained in this issue, two were addressed in other ongoing programs and
one had been previously addressed by the staff. The remaining recommendation had negligible risk reduction
potential and, therefore, was not considered to be safety-significant. Thus, this issue was DROPPED from
further consideration as a new and separate issue. In an RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that consideration
of a 20-year license renewal period did not change the priority of the issue.

ISSUE 155.4: IMPROVE CRITICALITY CALCULATIONS

DESCRIPTION

The Board believed that doubts still remained as to whether the TMI-2 core became critical, or was very close to
critical, during the TMI-2 accident and recommended that the NRC establish guidelines that deal with criticality
following a severe reactor accident.1362 These guidelines should take into account abnormal geometries and
possible core conditions that could result from the accident. The Board believed that the accident scenario
developed by the TMI-2 licensee was sufficiently detailed that a series of geometric configurations could be
simulated for criticality calculations. Variables that could be estimated reasonably well included the presence of
water, oxidation of cladding, melting and movement of fuel, melting of poison rods, and movement of poison.

CONCLUSION

The safety concern was addressed by DSR/RES in SARP Task 4.3: Investigate the Possibility and
Consequences of Recriticality in Degraded BWR Cores.1382 The staff's study was documented in NUREG/
CR-56531379 in which it was concluded that there was the potential for recriticality in BWRs, if core reflood
occurs after control blade melting has begun but prior to significant fuel rod melting. However, a recriticality
event would most likely not generate a pressure pulse significant enough to fail the vessel. Two strategies
were identified that would aid in regaining control of the reactor and terminate the recriticality event before
containment failure pressures are reached: (1) initiation of boron injection at or before the time of core reflood,
if the potential for control blade melting exists; and (2) initiation of RHR suppression pool cooling to remove the
heat load generated by the recriticality event and extend the time available for boration.

The issue was not considered to be a major concern for PWRs because of their design that includes a safety
injection system for supplying borated water to the core. Furthermore, it was concluded in NUREG/CR-58561417

that, during a severe accident, an unmoderated recriticality of the molten, consolidated portion of a degrading
core cannot occur at U235 enrichments characteristic of a PWR. Based on the staff's efforts in addressing the
safety concerns in the SARP, this issue was DROPPED from further pursuit as a new and separate issue. In an
RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not change the
priority of the issue.

ISSUE 155.5: MORE REALISTIC SEVERE REACTOR ACCIDENT SCENARIO

DESCRIPTION

The TMI-2 event was a severe accident in which approximately 50% of the core was in a molten state at some
point during the accident. Approximately 20 tons of the once-molten debris poured through the core support
structure into the water-filled lower plenum and onto the lower head of the reactor vessel. Most codes in use at
that time would have predicted a failure of the lower head under these conditions. The severity of the accident
showed that the reactor vessel was more difficult to fail than was anticipated.

The Board recommended that in-vessel core-melt progression for severe accidents be studied further by the
NRC and that the results be incorporated into existing codes and standards. The Board believed that codes
should have the capability to reproduce the TMI-2 accident with reasonable accuracy before they can be
accepted as predictive tools.1362

CONCLUSION
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At the time this issue was evaluated in June 1992, the safety concern was being addressed by DSR/RES
in SARP Issue L2: In-Vessel Core Melt Progression and Hydrogen Generation.1382 In considering core-
melt progression, the staff was expected to treat BWRs and PWRs separately because of their different fuel
assembly, control element, and lower plenum structures. Concerns common to both BWRs and PWRs are: (1)
the integrity of core structures; (2) the mode of core material relocation; (3) hydrogen generation; (4) the mode
of bottom head failure; and (5) the effects of water injection. The answers to the above concerns will be different
because of the physical differences of BWRs and PWRs. TMI-2 data and the results of new experiments and
model development were to be examined by the staff in its research. Based on the staff's efforts on SARP Issue
L2, Issue 155.5 was DROPPED from further pursuit as a new and separate issue. In an RES evaluation,1564 it
was concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not change the priority of the issue.

ISSUE 155.6: IMPROVE DECONTAMINATION REGULATIONS

DESCRIPTION

The Board believed that the decontamination techniques used throughout the nuclear industry for small activities
were not applicable to large-scale activities and recommended that the NRC use the experience gained from the
TMI-2 accident to prepare guidelines for decontamination and decommissioning of nuclear plants.1362

CONCLUSION

Traditionally, the NRC has not developed or approved decontamination techniques. Due to the many ways in
which decontamination can be accomplished and the rapidly evolving technology in this area, it is not practical
or beneficial for the NRC to establish guidelines for decontamination techniques. Rather, the NRC has focused
on the development of criteria which set standards for exposure of workers and the public (e.g., 10 CFR 20), the
levels of allowable residual contamination, and the handling and disposal of the radioactive waste generated.
Efforts at establishing residual contamination criteria applicable to decommissioning were in progress as
described below.

In June 1991, the Commission deferred1412 implementation of the Below Regulatory Concern (BRC) policy but
reaffirmed its intentions to carry out its responsibilities to address issues related to waste disposal, consumer
products, recycling of materials, and decontamination and decommissioning, as necessary, on a case--by-
case basis in the manner in which these issues were considered, prior to the development of the BRC policy
statement. In this regard, the staff was directed to continue its accelerated efforts in completing the technical
basis for rulemaking on residual contamination criteria.

In accordance with SECY-92-045,1413 the staff proceeded with an enhanced participative rulemaking process
to develop radiological criteria for decommissioning; this effort was tracked in the NRC Regulatory Agenda
(NUREG-0936). Based on the above considerations, Issue 155.6 was DROPPED from further pursuit as a new
and separate issue. In an RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal
period did not change the priority of the issue.

ISSUE 155.7: IMPROVE DECOMMISSIONING REGULATIONS

DESCRIPTION

The Board raised concerns over the requirements for the disposal of highly contaminated components from a
nuclear plant during decommissioning and recommended that regulations be developed.1362

CONCLUSION

The TMI-2 experience was considered by the staff in the development of the decommissioning rule1364 in 1988.
Industry options for complying with this rule are described in NUREG-0586173 and include DECON, SAFSTOR,
and ENTOMB. As part of its resolution of Issue B-64, "Decommissioning of Reactors," the staff is currently
developing an SRP11 Section for use in its review of licensee decommissioning plans. Concurrent with this effort
is the development of two Regulatory Guides: DG-1005, "Standard Format and Content for Decommissioning
Plans for Nuclear Reactors"; and DG-1006, "Records Important for Decommissioning of Nuclear Reactors."
Thus, Issue 155.7 was DROPPED from further consideration as a new and separate issue. The related concern
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of decommissioning prematurely shutdown plants was addressed in Issue 155.2. In an RES evaluation,1564 it
was concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not change the priority of the issue.
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Issue 156: Systematic Evaluation Program (Rev. 8)
DESCRIPTION

In 1977, the NRC initiated the Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP) to review the designs of 51 older, operating
nuclear power plants. The SEP was divided into 2 phases. In Phase I, the staff defined 137 issues for which
regulatory requirements had changed enough over time to warrant an evaluation of those plants licensed before
the issuance of the SRP.11 In Phase II, the staff compared the design of 10 of the 51 older plants to the SRP11

issued in 1975. Based on these reviews, the staff identified 27 of the original 137 issues that required some
corrective action at one or more of the 10 plants that were reviewed. The staff referred to the issues on this
smaller list as the SEP "lessons learned" issues and concluded that they would generally apply to operating
plants that received operating licenses before the SRP11 was issued in 1975.

In SECY-84-133,814 the staff presented the 27 SEP issues to the Commission as part of a proposal for an ISAP,
the intent of which was to review safety issues for a specific plant in an integrated manner. Two SEP plants
participated in the ISAP pilot efforts. Following the review of these two pilot plants, ISAP was discontinued.

In SECY-90-160,1443 the staff forwarded for Commission approval a proposed license renewal rule and
supporting regulatory documents. In this paper, the staff stated that certain unresolved safety issues could
weaken the generic justification of the adequacy of the current licensing bases argument. These issues included
SEP topics for 41 older plants that had not been explicitly reviewed under Phase II of the SEP. The Commission
requested that the staff keep it informed of the status of the program to determine how the SEP "lessons
learned" issues had been factored into the licensing bases of operating plants.

Resolution of the 27 SEP issues was deemed by the staff to be important to the development of the license
renewal rulemaking. The key regulatory principle underlying the license renewal rule is that the current
licensing bases (CLBs) at all operating nuclear power plants, with the exception of age-related degradation,
provide adequate protection to the public health and safety. This principle is reflected in the provisions of the
license renewal rule which limit the renewal decision to whether age-related degradation has been adequately
addressed to assure continued compliance with a plant's CLB. In order to adopt this approach, the NRC must be
able to provide a technical basis for the key principle of license renewal. Accordingly, the rulemaking included a
technical discussion documenting the adequacy of the CLB for all nuclear power plants, in both the statement
of considerations and in NUREG-1412.1444 However, as discussed in SECY-90-160,1443 the staff identified a
potential weakness in the discussion of the adequacy of the CLB with regard to the 41 older, non-SEP plants. To
address this potential weakness, the staff undertook an effort to determine whether or not each SEP issue either
had been or was being addressed by other regulatory programs and activities.

The staff completed this effort and placed each SEP issue into one of the following categories: (1) issues that
had been completely resolved (i.e., necessary corrective actions had been identified by the staff, transmitted
to licensees, and implemented by licensees); (2) issues that were of such low safety significance so as to
require no further regulatory action; (3) issues that were unresolved, but for which the staff had identified existing
regulatory programs that cover the scope of the technical concerns and whose implementation would resolve
the specific SEP issue, such as the Individual Plant Examination (IPE) and the Individual Plant Examination of
External Events (IPEEE); and (4) issues that were unresolved and regulatory actions to resolve the issues had
not been identified. The 27 SEP issues and applicable regulatory programs were summarized and presented in
SECY-90-343.1351 The staff concluded that the 22 SEP issues in Categories 3 and 4 remained unresolved for
purposes of justifying the adequacy of the CLB for some portion of the 41 older, non-SEP plants. The following is
an evaluation of these 22 issues: nineteen from Category 3 and three from Category 4.

ISSUE 156.1.1: SETTLEMENT OF FOUNDATIONS AND BURIED EQUIPMENT

DESCRIPTION

This issue is one of the nineteen Category 3 issues identified by NRR in SECY-90-343.1351 The objective of
this issue was to ensure that safety-related structures, systems, and components were adequately protected
against excessive settlement. The scope included the review of subsurface materials (soils or geologic) and
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foundations to assess the potential static and seismically-induced settlement of all safety-related structures and
buried equipment.

Excessive settlement or collapse of foundations and buried equipment for structures, systems, and components
under either static or seismic loading could result in failure of structures, interconnecting piping, control systems
or cables, or other equipment (tanks, etc.) such that the capability to safely shut down a plant, or mitigate the
consequences of an accident, could be compromised.

There were two specific concerns in this issue: (1) the potential impact of static soil settlements on foundations
and buried equipment where the soil may not have been properly prepared; and (2) seismically-induced
differential settlement and potential soil liquefaction following a postulated seismic event. These two concerns
were limited only to plants that have soil-supported, safety-related structures (including vertical, field-erected
tanks) and soil-buried piping and components (including tanks) that have the potential for excessive settlement
but were not reviewed to the pertinent SRP11 Sections 2.5.4 and 2.5.5.

For the 41 older, non-SEP plants with OLs issued before 1975, any impact of static settlement on structural
foundations (including the foundations of buried components) should become noticeable in the first 5 to 10
years. Thus, any significant settlement would have been revealed already and warranted corrective action.
In addition, the ongoing IPEEE program1354 has elements in its seismic task which requires that, for plants
on soil sites, potential seismically-induced settlement and soil liquefaction should be assessed during its
implementation.

CONCLUSION

This issue is being addressed by the SRP11 for future plants as well as for operating plants with OLs issued
after 1975. For the 51 older, operating plants, this issue was considered resolved for the 10 SEP plants. For the
remaining 41 non-SEP, operating plants, any significant static settlement would have been revealed already and
warranted corrective action. The concern on the seismically-induced settlement and soil liquefaction for these 41
older, non-SEP operating plants will be addressed during the implementation of the IPEEE Program. Therefore,
Issue 156.1.1 was DROPPED from further consideration as a new and separate issue. In an RES evaluation,1564

it was concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not change the priority of the issue.

ISSUE 156.1.2: DAM INTEGRITY AND SITE FLOODING

DESCRIPTION

This issue is one of the nineteen Category 3 issues identified by NRR in SECY-90 -343.1351 The safety concern
was the ability of a dam to prevent site flooding and ensure a cooling water supply. The safety features of a
dam would normally include remaining stable under all conditions of reservoir operation, controlling seepage
to prevent excessive uplifting water pressure or erosion of soil materials, and providing sufficient freeboard
and outlet capacity to prevent overtopping. The objective of this issue was to ensure that adequate margins
of safety are available under all loading conditions and uncontrolled releases of retained water are prevented.
Plants must provide the basis for ensuring that all safety-related structures, systems, and components are
adequately protected against flooding that might result from dam failures. Further, review of licensee procedures
would determine whether an adequate supply of cooling water exists in the ultimate heat sink during normal and
emergency operations. The 41 non-SEP plants identified in SECY-90-3431351 that received OLs before 1976
were affected by this issue.

If a dam exists in the vicinity of a nuclear power plant, it will have to meet one of the following criteria:

(1) If the dam provides impoundment for an UHS at a plant or provides flood protection, the dam is an essential
part of the plant and the safety of the dam needs to be ensured throughout the life of the plant. The dam has to
be designed and remain stable under both static and seismic conditions.688,916

(2) If the dam provides impoundment only for plant operation, but not as a part of the UHS, there are no
regulatory requirements for dam design. However, the flood conditions that could be caused by dam failures
should be considered in establishing the design basis flood.687 When upstream dams or other features that
provide flood protection are present, in addition to the analyses of the most severe floods that may be induced
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by either hydrometeorological or seismic mechanisms, reasonable combinations of less severe flood conditions
and seismic events should be considered in establishing the design basis flood.

The IPEEE Program will address the safety and the flooding effects of dams. Under this program, the safety
of dams will be assessed by all licensees in the process of searching for severe accident vulnerabilities due
to external events.1222,1354 If the failure of these dams would have significant consequences, i.e., a breach of
an UHS which might lead to a severe accident, they would have to be evaluated and inspected to assess their
existing condition and vulnerability to earthquakes. If the failure of an upstream dam could lead to significant
flooding at a site, i.e., the postulated flood exceeded the design basis flood and might lead to a severe accident,
the effect of flooding will have to be addressed in the IPEEE.

CONCLUSION

The safety concerns of dam integrity and site flooding will be addressed in the implementation of the IPEEE
Program at the 41 plants affected by this issue.1575 Therefore, Issue 156.1.2 was DROPPED from further
consideration as a new and separate issue. In an RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that consideration of a
20-year license renewal period did not change the priority of the issue.

ISSUE 156.1.3: SITE HYDROLOGY AND ABILITY TO WITHSTAND FLOODS

DESCRIPTION

This issue is one of the nineteen Category 3 issues identified by NRR in SECY-90-343.1351 The concerns of this
issue included identifying the site hydrologic characteristics, the capability of structures important to safety to
withstand flooding, the determination of the adequacy of the cooling water supply, and the ISI of water control
structures. Hydrologic considerations are the interface of the plant with the hydrosphere, the identification of
hydrologic causal mechanisms that may require special plant design, or operating limitations with regard to
floods, and water supply requirements. The specific items to be reviewed in this issue were:

(1) Hydrologic Description - To ensure that plant design reflects appropriate hydrologic conditions.

(2) Flooding Potential and Protection - To ensure that the plant is adequately protected against floods.

(3) Ultimate Heat Sink - To ensure an appropriate supply of cooling water is available during normal and
emergency shutdowns.

(4) ISI of Water Control Structures - To ensure an adequate inspection program is in place to prevent swater
control structure deterioration or failure which could result in flooding or loss of the UHS.

The 41 non-SEP plants identified in SECY-90-3431351 that received OLs before 1976 were affected by this issue.

At a nuclear plant, the safety-related structures, systems, and components, identified in accordance with
Regulatory Guide 1.29,916 must be designed to withstand the conditions resulting from the worst probable site-
related flood and retain the capability for shutdown and maintenance.687 Alternatively, NRC permits licensees not
to design against the worst flood conditions for safety-related structures, systems, and components if sufficient
warning time is shown to be available to shut down the plant and implement adequate emergency procedures.
However, the safety-related structures, systems, and components must be designed to withstand the conditions
resulting from a Standard Project Flood (with a flow-rate about 40% to 60% of the PMF).687

On June 28, 1991, the NRC requested all licensees to conduct an IPEEE to search for severe accident
vulnerabilities due to external events1222; external flooding is one of the events that will be addressed in the
IPEEE.1354 All licensees will have to examine the flood designs and associated flood protection measures at
their sites to determine if severe accident vulnerabilities due to external floods exist. Therefore, the above Items
1 and 2 have been addressed in the external flood portion of the IPEEE program.

Item 3 is related to maintaining the functioning of the SWS and the DHR system of a plant. The severe accident
vulnerability resulting either from failure or unavailability of the UHS is one of the important items to be examined
in the IPE and IPEEE programs.

The NRC will require the affected licensees to upgrade their ISI programs for water control structures where
inspection findings and any subsequent analyses reveal inadequacies in meeting the intent of Item 4.
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CONCLUSION

The safety concerns of site hydrologic characteristics and the capability of plants to withstand flooding will be
addressed in the implementation of the IPE and IPEEE Programs at the 41 plants affected by this issue.1575

Therefore, Issue 156.1.3 was DROPPED from further consideration as a new and separate issue. In an RES
evaluation,1564 it was concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not change the
priority of the issue.

ISSUE 156.1.4: INDUSTRIAL HAZARDS

DESCRIPTION

This issue is one of the nineteen Category 3 issues identified by NRR in SECY-90-343.1351 The objective of this
issue was to ensure that the integrity of safety-related structures, components, and systems will not be damaged
by potential hazards from nearby transportation, storage, or industrial facilities. Such hazards include: (1) shock
waves and thermal flux from nearby explosions of munitions or explosive gases or chemicals; (2) drifting toxic/
explosive vapor clouds; (3) aircraft; and (4) missiles that can result from nearby explosions, such as a rocketing
chemical tank car. In a few past licensing cases, reactor containment and intake structure hardening and pipeline
relocation have been required to ensure safety of the plants. The 41 plants identified in SECY-90-3431351 that
received OLs before 1976 were affected by this issue.

Regulatory Guide 4.71372 and SRP11 Sections 2.2.1, 2.2.2, and 2.2.3 have been used since 1975 in the design of
nuclear power plants for protection against industrial hazards. In addition, Regulatory Guides 1.78,1373 1.91,1374

and 1.951375 were issued to provide further regulatory guidance in this area. Prior to the issuance of these
criteria, offsite hazards had been an area of long-standing concern and were reviewed on a case-by-case basis.

Supplement 4 to Generic Letter No. 88-201222 required all licensees to conduct an IPEEE to search for severe
accident vulnerabilities due to external events. Industrial hazards comprise one of the external events that will be
addressed in the IPEEE.1354

CONCLUSION

Based on past staff reviews, existing review criteria and guidance, and the implementation of the IPEEE program
for all plants, the concern for industrial hazards was adequately addressed. Therefore, Issue 156.1.4 was
DROPPED from further consideration as a new and separate issue. In an RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded
that consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not change the priority of the issue.

ISSUE 156.1.5: TORNADO MISSILES

DESCRIPTION

This issue is one of the nineteen Category 3 issues identified by NRR in SECY-90-343.1351 All plants
licensed after 1972 were designed for protection against tornadoes. The concern existed, however, that
plants constructed prior to 1972 may not be adequately protected, in particular, those reviewed before 1968
when criteria on tornado protection were first developed. The objective of this issue was to ensure that
safety structures, systems, and components can withstand the impact of an appropriate postulated spectrum
of tornado-generated missiles. The failure of safety-related structures, systems, or components due to a
tornado-induced missile could compromise the ability of a plant to safely shut down. The 41 plants identified in
SECY-90-3431351 that received OLs before 1976 were affected by this issue.

A plant must be designed to remain in a safe condition in the event that the most severe tornado that can be
reasonably predicted occurs at the plant site as a result of severe meteorological conditions. All safety-related
structures, systems, and components must be designed to withstand the effects of the design basis tornado,
tornado-generated missiles, and other tornado-induced effects.42,916

Under the IPEEE program, all licensees are required to examine their plants to determine if severe accident
vulnerabilities due to high winds/tornadoes exist.1222,1354 The criteria used for plant design (such as the design
basis wind speed, parameters of the design basis tornado along with missile spectrum, and the allowable
stresses and load combinations) will be examined. The reporting criterion, 10-6/year CDF, specified for the
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IPEEE, however, is considered to be less stringent compared to the CDF associated with tornado missiles
design criteria (a product of combining the probability of exceedance associated with the design basis tornado
and the conditional failure probability associated with engineering design and construction against tornado
missiles). Therefore, meeting the objectives of the IPEEE does not mean, in this situation, that current NRC
guidelines for tornado design have been met. Thus, the staff believes that any vulnerability associated with
tornado missiles will be evaluated and reported in the IPEEE submittals.

CONCLUSION

The safety concern for tornado missiles will be addressed in the implementation of the IPEEE Program at the
41 plants affected by this issue. Therefore, Issue 156.1.5 was DROPPED from further consideration as a new
and separate issue. In an RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal
period did not change the priority of the issue.

ISSUE 156.1.6: TURBINE MISSILES

DESCRIPTION

This issue is one of the three Category 4 issues identified by NRR in SECY-90-343.1351 The safety concern was
the potential damage from turbine missiles in nuclear plants licensed before 1973.

As a result of turbine disc failures at two nuclear plants and a number of non-nuclear plants prior to 1973, the
staff believed that high energy missiles could be generated from steam turbines with the potential for causing
failures in safety-related systems. The two areas of concern were: (1) failures at design overspeed because of
degraded disc material, poor ISI of flaws, or chemistry conditions leading to SCC; and (2) destructive overspeed
failures that would bring into question the reliability of electrical overspeed protection systems, the reliability and
testing programs for stop and control valves, and the ISI of valves. For plants licensed after 1973, the safety
concerns of this issue were reviewed by the staff as part of its OL activities; turbine overspeed protection designs
were found acceptable and the magnitude of the potential damage from turbine missiles was determined to be
plant-specific.

CONCLUSION

The safety concerns of this issue were addressed in the evaluation of Issue A-37, which focused primarily on
plants licensed prior to November 1976; SRP11 requirements for turbine design were issued for use by CP
applicants after this date. Based on the historical failure rate of turbines used in the evaluation, Issue A-37 was
determined to have little safety significance. No new data were provided in SECY-90-3431351 that changed this
conclusion. Therefore, this issue was DROPPED from further consideration as a new and separate issue. In an
RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not change the
priority of the issue.

ISSUE 156.2.1: SEVERE WEATHER EFFECTS ON STRUCTURES

DESCRIPTION

This issue is one of the nineteen Category 3 issues identified by NRR in SECY-90-343.1351 Safety-related
structures, systems, and components should be designed to function under all severe weather conditions to
which they may be exposed. Meteorological phenomena to be considered include straight winds, tornadoes,
snow and ice loads, and other phenomena judged to be significant for a particular site. The objective of this
issue was to identify those meteorological conditions which should be considered in the structural reviews
to determine the ability of structures to withstand conditions such as flooding, wind, tornadoes, hurricanes,
tsunamis, and seiches. The dynamic effects of waves, tornado pressure drop loading, and possible in-leakage
due to floods were to be considered. The 41 non-SEP plants identified in SECY-90-3431351 that received OLs
before 1976 were affected by this issue.

A nuclear power plant must be designed to remain in a safe condition in the event that the most severe weather
conditions that can reasonably be predicted at the site occurs. All the safety-related structures must be designed
to withstand the effects of the design basis flood, wind, hurricane, tornado, wind/tornado-generated missiles, and
other wind/tornado-induced effects.916
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Under the IPEEE Program, all licensees were requested to examine their plants to determine if severe accident
vulnerabilities due to floods or high winds/tornadoes exist.1222,1354 Licensees were expected to examine their
design criteria (such as the design flood level, the hydrostatic pressures against the structures, the design basis
wind speed, parameters of the design basis tornado along with missile spectrum, and the allowable stresses
and load combinations) used for plant structures to determine if the 1975 SRP11 criteria are satisfied. If a plant
conforms to these criteria, it will be judged that the contribution to CDF from the effects of severe weather is less
than 10-6/year and the IPEEE screening criterion would be met. Otherwise, additional evaluation will have to be
made to establish severe accident vulnerabilities due to the effects of severe weather. The reporting criterion
of 10-6/year CDF specified for the IPEEE will provide a means by which the ability of a nuclear power plant to
withstand severe weather conditions can be reviewed and examined for severe weather-induced vulnerabilities.

Snow and ice loads, when accompanied by strong winds, have caused several complete and partial losses
of offsite power and the potential of causing severe accidents at a particular site will be evaluated in the IPE
program. Snow and ice loads alone, are judged, based on limited PRA experience, to be unlikely to cause
significant structural failure that might lead to severe accidents at nuclear power plants.

CONCLUSION

The safety concern of severe weather effects on structures will be addressed in the implementation of the IPEEE
program. Therefore, Issue 155.2.1 was DROPPED from further consideration as a new and separate issue. In
an RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not change
the priority of the issue.

ISSUE 156.2.2: DESIGN CODES, CRITERIA, AND LOAD COMBINATIONS

DESCRIPTION

This issue is one of the nineteen Category 3 issues identified by NRR in SECY-90-343.1351 With the
development of nuclear power, provisions addressing nuclear power plants were progressively introduced into
codes and standards to which plant buildings and structures are constructed. Because of this evolutionary
development, older nuclear power plants conform to a number of different versions of codes and standards,
some of which have since undergone considerable revision. There has likewise been a corresponding
development of other licensing criteria, resulting in similar non-uniformity in many of the requirements to which
plants have been licensed.

Individual SEP plant reviews identified specific areas of structural design code changes for which the previous
codes used in the SEP review required greater safety margins than earlier versions of the codes, or for which
no original code provision existed. Most plants demonstrated that safety margins in building structures were not
significantly lower than those required by the codes and standards used in the SEP review. A few SEP plants
required certain modifications to plant structures.

The concern of this issue was to provide assurance that building structures that house systems and components
important to safety are capable of withstanding the effects of natural phenomena such as earthquakes,916

tornadoes (See Issue 156.1.5), hurricanes, and floods without loss of capability to perform their safety function.
These events could cause walls or roofs to collapse damaging equipment that perform a safety function, thereby
increasing the likelihood of a transient or LOCA.

CONCLUSION

On June 28, 1991, Supplement 4 to Generic Letter 88-201222 was issued requesting all licensees to perform an
IPEEE to determine if vulnerabilities to severe accidents initiated by natural phenomena existed.1354 The as-
built structures, systems, and components in conjunction with operating plant conditions will be used to assess
the adequacy of plant safety. Although this program does not directly address the effects of specific structural
design code changes, it does in part focus on evaluating the capability of building structures to withstand natural
phenomena and to search for cost-effective improvements that can be made to either prevent or reduce the
impact of severe accidents. Thus, the staff believed that any severe accident vulnerabilities associated with the
effects of natura phenomena on building structures will be evaluated and reported in the IPEEE submittals.

The safety concern with respect to the capability of building structures to withstand the effects of natural
phenomena will be sufficiently addressed in the implementation of the IPEEE Program at the 53 operating
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plants (34 PWRs and 19 BWRs) affected by this issue. Therefore, Issue 156.2.2 was DROPPED from further
consideration as a new and separate issue. In an RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that consideration of a
20-year license renewal period did not change the priority of the issue.

ISSUE 156.2.3: CONTAINMENT DESIGN AND INSPECTION

DESCRIPTION

This issue is one of the nineteen Category 3 issues identified by NRR in SECY-90-343.1351 The objective of
this issue was to review the inspection program for tendons in prestressed concrete containment structures to
determine whether the inspection programs included testing of prestressed tendons, checking for corrosion or
relaxation and possible deterioration of prestressed containments, and whether the concrete in the containment
dome or walls degraded due to shrinkage or creep. The 41 non-SEP plants identified in SECY-90-3431351 that
received OLs before 1976 were affected by this issue.

The concerns about the tendons were addressed in Issue 118 which was identified when a dented and leaking
tendon grease cap was found during inspection at Farley Unit 2. The generic implications of tendon anchor
head failures were studied under Issue 118 and tendon inspection and surveillance programs were developed
that could be followed by licensees to mitigate or reduce such problems. The guidance for inspection and
surveillance are contained in Regulatory Guides 1.35481 and 1.35.1.1360

The containment dome or wall degradation due to shrinkage or creep is an age-related factor and is also
addressed in Regulatory Guide 1.35.1.1360 For license renewal applications, this concern was addressed in Draft
Regulatory Guide DE-1009, "Standard Format and Content of Technical Information for Applications to Renew
Nuclear Power Plant Operating Licenses," which will resolve the concern when issued in final form.

10 CFR 50 Appendix A (GDC 53), as implemented by Regulatory Guide 1.35,481 requires that measured tendon
forces (guidance provided in Regulatory Guide 1.35.11360) be compared with acceptance criteria. This issue was
reviewed by the staff for all SEP plants and accepted on a case-by-case basis, as documented in SERs; some of
these plants also developed ISI programs.

CONCLUSION

The safety concerns of containment design and inspection at the 41 plants affected by this issue were
addressed in the resolution of Issue 118. Beyond the normal life of the plants, the age-related concrete
degradation concern will be addressed in the License Renewal Program. Therefore, 156.2.3 was DROPPED
from further consideration as a new and separate issue. In an RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that
consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not change the priority of the issue.

ISSUE 156.2.4: SEISMIC DESIGN OF STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS, AND COMPONENTS

DESCRIPTION

This issue is of the nineteen Category 3 issues identified by NRR in SECY-90-343.1351 The objective of this
issue was to review and evaluate the original seismic design (seismic input, analysis methods, design criteria,
seismic instrumentation, seismic classification) of safety-related plant structures, systems, and components
to ensure the capability of plants to withstand the effects of an earthquake. Further, this issue would verify
whether the free field ground motion specified for plant design adequately represents the vibratory ground
motion associated with a postulated SSE at each plant. The free field ground motion will be utilized as the input
to analyses to verify the design adequacy of structures, piping, and equipment. This review and evaluation will
address the SSE only, since it represents the most severe event that must be considered in plant design. The
scope of the review includes three major areas: (1) the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary; (2) the
integrity of fluid and electrical distribution systems related to safe shutdown; and (3) the integrity of mechanical
and electrical equipment and engineered safety features systems (including containment). This issue did not
call for a detailed review of all safety-related structures, systems, and components; rather, a sampling approach
supported by a set of confirmatory analyses were to be performed. The sample size and confirmatory analyses
were to be increased, if necessary. The 41 plants identified in SECY-90-3431351 that received OLs before 1976
were affected by this issue.
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GDC 2 of Appendix A to 10 CFR 50 requires that nuclear power plant structures, systems, and components
important to safety be designed to withstand the effects of natural phenomena without loss of capability to
perform their safety functions. An earthquake is one of the natural phenomena whose effects nuclear power
plants must be designed to withstand and remain in a safe condition.

In Supplement 4 to Generic Letter No. 88-20,1222 licensees were required to conduct an IPEEE to search for
severe accident vulnerabilities due to external events. A seismic event is one of the external events that should
be addressed in the IPEEE.1371 All licensees will have to review and evaluate the seismic capabilities of their
plants (the as-built, as-operated plants) to withstand the earthquake effects well beyond the design basis and
to determine if severe accident vulnerabilities due to seismic events exist at their plants. The seismic input has
been evaluated by the staff in the Eastern United States Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Program and the results
have been factored into the process of determining the seismic review scope in the IPEEE.

The seismic qualification of mechanical and electrical equipment is being resolved by the implementation of
the resolution of Issue A-46. A seismic IPEEE can be accomplished by performing either a seismic PRA with
enhancements or a seismic evaluation using a seismic margins method with enhancements. The review scope
may vary from plant to plant depending on the selected method and the prescribed seismic hazard condition at
the site. Even with the minimum effort under the IPEEE seismic program, at least two success paths (a preferred
and an alternative) to shut down and maintain a plant in a safe shutdown condition will be evaluated.1371 This
process, when using the seismic margins approach, might not provide a detailed review of all safety-related
structures, systems, and components, but it will represent a sampling approach, thus fulfilling the objective of
Issue 156.2.4. Furthermore, if warranted as a result of staff review, additional analyses on selected safety-related
structures, systems, and components can be performed.

CONCLUSION

The safety concerns for the seismic design of structures, systems, and components will be addressed in the
implementation of the IPEEE. Therefore, Issue 156.2.4 was DROPPED from further consideration as a new
and separate issue. In an RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal
period did not change the priority of the issue.

ISSUE 156.3.1.1: SHUTDOWN SYSTEMS

DESCRIPTION

Issues 156.3.1.1 and 156.3.1.2 were combined and evaluated together. These issues are two of the nineteen
Category 3 issues identified by NRR in SECY-90-343.1351 The 41 plants identified in SECY-90-3431351 that
received OLs before 1976 were affected by these issues.

Issue 156.3.1.1 addressed the capability of plants to ensure reliable shutdown using safety-grade equipment.
Systems and components important to safety should be designed, fabricated, installed, and tested to quality
standards commensurate with the safety function to be performed. Also, systems and components that are
required to withstand the effects of an SSE and remain functional should be classified as Seismic Category I.
Due to the evolutionary nature of design codes and standards, the staff believed that operating plants may have
been designed to requirements that are not as conservative as those currently required. Systems needed to
remove decay heat and reach safe shutdown should have sufficient redundancy to ensure that their function
can be accomplished with a loss of offsite power and a single failure. Systems needed to shut down must also
remain functional following external events. In addition, the plant operating procedures which direct the use of
these systems during normal and abnormal events were to be evaluated.

Issue 156.3.1.2 addressed the review of electrical instrumentation and control features of systems required for
safe shutdown, including support systems, to determine whether they met existing licensing requirements. This
review was to include the capability and methods of bringing the plant from a high pressure to a low pressure
cooling condition, assuming the use of only safety equipment.

The intent of these issues have been met by a number of NRC requirements and initiatives that are already in
place to secure reliable plant shutdown capability. These are as follows:

(1) The fire protection rule (10 CFR 50, Appendix R) requires that the capability for shutdown be maintained, in
the event of a fire in any location;
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(2) The station blackout rule (10 CFR 50.63) requires the capability to cope with a complete loss of AC power
and maintain safe shutdown at the same time;

(3) A number of initiatives under the TMI Action Plan48 enhance auxiliary feedwater capability, including
emergency power provisions;

(4) Improved capability for natural circulation cooldown was required by Generic Letter No. 81-211355 and
improved TS that enhance RHR operability in all modes were required by Generic Letter Nos. 80-42 and
80-531356;

(5) TMI Action Plan48 Item I.C.l requires upgraded procedures for emergency conditions, including alternate
means of providing a heat sink;

(6) The TMI Action Plan,48 as clarified by NUREG-0737,98 resulted in the issuance of requirements to licensees
to implement Regulatory Guide 1.9755 which specifies instrumentation for monitoring important parameters
such as pressure, flow, and temperature (Continuing improvements in emergency procedures and training also
address these issues);

(7) The resolution of Issue A-46 and the imposition of Generic Letter Nos. 87-021069 and 87-031387 required
licensees to address the seismic adequacy of equipment needed to bring a plant to hot shutdown and maintain
that condition for a minimum of 72 hours;

(8) The resolution of Issue 99 addressed corrective actions to reduce risk during shutdown with requirements
issued in Generic Letter No. 88-17.1145 The program described in this letter was included in a broader program
described in SECY-91-2831370 to evaluate the risk associated with shutdown and low power.

The resolution of Issue A-45 spanned the period from March 1981 to September 1988 during which time,
extensive, PRA-based determinations of the risk resulting from shutdown cooling system failures at 6
representative operating plants were made. These studies included (but were not limited to) the concerns of
Issues 156.3.1.1 and 156.3.1.2. The technical resolution of Issue A-45 was described in SECY-88-2601143 in
which the following conclusions were presented:

(1) The risk due to loss of DHR systems could be unduly high for some plants;

(2) DHR failure vulnerabilities and the optimum corrective actions for those vulnerabilities are strongly plant-
specific;

(3) Detailed plant-specific analyses under the IPE program, including extension of the IPE program to require
consideration of externally-initiated events (anticipated at the time of the resolution of Issue A-45 but since
accomplished), will be needed to impose and implement the resolution of this issue.

The staff concluded from the PRA studies that the risk from DHR-related failures might be too high at some
plants, but a generic corrective action or a set of actions could not be identified that would both reduce that risk
to an acceptable level and be cost-effective at all plants. It was believed, however, that cost-effective plant-
specific actions might be possible that would reduce DHR-failure-related risk and it was concluded that the most
efficient method to identify any such actions would be through the IPE program.

Appendix 5 of Generic Letter No. 88-201222 provided a specific description of those topics addressed in
Issue A-45 and related to internally-initiated events (including those raised in Issues 156.3.1.1 and 156.3.1.2)
that are to be considered in the IPE program. The IPE process was extended to include externally-initiated
events (IPEEE) upon issuance of Supplement 4 to Generic Letter No. 88-20.1222 Section 5 of this supplement
specifically described how the IPEEE program was to be used to implement the technical resolution of those
topics in Issue A-45 that are related to externally-initiated events.

The studies performed in the resolution of Issue A-45 included the analysis of events that initiate at full power
conditions. Although the final results (total risk resulting from DHR-related failures) were increased by 20% for
PWRs and 30% for BWRs to account for risk from DHR-related failures, during events that initiate when a plant
is not at full power (such as hot standby and cold shutdown), such events were not investigated in detail. The
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IPE process was consistent with the analyses completed for Issue A-45 in that it only required consideration of
events that initiate at full power conditions.

However, detailed attention is currently being paid to DHR failure-related events that initiate at conditions
other than full power by an extensive NRC program initiated with the issuance of Generic Letter No. 88-171145

which resulted from an Augmented Inspection Team (AIT) investigation of a 1987 loss-of-DHR event at Diablo
Canyon.1369 This letter required licensees to investigate and, if necessary, improve procedures involving
containment isolation and cooling and DHR-related equipment operation methods and training during non-
power operations, when the reactor primary coolant inventory is reduced. This work received additional impetus
since the issuance of Generic Letter No. 88-171145 by a loss-of-DHR event at the Vogtle nuclear plant. The
Vogtle event resulted in the issuance of SECY-91-2831370 which described all aspects of the extensive program
including, but not limited to, the program outlined in Generic Letter No. 88-17.1145 Some aspects of the program
described in SECY-91-2831370 will contribute to the imposition and implementation of the resolution of Issue
A-45. This program now includes the NRC-sponsored Low Power and Shutdown (LP&S) Program which
was originally formulated as part of the NRC response to the Chernobyl event.1195 The LP&S work is being
performed by BNL and SNL with additional work regarding seismically-initiated events being performed by
Future Resources Associates (FRA), Inc. The objectives of the LP&S program were to: (1) assess the frequency
and risk of accidents initiated during LP&S modes of operation for two nuclear power plants; (2) compare the
assessed frequency and risk with those of accidents initiated during full power operations; and (3) develop new
methods for assessing LP&S accident frequency and risk, as necessary.

CONCLUSION

The safety concerns of Issues 156.3.1.1 and 156.3.1.2 were addressed in the resolution of Issue A-45 and in the
IPE and IPEEE programs which were supplemented by the Evaluation of Shutdown and Low Power Risk Issues
Program described in SECY-91-283.1370 Therefore, Issues 156.3.1.1 and 156.3.1.2 were DROPPED from
further consideration as new and separate issues. In an RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that consideration
of a 20-year license renewal period did not change the priority of the issues.

ISSUE 156.3.1.2: ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS

This issue was evaluated with Issue 156.3.1.1 above and DROPPED from further consideration as a new and
separate issue.

ISSUE 156.3.2: SERVICE AND COOLING WATER SYSTEMS

DESCRIPTION

This issue is one of the nineteen Category 3 issues identified by NRR in SECY-90-343.1351 The safety
concern was the capability of service and cooling water systems to meet their design objective with adequate
margin. This issue was raised to provide assurance that service and cooling water systems are: (1) capable of
transferring heat from structures, systems, and components important to safety to the ultimate heat sink; (2)
provided with adequate physical separation such that there are no adverse interactions among the systems
under any mode of operation; and (3) provided with sufficient cooling water inventory or that adequate provisions
for makeup are available. The 41 plants identified in SECY-90-3431351 that received OLs before 1976 were
affected by this issue.

Concerns for the potential unavailability of SWS were addressed in Issues 51, 130, and 153. Issue 51 was
resolved and implemented at operating plants in accordance with Generic Letter No. 89-13.1259 The resolution
identified a recommended improvement in the reliability of open cycle SWS that could result from reducing the
potential for flow blockage in safety-related components caused by bivalves, sediment, and corrosion products.
This improvement was in the form of an integrated, baseline fouling surveillance and control program for all
nuclear power plant open cycle SWS.

Issue 130 was resolved and is being implemented at certain specific plants in accordance with Generic Letter
91-13.1368 This issue addressed the concerns regarding the SWS reliability of 14 PWRs at multi-unit sites with
two SWS trains per unit and a crosstie capability. The resolution identified several cost-effective options that
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were considered for reducing the risk from loss of SWS (due to causes other than fouling), including a backup
means of RCP seal cooling plus additional SWS TS and emergency procedures.

Issue 153 affected all LWRs except those that were addressed in Issue 130. All potential causes of SWS
unavailability were to be considered, except those that were resolved and implemented in accordance with
Generic Letter No. 89-13.1259 The resolution plan for Issue 153 was divided into two phases: Phase I, a pilot
study; and Phase II, a generic evaluation. The results of Phase I were to be used to determine if an interim
resolution was viable and how to proceed with Phase II; Issue B-32 was also addressed in the resolution of
Issue 153.

Concerns for the availability of cooling water systems were addressed in the resolution of Issue 143. This issue
addressed the potential unavailability of chilled water systems which provide room cooling to maintain adequate
environmental temperature for non-safety-related and safety-related equipment. The potential loss of room
cooling could affect the operability of the safety-related systems including the SWS system.

CONCLUSION

All of the concerns regarding the performance capability and reliability of service and cooling water systems
at the 41 affected plants either have been addressed or are being addressed in the issues discussed above.
Additionally, a staff action plan was developed that established NRR as the focal point to ensure that all existing
and future SWS issues are adequately addressed.1367 Therefore, Issue 156.3.2 was DROPPED from further
consideration as a new and separate issue. In an RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that consideration of a
20-year license renewal period did not change the priority of the issue.

ISSUE 156.3.3: VENTILATION SYSTEMS

DESCRIPTION

This issue is one of nineteen Category 3 issues identified by NRR in SECY-90-343.1351 At issue was the
adequacy of ventilation systems to provide a safe environment for plant personnel and ESF systems under
normal, anticipated transient, and design basis operational conditions. A safe environment is one that is
effectively controlled with respect to radiation, heat, humidity, smoke, and toxic gases. Five ventilation systems
were identified in SRP11 Section 9.4 to effect ESF equipment and plant personnel: the control room area, spent
fuel area, auxiliary and radwaste area, turbine area, and ESF area.

With respect to plant personnel, the concerns about ventilation are grouped under radiation exposure as the first,
and exposure to excessive levels of environmental pollutants such as smoke, toxic gases, heat, and humidity
as the second. These concerns may be considered for both normal operating and abnormal conditions. For
normal conditions, the first concern is addressed by existing regulations in 10 CFR 20 which is quite clear
and comprehensive concerning monitoring of restricted and unrestricted areas and radiation limits in each. In
particular, 10 CFR 20.106 applies to radioactivity in effluent between restricted and unrestricted areas. Coverage
includes limits of concentrations of radioactive material in air as well as water. For applications filed after January
2, 1971, 10 CFR 50.34a requires ALARA programs which are elaborated upon in 10 CFR 50, Appendix I. In
addition, 10 CFR 50.34a requires design and installation of equipment "to maintain control over radioactive
materials in gaseous and liquid effluent" not only during normal operations but also during expected operational
occurrences. 10 CFR 50.36a requires TS on effluent from nuclear power reactors.

For normal operating conditions, the second concern is the responsibility of OSHA whenever the safety of
licensed radioactive materials is not involved. This responsibility was outlined in an MOU between OSHA and
the NRC issued on October 25, 1988. For abnormal conditions, the second concern comprises potentially
unpleasant plant nuisance factors with the exception of the control room and turbine area. One potentially
serious atmospheric contaminant in the turbine building and the auxiliary building of PWRs is H2 with its potential
for deflagration or detonation. Issue 106 addressed the role of ventilation systems in the prevention of H2
deflagration from leaks in the H2 distribution piping.

Issue 136 addressed the issue of vapor clouds from liquified combustible gases drifting into safety-related air
intakes.

Abnormal control room environmental conditions could exist that adversely affect operator performance to a
degree sufficient to cause operator-initiated transients. These conditions are within the NRC scope as defined in
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the above MOU. Conditions affecting mitigation of accidents are also clearly NRC responsibility. The resolution
of Issue 83 will address the limits of plant personnel functioning from radiation and toxic gas exposure. The
scope of Issue 83 includes "provisions for personnel to remain in the control room as needed to manage
accidents which have the potential for offsite and onsite radiological consequences, and protection of control
room occupants to the degree necessary to prevent an accident occurring as a result of operator incapacitation."
SRP11 Section 6.4, Rev. 2, describes review of the control room ventilation system with the objective of assuring
protection for plant operators from the effects of accidental releases of toxic and radioactive gases. A third
revision draft is under consideration as part of the resolution of Issue 83. Thus, accident initiation and mitigation
capabilities of control room personnel are being addressed with respect to radiation and toxic gas exposure.
Control room concerns remaining are high temperature and humidity and smoke.

With respect to high temperature and humidity, the ACRS recommended that "[t]emperature limits should be
revised taking into account low air exchange rate, operation of ESF filter system heaters and perspiration." The
ACRS considers a temperature limit of 120̊F for the control room as unacceptable; this is a TS limit derived
for control room equipment.678 Under accident conditions, no NRC requirement exists for temperature limits
for reliable performance of control room personnel. However, documentation exists that supports a maximum
effective temperature of 85̊F for reliable human performance. (A defined effective temperature includes some
combination of dry bulb temperature, relative humidity, and air velocity). Although no accident condition
temperature limit has been formalized, SRP11 Section 9.4.1, "Control Room Area Ventilation System," concerns
itself in part with "...the comfort of control room personnel during normal operating, anticipated operational
transient, and design basis accident conditions." The control room area ventilation system (CRAVS) is reviewed,
among other things, with respect to ability to maintain a suitable ambient temperature for control room personnel.
The single failure criterion is applied in the CRAVS review. In addition, the CRAVS must function unaffected
by loss of equipment that is not seismic Category 1 and the integrated system design must satisfy GDC 2 with
respect to earthquakes. The designs are reviewed for protection from floods, hurricanes, tornadoes, internally-
or externally-generated missiles, fires, and loss of offsite power. At some plants, the CRAVS is capable of
functioning in an internal-filtered recirculation mode of operation.

A survey of 12 plants reported some problems with adequacy and demonstration of adequacy of control room
cooling for a postulated 30-day accident period.1371 The plants surveyed were a mix of ages, ranging from some
of the oldest to some of the newest. While the problems identified produced no added industry requirements,
a recommendation was made for more [staff] attention to detail in evaluations of control room cooling systems
design and operations that rely on two separate cooling systems, i.e., a non-safety-related system for normal
operations and a safety-related system for emergency operations only. In sum, no additional regulatory
requirements or guidance are warranted for investigation with respect to high temperature and humidity vis-a-vis
control room personnel under accident conditions.

Issue 143 is to be resolved and will address the importance of ventilation systems on cooling for the operation
of ESF equipment. Activities in support of the resolution of Issue 143 will identify the vulnerabilities of safety-
related systems and their support systems to the effects of HVAC and chilled water system failures and adverse
temperature fluctuations. An evaluation will be made of equipment environmental qualification, equipment room
heat load and heat-up rate to identify areas in which a reduction in the dependence of equipment operability on
HVAC and room cooling may be required. The control of smoke in plants is being addressed in Issue 148.

CONCLUSION

The safety concerns of Issue 156.3.3 were either being addressed in ongoing staff actions on Issues 83, 106,
136, 143, and 148, or were covered by existing regulations. Therefore, Issue 156.3.3 was DROPPED from
further pursuit as a new and separate issue. In an RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that consideration of a
20-year license renewal period did not change the priority of the issue.

ISSUE 156.3.4: ISOLATION OF HIGH AND LOW PRESSURE SYSTEMS

DESCRIPTION

This issue is one of nineteen Category 3 issues identified by NRR in SECY-90-343.1351 At issue were low
pressure systems (such as the RHR systems) that interface with the reactor coolant system through isolation
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valves. The concern was that systems with low design pressure, in comparison with reactor coolant pressure,
will incur damage due to valve failure or inadvertent valve opening.

Issue 105 addressed the possible breach of those interfacing boundaries that are created by a series of PIVs
and the consequences of failure of a boundary by mechanical failure, human error, or external event. Thus,
Issue 105 covered all interfacing systems, including those identified in Issue 156.3.4. The 41 plants identified in
SECY-90-3431351 that received OLs before 1976 were affected by this issue.

CONCLUSION

The safety concern of Issue 156.3.4 was addressed in the resolution of Issue 105. Therefore, Issue 156.3.4 was
DROPPED from further pursuit as a new and separate issue. In an RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that
consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not change the priority of the issue.

ISSUE 156.3.5: AUTOMATIC ECCS SWITCHOVER

DESCRIPTION

This issue is one of the nineteen Category 3 issues identified by NRR in SECY-90-343.1351 Most PWRs require
operator action to realign the ECCS for the recirculation mode following a LOCA. Existing guidelines state that
automatic transfer to the recirculation mode is preferable to manual transfer. However, a design that provides
manual switchover is sufficient provided that adequate instrumentation and information displays are available for
the operator to manually transfer from the injection mode to the recirculation mode at the correct time. Automatic
in lieu of manual switchover could possibly provide an improvement of ECCS reliability at a cost that could result
in a worthwhile safety enhancement. This issue addressed the procedures for manual switchover, the adequacy
of available instrumentation, and the possible operator errors associated with the switchover process. The 41
plants identified in SECY-90-3431351 that received OLs before 1976 were affected by this issue.

CONCLUSION

All 41 plants affected by this issue were to be considered in the resolution of Issue 24 which was directed at
studying the merits of manual, automatic, and semi-automatic ECCS switchover to recirculation. Thus, Issue
156.3.5 was covered in the resolution of Issue 24. In an RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that consideration
of a 20-year license renewal period did not change this conclusion.

ISSUE 156.3.6.1: EMERGENCY AC POWER

DESCRIPTION

This issue is one of the nineteen Category 3 issues identified by NRR in SECY-90-343.1351 The electrical
independence and redundancy of safety-related onsite power sources must meet the single failure criterion.
Diesel generators, which provide emergency standby power for safe reactor shutdown in the event of total loss
of offsite power, have experienced a significant number of failures over the years that have been attributed
to a variety of causes, including failure of the air startup, fuel oil, and combustion air system. The objective of
this issue was to review the reliability of protection interlocks and testing of diesel generators to assure that
diesel generator systems meet the availability requirements for providing emergency standby power to the
engineered safety features, as well as the independence of onsite power distribution systems and features, such
as automatic bus transfers and breaker connections, that could affect the independence of redundant trains. The
41 non-SEP plants identified in SECY-90-3431351 that received OLs before 1976 were affected by this issue.

CONCLUSION

The safety concern of this issue was addressed in the resolution of Issues A-44, 128, and B-56. The
requirements that resulted from the resolution of these three issues will affect the 41 non-SEP plants. In addition,
MPAs B-23, "Degraded Grid Voltage," and B-48, "Adequacy of Station Electric Distribution Voltage," have
been implemented at several of the 41 plants affected by this issue and will not have to be repeated in the
implementation of the resolution of Issue A-44.1108 Based on the above considerations, Issue 156.3.6.1 was
DROPPED from further pursuit as a new and separate issue. In an RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that
consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not change the priority of the issue.

ISSUE 156.3.6.2: EMERGENCY DC POWER
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DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue is one of the nineteen Category 3 issues identified by NRR in SECY-90-3431351 following its study
of how the lessons learned from the SEP have been factored into the licensing bases of operating plants. The
issue addresses the concern that safety-related DC power system bus voltage monitoring and annunciation
may not adequately notify operators of DC bus status. Responses to Generic Letter 91-061399 indicated that a
significant number of licensees could be affected by the concerns of this issue. Based upon a PRA analysis of
the DC power system at six plants, it was concluded that additional DC power system bus voltage monitoring
and annunciation for licensed facilities would not have a significant impact on safety and would not be a cost-
effective means of increasing plant safety.

This issue addressed the criteria in 10 CFR 50.55a(h) and 10 CFR 50 (GDC 2, 4, 5, 17, 18, and 19) which
require that the control room operator be given timely indication of the status of the safety-related DC power
system batteries and their availability. The current staff position is that the following separate and independent
control room indications and alarms for the Class 1E DC power system status are recommended in order to
meet these criteria:

(1) battery disconnect or circuit breaker open alarm (2) battery charger disconnect or circuit breaker open
alarm (both input AC and output DC) (3) DC system ground alarm (4) DC bus undervoltage alarm (5) DC bus
overvoltage alarm (6) battery charger failure alarm (7) battery discharge alarm (8) battery float charge current
ammeter (9) battery circuit output current ammeter (10) battery discharge indicator (11) bus voltage voltmeter

These annunciators and alarms are needed in order to ensure that the control room operators are alerted in the
event of DC power system or battery failure. If a less extensive configuration of equipment is used, it is possible
that a DC power system or battery failure mode could exist which would not result in the actuation of any alarms
or annunciators. In this event, the DC power supply would remain in the degraded condition until a periodic
surveillance test or maintenance was performed to identify the condition of the batteries.

Safety Significance

Based upon the SEP reviews, it was apparent that some licensees had received operating licenses without
providing the above recommended alarms and annunciators. However, in most cases the licensees in the SEP
reviews were able to demonstrate to the staff that modifications were unnecessary. The concern in this issue is
that some licensees that were not reviewed in the SEP program might have insufficient annunciators and alarms
in the control room to alert the operators to some safety-related DC power supply or battery failure modes, which
would increase the likelihood that a DC power supply is unavailable when needed.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

The issue of control room annunciation and alarms for the safety-related DC power supplies was also addressed
in Issue A-30 which was combined with other generic issues involving safety-related power supplies to form
Issue 128. Generic Letters 91-061399 and 91-111400 were issued in the resolution of Issue 128; Generic Letter
91-06 addressed the concerns of Issue A-30. Industry organizations such as NUMARC and INPO asserted
that most licensees already had alarm and annunciator configurations that were equivalent to the existing
staff recommendations which were based in part on industry standards. Therefore, the questions in Generic
Letter 91-061399 which addressed available alarms and annunciators did not represent a minimum acceptable
configuration, but were formulated to provide sufficient information to the staff to determine if licensees had met
or adequately addressed the current recommendations.

An INEL review1457 of the responses to Generic Letter 91-061399 showed that 42 licensees do not have any
separate and independent alarms in the control room for their DC power system. However, these licensees
typically had local alarms which were separate and independent, and a single battery condition monitor which
alarms in the control room in the event that one or more of the local battery alarms actuate. In addition, the
INEL review indicated that 15 licensees have not performed a human factors review of their testing and
maintenance procedures, and 5 licensees do not have procedures that specifically prevent simultaneous
testing or maintenance of redundant safety-related DC power sources. In most cases, the licensees supplied
justification for the discrepancies between their licensed configuration and the current staff position. INEL did
not evaluate licensee responses to determine what modifications would be required to adequately resolve the
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concerns of Issue A-30, and recommended that the staff perform a PRA study to determine the impact on plant
safety of existing configurations of safety-related DC power supply annunciation and alarms.

Frequency Estimate

The concern in this issue was that the safety-related DC power supplies might be unavailable because of
inadequate control room annunciators and alarms. This concern correlates with the results of NUREG-0666,164

which included a FMEA and a PRA of a model DC power system. This model system consisted of two
independent DC buses each of which were supplied by a single battery charger and had a single battery back-
up. In addition, this system had the following alarms and annunciators in the control room: (1) battery charger
ground alarm; (2) battery charger AC power supply failure alarm; (3) DC bus undervoltage alarm; (4) battery
charger DC ammeter; and (5) battery charger DC voltmeter.

NUREG-0666164 concluded that battery unavailability is dominated by inadequate maintenance practices
and failure to detect battery unavailability due to bus connection faults. By improving battery surveillance, DC
power system unreliability could be decreased by a factor of two, and improving maintenance and testing
practices could decrease DC power system unavailability by a factor of 10. The report does not quantify a safety
benefit which would result from additional alarms or annunciators in the control room, but additional alarms and
annunciators would result in the enhancement of surveillance, maintenance and testing capabilities. Additional
recommendations were made in NUREG-0666,164 but these relate to aspects of the DC system which would not
be enhanced by the addition of alarms or annunciators, such as the addition of a third DC power train.

In addition to the concerns relating to alarms and annunciators, the responses to Generic Letter 91-061399

also identified concerns with the probability of CCF of the DC power supplies. In order to evaluate these two
concerns, the PRAs for 6 licensees were reviewed and found to include basic events which modeled the
probability of battery unavailability and common cause battery failure. A study was performed to determine the
effect on the CDF of decreasing battery unavailability and common cause battery failure probability. This study
was performed by the staff using the SARA1456 software. The results are described below.

The assumption was made that improved alarms and annunciators would result in continuous battery condition
indication and would essentially result in an undetected battery failure probability of zero, since the operators
would be notified of a DC power system failure immediately. However, this approximation would give a greater
estimate of the effectiveness of modifications of alarms and annunciators than could actually be obtained. A
better estimate of the effect on DC power system reliability resulting from an increase in the number of alarms
and annunciators in the control room was obtained by decreasing the battery unavailability from the base case
value to a test case value of 10-6. For the plants considered in this analysis, the base case values ranged from
6.12 x 10-5 to 7.2 x 10-4, which reflects an hourly failure rate of approximately 10-6/hour, and an interval between
tests which are capable of detecting a failed battery ranging from 6,120 to 720 hours.

This modification in battery unavailability will also account for any decrease in the battery charger unavailability
resulting from the additional hardware. Because the battery must be instantaneously available to supply
power if the battery charger fails, the battery unavailability terms in a PRA model are always multiplied by the
battery charger unavailability terms. This analysis is conservative because it overestimates the effectiveness of
additional alarms and annunciators, which will improve DC power system reliability by a much smaller factor. In
addition, this approximation is made under the assumption that the DC power systems have been accurately
modeled by PRA analysts for the existing PRAs and is only valid if the configuration of alarms and annunciators
modelled by the existing PRAs is less effective than the currently recommended configuration.

CCF of the DC power system can be caused by maintenance activity, the most significant of which is inadvertent
connection of redundant trains. Generic Letter 91-111400 addressed the use of interconnections between Class
1E vital instrument buses and LCOs for Class 1E vital instrument buses. The purpose of this generic letter was
to decrease the probability and sources of CCF of redundant Class 1E AC and DC buses and inverters. It was
assumed that CCF of the Class 1E buses and inverters has been adequately addressed and the scope of this
issue was limited to the batteries and battery chargers.

The SARA1456 software was used to model the effect of decreasing battery unavailability. There are currently
nine operating plants which have PRA models which can be used with SARA. These are listed below, in addition
to the configuration of the DC power system at the plant.
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Plant Number of 125V DC Batteries Number of Battery Chargers

Grand Gulf 11318 3 6

Brunswick 1 & 2* 4 (each) 4 (each)

Peach Bottom 2* 4 4

Surry 11318 2 + diesel 2

Sequoyah 11318 2 + diesel + 1 common 2 + 1 common

Oconee-3889 2 3

Zion1318 2 + 1 common 2 + 1 common

Indian Point-2 4 4

* Based on IPE Submittal

Peach Bottom-2: This unit has two independent divisions of safety-related 125V DC power, one of which is
required to safely shut down the plant. Each division is comprised of two batteries, each with it's own charger.
The control room has 3 of 7 recommended alarms and 1 of 4 recommended annunciators. The Peach Bottom
PRA included probability terms for battery unavailability due to common mode failure and unavailability of the
individual Unit 2B and 3C battery banks. The terms for the remaining battery banks (2A, 2C, 2D, and 3D) were
not included in any significant minimal cutsets, and decreasing these basic event probabilities would have a
negligible effect on the CDF. The probability of battery unavailability was estimated in the original PRA to be
0.001.

Peach Bottom-2: Common Mode Battery Failure

Probability CDF/RY Change/RY

0.001 3.6 x 10-6 base case

0.000001 3.4 x 10-6 -2.0 x 10-7

Peach Bottom-2: Battery 2B and 3C Failure

Probability CDF/RY Change/RY

0.001 3.6 x 10-6 base case

0.000001 3.6 x 10-6 -

Decreasing the probability of common mode battery unavailability by three orders of magnitude would result in a
decrease in CDF of 2.0 x 10-7/year, whereas decreasing the probability of the unavailability of batteries 2B and
3C would result in less than a 10-7 decrease in CDF.

Grand Gulf-1: This unit has three independent divisions of safety-related 125V DC power, two of which
are required to safely shut down the plant. The control room has 1 of 7 recommended alarms and 1 of 4
recommended annunciators. The Grand Gulf PRA included terms for the probability of battery common mode
failure and failure of the individual Unit 1A3, 1B3, and 1C3 battery banks. All battery banks were included in
significant minimal cutsets.

Grand Gulf-1: Common Mode Battery Failure

Probability CDF/RY Change/RY

0.001 2.1 x 10-6 base case

0.000001 1.6 x 10-6 -5.0 x 10-7
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Grand Gulf 1 - Loss of Power from Batteries 1A3, 1B3, 1C3

Probability CDF/RY Change/RY

0.001 2.1 x 10-6 base case

0.000001 1.9 x 10-6 -2.0 x 10-7

Decreasing common mode battery unavailability by three orders of magnitude would result in a decrease in CDF
of 5 x 10-7/RY, whereas decreasing the unavailability of battery 1A3, 1B3 and 1C3 would result in a decrease of
2 x 10-7 in CDF.

Brunswick-1 and 2: These units each have two independent divisions of safety-related 125V DC power, one of
which is required to safely shut down the plant. Each division is comprised of two independent batteries, each
with its own charger. The control room has 5 of 7 recommended alarms and 2 of 4 recommended annunciators.
The Brunswick Units 1 and 2 PRAs included terms for the probability of individual battery bank unavailability but
not for common cause unavailability. The terms for failure of three of the four batteries were included in some
minimal cutsets.

Brunswick-1: Battery Bank 1A1, 1A2, and 1B1 Fault

Probability CDF/RY Change/RY

0.00033 2.47 x 10-5 base case

0.000001 2.46 x 10-5 -1.0 x 10-7

Brunswick-2: Battery Bank 2A1, 2A2, and 2B1 Fault

Probability CDF/RY Change/RY

0.00033 2.08 x 10-5 base case

0.000001 2.06 x 10-5 -2.0 x 10-7

Units 1 and 2 differed slightly in their response to battery failure rate changes. However, decreasing the
unavailability of battery 2A1, 2A2, and 2B1 would result in a decrease of 10-7/RY and 2 x 10-7/RY in CDF for Unit
1 and 2, respectively.

Surry-1: This unit has two independent divisions of safety-related 125V DC power, one of which is required to
safely shut down the plant. The unit also has dedicated batteries for starting the diesel generators. The control
room has 4 of 7 recommended alarms and 1 of 4 recommended annunciators. The Surry PRA included terms
for the probability of battery common mode failure and failure of the individual I and II battery banks. Neither the
common mode battery failure term or individual battery failure terms were included in any significant minimal
cutsets. The assumed battery unavailability was 7.2 x 10-4, which suggests a 2-month interval between tests that
would detect battery problems for the typical failure rate. Because the CDF magnitude cutoff for exclusion of core
damage sequences from the group of minimal cutsets is usually less than 10-8, decreasing battery unavailability
or common mode failure probability would result in a negligible decrease in CDF.

Sequoyah-1: This unit has two independent divisions of safety-related 125V DC power, one of which is required
to safely shut down the plant. The unit also has dedicated batteries for starting the diesel generators. The control
room has zero of 7 recommended alarms and 3 of 4 recommended annunciators. The Sequoyah PRA included
probabilities for battery common mode unavailability and unavailability of the individual I and II battery banks.
Battery unavailability was initially estimated to be 7.2 x 10-4, which suggests a two-month surveillance test or
maintenance interval for a failure rate of 10-6/hour. The common mode unavailability was estimated to be 5.8 x
10-6. Neither the common mode unavailability or individual battery unavailability were included in any significant
minimal cutsets. The unavailabilities used in this analysis were slightly lower than those used in other analyses.
However, the CDF magnitude cutoff for exclusion of core damage sequences from the group of minimal cutsets
is usually less than 10-8 or less. Therefore, decreasing battery unavailability or common mode failure probability
would result in a negligible decrease in CDF.
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Oconee-3: This unit has two independent divisions of safety-related DC power, one of which is required to
safely shut down the plant. The control room has 1 of 7 recommended alarms and none of 4 recommended
annunciators. The Oconee PRA889 included terms for unavailability of the individual 1CA, 1CB, 3CA, and
3CB battery banks. The probability of battery unavailability was estimated to be 6.12 x 10-5, which is based
on a one-year surveillance test or maintenance interval and a failure rate of 1.4 x 10-6/hour. Common mode
unavailability was not included in the PRA model. The individual battery unavailability terms were not included in
any significant minimal cutsets. The probabilities used in this analysis were significantly greater than those used
in other analyses. However, the CDF magnitude cutoff for exclusion of core damage sequences from the group
of minimal cutsets is usually less than 10-8 or less. Therefore, decreasing battery unavailability or common mode
failure probability would result in a negligible decrease in CDF.

The average decrease in CDF from the proposed modifications was estimated to be approximately 10-7/RY.

Consequence Estimate

It was assumed that all affected operating plants had an average remaining life of 20 years, based on their
original licenses. It was also assumed that each of these plants would be granted a life extension of 20 years.
Thus, the average remaining life for all affected plants was 40 years.

The public risk associated with the event considered in this issue was estimated64 to be 6.76 x 106 man-rem
and 2.52 x 106 man-rem for BWRs and PWRs, respectively. For BWRs, the total potential risk reduction was
estimated to be (6.76 x 106)(10-7)(40) man-rem/reactor or 27 man-rem/reactor. For PWRs, the total potential risk
reduction was estimated to be (2.52 x 106)(10-7)(40) man-rem/reactor or 10 man-rem/reactor.

Cost Estimate

Improving the control room annunciators and alarms for all safety-related DC power systems at each plant would
involve a different amount of effort for each licensee, depending upon the amount of instrumentation currently
installed, available space for additional annunciators and alarms, and whether existing raceway could hold
additional cables. In addition, new procedures and operator training would be required. This additional hardware
would include the following:

(1) Data transmitters at each battery
room. Design, installation and
testing assumed to be $100,000/
battery room, with 3 battery rooms
per facility

$300,000

(2) Raceway and cable from each
battery room to the control room.
Design, installation and testing
costs assumed to be $100 per
linear foot, with 1000 linear feet of
raceway per battery room and 3
battery rooms per facility

$300,000

(3) Control room modifications to add
annunciators and alarms. Design,
installation and testing assumed to
be $100,000/battery, 3 batteries per
facility

$300,000

(4) Procedure changes, drawing
changes, training, and
administrative costs

$100,000

TOTAL: $1,000,000

Value/Impact Assessment

Separate value/impact scores were calculated for PWRs and BWRs.
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BWRs: Based on a potential public risk reduction of 27 man-rem/reactor and an estimated cost of $1M/reactor
for a possible solution, the value/impact score was given by:

S = 27 man-rem/reactor $1M/reactor = 27 man-rem/$M

PWRs: Based on a potential public risk reduction of 10 man-rem/reactor and an estimated cost of $1M/reactor
for a possible solution, the value/impact score was given by;

S = 10 man-rem/reactor $1M/reactor

= 10 man-rem/$M

Other Considerations

(1) It is important to monitor the condition of the safety-related DC power system, including the condition of
batteries which may be needed in the event of a station blackout. In addition, it is also necessary to have
procedures which minimize the probability of a common cause fault of the safety-related DC power systems.
Operating experience so far does not indicate that significant problems exist in this area.

(2) Based upon the results of this study, it could be asserted that the control room alarms and annunciators
recommended by the staff in current licensing guidelines do not result in a significant increase in plant safety
beyond that realized by existing alarm and annunciator configurations and weekly or quarterly maintenance
programs. It should be noted that the empirical battery failure rate of approximately 10-6/hour, which is used to
determine battery unavailability, is dependent upon the frequency of battery failures for systems with existing
configurations of control room annunciators and alarms. Therefore, it might not be accurate to conclude that the
existing recommendations for annunciators and alarms should be relaxed.

(3) Battery unavailability and CCF are recognized by some licensees to be sufficiently probable so as to require
modeling in PRAs. Based upon these PRA models, decreasing the unavailability of the batteries and safety-
related DC power supplies by several orders of magnitude over that used in the base case does not result in
a significant decrease in CDF for these licensees. This observation must be tempered with the knowledge that
licensees currently monitor important DC bus parameters, and that other DC power system design features,
such as the number of batteries, have a greater impact on DC power system reliability than the number of
alarms and annunciators.

CONCLUSION

Based on the potential public risk reduction, this issue had a low priority ranking for BWRs and was in the
drop category for PWRs (see Appendix C). Overall, the issue was given a low priority ranking in March
1993. Consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not change the priority of the issue.1564 Further
prioritization, using the conversion factor of $2,000/man-rem approved by the Commission in September 1995,
resulted in an impact/value ratio (R) of $37,037/man-rem which placed the issue in the DROP category.

ISSUE 156.3.8: SHARED SYSTEMS

DESCRIPTION

This issue is one of the nineteen category 3 issues identified by NRR in SECY-90-343.1351 The sharing of the
ESFS for a multi-unit plant, including onsite emergency power systems and service systems, can result in a
reduction of the number and capacity of onsite systems to below that which is needed to bring either unit to
a safe shutdown condition, or to mitigate the consequences of an accident. Shared systems for multiple unit
stations should include equipment powered from each of the units involved. There were 13 multi-unit sites that
could be affected by this issue among the 41 non-SEP plants identified in SECY-90-3431351 that received OLs
before 1976.

CONCLUSION

The safety concerns associated with systems that are shared by two or more units at multi-unit sites have been
previously identified by the staff. The most important contributors to core damage probability at these sites have
been determined to be air, cooling water, and electric power systems. These systems have been adequately
addressed in Issues 43, 130, 153, and A-44. Based on these considerations, this issue was DROPPED from
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further pursuit as a new and separate issue. In an RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that consideration of a
20-year license renewal period did not change the priority of the issue.

ISSUE 156.4.1: RPS AND ESFS ISOLATION

DESCRIPTION

This issue is one of the three Category 4 issues identified by NRR in SECY-90-343.1351 The safety concern was
that, in the event of non-safety system failures, the lack of isolation devices could result in the propagation of
faults to safety systems and common cause failures may result. In its study, the staff found that approximately
39 plants at 28 sites were not required to meet IEEE 279-1971397 and have not been reviewed for this safety
concern since the time of their licensing.

Non-safety systems generally receive control signals from the RPS and ESF sensor current loops. The
non-safety circuits are required to be isolated to ensure the independence of the RPS and ESF channels.
Requirements for the design and qualification of isolation devices are quite specific. Evaluation of the quality of
isolation devices is not the safety issue of concern; rather, the issue is the existence of isolation devices which
will preclude the propagation of non-safety system faults to safety systems.

CONCLUSION

The safety concerns of leakage through electrical isolators in instrumentation circuits and electrical isolation
in plants not required to meet IEEE 279-1971397 were addressed in the resolution of Issue 142. In an RES
evaluation,1564 it was concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not change this
conclusion.

ISSUE 156.4.2: TESTING OF THE RPS AND ESFS

DESCRIPTION

This issue is one of the nineteen Category 3 issues identified by NRR in SECY-90-343.1351 The objective of this
issue was to review plant designs to ensure that: (1) all ECCS components, including the pumps and valves, are
included in the component and system test; (2) the frequency and scope of periodic testing are identified; and
(3) the test programs will provide adequate assurance that the systems will function when needed. The 41 plants
identified in SECY-90-3431351 that received OLs before 1976 were affected by this issue.

CONCLUSION

A portion of this issue was covered by existing requirements; specifically, ECCS pumps and valves are required
to be tested quarterly by the ASME Code in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55(a), unless the NRC grants relief
to defer testing until refueling outages. The remainder of this issue was covered in the resolution of Issue 120
which addressed the concern regarding on-line (at-power) testability af protection systems (both the RPS and
the ESFS) and the possibility that some plants may not provide complete testing capability at power. In an RES
evaluation,1564 it was concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not change this
conclusion.

ISSUE 156.6.1: PIPE BREAK EFFECTS ON SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

In 1967, the AEC published draft GDCs for comment and interim use and, until 1972, the staff's implementation
of the GDCs required consideration of pipe break effects inside containment. However, due to the lack of
documented review criteria, AEC staff positions continued to evolve. Review uniformity was finally developed
in the early 1970s, initiated by a November 9, 1972, note from L. Rogers to R. Fraley, in which a Draft Safety
Guide entitled "Protection Against Pipe Whip Inside Containment" was proposed. This Draft Guide contained
some of the first documented deterministic criteria that the staff had used for several years (to varying degrees)
as guidelines for selecting the locations and orientations of postulated pipe breaks inside containment, and for
identifying the measures that should be taken to protect safety-related systems and equipment from the dynamic
effects of such breaks. Prior to use of these deterministic criteria, the staff used non-deterministic guidelines on
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a plant-specific basis. The Draft Safety Guide was subsequently revised and issued in May 1973 as Regulatory
Guide 1.4618 for implementation on a forward-fit basis only.

The AEC issued two generic letters to all licensees and CP or OL applicants regarding pipe break effects outside
containment in December 1972139 and July 1973. These letters, known as the "Giambusso" and "O'Leary"
letters, respectively, extended pipe break concerns to locations outside containment, and provided deterministic
criteria for break postulation and evaluation of the dynamic effects of postulated breaks. The letters requested
all recipients to submit a report to the staff summarizing each plant-specific analysis of the issue. All operating
reactor licensees and license applicants submitted the requested analyses in separate correspondence or
updated the SARs for their proposed plants to include the analysis. The staff reviewed the submitted analyses
and prepared safety evaluations for all plants. In November 1975, the staff published SRP11 Sections 3.6.1 and
3.6.2 that slightly revised the two generic letters discussed above. Thus, after 1975, the specific structural and
environmental effects of pipe whip, jet impingement, flooding, etc., on systems and components relied on for
safe reactor shutdown were considered.

As stated above, the AEC/NRC has provided requirements to the industry regarding pipe breaks outside of
containment through the issuance of the Giambusso and O'Leary generic letters. Since these requirements
are applicable to all the affected plants, pipe breaks outside of containment were judged to be a compliance
issue and were not considered in this analysis. Compliance matters are dealt with promptly and do not await the
generic issue resolution process. Therefore, the issue of pipe breaks outside of containment for the 41 affected
plants was brought to the attention of NRR by separate correspondence.1761 The remainder of this evaluation
only addressed pipe breaks inside containment.

As a part of its plant-specific reviews between 1975 and 1981, the staff used the guidelines in Regulatory
Guide 1.4618 for postulated pipe breaks inside containment, and SRP11 Sections 3.6.1 and 3.6.2 for outside
containment. In July 1981, SRP11 Sections 3.6.1 and 3.6.2 were revised to be applicable to both outside
and inside containment, thus eliminating the need for further use of Regulatory Guide 1.46,18 which was
subsequently withdrawn.

Between the period 1983-1987, the general issue of pipe breaks inside and outside containment was revisited
in the SEP. The objective of the SEP was to determine to what extent the earliest 10 plants (i.e., SEP-II) met
the licensing criteria in existence at that time. This objective was later interpreted to ensure that the SEP
also provided safety assessments adequate for conversion of provisional operating licenses (POLs) to full-
term operating licenses (FTOLs). As a result of these reviews, plants were required to perform engineering
evaluations, TS or procedural changes, and physical modifications both inside and outside containment.
Regarding inside containment modifications: of the two SEP-II plants evaluated in this analysis (one BWR and
one PWR), the BWR was required to modify four piping containment penetrations and the PWR was required to
modify steam generator blowdown piping supports. This indicates there was a wide spectrum of implementation
associated with the original reviews of these early plants for pipe breaks inside and outside containment.

As with the above-described evolution of uniform pipe break criteria, electrical systems design criteria were
also in a state of development. Prior to 1974, electrical system designs were generally reviewed in accordance
with the guidelines provided in IEEE-279; however, significant variations in interpretations of that document
resulted in substantial design differences in plants. Specifically, true physical separation of wiring to redundant
components was not necessarily accomplished. In 1974, Regulatory Guide 1.75 was published, clarifying the
requirements.

An earlier evaluation of this issue resulted in a medium-priority ranking (see Appendix C) with the finding that
the scope could be limited to pipe breaks inside containment, since the NRC had already provided requirements
regarding outside containment pipe breaks to the industry through the issuance of the Giambusso and O'Leary
generic letters. However, the uncertainty in the analysis was much wider than desired for a definitive priority
ranking. Thus, the issue appeared to warrant additional analysis to enhance the prioritization. In July 1994, a
contract was awarded to INEEL to:

(1) Review pipe failure rate data, pipe break methodologies, and related publications to determine recommended
pipe failure rates (initiating events) applicable to the affected SEP-III plants.
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(2) Review updated FSARs and related SERs for SEP-II, SEP-III, and for representative non-SEP plants to
identify and prioritize potential safety concerns (i.e., accident sequences). Several plant visits and walkdowns
were included as part of this review.

(3) Estimate changes to core damage frequencies for accident sequences that are determined to be of high or
medium priority.

(4) Identify potential corrective actions and their estimated costs.

The evaluation that follows was based on the results of the INEEL research documented in Draft NUREG/
CR-6395..

Safety Significance

GDC 4 is the primary regulatory requirement of concern. It requires, in part, that structures, systems and
components important to safety be appropriately protected against the environmental and dynamic effects
that may result from equipment failures, including the effects of pipe whipping and discharging fluids. Several
possible scenarios for plants that do not have adequate protection against pipe whip were identified as a result
of the research performed in support of the enhanced prioritization. Related regulatory criteria include common
cause failures, protection system independence, and the single failure criterion.

Possible Solution

Issue generic letters to the affected plants requesting that they perform plant-specific reviews and walkdowns,
identify vulnerable pipe break locations, and inform the NRC of proposed corrective actions.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Numerous scenarios of potential concern were evaluated. The following were considered important enough to be
specifically identified for future consideration. All estimated frequencies and probabilities are mean values.

Frequency Estimate

BWRs

Case 1: Failure of Main Steam or Feedwater Piping Resulting in Pipe Whip and Containment Impact/
Failure, with Resultant Failure of All Safety Injection Systems

This event (INEEL BWR Event 1) involved a BWR with a Mark I steel containment; 15 of the 16 affected
BWRs were of this design. A DEGB of an unprotected (i.e., no pipe whip restraint or containment liner impact
absorber) large reactor coolant recirculation pipe inside containment and near the containment liner might
result in puncturing of the liner. The resulting unisolable LOCA steam environment would be introduced into the
secondary containment building, possibly disabling the ECCS equipment located there. This scenario would
greatly increase the probability of core damage and potential offsite doses.

All of the affected BWRs were more than 10 years old and most used Type 304SS in the primary system piping,
a material that was susceptible to IGSCC degradation. It should be noted that piping of this material did not
qualify for the extremely low rupture probability (leak-before-break) provision of GDC 4. From NUREG-1150,1081

the recirculation loop DEGB frequency for this material was estimated to be 10-4/RY. The fraction of BWR
primary piping inside containment that was either main steam or feedwater was estimated to be 0.4. The fraction
of main steam or feedwater piping that can impact the containment metal shell was estimated to be 0.25.

The research performed indicated that there was considerable variation among the affected plants regarding the
amount of pipe whip protection provided and the proximity of high energy lines to potential targets of concern,
including redundant trains (see Other Considerations). It was assumed that the probability of a main steam or
feedwater broken pipe rupturing the containment metal shell was 0.25.

The postulated event may also cause a common mode failure of the ECCS system since much of this equipment
was located within the secondary containment and will be exposed to a harsh environment beyond its design
basis, or that the ECCS piping will fail due to overpressurization of the containment annulus. In most of the
affected plants, the ECCS is located in four different quadrants outside the suppression pool (torus). On the
other hand, as stated above, redundant electrical power systems and initiating circuitry may not be physically
separated in the older plants. Also, if the ECCS operates initially, the ECCS equipment rooms may not be
fully protected from internal flooding as the water from the suppression pool flows out the broken pipe into the
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secondary containment. Based on these considerations, the mean probability of loss of ECCS function was
assumed to be 0.8. Based on the above assumptions, the mean value of change in CDF was 2 x 10-6/RY.

From WASH-1400,16 the nearest scenario to that described above was the large LOCA BWR-3 release
category involving a large LOCA and subsequent containment failure. However, in the WASH-140016 case, the
containment failure results from overpressurization, not from pipe whip. Three of the four specific BWR-3 large
LOCA accident sequences have an incidence frequency of 10-7/RY, and the remaining one is 10-6/RY; 10-7/RY
was chosen as the base case for this analysis.

Case 2: Failure of Recirculation Piping Resulting in Pipe Whip and Containment Impact/Failure, With
Resultant Failure of All Emergency Core Cooling Systems

This event (INEEL BWR Event 9) was similar to Case 1 but involved the recirculation system piping. From
NUREG-1150,1081 the recirculation loop DEGB mean frequency for this material was estimated to be 10-4/RY.
The fraction of BWR primary piping inside containment that is recirculation piping was estimated to be 0.2.
The fraction of recirculation piping that can impact the containment metal shell was estimated to be 0.5. It was
estimated that the mean probability of a recirculation system broken pipe rupturing the containment metal shell
was 0.5. The mean probability of eventual failure of all ECCS by the same modes described for Case 1 was
estimated to be 0.8. Based on the above assumptions, the mean value of change in CDF was 4 x 10-6/RY.

Case 3: Failure of RHR Piping Resulting in Pipe Whip and Containment Impact/Failure, With Resultant
Failure of All Emergency Core Cooling Systems

This event (INEEL BWR Event 12) was similar to Cases 1 and 2 but involved the RHR System piping. From
NUREG-1150,1081 the RHR DEGB frequency for this material was estimated to be 10-4/RY. The fraction of BWR
primary piping inside containment that is RHR piping was estimated to be 0.1. The fraction of RHR piping that
can impact the containment metal shell was estimated to be 0.5. The mean probability of a recirculation system
broken pipe rupturing the containment metal shell was 0.1. The mean probability of eventual failure of all ECCS
by the same modes described for Cases 1 and 2 was estimated to be 0.8. Based on the above assumptions, the
mean value of change in CDF/RY was 4 x 10-7/RY.

Case 4: Failure of Recirculation Piping Resulting in Pipe Whip or Jet Impingement on Control Rod Drive
Bundles, Causing Failure by Crimping of Enough Insert/Withdraw Lines to Result in Failure to Scram the
Reactor

This case corresponded to INEEL BWR Event 5. From NUREG-1150,1081 the recirculation loop DEGB frequency
for this material was estimated to be 10-4/RY. The fraction of BWR primary piping inside containment that is
recirculation piping was estimated to be 0.2. The fraction of recirculation piping that can impact or impinge on the
CRD lines was estimated to be 0.25. It was estimated that the mean probability of a broken RHR pipe crimping
enough CRD lines to prevent a scram (about 5 to 10 adjacent lines) was 1. Based on the above assumptions,
the mean value of change in CDF was estimated to be 5 x 10-6/RY.

Case 5: Failure of RHR Piping Resulting in Pipe Whip or Jet Impingement on Control Rod Drive Bundles,
Causing Failure by Crimping of Enough Insert/Withdraw Lines to Result in Failure to Scram the Reactor

This event (INEEL BWR Event 10) was similar to Case 3 but involved the RHR system piping. The research
performed indicated that there was considerable variation among the affected plants regarding the amount of
pipe whip protection provided and the proximity of high energy lines to potential targets of concern. Walkdowns
showed that, in at least one case, a large "unisolable from the RCS" RHR line was routed directly between
the two banks of CRD bundles. An RHR pipe break in this vicinity would impinge and/or impact on both banks
simultaneously.

From NUREG-1150,1081 the RHR DEGB frequency for this material was estimated to be 10-4/RY. The fraction of
BWR primary piping inside containment that consitutes RHR piping was estimated to be 0.1. The fraction of RHR
piping that can impact or impinge on the CRD lines was estimated to be 0.25. It was estimated that the mean
probability of a broken RHR pipe crimping enough CRD lines to prevent a scram (about 5 to 10 adjacent lines)
was 1. Based on the above assumptions, the mean value of change in CDF was 2.5 x 10-6/RY.
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Case 6:Failure of High Energy Piping Resulting in Pipe Whip or Jet Impingement on Reactor Protection
or Instrumentation & Control Electrical, Hydraulic or Pneumatic Lines, or Components and Eventually
Resulting in Failure of Mitigation Systems and Core Damage

This case corresponded to INEEL BWR Event 14. From NUREG-1150,1081 the large LOCA frequency is 10-4/RY.
All high energy piping inside containment was considered. The fraction of high energy piping that can impact or
impinge on these lines or components was estimated to be 0.5. The mean probability of a broken high energy
line failing some of these lines or components to the extent that core damage results was estimated to be 0.75.
Based on the above assumptions, the mean value of change in CDF was 3.8 x 10-5/RY.

Case 7: Failure of High Energy Piping Resulting in Pipe Whip Impact on Reactor Building Component
Cooling Water (RBCCW) System to the Extent That the RBCCW Pressure Boundary is Broken,
Potentially Opening a Path to Outside Containment if Containment Isolation Fails to Occur; Also
Possible Loss of RBCCW Outside Containment for Mitigation

This case corresponded to INEEL BWR Event 16. From NUREG-1150,1081 the large LOCA frequency was
10-4/RY. All high energy piping inside containment was considered. The fraction of high energy piping that can
impact the RBCCW system was estimated to be 0.1. The probability of an HELB broken pipe rupturing the
RBCCW system was 0.5. The probability of failure to close of containment isolation check valve was 10-5; the
probability of failure to close of a containment isolation MOV was 3 x 10-5. These scenarios had a combined
total probability of 4 x 10-5. Since the RBCCW surge tank in the secondary containment is vented to atmosphere
and has a relatively small volume, it was assumed that its water inventory will drain quickly; for this reason, the
mean probability of opening a path to atmosphere outside containment was 1. Once this scenario proceeds to
this point, the RBCCW system in the secondary containment will become unavailable, including the RHR heat
exchanger; therefore, the probability of losing the RBCCW function outside containment to the extent that core
damage occurs was 1. Based on the above assumptions, the mean value of change in CDF was estimated to be
2 x 10-8/RY.

The total change in CDF for the above 7 BWR cases was estimated to be 5.2 x 10-5/RY. For all 16 affected
BWRs, ΔCDF was 8.3 x 10-4/RY.

PWRs

Case 1: Failure of Non-Leak-Before-Break Reactor Coolant System, Feedwater, or Main Steam Piping
Resulting in Pipe Whip or Jet Impingement on Reactor Protection or Instrumentation & Control
Electrical, Hydraulic or Pneumatic Lines or Components and Eventually Resulting in Failure of Mitigation
Systems and Core Damage

This case corresponded to INEEL PWR Event 9. From NUREG-1150,1081 the HELB frequency in the above-
listed systems was 1.5 x 10-5/RY. All of the listed high energy piping inside containment was considered. The
fraction of high energy piping that can impact or impinge on these lines or components was estimated to be 0.1.
The mean probability of a broken high energy line failing some of these lines or components to the extent that
core damage results was estimated to be 0.5. Based on the above assumptions, the mean value of change in
CDF was 7.5 x 10-5/RY.

Case 2: Failure of Main Steam or Feedwater Piping Resulting in Pipe Whip and Containment Impact/
Failure, with Resultant Failure of All Emergency Core Cooling Systems

This case corresponded to INEEL PWR Event 16. From NUREG-1150,1081 the DEGB frequency in feedwater
piping was estimated to be 4 x 10-4/RY; for main steam piping, it was estimated to be 10-4 /RY. The fraction of
feedwater piping that can impact the containment shell was estimated to be 0.1. The fraction of main steam
piping was also estimated to be 0.1; this fraction remained 0.1. The mean probability of a feedwater or main
steam system broken pipe rupturing the containment metal shell was 0.5. The mean probability of additional
I&C or ECCS systems failures to the extent that core damage results was estimated to be 4.8 x 10-5 for the case
involving feedwater piping breaks, and 9.8 x 10-5 for the case involving main steam piping breaks. Based on the
above assumptions, the mean value of change in CDF was 1.4 x 10-9/RY.

Case 3:Failure of Main Steam or Feedwater Piping Resulting in Pipe Whip Impact on CCW System to the
Extent That the CCW Pressure Boundary is Broken, Potentially Opening a Path to Outside Containment
if Containment Isolation Fails to Occur; Also Possible Loss of CCW Outside Containment for Mitigation
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This case corresponded to INEEL PWR Event 17. From NUREG-1150,1081 the DEGB frequency in feedwater
piping was estimated to be 4 x 10-4/RY; for main steam piping, it was estimated to be 10-4/RY; this combined
for a total frequency of 5 x 10-4/RY. The fraction of feedwater piping that can impact the CCW system was
estimated to be 0.1; the fraction of main steam piping was also estimated to be 0.1; this fraction remained 0.1.
The probability of a feedwater or main steam system broken pipe rupturing the CCW system was 0.5. The
probability of failure to close of containment isolation check valve was 10-5; the probability of failure to close
of a containment isolation MOV was 3 x 10-5; this combined for a total probability of 4 x 10-5. Since the CCW
surge tank is in the auxiliary building near mitigation equipment, is vented to atmosphere, and has a relatively
small volume, it was assumed that its water inventory will drain quickly. For this reason, the mean probability
of opening a path to atmosphere outside containment was 1. Once this scenario proceeds to this point, the
CCW system outside containment will become unavailable, including the RHR heat exchanger. Therefore, the
probability of losing the CCW function outside containment, to the extent that core damage occurs, is 1. Based
on the above assumptions, the mean value of change in CDF was 10-7 /RY.

The total change in CDF for the above three PWR cases was 7.5 x 10-5/RY. For all 25 affected PWRs, the ΔCDF
was estimated to be 1.9 x 10-5/RY.

Consequence Estimate

TABLE 3.156-1

BWR Offsite Dose Table

NUREG/CR-6395
Event Number

ΔCDF

(Event/RY)
WASH-140016

Release Category
WASH-140016

Offsite Dose
(Man-rem/Event)

Offsite Dose
(Man-rem/RY)

Event 1 2.0 x 10-6 BWR-3 5.1 x 106 10.2

Event 5 5.0 x 10-6 BWR-4 6.1 x 105 3.1

Event 9 4.0 x 10-6 BWR-3 5.1 x 106 20.4

Event 10 2.5 x 10-6 BWR-4 6.1 x 105 1.5

Event 12 4.0 x 10-7 BWR-3 5.1 x 106 2.0

Event 14 3.8 x 10-5 BWR-4 6.1 x 105 23.2

Event 16 2.0 x 10-8 BWR-3 5.1 x 106 0.1

TOTAL: 60.5

For the 16 affected BWRs with an average remaining life of 17 years, the estimated change in offsite dose was
(60.5 man-rem/RY)(16 reactors)(17years) or 16,464 man-rem.

TABLE 3.156-2

PWR Offsite Dose Table

NUREG/CR-6395
Event Number

ΔCDF (Event/RY) WASH-140016

Release Category
WASH-140016

Offsite Dose
(man-rem/event)

Offsite Dose
(man-rem/RY)

Event 9 7.5 x 10-5 PWR-6 1.5 x 105 11.3

Event 16 1.4 x 10-9 PWR-4 2.7 x 106 0.004

Event 17 1.0 x 10-7 PWR-4 2.7 x 106 0.3

TOTAL: 11.6
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For the 25 affected PWRs with an average remaining life of 17 years, the estimated change in offsite dose was
(11.6 man-rem/RY)(25 reactors)(17 years) or 4,925 man-rem. Thus, the estimated total offsite dose for the 41
affected plants was (16,464 + 4,925) man-rem or 21,389 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: Implementation of the possible solution was assumed to require the performance of engineering
analyses inside containment, perform system walkdowns, and provide a report to the NRC. Ultimately, it was
expected that operating procedures and/or TS will be modified, inservice inspections will be enhanced, or
physical modifications will be done either to piping (probably addition of pipe whip restraints or jet shields)
or to the inside containment leakage detection system. It is expected that the cost to each plant will be $1M.
Therefore, for the 41 affected plants (16 BWRs and 25 PWRs), the total implementation cost was estimated to
be $41M. This estimate was based on the presumption that the level of effort at the affected plants would be
similar to that which resulted for this issue during the SEP program review of the 10 earliest SEP plants.

NRC Cost: Development and implementation of a resolution was estimated to cost $1M, primarily involving
review of industry submittals and possible proposed changes to hardware.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was estimated to be $42M.

Impact/Value Assessment

Based on a potential public risk reduction of 21,389 man-rem and an estimated cost of $42M for a possible
solution, the impact/value ratio was given by:

R = $42M 21,389 man-rem

= $1,960/man-rem

Other Considerations

(1) The updated SAR for an SEP-III BWR (i.e., one of the 41 plants potentially affected by this issue) stated
that, in the event of a DEGB, the broken pipe would strike the Mark I Containment and deform it significantly.
However, another BWR of about the same vintage is known to have been required to add energy absorbing
structures to protect the Mark I Containment from pipe whip, prior to receipt of an operating license. Therefore,
it appeared that there was considerable variation among the affected plants regarding the amount of pipe whip
protection provided.

(2) Pipe breaks have actually occurred in the industry. Examples include a Surry feedwater line break, a WNP-2
Fire System valve structural pressure boundary failure, and a Ft. Calhoun 12" steam line break.

(3) Some suspect configurations were observed in the SEP-III walkdown plants, e.g., at one BWR a very close
proximity exists between a large RHR (unisolable from RCS) pipe and both banks of the CRD piping, and at
one PWR it appeared that a large volume of piping penetrated the containment near where a large amount of
electrical wiring also penetrated the containment. This demonstrated that, even through modest efforts (i.e.,
sampling walkdowns of a sampling of plants), configurations of potential concern have been identified.

(4) Readily available plant documentation provides very little insights regarding actual proximity of high energy
piping and potential targets or concern. The potential lack of adequate separation of redundant system targets
(e.g., I&C electrical wiring) is also a concern.

(5) Uncertainty remains a significant factor because of the large scope of this issue. This is because of the large
number and types of plants, and significant differences in the specific as-built details applicable to this issue.

(6) Many of the affected plants are either currently applying for life extension or are expected to in the near
future. Most of the lead life extension applications will be from the affected plants for many years to come.

(7) Although there is a large apparent disparity between the BWR and PWR cases evaluated, it must be
remembered that much of the background of this issue was based on sampling walkdowns, i.e., only selected
portions of selected plants were available for these walkdowns. Therefore, it is important to treat the BWR and
PWR evaluations equally during the next phase of the evaluation. Also, some of the listed scenarios seem to
have low probabilities but potentially high consequences. They should be further evaluated.
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(8) Assuming a life extension of 20 years for the 31 affected plants, the public risk reduction would be 35,824
man-rem and 10,725 man-rem for BWRs and PWRs, respectively. This would produce an impact/value ratio of
$900/man-rem.

CONCLUSION

Several potential accident scenarios were identified; 7 for BWRs and 3 for PWRs. Mean values for core damage
were estimated for each and the cumulative effect of each group was also estimated. The total change in CDF
was 8.3 x 10-4/year for the 16 affected BWRs and 7.5 x 10-5/RY for the 3 PWR cases. This would give the issue
a medium/high priority ranking. For all 25 affected PWRs, ΔCDF/Year was 1.9 x 10-5, which would also give the
issue a high/medium priority ranking. Further evaluations which included estimates of offsite doses and costs for
potential solutions showed that the issue has a HIGH priority ranking.399

For BWRs, the accident sequences of interest all involve a pipe whip that penetrates the steel primary
containment wall, thereby discharging steam into the gap between that wall and the secondary concrete shield
wall. Steam that is discharged into this gap will find its way to the rooms containing the equipment associated
with the ECCS, which may fail due to the resulting harsh environment. Consequently, a severe core damage
event could result, with the integrity of the primary containment already lost.

To address these scenarios, the staff performed a series of calculations using a nonlinear finite element program
to estimate the effect of a pipe whip on the containment wall. The results of these calculations indicated that the
containment wall would be dented, but not penetrated.

In the more extreme cases, the dented steel containment wall would touch the concrete shield, but this contact
would arrest any further displacement. Based on these calculations, the staff concluded that penetration of the
steel wall has an exceedingly low probability of occurrence, and the BWR scenarios can be eliminated from
further consideration.

Of the PWR accident scenarios, only one has an estimated frequency high enough to warrant further
investigation. That sequence is initiated by a high-energy secondary system pipe break within containment. In
such an event, pipe whip or jet impingement would then cause failure of instrumentation or control cables within
containment, leading to failure of accident-mitigating systems.

Because of the variation in containment designs for the early PWRs, a generic approach was not possible.
Instead, staff from RES and the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) examined the cabling and piping
layout of each SEP PWR that is still operating. In so doing, the staff discovered that some plant designs
anticipated the SRP requirements for channel separation and separate penetrations on opposite sides of the
containment. In other plant designs, cables were separated from piping by walls, floors, or other structures, or
were spatially separated by significant distances. No instance was found where a whipping pipe or fluid jet would
directly disable both channels of any safety-significant system. Thus, the staff concluded that the PWR scenario
could also be eliminated from further consideration.

A technical assessment report was prepared and transmitted to the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards
(ACRS) on July 18, 2007. In addition, the staff met with the ACRS on September 6, 2007, and presented the
rationale for closing this issue with no further actions. On September 26, 2007 the ACRS reviewed and formally
endorsed the staff's recommendation that GI-156.6.1 be closed and that no further actions by the NRC staff of
licensees with respect to this issue are necessary. 1895 The issue was closed in December 21, 2007. 1896 The
background information, basis for the closeout, and the staff’s technical assessment was presented in Enclosure
1 to the closure memorandum. 1896
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Issue 157: Containment Performance (Rev. 1)
The results of ongoing staff-sponsored research which culminated in the assessment of risk at five U.S. nuclear
reactors (NUREG-11501081) indicated that, for the Peach Bottom MARK I containment, the core-melt probability
was relatively low. However, it also indicated that the containment could be severely challenged if a large
core-melt occurred. Therefore, it was decided to examine MARK I plants for potential plant and containment
modifications to improve containment performance. Subsequently, this examination was expanded to include all
other types of containment: MARK II, MARK III, Ice Condenser, and Dry. These studies were conducted under
the Containment Performance Improvement (CPI) program, the results of which are documented by containment
type below. Thus, based on the staff's evaluations of each of the five types of containments, this issue was
RESOLVED. In an RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal period
did not affect the resolution.

(1) MARK I CONTAINMENTS

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

At the time of this evaluation in February 1992, there were 24 BWRs with MARK I containments at 17 sites. The
staff issued a plan in December 1987 to address the performance of MARK I containments (SECY-87-297).1458

This plan involved identification and narrowing of issues, focusing related research, and assessing whether
improvements were justified.

Safety Significance

The containment represents the final barrier to the release of radioactive material to the environment. GDC 16
requires a leaktight containment and its failure, especially early in a severe accident, has the potential for a
significant release of radioactivity to the environment.

Possible Solutions

Potential containment and plant improvements in the following six areas were evaluated to determine potential
benefits in terms of reducing the core-melt frequency, containment failure probability, and offsite consequences:
(1) hydrogen control; (2) alternate water supply for reactor vessel injection and containment drywell sprays; (3)
containment pressure relief capability (venting); (4) enhanced RPV depressurization system reliability; (5) core
debris controls; and (6) emergency procedures and training.

Hydrogen Control: Although MARK I containments are required to be operated with an inerted atmosphere,
plant TS permit deinerting to commence 24 hours prior to shutdown and do not require inerting to be completed
until 24 hours after startup, in order to permit personnel access. Also, in the event of a severe accident such as a
long-term station blackout, a concern was expressed that loss of control of the valves and containment leakage
could eventually lead to containment deinerting.

Two potential improvements with regard to H2 control were evaluated: elimination of the the 24-hour deinerted
periods and providing a backup supply of nitrogen. Since the probability of a severe accident occurring during
either of the two 24-hour deinerted periods is small compared to the probability of accident occurrence during
normal operations, eliminating this time of deinerting would not significantly reduce risk.

Reactor pressure is anticipated to increase during a severe accident, releasing steam and non-condensible
gases into containment. This will increase containment pressure, preventing ingress of air. Therefore, the
containment atmosphere would not become deinerted for an extended period of time. Since offsite supplies of
nitrogen could be readily obtained during this period, an onsite backup supply of nitrogen would not significantly
reduce risk.

Alternate Water Supply for Reactor Vessel Injection and Containment Drywell Sprays: An important
proposed improvement was to employ a backup or alternate supply of water and a pumping capability
independent of normal and emergency AC power. By connecting this source to the low pressure residual heat
removal system as well as to the existing drywell sprays, water could be delivered either into the reactor vessel
or to the drywell by use of an appropriate valve arrangement.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1081.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1564.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1458.html
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An alternate source of water injection into the reactor vessel would reduce the likelihood of core-melt due to
station blackout or loss of long-term decay heat removal, as well as provide significant accident management
capability.

Water for the drywell sprays would also provide significant mitigative capability to cool the containment steel
shell to delay or prevent its failure and either to cool core debris or, if the debris configuration is not coolable, to
scrub particulate fission products through an overlying water pool.

A review of some MARK I facilities indicated that most plants have one or more diesel-driven pumps which could
be used to provide an alternate water supply. The flow rate using this backup water system may be significantly
less than the design flow rate for the drywell sprays. The potential benefits of modifying the spray headers to
ensure a spray were compared to having the water run out of the spray nozzles. The result of this comparison
was that removal of airborne fission products in the small crowded volume in which the sprays would be effective
did not change sufficiently to warrant modifications to the spray nozzles.

Containment Pressure Relief Capability (Venting): Venting of the containment is currently included in BWR
emergency operating procedures. The vent path external to existing containment penetrations typically consists
of a ductwork system which has a low design pressure of only a few pounds per square inch gauge (psig).
Venting under high pressure severe accident conditions would fail the ductwork, release the containment
atmosphere into the reactor building, and potentially contaminate or damage equipment needed for accident
recovery. In addition, with the existing hardware and procedures at some plants, it may not be possible to open
or close the vent valves for some severe accident scenarios.

The staff concluded that venting, if properly implemented, could have a significant benefit on plant risk. However,
venting via a sheet metal ductwork path, as currently implemented at some MARK I plants, would be likely to
greatly hamper or complicate post-accident recovery activities, and was therefore viewed by the staff as yielding
reduced improvements in safety. The capability to vent has been recognized as important in reducing risk
from operation of MARK I plants for loss of long-term decay heat removal (TW) events, provided the potential
downsides of using existing hardware are corrected. Controlled venting can prevent the failure of ECCS pumps
from both inadequate NPSH and re-closure of the ADS valves.

A hard pipe vent and vent valves capable of withstanding the anticipated severe accident pressure loadings
would eliminate the problems with operating the vent system during a severe accident. The vent isolation valves
should be remotely operable from the control room and should be provided with a power supply independent of
normal or emergency AC power. Other changes, such as raising the RCIC turbine back-pressure setpoint, may
also be desirable and could be considered. Venting capability, in conjunction with proper operating procedures
and other improvements discussed in this item, would greatly reduce the probability of core-melt due to TW and
station blackout sequences.

Given a core-melt accident, venting of the wetwell would provide a scrubbed vent path to reduce release of
particulate fission products to the environment. Venting has been estimated to reduce the likelihood of late
containment overpressure failure and to reduce offsite consequences for severe accident scenarios in which
the containment shell does not fail for other reasons. Failure of the shell due to core debris attack (shell melt-
through) would reduce the benefits from venting in that it would release fission products directly into the reactor
building.

Inadvertent venting could result in the release of normal coolant radioactivity to the environment even when core
degradation is averted or vessel integrity maintained. Measures to reduce the probability of inadvertent venting
should be considered in the vent design.

Enhanced RPV Depressurization System Reliability: The ADS consists of safety relief valves which can be
remotely operated to depressurize the RCS. Actuation of the ADS valves requires DC power. In an extended
station blackout after station batteries have been depleted, the ADS would not be available and the reactor
would re-pressurize. With enhanced RPV depressurization system reliability, depressurization of the RCS would
have a greater degree of assurance. A major benefit of enhanced RPV depressurization reliability would be to
significantly reduce the likelihood of high pressure severe accidents, such as from short-term station blackout.
Together with a low pressure alternate source of water injection into the reactor vessel, another benefit would be
to reduce the likelihood of low pressure severe accidents such as from long-term station blackout.

An additional benefit is in the area of accident mitigation. Reduced reactor pressure would reduce the possibility
of core debris being expelled under high pressure, given a core-melt and failure of the RPV. Enhanced RPV
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depressurization system reliability would also delay containment failure and could reduce the quantity and type
of fission products ultimately released to the environment.

In order to increase reliability of the RPV depressurization system, assurance of electrical power beyond the
requirements of existing regulations may be necessary. In addition, performance of the cables needs to be
reviewed for temperature capability during a severe accident.

Core Debris Controls: Core debris controls, in the form of curbs in the drywell or curbs or weir walls in the torus
room under the wetwell, have been proposed in the past to prevent containment shell melt-through or to retain
sufficient water to permit fission product scrubbing. However, the technical feasibility of such controls has not
been established and the design and installation costs as well as ORE during installation could be significant.
There is a growing consensus that water in the containment (from an alternate supply to the drywell sprays) may
help mitigate risk by fission product scrubbing and possibly by preventing or delaying containment shell melt-
through by core debris. Research is continuing under the SARP1382,1461 to confirm and help quantify these initial
conclusions.

Emergency Procedures and Training: A major element of the MARK I containment performance improvement
evaluation involves emergency procedures and training. Current EOPs are symptom-based procedures that
originated from requirements of TMI Action Plan Item I.C.1. Plant-specific EOPs are generally implemented
based on generic Emergency Procedure Guidelines (EPG) developed by the BWR Owners' Group. As part
of the balanced approach to examining potential MARK I plant improvements, both the generic EPGs and the
plant-specific implementation of EOPs and training have been examined.

NRC reviewed and approved Revision 4 of the BWR Owners' Group EPGs (NEDO-31331, Rev. 4, March
1987) which represented a significant improvement over earlier versions in that they continued to be based on
symptoms, were simplified, and all open items from previous versions were resolved. The BWR EPGs extend
well beyond the design bases and include many actions appropriate for severe accident management.

The improvement to EPGs is only as good as the plant-specific EOP implementation and the training
that operators receive on use of the improved procedures. The staff's SER1462 encouraged licensees to
implement Revision 4 of the EPGs and reiterated the need for proper implementation and training of operators.
Implementation of the EPGs has been voluntary, but was strongly recommended in the SER.

Accelerated Rule Implementation (ARI) for Station Blackout: In addition to the above six areas examined
by the staff for containment and plant improvements, the staff evaluated accelerated implementation of the
Station Blackout Rule (10 CFR 50.63). As indicated below, the staff's cost-benefit analysis found accelerated
implementation to be cost-effective.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Table 3.157-1 gives a summary of the staff's cost-benefit analysis. The ranges for Alternatives 3 through 6 are
due to the effects of TW frequency and two installation cost estimates. The detailed cost-benefit analysis is given
in the enclosures to SECY-89-017.1459

Based on the cost-benefit analysis, the staff recommended that the Commission issue an order to accomplish
Alternative 6. In response to the staff's recommendation, the Commission requested1460 that the staff do the
following: (1) expedite rule implementation for Station Blackout; (2) request licensees to consider the ADS and
alternate water supply modifications as part of their IPEs; and (3) approve hardened vents for licensees who
propose to install them and perform a backfit analysis for licensees who do not propose to install them.

Alternative Action Man-Rem/$M

TABLE 3.157-1

Cost-Benefit of Alternatives

1 Do Nothing 0

2 ARI 990

3 ARI and Venting 4,060 to 9,630

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1382.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1461.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1462.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1459.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1460.html
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Alternative Action Man-Rem/$M

4 ARI and ADS 72 to 290

5 ARI and Alternate Water Supply 62 to 190

6 ARI, Venting, ADS, and Alternate
Water Supply

1,810 to 14,400

CONCLUSION

The staff issued Supplement 1 to Generic Letter 88-201222 to request that licensees with MARK I containments
consider the ADS and alternate water supply modifications as part of their IPEs. Also, the staff issued Generic
Letter 89-161463 to indicate that the staff would approve hardened vents for MARK I licensees who proposed to
install them. Thus, this item was RESOLVED.

(2) MARK II CONTAINMENTS

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

At the time of this evaluation in February 1992, there were 9 BWRs with MARK II containments located at 6
sites. The geometry of the reactor pedestal support and downcomers has a major impact on the performance of
the containment, if the reactor vessel fails in a severe accident. Three major variations in geometry exist.

Safety Significance

The containment represents the final barrier to the release of radioactive material to the environment. GDC 16
requires a leak-tight containment and its failure, especially early in a severe accident, has the potential for a
significant release of radioactivity to the environment.

Possible Solutions

Based on PRA insights, MARK II containment vulnerabilities and potential improvements that have been
investigated are similar to those investigated for MARK I containments.

Staff-recommended MARK I improvements, other than the hardened vent, are being investigated under the IPE
Program for MARK I plants. It is appropriate that MARK II licensees also investigate these same improvements
on a plant-specific basis under the IPE Program, since they may also be generally applicable to these plants.
However, less definitive conclusions have been reached regarding the need for improved venting of MARK II
containments. The primary benefit from venting remains the same as for MARK I plants,i.e., the prevention of
core-melt for loss of long-term decay heat removal (TW) sequence. However, some additional considerations
come into play for MARK II plants. Some MARK II plants may already have the capability to vent through a
hardened pipe. In addition, due to the larger volume of the MARK II containments, the time available for operator
recovery actions during a TW sequence may be longer. Thus, the likelihood that venting will be required is
expected to be less in a MARK II plant compared with a MARK I plant. For these reasons, the risk reduction to
be gained from improvements to the vent system for MARK II plants may be less than for MARK I plants.

For less probable cases in which venting is initiated after core-melt has occurred, there is uncertainty in the
incremental benefit of scrubbing the fission products by the suppression pool during venting at a Mark II. This
is because molten core material on the floor of the Mark II containment may fail downcomers or drain lines and
result in suppression pool bypass. Performing analysis of severe accidents for Mark II plants required use of
Revision 4 of the EPG entitled "Steam Cooling." The analysis indicated that using Revision 4 could result in
less operator response time (up to 30 minutes less) until the onset of core degradation as compared with using
Revision 3. The staff's findings were presented to the BWR Owners Group. Subsequently, the BWR Owners'
Group issued an interim change to Revision 4 to provide additional operator response time.

CONCLUSION

Aside from a change to Revision 4 of the EPGs, the staff did not identify any generic improvements that would
be applicable to all Mark II containments. Therefore, the staff issued Supplement 3 to Generic Letter 88-201222

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1222.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1463.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1222.html
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which requested that each licensee with a MARK II containment consider, as part of its IPE, the insights and
improvements identified in the CPI Program. Thus, this item was RESOLVED.

(3) MARK III CONTAINMENTS

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

At the time of this evaluation in February 1992, there were 4 operating BWRs with MARK III containments
located at 4 sites. The MARK III containment is approximately five times the volume of the MARK I containment
and 65% to 85% of the volume of a large, dry PWR containment. The containment design pressure is 15 psig
(25% of a MARK I, 30% of a large dry).

Unlike MARK I and II containments, the MARK III containment is not inerted and has igniters for H2 control. The
only PRA performed on a BWR with a MARK III containment was for Grand Gulf as part of the NUREG-11501081

studies.

The low core-melt frequency (on the order of 10(6)/year) estimated by the NUREG- 11501081 studies was
primarily due to the fact that Grand Gulf was a modern BWR design with a diversity of ways to provide water to
the core. Grand Gulf uses a motor-driven High Pressure Core Spray with a dedicated diesel generator which
improves the reliability of this system for mitigation of transients and small LOCAs. In addition, Grand Gulf
has a number of low pressure coolant injection systems. Thus, Grand Gulf already has a number of diverse
systems such as those studied for other BWR plants (e.g., diverse alternative supplies of water to the reactor).
At least one such system (fire water connection) was implemented by the licensee as a direct result of the
NUREG-11501081 studies.

Safety Significance

The containment represents the final barrier to the release of radioactive material to the environment. GDC 16
requires a leak-tight containment and its failure, especially early in a severe accident, has the potential for a
significant release of radioactivity to the environment.

Possible Solutions

Based on PRA insights, potential plant improvements that were investigated are similar to those investigated
for MARK I plants and thus would also be appropriate for evaluation on a plant-specific basis. Because of the
relatively large volume of the MARK III containment, the need for venting may also be less likely than for the
MARK I containment. Also, some MARK III plants may already have the capability to vent through a hardened
system. In addition, the staff's analysis indicates that if the containment is vented the following could occur: (1)
more radioactive material may be released to the environment than if the containment is not vented; (2) there is
a potential increase in the probability of an H2 deflagration or detonation; and (3) a vented containment will not
prevent containment failure if an H2 detonation were to occur. The analysis further indicates that for a short-term
station blackout there is a very small amount of time when an H2 deflagration or detonation could occur in the
drywell and, in the absence of an H2 deflagration or detonation, there is a high probability that there will be no
containment failure during the accident. Thus, no generic conclusion could be reached regarding the need for
venting for MARK III plants.

A potential vulnerability for MARK III plants involves station blackout, during which the igniters would be
inoperable. Under these conditions, a detonable mixture of H2 could develop which could be ignited upon
restoration of power. A potential improvement considered for MARK III containments is a backup power supply in
order to be able to use igniters during a station blackout. However, no generic conclusions could be reached. (At
least one licensee has taken the position that use of igniters is not necessary during a station blackout.)

CONCLUSION

The staff did not identify any generic improvements that would be applicable to all MARK III containments.
Therefore, the staff issued Supplement 3 to Generic Letter 88-201222 which requested that each licensee with a
MARK III containment consider, as part of its IPE, the insights and improvements identified in the CPI program.
Thus, this item was RESOLVED.

(4) ICE CONDENSER CONTAINMENTS

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1081.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1081.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1081.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1222.html
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DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

At the time of this evaluation in February 1992, there were 10 reactors with ice condenser containments located
at 5 sites. The ice condenser/containment houses a four-loop W PWR, is typically about 1.2 million cubic feet
in volume, and has a design pressure of 12 to 15 psig. The NUREG-11501081 evaluation of the Sequoyah
plant provided the most up-to-date insights into the important contributors to core damage and containment
challenges that face an ice condenser plant. In using these results care must be taken, however, to ensure
that they are representative of other ice condenser containment plants. For instance, the loss of offsite power
initiating event frequency is lower for Sequoyah than for other ice condenser plants because of the offsite grid
reliability. Also, because of design differences, significant variation has been reported in calculations of the
ultimate failure capability of containments. Estimates have ranged from 60 psig for Sequoyah to 120 psig for
Watts Bar.

Safety Significance

The containment represents the final barrier to the release of radioactive material to the environment. GDC 16
requires a leak-tight containment and its failure, especially early in a severe accident, has the potential for a
significant release of radioactivity to the environment.

Possible Solutions

The Sequoyah risk analysis indicated that containment bypass sequences dominate early fatality risk. Timing is
a key factor in these sequences as is a lack of any mitigating systems to scrub the release. The CPI Program
did not address this area, because there was a joint NRR/RES program on interfacing system LOCAs that was
underway to develop guidance and possible additional requirements for interfacing system LOCAs, including
those that could bypass the containment. In addition, interfacing system LOCAs were to be considered as part of
the IPE.

Direct containment heating (DCH) is a phenomenon that has a great deal of uncertainty associated with it. Risk
assessments have varied considerably in their characterizations of its contribution to containment failure by
overpressurization. Because of this uncertainty, research is being performed under the SARP1382 to reduce
the uncertainty in risk due to DCH. In addition, the staff is investigating, as part of the Accident Management
Program, possible means to prevent or decrease the severity of DCH events. The principal strategy being
investigated was that of full or partial depressurization of the RCS. The CPI Program made use of the ongoing
Accident Management Program work on depressurization and evaluated the impact of depressurization on the
ice condenser containment. An important finding was that depressurization to prevent DCH for ice condenser
plants is not sufficient to prevent containment failure unless the igniters are operating to control the large amount
of H2 that may be produced.

Containment failure resulting from uncontrolled H2 burns or detonations is a potentially important failure mode
for ice condenser containments. This could occur in station blackout events if power to the H2 igniter system is
lost, high concentrations of H2 are produced as a result of core degradation, and power is then restored at a later
time.

CONCLUSION

The staff did not identify any generic improvements that would be applicable to all ice condenser containments.
Therefore, the staff issued Supplement 3 to Generic Letter 88-201222 which requested each licensee with an ice
condenser containment consider, as part of its IPE, the insights and improvements identified in the CPI Program.
Thus, this item was RESOLVED.

(5) DRY CONTAINMENTS

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

At the time of this evaluation in February 1992, there were 63 PWR plants with large, dry containments located
at 40 sites. There were also 7 PWRs located at 4 sites that used subatmospheric containments. The volume and
design pressure of a large, dry containment are typically about 2.5 million cubic feet and 60 psig, respectively.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1081.html
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The containment volume and design pressure of a subatmospheric containment are typically about 2 million
cubic feet and 45 psig, respectively.

Safety Significance

The containment represents the final barrier to the release of radioactive material to the environment. GDC 16
requires a leak-tight containment and its failure, especially early in a severe accident, has the potential for a
significant release of radioactivity to the environment.

Possible Solutions

NUREG-11501081 indicated that, given a core-melt, the conditional probability of early containment failure for a
large, dry containment is low. For the Surry plant, containment bypass was found to be the dominant contributor
to risk. However, containment bypass was not investigated further under the CPI Program because of the
ongoing activities in this area discussed under Ice Condenser Containments above.

DCH was not important for the dry containments studied in NUREG-1150.1081 However, as noted above, this
is an area of large uncertainty and the importance of DCH to risk may vary for plants with dry containments
other than those studied in NUREG-1150.1081 Research is ongoing to reduce the uncertainty in risk due to DCH.
Depressurization to avoid DCH is being investigated as part of the Accident Management Program.

NUREG-11501081 did not identify H2 combustion as a significant threat to the containment for the two PWR
plants investigated. However, the staff does not know whether this conclusion can be extended to all PWR
containments.

H2 combustion on a global basis is not believed to be a significant threat to large, dry containments. However,
less firm conclusions have been reached for the smaller subatmospheric containments. It may also be possible
for detonable mixtures of H2 to buildup in localized compartments of both types of dry containments and damage
equipment. Therefore, the potential and effects of local H2 burns should be evaluated on a plant-specific basis.

CONCLUSION

The staff did not identify any generic improvements that would be applicable to all dry containments. Therefore,
the staff issued Supplement 3 to Generic Letter 88-201222 which requested each licensee with a dry containment
to consider, as part of its IPE, the insights and improvements identified in the CPI Program. Thus, this item was
RESOLVED.
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Issue 158: Performance of Safety-Related Power-Operated Valves under
Design Basis Conditions
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was identified1481 by NRR after reactor operating experience and research results on MOVs, SOVs,
AOVs, and HOVs indicated that testing under static conditions did not always reveal how these valves would
perform under design basis conditions. A number of failures of power-operated valves had occurred as a result
of inadequate design, installation, and maintenance. Operating events involving observed or potential common
mode failures of AOVs, SOVs, and MOVs were documented in NUREG-1275,1079 NUREG/CP-0123,1741 and
AEOD/C6031742 (which was forwarded1743 to the Commission). Events that specifically involved AOVs and
SOVs were identified in Volumes 2 and 6 of NUREG-1275.1079

Concerns regarding the performance of MOVs were resolved in Issue II.E.6.1 and resulted in the issuance of
Generic Letter 89-101217 which required licensees to establish programs to ensure the operability of MOVs in
safety-related systems. In addition, the reliability of PORVs and safety valves was addressed in the resolution
of Issue 70. Although no study was available on HOVs that highlighted significant events involving observed or
potential common mode failures or degradation, HOVs are used in many plants as MSIVs and in the AFWS at
PWRs and the SWS at BWRs. The use of power-operated valves in safety systems was sufficiently widespread
to raise concerns similar to those on MOVs addressed in the implementation of Generic Letter No. 89-10.1217

Therefore, this issue focused on power-operated valves other than MOVs.

Safety Significance

Appendix A to 10 CFR 50 requires that components important to safety be designed and tested to quality
standards commensurate with the importance of the safety function to be performed. Based on the experience
gained by the staff in the resolution of issues concerning MOVs, it was believed that malfunctioning of other
power-operated valves could create unacceptable results on overall reliability of these valves or failure to
operate under design basis conditions, such as blowdown to vital areas or pump failure due to deadheading or
loss of NPSH. Such failures could jeopardize other systems required to cool the core.

Possible Solution

A possible solution involved a combination of design reviews, improved surveillance/maintenance programs,
valve testing, and actuation setpoint adjustments, with particular emphasis on the design basis of each power-
operated valve.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

The Surry-1, Oconee-3, and Sequoyah-1 PRAs were used to model PWR AOVs and SOVs in SARA 4.0.1456

The Grand Gulf-1 and Peach Bottom-2 PRAs were used to model BWR AOVs and SOVs.

Frequency Estimate

The NPRDS was used to obtain values of AOV and SOV unreliability. The results for SOVs were documented in
NUREG-1275,1079 Vol. 6, where a demand failure probability for SOVs of either 7.1 x 10-3 or 8.7 x 10-3 was given
compared to a NUREG-11501081 value of 10-3; 8.7 x 10-3 was chosen for conservatism. An AEOD analysis of
NPRDS data for AOVs determined a demand failure probability of 1.1 x 10-2 for AOVs in risk significant systems
and 4.2 x 10-2 for all AOVs, compared to a NUREG-11501081 value of 10-3 to 2 x 10-3. Because of the ambiguity
in the modifier "risk significant," 4.2 x 10-2 was chosen as the preferred value.

If a valve did not appear in one of the dominant cutsets for its PRA, it was assumed for these small changes in
valve demand failure probability that the change in core-melt frequency would be negligible. This followed from
the previous work done in the above-mentioned PRAs in which the dominant cutsets were calculated.
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The intended effect of the solution was to improve the reliability of the valves to operate as designed. To
reflect this, it was assumed that the solution would reduce the probability for failure of an AOV or SOV
to NUREG-11501081 values and thus bring the core-melt frequency to the values predicted by the plant-
specific PRAs. As a result, in SARA,1456 the base case core-melt frequency value represented the value after
implementation of the solution, and the adjusted case core-melt frequency represented the increased risk from
including the effects of AOV and SOV unreliability. Therefore, the change in core-melt frequency computed in
SARA gave the result of improving AOV and SOV reliability. The changes in core-melt frequency for the AOVs in
various PRAs for both PWRs and BWRs were summarized in Table 3.158-1. However, the changes in Oconee-3
and Surry-1 were negligible because none of the AOVs occurred in a dominant cutset. Likewise, the changes for
the SOVs in all the PRAs were negligible because none of the SOVs occurred in a dominant cutset.

Based on these findings, the Sequoyah-1 and Peach Bottom-2 results were chosen to be representative of all
plants. Although the Oconee-3 and Surry-1 results were negligible and the Grand Gulf-1 results were much less
than that of Peach Bottom-2, choosing these two plants led to a more representative group of plants that could
be vulnerable. Therefore, the change in core-melt frequency was 1.236 x 10-5/RY and and 1.202 x 10-5/RY for
PWRs and BWRs, respectively.

Consequence Estimate

The containment failure probabilities and base consequences were taken from NUREG/CR-280064 for similar
accident sequences. It was assumed that these results could be used for risk calculations for the Sequoyah-1
and Peach Bottom-2 plants. The results of the calculations for the changes in public risk, and also the changes
in core-melt frequency, are shown in Table 3.158-2. The total public risk reduction was 88,000 man-rem.

TABLE 3.158-1

Change in Core-Melt Frequency from AOV Failure Probability Changes for Various PRAs

Reactor Type PRA Core-Melt Frequency/RY

PWR Sequoyah-1 1.236 x 10-5

PWR Oconee-3 -

PWR Surry-1 -

BWR Peach Bottom-2 1.202 x 10-5

BWR Grand Gulf-1 1.606 x 10-7

TABLE 3.158-2

PWR and BWR Results for Changes in Core-Melt Frequency and Public Risk

Reactor Type Core-Melt Frequency/RY Public Risk (man-rem/RY)

PWR 1.236 x 10-5 34

BWR 1.202 x 10-5 34

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: Based on the experience gained from the MOV program described in Generic Letter 89-10,1217

the average cost for the MOV implementation was estimated to be $6M/plant. With an estimate of approximately
100 MOVs per plant, this cost was $60,000/valve. It was assumed that a power-operated valve improvement
program limited only to those AOVs, SOVs, and HOVs that contribute most to CDF would keep costs down.
Based on the number of power-operated valves (20) observed to be involved in the dominant sequences, the
total industry cost (OLs and CPs) was estimated to be (20)($60,000/plant)(111 plants) or $133M.

NRC Cost: A study of AOVs, HOVs, and SOVs was estimated to require approximately 2 years of contractor
time. NRC support of implementation of the possible solution was estimated to require additional resources.
Thus, the total NRC cost was estimated to be $3.7M.
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Total Cost:The total NRC and industry cost associated with the possible solution was estimated to be $(133 +
3.7)M or approximately $137M.

Impact/Value Assessment

Based on a potential public risk reduction of 88,000 man-rem and an estimated cost of $137M for the possible
solution, the impact/value ratio was given by:

CONCLUSION

Based on observed escalating costs associated with the MOV program (Generic Letter 89-10),1217 the actual
cost to implement the solution to this issue could be higher than that estimated. However, it was believed that
a valve improvement program limited only to those AOVs, SOVs, and HOVs that contributed the most to risk
could keep costs close to the level assumed in this analysis. In addition, for CDF>10-5, a medium priority was
appropriate, regardless of cost. Therefore, based on the impact/value ratio and the potential risk reduction, this
issue was given a medium priority ranking1739 in January 1994. In accordance with an RES evaluation,1564 the
impact of a license renewal period of 20 years was to be considered in the resolution of the issue.

In resolving the issue, the staff concluded that existing regulations provided an adequate framework for any
needed regulatory action. NRR committed to undertake efforts in conjunction with the industry to ensure that
existing requirements for valve operability under design basis conditions will be met. Thus, the issue was
RESOLVED with no new or revised requirements1744 and licensees were informed of the staff's conclusion in
NRC Regulatory Issue Summary 2000-03.1768
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Issue 159: Qualification of Safety-Related Pumps While Running on
Minimum Flow (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was identified1481 by NRR and addressed concerns involving centrifugal pumps operating at some
point below the best efficiency point (BEP) on their characteristic curves that could cause hydraulic instability or
flow recirculation inside the pumps. This unstable flow phenomenon becomes progressively more pronounced
as the flow is further decreased and could result in pump damage from vibration and recirculation cavitation
(voids created by the recirculating current).

On May 24, 1986, Susquehanna Unit 1 experienced an event (LER 86-021-OO) involving pump damage due
to erosion caused by recirculation cavitation during partial flow operation of an ESW pump. An inspection of all
other ESW pumps revealed similar cavitation damage. The licensee estimated that cavitation occurred when the
pumps ran at a flow rate significantly lower than the design rate. Because they were of similar design, the RHR
service water pumps were also inspected and cavitation damage was found on the impeller liners.

In a search of an operational data base for the period from 1983 to 1988, four additional events involving either
pump failure or potential for pump degradation resulting from low flow operation were found. These events
occurred at Vermont Yankee, H. B. Robinson 2, Turkey Point 3, and Haddam Neck, and were reported in AEOD/
E807.1488

In 1988, W issued notices to all of its NSSS users regarding minimum flows for thermal protection (thermal) and
long-term protection (mechanical minimum flow) in all postulated scenarios (including design basis accident
conditions) anticipated during the lifetime of all safety-related pumps including the RHR, HPSI, Core Spray,
and AFW pumps. Based on the operating events and the W notification, the NRC issued Bulletin No. 88-041489

requesting licensees to take actions to deal with the concerns involving centrifugal pumps operating at low flow
conditions. Two areas of concern were discussed in the bulletin:

(1) When two centrifugal pumps operate in parallel and one of the pumps is stronger than the other (i.e., it
has a higher developed head for the same flow), the weaker pump may be dead-headed when the pumps are
operating in the minimum flow mode. The phenomenon is manifested at low flow rates because of the flatness
of the pump characteristic curve in this range. The head difference is not a problem at moderate to high flow
conditions because of the shape of the pump characteristic curve in these regions.

(2) In the past, the required minimum flow for these pumps was established solely from the temperature rise
in the pumped fluid. However, it became generally understood that temperature rise is the only factor that can
influence safe, continuous, minimum flow operation. Centrifugal pumps will demonstrate a flow condition that
is described as hydraulic instability or impeller recirculation at some point below the BEP on their characteristic
curves. These unsteady flow phenomena become progressively more pronounced as the flow is further
decreased and can result in pump damage from vibration, excessive forces on the impeller, and cavitation.

The above first concern pertaining to dead-heading of pumps was not included in the NRR memorandum.1481

This concern was considered resolved by actions licensees took to either: (1) install an additional bypass line;
(2) replace the existing line with a larger bypass line; or (3) change the operational procedures to prevent the
potential of a pump being dead-headed. However, licensee responses dealing with the second concern were not
completely satisfactory to NRR.1481

Safety Significance

This issue was concerned with the operability of pumps in all safety-related systems that are addressed in GDC
34 (RHR Heat Removal), GDC 35 (Emergency Core Cooling), GDC 38 (Containment Cooling), and GDC 44
(Cooling Water Supply) of Appendix A to 10 CFR 50; these cooling functions are vital for reactor or containment
protection.

Solution
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Bulletin No. 88-041489 identified several action items and associated general guidance. Specifically, Action Item
3 requested each licensee to evaluate the potential pump damage caused by low flow operation and testing.
The guidance for conducting the evaluation included consideration of the effects of cumulative operation during
the postulated accident scenario and testing during the plant life, the use of test data and field experience data,
and verification of the pump supplier's recommended minimum flow rate. Action Item 4 requested licensees
to identify, if needed, the short-term and long-term modifications to plant operating procedures or hardware
changes to mitigate the problems.

Licensee responses to Bulletin No. 88-041489 were reviewed by ORNL and the results were summarized
in NUREG/CR-5706.1490 ORNL indicated that the level of information provided in the licensee responses
varied substantially. Some plants provided fairly detailed discussions of original and existing minimum flow
recommendations and system configurations, as well as an identification of specific design, procedural, or other
changes made in response to the bulletin. However, a number of responses provided only an indication that the
concerns had been reviewed, with little or no system/pump-specific information provided.

There were 29 PWRs (at 18 sites) that identified a total of 56 procedure changes and 38 design modifications
made in response to Bulletin No. 88-04.1489 There were 8 BWRs (at 6 sites) that identified a total of 17
procedure changes and 6 design modifications. In addition to design or procedure changes, special tests and
analyses performed in conjunction with the bulletin were identified. The ORNL findings were: (1) there were no
generic guidelines for determining the acceptability of a pump's mission time for various modes of operation; and
(2) some licensee responses did not adequately address the low flow concern. Therefore, ORNL recommended
that the industry be encouraged to develop pump qualification criteria and new diagnostic techniques for pump
testing.

NRR reviewed some responses to Bulletin No. 88-041489 to determine if additional guidance was needed
to supplement the bulletin. With respect to the concern of pump mission time for all anticipated operational
modes, NRR concluded that "... Rather than performing detailed accident analyses to determine the longest
possible time which a pump could be called upon to run, licensees have modified procedures or made physical
modifications to preclude low flow operation outside the range recommended by the vendor." Some licensees
have relied on this approach to deal with the low flow problems and the staff found this approach reasonable and
acceptable.1491

Following the issuance of Bulletin No. 88-04,1489 NRC Temporary Instruction 2515/105 was used to conduct
inspections to ensure adequate licensee response to the bulletin and to ensure that safety-related pumps would
not be damaged during minimum flow operation or testing. Twelve plants (PWRs and BWRs) were selected for
the inspection that was completed in September 1991. Although there were some weaknesses in the licensee
responses, the inspection found them adequate, except for a few plant-specific open items that were expected to
be resolved before the next refueling outage at each of the selected plants. MPA-X804 was established by NRR
to track licensee implementation of Bulletin No. 88-04.1489

The Nuclear Plant Aging Research Program,1492 which included the pumps of concern in this issue, was
expected to investigate the cumulative effect of low flow operation and testing on pump aging and provide
additional insights for future considerations.

CONCLUSION

The conclusions1491 of the staff and the ORNL review1490 of responses to Bulletin 88-041489 indicated that,
in general, the concerns involving pump operation under low flow conditions had been addressed by most
licensees. For the areas that remained to be resolved, the ORNL insights and recommendations were expected
to be accommodated within the context of the bulletin. The follow-up inspection of 12 plant sites with 20 units
turned up no apparent damage to the pumps inspected. The actions taken by the licensees in response to
the bulletin were expected to improve the reliability of pumps under low flow operation. Therefore, the safety
concerns of this issue were previously addressed by the staff with the issuance of Bulletin No. 88-041489 and the
issue was DROPPED from further consideration as a new and separate issue. In an RES evaluation,1564 it was
concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not change the priority of the issue.
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Issue 160: Spurious Actuations of Instrumentation upon Restoration of
Power (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was raised1481 by NRR following a review of events at 3 operating BWR plants that involved
inadvertent ESF actuations upon loss and subsequent restoration of power to Rosemount analog transmitter trip
units (ATTUs). NRC Information Notice No. 90-221528 was issued to alert OLs and CPs of this concern.

Equipment response to loss and restoration of power would normally be a design consideration for equipment
and control system designers. As such, there was no specific NRC guidance for re-energizing instrumentation
that may be inadvertently de-energized. Except for the Information Notice,1528 there had been no communication
from the NRC, between licensees and vendors, or among utilities regarding this potential problem and its
possible corrective actions. This issue addressed inadvertent actuation of any equipment upon restoration of
power and was not limited to equipment actuated by Rosemount ATTUs. Thus, the scope of this issue was
broader than that addressed in the Information Notice.1528

Safety Significance

The concern of this issue was the effects of restoration of power to safety-related equipment that is normally
energized but which inadvertently loses power. The effect of restoration of power might not be as thoroughly
analyzed as the effect of a loss of power. In many plants, safety-related instrumentation is powered from
interruptible buses because of the "fail safe" response of the instrument upon the loss of power. However, the
response of these instruments to a restoration of power may be undesirable or could lead to risk significant
events.

The main concern raised by NRR was that these events had the potential for initiating an ISLOCA and/or low
temperature overpressurization (a Ltop event) by improper actuation of MOVs. NRR believed1481 that there
was a need to evaluate the effects of re-energizing of instruments on a broader scale than was done for the
operating events experienced. For instance, although all of the events occurred in BWRs that have analog trip
units manufactured by Rosemount, a potentially significant risk exists if single channel interlocks are used in
valve circuits, or single channel permissives are used regardless of the type of reactor involved. Similarly, a
potentially significant risk exists if multiple channels are subjected to a loss of power at the same time (e.g.,
loss of offsite power) and subsequently re-energized with power available to the actuated equipment before the
control logic is reset.

Possible Solutions

Any resolution to this issue should address the potential for inadvertent ESF actuations upon loss and
restoration of power. In particular, the inadvertent opening of PIVs and the corresponding increased risk of
ISLOCA and Ltop accident sequences should be considered. The following were possible solutions:

(1) Improve ATTU power supply reliability.

(2) Improve operator training and procedures to respond to ISLOCA and Ltop events.

(3) Improve the design of power supplies and ESF actuation circuitry so that spurious actuation of valves or
pumps does not occur upon restoration of power.

(4) Implement auctioneering circuit from two ATTU voltage converters, one converter taking input from a 120V
AC instrument bus and the other converter taking input from a 125V DC source.

(5) Use a diverse interlock for PIV opening, e.g., use a contact from the RHR pump motor breaker to signal that
the RHR pump is running.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions
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The concern stated by NRR involved the potential effects from misoperation of equipment upon restoration
of power and was not limited to cases involving the Rosemount ATTUs identified in Information Notice No.
90-22.1528 Two accident sequences were identified by NRR that could result from spurious actuation of
equipment due to loss and restoration of power. These were ISLOCA and Ltop resulting from spurious actuation
of MOVs, both of which had been studied previously by the NRC.

The regulatory analysis1501 for the resolution of Issue 105 presented the results of a cost benefit analysis for
proposed actions to resolve the concern regarding ISLOCA. The resolution of Issue 105 fell within the scope
of that proposed for Issue 160, thus permitting use of relevant information from NUREG-1463.1501 Based upon
the results of this cost benefit analysis, the recommended resolution for Issue 105 was to perform plant-specific
reviews for ISLOCA vulnerabilities in conjunction with the IPE program.

One of the recommended actions in NUREG-14631501 for decreasing the risk of ISLOCA was to perform a leak
test of the pressure isolation check valves between the LPCI system and the high pressure RCS by cycling open
any normally-closed MOVs upstream from these valves at least once per year, because latent failure of these
check valves could result in ISLOCA upon opening of the normally-closed MOV. This action would reduce the
initiating event frequency for ISLOCA to 2.5 x 10(7)/RY for any plant that utilizes a valve configuration with a
normally-closed MOV upstream from two check valves. Based upon the events reported in Information Notice
No. 90-221528 and a review of LERs, the frequency of spurious actuation of these MOVs due to an inadvertent
SI signal resulting from the loss and restoration of power was approximately 5 x 10(3) event/RY. This value was
about 10% of the assumed frequency of inadvertent SI (6.4 x 10(2) /RY) reported in NUREG/CR-5102,1500 the
source of the analysis in NUREG-1463.1501 Therefore, the decrease in initiating event frequency that could
be realized by preventing spurious actuation of these MOVs upon loss and restoration of power would be
approximately 2.5 x 10(8)/RY, which was not a significant decrease.

Some plants cycle the MOVs between the LPCI system and the RCS as frequently as once per month during full
power operation; Calvert Cliffs 1 is one such example.1500 These plants would gain little benefit from preventing
an additional spurious actuation with a frequency of 5 x 10(3)/RY. In addition, MOVs at the interface between the
LPCI system and the RCS for many PWRs are normally open such that a spurious LPCI actuation signal would
not inadvertently open these valves. Based upon the results of Issue 105, it was concluded that there was no
significant potential for spurious actuation of MOVs to cause an ISLOCA.

Using relevant information from NUREG-13261291 (the regulatory analysis for Issue 94), the solutions to Issues
94 and 160 are consistent with each other. Implementation of the resolution of Issue 94 (see Generic Letter
90-06) would reduce the mean CDF for Ltop events from 3.24 x 10(6) to 3.5 x 10(7) event/RY. It was assumed in
this analysis that elimination of all spurious actuations upon restoration of power would result in the elimination
of the remaining risk from Ltop events. This was a conservative assumption because BWRs are not at risk from
Ltop.

In order to determine if any other events that involved the misoperation of equipment upon restoration of power
had occurred, a search of the Sequence Coding and Search System (SCSS) database was conducted. This
ORNL database contained data from over 35,000 LERs reported after 1980. The search identified 198 events
that involved the spurious actuation of pumps or valves upon loss and restoration of power. It was assumed that
any significant events that occurred since 1980 would be identified by the SCSS search; however, it was noted
that the results of the SCSS search did not include the 3 events reported in Information Notice No. 90-22.1528

The most likely explanation for this fact was that the 3 events did not involve a loss and restoration of power, but
instead were caused by an increase in voltage above the trip setpoint of the trip units. The SCSS search was
still quite relevant, because the concern stated by NRR involved the effects of loss and restoration of power to
all equipment, whereas the problem identified in the Notice1528 resulted from the unique characteristics of the
Rosemount ATTUs.

The review of these events did not reveal any additional concerns. Eight of the 198 LERs involved spurious
actuation of equipment upon restoration of power; these are listed in Table 3.160-1. Six of these eight
events involved systems operating as designed and were resolved by specifying correct test or maintenance
procedures. The seventh event involved the concurrent failure of an electronic controls component with
restoration of power. This component likely failed prior to loss and restoration of power as a second replacement
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component was also failed prior to installation. The eighth event involved a pressure signal spike because of a
dead bus transfer and was resolved by rewriting procedures to avoid dead bus transfers. These events involved
failure to consider available design and performance criteria of equipment during the systems design and in the
specification of maintenance or test procedures. In addition, none of these events resulted in system responses
that were significant accident sequence precursors.

None of the spurious actuations involved the ISLOCA sequence initiating event described earlier (opening of
normally-closed MOV upstream from pressure isolation check valves). Based upon the 3 events reported in
Information Notice No. 90-221528 that occurred during the 6-year period from 1984 to 1990 and involved de-
energization of Rosemount ATTUs due to overvoltage, the ISLOCA initiating event frequency resulting from this
concern was approximately 5 x 10(3) event/RY (3 events in approximately 600 RY).

Event Number of Occurrences

TABLE 3.160-1Spurious Actuation of Equipment Upon Restoration of Power

Reactor Trip 1

Decay Heat Cooler TS Violation 1

MSIV Opened/Closed 2

RHR Suction Valve closure 1

ESFAS Actuation 1

Partial SI Actuation 1

Accumulator Valve Opened During Shutdown 1

Because this review did not reveal any additional areas of concern, this analysis was limited to the ISLOCA and
Ltop events identified.1481 Although it was possible that other events had occurred that were not identified in
this SCSS search, such events were either not clearly caused by the loss and restoration of power or did not
involve an event precursor of significant frequency or severity. Hence, a review of operational history showed
that, not only were inappropriate responses to power restoration rare, but such responses did not appear to
cause significant problems.

It was assumed that 74 PWRs and 37 BWRs with average remaining lives of 24.7 years and 23.3 years,
respectively, would be affected by the resolution of this issue. The cost estimates for this issue were taken
mainly from NUREG/CR-4627961 and NUREG/CR-2800.4

Frequency Estimate

As discussed above, the base case included the implementation of all recommendations from the resolution of
Issue 94. Although there was some risk remaining from ISLOCA after implementation of the recommendations
in Issue 105, this risk would not be significantly mitigated by reduction of the frequency of spurious actuation of
equipment due to loss and restoration of power. No other significant event precursors were identified from the
review of the 198 LERs identified by the SCSS relating to inadvertent equipment actuation.

The estimated decrease in CDF that could result from resolution of this issue was the CDF remaining
after implementation of the recommended actions for Issue 94. The remaining risk for Ltop events after
implementation of the recommended resolution of Issue 94 was assumed to be the potential safety benefit from
the resolution of this issue.

The remaining CDF after implementation of the resolution of Issue 94 was 3.5 x 10(7) event/RY. It was assumed
that resolving this issue would result in a decrease in CDF of 3.5 x 10(7) event/RY. This estimate included safety
benefits that would not be realized by the resolution of the issue, such as CDF reduction in BWRs which are not
susceptible to the Ltop event. Thus, for the 111 affected plants, it was estimated that the total CDF reduction
from resolution of the issue would be 3.89 x 10(5) event/year.

Consequence Estimate
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A dose of 4.5 x 106 man-rem/event was given in NUREG/CR-51861527 for PWRs and BWRs. Based on an
average remaining operating life of 24.2 RY for the affected plants, the estimated total public risk reduction was
(3.89 x 10(-5))(24.2)(4.5 x 10(6)) man-rem or 4,230 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: Implementing the possible solution consisted of two parts. The first part was the cost of labor
for training and installation of new equipment/components due to modification and was estimated to be 2 man-
years/plant. Assuming all the modification and installation could be done during a scheduled plant outage, no
replacement power costs were included. The second part was the equipment/component costs estimated to be
$200,000/plant. Labor requirements to perform the enhanced training and inspection program were assumed
to be integrated with or to replace existing programs. Therefore, no additional labor was assumed for operation
and maintenance of the solution. Using the labor rate of $100,000/man-year from NUREG/CR-2800,4 the total
industry cost for implementation of the possible solution at 111 plants was estimated to be $45M.

NRC Cost: Development of the proposed solution was estimated to require 24 man-months to further evaluate
the issue, develop a resolution, and perform a regulatory analysis. Using the referenced(4) labor rate, the cost
for development of the resolution was estimated to be $200,000. The cost to support its implementation was
estimated to be 1 man-week/plant, for an additional cost of $210,000. The labor for review of operation and
maintenance of the possible solution was estimated to be 1 man-day/RY, for an additional cost of $1M. Thus, the
total NRC cost was estimated to be $1.4M.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was estimated to be $(45 +
1.4)M or $46.4M.

Impact/Value Assessment

Based on a total potential public risk reduction of 4,230 man-rem and a cost of $46.4M, the impact/value ratio
was given by:

Other Considerations

(1) It was estimated that utility labor in radiation zones would be required for installation of new equipment. A
total of 3 man-weeks/plant were estimated and a 75% utilization factor was assumed for labor in radiation zones.
It was further assumed that the dose rate in the radiation zones was 100 millirem/hour. With 111 plants, this ORE
increase was 1,000 man-rem.

(2) It was assumed that one additional man-week of utility labor in radiation zones would be required for
examination of equipment installed or exchanged as a result of the resolution. Assuming a 75% utilization factor,
the incremental labor in radiation zones for operation and maintenance was estimated to be 30 man-hours/RY.
Using the estimated 2,690 remaining operating years, the total increase was 6,100 man-rem. Thus, the total
ORE associated with the possible solution was 7,100 man-rem.

CONCLUSION

Based on the overall consideration of the backfit solution for operating plants, this issue was placed in the DROP
category. In an RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal period
would only move the issue to a low priority ranking.
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Issue 161: Use of Non-Safety-Related Power Supplies in Safety-Related
Circuits (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

This issue was identified1481 by NRR to address the concerns raised during the licensing of Nine Mile Point Unit
2.

On February 7, 1985, Niagara Mohawk submitted to the NRC a report on "Non-Class 1E Devices Connected to
Class 1E Power Supplies" which stated that "the non-Class 1E devices to be analyzed were identified by a study
of Elementary Diagrams and Elementary Diagram Device Lists for all safety systems in the GE scope of supply
for NMP2." These devices were asserted to be acceptable by the licensee and the vendor (GE) based on an
FMEA; however, this FMEA was not accepted by the staff. Ultimately, of the 239 identified components, 35 were
isolated with qualified isolation devices and 76 were upgraded to Class 1E by the licensee in order to meet the
regulatory requirements imposed by the staff.

The fundamental concern in this issue was whether the staff's actions in requiring the isolation or replacement
of 111 out of 239 components during the licensing review was a change in regulatory position and, if so, whether
the position should be backfit to all licensed facilities. The position taken by the staff in 1985 during the OL
review of Nine Mile Point 2 was necessary to meet the regulations in effect at that time. It was GE's contention
that the design approach at Nine Mile Point 2 was similar to that used at other plants and was accepted by the
NRC during the licensing review of BWR plants.

The determination of whether a component or system is an associated circuit is based on the application
of IEEE 384-1977 and IEEE 279-1971. Any non-Class 1E component or system which interconnects with
a Class 1E component or system is an associated circuit, unless it is adequately isolated. IEEE 279-1971,
which was incorporated by reference into 10 CFR 50.55a(h), does not identify associated circuits but only
states that "the transmission of signals from protection system [Class 1E] equipment for control system [non-
Class 1E] use shall be through isolation devices which shall be classified as part of the protection system."
This restriction was relaxed in IEEE 384-1977 to define an associated circuit as any circuit comprised of non-
Class 1E components that is not isolated from a Class 1E circuit by an isolation device. This configuration is
acceptable if the associated circuit is "analyzed or tested to demonstrate that Class 1E circuits are not degraded
below an acceptable level." IEEE 384-1977 was adopted in Regulatory Guide 1.75, Revision 3, in September
1978.

CONCLUSION

Prior to the publication of IEEE 384, the classification of an associated circuit did not exist and any non-Class
1E component should have been isolated from a Class 1E component or system by a qualified isolation device.
Therefore, it was unlikely that the staff accepted a practice in the past which they found unacceptable in 1985,
since the requirements in 1985 were less strict than the requirements before 1977. GE was unable to document
previous acceptance by the staff of the design practice under contention. In addition, the criteria used by the
staff in 1985 to determine whether a circuit is an associated circuit and whether the associated circuit should be
isolated would also be applied currently to OL applicants.

The components at Nine Mile Point 2 were analyzed by GE and resulted in 128 of the 239 identified components
being accepted as associated circuits without modification; however, the remaining 111 components were
upgraded to Class 1E or were isolated. It appears reasonable to assume that the determination made by NRR
regarding the need for components to be Class 1E is correct. Thus, this issue was determined to be a matter of
compliance with existing regulations1482 and was DROPPED from further consideration as a new and separate
issue. In an RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not
change the priority of the issue.
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Issue 162: Inadequate Technical Specifications for Shared Systems at
Multiplant Sites When One Unit is Shut Down (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was identified1481 by NRR as a result of a diagnostic evaluation team inspection of the SWS at
Zion, a multiplant site. The inspection identified the potential for some additional shared systems to have an
inadequate number of available components or inadequate flow rates when one unit is shutdown and the other
unit is operating. The staff concluded that these inadequacies at Zion were due both to the existing TS and to the
licensee's poor understanding of the original design basis. Since the staff's concerns with the SWS were already
being addressed as part of the resolution of Issues 130 and 153, no additional generic follow-up of the SWS
concerns was conducted.

NRR identified the following systems as having the potential for inadequate TS when they are shared: (1) HVAC
systems for shared control room areas and switchgear rooms; (2) onsite AC and DC systems; and (3) the CCW
system. From the total of 39 multiplant sites in the U.S., updated FSARs for 10 sites (7 PWRs and 3 BWRs)
were selected for review to determine the extent of sharing of these systems and to assess the potential impact
of TS on the adequacy of this sharing. This review, along with a review of applicable Bulletins, Information
Notices, and Generic Letters, resulted in the following observations:

(1) The CCW system is generally not shared. At BWRs, it is not a safety-related system and is not addressed in
the TS. For most PWRs, this system is not normally shared because it is a closed system with separate surge
tanks for each train and cross-connected operation can be difficult. Although the CCW system is shared at
Surry 1 & 2, Zion 1 & 2, and D. C. Cook 1 & 2, any plant-specific vulnerabilities were to be identified in the IPE
program. In addition, calculations in the generic shutdown study indicated that one of the above 3 PWR sites
was examined and showed that the CDF contribution of CCW system failures during shutdown was relatively
small (about 4 x 106 /RY). Therefore, the staff concluded that the CCW system did not warrant additional generic
review to determine if TS are adequate for those shared CCW systems.

(2) The HVAC system for common control room areas is required to be operable in all modes so that the
operating mode of one unit does not affect the operability of the other unit's HVAC system. Preliminary
estimates4 of the CDF resulting from loss of cooling to the control room for a typical PWR and BWR would be
about 7 x 107/RY and 2 x 107/RY, respectively. In addition, control room HVAC systems were reviewed under
Issue 143. Consequently, it was concluded that the HVAC system for common control room areas did not
warrant additional generic review.

(3) The design of HVAC systems servicing non-control room areas (e.g., switchgear rooms) is plant-specific and
required examination by licensees as part of the IPE program to identify plant-specific vulnerabilities. This study
indicated that, although the switchgear room is the most important non-control room area, the CDF resulting
from loss of room cooling for a typical PWR or BWR would not be large (about 106/RY and 107/RY, respectively).
In addition, calculations4 indicated that one of the above PWR sites was evaluated and showed that the CDF
contribution of failed HVAC in switchgear rooms was negligible (about 1.2 x 107/RY). Also, HVAC systems were
reviewed under Issue 143. Therefore, it was concluded that the adequacy of TS associated with HVAC systems
for non-control room areas did not warrant additional generic review.

(4) Onsite AC and DC systems for multiplant sites are generally physically and electrically separated and
redundant and are rarely shared between units. Special inspections for the AC and DC systems identified some
plant-specific issues at some multiplant units and were addressed. The objective of these special inspections
was to assess the performance capability of the electrical distribution system to adequately support the operation
of the licensees' safety-related components. These systems were reviewed under the station blackout program
and licensees were also expected to identify vulnerabilities associated with AC and DC systems in the IPE
program. Therefore, it was concluded that the adequacy of TS associated with shared onsite AC and DC
systems did not warrant further generic review.

(5) The Maintenance Rule, 10CFR 50.65(a)(3), requires that, in performing monitoring and preventive
maintenance activities, an assessment of the total plant equipment that is out of service be taken into account
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to determine the overall effect on performance of safety functions. It was expected that this assessment would
provide additional assurance that an adequate number of shared components will be available at multiplant
sites.

CONCLUSION

The staff concluded that the concerns raised with the adequacy of TS associated with shared CCW systems,
common control area HVAC, shared switchgear room HVAC, and onsite AC and DC systems had been or will
be addressed by existing programs or activities. Therefore, this issue was DROPPED from further consideration
as a new and separate issue. In an RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that consideration of a 20-year license
renewal period did not change the priority of the issue.
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Issue 163: Multiple Steam Generator Tube Leakage
Issue Identification

The NRC identified1031 this issue in June 1992 to address an NRC staff member’s concern, given in a DPO
dated December 3, 1991,1936 and modified March 27, 1992,1937 about the potential for a main steamline break
(MSLB) accident to cause significant primary-to-secondary leakage that could damage the reactor core. The
DPO was prompted by widespread outer-diameter stress-corrosion cracking (ODSCC) at the steam generator
tube support plates (TSPs) at the Trojan Nuclear Power Plant, which the DPO author claimed could not be
reliably detected, and by the staff’s approval of alternate repair criteria (ARC) that would allow many tubes
known to contain such cracks to remain in service.

In accordance with NRC Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17, 2009,1858

the staff screened the issue and classified it as GSI-163 on June 16, 1992.1031 The principal assertion
addressed by GSI-163 was the potential for multiple steam generator (SG) tube leaks during an MSLB that
cannot be isolated outside containment to lead to core damage that could result from the loss of all primary
system coolant and safety injection fluid from the refueling water storage tank.

The intent of GSI-163 was to address the adequacy of regulatory requirements relating to the management
of SG tube integrity to ensure that all tubes will continue to exhibit acceptable structural margins against burst
or rupture under normal operating conditions, as well as during postulated design-basis accidents (DBAs)
(including MSLB), and that leakage from one or multiple tubes during postulated DBAs will be limited to very
small amounts, consistent with the applicable regulations for offsite and control room doses. In contrast,
any actions needed to address containment bypass scenarios due to tube failure during severe accidents
would likely involve changes to accident management procedures and, perhaps, hardware modifications not
involving the steam generators and, therefore, were outside the scope of GSI-163. Similarly, iodine spiking and
radiological assessment issues were outside the scope of GSI-163. DPO issues outside the scope of GSI-163
were managed under the SG Action Plan umbrella.

Importance to Safety

The SG tubes function as an integral part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) and, in addition,
isolate radioactive fission products in the primary reactor coolant from the secondary coolant and the
environment. Thus, the SG tubing serves a containment function as well as an RCPB function. SG tube leakage
(i.e., primary-to-secondary leakage) or ruptures have a number of potential safety implications, including those
associated with allowing fission products in the primary coolant to escape into the environment through the
secondary system. In the event of an MSLB accident or stuck open SG safety valve, leakage of primary coolant
through the tubes could contaminate the flow out of the ruptured steamline or safety valve, respectively. In
addition, leakage of primary coolant through the SG tubing could deplete the inventory of water available for
long-term cooling of the core in the event of an accident.

Regulatory Framework for Ensuring Steam Generator Tube Integrity

Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR), "Energy," establishes the fundamental regulatory
requirements for the integrity of the SG tubes. Specifically, the general design criteria (GDC) in Appendix A,
"General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," to 10 CFR Part 50, "Domestic Licensing of Production and
Utilization Facilities," state that the RCPB—

• shall have "an extremely low probability of abnormal leakage…and gross rupture" (GDC 14, "Reactor Coolant
Pressure Boundary")

• "shall be designed with sufficient margin" (GDCs 15, "Reactor Coolant System Design," and 31, "Fracture
Prevention of Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary")

• shall be of "the highest quality standards practical" (GDC 30, "Quality of Reactor Coolant Pressure
Boundary")

• shall be designed to permit "periodic inspection and testing...to assess...structural and leak-tight
integrity" (GDC 32, "Inspection of Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary")
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To this end, 10 CFR 50.55a, "Codes and Standards," specifies that components that are part of the RCPB
must meet the requirements for Class 1 components in Section III of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (ASME Code).1938 In 10 CFR 50.55a, the NRC further requires
that, throughout the service life of a PWR facility, ASME Code Class 1 components meet the requirements
(except for the design and access provisions and preservice examination requirements) in Section XI, "Rules for
Inservice Inspection [ISI] of Nuclear Power Plant Components," of the ASME Code, to the extent practical. This
requirement includes the inspection and repair criteria of Section XI of the ASME Code. Section XI requirements
pertaining to ISI of SG tubing are augmented by additional requirements in the plant technical specifications
(TS).

As part of the plant licensing basis, applicants for PWR licenses are required to analyze the consequences
of postulated DBAs, such as an SG tube rupture (SGTR) and MSLB. These analyses consider primary-to-
secondary leakage that may occur during these events and must show that the offsite radiological consequences
do not exceed the applicable limits of 10 CFR 50.67, "Accident Source Term," or 10 CFR Part 100, "Reactor Site
Criteria," for offsite doses, GDC 19, "Control Room," criteria for control room operator doses (or some fraction
thereof as appropriate to the accident), or the NRC-approved licensing basis (e.g., a small fraction of these
limits).

Operating experience has proven that SG tubing is subject to a variety of mechanically and corrosion-induced
degradation mechanisms that may impair the structural and leakage integrity of the SG tubing. The licensee’s
plant TS require the implementation of SG tube surveillance programs to ensure that tubes are repaired, or
removed from service by plugging the tube ends, before the structural or leakage integrity of the tubes is
impaired. The TS include a generally applicable depth-based tube repair limit, typically 40 percent of the nominal
tube wall thickness, beyond which the tubes must be repaired or plugged. This depth-based tube repair limit is
intended to ensure that tubes accepted for continued service will not leak and will retain safety factors against
burst consistent with the design basis (i.e., the stress limits in the ASME Code, Section III1938) with allowance for
flaw depth measurement uncertainty and for incremental flaw growth before the next scheduled inspection. The
plant TS also include a limit on operational primary-to-secondary leakage, typically 150 gallons per day, beyond
which the plant must be promptly shutdown.

Prioritization and Regulatory Assessment

The NRC gave the issue a HIGH priority ranking in 1997.1091 The NRC originally planned to develop a rule
involving a more flexible and more effective regulatory framework for SG tube surveillance and maintenance
activities (compared with TS requirements existing at that time) that would allow a degradation-specific
management approach. The staff discontinued this effort in 1997 after a regulatory analysis indicated that
rulemaking was unnecessary. With Commission approval, the staff began to develop a generic letter requesting
that all PWR licensees submit proposed changes to their plant TS that would ensure SG tube integrity is
maintained. This generic letter initiative included a draft regulatory guide and sample TS incorporating a
programmatic, performance based strategy for ensuring SG tube integrity.

On December 1, 1997, the industry informed the NRC staff of an industry initiative, Nuclear Energy Institute
(NEI) 97-06, "Steam Generator Tube Integrity Guidelines,"1939 which paralleled the draft regulatory guide
and which all PWR licensees had committed (among themselves) to implement. NEI 97-061939 provided a
programmatic, performance-based approach to ensuring SG tube integrity. With Commission approval, the staff
put the generic letter initiative on hold and worked with the industry to identify revised TS that would be aligned
with the NEI 97-061939 initiative and that would ensure all PWR licensees implement programs to ensure that
SG tube integrity will be maintained. This effort was completed in May 2005 with the NRC staff’s approval of
Technical Specification Task Force (TSTF)-449, Revision 4, "Steam Generator Tube Integrity," dated April 14,
2005,1897 which included a new standard TS template governing SG tube integrity. In response to NRC Generic
Letter 2006-01, "Steam Generator Tube Integrity and Associated Technical Specifications," dated January 20,
2006,1901 all PWR licensees submitted license amendment applications to change their TS in accordance with
TSTF-449.1897
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(1) the ACRS ad hoc subcommittee’s finding that the ARC
and condition monitoring program can adequately
protect public health and safety

(2) the ACRS ad hoc subcommittee’s conclusion that no
immediate regulatory actions were necessary

(3) the NRC staff’s development of an SGAP1899, 1940 to
address the conclusions and recommendations in the
ACRS ad hoc subcommittee’s report

By memorandum from B. Sheron to L. Reyes dated July 5, 2007,1942 GSI-163 was closed in the Generic Issues
Program and was transferred to the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation for regulatory office implementation.

As of September 30, 2007, new performance-based TS requirements were in place at all U.S. PWRs. These
requirements were the culmination of years of work between the NRC staff and the industry to develop a generic
template for new TS requirements incorporating a programmatic, performance-based approach for ensuring
SG tube integrity (70 FR 24126; May 6, 2005).1943 Each PWR licensee adopted the new TS requirements
voluntarily, consistent with the generic template, and not as the result of an NRC backfit. These requirements are
intended to ensure that all tubes exhibit adequate structural margins against burst or rupture for the spectrum
of normal operating and DBA conditions, consistent with the original design basis. These requirements are also
intended to ensure that total leakage from tubes at a plant will not exceed values assumed in licensing-basis
accident analyses even if no tubes actually rupture under these conditions. In addition, licensees are required to
periodically demonstrate that these structural margin and accident leakage criteria are satisfied for all tubes or, if
not satisfied, to report the occurrence in accordance with 10 CFR 50.72, "Immediate Notification Requirements
for Operating Nuclear Power Reactors," and 10 CFR 50.73, "Licensee Event Report System."

New Technical Specifications Requirements for Ensuring Steam Generator Tube Integrity

As discussed above, NRC requirements for the ISI and repair of SG tubes are contained in the plant TS. Until
recently, these TS requirements were entirely prescriptive in nature, consisting of specified sampling plans for
tube inspection, specified inspection intervals, and flaw acceptance limits (termed "tube repair limits") beyond
which the tube must be removed from service by plugging or must be repaired. The TS defined the SGs to be
operable when the facility met these requirements.

Although these requirements were intended to ensure SG tube integrity in accordance with the plant design
and licensing bases (including the applicable regulations in 10 CFR Part 50), operating experience has shown
that these earlier requirements did not necessarily ensure that facilities would meet this objective. For example,
the required minimum tube inspection sample sizes and eddy current test (ECT) flaw detection performance
were sometimes insufficient to ensure the timely detection of flaws before the desired margins against burst and
the desired degree of leak tightness were compromised. In addition, ECT measurement uncertainties and flaw
growth rates sometimes exceeded those allowed for by the tube repair criteria. Also, when flaws were detected
by ISI and were determined to exceed the tube repair criteria (dictating plugging or repair of the affected tubes),
there was no requirement to demonstrate that the affected tubes retained the desired margins against burst
and leakage integrity at the time these flaws were detected and plugged or repaired. Thus, implementation
of the surveillance requirements alone did not necessarily ensure that the scope, frequency, and methods of
inspection would be sufficient to ensure SG tube integrity. These earlier requirements did not directly ensure that
the objective of GSI-163 was being met.

As such, licensees experiencing significant degradation problems frequently found it necessary to implement
measures beyond the minimum TS requirements in order to ensure the maintenance of adequate tube
integrity consistent with the plant design and licensing bases. Until the 1990s, these measures tended to be
ad hoc and licensee-specific. In the meantime, the industry and the NRC staff began initiatives to improve
the effectiveness and consistency of the utility programs to ensure SG tube integrity. NEI 97-061939 provided
general, high-level guidelines for a programmatic, performance-based approach for ensuring SG tube integrity.
NEI 97-061939 references a number of detailed guideline documents from the Electric Power Research Institute
for programmatic details concerning SG tube inspections, SG tube integrity assessment, in situ pressure testing,
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and monitoring of operational primary-to-secondary leakage. The NEI 97-061939 approach was inspired by,
and is similar to, an approach developed by the NRC staff in a draft regulatory guide, "Steam Generator Tube
Integrity," published as DG-10741944 in December 1998.

The new TS requirements1943 address the previous lack of a direct relationship between the TS surveillance
requirements and SG tube integrity. The new TS requirements require implementation of an SG program
that focuses directly on maintaining tube integrity and periodically verifying that the program continues to be
successful in meeting this goal. This required SG program addresses the central objective of GSI-163 in that it
is intended to ensure that all SG tubes will exhibit acceptable structural margins against burst or rupture under
normal operating conditions, as well as during postulated DBAs (including MSLB), and that leakage from one or
multiple tubes during postulated DBAs (including MSLB), will be limited to very small amounts, consistent with
the applicable regulations for offsite and control room dose.

Overview

New performance-based TS requirements 1943 include a new limiting condition for operation (LCO) that
tube integrity shall be maintained with an associated surveillance requirement and that tube integrity shall
be verified in accordance with the SG program. The key elements of the SG program are defined in the TS
administrative controls, which specify that an SG program shall be established and implemented to ensure that
SG tube integrity is maintained. The TS do not provide specific details on how this objective is to be met; it is
the licensee’s responsibility to ensure that the program will meet the stated objective. Industry guidelines in
NEI 97-061939 and other guidance referenced therein provide a resource to utilities for meeting this objective.
However, the TS do define a general programmatic framework for the SG program, which must include the
following elements:

• performance criteria for SG tube integrity
• provisions for condition monitoring
• provisions for tube repair criteria
• provisions for SG tube inspections
• provisions for monitoring primary-to-secondary leakage

The TS define three different types of performance criteria for evaluating SG tube integrity:

(1) structural integrity criteria

(2) accident-induced leakage (primary-to-secondary)
criteria

(3) operational primary-to-secondary leakage criterion

The condition of the tubes relative to the structural integrity criteria and the accident-induced leakage criteria
is evaluated periodically, based on inservice inspection results, in situ pressure tests, or other means before
the plugging of tubes to confirm that these criteria are met for all tubes. This periodic evaluation is termed a
condition monitoring assessment and is performed during each plant outage during which the SG tubes are
inspected, plugged, or repaired. The operational leakage criterion corresponds to the TS LCO limit for primary-
to-secondary leakage. Primary-to-secondary leakage is monitored while the plant is operating. Should this
leakage exceed the TS LCO limit, the plant must be shutdown in accordance with the TS. The structural integrity
criteria define the minimum factors of safety against burst or plastic collapse that must be maintained for all
tubes under normal operating and DBA loading conditions. These safety factor criteria were developed to be
consistent with the safety factors that are ensured by the stress limits in ASME Code, Section III1938 (i.e., the
design basis). These safety factor criteria include, for example, a safety factor of 3 against burst under normal
steady state full-power operation primary-to-secondary pressure differential and a safety factor of 1.4 against
burst applied to design-basis accident primary-to-secondary pressure differentials.

Even if all tubes exhibit safety factors in accordance with the structural integrity performance criteria, tubes with
localized flaws can leak under normal operating and accident conditions, without burst or collapse. The central
DPO concern1936, 1940 was that such leakage from multiple tubes may lead to significant radiological releases
or core melt. The accident-induced leakage criteria address this concern by limiting the allowable total accident-
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induced leakage in each SG (as determined during condition monitoring assessments) to values assumed in the
licensing basis accident analyses to demonstrate that offsite and control-room doses meet applicable regulatory
requirements. The accident-induced leakage criteria values are a small fraction of the values associated with a
ruptured tube or values that affect peak clad temperature and the likelihood of core melt.

Given the TS LCO operational leakage limit, a separate performance criterion for operational leakage is
unnecessary for ensuring prompt shutdown if the limit is exceeded. However, operational leakage is an indicator
of tube integrity performance, although it is not a direct indicator. It is the only indicator that can be monitored
while the plant is operating. Maintaining leakage within the limit provides added assurance that the plant is
meeting structural and accident leakage performance criteria. Thus, inclusion of the TS leakage limit among the
set of tube integrity performance criteria is appropriate from the standpoint of completeness of the performance
criteria.

The new TS require that the SG program include periodic tube inspections. This includes a new performance-
based requirement that the scope, methods, and intervals of the inspections ensure the maintenance of SG
tube integrity until the next inspection. This performance-based requirement complements the requirement for
condition monitoring in ensuring that tube integrity is maintained. The requirement for condition monitoring is
backward looking in that it is intended to confirm that tube integrity has been maintained before the time the
assessment is performed. The inspection requirement, by contrast, is forward looking, as it is intended to ensure
that tube inspections, in conjunction with plugging of tubes, are performed so as to ensure that the plant will
continue to meet the performance criteria until the next SG inspection. Tube inspections would be followed again
by condition monitoring at the next SG inspection to confirm that the performance criteria were in fact met, and
so on.

The new TS performance-based requirements are supplemented by a number of prescriptive requirements
relating to minimum sample sizes for tube inspections, maximum allowable inspection intervals, and tube repair
criteria. Even though the new TS compel implementation of a performance-based program (including inspections
and plugging) that ensures tube integrity, the prescriptive requirements pertaining to inspection sample sizes
and inspection intervals provide added assurance of tube integrity should new or unexpected degradation
mechanisms or changes in previously observed flaw growth rates occur. The tube repair criteria provide added
assurance that degraded tubes will be plugged or repaired before the integrity of these tubes is impaired.

For the tube repair criteria, the new TS retain the standard depth-based limit of 40 percent of the nominal tube
wall thickness. In addition, any plant-specific requirements pertaining to the use of alternate repair criteria in the
old TS have been carried over to the new TS.

Verification

The NRC regional offices conduct periodic inspections (typically during each outage inspection) to assess the
effectiveness of licensee programs for ensuring tube integrity in accordance with the technical specifications.
These regional inspections are performed in accordance with the NRC Inspection Manual, Inspection Procedure
71111.08, "Inservice Inspection Activities," dated November 9, 2009.1945

Failure to meet any of the TS tube integrity performance criteria is reportable pursuant to 10 CFR 50.72 and
50.73 in accordance with guidelines in NUREG-1022, Revision 2, "Event Reporting Guidelines: 10 CFR 50.72
and 50.73," issued September 2004.1946 In addition, the NRC regional office would follow up on such an
occurrence, as appropriate, consistent with the NRC Reactor Oversight Program1947 and the risk significance of
the occurrence.

Finally, the new TS requirements include a requirement that the following information be submitted to the NRC
within 180 days of each SG inspection:

• a description of the inspections performed
• the results of these inspections
• the active degradation mechanisms found
• the number of tubes plugged or repaired
• the results of the condition monitoring assessments (vis-à-vis the tube integrity performance criteria)
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The NRC staff reviews these reports for the purposes of monitoring SG tube degradation trends and assessing
the effectiveness of licensee programs. These reviews, like the regional office inspection reports, are
documented and publicly available.

Effectiveness—Steam Generator Program

Although the new TS requirements have only been in place since 2005–2007 (depending on the plant), all
PWR licensees have been implementing the basic performance-based elements of these requirements since
1999–2000 following their commitment to the industry’s NEI 97-061939 initiative. The NEI 97-06 initiative was
an evolutionary change in licensee programs for ensuring tube integrity, because the effectiveness of these
programs has been constantly evolving and improving since the 1970s. Industry guidelines relating to secondary
water chemistry control and inservice inspection have been available since this period and have been frequently
updated to reflect research findings, technology developments, and operating experience. In the late 1980s,
licensees became sensitized to the need to monitor operational primary-to-secondary leakage on as close to
a real-time basis as possible to provide added assurance of plant shutdown before rupture of a leaking tube.
Industry guidelines for monitoring and responding to operational primary-to-secondary leakage have been
available since the mid-1990s. Another trend dating from the 1970s was an ever-increasing awareness among
licensees of the need for their SG programs to address tube integrity in addition to satisfying TS surveillance
requirements. Industry guidelines for tube integrity assessment became available in the mid-1990s and led to
improved consistency, rigor, and completeness of licensee tube integrity assessments.

In parallel with these SG programmatic improvements, tube integrity reliability appears to have improved
significantly since the 1970s. This is evidenced by the sharply declining trends in frequency of SGTR and of
forced shutdowns because of SG leakage.1948 The use of tubing that is more resistant to stress-corrosion
cracking (i.e., thermally treated alloy 600 and 690 tubing in lieu of the mill annealed (MA) alloy 600 tubing
used in SGs manufactured through the late 1970s) in new (post-1970s) and replacement SGs has been
responsible for some of this improvement. However, even plants with alloy 600 MA tubing have experienced
sharply improved performance trends in forced outage and SGTR frequencies. The improving trends for the
plants with alloy 600 MA tubing are due to a variety of factors relating to tube integrity management programs.
These include more effective secondary water chemistry programs and steps taken to control copper and
impurity ingress from the feed system. These improvements in water chemistry programs, however, are not
the only reason for the improving tube integrity trends, because even with the improved water chemistry
programs, plants with alloy 600 MA tubing have continued to experience extensive degradation, including stress-
corrosion cracking. As a result, it is clear that improved, more effective inspection programs and tube integrity
management have played very important roles in reducing the frequency of forced outages because of SG
leakage and SGTRs.

Even with the improved SG programs, operating experience provided examples of tube flaws that were not
detected by inservice inspection. These flaws were later discovered to not satisfy the required structural and
accident leakage integrity margins. There have been three such occurrences from 2000 to 2009:

• Indian Point 2—SGTR event in February 2000.1949 This represented a failure to meet structural and leakage
integrity performance criteria.

• Comanche Peak 1—Failure to meet structural and leakage integrity performance criteria in Fall 2002, as
determined by in situ pressure testing during condition monitoring.1950

• Oconee 2—Failure to meet structural integrity performance criteria in fall 2002, as determined by in situ
pressure testing during condition monitoring.1951

Another occurrence, at Crystal River 3 in 2003, involved an apparent failure to satisfy the accident leakage
criterion.1952 The initial finding that the accident leakage rate exceeded the performance criteria was based
on use of a leakage calculation model that was overly conservative. In 2005, the NRC staff approved a more
realistic, but still conservative, leakage model than that used in the 2003 calculation.1953

On the basis of the above, the staff concludes that SG program improvements in the areas of inservice
inspection and tube integrity management and assessment have contributed significantly to improved SG tube
integrity performance. Improved water chemistry practices and the increasing number of PWRs with SGs of
improved design and more stress corrosion cracking resistant tubing have also contributed to this trend.
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Disposition of ACRS (DPO Review Panel) Recommendations

An ACRS ad hoc subcommittee served as the NRC DPO review panel for the DPO, documenting its conclusions
and recommendations1800, 1898 in February 2001. This section addresses the subcommittee’s conclusions
and recommendations as they relate to the adequacy of NRC requirements to ensure that tube structural and
leakage integrity will be maintained such that there is reasonable assurance that public health and safety will
continue to be maintained.

Voltage-Based Alternate Repair Criteria Issues

Background on Voltage-Based Tube Repair Limits

The DPO concerns were first prompted by the finding of intergranular attack (IGA) and ODSCC at the tube-
to-TSP intersections at the Trojan nuclear power plant in 1991, the challenges that were encountered in
reliably detecting such flaws, and consideration being given at the time to allowing some tubes with greater
than 40 percent through-wall flaws to remain in service. At Trojan, and subsequently at many other PWRs
with Westinghouse-designed SGs, ECT inspections identified hundreds of indications at the tube-to-TSP
intersections. Examination of tube specimens removed from the field (i.e., pulled tube specimens) identified the
degradation mechanism as stress-corrosion cracking initiating from the ODSCC, with varying degrees of general
IGA. These examinations showed the ODSCC IGA to be confined to within the 0.75-inch thickness of the TSPs.
Burst testing of these specimens revealed the failure mode to be axial.

ECT techniques were not capable of accurately sizing the depth of the ODSCC IGA flaws relative to the
applicable TS tube repair limit of 40 percent of the nominal tube wall thickness. For this reason, it was
necessary to assume that all detectable ODSCC/IGA indications exceeded the 40-percent tube repair limit, thus
necessitating the plugging or repair of all affected tubes. However, the number of affected tubes at each plant
ranged from hundreds to, sometimes, thousands of tubes. This had significant economic implications for the
industry. Plugging such a large number of tubes would potentially significantly shorten the useful life of the SGs,
after which SG replacement would be necessary. Depending on the plant, the useful SG lifetime could potentially
expire before replacement SGs were available. Sleeve repairs at each TSP intersection did not appear to offer
a practical, cost-effective alternative. For this reason, around 1990 the industry began to investigate alternative
approaches to ensuring the integrity of tubing affected by ODSCC IGA at the TSPs.

The 40-percent, depth-based tube repair limit is intended to ensure that tubes accepted for continued service
will not leak and will retain safety factors against burst consistent with the design basis (i.e., the stress limits
in ASME Code, Section III1938) with allowance for flaw depth measurement uncertainty and for incremental
flaw growth before the next scheduled inspection. These safety factors include a factor of 3 relative to normal
operating pressure differential (between primary system and secondary system pressures) and 1.4 relative to
postulated accident pressure differentials. The 40-percent limit was developed with the conservative assumption
that degradation results in uniform thinning of the tube wall thickness in both the axial and circumferential
directions. Burst testing of pulled tube samples with ODSCC IGA flaws showed the degrading effect of these
flaws on tube burst pressure to be significantly less than is the case for tubes that are uniformly thinned to the
same depth. This result is explained by the limited axial extent of the flaws (i.e., less than the thickness of the
TSP (0.75 inches)), the nonuniformity of the depth profile, and the often segmented rather than continuous
nature of the cracks. In some cases, crack segments could penetrate up to 100 percent through the tube wall
while maintaining structural safety margins consistent with the design basis.

It was also observed from burst and leak tests performed on the pulled tube samples that those ODSCC
IGA indications that had exhibited low-voltage ECT signals in the field tended to exhibit high burst strengths
and low potential for leakage compared to indications exhibiting higher voltage responses. This observation
led the industry to develop a database from pulled tube specimens and lab specimens correlating voltage
response of the ODSCC IGA indications with burst strength, probability of leakage (POL) under MSLB differential
pressure, and leak rate (given that leakage occurs) under MSLB differential pressure. This database was used
as the basis for developing voltage-based ARC. Statistical/mathematical models were developed for each of
these correlations. The burst and leak rate correlations were represented by a mean regression curve and
an associated variability distribution to capture the scatter or variability of the data. The POL correlation was
modeled as a log-logistic function with an associated uncertainty distribution. Separate sets of correlations were
developed for SGs with 7/8-inch diameter tubing and 3/4-inch diameter tubing respectively.
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The NRC approved the voltage-based ARC on an interim basis for Trojan in 1992, and subsequently for other
plants. In 1995, the staff issued Generic Letter 95-05, "Voltage-Based Repair Criteria for Westinghouse Steam
Generator Tubes Affected by Outside Diameter Stress Corrosion Cracking," dated August 3, 1995, with guidance
for submitting applications for permanent voltage-based ARC amendments.1804 Over the next several years,
the NRC approved voltage-based ARC TS amendments for 27 units. However, because of subsequent SG
replacements at many of these plants, only three units continue to have TS that allow implementation of the
voltage-based ARC.

The supporting databases for the burst and leakage correlations are periodically updated as additional data
become available. The conditional leak rate correlation for 7/8-inch diameter tubing has been, and continues
to be, weak. For this reason, use of the linear regression fit of the conditional leak rate correlation is subject to
demonstrating that the fit is valid at the 5-percent level with the "p-value" test. If this condition is not satisfied, the
linear regression fit is assumed to be constant with voltage.

When implementing the voltage-based ARC, an upper limit on voltage is established such as to provide a
factor of 1.4 against burst under MSLB conditions. (The TSP constrains radial expansion of the tube under
normal operating conditions, ensuring that the factor-of-3 criterion for normal operating conditions is met.)
For MSLB, the TSP is conservatively assumed to be displaced axially by hydraulic blowdown loads. Thus,
the TSP is assumed not to constrain radial expansion and burst under MSLB conditions. This voltage limit is
deterministically based, corresponding to the voltage in the burst pressure versus voltage correlation where the
lower 95-percent prediction interval burst pressure equals 1.4 times the MSLB differential pressure. This voltage
is adjusted downward on a plant-specific basis to allow for voltage growth between inspections and for voltage
measurement variability. The voltage growth value is a generic or plant specific value, whichever is larger. Plant-
specific values are based on the average value observed during the most recent one or two inspection intervals.
The voltage measurement variability is an upper 95-percent cumulative probability estimate based on industry
data.

Given the scatter and variability of the burst and leakage correlations, the growth rate distribution, and the
voltage measurement variability distribution, there remains a probability that an indication at the upper voltage
limit may burst at a pressure less than 1.4 times MSLB pressure. For this reason, it must also be demonstrated
that the conditional probability of one or more tubes bursting under MSLB conditions, from among the entire
population of indications projected to exist at the next scheduled inspection, is less than 0.01 (operational
assessment). This forward projection (using a Monte Carlo sampling method) is performed assuming that
the probability of detection (POD) for ODSCC IGA flaws during the current, or most recent, inspection is
0.6, independent of voltage amplitude. This conditional probability criterion was developed 681 to ensure that
implementation of the voltage-based ARC would not significantly increase risk. In addition, a similar analysis
is done during each inspection based on the as-found indications (without consideration of voltage growth) to
confirm that the conditional probability criterion was met during the prior period of operation (condition monitoring
assessment).

All tubes with bobbin coil indications exceeding the upper voltage criterion must be plugged. In addition, lower
limits on voltages of 1 volt for 3/4-inch diameter tubing and 2 volts for 7/8-inch diameter tubing have been
established for conservatism. Tubes with bobbin indications higher than the lower voltage limit, but less than or
equal to the upper voltage limit, may be left in service if rotating probe inspections do not confirm the bobbin coil
indication.

When implementing the voltage-based ARC, the licensee must also demonstrate that leakage under MSLB
conditions will not exceed values assumed in the licensing-basis accident analyses. The MSLB leakage
assessment is performed in a similar manner as the conditional probability of burst analyses, except that the
Monte Carlo sampling is performed on the POL and leak rate correlations instead of the burst correlation. This
analysis yields a probability distribution of leak rates. The MSLB leak rate is the upper 95-percent percentile
value from the distribution, evaluated at an upper 95-percent confidence bound.

ACRS Ad Hoc Subcommittee’s Conclusions

The ACRS ad hoc subcommittee’s conclusions supported the technical adequacy of the voltage-based ARC1804

subject to two recommendations described later. Specific conclusions included the following:
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• "There is a need for ARCs." The subcommittee did not focus on the economic benefits of ARCs (from
avoided tube plugging and repairs and extended SG life), but rather on the need for different plugging criteria
to address the different types of degradation being encountered in the field. The subcommittee noted that
ODSCC in the tube at the TSP intersections is difficult to detect and characterize relative to the standard 40-
percent, depth-based repair criterion. The subcommittee noted the conservatism of the standard 40-percent,
depth-based criterion for this type of degradation and the attractiveness of voltage-based ARCs for this type
of degradation, especially if supplemented by characterizations that ensure flaws producing the signal meet
explicit and implicit assumptions about the possible growth and behavior of flaws.

The staff notes that the voltage-based ARC includes specific requirements for verifying that these
assumptions continue to be valid. For example, the assumptions that the ODSCC has a predominant axial
orientation and that it is confined to within the thickness of the TSP is verified by laboratory examinations of
representative tube samples, which are periodically removed from the SGs, and by rotating coil inspection
of all tube-to-TSP intersections with bobbin coil responses exceeding 1 volt for ¾-inch diameter tubing and 2
volts for 7/8-inch diameter tubing.1804 As discussed later in response to the subcommittee’s recommendation
that the staff should develop a program to monitor the predictions of flaw growth for systematic deviations
from expectations, the staff believes that any systematic deviations from expectations in flaw growth will
be identified and addressed in the staff review of the reports submitted after each outage during which the
voltage-based ARC is implemented.

• "Plants will be operated with flaws in the SG tubes and this need not be risk significant." The subcommittee
noted that, provided risk is managed properly, it is acceptable to operate plants with known, small flaws as
well as undetected flaws in the SG tubes. As discussed in the previous section, the staff notes that the new
technical specifications ensure low risk by requiring implementation of an SG program that ensures that
all tubes satisfy the performance criteria for structural and leakage integrity. The staff also notes that the
performance criteria associated with implementation of voltage-based ARCs differ somewhat from those in
the new generic TS (which are applicable when not implementing the voltage-based ARC). The ARC-specific
performance criteria include a conditional probability criterion for induced tube ruptures to ensure that the
conditional probability for induced ruptures is within values assumed in past risk assessments.

The subcommittee also noted that additional, defense-in-depth management of risk can be achieved by
restricting known flaws in the tubes to those unlikely to grow significantly during an operating cycle. The staff
agrees, noting there have been cases in which preventive plugging of tubes not in violation of the voltage-
based repair criteria was performed to prevent high-voltage growth from occurring during the next operating
cycle.

• "The general features of the procedures that the staff has established to limit the number and size of flaws
left in operating SG tubes are adequate." The subcommittee found no fault with the concept of voltage-
based ARC and found the voltage repair criterion of 1 volt for ¾-inch diameter tubing and 2 volts for 7/8-
inch diameter tubing to be conservative. The subcommittee did not attempt to reach conclusions about
occasions when the staff granted exceptions to these criteria, except to note that these exemptions should
have been accompanied by more complete risk analyses. The staff notes that the 1- and 2-volt criteria are
lower threshold limits and that all indications below these limits are acceptable.1804 However, the voltage-
based ARC includes higher upper bound voltage threshold limits, which are determined in accordance with
the voltage-based ARC methodology in Generic Letter 95-05.1804 This methodology is based on satisfying the
voltage-based ARC performance criteria, including the criterion on conditional probability of induced ruptures
during MSLB, with allowance for voltage measurement variability and voltage growth rate distribution. As
noted by the subcommittee, the staff approved an increase in the lower voltage threshold limit to 3 volts for
three plants (with ¾-inch diameter tubing) where a number of tubes were expanded against the tube support
plates for purposes of limiting axial support plate deflection under MSLB conditions.

These changes are no longer in effect, because these plants have undergone SG replacement and the
provisions for implementing voltage-based ARCs have been eliminated from the TS for these plants. Under
these changes, the licensees were required to demonstrate that the conditional probability of burst criterion
continued to be met. Thus, the staff believes there were no risk implications associated with the 3-volt
criterion.

• "The general features of the condition monitoring program are adequate." The subcommittee found the
general approach used to assess the probabilities of leakage and tube burst to be conservative. The
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subcommittee felt that the development of empirical correlations of burst pressure and leakage with voltage
amplitude are technically defensible. The subcommittee found no evidence that the supporting databases
were flawed in any nonconservative, systematic way. The subcommittee felt that the constant POD
assumption in the voltage-based ARC methodology approved by the staff could potentially deter technical
improvements, but acknowledged that the staff would consider approving alternative POD assumptions
that recognize that POD can depend on flaw size (with a sufficient technical justification). In fact, the NRC
staff has approved an alternative1955 to the constant POD model that replaces the POD parameter with a
parameter known as the "probability of prior cycle detection." This empirical, plant-specific parameter is
voltage dependant and relates the total number of indications found during a given inspection in a given
voltage bin to the subset of these indications that were also detected during the previous inspection.

The subcommittee concluded that the condition monitoring program that licensees adopt in conjunction with the
ARC, although not perfect, can produce a better understanding of the conditions and vulnerabilities of steam
generators and afford additional protection to the public than has been possible in the past. The staff agrees
with this conclusion and notes that the voltage-based ARC was an important step that contributed to the ultimate
development of the performance-based strategies in DG-1074,1944 NEI 97-06,1939 and the new TS for ensuring
SG tube integrity.

ACRS Ad Hoc Subcommittee’s Recommendations

The following two recommendations accompanied the above conclusions by the ACRS ad hoc subcommittee:

(1) ACRS ad hoc subcommittee recommendation:1898

"The databases for 7/8-inch diameter tubes need to be
greatly improved to be useful."

The subcommittee observed that the correlation of leakage with voltage for the 7/8-inch diameter tubes does not
correspond well with that for 3/4-inch diameter tubes. The subcommittee could identify no mechanistic reasons
why this should be the case. The subcommittee felt that the poor correspondence may reflect stochastic scatter
and the limited size of the database. Therefore, the subcommittee felt that the staff should consider requiring a
near-term expansion of the database.

The staff evaluated this recommendation under item number 3.7 of the SGAP.1899, 1940 The staff’s findings are
documented1956 and include the following:

1. Evaluation of the leakage data has not led to a conclusive explanation for the poor correlation of the 7/8-inch
diameter tube leakage data compared with ¾-inch diameter tube leakage data.

2. The poor correlation notwithstanding, the methodology for assessing leak rate is conservative for the
following reasons:

3. a. Pre-pull voltage responses are used for the correlations. If the crack tears as a result of the tube pull
operation, the measured voltage is expected to be higher than if the tube were not damaged.

b. The leak rate analysis yields a probability density function of total leak rate (using Monte Carlo sampling of
the input parameter distributions and leak rate distributions as a function of voltage) for a given population
of voltage responses. This probability density function is evaluated at the upper 95th percentile value at an
upper 95-percent confidence bound vis-à-vis the applicable performance criterion for accident leakage.

c. If a statistical correlation between leak rate and voltage cannot be demonstrated to within criteria
specified in Generic Letter 95-05,1804 Generic Letter 95-051804 specifies that leakage shall be treated as
independent of voltage, which is conservative (because most indications left in service are relatively low-
voltage indications, which tend to leak less than the mean).

On the basis of the above, the staff concluded1956 that item number 3.7 (the leakage correlation issue) is
adequately addressed and is, therefore, closed. In addition, the staff stated that it would continue to assess
the leakage correlations as more data are added to the database. The ACRS reviewed these findings.1862 The
ACRS continues to believe that the leakage correlation for 7/8-inch diameter tubing should not be used, which
is contrary to the staff’s position, as stated above. As previously noted, the voltage-based ARC, including the
leakage correlation, continues to be used at one plant with 7/8-inch diameter tubes (as of February 2009) and
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is approved for use at two additional plants (but not currently implemented). However, the ACRS stated that it
agrees with the staff that the choice of a 2-volt limit for 7/8-inch diameter tubes is conservative with respect to the
risk posed and that item number 3.7 should be closed.

(2) ACRS ad hoc subcommittee recommendation:1898

"The staff should establish a program to monitor the
predictions of flaw growth for systematic deviations
from expectations."

One step in the voltage-based ARC methodology is the prediction of the change in the voltage distribution over
an operating cycle. The subcommittee noted that this is done assuming a linear change in the distribution with
time. The subcommittee noted that this is inconsistent with behavior of stress corrosion cracks observed in
NRC research. These studies show that cracks grow slowly until they interlink, after which it is possible for flaws
to grow very quickly. Flaw growth, then, is inherently nonlinear and can be treated as linear with time only in
a bounding manner. The subcommittee stated that, even then, stochastic variability means that occasionally
individual cracks can violate even very conservative linear bounds. Thus, the subcommittee found that it will be
important for the staff to be vigilant in monitoring the implementation of the ARC to watch for such systematic
errors in the crack growth predictions.

The staff evaluated this recommendation under item number 3.8 of the SGAP.1899, 1940 The staff’s findings are
documented1957 and are summarized in the following paragraphs.

In accordance with GL 95-05,1804 licensees submit information related to the structural and leakage integrity
of the tubes within 90 days (the 90-day report) of completion of the steam generator tube inspections. The
information submitted includes the actual voltage distribution and the projected voltage distribution for the next
operating cycle. It also includes the tube burst probability and calculated leakage under main steamline break
differential pressure conditions. The projected voltage distribution with the resultant tube burst probability and
leakage estimates account for flaw growth.

The staff routinely reviews these 90-day reports and compares the tube burst probability and leakage to the
criteria specified in GL 95-05.1804 In addition, the staff compares the predicted values to actual values. If the
predicted values are conservative, the flaw growth distribution used in the prediction is typically considered to be
within expectations. If the predicted values are not conservative when compared to the actual values, the staff
evaluates the root cause and ensures appropriate corrective actions are taken by the licensee.

In summary, the staff concluded1957 that any systematic deviations from expectations in flaw growth will be
detected and addressed in the staff review of the 90-day reports. The staff also concluded that crack growth
rates will continue to be adequately monitored as part of the implementation of the voltage-based ARC and
considers SGAP item number 3.8 to be closed.1958

Damage Progression Issues

The ACRS ad hoc subcommittee recommended: "Risk analyses that the staff considers need to account for
progression of damage in a more rigorous way."1898 This recommendation stemmed from a DPO concern that
dynamic loads induced in steam generator tubes by an MSLB or other secondary-side breaches would lead to
growth of cracks and increased steam generator tube leakage or ruptures outside the range of analyses and
experiments performed by the NRC staff. In addition, an MSLB may impose dynamic loads on the TSPs beyond
simply those associated with differential pressure loads, and these loads could be transferred to the tubes.
The subcommittee noted that this concern affects any consideration of SG tube integrity and is not unique to
use of voltage-based ARCs. The staff opened a new generic issue, GSI-188, "Steam Generator Tube Leaks
or Ruptures Concurrent with Containment Bypass from Main Steam Line or Feedwater Line Breaches," in
part to address this concern. This work was performed under item number 3.1 of the SGAP1899, 1940 and was
completed. Key conclusions of the staff in resolution of GSI-188 included:1870

• Dynamic loads and resonance vibrations following an MSLB are low and have little impact on growth of
existing cracks beyond the effects of differential pressure stress alone.
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• Dynamic loads from an MSLB or feedwater line break do not affect the structural integrity of tubes in service
and do not lead to additional leakage or ruptures beyond what would be determined using differential
pressure loads alone.

• Therefore, the principal assertion of GSI-188 is closed, and no changes to existing regulations and guidance
are recommended.

• The dynamic load effects from an MSLB or feedwater line break need not be taken into account in evaluating
the potential for multiple tube ruptures under GSI-163.

The ACRS reviewed the technical basis for these findings1862 and concluded that item number 3.1 of the SGAP
is appropriately closed out. Confirmatory information requested by the ACRS1862 was subsequently provided to
the ACRS.1870

Jet Impingement Issue

The ACRS ad hoc subcommittee considered a DPO concern that particulate-laden fluids flowing from a cracked
SG tube can pierce adjacent tubes. The staff evaluated this concern as item number 3.2 of the SGAP.1899, 1940

This item addressed both MSLB and severe accident conditions. In its review of the DPO concerns,1898 the
ACRS ad hoc subcommittee concluded that the staff had undertaken adequate research (under item number 3.2
of the SGAP) to address this issue. The subcommittee stated that, although it is necessary to carry this research
to an appropriate conclusion, early results suggest that damage progression by the jet cutting mechanism is not
likely.

Item number 3.2 has been completed,1959 and the detailed results of this study for MSLB conditions are
documented.1960 The study was based on tests that provided a conservative simulation of an MSLB to determine
the susceptibility of SG tubes to erosive damage from impacting jets of superheated steam leaking from adjacent
tubes. This study showed that the likelihood of failure propagation by jet erosion is low under these conditions.

The detailed results for severe accident conditions are documented.1961 Erosion tests were conducted in a
high-temperature, high-velocity erosion rig using micron-sized nickel and aluminum oxide particles mixed in
a high-temperature gas. The erosion results, together with analytical models for crack opening area and jet
velocities, were used to estimate the erosive effects of superheated steam with entrained aerosols from the core
during severe accidents. It was determined that failure of an adjacent tube by jet impingement would take more
than 10 hours after the subject crack had undergone significant crack opening displacement by creep at high
temperature. However, once the system has reached these high temperatures, failure of some primary system
component, including unflawed SG tubes, would be expected to occur in less than 1 hour. Thus, jet impingement
is very unlikely to contribute in any significant way to severe accident risk.

The ACRS agreed with the staff’s conclusion that the probability of damage progression via jet cutting of
adjacent SG tubes is low and need not be considered in accident analyses.1862 The ACRS also agreed that
SGAP item number 3.2 should be closed.

Crack Unplugging Issue

The ACRS ad hoc subcommittee considered a DPO concern that forces involved with MSLB blowdown and
leakage through cracks can cause cracks plugged with corrosion products to leak. In addition, the DPO was
concerned that corrosion products in the annular gap between the tubes and TSP holes can be expelled,
allowing otherwise occluded cracks to leak. The subcommittee stated that it found no evidence that the
"unplugging" of cracks is a damage progression mechanism of concern.1898 The subcommittee made no
recommendations concerning any followup study of this issue, and no such work has been included as part of
the SGAP. The staff does not believe such work is necessary. Models used to predict leak rate under accident
conditions tend to be mechanistic models (based in part on crack geometry) that have been benchmarked
against test data (from pulled tube specimens and laboratory specimens) or empirical models such as that used
for the voltage-based ARC. In both cases, the test data are expected to reasonably reflect the leakage that
would be expected for cracks in the free span under actual accident conditions.

Risk Issues Pertaining to Tube Ruptures or Leakage during MSLB
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A central concern of the DPO1936 was that MSLB can lead to primary-to-secondary leakage of tube rupture
proportions sufficient to deplete the reactor water storage tank inventory via emergency core cooling system
injection lost to the secondary side of the SGs (and therefore not available for recirculation from the containment
sump), thereby leading to core damage with containment bypass. This concern relates to primary-to-secondary
leakage from one or more tube ruptures or relatively large numbers of tubes that have not burst, such that the
total leakage from all tubes is comparable to one or more tube ruptures.

The DPO estimate of core damage frequency and containment bypass frequency associated with SG tube
leakage as a consequence of an MSLB was 1.0x10-4 per reactor year (RY).1937 This estimate is based on
assuming (1) an MSLB frequency of 1.0x10-4/RY, (2) a conditional probability of 1.0 that primary-to-secondary
leakage will be of tube rupture proportions under MSLB conditions, and (3) a conditional probability of 1.0 for
failure to successfully mitigate the event before core damage occurs.

Staff PRAs considered by the ACRS ad hoc subcommittee assumed that the frequency of initiating secondary
side depressurization events is dominated by stuck-open SG relief valves, with a frequency of 1x10-3/RY
estimated from operational event data. The frequencies of MSLB and main feed line break are estimated
to be 6.8x10-4/RY and 1.8x10-4/RY, respectively, for a 4-loop plant. The DPO did not appear to have any
concerns relative to these estimates, nor did the ACRS ad hoc subcommittee state any concern relative to these
estimates.

Conditional Probability of SG Tube Rupture during MSLB

The DPO concern relates to plants with widespread stress-corrosion cracking, particularly those plants with
ARC TS that allow many tubes with such cracks to remain in service, and that, because of eddy current
limitations in reliably detecting such cracks, leakage of tube rupture proportions is the expected outcome. As
discussed earlier, the ACRS ad hoc subcommittee acknowledged that ECT techniques are not capable of 100-
percent accuracy in detecting flaws (though noting the technical advances that have led to improved detection
performance). However, the subcommittee stated that this does not degrade the protection afforded to the public
health and safety, provided the risk is properly managed.

Staff PRAs considered by the ACRS ad hoc subcommittee assumed the conditional probability of ruptures
or leakage from multiple tubes of tube rupture proportions to be equal to or less than 0.05. The ACRS
subcommittee did not make specific comments regarding the staff’s assumption, but concluded that, if the risk
can be managed properly, it is acceptable to operate plants with known, small flaws as well as undetected flaws
in the SG tubes. As an example of managing risk, the ACRS ad hoc subcommittee cited the voltage-based
ARC methodology that requires that the conditional probability of rupture be demonstrated periodically to be
0.01 or less (for tubes degraded by ODSCC at the tube-to-TSP intersections). Looking beyond voltage-based
ARCs, the performance-based strategy for ensuring tube integrity in the new TS (i.e., ensuring and periodically
demonstrating that all tubes satisfy the structural and accident leakage integrity performance criteria consistent
with the design and licensing bases) is a risk management strategy. Meeting the performance criteria on a
consistent basis ensures that the conditional probability of tube leakage of tube rupture proportions under MSLB
is low relative to values assumed in PRAs. This conclusion is supported by operating experience, as discussed
earlier.

Accident Mitigation/Human Factors Issues

The ACRS ad hoc subcommittee concluded that "analyses of human performance errors during design basis
accidents appear consistent with current practices."1898 The subcommittee reviewed the DPO concern that
the staff’s estimate of the probability that the operators will fail to perform tasks needed to establish the long-
term cooling of the core (i.e., 10-3 or 1 in 1,000) is overly optimistic. The subcommittee concluded that the staff
estimate appears consistent with the state of current understanding of human performance errors when only a
single tube ruptures. The subcommittee stated that, in developing assessments of risk concerning these DBAs,
the staff must consider the probabilities of multiple tube ruptures until adequate technical arguments have been
developed to show that damage progression is improbable.1898

The DPO’s and ACRS ad hoc subcommittee’s concerns pertaining to damage progression were evaluated
under item numbers 3.1 and 3.2 of the SGAP. As discussed above, the ACRS has concurred with the staff’s
conclusions drawn from the results of these studies and with the staff’s closure of these item numbers. The staff
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concludes that the damage progression mechanisms cited in the DPO are unlikely to increase the probability of
multiple tube ruptures beyond that which has already been considered in staff PRAs.

The ACRS ad hoc subcommittee also observed that the staff needs to develop defensible analyses of the
uncertainties in its risk assessments, including uncertainties in its assessments of human error probabilities. The
subcommittee noted that, as the staff develops a better understanding of the dynamic processes associated
with depressurization during an MSLB, the staff may want to revisit estimates of operator error probability in
light of the considerable distraction that might occur during such events. In response to the comments, the
staff is developing improved methods for risk assessment under item number 3.5 of the SGAP.1899, 1940 This
item number is considered outside the scope of GSI-163 because it is focused on severe accidents and its
completion is not expected (based on early results) to identify needed improvements to the current regulatory
framework for ensuring SG tube integrity. With respect to operator distraction that may occur during such an
event, the staff notes that the dynamic effects of the event will happen quickly. No mandatory operator actions
are needed while the plant is experiencing these short-lived dynamic effects.

Severe Accident Risk Issue

The ACRS ad hoc subcommittee considered a DPO concern that severe accident sequences in which the
primary system remains pressurized are more likely to evolve into steam generator tube rupture accidents
than the staff predicts in NUREG-1570, "Risk Assessment of Severe Accident-Induced Steam Generator Tube
Rupture," issued March 1998.1954

The ACRS ad hoc subcommittee concluded that "substantial uncertainties remain in the understanding of steam
generator tube performance under severe accident conditions."1898 The subcommittee stated the following:

The staff has not developed persuasive arguments to show that the steam generator tubes will remain intact
under conditions of risk-important accidents in which the reactor coolant system remains pressurized. The
current analyses dealing with loop seals in the coolant system are not yet adequate for risk assessments. The
treatment of mixing of flows in the inlet plenum to a steam generator under conditions of countercurrent natural
convection flow are optimistic and are not substantiated by applicable data from experiments. Sensitivity studies
have not explored the plausible ranges of parameter values or the space of uncertainties adequately. Finally, the
Ad Hoc Subcommittee notes that analyses of failure of other locations in the coolant system subject to natural
convection heating have not included a systematic examination of vulnerable locations in the system.

The ACRS ad hoc subcommittee’s concerns relating to severe accidents were addressed under item number
3.4 of the SGAP.1899, 1940 This item is outside the scope of GSI-163 because, should any action be determined
necessary to address severe accident risk concerns, these actions would likely be directed toward accident
mitigation rather than modification of the current regulatory framework for ensuring SG tube integrity.

Iodine Spiking and Source Term Issues

As part of the voltage-based tube repair criteria,1804 licensees must demonstrate that primary-to-secondary
leakage that may potentially occur under MSLB conditions does not exceed values assumed in the licensing
basis safety analyses to demonstrate that the associated dose consequences meet applicable regulations (i.e.,
10 CFR 50.67 or 10 CFR 100, GDC 19). In accordance with the NRC’s Standard Review Plan (NUREG-0800,
"Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants, LWR Edition"),
these dose calculations are based on an initial coolant equilibrium iodine concentration equal to the allowable
limit in the technical specifications (typically 1.0 microcurie per gram) and an iodine spiking factor of 500. As
part of their license amendment requests for voltage-based tube repair criteria, a number of licensees requested
(and the staff approved) reduced limits in the TS on allowable equilibrium iodine concentrations in the primary
coolant. This reduction in the allowable equilibrium iodine concentration means that a higher level of primary-
to-secondary leakage can be tolerated, assuming the same iodine spiking factor of 500, consistent with the
applicable regulatory dose limits, thus enabling additional degraded tubes to remain in service (provided all
other requirements of the ARC are met). The ACRS ad hoc subcommittee reviewed a DPO concern that data
(primarily from reactor trips, but including SGTR events) indicate that spiking factor increases with decreasing
steady-state iodine concentration. Thus, there was a concern that the spiking factor used for the licensing
basis accident analysis is too low when the TS limit on the iodine concentration in the primary coolant has been
reduced.
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The ACRS ad hoc subcommittee recommended the following: "The staff should develop a more technically
defensible position on the treatment of radionuclide release to be used in safety analyses of design basis
events."1898 This recommendation was addressed under item number 3.9 of the SGAP and was discussed at the
ACRS meeting on February 5–7, 2004. In a letter dated May 21, 2004, the ACRS stated: "The staff continues
to treat iodine spiking in a conservative, empirical fashion. We recommend that the staff develop a mechanistic
understanding of iodine spiking so that analyses reflect current plant operations and the capabilities of modern
fuel rods."1862 The ACRS continued with the following:

The staff has not accepted our recommendation to develop a mechanistic understanding of the iodine spiking
issue. The staff continues to use a conservative, empirical estimate of iodine spiking for accident consequence
analyses. This estimate is based on historical data that may not reflect current practices in plant operations
or the capabilities of modern fuels to prevent coolant contamination. We again encourage the staff to take
advantage of iodine studies available in the literature and develop a mechanistic understanding of the
phenomenon.

On the basis of these ACRS comments, the staff proposed a new generic issue, GSI-197, "Iodine Spiking
Phenomena." This issue was screened1867 by a review panel in accordance with NRC Management Directive
6.4.1858 The review panel found the issue to be of low safety significance and concluded that it should not
be continued as a safety issue. The review panel found that there is no evidence that the current regulatory
approach is not bounding, even in event of a combined MSLB and SGTR, and that the current regulatory
approach to iodine spiking, in spite of its empirical nature, is adequate. Generic Issue 197 and SGAP item
number 3.9 are closed.1867 The ACRS stated that it had considered the results of the staff’s screening of GI-197
and had no objection to dropping this issue from further consideration.1962

Conclusion

To address the DPO concern, the staff evaluated the adequacy and effectiveness of industry practice and
regulatory requirements relating to the management of SG tube integrity to ensure that all tubes will exhibit
acceptable structural margins against burst or rupture under normal operating conditions and DBAs (including
MSLB), and that leakage from one or multiple tubes under DBAs will be limited to very small amounts, consistent
with the applicable regulations for offsite and control-room dose. As part of this effort, the staff considered the
conclusions and recommendations of the ACRS ad hoc subcommittee, which served as the DPO review panel.
The staff’s followup actions taken in response to these findings served as part of its evaluation of the adequacy
and effectiveness of regulatory requirements.

As of September 30, 2007, new performance-based TS requirements1943 were in place and being implemented
at all U.S. PWRs. These requirements are intended to ensure that all tubes exhibit adequate structural margins
against burst or rupture for the spectrum of normal operating and DBA conditions, consistent with the original
design basis. In addition, these requirements are intended to ensure that total leakage from tubes at a plant
will not exceed values assumed in licensing bases accident analyses, even if no tubes actually rupture under
these conditions. In addition, licensees are required to periodically demonstrate that these structural margin and
accident leakage criteria are satisfied for all tubes or, if not satisfied, to report the occurrence in accordance with
10 CFR 50.72 and 50.73.

U.S. PWR licensees have used the basic elements of the required performance-based approach since 2000
as part of the industry’s initiative under NEI 97-06.1939 NEI 97-06 itself was an evolutionary development
because tube inspection technologies, inspection practices, and tube integrity management practices had
been undergoing significant improvement since the mid-1970s. These improvements contributed significantly
to improved SG tube integrity performance during this period. Improved water chemistry practices and the
increasing number of PWRs with SGs of improved design and more stress-corrosion crack-resistant tubing
have also contributed to this trend. Since adoption of the NEI 97-06 performance-based strategy in licensee SG
programs and the corresponding availability of more complete information about instances of failure to satisfy
SG tube integrity performance criteria, actual incidences of failure to meet these criteria have been infrequent.
This experience provides strong evidence that the potential for one or more tube ruptures, or leakage from
multiple tubes totaling tube rupture proportions, under normal operating conditions or DBAs is well within that
assumed in NRC risk studies to date.
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The staff completed all SGAP1899, 1940 tasks that were opened to address the ACRS ad hoc subcommittee’s
conclusions and recommendations stemming from its review of the DPO concerns relating to voltage-based
ARCs, damage progression mechanisms, and iodine spiking. On the basis of the results of these tasks, the
staff concluded that the DPO concerns relating to these issues were not substantiated and that no changes to
existing requirements were needed to ensure public health and safety. The ACRS concurred with the closure of
these issues. In response to ACRS ad hoc subcommittee conclusions and recommendations, the staff continued
to evaluate risk issues associated with accident sequences involving ruptured or leaking SG tubes as part of
SGAP1899, 1940 item numbers 3.4 and 3.5. These studies are primarily focused on severe accidents and are not
expected to identify needed changes to existing requirements for managing SG tube integrity; therefore, they are
outside the scope of GSI-163.

On the basis of the above, the staff concluded that current TS requirements1943 relating to SG tube integrity
provide reasonable assurance that all tubes will exhibit acceptable structural margins against burst or rupture
under normal operating conditions and DBAs, including MSLB, and that leakage from one or multiple tubes
under DBAs will be limited to very small amounts, consistent with the applicable regulations for offsite and
control-room dose. Thus, the staff concludes that the GSI-163 principal assertion and related concerns in the
DPO are not substantiated, that no changes to existing regulations or guidance are needed, and that actions for
the GSI are completed.

In accordance with Management Directive 6.4,1858 the GSI closeout process includes an endorsement by the
ACRS. The staff met with the ACRS on May 7, 2009, to discuss the staff’s technical basis for resolution of
GSI-163. In a letter dated May 20, 2009, to Gregory B. Jaczko, Chairman, NRC, the ACRS concluded that
GSI-163 can be closed as proposed by the staff.1963 On July 16, 2009, the staff issued a memorandum to the
EDO to indicate the completion of actions for GSI-163.1948
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Issue 164: Neutron Fluence in Reactor Vessel (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

To calculate the value of RTPTS as required in 10 CFR 50.61 and 10 CFR 50, Appendix G, licensees must
determine the value of the fast neutron fluence on the inside surface of their pressure vessels. Through a
number of reviews, NRR found1515 a non-conservative computational bias in the W methodology which, in one
instance (Yankee Rowe), was determined to be 13%, while in WCAP-11815 (Indian Point 3 Surveillance Capsule
Z Report) it was reported to be 20%. Several publications suggest that the iron inelastic scattering cross-sections
in ENDF/B-VI yield higher fluence values for transmissions through iron; thus, ENDF/B-IV (currently in use) may
not be conservative.

Licensees are required to determine applicable uncertainties in the measurements and calculations for reactor
cavity dosimetry. In Regulatory Guide 1.99,841 Revision 2, the staff assumed a fluence uncertainty of 20% in
determining trend curves. Thus, this level of uncertainty at the inside surface of the pressure vessel should be
supported. The bias in the W calculations may exist in other vendor or licensee methodologies, or it may pertain
to the iron cross-sections. Thus, the staff believed that this issue could affect all PWRs.

CONCLUSION

The safety concern of this issue is being addressed in the Surveillance Data Base, Analysis, and Standardization
Program (FIN B04152). Concurrent with this program, the staff developed Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1025,
"Calculational and Dosimetry Methods for Determining Pressure Vessel Neutron Fluence." Thus, the issue
was DROPPED from further consideration as a new and separate issue.1516 In an RES evaluation,1564 it was
concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not change the priority of the issue.
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Issue 165: Spring-Actuated Safety and Relief Valve Reliability (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was identified1520 by NRR when it was found that, on a number of occasions, licensees reported
that spring-actuated safety and relief valves failed to meet setpoint criteria within the desired tolerance. Other
reported incidents included more seriously degraded performance of safety and relief valves. These events were
documented in AEOD/S92-021556 in which the staff concluded that most pressurizer safety valves (PSVs), main
steam safety valves (MSSVs), and BWR safety/relief valves (SRVs) did not meet the 1% setpoint drift tolerance
and many were above 3%. These results suggested that other systems with safety and relief valves could be
adversely affected by setpoint drift. The staff discussed some of these systems in Information Notices 90-051557

and 92-641558 and in NUREG/CR-6001.1560 More importantly, at Shearon Harris, the failure of a high head safety
injection relief valve to operate at a very low setpoint resulted in the undetected loss of the entire system and
would have resulted in inadequate emergency core coolant injection if a small- or intermediate-break LOCA had
occurred. This event was discussed in detail in LER 91-008-01 and Information Notice 92-61.1559

Spring-actuated safety and relief valves provide overpressure protection for a number of systems in both
PWRs and BWRs. However, failure of these valves in safety-related support systems could cause a significant
diversion of flow from these systems and thus prevent the systems from performing their designed function. It
was estimated that perhaps 3 to 5 (out of a total of 55 to 60) spring-actuated safety and relief valves installed
in such safety-related systems of a typical PWR or BWR plant could be significant contributors to core-melt
frequency. Also, due to the size of these valves (<4 inches), it was believed that most of them could be tested
at the plant site (many of them in situ), thus reducing the time and cost for testing. For these reasons, this issue
addressed the unreliability of spring-actuated safety and relief valves in safety-related support systems.

Although Issue B-55 addressed the reliability of Target Rock two-stage pilot-operated SRVs and Issue 70
addressed the reliability of PORVs and block valves, there was no generic issue for spring-actuated SVs and
RVs. Because significant NRC and industry resources had been spent in the past on both evaluating the risk and
improving the reliability of PSVs, PORVs, MSSVs, and BWR SRVs, the focus of this issue was limited to spring-
actuated relief valves in safety-related support systems and the effects of their unreliability on plant operation.

Safety Significance

Failure of a spring-actuated relief valve can lead to a core-melt from loss of core cooling and inventory makeup.
Possible sources of loss include: (1) failure of a valve to close after opening; (2) failure of a valve to open when
challenged, resulting in overpressure conditions that precipitate a LOCA; and (3) premature opening of a valve
below setpoint resulting in a LOCA.

Possible Solution

A possible solution was to improve the periodic inspection and testing of spring-actuated relief valves in risk-
significant systems.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

It was assumed that 71 operating plants with a combined remaining life of 1,907 RY were affected by the issue:
47 PWRs and 24 BWRs with average remaining lives of 27.7 and 25.2 years, respectively. (This corresponded
to the number of plants existing or planned at the time of the initial publication of NUREG/CR-2800.64)
Implementation of the solution could be achieved at future plants with minimal incremental costs and, thus, a
forward-fit evaluation was not performed.

Failure of a relief valve to operate within the allowable opening and closing setpoints was considered a failure of
the valve. However, not all valve failures necessarily fail the train of the system in which they operate. Therefore,
it was conservatively assumed that 10% of the valve failures would fail their trains. NPRDS was used to obtain
values of relief valve unreliability for various systems throughout a plant with spring-actuated relief valves. From
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these data, a best estimate probability of the relief valve to fail its train was calculated to be 5 x 10-3 /demand
(based on 524 valve failures out of 10,063 events multiplied by a 10% train failure probability). The upper bound
probability was 5 x 10-2 /demand, assuming the relief valve failure always resulted in train failure. A lower bound
probability was estimated by using the AEOD report1556 which considered 9 valve failures out of 1100 events,
equaling a probability of 10-3/demand including the 10% train failure probability.

Frequency Estimate

The Surry PRA1318 was used to model PWR relief valves in SARA 4.0,1456 the Grand Gulf PRA1318 was primarily
used to model BWR relief valves, and the Peach Bottom PRA1318 was used to support the Grand Gulf results.

Because the Surry PRA did not include relief valves in every system, modifications to the PRA were required
to model their effects on a particular system. For those systems where relief valves were included with a
component in a single train whose unavailability could fail the entire system, the failure probability of the relief
valve was added to the component's failure probability. On the other hand, for those systems where relief valves
were included with components in two trains where common mode failure could occur, the failure probability
of the relief valve had to be added by taking into account the use of beta factors in the component's failure
probability. A beta factor was defined as the conditional probability of a component failure given that a similar

component has failed. P (the component failure probability including the relief valve reliability) and  (the beta

factor for the relief valve and component) were given by =( + ) and  = [(  + )/( + )], where  and 
were the beta factors and and were the failure probabilities for the component and relief valve, respectively. In

this analysis, a value of 7 x 10 was used for  which was obtained from the beta factor for an SRV in the PRA.

The values of  and were obtained from the applicable component in the PRA. Using the above equations, the

values of and  were calculated and then inserted into SARA for those systems that had dual trains.

The effect of the solution would be to improve the reliability that the valves operate as designed. To reflect this, it
was assumed that the solution would reduce the probability for a failure of a safety or relief valve to a negligible
amount and thus bring the core-melt frequency to the values predicted by the plant-specific PRAs. As a result,
in SARA the base case core-melt frequency value represented the value after implementation of the possible
solution and the adjusted case core-melt frequency represented the increased risk from including the effects
of safety and relief valve unreliability. Therefore, the change in core-melt frequency computed in SARA gave
the result of improving safety and relief reliability. The changes in core-melt frequency for various systems
in the Surry PRA were summarized in Table 3.165-1. Diesel and emergency power includes relief valves in
the emergency diesel generator air start system (see Information Notice No. 90-181561). The changes for the
Component Cooling Water, Containment Spray, Main Feedwater, and Essential Service Water systems were
negligible.

The significant changes in core-melt frequency for various systems in the Grand Gulf PRA were summarized in
Table 3.165-2. The changes for other systems studied (which included the RHR/LPI, Feedwater, Condensate,
Standby Liquid Control, Control Rod Drive, Nuclear Steam Supply Shutoff, and Low Pressure Core Spray
systems) were negligible. The Peach Bottom PRA was used in SARA to further validate the change from the
Essential Service Water system computed in the Grand Gulf PRA. These results supported that finding.

Consequence Estimate

The containment failure probabilities and base consequences were taken from NUREG/CR-280064 for similar
accident sequences. The results from the per-plant calculations for the changes in public risk and core-melt
frequency are shown in Table 3.165-3 for the three different estimates of valve failure probability. The total public
risk reduction was 105 man-rem with a lower bound estimate of 2 x 104 man-rem and an upper bound estimate
of 106 man-rem. These values would increase by about 50% if 75% of the plants had their licenses renewed for
a 20-year period.

Cost Estimate
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Industry Cost: Assuming that improved periodic inspection and testing of systems with relief valves were
required every year and could be performed in about 2 man-days, the total annual test and inspection
requirements for each system was estimated to be about 2 man-days/RY. Assuming 5 affected systems per
plant, the total labor would be 2 man-weeks/RY. At a cost of $2,270/man-week, the cost for inspection and
testing would be (2 man-weeks/RY)($2,270/man-week) or $4,540/RY. For the 71 affected plants, the total cost
was ($4,540/RY)(1,907 RY) or $8.7M. Because testing was already required every 10 years, this value was
conservatively high.

NRC Cost: Three man-days/RY (0.6 man-week/RY) were estimated for the review of test and inspection
requirements associated with the solution. At a cost of $2,270/man-week, the total cost for this review was (0.6
man-week/RY)($2,270/man-week)(1,907 RY) or $2.6M. Other costs, such as work with ASME Code Committees
to increase valve testing frequencies, were estimated to be negligible.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was estimated to be $(8.7 +
2.6)M or $11.3M.

Table 3.165-1Change in Core-Melt Frequency for Various PWR Systems

Valve Failure Probability EstimatePWR System

Best Estimate
(5.0 x 10-3)

Lower Bound (1.0 x 10-3) Upper Bound (5.0 x 10-2)

High Pressure Injection 1.0 x 10-5 2.0 x 10-6 1.0 x 10-4

Diesel and Emergency
Power

7.3 x 10-6 1.5 x 10-6 9.2 x 10-5

Accumulator 5.0 x 10-6 1.0 x 10-6 4.8 x 10-5

Reactor Coolant 2.3 x 10-6 4.7 x 10-7 2.1 x 10-5

Residual Heat Removal/
Low Pressure Injection

8.2 x 10-7 1.6 x 10-7 1.3 x 10-5

Auxiliary Feedwater 6.7 x 10-7 1.3 x 10-7 9.2 x 10-6

Chemical and Volume
Control System

3.3 x 10-7 6.7 x 10-8 3.3 x 10-6

Total 2.6 x 10-5 5.3 x 10-6 2.9 x 10-4

Table 3.165-2 Change in Core-Melt Frequency for Various BWR Systems

Valve Failure Probability EstimatesBWR System

Best Estimate
(5.0 x 10-3)

Lower Bound (1.0 x 10-3) Upper Bound (5.0 x 10-2)

Essential Service Water 1.6 x 10-6 3.2 x 10-7 1.4 x 10-5

Diesel and Emergency
Power

3.8 x 10-7 7.5 x 10-8 7.2 x 10-6

RCIC 3.6 x 10-8 7.2 x 10-9 3.5 x 10-7

HP Core Spray 1.7 x 10-8 3.3 x 10-9 1.7 x 10-7

Main Steam 0 0 2.9 x 10-8

Total 2.0 x 10-6 4.0 x 10-7 2.2 x 10-5

Table 3.165-3PWR and BWR Results for Changes in Core-Melt Frequency and Public Risk
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Core-Melt Frequency/RY for
Various Valve Failure Probabilities

Public Risk (man-rem/RY) for
Various Valve Failure Probabilities

Reactor Type

0.005 0.001 0.05 0.005 0.001 0.05

PWR 2.6 x 10-5 5.3 x 10-6 2.9 x 10-4 73 15 770

BWR 2.0 x 10-6 4.0 x 10-7 2.2 x 10-5 5.8 1.2 62

Impact/Value Assessment

Based on a potential public risk reduction of 105 man-rem and an estimated cost of $11M for a possible solution,
the impact/value ratio was given by:

Other Considerations

The total ORE for implementation of the possible solution was estimated to be 380 man-rem for all affected
plants.

CONCLUSION

Based on the impact/value ratio and the potential public risk reduction, this issue was given a high priority
ranking.1732 In accordance with an RES evaluation,1564 the impact of a license renewal period of 20 years was to
be considered in the resolution of the issue.

In resolving the issue, the staff performed an analysis of an SRV failing its train and found the resultant CDF
increase to be negligible. The staff also determined that additional testing of SRVs was included in the 1986
Edition of ASME Section XI and was later endorsed by the NRC in the 1992 revision of 10 CFR 50.55a. Thus,
the issue was RESOLVED with no additional requirements1733 and licensees were informed of the staff's
conclusion in NRC Regulatory Issue Summary 2000-05.1769
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Issue 166: Adequacy of Fatigue Life of Metal Components (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

The issue of fatigue of metal components was identified in SECY-93-049380 following the staff's senior
management review of key license renewal issues. The recommendation to treat fatigue of metal components as
a generic safety issue was approved1097 by the Commission in June 1993.

Select portions of the STS contain requirements to monitor cumulative fatigue usage for critical components
associated with the safety injection systems. In addition, STS Section 5.0, "Design Features," requires the
tracking of certain transients to ensure that design bases are not exceeded. However, many plants do not
have the STS or any requirement to monitor for fatigue limits. The resolution of Issue 78 was expected to
determine the degree to which fatigue limit monitoring was necessary, address fatigue adequacy in general, and
recommend actions, if any, to be taken by the staff. However, during the Commission meetings on promulgating
requirements for license renewal, it became increasingly apparent that the adequacy of fatigue life of metal
components should not be conducted solely for license renewal but should also be conducted for existing
operating plants. Therefore, NRR took1517 the lead responsibility for addressing this issue for operating plants.
The resolution of Issue 78 was expected to provide essential technical information for the resolution of Issue
166.

CONCLUSION

This issue was considered nearly-resolved based on Commission approval1097 of the staff's recommendation
to pursue its resolution. In accordance with an RES evaluation,1564 the impact of a license renewal period of 20
years was to be considered in the resolution of the issue; however, Issue 190 was established to address this
subject separately.1517

In resolving the issue, consideration was given to the staff's work under the Fatigue Action Plan (FAP), the
completion of which was documented in SECY-95-245.547 In an assessment of FAP issues for a plant design
life of 40 years, it was concluded that no immediate staff or licensee actions were required. The staff obtained
available records of transient monitoring from 7 plants selected for the FAP sampling. On the basis of this
sample and considering the available transient monitoring records and the conservatism identified in the
component analyses, the staff did not believe that the CLB fatigue criteria were exceeded at operating plants.
Thus, this issue was RESOLVED with no new requirements.629
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1564. Memorandum for W. Russell from E. Beckjord, "License Renewal Implications of Generic
Safety Issues (GSIs) Prioritized and/or Resolved Between October 1990 and March 1994,"
May 5, 1994. [9406170365]
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Issue 167: Hydrogen Storage Facility Separation (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

Issue 106 was resolved with the issuance of Generic Letter 93-06, "Research Results on Generic Safety Issue
106, ‘Piping and the Use of Highly Combustible Gases in Vital Areas,’" dated October 25, 1993,1547 which
included evaluation of the risk from (1) the storage and distribution of hydrogen (H2) for the volume control tank
in pressurized-water reactors (PWRs) and the main electric generator in boiling-water reactors (BWRs) and
PWRs, (2) other sources of H2 such as battery rooms, the waste gas system in PWRs, and the offgas system
in BWRs, and (3) small, portable bottles of combustible gases used in maintenance, testing, and calibration.
However, the potential risk from large H2 storage facilities outside the reactor, auxiliary, and turbine buildings was
not addressed. Studies performed during and subsequent to the resolution of Issue 106 raised concerns about
the magnitude of the excluded risk.1534,1535 Thus, in December 1993, Issue 167 was identified1532 to address
this excluded risk.

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Information Notice 89-44, "Hydrogen Storage on the Roof of
the Control Room,"1552 was issued in April 1989, and each NRC regional office was expected to determine
whether the plants in its region had similar safety-related concerns. The information compiled by these offices
was reviewed and issued in the preliminary report, SCIE-EGG-103-89, "Draft Technical Evaluation Report on
U.S. Commercial Power Reactor Hydrogen Tank Farms and Their Compliance with Separation Distance Safety
Criteria," in March 1990.1535 The storage of gaseous or liquid H2 at 119 power plants was then investigated, and
possible accident scenarios resulting from a fireball, explosion, or presence of unburned H2 gas in ventilation air
intakes were examined. Explosion was identified as the scenario posing the greatest risk potential. The analysis
in SCIE-EGG-103-891535 focused on explosion, with all quantification performed relative to this accident only.

Safety Significance

The safety concern was whether or not there is adequate physical separation between H2 storage facilities and
buildings or structures housing systems important to safety at nuclear power plants.

Possible Solutions

Possible solutions included relocation (or placement in pits) of storage facilities, buildings, and equipment and
the construction of blast shields, or a combination of these. The resolution for this issue was assumed to be the
construction of concrete walls enclosing the H2 storage facility. This structure would serve as a blast shield in the
event of an explosion, essentially eliminating the risk.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

The NRC staff assigned a LOW priority ranking to this issue in 1994. This section presents the NRC staff
analysis for prioritizing this issue, which was published in 1995. This analysis, which includes frequency,
consequence, and cost estimates and a value/impact assessment, has not been updated in the 2011 revision of
this issue.

Hydrogen gas and cryogenic H2 storage tanks are designed, fabricated, tested, and stamped in accordance
with Section VIII, Division 1, of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code (ASME Code) for unfired pressure vessels. The containers for gaseous H2 are seamless, single-
walled containers. Liquid H2 is stored in vacuum-jacketed or double-walled vessels. The "Handbook of Chemical
Hazard Analysis Procedures" (the Handbook) (published jointly by the Federal Emergency Management
Agency, U.S. Department of Transportation, and U.S. Environmental Protection Agency) lists accident rates and
percentages of volume released for use in analyzing potential accidents involving H2 storage containers. For
single-walled containers, the accident rate suggested in this Handbook was 10-4/tank-year. For these containers,
the Handbook suggested that 90 percent of spills are terminated, while 10 percent are instantaneous total
release of contents. Thus, for single-walled containers, the frequency of release of 100 percent of container
contents was estimated to be 10-5/tank-year. For double-walled containers, the accident rate suggested was
10-6/tank-year. In this case, the entire container contents are released instantaneously 100 percent of the time.
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A frequency of 10-5/tank-year for instantaneous release of 100 percent of vessel contents was assumed in this
analysis.

The status of the 119 power plants was assessed1535 with respect to H2 tank farm separation guidelines in
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) NP-5283-SR-A, "Guidelines for Permanent BWR Hydrogen Water
Chemistry Installations." Sixteen percent were found not to meet the separation guidance with respect to
explosion hazard. For the existing population of 110 plants, this translated into 18 light-water reactors not
meeting the EPRI guidelines. (The permanently shut down Trojan PWR was excluded from this population.
Thus, this analysis did not address H2 storage tanks located on top of the control room roof.) However, in
NUREG-1364, "Regulatory Analysis for the Resolution of Generic Safety Issue 106: Piping and the Use of
Highly Combustible Gases in Vital Areas," issued June 1993,1545 credit was assumed for an informal survey that
showed mitigating factors to be insufficient at only three plants.

Frequency/Consequence Estimate

Of the types of accidents analyzed in risk assessments, H2 tank farm explosions seem most similar to some
accidents classified as external events. Furthermore, because such explosions could cause large pressure
forces to be exerted upon building walls or could cause possible impact by missiles, they would appear to be
similar to tornadoes among the types of external events. However, unlike what is usually assumed for tornadoes,
H2 tank farm explosions probably would not exert a uniformly high and destructive pressure on all buildings on
site at one time. Thus, the consequences from H2 tank farm explosions were not expected to exceed those from
tornadoes.

A review of available probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs) yielded the individual plant examination (IPE) for
Oconee Nuclear Station (Oconee), Unit 3,1533 as most appropriate for this analysis. In this IPE, a fairly detailed
assessment of tornado risk was performed, building on that from the earlier Oconee Unit 3 PRA.889 An added
advantage to the selection of Oconee Unit 3 was that it provided a description of the site’s 48,000-scf H2 tank
farm, which was deemed to be representative.1535 This farm consisted of six tanks that, using the suggested
values in the Handbook, resulted in an accident frequency of (10-5/tank-year)(6 tanks/tank-farm)(1 tank-farm/
reactor) = 6x10-5/reactor-year (RY) for an H2 accident that releases 100 percent of the contents of at least one
tank.

To put the amount of H2 involved in perspective for the tank farm at Oconee, one tank contains 8,000 scf of H2.
This was equivalent to 216.8 pounds (lbs) of trinitrotoluene (TNT), using the EPRI guidelines equivalence of
1,000 scf = 27.1 lbs of TNT for gaseous H2 storage. Six tanks in the same farm contain an equivalent of 1,300.8
lbs of TNT. In the terminology of the EPRI guidelines, both these amounts are considered to be in the "small
equivalence" range (less than 4,000 lbs TNT). Terminology and equivalence notwithstanding, hypothesizing
the detonation of one tank in a farm raises the question of subsequent damage to and detonation of adjacent
tanks. The EPRI guidelines were based on the safety analysis of the failure of single vessels and did not
address simultaneous failure of multiple storage vessels. There was factual support for using a basis of only
one tank failure. The guidelines cited three events, two from reactor sites where H2 container explosions did not
damage adjacent cylinders. Given release of the contents of one cylinder, it was assumed in this analysis that
(1) detonation will occur, (2) possibly all of the tanks were involved, and (3) because the tank farm in question
was assumed not to conform to EPRI guidelines, appropriately selected plant damage would ensue with an
appropriately assigned conditional probability.

For the purpose of analyzing tornado-generated missiles, Duke Power Company (Duke Power) considered1533

two categories of tornado events: (1) tornadoes whose winds impact on Oconee Unit 3, and (2) tornadoes
passing within 2,000 feet (ft) of Oconee Unit 3. The latter category was subsequently dismissed when analysis
showed the probability of a core-melt due to tornado-generated missiles to be 100 to 1,000 times lower than that
due to tornado wind loadings; therefore, only the first category was addressed. Duke Power assumed1533 that a
tornado would render unavailable all offsite alternating current (ac) power sources except for one underground
path. Tornadoes of intensity F-1 or less (i.e., with wind speeds less than 113 miles per hour (mph)) were
assumed not to cause sufficient wind damage to generate a core melt. Oconee had been designed to withstand
wind loadings of F-1 tornadoes.
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The EPRI guidelines have been checked for responses for walls with static pressure capacities between 1.5 and
4.5 pounds per square inch (psi). Regulatory Guide 1.76, "Design Basis Tornado for Nuclear Power Plants,"42

indicated that a 1.5-psi pressure drop could be expected for a design-basis tornado with wind speed as low
as 195 mph (the sum of rotational speed and minimum translational speed). This wind speed lies toward the
upper end of the range for an F-3 tornado (158–206 mph). From Appendix B to the EPRI guidelines, for a small
yield such as that (216.8 lbs TNT) from one tank at the tank farm in question, the separation distance can be
fairly small (about 60 ft), even for a plant with moderate wall ductility (μ = 3) and low-end (1.5-psi) static design
pressure. This lends some justification to the assumption made that the appropriate minimum blast force to use
in the analysis corresponds to that from an F-3 tornado. Due to lack of knowledge of the exact number of tanks
detonated (one to six) and other physical parameters involved, conditional probabilities of 1/3 were assigned to
each of the resulting equivalent tornado forces F-3, F-4, and F-5. In other words, the 6x10-5/RY initiating event
frequency derived from the Handbook was considered to be uniformly distributed among the assumed equally
likely outcomes F-3, F-4, and F-5. This was believed to be conservative, at least with respect to F-4 and F-5.

The turbine building was assumed1533 to be susceptible to wall damage from F-2 and stronger tornadoes. Wall
damage could fail the 4,160-volt (V) (4-kilovolt (kV)) ac switchgear that powers safety equipment and/or the
upper surge tank (UST), the prime suction source for the emergency feedwater pumps. The auxiliary building
was assumed to be susceptible to wall damage from F-4 and stronger tornadoes (wind speeds greater than
206 mph), particularly the exterior walls of the west penetration room (WPR) and east penetration room (EPR).
Damage to the WPR wall could fail piping and electrical penetrations, including those from the standby shutdown
facility (SSF). This could lead to reactor coolant pump seal loss-of-coolant accidents, loss of the SSF backup
for reactor coolant pump seal cooling, and loss of feedwater from the SSF. Damage to the EPR wall would
cause similar failures, although the likelihood of piping failures there was judged to be about 10 times less due
to tornado shielding by the reactor building. Other exterior components, such as the borated water storage tank,
are also susceptible to failure from tornadoes. However, they did not appear in the listed cutsets for core damage
and were not considered further.

Tornadoes falling within categories F-2 through F-5 resulted in accident sequences leading to various plant
damage states. The total core damage frequency (CDF) (the sum of the accident sequence frequencies) was
9.74x10-6/RY. However, after eliminating the plant damage state not resulting in offsite releases, the frequency
was calculated to be 8.2x10-6/RY.

There were 17 possible release categories associated with the plant damage state, and each was assigned a
conditional probability of release.1533 When multiplied by the sequence frequency, each of these yielded the
sequence frequency per release category. Associated with each category was a whole-body man-rem equivalent
dose. The product of each release category frequency and its associated dose yielded a total risk of 9.11 man-
rem/RY. These results for a tornado were then modified for an H2 tank-farm explosion.

Again, unlike tornadoes, H2 tank-farm explosions would not exert pressure on all site buildings at one time. Thus,
multiple building wall failures were not expected as in the tornado accident sequences. To reflect this limitation,
the cutsets of the tornado accident sequences were reviewed and it was found that nearly all contained
conditional failure of the turbine building wall. Associated with this failure were failures of the UST and/or 4-kV ac
switchgear. Failures of the walls of the WPR and/or EPR were contained in fewer of the cutsets of the tornado
accident sequences. Therefore, an H2 tank-farm explosion was assumed to fail only the turbine building wall,
resulting in failures of the UST and/or 4-kV ac switchgear; no failure of the WPR or EPR walls was assumed.
This eliminated most of the T(F4) and T(F5) sequences. Using the remaining sequences, the Handbook derived
an initiating event frequency of 6x10-5/RY, and the 1/3 conditional probability for each of the categories F-3, F-4,
and F-5 resulted in a total CDF frequency from H2 tank explosion of 4x10-6/RY, which was less than that for
tornadoes.

Using the same release category conditional probabilities and equivalent doses as for tornadoes, a total
frequency over all release categories of 3x10-6/RY (less than the total CDF because not all accident sequences
lead to offsite release) and a total risk of 2.9 man-rem/RY were obtained. Thus, the risk was also less than
that for tornadoes. Assuming 18 affected plants with an average remaining lifetime of 23 years, the total risk
reduction potential was 1,201 man-rem.

Cost Estimate
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Industry Cost: It was reported1535 that the 48,000-scf Oconee tank-farm consisted of six tanks that covered
an area 45 ft by 30 ft. It was surrounded by an exclusion fence and was always lighted. The proposed concrete
enclosure was assumed to have the same dimensions as the six Oconee tanks combined. From the 1993
Means Building Construction Cost Data (51st edition), the costs were obtained for thick, smooth, gray,
architectural precast concrete slabs 10 ft high and 6 inches thick. For a 20-ft length, the cost was $14.95 per
square foot (ft2) (area) and, for a 30-ft length, the cost was $14.60/ft2. To form an enclosure at least 45 ft by 30
ft, two 20-ft sections and four 30-ft sections would be needed. A height of 10 ft was considered to be sufficient
to protect the surroundings from horizontal blast effects; however, a thickness comparable to that of site building
walls (about 18 inches) was necessary. Thus, the total number of precast concrete wall panels was as follows:

30-ft panels: (4/perimeter)(3 at 6-in thickness
each) =

12

20-ft panels : (2/perimeter)(3 at 6-in thickness
each) =

6

Total = 18

The enclosure would be 50 ft by 30 ft, yielding a total wall panel area of (2)(50 + 30)ft(10 ft)(3 panels) or 4,800
ft2. At $15/ft2, the cost of this enclosure would be ($15/ft2)(4,800 ft2) or $72,000.

The Means manual cited above stated that, "[i]f the work is to be subcontracted, add the general contractor’s
markup, approximately 10%." In addition, the enclosure will have to be anchored in place and penetrated for
piping and access. Combined with the general contractor’s markup, these factors were assumed to increase the
cost of the enclosure by about 50 percent, bringing the total cost to (1.5)($72,000)/plant or $108,000/plant.

Any industry operation and maintenance activities associated with this resolution were assumed to be performed
as part of activities already in place, such as standard inspection and reporting procedures. No industry cost was
anticipated for operation and maintenance. Thus, the total cost for 18 plants was $1.94 million (M).

NRC Cost: The resolution was assumed to require $100,000 for development of a "typical uncomplicated TS
[technical specification] change" and an implementation cost of $11,000/plant (1988 dollars) with a 4-percent
inflation rate. For 18 affected plants, the total cost was estimated to be $341,000.

Total Cost: The total NRC and industry cost associated with the possible solution was estimated to be $(1.94 +
0.341)M or $2.28M.

Impact/Value Assessment

Based on a potential public risk reduction of 1,201 man-rem and an estimated cost of $2.28M, the impact/value

ratio was given by the following:

Other Considerations

The following other considerations relate to this issue:

(1) The number of affected plants was determined by identifying those that did
not conform to the EPRI separation criteria that were based on an H2-to-TNT
detonation equivalency. Had more stringent criteria been used, the number of
affected plants might have been larger. EGG-SSRE-8747, "Technical Report:
Improved Estimates of Separate Distances to Prevent Unacceptable Damage to
Nuclear Power Plant Structures from Hydrogen Detonation for Gaseous Hydrogen
Storage," issued November 1993,1534 concluded that "the hydrogen to TNT
detonation equivalency used in previous calculations should no longer be used."
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The stated reason for this was that "the separation distances results from previous
calculations [including those of the EPRI criteria] can be either overconservative
or unconservative depending upon the set of hydrogen detonation parameters
that are used." Nevertheless, this analysis was considered to be sufficiently
conservative, particularly with respect to the assumption that all tanks are single-
walled and assignment of conditional probabilities of 1/3 for F-4 and F-5 resultant
forces.

An informal survey of all plants cited in NUREG-13641545 showed that, of those
plants that did not meet the EPRI criteria for separation distances for safety-related
air intakes or structures, mitigation features were insufficient at only three of the
plants. Use of 3 affected plants instead of 18 would also result in a low impact/
value score.

(2) Assuming a license renewal period of 20 years, with the 18 affected plants
operational 75 percent of this time, the additional risk reduction would be (18)(2.9
man-rem/RY)(20)(0.75) or 783 man-rem. Because there would be no increase in
cost, the impact/value ratio would be $1,149/man-rem.

CONCLUSION

Based on the impact/value ratio and the potential reduction in CDF and public risk, this issue was given a LOW
priority ranking in 1994. Consideration of a license renewal period of 20 years would not change this ranking.

The NRC staff conducted a review of this issue in 2010 to determine whether any new information would
necessitate reassessment of the original prioritization evaluation.1964 The staff determined that the existing
regulations and guidance adequately address this issue, and the operating experience has not indicated a
change in the significance of this issue. The following discussion demonstrates the application of the NRC
regulatory framework to this issue.

Between the publication of this generic issue in 1995 and the year 2000, most licensees committed to National
Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 50A, "Standard for Gaseous Hydrogen Systems at Consumer Sites," and
NFPA 50B, "Standard for Liquefied Hydrogen Systems at Consumer Sites," as part of their licensing basis.1969

These codes provided separation distances for gaseous and liquefied hydrogen, providing a basis for the
generic issue.

In 2000, with the implementation of the Reactor Oversight Process, the NRC issued Inspection Procedures
71111.05AQ, "Fire Protection Annual/Quarterly,"1970 and 71111.05T, "Fire Protection (Triennial)."1971 These
inspection procedures have the following objectives:

• Evaluate the adequacy and implementation of the licensees’ fire protection programs.
• Review the procedures to incorporate and implement changes to the respective fire protection programs.
• Determine the adequacy of the licensees’ systems for taking corrective action when warranted by quality

assurance programs, generic deficiencies, or events.

With respect to this generic issue, these inspection procedures verify that a licensee’s fire protection program
includes the control of combustible material, including the appropriate storage of bulk flammable gases and
liquids like hydrogen. To that end, inspection procedures also verify that the licensee’s fire protection program
consists of a fire hazard analysis, which includes analyses for postulated hydrogen explosions. The fire
protection program also includes the facility’s technical specifications, which include the appropriate limiting
condition for operations to prevent the postulated fire conditions.

In December 2002, the NRC reported the results of the inspections under Temporary Instruction 2515/146,
"Hydrogen Storage Locations," Revision 1, dated April 18, 2002.1972 The report highlighted findings related to
the adequate separation of hydrogen storage facilities from risk-significant tanks or SSCs and from ventilation
intakes. The licensees of these plants committed to taking appropriate corrective actions.

With respect to enforcement, in December 2008, inspectors identified a Severity Level IV noncited violation
of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR) 50.59, "Changes, Tests and Experiments," for the
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licensee’s failure to perform a safety evaluation associated with installation of a bulk hydrogen storage facility
located directly above buried circulating water system return lines.1973

Based on the review of the NRC’s regulations and guidance related to this issue, the staff concluded that existing
regulations and guidance adequately address this issue. Therefore, the staff changed the status of Generic
Issue 167 and DROPPED this issue from further pursuit.
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Issue 168: Environmental Qualification of Electrical Equipment (Rev. 3)
DESCRIPTION

As discussed in SECY-93-049,380 the staff reviewed significant license renewal issues and found that several
related to environmental qualification (EQ). A key aspect of these issues was whether the licensing bases,
particularly for older plants whose licensing bases differ from newer plants, should be reassessed or enhanced
in connection with license renewal or whether they should be reassessed for the current license term. The staff
concluded that differences in EQ requirements constituted a potential generic issue which should be evaluated
for backfit independent of license renewal.1518

In the staff's development of an interoffice action plan to address upgrading EQ requirements for older plants
during the current licensing term, the staff evaluated the technical adequacy of EQ requirements. As part of
this evaluation, the staff reviewed tests of qualified cables performed by SNL, under contract with the NRC.
The purpose of these tests was to determine the effects of aging on cable products used in nuclear power
plants. After accelerated aging, some of the environmentally-qualified cables either failed or exhibited marginal
insulation resistance during accident testing, indicating that qualification of some electric cables may have been
non-conservative. Although the SNL tests may have been more severe than required by NRC regulations, the
test results raised questions with respect to the EQ and accident performance capability of certain artificially-
aged cables. Depending on the application, failure of these cables during or following design basis events could
affect the performance of safety functions in nuclear power plants.

CONCLUSION

Based on the existence of an ongoing action plan to address the safety concern and the NRR decision1517 to
pursue its resolution, the issue was considered nearly-resolved in April 1993. It was later given a HIGH priority
ranking in SECY-98-166.1718 In accordance with an RES evaluation,1564 the impact of a license renewal period
of 20 years was to be considered in the resolution of the issue.

Accelerated aging tests on electrical equipment showed that some environmentally qualified cables either failed
or exhibited marginal insulation resistance. Failure of these cables during or following a design-basis event could
affect the performance of safety functions. After review and analysis of six LOCA tests, condition-monitoring
tests on I&C cables, and information provided by the nuclear industry, the staff concluded that the existing
equipment qualification process was adequate to ensure that I&C cables would perform their intended function.
Regulatory Issue Summary 2003-091852 was issued in May 2003, and the issue was RESOLVED with no new
requirements for licensees.1853
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Issue 169: BWR MSIV Common Mode Failure Due to Loss of Accumulator
Pressure (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was identified1684 by NRR following a request from Region I to review GE SIL 477 which identified
the possibility of early containment bypass in a BWR, if any one of the MSIVs inside containment should fail to
close, or fail to stay closed, during events that require main steam isolation. This failure could result from one or
both of the following common causes: (1) valve operator spring pressure alone may not be adequate to close
the MSIV; or (2) pneumatic accumulator pressure may not be adequately monitored and alarmed. Following a
preliminary review of the safety concern, RES determined1685 that the installation of a pressure alarm switch that
would monitor nitrogen pressure at the MSIVs inside containment had the potential to be a cost-beneficial safety
enhancement.

Each steam line penetrating the containment of a BWR is fitted with two MSIVs, one inside containment
(inboard) and one outside containment (outboard), which are designed to perform the following safety functions:

(1) Prevent damage to the fuel barrier by limiting the loss of reactor coolant water in the event of a major leak
from steam piping located outside the primary containment;

(2) Limit the release of radioactive materials by closing the nuclear system process barrier in the event of a gross
release of radioactive materials from the reactor fuel to the reactor coolant water and steam;

(3) Limit the release of radioactive materials by closing the primary containment barrier in the event of a major
leak from the nuclear system inside the primary containment.

Each MSIV is operated by a combination air and spring actuation system. Helical springs surrounding the spring
guide shafts close the valve if air pressure is not available. Each inboard MSIV is supplied with air from the
containment drywell pneumatic or nitrogen system. These air supplies are supplied through check valves into
accumulator tanks which provide a pneumatic reserve for the closing of each valve.

Safety Significance

In BWRs, reactor steam is delivered directly to the turbine and other equipment located outside the containment.
Radioactive materials in the steam can be released to the environment via process openings in the main steam
system or via accidental openings. A major rupture in the steam system could drain water from the reactor core
more quickly than it can be replaced by feedwater. This issue is applicable to all BWRs.

Possible Solution

A possible solution to the issue was assumed to be additional instrumentation and alarms to provide improved
monitoring of the pressure in the air accumulators to help ensure the availability of adequate air supplies to the
MSIVs. Alarms in the control room would annunciate if the accumulator pressure on an MSIV were to fall below
a pre-set level. This action would subsequently be expected to reduce the common cause failure probability that
MSIVs would fail to close on demand.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

It was assumed that all 37 operating BWRs do not have a monitoring and alarm system and would be affected
by the issue. The average remaining life of these plants was assumed to be 22 years.

Frequency Estimate

There are two types of conditions at a BWR in which the failure of an inboard MSIV to close or remain closed
could lead to core damage with containment bypass: (1) the associated outboard MSIV closes, but the short
length of piping connecting the two valves ruptures outside of containment; (2) the associated outboard MSIV
fails to close or remain closed following the rupture of downstream main steam piping.
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In an evaluation1686 of this issue by Science and Engineering Associates (SEA), the base case CDF (F) was
estimated as follows:

 = F P P + F P P

where, F1 = frequency of a break between the containment wall and the outboard MSIV

P1a = probability of a failure on demand of the spring on the adjacent inboard MSIV

P1b = probability that design pressure is not available in the inboard accumulator

F2 = frequency of a main steam line LOCA outside containment

P2a = probability of failure on demand of the springs in both the inboard and outboard MSIVs on the broken
steam line

P2b = probability of unavailability of design pressure in both accumulators on the broken steam line

From PRAs in NUREG-4550, a main steam line break outside of containment is equivalent to a large LOCA. As
an internal event, the frequency of a large LOCA was estimated to be 10-4 /RY. With the inclusion of external
events in the PRA, the additional LOCA frequency from seismic events was estimated to be 1.9 x 10-5/RY. Thus,
the frequency of a main steam line LOCA outside containment, F2, is (10-4 + 1.9 x 10-5)/RY or approximately 1.2
x 10-4/RY. Based on the approximate ratio of welds, 1:60, the frequency of a break between the containment wall
and an outboard MSIV, F1, was estimated to be (1/60)(1.2 x 10-4/RY) or (2 x 10-6)/RY.

The probability of a failure on demand of the spring on the adjacent inboard MSIV, P1a, was the same as the
probability of failure on demand of the springs in both the inboard and outboard MSIVs on the broken steam line,
P2a. Based on sparse data, spring failure probability was estimated to be 0.1. Thus, P1a = P2a = 0.1.

An LER search conducted by SEA uncovered 16 events related to MSIV accumulators between 1978 and
1995, a 17-year period; all events were reported at PWRs. During this period, approximately 60 PWRs were in
operation, each with 2, 3, or 4 MSIVs. This amounted to about 20 million MSIV operable hours. With at least 2
time-related common cause failures during this period, the common cause failure rate (FACC) was estimated to
be 10-7/hour.

To derive an estimate for independent failures, it was assumed that a PWR licensee will postpone corrective
action until the next cold shutdown, an average of about 6,000 hours. For time-related failures, the probability
that a component is unavailable is the product of the failure rate and the average downtime. Therefore, the rate
of occurrence of an accumulator failure while the redundant accumulator is still down is (2 x 6,000)(FA)2/hour,
where FA is the rate of independent failures and the factor of 2 accounts for the fact that either accumulator may
be the first to fail. To provide at least one such occurrence in 20 million MSIV hours, the estimate for the failure
rate is given by FA = 2 x 10-6/hour.

Should the pressure of an accumulator on one MSIV fall below the design pressure, the BWR licensee may
wait until the next cold shutdown to make repairs. This will average about 6,000 hours of downtime, regardless
of whether the pressure is checked continuously or quarterly. Thus, the probability that design pressure would
not be available in the inboard accumulator after installation of a monitoring/alarm system (P1c) would be
approximately the same as before, i.e., P1b = P1c = (6,000)(FA + FACC) = (6,000)[10-7 + (2 x 10-6)] = 0.012.

Upon detection of simultaneous failure of both accumulators on one main steam line (both inboard and outboard
MSIVs), licensees would go to cold shutdown to make repairs. For quarterly surveillance, the average downtime
is about 1,000 hours. Therefore, probability of unavailability of design pressure in both accumulators on the
broken steam line, P2b, is given by:

P2b = 1,000[FACC + (2 x 6,000)(FA)2]

= 1,000[10-7 + (12,000)(2 x 10-6)2]

= 1,000[10-7 + (0.48 x 10-7)]

= 1.48 x 10-4

Substituting the values stated above, the base case CDF is given by:

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1686.html
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 = [(2 x 10/RY)(0.1)(0.012) + (1.2 x 10/RY)(0.1)(1.48 x 10)]

= (2.4 x 10-9/RY) + (1.8 x 10-9/RY)

= 4.2 x 10-9/RY

Upon detection of simultaneous failure of both accumulators on one main steam line (both inboard and outboard
MSIVs), licensees would go to cold shutdown to make repairs. For quarterly surveillance, the average downtime
would be reduced to 8 hours by the possible solution.

The probability of unavailability of design pressure in both accumulators on the broken steam line after
installation of a monitoring/alarm system, P2c, was given by:

P2c = 8[FACC + (2 x 6,000) (FA)2]

= 8[10-7 + (12,000)(2 x 10-6)2]

= 8[10-7 + (0.48 x 10-7)]

= 1.18 x 10-6

Thus, following implementation of the possible solution, the adjusted case CDF (F*) is defined by:

* = F P P + F P P

= [(2 x 10-6/RY)(0.1)(0.012) + (1.2 x 10-4/RY)(0.1)(1.18 x 10-6)]

= (2.4 x 10-9/RY) + (1.4 x 10-11/RY)

= 2.414 x 10-9/RY

Therefore, the reduction ( ) in CDF is given by:

CDF =  - *

= (4.2 x 10-9/RY) - (2.414 x 10-9/RY)

= 1.78 x 10-9/RY

Consequence Estimate

Based on the assumptions that MSIV failure will result in consequences similar to those for a BWR-2 Release
Category and that there will be a 2-hour delay prior to the initiation of fission product release from the core, the
average consequence for an unisolated main steam line break was estimated1686 to be approximately 5 x 108

man-rem. For the 37 affected plants with an average remaining operating life of 22 years, the total potential risk

reduction ( W) associated with this issue is given by:

W = (1.78 x 10/RY)(37)(22)(5 x 10 man-rem)

= 724 man-rem

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: It was assumed that plant modifications could be made during operation or scheduled outages.
For MSIVs inside containment, it was assumed that instrumentation cables could be run through existing spare
containment penetrations. The configuration assumed for each MSIV included one sensor circuit to generate an
alarm to notify operators of accumulator air pressure loss; control cable and conduit will be required to be run
from each transmitter to the control room.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1686.html
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It was estimated1686 that the cost/plant for the modifications of 8 MSIVs to be $206,500 including hardware
($67,000), installation labor ($67,000), engineering ($24,000), and health physics ($80,500). Plant simulator
modifications were estimated to cost an additional $50,000. Engineering analysis is expected to cost $22,600
for an FMEA along with a cost/benefit analysis for alternative solutions. Staff training and revisions to plant
operating procedures were estimated to cost $40,100. Periodic inspection, surveillance, test and maintenance of
additional hardware were estimated to cost an additional $147,300. For the 37 affected plants, the total industry
cost was estimated to be (37)($466,500) or $17.3M.

NRC Cost: It was estimated that 4 man-weeks, or $9,080, would be required to issue a generic letter to
licensees for the new alarms. Review and approval of licensee design changes and inspection of modifications
were estimated to cost $21,700/plant or $802,900 for all 37 affected plants.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost associated with the possible solution was estimated to be $(17.3 +
0.8)M or approximately $18.1M.

Impact/Value Assessment

Based on a potential public risk reduction of 724 man-rem and an estimated cost of $18.1M for a possible
solution, the impact/value ratio was given by:

Other Considerations

Affected Plants: It was conservatively estimated that no plant has alarms in place to monitor MSIV accumulator
pressure. The total risk could be lower if some plants have already installed alarms.

License Renewal: Consideration of a license renewal period of 20 years would increase the public risk
reduction to 1,383 man-rem. Additional maintenance costs for this renewal period would be ($30,000)(37) or
$1.1M. Consideration of these two factors would reduce the impact/value score to approximately $13,900/man-
rem.

CONCLUSION

Based on the impact/value ratio and the total risk reduction potential, this issue was placed in the DROP
category.1736 Consideration of a license renewal period of 20 years did not alter this conclusion.
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Issue 170: Fuel Damage Criteria for High Burnup Fuel (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

Following the TMI-2 accident, the NRC converted its fuel behavior research program into a severe accident
research program and, consequently, no further confirmatory work on fuel damage criteria was pursued.
However, some work of this type was conducted by foreign agencies and, in March 1994, the NRC received the
results from a reactivity test in the French Cabri test reactor which showed multiple brittle failures at a relatively
low energy of 30 calories/gram (cal/gm) in the cladding of a commercial fuel rod with a burnup of 63 gigawatt-
days/ton (GWd/t); dispersal of finely divided fuel particles was also observed. Test results from the Japanese
Nuclear Safety Research Reactor (NSRR) and the Russian Impulse Graphite Reactor (IGR) also appeared to
indicate reduced failure thresholds and fuel dispersal. The corresponding failure threshold used by the NRC for
some similar situations is 170 cal/gm and no loss of fuel is assumed below 280 cal/gm.

Licensee requests for higher burnup fuel limits in operating reactors resulted in the issuance of an NRR
request1595 for an RES assessment of fuel damage thresholds for reactivity transients. Confirmatory analysis of
fuel conditions required RES to request experimental data from the French test.1596 Information Notice 94-641597

was issued and the Commission was informed1598 of the staff's actions. Following staff review of the Cabri test
data, an assessment1599 of its safety significance was forwarded to the Commission. High burnup fuel behavior
was the subject of Session 11 of the Twenty-Second Water Reactor Safety Information Meeting, the transactions
of which were documented in NUREG/CP-0139.1600

Safety Significance

Changes in fuel pellets and cladding occur at high burnups that appear to reduce fuel resistance to damage.
Two of these changes are: (1) a reduction in cladding ductility that results from neutron damage and internal
hydriding associated with oxidation; and (2) the formation of a very fine grain structure in the fuel pellets and
the accumulation of microscopic fission gas bubbles on the grain boundaries. While the underlying processes
that cause these changes have been known for many years, the extent and effects of these changes were not
realized until recently.

Fuel damage criteria for LOCAs are also brought into question at very high burnups. To avoid fragmentation
during quenching, 10 CFR 50.46 requires that the peak cladding temperature not exceed 2200F and that the
total oxidation of the cladding shall nowhere exceed 0.17 times the total cladding thickness before oxidation.
Reduced ductility at high burnup due to internal hydriding may affect the validity of these limits. Further, oxidation
during normal operation to burnups above 50 GWd/t has been observed to be on the order of 15% of the
cladding thickness, leaving little margin for additional oxidation during an accident.

GDC 10 requires that specified acceptable fuel design limits are not to be exceeded during normal operation,
including anticipated operational occurrences. Such limits are specified by applicants and approved by NRC,
rather than being prescribed. The limits are intended to keep the fuel rod cladding from leaking, thus protecting
its function as a fission product barrier; a commonly used value is a 1% limit on cladding strain. Ductility of
cladding from fuel with burnups around 60 GWd/t is found to be reduced by a factor on the order of 5, compared
with unirradiated cladding, with observed uniform strains of 1% or less at the time of rupture. It is thus unlikely
that a 1% strain limit is providing the protection desired for high burnup fuel. As discussed below, the safety
significance of these fuel damage criteria varies depending on the type of event.

Reactivity Transients: These transients can lead to pressure pulses in the coolant, loss of coolable fuel
geometry, and releases of radionuclides. The absence of pressure pulses, implied by the present criteria, is
probably not affected by high burnups; while fine particulates may be formed, high temperatures (above 300 cal/
gm) required to generate pulses should not occur in high burnup fuel by an even wider margin. Fuel dispersal
constitutes loss of coolable geometry and may occur with low energy depositions at high burnup; however, the
worst reactivity transients are very localized, and localized loss of geometry should not lead to a core-melt. The
lower threshold for release of gap activity plus the dispersal of particulate fuel at high burnup would increase
plant activity and public dose, and the dispersal of fuel would alter the character of these Chapter 15 transients.
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LOCAs: Excessive oxidation of cladding (i.e., more than 17%) on high burnup fuel could, in principle, lead to
loss of coolable geometry from hydraulic loads (from the ECCS) without ever experiencing high temperatures
during a blowdown. On the other hand, additional oxidation may not occur during the transient regardless of
the amount of initial oxidation present on high burnup fuel. Transient temperatures for these accidents are
very sensitive to power level, and even marginally lower power levels in high burnup fuel might keep transient
temperatures sufficiently low to avoid further oxidation. If either the criteria or the safety analyses fail to provide a
margin to loss of coolable geometry, then a core-melt could result from these design basis accidents.

Specified Acceptable Fuel Design Limits: Failure of the 1% strain limit or any other "specified acceptable fuel
design limit" to provide the assurance that is assumed would result in plant releases or public doses that are not
permitted during normal operation. None of these situations, however, should lead to core damage.

Possible Solution

Resolution of this issue could be accomplished by updating the existing burnup-independent criteria to include
the effects of burnup, or to develop substitute criteria, as appropriate. Updated criteria could be incorporated in
revisions to 10 CFR 50.46, Regulatory Guide 1.77,1594 and SRP11 Section 4.2, as necessary. Implementation
of the resolution would require a screening of certain approved licensing topical reports and reloads that were
reviewed previously to permit reactor operation to high burnups.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Existing and emerging data, largely from foreign sources, are expected to be adequate for the criteria revisions
envisioned. At the time the issue was evaluated in May 1995, NRC programs to obtain and analyze these data
were being planned or were in place; no major new testing programs were anticipated. The provisions in 10 CFR
50.46 that are in question were controversial when originally established and changes to this regulation will be
avoided unless absolutely necessary; it is possible that the existing criteria can continue to be used as long as
careful attention is given to initial oxidation and method of analysis for high burnup fuel.

Significant changes in exposure of plant operating staff are not expected during normal operation. Although
the specified acceptable fuel design limits are probably not providing the protection intended, it is believed that
licensees are employing more stringent measures that are not derived from the licensing safety analysis, e.g.,
power maneuvering restrictions and barrier fuel designs are being used to reduce fuel failures, which the 1%
strain limit would not prevent. On the other hand, reductions would be expected in exposure of plant operating
staff following a major transient or accident. These reductions could be accomplished by changes in operating
conditions or fuel designs such that fewer fuel failures would occur during accidents and attendant fuel dispersal
would be avoided.

CONCLUSION

At the time this issue was identified, an action plan for resolving it had been developed by the staff and
presented to the Commission. Thus, resolution was planned and in progress and the issue was considered
nearly-resolved in January 1995. It was later given a HIGH priority ranking in SECY-98-166.1718 The impact of a
license renewal period of 20 years was to be considered in the resolution of the issue.

The staff performed an evaluation of data collected and confirmed that the use of fuel up to the existing limits
did not pose safety problems. Confirmatory research with industry cooperation was expected to refine the staff's
understanding of issues that may arise from additional increases in burnups. Thus, the issue was RESOLVED
with no new requirements.1778
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Issue 171: ESF Failure from Loop Subsequent to a LOCA (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was identified1585 by NRR following the issuance of NRC Information Notice (IN) 93-171586 which
was based in part on a deficiency in the Surry Power Station emergency diesel generator (DG) loading. This
deficiency could have resulted in overloading the DGs if a LOCA occurred and was followed by a LOOP prior
to reset of the safety injection signal. The staff subsequently learned from the NSSS Owners' Groups that other
plants also were not necessarily designed to respond properly to a LOCA followed by a delayed LOOP if reset
of the SIS had not occurred. The NRC did not request any specific action by (or information from) licensees in IN
93-17.1586

Nevertheless, on April 29, 1993, the Nuclear Utility Backfitting and Reform Group (NUBARG) objected to IN
93-171586 on the grounds that it "reflects new staff positions and presents the potential for plant-specific backfits."
NUBARG requested that CRGR review IN 93-171586 because "the generic position stated in IN 93-171586 could
be used to seek additional licensee analysis and costly plant modifications." NUBARG based its contention that
IN 93-171586 was a backfit solely on the resolution of Issue 17, "Loss of Offsite Power Subsequent to a LOCA."
The resolution of Issue 17 was based on the assumption that a LOOP would be an independent event following
a LOCA and would not be precipitated by a LOCA.

Pursuant to NUBARG's request, CRGR reviewed IN 93-17.1586 In its response to NUBARG, CRGR first noted
that the concern identified in Issue 17 was not the same scenario as that described in IN 93-17,1586 but did agree
with NUBARG that the wording of the IN "implies the existence of an approved generic position," despite the fact,
conceded by NUBARG, that the IN did not "include a request for specific action by licensees." The only change
to the IN required by CRGR was to "clarify NRC intent with regard to any backfit concerns raised by the initial
wording and to place emphasis on the potential safety concern being addressed." The letter finally noted that
"the staff is considering the need for further generic action to determine if all power reactor licensees should be
required to demonstrate the capability to withstand the LOCA/delayed LOOP sequence of concern" and that any
"new proposed NRC generic position or requirement in this area would, of course, be subject to review under the
backfit rule in accordance with existing NRC backfit procedures."

Safety Significance

When a LOCA occurs at a PWR, the ESFAS will be actuated by one of four automatic signals, or by manual
operator action if the plant operators detect the LOCA before the automatic signals respond. These four
automatic signals are:

(1) Low Pressurizer Pressure

(2) High Containment Pressure

(3) High Steam Line Flow Rate Coincident with either Low Steam Line Pressure or Low-Low Tavg

(4) Steam Line High Differential Pressure.

The ESFAS will cause the following system responses:

(A) Reactor trip initiated

(B) Safety Injection Sequence initiated (ECCS pumps started and aligned for core cooling)

(C) Phase "A" containment isolation

(D) Auxiliary feedwater initiated

(E) Main feedwater isolated

(F) Emergency DG Startup
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(G) Auxiliary Cooling System Line-up (pumps started in essential service water and Component Cooling Water
systems)

(H) Control Room and Containment Ventilation Isolation.

The DGs might be unable to handle the simultaneous starting of all of the pumps and motors actuated by the
ESFAS and for most plants it is necessary to sequence the startup of all ESFAS-actuated systems to prevent
overloading of the DGs. There are similar system responses for LOCAs at BWRs.

This issue concerns the ability of the ESFAS sequencing to respond to a LOOP which might occur during
the sequencing. Issue 17 addressed only one aspect of this issue: the probability of a randomly occurring
LOOP after a LOCA. Issue 171 was primarily concerned with a LOOP caused by the LOCA event and ESFAS
sequencing. Thus, the LOCA and subsequent LOOP would not be independent events. The loss of a large
amount of electric power generation, as might be precipitated by the trip of the unit with the LOCA, can cause
transmission system grid instability resulting in a total LOOP. The loss of generation from the LOCA unit can
also result in degraded voltage at the unit switchyard, resulting in actuation of degraded voltage protection and
subsequent total LOOP. Plants that have no TS upper setpoint limit on degraded voltage sensing and have little
margin between the setpoint and minimum operating grid voltage may be susceptible to this problem.

Besides transmission system grid problems, a LOOP may also occur because of plant electrical distribution
system problems. In many plants, the main generator normally feeds the plant loads through a unit auxiliary
transformer. When the reactor trips, the main generator often remains connected to the plant electrical systems
and high voltage switchyard until protective relaying transfers the power source from the main generator to an
offsite power source. If the transfer fails during the ESFAS sequencing, the buses which provide power to ESF
systems would become isolated from offsite power sources and the DGs would be required to provide power in
that event.

It is possible that the DGs could be damaged with no immediate possibility of recovery during this scenario if
they attempt to re-energize the entire portion of the previously sequenced load without resequencing. Two utility
reports identify another failure mechanism in which circuit breaker protective devices lock out the circuit breaker
to protect it from potential damage resulting from repeated opening and closing (referred to as "pumping").
The operator actions required to reset the circuit breakers may be quite complicated and could result in a high
probability of failure to recover. A third failure mechanism involves the lockup of timers in the accident load
sequencing logic which could result in the loss of all automatic accident loading capability.

In addition to the electrical power system and control system concerns, the coolant systems may also be
vulnerable to damage resulting from plant transients during ESF sequencing. Drain-back in coolant systems
during power supply transients and switchovers, even assuming that the power is eventually restored, can result
in the formation of voids in outlet piping that can lead to water hammer. Water hammer can damage pipes and
pipe supports. Restarting a pump which has open outlet valves can require significantly more power than the
pump motor was designed to draw during startup, which can exacerbate the electrical power system problems.

These concerns can be modeled for prioritization purposes as a failure of ECCS in the event of LOCA with no
possibility of recovery. Other accident sequences are not effected, because the failure scenario in this issue only
occurs when a LOOP occurs during or shortly following ESFAS sequencing.

Possible Solutions

Any solution should address the potential for failure of ESF systems resulting from a LOOP subsequent to the
initiation of ESF sequencing. The potential for a loss of power or other interruption of the ESF during sequencing
may have been considered in the initial design of the ESF systems, despite the absence of prescriptive NRC
requirements or a documented staff position requiring such analysis. If this analysis had been done, it is possible
that many licensees will not need to make modifications to their existing designs. The following elements are
presented as possible solutions for plants that may require some action.

(1) Analyze and reset protective relaying and control circuitry to respond properly to a LOOP during ESF
sequencing.

(2) Analyze coolant systems to verify that a loss and restoration of power will not result in water hammer,
cavitation, or other potentially damaging conditions.
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(3) Analyze power transmission system and plant electrical distribution system capability under ESF sequencing
conditions to demonstrate sufficient system capability.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

The worst case response to a LOOP during ESF sequencing initiated by a LOCA would be non-recoverable
damage to the DGs and ECCS pump motors. This damage could occur if the DGs were switched to ESF
buses without phase-synchronizing relays or other protective devices to prevent out-of-phase connection. The
transient currents created by out-of-phase connection between a motor and a generator would be limited only by
conductor resistances and machine sub-transient reactances, and could be of sufficient magnitude to severely
damage the motor or generator windings and phase leads. Such damage would require several days to repair
at a minimum. For the purposes of this analysis, it was assumed under the above stated scenario that all ECCS
will fail without possible recovery in the event of a LOOP after a LOCA. There are other scenarios, such as DG
overloading, that could potentially damage the DGs with no immediate possibility of recovery, but the out-of-
phase connection was used as a representative worst case.

The probability of ECCS failure following an out-of-phase connection would not be 100%, because some degree
of phase angle difference between the DGs and the ECCS motors could probably be tolerated without causing
damage to the motor or generator windings, or actuation of overcurrent protection. An exact determination of
the tolerance for out-of-phase switching would require a system- and component-specific analysis, but it was
conservatively assumed that damage will occur if the DGs and the load are greater than 90 electrical degrees
out of phase. This situation will occur on a random basis 50% of the time.

The probability of a LOOP subsequent to a LOCA was previously addressed in Issue 17 where the only source
of LOOP considered was a random occurrence. The events which resulted in the identification of Issue 171
involved the loss of offsite power to the ESF buses that would be dependent on the initiating event, ESF
actuation, which causes a reactor trip and sequential loading of the ESF buses. In addition, there was also a
concern that the transmission system might lose stability or not be able to maintain sufficient voltage following
the loss of generation from a nuclear power plant at a probability greater than 10-3, which was the probability
used in WASH-140016 and Issue 17. For comparison, the probability used in NUREG-11501081 and NUREG/
CR-45501318 was 2 x 10-4.

In AEOD/E93-02, a review of LOOP events indicated that 37% of all plant-centered LOOP events (15 out of
41 events) that occurred during power operation resulted in a total LOOP. This statistic indicates that offsite
power source independence is relatively poor in that, if a single offsite power source is lost, there is significant
probability that all offsite power sources will be lost. The results of the AEOD study are used in the analysis of
this issue as the upper limit for the probability of a loss of offsite power in the event of a LOCA.

The size of nuclear power plants has increased significantly since the mid-1970s when WASH-140016 was
published and power companies have relied increasingly on dispersed non-utility generation. These changes
in the transmission system as well as additional load growth may have resulted in a greater probability of
transmission system instability in general, and degradation or loss of offsite power at a large nuclear power
plant subsequent to rapid load shedding in particular. In order to accurately determine the probability of a LOOP
subsequent to a LOCA, it would be necessary to perform plant-specific analyses of their transmission systems
and plant distribution systems. For the purposes of this analysis, a range of probabilities from 30% to 0.1% was
considered.

Frequency Estimate

The increase in CDF resulting from the non-recoverable failure of ECCS after a LOOP during ESF sequencing
was estimated for three plants: Surry, Grand Gulf, and Zion. These three plants were initially analyzed under the
assumption that a LOOP subsequent to a LOCA would not cause non-recoverable ECCS failure. The failure of
the ECCS was modeled as the product of the probability of LOOP (ranging from 0.3 to 0.001), the probability of
out-of-phase synchronization in the absence of phase-sequencing relays (0.5), and the LOCA-initiating event
frequency. Therefore, the base case CDF was the initiating event frequency for the LOCA events times the
probability of a LOOP and DG/ECCS failure, minus any recovery actions which do not require ECCS or DGs.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0016.html
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For example, Surry has four LOCA events: large LOCA, medium LOCA, small LOCA, and very small LOCA.
These events are described below. A similar analysis was used for Grand Gulf and Zion.

(1) Large LOCA - the large LOCA sequence requires the following systems for mitigation: accumulators, low
pressure injection, containment cooling systems, and low pressure recirculation. Core damage is avoided in the
base case only if all systems operate successfully, although if containment cooling fails, one sequence results in
containment failure but no core damage. The initiating event frequency for a large LOCA is 5 x 10-4/RY.

(2) Medium LOCA - the medium LOCA sequence is similar to the large LOCA sequence, except that high
pressure injection is also required for success. The initiating event frequency for a medium LOCA is 10-3/RY.

(3) Small LOCA - the small LOCA sequence is similar to the medium LOCA sequence, except that the reactor
protection system, the auxiliary feedwater system, the pressure release valves, operator depressurization, and
high pressure recirculation may be used for recovery. All recovery actions require low pressure recirculation and
high pressure recirculation, so ECCS/DG failure is non-recoverable. The initiating event frequency for a small
LOCA is 10-3 /RY.

(4) Very small LOCA - the very small LOCA sequence is similar to the small LOCA sequence, except that the
main feedwater system and the residual heat removal system may be used for recovery. All recovery actions
require low pressure recirculation and high pressure recirculation, so ECCS/DG failure is non-recoverable. The
initiating event frequency for a very small LOCA is 1.3 x 10-2 /RY.

The sum of the above four LOCA-initiating event frequencies is 1.6 x 10-2/RY. The base case CDF was defined
as follows: CDF = (Ploop)(Psync)(Pinit) where,

Ploop = probability of LOOP following LOCA

Psync = probability of out-of-phase synchronization

Pinit = initiating event frequency

The CDF for Surry, Grand Gulf, and Zion were summarized as follows:

Dependent
LOOP Probability

Surry CDF (/RY) Grand Gulf CDF (/RY) Zion CDF (/RY)

0.300 2.4 x 10-3 5.0 x 10-3 5.5 x 10-3

0.100 8.0 x 10-4 1.7 x 10-3 1.8 x 10-3

0.030 2.4 x 10-4 5.0 x 10-4 5.5 x 10-4

0.010 8.0 x 10-5 1.7 x 10-4 1.8 x 10-4

0.003 2.4 x 10-5 5.0 x 10-5 5.5 x 10-5

0.001 8.0 x 10-6 1.7 x 10-5 1.8 x 10-5

The event was not originally modeled in any of the three PRA models under consideration. The calculated CDF
for this accident scenario is therefore the total increase in CDF over the existing total CDF for each plant.

Resolution of this issue would result in no additional contribution to previously calculated CDFs from this
accident sequence. Based on the estimated number of plants (73 PWRs, 35 BWRs) and remaining life (PWRs
- 23 years, BWRs - 21 years), there were approximately 2,414 RY of operation affected by this issue (PWRs
- 1679, BWRs - 735). Using the average of CDFs calculated for Surry and Zion for PWRs and the CDFs
calculated for Grand Gulf for BWRs yielded the following estimated total reduction in CDF from resolution of this
issue over the remaining life of these plants. It was assumed that all operating plants were in the worst-case
condition. The actual number of plants in the worst-case condition is unknown, but is probably no more than 10%
to 20%.

Dependent LOOP Probability PWR Events BWR Events

0.300 6.60 3.70
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Dependent LOOP Probability PWR Events BWR Events

0.100 2.20 1.30

0.030 0.70 0.40

0.010 0.20 0.10

0.003 0.07 0.04

0.001 0.02 0.01

Consequence Estimate

A radiation dose of 4.5 x 106 man-rem/event was given in Gore, et al., (1988) for PWRs and BWRs. This figure
was used for simplicity because the accident sequences for large, medium, small, and very small LOCAs result
in different energy levels of release.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: Implementing the possible solutions listed above would have variable costs. For plants already
designed to recover from a LOOP during ESF sequencing, the only costs would be those associated with
verification and responding to the NRC (Category A). For plants not designed to be capable of recovering from
a LOOP during ESF sequencing, the amount of work required would depend on the magnitude of the design
deficiency. If the ESF control logic were the only hardware/software requiring modifications, costs would be
relatively modest (Category B). If the coolant system were not properly designed to allow timely recovery in the
event that ESF sequencing is interrupted, then it is possible that check valves or other similar equipment may be
required (Category C). These changes might require substantial capital. It should be noted that the plants that
would incur the greatest costs would be those that are at the greatest risk of core damage from a LOOP during
ESF sequencing.

The following ranges were estimated as the implementation costs that might be incurred for the possible
solution:

Category A $1M or less

Category B $2M to $8M

Category C $5M to $20M

NRC Cost: Development of the possible solution was estimated to be $200,000 based on 24 man-months of
labor to further evaluate the issue, develop a resolution, and perform a regulatory analysis. NRC support for
implementation of the solution was estimated to require 1 man-week/plant for an additional cost of $210,000.
Review of operation and maintenance associated with the solution was estimated to take 1 man-day/RY for an
additional cost of $1M. Therefore, the total NRC cost was estimated to be $1.4M.

Impact/Value Assessment

Because of the uncertainty of the number of plants in each of the three categories and the probability that the
plants posing the greatest risk would be those requiring the most work to correct design deficiencies, a plant-
specific impact/value assessment was calculated.

The maximum probability of a LOOP during ESF sequencing for plants in Categories A, B, and C was assumed
to be 0.003, 0.1, and 0.3, respectively. Plants in Category A were those with properly designed coolant systems
and ESF sequencing logic, but these plants may still be at a greater risk from a LOOP because of transmission
system instability or other plant-specific features than were assumed in the analysis for Issue 17. Plants in
Category B have inadequate ESF control logic which contributes to the probability of equipment damage, but
nevertheless have adequately designed coolant systems that will be able to function as designed if offsite power
is restored. Plants in Category C have both inadequate ESF control logic and coolant system design and are at
risk of damaging equipment and not being able to recover.

The following table provides the impact/value scores for the ranges of values and impacts described above. The
estimated NRC costs were less than the expected accuracy of the industry cost estimates. The estimated CDF
was the average of the three plants considered in this evaluation (Surry, Grand Gulf, and Zion). Risk estimates
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were the product of the CDF, the average remaining life of 22.3 years, and the consequence estimate of 4.5 x
106 man-rem.

Category CDF (/RY) risk (man-rem) Cost ($M) Impact/Value
($/man-rem)

A 4.3 x 10-5 4,300 1 231

B 1.4 x 10-3 140,000 2 to 8 14 to 57

C 4.3 x 10-3 430,000 5 to 20 12 to 47

Other Considerations

Occupational Dose Increase: Occupational dose increase would result from implementation and operation and
maintenance of the solution.

Dose increase due to implementation would depend on the plant category. For plants in Categories A and
B, it was estimated that utility labor in radiation zones would be required for resetting or re-wiring of existing
equipment. A total of 1 man-week/plant was estimated and a 75% utilization factor was assumed for labor in
radiation zones. It was further assumed that the radiation dose rate in the radiation zones was 100 millirem/hour.
Assuming that 108 plants are affected, this yielded a total of 320 man-rem.

For plants in Category C, a total of 30 man-weeks/plant was estimated and a 75% utilization factor was assumed
for labor in radiation zones. It was further assumed that the dose rate in the radiation zones was 100 millirem/
hour. Assuming that 108 plants are affected, this yielded a total of 9,700 man-rem.

No increase in dose due to operation and maintenance would be required for Categories A and B plants. For
Category C plants, it was assumed that one additional man-week of utility labor in radiation zones would be
required for examination of equipment installed or exchanged as a result of the solution. Assuming a 75%
utilization factor, the incremental labor in radiation zones for operation and maintenance was estimated to be
30 man-hours/RY. Using the estimated 2,414 RY of operation remaining, the total increase was estimated to be
7,200 man-rem. For 108 plants, this yielded a total occupational dose increase ranging from 320 to 17,000 man-
rem.

Occupational Dose Reduction Due To Accident Avoidance: The occupational dose reduction due to accident
avoidance was calculated from the reduction in CDF multiplied by the assumed accident dose of 19,900 man-
rem.64 Using 108 plants and 2,414 RY of operation remaining, the total estimated dose reduction due to accident
avoidance was calculated to range from 2,200 to 210,000 man-rem.

Cost Savings Due To Accident Avoidance: The total accident avoidance cost savings were estimated to be
the reduction in CDF (from 4.3 x 10-5 event/RY for Category A to 4.3 x 10-3 event/RY for Category C) multiplied
by the estimated cost of a core-melt accident ($1.65 Billion) and the estimated remaining operating years
(2,414). This resulted in a total cost savings range of $170M to $17 Billion.

CONCLUSION

Based on the risk reduction potential and the impact/value ratio, this issue was given a high priority ranking in
June 1995 (see Appendix C). The impact of a license renewal period of 20 years was to be considered in the
resolution of the issue. However, studies conducted during resolution of the issue showed that the contribution
to CDF from the sequence of events was far less than originally anticipated; these studies were documented in
NUREG/CR-6538.1726 Thus, the issue was RESOLVED with no new requirements.1727
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Issue 172: Multiple System Responses Program (Rev. 2)
In resolving GSIs over the years, the staff generally found it necessary to make assumptions and establish
limitations on the scope of the issues. As a result of its review of the resolution of some GSIs, the ACRS
expressed concerns that the assumptions and limitations on the scope of the issues, the lack of thorough
coordination among issues, and the inconsistent assumptions for related issues may have resulted in some
potentially significant safety concerns not being addressed. Specifically, these concerns were raised in ACRS
meetings during the resolution of Issues A-17, A-46, and A-47. To address these concerns, RES initiated the
Multiple System Responses Program (MSRP) program in 1986.

The purpose of the MSRP was to gather and review documentation (correspondence, meeting minutes, etc.)
for the issues and other programs of interest and, from this documentation, describe potential safety concerns
that were identified or expressed by the ACRS or NRC staff. The issues selected for the MSRP were A-17, A-46,
and A-47. Issues that involved concerns similar to those addressed in the resolution of these three issues were
also considered and included: (1) equipment qualification (10 CFR 50.49); (2) fire protection rules (10 CFR 50.48
and 10 CFR 50, Appendix R); and (3) related guidelines and reviews implemented based on the SRP.11 In the
MSRP, evaluations or judgments were not made regarding the validity of the concerns; rather, the concerns were
examined, documented, and potential safety issues were defined as specifically as possible. The results of this
effort were documented in NUREG/CR-5420.1237

In NUREG/CR-5420,1237 related concerns were grouped into defined potential safety issues and information was
provided to assist the staff in evaluating them. This grouping was based on the following criteria: (1) concerns
that had the same initiator (e.g., seismic event, flooding/moisture intrusion, fires); (2) concerns that related to a
particular class of failures or failure modes (e.g., degradation of component performance rather than "failure,"
or common cause failures); (3) concerns that related to a particular group of components or systems (e.g., non-
safety-related control system and safety-related protection system dependencies); (4) concerns that already
existed as GSIs; and (5) concerns that were unrelated to other concerns or that were being evaluated through
separate research activities and should be separate issues. Applying these criteria to the identified concerns
yielded 21 potential safety issues.

Of the 21 MSRP concerns, the staff concluded that eleven were to be covered in the IPE or IPEEE Programs.
The remaining ten concerns were dropped from further consideration as new and separate issues because
eight were included in the scope of existing generic issues or other ongoing NRC programs, one (Item 4) had
negligible risk reduction potential, and one (Item 9) was deemed to be a compliance concern. This conclusion
was reached after several meetings between the ACRS and the staff and an extensive review1581 of the ACRS
concerns by the staff. A comprehensive report1580 on the staff's findings was submitted to the ACRS. The
following is a summary of the staff's findings:

IPE/IPEEE Programs

(1) Common Cause Failures Related to Human Errors (IPE)

(2) Non-Safety-Related Control System/Safety-Related Protection System Dependencies (IPE)

(13) Effects of Fire Suppression System Actuation on Non-Safety-Related and Safety-Related Equipment
(IPEEE)

(14) Effects of Flooding and/or Moisture Intrusion on Non-Safety-Related and Safety-Related Equipment (IPE/
IPEEE)

(15) Seismically-Induced Spatial and Functional Interactions ((IPEEE)

(16) Seismically-Induced Fires (IPEEE)

(17) Seismically-Induced Fire Suppression System Actuations (IPEEE)

(18) Seismically-Induced Flooding (IPEEE)

(19) Seismically-Induced Relay Chatter (IPEEE)

(20) Evaluation of Earthquake Magnitudes Greater Than the Safe Shutdown Earthquake (IPEEE)
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(21) Effects of Hydrogen Line Ruptures (IPEEE)

DROP

(3) Failure Modes of Digital Computer Control Systems

(4) Specific Scenarios Not Considered in USI A-47

(5) Effects of Degradation of HVAC Equipment on Control and Protection Systems

(6) Failure Modes Resulting from Degraded Electric Power Sources

(7) Failure Modes Resulting from Degraded Compressed Air Systems

(8) Potential Effects of Untimely Component Operation

(9) Propagation of Environments Associated with DBEs

(10) Evaluation of Heat, Smoke, and Water Propagation Effects Resulting from Fires

(11) Synergistic Effects of Harsh Environmental Conditions

(12) Environmental Qualification of Seals, Gaskets, Packing, and Lubricating Fluids Associated with Mechanical
Equipment

Based on the ongoing work to address the safety concerns, the issue was considered nearly-resolved in
December 1995, but was later given a high priority ranking in SECY-98-166.1718 The MSRP was considered
resolved at the conclusion of the IPE/IPEEE Programs when a summary report was issued1806 on how the
above eleven concerns were addressed. The staff's evaluations of the above 21 concerns are presented below:

(1) COMMON CAUSE FAILURES RELATED TO HUMAN ERRORS

DESCRIPTION

CCF resulting from human error include operator acts of commission or omission that could be initiating events
or could affect redundant safety-related trains needed to mitigate the events. Other human errors that could
initiate CCF include: (1) manufacturing errors in components that affect redundant trains; and (2) installation,
maintenance, or testing errors that are repeated on redundant trains. Since personnel are always intimately
involved in all phases of nuclear power plant planning, operation, testing, and maintenance, there is the potential
for human errors which may contribute or lead to systems interaction events or CCF. This concern was identified
as Item 7.4.1 in NUREG/CR-5420.1237

CONCLUSION

While existing PRAs have identified human error possibilities to some extent, they are principally limited to errors
of omission. The identification or the modeling of errors of commission is in the developmental stages and will
continue to require further work. Efforts to increase understanding and preclude the occurrence of this type of
human error will continue to be a priority research activity. With the use of NUREG/CR-5455,1582 the staff has
been following the investigations of events at operating plants in recent years that involved human performance.
In conducting control room design reviews, the staff uses the criteria documented in NUREG-07111583 and
NUREG/CR-5908.1584

The staff will continue the present approach of reducing human errors of all types through regulatory review,
inspection, research, and the development of regulatory guidance based upon systematic application of human
engineering principles, rather than attempting to identify and correct specific human errors that may lead to
CCF. Additionally, potential CCFs resulting from human errors of omission in operation, maintenance, or testing
are to be considered on a plant-specific basis by licensees in their IPEs. (CCFs resulting from human errors in
installation and manufacturing of components are generally not explicitly considered in PRAs and hence would
not be explicitly considered in the IPE process.)

The staff's approach will reduce the likelihood of human errors, including those that have not been identified thus
far. The staff believes that the potentially significant generic issues associated with CCFs related to human errors
are currently being addressed by this approach. Therefore, based on the existing IPE Program, this concern was
not pursued as a new and separate issue.
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(2) NON-SAFETY-RELATED CONTROL SYSTEM/SAFETY-RELATED PROTECTION SYSTEM
DEPENDENCIES

DESCRIPTION

Multiple failures in non-safety-related control systems may have an adverse impact on safety-related protection
systems as a result of potential unrecognized dependencies between control and protection systems. There is
concern that plant-specific implementation of the regulations regarding separation and independence of control
and protection systems may be inadequate. This concern was expressed by the ACRS during their review of the
resolution of Issue A-47 and was identified as Item 7.4.2 in NUREG/CR-5420.1237

CONCLUSION

The resolution of Issue A-17 stated that "[m]ethods are available (and some are under development) for
searching out systems interactions on a plant-specific basis. Studies conducted by utilities and national
laboratories indicate that a full-scope plant search takes considerable time and money. Even then, there is not
a high degree of assurance that all, or even most, adverse systems interactions will be discovered." Thus, the
staff concluded that the cost of a systematic search of systems interactions, such as non-safety-related control
system/safety-related protection system dependencies, would produce very little safety benefit.

The summary of NUREG/CR-54201237 states that this issue "does not question regulations but addresses
plant-specific implementation." As such, the licensees' IPE process should provide a framework for evaluating
interdependence between safety-related and non-safety-related systems and identify potential sources of
vulnerabilities. Continued notices, letters, and bulletins addressing identified problems of this nature should aid in
the identification and resolution at those plants where these or similar weaknesses may exist. Therefore, based
on the existing IPE Program, this concern was not pursued as a new and separate issue.

(3) FAILURE MODES OF DIGITAL COMPUTER CONTROL SYSTEMS

DESCRIPTION

Two areas of concern were identified for digital computer control systems. The first is the potential for
interactions between computerized non-safety-related control systems and safety-related protection systems.
Use of computerized control systems presents the potential for complex or unexpected failure modes that
might impact protection systems. The second area of concern is the use of digital control systems for safety-
related purposes. The first OL application including this type of equipment for safety-related purposes (although
on a small scale) was ANO Unit 2, where digital computers are used for the initiating logic for two reactor trip
parameters. Several utilities are implementing core protection calculators (CPC), which are digital components,
to provide trip signals. This concern was identified as Item 7.4.3 in NUREG/CR-5420.1237

This ACRS concern was based on the potential failure of digital computer control systems which may affect
the safe shutdown capability of a plant. It applies primarily to the adequacy of NRC regulations and the NRC's
capability to review designs for such equipment.

CONCLUSION

For the review and evaluation of digital instrumentation and control systems (including the interface design
and the software to drive them), methods and technical bases for guidelines and criteria are being developed
in the ongoing NRC research on human-system interface. The many research issues include the potential for
interactions between computerized non-safety related control systems and safety-related protection systems.
The research also addresses the use of digital instrumentation and control systems for safety-related purposes.
Additional work is being initiated with the National Academies of Sciences and Engineering under a study titled
"Study and Workshop on Application of Digital Instrumentation and Control Systems to Nuclear Power Plants,"
to identify the important safety and reliability issues associated with the use of digital instrumentation and control
systems, and to address what approach and criteria should be applied to ensure safe application and effective
regulation of digital instrumentation and control systems.

In addition, potential failure modes and interactions in computer systems are being considered in the NRR
review of digital systems in operating plants and advanced reactors. Based on the ongoing work, this concern
was dropped from further consideration as a new and separate issue.

(4) SPECIFIC SCENARIOS NOT CONSIDERED IN USI A-47
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DESCRIPTION

The staff identified two scenarios of concern that were not evaluated during the review of Issue 47: (1) scram
without turbine trip, including return to criticality resulting from overcooling the primary system; and (2) steam
generator overfill resulting from SGTR leading to an MSLB and more SGTRs that would involve the blowdown of
more than one steam generator. The other potential cause of steam generator overfill (excessive feedwater flow
due to control system failure) and its consequences were analyzed in the resolution of Issue A-47. This concern
was identified as Item 7.4.4 in NUREG/CR-5420.1237

CONCLUSION

The first scenario was addressed in Issue 144 which was given a low priority ranking. The second scenario,
along with other concerns, was addressed in Issue 135 which was given a medium priority ranking and resolved
by the staff. In NUREG/CR-4893,1411 the staff's technical findings report for Issue 135, it was stated that for
steam generator overfill resulting from SGTR "[a]nalyses for several plants on the increase in stress levels
due to deadweight loading resulting from filling the steam lines indicate that, while in some cases the spring
hangers may be loaded slightly beyond specification, they will not fail. The stress levels in the main steam line
will remain within ASME Code limits in all cases. The NRC staff has concluded that the probability of failure of
the main steam line is not increased by the deadweight loading. Further, because the water in the steam lines is
essentially at saturation temperature and pressure, the potential for failure due to condensation-induced water
hammer is considered insignificant ... there is no evidence of steam line failure from overstress, and dynamic
loading from water hammer is not considered to be a problem."

Since steam generator overfill resulting from an SGTR is not likely to lead to an MSLB, an SGTR caused by
an SGTR-induced MSLB and associated mechanical and thermal shock are also not very likely. Based on
this low probability event, this concern was dropped from further consideration as a new and separate issue.
Consideration of a 20-year license renewal period would not change this conclusion.

(5) EFFECTS OF DEGRADATION OF HVAC EQUIPMENT ON CONTROL AND PROTECTION SYSTEMS

DESCRIPTION

Instrumentation systems generally require a carefully controlled environment to function properly. Loss or
degradation (i.e., partial loss) of either safety or non-safety-related HVAC systems could result in the failure of
systems necessary to achieve and maintain safe shutdown. HVAC degradation can have a direct impact on
safety-related equipment or an indirect impact through interactions with non-safety-related components. The
possibility for HVAC degradation to have an undesirable impact on safety-related protection systems may not
have been given adequate attention. This concern was identified as Item 7.4.5 in NUREG/CR-5420.1237

CONCLUSION

The concern for the effects of loss of HVAC/chilled water systems on safety-related systems and components
was addressed in the resolution of Issue 143. In the regulatory analysis for the resolution for this issue
documented in NUREG/CR-6084,1550 it was indicated that the reduction in annual CDF by eliminating (or
decreasing) the dependence of safety systems on HVAC and room cooling was only on the order of 10-6/RY, and
all three proposed resolution strategies exceeded the $1,000/man-rem cost-effectiveness ratio. Therefore, the
staff did not recommend any new requirements in the resolution of Issue 143.

Although the effects of degradation (such as decrease in efficiency) of HVAC/chilled water systems were not
considered in Issue 143, and only the effects of loss of HVAC/chilled water systems on safety-related systems
and components were considered, Issue 143 did provide a worst-case scenario that enveloped the concerns
of Item 7.4.5. This conclusion was based on the following: (1) the effects of degradation (partial loss) of HVAC/
chilled water systems on systems and components will be less severe compared to those from the total loss
of HVAC/chilled water systems; and (2) the indirect impact of HVAC degradation on safety-related equipment
through interactions with non-safety-related components will lead to the same end results as the direct impact of
loss of HVAC/chilled water systems on safety-related equipment. Therefore, the ACRS concerns were bounded
by Issue 143 and were dropped from further consideration as a new and separate issue.

(6) FAILURE MODES RESULTING FROM DEGRADED ELECTRIC POWER SOURCES
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DESCRIPTION Electric power system degradation (i.e., undervoltage, overvoltage, underfrequency,
overfrequency) has the potential for affecting multiple trains of safety-related equipment although it is not clear
what failure modes could result from these types of events. The ACRS believed that, although Issue A-47
addressed sudden complete loss of electrical power, it did not address the effects of electric power system
degradation on safety-related equipment. This concern was identified as Item 7.4.6 in NUREG/CR-5420.1237

CONCLUSION

The concern for electrical power reliability was addressed in the resolution of Issue 128 which was established to
integrate the resolution of 3 separate safety issues: 48, "Limiting Conditions for Operations (LCOs) for Class 1E
Vital Instrument Buses"; 49, "Interlocks and LCOs for Class 1E Tie Breakers"; and A-30, "Adequacy of Safety-
Related DC Power Supplies." However, the resolution of Issue 128 did not specifically address "degradation" of
electrical power systems and its consequences. Issue A-35, "Adequacy of Offsite Power Systems," did address
the concern for the vulnerability of safety-related equipment to sustained degraded voltage from offsite power
sources. It also addressed the concern relating to a rapid rate of frequency decay of the offsite power system.

The concerns regarding the performance of MOVs under degraded electric power sources, among other things,
were addressed in the resolution of Issue II.E.6.1, "In Situ Testing of Valves - Test Adequacy Study," and resulted
in the issuance of Generic Letter 89-101217 which required licensees to establish programs to ensure the
operability of MOVs in safety-related systems. In the resolution of Issue 158, "Performance of Safety-Related
Power-Operated Valves Under Design Basis Conditions," currently being resolved with a high priority, the staff
will investigate the performance of safety-related, power-operated valves such as SOVs, AOVs, and HOVs
under design basis conditions. Thus, Item 7.4.6 is being addressed for power-operated valves.

Lastly, there was an extensive inspection program initiated by NRR in the late 1980s entitled Electrical
Distribution System Functional Inspections (EDSFI) where all operating plants were reviewed and inspected
regarding the design, operation, maintenance, and testing of their electrical distribution systems; both offsite and
onsite electrical power systems were included. A number of information notices were issued as a result of this
inspection program and an EDSFI data bank is being maintained by RSIB/NRR. RES, in consultation with NRR,
will consider the information in the EDSFI data bank and other pertinent operational experiences, to determine
the effects on component operation by degraded input power and if further NRC action is appropriate. With the
completed and ongoing programs described above, this concern was dropped from further consideration as a
new and separate issue.

(7) FAILURE MODES RESULTING FROM DEGRADED COMPRESSED AIR SYSTEMS

DESCRIPTION

Compressed air system degradation has the potential to affect multiple trains of safety-related equipment.
Air system degradation includes: (1) gradual loss of air pressure; and (2) air underpressurization or
overpressurization outside the design operating pressure range of the associated equipment dependent upon
this system. It is not clear what failure modes could result from these types of events. Although Issue A-47
addressed sudden complete loss of air pressure, it did not specifically investigate the effects of compressed
air system degradation on safety-related equipment. This concern was identified as Item 7.4.7 in NUREG/
CR-5420.1237

CONCLUSION

Issue 43, "Reliability of Air Systems," which was resolved with the issuance of Generic Letter 88-14,1141

addressed, to a large extent, the ACRS concern on air system reliability. However, the ACRS stated1579 that
"we do not consider the resolution of Generic Issue 43 as adequate. We support what has been proposed or
done by the staff and the industry as described in the resolution package for Generic Issue 43, but further work is
needed to show that the gradual loss of air pressure issue is not a safety problem for any plant."

In AEOD/C701,1078 five recommendations to address air systems problems were made. Recommendation 5
stated that "[a]ll operating plants should be required to perform gradual loss of instrument air system pressure
tests." CRGR considered the five recommendations while deliberating on the issuance of Generic Letter
88-141141 and concluded that licensees should implement four of the five recommendations. Recommendation
5, pertaining to slow bleed-down testing, was not supported by CRGR because it was believed that the other
four recommendations would be effective in correcting the problems.
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The issuance of Generic Letter 88-141141 resulted in major utility efforts in which dozens of air system problems
that had the potential to compromise public health and safety were found and corrected. In addition, AEOD
now believes that the importance of the slow bleed-down test recommendation has actually diminished
because of the efforts that many licensees have made to find and correct other air system problems and the
aggressive industry initiatives to improve the reliability of air-operated equipment. Evidence of these activities
are: (1) INPO and EPRI/NSAC issued reports encouraging utilities to take actions to correct problems noted
in NUREG-1275,1079 Vol. 2; (2) EPRI/NMAC issued maintenance guides on air systems and SOVs; (3) the
Air Operated Valve Users' Group was formed and members meet on a regular basis to exchange information
and promote reliable equipment operation; and (4) there is an ongoing process to establish an ASME O&M
performance guide/standard for air systems.

The slow bleed-down test will require the determination of the range of credible blowdown rates, and the
performance of sequential testing of individual branches of the air distribution system to avoid creating a
challenge to plant safety. In addition, to fully implement the slow bleed-down test recommendation could
require expenditure of disproportionate amounts of resources and may also result in increased risk due to the
introduction of unnecessary challenges to plant safety. AEOD is monitoring improvements in plant performance
pursuant to Generic Letter 88-14.1141 Based on the above actions that have been taken, this concern was
dropped from further consideration as a new and separate issue.

(8) POTENTIAL EFFECTS OF UNTIMELY COMPONENT OPERATION

DESCRIPTION

This concern addressed the effects of components potentially changing state or actuating in an unanticipated
sequence from spurious signals. This scenario can potentially cause damage to safety-related equipment. This
concern was identified as Item 7.4.8 in NUREG/CR-5420.1237

CONCLUSION

The staff reviewed existing programs and found that this concern has been adequately addressed by existing
generic issues and other NRC programs. This review involved an evaluation of operational events studied
under the Accident Sequence Precursors Program which indicated that the major cause of untimely equipment
operation is human error which will be reduced by the application of human engineering principles (See Item
7.4.1). In addition, the only effects from the untimely operation of equipment in many of the events are spurious
reactor, generator, or turbine trip. The remaining events involve accident sequences which are within the scope
of existing generic issues, or involve accident sequences which are within the design basis of plants, such as
loss of one out of two redundant ESF trains. Consequently, the staff believed that the potential effects of untimely
component operation have been adequately addressed by existing generic issues and other NRC programs and
this concern was dropped from further consideration as a new and separate issue.

(9) PROPAGATION OF ENVIRONMENTS ASSOCIATED WITH DBEs

DESCRIPTION

A harsh environment results from certain DBEs (i.e., MSLB, HELB, or LOCA). Equipment exposed to
such environments must be qualified to withstand the severe conditions (e.g., the combined effects of high
temperature, pressure, humidity/moisture, radiation, and submergence). The actual zone of influence for a
particular environment can be larger than the zone used in the analysis if the harsh environment propagates by
some unknown or unrecognized path (e.g., open floor drains) into another zone. The following scenario was to
be considered:

Steam from an MSLB could travel from where it occurs into another area or zone. This could result in higher
temperature, higher pressure, or higher humidity in the other zone. Equipment required for safe shutdown in
this area may not be qualified to operate in such a harsh environment. Licensees may not have considered
such pathways as HVAC ducts and electrical conduits to propagate harsh environments when performing their
environmental qualification analyses.

This concern was identified as Item 7.4.9 in NUREG/CR-5420.1237

CONCLUSION
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10 CFR 50.49 requires that the DBE environmental conditions (e.g., the time-dependent temperature, pressure,
humidity, radiation, chemicals, submergence, etc.) be specified in the qualification file at locations where
equipment important to safety must perform and this equipment, in turn, must be qualified to these DBE
environmental conditions. The staff considered the scenario described above to be an issue of compliance with
10 CFR 50.49 and this concern was dropped from further consideration as a new and separate issue.

(10) EVALUATION OF HEAT, SMOKE, AND WATER PROPAGATION EFFECTS RESULTING FROM FIRES

DESCRIPTION

Fire can damage one train of equipment in one fire zone while a redundant train could potentially be damaged in
one of the following ways:

(1) Heat, smoke, and water may propagate (e.g., through HVAC ducts or electrical conduit) into a second fire
zone and damage a redundant train of equipment.

(2) A random failure, not related to the fire, could damage a redundant train.

(3) Multiple non-safety-related control systems could be damaged by the fire and their failure could affect safety-
related protection equipment for a redundant train in a second zone.

A fire can cause unintended operation of equipment due to hot shorts, open circuits, and shorts to ground.
Consequently, components could be energized or de-energized, valves could fail open or closed, pumps could
continue to run or fail to run, and electrical breakers could fail open or closed. This concern was identified as
Item 7.4.10 in NUREG/CR-5420.1237

CONCLUSION

The concern of water propagation effects resulting from fire was partially addressed in the resolution of Issue
57. For operating and future plants having a greater reliance on advanced digital instrumentation and control
(I&C) systems, there is a separate ongoing RES program to investigate the effects of smoke (SNL/FIN W6051)
together with synergistic effects from temperature, moisture/humidity, electromagnetic interference/radio
frequency interference (EMI/RFI), etc., (ORNL/FIN L1798, ORNL/FIN L1951) on these systems. This study
will involve identifying all plausible environmental stressors associated with the advanced digital I&C systems,
collecting reliability data for components that are unique for the advanced digital I&C systems, and prioritizing
these environmental stressors (including the synergistic effects) based on their risk significance (BNL/FIN
L1908). The results of this study will be incorporated into an ORNL program on Qualification of Advanced
Instrumentation and Control Systems (See initial results in NUREG/CR-59041668 and NUREG/CR-59411669).
Based on the above actions that have been taken, this concern was dropped from further consideration as a new
and separate issue.

(11) SYNERGISTIC EFFECTS OF HARSH ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS

DESCRIPTION

A synergistic effect is one in which the presence of simultaneous combined environmental conditions has a
greater impact on equipment than the sum of the individual environmental conditions taken independently or
sequentially. The ACRS contends that a lack of regulatory guidance for analyzing synergistic effects makes it
difficult to assess what licensees have done in this area and, therefore, some equipment important to safety
may not be adequately qualified for the actual environments. This concern was not combined with other
concerns because it relates to a specific part of the environmental qualification (EQ) issue, namely, synergistic
environmental effects. This concern was identified as Item 7.4.11 in NUREG/CR-5420.1237

CONCLUSION

10 CFR 50.49(e)(7) states that synergistic effects must be considered when these effects are believed to have a
significant effect on equipment performance. The staff believed that, although regulatory guidance for analyzing
synergistic effects is currently lacking, there is sufficient ongoing staff action to evaluate and resolve existing
EQ concerns and to identify and resolve any other EQ issues that may exist. RES is currently working with NRR
on the planned actions of the EQ 10 CFR 50.49 Task Action Plan (EQ-TAP) where the adequacy of existing
EQ standards and regulations for operating reactors is to be evaluated. The EQ-TAP stated that "[a]lthough
this TAP describes planned actions, it should be recognized that this is an evolving issue and the actions, as
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described, may be modified as additional information is obtained through further research and review of industry
operating experience." The RES program plan for the EQ-TAP will include synergistic effects. Thus, the concerns
of NUREG/CR-5420,1237 Item 7.4.11 will be included in the EQ-TAP and additional guidance will be issued if
appropriate. Therefore, this concern was dropped from further consideration as a new and separate issue.

(12) ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION OF SEALS, GASKETS, PACKING, AND LUBRICATING FLUIDS
ASSOCIATED WITH MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT

DESCRIPTION

Sub-components (seals, gaskets, packing materials, and lubricating fluids, etc.) in some mechanical equipment
may not be adequately qualified to normal harsh environments due to the lack of concerted industry equipment
qualification programs on mechanical equipment and NRC review. This is possible because currently no specific
NRC guidelines equivalent to 10 CFR 50.49, "Environmental Qualification of Electric Equipment Important to
Safety for Nuclear Power Plants," exist for mechanical equipment. This concern was identified as Item 7.4.12 in
NUREG/CR-5420.1237

CONCLUSION

Previously-identified generic issues addressed the operability and reliability of PORVs, MOVs, and other power-
operated valves. Specifically, Generic Letter 89-101217 was issued for Issue II.E.6.1; Generic Letter 90-061290

was issued for Issue 70; and Issue 158, "Performance of Safety-Related Power-Operated Valves Under Design
Basis Conditions," is currently being resolved with a high priority and will address the operability and reliability of
AOVs, HOVs and SOVs.

The EPRI-sponsored reliability-centered maintenance program (RCM) and the associated Users' Group have
been in existence for some time and are now well-represented by the nuclear utilities. This maintenance
program encompasses equipment and components (includes non-metallic parts which is the focus of concern of
this issue), and regularly identifies and replaces unqualified or degraded components and sub-components. The
Users' Group members meet on a regular basis (with participation from the NRC staff) to exchange information
on RCM and promote reliability of equipment and components.

In addition, an ASME Standard on environmental qualification of mechanical equipment (QME) is scheduled for
issuance. This document will help to address the concerns of this item for future plants and for replacements
at operating plants. Based on the above actions that have been taken, this concern was dropped from further
consideration as a new and separate issue.

(13) EFFECTS OF FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEM ACTUATION ON NON-SAFETY-RELATED AND SAFETY-
RELATED EQUIPMENT

DESCRIPTION

Fire suppression system actuation events can have an adverse effect on safety-related components either
through direct contact with suppression agents or through indirect interactions with non-safety-related
components. This concern was identified as Item 7.4.13 in NUREG/CR-5420.1237

CONCLUSION

This concern was addressed in the resolution of Issue 57 and will be considered by licensees on a plant-
specific basis during implementation of the IPEEE Program. Supplement 4 to Generic Letter 88-201222

and NUREG-14071354 provided procedural and submittal guidance for the IPEEE Program. As stated in
NUREG-14071354 for internal fires, some fire issues identified in NUREG/CR-50881211 such as seismic/fire
interaction, effects of fire suppressants on safety equipment, and control system interactions, should be
addressed in the IPEEE. Based on the existing IPEEE Program, this concern was not pursued as a new and
separate issue.

(14) EFFECTS OF FLOODING AND/OR MOISTURE INTRUSION ON NON-SAFETY-RELATED AND
SAFETY-RELATED EQUIPMENT

DESCRIPTION
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Flooding and/or water intrusion events can affect safety-related equipment either directly or indirectly through
flooding or moisture intrusion of multiple trains of non-safety-related equipment. This type of event can result
from external flooding events, tank and pipe ruptures, actuations of fire suppression system, or backflow through
part of the plant drainage system. This concern was identified as Item 7.4.14 in NUREG/CR-5420.1237

CONCLUSION

The purpose of this concern was to determine whether additional regulations or more detailed requirements
would result in a significant improvement in public health and safety. However, there is no evidence that this
safety concern could be resolved in this manner. Instead, if a potential safety problem exists, it would appear to
be a result of plant-specific vulnerabilities.

The IPE submittal guidance (Generic Letter 88-201222 and NUREG-13351587) includes consideration of moisture
intrusion and internal flooding. The concern for external flooding and/or moisture intrusion resulting from external
events is being addressed in the IPEEE Program. Thus, the IPE/IPEEE process should detect plant-specific
vulnerabilities identified in the ACRS concern. Based on the existing IPEand IPEEE Programs, this concern was
not pursued as a new and separate issue.

(15) SEISMICALLY-INDUCED SPATIAL AND FUNCTIONAL INTERACTIONS

DESCRIPTION

Seismic events have the potential to cause multiple failures of safety-related systems through spatial and
functional interactions. In particular, additional analyses may be necessary to ensure the following:

(1) small piping (e.g., air, instrument, and water lines) is properly evaluated to prevent small pipe ruptures that
may disable essential plant shutdown systems;

(2) non-seismically qualified structures, systems and components cannot cause small piping failures from direct
impact;

(3) seismic activity will not adversely affect safety-related protection systems via multiple non-safety-related
control system failures and/or functional interactions (excluding direct impact); and

(4) indirect effects of seismic activity such as dust generation cannot affect essential plant shutdown systems.

The ACRS expressed concern that not all of the potential seismically-induced system interactions that could
adversely affect safe shutdown of a plant have been thoroughly identified and investigated. This concern was
identified as Item 7.4.15 in NUREG/CR-5420.1237

CONCLUSION

The procedural and submittal guidance document1354 for the IPEEE Program states that, for seismic review,
plant walkdowns must be performed consistent with the intent of the guidelines described in Sections 5 and
8 and Appendices D and I of the EPRI Seismic Margins Methodology (EPRI NP-6041). EPRI NP-6041 in turn
states that seismic systems interactions reviews should be one of the items performed during a plant walkdown
and guidelines on how to perform these reviews are provided. These guidelines address the concern for
seismically-induced spatial interactions; it is expected that implementation of the IPEEE Program will identify
any vulnerabilities to seismically-induced functional interactions. Thus, licensee evaluations of their plants for
vulnerabilities to seismic events as part of the IPEEE Program are sufficient to address the ACRS concern.
Based on the existing IPEEE Program, this concern was not pursued as a new and separate issue.

(16) SEISMICALLY-INDUCED FIRES

DESCRIPTION

Seismically-induced fires have the potential to cause multiple failures of safety-related systems. The occurrence
of a seismic event could create fires in multiple locations, simultaneously degrade fire suppression capability
(because fire suppression systems are not seismically-qualified), and, therefore, prevent mitigation of fire
damage to multiple safety-related systems. The ACRS expressed concern that seismically-induced fires
were not adequately addressed in the resolution of Issue A-46, other seismic requirements, or fire protection
regulations. This concern was identified as Item 7.4.16 in NUREG/CR-5420.1237
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CONCLUSION

In resolving Issue 57, the staff considered the results of the PRA analyses for 4 operating plants (1 GE, 1 B&W,
and 2 W plants) and these are summarized below.

The mean CDF from Issue 57 root causes for these 4 plants are in the range of 7.3 x 10-6/RY to 5.6 x 10-5/RY.
The dominant risk contributors were found to be: (1) seismic-induced fire plus seismic-induced suppressant
diversion, i.e., the unsuppressed fire and/or the diverted suppressant incapacitate safety-related equipment
needed to mitigate effects of the seismic event; and (2) seismic-induced actuation of the fire protection systems
(i.e., the released suppressant damages safety-related equipment needed to mitigate the effects of the
seismic event) which are both being addressed by IPEEE (See Supplement 4 to Generic Letter 88-201222

and NUREG-14071354). After subtracting these two dominant risk contributors, the mean CDF of remaining
contributors is less than 10-5/RY. Therefore, the staff recommended that, after considering credit for the IPEEE,
generic backfit was not justifiable for Issue 57 and no new requirements were recommended.

Thus, the ACRS concern will be considered by licensees on a plant-specific basis during implementation of the
IPEEE Program and this concern was not pursued as a new and separate issue.

(17) SEISMICALLY-INDUCED FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEM ACTUATIONS

DESCRIPTION

Seismic events can potentially cause multiple fire suppression system actuations which, in turn, can cause
failures of redundant trains of safety-related systems. Analyses currently required by fire protection regulations
generally only examine inadvertent actuations of fire suppression systems as single, independent events
whereas a seismic event could cause multiple actuations of fire suppression systems in various areas. This
concern was identified as Item 7.4.17 in NUREG/CR-5420.1237

CONCLUSION

As described in Item 7.4.16 above, the ACRS concern was addressed in the resolution of Issue 57 and will be
considered by licensees on a plant-specific basis during implementation of the IPEEE Program. Therefore, this
concern was not pursued as a new and separate issue.

(18) SEISMICALLY-INDUCED FLOODING

DESCRIPTION

Seismically-induced flooding events can potentially cause multiple failures of safety-related systems. The ACRS
expressed several concerns related to seismically-induced flooding. First, although the ACRS believes that an
SSE will likely not cause large-diameter piping to rupture, the ACRS feels that the seismic adequacy of smaller-
diameter piping has not been adequately proven. Rupture of small piping could provide flood sources that could
potentially affect multiple safety-related components simultaneously. Second, non-seismically qualified tanks are
a potential source of flooding that the ACRS believes has not been adequately addressed. This concern was
identified as Item 7.4.18 in NUREG/CR-5420.1237

CONCLUSION

Licensee evaluations of their plants for vulnerabilities to seismic events as part of the implementation of the
IPEEE Program (Supplement 4 to Generic Letter 88-201222 and NUREG-14071354) will address the ACRS
concern. Therefore, this concern was not pursued as a new and separate issue.

(19) SEISMICALLY-INDUCED RELAY CHATTER

DESCRIPTION

Essential relays must operate during and after an SSE and must meet either one of the following conditions: (1)
remain functional without contact chattering; (2) be seismically-qualified; or (3) licensees must show that contact
chatter of the relay(s) is acceptable. It is possible that contact chatter of relays not required to operate during
seismic events may produce some unanalyzed faulting mode that may impact the operability of equipment
required to mitigate the event. This concern was identified as Item 7.4.19 in NUREG/CR-5420.1237

CONCLUSION
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Licensee evaluations of their plants for vulnerabilities to seismic events as part of the implementation of the
IPEEE Program (Supplement 4 to Generic Letter 88-201222 and NUREG-14071354) will address the ACRS
concern. Therefore, this concern was not pursued as a new and separate issue.

(20) EVALUATION OF EARTHQUAKE MAGNITUDES GREATER THAN THE SAFE SHUTDOWN
EARTHQUAKE

DESCRIPTION

The ACRS expressed concern that adequate seismic margins may not have been included in the design of
some safety-related equipment. In this context, seismic margin is defined as the capability of a plant to sustain
an earthquake larger than its SSE. This concern was identified as Item 7.4.20 in NUREG/CR-5420.1237

CONCLUSION

Licensee evaluation of their plants for vulnerabilities to seismic events as part of the implementation of the
IPEEE Program (Supplement 4 to Generic Letter 88-201222 and NUREG-14071354) will address the ACRS
concern. Therefore, this concern was not pursued as a new and separate issue.

(21) EFFECTS OF HYDROGEN LINE RUPTURES

DESCRIPTION

H2 is used in electrical generators at nuclear plants to reduce windage losses and as a heat transfer agent.
It is also used in some tanks (e.g., volume control tanks) as a cover gas. Leaks or breaks in H2 supply piping
could result in the accumulation of a combustible mixture of air and H2 in vital areas, resulting in a fire and/or an
explosion. This concern was identified as Item 7.4.21 in NUREG/CR-54201237 and addressed the potential for H2
line ruptures to occur in the auxiliary building. Resulting fires and/or explosions could damage vital safety-related
systems of the plant.

CONCLUSION

This concern was addressed in the resolution of Issue 106, "Piping and Use of Highly Combustible Gases
in Vital Areas." The staff's technical findings and regulatory analysis were reported in NUREG/CR-57591544

and NUREG-1364,1545 respectively. Generic Letter 93-061547 was issued to licensees and referred to new
information developed in the resolution of Issue 106. This information was expected to be useful to licensees in
performing their IPEEEs. Based on the above actions that have been taken, this concern was not pursued as a
new and separate issue.
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Issue 173: Spent Fuel Storage Pool (Rev. 4)
In November 1992, two engineers who had previously worked under contract for the Pennsylvania Power and
Light Company (PP&L) filed a report contending that the design of the Susquehanna station failed to meet
regulatory requirements with respect to sustained loss of the cooling function to the SFP that mechanistically
results from a LOCA or a LOOP. PP&L and the engineers each made a series of additional submittals to the
NRC and participated in public meetings with the NRC to describe their respective positions on a number of
technical and licensing issues. In order to inform the nuclear power industry of the issues, NRC issued IN 93-83
on October 7, 1993. The staff evaluated the issues as they related to Susquehanna, using a probabilistic safety
assessment, a deterministic engineering assessment and a licensing basis analysis, and issued an SER on June
19, 1995.

A generic action plan1623 was developed with two parts: (1) Part A, which encompassed the staff's review of
generic issues relating to the SFP at operating reactor facilities; and (2) Part B, which included applicable issues
from the Part A review and concerns from the Dresden-1 special inspection,1601 particular to permanently
shutdown facilities with stored, irradiated fuel to establish evaluation criteria for spent fuel pools at permanently
shutdown facilities. Part B was included after the special inspection at Dresden-1 determined that problems
in implementing the facility's decommissioning plan combined with certain SFP design features created the
potential for a substantial loss of SFP water inventory. Dresden-1, which is permanently shutdown, experienced
containment flooding due to freeze damage to the service water system on January 25, 1994, and the
licensee for Dresden-1 reported a similar threat to SFP integrity. This licensee report resulted in the special
inspections1601 of La Crosse, Humboldt Bay, Rancho Seco, Trojan, San Onofre-1, Yankee Rowe, and Indian
Point-1. The two parts of this issue were evaluated separately.

ISSUE 173.A: OPERATING FACILITIES

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

The principal concerns included in Part A of the generic action plan1623 involved the potential for a sustained loss
of SFP cooling capability, which was identified through the report filed with the NRC relating to Susquehanna,
and the potential for a substantial loss of SFP coolant inventory, which was given renewed emphasis following
the Dresden-1 special inspection. Postulated adverse conditions that may develop following a LOCA or a
sustained loss of power to SFP cooling system components could prevent restoration of SFP decay heat
removal. The heat and water vapor added to the building atmosphere by subsequent SFP boiling could cause
failure of accident mitigation or other safety equipment and an associated increase in the consequences of
the initiating event. Incomplete administrative controls combined with certain design features, particularly at
the oldest facilities, may create the potential for a substantial loss of SFP coolant inventory and the associated
consequences, which include high local radiation levels due to loss of shielding, unmonitored release of
radiologically contaminated coolant, and inadequate cooling of stored fuel.

The action plan was intended to encompass SFP issues identified through a 1994 special inspection at
Dresden-1, the staff's review of loss of SFP cooling concerns at Susquehanna, and other SFP concerns
identified as part of this plan. Specific review areas identified through implementation of this action plan include
plant design features and administrative controls that affect the probability of spent fuel pool boiling, adverse
environmental effects on essential equipment due to boiling, significant loss of spent fuel pool coolant inventory,
adverse radiological conditions, unplanned spent fuel pool reactivity changes, undetected spent fuel pool events,
and adverse effects of control system actuations. This issue was identified in an NRR memorandum1601 to RES
in February 1996.

Safety Significance

The postulated events do not pose an undue risk to the public based on the availability of design features
that help protect stored irradiated fuel, protect essential reactor safety systems, and prevent development of
adverse radiological conditions. These design features include the provision of diverse means of cooling, the
strong structural design of the spent fuel pool, the absence of drainage paths from the pool, the anti-syphon
protection on piping within the spent fuel pool, the availability of multiple sources of make-up water, spent fuel
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pool instrumentation with control room annunciation, the maintenance of a substantial shutdown reactivity
margin in the pool, radiation shielding provided by coolant inventory, and spent fuel pool water purification
systems. Additionally, the relatively slow evolution of these events in the spent fuel pool resulting from the initial
large cooling water inventory creates significant opportunity for operator recovery prior to experiencing adverse
conditions or consequences.

Possible Solutions

Specific actions include: (1) determination of the safety significance of identified concerns; (2) determination of
the facilities where the concerns may be applicable; (3) evaluation of the adequacy of present SFP designs; (4)
evaluation of the adequacy of current NRC guidance for SFP designs; and (5) evaluation of the need for generic
actions to address significant issues at operating and permanently shutdown facilities. Based on findings from
these review areas and their risk significance, the staff will develop criteria for specific spent fuel pool operations
for potential use in formulating generic communications, revisions of regulatory guidance, and other appropriate
regulatory actions.

CONCLUSION

This issue was considered nearly-resolved1731 since a solution had been identified and resolution was in
progress with an approved Action Plan. It was later given a HIGH priority ranking in SECY-98-166.1718

In pursuing a resolution to this issue, the staff performed a comprehensive study of the Susquehanna SFP.
The results of the special inspection of Dresden-1, after rupture of the SWS occurred inside containment, were
transmitted to licensees in IN 94-38.1624 The identification of concerns for evaluation and review of existing
guidance were completed along with on-site safety assessments of spent fuel storage at Brunswick, Monticello,
Comanche Peak, and Ginna. The assessment team concluded that the potential for a sustained loss of SFP
cooling or a significant loss of SFP coolant inventory at the sites visited was remote, based on certain design
features and operational controls. The team found that other concerns within the scope of the action plan
review were much less significant in terms of risk at the plants visited. An FSAR-based review was undertaken
to identify facilities whose design was not well represented by any of the facilities reviewed through on-site
assessments. As a result, approximately 26 concerns were identified in the major review areas; additional
concerns associated with the Millstone-1 SFP (adequacy of SFP cooling during refueling with a full core off-load)
were included. Each concern was to be addressed on the basis of a qualitative safety assessment. The concern
for SFP criticality control (Boraflex degradation) was pursued through issuance of an information notice and a
planned generic letter.

Following reports1693,1694 to the Commission on its findings, the staff committed to complete regulatory analyses
associated with plant-specific backfits, implement plant-specific backfits, and complete revisions to Regulatory
Guide 1.131697 and SRP11 Sections 9.1.1 and 9.1.3. The regulatory analyses were pursued by NRR under the
proposed rulemaking on shutdown and fuel storage pool operation. In July 1997, the staff's proposed rule was
presented to the Commission in SECY-97-1681695 following which, the Commission directed1696 the staff not to
issue the proposed rule. After performing plant-specific evaluations and considering a license renewal period of
20 years, the issue was RESOLVED with no new or revised requirements.1807

ISSUE 173.B: PERMANENTLY SHUTDOWN FACILITIES

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

The staff issued Bulletin 94-011625 requesting all holders of licenses for nuclear power reactors that were
permanently shut down with spent fuel in the spent fuel pool to take actions to ensure the quality of the SFP
coolant, the ability to maintain an adequate coolant inventory for cooling and shielding, and the necessary
support systems were not degraded. In order to evaluate the management controls and SFP activities at
permanently shutdown reactors, the NRC initiated a series of special team inspections at permanently shutdown
facilities with stored, irradiated fuel in the SFP. This Part B effort was expected to use the results of Part A
activities to establish evaluation criteria for SFPs at permanently shutdown plants to support rulemaking and
other generic activities initiated by NRR. This issue was identified in an NRR memorandum1601 to RES in
February 1996.
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Safety Significance

The postulated events involving a loss of cooling do not pose undue risk to the public because of the low
residual decay heat in the spent fuel at permanently shutdown reactors and the associated long period of time
available for recovery. Concerns involving maintenance of the coolant quality and ability to control coolant
inventory were addressed through the special inspection activities. Therefore, continued facility operation was
justified.

Possible Solution

Specific actions included in Part B of the generic action plan1623 were: (1) the determination of significant
identified concerns from Part A applicable to permanently shutdown facilities; and (2) the evaluation and
implementation of additional requirements specifically applicable to permanently shutdown facilities with stored,
irradiated fuel.
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Issue 174: Fastener Gaging Practices (Rev. 1)
This issue has two parts that were evaluated separately.

ISSUE 174.A: SONGS EMPLOYEES' CONCERN

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

A San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS) employee filed a concern with the SONGS Employee
Program concerning the acceptance of fastener threads using GO/NO GO thread gages (System 21) rather
than variables gaging (System 22). Because of the employee's displeasure with the response received from the
SONGS Employee Program, an allegation was filed with the NRC; he was later joined by three other SONGS
employees with the same allegation.

SONGS purchased equipment to conduct System 22 thread gaging measurements on a sample of fasteners
purchased for the SONGS warehouse. The measurements were made in the commercial dedication laboratory.
The fasteners were purchased with the requirement that they are acceptable using a System 21 measurement.
Between a quarter and a third of the fasteners tested using System 22 did not meet the System 22 requirements,
although they did meet the System 21 requirements. An extensive investigation by SONGS and an independent
investigation by the NRC resulted in the conclusion that fasteners that failed testing using System 22 but passed
testing using System 21 did not result in an unsafe condition. Each alleger was interviewed, a copy of the
allegations was sent to each alleger, and a response was provided to each of the technical allegations. A two-
week inspection at the SONGS warehouse was conducted, during which, no unsafe conditions were observed.
This issue was identified in an NRR memorandum1601 to RES in February 1996.

Safety Significance

The safety concern is that the use of GO/NO GO gages does not ensure that all of the material limits specified in
ASME B1.1 have been met and unsafe conditions could result from threaded fastener failures.

CONCLUSION

All of the technical concerns identified by the allegers have been addressed and they were notified in writing by
the NRC. Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and no new requirements were established.1731

ISSUE 174.B: JOHNSON GAGE COMPANY CONCERN

DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

Concerns were raised by employees at the Johnson Gage Company regarding the gaging of fasteners. The
employees approached the NRC staff with a concern about the use of GO/NO GO gages (System 21) instead of
the use of variables gaging (System 22) for determining the acceptability of fastener threads. The staff pointed
out to the Johnson Gage employees that this issue had low safety significance. The Johnson Gage employees
sent numerous letters to the Chairman of the NRC, had congressmen write to the Chairman of the NRC, had
NIST write the NRC staff, and met with Chairman Selin and Chairman Jackson to discuss their concerns. The
staff responded to all of the correspondence from the Johnson Gage employees, met with congressional staffers,
responded to congressional correspondence, met with NIST staff members, and submitted a code inquiry to the
ASME. No safety issues could be identified and ASME stated that there were no compliance issues involved.
This issue was identified in an NRR memorandum1601 to RES in February 1996.

Safety Significance

The safety concern is that the use of GO/NO GO gages does not ensure that all of material limits specified in
ASME B1.1 have been met and unsafe conditions could result from threaded fastener failures.

CONCLUSION
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Letters were sent by the NRC to the Johnson Gage Company employees stating that that this issue had low
safety significance and no compliance issues were involved. Thus, the issue was RESOLVED and no new
requirements were established.1731
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Issue 175: Nuclear Power Plant Shift Staffing (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

The NRC post-TMI-2 accident shift staffing policy was codified through the issuance of 10 CFR 50.54(m) which
specified minimum requirements for licensed operators at nuclear power reactor sites but not for non-licensed
personnel. Subsequently, the NRC promulgated additional shift staffing requirements and specified actions
required by certain plant personnel during an emergency. These include personnel requirements for fire brigades
and emergency response personnel contained in Appendix R and Appendix E to 10 CFR 50, respectively,
and the shift staffing implications commensurate with the reporting/notification requirements contained in 10
CFR 50.73 and 10 CFR 72. In addition, Generic Letter 86-041650 encouraged licensees to combine one of the
required Senior Reactor Operator (SRO) positions with the Shift Technical Advisor (STA) position forming a dual
role position (SRO/STA).

Subsequent events over the last several years at some nuclear power plants have led to questions regarding the
adequacy of the shift staffing level requirements. In particular, concern was raised regarding the minimum shift
staffing (including non-licensed personnel) needed during an event which challenges a backshift crew's ability to
perform all necessary functions.

Information Notice (IN) 91-771651 was issued to alert licensees to the problems that could result from inadequate
control of shift staffing levels. IN 91-771651 identified fire brigade and security response as additional duties
that some licensees had assigned to operations staff, and reminded licensees that 10 CFR 50.54(m) specifies
only minimum staffing levels for licensed operators and does not address personnel availability for all of the
necessary actions specified in the licensees' administrative controls and required by an event.

In NUREG-1275,1079 Volume 8, concerns were raised regarding the use of STAs to perform duties during plant
events that may interfere with their ability to perform their primary function of providing engineering and accident
assessment advice to the shift supervisor. NRR completed a survey of licensee staffing practices, including how
plant personnel were distributed, to ensure necessary actions could be accomplished during an event.

NUMARC provided1655 the NRC with the results of its survey of industry staffing practices; this survey
documented responses from 110 of the 113 licensees solicited. Ninety-three percent of the respondents stated
that they conducted a staffing review after receiving IN 91-771651; the 7% that did not respond had recently
conducted a shift complement staffing study. Some licensees increased staffing to accomplish required tasks,
reassigned duties to more evenly distribute the workload, or modified equipment to reduce the need for operator
action. All respondents confirmed the adequacy of their existing staffing practices against the two actual
occurrences cited in IN 91-77.1651

Information Notices 93-441652 and 93-811653 were issued to alert the industry to the operational challenges
that could result when responding to an event with minimum staffing levels, or when STAs are distracted from
their accident assessment duties by serving in concurrent roles such as fire brigade leader or communicator.
NRR requested RES to evaluate the adequacy of the minimum staffing levels required by 10 CFR 50.54(m).
The staff also issued two reports to the Commission: (1) SECY-93-1841656 informed the Commission that an
NRR survey indicated operators at some plants were concerned about the adequacy of their staffing to handle
certain complex events, and several AEOD event reviews indicated that shift resources had not been effectively
allocated to ensure that individuals were not overburdened; and (2) SECY-93-1931657 summarized the staff's
findings concerning the industry's implementation of the STA position at nuclear power plants. The staff found
that the STA was an on-call position at 20 of the 79 sites using dedicated STAs and was concerned about the
ability of on-call STAs to maintain an adequate awareness of plant configuration and status. The staff also
reported that some licensees assign the STA to concurrent roles such as fire brigade leader or communicator
during an event.

NRR was assigned the lead to evaluate the effectiveness of licensee shift staffing practices, with the focus
on staffing levels outside the control room, and a Task Action Plan was approved. This plan addresses the
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adequacy of shift staffing level requirements at nuclear power plants (NPPs) and includes assessment of the
generic implications of assigning conflicting multiple responsibilities to the operating staff of NPPs for response
to resource-intensive accidents. The plan considers whether there is a need to change or develop regulatory
guidance regarding shift staffing requirements at NPPs. The plan included the issuance of an information notice
to provide licensees the results and insights gained. This issue was identified in an NRR memorandum1601 to
RES in February 1996.

Safety Significance

The minimum shift staffing (including non-licensed personnel) needed during an event challenges a backshift
crew's ability to perform all necessary functions.

Possible Solution

Research on the subject was conducted and included: (1) a review and evaluation of experience and events
for which staffing was a contributing factor; and (2) a detailed on-site survey of staffing practices at 7 facilities,
including tabletop and walk-through exercises for specific accident sequences that could challenge staff
resources. Upon completion of the research, the NRC was expected to review the results and issue an
Information Notice regarding the findings. In April 1994, NRR broadened the scope of the staffing research and
requested RES to include all licensee staff initially needed for an event.

CONCLUSION

The shift staffing study was published by BNL in two reports to the NRC and included the following findings:

(1) Licensees did not use a systematic process for establishing site-specific staffing levels, despite the
availability of such methods.

(2) For all plants surveyed, the TS staffing requirements for SROs and ROs were equivalent to the minimum
requirements of 10 CFR 50.54(m).

(3) Licensees frequently assign plant-specific tasks to be performed during an event that are not required by
regulation.

(4) There was significant variation between plants in the number of licensed and non-licensed personnel that
were administratively required.

(5) During scenario walk-throughs, similar-vendor licensees made significantly different decisions, resulting in
very different control room activities and in-plant tasks.

(6) For all plants surveyed, the typical staffing levels were greater than the TS staffing requirements; however,
these licensees were actively engaged in reducing operations and management costs. Such reductions could
impact their future staffing levels.

Information Notice 95-481654 was issued to provide licensees with the results and the insights gained during
the staff study. Although there had been, and continue to be, occasional events in which the adequacy of shift
staffing and task allocation were called into question, the staff believed that, at the time the Notice1654 was
issued, insufficient basis existed for a regulatory analysis which would support generic regulatory action in these
areas. Accordingly, the staff will continue to monitor the adequacy of shift staffing and task allocation for events
in which they are questioned, and will take plant-specific regulatory action as appropriate. Based on the actions
described above, this issue was RESOLVED and no new requirements were established.1731
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Issue 176: Loss of Fill-Oil in Rosemount Transmitters (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

The Rosemount Transmitter Review Group (RTRG) was established1659 to perform an assessment of the
actions taken to address Rosemount transmitter oil-loss concerns. This assessment included an evaluation of
the adequacy of the information and actions specified in NRC Bulletin 90-01,1658 Supplement 1, which informed
licensees of activities undertaken by the NRC and the industry in evaluating and addressing loss of fill-oil in
Rosemount transmitters manufactured prior to July 11, 1989, and requested licensees to take actions to resolve
the concerns.

An action plan was developed by the staff and integrated the following RTRG recommendations to address
Rosemount transmitter loss of fill-oil concerns: (1) conduct temporary instruction (TI) inspections to verify
commitments made by licensees to address the requested actions of NRC Bulletin 90-01,1658 Supplement 1, and
to gather plant-specific data on Rosemount transmitter failures; (2) establish a dialogue with Rosemount, Inc., on
Rosemount transmitter failure information; (3) review NPRDS data on Rosemount transmitter performance; and
(4) review EPRI Report TR-102908, "Review of Technical Issues Related to the Failure of Rosemount Pressure
Transmitters Due to Fill-Oil Loss," dated August 1994. This issue was identified in an NRR memorandum1601 to
RES in February 1996.

Safety Significance

Loss of fill-oil in Rosemount transmitters was determined to be a potentially undetected means of common
mode failure. Such failures could result in loss of automatic reactor protection and engineered safety feature
actuations.

Possible Solution

The staff determined that actions were needed by licensees to ensure that safety-related functions were
maintained. These actions were first identified in Bulletin 90-011658 and subsequently modified in Bulletin
90-01,1658 Supplement 1. The time frame for this action plan was based on the fact that licensees had
implemented the requested actions of Bulletin 90-01,1658 Supplement 1, and the plan was intended only as
confirmation of the adequacy of the actions called for in the Bulletin.1658

The activities specified in the action plan were completed as a follow-up and verification of the implementation
of the requested actions in Bulletin 90-01,1658 Supplement 1. Licensees addressed the common mode failure
concerns by either replacing affected transmitters with newly designed transmitters which corrected the oil
leakage problem, or subjecting affected transmitters to enhanced surveillance monitoring to ensure their
proper performance. A two-year period was established for completing the necessary verification activities
recommended by the RTRG including TI inspections and reviews of recent Rosemount transmitter performance.

CONCLUSION

Temporary Instruction (TI) 2515/122, "Evaluation of Rosemount Pressure Transmitter Performance and Licensee
Enhanced Surveillance Programs," was issued on March 17, 1994 and inspections were initiated in May
1994. Based on the results of the TI effort, the staff determined that licensees were effectively addressing the
Rosemount transmitter loss of fill-oil issue by, in general, following the requested actions of Bulletin 90-01,1658

Supplement 1, and the manufacturer's drift trending guidance.

The staff met periodically (between January 1994 and September 1995) with Rosemount, Inc. to exchange
information on Rosemount transmitter performance. In addition, the staff completed NPRDS reviews for
Rosemount transmitter failure information during the same period. Based on the information presented by
Rosemount, Inc. and the results of the NPRDS reviews, the staff concluded that there was a significant decrease
in the number of fill-oil failures since the issuance of Bulletin 90-01,1658 Supplement 1.
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On February 15, 1995, the staff completed its review of EPRI Report TR-102908 and confirmed that it was
substantially in agreement with the previous conclusions, guidance, and requested actions contained in Bulletin
90-01,1658 Supplement 1.

Based on the results of the above activities completed, the staff confirmed that all pertinent information regarding
loss of fill-oil in Rosemount transmitters was contained in Bulletin 90-01,1658 Supplement 1, and Rosemount
technical guidance. Therefore, the staff concluded that the safety concern of the issue had been effectively
resolved by the actions taken and no changes or additional actions were warranted. Thus, this issue was
RESOLVED and no new requirements were issued.1731
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Issue 177: Vehicle Intrusion at TMI
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

At 6:53 a.m. on February 7, 1993, an intruder drove into the TMI site owner-controlled area, through a gate
into the protected area of Unit 1, and crashed through a roll-up door on the turbine building. TMI security
reported this event to the NRC operations officer and declared a Security Emergency upon determining that
the protected area of the plant had been comprised. At 7:23 a.m., the TMI-1 shift supervisor officially notified
the NRC Headquarters operations officer that he had declared a Site Area Emergency effective at 7:05 a.m.
At 10:57 a.m., TMI security personnel discovered and apprehended the intruder at the bottom of the turbine
building. The intruder challenged security barriers and programs, disrupted normal site operations, and was
not apprehended for 4 hours. However, the intruder was unarmed, entered only the protected area, and did not
breach a vital area boundary. This issue was identified in an NRR memorandum1601 to RES in February 1996.

Safety Significance

Although the event resulted in no actual adverse reactor safety consequences and was of minimal safety
significance, some significant issues were raised. The IIT report1665 highlighted the fact that: (1) the performance
objectives of 10 CFR 73 for establishing and maintaining a physical protection system did not effectively address
the use of a vehicle for entering the protected area in a manner similar to the TMI event; (2) the method of
entry into the protected area significantly affected the security program response strategy toward protecting
the vital areas and protecting against radiological sabotage; and (3) the NRC had not effectively defined and
communicated its expectations for the licensee's security program performance in response to vehicle intrusions.
The IIT report also raised concerns related to the emergency response of TMI, the NRC, and other organizations
and the NRC security inspection program.

Solution

An action plan1662 was developed by AEOD and included 8 issues that arose from NUREG-1485,1665 the report
on the event by the incident investigation team (IIT). Resolution of these issues was assigned to NRR, NMSS,
AEOD, and Region I with responsibilities for each Office delineated by the EDO.1662

CONCLUSION

Between February 10 and March 10, 1993, the staff tested the Emergency Response Data System (ERDS) link
with all reactor units that had not been linked to ERDS since October 1992. During these tests, the staff found
deficiencies in the performance of some links; these deficiencies were corrected and the links were retested.
Generic Letter 93-011663 was issued to implement an ERDS quarterly testing program.

The staff held an enforcement conference at Region I headquarters with GPU Nuclear on August 24, 1993 to
discuss a violation regarding the delay in calling emergency response personnel. Region 1 issued a Severity
Level III notice of violation (with no civil penalty) to the licensee on October 20, 1993. The licensee responded
with appropriate corrective actions on November 19, 1993.

In September 1993, the NRC staff meet with the FBI to discuss concerns raised as a result of the TMI intrusion.
The FBI updated its contingency plans maintained at the field office level for responding to nuclear-related
incidents.

Information Notice 93-941664 was issued to alert other licensees of the event and to inform them of NRC
concerns related to protected area barriers and intrusion assessment systems, the interface between operations,
emergency response, and physical security response activities, the effect of security on licensee emergency
response, the process for implementing 10 CFR 50.54(x) and (y) provisions, and communications systems.
The core inspection procedure for physical security was revised on April 15, 1994, to provide periodic in-depth
performance-oriented review of the site security forces.

A final Rule was published on August 1, 1994, to modify the design basis threat for radiological sabotage to
include: (1) use of a land vehicle by adversaries for transporting personnel and their hand equipment to the
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proximity of vital areas; and (2) a land vehicle bomb (in response to the bombing of the World Trade Center later
in February, 1993). This Rule also required licensees to install vehicle control measures, including vehicle barrier
systems, to protect against the malevolent use of a land vehicle.

From September 21 to October 3, 1995, letters were sent to all licensees regarding lessons learned from the
TMI event and the NRC operational safeguards response evaluations. These letters transmitted safeguards
information that could assist licensees in their efforts to protect against a determined, violent, external assault
on a plant. Based on the actions described above, this issue was RESOLVED and new requirements were
established.1731
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Issue 178: Effect of Hurricane Andrew on Turkey Point (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

On August 24, 1992, Hurricane Andrew hit south Florida and caused extensive onsite and offsite damage at
Turkey Point. Following this hurricane which was classified Category 4, an NRC/industry team was organized to:
(1) review the damage caused to the nuclear units; (2) review the licensee actions to prepare for, and recover
from, the storm; and (3) compile lessons that might benefit other nuclear reactor facilities. Results of the team
review were documented in NUREG-14741610 which was distributed to all power reactor licensees by INPO on
June 10, 1993.

As a result of the EDO request for staff review of the NRC/industry report to determine the actions necessary for
resolving the identified concerns, an action plan1611 was established by NRR. Among the items in the plan were
two that addressed whether there was the need to develop generic guidance for:

(1) licensees, to ensure that their offsite communication circuits can reliably survive or recover from the impact of
a severe natural event such as a hurricane. (These circuits are required to provide reliable notification to offsite
authorities of emergency conditions at the affected licensee's power reactor facility.)

(2) inspectors, to review licensees' preparation for, and response to, natural disasters, including industry pre-
planned support.

This issue was identified in an NRR memorandum1601 to RES in February 1996 and addressed the staff's efforts
to increase its knowledge and understanding of hurricanes in order to increase its confidence in assessing levels
of safety. Therefore, it was considered a Licensing Issue.1731

CONCLUSION

For Item 1, TI 2515/131, "Licensee Offsite Communication Capabilities," was issued1136 in January 1996 to
provide inspectors with guidance for collecting information on offsite notification circuits and, between February
1 and June 30, 1996, this TI was used at 17 plants. Data collected from these inspections and previous
inspections were evaluated to determine if guidance to licensees in the form of generic communication was
necessary to provide either survivability or rapid recoverability of the circuits from a severe natural event.1770

For Item 2, the staff concluded that, from an emergency preparedness standpoint, sufficient guidance existed for
reviewing licensee preparations in response to a hurricane or other external events.

The staff issued IN 93-53,1612 Supplement 1, which expanded the scope of lessons learned to other external
events and discussed existing regulatory guidance for various external events. The action to provide guidance
for inspectors to address any vulnerabilities that may develop from the review of IPEEEs (GL 88-20, Supplement
4)1222 was incorporated into Activity 1.3 (b) of the Probabilistic Risk Assessment Implementation Plan. Thus, this
issue was resolved.
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Issue 179: Core Performance
DESCRIPTION

Core design is a fundamental component of plant safety because maintaining fuel integrity is the first principal
safety barrier (i.e., fuel cladding, reactor coolant system boundary, or the containment) against serious
radioactive releases. Likewise, safety analyses must be properly performed in order to verify, in conjunction
with startup tests and normal plant parameter monitoring, that a core reload design is adequate and provide
assurance that the reactor can be safely operated. QA activities are important to ensure that proper interfaces
are established and that shortcuts are not taken that could degrade safety or quality.

Following a briefing of the EDO on March 29, 1994, NRR developed an action plan to address the review of
fuel fabrication, core design, and reload analysis issues; this plan was a proactive approach to improve core
performance in operating reactors. The briefing presented by the Reactor Systems Branch (SRXB), Division
of Systems Safety and Analysis (DSSA), NRR, covered generic fuel and core performance issues and related
evaluations of fuel failures; the Vendor Inspection Branch (VIB), Division of Reactor Inspection and Licensee
Performance (DRIL), NRR, also participated in the briefing. Specific actions included in the action plan were: (1)
evaluate fuel vendors' QA performance through performance-based inspections that evaluate the reload core
design, safety analysis, licensing process, fuel assembly mechanical design, and fuel fabrication activities; (2)
evaluate the QA performance of licensees that perform core reload analysis functions; (3) identify, document,
and categorize core performance problems and root cause evaluations that will be further evaluated during the
inspections, and provide input to licensee evaluations as well as support to regional enforcement actions, as
appropriate; and (4) train and coordinate regional support staff participating in these activities; and (5) evaluate
the results of these activities for use in formulating generic communications, revisions of regulatory guidance,
regional inspection guidance, and other appropriate regulatory actions.

The action plan called for DSSA/NRR to identify one or more licensee inspections in each region to be
performed, in coordination with the regional inspectors, to assess licensee performance in reload core analysis
oversight and participation. The data acquired through licensee/vendor inspections was to be integrated with
information supplied by the regions and other sources and evaluated for generic core performance indicators
and industry conformance to existing regulatory requirements. The end product of the overall assessment was
to include guidance for resident inspectors and regional staff and draft updates to Inspection Manual Chapters.
The action plan identified ten vendor inspections to be performed by multi-disciplined inspection teams led by the
Special Inspection Branch (PSIB), DISP/NRR, with contractor technical assistance. This issue was identified in
an NRR memorandum1601 to RES in February 1996.

The action plan was intended to improve the NRC's ability to assess safety through inspections of fuel vendors,
evaluation of licensees' reload analyses and core performance information, and regional training and interaction.
Therefore, it was classified as a Licensing Issue.1731

CONCLUSION

The staff performed inspections of licensee reload analyses and nuclear fuel vendors ABB/CE, Framatome
Cogema Fuels (formerly B&W Fuel Company), GE, Siemens Power Corporation, and Westinghouse. Licensee
participation in reload analyses and data acquired during the vendor inspections were evaluated by the staff for
generic impact and identification of emerging issues. The vendor and licensee inspections were coordinated
with the Regions and training was provided to the regional staff. With the inclusion of the evaluation of licensee/
vendor lead test programs for identification of core performance problems in the Program Plan for High Burn-Up
Fuel1748 (see Issue 170), all required actions were completed and the issue was closed out.1747
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Issue 180: Notice of Enforcement Discretion (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

The NRC requires that a licensee operate its facility in compliance with the NRC's regulations and the specific
facility's license. When a licensee fails to comply with the conditions of its license or the NRC's regulations, the
staff will take enforcement action in accordance with its Enforcement Policy, NUREG-1600,1661 (previously 10
CFR 2, Appendix C).

The NRC recognizes that it is not always possible to anticipate every contingency that might arise during the
lifetime of a facility that might result in non-compliance with specific license conditions. In such instances,
enforcement action may not be appropriate, even though, technically, a non-compliance situation may exist. For
such circumstances, the Enforcement Policy provides for a specific type of enforcement discretion that is known
as a Notice of Enforcement Discretion (NOED). The NOED policy indicates when the staff, under certain limited
circumstances, may choose not to enforce compliance with a license condition when specific safety criteria are
met. Staff guidance for implementing the NOED policy is contained in the NRC Inspection Manual Part 9900:
Technical Guidance.

In May 1994, the NRC discovered some inconsistencies in the staff's implementation of the NOED policy
and established a team to review the NOED policy, implementation process, and staff practices, and develop
appropriate recommendations. At the same time, the Office of the Inspector General (OIG) conducted an
independent assessment of NRC's compliance with the NOED policy and procedures. Both the NOED Review
Team and the OIG audit team reviewed certain aspects of the NOED policy and related guidance contained in
Inspection Manual Part 9900.

The reviews showed that, in general, the staff complied with its procedures and requirements for review and
determinations relating to NOEDs and that staff actions reflected adequate consideration of radiological health
and safety of the public and sound technical and safety bases. However, a number of areas were identified
where improvements could be made to the NOED policy and its implementation. These areas involved changes
to the NOED policy, staff's guidance and procedures for implementing the NOED policy, and other support/
administrative aspects. Also, as part of its overall enforcement policy review, the NRC asked for, and received,
public comments on the NOED policy as published in the Federal Register, 59 FR 49215, September 27, 1994.
An action plan was initiated to address the recommendations and to implement those that were adopted. This
issue was identified in an NRR memorandum1601 to RES in February 1996.

CONCLUSION

After reviewing the results of the evaluations and associated recommendations, the staff concluded that
the existing NOED policy is technically sound and, therefore, need not be revised; the staff's conclusions
were documented in SECY-95-078.1660 The staff, however, determined that several aspects of the NOED
guidance and procedures needed clarification to ensure proper implementation of the policy. In addition to these
recommendations, the staff subsequently identified other areas for improving the NOED guidance.

On November 2, 1995, the staff issued a revised NRC Inspection Manual Part 9900, Technical Guidance, which
contains improved staff guidance for implementing the NOED policy. Also, on November 7, 1995, the NRC
issued Administrative Letter, 95-05, "Revisions to Staff Guidance for Implementing NRC Policy on Notices of
Enforcement Discretion," to inform the nuclear industry of this improved guidance.

This issue addressed the staff's efforts in clarifying existing requirements and guidance and, therefore, was
considered a Licensing Issue1731; it was resolved with the issuance of the revised staff guidance.
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Issue 181: Fire Protection (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

In February 1993, The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
(NRR) completed a reassessment of the reactor fire protection review and inspection programs, in response
to programmatic concerns raised during the review of Thermo-Lag fire barriers, and prepared a report.1626 A
fire protection task action plan (FP-TAP) was then prepared to implement the recommendations that resulted
from this reassessment. The FP-TAP includes a wide range of technical and programmatic fire protection
issues, including recommendations for action (Part I), recommendations for further study (Part II), confirmation
issues (Part III), and lessons learned (Part IV). Staff actions to address the recommendations were submitted
to the Commission in SECY-93-143, "NRC Staff Actions To Address the Recommendations in the Report on
the Reassessment of the NRC Fire Protection Program," dated May 21, 1993,1627 and progress reports1628,

1629 were issued. This issue was identified in an NRR memorandum1601 to the Office of Nuclear Regulatory
Research in February 1996.

Each operating reactor has an NRC-approved fire protection plan that, if properly implemented and maintained,
satisfies Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR) 50.48, "Fire Protection," and General Design
Criterion 3, "Fire Protection," of Appendix A, "General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," to 10 CFR
Part 50, "Domestic Licensing of Production and Utilization Facilities." The staff’s focus was on developing
the framework for the future direction of the NRC fire protection program, with emphasis on a fire protection
functional inspection (FPFI) program, a plan for developing and implementing this program, and a plan for
centralized management, by NRR, of the FPFI program and all other reactor fire protection work. The principal
objective of these efforts was to ensure that the NRC has a strong, broad-based, and coherent fire protection
program that is commensurate with the issue’s safety significance.

CONCLUSION

The staff developed the FPFI program inspection procedures and guidance and drafted recommendations
for centrally managing all reactor fire protection reviews and inspections, using Headquarters and regional
staff qualified to perform such work. With contract assistance from Brookhaven National Laboratory, the
staff continued to develop a probabilistic risk assessment model for the self-induced station blackout study.
Brookhaven National Laboratory also drafted a report on risk-based approaches for evaluating fire mitigation
features in nuclear power plants. Thus, this issue addressed the staff’s efforts to improve its capability to make
independent assessments of safety and, therefore, was considered to be a licensing issue.1731

As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.
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Issue 182: General Electric Extended Power Uprate (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

A generic BWR power uprate program was created to provide a consistent means for individual licensees to
recover additional generating capacity beyond their existing licensed limit. In 1990, GE submitted licensing
topical reports to initiate this program by proposing to increase the rated thermal power levels of the BWR/4,
BWR/5, and BWR/6 product lines by approximately 5%. Since 1990, the NRC reviewed and approved at least 9
power uprate requests in the generic BWR power uprate program. As a follow-on to this program, GE submitted
a Licensing Topical Report, NEDC-32424, "Generic Guidelines for General Electric Boiling Water Reactor
Extended Power Uprate," (ELTR1) in February 1995 which outlined the methodology for implementation of an
extended power uprate program of up to 120% of the original licensed thermal power. This issue was identified
in an NRR memorandum1601 to RES in February 1996.

The issue did not affect public safety but could have an economic impact on the operation of plants with GE
reactors. Therefore, it was classified as a Regulatory Impact issue.1731

CONCLUSION

An action plan was developed by NRR and described the strategy for completing both the generic and plant-
specific reviews for extended power uprate submittals for BWRs. The staff believed that individual plant
submittals for uprates would likely contain requests for an optimum power level specific to each plant and
would be some value less than the full 120%. Specific actions included in the generic action plan were: (1)
review ELTR1 and issue a staff position paper; (2) review ELTR2 and issue an SER; (3) review the lead plant
application and issue an SER; and (4) develop a standard review procedure based on ELTR1, ELTR2, and the
lead plant review.

The staff developed a position paper in February 1996 following its review of the ELTR1. The final SERs for both
the ELTR2 and the lead plant (Monticello) were issued in September 1998. The standard review procedure for
power uprates was later included in the Maine Yankee Lessons Learned Issues. After meeting all objectives of
the action plan, the issue was closed out1737 by NRR.
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Issue 183: Cycle-Specific Parameter Limits in Technical Specifications
(Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

The objective of this task was to respond to the Regulatory Review Group (RRG) Item #55. The RRG
recommendations were to provide quicker review of core reload codes and to revise existing TS to permit
changes, in accordance with approved core topical reports, to take advantage of improved analyses without a
license amendment by revising GL 88-161638 (Core Operating Limits Report [COLR] Guidance). The task was
subsequently revised to address the first recommendation only by preparing a supplement to GL 83-11.1637 This
issue was identified in an NRR memorandum1601 to RES in February 1996.

The RRG recommended actions had no impact on safety and were only intended to reduce schedule and
resource requirements for NRC review of reactor core reloads and the reload analysis methodology. Thus, the
issue addressed economic impacts on both licensees and the NRC and, therefore, was considered a Regulatory
Impact issue.1731

CONCLUSION

In resolving the issue, the staff drafted a proposed supplement to GL 83-11,1637 presenting criteria for licensees
who wish to perform their own analyses using previously approved methods. By complying with these criteria,
a licensee would eliminate the need to submit a topical report qualifying the use of a previously approved
methodology. The supplement was published for public comment in the Federal Register (60 FR 54712) on
October 25, 1995. However, the staff later concluded that reducing NRC oversight was not justified because of
concerns for improper application of approved methods by licensees as well as increased complexities in core
reload analysis due to mixed core designs. This conclusion was to be published in the Federal Register. Thus,
the issue was resolved.
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Issue 184: Endangered Species
DESCRIPTION

In 1973, Congress passed the Endangered Species Act for the protection of endangered or threatened species.
In responding to a Commission memorandum dated July 30, 1991,2215 concerning efforts of the Commission,
applicants, and licensees to protect endangered species in the vicinity of nuclear power facilities, the staff
identified that the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) may not have completed all the necessary
activities required by the Endangered Species Act for some of the facilities that have identified endangered
species.

The Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation identified this issue in a February 1996 memorandum1601 to the Office
of Nuclear Regulatory Research, calling for the staff to do the following:

• Develop a list of currently listed protected species in the vicinity of each nuclear power plant site.
• Identify individual licensee programs and activities being conducted to further the conservation of protected

species.
• Conduct informal or formal consultation with either the National Marine Fisheries Service or the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service, as warranted, about any specific site.

This issue addressed impacts from the environment of nuclear plants and, therefore, was considered an
environmental issue.1731

DISCUSSION

Generally, plant refurbishment and continued operation are not expected to adversely affect threatened or
endangered species.

Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR) Part 51, "Environmental protection regulations for domestic
licensing and related regulatory functions," Subpart A, "National Environmental Policy Act—Regulations
Implementing Section 102(2)," Appendix B, "Environmental Effect of Renewing the Operating License of a
Nuclear Power Plant," Table B-1, "Summary of Findings on NEPA Issues for License Renewal of Nuclear Power
Plants," states, in part, the following:

The magnitude of impacts on threatened, endangered, and protected
species, critical habitat, and essential fish habitat would depend on
the occurrence of listed species or habitats, and the effects of power
plant systems on them. Consultation with appropriate agencies would
be needed to determine whether special status species or habitats are
present and whether they would be adversely affected by continued
operations and refurbishment associated with license renewal.

The NRC developed an action plan to determine the additional actions, if any, that needed to be taken at
individual sites so that the NRC could meet its obligations under the Endangered Species Act. This plan called
for the staff to take two actions:

(1) Evaluate plant-specific lists of endangered species and existing licensee commitments to further the
conservation of the protected species.

(2) Determine whether informal or formal consultation with either the National Marine Fisheries Service or the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service is warranted.

The staff developed an inventory of currently listed protected species and habitats in the vicinity of each nuclear
power plant site and documented the results in supplements to NUREG-1437, “Generic Environmental Impact
Statement for License Renewal of Nuclear Plants," issued May1996.2189

In accordance with Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1973, as amended (16 USC 1531 et
seq.), Federal agencies must review actions they undertake or support (such as issuing permits and licenses)
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to determine whether they may jeopardize the continued existence of an endangered species or its habitats.
If such a review reveals the potential for adversely affecting listed or candidate species, the Federal agency
must consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) or the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS),
as appropriate. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Marine Fisheries Service implement the
interagency cooperation provisions of Section 7 at 50 CFR Part 402, “Interagency Cooperation—Endangered
Species Act of 1973, as Amended,” Subpart B, “Consultation Procedures”: (1) early consultation (50 CFR
402.11), (2) informal consultation (50 CFR 402.13), and (3) formal consultation (50 CFR 402.14). Further,
Section 9 of the Endangered Species Act prohibits certain actions by a Federal agency, licensee, or potential
licensee that may hurt an endangered species or its habitat. The provisions of Section 9 related to prohibited
acts are implemented at 50 CFR 17.31(a) and 50 CFR 17.71(a).

CONCLUSION

As a result, the staff developed a list of currently protected species in the vicinity of each nuclear power plant
site. The NRC publishes the list for each site in supplements to NUREG-1437.

This issue is RESOLVED
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Issue 185: Control of Recriticality Following Small-Break LOCAs in PWRs
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was identified1730 following an NRR request for reconsideration of the safety priority ranking (DROP)
of GSI-22, "Inadvertent Boron Dilution Events," based on new information on high burn-up fuel and new
calculations provided by the B&W Owners' Group (B&WOG). Reactivity insertion event tests indicated that high
burn-up fuel may be more susceptible to reactivity events than previously expected, and fuel failure may occur at
fuel enthalpy values that were previously judged acceptable. In addition, B&WOG calculations predicted prompt
criticality with significant heat generation under conditions that may result from small-break (SB) LOCAs. NRR
believed that there is no regulatory guidance applicable to this issue.

NRR had previously reviewed studies of deborated water formation during SBLOCAs in PWRs and concluded
that: (1) recovery of natural circulation was unlikely to lead to core damage from reactivity transients; and (2)
starting or "bumping" of RCPs could lead to a large reactivity transient. However, recent B&WOG calculations
predict prompt criticality from natural circulation restart with an accompanying significant heat generation, which
raised serious questions about potential reactivity events.

NRR was informed in June 1995 that, if a B&W-designed NSSS spends some time in a boiling/condensing mode
following an SBLOCA, a substantial amount of deborated water may accumulate in the RCP suction piping.1728

Analysis showed that RCP restart would pump the deborated water into the core and might cause a criticality.
In July 1995, the scope of the issue was expanded to include: (1) deborated water in the steam generators,
cold legs, reactor vessel downcomer, and reactor vessel lower plenum; (2) restart of natural circulation as
a mechanism for causing deborated water to flow into the core, and possibly result in criticality; and (3) the
potential for prompt criticality.1728 In late 1996, Framatome Technologies, Inc. (FTI) developed guidance to
restrict RCP restart to prevent potential fuel damage.1728

In June 1998, the B&WOG prepared a progress report which reiterated that, with conservative assumptions,
displacement of deborated water had the potential to cause a prompt-critical condition due to insertion of
several dollars of excess reactivity.1729 In this report the B&WOG concluded that this was an operational issue,
not a safety concern, and that potential plant consequences under 10 CFR 50.46 assumptions need not be
determined. The June 1998 report was not sufficient to assess the work that had been completed and NRR did
not concur with the B&WOG conclusions.

On September 11, 1998, the B&WOG reported new calculation results, provided PRA values to clarify the
significance of the safety concern, committed to provide an in-depth investigation to substantiate the September
11, 1998, results, and stated that three utilities had responded to the FTI recommendations regarding RCP
restart and two others were in the process of responding.1728

Safety Significance

Although the original request from NRR was for reopening Issue 22, "Inadvertent Boron Dilution Events," the
scope of Issue 22 covered inadvertent boron dilution events when the reactor was in shutdown or refueling
modes, a completely different scenario with different conditions, causes, and potential fixes. Thus, Issue 185 was
initiated to address this new scenario.

Some SBLOCAs in PWRs involve steam generation in the core and condensation in the steam generators,
causing deborated water to accumulate in part of the RCS. Restart of RCS circulation may cause a deboration
event by moving this deborated water into the core. The problem is perceived to be greater in most NSSS
designed by B&W than in the W and CE designs because the B&W lowered-loop geometry may favor the
accumulation of more deborated water.

Although the B&WOG calculated that the restart of natural circulation following some SBLOCAs may result in
prompt criticality with deposition of significant energy in the fuel, similar information has not been provided for
operating W- and CE-designed NSSS, although W representatives have written that RCP restart with a large
quantity of deborated water must be prevented.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1730.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1728.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1728.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1728.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1729.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1728.html
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Potential core damage associated with RCP restart was not addressed in the B&WOG PRA and ideally would be
included, since operator error may lead to inappropriate RCP restart and there are uncertainties associated with
the analysis underlying restart guidance. Consequently, NRR did not concur with the B&WOG conclusion that
there is no regulatory concern associated with potential recriticality due to restart of natural circulation. Although
this analysis focused on B&W reactors, the generic issue was applicable to all PWRs.

Possible Solution

Because of the potential consequences of an inappropriate RCP start, the B&WOG advised licensees with B&W-
designed NSSS to restrict RCP restart following SBLOCAs until the deborated water has been adequately mixed
with borated water. This industry voluntary action could be included in regulatory guidance to be issued to all
plants.

At the time of the evaluation of this issue, RES was supporting a test program at the University of Maryland
thermal-hydraulic test facility that represented the B&W NSSS configuration. Test data had been obtained
for restart of RCPs and of natural circulation, but applicability to the issue of deborated water had not been
established. (When confronted with a similar problem with the CE System 80+, the planned boron concentration
in the refueling water storage tank was increased to ensure non-criticality.)

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

In the request for prioritization of this issue,1730 NRR stated that "The fuel damage probability indicates that a
significant safety problem is unlikely. Further, we judge that a backfit would not be cost-beneficial and would not
be justified under 10 CFR 50.109. Nonetheless, modeling uncertainties are high and the potential consequences
associated with prompt criticality are of sufficient concern that further assessment may be necessary."

The essence of the issue, as defined by NRR, was the thermal-hydraulic modeling uncertainty and the
uncertainty in the potential consequences associated with prompt criticality. This analysis will therefore assess
the importance of the thermal-hydraulic phenomena and the consequences of prompt criticality, i.e., the "worst"
will be assumed for these two effects, namely that the boron dilution phenomenon will occur and that a prompt
criticality will result in significant fuel damage, and the risk importance of the two effects, assuming the worst,
will be estimated. These assumptions were appropriate for this analysis. The actual evaluation of the thermal-
hydraulic phenomena and the consequences of prompt criticality was reserved for the resolution of the issue.

Frequency Estimate

Description of Sequence (B&W NSSS Design): The event sequence for a B&W design was explored first,
since the thermal-hydraulic phenomena were somewhat simpler. (Other PWR designs were examined in a later
section.) The plant chosen for analysis was Crystal River Unit 3, a fairly typical 177-fuel assembly lowered-loop
design. This plant was chosen primarily because of the ready availability of a RELAP model and considerable
design information.

The event of interest begins with an "S2" small LOCA. As reactor coolant escapes, ECCS and AFW start on
low pressurizer pressure. (The emergency procedures instruct the operator to trip the RCPs once successful
operation of high pressure injection is verified.) The high pressure injection pumps attempt to replace the lost
coolant. However, the break size is too large and the primary system pressure too high for the HPI pumps to
maintain inventory, and the coolant level in the pressurizer drops. Eventually, the pressurizer empties and steam
spaces form at the tops of the hot leg pipes, just above the steam generators, because these locations are the
highest points in the system (see Figure 1, taken from NUREG/CR-56401759). When the level drops to the point
where there is no longer a liquid pathway to the top of the steam generators, natural circulation ceases and the
coolant in the reactor core region heats up and begins to boil, keeping system pressure high. The coolant level
continues to drop and the upper portion of the steam generator tubes fill with steam.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1730.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1759.html
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The AFW systems in B&W plants spray feedwater into the upper portion of the steam generators. As the primary
level drops further, more and more cool steam generator tube surface is exposed to the steam in the primary
system, condensing it back into liquid. Eventually, as more and more steam generator tube surface is exposed to
the vapor phase, the heat removal from condensation matches the heat generation in the core.

An equilibrium condition would be achieved, with the coolant boiling in the core and condensing in the steam
generators, if it were not for the continued loss of coolant through the "S2" break. As level drops further, and
still more cool steam generator tube surface is exposed to the vapor phase, primary pressure drops. (The heat
generation rate in the core is also slowly decreasing due to radioactive decay, which contributes to the pressure
drop.) As the pressure decreases, the flow rate from the high pressure coolant injection trains increases, and
eventually the injection rate will equal the loss through the break.

This scenario is actually a successful operation of the ECCS which would avoid severe core damage. However,
this method of core cooling, which boils coolant in the core, condenses coolant in the steam generator, and
returns coolant to the core through the cold leg, also removes the soluble boron from the coolant via distillation.
The condensed coolant in the steam generator lower plena and cold leg piping will have a nearly zero boron
concentration, while the boron concentration in the reactor vessel core volume will increase. (There will be some
injection of borated coolant at the RCP seals, but the coolant return flow will carry this boron into the reactor
vessel.)

The deborated coolant region will not be troublesome as long as the system remains in the "reflux boiling"
state, since deborated coolant entering the reactor will mix with the more concentrated boron solution in the
core region. However, if the system is refilled to the point where liquid natural circulation restarts, or if the
RCPs are started, the deborated, relatively cool coolant which has accumulated in the cold legs and steam
generators will be swept into the reactor core. In a typical 177-fuel assembly B&W NSSS (including Crystal
River), the tube side free water volume of each steam generator is 2030 cubic feet,1759 while the water volume
of the reactor vessel is 3910 cubic feet (from the Crystal River RELAP model). Thus, the two steam generators
would contain a water volume slightly larger than that of the reactor vessel. It appeared plausible that, should
natural circulation be reestablished, the deborated coolant could momentarily flush the borated coolant out of
the core with relatively little mixing. As was stated above, it was assumed that this happens, consistent with
the "worst-case" assumption. It should be noted that there was considerable uncertainty as to the reality of this
phenomenon.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1759.html
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After shutdown, decay heat will drop rapidly to about 2% of rated thermal power and continue to decrease. At
this power level, a simple hand calculation shows that, if natural circulation is lost, the core will boil enough
coolant to fill the steam generators with condensed coolant in about 25 minutes. Thus, the scenario is credible.
Since there is return flow of condensed coolant from the steam generators to the reactor through the cold legs,
it is unlikely that any dissolved boric acid will diffuse back into the steam generator volumes. However, it is
possible that deborated coolant will gradually fill the reactor vessel downcomer and lower plenum with soluble
boron concentrating (and possibly precipitating) in the core region. How much mixing will occur in the lower
plenum and downcomer is a source of uncertainty that will ultimately need to be resolved but, for this analysis, it
was assumed that the deborated volume in the steam generators will be sufficient to (at least momentarily) flood
the core region.

If the accident should occur early in the fuel cycle, there may be sufficient excess reactivity in the core for
the deborated coolant to bring the core to criticality even though all the control rods have been inserted. The
possible power excursion may be sufficient to cause severe damage to the core, even though the ECCS has
successfully kept the core covered with coolant. It is this power excursion that formed the basis for this issue.

Event Tree: An event tree was constructed to quantify this scenario (see Figure 2).

Small Break LOCA: The initiating event for this scenario is a LOCA of the proper size - large enough for the
high pressure injection to not keep up with coolant loss at full primary system pressure, but small enough to
not depressurize the system. This is an "S2" break as defined in NUREG-1150,1081 a break of ½ to 2 inches
equivalent diameter, corresponding to a fluid loss rate of approximately 100 to 1500 gpm. The frequency of such
breaks in NUREG-11501081 was 10-3/RY.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1081.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1081.html
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Number of HPI trains: Once the break occurs, high pressure injection will initiate. This particular plant has three
HPI trains, two of which will start automatically, and one of which is kept "in reserve," and may be manually
initiated by the operator. For this analysis, which was intended to be more generic, it was assumed that all three
trains will be started shortly after the onset of coolant loss. Thus, four outcomes were possible corresponding
to zero, one, two, or three trains operating. A full calculation of the probabilities of these four system states was
beyond the scope of this analysis. Instead, it was assumed that the likelihood of a single train failure would be
dominated by the unavailability of the pump (3.8 x 10-3 in the Crystal River SPAR-2QA model). The SPAR-2QA
model was presented at the 1998 Probabilistic Safety Assessment and Management (PSAM IV) Conference in
New York by S. M. Long, P. D. O'Reilly, E. G. Rodrick, and M. B. Sattison in their paper on the "Current Status of
the SAPHIRE Models for ASP Evaluations." For the failure probability of the entire system, the SPAR-2QA figure
for the entire system was used (1.019 x 10-4). If the unavailability of one pump is "p," the four probabilities, using
the rare event approximation, are as follows:

P(0) = 1.019 x 10-4 (the SPAR-2QA number for the entire system1761)

P(1) = 3(1-p)p2 = 4.32 x 10-5

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1761.html
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P(2) = 3(1-p)2p = 1.113 x 10-2

P(3) = 1 - [P(0) + P(1) + P(2)] = 0.9887

Two caveats should be noted. First, the number of significant figures was used for the convenience of forming
differences between numbers and for the reader who wishes to reproduce the calculation, and not because
the unavailabilities were known to such high accuracy; appropriate rounding will be performed at the end of the
calculation. Second, the approximation used assumed that all common cause failures will fail all three trains, and
also that failure other than pump failures will fail all three trains. For this reason, P(0), the probability of no trains
operating, was higher than P(1).

It was assumed that the operator will shut down the RCPs with a probability of unity. This is a standard "no
miracles" assumption in all PRA calculations - a failure to follow procedures is never credited as a positive
outcome.

Maintain Natural Circulation: If the flow out the break is less than or equal to the injection flow from the HPI
trains, the coolant level will not drop out of the pressurizer, and natural circulation will be maintained. If the HPI
trains cannot keep up with the break flow, the level will drop and natural circulation will be lost. (Eventually,
pressure will drop to the saturation pressure for the existing coolant temperature, and HPI flow will increase as
pressure drops.)

The likelihood of a particular break size would decrease as the equivalent diameter increases, which is why
large break "A" LOCAs are less likely than small break "S1" LOCAs, which in turn are less likely than very small
break "S2" LOCAs. However, for this analysis, it was assumed that the likelihood of a particular break size will be
constant over the S2 size interval, which was assumed to be equivalent to the "G3" coolant loss rate assessed in
NUREG/CR-5750.1760 Comparing these coolant loss rates with the capability of the HPI pumps:

Number of Pumps Flow at 1600
psi1759  (gpm)

Flow at 2255
psi1759  (gpm)

Fraction of
100-1500 gpm "G3"
Spectrum Covered

Probability of
Loss of Natural

Circulation

1 400 270 21.4% 79%

2 800 540 50% 50%

3 1200 810 78.6% 21%

Thus, the likelihood of loss of natural circulation would depend on the number of HPI trains running. If all three
trains of HPI fail, the probability of loss of natural circulation is unity.

Recover HPI: There is some likelihood that the operator will be able to recover a train of HPI. To estimate this
probability, the operator's probability of recovery for the "SLOCA" sequences in the Crystal River SPAR-2QA
model were used. This parameter, designated "SLOCA-XHE-NOREC" was 43% of non-recovery, implying a
recovery probability of 57%.

Restart RCPs: For the usual small-break LOCA sequences, procedures call for the operator to trip the RCPs
once it is verified that a train of HPI is operating. (The RCPs add a significant amount of energy to the primary
system.) However, if the operator discovers that natural circulation has been lost and coolant is boiling in the
core, the operator may elect to restart an RCP to ensure that the upper portion of the core does not rise above
the liquid/vapor interface but instead is cooled by two-phase flow. There was essentially no precedent for this
situation and, based purely on judgment, a probability of 10% was used for this parameter.

Recover Natural Circulation: The operator may be able to recover natural circulation, possibly by using the
charging pumps (for which no credit has been given up to this point - the Crystal River plant does not have
separate charging pumps, but other plants may be so equipped), by isolating the break (which might be a stuck-
open valve for a LOCA in this size range), by manually starting a reserve train of HPI (in plants so equipped,
such as Crystal River), or by blowing down the secondary side of a steam generator, thereby reducing the
temperature and pressure in the primary, reducing flow out the break in the system, and permitting more injection
flow from the HPI trains. Eventually, as decay heat slowly drops, the coolant level will rise. Again, there was no
available estimate for this situation. Based on judgment, 50% was used for this parameter.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1760.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1759.html
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Core State: PWR cores must be designed with sufficient excess reactivity to be able to remain at power
throughout the fuel cycle. At the end of the cycle, there is no soluble boron in the coolant. Conversely, a high
boron concentration is present at the beginning of the cycle to compensate for the excess reactivity designed
into the core. The longer the cycle, the more excess reactivity must be designed into the core, and the higher the
beginning-of-cycle boron concentration. However, there is a limit to how high a boron concentration can be used,
since the presence of soluble boron causes the moderator temperature coefficient (MTC) to be less negative.
At the beginning of the cycle, the MTC is usually close to zero. The core designer may (and usually does) use
burnable poison to further extend the cycle. The burnable poison holds reactivity "down" at the beginning of the
cycle without causing the MTC to become excessively positive.

Boron concentration thus drops during the course of the cycle, very rapidly at first as xenon and samarium build
up to equilibrium levels. Boron concentration as a function of burnup (commonly called "boron letdown curves")
for the reactor under study is shown in Figure 3 (from the Crystal River updated FSAR). (It should be noted that
the full equilibrium cycle for this plant is 310 effective full power days, even though the curve reaches zero boron
concentration slightly before 300 days. It is at this point that the transient rod bank is moved out of the core,
which extends core life by approximately 30 days.)

The significance for this analysis is that, at the beginning of the cycle, the reactivity worth of the soluble boron is
greater than the worth of the control rods, Thus, if the soluble boron is swept out of the core and replaced with
deborated coolant, the control rods do not have sufficient worth to keep the core in a subcritical state.

The boron letdown and reactivity characteristics can vary considerably from plant to plant or even from cycle to
cycle, since the core designer may be aiming for a longer cycle, a flatter power distribution, maximum burnup on
older fuel assemblies, or any number of other factors. Thus, although this calculation must of necessity be based
on one set of core parameters, these numbers must not be taken as being universally applicable to all plants and
all cycles.

This particular cycle (the equilibrium cycle described in the Crystal River updated FSAR) has a soluble boron
worth of 0.01 %k/k per ppm of boron, a total rod worth of 7% (not including a stuck rod allowance of 1.6 %),
and moderator and Doppler deficits of 0.2% and 1.7%, respectively. The excess reactivity was estimated and is
shown in Figure 4.
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As can be seen from Figure 4, there
is an interval of approximately 24 days at the beginning of the cycle during which the control rod worth is
insufficient to render the core subcritical. The probability of occurrence of such a criticality is just the number
of days where this is possible (24) divided by the total number of days in the cycle (310), giving a probability of
approximately 7.7%.

However, criticality does not automatically equate to severe core damage. In this scenario, AFW is operating,
and both steam generators are capable of removing heat from the primary system. This plant is equipped
with two AFW pumps, each capable of supplying 740 gpm of feedwater,1761 which would accommodate
approximately 7% of the reactor's rated thermal power. With both AFW pumps operating, and subtracting 2% for
the decay heat being produced in the reactor core, the steam generators should be able to accommodate fission
heat up to approximately 12% of rated power. However, the fission heat will not be continuous, but will "chug" as
the deborated coolant sweeps in and out of the core. Therefore, it was assumed that the steam generators can
accommodate power pulses of up to double the continuous power, or approximately 25% of rated thermal power.
Any power pulse above 25% was assumed to result in core damage.

If the net reactivity is greater than approximately 0.5% k/k, the core will be in a state of prompt criticality and
will experience a power excursion. This was also assumed to result in severe core damage consistent with the
"worst-case" assumption discussed previously.

If the deborated coolant fills the core area relatively slowly, as would be expected in the case of a refill of the
system and a restart of natural circulation, there will be time for the moderator temperature coefficient to limit
core power. The situation is different if the RCPs are restarted. The design forced coolant flow rate (131.3 x
106 lb/hr) corresponds to a core transit time of approximately 0.6 seconds. All four coolant pumps will not be
switched on simultaneously, so the deborated coolant may take two or three seconds to flood the core. This
is still significantly less than the thermal time constant of the fuel rods (roughly 6 seconds for most designs),
and there will be little negative feedback provided by the moderator temperature coefficient. Moreover, there
is a fairly strong tendency for the incremental axial reactivity worth to concentrate near the top in any core
with significant burnup, which will accelerate the incremental reactivity insertion rate. Therefore, only Doppler
feedback was assumed for event sequences involving restart of the RCPs. (The moderator temperature
coefficient is only slightly negative at the beginning of the cycle, and thus the two situations are not vastly
different.)

There is also a timing window effect due to the xenon transient, as is shown in Figure 5 (from the NRC
training manual for PWR plants). If the core is operating at full power and has achieved an equilibrium xenon
concentration, the xenon concentration will increase and insert still more negative reactivity after the reactor
shuts down. For a shutdown from full power, the negative reactivity peaks about eight hours after shutdown,

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1761.html
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returns to the equilibrium value after approximately one day, and then continues to decrease, which implies that

still more shutdown reactivity is needed to keep
the core in a subcritical condition. It was assumed that the operators will have the plant stabilized by the time a
full day has gone by, and thus the effects of the xenon "tail" were not considered here.

It should be noted that, for the first few hours after reactor trip, if natural circulation or pump restart occurs later
in time, the likelihood of a recriticality is less, because of the xenon transient. The excess reactivity at the very
beginning of the cycle is sufficient to overcome the xenon overshoot even at its peak, but the xenon effect might
prevent a criticality if the boron dilution event occurred after an hour or so and if the event occurred a little later in
the fuel cycle.

The boron curve was digitized and the excess reactivity compared with the various deficits. Of the 310 days in
the fuel cycle, criticality is possible with all rods in for approximately the first 20 days. The probabilities of the
various branches were as follows:

Probability of
Prompt Criticality

Probability of
Overpower

Probability
of Criticality,
Low Power

Probability of
No Criticality

Slow reactivity
insertion

2/310 (0.6%) 13/310 (4.2%) 5/310 (1.6%) 290/310 (93.6%)

Fast reactivity
insertion

4/310 (1.3%) 11/310 (3.5%) 5/310 (1.6%) 290/310 (93.6%)

In summary, after the first four days of the fuel cycle, a reactivity excursion is no longer possible and, after 15
days, significant core damage is no longer possible. These figures can vary somewhat from plant to plant and
cycle to cycle, however.

Results: The results of the event tree calculation for this B&W design were a CDF of 5.7 x 10-6 event/RY, of
which 9 x 10-7 event/RY involved a reactivity excursion.

The highest frequency scenario corresponded to Sequences 8 and 9 on the event tree. The scenario is initiated
by a small-break LOCA, all three HPI trains operate, but flow is not sufficient to maintain natural circulation. The
RCPs are not restarted, but natural circulation re-starts after the steam generators fill with deborated coolant.
The frequency of a reactivity excursion is 2 x 10-7 /RY and the frequency of severe core damage is an additional
4 x 10-6/RY.

The second highest frequency scenario, corresponding to Sequences 4 and 5, is similar, but instead of
recovering natural circulation, the RCPs are restarted. The total frequency is 10-6/RY, which includes a frequency
of excursion of 3 x 10-7/RY.
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The third highest frequency scenario, Sequences 14 and 15, starts with a small-break LOCA, but one train of
HPI fails. Natural circulation is lost, the steam generators fill with deborated coolant, and then the inoperable HPI
train is recovered. The frequency of this scenario is 10-7/RY which includes a frequency of excursion of 2 x 10-8/
RY.

Description of Sequence (W design): The W design differs significantly from the B&W design and the thermal-
hydraulic effects can be affected. The design is shown in Figures 6 and 7 of NUREG/CR-5640.1759

First, the steam generators are of the U-tube design and these tubes are completely submerged in liquid water
on the secondary side. After a small LOCA, as coolant is lost out of the break, the pressurizer will empty,
pressure will drop, and voids will form in the core area.

Unlike the situation in the B&W design where the voids will naturally collect and form a vapor space at the top
of the hot leg, voids will be carried into the ascending half of the U-tubes and condense back into the liquid
phase. As pressure and coolant inventory continue to drop, a greater fraction of the volume above the core and
in the hot legs will be in the vapor phase. It is likely that re-condensed (and deborated) coolant will first flow back
down the ascending half of the U-tubes and run down on the lower surfaces of the pipes back down to the upper
plenum of the reactor, where it will mix rapidly with the more concentrated, turbulently boiling coolant just above
the core. As more inventory is lost, eventually a state will be reached where the primary system is at saturation
pressure, coolant in the vapor phase condenses in the steam generators, and at least some of the condensed,
deborated coolant collects in the descending half of the U-tubes, and the outlet plena, cold legs, pump volume,
and, eventually, the lower plenum of the reactor vessel.

Second, unlike the B&W "lowered loop" design, the steam generators are located at a higher elevation than the
top of the reactor core. In this design, as the coolant level in the primary system drops, it will be more difficult for
deborated coolant to remain in the steam generators. In contrast to this, in the B&W lowered loop design, the
coolant level can drop to the top of the active core, and there will still be some deborated coolant in the steam
generators.

Third, the available volume in the steam generators is somewhat less. The total volume of coolant in the reactor
vessel is 4333 cubic feet (from the RELAP model for this plant), while the primary side of a "Model F" steam
generator is 962 cubic feet.1759 The total primary volume of the four steam generators is thus about 90% of the
reactor volume. However, because of the U-tube design of the steam generators, it was not clear that the entire
primary volume of the steam generators will fill with deborated coolant. If only the descending portion of the
tubes are filled, the total liquid inventory in the steam generators will be only 45% of the reactor volume. It was
not clear that, should natural circulation be restored, the core area will be flooded temporarily with deborated
coolant. Conversely, the reactor downcomer and lower plenum volumes may slowly fill with unmixed, deborated
coolant, as was discussed earlier, and this would be a sufficient volume to sweep the dissolved boron out of the
core region. Thus, for this design, there was even more uncertainty regarding the credibility of this scenario than
in the B&W example discussed previously. However, some experimental work at a test facility at the University
of Maryland strongly suggested that the deborated coolant will sweep through the primary system as a "slug"
with relatively little mixing. Again, assuming the "worst case" scenario, it was assumed that the accumulation of
deborated coolant will occur.

Event Tree: The event tree structure is essentially unchanged, but the values of certain split fractions must be
changed because of the differences in the various systems. The Seabrook plant was chosen for analysis, again
because of the ready availability of design information and the existence of a RELAP model.

Small Break LOCA: As before, the NUREG-11501081 S2 frequency of 10-3/RY was used.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1759.html
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Seabrook is equipped with three charging pumps, two of which are centrifugal, and one of which is a positive
displacement pump. In addition, the plant is equipped with a two-train high-pressure safety injection (HPSI)
system. The two HPSI pumps are centrifugal pumps, but have a shutoff head close to the saturation pressure of
the primary system; they cannot inject at operating pressure. Pump capacities are given in the following table:

Pump Type Flow at 1750 psi1759 Flow at PORV Setpoint1759

Charging, Centrifugal (2) (unknown) 150 gpm (each)

Charging, Positive Displacement 98 gpm 98 gpm

HPSI, Centrifugal (2) 425 gpm (each) zero

The positive displacement pump was neglected because of its low capacity. The flow near saturation pressure
for the two centrifugal charging pumps was not given in NUREG/CR-5640.1759 However, the SPAR-2QA model
event tree for small-break LOCA has, as success criteria, either of the two HPSI pumps, or both of the two
centrifugal charging pumps. Thus, the two charging pumps were treated together as if they were a third HPSI
train with a combined flow of 425 gpm. Split fractions were calculated using the same assumptions as before
and the results were as follows:

Number of Pumps Flow at 1750 psi Fraction of 100 to
1500 gpm "G3"

Spectrum Covered

Probability of Loss
of Natural Circulation

1 425 gpm 23.2% 76%

2 850 gpm 53.6% 46%

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1759.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1759.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1759.html
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Number of Pumps Flow at 1750 psi Fraction of 100 to
1500 gpm "G3"

Spectrum Covered

Probability of Loss
of Natural Circulation

3 1275 gpm 83.9% 16%

Number of HPSI "Trains:" The SPAR-2QA model's HPSI fault tree for this plant was much more tractable than
that of the B&W plant. From the SPAR-2QA model for this plant, calculations of the three total system and the
individual trains gave the following results:

Probability of Failure of: Parameters in
SPAR-2QA Model1761M

Value

Entire HPSI System, including
Charging Pumps

HPI 1.096E-5

Two Centrifugal Charging Pump
Trains

CHV-SYS-F 8.77E-3

Both HPSI Trains (including
Common Cause Failures)

HPI-TRAINS-F 1.624E-5

One HPSI Train HPI-TRAINA-F or HPI-TRAINB-F 4.030E-3

Again, the numbers above did not have four significant figure accuracy. The extra digits were given for the
convenience of the reader who wishes to repeat the calculation. The probability of a certain number of trains
operating, P(n), was then calculated as follows:

Probability of n
Trains Operating

Parameters in
SPAR-2QA Model1761

Value

P(0) HPI 1.096E-5

P(1) (HPI-TRAINS-F)(1-CHV-
SYS-F) + [(HPI-TRAINA-
F)(CHV-SYS-F)](1-HPI-
TRAINB-F) + [(HPI-
TRAINB-F)(CHV-SYS-F)]
(1-HPI-TRAINA-F)

1.61E-5 + 3.52E-5 +
3.52E-5

8.65E-5

P(2) HPI-TRAINA-F + HPI-
TRAINB-F + CHV-SYS-F

4.03E-3 + 4.03E-3 +
8.77E-3

1.683E-2

P(3) 1 - P(0) - P(1) - P(2) 0.983

Recover HPSI: Using the Seabrook SPAR-2QA model, the parameter designated "SLOCA-XHE-NOREC"
indicated a 43% probability of non-recovery which implied a recovery probability of 57%.

Restart RCPs: As in the B&W case, a probability of 10% was used, based purely on judgment.

Recover Natural Circulation: As in the B&W case, the operator may be able to recover natural circulation by
isolating the break, using the positive displacement charging pump, or blowing down a steam generator. Based
on judgment, 50% was again used for this parameter.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1761.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1761.html
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Core State: The boron letdown curve for
the Seabrook core (fairly typical of a W "low leakage" design, and plotted versus burnup in megawatt-days per
metric ton of uranium instead of days in the cycle) is shown in Figure 8 (from the Seabrook updated FSAR). As
can be seen by comparing this curve with the B&W curve shown earlier, there are some marked differences.
First, it should be noted that the licensee did not include the xenon and samarium build-in at the very beginning
of the cycle, and thus the curve does not begin at zero burnup. Second, the full power boron concentration
actually increases slightly at the beginning of the cycle, then decreases slowly, eventually becoming linear for
the latter portion of the cycle until it becomes zero at the end of the cycle (17 GWD/MTU). This is due to the
burnable poison loading, which is typically higher in W cores.

This curve was digitized and combined
with other information in the Seabrook FSAR to produce a plot of boron worth and control rod worth over the
cycle (with the xenon buildup added at the beginning of the cycle. For this core design, it is possible to achieve
criticality for about 36% of the cycle, almost five times the 7.7% figure for the B&W core.

As before, criticality does not automatically equate to severe core damage. The Seabrook plant is equipped with
two AFW trains, one motor-driven and one turbine-driven, each capable of supplying 710 gpm at a secondary
side pressure of 1322 psi.1759 This is somewhat less than the capacity of the Crystal River plant's AFW, and

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1759.html
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the rated thermal power of the Seabrook reactor core is actually greater than that of Crystal River. A rough
calculation similar to the one done for the B&W design indicates that the AFW supply is capable of removing
about 4.8% of rated thermal power per AFW train. If both trains are operating, allowing 2% of rated power
for decay heat removal, and assuming the fission heat pulses with a 50% duty cycle, the AFW system can
accommodate fission power of about 15% of rated - significantly less than that of the B&W design. However,
unlike the B&W design, the W steam generators are likely to contain a significant inventory of secondary coolant,
completely submerging the tubes on the secondary side, and are far less likely to dry out before the power
pulses in the primary side die out due to boron mixing in the primary. There was no easy way to estimate this
effect quantitatively. However, the probability of damage was not a very strong function of the power level
assumed to be the threshold of severe fuel damage. Using the digitized curves, the following estimates were
made:

Fuel Damage Assumption Percentage of Fuel Cycle

Fuel melts at criticality 36%

Fuel melts at AFW limit (15% power) 33%

Fuel melts at 50% power 25%

Fuel melts at 100% power 15%

It was difficult to believe that a 100% power pulse would not result in damage. It was even more difficult to
believe that a subcritical core would sustain any damage. The extreme range in damage threshold only leads to
a range of 15% to 36% in the probability of severe core damage, given a boron dilution event. It was assumed,
based purely on judgment, that severe core damage will result at 50% of rated power.

Regarding prompt criticality, a calculation indicated this to be possible only during the time of xenon buildup -
about 1% of the fuel cycle. Once equilibrium is achieved, the burnable poison loading is such that the excess
reactivity curve is relatively flat and does not rise sufficiently above the shutdown rod worth to permit a prompt
criticality event. The digitized boron curve was used to calculate the probabilities of the various branches:

Sequence Probability of
Prompt Criticality

Probability of
Overpower

Probability
of Criticality,
Low Power

Probability of
No Criticality

Slow reactivity
insertion

1% 24% 11% 64%

Fast reactivity
insertion

1% 24% 11% 64%

Results: The results of the event tree calculation for this W design were a CDF of 2.2 x 10-5 event/RY, of which
10-6 event/RY involved a reactivity excursion.

As in the B&W case, the highest frequency scenario corresponded to Sequences 8 and 9 on the event tree.
This scenario is initiated by a small break LOCA, all HPSI trains operate, but flow is not sufficient to maintain
natural circulation. The RCPs are not restarted, but natural circulation restarts after the steam generators fill with
deborated coolant. The frequency of a reactivity excursion was 7 x 10-7/RY and the frequency of severe core
damage was an additional 2 x 10-5/RY.

The second highest frequency scenario, which corresponds to Sequences 4 and 5, is similar but instead of
recovering natural circulation, the RCPs are restarted. The total frequency was 4 x 10-6 /RY which includes a
frequency of excursion of 2 x 10-7/RY.

The third highest frequency scenario, corresponding to Sequences 14 and 15, starts with a small-break LOCA
but one train of HPSI fails. Natural circulation is lost, the steam generators fill with deborated coolant and then
the inoperable HPSI train is recovered. The frequency of this scenario was 10-6/RY, which included a frequency
of excursion of 4 x 10-8/RY.
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Discussion: The CDF results were quite similar for both designs. This was not too surprising as the same event
tree was used for both, and many of the split fractions were the same. Results for 2-loop or 3-loop W designs,
or a CE design, were not likely to be greatly different. The W CDFs were about a factor of four higher than that
estimated for the B&W design. This appeared to be primarily due to the higher burnable poison loading in the
W core which causes the core to have a potential for criticality for almost five times as long a fraction of the fuel
cycle. There was, however, somewhat less uncertainty in the thermal-hydraulic effects in the B&W design.

The nature of the highest frequency scenarios suggest that a procedural fix may be appropriate for this issue. All
three scenarios involve natural circulation restarting due to actions taken by the operators, restarting the RCPs,
or recovering a train of high pressure injection.

Consequence Estimate

To estimate consequences and risk, the standard analysis described in the Introduction to NUREG-0933 was
used, i.e, the WASH-140016 Release Categories and a generic site. For the portion of the CDF associated with
overpower damage to the fuel, the spectrum of consequences across the seven PWR Release Categories for
the S2 LOCA in WASH-140016 was re-normalized to this issue's CDF. For the reactivity excursions, the entire
event frequency was put into the PWR-1 release category, consistent with the worst case assumption discussed
earlier. The results are shown in Table 3.185-1 below.

Table 3.185-1

Release
Category

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total

WASH-1400 Spectrum of Release Categories16

WASH-1400
S2
Frequencies

1.0e-07 3.0e-07 3.0e-06 3.0e-07 3.0e-07 2.0e-06 2.0e-05 2.6e-05

WASH-1400
Normalized
Frequencies

0.38% 1.15% 11.54% 1.15% 1.15% 7.69% 76.92% 100.00%

Westinghouse Design

Frequencies,
Overpower
Sequences

8.1e-08 9.3e-10 9.3e-09 9.3e-10 9.3e-10 6.2e-09 6.2e-08 1.6e-07

Excursion
Event
Frequency

1.0e-06 1.0e-06

Sum 1.1e-06 9.3e-10 9.3e-09 9.3e-10 9.3e-10 6.2e-09 6.2e-08 1.2e-06

Release
Category
Consequences
(man-rem)

5.4e+06 4.8e+06 5.4e+06 2.7e+06 1.0e+06 1.5e+05 2.3e+03

Risk (man-
rem/RY)

5.8e+00 4.5e-03 5.0e-02 2.5e-03 9.3e-04 9.3e-04 1.4e-04 5.9e+00

B&W Design

Frequencies,
Overpower
Sequences

1.8e-08 2.1e-10 2.1e-09 2.1e-10 2.1e-10 1.4e-09 1.4e-08 3.6e-08

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0016.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0016.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0016.html
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Release
Category

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total

Excursion
Event
Frequency

?? 0.0e+00

Sum 1.8e-08 2.1e-10 2.1e-09 2.1e-10 2.1e-10 1.4e-09 1.4e-08 3.6e-08

Release
Category
Consequences
(man-rem)

5.4e+06 4.8e+06 5.4e+06 2.7e+06 1.0e+06 1.5e+05 2.3e+03

Risk (man-
rem/RY)

9.7e-02 1.0e-03 1.1e-02 5.6e-04 2.1e-04 2.1e-04 3.2e-05 1.1e-01

The net risk associated with this issue was thus estimated to be 8.5 man-rem/RY for the B&W design, and 21
man-rem/RY for the W and CE designs. In January 2000, the net benefit of this issue was estimated as follows:

Reactor Design Number of Plants Remaining
Aggregate
Life (RY)

Man-rem/RY Risk benefit
(man-rem)

B&W 10 190 8.5 1,615

Westinghouse 54 1100 21 23,100

CE 15 300 21 6,300

Total: 31,015

The total risk benefit was estimated to be 31,000 man-rem, excluding the effect of license renewal which would
increase the number significantly.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: The cost to a licensee would be the cost of writing and putting in place a complex change in
emergency procedures. According to Table 4.1 of NUREG/CR-4627,961 such a change would cost $3,420 to
$4,350, with a point estimate of $3,900. This complex procedure may well be an above-average cost and,
therefore, the upper limit of $4,350 was used. For approximately 80 PWRs, the total licensee cost was $348,000.

NRC Cost: The cost to the NRC would be significant, since considerable work would need to be done to resolve
the thermal-hydraulic uncertainties, plus all of the administrative effort involved in any type of regulatory action.
Based purely on judgment, a cost of $2M was assumed.

Total Cost: The total industry and NRC cost for the possible solution was estimated to be approximately $2.4M
and was dominated by the cost of confirmatory thermal-hydraulic research.

Impact/Value Assessment

Based on a potential public risk reduction of 31,000 man-rem and cost of $2.4M for a possible solution, the
impact/value score was estimated to be $80/man-rem.

Other Considerations

• Because the contemplated fix would be procedural in nature, there were no implications for increased ORE to
plant workers.

• Because the issue was well into the cost-beneficial range, avoided offsite costs of a potential accident were
not estimated; inclusion of these costs would not change the conclusion.

• License Renewal: Assuming a license renewal period for 79 plants, the public risk reduction would be
approximately doubled, to 60,000 man-rem.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0961.html
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Uncertainties

The calculations presented above were point estimates only. The Rev. 2 QA SPAR models from which many
of the parameters were taken did not include uncertainty distributions. Moreover, some of the parameters were
based only on judgment. Thus, a standard PRA uncertainty analysis was not feasible. Nevertheless, there were
several limitations in the analysis:

• The estimates of the fraction of the fuel cycle during which the core can be brought to a critical state with all
control rods inserted were based on calculations performed on FSAR data. These calculations were very
primitive, core nuclear design parameters may differ for each fuel cycle, and the two estimates of this fraction,
7.7% for the B&W core and 36% for the W core, can vary. However, it is doubtful that these fractions will vary
by orders of magnitude, which would be necessary to change the conclusion.

• The xenon reactivity transient was included only as a window effect. In reality, the xenon transient will
become steadily more important as core burnup increases, and the "window" of time after shutdown during
which it is possible to achieve criticality will steadily decrease.

• Conversely, the fact that the xenon will eventually decay away has not been included. The assumption
was made that, by the time the xenon transient turned around, the operators would have taken appropriate
corrective action. This "delayed criticality" effect is, in reality, still another accident scenario which should be
incorporated into the resolution of this issue.

• The options available to the operator to refill the primary system (and thereby recover natural circulation) are
plant-specific. In the particular case of Crystal River, it was assumed that all three HPI trains will be started
to mitigate the loss of coolant. However, only two trains start automatically on an SI signal. If the operator
manually starts the third train at the beginning of the accident sequence, this will be a good approximation.
However, if the operator delays starting the manual train, and then starts the third train after observing that
the automatically-initiated trains have either failed or are not sufficient to maintain primary coolant inventory,
this late start will actually increase the likelihood of a return to criticality.

• The core power level associated with the onset of severe fuel damage was, at best, an educated guess. If
there is any high burnup fuel in the core, severe damage might occur as a result of even a relatively mild
reactivity excursion. Conversely, the steam generators are sized to accommodate full power operation and
should be able to remove the integrated energy of a significant power pulse, limited primarily by the capacity
of the AFW system and the capacity of the secondary side safety valves and ADVs.

• The actions of the operators were worthy of much more study, given the time windows involved in these
scenarios and the lack of information on core reactivity. The plant operators would be faced with some
confusing decisions about whether to restore failed trains, initiate forced circulation, etc.

• The thermal-hydraulic phenomena needed further investigation. Although the estimate for this study was $2M
(roughly 10 staff-years), the investigation would be cost-effective even if this expense were much higher.

It should also be noted that, in its evaluation of the B&WOG PRA, NRR believed that the deborated water
accumulation modeling, transport modeling, and reactivity analyses were highly approximate, incompletely
understood, and subject to large uncertainties. Although the staff recognized these shortcomings, it expanded
the B&WOG PRA to include approximations of additional variables and concluded that the fuel damage
probability for natural circulation restart was probably between approximately 10-7/RY and 10-5/RY.1730 This was
completely independent of the analysis presented here, but nevertheless yielded similar results.

CONCLUSION

The CDF change associated with the issue was estimated to be 2.2 x 10-5 event/RY and the cost/benefit ratio
was approximately $80/man-rem for W and CE plants. This class of PWRs dominated primarily because of
a higher burnable poison loading and, consequently, a longer fraction of the fuel cycle in which recriticality
is possible. The cost/benefit ratio was particularly favorable because the cost was low and was likely to be
dominated by NRC research costs. Based on the cost/benefit criteria (shown in Figure 1 of the Introduction to
NUREG-0933), the issue was assigned a high priority ranking. A technical assessment was performed, and the
issue was closed with no changes to existing regulations or guidance.1869
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Issue 186: Potential Risk and Consequences of Heavy Load Drops in
Nuclear Power Plants
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

The Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) identified this issue in April 1999,1845 when the concern was
raised that licensees operating within the regulatory guidelines of Generic Letter (GL) 85-11, “Completion
of Phase II of ‘Control of Heavy Loads at Nuclear Power Plants,’” dated June 28, 1985," 1844 may not have
taken adequate measures to assess and mitigate the consequences of dropped heavy loads. Before GL
85-11, the NRC issued GL 80 113, “Control of Heavy Loads,” on December 22, 1980,1842 GL 81-07, "Control
of Heavy Loads," on February 3, 19811843 and GL 83-42, "Clarification to GL 81-07 Regarding Response to
NUREG-0612, "Control of Heavy Loads at Nuclear Power Plants," on December 19, 1983.1846 These GLs gave
requirements for operating licensees following the Resolution of Generic Safety Issues: Item A-36: "Control of
Heavy Loads near Spent Fuel." In April 1996, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) issued NRC
Bulletin 96-02, “Movement of Heavy Loads over Spent Fuel, over Fuel in the Reactor Core, or over Safety-
Related Equipment,”1848 to alert licensees of potential high risk and consequences that could result from a cask
drop and to remind them to comply with existing regulatory guidelines on the control and handling of heavy
loads.

Safety Significance

During nuclear plant operation, maintenance, and refueling activities, heavy loads may be handled in several
plant areas, including areas with safety-related equipment. If these loads were to drop because of human error
or crane failure, they could impact on stored spent fuel, fuel in the core, or on safety-related equipment that may
be required to achieve safe shutdown or ensure decay heat removal. In some instances, load drops at specific
times, locations, and weights could potentially lead to offsite doses that exceed the limits in Title 10 of the Code
of Federal Regulation (10 CFR) Part 100, "Reactor site criteria".

Moreover, in 2003, as spent fuel pools were approaching their capacity, many licensees elected to use long-term
dry storage casks to store excess spent fuel. In the process of loading fuel, the large, heavy casks would have
to be hoisted and transported to and from the spent fuel pool. Typically, licensee perform this operation while the
units are at full power operation.

In general, heavy load drops in boiling water reactors (BWRs) are more risk significant than heavy load drops in
pressurized water reactors (PWRs) because of the layout of plant systems. For PWRs, spent fuel cask transfers
occur near ground level in an area separate from the reactor building and safety-related systems required for
safe shutdown of the operating units. However, for BWRs, many heavy loads are commonly lifted and moved on
the upper floor of the reactor building or the auxiliary building. In the event a floor breach occurred during a load
drop, there are many safety-related components located on lower floors that could be disabled. A load drop in
certain critical areas could simultaneously initiate an accident and disable accident mitigation equipment. These
types of events have the greatest potential to defeat defense-in-depth.

ANALYSIS

Frequency Estimate

The NRC conducted a comprehensive analysis of U.S. nuclear industry crane operating experience from 1968
through 2002 and documented the results in NUREG-1774, "A Survey of Crane Operating Experience at U.S.
Nuclear Power Plants from 1968 through 2002," issued July 2003.1846 Some of the significant NRC's findings
include the following:

(1) The human error rate for crane operating events increased significantly.

(2) Load drop events during 1993–2002 increased over the period 1981–1992.

(3) The number of below-the-hook crane events (mainly rigging deficiencies or failures) increased greatly.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1845.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1844.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1842.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1843.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1845.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1848.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1846.html
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(4) Calculational methodologies, assumptions, and predicted consequences varied greatly from licensee to
licensee for very similar accident scenarios.

(5) The number of mobile crane events declined slightly.

(6) there were few load slips or drops involving very heavy loads.

Based on actual crane operating experience data from commercial U.S. nuclear power plants, the average rate
of drops for very heavy loads was estimated at 5.6x10-5 per demand. This estimate could be higher or lower at a
specific plant because of varying human error rates at that plant which appeared to dominate load drop events.
Based on data estimates collected from the U.S. Navy, NUREG 0612, “Control of Heavy Loads at Nuclear
Power Plants,” issued July 1980,747 estimated the frequency of a handling failure for nuclear plant cranes to
be between 1x10-5 and 1.5x10-4 per lift. However, the Navy crane data did not indicate how many lifts were
actually performed (i.e., only the number of problems was quantified).

Consequence Estimate

Of the 74 plants that responded to NRC Bulletin 96-02,1848 only eight indicated that a consequence analysis for
heavy load drops had been done at their plants. While the number of operating power plants during 1993-2002
only increased by 9 percent over the previous period of 1981-1992, the number of crane-related injuries
increased by 100 percent in that period. Between 1969 and 2002, 10 reported crane events that led to deaths in
the nuclear industry. These deaths occurred primarily during the construction phase of the plants.

Other Considerations

The NRC documented the following observations in NUREG-1774

• Although single-failure-proof cranes share many common design features (e.g., dual reeving, redundant
limit switches, and redundant brakes), the remaining criteria for declaring a crane as single-failure-proof
(e.g., for new cranes or upgraded cranes) were applied inconsistently. Crane manufacturers were of the
opinion that NUREG-0554 "Single-Failure-Proof Cranes for Nuclear Power Plants," issued May 1979,1849 was
ambiguous in some areas and that clarifications or changes to both NUREG-0612 and NUREG-0554 were
needed. The industry suggested that a preferred approach would be to consider adopting American Society
of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) NOG-1,"Rules for Construction of Overhead and Gantry Cranes Type
I," (https://www.asme.org/codes-standards/find-codes-standards/nog-1-rules-construction-overhead-gantry-
cranes) with minor changes, as an acceptable approach to meeting the guidelines in NUREG-0554 and for
upgrading cranes to single-failure-proof status. ASME NOG-1 contains much more specific design criteria for
single-failure-proof cranes than does NUREG-0554. In addition, while some licensees listed their cranes as
single-failure-proof or indicated that they met the NUREG-0612 upgrade requirements, all the single-failure-
proof design criteria listed in NUREG-0554 may not have been fully met. Among events occurring during
1968-2002 involving cranes suitable for an upgrade to a single-failure-proof design, most load drop events
were the result of poor program implementation or human performance errors that led to hoist wire rope or
below-the-hook failures. All three very heavy load drops were the result of rigging failures, not crane failures.
Consequently, there were no very heavy load drop events that could have been prevented had only a single-
failure-proof crane been employed in the lift. However, there were load or hook and block assembly drops
that could have been prevented with the use of single-failure-proof cranes and lifting devices.

• Between 1976 and 2003, the NRC issued 29 generic communications that involved heavy load movements at
U.S. nuclear power plants, 9 of which addressed the following four issues:

• (1) heavy loads moved on the refueling floor
• (2) load drop analysis for heavy loads
• (3) the identification of heavy loads that are lifted over safe-shutdown equipment
• (4) the consequence of a load drop on selected equipment.
• These GLs and NRC Bulletin 96-02 requested licensees to provide information on their crane

programs. However, the accuracy and consistency of information received in response to some of these
communications were questionable. Many of the licensees provided incomplete information. In many
instances, the staff found that information provided previously was not accurate.

RECOMMENDATIONS
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The staff documented the screening and technical assessment of the issue in NUREG-1774. At the completion
of the technical assessment, the staff made four recommendations to develop follow-up guidance:

1. Evaluate the capability of various rigging components and materials to withstand rigging errors and issue
necessary guidelines for rigging applications.

2. Endorse ASME NOG-1 for Type I cranes as an acceptable method of qualifying new or upgraded cranes as
single-failure-proof and issue guidance endorsing the standard, as appropriate.

3. Reemphasize the need to follow Phase I guidelines involving good practices for crane operations and load
movements and continue to assess licensee implementation of heavy load controls in safety-significant
applications.

4. Request the appropriate industry code committees to evaluate the need to standardize load drop calculational
methodologies for nuclear power plants.

FOLLOW-UP ACTIONS TO THE RECOMMENDATIONS

Through its work with the ASME Cranes for Nuclear Facilities Committee, the NRC staff has concluded that
the industry standard, ASME NOG-1, provides improved guidance for construction of new single-failure-proof
cranes. Therefore, in NUREG-0800, “Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis Reports for
Nuclear Power Plants: LWR Edition” (SRP), Section 9.1.5, “Overhead Heavy Load Handling Systems,” Revision
1, issued March 2007, the NRC staff endorsed the criteria for Type 1 cranes found in ASME NOG-1-2004
(https://infostore.saiglobal.com/en-us/standards/asme-nog-1-2004-138353_saig_asme_asme_296613/). The
ASME Cranes for Nuclear Facilities Committee has since provided a comparison of the NRC version in the SRP
to the original version in ASME NOG-1 as an appendix to the 2010 revision of ASME NOG-1. The NRC staff also
modified the guidelines for slings used with single-failure-proof handling systems in SRP Section 9.1.5 based on
a review of operating experience issues. The NRC staff issued Regulatory Issue Summary 2005-25, Supplement
1, “Clarification of NRC Guidelines for Control of Heavy Loads,” dated May 29, 20072218 to notify industry of the
changes to SRP Section 9.1.5 and further clarify existing regulatory expectations associated with 10 CFR 50.59,
“Changes, Tests and Experiments,” and 10 CFR 50.71(e), as these requirements relate to the safe handling of
heavy loads and load drop analyses.1900 Based upon these actions recommendations (1) and (2) are resolved.

In a letter dated, September 14, 2007, "Subject: Industry Initiative on Heavy Load Lifts"2190, the Nuclear Energy
Institute (NEI) notified the NRC that the nuclear industry approved a formal initiative that specifies actions each
plant will take to ensure that heavy load lifts continue to be conducted safely and that plant licensing bases
accurately reflect plant practices. The initiative is expected to clarify the licensing basis with respect to the
handling of heavy loads, and the NRC staff is modifying guidance documents to accommodate the initiative. The
initiative includes development of guidelines for realistic load drop analyses and for establishing single-failure-
proof crane equivalence for reactor vessel head lifts.

On December 13, 2007,1992 February 1, 2008,1993 and April 8, 2008,2191 the NRC staff participated in public
meetings with NEI to discuss implementation of the initiative and criteria for acceptable reactor vessel head load
drop analyses. 

On April 17, 2008,2192 the NRC staff participated in a public meeting with NEI to discuss draft guidelines for
establishing single failure proof crane equivalence for reactor vessel head lifts.  Therefore recommendation (3) is
resolved.

By letters dated April 17, 2008,1994 and April 22, 2008 1995, NEI submitted the guidelines for reactor vessel head
drop analyses and the guidelines for establishing single failure proof crane equivalence for reactor vessel head
lifts, respectively. On May 16, 2008,1996 the NRC staff issued a letter providing preliminary endorsement of these
guidelines with exceptions related to the load drop analysis acceptance criteria.

By letter dated May 27, 2008,1997 the NRC clarified criteria for acceptable interim analyses if more detailed
analyses or crane upgrades cannot be completed before the next refueling outage and requested a schedule for
completion of a guideline document. On July 28, 2008, NEI published NEI 08-05, "Industry Initiative on Control of
Heavy Loads,"1998 providing industry-developed guidelines for the following:

• Managing the risk associated with maintenance involving the movement of heavy loads
• Performing consequence analyses for postulated reactor vessel head drops
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• Establishing single-failure-proof equivalence for handling systems when used for reactor vessel head lifts
• Updating the description of heavy load handling programs in the safety analysis report.

On September 5, 2008, the staff issued its safety evaluation of NEI 08-05,1999 endorsing the methods in NEI
08-05 for the specified applications, with certain exceptions and clarifications. On September 9, 2008, the
NRC staff issued supplementary inspection guidance addressing implementation of the industry initiative as
Operating Experience Smart Sample FY2007-03, “Crane and heavy lift inspection, supplemental guidance for
IP-71111.2M,” Rev 2,2187which provided the following guidance.

1) Support NRC review of licensees’ activities related to heavy lifts and crane inspections.

2) Ensure safety by comparing current heavy lifting procedures with licensees’ commitments, including the
industry-wide commitment to implement the initiative on control of heavy loads.

3) Document any inspection findings in the quarterly inspection report.

In addition, the NRC issued Regulatory Information Summary (RIS) 2008-28, "Endorsement of Nuclear
Energy Institute Guidance for Reactor Vessel Head Heavy Load Lifts,", dated December 1, 20082000 to notify
stakeholders of NRC endorsement of the guidelines in NEI 08-05.  Based upon these actions, recommendation
(4) is resolved.

The NRC staff issued a request for Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) review2001 of a draft
closeout memorandum on September 7, 2011.2001 In a memorandum to the NRC Executive Director for
Operations dated October 12, 2011,2002 the Executive Director for the ACRS reported that the ACRS considered
the proposed closeout of GI-186 during the 587th meeting of the ACRS held October 6-8, 2011, and that the
ACRS Committee had no objection to staff issuance of the proposed closeout.

CONCLUSION

In a memorandum transferring GI-186 to NRR for resolution (Ref. 3), the staff of the Office of Nuclear Regulatory
Research made four recommendations. The NRR staff implemented these recommendations. Hence, the staff
concludes that all actions have been implemented to provide reasonable assurance of future safe handling of
heavy loads. In a memorandum to the NRC Executive Director for Operations dated January 27, 2012,2003 the
Director of the NRR reported that GI-186 was closed.

Thus, this issue is RESOLVED.
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Issue 187: The Potential Impact of Postulated Cesium Concentration on
Equipment Qualification
DESCRIPTION

NRC regulatory requirements include the estimation of individual offsite dose from the design basis LOCA. The
fission product source term in TID-1484473 which is referenced by the regulations, has historically been used
for this application. As an update to the source term in TID-14844,73 the NRC developed NUREG-1465,1465

which provides a more realistic source term based on two decades of severe accident research; its use in offsite
dose analysis provides safety and cost benefits. Accordingly, the NRC issued a new regulation, 10 CFR 50.67,
allowing licensees to implement an alternative source term. Together with the issuance of 10 CFR 50.67, the
NRC issued a regulatory guide which states that one acceptable alternative source term (AST) is the gap and in-
vessel releases described in NUREG-1465.1465 In the implementation of NUREG-14651465 for estimating offsite
dose, the issue arose1777 as to whether any additional requirements were needed with respect to estimating
doses for equipment exposed to sump water.

NRC regulatory requirements also include the environmental qualification of equipment for the duration that
it is needed to perform its safety function. This includes qualification for radiation, temperature, pressure, and
humidity. Regulatory Guide 1.8991 states that it is acceptable to use the TID-1484473 source term for this
application. Regulatory Guide 1.89 also states that, for equipment that must be qualified for more than thirty
days, a source term that incorporates considerable quantities of cesium, as suggested by the accident at TMI-2,
may produce doses greater than those estimated by TID-14844,73 which includes a 1% release of cesium. The
gap and in-vessel releases described in NUREG-14651465 include a 30% release of cesium.

The SNL report Evaluation of Radiological Consequences of Design Basis Accidents at Operating Reactors
Using the Revised Source Term, dated September 28, 1998, showed that, for equipment exposed to the
containment atmosphere, the TID-1484473 source term and the gap and in-vessel releases in the AST produced
similar integrated doses. This report also showed that, for equipment exposed to sump water, the integrated
doses calculated with the AST exceeded those calculated with TID-14844,73 after 42 days for a PWR and 145
days for a BWR, because of the 30% vs. 1% release of cesium.

CONCLUSION

The staff concluded that there was no clear basis for backfitting the requirement to modify the design basis
for equipment qualification to adopt the AST. There would be no discernible risk reduction associated with
such a requirement. Licensees should be aware, however, that a more realistic source term would potentially
involve a larger dose for equipment exposed to sump water for long periods of time. Longer term equipment
operability issues associated with severe fuel damage accidents, (with which the AST is associated) could
also be addressed under accident management or plant recovery actions as necessary. Thus, the issue was
DROPPED from further pursuit.1776
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Issue 188: Steam Generator Tube Leaks or Ruptures, Concurrent with
Containment Bypass from Main Steam Line or Feedwater Line Breaches
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was identified when it was believed1799 that the validity of steam generator (SG) tube leak and
rupture analyses could be affected by resonance vibrations in steam generator tubes during steam line break
depressurization. The concern is that an unisolable secondary system opening outside containment coupled
with multiple steam generator tube leaks or ruptures could result in releases in excess of 10 CFR Part 100. The
related technical issues include the ability to correctly predict SG secondary side thermal-hydraulic behavior,
physical loadings, component response, resonance vibrations within the tube bundles, eddy current testing,
iodine spiking, operator response, and risk. The issue is related to Issue163, "Multiple Steam Generator Tube
Leakage."

Safety Significance

The issue raised the following two potentially risk-significant events that are not fully addressed as design basis
accidents in FSARs, industry analyses, the SRP,11 or staff reviews:

(1) Operating experience and design information suggested that the potential existed for a line breach to
significantly increase SG leakage, because resonant vibration of SG tubes from a secondary side blowdown
could cause increased tube leakage.

(2) Significant SG tube leakage could lead to secondary system breaches from a variety of causes. The resulting
SG secondary side blowdown could further increase tube leakage due to resonance vibration within the affected
SG tube bundle.

Such leakages, concurrent with containment bypass, might cause offsite radiation doses in excess of 10 CFR
Part 100.

Main steam line break and steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) are both included as design basis accidents
in Chapter 15 of most FSARs and the SRP,11 and are addressed as accident initiators in most plant-specific
PRAs. However, these accident initiators are generally assumed to occur independently unless there is severe
core damage. Moreover, a SGTR is assumed to occur spontaneously in just one tube. This issue addresses
the possibility of a causal relationship: a main steam or feedwater line break in an unisolable portion of the
secondary system is postulated to cause a number of SG tubes to leak or rupture. Conversely, significant SG
tube leakage or rupture is postulated to cause an unisolable secondary side breach which then may exacerbate
the leakage.

Consequences of such an accident scenario are significant because primary coolant could be lost to the
environment through the leaking or ruptured SG tubes and out the break in the secondary system. Given that
the secondary side opening is outside containment but not isolable, the release of radioactivity could be above
10 CFR Part 100 limits, depending upon the iodine spiking factor and the duration of blowdown. Further, the
escaping coolant will not be returned to the containment sump. There is a high probability that the ECCS will
successfully mitigate a LOCA during the injection phase. However, when the refueling water storage tank
(RWST) is depleted, it may not be possible to use the recirculation mode, possibly resulting in core damage.
Because the release path is open to the environment outside of the containment, the release of radioactivity from
the postulated core damage event could have significant risk impacts.

The issue also includes the safety concerns of increased risk from degraded operator performance because of
environmental conditions that can occur during the event. Eddy current testing and iodine spiking issues were
not originally identified but were included in this evaluation to provide more complete bases for understanding
the safety concerns.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION
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The accident scenario of concern consists of two events: (1) a non-isolable secondary system break or rupture
that is outside containment; and (2) a coupling of this break with the rupture of, or significantly increased leakage
from, affected SG tubes.

Non-Isolable Main Steam Line Break Outside Containment: Main steam line breaks (or equivalent ruptures
in attached piping or equipment) may be caused by a combination of stresses from restriction of pipe thermal
expansion by pipe supports, weld defects, lack of pipe stress relief, age-related erosion/corrosion, vibration-
induced cyclic fatigue, or repeated safety valve operation causing fatigue cycles to the piping and tubes and
increasing the likelihood of a safety valve sticking open. Relatively large steam line breaks have occurred
outside the containment, upstream of the MSIV, during hot functional testing at Robinson 2 and Turkey Point 3.
These resulted in collateral valve, piping, and equipment damage; blowdown of the affected SGs; and excessive
cooldown of the RCS. In addition, large amplitude vibrations of components and structures, water hammers,
and sonic booms that affected operator communication and actions were observed. The Turkey Point 3 event
involved SG re-pressurization shortly after the initial blowdown as a result of collateral damage.

Other Secondary System Breaks: It is also possible to initiate the accident scenario of interest with breaks in
other parts of the secondary system such as a main feedwater line, steam line supplying steam-driven auxiliary
feedwater, or other steam supply lines. These would be considered within the scope of this generic issue. Main
and auxiliary feedwater systems generally have check valves located inside containment, which may also fail
during the event. Steam supply lines other than main steam will have their own isolation valves, and because of
their smaller diameter, rupture of these lines may not cause as severe a blowdown transient. However, a smaller
opening may create resonance vibrations in the affected SG that would continue for a longer period of time.

Steam Generator Tube Cracks and Test Data: PWR SG tube cracks are caused by such common-mode
failure mechanisms as outside diameter stress corrosion cracking, primary water stress corrosion cracking,
fretting and wear, high cycle fatigue cracking, denting, pitting, and wastage. Plant TS require that a 3% sample
of SG tubes undergo NDE periodically. The percentage of tubes inspected increases as more indications
are found. Existing regulatory guidance would require tubes with greater than 40% through-wall cracks to be
repaired or plugged.

Eddy current testing has a variable probability of detection that depends on: the type of probe; crack width,
depth, length, and orientation; background interference; and human error. While crack depth and length are the
most important factors in determining SG tube integrity, accurate crack sizing by non-destructive means (eddy
current, ultrasonics, etc.) remains challenging. Therefore, operation will likely occur with some degree of tube
degradation at all times.

The NRC has approved several alternate repair criteria allowing small cracks to remain in service under certain
conditions. Under the alternate repair criteria in Generic Letter 95-051804 for outside diameter stress corrosion
cracks in intersections between tubes and tube support plates (TSPs), the industry must leak and burst test
tube samples. However, the tubes are rigidly held in place during testing to avoid bending that would increase
crack size. Tubes are tested under static conditions not subject to vibration and TSP movement that could be
encountered during a main steam line break from differential pressure loadings and from vibrations at their
lowest natural frequencies. Leak tests are not required to be performed at operating temperatures.

Resonance Vibrations: Resonance vibrations caused by a line break may develop in the SG internals through
pressure pulses in the two-phase fluid and from pipe movement. Free span sections of tubes, portions of TSPs,
and the U-tube assembly would vibrate from excitation frequencies emanating from the break. The tube/TSP
movement from pressure pulses, resonance vibration, and potential steam chugging from possible recriticalities
could destroy links between existing micro and macro cracks in SG tubes. Further, there has not been an
integrated study of actual damage done to adjacent SG tubes following SGTRs, from steam line breaks, or from
SG dry outs.

Neither resonance vibrations nor cross-flow forces can be calculated by the one-dimensional, RELAP thermal-
hydraulic code. EPRI has developed multi-dimensional two-phase flow codes that are applicable only to steady-
state conditions. The ACRS Ad Hoc DPO Subcommittee on SG integrity issues concluded1800 that:

"... thermal-hydraulic codes usually employed by the staff for safety analyses are poorly suited to address
the issues raised by this contention. The Subcommittee urges that investigation of this issue be completed
expeditiously." ( p. 10)
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NRR's reviews in this area were consistent with the ACRS conclusion, since NRR has not relied upon licensee
justifications based on such codes for SG secondary side analyses.

Tube Sheet Cladding Separation: Tube sheet cladding separation by the flow divider and cracks in first row
tube welds and cladding may have occurred due to excessive primary-to-secondary tube sheet differential
pressures during the primary system hydro at Robinson 2. The differential pressure across the tube sheet
at Turkey Point 3 during its cold hydro was what could be expected from high head safety injection during
main steam line break or stuck-open safety or atmospheric dump valve events, but this also caused cladding
separation. Tube, tube sheet, and cladding stresses due to differential primary-to-secondary pressure and
vibrations have not been modeled in an integrated risk assessment of a main steam line break.

Analysis and Understanding: The Ad Hoc DPO Subcommittee recommended1800 that:

"Risk analyses that the staff considers need to account for progression of damage to steam generator tubes in
a more rigorous way." They "... found that the staff did not have a technically defensible understanding of these
processes to assess adequately the potential for progression of damage to steam generator tubes. Bending and
flexion of the tubes produce conditions regarding crack growth, tube leakage, and tube burst outside the range
of analyses and experiments done by the staff." (p. 46) They concluded that the contention, "Depressurization
of the reactor coolant system during a main steam line break will produce shock waves and violent, sympathetic
vibrations that will cause cracks to form, to grow and to unplug, leading to much higher leakage from the
primary-to-secondary sides of the reactor coolant system than has been considered by the NRC staff... has
merit and deserves investigation." (p. 10) The Subcommittee concluded that "... there is an imperative for the
staff to act expeditiously to develop a much better understanding of the dynamic processes associated with
depressurization and how the processes could lead to damage progression." ( p. 46) "Similarly, the Ad Hoc
Subcommittee did not feel that the staff had developed an adequate understanding of how movement of the
tube support plates during an event could damage the tubes and augment leakage from the primary side to
the secondary side of the reactor coolant system. The staff needs to develop an understanding of how tube
support plate movement could lead to unplugging of cracks occluded by corrosion products in the annular space
between the tube support plate and the tubes." ( p. 46) Also, "... the Ad Hoc Subcommittee has concluded that
the staff has not adopted a technically defensible position on the choice of the iodine spiking factor to be used
in the analysis of design basis accidents for compliance with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 100 or General
Design Criterion (GDC) 19." (p. 48)

Operator Actions: The NRC has used estimates as low as 10-3 as the probability of the failure to depressurize
and cool down the RCS in risk analyses of these containment bypass scenarios. The human error contribution
to the estimated increment to core damage frequencies per year in these scenarios ranged from 29% to 93%.
Operators have to identify the ruptured SG in order to isolate it, while primary and secondary temperature and
pressure changes mask the diagnostic evidence they need to do so. There have been 10 SGTRs (or significant
leaks) in U.S. PWRs from 1975 to 2000. Human performance weaknesses, such as mis-diagnoses, substantial
delays in isolating the faulted steam generator, and delayed initiation of the residual heat removal system, have
been identified in these events.1801, 1802 The events also involved unnecessary radiation releases, lack of RCS
subcooled margin, excessive RCS cooldown rates, and overfilling the SG because of human or procedural
problems.

The probability value can be significantly higher than 10-3 when performance shaping factors are incorporated
for SGTRs concurrent with containment bypass based on operator performance as well as simulator experience.
While one risk analysis that addressed a stuck open relief valve has a success path involving gagging the
valve, this may be unrealistic given potential galling of the internals, steam release at the valve location, and
the high radiation field at the valve created by a large tube leak. Additional complications would add to operator
burdens. These include high noise levels preventing normal communications; RCS cooldown with potential
recriticality; actions to recover RWST inventory; many radiation alarms, unexpected high radiation areas in the
turbine building, and atmospheric releases; fire alarms and fires from steam and shrapnel from the break; and
emergency communications with local, state, and Federal governments diverting operations personnel before
the technical support center is manned or additional operations personnel arrive on site. The Halden Control
Room Staffing study found poor operator performance in one of two simulations of a SG leak with a failed open
SG safety relief valve, as well as simulations where crew size was decreased to attend to other duties.1803 A
model exists based on this simulation, but it has not been used in a sensitivity study to more accurately predict a
probability of failure to depressurize and cool down the RCS under these circumstances.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1800.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1801.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1802.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1803.html
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The Ad Hoc DPO Subcommittee concluded1800 that:

"... the [human performance] failure probabilities can rise from 10-3 to ~1, depending on the number of
failed steam generator tubes." They also said that "Risk evaluations should also include examination of the
mechanisms for damage progression, which has not been observed in steam generator tube rupture accidents
to date, but may occur as a result of dynamic processes during main steamline break depressurizations of the
reactor coolant system. The effects of the dynamic events on operator performance both with respect to the
time available for required responses and the level of operator distraction need to be evaluated." (p. 20) "In all
cases, the staff needs to develop defensible analyses of the uncertainties in its risk assessments, including
uncertainties in its assessments of human error probabilities. As the staff develops a better understanding of
the dynamic processes associated with depressurization during a main steamline break, it may want to revisit
estimates of operator error probability in light of the considerable operator distraction that might occur during
such events." (p. 47)

CONCLUSION

The staff found that the accident scenarios were credible, and that the issue could not be addressed by
the enforcement of existing regulations. Therefore, it was concluded that a technical assessment should
be performed on the issue, in accordance with NRC Management Directive 6.4. Following the technical
assessment, the issue was closed with no changes to existing regulations or guidance.1870 In a followup review,
the ACRS agreed with this conclusion.1871
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Issue 189: Susceptibility of Ice Condenser And Mark III Containments to
Early Failure From Hydrogen Combustion During a Severe Accident
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This generic issue was proposed1791 in response to SECY-00-1981792 which explored means of risk informing 10
CFR 50.44. As a part of this effort, the paper recommended that safety enhancements that have the potential to
pass the backfit test be assessed for mandatory application through the generic issue program.

Safety Significance

Since the last revision of 10 CFR 50.44, "Standards for Combustible Gas Control System in Light-Water-Cooled
Power Reactors," in 1987, there have been significant advances in the understanding of the risk associated with
the production and combustion of hydrogen (and other combustible gases) during reactor accidents. The work
discussed in SECY-00-198 was actually an investigation of the relaxation of a number of requirements.

For the majority of PWRs with large dry or sub-atmospheric containments, direct containment heating (DCH) is
the dominant mode of containment failure (a separate issue that was resolved by plant-specific comparison of
DCH loads versus containment strengths), and the containment loads associated with hydrogen combustion are
non-threatening.

However, it was discovered in the study associated with NUREG/CR-64271793 that, for ice condenser
containments, the early containment failure probability is dominated by non-DCH hydrogen combustion events.
This is not a surprising result, given the relatively low containment free volume and low containment strength
in these designs. These containments rely on the pressure-suppression capability of their ice beds, and, for a
design-basis accident, where the pressure is a result of the release of steam from blowdown of the primary (or
secondary) system, an ability to withstand high internal pressures is not needed.

In a beyond-design-basis accident, where the core is severely damaged, significant quantities of hydrogen gas
can be released. This hydrogen is generated by the exothermic chemical reaction of water and steam with metal
(especially the Zircaloy cladding), and (to some extent) by radiolysis of water, where gamma rays actually split
water molecules into hydrogen and oxygen.

To deal with large quantities of hydrogen, these containments are equipped with AC-powered igniters, which are
intended to control hydrogen concentrations in the containment atmosphere by initiating limited "burns" before a
large quantity accumulates. In essence, the igniters prevent the hydrogen (or any other combustible gas) from
accumulating in large quantities and then suddenly burning (or detonating) all at once, which would pose a threat
to containment integrity.

For most accident sequences, the hydrogen igniters can deal with the potential threat from combustible gas
buildup. The situation of interest for this generic issue only occurs during accident sequences associated with
station blackouts, where the igniter systems are not available because they are AC-powered.

Thus, this does not affect the frequency of severe accidents, but does affect the likelihood of a significant release
of radioactive material to the environment should such an accident occur.

The issue also applies to BWR MARK III containments, because they also have a relatively low free volume and
low strength, comparable to those of the PWR ice condenser designs. The MARK I and MARK II designs are
also pressure-suppression designs, but are operated with the containment "inerted," i.e., the drywell and the
air space above the suppression pool are flooded with nitrogen gas, and a nitrogen makeup system maintains
oxygen level below a set limit by maintaining a slight positive nitrogen pressure within the primary containment.
The low oxygen concentration is sufficient to accommodate the hydrogen threat (except possibly for long-term
radiolysis). In contrast, the MARK III designs are equipped with hydrogen igniters just as are the PWR ice
condenser designs, and are similarly potentially vulnerable in an accident sequence associated with station
blackout.

Possible Solution

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1791.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1792.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1793.html
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The solution is to provide an independent power supply for the igniter systems for the subject containments. The
igniters are, essentially, diesel engine glow plugs. If necessary, they could be powered by storage batteries or by
a portable generator.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

The two containment types, ice condenser and MARK III, will be examined separately in the following sections.
In each case, the objective is to calculate plausible estimates of risk parameters that represent the particular
class of plants in question. These estimates are for prioritization purposes only, and are not intended to
represent the best the state of the art can produce.

In addition to the generic estimate calculated here, an independent calculation has been performed1794 by
Energy Research, Inc. (ERI). The ERI study arose out of an investigation of possible risk-informed alternative
approaches to 10 CFR 50.44, the same project that generated this generic issue. The ERI study is based on the
IPE and IPEEE studies for Catawba and Grand Gulf. Although the ERI study is more plant-specific, it also avoids
some of the more debatable assumptions that were necessary in the generic analysis presented here.

PWR Ice Condenser

We will examine the ice condenser plants first. The strategy will be to start with the NUREG-11501081 Sequoyah
Level II PRA, which should be reasonably representative and also has the advantage of being readily available,
and modifying it in two ways. First, use plant damage state frequencies that are more generically representative,
and second, change the probability of containment failure caused by hydrogen combustion to a value consistent
with more modern investigations.

Frequency Estimate

The severe accident frequency of interest is the frequency of severe accidents associated with station
blackout. Fortunately, this frequency is routinely calculated in PRAs, including the NUREG-1150 PRA and
NUREG/CR-45511795 for the Sequoyah plant (the only NUREG-1150 PRA for a PWR with an ice condenser
containment). However, internal-events PRAs such as the NUREG-1150 Sequoyah study do not give the
complete picture. Although these studies include station blackouts initiated by both plant-centered and grid-
initiated losses of offsite power, external events are not included. In most external event studies, the principal
accident sequence leading to severe core damage comes from a station blackout. In seismically-initiated
sequences, the seismic event damages the ceramic insulators in the transmission lines, effectively disconnecting
the plant from offsite power, and also increases the likelihood of a failure of onsite power. Similarly, the fire-
initiated sequences may involve a fire in the electrical switchgear, again causing a total loss of AC power.

The following table summarizes estimates of this parameter from several sources:

Site NUREG-1150
Slow SBO

NUREG-1150
Fast SBO

IPE CDF IPE SBO
CDF

IPEEE
Fire CDF

IPEEE
Seismic

CDF

IPEEE
External

CDF

Total IPE/
IPEEE
CDF

Sequoyah 4.58E-6 9.26E-6 1.70E-4 5.32E-6 1.6E-5 [Margin] [1.6E-5] [1.86E-4]

Watts Bar 8.00E-5 1.73E-5 7.0E-6 [Margin] [7.0E-6] [8.70E-5]

Catawba 5.80E-5 6.00E-7 4.7E-6 1.6E-5 2.1E-5 6.01E-5

McGuire 4.00E-5 9.32E-6 2.3E-7 1.1E-5 1.1E-5 5.1E-5

DC Cook 6.26E-5 1.13E-6 3.8E-6 3.2E-6 7.0E-6 7.0E-5

"Average" 6.73E-6 6.34E-6 1.01E-6

From CRIC-ET
database 1796

From IPE database From NUREG/CR-6427 (Table 7.5)

(The significant figures presented in this table are given for the convenience of the reader who wishes to
duplicate the calculations, and are not intended to imply that these estimates are known to two or three
significant figure accuracy.)

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1794.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1081.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1795.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1796.html
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As can be seen from the IPE SBO column, the internal-events SBO-initiated CDF ranges over the decade from
10-6 to 10-5. The fire- and seismically-initiated CDFs, which generally involve loss of all AC power, are in the
same range. The row labeled "average" is a simple arithmetic mean average over the five sites, and is intended
to provide a point estimate representative of this class of plants, recognizing that individual plants vary.

Of course, the fire and seismic initiator CDFs do not consist exclusively of sequences involving loss of all AC
power, and the specifics of this breakdown will be plant-specific. To get a generically-representative number,
it will be necessary to make some assumptions, recognizing that the result will be, at best, a rough estimate.
The NUREG-1150 PRA for Sequoyah did not address external events. Thus, we will base these assumptions
on the fire and seismic analyses of the NUREG-1150 Surry PRA (NUREG/CR-4551, Vol. 3, Rev. 1, Parts 1 and
3), which have the advantage of readily-available and abundant documentation. (Surry is not an ice condenser
plant, but containment design should not greatly affect the frequency and course of fire and seismically initiated
sequences.) This "hybridization" or use of one PRAs results in another PRA, results in, at best, a very rough
approximation. However, it will be shown later that the conclusion is not greatly affected by this approximation.

In the Surry fire analysis, the principal fire-initiated plant damage states were associated with four locations:

PDS for Surry Fire Initiators

(NUREG/CR-4551, Table 2.2-4, pp. 2 to 14)

Emergency Switchgear Room 54.3%

Auxiliary Building 20.0%

Cable Vault and Tunnel 13.0%

Control Room 12.7%

Fires in the emergency switchgear room, control room or auxiliary building are not likely to disable the igniters.
Even if such a fire disabled emergency power, normal power would be available. However, it will be assumed
that fires in the cable vault and tunnel will also disable the igniters, and thus 13% of the fire frequency will be
added to the internal SBO frequency.

The Surry seismic analysis can be used in a more straightforward manner, since the four seismic groups
explicitly list station blackout.

Plant Damage States for Seismic Initiators

(NUREG/CR-4551, Table 2.2-6, pp. 2.16 to 2.17)

EQ 1 Loss of Station Power (no
SBO)

47.1% 53.7%

EQ 2 SBO 41.1% 33.7%

EQ 3 LOCAs 11.9% 12.5%

Here, we will use the EPRI-based estimate of 33.7%, as being more in line with modern analyses.

Large Early Release Frequency (LERF) Estimate

According to the studies presented in NUREG/CR-6427, the likelihood of early containment failure due to
uncontrolled post-accident hydrogen combustion is significantly higher than the figure used in the NUREG-1150
PRA for Sequoyah. Table 7.3 of NUREG/CR-6427 gives a non-DCH failure probability for both fast and slow
station blackout sequences of 0.9021, which is essentially all due to hydrogen combustion. The non-DCH failure
probability is given as zero for all other core damage initiators, presumably due to the availability of AC power for
the igniters. Therefore, it can be assumed that providing an alternative power supply for the igniters would lower
the total containment failure probability by about 0.9. With this, it is possible to estimate the change in large early
release frequency (∆LERF) associated with the issue:
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CDF SBO Fraction SBO CDF Change in
Containment
Failure
Probability

∆LERF

Internal 6.73E-6 0.90 6.06E-6

Fire 6.34E-6 13% 8.24E-7 0.90 7.42E-7

Seismic 1.01E-6 33.7% 3.40E-7 0.90 3.06E-6

Again, the significant figures are given for convenience in following these calculations, and are not intended to
imply a high accuracy in the estimates.

The screening threshold for LERF given in Management Directive 6.4 (Appendix C, Figure C4) is any change in
LERF greater than 10-6/RY, regardless of the initial LERF. Thus, for ice condenser plants, this issue passes this
screening criterion. It should be noted that the criterion is met even without the external events.

Recoverability: The analysis above does not distinguish between recoverable and non-recoverable station
blackout. This leads to some conservatism in the result, since the existing igniter system will become available
if AC power is recovered after core melt, but before hydrogen ignition. It should be noted, however, that the
efficacy of the igniters in preventing large scale burns depends on their availability early, before combustible
gases have time to accumulate in large quantities. Once this accumulation occurs, turning on the igniters may be
counterproductive.

Hybridization: The various core damage frequencies and associated changes in LERF are based on a
hybridization of several PRAs. Moreover, the estimates of the station blackout portion of the seismic and fire
CDFs are, at best, educated guesses. Nevertheless, if the change in containment failure probability is 90%,
most of the IPE SBO core damage frequencies are high enough for the ∆LERF to pass the screening criterion
even without the hybridization or addition of external events. The conclusion that this issue passes the screening
criterion is reasonably robust.

Consequence Estimate

Estimating the risk to the population from these accident sequences is not as straightforward as estimating
LERF. In the integrated risk analysis for the NUREG-1150 PRAs, the accident frequency analysis ("front end"
analysis) produces an overall CDF, and also a set of plant damage states, each with its own frequency. For the
Sequoyah PRA, the plant damage states are:

PDS Index Plant Damage State (PDS)

1 Slow Station Blackout

2 Fast Station Blackout

3 LOCA

4 Event V (interfacing systems LOCA)

5 Transient

6 ATWS

7 Steam Generator Tube Rupture

The sequences of interest here are in plant damage states 1 and 2. However, these plant damage states do not
correlate one-to-one with a consequence analysis. A description of the integrated risk analysis can be found in
Reference 6, from which the following figure is taken:

In the integrated risk analysis, the accident progression event tree analysis (a very extensive set of calculations)
is used to calculate a set of accident progression bin frequencies from each PDS. The set of accident
progression bins is then input into a partitioning analysis (also very extensive) to calculate source term groups
and associated frequencies. Actual consequences (e.g., man-rem) are then calculated for each source term,
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and the total risk is calculated by multiplying each consequence by its source term frequency, and summing the
products.

It is not practical to calculate the risk associated with this issue with a hand calculation. Instead, a sensitivity
analysis computer code, the Computational Risk Integration and Conditional Evaluation Tool (CRIC-ET), was
used.1796

In order to use this code, it was necessary to "split" the generic station blackout frequency estimated above
into "slow SBO" and "fast SBO." The IPE and IPEEE averages do not make this distinction, and thus some
approximations must again be made. The three components, internal, seismic, and fire, were handled
separately:

Internal - The internal SBO frequency contribution, based on the IPE average, was subdivided into slow and fast
based on the proportions in the Sequoyah NUREG-1150 PRA:

NUREG-1150
SBO CDF

Fractional
Contribution

IPE-based
SBO CDF

Proportioned
SBO CDF

Slow 4.58E-6 33.1% 2.23E-6

Fast 9.26E-6 66.9%

6.73E-6

4.50E-6

Total 1.38E-5 100% 6.73E-6 6.73E-6

Seismic - The seismic SBO contribution (33.7% of the total seismically-initiated CDF, as discussed under
LERF above) was assumed to be entirely in the slow category. (Generally, the seismic event causes the station
blackout and destroys the condensate storage tank, and eventually the steam generators dry out.)

Fire - The fire SBO contribution (13.0%of the fire-initiated CDF) was assumed to be entirely in the fast category.
(Fires in the cable vault are likely to fail everything at once.)

Several other assumptions were necessary:

The other PDS frequencies were set to zero so that the analysis would only include the SBO plant damage
states.

The sequences ending in no containment failure were re-directed to the early containment failure accident
progression bin, to account for the high susceptibility of the containment to failure due to hydrogen combustion,
as estimated in NUREG/CR-6427. This is a slight overestimate, in that the containment failure probability due to
hydrogen combustion is 90% rather than 100%, but the CRIC-ET code does not have this flexibility.

A corrected consequence file for Sequoyah was used to correct a known error.1797 The results of the calculation
of population dose within 50 miles of a reactor, using 200 samples and the usual limited Latin Hypercube
technique, were:

5th percentile - 3.86 x 10-3 man-rem 95th percentile - 20.3 man-rem Median - 2.24 man-rem Mean - 6.43 man-
rem

Again, as is obvious from the distribution, the two decimal places are not significant and are given only for
purposes of reproducing the calculation. The error bounds reflect only the uncertainty associated with the Level
II analysis, and do not include the uncertainty associated with the generic station blackout frequency or split of
this frequency into the fast and slow SBO plant damage states.

Generic Population Distribution: The man-rem/RY figure above is based on the NUREG-1150 model which
is specific to the Sequoyah site. For generic issue calculations, such figures are generally based on a uniform
population density of 340 persons/square-mile and a typical central Midwest plains meteorology. It is not
practical to re-run the consequence analysis for the generic site but, as a first approximation, the risk figures can
be re-normalized to the generic population. Interpolating between the 30- and 100-mile radius population figures
given in NUREG/CR-4551 (Volume 5, Rev. 1, Part 1, Page 4.2), the Sequoyah population density for a 50-mile
radius is approximately 159 persons/square-mile. Thus, to get a generic risk figure, the 6.43 man-rem/RY (mean)
figure should be multiplied by 340/159. This gives a generic estimate of 13.73 man-rem/RY.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1796.html
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Aggregated Risk Figure: There are nine reactors with an ice condenser containment. Thus, the aggregated risk
figure is 13.73 man-rem/RY times 9 reactors or 124 man-rem/year.

The screening threshold for averted offsite risk given in Management Directive 6.4 (Appendix C, Figure C6) is an
averted offsite man-rem/year greater than 100, if the cost/benefit ratio is favorable (i.e., less than $2,000/man-
rem).

Cost Estimate

A separate cost investigation will not be performed here. The ERI study concluded that the proposed fix is cost-
beneficial. Therefore, it will be assumed here that the cost/benefit ratio is less than $2,000/man-rem, and the
issue passes the screening threshold for risk.

Other Considerations

Hybrid Models: The split of the generic station blackout frequency into the fast and slow station blackout plant
damage states, as described above, is questionable at best, since it is based on a hybridization of several PRAs.
Because of this, a sensitivity analysis was done to investigate how big an effect this was. First, the entire station
blackout frequency was assigned to the slow SBO PDS and a mean man-rem/RY was calculated. Then, the
entire frequency was assigned to the fast SBO PDS, and the calculation repeated. The results were:

Split Mean Risk (man-rem/RY)

All in the slow SBO PDS 5.38

All in the fast SBO PDS 6.94

"Best guess" proportioned 6.43

Based on these results, it seems safe to conclude that the results are not very sensitive to how the frequency is
split between the two plant damage states.

Recoverable Station Blackout: The Sequoyah analysis, as modeled in CRIC-ET, does not distinguish between
recoverable and non-recoverable station blackout. As was the case in the estimate of LERF, this leads to some
conservatism in the result, since the existing igniter system will become available if AC power is recovered
after core melt, but before hydrogen ignition. Once again, however, the efficacy of the igniters in preventing
large scale burns depends on their availability early, before combustible gases have time to accumulate in large
quantities. Once this accumulation occurs, a late initiation of the igniter systems may not have the desired result.

ERI study: The ERI study1794 estimated a risk of 3 man-rem/RY using the Catawba site and a more
sophisticated methodology, which is about a factor of two less than the estimate presented here. In the context of
PRA studies, a factor of two is very good agreement.

BWR MARK III Containments

The strategy for MARK III BWR containments is similar to that for ice condensers. The NUREG-1150 Level
II model for the Grand Gulf plant will be used, but will be modified to be more generic and to include a higher
probability for containment failure due to hydrogen combustion.

The NUREG-1150 Level II model for Grand Gulf is described in detail in NUREG/CR-45511795 (Vol. 6, Rev. 1,
Part 1). The general approach, using plant damage states, accident progression bins, and source term groups,
is similar to that discussed above for the Sequoyah model. However, the individual plant damage states are
defined differently.

The Grand Gulf model consists of twelve plant damage states. PDS 1 through 8 are associated with station
blackout, PDS 9 and 10 are associated with ATWS, and PDS 11 and 12 are associated with non-ATWS
transient-initiated sequences. Although the total CDF (as estimated in NUREG-1150) is rather low (about 4 x
10-6/RY), about 97% of this CDF comes from the station blackout sequences NUREG/CR-4551 (Vol. 6, Rev. 1,
Part 1, Table 2.2-3).

Of the eight station blackout plant damage states, the first six are recoverable station blackouts, in which severe
core damage occurs, but AC power is recovered in time for the "miscellaneous systems" - containment venting,
standby gas treatment, containment isolation, and the hydrogen igniters - to be effective. (This explicit modeling

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1794.html
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avoids the problems with treating recoverable station blackouts in the ice condenser plants, discussed earlier.)
Adding backup power to the hydrogen igniters will not affect the sequences in these plant damage states.

Thus, the plant damage states of interest are PDS 7, non-recoverable fast SBO, and PDS 8, non-recoverable
slow SBO. These two plant damage states represent 11% and 2% of the total station blackout frequency,
respectively (NUREG/CR-4551, Vol. 6, Rev. 1, Part 1).

Frequency Estimate

The NUREG-1150 estimate of CDF for Grand Gulf is 4 x 10-6/RY, which is somewhat lower than the Grand Gulf
IPE estimate of 1.72 x 10-5/RY. Again, it is necessary to find a more generic number. For the IPEs’ CDFs and,
specifically, the IPE SBO CDFs, these figures are tabulated in the IPE Database.

As in the analysis of ice condenser plants, the fire-induced accident sequences are also significant. These are
available from the IPEEE program, in NUREG-17421798 (Volume 2, Table 3.2).

Seismically-induced sequences are also a concern. However, there are no PRAs available for any plant with a
MARK III containment. All four MARK III plants were analyzed with a seismic margins approach in the IPEEE
program. Thus, once again it will be necessary to use a bit of improvisation.

The Grand Gulf and River Bend sites are in areas of low seismicity, and thus it is not anticipated that seismic
sequences would be a significant contributor. The Clinton and Perry plants are located in areas of moderate
seismicity, and thus may be of more concern. Given that there are no appropriate PRAs, the only recourse
is to find a similar plant. The LaSalle plant is a reasonable choice, although it is a BWR/5 model with a Mark
II containment, because the reactor systems (not containment systems) are similar, and the site is in the
same general area (Great Lakes). The LaSalle seismic CDF, based on an existing simplified seismic PRA,
is 7.6 x 10-7/RY, as reported in NUREG-1742 (Volume 2, Table 2.1). Although the use of this number is
highly questionable at best, the seismic contribution is expected to be relatively minor compared to the other
contributors, and thus more uncertainty can be tolerated. The CDF figures are as follows:

Site NUREG-1150
Non-

recoverable
Fast

SBO CDF

NUREG-1150
Non-

recoverable
Slow

SBO CDF

IPE CDF IPE SBO CDF IPEEE
Fire CDF

IPEEE
Seismic CDF

Clinton 2.66E-5 9.80E-6 3.64E-6 SMA

Grand Gulf 4.3E-7 (11%) 6.6E-8 (2%) 1.72E-5 7.46E-6 8.89E-6 SMA

Perry 1.30E-5 2.25E-6 3.27E-5 SMA

River Bend 1.55E-5 1.35E-5 2.25E-5 SMA

LaSalle 7.6E-7

"Average" 8.25E-6 1.69E-5 7.6E-7

From CRIC-ET database 1796 From IPE database From NUREG/CR-17421798

(Vol. 2, Table 3.2)

Large Early Release Frequency (LERF) Estimate

To get non-recoverable station blackout frequencies, it will be assumed that the same percentage of the total
station blackout frequency is non-recoverable as was the case in the NUREG-1150 model, which is 13% (11%
fast SBO plus 2% slow SBO). The generic estimate for the total non-recoverable SBO CDF is then:

[(8.25 x 10-6 + 1.69 x 10-5 + 7.6 x 10-7) x 13%] event/RY = 3.37 x 10-6 event/RY

The response of the MARK III containments to an uncontrolled hydrogen containment is expected to be similar
to that of an ice condenser containment. Thus, the change in large early release frequency (∆LERF) will be
approximately 90% of the CDF associated with unrecoverable station blackout:

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1798.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1791.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1796.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1798.html
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∆LERF = 3.37 x 10-6 x 90% = 3 x 10-6 event/RY

This is above the screening threshold given in Management Directive 6.4 (Appendix C, Figure C4), regardless of
the initial LERF.

Other Considerations

As was the case with ice condenser containments, this generic estimate, the various CDFs and associated
changes in LERF are based on a hybridization of several PRAs. Moreover, the estimates of the station blackout
portion of the seismic and fire CDFs are, at best, educated guesses, and the fire contribution is the largest
contributor. However, if the fire and seismic portions were not included, the ∆LERF would still be about 9.7 x 10-7

event/RY, very close to the cutoff of 10-6 event/RY.

If it is postulated that hydrogen combustion without igniters will result in containment failure 90% of the time,
the robustness of the conclusion depends primarily on the SBO CDFs taken from the IPE submittals for the four
plants, the assumption that about 13% will be non-recoverable blackouts, and an assumption that there will be
at least a small contribution from external events. Even though there are many approximations in the estimates
calculated above, these points seem reasonable.

Consequence Estimate

The MARK III containment has two air spaces, the drywell free volume and the wetwell airspace above the
suppression pool. Combustible gases generated in the vessel prior to vessel breach may be vented by the
safety/relief valves and tailpipes through the suppression pool to the wetwell airspace. After vessel breach,
combustible gases may accumulate in the drywell airspace, and may be forced through the weir wall to the
wetwell airspace. Combustion may occur in either airspace. Both airspaces are equipped with igniters.

In the NUREG-1150 Grand Gulf analysis, the automatic depressurization system is not operable in a station
blackout, and the vessel remains at high pressure. Moreover, depressurization of the vessel would have allowed
the operators to use the firewater system to inject coolant. Thus, in the sequences of interest here, the vessel is
likely to remain at high pressure until failure occurs at the bottom head.

The drywell is generally stronger than the wetwell. In most, but not all, cases, overpressurization will fail the
containment in the wetwell airspace, which will cause radioactive releases to pass through (and be scrubbed by)
the suppression pool. The accident progression event trees and source term analyses must account for all of
this. A complete description can be found in NUREG/CR-4551 (Volume 6, Rev. 1, Part 1).

To use the Grand Gulf model in the CRIC-ET code, the following assumptions were made:

11% of the generic internal SBO CDF frequency will be placed into PDS7 (non-recoverable fast blackout), and
2% will be placed into PDS8 (non-recoverable slow blackout), the proportions used in the Grand Gulf model.

The same 11%/2% split applies to the fire CDF frequency. Most dominant fire scenarios result in a plant
transient, generally involving loss of electrical buses due to the fire (See NUREG/CR-4551, Volume 4, Rev. 1,
Part 1, §3.3.2.3). There is no easy way to estimate the fraction of these which involve non-recoverable station
blackouts, so the fractions used in the internal events analysis will be used.

All of the seismic sequences are slow, non-recoverable blackouts.

As in the calculation for the ice condenser containments, several other assumptions were necessary:

The other PDS frequencies were set to zero, so that the analysis would only include the non-recoverable station
blackout plant damage states.

The sequences ending in no containment failure ("characteristic 6" in the Grand Gulf model - see NUREG/
CR-4551 (Volume 6, Rev. 1, Part 1, Table 2.4-1) were re-directed to the "rupture before vessel breach" accident
progression bin, to account for the assumed high susceptibility of the containment to fail due to hydrogen
combustion. This is a slight overestimate, since the model presumed that the igniters were not available in PDS
7 and 8 in any case.

The results of the calculation of population dose within 50 miles per reactor, using 250 samples and the usual
limited Latin Hypercube technique, were:

5th percentile 1.23 x 10-2 man-rem 95th percentile 1.35 man-rem Median 0.136 man-rem Mean 0.363 man-rem
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Again, as is obvious from the distribution, the two decimal places are not significant and are given only for
purposes of reproducing the calculation. The error bounds reflect only the uncertainty associated with the Level
II analysis, and do not include the uncertainty associated with the generic station blackout frequency or split of
this frequency into the non-recoverable fast and slow SBO plant damage states.

Generic Population Distribution: The man-rem/RY figure is based on the NUREG-1150 model which is
specific to the Grand Gulf site. For generic issue calculations, such figures are generally based on a uniform
population density of 340 persons/square-mile and a typical central Midwest plains meteorology. It is not
currently practical to re-run the consequence analysis for the generic site, but as a first approximation, the
risk figures can be re-normalized to the generic population. Interpolating between the 30- and 100-mile radius
population figures given in NUREG/CR-4551 (Volume 6, Rev. 1, Part 1, Page 4.3) the Grand Gulf population
density for a 50-mile radius is approximately 39.3 persons/square-mile, much less than the generic figure. Thus,
to get a generic risk figure, the 0.363 man-rem/RY figure should be multiplied by 340/39.3, which gives a generic
estimate of 3.14 man-rem/RY.

Aggregated Risk Figure: There are only four reactors with a MARK III containment. Thus, the aggregated risk
figure is 3.14 man-rem/RY times 4 reactors or 12.6 man-rem/RY.

Screening Threshold: The screening threshold for averted offsite risk given in Management Directive 6.4
(Appendix C, Figure C6) is an averted offsite man-rem/year greater than 100, if the cost/benefit ratio is less than
$2,000/man-rem. Thus, this criterion is not met for MARK III plants, regardless of cost.

Other Considerations

Hybrid Models: The split of the generic station blackout frequency into the fast and slow station blackout plant
damage states, as described above, is questionable at best, since it is based on a hybridization of several PRAs.
Because of this, a sensitivity analysis was done to investigate how big an effect this was. First, the entire station
blackout frequency was assigned to the slow SBO PDS and a mean man-rem/RY was calculated. Then, the
entire frequency was assigned to the fast SBO PDS, and the calculation repeated. The results were:

Split Mean Risk (man-rem/RY)

All in the slow SBO PDS 0.386

All in the fast SBO PDS 0.341

"Best guess" proportioned 0.363

Based on these results, it seems safe to conclude that the results are not very sensitive to how the frequency is
split between the two plant damage states.

Re-Direction of Sequences Ending in No Containment Failure: A sensitivity analysis was performed to
test the re-direction of the sequences that did not result in containment failure in the original model into failure
before vessel breach. As was stated previously, the original model should have already accounted for the
unavailability of the hydrogen igniters, so this was expected to be a minor effect. The sensitivity analysis
calculated a population risk of 0.360 man-rem instead of 0.363 man-rem, which confirms the expectation.

ERI Study: The ERI study estimated a risk of 1.3 man-rem/RY for Grand Gulf. This is roughly a factor of four
larger than the estimate calculated here. In the context of PRA calculations, this is reasonable agreement. It
should be noted that quadrupling the generic risk estimates would not change the conclusion.

ASSESSMENT

Based on the change in large early containment failure frequency (LERF) for both PWR ice condenser and BWR
Mark III containment designs and on the change in risk (as measured by man-rem/ year) for the ice condenser
designs, this issue passed the screening criteria and went on to the technical assessment stage.

The staff conducted studies to determine whether providing an independent power supply for the igniter systems
provides a substantial increase in the overall protection of the public health and safety with implementation costs
that are justified in view of the increased protection. 1791

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1791.html
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The staff briefed the ACRS on June 6, 2002, and again on November 13, 2002. The ACRS recommended that
the form of regulatory action should be through the plant-specific severe accident management guidelines.1902

RES provided its technical assessment for resolving GI-189 to NRR in a memorandum dated December 17,
2002.1903 RES concluded that further action to provide back-up to one train of igniters is warranted for both ice
condenser and MARK III plants.

On January 30, 2003, NRR prepared a reply memorandum that outlined the next steps in the resolution of this
GI. NRR prepared a Task Action Plan to complete MD 6.4, Stage 4, Regulation and Guidance Development,
based on a preliminary decision to issue an Order. The staff reviewed the proposed regulatory actions and
associated draft documents with senior management and OGC, and senior management decided to pursue
Rulemaking rather than an Order. The staff held a public meeting on June 18, 2003,1904 to receive feedback
from licensees and other stakeholders regarding the need to provide a backup power supply to the hydrogen
igniters and NRR's consideration of rulemaking for the resolution of GI-189. NRR staff briefed the ACRS on
November 6, 2003, and recommended providing a backup power supply to the hydrogen igniters. On November
17, 2003, the ACRS Chairman wrote the NRC Chairman recommending the NRC proceed with rulemaking to
require a backup power supply to the hydrogen igniters for PWR ice-condenser and BWR MARK III plants.1905

The ACRS recommended that rulemaking include a small pre-staged generator with installed cables, conduit,
panels, and breakers, or an equivalent diverse power supply. The ACRS also recommended that the rulemaking
be accompanied by guidance that specifies the design requirements.

NRR developed design criteria for the backup power supply, and administered a contract to merge and enhance
the existing technical assessment into a regulatory analysis.1906 NRR held a public meeting with the public
and industry on September 21, 2004, 1907, 1908 to get external stakeholders' input on the draft design criteria. In
November 2004, the staff reached a consensus to evaluate the proposed voluntary initiatives from stakeholders
and pursue that path as a preferential solution. The NRR staff met with representatives of RES, NSIR, and
OEDO to develop an understanding of newly identified safety/security interface issues and actions initiated
in the security arena that could impact the solution of the issue. On March 30, 2005, the staff met with senior
representatives of the six affected utilities to present security-related insights.

On June 14, 2005, the EDO issued a memorandum to the Commissioners to inform the Commission of the
regulatory analysis results and recent staff activities on GSI-189.1909 The regulatory analysis indicated that the
backup power modification may provide a substantial safety benefit at a justifiable cost for the PWRs with an
ice-condenser containment, and the proposed voluntary actions provide the majority of the benefit. The costs
exceed the benefits for all BWR regulatory options, and none of the options for the BWRs provides a substantial
increase in the overall protection of public health and safety. However, external events and security insights
were not fully evaluated in the regulatory analysis, and defense-in-depth considerations in improving the balance
among accident prevention and mitigation provide an additional un-quantified benefit for both containment types.

STATUS:

Based on an understanding that many of the voluntary physical modifications had been completed, the staff
elected to delay seeking specific commitments while security-related reviews of the facilities were ongoing. On
March 1, 2006, the EDO issued a memo2125 informing the Commission of the staffs’ intent to delay the request
for commitments until after the security-related reviews were completed in September 2006. Because this
issue was not incorporated in the scope of security-related modifications, the staff has held closed meetings in
December 2006 and January 2007 to further explore the proper consideration of security insights in the design
of the modifications. The staff received industry proposals for modifications that incorporate security insights in
late February and early March 2007. The staff reviewed the industry proposals and concluded that the proposed
modifications would resolve GSI-189 and provide benefit for some security scenarios. On April 23, 2007, the
EDO issued a memo2126 informing the Commission of the staff’s intent to accept the commitments and perform
verification inspections at the affected sites. On June 15, 2007, the NRC staff issued letters 2127 2128 2129 2130

2131 2132 2133 to affected licensees accepting the commitments. The NRC staff also notified licensees of the intent
to perform verification inspections at the affected sites and clarified the scope of the inspection relative to the
commitments.
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Issue 190: Fatigue Evaluation of Metal Components for 60-Year Plant Life
(Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

The risk of failure from fatigue of various reactor coolant system components was studied under Issue 78 and
later integrated into the NRR Fatigue Action Plan which was completed and documented in SECY-95-245.547

The staff concluded that the risk from fatigue failure of the primary coolant pressure boundary components is
very small; this conclusion was based on a plant life of 40 years. The impact of a license renewal period of 20
years on fatigue of metal components was to be considered in the resolution of Issue 166,1564 but Issue 190 was
established to address this subject separately.928

CONCLUSION

Based on the existence of an ongoing action plan928 to address the safety concern and the NRR decision1517 to
pursue its resolution, the issue was considered nearly-resolved in August 1996. It was later given a high priority
ranking in SECY-98-166.1718

In resolving the issue, the staff performed probabilistic analyses which showed low core damage frequencies
resulting from fatigue failure of metal components. However, the nature of age-related degradation indicated the
potential for an increase in the frequency of pipe leaks as plants continue to operate. Consistent with 10 CFR
54.21, "Requirements for Renewal of Operating Licenses for Nuclear Power Plants: Contents of Application -
Technical Information," licensees will have to address the effects of the reactor coolant system environment on
component fatigue life, as aging management programs are formulated in support of license renewal. Thus, the
issue was RESOLVED with no new or revised requirements.1764
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Issue 191: Assessment of Debris Accumulation on PWR Sump
Performance
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The issue of potential blockage in the containment sumps was first identified in Unresolved Safety Issue (USI)
A-43, "Containment Emergency Sump Performance." It identified a concern for the availability of adequate
recirculation cooling water following a loss of coolant accident (LOCA). The issue was declared a USI in January
1979. In October 1985, the staff presented its resolution of USI A-43 to the Commission in SECY-85-349,
"Resolution of Unresolved Safety Issue A-43, 'Containment Emergency Sump Performance.'"2220 The staff's
technical findings were published in NUREG-0897, "Containment Emergency Sump Performance," dated
October 1, 1985.2221 Resolutions items included revision to NUREG 0800, Standard Review Plan (SRP), Section
6.2.2, "Containment Heat Removal Systems.2222 and Regulatory Guide 1.82, "Water Sources for Long-Term
Recirculation Cooling Following a Loss-of-Coolant Accident,"2223 to reflect the staff's technical findings reported
in NUREG-0897, and Generic Letter (GL) 85-222231 was issued, outlining the safety concerns regarding potential
debris blockage and recirculation failure due to inadequate net positive suction head (NPSH). The early history
of activities was captured in NUREG/CR-7172, "Knowledge Base Report on Emergency Core Cooling Sump
Performance in Operating Light Water Reactors."2224 And NUREG/CR-6808, “Knowledge Base for the Effect of
Debris on Pressurized Water Reactor Emergency Core Cooling Sump Performance."2225

The issue for BWRs was resolved in 2001 and documented in "Completion of Staff Reviews of NRC Bulletin
96-03."2227 However, results of research on boiling water reactor (BWR) emergency core cooling system (ECCS)
suction strainer blockage identified new phenomena and failure modes that were not considered in the resolution
of Issue A-43, "Containment Emergency Sump Performance." Subsequent preliminary parametric calculations
were completed in July 2001, indicating the potential for significant debris accumulation in PWRs. In addition,
operating experience identified new contributors to debris and possible blockage of pressurized water reactor
(PWR) sump strainers, such as degraded or failed containment paint coatings. Thus, a proposed Generic Issue
was identified1691 by Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) and called for an expanded research effort to
address these new safety concerns and to examine whether the events and new research being conducted for
the BWR strainers warranted similar evaluation and/or changes for ensuring the adequacy of PWR recirculation
performance. The issue was transferred to NRR for plant specific resolution via letter dated September 28, 2001
“RES Proposed Recommendation for Resolution of GSI-191, ‘Assessment of Debris Accumulation on PWR
Sump Performance.’”2228

In July 2019, the Executive Director of NRR sent a memorandum2233 to RES stating that all affected licensees
have taken sufficient corrective actions to prevent blockage of the containment sump strainers by installing larger
capacity strainers. Therefore, the issue raised by GI-191 is no longer a safety concern and the GI-191 should be
closed. Following notification from NRR, the Director of RES issue a memorandum2229 of closure of GI-191.

BACKGROUND

A study was deemed to be required to determine whether PWR ECCS sump strainers are adequate to ensure
proper ECCS operation. Based on the existence of an action plan1692 to address the safety concerns, the issue
was considered nearly-resolved in September 1996. It was later given a HIGH priority ranking in SECY-98-166,
"Summary of Activities Related to Generic Safety Issues."1718

Preliminary calculations were completed in July 2001 indicating the potential for debris accumulation for 69
cases. These 69 cases were representative of, but not identical to, the operating PWR population. The staff’s
technical assessment concluded that GSI-191 was a credible concern for the population of domestic PWRs, and
that detailed plant-specific evaluations were needed to determine the susceptibility of each U.S.-licensed PWR
to ECCS sump blockage. Following the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) agreement with
the staff’s technical assessment of the issue in September 2001, RES forwarded the issue to NRR.1910 NRR
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evaluated the technical assessment, and prepared a Task Action Plan1911 for developing appropriate regulatory
guidance and resolution of GSI-191.

In 2003, following extensive meetings with stakeholders, the NRC issued Bulletin 2003-011912, "Potential Impact
of Debris Blockage on Emergency Sump Recirculation at Pressurized-Water Reactors," to PWR licensees to:

1. confirm their compliance with 10 CFR 50.46 (b)(5) and other existing applicable regulatory requirements, or
(2)

2. describe any compensatory measures that have been implemented to reduce the potential risk due to post-
accident debris blockage, as evaluations to determine compliance proceed.

All PWR licensees provided a response to NRC Bulletin 2003-01, indicating interim compensatory measures
and candidate operator actions that would be implemented. Closure letters were issued to the PWR licensees
as these reviews were completed and generic close-out of Bulletin 2003-01 was completed in December 2005.
Responses are available to the Bulletin 2003-01 from licensees and Bulletin 2003-01 closure letters.2234

In 2004 the NRC issued Generic Letter (GL) 2004-021913 requiring licensees to respond within 90 days to
document the actions planned by the licensee to perform the sump evaluation, and the proposed schedule
for completion. All PWR licensees responded to the GL on schedule in September 2005. All PWR licensees
committed to modify their containment sump strainer, except for three plants who had modified their containment
sump strainers within the last five years. The staff evaluated all 90-day responses to GL 2004-02. In January
2006 issued comments to licensees to be addressed in their final response submittals. Licensees responses and
NRC’s comments are available.2235

On September 16, 2005, the NRC issued Information Notice (IN) 2005-261915, "Results of Chemical Effects
Head Loss Tests in a Simulated PWR Sump Pool Environment," in order to address concerns regarding the
potential for chemical precipitates and corrosion products to significantly block a fiber bed and increase the
head loss across an ECCS sump screen, a joint NRC/Industry Integrated Chemical Effects Testing program was
started in 2004 and completed in August 2005. Chemical precipitation products were identified during the test
program, and follow-up testing and analyses were needed to address the effect on head loss.

On January 26, 2006, the NRC issued IN 2005-26, Supplement 1, "Additional Results of Chemical Effects
Tests in a Simulated PWR Sump Pool Environment,"1918 to specifically provide additional information regarding
test results related to chemical effects in environments containing dissolved phosphate (e.g., from trisodium
phosphate) and dissolved calcium. The NRC conducted additional research in certain areas to support
evaluation efforts and provide confirmatory information. These areas include research on chemical effects to
determine if the pressurized-water reactor sump pool environment generates byproducts which contribute to
sump clogging, research on pump head losses caused by accumulation of containment materials and chemical
byproducts, and research to predict the chemical species that may form in these environments. The staff
completed reports on the chemical effects on ice condenser containments,1916 and on PWR containments.1917

Between July and September 2006, the staff completed research on the following activities:

1. the thermodynamic simulation of containment sump pool chemical constituents, to predict the chemical
reactions/byproducts in the pools

2. the pressure loss across containment sump screens due to fiber insulation, chemical precipitates, and coating
debris; and

3. a literature survey to summarize the knowledge base to date on the potential contribution of material leached
from containment coatings to the chemical products formed in the containment sump pool, after a loss-of-
coolant accident.

MILESTONES

In addition to the plant audits, the staff will use inputs from the review of licensee responses to GL 2004-021913

(received in 2008 and 2009) and items identified from regional inspections that were performed using Temporary
Instruction TI-2515/166, Pressurized Water Reactor Containment Sump Blcokage."1922 These reviews identified
the need for additional information from most licensees in order for the NRC to conclude that the licensees have
fully addressed the sump issues.
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Another emergent regulatory issue involved some licensees taking credit for certain vendor testing as a basis
for assuming reduced generation of debris following a LOCA. The NRC staff reviewed reports describing this
testing and developed a number of questions regarding the test methodology. After numerous interactions with
the industry on these questions, the NRC staff concluded that the reduced generation assumptions are not
substantiated by the testing. The NRC staff informed the industry in March 2010 that it did not accept the testing,
to which the industry responded that it would conduct a new testing campaign to address the staff’s concerns,
with the intent of still crediting reduced debris generation. The industry completed this testing in 2011, and the
results have been reviewed by the staff. In general, the staff found the new test methodology to be acceptable.
The updated testing was not submitted formally to the staff so no safety evaluation was completed. If a licensee
references the updated testing and methodology in a future submittal, the staff will evaluate the acceptability of
its use at that time.

In April 2010, the staff and industry briefed the Commission regarding the status of resolution of GI-191.
Representatives from industry summarized their actions to address the issue and suggested that these actions
have resolved the safety implications of this GI. The industry representatives further recommended resolution
and closure via the application of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 4 (GDC-4). This criterion
allows crediting, for certain purposes, the high likelihood that a reactor coolant leak would be detected before
a major piping rupture would occur. The NRC staff has not heretofore allowed this credit for resolving sump
performance issues and upon further review found that it is not appropriate to credit GDC-4 for the resolution of
the GI.

During the Commission brief, the staff acknowledged the industry’s actions to address this issue. However,
the staff stated its position that the issue remains of relatively high concern for plants with potentially high
fibrous insulation loading that have not demonstrated adequate sump performance to the NRC. Based on the
information presented, the Commission directed the staff to provide them with potential approaches for bringing
GI-191 to closure. The staff provided this information in SECY-10-0113, "Closure Options for Generic Safety
Issue - 191, Assessment of Debris Accumulation on Pressurized Water Reactor Sump Performance," dated
August 26, 2010 2014. The Commission issued a staff requirements memorandum (SRM) in December 2010.
2015 2012 with options for the path forward to resolve GI-191, including risk-informed options. The Commission
endorsed the staff's proposed options for resolving GI-191 in an SRM dated December 14, 2012 2017. As part
of the resolution process, licensees seeking additional time to pursue new testing or new approaches (including
risk-informed option) will implement measures to mitigate the potential for debris blockage of the strainer or
debris entry into the reactor core.

Based on the interactions with stakeholders and the results of the industry testing, the NRC staff in 2012
developed three options that will be effective ways to resolve GI-191. These options were documented and
proposed to the Commission in SECY-12-0093, “Closure Options for Generic Safety Issue 191, Assessment
of Debris Accumulation on Pressurized Water Reactor Sump Performance,” dated July 9, 20122027. All options
would require licensees to demonstrate compliance with 10 CFR 50.46, “Acceptance criteria for emergency core
cooling systems for light-water nuclear power reactors.” The options are summarized as follows:

•           Option 1 allows the use of approved models and test methods.  Licensees choosing this option will have
relatively low fiber plants that can demonstrate that less than 15 grams of fiber per fuel assembly can reach the
reactor core

•           Option 2 requires implementation of additional mitigative measures until resolution is completed and
allows additional time for licensees to resolve issues through further industry testing or use of a risk informed
approach.  Licensees choosing this option generally have more problematic materials in containment or desire
additional margin for their in-vessel debris limits. 

o          Option 2a Deterministic: Industry to perform more testing and analysis and submit TR WCAP for NRC
review and approval (in-vessel only).

o          Option 2b Risk Informed: South Texas Project pilot was approved by NRR staff.

•           Option 3 involves separating the regulatory treatment of the sump strainer and in vessel effects.  The
ECCS strainers will be evaluated using currently approved models while in-vessel will be addressed using a risk-
informed approach. 
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The options allowed industry alternative approaches for resolving GI-191.  The options are innovative and
creative, as well as risk informed and safety conscious.  The Commission issued a SRM-SECY-12-00932028 on
December 14, 2012, approving all three options for closure of GI-191.

On October 12, 2011, the PWROG released Revision 2 to WCAP-16793-NP, "Evaluation of Long-Term Core
Cooling Considering Particulate Fibrous and Chemical Debris in the Recirculating Fluid."2236 On April 8, 2013,
the NRC staff issued the SE for Revision 2 to Topical Report WCAP-16793-NP.2237 NRC staff later used this
evaluation to issue a partial closure letter to plants opting to use option 2A, stating that only in-vessel effects
remain an open issue.

With respect to the Option 2A plants, public meetings were held in spring of 2014 with the PWROG to discuss
the testing and analyses being proposed for the new Topical Report WCAP-17788 that was intended to justify
higher fiber limits than currently approved by the staff. The Commission directed the staff to develop a risk-
informed option to 10 CFR 50.46 long term core cooling requirement with respect to debris. The NRC staff
coordinated the development of a risk-informed proposed rulemaking, 10 CFR 50.46c, with the review of the
Option 2B plants. Lessons learned from the review of the Option 2B plants will be incorporated into regulatory
guidance for implementation of the proposed rule.

To provide open communication on NRC activities associated with GI-191 resolution, public meetings and/
or conference calls with NEI and industry representatives continue to be held regularly, as schedules allow
and developments regarding issue resolution indicate the need for an interaction. The staff provided regularly
scheduled briefings to the ACRS, which provided additional opportunities for communication on technical issues.

Option 1 Plants: All the following Option 1 plants demonstrated that less than 15 grams of fiber per fuel assembly
can reach the reactor core, and all have been subsequently closed:

Braidwood, Units 1 and 2           Complete May 19, 20162146

Bryon, Units 1 and 2                Complete May 19, 20162146

Catawba, Units 1 and 2       Complete December 31, 20132147

McGuire, Units 1 and 2            Complete April 24, 20142148

Oconee, Units 1, 2 and 3         Complete August 27, 20142149

Prairie Island, Units 1 and 2     Complete April 10, 20152150

Salem, Units 1 and 2               Complete April 30, 20142151

Sequoyah, Units 1 and 2          Complete November 17, 20142152

Watts Bar, Unit 1                     Complete September 17, 20152153

Watts Bar, Unit 2 Complete September 18, 2014 2154

Option 2 Plants:

Option 2A Deterministic Plants: The following is a list of plants opting to use Option 2A:

Comanche Peak Nuclear Power Plants (CPNPP) Units 1 and 2, on May 16, 2013, the licensee, Luminant Power
sent the NRC a letter2157 stating that it has selected Option 2a, utilizing a deterministic methodology for both
strainer and in-vessel effects. NRC staff has issued a partial closure letter, stating that only in-vessel effects
remain an open issue.

Donald C. Cook Nuclear Plant (CNP) Units 1 and 2, on May 15, 2013, the licensee, Indiana Michigan Power
Company (I&M), has selected Option 22158 and intends to pursue refinements to evaluation methods and
acceptance criteria. I&M will perform the necessary analysis to adopt a higher in-vessel debris limit. The NRC
staff has issued a partial closure letter, stating that only in-vessel effects remain an open issue.
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Farley Nuclear Plants, Units 1 and 2, on May 16, 2013, the licensee, Southern Company, sent a letter2159 to the
NRC informing the NRC that it has selected Option 2, deterministic approach. NRC staff has issued a partial
closure letter, stating that only in-vessel effects remain an open issue.

Ginna, NRC staff has issued a partial closure letter, stating that only in-vessel effects remain an open issue.

Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 1, NRC staff has issued a partial closure letter, stating that only in-
vessel effects remain an open issue.

Millstone Units 2 and 3, NRC staff has issued a partial closure letter, stating that only in-vessel effects remain an
open issue.

North Anna Units 1 and 2, on May 15, 2013, the licensee, Dominion Energy Inc., sent a letter2160 to the NRC
informing the NRC that it has selected Option 2 (deterministic) for final resolution of GSI-191 for North Anna
Power Station, Units 1 and 2 and intends to pursue refinements to evaluation methods and acceptance criteria
associated with downstream in-vessel effects. The NRC staff has issued a partial closure letter, stating that only
in-vessel effects remain an open issue.

Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station Units 1, 2, and 3, on May 16, 2013, the licensee, Arizona Public Service
Company (APS), sent the NRC a letter2161 stating that it has selected Option 2a, utilizing a deterministic
methodology for both strainer and in-vessel effects. The NRC staff has issued a partial closure letter, stating that
only in-vessel effects remain an open issue.

Point Beach Units 1 and 2, on May 16, 2013, the licensee, NextEra Energy Point Beach, LLC sent the NRC a
letter2162 stating that it selected Option 3. Since that time, the licensee has changed its approach to utilize Option
2.

H.B. Robinson Steam Electric Plant Unit No. 2, on May 14, 2013, the licensee, Duke Energy, sent the NRC a
letter2164 stating that it has selected Option 2a, and intends to pursue refinements to evaluation methods and
acceptance criteria. The NRC staff has issued a partial closure letter, stating that only in-vessel effects remain an
open issue.

Seabrook, NextEra Energy Seabrook, LLC determined that performing a risk-informed evaluation of the potential
for recirculation sump strainer blockage and in-vessel fuel assembly blockage using the STP approach is the
preferred approach, in-vessel fuel assembly blockage using the STP approach as the preferred approach.2163

St Lucie Units 1 and 2, on May 15, 2013, the licensee, Florida Power & Light (FPL) sent the NRC a letter2165

stating that it has selected Option 2 Risk Informed method, performing a risk-informed evaluation of the potential
for recirculation sump(s) strainer blockage and in-vessel blockage using STP approach.

Surry Units 1 and 2, on May 14, 2013, the licensee, Dominion Energy Inc., sent a letter2166 to the NRC informing
the NRC that it has selected Option 2 (deterministic) for final resolution of GSI-191 for Surry Power Station,
Units 1 and 2 and intends to pursue refinements to evaluation methods and acceptance criteria associated with
downstream in-vessel effects. The NRC staff has issued a partial closure letter, stating that only in-vessel effects
remain an open issue.

Turkey Point Units 3 & 4, Florida Power and Light (FPL) has selected Option 2 Risk Informed, performing a risk-
informed evaluation of the potential for recirculation sump(s) strainer blockage and in-vessel blockage using the
STP approach.2167

Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station, Unit 1, NRC staff has issued a partial closure letter, stating that only in-vessel
effects remain an open issue.

Waterford 3, on May 16, 2013, the licensee, Entergy, sent the NRC a letter stating that it has selected Option 2a,
utilizing a deterministic methodology for both strainer and in-vessel effects for Waterford Steam Electric Station,
Unit 3. The deterministic resolution of strainer effects has been fully documented in previous submittals to the
NRC. The deterministic resolution of the in-vessel effects will be accomplished in accordance with the resolution
strategy proposed by the PWROG. The NRC staff has issued a partial closure letter, stating that only in-vessel
effects remain an open issue.

Option 2B Risk Informed
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South Texas Project (STP) Units 1 and 2, STP was the pilot plant for Option 2B.  STP submitted Supplement 1
to Revised STP Pilot Submittal2168 for staff review on November 13, 2013. NRC staff reviewed the submittal and
issued a closure letter2185 to STP.

Callaway Plant, Unit 1, the licensee, Ameren Missouri, sent the NRC a letter2182 informing the NRC of
its proposed resolution of GL 2004-02 by pursuing Option 2b, "Full Risk-Informed Resolution Path," of
SECY-12-0093, noting that the approach being taken for Callaway Plant would utilize the methodology
developed by STP. March 31, 2014, the licensee sent a letter2186 with an updated response.

Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plants, Units 1 and 2. The licensee Exelon Generation Company LLC sent
the NRC a letter2169 informing the NRC it has selected the deterministic approach of Option 2, with refined
chemical effects testing and the risk-informed resolution approach, as identified in SECY-12-0093. Calvert
Cliffs has determined that performing refined chemical effects testing may demonstrate the reduced potential
for recirculation sump strainer blockage and in-vessel blockage sufficiently to resolve GSI-191 through a
deterministic approach. In parallel Calvert Cliffs will also pursue the risk-informed approach partnering with the
STP to provide either defense in depth or, as an alternate solution, if the refined chemical effects testing fails to
resolve GSI-191 through a deterministic approach.

Wolf Creek Generating Station, Unit 1, Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating Corporation (WCNOC) sent the NRC a
letter2183 stating that it has selected Option 2, Risk-Informed Resolution Path. WCNOC has determined that
performing a risk-informed evaluation of the potential for recirculation sump strainer blockage and in-vessel
blockage, following the STP pilot approach.

Potential Plant Closures

The following is a list of nuclear plants in which the licenses has notified the NRC of intentions to permanently
cease power operations. The NRC staff has dispositioned these plants, which have formally submitted a letter of
cessation of operations to the NRC, as no longer requiring action in regard to GL 2004-02:

Beaver Valley Units 1 and 2, NRC staff has issued a partial closure letter, stating that only in-vessel effects
remain an open issue. On April 25, 2018, the licensee sent a letter2172 to the NRC notifying the NRC of
intentions to permanently cease operations. The licensee, First Energy, intends to permanently cease power
operations of Beaver Valley power station No. 1 by May 31, 2021, and No. 2 by October 31, 2021.

Fort Calhoun Station, Unit 1, On June 24, 2016, the licensee, Omaha Public Power District, provided the NRC a
certification2177 of permanent cessation of power operations. On July 22, 2016, the NRC sent a notification2176

to the licensee that no further action in regards to GL 2004-02 will be taken. On October 24, 2016, Fort Calhoun
Nuclear Generating Station permanently ceased power operations.

Indian Point Units 2 and 3, NRC staff has issued a partial closure letter, stating that only in-vessel effects remain
an open issue. The licensee, Entergy, announced that the two operating units at the Indian Point Energy Center
will close in 2020-2021.

TMI 1, NRC staff has issued a partial closure letter, stating that only in-vessel effects remain an open issue. The
licensee, Exelon, has announced to permanently cease operation of TMI 1 in 2019.

Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2, the licensee, PG&E announced on June 21, 2016, that it would retire the facility’s
two units at Diablo Canyon plant when operating licenses for the units expire in November 2024 and August
2025, respectively.

Palisades, On January 4, 2017, the licensee, Entergy, sent the NRC a letter2173 notifying the NRC of permanent
cessation of power operations for Palisades nuclear plant, on October 1, 2018. Hence, on February 22, 2017,
the NRC has issued a letter2174 to the licensee of no further actions in regards to GL 2004-02. In September
2017, Entergy, sent NRC letter2175 announcing permanent cessation of operations, supplemented by letter2184

dated October 19, 2017, announcing permanent cessation of operations spring of 2022, no later than May 31,
2022.

Additional References
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The NRC has created the following websites to provide stakeholders an overview activities, reports and
correspondences associated with this generic issue:

1. "Generic Issues Dashboard," designed to keep the public informed on the status of milestone associated
with open issues in the Generic Issues Program: https://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/regulatory/gen-issues/
dashboard.html.

2. "PWR Sump Performance," contains tables, sorted by region, of supplemental responses to Generic
Letter 2004-02, Temporary Instruction reports, and other related licensee and NRC correspondences: https://
www.nrc.gov/reactors/operating/ops-experience/pwr-sump-performance.html.

Knowledge Capture - Specific Activities associate with each site:

Below is list of activities associated with this generic issue for each affected licensee, sorted by region:

Region 1

https://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operating/ops-experience/pwr-sump-performance/generic04-02-correspondence/
later/region1.html

Beaver Valley Unit 1

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 1/24/07 and 2/13/08

Licensee Submittals: 2/29/08, 2/29/08, 10/29/08, 03/11/09, 06/30/09, 09/28/10, 05/16/13

NRC Staff letters: 2/18/10

Beaver Valley Unit 2

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 1/24/07 and 2/13/08

Licensee Submittals: 2/29/08, 2/29/08, 10/29/08, 6/30/09, 06/30/09, 09/28/10, 05/16/13

NRC Staff letters: 2/18/10

Calvert Cliffs Unit 1

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 05/08/08, 07/30/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/29/08, 04/22/08, 08/27/08, 09/30/08, 03/02/09, 03/04/09, 10/23/09, 07/23/10, 11/10/10,
12/30/10, 04/28/11, 05/16/13

NRC Staff letters: 12/04/08, 04/12/10

Calver Cliffs Unit 2

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 05/07/07, 07/30/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/29/08, 04/22/08, 08/27/08, 09/30/08, 03/02/09, 03/04/09, 10/23/09, 07/23/10, 11/10/10,
12/30/10, 04/28/11, 05/16/13

NRC Staff letters: 12/04/08, 04/12/10

Indian Point Unit 2

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 08/11/06, 08/13/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/28/08, 11/19/09, 07/27/10, 05/16/13

NRC Staff letters: 07/29/08, 11/19/08, 04/29/10

Indian Point Unit 3

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 05/10/07, 08/07/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/28/08, 12/01/08, 11/19/09, 07/27/10, 05/16/13

NRC Staff letters: 07/29/08, 11/19/08, 04/29/10

Ginna
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TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 01/31/07, 07/25/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/29/08, 07/25/08, 06/02/09, 04/06/10, 10/26/10, 05/15/13

NRC Staff letters: 01/07/09, 12/04/09

Millstone Unit 2

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 01/30/07, 08/12/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/29/08, 12/18/08 , 03/13/09, 07/08/10, 05/15/13

NRC Staff letters: 12/17/08, 02/04/10, 08/10/10

Millstone Unit 3

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 08/10/07, 08/12/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/29/08, 12/18/08, 03/13/09, 09/16/10, 12/20/10, 05/15/13

NRC Staff letters: 12/17/08, 02/04/10

Salem Unit 1

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 08/14/07, 08/05/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/29/08, 03/31/09, 04/27/12, 04/22/13, 05/10/13, 07/11/13

NRC Staff letters: 08/12/08, 12/17/08, 02/04/10

Salem Unit 2

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 02/01/07, 08/05/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/29/08, 03/31/09, 04/27/12, 04/22/13, 05/10/13, 07/11/13

NRC Staff letters: 08/12/08, 12/17/08, 02/04/10

Seabrook Unit 1

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 08/01/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/28/08, 08/04/08, 03/03/12, 05/15/13

NRC Staff letters: 08/14/09

Three Mile Island Unit 1

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 02/11/08, 04/25/08

Licensee Submittals: 12/28/07, 11/10/08, 02/12/09, 11/09/09, 05/16/13

NRC Staff letters: 01/30/08, 08/12/08, 07/23/09

Region 2

https://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operating/ops-experience/pwr-sump-performance/generic04-02-correspondence/
later/region2.html

Catawba Unit 1

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 7/30/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/29/08, 04/30/08, 02/17/09, 07/28/09, 09/30/10, 08/13/12, 05/13/13, 07/31/13

NRC Staff letters: 11/21/08

Catawba Unit 2

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 1/31/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/29/08, 04/30/08, 02/17/09, 07/28/09, 09/30/10, 08/13/12, 05/13/13, 07/31/13

NRC Staff letters: 11/21/08
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Crystal River Unit 3

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 1/29/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/29/08, 08/04/08, 02/26/09, 03/22/10, 06/05/13

NRC Staff letters: 08/07/08, 12/02/08, 10/02/09

Farley Unit 1

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 01/30/08, 07/30/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/28/08, 04/29/08, 07/27/09, 03/30/10, 05/16/13

NRC Staff letters:

Farley Unit 2

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 07/30/07, 01/30/08, 07/30/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/28/08, 04/29/08, 12/17/08, 07/27/09, 03/30/10, 05/16/13

NRC Staff letters: 03/09/09, 05/05/10

McGuire Unit 1

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 07/24/07, 07/24/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/28/08, 04/30/08, 09/30/10, 07/02/12 , 05/08/13, 07/31/13

NRC Staff letters: 11/18/08

McGuire Unit 2

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 07/24/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/28/08, 04/30/08, 09/30/10, 07/02/12, 05/08/13, 07/31/13

NRC Staff letters: 11/18/08

North Anna Unit 1

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 01/31/08, 08/25/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/29/08, 02/27/09, 04/27/11, 05/15/13

NRC Staff letters: 02/10/09, 05/28/09

North Anna Unit 2

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 07/31/07, 08/25/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/29/08, 02/27/09, 04/27/11, 05/15/13

NRC Staff letters: 02/10/09, 05/28/09

Oconee Unit 1

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 01/30/07, 04/30/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/29/08, 12/22/08, 07/16/09, 05/15/13, 07/31/13, 02/27/14

NRC Staff letters: 7/1/08

Oconee Unit 2

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 01/30/07, 04/30/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/29/08, 12/22/08, 07/16/09, 05/15/13, 07/31/13, 02/27/14

NRC Staff letters: 7/1/08

Oconee Unit 3

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 07/28/06, 04/30/08
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Licensee Submittals: 02/29/08, 12/22/08, 07/16/09, 05/15/13, 07/31/13, 02/27/14

NRC Staff letters: 7/1/08

Robinson

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports:7/27/07

Licensee Submittals: 03/07/08, 12/17/08, 03/30/10, 10/08/10, 05/14/13

NRC Staff letters: 07/25/08, 12/03/09, 06/09/10

Sequoyah Unit 1

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 1/30/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/29/08, 02/23/09, 04/01/10, 06/02/11, 05/16/13

NRC Staff letters:

Sequoyah Unit 2

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 2/22/07, 1/30/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/29/08, 02/23/09, 04/01/10, 06/02/11, 05/16/13

NRC Staff letters: 11/25/08, 10/14/09

Shearon Harris

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 1/29/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/28/08, 03/28/08, 01/27/09, 04/27/10, 01/31/11, 05/16/13

NRC Staff letters: 09/29/08, 12/30/09, 06/18/10

St. Lucie Unit 1

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 07/19/07, 07/17/08,

Licensee Submittals: 02/27/08, 06/30/08, 04/22/09, 07/30/09, 07/30/09, 03/03/12, 05/15/13

NRC Staff letters: 09/17/08, 01/22/09, 04/09/10

St. Lucie Unit 2

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports:2/1/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/27/08, 06/30/08, 04/16/09, 03/03/12, 05/15/13,

NRC Staff letters: 01/16/09, 09/22/10

Summer

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 1/25/07

Licensee Submittals: 02/29/08, 09/09/08, 11/29/09, 12/17/10, 05/16/13

NRC Staff letters: 02/03/09, 05/17/10

Surry Unit 1

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 01/31/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/27/08, 06/30/08, 04/22/09, 07/30/09, 07/30/09, 03/03/12, 05/15/13

NRC Staff letters: 6/18/09

Surry Unit 2

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 01/31/08, 07/30/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/29/08, 02/27/09, 12/17/09, 04/13/10, 05/14/13

NRC Staff letters: 6/18/09
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Turkey Point Unit 3

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 10/30/07, 07/30/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/28/08, 03/28/08, 06/30/08, 10/31/08, 03/19/09, 07/30/09, 09/20/10, 03/03/12, 05/09/13

NRC Staff letters: 12/19/08, 08/25/09, 02/18/10

Turkey Point Unit 4

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 07/30/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/28/08, 04/28/08, 08/11/08, 03/19/09, 09/17/10, 04/20/11, 03/03/12, 05/09/13

NRC Staff letters: 12/19/08, 08/25/09, 02/18/10

Vogtle Unit 1

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 01/22/07, 07/31/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/28/08, 05/21/08, 07/31/08, 08/22/08, 11/19/09, 05/16/13

NRC Staff letters: 09/17/08, 12/02/08

Vogtle Unit 2

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 07/30/07, 07/31/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/28/08, 05/21/08, 07/31/08, 08/22/08, 11/19/09, 05/16/13

NRC Staff letters: 09/17/08, 12/02/08

Watts Bar Unit 1

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 01/29/07, 08/07/08

Licensee Submittals: 03/31/08, 03/03/09, 04/01/10, 08/15/11, 05/16/13

NRC Staff letters: 12/03/08, 09/29/09

Watts Bar Unit 2:

Region 3

https://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operating/ops-experience/pwr-sump-performance/generic04-02-correspondence/
later/region3.html

Braidwood Unit 1

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 2/1/08

Licensee Submittals: 12/31/07, 07/15/08, 09/19/08, 05/29/09, 05/14/13

NRC Staff letters: 07/24/08, 04/15/09

Braidwood Unit 2

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 2/13/07

Licensee Submittals: 12/31/07, 07/15/08, 09/19/08, 05/29/09, 05/14/13

NRC Staff letters: 07/24/08, 04/15/09

Bryon Unit 1

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 11/08/06, 08/08/07, 03/13/08

Licensee Submittals: 12/31/07, 07/15/08, 09/19/08, 05/29/09, 05/14/13

NRC Staff letters: 07/24/08, 04/15/09

Bryon Unit 2

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 08/08/07, 03/13/08
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Licensee Submittals: 12/31/07, 07/15/08, 09/19/08, 05/29/09, 05/14/13

NRC Staff letters: 07/24/08, 04/15/09

Davis Besse Unit 1

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 7/21/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/28/08, 04/30/10, 05/15/13

NRC Staff letters: 7/10/08

DC Cook Unit 1

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 02/12/07, 08/13/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/29/08, 08/29/08, 05/26/10, 05/19/11, 05/15/13

NRC Staff letters: 06/18/09, 08/31/09, 07/27/10

DC Cook Unit 2

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 1/24/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/29/08, 08/29/08, 05/26/10, 05/19/11, 05/15/13

NRC Staff letters: 06/18/09, 08/31/09, 07/27/10

Kewaunee

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 01/26/07, 01/30/07, 05/14/08, 05/16/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/29/08, 12/18/08, 09/07/10, 05/13/13

NRC Staff letters: 08/14/09, 10/14/09

Palisades

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 01/30/08, 08/14/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/27/08, 03/20/09, 06/30/09, 05/15/13

NRC Staff letters: 12/24/08, 5/13/09, 03/08/10

Point Beach Unit 1

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 08/08/07, 01/22/08, 08/11/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/29/08, 06/09/08, 04/07/09, 07/31/09, 02/04/11, 03/03/12, 05/16/13

NRC Staff letters: 01/07/09, 06/23/09, 07/01/10, 03/03/10

Point Beach Unit 2

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 01/25/07, 01/22/08, 08/11/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/29/08, 06/09/08, 04/07/09, 07/31/09, 02/04/11, 03/03/12, 05/16/13

NRC Staff letters: 01/07/09, 06/23/09, 07/01/10, 03/03/10

Praire Island Unit 1

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 08/14/06, 02/05/07, 08/14/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/28/08, 03/31/08, 05/09/13

NRC Staff letters: 05/18/07, 06/01/09

Praire Island Unit 2

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 02/05/07, 08/14/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/28/08, 03/31/08, 05/09/13

NRC Staff letters: 6/1/09
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Region 4

https://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operating/ops-experience/pwr-sump-performance/generic04-02-correspondence/
later/region4.html

ANO Unit 1

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 08/03/07

Licensee Submittals: 02/28/08, 09/15/08, 09/24/09, 04/08/10, 09/29/10, 12/21/11, 03/20/13, 05/16/13

NRC Staff letters: 05/21/09, 01/26/10

ANO Unit 2

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 02/14/07

Licensee Submittals: 02/28/08, 09/15/08, 09/24/09, 04/08/10, 09/29/10

NRC Staff letters: 05/21/09, 01/26/10

Callaway

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 08/02/07, 08/05/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/29/08, 11/04/09, 12/10/09, 05/16/13, 10/31/13, 03/31/14

NRC Staff letters: 07/31/09, 08/27/09, 09/23/13

Comanche Peak Unit 1

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 07/24/07, 08/04/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/29/08, 08/28/08, 11/26/08, 10/13/09, 09/10/09, 10/12/09, 05/16/13

NRC Staff letters: 07/15/09, 04/19/10, 09/30/13

Comanche Peak Unit 2

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 02/08/07, 08/04/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/29/08, 08/28/08, 11/26/08, 10/13/09, 09/10/09, 10/12/09, 05/16/13

NRC Staff letters: 07/15/09, 04/19/10, 09/30/13

Diablo Canyon Unit 1

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 08/01/07, 05/01/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/01/08, 07/10/08, 11/03/08, 06/16/09, 05/14/13

NRC Staff letters: 08/01/08, 10/15/09

Diablo Canyon Unit 2

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 5/1/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/01/08, 07/10/08, 11/03/08, 05/14/13

NRC Staff letters: 08/01/08, 10/15/09

Fort Calhoun

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 8/12/08

Licensee Submittals: 10/16/08, 02/29/08, 05/15/13

NRC Staff letters: 07/28/08, 02/12/10

Palo Verde Unit 1

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 07/20/07, 02/04/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/29/08, 03/13/09, 05/16/13, 08/30/13
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NRC Staff letters: 12/16/08, 01/07/10

Palo Verde Unit 2

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 8/14/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/29/08, 03/13/09, 05/16/13, 08/30/13

NRC Staff letters: 12/16/08, 01/07/10

Palo Verde Unit 3

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 2/4/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/29/08, 03/13/09, 05/16/13, 08/30/13

NRC Staff letters: 12/16/08, 01/07/10

San Onofre Unit 2

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 02/13/08, 08/08/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/27/08, 10/30/08, 02/23/09, 11/12/09, 05/15/13

NRC Staff letters: 09/17/08, 11/26/08, 03/12/10

San Onofre Unit 3

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 8/8/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/27/08, 10/30/08, 02/23/09, 11/12/09, 05/15/13

NRC Staff letters: 09/17/08, 11/26/08, 03/12/10

South Texas Unit 1

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 8/17/07, 8/12/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/29/08, 12/11/08, 12/09/10, 06/19/13

NRC Staff letters: 12/23/09

South Texas Unit 2

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 8/17/07, 8/12/08

Licensee Submittals: 02/29/08, 12/11/08, 12/09/10, 06/19/13

NRC Staff letters: 12/23/09

Waterford Unit 3

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 2/13/07

Licensee Submittals: 02/29/08, 10/23/08, 06/17/10, 11/23/10, 05/16/13

NRC Staff letters: 01/28/08, 09/22/09, 06/01/10

Wolf Creek

TI-2515/166 Inspection Reports: 2/6/07

Licensee Submittals: 01/29/08, 11/20/09, 08/27/09

NRC Staff letters: 7/31/09
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191, Assessment of Debris Accumulation on Pressurized-Water Reactor Sump Performance.
[ML13142A034]

2162. Point Beach, Units 1 & 2, Resolution Option and Implementation Schedule for GSI-191
Closure. [ML13140A013]

2163. Seabrook Station, Path Forward for Resolution of GSI- 191. [ML13140A014]

2164. H.B. Robinson Steam Electric Plant, Unit 2, Path Forward for Resolution of GSI-191.
[ML13141A283]

2165. St. Lucie, Units 1 and 2 - Path Forward for Resolution of GSI- 191. [ML13149A269]

2166. Surry Power Station, Units 1 and 2, NRC Generic Letter 2004-02 Potential Impact of Debris
Blockage on Emergency Recirculation During Design Basis Accidents at Pressurized-Water
Reactors Generic Safety Issue (GSI)-191 Closure Option. [ML13140A095]

2167. Turkey Point, Units 3 and 4 - Path Forward for Resolution of GSI-191. [ML13179A349]
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2168. South Texas Project Units 1 and 2 - Supplement 1 to Revised STP Pilot Submittal and
Requests for Exemptions and License Amendment for a Risk-Informed Approach to Resolving
Generic Safety Issue (GSI)-191. [ML13323A183]

2169. Calvert Cliffs, Units 1 and 2, GSI-191 Resolution Plan Response. [ML13140A010]

2172. Certification of Permanent Cessation of Power Operations for Beaver Valley Power Station.
Unit Nos. 1 and 2. Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station. Unit No. 1. and Perry Nuclear Power
Plant. Unit No. 1. [ML18115A007]

2173. Palisades Nuclear Plant - Certification of Permanent Cessation of Power Operations.
[ML17004A062]

2174. Palisades Nuclear Plant - Closure of NRC Generic Letter 2004-02 (CAC No. MC4701).
[ML17030A014]

2175. Palisades Nuclear Plant - Certification of Permanent Cessation of Power Operations.
[ML17271A233]

2176. Fort Calhoun, Unit 1 - Closeout of Generic Letter 2004-02, "Potential Impact of Debris
Blockage on Emergency Recirculation During Design Basis Accidents at Pressurized-Water
Reactors". [ML16180A030]

2177. Fort Calhoun, Unit 1 - Certification of Permanent Cessation of Power Operations.
[ML16176A213]

2182. Callaway, Unit 1 - Path Forward For Resolution of Generic Safety Issue (GSI)- 191.
[ML14090A355]

2183. Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating Corporation Proposed Path to Closure of Generic Safety
Issue - 191, "Assessment of Debris Accumulation on Pressurized-Water Reactor Sump
Performance." [ML13148A272]

2184. Palisades Nuclear Plant - Supplement to Certification of Permanent Cessation of Power
Operations. [ML17292A032]

2185. Salem Generating Station, Units 1 & 2, Revision 29 to Updated Final Safety Analysis Report,
Tables 2.1-1 through 2.1-12. [ML17046A620]

2186. Callaway, Unit 1 - Path Forward For Resolution of Generic Safety Issue (GSI)- 191.
[ML14090A355]

2220. SECY-85-349, Resolution of Unresolved Safety Issue A-43, "Containment Emergency Sump
Performance," with enclosures. [ML033520145]

2221. NUREG-0897, Revision 1, "Containment Emergency Sump Performance, Technical Findings
Related to Unresolved Safety Issue A-43". [ML112440046]

2222. NUREG-0800, (98:234) Chpt 6, Section 6.2.2, Rev. 4, Containment Heat Removal Systems, of
the Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants.
LWR Edition. [ML052340671]

2223. 2003/11/30-Regulatory Guide 1.82, Revision 3, Water Sources for Long-Term Recirculation
Cooling Following a Loss-Of-Coolant Accident. [ML033140347]

2224. NUREG/CR-7172, "Knowledge Base Report on Emergency Core Cooling Sump Performance
in Operating Light Water Reactors." [ML14031A075]

2225. NUREG/CR-6808, (1:2) Cover - Chapter 4, Knowledge Base for the Effect of Debris on
Pressurized Water Reactor Emergency Core Cooling Sump Performance. [ML030780733]

2227. Completion of Staff Reviews of NRC Bulletin 96-03, "Potential Plugging of Emergency
Core Cooling Suction Strainers by Debris in Boiling-Water Reactors," and NRC Bulletin
95-02, "Unexpected Clogging of a Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Pump Strainer While...
[ML012970229]
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2228. RES Proposed Recommendation for Resolution of GSI-191, "Assessment of Debris
Accumulation on PWR Sump Performance." [ML012750091]

2229. Closure Memorandum for Generic Safety Issue 191 [ML19157A120]

2231. TI 2515/166 Pressurized Water Reactor Containment Sump Blockage [NRC GL 04-02].
[ML060760340]

2233. Closure Memorandum for Generic Safety Issue 191 [ML19157A120]

2234. NRC Bulletin 2003-001: Potential Impact of Debris Blockage on Emergency Sump
Recirculation at Pressurized-Water Reactors. [ML031600259]

2235. NRC Generic Letter 2004-002: Potential Impact of Debris Blockage on Emergency
Recirculation During Design Basis Accident at Pressurized-Water Reactors. [ML042360586]

2236. WCAP-16793-NP, Rev. 2, "Evaluation of Long-Term Cooling Considering Particulate, Fibrous
and Chemical Debris in the Recirculating Fluid." [ML11292A021]

2237. Final Safety Evaluation for Pressurized Water Reactor Owners Group Topical Report
WCAP-16793-NP, Revision 2, "Evaluation of Long-Term Cooling Considering Particulate
Fibrous and Chemical Debris in the Recirculating Fluid." [ML13084A154]
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Issue 192: Secondary Containment Drawdown Time
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was raised1789 by NRR and addresses the adequacy of the calculations, testing, and acceptance
criteria related to the creation of a vacuum in the reactor building of a BWR, following an engineered safeguards
actuation signal.

The time required to attain a vacuum in the reactor building is commonly referred to as the "drawdown time." The
vacuum is necessary to ensure that any air leakage flows into the building so that any radiological contamination
in the building air is processed by the appropriate safety systems, before being released to the environment.
Guidelines for including the drawdown time in offsite and control room dose calculations are specified in BTP
CSB 6.3 of SRP11 6.2.3, "Secondary Containment Functional Design." Independent calculations showed that
plants could potentially exceed the limits for offsite and control room doses.

Safety Significance

The Standby Gas Treatment System (SGTS) provides a means for minimizing the release of radioactive material
from the containment to the environment by filtering and exhausting the atmosphere from any or all zones of
the reactor building during containment isolation conditions. The SGTS is classified as an Engineered Safety
System. The design basis for the system is to prevent any uncontrolled release due to a design basis LOCA
(during power operation), or due to a fuel handling accident (during refueling conditions, when the primary
containment is open and the secondary containment is the only containment).

During normal operation, the reactor building is heated, cooled, and ventilated by a circulating air system, which
generally exhausts from the reactor building roof with minimal or no filtration. This reactor building HVAC system
is shut down and isolated when the secondary containment is isolated and connected to the SGTS. The SGTS
will initiate automatically on reactor zone high radiation, refueling zone high radiation, low reactor water level, or
high drywell pressure. In addition to this primary function, the SGTS also has other uses of interest:

• It is used to process exhaust gases from the gland seal condenser of the HPCI turbine. Normally, the signals
which initiate HPCI (e.g., low-low reactor water level) will also initiate the SGTS.

• It is used to test secondary containment integrity.
• It is used to purge air from the drywell and suppression pool air space when necessary (e.g., prior to

personnel entry).

The size and location of the SGTS is site-specific. However, the SGTS will normally consist of more than one
train, and be capable of performing its function with one train out of service. (A single-unit site will generally have
two trains, but a multiple-unit site, where there may be one reactor building housing two primary containments,
may have a three-train shared system.)

Each SGTS train generally consists of a (shared) suction duct system, a moisture separator and heater to
keep humidity within limits, then a set of particulate filters and charcoal adsorbers plus a blower. The train will
discharge to the plant stack, to provide an elevated release. The system is design to remove particulates and
iodine. Unlike the offgas system, there is no holdup pipe to allow the noble gases to decay before release.

If the SGTS system is used to exhaust just a few individually-isolated zones, it is possible to draw a significant
vacuum. In order to prevent structural damage, there is also a standby gas treatment vacuum relief system,
which will bleed outside air into each zone of the reactor building to prevent the outside pressure from exceeding
the inside pressure by more than a certain amount (e.g., ½ inch water gauge).

There are several limiting conditions for operation and surveillance requirements in the TS regarding SGTS
operability.706 These generally include running the system monthly plus verifying each refueling cycle (or
every 18 months) that the flow rate through the system and pressure drop across the various filters are within
specification.

In addition, there is generally a surveillance requirement that secondary containment integrity be demonstrated
every 24 hours by verifying that the secondary containment interior pressure is at least 1/4 inch water gauge

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1789.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0011.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0706.html
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vacuum. This is checked daily, and the negative pressure is maintained by the normal HVAC system. Once
per 18 months, it is verified that one train of the SGTS can draw down the secondary containment to 1/4 inch
water gauge within a set time (120 seconds in the STS). This test verifies both SGTS system efficacy and
leak tightness of the secondary containment with the normal HVAC isolated. Some older TS did not include
a time limit. [See Appendix A to Facility Operating License DPR-33, Technical Specifications and Bases for
Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Unit 1, Limestone County, Alabama, Tennessee Valley Authority, Docket No. 50-259,
Amendment 50, September 15, 1981.]

The three specific safety concerns raised1789 by NRR were:

(1) Calculations for reactor facilities (primarily Brunswick, Cooper, and BWR/4 plants and earlier) are
performed using a single volume to represent the secondary containment. This doesn't account for the
compartmentalization of the building and different heat sources in different compartments. Some compartments,
perhaps compartments with sources of radioactivity, may not depressurize as fast as others and may be
potential leakage paths.

(2) Reactor facilities (primarily Brunswick, Cooper, and BWR/4 plants and earlier) measure the vacuum in only
one location in the secondary containment. This location may not be in the most conservative location (the last
area to reach the desired vacuum).

(3) The criterion used, 0.25 in-water vacuum, only accounts for pressure distribution around the building due to
wind. It does not account for the difference in inside temperature during a cold test and during a LOCA accident.

Possible Solution

The documentation presented with the issue did not give an explicit recommended solution. Presumably, the
solution would be to re-calculate the drawdown time with more accurate models. The objective was to ensure
that, if an appropriate pressure reduction is achieved at the point where the pressure is being measured, an
appropriate pressure reduction is being achieved throughout the entire secondary containment.

If the drawdown time were then shown to be too long, a modification to the SGTS would be required. This could
involve the installation of more ducting to provide multiple suction points for the SGT, and/or actions to minimize
inleakage to the secondary containment, especially at points near the SGTS intake(s), where a leak could
prevent more remote areas from being drawn down.

In theory, a fix might involve an upgrade to the flow capacity of the SGTS system itself. It should be noted,
however, that the SGTS flow is normally adjusted to be within a certain range under the assumption that,
if design SGTS flow does not achieve the desired pressure reduction, there are leaks to be fixed. Simply
increasing SGTS flow might reduce pressure in areas near the SGTS intake, but might not achieve the required
pressure reduction everywhere.

ASSESSMENT

Frequency Estimate

Large-Break LOCA: A large-break LOCA will cause widespread failure of the cladding integrity due to departure
from nucleate boiling, resulting in the release of gap activity to the primary coolant. The accident will also release
this primary coolant to the containment atmosphere. Smaller-break LOCAs will also release primary coolant to
the primary containment atmosphere, but will not necessarily release gap activity from the fuel rods and thus
were not included here. The "classic" large LOCA frequency of 10-4 event/RY was assumed.16

Fuel Handling Accident: The other design basis accident for the SGTS system is a fuel handling accident
where a fuel assembly is mechanically damaged and gap activity is released. This accident is not normally
modeled in modern PRAs because it is generally not a significant contributor to a plant's total risk profile. It was
addressed many years ago in WASH-140016 (Appendix I, p. I-100) which estimated a frequency of 10-4 event/
RY. (This is the frequency of events in which gap activity is actually released; it is not the frequency of all events
in which a fuel assembly is dropped or otherwise mishandled.)

Consequence Estimate

Large-Break LOCA: The essence of Concerns 1 and 2 was that the calculations and measurement techniques
used to measure the efficacy of the system may have been too primitive. The secondary containment is not a

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1789.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0016.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0016.html
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single volume, but the calculations may model the secondary containment as one large volume, and the vacuum
may be measured at just one point. The practical effect of this is that it may take longer than expected for the
SGTS system to draw the secondary containment down to the required vacuum and some compartments (e.g.,
a compartment containing a leak from the primary containment but located such that the pathway to the SGTS
system intake is long) may never achieve the required vacuum at all. The essence of the third concern was that
the 0.25 inch water gauge vacuum criterion may not have been sufficient, since it was based only on overcoming
external wind conditions.

In either case, to evaluate the risk significance of the issue, it was necessary to estimate the "worth" of the SGTS
system in terms of averted public dose, given that a design-basis LOCA has occurred.

Ideally, the risk worth of the SGTS system could be calculated by using the source term for a successfully
mitigated LOCA with the containment losing inventory at the design leakage rate. The calculation would then be
done with and without the SGTS system. The SGTS system should greatly reduce the public dose because of its
filtration of the air flow and because the SGTS discharge air is routed to the plant stack, resulting in an elevated
release.

Unfortunately, few modern PRAs model a mitigated LOCA since such events, which do not result in a severely
damaged core, are not risk significant. The only readily-available probabilistic analysis which included mitigated
LOCA sequences was the original WASH-140016 calculation. The release category of interest was:

BWR-5 This category approximates a BWR design basis accident (large pipe break) in which only the activity
initially contained within the gap between the fuel pellet and cladding would be released into containment.
The core would not melt, and containment leakage would be small. It is assumed that the minimum required
engineered safeguards would function satisfactorily. The release would be filtered and pass through the elevated
stack.

If there were a similar BWR release category in which the SGTS was not functioning, a simple comparison would
give the risk worth of the SGTS system. Such a release category was not used in WASH-1400.16 However, there
is an analogous category for the PWR analysis:

PWR-9 This category approximates a PWR design basis accident (large pipe break), in which only the activity
initially contained within the gap between the fuel pellet and cladding would be released into the containment.
The core would not melt.

Can this category, which applies to a completely different reactor design, be used for comparison? The
radioactive inventories of the two designs are very similar and it was reasonable to assume that the gap activity
releases were similar. A comparison of some containment parameters1790 was summarized in Table 3.192-1.

Although the PWR containment is much larger, having a free volume almost a factor of six greater than the
combined BWR drywell and suppression chamber free volume, the design leak rate for the PWR is one-fifth of
the BWR rate. The two effects almost cancel and the leak rate for the PWR containment is only 20% larger than
that of the BWR primary containment.

As listed in the Introduction, the man-rem associated with the two release categories of interest were as follows:

BWR-5 20 man-rem

PWR-9 120 man-rem

Table 3.192-1

WASH-140016 BWR WASH-140016 PWR

Core thermal power 3293 MWt Core thermal power 2441 MWt

Drywell free volume 175,000 cubic feet

Suppression chamber air
volume

127,700 cubic feet

Free volume 1.8 x 106 cubic feet

Drywell design pressure 56 psig Design pressure 60 psig

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0016.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0016.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1790.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0016.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0016.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0006.html
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WASH-140016 BWR WASH-140016 PWR

Suppression chamber
design pressure

52 psig

Design leak rate 0.5% per day Design leak rate 0.1% per day

Calculated leak rate at
design pressure

1500 cubic feet/day Calculated leak rate at
design pressure

1800 cubic feet/day

The WASH-140016 source terms were calculated using a "representative" reactor core power of 3200 MWt
(Appendix VI, Section 3.2, p. 3-1), and the man-rem figures above assumed this core power. Thus, it was not
necessary to adjust for core power differences.

Other than a minor difference in leak rate, the difference in consequences between these two release categories
is presumably due primarily to the presence of the secondary containment and SGTS. (Some other effects will
be addressed below in the discussion of uncertainties.) Thus, this reduction is estimated to be :

(120 man-rem)[(1500 ft3/day)/(1800 ft3/day)] - 20 man-rem = 80 man-rem

It was conservatively assumed that this entire reduction is due to the SGTS system. In actuality, if the SGTS
system were not functioning, there would still be some retention of radioactive material in the secondary
containment structure. This estimate of 80 man-rem is somewhat of an overestimate of the worth of the SGTS
system by itself.

This factor of five reduction (from 100 to 20 man-rem) is significant. The 20 man-rem is likely due primarily to
noble gases, since they, unlike particulates and iodine, will not be removed by the SGTS system. Even the noble
gases will have fewer health effects, because the SGTS system will release them at an elevated location.

Fuel Handling Accident: A fuel handling accident releases gap activity due to mechanical damage to the
fuel pins, such as could happen if a fuel assembly were dropped during refueling or during normal fuel pool
operations. Although the release would be modest, the accident would not take place within a closed primary
containment, and the secondary containment would be the only containment. The SGTS system would then
preclude an "uncontrolled" release to the environment.

Unfortunately, there is no readily-available calculation of the consequences of such a release. However, it is
possible to put an upper bound by adapting the PWR-8 release, which is a mitigated large-break LOCA where
the containment fails to isolate. This is extremely conservative, in that

the PWR-8 release category deals with fuel which was in full power operation just moments earlier, and also
includes the release of all the primary coolant activity in the primary system. The fuel involved in a fuel handling
accident would have had time for some radionuclides to decay away, and would not involve any primary
coolant activity. Moreover, a fuel handling accident would be expected to occur with the fuel assemblies fully
submerged, and any activity released would be scrubbed by the overlaying water. Thus, this upper bound may
be conservative by two or more orders of magnitude.

As documented in the Introduction, the consequences calculated for a PWR-8 release are 75,000 man-rem; this
is for an entire reactor core. The reactor of interest here consists of 764 fuel assemblies (NUREG/CR-5640,1790

Table 8.3-1, page 8-17). Thus, the normalized release for one fuel assembly is about 100 man-rem. It was
assumed that the SGTS is capable of reducing this to zero.

Cost Estimate

A cost estimate was not performed. The results of the value assessment are such that a cost estimate is not
necessary.

Screening Assessment

The screening criteria of CDF and large early release frequency (LERF) were not applicable to this issue. The
SGTS is a mitigative system and does not affect CDF or LERF. The applicable criterion was averted offsite man-
rem/year, based on the absolute value of the system's risk worth. The risk reduction for the large-break LOCA is
the product of the frequency of large-break LOCAs multiplied by this risk worth:

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0016.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0016.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0016.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1790.html
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(10-4 LOCAs/RY)(80 man-rem/LOCA) = 0.008 man-rem/RY

Similarly, the risk reduction associated with the fuel handling accident is given by:

(10-4 event/RY)(100 man-rem/event) = 0.01 man-rem/RY

The two risk reductions add up to 0.018 man-rem/RY. Summing the BWR/2, BWR/3, and BWR/4 plants, there
were 27 reactors affected by this issue. This implied a total value of 0.5 man-rem/year. Comparing with Figure
C6 of NRC Management Directive Handbook 6.4, this issue warranted exclusion from further consideration,
regardless of cost.

Uncertainties

• At the time of this evaluation in June 2002, there was some ongoing research regarding whether the large-
break LOCA frequency of 10-4/RY was too high. However, lowering this frequency would not change the
conclusion.

• It is possible that some intermediate-LOCA events could also result in significant gap activity being released
into the primary containment atmosphere. However, even including the small ("S1") LOCAs would increase
the frequency by a factor of ten, which would not be enough to change the conclusion.

• As was discussed above, the estimate of change in man-rem estimated above includes more than just
the effect of the SGTS system. In addition to this, the first two concerns raised in the issue have to do with
transient conditions: Can the SGTS draw a vacuum in the secondary containment in time? Presumably, once
the secondary containment reaches the desired subatmospheric pressure, the SGTS system would still be
efficacious and the above estimate of change in man-rem would be conservative. This also would have no
effect on the conclusion.

• The analysis approximated the consequences of a mitigated LOCA in a BWR with no credit for the SGTS
system by using a PWR-9 release, although the assumed leakage from primary containment differs by
about 20%. In addition to this difference, an actual release pathway in such circumstances in a BWR large
LOCA sequence would at least partially be from the suppression pool airspace, where the release would
have been scrubbed by the suppression pool water. Also, some of the particulates and aerosols would be
removed by plateout in the reactor building. Finally, unlike a BWR release, a PWR release would be entirely
at ground level. Thus, the approximation of a BWR release with no SGTS system by a PWR-9 release was
conservative. This also would have no effect on the conclusion.

• In the calculations above, a core power of 3200 Mwt was assumed. In actuality, most of the affected reactors
are not licensed to this high a power, so the consequences were somewhat overestimated.

• The estimate of the fuel handling accident consequences were extremely conservative. This is appropriate
for screening a generic issue where conservatism is normally included and does not affect the conclusion.
However, the value estimated here is not appropriate for use as a best estimate for other purposes.

Other Considerations

• This issue appeared to have no effect on the ability of the SGTS to accommodate the exhaust from the HPCI
gland seal. Moreover, the HPCI system is not used to mitigate a large LOCA.

• Similarly, this issue does not affect the ability of the SGTS to test secondary containment integrity.

• The analysis above dealt with a design basis LOCA event, not a severe (i.e., core-melt) accident. In theory,
the presence of the SGTS could help mitigate the radiological effects of a core-melt. In practice, the SGTS
will not have the capacity to make a significant difference in the release associated with a core-melt, even
if upgraded. Moreover, in most severe accident sequences, the core would not actually melt immediately.
Generally, severe core damage would not occur until the existing SGTS is able to achieve drawdown in any
case.

Moreover, if a core-melt event were to occur in a BWR, one strategy for dealing with the situation would be to
intentionally vent the suppression pool air space to the outside, thereby preventing containment failure due to
overpressure, but also using the suppression pool to scrub the release. In such an event, SGTS drawdown time
is unlikely to be of much concern.
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• Another effect of the presence of the SGTS is to reduce personnel exposure within the plant area, allowing
more freedom of movement for plant personnel to take mitigative actions. This is rather limited in that there
is no effect inside the secondary containment. In addition, the control room has its own separate ventilation
system with a filtered intake. Thus, the effect of the SGTS is limited to other areas, such as outdoors near the
reactor building. There was no simple way to quantify this effect, but it was unlikely to be major.

CONCLUSION

The low potential risk reduction associated with this issue implied that it was very unlikely that a backfit
requirement could be imposed under 10 CFR 50.109. However, the originator of the issue has made a valid point
in that SRP11 6.2.3 does state in acceptance Criterion 3a that "The secondary containment depressurization and
filtration systems should ... be capable of maintaining a uniform negative pressure throughout the secondary
containment, as well as other areas served by the systems." In addition, Criterion 1g states that "heat loads
generated within the secondary containment (e.g., equipment heat loads) should be considered." In hindsight, it
appeared that these acceptance criteria were not fully used in the reviews of individual BWR TS. Based on the
above estimates of averted offsite man-rem, this issue was DROPPED from further consideration.1813
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Issue 193: BWR ECCS Suction Concerns Description
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was identified1814, 1815 by a Region III inspector and addressed the possible failure of low pressure
emergency core cooling systems due to unanticipated, large quantities of entrained gas in the suction piping
from suppression pools in BWR Mark I containments.

Safety Significance

Three specific concerns were listed in the identifying document:1814

• One of the bounding design basis accidents is a LOOP combined with a LOCA. While this may be bounding
from an ECCS performance perspective, it may not be bounding from a gas entrainment perspective.
Because the pumps may start sooner during a LOCA without a LOOP, bubbles generated during the initial
blowdown may not have risen to the surface and more may become entrained in the ECCS suction piping.
Since a LOCA without a LOOP was not considered, this aspect should be considered for further evaluation.

• An AEOD evaluation1817 of potential air binding or performance degradation of RHR pumps only used the
volume of water in the RHR suction piping to determine the amount of dissolved gas. However, the amount
of gas that is potentially available to affect pump performance is the total volume of water in the suction
piping and the suppression pool. The potential for pump air binding or performance degradation may need to
consider the total volume of available water in determining the volume of gas.

• The swell/exclusion zone in the torus after a LOCA is considered to be limited to less than one diameter
of the downcomer pipe. There does not appear to be a technical basis for this limitation, and it may not
be conservative. The intrusion of non-condensable gas into the torus may be greater and the effect will
potentially be worse due to the larger suction strainers installed in response to NRC Bulletin 96-03.1816

Adequate bases to limit the exclusion zone to less than one diameter of the downcomer pipe should be
established, especially with respect to the recently installed larger suction strainers.

Possible Solution

There are several possible solutions to this potential problem. One alternative would be to install a sensor at the
ECCS pump suctions, and inhibit either pump startup or discharge valve opening until a stable liquid-phase flow
supply is verified. Another approach would be to change the sequencing of the pumps onto their individual buses
during ECCS startup. Still another would be to line up one of the ECCS train suctions to the condensate storage
tank or other alternative water source. In addition to the above, the installation of anti-vortexing devices to the
ECCS suction strainers might be necessary.

It is not clear at this point which solution would be practical or cost-effective. However, because of the fast timing
of the event in question, it is likely that the "fix" will involve some hardware modifications to the plant, and not be
just procedural.

SCREENING ANALYSIS

Background

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1814.html
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Figure 3.193-1
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Figure 3.193-2

ASSESSMENT

Pressure Suppression Design: The pressure suppression chamber, or torus, in a BWR Mark I containment, is
a steel pressure vessel in the shape of a torus below and encircling the primary containment drywell, which
contains the reactor vessel and recirculation system pumps and piping (Figure 3.193-1). In the event of a LOCA,
steam released into the drywell airspace is forced through (typically) eight large vent pipes to the suppression
chamber. The vent pipes exhaust into a large ring-shaped continuous vent header within the torus. The header
is connected to a set of downcomer pipes, which extend into the suppression pool water, and end about four feet
below the water surface (Figure 3.193-2). The steam is condensed in the suppression pool water, greatly limiting
the peak containment pressure.

BWR Mark I containments operate with the containment atmosphere "inerted," i.e., with less that 4% oxygen
by volume. Thus, in the text than follows, the term "air" generally refers to this containment atmosphere
composition.

Dynamic Effects of Pressure Suppression: The dynamic effects of a primary system blowdown on the
suppression chamber and pool have been studied rather extensively in the Mark I containment short-term and
long-term programs (see Issue A-7, "Mark I Long-Term Program"). The primary thrust of this program was
the evaluation of the loads (forces exerted) on the containment structure and components, not the effects of
entrained non-condensible gases on the ECCS suction. Nevertheless, the phenomena are the same. The effects
of the blowdown are well-described in NUREG-0661,702 portions of which are quoted here:

"With the instantaneous rupture of a steam or recirculation line, a shock wave exits the broken primary system
pipe and expands into the drywell atmosphere. At the break exit point, the wave amplitude theoretically is equal
to reactor operating pressure (1000 psia); however, there would be rapid attenuation as the wave front expands
spherically outward into the drywell. Further attenuation would occur as the wave enters the drywell vent system
and progresses into the suppression pool.

"Because there would be a very rapid drywell pressure increase associated with the postulated LOCA, a
compression wave would propagate into the water initially standing in the downcomers. Before this water is
cleared from the downcomers, this compression wave would propagate through the suppression pool and result
in a dynamic loading on the suppression chamber (torus). The compression wave could also result in a dynamic
loading condition on any structures within the suppression pool.

"With the drywell pressure increase, the water initially standing in the downcomers accelerates into the pool, and
the downcomers clear of water. During this water-clearing process, a water jet forms in the suppression pool,
and causes a potential water-jet-impingement load on the structures within the suppression pool and on the
torus section beneath the downcomers.

"Immediately following downcomer clearing, a bubble of [inerted] air starts to form at the exit of the downcomers.
As the bubble forms, its pressure is nearly equal to the drywell pressure at the time of downcomer clearing. The
bubble pressure is transmitted through the suppression pool water and results in a downward load on the torus.

"When the air/steam flow from the drywell becomes established in the vent system, the initial bubble expands
and subsequently decompresses as a result of over-expansion. During the early stages of this process, the pool
will swell in bulk mode (i.e., a ligament of solid water is being accelerated upward by the air bubble). During
this phase of pool swell, structures close to the pool surface experience impact loads as the rising pool surface
strikes the lower surfaces of the structures. This is followed by drag loads as the pool surface continues to rise
past the structures. In addition to this impact and drag loads above the pool, there will also be drag loads as the
bubble formation causes water flow past submerged structures and equipment.

"As the water slug continues to rise (pool swell), the bubble pressure falls below the torus airspace pressure.
However, the momentum of the water slug causes it to continue to rise, this compresses the air volume above
the pool and results in a net upward pressure loading on the torus. The thickness of the water slug will decrease
as it rises. Aided by impact of the vent header, it will begin to break up and evolve into a two-phase "froth" of air
and water. The froth will continue to rise of its own momentum, and it will impinge on structures above the pool
breakthrough elevation.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0702.html
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"When the drywell air flow rate through the vent system decreases and the air/water mixture in the suppression
pool experiences gravity-induced phase separation, the pool liquid upward movement stops, and the "fallback"
process starts. During this process, structures in the torus may experience a downward loading, and the
submerged portion of the torus could be subjected to a pressure increase. Following "fallback," waves may
develop on the suppression pool surface, thereby presenting a potential source of dynamic loads on the
downcomers, torus, and any other structures close to the water surface.

"The pool swell transient typically lasts on the order of 3 to 5 seconds. Because of the configuration of the pool,
this period is dominated by the flow of the drywell atmosphere through the vent system. Steam flow will follow,
beginning near the end of the pool swell transient, with a relatively high concentration of noncondensible gases.
Throughout these periods, there is a significant pressure differential between the drywell and the torus. This,
together with flow-induced reaction forces, leads to structural loads on the vent system."

It is common for BWRs with a MARK I containment to maintain a slight differential pressure between the drywell
and the suppression pool airspace, to depress the water level in the downcomers and reduce the hydrodynamic
forces caused by expelling a vertical column of water downward from the downcomer exits - the water level is
maintained just above the end of the downward-leading pipes. This will reduce the hydrodynamic drag loads, but
not the quantity of entrained air.

Thus, it seems reasonable to conclude that the blowdown of the primary system through the drywell and through
the suppression pool is a rather violent process. Even though the suction header is somewhat protected from
what is occurring within the torus itself, the originator of this issue has posed a reasonable question: will a
significant amount of entrained containment atmosphere be sucked into the various ECCS pumps? Clearly, this
is a question of timing, since the blowdown phenomena are transient, and the pool will eventually settle down.

Dissolved Gas: The originator of the issue also mentioned potential air binding or performance degradation
of RHR pumps due to dissolved gas. This phenomenon was investigated by AEOD in 1982.1817 Because the
suppression pool water is in equilibrium with the airspace above it, there is always some gas (primarily nitrogen)
dissolved in the water. When this water quenches the steam from a primary system blowdown, the water heats
up. As the water temperature rises, the solubility of gases decreases, and the dissolved gas comes out of
solution and is liberated into its gaseous state. The experiments indicated that the gas was released in the form
of a vast number of very small bubbles, less than one millimeter in diameter. Such small bubbles do not rise
rapidly to the surface, and could be drawn into the ECCS suction piping.

ECCS System Timing: To see the effects of entrained gas, as postulated by this issue, it is necessary to review
ECCS system timing. The details of ECCS initiation can vary from plant to plant. The description used here is
based on Browns Ferry 1. Although this plant has been shut down for some time, it was used for many years as
the basis for NRC training classes and, for this reason, its design details are readily available. The ECCS pump
configuration and the details of the onsite and offsite power systems can vary significantly from plant to plant.

The originator of the issue stated1814 the difference between ECCS initiation with offsite power available and
ECCS initiation when the emergency diesel generators must be used. A diesel generator will always be wired
to auto-start on loss of voltage on its associated 4160-Volt shutdown board. Thus, if a LOCA were caused by a
seismic event, it is likely that the diesels will already be running when the LOCA occurs, since the same seismic
event is likely to damage the transmission lines and cause a loss of offsite power.

In addition, there is an anticipatory diesel generator start signal which is generated be either a combination of
high drywell pressure and "low" reactor vessel pressure, or by "low-low-low" reactor water level (by itself). The
diesel generators are capable of accepting load within 10 seconds of receiving the automatic start signal. Once
each diesel generator is ready, if voltage on its associated shutdown board is low or lost, the diesel generator will
be connected to the board. If voltage is normal on the shutdown board, the diesel generator will continue to run
at rated speed and voltage, immediately available to be connected.

There are two low pressure ECCS systems in BWRs from the BWR/3 design on. Each of these systems meets
the single failure criterion. One is the LPCI mode of the RHR system. LPCI is a high volume reflooding system
which injects emergency coolant into the recirculation pump discharge pipes. The flow is then directed into the
jet pump nozzles and thus to the lower plenum, which eventually refills and floods the reactor core from the
bottom. The other is the low pressure core spray, which has a lower flow capacity but injects water to a pair of

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1817.html
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spargers located within the reactor vessel core shroud above the core. This flow then sprays down directly into
the core from above.

The low pressure ECCS system initiation sequences have several steps. (This can vary from plant to plant, but
the example of Browns Ferry will be used here.) For LPCI, the pumps start on either low-low-low reactor water
level or on high drywell pressure combined with low reactor vessel pressure. Upon receipt of the start signal, the
response depends on the availability of power. If normal AC power is not available, the four main RHR pumps
are started essentially simultaneously, as soon as the diesel generators are capable of taking load - about 10
seconds after diesel start, if the diesels are not already running. In contrast, if normal AC power is available,
the four pumps start in a seven-second timed sequence, to prevent overloading the auxiliary power source. In
either case, it takes time for the pumps to get up to speed. Meanwhile, once reactor pressure has decreased to
below 450 psig, which will take about 24 seconds, the inboard LPCI injection valves will automatically open. As
reactor pressure continues to fall to 230 psig, the recirculation pump discharge valves are signaled to close, to
direct flow to the jet pumps and thereby to the lower plenum of the reactor vessel. Flow will not begin until the
pressure in the reactor vessel drops below the discharge pressure of the RHR pumps, which will take about 30
seconds, and will not reach full value until the recirculation pump discharge valves fully close, which will take
approximately 30 seconds more.

Similarly, the low pressure core spray pumps start on either low-low-low reactor water level or on high drywell
pressure combined with low reactor vessel pressure. If offsite power is available, the pumps are started in a
seven-second timed sequence, just as are the LPCI pumps. If offsite power is not available, and the boards are
powered by the diesel generators, the core spray pumps are started together, but seven seconds after power
is available, so that they do not start at the same time as the LPCI pumps. Once reactor vessel pressure drops
to 450 psig, the pump discharge valves open, allowing water to be sprayed over the core. Table 3.193-1, taken
from the training manual, summarizes the operational sequence for a large break LOCA with no offsite power
available.

Table 3.193-1

Fast Sequencing Scenario

Event Time (seconds)

Design basis LOCA starts 0

Drywell high pressure and reactor low-low water level ~1

Scram, design-basis analysis assumes diesel-
generators signaled to start, primary containment
isolates, recirculation pumps trip

3

Low-low-low reactor water level. ~6-8

Diesel generators ready for load/If offsite power not
available, start LPCI pumps.

13

LPCI pumps at speed. Signal all 4 core spray pumps
to start

20

Reactor reaches 450 psig/Core spray and LPCI
injection valves signaled to open

22

Core spray pumps at speed 25

Reactor reaches 230 psig/Signal recirculation pump
discharge valves to close

26

Recirculation pump discharge valves begin to close 29

Core spray injection valves fully open 30

LPCI injection valves fully open 46
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Event Time (seconds)

Recirculation pump discharge valves fully closed 62

Core effectively flooded ~108

If the diesel generators are already running, the LPCI pumps will start at low-low-low reactor water level, and the
core spray pumps will start seven seconds later.

A similar table (Table 3.193-2) can be constructed for the situation where offsite power is available, and the
diesel generators remain in standby. In this case, the four LPCI pumps and the four core spray pumps are
sequenced on in four seven-second intervals, one LPCI pump and one core spray pump at a time.

Table 3.193-2

Slow Sequencing Scenario

Event Time (seconds)

Design basis LOCA starts 0

Drywell high pressure and reactor low-low water level ~1

Scram, Diesel-generators signaled to start, primary
containment isolates, recirculation pumps trip

3

Low-low-low reactor water level/First LPCI and core
spray pumps auto start

~6-8

Second LPCI and core spray pumps auto start 13

Third LPCI and core spray pumps auto start 20

Reactor reaches 450 psig/Core spray and LPCI
injection valves signaled to open

22

Reactor reaches 230 psig/Signal recirculation pump
discharge valves to close

26

Fourth LPCI and core spray pumps auto start 27

Recirculation pump discharge valves begin to close 29

Core spray injection valves fully open 30

LPCI injection valves fully open 46

Recirculation pump discharge valves fully closed 62

Core effectively flooded ~108

The plant designer has some freedom in low pressure ECCS initiation timing in that there will be no flow into the
reactor vessel until the vessel pressure drops to below the shutoff head of the ECCS pumps. Thus, the pump
sequencing is not critical so long as all pumps are ready by the time the vessel pressure drops sufficiently to
allow injection. The designer will generally design the initiation sequencing to limit the severity of the loading
transient on the power supply boards. Although individual plants will vary, the two sequencing schemes
described above should bound most designs.

Effect of Concerns: The first of the three concerns asserted that, with normal AC power available, the low
pressure ECCS pumps would start earlier, and under such circumstances a significant quantity of entrained gas
might be drawn into the pump suctions. As can be seen from the description above, this is not necessarily true
- at least in the Browns Ferry example, the pumps are actually sequenced on faster when the diesel generators
are supplying power.
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However, the overall concern raised by this issue appears to be well taken, regardless of this detail. According
to the MARK I Long-Term Program, the pool swell transient typically lasts on the order of 3 to 5 seconds. Some
of the LPCI and Core Spray pumps will be signaled to start at 6 to 8 seconds after the start of the accident - very
close to this same time frame. Although there will be relatively little flow when the pumps first start, the pump
discharge valves will be opening about 22 seconds into the accident, and flow will increase rapidly thereafter.

The second of the three concerns asserted that the original AEOD evaluation1817 calculated only the dissolved
gas in the pump suction piping and should have included the entire suppression pool water inventory. It is
certainly true that the entire inventory will be subjected to significant heating, and would be expected to release
any dissolved gas. However, the amount of gas released into each cubic foot of water will be the same - if the
bubbles remain suspended uniformly in the water, the amount of gas entering a pump suction with each cubic
foot of water will not change. Most will be released in the initial heatup, as the reactor blows down. Eventually,
these gas bubbles will concentrate and coalesce, but they are unlikely to do so in a downward direction.
Moreover, the AEOD report1817 concluded that the pumps were able to tolerate the 2% (by volume) air content
"without a discernable loss in pump performance." There is no new information presented to invalidate this
conclusion, but this source of entrained gas will be included in the analysis.

The third concern has to do with the swell exclusion zone (basically how large an area is affected by the
blowdown through one of the downcomers) and the sizing of the suction strainers. The concern appears to
be that the initial bubble formed during the air-clearing phase will extend to the 30-inch connecting tee, and
gas rather than liquid will be drawn into the pipe. This can happen for two reasons. First, when the pumps are
running, there will of course be flow into the suction piping. However, the pumps are likely running on minimum
flow (if they have started at all) during the air-clearing phase of the transient, and the bubble drawn into the
suction piping due to this reason would be limited in size. Second, the force of the blowdown could force some
non-condensible gas directly into the suction piping, independent of any flow caused by pump operation.

Given the violent nature of the blowdown into the suppression pool, the first and third concerns do have some
credibility. The basic questions are first, whether the design of the ECCS suction configuration will be able to
keep significant quantities of entrained gas away from the various pump inlets, and second, whether the pool will
have sufficiently settled down by the time the pumps are delivering significant flow.

Specifically, at least some of the pumps will be starting just as the air-clearing phase of the blowdown has most
of the suppression pool "on the ceiling." The pump flow will just be that of the minimum flow lines (about 500
gpm) which return flow back to the suppression pool. The pumps require about 30 elevation feet of water (about
13 psi) for NPSH, which should not be a problem, since the blowdown will pressurize the suppression chamber
to at least this level. However, if large air bubbles are drawn into such a pump, the result will be air binding,
flow instability, high vibration, and ultimately impeller damage if the pump does not trip on high vibration or on
electrical supply current instability.

Frequency Estimate

The design basis event for the large break ECCS is, as the originator of this issue stated, a large-break LOCA
combined with a LOOP, plus an assumption of worst-case single failure. As was discussed above, there is some
question as to whether the case with offsite power or the case without offsite power is the more limiting for this
issue. Both will be considered.

Initiating Event Frequency: For the case where offsite power is available, the initiating event is a large break
LOCA. Instead of using the "traditional" NUREG-11501081 value of 10-4 event/RY, a more modern value of 3
x 10-5 event/RY, based on the analysis of operating experience, will be used. (See Appendix J of Reference
1819) However, the effect of this choice will be explored with a sensitivity study - this is not intended as an
endorsement of the more modern estimate. (Further discussion can be found in the "Other Considerations"
below.)

The case where offsite power is not available (the design basis) is somewhat more complicated. The random
likelihood of a large LOCA occurring simultaneously with a LOOP is very small, and the probability of a LOOP
subsequent to a LOCA is relatively low. The probability value used in the Peach Bottom PRA 1081 was 2 x 10-4

(mean). Combined with the 10-4/RY large LOCA-initiating event frequency in NUREG-1150,1081 the combined
LOCA-LOOP event would have a frequency on the order of 10-7/RY or lower. However, a seismic event could
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cause both a LOOP and a LOCA. (Fire-initiated LOCAs are generally stuck-open SRVs and are not applicable to
this issue.)

Such a seismically-induced combined LOCA-LOOP was included in the external events analysis PRA for the
Peach Bottom plant.1081 In the Peach Bottom seismically-induced large LOCA, the frequency was computed
based on the failure of the supports of the recirculation pumps. (Failures of the piping were not included as a
review of their capacities showed that they were significantly higher than the pump support failures, and thus
would make a negligible contribution to the initiating event frequency.) However, an earthquake severe enough
to topple a recirculation pump can be expected to break the ceramic insulators on the transmission lines, thereby
causing a loss of offsite power. (The ceramic insulators' fragility is listed as 0.25g and the lowest ground motion
interval considered in the large LOCA analysis is 0.23g.)

To estimate the frequency of a seismically-induced LOCA-LOOP event, the seismic event frequency and
consequent large LOCA probability for each ground motion interval were multiplied, and the products summed
to get an overall large LOCA frequency. Since the ground motion intervals were all at or above the ceramic
insulator fragility, all of these LOCAs are expected to also result in a non-recoverable LOOP. The result was 6 x
10-5/RY for the LLNL seismic hazard curve and 2.6 x 10-6/RY for the EPRI seismic hazard curve.1318 Although
these estimates differ by about a factor of 20, they will bound most seismic studies. In this analysis, the EPRI
curve was used as being more representative of a low seismicity site. The original LLNL curve, which was
modified, was used in a sensitivity study below to examine the effect of higher seismicity.

Pump Failure Probability: The parameter of greatest significance for this issue is the probability of pump
failure as a function of time after LOCA initiation. This probability can be broken down into two factors: (1) the
probability of failure as a function of the volume percent of entrained air in the pump suction; and (2) the fraction
of entrained air in the suppression pool volume as a function of time.

The entrained air comes from the three sources discussed earlier. During the initial portion of the blowdown, the
drywell atmosphere is carried along with the steam through the downcomers and injected into the suppression
pool, until the drywell free volume is essentially all steam and water vapor. Also, the heatup of the suppression
pool water will cause some dissolved gas to come out of solution. Finally, during the initial blowdown, the
suppression pool water is violently mixed with the air in the upper portion of the torus. Once the blowdown is
complete, the water will fall back down relatively rapidly into the lower portion of the torus, but it may take some
time for the entrained air bubbles to rise to the surface of the pool.

Although there may be some uncertainty in the amount of non-condensible gas which will be present, the
total amount (number of moles) of gas will not have a direct effect on the total void fraction in the suppression
chamber free volume. The total free volume is fixed, and the total liquid volume is also fixed since the liquid is
essentially incompressible. Therefore, the total volume available to be occupied by air is also fixed. Adding more
moles of air will only increase the pressure but not directly effect the total gas volume. (Pressure can cause
second order effects, e.g., by driving some air back into solution, but this is not expected to be significant.)

Experimental Work: In the late-1970s, the GE performed a series of experimental tests on a full scale model of a
MARK I containment.1818 The test facility was only a portion of a full 360 torus but was otherwise full scale. Two
of the tests simulated a large-break LOCA, a large steam break (Test M7), and a large liquid break (Test M8).
The objective of these tests was to measure hydrodynamic loads and structural response, not air entrainment,
but the tests nevertheless provided some insight for the purposes of this issue.

In these tests, after the initial blowdown, pool swell, and air-clearing, the system eventually reached a fairly
stable condition in which steam exiting the downcomer formed a bubble at the downcomer exit, with steam
condensing at the surface of the bubble. The situation was stable in the sense that the downcomer exit bubble
presumably expanded until the bubble's surface area was sufficient for the rate of condensation at the bubble
surface to match the mass flow of steam into the downcomer. (BWRs have TS limits on initial suppression pool
temperature that are intended to ensure stable steam condensation after a blowdown.)

Two phenomena were observed in the tests: chugging and condensation oscillations. Chugging occurred
during some of the tests simulating small steam breaks, which are not of significance for this issue. However,
condensation oscillations, which were generated by the condensation process at the steam bubble surface,
continued for an extended period of time and were observed in all tests, including those tests simulating the
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large steam and liquid breaks. Because of these condensation oscillations, a certain degree of turbulence will be
present in the suppression pool throughout an actual LOCA event.

Although the instrumentation and measurements in these tests were geared toward structural impacts, there
were some observations that have some significance for this issue. For example, in Test M8, the large liquid
break, the weight percent of air was 3% in the south vent line three seconds into the test. By 15 seconds, it had
dropped to 0.2%, and by 25 seconds it had dropped to 0.09%. However, at 40 seconds, the weight percent of air
went back up to 0.4%. Thus, there is experimental evidence that air injection will continue at a low rate for some
time after the pool swell, but the majority of the drywell atmosphere is injected into the pool very early.

Also, some visual observations were made during the tests. These observations were limited in the sense that
the condensing vapor in the wetwell airspace tended to obscure the view, but it was noted in the report that
the liquid surface exhibited standing waves that appeared to be correlated with the condensation oscillations
associated with the downcomers. After the initial pool swell, standing waves of roughly 2 to 3 inches in amplitude
were observed after 13 seconds from test initiation for the liquid break, and after 20 seconds for the steam
break. Thus, in this time range, the experimental evidence seems to point to an agitated pool, but a pool with a
reasonably well-defined surface.

Bubble Rise Phenomena: The GE experimental work did not record the parameters of most interest for this
issue, and thus it is necessary to use some more general knowledge of such phenomena. According to the BWR
Fundamentals training manual, the height of the suppression pool air and liquid space (i.e., minor diameter of
the torus) is typically about 29 feet. After being forcibly thrown up "to the ceiling" by the initial blowdown, the
suppression pool water will fall back in about one second, held back only by air drag. However, entrained air
bubbles in the pool will take much longer to rise to the surface, because of the viscosity of the water.

Steam bubbles in subcooled water will break up and disperse quite rapidly, and the increased surface area of the
smaller bubbles will lead to rapid condensation. Air bubbles, in contrast, may break up or coalesce, depending
on size and surroundings, but will persist until they rise to the pool surface.

In theory, air bubbles will rise and achieve a terminal velocity governed by Stoke's law. Although experiments
have shown that Stoke's law works reasonably well for individual bubbles small enough (under 2 mm) for
the flow around them to be laminar, a number of effects alter the terminal velocity in practice. An extensive
discussion of these effects is contained in "Liquid-Gas Systems," (Fair, J.R., Steimeyer, D.E., Penney, W.R., and
Brink, J.A., in "Chemical Engineers' Handbook," Perry, R.H., and Chilton, C.H., Fifth Edition, McGraw-Hill, New
York, 1973) which include the following:

• At a Reynolds number of about 100, a wobble occurs that causes bubbles to rise in a spiral or helical path.
• Above about 2mm, the bubbles change from spheres to ellipsoids, and above 1 cm, they become lens-

shaped.

Both of these effects will tend to lengthen the time bubbles will remain in the suppression pool. In addition,
"Liquid-Gas Systems," (Fair, J.R., Steimeyer, D.E., Penney, W.R., and Brink, J.A., in "Chemical Engineers'
Handbook," Perry, R.H., and Chilton, C.H., Fifth Edition, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1973) discusses two more
effects that occur when bubbles are produced "in clouds" and interact with each other. These two effects actually
oppose each other:

• A "chimney" effect can develop in which the cloud of bubbles cause a significant upward current in the middle
of the bubble stream, which will accelerate bubble rise.

• The proximity of bubbles to each other will hinder the downward flow of the liquid displaced by the bubbles,
which will slow the rate of bubble rise.

Thus, the velocity of bubble rise is not easily calculated from theoretical principles, and empirical data must be
used. Considerable experimental data can be found in: (1) Fair, J.R., Steimeyer, D.E., Penney, W.R., and Brink,
J.A., "Liquid-Gas Systems," in Perry, R.H., and Chilton, C.H., "Chemical Engineers' Handbook," Fifth Edition,
McGraw-Hill, New York, 1973; and (2) Griffith, P., "Two-Phase Flow," in Rohsenow, W.M., Hartnett, J.P, and
Gani, E.N., "Handbook of Heat Transfer Fundamentals," McGraw-Hill, New York. However, these references
are intended for chemical engineering applications where bubble columns are intentionally designed to produce
a large number of small bubbles, to maximize the interfacing surface area over which chemical reactions can
occur. For bubble diameters of a few millimeters, these references predict a bubble rise velocity on the order of
about 0.8 feet/second. It is unlikely that bubbles in a suppression pool will be quite this small.
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However, CEN 420-P, Volume 1,1820 describes experimental work done in support of small break LOCA
analyses, which is likely to be a more realistic estimate for a suppression pool situation. This correlation gives a
"best" estimate of about 3 feet/second at atmospheric pressure, with the data ranging from about 1.7 to 3.3 feet/
second. For purposes of this issue, a best estimate of 3 feet/second will be used, but a sensitivity study will be
done to see the effect of a rise velocity as low as 0.8 feet/second.

Effect of Turbulence: Bubble rise experiments are generally performed in still water, which will not be the case
for a suppression pool right after the blowdown associated with a large-break LOCA. There will be considerable
turbulence caused by condensation oscillations arising from steam condensation at the downcomer exits. This
effect is not likely to cause significant change in the bulk bubble rise velocity, since this turbulence is equally
likely to force a bubble up or sideways as to force it down, with little net effect. (This turbulence may cause some
breakup of larger air bubbles into many smaller bubbles, however.)

However, there are likely to be residual macroscopic "swirling" currents induced by the initial blowdown and
collapse of the pool swell, plus significant convection currents induced by the ongoing heating of the pool at the
downcomer exits. These currents will force bubbles down in some areas, and up in other areas. The net effect
on the rate of bubbles of entrained air being brought to the liquid surface (and thus leaving the liquid volume)
will not be great, but these currents will reduce stratification of the bubbles in the pool, keeping the entrained air
more well mixed.

Phase Separation: If every air bubble were the same size and rose at the same velocity in still water, the
percentage of entrained air would drop linearly to zero at a time equal to the pool depth divided by the velocity
of rise. With a pool depth of 14 to 15 feet and a bubble rise velocity of three feet per second, this would be
about 5 seconds. If the water were completely still, any calculations based on the entire pool depth would be an
overestimate, since the ECCS pumps take suction from the bottom of the pool, not at the pool surface. However,
because of the presence of turbulence and currents in the pool, no credit will be taken for such stratification
within the pool. Under this assumption, the opposite of completely still water, the bubbles are assumed to remain
uniformly mixed in the water volume, and the void fraction can be readily estimated for these conditions.

Consider a pool of irregular shape and depth, with water volume V and surface area A, containing N bubbles
rising with velocity v. If the pool is constantly being mixed such that the bubbles remain uniformly distributed over
the volume V, the bubble density is then a constant (with respect to position) equal to N/V.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1820.html
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Figure 3.193-3

Consider a volume element dV at the surface of the pool, with area A and thickness dz (see Figure 3.193-3).

The number of bubbles in this volume is:
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The change in the number of bubbles in the volume V per unit time is:

where v is the bubble rise velocity. The integration of this equation is straightforward:

The number of bubbles then follows an exponential decay law, where N0 is the number of bubbles at time t0.
Interestingly, the time constant is not directly related to the depth of the pool, but instead is related to the surface
to volume ratio and the bubble rise velocity. The semicircular shape of the bottom of a Mark I suppression pool
actually contributes to a more rapid loss of air bubbles as compared to a rectangular shape, since there is more
surface area per unit volume in a pool with a semicircular bottom.

If the water depth z is approximately equal to the minor radius of the torus, the surface to volume ratio for this
horizontal semi-cylindrical shape can be approximated by:
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where z is 15 feet. For a relatively simplistic case where all bubbles have the same volume Vb and rise velocity v,
the void fraction VF in the pool is:

The void fraction then begins at an initial value VF(t0) and drops exponentially with time.

As described above, the bubble rise velocity will be assumed to be 3 feet/second. The pool depth (and torus
minor radius) will be assumed to be 15 feet. The "start" time t0 will be assumed to be at the end of the blowdown-
induced pool swell, which is 8 seconds. At this time t0, the initial void fraction will be assumed to be 50%,
corresponding to the air and water volumes being equal and completely mixed.

This does introduce some conservatism, in that at 50% void fraction, phase separation is due as much to falling
droplets as it is to rising bubbles, and the two phases will begin to separate faster than this primitive model would
predict, at least for a few seconds. The model's prediction is shown in Figure 3.193-4.

Effect of Entrained Air on Pumps: Cavitation has been cited as one of the most commonly occurring and
damaging problems in liquid pump systems (Lobanoff, V.S., and Ross, R.R., "Centrifugal Pumps: Design and
Application," Gulf Publishing Co., 1992.). In most nuclear engineering applications, the problem is related to
insufficient net positive suction head (NPSH), where the local pressure at the eye of the impeller drops below
the vapor pressure of the liquid being pumped, causing bubbles to form. When these bubbles pass through the
impeller to a region of higher pressure, where the local pressure is higher than the vapor pressure of the liquid,
the bubbles collapse rather violently, creating shock waves in the liquid. Even minor cavitation can produce
noise, vibration, loss of head and capacity, and erosion of the impeller and casing surfaces. More severe
cavitation can cause cracking of the impeller vanes and pump failure.
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Figure 3.193-4

The specific situation envisioned by this issue is slightly different, in that the cavitation results from entrained
air rather than from low pressure. Bubbles formed in this manner will not violently collapse as would bubbles
filled with water vapor. In theory, a true "froth" consisting of extremely small bubbles of a non-condensible gas
would only have the effect of reducing the density of the pumped liquid, resulting only in some loss of pumping
efficiency. However, air bubbles tend to collect at the eye of the impeller, resulting in air binding. In additions, if
larger bubbles occur, the result can include turbulence, imbalances in the impeller, severe vibration, and pump
failure. A training manual ("Predicting NPSH for Centrifugal Pumps," www.pump.zone.com/articles/00/dec/
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feature1.htm) quoted by the originator of this issue makes the claim, "A centrifugal pump can handle 0.5% air by
volume. At 6% air the results can be disastrous."

Pump Failure Probability: It seems reasonable to assume that the pump failure probability due to entrained air
would be essentially unity if the pumps were to be started right at the point of violent pool swell, but that this
failure probability contribution would drop fairly rapidly to essentially zero after 20 seconds or so, based on the
visual observations in the GE tests. Because the pumps will be starting during this interval, it will be necessary to
make some assumptions on how the pump unavailability varies with time.

NUREG/CR-27921821 specifically studied the effect of air and debris ingestion in RHR and containment spray
pumps. This study concluded that "for air ingestion level less than about 2%, degradation is not a concern for
flows near rated conditions; for ingestion levels in the neighborhood of 5%, performance is dependent on pump
design; and for ingestion greater that about 15%, most pumps are fully degraded." It was assumed that the pump
failure rate is zero below 2% void fraction, is unity above 15%, and rises linearly from zero to unity between 2%
and 15%. This result can be combined with the void fraction estimates described earlier to give a pump failure
probability as a function of initiation time, as shown in Figure 3.193-4.

It should be noted that NUREG/CR-27921821 also states that a pump can become air bound at very low flow
rates, if operation continues over an extended period of time. Although the pumps will be operating at low
flow under the conditions of this issue, this will not be for an extended period of time, and thus the full flow
assumptions will be used.

Error Analysis Assumptions: The probability of pump failure due to entrained gas was estimated by using start
timing for each group of pumps and inputting this time into the pump failure probability function, as illustrated in
the second curve of Figure 3.193-4. In order to perform at least a first effort at an error analysis, the following
variations were used:

• The end of pool swell, nominally at 4 seconds, was varied between 3 and 5 seconds, which is the interval
given in the literature.

• The bubble rise velocity, nominally three feet per second, was varied between 2.2 and 3.8 feet/second, based
on an examination of the data in CEN 420-P.1820

• The pump failure probability curve was varied by shifting entire function such that the "breakpoint" where the
failure probability drops to zero moved from a void fraction of 0.02 to a void fraction of zero, and then shifting
the function a symmetric amount in the opposite direction. (The rationale was that the failure probability due
to entrained gas would have to go to zero at a zero void fraction.)

• The three parameters were each set at their two extremes and failure probabilities for each pump startup time
were calculated.

• The resulting ranges at each startup time were assumed to be 95% intervals in a normal distribution.

In addition to this, the effect of bubble rise velocity was also explored with a sensitivity study.

ECCS Failure Probability: The hypothesis of this issue was that the blowdown into the suppression pool is of
sufficient severity and duration to cause a loss of NPSH to the LPCI and core spray pumps because of the
entrained gas. This would be a common mode failure of the entire low pressure ECCS. The first question is
whether the pumps could survive this situation. If the pumps cavitate and the breakers trip, in theory the pumps
could be re-started. However, emergency systems are generally not equipped with any more protective trips than
are absolutely necessary. Of course, if the pumps are damaged, there will be no recovery. It will be assumed for
the purposes of issue screening that a pump will fail and not be recoverable if a significant quantity of entrained
gas is drawn into its suction.

For the purposes of this issue, the success criteria used in the PRA1081 for the Peach Bottom plant will be used.
Specifically, the success criteria are that either one RHR pump (in LPCI mode) or two core spray pumps will
provide sufficient cooling to avoid severe core damage.

As was described earlier, there is more than one possible pump start sequence, depending on specific plant
design and depending on whether offsite power is available. The approach will be to use the Browns Ferry
sequencing, and then reverse the slow and fast sequences and re-analyze them. This should bound the
spectrum of plant designs.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1821.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1821.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1820.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1081.html
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Fast Sequence: An event tree was drawn for the fast sequence, which in the Browns Ferry design corresponds
to a LOCA with offsite power unavailable. The initiating event frequency is a seismic event which induces failure
of the ceramic insulators on the plant's transmission lines, and also breaks the lateral supports on a recirculation
pump. The LOCA is caused by the tipping of the pump.

In this scenario, the diesel generators are likely to be running before the LOCA occurs. All four RHR pumps will
start (in LPCI mode) on low-low-low reactor water level six seconds into the accident. All four core spray pumps
will start seven seconds later.

Two assumptions are necessary to create an appropriate event tree. First, it is assumed that if a set of pumps
does not fail due to entrained gas early in the accident, pumps which are sequenced on later in the transient
also do not fail. That is, because the void fraction in the pump suction piping is assumed to be monotonically
decreasing, sequences where early pumps do not fail and later pumps do fail are not allowed.

Second, it is assumed that sequences which do not contain at least one pump failure due to entrained gas are
not to be included. This is because the parameter of interest for screening generic issues is the change in CDF
due to entrained gas. Sequences that lead to core damage but which do not include failures due to entrained
gas certainly exist, but are not developed here, since they would be there even if the entrained gas issue were
completely fixed.

The event tree for the fast scenario is shown in Figure 3.193-5. (The very first sequence is not developed, since
it does not contain any failures due to entrained gas.) The event tree is rather simple in that, if the RHR pumps
cavitate, the core spray pumps can fail either due to entrained gas or due to other causes - the "V2" top event in
the NUREG-11501081 analysis.

This event tree was analyzed using the SAPHIRE code, using a Monte Carlo analysis of 10,000 samples and an
analysis cutoff of 10-10. The results were as follows:

Table 3.193-3

CDF for Fast LOCA Sequences

Sequence Point Estimate Mean 5th percentile Median 95th percentile

3 2.3 x 10-9 1.4 x 10-9 5.9 x 10-13 5.5 x 10-11 4.0 x 10-9

4 6.1 x 10-7 1.3 x 10-6 4.5 x 10-10 3.8 x 10-8 2.8 x 10-6

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1081.html
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Figure 3.193-5

(Results in Table 3.193-3 and in subsequent tables were given to two significant figures for the convenience of
the reader who wishes to follow the calculations, and were not intended to imply that these parameters were
known to this accuracy, as the percentile range given in the table itself clearly shows.)

Clearly, this event tree is dominated by sequence number four, where all four LPCI pumps fail due to air
entrainment with probability near unity, and the four core spray pumps, which are sequenced on in a group just
four seconds later, also fail due to air entrainment with about a 24% probability.

Slow Sequence: The slow sequence corresponds to a LOCA with offsite power available. In this scenario, the
pumps are sequenced on in four groups. Each group contains one RHR pump (in LPCI mode) and one core
spray pump.

There are two possibilities in this scenario, depending on whether the first RHR pump sequenced to start injects
into the intact or into the broken recirculation loop. That is, the pipe break will be in one of the two recirculation
loops, and the break will divert injection flow from either RHR pumps 1 and 3, or pumps 2 and 4. (It is assumed
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that the plant does not use LPCI selection logic.) Because the failure probability due to entrained gas will be
different for the four pumps, two event trees were developed, one for each situation.

As in the fast scenario, sequences with no failures due to entrained gas were not developed, and sequences
with a successful pump start for an early group but with an entrained gas failure in a later group were not
allowed.

Because the four start sequencing groups do not turn on all trains of a system all at once, the event trees are
more complex than that of the fast sequence. The two event trees are shown in Figures 3.193-6 and 3.193-7.
Because there is no uncertainty in the number of recirculation loops, and both loops are assumed to be identical,
the initiating event frequency is one-half the large pipe break frequency for each tree.

Case A is a case where the LPCI pumps that sequence on in Groups 1 and 3 inject into the reactor vessel via
the broken recirculation loop. Thus, LPCI trains 1 and 3 are disabled by the LOCA itself, and the accident must
be mitigated by either LPCI pump 3, LPCI pump 4, or any two of the four core spray trains. The event tree is
shown in Figure 3.193-6. The results were as follows:

Table 3.193-4

CDF for Slow LOCA Sequences (Case A)

These are clearly small numbers, and this sequence is unlikely to be of much significance, at least for this base
case. It should be noted that Sequence 11, although low in absolute numbers, is much higher than a hand
calculation first indicated. This is because the RHR pump in LPCI Train B and the Core Spray pump in Core
Spray Train B are associated with some of the same components in the emergency service water system. If
it were not for this common cause failure mechanism, Sequence 11 would be down in the 10-12 range. Also, it
should be noted that the underlying PRA models used a cutoff of 10-10 for truncation when building the cut sets,
and these numbers are close to this cutoff. Thus, some sequences may be missing, and these numbers may be
underestimates. However, because these sequences are of relatively little significance in the total, this should
not affect any conclusions.

Sequence Point Estimate Mean 5th percentile Median 95th percentile

11 1.7 x 10-9 1.3 x 10-9 2.5 x 10-11 4.1 x 10-10 5.1 x 10-9

16 3.6 X 10-10 6.1 x 10-10 7.0 x 10-12 1.6 x 10-10 2.4 x 10-9

Case B is a case where the LPCI pumps that sequence on in Groups 2 and 4 inject into the reactor vessel via
the broken recirculation loop. Thus, LPCI trains 2 and 4 are disabled by the LOCA itself, and the accident must
be mitigated by either LPCI pump 1, LPCI pump 3, or any two of the four core spray trains. The event tree is
shown in Figure 3.193-7. The results for Case B are as follows:

Table 3.193-5

CDF for Slow LOCA Sequences (Case B)

Sequence Point Estimate Mean 5th percentile Median 95th percentile

9 1.7 x 10-9 1.3 x 10-9 2.5 x 10-11 4.1 x 10-10 5.2 x 10-9

13 2.7 x 10-9 4.5 x 10-9 2.6 x 10-11 7.0 x 10-10 1.6 x 10-8
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Figure 3.193-6

The numbers are very close to those of Case A. This is primarily because the first few pump groups have failure
probabilities of essentially unity, either from gas entrainment or from flow diversion through the broken piping.
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Figure 3.193-7

Combined Results, Base Case, Fast and Slow Sequences: The overall results, adding up the two fast
sequences and four slow sequences, are as follows:

Table 3.193-6

CDF (Base Case, Total All Sequences)

Point Estimate Mean 5th Percentile Median 95th Percentile

Combined CDF 6.2 x 10-7 9.2 x 10-7 2.7 x 10-9 4.7 x 10-8 2.8 x 10-6

Of this total, about 98% is from sequence 4 of the fast LOCA sequence, in which the LPCI pumps are disabled
by entrained gas, and seven seconds later the core spray pumps are disabled by entrained gas.

Sensitivity Studies: Four sensitivity studies were performed. All four use the model described above as the base
case. The results are tabulated as follows in Table 3.193-7:

Table 3.193-7

CDF (Base Case and Sensitivities)

Case Point Estimate Mean 5th percentile Median 95th percentile

Base case:
Combined CDF

6.2 x 10-7 9.2 x 10-7 2.7 x 10-9 4.7 x 10-8 2.8 x 10-6

First case: fast
sequencing
when offsite
power is
available

4.7 x 10-6 8.0 x 10-6 1.2 x 10-7 2.4 x 10-6 3.2 x 10-5

Second case:
high seismicity

1.4 x 10-5 2.1 x 10-5 1.7 x 10-8 8.7 x 10-5 6.2 x 10 -5

Third case: slow
bubble rise

1.9 x 10-5 1.8 x 10-5 1.6 x 10-6 9.1 x 10-6 5.9 x 10-5

Fourth case:
original LOCA
frequency

6.6 x 10-7 9.9 x 10-7 1.1 x 10-8 1.0 x 10-7 3.0 x 10-6

The first case was done by reversing the initiating event frequencies for the fast and slow sequences, which
is equivalent to a plant with pump initiation sequencing that is faster when offsite power is available - the case
brought forth originally in this issue. For this case, the mean CDF rises to 8 x 10-6, almost all of which comes
from Sequence 4.

The second case uses the original NUREG-11501081 seismic frequency based on the original LLNL ground
motion curve. This case corresponds to a plant wired like Browns Ferry, i.e., where the pumps are sequenced
on more rapidly when using the diesel-generators, but located within a high seismic zone. Not surprisingly, over
99% of the CDF again comes from Sequence 4 of the fast LOCA sequence.

The third case uses the base case, but with the bubble rise frequency set to 0.8 feet/second, which corresponds
to a suppression pool mixed with very small bubbles - intended to bound the phenomenological aspects of this
issue. This case was done to investigate the effect of a slow bubble rise, as would be experienced if the bubbles
were all one centimeter or less in diameter. In this case, the pump failure probability is essentially unity except
for the fourth group, which has a failure probability of about 65%. (This may not be a physically realistic case,
but it does imply that some care should be taken to keep the suppression pool water free of cleaning agents and
other surfactants.)

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1081.html
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The fourth case was done to illustrate the sensitivity of this model to the spontaneous LOCA frequency. Use of
the original LOCA frequency of 10-4/RY instead of the more modern estimate in NUREG/CR-5750,1760 has only
a minor effect on the overall CDF. This is because the base case is dominated by the seismic-induced LOCA
sequences.

Consequence Estimate

For this issue, all of the sequences that result in severe core damage include failure of all four RHR pumps.
These same pumps are also used for suppression pool cooling and for containment spray. Thus, each of these
core damage sequences will also result in containment failure due to overpressure.

Cost Estimate

The LERF estimates are such that the cost will not affect the conclusion. Thus, a cost estimate was not
performed for this issue.

Other Considerations

Figure 3.193-8

Effect of Pump Suction Configuration: The analysis assumes that the various LPCI and core spray pumps take
suction directly from the suppression pool. The actual suction piping configuration varies from plant to plant. In
the case of Browns Ferry, these pumps take suction from a large (typically 30-inch diameter) suction header pipe
in the shape of a large ring that encircles, and is mounted below, the torus (see Figure 3.193-8). The suction
header is connected to the bottom of the suppression pool by (typically) four 30-inch connecting lines ("tee's").
Each connecting line is equipped with a strainer to keep debris out of the suction header. As the originator
of this issue pointed out, these strainers were recently re-sized to keep them from being plugged with paint
flakes and other small debris. The four connecting pipes are located in "unused" portions of the suppression
chamber so that they will not be directly subjected to the water jet issuing from the downcomers. ("Unused" is
defined as outside of the swell exclusion zone of any downcomer pipe, as mentioned in the third concern of this
issue.) Thus, it can be seen that the design is such that the suction header is somewhat decoupled from the
phenomena associated with the pressure suppression function, for plants which are so equipped.

Nevertheless, there are two possibilities for entrained gas to be drawn into the pumps. First, once the first group
of pumps start, any entrained gas present near the connecting tees will be drawn into the ring header, which is
common to all the pumps, even those pumps which may be started later.

The second possibility is a function of the asymmetry of the blowdown, in that forcing a bubble into one of
the four tees implies that an equal volume of displaced water must flow out of the other three tees. (If all four
tees were impacted equally, there would be no bubble ingress.) For bubbles to be forced into the piping in this

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1760.html
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manner, one tee would have to experience forces significantly greater than the other three tees. This may well
be possible.

Special ECCS Pumps: Some plants may have installed ECCS pumps which are especially designed to operate
under adverse conditions, such as pumping suppression pool water which is already at or near saturation
temperature. Such a pump might be able to survive the presence of significant entrained gas.

Other Containment Designs: Although this screening analysis was performed on a MARK I containment design,
the phenomena of interest are also possible in the MARK II and III designs, and these designs should be
included in any task action plan for this issue.

Other Suppression Pool Experiments: In the course of the discussion and review of this analysis, it was
mentioned that some further experimental work on blowdown phenomena in suppression pools may have been
performed overseas, possibly for the Mark II design. Accessing foreign experimental data is generally beyond
the scope of a screening analysis such as this, but should be considered as part of any follow-up work.

Initiating LOCA Frequencies: Two frequencies for the large LOCA were considered in this report, the "traditional"
frequency from WASH-140016 and NUREG-1150,1081 and a newer, lower frequency described in NUREG/
CR-5750.1760 The two estimates only differ by about a factor of 3, and in any case, even the lower of the two
leads to a conclusion that this issue should be studied further. However, it should be noted that still more work
in this area is currently in progress, and it is not the intent of this screening analysis to either anticipate the
outcome of this new work or to in any way endorse either of the two existing estimates.

Defense-in-depth: The postulated effect of entrained gas bubbles is to defeat a major portion of the low pressure
ECCS. Even if the low initiating event frequency results in a low frequency for most of the accident sequences,
there is a policy question regarding the wisdom of allowing such a failure, i.e., what is the purpose of maintaining
the first group of pumps if there is a high likelihood of failure for this group? This consideration is tempered by
the fact that: (a) the estimates used in this screening analysis contain some conservatism, and it is really not
known for certain that the first group will fail; and (b) this really applies only to the very large break LOCA, which
will violently entrain air in the suppression pool, and the rest of the LOCA break spectrum may not be affected.

Other Means of Mitigation: Given this operational event, the next question is, if LPCI and core spray are
ineffective due to entrained gas, what other systems are available to supply coolant to the core? HPCI and RCIC
are initially lined up to take suction from the condensate storage tank, but these two systems are turbine-driven,
and will not be available since the large break in the primary system will depressurize the reactor, and sufficient
steam pressure will not be available.

If offsite power is available, some coolant will be supplied by normal feedwater. However, this will be of limited
value, for several reasons:

• Once the level drops to the low-low setpoint, the main steam isolation valves will be signaled to close. For
those plants with turbine-driven main feedwater pumps, high pressure feedwater will be lost since there will
be no steam for the feedwater turbines.

• The condensate and condensate booster pumps will continue to run, and are capable of pumping
water through the feedwater pumps and to the reactor. The condensate boosters normally run with a
discharge pressure of roughly 300 psig, and have a capacity comparable to LPCI. (Some plants have high-
head condensate pumps and do not have condensate boosters, but these systems will have a similar
performance.) Unlike LPCI, there will be considerable line losses since the flow will have to travel through
the feedwater pumps and feedwater heater strings, plus a significant length of piping to the reactor. The flow
of condensate will not be large until reactor pressure has dropped well below 300 psig. The primary system
does depressurize quite rapidly, however. (Also, the situation will be more favorable in certain older plants
which use motor-driven feedwater pumps.)

• The main condenser hotwell does not contain enough condensate to last more than about three minutes
at full flow. Although it is possible to transfer coolant to the hotwell from the condensate storage tank, the
transfer is not high capacity.

• The condensate and feedwater system supplies water to the reactor via the feedwater spargers, which are
located in the vessel annulus above the jet pumps. If the pipe break which initiated the accident is in the
recirculation outlet (i.e., recirculation pump suction) lines, the annulus will be drained, and much of the water
sprayed in via the feedwater sparger will miss the jet pump inlets and go out the break. (Conversely, if the

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0016.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1081.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1760.html
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pipe break is in the recirculation pump discharge pipes, recirculation inlet lines or semicircular manifolds, the
injected water will be much more effective.

Thus, the condensate and feedwater system has the advantage of already being running when the pipe
break occurs, and also will not need operator intervention, but may not be very effective and will certainly not
be effective at high flow rates for very long. (Interestingly, the Peach Bottom PRA1081 gave some credit for
feedwater, but the Grand Gulf PRA1081 did not.) If the LOCA is combined with a LOOP, this system will not be
available at all. The only effect of this system is to stave off core melt in the short term.

For longer term coolant supply, a significant means of supplying water is the standby coolant supply system.
Details of this system can vary from plant to plant, but every BWR has some means of lining up valves to supply
raw water directly to the reactor core. This is commonly done by providing a cross-tie between service water
and the RHR piping. However, this system must be lined up manually, and the reactor must be down to about 50
psig. Thus, the standby coolant supply is primarily a long term cooling system, and will not be available during
the first minutes after the break, when there is great turmoil in the suppression chamber. For this system, the
Peach Bottom PRA1081 estimated a failure probability of about 25%.

Thus, using both main feedwater and the standby coolant supply, it may be possible to mitigate a large-break
LOCA in those situations where offsite power remains available, and this possibility should be considered as part
of any full technical assessment of this issue. However, for screening purposes, no credit will be given for this
strategy.

The only other systems available for long term coolant supply include the condensate system using makeup
to the hotwell from the condensate storage tank, and the control rod drive pumps, which take suction from the
condensate storage tank. These are low capacity systems, effective only after many hours have elapsed and
decay heat is low, and are not expected to be effective in the time frame envisioned in the scenario of this issue.
Thus, no credit will be given for these systems.

Discussion

For the BWR/3 and GE designs after, BWRs are equipped with an ECCS which is both redundant and diverse.
In most BWR PRAs, LOCA-initiated sequences generally are not principal contributors in the overall safety
profile of the plant. This issue postulated a failure mechanism which, if it is indeed true, has the potential to
defeat the entire low pressure ECCS and post-accident containment cooling as well.

Overall, the safety significance is dominated by the fast sequencing scenario and is a concern for the largest-
break LOCA. The spaced-out pump startups in the slow sequencing scenario significantly reduces the air
entrainment effect on safety postulated in the issue. The analysis indicated some importance even for the base
case, but rises significantly for a BWR with fast sequencing when offsite power is available, and also for a BWR
in a high seismic area. However, the various estimates given above include some conservatism, and should
be understood as an importance measure, not as a best estimate. That is, if the postulated mechanism is true,
these are estimates of what the safety significance would be.

It is suggested that any technical assessment include some effort to address the various points of conservatism
within this analysis:

• This analysis assumed that non-condensible gas bubbles are uniformly mixed within the suppression pool.
The actual situation, including stratification and how deeply bubbles will be driven into the pool, should be
investigated.

• The number of plants with fast sequencing should be investigated along with the number in high seismic
zones.

• The efficacy of ring headers and other pump suction piping configurations in isolating the pumps from
suppression pool phenomena should be investigated.

• The ability of pumps to withstand entrained air, particularly for short periods of time, should be investigated.

CONCLUSION

Based on the LERF estimates given above, work on the issue continued to the technical assessment stage.1824
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Issue 194: Implications of Updated Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Estimates
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

Beginning in the early-1980s, the NRC sponsored the development of a Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis
(PSHA) methodology by LLNL. For the purpose of conducting a systematic evaluation of the licensing criteria
for older plants, a limited study of the seismic hazard at the sites where these plants are located was conducted
in 1982 and documented in NUREG/CR-1582.1834 In a 1982 letter, the USGS suggested that deterministic and
probabilistic evaluations of seismic hazard should be made for the Eastern United States (EUS) to assess the
likelihood of large earthquakes along the eastern seaboard. This led to the 1989 publication of the PSHA study
of all 69 sites in the Central and Eastern United States (CEUS) by LLNL in NUREG/CR-5250.1835 In conjunction
with funding the LLNL study, NRC also recommended that the nuclear power industry conduct an independent
study to present a coordinated utility position on PSHA estimates. The industry study of 56 CEUS sites was
conducted by EPRI and the results were published in EPRI-NP-4726 in 1986.

A draft report on the trial implementation of the Senior Seismic Hazard Analysis Committee (SSHAC)
guidance1838 for the probabilistic seismic hazard assessment of the Watts Bar and Vogtle1839 nuclear plants
showed a higher probabilistic seismic hazard estimate for the Watts Bar site than the value obtained from
NUREG-1488.1836 The increase in the seismic hazard estimate was investigated in a follow-on study which
identified the root causes to be a combination of characteristics of the Watts Bar site, such as the site-specific
source zones characterization, and more generic ones, such as the modified ground motion model. Depending
on whether new information becomes available, other sites could have similar conclusions, such as in the case
of Vogtle, for which the mean estimates of the seismic hazard slightly decreased between the 1993 EUS and the
1998 Trial Implementation Plan (TIP) studies. This represented a new interpretation of new seismicity data and
resulted in the identification of this issue.1837

Safety Significance

The safety concerns were: (1) Did the new data warrant concerns regarding the seismic design bases for
nuclear power plants in the region around the Eastern Tennessee Seismic Zone (ETSZ)? and (2) Were other
nuclear power plants in the region adversely affected?

ANALYSIS

Frequency Estimate

Large differences in the seismic hazard results between those from the LLNL study and the EPRI study led
to the examination of the conflicting results. The staff decided to supplement the LLNL study by improving
the elicitation of data and its associated uncertainty from the experts to better capture the uncertainty in our
knowledge. The results of this study were published in NUREG-1488.1836

Although the PSHA results in NUREG-14881836 show that there is reasonable agreement on plant-specific
SSEs, the LLNL seismic hazard estimates in the 10-4 to 10-6 range are systematically higher than the EPRI
hazard results for this range. This is the range of seismic hazard that typically has the most influence on the
contribution to seismic risk for nuclear power plants. In an attempt to better understand the reasons for the
differences in the two methods, the SSHAC was established under the sponsorship of NRC, EPRI, and DOE in
early-1993. The SSHAC report1838 was published in April 1997 and stated: "Originally, some of the sponsors and
participants proposed that one key objective should be to 'resolve' the differences between the LLNL and EPRI
studies. However, the Committee quickly realized that the new project would be most useful if it were forward-
looking rather than backward-looking - specifically, if it could pull together what is known about PSHA in order to
recommend an improved methodology, rather than specifically attempting to figure out which of the two studies
was 'correct,' or which specific problems with either study were most important in affecting the study's specific
results."

In order to apply the SSHAC methodology, LLNL was contracted to perform a study1839 (the TIP) of two trial
sites (Watts Bar and Vogtle) in the Southeastern United States, a draft of which was completed in 1998. The TIP
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results for the Watts Bar site indicated that, at the mean annual frequency of 10-4, the peak ground acceleration
(PGA) value is about 0.45g, compared to a PGA of about 0.28g at the same mean annual frequency of 10-4

from NUREG-1488.1836 In order to investigate the reasons for the difference in the results from the TIP and
the earlier LLNL study, another study was conducted and documented in the draft report UCRL-ID 142039,
"Comparison of the PSHA Results of the 1993-EUS-Update and the 1998-TIP Studies for Watts Bar," in March
2002. The introduction of the ETSZ, and to a lesser extent the change in the ground motion attenuation model,
increased the potential for higher seismic hazard at sites in the proximity of the ETSZ. A comparison of the TIP
and NUREG-14881836 hazard curves for the PGA values is shown in Figure 3.194-1 below.

At the reference annual frequency of 10-4, the TIP results are about 1.6 times higher than the 1993 EUS-Update
estimate. Sites with operating plants in the proximity of the ETSZ are Browns Ferry, Sequoyah, and Watts Bar.
Based on the results for the Watts Bar site, there is a potential that the ETSZ could influence the seismic hazard
at these other sites as well. The effect of changes in ground motion model, although secondary in nature, can
increase the response spectrum shape in the high frequency range from 9 Hz to 50 Hz. A recent study1840 also
showed the increase of spectral ordinates in the high frequency end. Seismic input in the high frequency end of
the response spectrum can cause relay chatter and other effects to vibration-sensitive components. The USGS
seismic hazard maps for the Eastern Tennessee area also indicated a higher seismic hazard.

The assessment of seismic risk using seismic PRA models starts with a seismic hazard curve (e.g., frequency
of exceedence versus PGA), as described above. Then, fragility curves (conditional frequency of failure versus
PGA) for each structure, system, and component of interest must be derived. Finally, the fragility curves
are convolved with the seismic hazard curve using event tree and/or fault tree logic models to calculate the
frequency of various end states (e.g., CDF) - a fairly involved numerical integration. This calculation can be
rather formidable - much more so than the usual internal events PRA, since a seismic event can both initiate an
accident and also serve as a common mode failure mechanism for many components, structures, and systems
in the plant.

If the change in the seismic hazard curve were a constant multiplicative factor, constant over the domain of the
curve, the resulting change in seismic CDF would also be a simple multiplicative factor, since the proportional
change would carry through the entire calculation. However, the TIP
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Comparison of the Mean Seismic Hazard Estimates for the Watts Bar Site Figure 3.194-1

curve does not differ from the original curve by a constant factor. This does not change the Boolean logic of
a PRA, but does change the numerical integrations. Another complication is that many plants do not have a
seismic PRA, but rather as part of their IPEEE, many licensees performed a seismic margins analysis (SMA).
This results in no quantification of the seismic risk at these plants, though it does provide a determination that
there are safe shutdown paths that meet a required review level earthquake (RLE) and also identifies any
potential vulnerabilities associated with those paths. For these plants, the IPEEE typically does identify an
overall plant high confidence of a low probability of failure (HCLPF) value, though this value may take credit for
plant modifications to resolve the identified vulnerabilities, anomalies, outliers, etc.

Fortunately, an August 1999 paper by Robert P. Kennedy ("Overview of Methods for Seismic PRA and Margin
Analysis Including Recent Innovations," Proceedings of the OECD-NEA Workshop on Seismic Risk, Tokyo,
Japan,) presented an approximate method of estimating seismic risk using the plant HCLPF value. This method
assumed that the seismic hazard curve can be approximated by an exponential curve and that the fragility
curves can be approximated as being log-normally distributed. Both assumptions are reasonable approximations
for the purposes of the screening of this issue. Using these assumptions, this method develops a closed form
solution for the seismic risk which was developed for use in sensitivity studies such as this. This method was
used to develop a sense of the change in the risk estimates, based on the different seismic hazard curves (i.e.,
LLNL 1993 vs. TIP 1998) for the Watts Bar site. As a caution, these are simplistic calculations that give a rough
estimate of the seismic CDF. However, a reasonable estimate of the expected change in CDF resulting from the
change to the latest seismic hazard estimate can be obtained by applying the same approach to both sets of
seismic hazard information.

The TIP results indicated that the mean seismic hazard estimate for Watts Bar was about two times greater than
that estimated in NUREG-1488.1836 To compare the impact of this new seismic hazard information on CDF for
Watts Bar, a simple calculation was carried out using the approximate method described above. The specific
steps of the approach are identified in Section 6.2.1 of the Kennedy paper.
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This calculation addressed only the seismic contribution. It did not address random equipment failures/
unavailabilities or operator errors. However, it was noted from the NRC contractor's TER on the Watts Bar IPEEE
submittal that "... non-seismic failures are not expected to be significant for WBN [Watts Bar Nuclear] because
there seems to be sufficient diversity and redundancy in the equipment selected in the SSEL [safe shutdown
equipment list] for the success paths ..." and that "... significant human action problems are not expected for
WBN." Therefore, neglecting any contribution to the CDF from simultaneous random equipment failure or
adverse human action in this simple calculation should not lead to erroneous results.

The results of the Watts Bar IPEEE seismic analysis, performed in accordance with the EPRI SMA methodology
as described in EPRI-NP-6041-SL, "Nuclear Power Plant Seismic Margin," Revision 1, August 1991, indicated
that the plant HCLPF value exceeded the review level earthquake value of 0.3g PGA. There were no significant
issues identified in the staff's SER or contractor's TER of this analysis, and there were no identified seismic
vulnerabilities, anomalies, or outliers.

The simple calculation included some assumptions regarding the plant's seismic capability and the logarithmic
standard deviation of 0.4 that was recommended in the Kennedy paper was used. A lower logarithmic standard
deviation would result in higher calculated CDF and change in CDF values. In addition, Watts Bar had identified
two success paths that both exceed a HCLPF value of 0.3g PGA. Using the HCLPF Max/Min method rules, the
plant HCLPF is equal to the greater of the HCLPF values for these two success paths. However, it was not clear
from the SER or TER what precise HCLPF values were achieved for each success path; only that they both
exceeded 0.3g PGA. Therefore, in this analysis both success paths were assumed to only just meet the 0.3g
PGA and, thus, this capacity was also used to represent the plant HCLPF in the analysis. If a higher HCLPF
value were used, lower CDF and change in CDF values would be calculated. With the plant HCLPF of 0.3g PGA
and assuming the logarithmic standard deviation of 0.4, the simplistic approach was used to estimate the risk
associated with seismic events for the different seismic hazard information.

Using this method and the LLNL seismic hazard information documented in NUREG-1488,1836 the Watts Bar
seismic CDF was estimated to be about 10-5/RY. Using this approach and the new seismic hazard information
from TIP, the Watts Bar seismic CDF estimate increases to about 4 x 10-5/RY. This approach implicitly assumed
no change in the spectrum shape from the IPEEE study. But the TIP uniform hazard spectrum, which is based
on a 10-4 mean PGA value, has higher spectral acceleration values than the design SSE spectral acceleration
values above about 7 Hz and the increase peaks at about 25 Hz. However, in the 1 to 7 Hz range, the spectral
acceleration values are significantly below those from the SSE spectrum. In order to account for the effect of this
difference in spectrum shape on the CDF, the Watts Bar plant HCLPF value (0.3g) was scaled to the spectral
acceleration values at 5 and 10 Hz, and the scaling relationships for 5 and 10 Hz spectral ordinate from the TIP
uniform hazard spectrum were used to determine the CDF values at 5 and 10 Hz. The resulting average CDF
was 1.8 x 10-5/year. Therefore, accounting for the TIP uniform hazard spectrum shape, there was an increase in
CDF of about 0.8 x 10-5/year.
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Figure 3.194-2

In order to determine the sensitivity of the estimated CDF for the Watts Bar site using the TIP seismic hazard
curve, several CDF estimates were made using the mean, 15th, and 85th percentile hazards, with varying
uncertainties (beta values). From Figure 3.194-2, it is apparent that the CDF values are not very sensitive to the
percentile level of the hazard curve. This is because the HCLPF value is high and at the low end of the annual
frequency of occurrence.

Other Considerations

This issue specifically addressed plants in the ETSZ. However, at the time of this analysis in 2003, the USGS
had undertaken a nationwide effort of seismic hazard mapping under the National Earthquake Hazard Reduction
Act. In early-2003, the USGS issued revised hazard maps using a methodology quite similar to the SHAAC
approach and the NRC was conducting a study of the USGS methodology as a part of the 10-year seismic data
base updating activity. This project was expected to lead to an assessment of seismic hazard at existing plant
sites. At the end of the NRC study, a comprehensive perspective of the increase or decrease of plant seismic
hazard and its effects on the SSE ground motion at all the EUS plants was expected to be available.

CONCLUSION

Based on the risk estimates associated with the spectrum shape for the Watts Bar site and Figure C5 of
Management Directive 6.4, the issue regarding the adequacy of deterministic seismic design criteria for the
licensing basis of plants in the ETSZ was excluded from further consideration. A generic study may be required
to assess the significance for other plants, if the revised USGS results confirm the TIP results and show
increases in the seismic hazard for more sites.1841
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Issue 195: Hydrogen Combustion in BWR Piping
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

The issue of potential hazards from combustible gases was raised1822 after two events involving hydrogen
combustion occurred within 2 months in late-2001 at two foreign BWRs. Both these events involved sudden
rupture of the pipe segments of the RCS by detonation of radiolytic hydrogen. The first event occurred on
November 7, 2001, at Hamaoka Unit 1 (BWR-4) and involved rupture of the RHR steam condensing line during
a routine surveillance testing of the HPCI system. In the second event on December 14, 2001, at Brunsbuttel,
a segment of the head spray line was destroyed. The two reactors were designed by NSSS vendors other than
GE. Both these events were reportedly caused by ignition of combustible H2-O2 mixture generated by radiolysis
of steam/water.

In the past 2 decades, additional events involving hydrogen combustion have occurred at other foreign BWRs.
Furthermore, there have been relevant events at foreign non-LWRs. Some of these events also involved
personnel injury.

A few hydrogen combustion events associated with the primary reactor coolant system have also been reported
at US LWRs; however, there were no significant consequences because of the plant conditions and/or timely
counteractions. Some events at US reactors ranged from small hydrogen fires, with no personnel injury, to
spillage of primary reactor coolant. In a handful of events, personnel escaped without significant injury and/or
contamination. For instance, an event at a US PWR involved hydrogen ignition in the high pressure injection
line on the cold leg of the RCS due to welding activities in the vicinity. The plant licensee promptly reported this
occurrence to another plant licensee where similar piping weld repairs were being performed, thus preventing a
similar occurrence. In another event, personnel error caused hydrogen seepage into a plant's air system while
the plant was in a refueling outage. This condition persisted for a couple of hours before the plant personnel
realized their error.

Over the years, several fires involving generator hydrogen and the hydrogen storage systems have been
reported at US and foreign reactors. In the early 1990s, the NRC had reviewed such events while studying
GSI-106, "Piping and the Use of Highly Combustible Gases in Vital Areas." The scope of GSI-106 included
evaluation of risk from: (1) the storage and distribution of hydrogen for the volume control tank (VCT) in the
PWRs and the main electric generator in the BWRs and the PWRs; (2) other sources of hydrogen such as
battery rooms, the waste gas system in PWRs and the Off-gas system in BWRs; and (3) small portable bottles
of combustible gases used in maintenance, testing, and calibration. The risk from large storage facilities outside
the reactor, auxiliary, and turbine buildings was addressed separately and was not within the scope of GSI-106.
In the evaluation of GSI-195, it was presumed that, since the VCT and the generator are not located near the
reactor and primary coolant system piping, the risk from hydrogen fires or explosions would not lead to pipe
breaks resulting in the LOCAs, ATWS, and steam generator tube ruptures. Additionally, that scoping analysis
did not consider the effect of hydrogen explosions on barrier walls and penetrations, such as doors between the
turbine building and the adjoining reactor, control, and auxiliary buildings for the two BWR-3 and four BWR-4
considered therein.

On October 25, 1993, the NRC issued Generic Letter 93-06 1547 to inform US licensees of the technical findings
from the NRC's resolution of GSI-106, with the expectation that the recipients would review the information for
applicability to their facilities and consider actions.

An exhaustive review of foreign and US reactor operational experience review revealed a number of significant
events as precursors with potential consequences on plant safety. These events affected both BWRs and PWRs.

The regulators of the two countries where the 2001 hydrogen explosion events occurred released reports which
apprised other regulators of their event investigation, analyses, and lessons learned. Follow-up actions taken by
the foreign regulatory agencies, the NRC, and the industry are summarized below.

NRC Generic Communications: After the two most recent foreign events, the NRC issued two Information
Notices1823 to inform the US licensees of the events and the associated safety concerns. Prior to this, the NRC
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had issued IE Bulletin No. 78-03121 and Information Notice No. 89-441552 on the potential hazards of combustible
gases. The issue of air/steam/gas-binding of pumps in safety systems has been examined in detail by the NRC
and documented in the following AEOD reports: C404637; E2181817; E325636; E9101830; T5151831; and T9271832.
Via the NRC communications, US licensees were notified of the potential hazards of entrapped gases in safety
system piping and other components. The licensees were cautioned against accumulation of combustible
gases to explosive levels, and were advised that should there be a possibility of the presence of a combustible
mixture to take the necessary precautions to prevent hydrogen ignition, especially when conducting maintenance
activities. Some of the US events and/or generic safety studies were also the subjects of the Nuclear Energy
Agency/International Atomic Energy Agency Incident Reporting System (IRS) to share the safety concerns and
potential risk with the worldwide nuclear community (e.g., IRS 0001023).

GE Nuclear Energy (GE-NE) Initiatives: On November 20, 2001, GE-NE issued Rapid Information
Communication Service Information Letter (RICSIL) No. 85, "HPCI/RHR Steam Supply Line Rupture," to
advise the GE BWR owners of the Hamaoka-1 event. This RICSIL contained a brief event description and the
information publicly available at the time. It identified the piping systems susceptible to accumulation of non-
condensible gases and recommended necessary actions. The RICSIL indicated that, in April 2002, the Hamaoka
plants staff had established the cause of the pipe rupture as a result of the accumulation and ensuing detonation
of radiolytic gases. This communique briefly discussed similarities between the two events and, based on its
assessments of the available information, agreed with the parent utilities' determination of the root cause of the
events being hydrogen explosion, as also confirmed by the estimates of the energy releases associated with the
event that detonation of a stoichiometric mixture is the most plausible cause. On June 14, 2002, GE-NE issued
Services Information Letter No. 643, "Potential for Radiolytic Gas Detonation." In addition to Hamaoka, this SIL
advised the GE BWR and ABWR owners about the December 2001 event at Brunsbüttel.

A GE Pipe Rupture Task Force evaluated the two foreign events and concluded that probability of similar events
in GE BWRs, while small, cannot be completely precluded. No plant design deficiencies were identified. GE-NE
recommended that the GE BWR and ABWR owners consider the following: (1) review piping systems to identify
any potential vulnerabilities for accumulation of radiolytic gases; (2) assess detonation potential of vulnerable
piping; (3) consider design or system operation modification(s); and consider the potential for accumulation and
detonation of radiolytic gases.

The Task Force concluded that there are no design deficiencies in the GE BWRs or ABWRs. GE-NE identified
the susceptible piping configurations as those which: (1) are stagnant during normal plant operation; (2) are
not continuously or periodically vented or purged; (3) are connected to the steam-filled areas of the NSSS; (4)
are lines isolated from higher pressure systems by a potentially leaky valve; (5) can allow accumulation of non-
condensible gases; and (6) have continuous steam condensation and drainage. For the combustible gases to
detonate, the hydrogen content has to be greater than 15 v/o, with fluid temperature greater than 500oF.

GE-NE also evaluated consequences of potential hydrogen fires and subsequent pipe ruptures. In June 2002,
it presented its findings to the staff. GE had estimated that the detonation over-pressure (i.e., the pressure
developed during detonation) is dependent on the piping geometry, and from1000 psi can increase locally by a
factor of 17 to170. GE also performed a risk assessment by considering H2-O2 detonation as the initiator of a
small- to medium-break LOCA, and concluded that the incremental CDF for the GE BWRs is 10-6, the base CDF
being 2 x 10-5.

BWR Owners' Group (BWROG) Initiatives: In 2002, the BWROG formed the Hydrogen Accumulation
Committee to provide detailed guidance to BWR utilities for identification, disposition, and mitigation of potential
radiolytic H2-O2 accumulation in plant piping and equipment. In November 2002, the BWROG provided the
Committee's guidance document, "BWR Piping and Component Susceptibility to Hydrogen Detonation," (GE-
NE-0000-0007-4008-01, Revision 0, Class I) to US utilities and the NRC. This communication indicated that
one risk-significant characteristic - the presence of RHR steam condensing mode valves and piping - was not
present at many US BWRs, and many had eliminated that feature. RHR steam isolation valve leakage either
had not been a problem or had been corrected or mitigated. The Hydrogen Accumulation Committee sought
input from GE and the foreign utilities, and provided detailed guidance to the BWR utilities for identification,
disposition, and mitigation of potential radiolytic H2-O2 in plant piping and equipment. The BWROG surveyed
the US utilities for the vulnerabilities, including those similar to the two foreign BWRs, and issued an interim
status report on the licensees' responses.1829 The Committee identified the significant plant equipment that was
vulnerable to H2-O2 accumulation; surveyed its members to identify the plant areas with the greatest potential for
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H2-O2 accumulation, and actions taken to address this configuration; reviewed the recommendations in Generic
Letter 91-181828 (including Revision 1) to ensure that operability with respect to hydrogen accumulations is
properly addressed; and developed the guidance document (GE-NE-0000-0007-4008-01, Revision 0, Class I)
for identifying equipment subject to hydrogen accumulation and potential rupture, as well as short- and long-term
mitigation strategies. This guidance was endorsed by BWROG members.

The conclusions based on evaluation of hydrogen build-up rates and survivability of components and piping, as
documented in GE-NE-0000-0007-4008-01, were as follows:

1. when non-condensibles accumulate, the pipe temperature decreases to the saturation temperature of the
steam partial pressure, which decreases with time;

2. larger diameter pipes take longer for radiolytic gases to accumulate;
3. condensate pots with piping configurations that result in temperature below 467oF need further analysis;
4. carbon steel piping and higher operating temperatures and pressures are more susceptible than stainless

steel piping or lower operating temperature and pressures; and
5. larger diameter piping will generally fail from detonation when operating near reactor temperature pressure

and temperature.

Subsequently, the BWROG conducted a survey of all the utilities regarding the action taken at each of the
operating 34 BWRs to address the hydrogen accumulation and potential pipe rupture situations. On August
4, 2003, the BWROG forwarded the survey results to the NRC highlighting the following findings: (1) all had
reviewed the available literature; (2) half had evaluated the susceptible piping; (3) some had completed
and others were continuing risk assessment of plant equipment; (4) less than half the plants had performed
physical walk-downs; (5) 20% had reviewed the plant drawings; and (6) half had identified potentially vulnerable
equipment and are pursuing solutions to address them.

Safety Significance

Under some circumstances, an hydrogen explosion in the primary system piping and equipment could lead to
an "unisolatable" LOCA. The effect on BWR plant safety of a hydrogen detonation, such as those discussed
above, is to either cause a pipe break or damage an SRV. In either case, the effect is to cause a loss of
coolant from the primary system, but the mechanistic effects are somewhat different, and the two effects will
be treated separately. Additionally, there have been some instances of personnel injury and fatalities stemming
from hydrogen explosions. These, however, have not posed significant risk to the public, but instead are of
significance for occupational safety and health.

Regarding detonations which rupture pipes, all of the events which have happened thus far have been in
locations where the break was isolated, thus limiting the loss of coolant inventory. However, a break in a location
which cannot be isolated, or a failure to isolate, would result in a LOCA.

Based on the actual events, such a loss of coolant accident is not likely to be a large design-basis LOCA, since
the stagnant "dead end" locations where the combustible gases can accumulate are not large pipes. However, it
is quite conceivable that such a detonation-induced pipe break could result in an intermediate-break "S1" LOCA.
In reality, of course, a smaller break would be expected to be more likely than a larger break, but for generic
issue screening purposes, it will be assumed that a detonation-induced pipe break, if not isolated, will result in an
intermediate-break LOCA.

Regarding detonations which occur in SRVs, the effect has been to damage the valve such that the valve opens
and remains open, blowing down the primary system into the suppression pool. (In addition to the SRVs in the
main steam system, there are safety or relief valves in the liquid-filled systems, such as LPCI and LPCS as well.
Failure of these valves may also have potential for coolant loss. However, these valves are separated from the
primary system by isolation valves, and failures of these valves will be included as part of the pipe burst accident
sequences.) The inadvertent opening of an SRV (IORV) is normally treated as an anticipated transient, since this
is not a rare event.

ANALYSIS

Frequency Estimate

The history of these hydrogen detonations suggest two slightly different initiating events. The first is a detonation
which causes a pipe to burst. If the resulting leak is not isolated, this will cause a LOCA, as described above.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1828.html
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The second initiating event is a detonation within an SRV or its associated inlet piping, which causes the valve
to jam open. The resulting loss of coolant will not be isolatable. Initiating event frequencies will be estimated for
both of these events.

Pipe Breaks: The severity of combustible gas detonations is likely to vary widely, from mild "pops" to events
sufficiently violent to cause damage. The milder events may well not be detected, or may be attributed to other
possible causes such as loose parts or water hammer. Thus, the frequency of detonations is difficult to estimate.
However, the frequency of those events sufficiently severe to cause pipes to burst can be estimated more
directly, since these events are not likely to be missed. Thus, the frequency of a detonation-induced pipe break
can be estimated directly from the actual experience.

Based on a private communication with the IAEA, the overall BWR operating experience (as of mid-2003),
foreign plus domestic, was 27,900 reactor-months, or 2,325 BWR-years. The event descriptions in the various
databases were sometimes somewhat ambiguous, but there were two events which definitely caused pipes to
burst, plus one more that may have done so. It will be assumed that three "pipe burst" events had taken place
in 2325 RY, so the frequency of detonation-induced pipe breaks will be assumed to be approximately 1.3 x 10-3

event/RY. (This estimate was given to two significant figures only to aid in following the calculations. It was not
intended to imply that the frequency is known to such accuracy, as will be shown below.)

For an uncertainty estimate, standard "counting" statistics will be used. The standard deviation of such an
estimate is just the square root of the number of events, or 1.7 in 2325 RY.

SRV Failures: Again, there is some ambiguity in the event descriptions, but there was definitely one event
where a detonation apparently caused an SRV to fail open and cause a system blowdown. There was a second
event where a detonation appeared to have caused an SRV to fail open, plus at least one more event where
a detonation apparently caused a blowdown in conjunction with ADS testing. Thus, it was assumed that three
events have taken place. Such an event results directly in an intermediate-break "S1" LOCA, as described
above. Again, three events in 2325 RY implied an initiating event frequency of 1.3 x 10-3 event/RY. However,
because of the ambiguity in the number of events, a standard deviation of 2.7 was used this time to account for
both the statistical uncertainty and the uncertainty in the number of events.

Failure to Isolate: The likelihood of the coolant leak not being isolated, either because of a location which has no
isolation valve, or because of damage to or failure to close an isolation valve, is more problematic. In all of the
known events, the leak was isolated. (This does not apply to the SRV failures.)

The isolation valves in question are generally check valves or motor-operated gate valves, and there are usually
two in every fluid-carrying line that penetrates the primary system. Normally, the likelihood of isolation failure
would be quite low. However, an examination of piping and instrumentation diagrams for some plants has shown
that some locations do exist where a break could not be isolated, e.g., lengths of pipe on the primary system
side of isolation valves. Moreover, there is also some possibility that the detonation itself could damage the
isolation valves. Thus, it is known that this likelihood is not zero.

The fact that a number of events have happened with no instances of non-isolation, does allow some inferences
to be drawn. Obviously, as the number of events with successful isolation goes up, the more confidence there
is that the fraction of non-isolatable events is small. This can actually be quantified. For a confidence interval of
95%, if the number of events is n, and the fraction of events where isolation is not possible is x, then

That is, for n events with successful isolation, to 95% confidence, the likelihood of non-isolation is less than the
limit given by this equation. For three pipe burst events, this works out to an upper limit of about 63%.

This is, of course, just an estimate of a high percentile, not an estimate of the actual likelihood of non-isolation.
Given that all events were in isolatable locations, the data would give a "best" estimate of zero for this likelihood.
However, an examination of some plant drawings has shown that there are locations where there is either no
isolation valve or both isolation valves are normally left open or have leaked. Thus, from engineering knowledge,
it is known that this likelihood is greater than zero.
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Given the lack of any further information, it will be assumed that the likelihood of non-isolation is described by an
exponential distribution. The equation for this distribution is:

The standard deviation will be chosen such that the integral of this distribution from zero to x = 0.63 is equal to
95%:

A value of = 4.76 will set this integral equal to the desired 95% at x = 0.63, to match the 95th percentile point
estimated from the data. This is, of course, a great deal of mathematical inference to be based on a rather
meager three data points, and a "sanity check" is very much in order. For an exponential distribution such as
this, the mean is just the reciprocal of the parameter :

Thus, the distribution has a maximum value at zero (i.e., zero non-isolatable piping), a mean of 21%, and a
tail such that the 95th percentile is reached at a fraction of non-isolatable piping of 63%. This is, of course, an
educated guess, not a rigorous inference from experimental data. These numbers will be used because, after an
examination of some piping diagrams, they appear reasonable, particularly the 21% mean fraction of piping that
is not isolatable. (The numbers are given to two significant figures for the benefit of those who wish to follow the
calculation, and are not intended to imply any degree of accuracy.)

Core Damage Frequency: To estimate the core damage frequency associated with pipe breaks associated
with these hydrogen detonations, the NUREG-11501081 PRA for the Peach Bottom plant was chosen, primarily
because of its availability in the SAPHIRE code package. Two separate calculations were done, one for the SRV
blowdown and one for a burst pipe that is not isolatable.

SRV Blowdown: The uncontrolled blowdown of the primary system through an SRV that has failed open is an
anticipated transient, and has resulted from causes other than a hydrogen detonation. In terms of a standard
probabilistic risk analysis, this scenario affects the safety profile of the plant in three different ways. First, as
is the case for any transient, there is always some probability of severe core damage if enough systems fail.
Second, an SRV blowdown is an intermediate-break LOCA. Third, the IORV event is a classic ATWS scenario.

The NUREG-11501081 Peach Bottom PRA "T3C" event tree is initiated by an IORV event, and is linked to
subtrees for transient, LOCA, and ATWS scenarios. The SRV blowdown scenario for this generic issue was
analyzed by setting the initiating event frequency to 1.3 x 10-3 event/RY, as discussed above, and calculating
the various end state frequencies. The calculations were done using 10,000 samples and standard Monte Carlo
uncertainty analysis techniques, and a truncation level of 10-10 event/RY.

Although the event trees contain sequences that end in plant damage states PDS-6 and PDS-7, which would
involve large early releases, none of these sequences passed the 10-10 truncation threshold, and thus are not
counted. The remainder of the sequences that led to core damage were as follows:

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1081.html
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SRV Blowdown Scenario

Sequence Point Estimate Mean 5th percentile Median 95th percentile

All core damage
sequences
(CDF)

1.1 x 10-7 1.5 x 10-7 7.6 x 10-9 7.3 x 10-8 4.8 x 10-7

There is no one highly-dominant sequence, but the majority of the dominant sequences involve the LOCA event
trees. The low result is not surprising in that these detonation-induced SRV blowdowns are an increase of less
than 1% to the IORV initiating event tree frequency (0.19/RY) already assumed in this PRA.

Burst Pipe: BWRs are generally well defended against LOCAs. Again, for this size LOCA, the coolant inventory
loss is more than can be supplied by the RCIC system, but will be within the capacity of the HPCI system.
However, after a few hours, the coolant leak (and the steam supply used to power HPCI) will depressurize the
reactor, and the low-pressure systems will be needed to keep the reactor core covered.

This scenario was analyzed by constructing a new event tree. This new event tree was a simple copy of the
existing event tree for the intermediate break "S1" LOCA, but the initiating event at the beginning of the tree
was replaced by two top events: the detonation-induced pipe-break frequency followed by the probability of not
isolating the break, as described above. The remainder of the event tree is exactly the same as that for the "S1"
LOCA.

As in the original "S1" LOCA event tree, the principal contributor to the CDF was a sequence where all the
low pressure injection systems fail. This is also the only sequence which results in a large early release of
radioactivity; in the other sequences that lead to severe core damage, containment failure is avoided by
containment venting. This sequence leads to Plant Damage State 1 (PDS-1). (The end state nomenclature is
S1-V2V3V4NU11.)

The calculations were done using 10,000 samples and standard Monte Carlo uncertainty analysis techniques,
with a truncation level of 10-10. The results are as follows:

Burst Pipe Scenario

Sequence Point Estimate Mean 5th percentile Median 95th percentile

PDS-1
Sequences
(Possible LERF)

1.5 x 10-7 1.6 x 10-7 1.0 x 10-9 3.4 x 10-8 6.7 x 10-7

All other
core damage
sequences
(CDF)

7.1 x 10-8 7.1 x 10-8 1.3 x 10-9 2.9 x 10-8 2.6 x 10-7

Total: 2.1 x 10-7 2.1 x 10-7 3.0 x 10-9 7.2 x 10-8 7.8 x 10-7

Again, as the table parameters themselves illustrate, the number of significant figures does not imply accuracy
to this degree, but instead are provided as an aid in following the calculation. The most dominant sequence
is a sequence in which a mis-calibration of the pressure sensors in the drywell defeats all of the low pressure
ECCS systems, which may be somewhat plant-specific. If this sequence were not present, the PDS-1 end state
frequency would drop by roughly a factor of 30, and the CDF would be reduced by about half.

The initiating event frequency for this "pipe burst" scenario is significant - addition of this sequence
approximately doubles the "S1" intermediate LOCA frequency for the plant (normally 3 x 10-4/RY). However, the
LOCA sequences are relatively minor contributors to the overall CDF of the plant, because BWRs are so well-
defended against loss of coolant events.

Large Early Release Frequency (LERF): The LERF is estimated based on the frequency of the sequence
leading to PDS-1. All the other sequences result in core damage, but the containment integrity is preserved and
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the release of radioactivity to the environment is limited by venting of the containment from the wetwell airspace,
which "scrubs" the release through the suppression pool.

PDS-1 can result in a spectrum of accident progression bins and source term groups. Some of these accident
progression bins involve large early containment failure. To quote the description in the PRA, "There are no high
RPV vessel breach scenarios because of the LOCA depressurizing the vessel. Since the drywell is flooded by
water from the vessel, drywell melt-through is less likely in this case (only 0.36). There is some probability of
overpressure failure or venting; but, the availability of containment heat removal in this sequence results in a
high probability of no containment failure at all (0.536)."

The estimated frequency for PDS-1 for this issue is 1.6 x 10-7/RY. If the mean probability of no containment
failure is 0.536 for a PDS-1 event, then the probability of a large release is one minus this, or 0.464. Multiplying
this by the estimated PDS-1 frequency, the product is an overall large early release frequency (LERF) of 7 x 10-8

large early releases per reactor-year.

Consequence Estimate

A rough estimate of the consequences was made, using the CRIC-ET Code1795 and the Peach Bottom site. The
results for a PDS-1 frequency of 1.6 x 10-7/RY was on the order of 3 person-rem/ year. A calculation based on a
generic site population density might be higher than this, but this is well below the 100 person-rem/year cutoff in
the MD 6.4 Handbook. Thus, this parameter is unlikely to be limiting.

Cost Estimate

Because of the low CDF and risk, a cost estimate would not affect the conclusions of this analysis. Therefore, no
cost analysis was performed.

Other Considerations

1. The scope of this analysis was restricted to BWRs, based on the identifying document1822 and because of
a belief that PWRs would be less susceptible, since PWRs have primary systems that are primarily liquid-
filled, and are generally operated with an excess of dissolved hydrogen with the explicit purpose of limiting
the amount of radiolysis-generated oxygen. The operational experience review conducted in the course of
this evaluation revealed that a significant number of events involving hydrogen detonation/explosion have
also occurred at US and other foreign PWRs. It is recognized that near the end of cycle, a certain amount
of hydrogen can accumulate in the vapor space of a pressurizer which, in the event of an overpressure and
subsequent PORV actuation, can and will build up in the relief tank. The potential for rapid oxidation does
exist there, as seen in some of the events reported. Relevant operating experience and practices should be
reviewed by the NRC, and the implications of hydrogen explosions in PWR piping and components should be
assessed as a possible new GSI.

2. Although the significance of this issue to the safety of the public is low, a burst pipe or a damaged SRV could
cause a plant shutdown and necessitate some cleanup and repair, with a resultant increase in occupational
risk exposure. Thus, it may be in the economic interest of licensees to take some preventive measures.

3. The CDFs associated with this issue are well below the thresholds in NRC Management Directive (MD) 6.4.
However, the LERF associated with the pipe burst scenario is less than a factor of two below the MD 6.4
threshold for plants with an existing LERF above 10-5. It is expected that detonations (and some pipe bursts)
will continue to occur. However, if more pipe bursts occur such that the estimated frequency is higher than
the 1.3 x 10-3 event/RY used in this analysis, or if there is operational experience that the likelihood of non-
isolation of the break is higher than that estimated in this analysis, then the analysis should be reevaluated.

4. There have been a number of hydrogen combustion events during maintenance and/or shutdown operations.
These events were not included in the scope of this generic issue because they were thought to be
insignificant in terms of the health and safety of the public because the low pressure ECCS is operational
during hot shutdown and hot standby, and the pressure is nearly atmospheric while in cold shutdown and
refueling. However, such events can be very significant to the occupational safety of plant personnel.

5. Several events at the foreign BWRs have shown that hydrogen combustion in the valve control lines resulted
in excess pressure which, in turn, caused the compression of the central guide pins and damage to the pilot
valves. The ensuing deformation of valve internals may cause an impairment of their opening function, and
the damage to the pilot valves may lead to failure-to-close of individual safety and relief valves, resulting in a
LOCA.
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6. The industry initiatives reported1829 to the NRC, especially the BWROG efforts to survey the US BWR
licensees for the actions taken in response to the pipe rupture events in non-U.S. BWRs, indicated that some
of the US BWR licensees had not yet completed their reviews. As of August 2003, the following actions were
reported:

-All plants had reviewed the available literature (e.g., RICSIL, SIL, Information Notice, WANO summary, and
BWROG guidance document);

-Fifteen of the 16 plants with RHR-SCM piping and 18 of the 19 plants with RHR head spray piping had
evaluated that piping. (Survey response answers "NA" are interpreted to mean that the piping is not present
or is disconnected.) Remaining plant evaluations were ongoing, but were not complete;

-A risk category assessment of plant equipment had been completed or was in progress at all of the plants.

-Thirteen plants had completed or were performing physical walk-downs of plant equipment;

-Seven plants had reviewed plant drawings. Some of these plants may substitute the drawing reviews for a
walk-down, some may conduct a walkdown at a later date.

-17 plants have identified potentially vulnerable equipment and are pursuing appropriate solutions to address
these configurations (e.g., procedure notes, procedure changes, equipment temperature monitoring,
configuration analysis, and equipment modification, if necessary).

No new information had been received by the time this evaluation was completed in December 2003.

Suggestions

1. Hydrogen explosions can potentially threaten plant safety by challenging the integrity of the safety systems,
components and equipment, and/or endanger plant personnel safety. To avoid these explosions, the best
course of action for licensees would be to prevent build-up of combustible levels of H2-O2 mixtures by
frequent venting of piping and components that are stagnant and are not normally kept filled.

2. There are many potential ignition sources at operating plants, and many more exist when routine
maintenance activities are conducted during refueling outages. Therefore, it is not practical to eliminate all
the likely sources of hydrogen ignition. In fact, the ignition energy for the H2-O2 combustible mixture is so low
that the ignition sources become practically irrelevant. Therefore, the most prudent action for licensees to
take is to prevent the accumulation of detonatable levels of H2-O2 mixture. As evidenced by reported events,
licensees should take sufficient care during maintenance activities to ensure that no stagnant pipes and
components with potentially combustible levels of H2-O2 mixtures exist.

3. GE RTICSIL No. 85 identified and ranked in the reverse order of vulnerability (high-to-low) various piping and
components determined to be vulnerable, and recommended certain actions. In "Bin 4-D" of the GE RTICSIL
No. 85 table, it was indicated that for safety and relief valves, although hydrogen accumulation is possible,
the detonation potential is mitigated by the water vapor content in excess of 5 v/o. Hence, no corrective action
is required. However, based on a review of power reactor operational experience, there have been hydrogen
explosion events involving rupture of SRVs. In some instances, the presence of a small amount of metal,
e.g., inside the valve body, is known to have served as a catalyst and ignited the H2-O2 mixture resulting in
valve rupture/leakage. One possible cost-effective fix would be to replace the metal segments with palladium
(a hydrogen adsorber) or coat them with platinum as catalyst. This would enable the valve body to serve as
a "mini recombiner" and prevent build-up of explosive levels of H2-O2 mixtures, as successfully done at the
Finnish plants.

4. No unmanageable loss of coolant occurred in the reported SRV failure events; however, if the leaky/ruptured
valves had not been isolated or the leakage was large enough, the potential for a LOCA would have existed.
Hence, a caution to licensees in this regard is warranted. One vehicle to accomplish this would be a generic
communication in which staff review of relevant US and foreign operational experience and the associated
risk implications of "unisolatable" breaks would be summarized. This generic communication could also be
used to reemphasize good maintenance practices.

CONCLUSION

The detonation-induced SRV failure scenario has a mean CDF well below the cutoff in the MD 6.4 Handbook
with no significant LERF and was dropped from further consideration. The CDF associated with detonation-
induced pipe bursts was also well below the cutoff, and the LERF associated with this scenario was below

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1829.html
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the 10-7 cutoff. Therefore, it was concluded that there was insufficient justification for this issue to continue to
the technical assessment stage. However, it was recommended that the above findings and suggestions be
communicated to licensees.1833
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Operational Data, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, December 1989.

1831. AEOD/T515, "Residual Heat Removal Service Water Booster Pump Air Binding at Brunswick
Unit 1," Office for Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, December 5, 1985.

1832. AEOD/T927, "Follow-up on Steam Binding of AFW Pumps," Office for Analysis and Evaluation
of Operational Data, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, December 29, 1989.
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Issue 196: Boral Degradation
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was raised1854, 1855 by an NMSS staff member whose concern arose from the observation that
spent fuel pool racks using Boral for neutron absorption had experienced some problems with swelling and
degradation of the Boral plates over long periods of time. Because the Boral material is commonly used for
neutron absorption and shielding in a wide spectrum of applications, this degradation may have a number of
implications for safety purposes. However, this issue specifically addresses the use of Boral in long-term dry
storage casks for spent reactor fuel.

Safety Significance

Composition of Boral: "Boral" is the trade name for a product of AAR Advanced Structures of Livonia, Michigan
and is a neutron absorber plate material which uses boron carbide for neutron absorption. One isotope of boron,
specifically boron-10 (or 10B), has a thermal neutron absorption cross section of over 3800 barns. Moreover,
the nuclear reaction is unusual in that the resulting compound nucleus emits an alpha particle rather than de-
exciting by gamma emission. Thus, unlike many other high cross section nuclides, boron-10 does not emit high
energy secondary gammas, which (along with the high cross section) makes it an excellent shielding material.
Consequently, Boral plate is widely used in many industrial, medical, and laboratory applications.

Boral is made by mixing boron carbide granules and aluminum powder inside an aluminum box, heating the box
and its content to form an ingot, and then hot-rolling the ingot to form a plate consisting of a coarse core of B4C-
Al composite material bonded between two thin sheets of aluminum cladding.

Experience with Boral: One of the uses of Boral is in spent fuel pool racks. When the first generation of
nuclear reactors was built, spent fuel racks ensured subcriticality by using rack designs which kept the spent
fuel assemblies widely separated. (The thermal neutron absorption cross-section of the hydrogen in the water
was sufficient to keep the array subcritical. In PWR pools, boric acid is dissolved in the water as well.) However,
as more and more spent fuel was discharged into these pools, it was necessary to install new racks which held
the spent fuel assemblies in a much more compact array. To ensure subcriticality, the new spent fuel racks
incorporated Boral sheets between the fuel assemblies.

The Boral sheets were sandwiched (clad) within seal-welded stainless steel cover plates, apparently to keep
water from contacting the Boral. Nevertheless, there were several instances (dating back to 1983) where the
stainless steel cover plates experienced bulging, to the point where mechanical interference with the fuel
assemblies became a problem. It was discovered upon investigation that there had been water ingress into
the stainless steel sandwich, and the aluminum in the Boral had reacted chemically with the water to produce
hydrogen gas and aluminum oxide. The hydrogen gas pressure had built up to the point where the stainless
steel cladding bulged.

One fix was to clip the corners of the stainless steel cladding, allowing the hydrogen gas to escape. However, in
follow-up investigations, it was found in some cases that the corrosion reactions resulted in a partial debonding
of the Boral's aluminum cladding from the composite core absorber material, with some limited losses of B4C
granules and aluminum binder from the edges of the Boral plates.

A similar occurrence was discovered at an early generation BWR, where the spent fuel had been stored in the
spent fuel pool since 1985. This plant had installed Boral cans around each fuel assembly, but without stainless
steel cladding. It was discovered that there were blisters on about 5% of the Boral cans. The blisters were
generally one inch in diameter or less, and tended to occur near the edge of the Boral sheet, where the internal
composite core was in contact with the pool water.

Long-Term Dry Spent Fuel Storage Casks: Calculations showed that the observed B4C losses did not result
in a significant loss of shutdown margin in spent fuel pools, and that is not the focus of this generic issue.
Instead, the question involves the situation with long term dry spent fuel storage casks. To understand the safety
significance, it is necessary to first review the cask design and intended use. For the purposes of this screening
analysis, the Holtec1856 design was used. (Other designs exist, with somewhat different capacities, etc., but the
designs are rather similar, and the differences should not affect any conclusions.)
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These casks are intended for spent fuel which has been out of the reactor and in the spent fuel pool for a long
time. As time goes on, the inventories of the various radioactive species in a spent fuel assembly will decrease in
accordance with the half-life of each nuclide. Decay heat production will slowly diminish, and after several years,
will be low enough that liquid coolant is no longer necessary to keep the spent fuel from overheating. (It is still
necessary for shielding, however.) The Holtec HI-STORM design uses a multipurpose cannister (MPC) which
can hold many fuel assemblies. (The MPC-24 will hold 24 PWR fuel assemblies; the MPC-68 will hold 68 BWR
fuel assemblies.) Each MPC design consists of a sealed metallic canister, and the external dimensions are the
same regardless of the intended contents. Once loaded, the MPC is backfilled with helium and sealed. The MPC
can be placed into either a HI-TRAC transfer cask or a HI-STORM storage "overpack." The transfer cask uses
lead and a water jacket for shielding, whereas the storage overpack is intended for long-term storage, and uses
plain concrete for shielding. Cooling is passive; the large storage overpack incorporates air ducts for natural
convection cooling.

The MPC designs include "baskets" to hold fuel assemblies, heat conduction elements that help transfer heat to
the MPC shell, and Boral sheets between the baskets to provide reactivity control. Criticality is a concern; these
MPCs hold about one-third of a full core for a small reactor such as Yankee Rowe.

The Boral sheets are necessary when the MPC is being loaded with spent fuel. Once the MPC is removed from
the spent fuel pool, drained, and seal-welded, the lack of water as a moderator makes criticality unlikely. The
MPC can reside within the HI-STORM storage overpack for many years.

Safety Concern: The HI-STORM dry storage system is designed for long term storage, but is not intended to
be a permanent repository. Eventually, these MPC units will be transferred to transfer casks and shipped to
a permanent repository. The criticality concern affects any MPC units that, years later, must be reopened for
repairs of any kind. One scheme for doing so is to re-immerse the MPC in water for shielding, and perform the
repair operations under water. Water immersion has several advantages, including shielding, a lower working
temperature, a transparent medium, and some limiting of the spread of any contamination.

However, if the MPC is re-flooded with water, the Boral sheets again become necessary to ensure a subcritical
configuration. When the MPC was first loaded with fuel, these Boral sheets will have been soaked in water, with
some water ingress into the coarse B4C-Al composite material within the aluminum cladding. (The edges of the
sheet are not sealed; the composite material, which is porous, will be exposed to the water.) The vacuum drying
is likely to leave some residual water within the composite core. During long-term storage, these sheets will then
be subjected to temperatures on the order of 500F for many years. This is a more severe environment than that
experienced by Boral sheets immersed in the spent fuel pool, where blistering has been observed after several
years in warm water. It is likely that steam blisters will form in the short term, and possibly hydrogen blisters in
the long term.

Thus, if there is any problem with the integrity of the Boral sheet, it is possible that, under such conditions,
the material may crumble or otherwise relocate in storage, or may be physically damaged when "quenched"
by reflooding of the MPC. Moreover, the blistering will displace some of the water, which will affect reactivity
somewhat even if the B4C-Al composite material does not relocate.

It is possible to form a critical array with sixteen to twenty fresh BWR fuel assemblies in cold clean water
(NUREG-75/110, pp. 4-14).1857 PWR assemblies, which are generally equivalent to four BWR assemblies each,
would be expected to approach criticality with a commensurately smaller number. Of course, the fuel stored
within the MPC will be, except in a few cases, fuel with significant burnup. Nevertheless, this spent fuel was still
capable of producing some power (with equilibrium xenon and at reactor temperatures) before it was discharged.
(Equilibrium xenon is typically worth 2.5% to 3% K/K, and the moderator and Doppler defects are generally worth
3% to 4% in addition.)

Thus, although this spent fuel is not likely to achieve high power levels, it is quite credible that reflooding an MPC
unit will result in an inadvertent criticality if the Boral neutron absorber is not present. Such an event might not
damage the fuel cladding, but it would certainly produce high neutron and fission gamma radiation fields, which
can be quite hazardous to personnel unless adequate shielding is in place.

There are two other aspects to such an inadvertent criticality event. First, there will not be any "scram" system or
similar safety system available to rapidly insert negative reactivity, and it may not be immediately obvious to the
personnel what should be done to terminate the event.
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Second, the existing neutron flux from transuranics in the spent fuel may not be high enough to ensure a
controlled startup. This can lead to a classic criticality accident, where a critical configuration is achieved, but
nothing happens because there are not enough neutrons to start the chain reaction. Then, as the evolution
continues, the configuration might be significantly supercritical before the reaction starts, and when it does start,
neutron flux will escalate with a very fast period, leading to a very hazardous situation.

Possible Solution

The proposed solution for this generic issue is in two steps. The first step would be to test samples of Boral
under conditions duplicating the environmental conditions that would be experienced in these MPC units. This
experiment can be done quite readily, and at a modest cost. If there is no evidence for crumbling or relocation of
the B4C-Al composite material, the issue would be considered resolved.

However, if the experimental evidence indicates that relocation of the B4C-Al composite material is credible, the
second step would be to ensure that these MPC units either are repaired under dry conditions, or that the water
used in submerged operations contain a soluble neutron absorber such as boric acid (or some other means be
used for reactivity control).

Alternatively, it is the staff's understanding that the manufacturer has been conducting research to find ways to
improve the performance of Boral. This also could resolve the issue.

SCREENING ANALYSIS

Criteria: The usual criteria for screening generic issues, specifically core damage frequency, large early
release frequency, and person-rem per reactor-year, are not applicable to this issue. However, there are some
statements in the regulations that address accidental criticalities.

10CFR72, Part 72.124, "Criteria for nuclear criticality safety," states, in part:

(a) Design for criticality safety. Spent fuel handling, packaging, transfer, and storage systems must be designed
to be maintained subcritical and to ensure that, before a nuclear criticality accident is possible, at least two
unlikely, independent, and concurrent or sequential changes have occurred in the conditions essential to nuclear
criticality safety.

10CFR72, Part 72.236, "Specific requirements for spent fuel storage cask approval and fabrication," goes on to
say:

(c) The spent fuel storage cask must be designed and fabricated so that the spent fuel is maintained in a
subcritical condition under credible conditions.

It also states:

(h) The spent fuel storage cask must be compatible with wet or dry spent fuel loading and unloading facilities.

The essence of these statements is that an accidental criticality is not to occur, i.e., the probability of such an
event should be low. For the purpose of this screening analysis, and in the absence of any formal guidance, a
probability of 0.1 of an inadvertent criticality event will be used as a screening threshold.

Frequency Estimate

It is not possible to perform a probabilistic analysis in the usual sense, since there is no data upon which to base
the analysis. Nevertheless, it is possible to have some qualitative probabilistic insights into the likelihood of such
an event.

The central question of this generic issue is, will there be extensive blistering and degradation of the Boral
sheets? If the blistering is extensive, it is quite likely that, in at least some of the MPCs, there will be an axial
location where there is insufficient boron absorption to maintain a subcritical condition. It will be assumed that at
least one MPC in 100 will be damaged to the extent that an inadvertent criticality is possible if the MPC is refilled
with water. This is, of course, an educated guess. However, if blistering is this extensive, it should be detectable
by a few experiments.

At the time of writing of this analysis, there were approximately 117 reactors with spent fuel pools, twelve of
which were no longer operating. A simple tabulation was used to estimate the number of MPC units needed for
this entire population, assuming a 40-year lifetime (or the actual lifetime for the shutdown units), a 1.5 year fuel
cycle, a third core replacement for each fuel cycle, and the Holtec design of 68 BWR fuel assemblies per MPC,
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or 24 PWR assemblies per MPC. The result was an estimate of 8,783 MPC units. Assuming a 20-year license
extension for the units that were not already shut down, this number increased to 12,850 MPC units.

Based on this, it was reasonable to assume that the total number of MPCs needed to accommodate the present
generation of power reactors was on the order of 104 units.

For an inadvertent criticality event to occur, two events must happen. First, the Boral sheets in an MPC unit must
be damaged to the point where criticality becomes possible. Second, this same MPC unit must be flooded with
water for repair.

Based purely on engineering judgment, it was assumed that less than 1% of the MPCs will need to be opened
and reflooded for any reason. However, as a practical matter, it was doubtful that this number of MPCs which
must be opened would be less that one per thousand, based on general engineering experience. Therefore, it
was assumed that the number opened would be at least one per thousand, the lower limit.

Putting these figures together, with a population of 10,000 MPC units, and assumptions that at least one unit
per thousand would be opened underwater for repair (or any other reason), and at least one per hundred will
be damaged to the point where criticality is possible, the total number of criticality incidents will be at least 0.1.
Thus, the probability of at least one criticality was given by the Poisson formula:

where x is the expected number of criticalities. If x, the expectation value, is 0.1 or greater, the probability of at
least one event is 0.095 (essentially equal to the expectation value) or greater. Thus, under these assumptions,
this generic issue meets the screening criterion described earlier.

Other Considerations

The semi-quantitative estimate developed above assumes that the likelihood of opening the MPC underwater,
and the likelihood of damage such that criticality is possible, are independent. This may not be completely true.
For example, if an MPC unit were involved in a transportation accident of any kind, the robustness of the MPC
and its transfer cask would preclude any release of radioactive material to the surroundings. However, the
physical assault might cause relocation of the B4C-Al composite material, and also increase the likelihood of the
MPC being opened for inspection. This would tend to increase the probability of an accidental criticality above
that estimated by the assumption of randomness above.

CONCLUSION

Based on the likelihood of an accidental criticality described above, and on the relatively modest resources
needed for resolution, technical assessment of the issue was pursued.1875 The issue was later RESOLVED with
no new requirements or guidance for licensees.1876
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Issue 197: Iodine Spiking Phenomena
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This GI was proposed1860 in response to a concern raised by the ACRS in its May 21, 2004, report on the
resolution of certain NUREG-17401861 items. The ACRS recommended that the staff develop a mechanistic
understanding of iodine spiking phenomena so that analyses would reflect current plant operations and the
capabilities of modern fuel rods to prevent coolant contamination.1862

To understand the safety (and possible burden reduction) significance of this GI, it is necessary to review the
context within which it was raised. The ACRS and members of the staff had been discussing NUREG-1740.1861

One of the contentions raised in the differing professional opinion (DPO) was:

"The iodine spiking factor used for accident consequence analysis at plants with iodine coolant concentrations
limited to less than 1.0 Ci/g and adopting the alternative repair criteria is too low."

The DPO author contended that the spiking factor used for the accident analyses would be too low if the TS limit
on iodine concentrations in the coolant during normal operations were reduced. Some of the discussion at a
preceding meeting of the ACRS Subcommittee on Materials & Metallurgy and Thermal-Hydraulic Phenomena
centered on whether the existing approach to iodine spiking was sufficiently conservative to ensure that the 10
CFR Part 100 limits on dose to an individual at the exclusion area boundary would not be exceeded.

Discussion of the issue continued at the Full ACRS Committee meeting on May 23, 2004, during which time,
the Committee members expressed dissatisfaction with the lack of a phenomenological understanding of iodine
spiking, and the scatter in the existing data upon which empirical models are based. At this meeting, it was
suggested that a risk-informed analysis might conclude that the potential risk would not justify expending further
resources on this question, and perhaps the regulatory limits should be reexamined.

In its report,1862 the ACRS stated: "The staff continues to treat iodine spiking in a conservative, empirical fashion.
We recommend that the staff develop a mechanistic understanding of iodine spiking so that analyses reflect
current plant operations and the capabilities of modern fuel rods." The report went on to say, "The staff has not
accepted our recommendation to develop a mechanistic understanding of the iodine spiking issue. The staff
continues to use a conservative, empirical estimate of iodine spiking for accident consequence analyses. This
estimate is based on historical data that may not reflect current practices in plant operations or the capabilities of
modern fuels to prevent coolant contamination. We again encourage the staff to take advantage of iodine studies
available in the literature and develop a mechanistic understanding of the phenomenon."

Thus, in this one ACRS meeting, two questions regarding iodine spiking were discussed. The first question was
the DPO author's contention that the staff's current spiking criteria are not bounding. The second question was
from some ACRS members, who expressed some concern that the current spiking criteria might be out of date
and overly conservative.

The memo which proposed1860 this GI stated in its conclusion: "The ACRS recommendation for the development
of a mechanistic understanding of iodine spiking phenomena is proposed by RES as a candidate GI.
Consideration of the ACRS recommendation as a potential GI could result in studies of specific accident analysis
scenarios and update of existing databases to improve safety or to reduce the burden on licensees."

Thus, this GI involves two questions: (1) Are the existing criteria sufficient to be bounding even for the DPO's
proposed new accident scenario? and (2) Are the existing criteria overly conservative (and overly burdensome to
a licensee) given the progress which has been made in fuel performance over the years? This GI was examined
for both safety and burden reduction aspects.

1. SAFETY ASPECT

Safety Significance

This GI is related to GIs B-65, "Iodine Spiking," and 74, "Reactor Coolant Activity Limits for Operating Reactors."
However, GI-197 differs in that it was proposed in the context of a different accident scenario.
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The phenomenon of iodine spiking has long been observed in operating reactors. After a power or primary
system pressure transient, the iodine concentration in the reactor coolant can rise to a value many times its
equilibrium concentration level, followed by a gradual decay back down to a lower level. This is of concern in
steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) events, where primary coolant leaks into the secondary system, and
thereby escapes to the environment, either through the steam jet air ejectors on the main condenser, or via the
atmospheric dump valves or secondary system safety valves.

To address this phenomenon, SRP11 Section 15.6.3 requires that the analysis of this accident assume an iodine
spiking factor of 500. This spiking factor of 500 was chosen as a bounding factor for iodine spiking events.
Specifically, the SRP11 requires the analysis of two cases of iodine spiking events. The first assumes that a
reactor transient has occurred earlier, and an iodine spike is already underway when the SGTR occurs. Because
the coolant iodine activity is monitored periodically, the analysis of this case is based on the maximum value of
primary coolant iodine concentration allowed by the TS. The calculated whole-body and thyroid doses at the
exclusion area and low population zone outer boundaries must not exceed the limits described in 10 CFR Part
100, Section 11.

The second case assumes that the reactor scram and primary system depressurization associated with the
SGTR event itself cause an iodine spiking event. In this case, the analysis assumes that the release rate from
the fuel rods to the primary coolant (i.e., Curies/second) increases to a value 500 times greater than the release
rate corresponding to the iodine concentration at the equilibrium value in the TS. The calculated whole-body and
thyroid doses at the exclusion area and low population zone outer boundaries for this case must not exceed 10%
of the limits described in 10 CFR Part 100, Section 11.

The May 21, 2004 ACRS report1862 states: "The staff continues to treat iodine spiking in a conservative,
empirical fashion. We recommend that the staff develop a mechanistic understanding of iodine spiking so that
analyses reflect current plant operations and the capabilities of modern fuel rods." The safety significance of the
phenomenon of iodine spiking has already been examined (in 1986) under GI B-65, "Iodine Spiking," which was
given a low priority ranking based on very low safety significance. However, the GI B-65 analysis was based on
a coincident small LOCA (for BWRs) or a coincident SGTR (for PWRs). An examination of the transcript for the
509th ACRS meeting, held on February 5, 2004, revealed that this new issue was raised in the context of a main
steam line break accident (MSLB) that, in turn, causes one or more steam generator tubes to rupture. (See GIs
163, "Multiple Steam Generator Tube Rupture," and 188, "Steam Generator Tube Leaks/Ruptures Concurrent
with Containment Bypass, From Breach of Main Steam or Feedwater Line.")

There have been a number of attempts to build mathematical models of iodine release, and fit them to
empirically observed data. Some of these attempts are as follows:

- Onega, R. J., and Florian, R. J., "A Model of the Iodine Spiking Phenomenon Following a Power Change,"
Transactions of the American Nuclear Society, V. 44, pp 369-370, June, 1983.

- Ho, J. C., "Pressurized Water Reactor Iodine Spiking Behavior Under Power Transient Conditions,"
International Topical Meeting on Nuclear Thermal Hydraulics, Operations, and Safety, Taipei, Taiwan, 1984.

- Lin, C. C., "Radiochemistry in Nuclear Power Reactors," NAS-NS-3119, National Academy Press, Washington,
D.C., 1996.

- Lewis, B. J., Iglesias, F. C., Postma, A. K., and Steininger, D. A., "Iodine Spiking Model for Pressurized Water
Reactors," Journal of Nuclear Materials, V. 2444, pp 153-167, 1997.

- Lutz, R.J., and Chubb, W., "Iodine Spiking - Cause and Effect," Transactions of the American Nuclear Society -
1978 Annual Meeting," V. 28, pp 649-650, June 1978.

- Neeb, K.H., and Schuster, E., "Iodine Spiking in PWRs: Origin and General Behavior," Transactions of the
American Nuclear Society - 1978 Annual Meeting," V. 28, pp 650-651, June 1978.

- Caruthers, G.F., and Gritz, R.W., "Radioiodine Behavior During a Steam Generator Tube Rupture Accident,"
Transactions of the American Nuclear Society - 1978 Annual Meeting," V. 28, pp 653-654, June 1978.

These models are all built on an assumed physical causative model of a fuel pin with a defect. During power
operation, iodine collects on the surfaces of the fuel pellets and internal cladding surface, probably as cesium
iodide or some other water-soluble salt. However, during operation, the internal free volume of the fuel pin is
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steam-blanketed, and relatively little iodine is transported out of the pin. If the reactor is shut down, or if power
is significantly reduced in a power transient, liquid water will enter the gap volume, dissolving any soluble iodine
compounds, which then can readily diffuse out of the cladding. Similarly, a pressure transient could force liquid
water in or out of the defected fuel pin, thereby transporting iodine into the bulk primary coolant.

It should be noted that, if there were no cladding defects in the core, according to this model the specific
activity of iodine in the cladding would drop to zero, under both equilibrium and non-equilibrium conditions. The
presence of "tramp" uranium, i.e., traces of uranium on the outside of the cladding left over from manufacture
of the fuel, complicates the model. Iodine produced from fissioning of tramp uranium would not be expected to
contribute to spiking, since it is already outside of the cladding, but would contribute to the equilibrium specific
activity in the coolant.

Unfortunately, there do not seem to be any readily-available experimental verifications of this causative model,
i.e., controlled experiments on individual fuel pins in a laboratory setting. The models mentioned above involve
comparisons with data from historical events. As the ACRS suggested, a better understanding of the actual
physical processes could lead to new strategies to suppress iodine spiking, or more sophisticated TS to address
this phenomenon.

In this context, there are two aspects to the safety significance of this issue. First, as stated above, this issue
was raised in the context of a main steam line break which causes one or more steam generator tubes to
rupture. Such an event would cause a reactor scram (which would allow liquid water ingress in any defected
fuel pins) followed by a cooldown and depressurization (which would tend to assist the transport of dissolved
iodine compounds out of the defected fuel pins and into the primary coolant). Moreover, the combination of tube
rupture and main steam line break provides a means for release of the contaminated coolant to the atmosphere,
bypassing the containment.

Second, the current safety analyses are based on a limit in the TS on iodine concentration in the primary
coolant, and a conservative fuel release rate multiplier (spiking factor), to calculate an upper bound to the
maximum concentration after a transient. In the absence of a detailed understanding of the physical phenomena
involved in iodine spiking, there is little basis to assume that the peak iodine concentration is a function of the
equilibrium concentration. Therefore, reducing the "initial condition" iodine concentration by decreasing the limit
in the TS may or may not proportionally reduce the peak concentration. Some experimental investigation of this
has been reported. (Brutschy, F.J., Hills, C.R., Horton, N.R., and Levine, A.J., "Behavior of Iodine in Reactor
Water During Plant Shutdown and Startup," NEDO-10585, August 1972.)

Possible Solution

There is no explicit solution identified for this issue. Instead, the ACRS discussions cited above recommended
performing basic research to better understand the iodine spiking phenomenon, and the iodine transport
processes which cause it. Once a better scientific understanding is achieved, it might be possible to devise a
more sophisticated means to prevent, mitigate, or accommodate iodine spiking.

SCREENING ANALYSIS

Iodine Spiking Phenomena: As was discussed above, an iodine spike can be initiated by a power or pressure
transient. Once the iodine is present in the bulk coolant, it's concentration will be a function of the release rate
from any leaking fuel pins balanced against removal by radioactive decay (approximately an 8-day half life for
I-131, less for the other excess-neutron iodine isotopes) and removal by the reactor water cleanup system.

Let A = total I-131 activity in the coolant (in Curies)

R = Iodine release rate from the reactor fuel pins to the coolant (Ci/hour, total for the whole core)

t = total removal rate (hour-1)

Then, during normal operation,

The removal rate consists of two terms:
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The two terms in the removal rate (t) are d, the removal rate due to radioactive decay, and p, the removal rate
due to purification (in the reactor water cleanup system).

The removal rate due to radioactive decay is just the disintegration constant, and can easily be calculated from
the half life, which is 8.02 days for I-131. This works out to

d = 3.60E-3/hour. About 0.36% of the I-131 decays away every hour.

The removal rate due to the reactor water cleanup system is also readily calculated. It is given by:

where F = Flow through the reactor water cleanup system

M = RCS coolant inventory mass

DF = Decontamination factor in the cleanup system

These parameters can all be estimated from data given in the PWR training manual.

F = 75 gpm, the flow through the letdown orifice. At 550F, this is 28,097 lb/hour, which is 12,745 kg/hour, or
1.2745E7grams/hour. (At a temperature of 550F and pressure of 2000 psi, the specific volume of liquid water is
0.02141 ft3/lb.)

M = Total mass of RCS coolant, at operating conditions. The system liquid volume is 11,892 cubic feet (including
the pressurizer). At 550F, this is 555441 lb, or 2.52E8 grams.

DF = The design decontamination factor is 10, i.e., 90% removal efficiency.

Then, p = 0.04552/hour. In other words, about 4.6% of the iodine is removed by the cleanup system every hour.
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Note that, for I-131, the removal rate due to radioactive decay is less than one tenth of that due to coolant
purification.

t = d + p = 0.04912 /hour.

Now consider equilibrium full-power conditions. The time derivative is zero:

Therefore, 

where A0 is the equilibrium activity in the coolant and R0 is the equilibrium release rate from the fuel. If the
specific activity is at the 1.0 Ci/g TS limit, and the total mass of coolant is 2.52E8 grams, A0 is 252 Curies, and
R0 is 12.38 Curies/hour.

The normal licensing assumption is to assume that, in the event of a transient, the release rate increases by
a factor of 500 and the removal rate drops to zero. The activity then rises linearly from A0 to higher and higher
values for the duration of the event (usually eight hours). Note that this licensing assumption does not lead to a
"spike;" instead it assumes that the iodine released from the fuel is inexhaustible and all removal mechanisms
stop, so the activity increases monotonically until the event is terminated. This is intended to bound any real
iodine spike. Using the numbers developed above, the activity would rise to approximately 50,000 Ci, which in a
coolant mass of 2.52E8 grams gives a specific activity of approximately 200 Ci/g for a bounding value.

To put this conservative model into perspective, it is worthwhile to examine some actual experience. The iodine
spiking phenomenon has been the subject of several studies which have examined historical data:

- Lin, C. C., "Radiochemistry in Nuclear Power Reactors," NAS-NS-3119, National Academy Press, Washington,
D.C., 1996.

- Lewis, B. J., Iglesias, F. C., Postma, A. K., and Steininger, D. A., "Iodine Spiking Model for Pressurized Water
Reactors," Journal of Nuclear Materials, V. 2444, pp. 153-167, 1997.

- Brutschy, F.J., Hills, C.R., Horton, N.R., and Levine, A.J., "Behavior of Iodine in Reactor Water During Plant
Shutdown and Startup," NEDO-10585, August 1972.

- Adams, J.P., "Iodine Spiking Data from Commercial PWR Operations," EG&G-NERD-8395, February 1989.

- Adams, J.P., and Atwood, C.L., "Probability of the Iodine Spike Release Rate During an SGTR," Transactions
of the American Nuclear Society, V. 61, pp. 239-240, June 1990.

- Adams, J.P., and Sattison, M.B., "Frequency and Consequences Associated with a Steam Generator Tube
Rupture Event," Nuclear Technology, V. 90, pp. 168-185, May 1990.

- Adams, J.P., and Atwood, C.L., "The Iodine Spike Release Rate During a Steam Generator Tube Rupture,"
Nuclear Technology, V. 94, pp. 361-371, June 1991.

- Pasedag, W.F., "Iodine Spiking in BWR and PWR Coolant Systems," Paper presented at the ANS Thermal
Reactor Safety Meeting, Sun Valley, ID, CONF-770708, 1977.

The "spike" is not symmetrical. In general, the iodine activity in the coolant climbs rapidly after the initiating
transient, reaching a maximum in four to five hours. By 10 hours, the activity is dropping, but it is still elevated
at 30 hours. Most of the papers in the literature do not list much data at times greater than 30 hours, but there is
some indication that the spike is not effectively "over" until 30 to 40 hours have elapsed (Lewis, B. J., Iglesias,
F. C., Postma, A. K., and Steininger, D. A., "Iodine Spiking Model for Pressurized Water Reactors," Journal of
Nuclear Materials, V. 2444, pp 153-167, 1997). This is consistent with the assumption that the rise is governed
by the transport of iodine out of leaking fuel pins, but the fall is governed by removal of iodine via the reactor
water cleanup system and radioactive decay. Individual events will vary from these general observations, since
the size and number of cladding defects will vary, and the specific cleanup systems will vary. Moreover, since a
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real transient at a real plant may involve power reductions, subsequent scrams, and/or multiple primary pressure
changes, there may be a secondary peak in iodine coolant activity.

The "height" of the spike, meaning the maximum iodine coolant specific activity achieved during the course
of the event, can vary widely. In the papers cited above which report historical data, the maximum activities
tabulated are all less than 20 Ci/gm.

In a 1990 paper (Adams, J.P., and Atwood, C.L., "Probability of the Iodine Spike Release Rate During an SGTR,"
Transactions of the American Nuclear Society, V. 61, pp. 239-240, June 1990), data from 168 actual events were
tabulated. To obtain some perspective on the historical experience, the data was scanned and loaded into a
spreadsheet for some statistical analysis. The results are given in Table 3.197-1:

Table 3.197-1

Measured steady-state
iodine concentration
before trip (Ci/g)

Maximum measured
iodine 2 to 6 hours after
trip (Ci/g)

R, iodine release rate
based on bounded max
iodine concentration &
assumed 2 hour time from
trip to max concentration
(Ci/hour)

Mean 4.90E-02 7.57E-01 2.61E+02

Median 1.39E-02 1.91E-01 6.80E+01

95th percentile 1.81E-01 3.25E+00 1.18E+03

Maximum 5.64E-01 1.44E+01 5.53E+03

It should be noted that these data are on plants with different rated powers & therefore different core sizes.
Moreover, these events were not initiated by steam line breaks combined with SGTRs; they were initiated by
milder transients. Finally, the maximum measured post-accident concentrations are not necessarily the peak
concentrations, since the peak may not have occurred at the time the sample was taken. (To allow for this,
the maximum measured concentrations were conservatively multiplied by a factor of three to get a "bounded
maximum value," and this bounded value was used to calculate the release rates in the rightmost column.)
Regarding the maximum measured values, it should be noted that 95% of the events were below 3.25 Ci/g.

Again, the licensing basis model gave a peak specific activity of 200 Ci/g, based on a conservative release rate
of 6190 Ci/hour for eight hours. Thus, the model does indeed appear to be conservative.

Assumed Coolant Activity: The maxima discussed above are not directly applicable to this GI, since these
events generally resulted from operational transients. This GI postulates a higher spike, which is initiated by a
more severe, combined power and pressure transient.

As will be shown later, the event of interest realistically will last about two hours. Assuming a steam line break
with tube rupture occurs, the question becomes, how high will the specific activity climb in two hours? The
reactor water cleanup system will isolate, so the only removal will be by radioactive decay (which will be very
little in two hours time) and by dilution (i.e., coolant lost to the secondary side of the steam generators, and
replaced by injection flow). Credit for dilution is not being given in this analysis, so it will be assumed that
essentially all the iodine released to the coolant stays there, and builds up linearly at the rate given by the post-
initiation release rate from the core.

If the current licensing assumption (that R is multiplied by a factor of 500) is used, the rate of release from the
fuel to the coolant is assumed to instantaneously rise from the equilibrium value of 12.38 Curies/hour to 500
times this, or 6190 Curies/hour. In two hours, and with no iodine removal, the coolant inventory will then acquire
an additional 12,380 Curies of iodine. For a coolant mass of 2.52E+8 grams, this is an addition of about 49 Ci for
each gram of coolant. Added to the initial specific activity of one Ci/g, the total specific activity two hours after the
initiating event would be about 50 Ci/g. If the event continues on past two hours to eight hours after the initiating
event (as in the conservative licensing basis), the specfic activity in the coolant would continue to rise linearly to
approximately 200 Ci/g.
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However, this GI postulates that the licensing assumption is not sufficient in the case of a more severe,
combined power and pressure transient. For this analysis, an iodine spike of 1000 Ci/gm, will be assumed. No
credit was taken for lower concentrations as the spike builds up; it was assumed that the coolant specific activity
is 1000 Ci/gm for the entire duration of the transient. This should bound any credible spiking from the more
severe accident implicit in this GI.

SGTR: The design basis assumption for a "classic" SGTR event is the spontaneous double-ended rupture
of a single tube. According to the analysis used in the NUREG-11501081 PRAs, such a double-ended rupture
corresponds to a primary-to-secondary leak that requires an equivalent makeup of 600 gpm, i.e., is equivalent in
mass flow to 600 gpm of liquid water at room temperature.

Although a number of SGTR events have occurred in actual operational experience, relatively few events
have even approached a leakage equivalent to 600 gpm (Adams, J.P., and Sattison, M.B., "Frequency and
Consequences Associated with a Steam Generator Tube Rupture Event," Nuclear Technology, V. 90, pp.
168-185, May 1990). However, the experience with these "spontaneous" SGTR events is of limited applicability
to this GI, since the issue postulates that a steam line break causes cracks to open up in the steam generator
tubes, causing one or more significant leaks.

For a single tube rupture, 600 gpm would be considered to be bounding. Because this GI assumes that an
initiating event, the steam line break, causes tubes to break, the assumption that only one tube breaks may not
be valid - the pressure transient might cause a large number of tubes to leak, and the total leakage would not
necessarily be bounded by the flow through a single-tube guillotine rupture. What flow rate can then be used as
a "representative" flow rate for this GI? To answer this question, the accident sequence will be explored in more
detail.

Accident Sequences

The accident sequences of interest are initiated by a break in a main steam line, accompanied by a SGTR.
The course taken by the accident sequence depends on whether the break is located within or outside of
containment, and upstream or downstream of the main steam isolation valve (MSIV). If the break is located
inside of containment, any contamination will be confined to the interior of the containment. Moreover, the course
of the transient will be very similar to that of a successfully-mitigated small break loss of coolant accident. Iodine
spiking is not expected to result in any significant offsite doses for this sequence. Thus, this analysis will assume
that the steam line break occurs outside of the containment. This leaves two possibilities, depending on whether
the break is upstream or downstream of the MSIV.

For most plant designs, each main steam line is provided with an isolation valve (the MSIV) and possibly a check
valve just outside the containment. The main steam piping up to these valves, and the structure enclosing the
valves, are Seismic Category 1. Since there is a much longer length of piping downstream of the MSIV, and
this piping is not seismically qualified, a steam line break is more probable in the downstream piping than in the
relatively short length of piping between the containment penetration and the MSIV. However, the secondary side
code safety valves, relief valves, and steam line for the turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump are normally
connected to this section of piping upstream of the MSIV. Although a spontaneous pipe break in this section is
unlikely, there has been at least one event where, during hot functional testing, a safety valve broke off its flange,
resulting in an energetic, uncontrolled blowdown (See GI-188). Thus, this analysis will postulate breaks both
upstream and downstream of the MSIV. (A thermal-hydraulic analysis of both accident sequences can be found
in NUREG-0937.860)

Break Downstream of MSIV

When a steam line ruptures, the steam generator associated with that steam line will begin to blow down through
the break. Steam flow will be limited to approximately 200% of normal, full power flow by the flow restrictors
which are located near the exit of each steam generator. In addition, unless the plant is equipped with non-return
valves in the steam lines, the other steam generators will similarly blow down, with steam flowing down the intact
steam lines to the turbine steam header, then backwards to the break in the faulted line. As pressure falls in the
secondary side of the steam generators, temperature also drops, resulting in a rapid cooldown of the primary
system. The reactor will scram, the pressurizer level and pressure will drop, the MSIVs will close, and safety
injection and aux feedwater will initiate. (According to the analysis in the Surry FSAR, this will take approximately
20 seconds.) At this point, the plant is in a safe condition, with decay heat being removed by the power-operated

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1081.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0860.html
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relief valves on the steam lines upstream of the MSIVs, with secondary side inventory being maintained by the
aux feedwater system. The operator can then take manual control, using these PORVs to cool the system down
to the point where the residual heat removal system can take the plant to cold shutdown. (Alternatively, if the
plant is equipped with non-return valves in the steam lines, the operator may be able to open one or more MSIVs
and use the main condenser bypass to remove thermal energy. If a rapid response is desired, the pressurizer
PORV can be opened to reduce primary pressure.)

The situation changes somewhat if, as this GI would assume, the steam line break is accompanied by a SGTR
or ruptures in the affected steam generator. The primary-to-secondary leak will transport primary coolant activity
to the secondary side of the affected steam generator, resulting in an initial "puff" of activity through the broken
steam line, terminating when the MSIVs close. After MSIV closure, pressure will rise in the secondary side of all
the steam generators as the water inventory continues to boil, but will rise more rapidly in the steam generator
with the primary-to-secondary leak. It is this steam generator which will reach the pressure setpoints first,
and contaminated steam will be discharged through the relief and/or safety valves. This release will continue
intermittently until the plant operator takes control. Once the faulted steam generator is identified, the operator
will isolate feedwater to that generator, and manually use the relief valves on the good steam generators to cool
the plant down. This will terminate the release.

The duration of the release is governed by the time it takes for the operator to identify the faulted steam
generator, and the time needed to cool and depressurize the primary system to the point where the pressure in
the faulted steam generator drops below its lowest safety valve and relief valve settings. Estimates of this time
interval vary. The NUREG-11501081 PRA for Surry assumes 45 minutes for successful depressurization of the
primary system, after a spontaneous SGTR.1318 However, an analysis of a stuck-open main steam line safety
valve1475 assumed approximately two hours to reduce pressure to the point where RHR initiation was possible.

Neither of these is directly applicable, since the accident sequence of interest is a main steam line break
accompanied by a consequent rupture of steam generator tubes. As Reference q, which analyzed such a
sequence, points out, the operator will be responding to the main steam line break, and may not be immediately
aware of the SGTRs. Although the response to a main steam line break would still call for the same response -
depressurization and cooldown - there might not be the same degree of urgency if the operator were not aware
of the tube ruptures. Of course, the tube ruptures will become evident from the behavior of the water level in
the faulted steam generator, coincident with low aux feedwater flow and high radiation in the steam generator
blowdown line. It will be assumed, based on judgment, that up to one hour will be required for the operator to
initiate cooldown.

The time to cool down to the point where the secondary safety and relief valves close also does not appear
in the literature. A rough estimate can be made by noting that the average coolant temperature in the reactor
vessel at full power is 578.2F (from the PWR systems manual), and the lowest main steam safety valve setpoint
is 1064 psig, which corresponds to 548.2F for saturated water conditions. This is a temperature difference of
30F, which, at a typical cooldown rate of 50F/hour would require roughly 36 minutes. Of course, the PORVs
would be set at a lower pressure, so either the block valves would have to be closed or the cooldown would
have to be continued to stop all release of steam from the faulted steam generator to the environment. Based
on this admittedly rough calculation, it will be assumed that up to one hour after the initiation of cooldown will
be needed to cool down to the point where the release is stopped. Thus, it will be assumed that, after the initial
"puff," contaminated steam will be released for another two hours.

Frequency Estimate

The initiating event for this scenario is a break in the main steam lines after the MSIVs. Steam lines downstream
of these isolation valves were not held to the same stringent requirements as were the primary system pipes
when the plants were licensed, e.g., these pipes were not held to the same standards for withstanding seismic
events. Thus, previous GI screenings have assumed a higher break frequency for this piping (See GIs A-21 and
A-22). The pipe break frequency was estimated to be 10-3 break/RY.32

Since this frequency estimate dates back to 1976, and considerable experience has been gained in the
intervening years, it is appropriate to examine the reasonableness of this number. As of December of 2004,
collective domestic reactor experience stands at approximately 1845 PWR-years and 1005 BWR-years, giving
a total of 2850 RY. These are calendar years, so the years of actual full-power operation would be 10% to 20%

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1081.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1381.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1475.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0032.html
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less than this number. Nevertheless, if the true frequency of pipe breaks downstream of the MSIVs were 10-3/RY,
one would expect to see some actual events by now. Thus, it is unlikely that the true value is greater than 10-3.

Source Term

As was stated above, the release is expected to consist of two components - an initial release out the broken
steam line as the steam generator blows down, and a longer term intermittent release out of the main steam
relief valves. The initial release will be terminated when the MSIVs close (about 20 seconds, according to the
Surry FSAR).

The design steam flow rate for a model F steam generator is 3.78 x 106 lbs/hour during normal operation. In
the event of a steam line break, the steam flow would greatly increase as steam escaped to the atmosphere
through the break, but the steam flow would be limited by the flow restrictors to approximately double this value.
After about 20 seconds, the MSIV would be closed, terminating the release. This works out to a release of
approximately 42,000 pounds of steam.

The specific activity (in Ci/g) in the escaping steam is problematic, since it depends on both the primary coolant
specific activity, the primary to secondary leak rate, and the dilution in the secondary volume. Clearly, a low
rate of primary to secondary leakage will result in a low release through the broken steam line. Conversely, if
a large number of tubes were to rupture, the influx of primary coolant into the secondary volume, driven by a
large differential pressure and at a somewhat higher temperature, would tend to increase secondary pressure
(and thereby reduce boiling in the secondary water), and a large fraction of the escaping steam would result from
flashing of the primary coolant. In the extreme case, if approximately 35 tubes were to rupture, each discharging
600 gpm of primary coolant, the mass influx would approximate the mass of steam being discharged out of the
steam line.

For the purposes of this analysis, this extreme case will be assumed, that is, the steam escaping from the
broken line will transport one millicurie of iodine per gram, the same specific activity as for the primary coolant,
for 20 seconds. This works out to a release of approximately 19,000 Curies.

This initial release will be terminated by closure of the MSIVs. Primary coolant will continue to flow into the steam
generator, but the flow rate will diminish as the pressure equalizes between the primary and secondary systems.
The faulted steam generator will be at a higher pressure than the other steam generators, and, as decay heat
continues to add thermal energy to the system, the secondary side safety valves associated with that steam
generator will lift intermittently. Meanwhile, coolant will be supplied to the primary system by the high pressure
ECCS. Depending on the coolant level and height of the tube breaks, there will either be boiling in the core, with
steam escaping through the broken tubes, or, if there is sufficient coolant inventory in the primary system, heat
will be transported by the coolant to the steam generator and cause boiling on the secondary side.

Although the secondary PORVs (or safety valves) will release steam intermittently as the valves cycle, the
average steam flow out of these valves will be governed by the decay heat produced in the reactor core plus the
energy added by the reactor coolant pumps, if they are still running. Ten minutes after the reactor scrams, decay
heat is about 2.33% of full power, and will drop to about 1.15% by two hours after shutdown. For the purposes
of this analysis, a constant core power of 2% will be assumed. It will also be assumed that the reactor coolant
pumps remain running. These two assumptions, which will result in a slightly larger release, add a modest
amount of conservatism. The various powers and flow rates can be estimated by a simple heat balance, as
shown in Table 3.197-2.

The steam releases are well within the capacity of one safety valve (usually about 750,000 lbm/hr.). (The four
PORVs generally can accommodate 10% of rated steam flow, i.e., 2.5% per PORV for a four-loop plant, which
works out to 94,500 lbm/hr, so one PORV might not be quite sufficient to vent the steam at the beginning of
the interval.) The matching injection flow requirement is within the capability of the high pressure ECCS, and
the primary to secondary flow could be accommodated by just two completely ruptured tubes - more extensive
tube ruptures will not increase the flow. This limiting, although somewhat artificial, situation has the primary-
to-secondary leak acting as feedwater for the faulted steam generator. The primary-to-secondary flow is likely
to overfill the secondary side of the steam generator, and the level control valves for the auxiliary feedwater
system, if in automatic control, will close.860 Thus, there will be little or no dilution of the iodine activity in the
water.

Table 3.197-2

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0860.html
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2.33% (10 minutes after
shutdown

1.15% (2 hours after
shutdown

2%

Decay heat (MWt) 79.5 39 68

Pump power (MW) 14.94 14.94 14.94

Total heat input (MWt) 94.4 54 83

Steam released (lbm/
hour)

280,000 161,000 247,000

Primary to secondary flow,
gpm of hot liquid

768 440 675

Required injection flow
(gpm)

563 322 495

It was assumed that the plant operator will identify the faulted steam line, shut off feedwater to the associated
steam generator, and open the atmospheric dump valves in one or more of the other steam generators in order
to reduce the temperature of the primary system and terminate the steam release out of the faulted steam
generator. Once the primary system pressure drops below the setpoint of the secondary safety valves, the
release of primary coolant activity will be terminated. Eventually, the primary system will be cooled down to the
point where the residual heat removal system can be placed into service to bring the plant to cold shutdown.

Thus, the release during this two-hour "simmering" period would be approximately 247,000 lbs of contaminated
steam. At the assumed specific activity of 1 millicurie/gram, this corresponds to a release of approximately
224,000 Curies.

Consequence Estimate

The consequences for the source term described above were estimated using the MACCS2 code and the
standard site parameters for GI analysis. The analysis included Cs-134 and Cs-137 in addition to the iodine
group (I-131, I-132, I-133, I-134, and I-135) because, if the iodine is deposited in the fuel in the form of a soluble
salt, the cesium will "spike" along with the iodine. The results, for a 50-mile radius, were a mean population dose
of approximately 4,600 person-rem, as shown in Table 3.197-3. (Results in this and in subsequent tables are
given to three significant figures for the convenience of the reader who wishes to follow the calculations, and are
not intended to imply that these parameters are known to this accuracy, as the percentile range given in the table
itself clearly shows.)

Table 3.197-3

Mean Median 95th percentile

Total whole-body dose to
50 miles (person-rem)

4580 4810 7380

Thyroid dose to 50 miles
(person-rem)

78700 78700 143000

Whole-body dose at site
boundary (rem)

3.89 0.372 12.8

Thyroid dose at site
boundary (rem)

61.4 2.36 208

Break Upstream of MSIV

As in the previous sequence, the steam generator associated with the steam line will blow down. Steam flow
will be limited to approximately 200% of that corresponding to normal, full power flow by the flow restrictors
which are located near the exit of each steam generator. As before, unless the plant is equipped with non-return
valves in the steam lines, the other steam generators will similarly blow down, with steam flowing down the intact
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steam lines to the turbine steam header, then backwards to the break in the faulted line. As pressure falls in the
secondary side of the steam generators, temperature also drops, resulting in a rapid cooldown of the primary
system. The reactor will scram, the pressurizer level and pressure will drop, the MSIVs will close, and safety
injection and aux feedwater will initiate. This will terminate the flow from the good steam generators. However,
unlike the previous scenario, in this sequence the steam generator associated with the faulted steam line will
continue to blow down all the way to atmospheric pressure.

This time, the operator cannot immediately use the other steam generators to remove decay heat. The
blowdown of the steam generator associated with the faulted steam line will cause a significant cooldown and
pressure drop in the primary system. The other steam generators will actually be at a higher temperature than
that of the primary system, and would have to be blown down to atmospheric pressure in order to "compete" with
the faulted steam generator.

If there were no SGTR, the operator could take control by isolating all feedwater to the faulted generator.
After boiloff of the remaining liquid water inventory ("dryout") in the faulted steam generator, heat removal via
that steam generator would stop, and the primary system would heat up to the point where the other steam
generators could remove heat. Eventually, the operator would cool the system down by means of the intact
steam generators and depressurize to the point where the RHR system could be put in service.

However, the presence of a primary-to-secondary leak can complicate the matter. Because the steam line
is open between the containment wall and the MSIV, the primary coolant escaping via the ruptured steam
generator tube(s) cannot be isolated. The activity will be released to the environment via the broken steam
line, and the release will not stop until the primary system is cooled to below 212F and depressurized. If the
leak through the ruptured steam generator tube is large enough, sufficient mass and energy may be lost from
the primary system to assist in the necessary cooldown and depressurization. However, the escaping primary
coolant will be lost to the atmosphere, and not be recoverable to the containment sump. This is not of concern
for the purposes of this GI, since it would lead to a core melt scenario where the question of iodine spiking would
be moot. Instead, such a core-melt scenario would be within the scope of GI-188.

Frequency Estimate

As was discussed earlier, the steam lines upstream of the MSIVs, and the structure enclosing the valves, are
Seismic Category 1. Historically, PRAs have used a break frequency of 10-4 pipe break/RY, total, for all of the
large piping of this quality in the plant. In this case, the relevant piping is a relatively short length running from
the containment wall to the MSIVs. Thus, the normal assumption would be that the frequency of a large break in
this area would be a fairly small fraction (up to 10%) of the "total" large-break frequency of 10-4 break/RY.

However, as was discussed previously, there has been at least one event where, during hot functional testing
(not power operation), a safety valve broke off its flange, resulting in an energetic, uncontrolled blowdown
(See GI-188). The event was apparently caused by a design error, in that the valve mounting was designed
adequately for the pressure loading, but was not sufficient to accommodate the reaction forces when the valve
was discharging steam. Thus, the relevance of this event can be debated - presumably the design error has
been corrected.

As was discussed previously, collective domestic reactor experience stands at approximately 1845 PWR-years
and 1005 BWR-years, giving a total of 2850 RY. If the safety valve event were a random, uncorrected failure,
this would imply a frequency of about 3.5E-4 event/RY. Conversely, if the event were assumed to be completely
corrected, the normal PRA assumption would be a random break frequency of 10-5 event/RY. Based purely on
judgment, this analysis will assume a frequency of 10-4 break/RY.

Source Term

For this sequence, the initial "puff" will not be terminated by MSIV closure, but instead will continue until the
steam generator approaches atmospheric pressure. The duration of this blowdown, and the activity released
during this interval, will be governed by the degree of primary-to-secondary leakage. Because the underlying
assumption of this GI is that the steam line break causes more extensive damage to the steam generator
tubes, it is necessary to assume that more than one SGTRs. For this analysis, it will be assumed that five tubes
completely rupture, for the pragmatic reason that NUREG-0937860 provides a thermal-hydraulic analysis for an
event where this many tubes rupture. (It will be shown later that, under this assumption, this initial blowdown

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0860.html
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contributes roughly 20% of the total activity released. Thus, the final result will not be overly sensitive to this
assumption.)

Following the analysis in NUREG-0937,860 the blowdown is largely over after about 180 seconds (three
minutes). At 200% steam flow, this is about 378,000 pounds of steam. (This is somewhat conservative, since in
reality the flow would taper off as the pressure dropped.) The secondary water volume is about 84,000 pounds,
so most of this would be primary coolant plus whatever the aux feedwater system can add during this interval. At
one millicurie/gram in the primary coolant, this would be a release of about 133,000 Curies of radioiodine.

Once the faulted steam generator reaches atmospheric pressure, steam will continue to be generated, either
in the primary system or in the steam generator, with the steaming rate governed by the decay heat being
generated in the reactor core. (It can be safely assumed that the reactor coolant pumps will not be running at
these lower pressures.) As discussed above, it will be assumed that this situation will continue for the next eight
hours.

The decay heat (assuming 18 months of full power operation) will drop significantly over this interval, as shown
in Table 3.197-4. As the table shows, the heat generation will drop by about a factor of three over this interval.
In order to model this more realistically, this eight-hour "simmering" period will be divided into two intervals,
consisting of a two-hour interval at 2% power, and a six-hour interval at 1% power. During the two-hour interval,
the steaming rate corresponding to 2% power (68 MWt) is about 210,000 lb/hr. At one millicurie/gram, this is a
release of 191,000 Curies. During the six-hour interval, the steaming rate corresponding to 1% power (34 MWt)
is about 105,000 lb/hr. This would release about 286,000 Curies.

Consequence Estimate

As before, the consequences for the source term described above were estimated using the MACCS2 code and
the standard site parameters for GI analysis. The results are given in Table 3.197-5.

Table 3.197-4

Time after shutdown Percent of full power

10 minutes 2.33%

30 minutes 1.82%

1 hour 1.51%

2 hours 1.15%

4 hours 0.965%

6 hours 0.857%

8 hours 0.778%

Table 3.197-5

Mean Median 95th percentile

Total whole-body dose to
50 miles (person-rem)

10800 10000 19000

Thyroid dose to 50 miles
(person-rem)

191000 163000 333000

Whole-body dose at site
boundary (rem)

8.41 7.61 22.3

Thyroid dose at site
boundary (rem)

260 255 709

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0860.html
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(Again, the results in this table are given to three significant figures for the convenience of the reader who wishes
to follow the calculations, and are not intended to imply that these parameters are known to this accuracy, as the
percentile range given in the table itself clearly shows.)

Risk Assessment

The risk for each sequence is estimated simply by multiplying the frequency of the sequence by the
consequences of that same sequence, to get a point estimate, as shown in Table 3.197-6. Again, the estimates
are given to two significant figures to aid in following the calculations. It should be noted that the frequencies are
uncertain to a factor of ten, but the consequences are uncertain to approximately a factor of two. Therefore, the
uncertainty in the risk will be dominated by the uncertainty in the frequency.

Table 3.197-6

Sequence Frequency Risk (person-rem/RY

whole-body)

Risk (person-rem/RY

thyroid)

Main steam line break,
downstream from MSIV

10-3 event/RY 4.6 79

Main steam line break,
upstream from MSIV

10-4 event/RY 1.1 19

Nevertheless, the frequency and consequence estimates were combined to form a risk estimate using
the SAPHIRE code package, to better estimate the uncertainties. The frequencies were assumed to be
lognormal, uncertain to a factor of 10. The consequence figures used the results of the MACCS code. However,
this analysis is bounding in the sense that the other parameters, e.g., the timing intervals and the iodine
concentration in the primary coolant, were bounding values and not included in the uncertainty analysis. The
results are shown in Table 3.197-7:

Table 3.197-7

Sequence Mean Median 5th percentile 95th percentile

Total, whole-
body person-
rem/RY

4.6 1.6 0.15 18Main steam
line break
downstream of
MSIV

Person-rem/RY,
thyroid

79 27 2.3 313

Total, whole-
body person-
rem/RY

1.1 .37 0.032 4.4Main steam line
break upstream
of MSIV

Person-rem/RY,
thyroid

20 6.6 0.57 77

Total, whole-
body person-
rem/RY

5.7 2.6 0.41 20Combined,
both MSLB
sequences

Person-rem/RY,
thyroid

97 44 6.8 339

In order to interpret these estimates, it should be noted that the screening criteria given in Management Directive
(MD) 6.4 are based on total whole-body person-rem. However, the radiological doses calculated above are
caused by radioactive iodine, which will be primarily a dose to the thyroid gland. A thyroid dose will not have the
same health consequences as those of a whole-body dose, and therefore these calculated thyroid doses are not
directly comparable to the screening criteria for GIs.
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This problem was previously encountered in the screening of GI-III.A.1.3, "Maintain Supplies of Thyroid Blocking
Agent (Potassium Iodide)," where PNL considered the differing health effects and the relatively high cure rate for
thyroid dose, and recommended that the thyroid dose be reduced by a factor of 100 to be comparable to other
risk analyses.

If the iodine dose is reduced by a factor of 100, in accordance with the method developed in GI-III.A.1.3, these
risk estimates are well below the 100 person-rem per/RY threshold given in MD 6.4.

Cost Estimate

Because of the low risk, a cost estimate will not affect the conclusions of this analysis of this aspect. Therefore,
no cost analysis was performed.

Other Considerations

Dilution of Coolant Activity in the Secondary System Liquid Inventory: Except for the initial blowdown in the non-
isolatable break sequence (where the steam generator dries out), no credit was taken for dilution of the primary
coolant by the liquid water in the secondary system. This was because the leaking primary coolant will be
injected in the tube region, rather than through a feedwater sparger, and thus will emerge just below the steam
separators. Moreover, the incoming primary coolant will likely be at a higher temperature than the surrounding
secondary liquid, much of it will immediately flash to steam. Thus, dilution in the secondary liquid is not likely to
be a significant mitigating factor.

Dilution of Coolant Activity in the Steam Space of the Secondary System: The secondary side steam volume
is approximately 4030 cubic feet. Both accident sequences begin with a steam flow of approximately double
the rated steam flow, which is 3.2E6 cubic feet/hour. At such flows, the time constant associated with the steam
volume works out to about five seconds. This can make a modest difference for the 20-second "puff" in the first
accident sequence, and thus is a source of some conservatism.

Hold-up Time in the Secondary System: The half life of I-131 is 8.02 days. Thus, hold-up time will not be a
significant factor for this GI, which will last eight hours in the longest sequence.

Reduction in Specific Activity: Once the primary pressure drops and high pressure injection begins, the reactor
water cleanup system will isolate, and removal of radioiodine by this system will stop. However, as the fuel pins
equilibrate with the surrounding primary coolant, a point will come where no more iodine will be leached from
the pins, and, as primary coolant escapes through the ruptured steam generator tubes and is replaced by ECCS
water, the specific activity of the coolant in the primary system will diminish because of dilution.

The primary system liquid volume (according to the PWR training manual) is 11,892 cubic feet, including the
pressurizer liquid volume and surge line. If the ECCS injection rate is 600 gpm (80.2 cubic feet/minute), the
dilution time constant will be on the order of 150 minutes. This will be even longer if the operator throttles back
the injection flow, as is likely to happen in the 8-hour sequence. Thus, neglecting this dilution does introduce
modest amount of conservatism.

Time to Termination of the Event by Operator Action: An explicit analysis of the response of the operator, based
on symptom-based procedures, has not been performed. Instead, the two-hour and eight-hour event durations
were intended to envelope the total time needed.

Primary-to-secondary Leakage Rate: Except for the assumption of five ruptured tubes during the blowdown in
the non-isolatable break sequence, the analysis assumes that the release rate to the atmosphere is limited by
the safety and relief valve capacities and/or the steaming rate associated with decay heat. This is a conservative
assumption, but it is also the postulated mechanism for this GI. Thus, the risk values given in this analysis
should be understood as being contingent upon the reality of this assumption - that a steam line break will cause
a major rupture of steam generator tubes.

B&W Plants: The numbers used above (system volumes and flow capacities) are reasonably typical for
Westinghouse and Combustion Engineering systems. In contrast, the Babcock and Wilcox designs have a far
lower secondary side volume in their steam generators. This is not likely to affect any conclusions, since no
credit has been taken for dilution or holdup in this volume.

Should GI B-65 be Reexamined?: GI B-65, "Iodine Spiking," was concerned with the effects of iodine spiking
after a spontaneous SGTR event in a PWR, or a steam line break in a BWR. It was given a "drop" priority based
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on a very low risk significance as estimated by an analysis performed in 1986. Should this issue be reexamined,
at least for PWRs, assuming a larger spike?

The older analysis used a SGTR event frequency of 1.3E-3/RY and a spiking factor of 500, but based the spike
on a "realistic" coolant specific activity, rather than on the TS limit of 1.0 Ci/g, which resulted in a peak specific
activity of 60 Ci/g. More SGTR data has been accumulated since 1986. Regarding the frequency, several
sources exist, as shown in Table 3.197-8:

Table 3.197-8

Original B-65 analysis (1986) 1.3E-3/RY

Adams, J.P., and Sattison, M.B.,
"Frequency and Consequences
Associated with a Steam Generator
Tube Rupture Event," Nuclear
Technology, V. 90, pp. 168-185
(May 1990)

8E-3/RY

NUREG-17401861 (2001) 9 domestic events in 1615 domestic
PWR-years

5.6E-3/RY

This analysis will use the Adams and Sattison frequency from the table above, which is based on an extensive
data base.

The source term (for a primary coolant specific activity of one millicurie/gram, which is much higher than would
be used in a standard SGTR analysis) is just the source term for the main steam line break downstream of the
MSIV, but without the initial "puff" before the MSIV closes. The consequences for this sequence were estimated
using the MACCS2 code. The results are shown in Table 3.197-9:

Table 3.197-9

Mean Median 95th percentile

Total whole-body dose to
50 miles (person-rem)

4,940 5,220 8650

Thyroid dose to 50 miles
(person-rem)

85,400 86,900 154,000

Whole-body dose at site
boundary (rem)

4.26 0.365 13.1

Thyroid dose at site
boundary (rem)

68.2 2.33 217

(Results in this and in subsequent tables are given to three significant figures for the convenience of the reader
who wishes to follow the calculations, and are not intended to imply that these parameters are known to this
accuracy, as the percentile range given in the table itself clearly shows.) Thus, the point estimate risk associated
with this spontaneous SGTR sequence is approximately as shown in Table 3.197-10:

Table 3.197-10

Sequence Frequency Risk (person-rem/RY

whole-body)

Risk (person-rem/RY

thyroid)

Spontaneous SGTR 8 x 10-3event/RY 40 683

Again, an error analysis was performed to better quantify the uncertainties, as with the earlier sequences. The
results are shown in Table 3.197-11.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1861.html
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This is significantly greater than the risk associated with the MSLB-initiated sequences evaluated earlier.
However, these estimates assume a primary coolant activity of one millicurie per gram, and a major primary-
to-secondary leak. Although it may be plausible for a SGTR caused by a main steam line break to cause a
more severe iodine spike, actual SGTR events have never caused such a severe spike. Thus, these numbers
are highly conservative, and should be viewed with appropriate caution. Nevertheless, if the iodine dose is
reduced by a factor of 100, in accordance with the method developed in GI-III.A.1.3, these risk estimates are still
below the 100 person-rem/RY threshold given in MD 6.4. Therefore, reopening GI B-65 does not appear to be
warranted.

Table 3.197-11

Spontaneous
SGTR Sequence

Mean Median 5th percentile 95th percentile

Total, whole-body
person-rem

40 14 1.2 156

Person-rem/RY,
thyroid

680 230 20 2600

Consequential Fuel Failures: The analysis above is based entirely on iodine spiking caused by cladding defects
already existing in the core. It does not include iodine released from fuel which may have experienced DNB-
induced cladding failure in the course of the accident sequence, which involves rapid depressurization and
possibly the interruption of forced circulation. This extra iodine was not included because the iodine released
from fuel because of DNB failures will not be affected by TS limits on existing iodine concentration, nor will it
be affected by a better phenomenological understanding of iodine spiking. Moreover, the radiological analysis
of transients involving DNB is based on release of gap activity with no spiking model. DNB-induced releases
are outside of the scope of this issue. Nevertheless, the possibility was explored. For the sequence initiated by
a main steam line break downstream of the MSIV, DNB failures do not appear to be credible. The MSIVs will
close (and cause the reactor to scram) well before pressure drops to saturation. Ultimately, pressure cannot drop
below the pressure in the secondary system, which will be near the secondary safety valve setpoints.

DNB is more credible for the sequence where main steam line breaks upstream of its MSIV. However, unless
a very large number of steam generator tubes fail, the primary system pressure will be very close to that of a
standard MSLB event. A number of licensing basis MSLB analyses were examined, covering a spectrum of
Westinghouse, Combustion Engineering, and Babcock and Wilcox designs. None of these analyses predicted
DNB-induced fuel failure.

Thyroid Dose vs. Total Whole-Body Dose: In converting the thyroid dose into an equivalent total whole-body
dose to compare to the screening criteria, a method developed by PNL in the analysis of GI-III.A.1.3, "Maintain
Supplies of Thyroid Blocking Agent (Potassium Iodide)," was used. The PNL method considered both the
differing health effects and the relatively high cure rate for thyroid disease, and recommended that the thyroid
dose be reduced by a factor of 100 to be comparable to other risk analyses.

In contrast to this, the organ dose weighting factor for the thyroid in 10 CFR 20.1004 is 0.03, rather than the
factor of 0.01 that is implied by the PNL rationale. Use of this weighting factor would increase the risk estimates
developed above, but the results would still be below the screening criteria, and thus there would be no change
in any conclusions.

CONCLUSION

Because of the low risk significance of this aspect of the issue, this issue should not be continued as a safety
issue. There is no evidence that the current regulatory approach is not bounding, even in the event of a
combined main steam line break and SGTR. The current regulatory approach to iodine spiking, in spite of its
empirical nature, is adequate.

2. BURDEN REDUCTION ASPECT

As was brought out in the ACRS members' discussion, the current regulatory treatment of iodine spiking appears
to be quite conservative when viewed from the aspect of public risk. It follows very naturally to ask if perhaps
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the current treatment could be relaxed if there were a better understanding of the actual physical and chemical
phenomena involved in iodine spiking.

The current criteria are based on standard licensing practice: a conservative, bounding calculation, with the
results evaluated against acceptance criteria. In this case, the acceptance criteria are given by 10 CFR 100,
"Reactor Site Criteria," Section 11, "Determination of Exclusion Area, Low Population Zone, and Population
Center Distance." This regulation requires that the exclusion area size be large enough that "an individual
located at any point on its boundary for two hours immediately following the onset of the postulated fission
product release would not receive a total radiation dose to the whole body in excess of 25 rem or a total radiation
dose of 300 rem to the thyroid from iodine exposure." A footnote to this section goes on to explain that these
doses correspond to allowable once-in-a-lifetime accidental exposures for radiation workers, but that these limits
are not intended to imply that such doses are permissible for members of the public, but instead are to be used
for evaluation "with respect to potential reactor accidents of exceedingly low probability of occurrence, and low
risk of public exposure to radiation." SGTRs and even steam line breaks are not "exceedingly low" probability
events, and this is presumably the reason the SRP11 requires these events to result in a "small fraction of the 10
CFR Part 100 Guidelines." (The SGTR SRP11 explicitly uses 10% for "small fraction.") The exception is the case
of the pre-existing iodine spike, which is a lower-probability situation, and is held not to a small fraction, but the
full limit.

In contrast to this, the GI screening criteria in MD 6.4 are based on CDF and LERF, neither of which are
applicable to this GI, and public risk. This risk measure is not risk to the most-exposed individual, but instead
is total public risk, summing the person-rem over the entire population from the exclusion area boundary out
to a radius of 50 miles, and multiplying it by the event frequency to get person-rem/year. For burden reduction
issue such as this, where no severe core damage accidents are involved, the only screening criterion is cost-
effectiveness.

For any given accident scenario, a low public risk (per year, integrated out to a radius of 50 miles) usually implies
a low individual exposure (i.e., per event, and to the most exposed individual, generally located at the exclusion
area boundary). However, it should be noted that these are two separate criteria. Although a low public risk may
justify investigation into the possibility of burden reduction, the limits on dose to the most exposed individual
must still be met.

The licensing model, as was discussed previously, does not yield a "spike," where the iodine activity rises to a
peak and then falls off. Instead, the model assumes that the removal processes stop, and iodine activity builds
up linearly for the assumed 8-hour duration of the event. This is not as conservative as it might first appear. The
dominant removal mechanism is likely to be via the primary coolant cleanup system, which might well isolate
during the course of the accident, leaving only radioactive decay as a removal mechanism. Other assumptions
in the SRP11 (e.g., on iodine transport, primary-to-secondary leak rates, etc.) do not appear to be excessively
conservative.

The primary candidate for any excessive conservatism is then in the factor of 500 multiplier on the iodine
release rate from the fuel. According to the historical data compiled by Adams and Atwood (see table in previous
section), the maximum observed release rate was 5.53E3 Ci/hour, and the 95th percentile was 1.18E3 Ci/
hour. (Both of these figures have already been increased by a factor of three to allow for the fact that the
activity may not have been measured at the peak of the spike.) If these two figures are divided by the "typical"
equilibrium release rate of 12.38 Ci/hour (corresponding to a specific activity at the 1 Ci/gram limit), the results
are multipliers of 447 (maximum ever) and 95 (95th percentile), respectively. Thus, the factor of 500 does appear
to be more than bounding. Moreover, in reality the release rate is not likely to remain constant, but would be
expected to fall off with time as the inventory of available soluble iodine compounds in the fuel decreases.

It should be noted that the Regulatory Guide 1.183,1865 which provides guidance on acceptable applications
of alternative source terms, uses a multiplier of 335 rather than 500. Another approach1866 suggested that,
instead of using bounding assumptions, an integrated probabilistic analysis be used for the SGTR and MSLB
evaluations, and that the acceptance criterion be that the probability of exceeding the 300 rem thyroid dose be
small (e.g., 1%).

Burden Reduction Significance

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0011.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0011.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0011.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1865.html
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As was stated above, the accident and transient analyses upon which a plant's TS are based must assume
both a pre-existing iodine spike and an iodine spike induced by the accident or transient being analyzed. The
calculated radiological consequences must be less than the 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines, (for the pre-existing
spike), or 10% of the 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines (for the induced spike). The 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines, in
effect, limit the dose to a hypothetical individual located just outside the exclusion area boundary to 300 rem to
the thyroid from iodine exposure for two hours immediately following onset of the release. This translates into
a TS limiting the specific activity of dose-equivalent I-131 in the primary coolant (usually one microcurie per
gram). The standard TS call for the specific activity to be monitored at least every 14 days during steady-state
operation, but measured between two to six hours after a significant power change. If the specific activity rises
above this limit, the reactor must be shut down if the specific activity is not brought back down to the limit within
a specified completion time (48 hours), or if the specific activity rises above a higher, power-dependent operating
limit.

The actual specific activity in the coolant is governed by the release rate from leaking fuel, which is independent
of the existing specific activity in the coolant, and by the removal rate by radioactive decay and by the cleanup
system, both of which are proportional to the existing specific activity in the coolant. For any given release rate,
the specific activity will climb until the removal rate matches the release rate. Thus, it is desirable to have a
low incidence of leaking fuel, few power or pressure transients, and cleanup systems in good working order.
Overly strict limits on iodine specific activity could lead to excessive monitoring and surveillance, or even limit
operational flexibility.

Burden Estimate

The next question is, how great is the burden on a licensee? There is not sufficient information available to
perform a formal analysis with uncertainties. However, a simple point-estimate analysis was performed to
provide some perspective on the regulatory burden.

It is illustrative to note that, in the 168 events documented by Adams and Atwood (Adams, J.P., and Atwood,
C.L., "Probability of the Iodine Spike Release Rate During an SGTR," Transactions of the American Nuclear
Society, V. 61, pp. 239-240, June 1990), the mean pre-trip measured iodine specific activity in the coolant was
0.049 Ci/gm, which is about a factor of 20 below the 1 Ci/gm TS limit. The 95th percentile was 0.181 Ci/gram,
and the maximum recorded in this database was 0.564 Ci/gram. Although 168 events do not constitute a large
sample, it does not appear that plant operators are having too much difficulty keeping this specific activity within
the limit during normal operation.

To supplement this information, a search of the NRC LER database was made for any report with the word
"iodine" in the title. The search produced 32 events, all in the interval from February 1984 to September 1988.
This rather confined interval is partially explained by the fact that the searchable database begins with January
1984. Moreover, one report mentioned that, on June 25, 1986, "the NRC approved a TS amendment which
deleted the reporting requirement of TS 3.4.7.A." Thus, the lack of events in later years may be due to the lack of
reporting requirements.

Of the 32 events in the database, 22 appear to be spiking caused by either a planned shutdown or a shutdown
necessitated by a need for repair or to address an external event (e.g., an impending hurricane). Moreover,
many of the spiking events were clustered at the same plant and during the same fuel cycle. The LERs
themselves acknowledged that there was some failed fuel in the core, and that the spiking events kept occurring
at that plant until the fuel was replaced. Thus, maintaining the iodine specific activity below the limit during
steady-state operations does not appear to be problematic. Difficulties are not likely to arise unless there are a
significant number of cladding defects in the core, or problems develop in the primary coolant cleanup system.

Personnel exposure does not appear to be a problem. After cooldown, detensioning of the studs, removal of the
vessel head, and all the other activities likely to occur before plant personnel is exposed to primary coolant, the
spike will have largely decayed away. Residual activity in the coolant under such circumstances is probably best
addressed by reducing cladding defects, not by studying the iodine spiking phenomenon.

Generation of extra radwaste in the cleanup system is also not likely to be a major problem, since the relatively
short half-life of the iodine isotopes will reduce the activity to negligible amounts long before disposal of the ion
exchange resins becomes a problem.

However, a post-trip iodine spike may delay recovery and return to power operation, since it will take some time
for the cleanup system to restore the coolant specific activity to within limits. This could cause an economic
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burden. However, the situation is not likely in the absence of defected fuel cladding, and fuel performance has
been improving over the years. Also, if the spiking occurs because of a planned shutdown, where there is no
intention of an immediate return to power operation, the spike in iodine activity has little economic consequence.

According to NUREG/CR-5750,1760 the frequency of general transients (involving a plant trip) at domestic PWRs
is 1.2 events/PWR per year of criticality. The same reference used a 75% criticality figure, so this translates to
1.6 events/PWR per calendar-year. However, not every plant trip results in an iodine spike. According to data
presented at the Commission meeting of February 24, 2005, about 80% of the plants are reporting zero defects
in recent years. This implies that only 20% of the plant trips will result in an iodine spike, which gives a spiking
frequency of about 0.32 spike/PWR-year.

Not every spike is severe enough to cause a problem. The next question is to determine how severe a spike
would have to be to cause a delay in return to power. A literature search produced no information on the time
normally needed to recover from a scram and return to power. However, conversations with some former
operating personnel indicated that, although technically it is possible to return a plant to full power within 12
hours or so, in reality it takes 18 to 24 hours. Besides the time required to pull the rods, etc., the plant personnel
must first diagnose the reason for the scram and make sure that the plant is in a state where restart is allowable,
all of which must be documented on paper.

However, the Standard TS allow operation to continue provided that the iodine activity is brought back within
the 1 Ci/gram limit within 48 hours after the last measurement. (The specification explicitly exempts this LCO
from the usual requirement that the iodine activity be within the limit prior to entering Modes 1, 2, or 3.) Thus,
although the plant could probably be returned to power operation, a problem would be encountered if the iodine
activity were too high to be brought back to within limits in 48 hours. In theory, the plant would have to be shut
down again. In practice, the plant operators would probably delay restart until they were reasonably sure that the
iodine activity was dropping sufficiently to avoid a problem later.

If the spike is at maximum before four hours after the scram, which is usually the earliest point where the activity
is measured, then the activity as a function of time can be approximated by:

for times after the measurement at four hours. If t = 0.04552/hour, t = 48 hours, and A(48 hours) is to be 1 Ci/
gram, then it is straightforward to estimate that the activity at the time of measurement (four hours after the
scram) would be about 8.89 Ci/gram. (Results are given to three significant figures for the convenience of the
reader who wishes to follow the calculations, and are not intended to imply that these parameters are known to
this accuracy.)

Examination of the Adams/Atwood database shows that 2 of the 168 observed spikes (about 1.2% of the total)
have exceeded this value. Thus, it is estimated that about 1.2% of the 0.32 anticipated spike/PWR-year will
result in a delay in return to power, which gives a frequency of delayed restart of 0.0038 delay/PWR-year.

The delays in scram recovery associated with such spiking events will vary in length. To estimate the average
extra delay, the time to reach the TS limit of 1 Ci/gram was calculated for the 2 events in the database where
the max activity exceeded 8.89 Ci/gram. The result was an average time of 53.4 hours to decay from the time of
measurement down to the permissible 1 Ci/gram. If operation is restricted after 48 hours, the average delay is
about 5.4 hours.

According to NUREG/BR-0184,1864 the cost of replacement power is $480,000/day. At this rate, the cost of a
5.4 hour delay in restart is $108,000. (These and subsequent dollar estimates are cast in 1993 dollars, which
was current for NUREG/BR-0184,1864 and also current for the regulatory policy placing a value of $2,000 on a
person-rem.) Thus, the annualized burden is 0.0038 delay/PWR-year times $108,000/delay, which is $410/PWR-
year.

There are currently 69 operating PWRs, with a remaining licensed lifetime of approximately 1020 PWR-years.
Thus, $410/PWR-year implies a national burden of about $28,000/year, with a future lifetime burden of about
$420,000 with no license renewal. A 20-year license renewal for these plants would extend this burden to about
a $1M.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1760.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1864.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1864.html
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Risk Worth

The burden estimate needs to be balanced against the averted risk associated with the current limits on iodine
activity in the primary coolant. Although both the SGTR accident and the main steam line break accident are
based on the maximum permissible coolant activity, generally the SGTR analysis is the limiting analysis. As
was discussed above in the section on GI B-65, the source term (for a primary coolant specific activity of
one millicurie per gram and a full double-ended break of a steam generator tube) is just the source term for
the main steam line break downstream of the MSIV, but without the initial "puff" before the MSIV closes. The
consequences for this sequence were estimated using the MACCS2 code. The results are given in Table
3.197-12. (Results in this and subsequent tables are given to three significant figures for the convenience of the
reader who wishes to follow the calculations, and are not intended to imply that these parameters are known
to this accuracy, as the percentile range given in the table itself clearly shows.) This is a highly conservative,
bounding result. In order to make a more realistic estimate, this estimate must be scaled down, specifically to
account for the coolant activity and the primary-to-secondary leak rate. Regarding coolant activity, the data from
the Adams/Atwood data in Table 3.197-1 was considered.

Table 3.197-12

Mean Median 95th percentile

Total whole-body dose to
50 miles (person-rem)

4,940 5,220 8,650

Thyroid dose to 50 miles
(person-rem)

85,400 86,900 15,4000

Whole-body dose at site
boundary (rem)

4.26 0.365 13.1

Thyroid dose at site
boundary (rem)

68.2 2.33 217

Based on the 168 events in this database, the mean iodine release rate from the fuel to the coolant was 2.61E2
Ci/hour. In 8 hours, and assuming cleanup system isolation and a primary coolant mass of 2.52E8 grams, this
would result in a primary coolant specific iodine activity of about 8.3 Ci/g. The MACCS2 results, which were
based on 1 Ci/g, should then be reduced by a factor of 8.3/1000, or 0.0083. Using this scaling factor, the mean
thyroid dose drops from 85400 person-rem to about 710 person-rem. The frequency of SGTR events can be
estimated from several studies, as shown in Table 3.197-13.

Table 3.197-13

Original B-65 analysis (1986) 1.3E-3/RY

Adams, J.P., and Sattison, M.B.,
"Frequency and Consequences
Associated with a Steam Generator
Tube Rupture Event," Nuclear
Technology, V. 90, pp. 168-185,
May 1990.

8E-3/RY

NUREG-11501081 PRAs:

NUREG/CR-4551 (1992)

1E-2/RY

NUREG/CR-5750 1760(1999) 7E-3/RY (critical)

NUREG-1740 1861 (2001) 9 domestic events in 1615 domestic
PWR-years

5.6E-3/RY
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As can be seen, these sources do not vary greatly. The NUREG-11501081 PRA value will be used, recognizing
that this introduces a small conservatism. Thus, the point estimate risk associated with this spontaneous SGTR
sequence is approximately 7.1 person-rem thyroid/RY.

As before, this risk can be divided by 100 to get an equivalent whole-body dose, then multiplied by $2,000/
person-rem to get an equivalent cost. The result is $140/RY, which is about 1/3 of the estimated industry burden
of $410/PWR-year. The net industry burden is then approximately $270/PWR-year.

Implementation Cost

According to NUREG/BR-01841864 and the material referenced therein, a non-controversial amendment to
an existing rule or regulation implementation would incur NRC costs of approximately $122,000. A model TS
amendment would incur approximately $18,000 in licensee costs. Both of these costs are one-time, up-front
expenditures, with no continuing operating costs.

Overall Net Burden

Currently, there are 69 PWRs operating, with a remaining lifetime of approximately 1020 PWR-years. Thus, an
"average" plant has 15 years of remaining license lifetime. The annualized potential savings for such a plant
would be $410 due to averted delays in restarts, less $140 due to the risk worth of the SGTR scenario, giving a
net annualized savings of $270/year. Over 15 remaining years of operation, discounted at 7% (as recommended
in NUREG/BR-0184,1864 the cumulative savings would be $2,560. (Without the discounting, this would be just
15 years times $270/year, to give $4,050.) This is not enough to cover the administrative cost ($18,000) of a TS
amendment, even without discounting.

Discussion

It should be noted that the low risk worth does not imply that the current TS on iodine spiking are unnecessary.
The current limits are based on limiting the risk to the most-exposed individual in the vicinity of the plant, not the
societal risk to the surrounding population. The only purpose of the risk worth estimate is for the cost/benefit
calculation.

The regulatory burden for any plant for one year is quite small. This is at least partly due to the diligence on
the part of the industry in reducing the number of inadvertent plant trips, and to continued improvements in
fuel fabrication which have reduced the incidence of cladding defects. Nevertheless, this residual burden does
rise to more significant levels when added over 69 operating PWRs. Even so, the administrative costs of a
TS amendment are greater than the potential burden reduction. Even if there were no discounting, with an
annualized net potential savings of $270/year, it would take 66 years of operation to pay for the TS amendment.

The recommendation1862 made by the ACRS was "to take advantage of iodine studies available in the literature
and develop a mechanistic understanding of the phenomenon." Developing a better understanding of the
phenomenon would unquestionably provide a more satisfactory basis for iodine activity limits than that provided
by the current empirical approach. However, as stated in Part II of the MD 6.4 Handbook , "Only GIs that
potentially involve adequate protection, substantial safety enhancement, or reduction in unnecessary regulatory
burden are included in the Generic Issues Program." Although pursuit of a better understanding of the iodine
spiking phenomenon would undoubtedly be good science, such a program must be linked to one of the three
GI aspects, adequate protection, substantial safety enhancement, or reduction in unnecessary regulatory
burden, to be part of the Generic Issues program. Because of its low risk significance, and because there is
no evidence that the existing regulatory approach results in inadequate safety, the only aspect relevant to the
Generic Issues program is that of unnecessary regulatory burden. Even for this aspect, the burden appears to be
relatively modest. Moreover, a better understanding of the spiking phenomenon would not necessarily result in
any change in the regulatory burden.

Other Considerations

Other Benefits: As was stated above, a better understanding of the phenomenon of iodine spiking, particularly
regarding the rate of release from the fuel, how this rate might diminish with time, and the relationship to activity
currently in the coolant at equilibrium conditions, would provide a more satisfactory basis for iodine activity limits
than that provided by the current empirical approach. In particular, a better scientific understanding would have
the effect of increasing public confidence in the regulatory approach to iodine spiking. Although the Generic
Issues Program screening criteria do not address such a benefit, this does not mean that such a benefit is not
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a legitimate basis for research. Thus, if it is decided that this GI should not be pursued as part of the Generic
Issues Program, it may still be a legitimate candidate for another research program.

Thyroid Dose vs. Total Whole-Body Dose: Again, in converting the thyroid dose into an equivalent total whole-
body dose to compare to the screening criteria, a method developed by PNL in the analysis of GI-III.A.1.3,
"Maintain Supplies of Thyroid Blocking Agent (Potassium Iodide)," was used. The PNL method considered both
the differing health effects and the relatively high cure rate for thyroid disease, and recommended that the thyroid
dose be reduced by a factor of 100 to be comparable to other risk analyses.

In contrast to this, the organ dose weighting factor for the thyroid in 10 CFR 20.1004 is 0.03, rather than the
factor of 0.01 that is implied by the PNL rationale. Use of this weighting factor would triple the risk worth to be
subtracted from the potential burden reduction. Ironically, this would make the burden reduction and the risk
worth almost equal, making the burden cost-effective, and the screening comparison moot. Regardless, there
would be no change in any conclusions.

Iodine Spiking in BWRs: Obviously, SGTR events are not applicable to BWRs. Nevertheless, BWR fuel can
release iodine to the primary coolant after a transient, which can cause a spike in primary coolant activity in
a manner similar to that of a PWR. This iodine could be carried via the steam lines to the turbine and main
condenser, and be discharged from the plant stack. However, iodine input into the offgas system is small
because of its retention in reactor water (in the reactor vessel) and in condensate (in the hotwell). What
iodine does enter the offgas system will be treated, e.g., the RECHAR system most commonly used in BWRs
contains a charcoal bed which will effectively remove the iodine by adsorption. Iodine which re-dissolves in
the condensate will be largely removed by the condensate demineralizers before returning to the reactor via
the feedwater system. Moreover, in a BWR, once the MSIVs close, decay heat is accommodated by S/RVs
discharging steam to the suppression pool within primary containment. There is no periodic release of steam to
the environment.

For this reason, iodine control in BWRs is effected not only by restrictions on activity in the primary coolant, but
also by TS limits on the release rates from the main stack and the building exhaust vents. The BWR standard TS
do not explicitly address spiking as is the case for a PWR. Thus, this GI does not apply to BWRs.

Conclusion

Because of the low potential burden reduction associated with this aspect of the issue, this issue should not be
continued as a burden reduction issue.

DISCUSSION

An investigation of iodine deposition and transport, resulting in a better mechanistic understanding of the iodine
spiking phenomenon, would unquestionably be valid and valuable basic science, and should be encouraged.
However, the low risk significance associated with this issue implies that the issue is not a good candidate
for the expenditure of resources that are specifically targeted for improving safety. Moreover, the regulatory
burden associated with this issue is smaller than the administrative costs required for any alleviation. Thus, it is
recommended that this subject be considered for university grants or other basic science programs, rather than
being pursued in the Generic Issues Program.

CONCLUSION

Based on the risk estimates and other considerations discussed above for both the safety and burden reduction
aspects of GI-197, the issue was dropped from further consideration.1867
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Issue 198: Hydrogen Combustion in PWR Piping
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was initiated1833 in response to a recommendation in the screening analysis of Generic Issue
(G)I-195, "Potential Hydrogen Combustion in BWR Piping." GI-195 investigated the potential safety significance
of hydrogen combustion events that had actually occurred in BWR primary system piping. Although no similar
events had been observed in PWRs, it was felt that the potential safety significance of such events in PWRs
should also be investigated.

Safety Significance

In any water-cooled reactor, radiolysis of the water in the reactor core is always producing some elemental
hydrogen and oxygen. In the BWR experience described in GI-195, these gases, because of their buoyancy in a
steam atmosphere, tended to build up in high, stagnant points in the primary system over a period of time. This
hydrogen-oxygen mixture, although somewhat diluted by steam, is also at reactor operating conditions, i.e., at a
pressure of about 1000 psi and a temperature near 500F. At these conditions, relatively little energy is required
to ignite the mixture. There were three events where a combustible mixture built up in piping connected to the
primary system and detonated. Although the gas buildup in all three cases was in a pipe volume isolated from
the primary system by a check valve, the force of the detonations was sufficient to rupture the piping. In three
other events, a combustible mixture accumulated in the top works of a safety/relief valve. When the mixture
ignited, mechanical damage caused the valves to fail open and blow down the primary system.

The screening analysis of GI-195 concluded that the frequency of such events was sufficiently low that, given the
many diverse systems available to mitigate such an event in BWRs, there was insufficient safety significance to
justify regulatory action on BWRs. However, the review panel noted that, although a search of PWR operational
history found no such events, PWRs also do not have as many ways of mitigating a loss of coolant accident.
Because of this, the panel recommended that the hydrogen combustion phenomenon also be investigated for
PWRs.

SCREENING ANALYSIS

Although there have been hydrogen fires at PWR plants, particularly during maintenance activities, no events
which occurred in the primary system at power have been reported. Therefore, some deterministic methods
must be used to estimate where such events are likely, and how frequently they might occur.

The PWR primary system is a closed system. In order to limit corrosion, it is common practice to operate with an
excess of dissolved hydrogen in the primary coolant, which has the effect of scavenging the oxygen produced by
radiolysis. This is accomplished by providing a hydrogen cover gas in the volume control tank in the Chemical
and Volume Control System (CVCS), which supplies charging fluid to the primary system. Normally, dissolved
oxygen is maintained below 0.1 ppm, and dissolved hydrogen will be in the range of 25 to 35 cc (at STP) per
kilogram of water, which is equivalent to a weight percentage of 2.2 to 3.1 ppm.

Deflagration or detonation of a hydrogen-oxygen mixture could occur if a gas bubble formed in the primary
system and was trapped in a stagnant volume in the upper portion of the system (e.g., the control rod travel
housings, the reactor vessel head vent, or any other upward-leading pipe that normally carries no flow).
Alternatively, the gases could accumulate in the pressurizer steam space. At pressures around 2000 psi and
temperatures approaching 600F, relatively little energy would be needed for ignition.

Phenomenology

A review of the physical phenomenology of gas solubility and bubble formation is helpful here. A more complete
description can be found in NUREG/CR-2726.1872 Consider a volume containing liquid water and hydrogen gas,
in equilibrium with pressure P and temperature T. There will be some hydrogen gas dissolved in the liquid phase
in the lower portion of the volume, and some water vapor in the gas phase above.

According to Henry's Law, the solubility of hydrogen is proportional to the partial pressure P(H2) in the cover gas.
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Where P(H2) = partial pressure of hydrogen

H(T) = Henry's Law constant

X(H2) = mole fraction of hydrogen in the liquid phase.

The total pressure is the sum of the partial pressure of hydrogen and the partial pressure of the water vapor,
which is just the saturation pressure for water at temperature T.

P = P(H2) + PSat (T)

For example, consider the conditions at the top of a PWR reactor vessel, above the core. From the PWR training
manual,

P = 2235 psig = 2250 psia

T = 610.7F = 321.5C = 594.66K

H(T) = 1.25E5 psia/mole fraction1872

At this temperature, the saturation pressure of water is

P(sat) = 1667.8 psia

The partial pressure of the hydrogen is the total pressure minus this saturation pressure:

P(H2) = 2250 - 1667.8 = 582.2 psia

Then, using Henry's Law,

Working this out, X(H2) = 582.2 psia/1.25E5 psia/mole fraction = 4.66E-4 mole fraction, which works out to about
515 ppm by weight.

This is the equilibrium concentration. If more hydrogen is added to form a higher concentration, the solution
would be supersaturated, and the excess hydrogen would bubble out in the gas phase. Conversely, if the
hydrogen concentration in the liquid water were below 515 ppm, the gas bubble would dissolve into the liquid.
Since the normal reactor chemistry maintains the hydrogen concentration below 3.1 ppm (about 0.6% of the
saturation value), gas bubbles would not be expected to form in this area.

Similarly, the equilibrium concentration for oxygen is about 3560 ppm, and the normal concentration in the
coolant is about 0.1 ppm (D. M. Himmelblau, "Solubilities of Inert Gases in Water," Journal of Chemical &
Engineering Data, 5:10-15, 1960). Clearly, oxygen is even less likely to come out of solution and form a bubble,
since its equilibrium solubility is higher, and its normal concentration is lower. Similar calculations for various
locations in the primary system result in the following equilibrium concentrations:

Location Pressure(psia) Temperature, (F) Equilibrium
hydrogen

concentration
(ppm)

Equilibrium oxygen
concentration

(ppm)

Reactor vessel
head, nominal
conditions

2250 610.7 515 3560

RCS cold legs &
vessel downcomer

2250 545.7 323 2150

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1872.html
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Location Pressure(psia) Temperature, (F) Equilibrium
hydrogen

concentration
(ppm)

Equilibrium oxygen
concentration

(ppm)

Control rod drive
travel housings

2250 248 340 1980

Pressurizer 2250 653 essentially zero essentially zero

Volume Control
Tank (one atm. H2
overpressure)

30 115 3.5 ---

Again, given that the normal hydrogen concentration is 2.2 to 3.1 ppm, and normal oxygen concentration is 0.1
ppm, gas bubbles are not expected to form in the normally liquid-filled portions of the primary system. If such
bubbles were somehow introduced, they would be expected to dissolve into the liquid coolant over a period of
time. Therefore, collection and detonation of these gases in the liquid-filled portion of the primary system do not
appear to be credible.

The exception is the pressurizer steam space. In theory, if the pressure were exactly equal to the saturation
pressure for water at that temperature, the partial pressure of hydrogen (and oxygen) would be zero and any
dissolved gas would be driven out of solution until some partial pressure of hydrogen and oxygen existed in
the steam space. For 3.1 ppm, this translates to a partial pressure of 2.27 psia of hydrogen in the pressurizer
steam space, if the gas were evenly dispersed. For a nominal steam volume of 720 cubic feet, this is equivalent
to 62 moles of hydrogen gas, which, at 2250 psia and 653F, would occupy a bubble approximately 14 inches in
diameter if collected into one volume.

Similarly, if the oxygen concentration in the liquid coolant is 0.1 ppm, the partial pressure at equilibrium
conditions would be 0.00647 psia, implying the presence of slightly less than six grams of (uniformly dispersed)
oxygen in the steam space. If gathered together in one volume, this is equivalent to a bubble approximately two
inches in diameter.

However, the hydrogen and oxygen are less dense than steam at the same temperature. The densities work out
as follows:

Hydrogen gas 0.38 lb/ft3. (Based on ideal gas law)

Oxygen gas 6.02 lb/ft3. (Based on ideal gas law)

Saturated steam 6.373 lb/ft3. (Based on steam tables)

Depending on the degree of stagnation in the pressurizer steam space, these gases, because of their buoyancy,
will tend to collect at the top of the pressurizer steam space, rather than being evenly distributed. If the mixture
of gases is quiescent, with no turbulence or convection currents, the hydrogen will rise to the top. The oxygen
is less buoyant, but will still tend to rise and form a layer at the interface between the hydrogen and the steam.
This will tend to reduce the partial pressure of both gases at the liquid surface, causing more gases to come out
of solution. Because more dissolved hydrogen (and oxygen) is continuously being introduced into the primary
coolant, the collection of a significant amount of these gases at the top of the pressurizer steam space does
appear to be credible. Moreover, because of the tendency to stratify, there will be a locus somewhere in the
hydrogen/oxygen interface where the ratio of the two gases permits deflagration.

Conversely, if this volume has enough circulation to remain well mixed, the hydrogen and oxygen will be highly
diluted in steam, and are unlikely to form a combustible mixture in this volume. However, even if this volume
is well-mixed, any connected piping can still collect pockets of hydrogen and oxygen if this piping leads in an
upward direction and is slightly cooler than the main pressurizer steam space. The two combustible gases will
tend to rise and collect in the upper portions of the piping, and the steam will tend to condense on the pipe walls
and run back into the main volume.

In reality, the pressurizer steam space is likely to have some convection currents whenever the heaters are in
operation. Also, normally a small amount of flow is maintained in the spray line to keep the boron concentration
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in the liquid-filled pressurizer volume equal to that in the rest of the reactor coolant system. Thus, there is likely
to be some mixing, such that the hydrogen and oxygen are unlikely to be present in well-defined, horizontal
layers, but the presence of a combustible mixture, particularly in attached piping, cannot be ruled out.

The top of the pressurizer does have some locations where collection and ignition of a hydrogen-oxygen mixture
could pose a problem. For a typical Westinghouse design, these include:

- The top of the head itself. However, detonation of a gas stratum here would not be likely to do much damage,
since the gas volume would not be confined.

- A bolted personnel access hatch ("manway"). Again, detonation of a gas stratum here would not be likely to do
much damage, since the gas volume would not be confined.

- The pressurizer spray nozzles (supplied by a four-inch line), which are located at the top of the upper head in
the Westinghouse design. However, normal operational practice is to maintain a small flow through these lines
all the time, in order to ensure a uniform boron concentration throughout the primary system. Thus, the line is
normally liquid-filled, which greatly reduces the likelihood of noncondensible gases accumulating in this volume.

- Safety Valves: These are connected via 6-inch pipes, but the pipes are shaped in the form of a loop seal,
keeping liquid in contact with the valve seat. (In contrast to the case of BWRs, catalysis by the plating in the
valve internals is not possible.) The only volume which can accumulate gases is in the pipe upstream of the loop
seal. A rupture of one of these lines would be an "intermediate" (i.e., up to six-inch equivalent diameter) LOCA.

- PORV Lines (Including Block Valves): The PWR training manual lists this as a six-inch line. However, the
PORV capacity varies significantly from plant to plant, and presumably this pipe size can vary as well. However,
a six-inch equivalent diameter LOCA should bound any PORV line break for any plant.

- Various instrument taps and small pipes, such as the level instrumentation, sampling lines, valve leakoffs, etc.
A rupture of one of these lines would be a small break LOCA.

The design specifics can vary from product line to product line, and from reactor vendor to reactor vendor. For
example, some B&W pressurizers have a vent valve at the very top, and the spray line penetration is off to the
side, with a pipe running inside the steam space to the spray nozzle, which is located just below the center of the
upper head. Nevertheless, all designs will have similar potential break locations.

Initiating Event Frequency Estimate

According to a private communication from the IAEA, PWR experience is approximately 6280 reactor-years
at the time of this writing. An examination of the IAEA database has not found any instances of hydrogen
deflagration in the primary system of a PWR.

In contrast to the PWR experience, there have been six such events in approximately 2325 BWR-years, as was
discussed in GI-195. Thus, the credibility of such an event in a PWR is based on the experience of BWRs. There
has been no PWR event which would indicate the possibility of such an event in a PWR. Clearly, the frequency
of such an event in a PWR must be much less than the frequency of occurrence in BWRs, given that no PWR
events have occurred, even though the accumulated experience of PWRs is almost triple that of BWRs. It will be
necessary to make some assumptions regarding the combustion phenomena in order to extrapolate the BWR
experience to PWRs.

One candidate explanation for the difference of event frequencies would be the PWR practice of intentionally
operating with an excess of hydrogen in the coolant, with the express purpose of reducing the oxygen
concentration. However, many BWRs use an analogous practice, adding hydrogen or noble metals to the
feedwater and thereby reducing oxygen concentrations to as low as 0.005 ppm - actually less than oxygen
concentrations in PWRs. This technique was being used in the Japanese plant that experienced a rupture of a
steam condensation line. (See GI-195.) Thus, the PWR hydrogen strategy does not appear to provide a viable
explanation for the difference in frequencies.

There are three other major differences between the steam spaces in a BWR and in a PWR. First, the PWR
pressurizer steam space operates at double the pressure of a BWR, and consequently is about 100F hotter. It
is not obvious how this would affect the likelihood of a deflagration of hydrogen and oxygen. However, a higher
temperature and pressure normally increase rather than decrease the likelihood of a spontaneous ignition. Thus,
this difference also does not appear to provide a viable explanation for the difference in frequencies.
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Second, the steam volume in a PWR pressurizer is fairly small - about 720 cubic feet. There is no readily-
available data on the steam-filled volume in a boiling water reactor, but a rough calculation based on vessel
dimensions, and including the steam lines, gave an estimate of approximately 7960 cubic feet - about eleven
times that of a PWR. It does appear likely that more steam volume implies a higher likelihood of a combustion
event. (Certainly, reducing the volume to zero would reduce the combustion probability to zero.)

Third, a PWR pressurizer does not have as many valve-isolated volumes connected to it. It should be noted
that in all three BWR events that resulted in a pipe rupture, the rupture occurred in a pipe volume which was
isolated by a check valve or isolation valve from the primary system. Although this (fortunately) meant that the
events involved no significant coolant inventory loss, it also raises a question as to whether the pipes would
have ruptured if the volume had not been confined. (Even a check valve, which would normally have relieved
pressure by passing inventory back into the primary coolant system, might provide enough resistance to allow a
deflagration event to transition into a detonation event.)

In the remaining three BWR events, combustible gases collected in the top works of a safety/relief valve. In
these events, there was no piping rupture, but the safety/relief valve failed open. Such an event is less likely in
a PWR, because of the use of loop seals, and because PWRs generally use spring safety valves which do not
have the same top works as a BWR S/RV. It would be possible for a pressurizer PORV to be damaged and fail
open by this mechanism, but the block valve would be available to stop the inventory loss.

Thus, the lower number of isolated volumes connected to a PWR steam space would also help explain the lower
frequency of observed combustion events in PWRs.

In the absence of any better information, it will be assumed that the frequency of a combustion event in a PWR
can be estimated from the BWR event frequency in linear proportion to the steam volumes of the two designs.
For this purpose, the BWR safety/relief valve openings will not be included, since the analogous events in a
PWR are rendered far less likely by the loop seals and the valve internals design. The BWR isolated-pipe-
rupture event frequency used in the screening analysis of GI-195, based on three events in 2325 BWR-years,
was 1.3E-3 event/ BWR-year, normally distributed with a standard deviation of 7.5E-5/BWR-year. Ratioing this
by the steam space volumes gives an estimated PWR combustion event frequency of 1.17E-4 event/PWR-year,
with a standard deviation of 6.8E-5/PWR-year.

A combustion event such as this does not necessarily lead to a loss of coolant, as the BWR experience
shows. The screening analysis for GI-195 used an exponential distribution (with a mean of 0.21) to estimate
the likelihood of a non-isolatable pipe rupture, given a combustion event. It should be noted that this is not a
distribution with a peak at 0.21. Instead, this distribution has a maximum value at zero, a mean of 21%, and a tail
that is "chopped off" with a value of 0.04 at unity.

In the absence of any better information, this same exponential distribution will be used in this analysis.
However, it should be noted that, in the BWR screening analysis, this distribution was primarily a geometrical
parameter used to describe the likelihood that a pipe rupture would be in a location not isolatable, i.e., the
complementary likelihood would be the likelihood of a rupture in an isolatable location. In the present use
for a PWR scenario, this is the likelihood that a combustion event will result in coolant inventory loss. The
complementary likelihood is that of a combustion event that causes no significant damage.

Before going further, an examination of the reasonableness of these numbers is in order. Given that there
are currently 6280 PWR-years of experience worldwide, and no observed events, it is reasonable to expect
frequencies that are less than 1/6280, or about 1.6E-4. However, estimates that are several orders of magnitude
less than this upper limit would need considerable justification.

The mean PWR combustion event frequency distribution above is 1.17E-4/PWR-year, estimated from the
BWR experience. This is not much less than what would be estimated if an actual event had been observed in
the existing 6280 PWR-years of experience, which would be about 1.59 event/PWR-year. Thus, the estimate
extrapolated from BWR experience is not highly non-conservative.

However, it could be argued that PWR combustion events might already have occurred but not have been
noticed. To address this, a numerical calculation of the frequency of pipe ruptures was performed, using
the normal combustion event frequency distribution and the exponential pipe rupture probability distribution
discussed above. The results were a mean estimated pipe rupture frequency of 2.47E-5 event/PWR-year.
(The number of significant figures does not imply accuracy to this degree, but instead are provided as an aid in
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following the calculation.) This is about 15% of the value corresponding to one actual event in the existing 6280
PWR-years of experience. Again, this appears to be reasonable.

Discussion

Again, there are two modeling assumptions in the approach to initiating event frequency above: that the PWR
combustion event frequency can be extrapolated from the observed BWR frequency in proportion to steam
space volumes, and that the likelihood that such a combustion event will result in a breach of the reactor coolant
pressure boundary can be estimated by exponential assumption used in GI-195. The numerical effect of both of
these assumptions will be explored in the section on "core damage frequency" below.

Both of these assumptions are being made because, if there were no BWR events, there would be no
experience indicating that such an event would be expected in a PWR. There have been no recorded events
of this nature in 6280 PWR-years of experience, worldwide. One other approach would be to focus only on the
PWR experience and see if a bounding value can be inferred. This can be done by assuming an exponential
distribution for the initiating event frequency, and choosing the exponential parameter such that 95% of the
distribution lies below a frequency of one event in 6280 PWR-years, consistent with the usual use of a 95%
confidence interval. This approach, which also will be explored, makes no assumptions based on BWR
experience.

Core Damage Frequency

The event of interest is a breach in the reactor coolant pressure boundary caused by a detonation in the
pressurizer steam space or associated piping. In view of the various pipe sizes where a combustible mixture
might accumulate, the possible break sizes include:

- A very small break (S3 - 1/2 inch or less equivalent diameter) caused by a ruptured instrumentation line or a
PORV leak.

- A small break (S2 - 1/2 inch to 2 inches equivalent diameter) caused by damage to the PORV and/or block
valve internals.

- An intermediate-size break (S1 - 2 inches to 6 inches equivalent diameter) caused by rupture of the line leading
to the PORV or by rupture of the pressurizer spray line.

Based on their positions in the upper portions of the pressurizer, the PORV and spray lines are the most
credible locations, although the spray line is normally liquid-filled. Thus, the probabilistic calculation will assume
an intermediate-size ("S1") break. (This is somewhat conservative, in that instrument line breaks, sampling
line breaks, etc. would normally be classified as S2 LOCAs, and evaluated using a separate event tree. This
screening analysis therefore is bounding in the sense that all breaks are evaluated as S1 breaks.)

The NUREG-11501081 PRA for the Sequoyah plant was chosen for the analysis. This plant has a somewhat
higher vulnerability to loss-of-coolant accidents because of its manual switchover to ECCS recirculation mode,
and thus should bound most PWR plants.

As was done for the GI-195 screening analysis, this scenario was analyzed by constructing a new event tree.
This new event tree was a simple copy of the existing event tree for the intermediate break "S1" LOCA, but
the initiating event at the beginning of the tree was replaced by two top events - the detonation-induced pipe
break frequency followed by the probability of not isolating the break, as described in the paragraphs above. The
remainder of the event tree is exactly the same as that for the "S1" LOCA.

Five separate cases were run, to test first the event tree itself, and then to explore the effect of the various
modeling assumptions described earlier. Case I was intended to see if the results of the calculation would match
the published results for the SI LOCA event in the NUREG-11501081 analyses. To do this, the initiating event
frequency was set to 10-3 S1 LOCA event/year, the probability of a non-isolatable break was set to unity, and the
calculation was run using a sequence cutoff frequency of 10-7 and limited Latin hypercube sampling. The result
was a mean core damage frequency (CDF) of 6.86E-06/year. The mean S1 LOCA sequences given on pp. 5-16
and 5-17 of NUREG/CR-4550,1318 Vol. 5, Part 1, Rev. 1, sum to 6.8E-06, which compares quite well.

The sequence cutoff of 10-7 which was used in the NUREG-11501081 PRAs made the calculation much
more practical by greatly reducing the number of cut sets to be calculated. Although such a cutoff tends to
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slightly reduce the CDF estimate, this is an appropriate numerical technique for the original PRA, since the S1
sequences contributed less than 10% of the total CDF. However, the sequences of interest for this GI are quite
likely to be in the 10-7 range, and using this cutoff would significantly affect the results. Therefore, Case II is a
repeat of Case I, i.e., a calculation of the S1 LOCA tree, but with the cutoff frequency lowered to 10-10/year, and
using regular Monte Carlo sampling instead of the limited Latin hypercube method.

Case III is the same event tree, but with the initiating event frequency lowered to 1.17E-4/PWR-year, the
estimate derived from BWR experience, and the probability of a non-isolatable break still set to unity. This
calculation is not a "test case" like the first two cases, but instead corresponds to a CDF associated with this GI,
although it assumes that every combustion event causes a LOCA.

Case IV is similar to Case III, but this time the probability of a non-isolatable break is calculated by means of the
exponential distribution described earlier. This case is the "best" estimate of the safety significance of the GI,
based on extrapolation from the experience in BWRs.

Finally, Case V uses the limiting exponential initiating event frequency based only on PWR experience, with the
probability of a non-isolatable break set to unity. This case is intended as a check on the modeling assumptions
used in Cases III and IV. The results of these cases are as shown in Table 3.198.1.
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(Results in this and in subsequent tables are given to three significant figures for the convenience of the reader
who wishes to follow the calculations, and are not intended to imply that these parameters are known to this
accuracy, as the percentile range given in the table itself clearly shows.)

As can be seen by comparing the various cases tabulated above, the "limiting" case V CDF is only about a factor
of two greater than that estimated by Case IV. Also, the effect of the rather questionable extrapolation of pipe
break probability given an ignition event can be seen by comparing the mean estimates based on Case IV vs.
Case III: this assumption reduces the calculated CDF by about a factor of five. More importantly, all three cases
associated with this GI (i.e., Cases III, IV, and V) have core damage frequencies below the GI screening criterion
10-6 core damage event/RY.

In addition, an audit calculation was performed using a SPAR model for a PWR with the highest CDF for the
medium LOCA. (A description of this calculation is attached to this report.) The audit calculation is similar
to Case V, in that it is based on the PWR data only, but uses a more sophisticated Bayesian approach. This
calculation gave a mean CDF of 8.3E-7, which agrees quite well with Case V above, and also is below the GI
screening criterion of 10-6 core damage event/RY.

Table 3.198-1

Calculation Mean 5th Percentile Median 95thPercentile

Case I existing
S1 initiating event
frequency, cutoff =
10-7, LHS sampling

6.860E-06 1.645E-07 1.931E-06 2.770E-05

Case II Existing
S1 initiating event
frequency, but cutoff
= 10-10 and Monte
Carlo sampling

1.003E-05 1.982E-07 2.415E-06 3.259E-05

Case III Initiating
event frequency
set to ratioed BWR
ignition frequency,
but assuming every
ignition causes a
break

1.232E-06 1.327E-07 7.018E-07 3.344E-06

Case IV Initiating
event frequency
set to ratioed BWR
ignition frequency
and including non-
isolatable break
probability

2.425E-07 4.413E-09 9.520E-08 8.662E-07

Case V Initiating
event frequency set
to 95% confidence
distribution based on
PWR experience.

5.113E-07 1.614E-08 2.354E-07 1.680E-06

Consequence Estimate

In the base PRA, the S1 LOCA sequences were placed in Plant Damage State Group 2 (see NUREG/
CR-4551,1795 page 2.9). A rough estimate of the consequences was made, using the CRIC-ET Code1796 and
the Sequoyah model, but using a consequence file loaded with the GIs program standard site parameters. The
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results, using the NUREG-11501081 technique of limited Latin hypercube sampling of 200 samples, were as
follows:

Person-rem per reactor-year

Mean 0.14

5th percentile 1.15E-03

95th percentile 0.813

Median 2.59E-02

The distribution is based on the uncertainties associated with the Level II and Level III analyses, and does
not include the Level I distribution. (Again, the results in this table are given to three significant figures for
the convenience of the reader who wishes to follow the calculations, and are not intended to imply that these
parameters are known to this accuracy, as the percentile range given in the table itself clearly shows.) These
estimates are well below the screening cutoff of 100 person-rem/RY given in the Handbook for Management
Directive (MD) 6.4.

Large Early Release Frequency (LERF)

The NUREG-11501081 models loaded into the CRIC-ET code precede the development of large early release
models, such as those described in NUREG/CR-65951873 Nevertheless, an approximation can be made using
the CRIC-ET code by selecting accident progression sequences which involve a large release. For this analysis,
the following were selected:

Accident progression
characteristic

Description Mean frequency Expected early fatalities,
conditional on event

1C Containment failure during
core degradation

1.47E-08 10.9

1D Containment failure at
vessel breach

3.11E-08 17.9

6A Induced Steam Generator
Tube Rupture

1.20E-10 28.6

10C Containment failed due to
small hole, leak, failure to
isolate

3.78E-08 0.77

Combination all above sequences 6.74E-08 ---

The frequencies and conditional early fatalities were calculated using the CRIC-ET code and the standard
Generic Issues Program site parameters. Other accident progression sequences either were not applicable to
a LOCA-initiated event (e.g., characteristics 1A and 1B are vessel rupture failures), or were not large and early,
and (not surprisingly) had an estimated number of early fatalities below 0.5. The "combination" result in the
bottom row is not a simple sum of the other rows, since there are some sequences which would be included in
more than one row.

The combination row is a reasonable approximation for LERF. The statistical distribution is:

mean 6.74E-08 large early releases/RY

5th percentile 1.34E-09

95th percentile 2.92E-07

median 2.18E-08
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The distribution is based on the uncertainties associated with the Level II and Level III analyses, and does not
include the Level I distribution. Again, the mean is well below the screening cutoff of 10-7 large early release/RY
given in the Handbook for MD 6.4.

Cost Estimate

Because of the low CDF and risk, a cost estimate will not affect the conclusion of this analysis. Therefore, no
cost analysis was performed.

Uncertainties

One of the more unusual aspects of the screening analysis calculations for this GI is that the initiating event is
based on actual data, which results in an uncertainty distribution which, although quite wide by experimental
standards, is much smaller than the uncertainty limits often seen in probabilistic analyses. Also, the distribution
is normal rather than log-normal. The effect is to produce an estimate of CDF where the uncertainty bounds are
not as wide as usual. However, some caution is called for in understanding these uncertainty limits, since they
do not include the modeling uncertainty associated with extrapolating BWR experience to PWRs.

Discussion

The estimates above are all predicated on the fact that no hydrogen combustion events have thus far been
observed thus far in PWRs. If such an event does occur in the future, this GI should be reevaluated. Similarly,
if more BWR events occur, such that the estimated BWR initiating event frequency increases above the current
estimate of 1.3E-3 combustion event/BWR-year, this GI should be reevaluated.

CONCLUSION

The CDF, LERF, and risk associated with this GI are below the screening thresholds given in Appendix C of
the Handbook for MD 6.4, "Generic Issues Program." Therefore, it was concluded that there was insufficient
justification for this GI to continue to the technical assessment stage, and the issue was DROPPED from further
consideration.1874
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Issue 199: Implications of Updated Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Estimates
in Central and Eastern U.S. for Existing Plants
DESCRIPTION

On May 26, 2005, the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR), Division of Engineering, recommended
that issues related to closed Generic Issue (GI)-194, "Implications of Updated Probabilistic Seismic Hazard
Estimates," dated September 23, 2003, and the impact of higher seismic hazard on current nuclear power plants
(NPPs) in the Central and Eastern United States (CEUS) region be examined under the GI identification and
resolution process.1930 On June 9, 2005, the staff initiated GI-199, "Implications of Updated Probabilistic Seismic
Hazard Estimates in Central and Eastern United States."1931

On March 12, 2012, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) issued Title 10 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (10 CFR) 50.54(f) letters,2054 requesting every U.S. nuclear power plant to reevaluate its seismic
hazard using present -day information and guidance.

The NRC worked with stakeholders to establish guidance for screening, prioritization, and implementation
details (SPID) (Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) Report 1025287, “Seismic Evaluation Guidance:
Screening, Prioritization and Implementation Details (SPID) for the Resolution of Fukushima Near-Term Task
Force Recommendation 2.1: Seismic,” issued November 2012,2094 and endorsed by the NRC on February 15,
2013.2095 The NRC staff issued letters with screening and prioritization results to licensees. In cases where a
licensee’s reevaluated hazard exceeds the design basis, more detailed evaluations and actions are required.
The NRC issued guidance for the additional seismic evaluations that would be required if the reevaluated hazard
exceeds the design basis:

• Expedited approach for seismic reevaluations, EPRI Draft Report 3002000704, "Seismic Evaluation
Guidance: Augmented Approach for the Resolution of Fukushima Near- Term Task Force Recommendation
2.1," dated May 7, 20132096

• Seismic margin assessment, JLD-ISG-2012-04, “Guidance on Performing a Seismic Margin Assessment in
Response to the March 2012 Request for Information Letter,” dated November 16, 2012

• Seismic probabilistic risk assessment (SPRA).

Safety Significance

Recent data and models indicate that estimates of the potential for earthquake hazards for some NPPs in the
CEUS may be larger than previous estimates. While it has been determined that currently operating plants
remain safe, the recent seismic data and models warrant further study and analysis. This further analysis will
allow the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) to better understand the current margins at plants for
earthquakes.

Regulatory Guide 1.165, "Identification and Characterization of Seismic Sources and Determination of Safe
Shutdown Earthquake Ground Motion,"1932 developed in the early 1990s, specifies a reference probability for
exceedance of a safe-shutdown earthquake (SSE) ground motion (i.e., seismic hazard) at a median annual
value of 1E-5. This reference probability value is based on the annual probability of exceeding the SSEs for 29
CEUS nuclear power sites and is used to establish the SSEs for future nuclear facilities. Based on preliminary
results from work performed by the United States Geological Survey (USGS) in 2004, it appears that the
reference probability for the 29 CEUS sites has increased to about 6 to 7E-5. The increase in the reference
probability value is primarily due to recent developments in the modeling of earthquake ground motion in the
CEUS. When the staff first identified this issue, no new plants had applied for a construction permit or early site
permit (ESP) since 10 CFR Part 100, "Reactor Site Criteria," was revised and Regulatory Guide 1.165 issued in
1997. When the staff began review of the ESP applications, the staff realized the impact of the revised regulation
and the regulatory guide as they relate to future plants and operating reactors.

From the staff’s review of the ESP applications with support from the 2004 USGS draft report, it appeared
that the perception of seismic hazard for operating plants in the CEUS region had increased. Based on the
evaluations of the Individual Plant Examination of External Events (IPEEE) Program, the staff had determined
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that seismic designs of operating plants in the CEUS provided an adequate level of protection. However, in
light of the preliminary results from the USGS work of 2004 and the ESP applications, the staff also recognized
that the probability of exceeding the SSE at some of the currently operating sites in the CEUS is higher than
previously understood. Therefore, the staff initiated this GI to assess the impact of increased estimates of
seismic hazards on selected current NPPs in the CEUS region that might be impacted by the updated seismic
research, information, and models.

SCREENING ANALYSIS

In December 2007, the staff completed the screening analysis using guidance contained in Management
Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program,"1858 and SECY-07-0022, "Status Report on Proposed Improvements
to the Generic Issues Program," dated January 30, 2007.1888 The screening panel reviewed the analysis in
January 2008. On February 1, 2008, the Director of the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (RES) approved
the screening panel recommendation1933 to begin the safety/risk assessment stage of the generic issue process.

The screening panel’s recommendation was based on the screening analysis, which showed that GI-199 passed
the seven GI screening criteria. The discussion under each criterion below provides the screening analysis for
GI-199.

• The issue affects public health and safety, the common defense and security, or the environment. The
estimated risk to public health and safety and the environment associated with the occurrence of seismic
events at some NPP sites might have increased from previous estimates. The issue stems from ongoing
research being conducted by a number of scientists into the seismic history of the CEUS and the details
of wave propagation and attenuation in this region. In particular, information submitted to the NRC by ESP
applicants contained updated seismic information that included new models to estimate earthquake ground
motion and updated models for earthquake sources in seismic regions such as eastern Tennessee and
around both Charleston, South Carolina, and New Madrid, Missouri. In addition, information summarized by
the USGS as part of the National Seismic Hazard Mapping Program indicates that the estimated likelihood
of seismic activity (i.e., seismic hazard) in some CEUS locations has increased from previous estimates.
Some of these locations are near existing NPP sites. An increase in the seismic hazard at these sites has
the potential to adversely impact public health and safety if the estimated increased seismic hazard were
to significantly exceed plant design capabilities; substantially reduce perceived safety margins for plant
structures, systems, and components (SSCs) important to safety; or appreciably increase the risk associated
with the plant’s response to a seismic event. From a qualitative perspective, if the increased hazard is
significant at sites that have relatively small safety margins for seismic events, then the estimated risk for
these sites could increase.

• The issue applies to two or more facilities and/or licensees/certificate holders or holders of other regulatory
approvals. The updated information described above results in increased estimates of the seismic hazard that
could occur at multiple, although not all, NPP sites in the CEUS. Specifically, updated models for earthquake
sources in seismic regions such as eastern Tennessee and around both Charleston, South Carolina, and
New Madrid, Missouri, indicate that the rate of earthquake occurrence in these regions is greater than
previously recognized. Because this change applies to several large regions, it has the potential to affect
more than one NPP site. Further, new models used to estimate earthquake ground motion have been revised
relative to those used in the 1980s. This change also has the potential to affect more than one NPP site.
Updated estimates of seismic hazard values at some of the sites could potentially exceed the design basis as
well as the review-level earthquake spectrum used as part of the IPEEE Program.

• The issue cannot be readily addressed through other regulatory programs and processes; existing
regulations, policies, or guidance; or voluntary industry initiatives. In a memorandum to RES dated May
26, 2005, NRR identified this issue and recommended that it be examined under the Generic Issues
Program.1934 In this memorandum, the staff concluded that the seismic designs of operating plants in the
CEUS still provide adequate safety margins while the staff continues to evaluate new seismic hazard data
and models and their potential impact on plant risk estimates. At the same time, the staff also recognized
that these new seismic data and models could reduce available safety margins due to increased estimates
of the probability associated with seismic hazards at some of the currently operating sites in the CEUS.
Therefore, to help assess the potential reduction in available safety margins using a probabilistic approach,
the NRR staff recommended that the new data and models on CEUS seismic hazards be examined under
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the Generic Issues Program. Accordingly, at that time, the NRR staff determined that this issue was not
sufficiently characterized to be addressed under existing licensing processes for licensees of plants that
might be impacted. Based on the limited evaluation of available information, this issue does not appear to
be adequately characterized for complete treatment under existing regulatory programs and processes.
Additional analysis will help determine whether this issue is amenable to these or other regulatory programs
or industry initiatives.

• The issue can be resolved by new or revised regulation, policy, or guidance. Further analysis of the risk
or safety impact would provide sufficient additional information to properly characterize the issue and its
potential impact on CEUS plants and support consideration under other existing regulatory programs or
industry initiatives. The regulatory office has authority to take appropriate regulatory action(s) as necessary
to protect the public health and safety and the environment. Depending on the outcome of the additional
analysis, as well as industry initiatives to address any safety issues, the regulatory office could address this
issue through one or more actions involving regulation, policy, or guidance.

• The issue’s risk or safety significance can be adequately determined (i.e., it does not involve phenomena or
other uncertainties that would require long-term studies and/or experimental research to establish the risk or
safety significance). The screening analysis was performed based on the staff’s review of updated seismic
data and models submitted by ESP applicants and also updated seismic hazard data and models available
from the USGS as part of the National Seismic Hazard Mapping Program. The seismic hazard at CEUS plant
sites of interest can be evaluated using an approach like the detailed assessment performed by the EPRI1935

for 28 of the 29 sites included in Regulatory Guide 1.165.1932 This study used updated attenuation models
and incorporated updates to the EPRI seismic source model developed during the preparation of the ESPs.
The risk significance of the updated seismic hazard information can be evaluated for CEUS plant sites of
interest by performing a comparison of uniform hazard spectra or other hazard results to the beyond-design-
basis review-level earthquake or hazard curve used as part of the IPEEE evaluation.1798 The available IPEEE
Program results would allow a general assessment of the potential safety impact of increases in seismic
hazard at specific sites. This analysis was performed later as part of the safety/risk assessment under the
Generic Issues Program.

• The issue is well defined, discrete, and technical. The seismic hazard will be adequately defined upon
detailed assessment of available updated seismic data and models submitted by ESP applicants and also
updated seismic hazard data and models available for other CEUS plant sites of interest using an approach
like that performed by EPRI for 28 of the 29 sites included in Regulatory Guide 1.165. This will allow the
seismic hazard estimates for CEUS plant sites of interest to reflect the state of current knowledge. As new
information and research becomes available, future updates might be warranted. The plants’ response to
seismic hazards involves technical analyses using established techniques.

• Resolution of the issue may potentially involve review, analysis, or action by the affected licensees, certificate
holders, or holders of other regulatory approvals. After further characterization of site-specific seismic
hazards and an analysis of the plant’s response to the increased seismic hazard, some plants may be
identified as having a vulnerability that must be addressed to maintain adequate safety margins. Determining
a plant’s margin and potential need for action to maintain an adequate margin could involve regulatory
actions (e.g., requests for information from plant licensees, reviews, additional analysis, mitigation actions,
physical enhancements, administrative controls) for some plant licensees or could involve actions by industry
stakeholders. The screening analysis showed that the estimated increase in spectral acceleration for some
existing CEUS plant sites might exceed the design basis and values used for the NRC’s review of IPEEE
submittals. This translates into an equivalent increase in seismic demand on plant SSCs. As a result, this
issue has the potential to result in increased seismic core damage frequency (SCDF) estimates for some
plants. However, the screening analysis provided a limited evaluation that did not assess the safety response
of the plants. The limited scope screening analysis concluded that the seismic designs of operating plants in
the CEUS provided adequate safety margins while the staff continued to evaluate new seismic hazard data
and models and their potential impact on plant risk estimates. Specific reasons for this conclusion included
the following:

• The estimated annual probability of exceedance of seismic hazard is small in an absolute sense.
• Earthquakes cause ground motion over a range of frequencies. Lower frequency motions are more damaging

to buildings and equipment than higher frequency motions. Based on the NRC staff’s reviews associated with
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ESPs, the staff was confident that the recent seismic data and models would show that increased estimates
of the seismic hazards would occur primarily in the higher ground motion frequencies. Accordingly, the staff
anticipated that these increased estimates of seismic hazards would primarily have little impact on previous
estimates of the potential damage to buildings and equipment.

• The plants are designed to withstand anticipated earthquakes with substantial design margins. Plants may
have seismic margins beyond those reflected in their IPEEE submittals, and these could compensate for the
increase in estimated seismic load. Such additional seismic margins at plants may be inherent in the design
and construction, realized from improved data and analysis methods, or result from plant modifications or
enhancements completed since the IPEEE submittals.

Based on the knowledge of this issue at the time of the screening analysis and its potential effect on CEUS
plants, this issued passed the seven GI screening criteria and, therefore, warranted further analysis under the
Generic Issues Program.

Safety/Risk Assessment

RES staff developed and implemented a methodology to determine the implications of updated probabilistic
seismic hazard estimates in the CEUS on existing plants. The methodology, analyses, results, and limitations
of the safety risk assessment are summarized below. A detailed discussion of the safety/risk assessment is
documented in the NRC’s "Safety/Risk Assessment Results for Generic Issue 199, Implications of Updated
Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Estimates in Central and Eastern United States on Existing Plant: Safety/Risk
Assessments," dated August 2010. 1974

Risk Methodology

SCDF was chosen as the appropriate risk metric because it is expected to be more sensitive than other metrics
(either large early release fraction or public dose) to changes in the seismic hazard. In addition, SCDF can be
estimated using IPEEE information. Conversely, the IPEEE Program did not produce sufficient quantitative
information to estimate alternate risk metrics.

The staff performed a two-stage assessment to determine the implications of updated probabilistic seismic
hazards in the CEUS on existing NPPs. The first stage involved evaluating the change in seismic hazard with
respect to previous estimates at individual plants. The second stage estimated the change in SCDF as a result
of the change in the seismic hazard for each operating plant in the CEUS. The seismic hazard at each NPP site
depends on the unique seismology and geology surrounding the site, which necessitated separately determining
the implications of updated probabilistic seismic hazard for each of the 96 operating NPPs in the CEUS.

Evaluation of Changes in Seismic Hazard Estimates

In the first stage of the assessment, the NRC staff evaluated the potential significance of changes in seismic
hazards in a stepwise fashion by assessing the degree to which the seismic hazard estimates developed
using the most recent seismic hazard information and NRC staff guidance deviate from previously developed
assessments. The comparison of results indicated an increase in the seismic hazard estimates relative to
previous assessments for a number of plants.

Evaluation of Changes in Seismic Core Damage Frequency

In the second stage, the NRC staff developed SCDF estimates using three sets of mean seismic hazard curves
(the 1989 EPRI study, the 1994 Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory study, and a 2008 USGS study)
and plant-level fragility curves developed from information provided in the IPEEE submittals. This method had
previously been used by the staff in the resolution of GI-194 and during reviews of various risk-informed license
amendments.1975 The changes in the NRC’s SCDF for a number of plants lie in the range of 10-4 per year to 10-5

per year, which meets the numerical risk criteria for an issue to proceed to the regulatory assessment phase of
the Generic Issues Program.

Overall seismic risk estimates remain small in an absolute sense. All operating plants in the CEUS have a SCDF
less than or equal to 10-4/year, confirming that there is no immediate concern for adequate protection.

The approach used to estimate SCDF in the safety/risk assessment does not provide insight into which SSCs
are important to seismic risk. Such knowledge provides the basis for postulating plant backfits and conducting a
value/impact analysis of potential backfits during a regulatory analysis. For a number of plants, especially those
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that performed reduced-scope seismic margin analysis, detailed information is presently not available to the
NRC regarding plant seismic capacity (the ability of a plant’s SSCs to successfully withstand an earthquake)
beyond the required design-basis level.

Safety/Risk Assessment Panel Observations

In accordance with Management Directive 6.4, a safety/risk assessment panel was established to determine,
on a generic basis, if the risk associated with GI-199 warranted further investigation for potential imposition as a
cost-justified backfit and to provide a recommendation for the next step.

The panel completed its independent review of the safety/risk assessment for GI-199 in September 2010.1976

The panel reached the following conclusions and observations:

• Overall seismic core damage risk estimates are consistent with the Commission’s safety goal policy
statement because they are within the subsidiary objective of 10-4/year for core damage frequency. The
GI-199 safety/risk assessment, based in part on information from the NRC’s IPEEE Program, indicates that
no concern exists about adequate protection and that the seismic design of operating reactors provides a
safety margin to withstand potential earthquakes exceeding the original design basis.

• The changes in SCDF estimated in the safety/risk assessment stage of GI-199 for numerous plants lie in the
range of 10-4/year to 10-5/year, which meet the numerical risk criteria for an issue to proceed to the regulatory
assessment stage of the generic issues program.

• New consensus seismic-hazard estimates will become available in 2011 (these are a product of a joint NRC,
U.S. Department of Energy, USGS, and EPRI project). These consensus seismic hazard estimates will
supersede the existing EPRI, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, and USGS hazard estimates used in
the GI-199 safety/risk assessment.

• Certain factors that affect the development of realistic SCDF estimates will remain unresolved even after the
new consensus seismic hazard estimates are developed. The issue is primarily that many IPEEEs did not
produce SCDF estimates and so lack some of the information needed to produce such estimates.

• For a number of the plants that performed reduced-scope seismic margin analyses as part of the IPEEE
Program, limited detailed information exists about plant seismic capacity (the ability of a plant’s SSCs to
successfully withstand an earthquake) beyond the required design-basis level.

• The approach used in the safety/risk assessment to estimate SCDF considered the plant-level seismic
capacity and, therefore, did not provide insight into which SSCs were important to seismic risk. Such
knowledge would be required in order to postulate potential cost-beneficial backfits.

• IPEEE submittals generally provided limited, qualitative information about the seismic capability of
containments. Any regulatory analysis of GI-199 should consider potential plant modifications for reducing
the probability of seismically induced containment failure as discussed in Section 3.3.1 of NUREG/BR-0058,
"Regulatory Analysis Guidelines of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission," Revision 4, issued September
2004. 1977

Safety/Risk Assessment Panel Conclusion

The panel recommended transferring the lead responsibility for subsequent GI-199 actions to NRR for regulatory
office implementation and taking further actions to address GI-199 outside the Generic Issues Program (i.e.,
obtain information and develop methods, as needed, to complete plant-specific value/impact analyses of
potential backfits to reduce seismic risk).

On September 2, 2010, the safety/risk assessment panel issued its report. 2055 The panel recommended that
responsibility for subsequent actions on GI-199 be transferred to NRR for regulatory office implementation.
The panel also recommended further actions be taken to address GI-199 (i.e., obtain information and develop
methods, as needed, to complete plant specific value impact analyses of potential backfits to reduce seismic
risk). The issue was transferred to NRR, and work associated with GI 199 was incorporated into the work being
done by the Japan Lessons Learned Division (JLD) in response to the March 2011, nuclear event at Fukushima
Dai-ichi, Japan.

Significant Activities and Milestones during Regulatory Implementation Stage

The NRC asked U.S. nuclear power plant licensees to develop a new ground motion response spectrum, or
"hazard curve," using present-day guidance and methods. Plants were to compare the new hazard curve to
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their SSE. If the new hazard exceeds the SSE, additional actions were required. These actions could include an
expedited seismic evaluation process to determine whether interim actions were needed until a more detailed
assessment could be completed, high- or low-frequency motion evaluations, spent fuel pool seismic evaluations,
or a detailed seismic probabilistic risk assessment (or a combination of these). The spent fuel pool and high- or
low-frequency evaluations cover limited areas of a plant. Plants will perform expedited approach evaluations to
determine if key plant safety systems require enhancements while the more detailed risk evaluation is done.

The NRC staff used these comparisons in a graded, risk-informed approach to determine the scope of, and
prioritization of, any required plant-specific evaluations. The NRC expects U.S. plants to propose any needed
corrective actions (and plans to implement them) identified by the detailed seismic risk evaluations. The NRC
staff will evaluate the detailed evaluations and determine the need for further regulatory actions. The expedited
seismic evaluation process (ESEP) determines if key plant safety systems require enhancements while the more
detailed seismic evaluations are completed.  The spent fuel pool and high or low frequency evaluations cover
limited seismic exceedances.

Generic Communications Issued

The NRR staff issued two Information Notices (INs) to inform stakeholders of the results of the GI 199 safety/risk
assessment report:

• IN 2010-18, “Generic Issue 199, ‘Implications of Updated Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Estimates in Central
and Eastern United States on Existing Plants,’”1978 dated September 2, 2010, for all nuclear power plants.

• IN 2010-19, “Updated Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Estimates in Central and Eastern United States,”1979

dated September 16, 2010, for fuel cycle facilities.

The NRC also issued a Generic Letter, "Seismic Risk Evaluation for Operating Reactors," dated September 15,
20112032, for public comments. The public comment period ended on December 15, 2011.

• The NRC determined the priority for nuclear power plants to complete the risk assessments based on the
following three factors:

The NRC also sent request for information under 10 CFR 50.54(f)2054 to all licensees to respond to
Recommendations 2.1 and 2.3 of the Fukushima Near-Term Task Force (NTTF).

• The NRC requested that all operating power reactor licensees reevaluate the seismic hazard at their sites
using present-day NRC requirements and guidance and identify actions that are planned to address plant
specific vulnerabilities associated with the reevaluated seismic hazard. Each licensee followed a similar two
phase process to respond to the hazard reevaluations requested by the 50.54(f) letter. In Phase 1, licensees
submitted hazard reevaluation reports using NRC endorsed, industry developed guidance. The guidance
specified that a licensee should determine if interim protection measures were needed while a longer term
evaluation of the impacts of the hazard was completed. The NRC staff reviewed the reevaluated hazard
information. Using the reevaluated hazard information and a graded approach, the NRC identified the need
for, and prioritization and scope of, plant specific assessments.

• For those plants that are required to perform a SPRA, the staff issued Phase 2 Decisionmaking for
Reevaluated Flooding and Seismic Hazards, dated September 16, 20162243 which helped licensees
determine if additional plant-specific regulatory actions were necessary

1. The extent to which the reevaluated hazard exceeds the current design basis
2. The absolute seismic hazard based on an examination of the probabilistic seismic hazard curves for the site
3. Previous estimates of plant capacity (e.g., IPEEE insights). Licensee Responses and Actions

Licensees for plants in the CEUS submitted their seismic hazard reevaluations before the end of March 2014,
and plants in the western United States (WUS) submitted their seismic hazard reevaluations before the end of
March 2015. Depending on the comparison between the reevaluated seismic hazard and the design basis, some
licensees had no further evaluations for the plant (screened out), while other licensees were required to perform
additional plant risk assessments if the reevaluated hazard exceeded the plant’s design basis (screened in).

For those plants that screened in,
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• If the reevaluated hazard show that the ground motion response spectrum exceeds the plant's design-basis
safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) only in the region above 10 hertz (Hz), then the license needed to assess
the potential impact of high frequency ground motion on plant equipment.

• If the reevaluated hazard exceeded the design basis in the region below 2.5 Hz, then the licensee had to
perform a low frequency limited scope evaluation.

• If the reevaluated hazard exceeded the design basis in the 1-10 Hz range, then the licensee had to perform a
low hazard spent fuel pool evaluation.

• If the reevaluated hazard exceeded a peak spectral acceleration of 0.8g, a high hazard spent fuel evaluation
was required. NRC Staff Reviews

The NRC staff finished reviewing the hazard reports and issued a final determination letter for seismic risk
evaluations on October 27, 2015.2245 The final determination letter updated the preliminary screening letters
that the NRC issued on May 9, 20142246 and October 3, 2014, 2247 for CEUS plants, and May 13, 2015,
for WUS plants.2248 The final determination letter included a staggered schedule for licensees to submit
their seismic risk evaluations to the NRC for those sites that screen in, with the earliest in March 2017 and
the latest in December 2019. All actions associated with low- and high-frequency spent fuel pool seismic
evaluations and with low- and high-frequency plant seismic evaluation have been completed.

• Of the original 61 sites (58 CEUS and 3 WUS). 20 operating reactor sites (16 CEUS and 2 WUS) screened
in, requiring licensees to complete a SPRA; and two CEUS sites were subsequently screened out, based on
additional information provided by the licensee, dated December 22, 2016.2057

• Thirty-four sites screened in to perform high frequency limited scope evaluations.
• One site screened in to perform a low frequency limited scope evaluation.
• Thirty sites screened in to perform low hazard spent fuel pool evaluations and eight sites screened in to

perform high hazard limited scope evaluations.

 While the additional plant-specific assessments were ongoing, the NRC also required 34 sites (33 CEUS and
1 WUS) to complete near-term ESEP reports of key equipment needed to protect the reactor core following a
beyond-design-basis seismic event. The staff received all ESEP reports for CEUS plants by December 2014
and received the ESEP report for the one WUS plant during the second quarter of 2016. The staff completed
its evaluation of all 33 CEUS ESEP reports during the second quarter of 2016 and of the one WUS site in May
2016. In some cases, the NRC required plant modifications as a result of the ESEP reviews. Licensees notified
the NRC that the 15 plants requiring modifications have completed that task. Plant upgrades not requiring an
outage were completed by December 2016 for CEUS plants and by June 2018 for WUS plants.

On March 1, 2017, the NRC staff completed a 2-day SPRA orientation session. Approximately 30 NRC staff
and contractors from Pacific Northwest National Laboratory and the Southwest Research Institute's Center
for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses attended the session. After this orientation session, the infrastructure
necessary to review the SPRA submittals was in place. The NRC required 18 sites to submit SPRAs.

Summary of Required Reviews and Actions:

1. All actions associated with low- and high-frequency spent fuel pool seismic evaluations and with low- and
high-frequency plant seismic evaluation were complete.

2. All actions associated with ESEP reports have been closed out.
3. All licensees have submitted their SPRAs to the NRC for review. The staff has reviewed and concluded that

the nuclear sites have implemented the NRC mandated safety enhancements resulting from the lessons
learned from the Fukushima Dai-ichi accident through its implementation of Orders EA-12-049, EA-12-051,
EA-13-109, (as applicable) and its response to the 50.54(f) letters. Therefore, the NRC has issued a close
out letter for each site, stating that no further regulatory decision making is required related to the Fukushima
lessons-learned activities.

• Arkansas Nuclear One (ANO)2058

• Braidwood Station2059

• Browns Ferry2259
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• Bryon Station2060

• Calvert Cliffs2061

• Callaway 2258

• Clinton Power2062

• Columbia2257

• Comanche Peak2063

• Cook 2255

• Dresden2256

• Joseph M. Farley 2064

• McGuire 2066

• North Anna2254

• Oconee2253

• Palo Verde2067

• Peach Bottom
• Point Beach2068

• Prairie Island2069

• R. E. Ginna2070

• River Bend2071

• Robinson2251

• Salem Nuclear2072

• Sequoyah2250

• Shearon Harris2073

• St. Lucie Plant2074

• South Texas Project (STP)2075

• Summer2249

• Three Mile Island (TMI)2076

• Vogtle Electric2077

• Waterford2078

4. The following plants deferred submitting SPRA pending permanent shutdown:

• Pilgrim (deferral due to early permanent shutdown)
• Indian Point (deferral due to early permanent shutdown)

• Palisades (deferral due to early permanent shutdown)

NRR is developing a NUREG for capturing knowledge lessons-learned from activities associated with the events
at Fukushima Dai-ichi.

The NRC also has established the Japan Lessons Learned page  on the NRC public Web site, found at https://
www.nrc.gov/reactors/operating/ops-experience/japan-dashboard.html. The Web site contains links providing the
status of post-Fukushima order implementation; flooding and seismic hazard reevaluations; and Tier 2, Tier 3,
and nontiered activities.

The Plant-Specific Japan Lessons-Learned Activities Web page, found at https://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operating/
ops-experience/japan-dashboard/japan-plants.html, lists operating nuclear power reactors and links to plant-
specific actions related to the nuclear accident at Fukushima Dai-ichi.
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Issue 200: Tin Whiskers
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was identified by RES after concern was raised for the number of component failures in the solid state
protection systems of nuclear power plants that were caused by the growth of tin whiskers.1877

In 1987, Dresden Nuclear Power Station Unit 2, while in Run Mode at 94% power, experienced a trip of the
"B" channel of the RPS because of a high signal on an APRM channel (see LER #87-022-00). The APRM
channels take LPRM output signals as their input. The root cause of the failure was determined to be the growth
of metallic whiskers on the fission chamber outer electrode. An arc was generated between electrodes causing a
transient short circuit which later burned away. After the whisker melted, the LPRM returned to normal operation.

On April 1, 1990, Duane Arnold Energy Center experienced an automatic reactor scram during reactor startup at
8% thermal power after an increase in flux greater than 15% was observed in APRM channels "C" and "D" (see
LER #90-004-00). The intermediate cause of the event was a momentary LPRM spike cause by a transient short
circuit between the anode and the cathode in the LPRM detector. This momentary spike in the LPRM output
generated an APRM reading indicating a sudden power increase which in turn actuates the RPS logic that
generates a scram. After the event, the affected LPRM was bypassed and the plant was started up. This event
was not the only one of this nature at this plant. In February 1995, a similar event occurred during a controlled
shutdown for a scheduled refueling outage. An upscale APRM reading occurred with the reactor shut down.

In December 1997, also at Dresden Unit 2, an unexpected full reactor scram occurred during an Instrumentation
Surveillance due to an unexpected half-scram signal generated after RPS Channel "A" received a spiking
LPRM reading in conjunction with an expected RPS Channel "B" half-scram signal (see LER #97-019-00). The
unexpected LPRM reading was due to a short circuit caused by a whisker present within the detector. Actions
taken after this event included complete I-V plots performance, and LPRM replacement with upgraded types.

On September 1, 1999, at South Texas Project Unit 2, a reactor pre-trip alarm occurred due to a low-low level
indication in channel 2 of steam generator 2D while in Mode 1 at 100% power (see LER #1999-006-00). The
failure of the input control relay that indicated the low-low level on the steam generator was attributed to tin
whiskers. The corrective actions included the replacement of the relay.

On April 17, 2005, Millstone Unit 3 experienced a reactor trip from full power, and one of two trains of the Safety
Injection and Main Steam Isolation actuated when low steam line pressure was sensed on one of four steam
generators. The cause was the growth of a tin whisker between two components on a Westinghouse SSPS
universal logic card, causing a short circuit to ground and triggering the single train of SI and the subsequent
automatic reactor trip. A Westinghouse SSPS engineer revealed that the component where the whisker grew
was a diode with a blue jacket.

On August 25, 2005, the NRC issued Information Notice 2005-25.1878 which specifically discussed the
inadvertent trip at Millstone Unit 3 caused by tin whiskers, notified licensees about recent operating experience
related to the growth of tin whiskers in electronic circuits in nuclear power stations, and informed licensees to
consider appropriate actions to avoid similar problems.

Safety Significance

Tin whiskers are electrically conductive, crystalline structures of tin that can grow from surfaces where tin
(especially electroplated tin) is used as a final finish. Tin whiskers can range from several millimeters to as long
as 10 mm in length. Their formation in electronic systems has been cited as the root cause for electronic system
failure in military aviation and weapons systems, medical equipment, satellites, and in various instances within
the electronics and power industries. Electronic component failures caused by tin whiskers have the potential to
affect instrumentation and control (I&C) systems in nuclear power plants.

Until recently, this phenomenon has received relatively little attention in the nuclear industry. However,
component failures attributed to tin whiskers have occurred at nuclear power plants, ranging in severity from
spurious alarms and faulty signals in protection systems to reactor trips.
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The use of electroplated tin has been driven by a movement to lead-free products. There is a possibility that the
nuclear industry will be increasing the use of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) -based I&C systems. Although
formation of the tin whiskers have the potential to pose safety and reliability issues to all makers and users of
high-reliability electronics and associated hardware, the electronics industry and COTS users have experience in
documenting and tackling this problem.

Tin whisker incidents in nuclear power plants to date have not been safety significant. There have been no
Accident Sequence Precursor (ASP) events, no impairment of redundant safety functions, no CCF events,
no increasing trend of recent events, and no apparent decrease in reliability of systems/components due to
tin whiskers. Lastly, this issue falls within the scope of the maintenance rule and no new rule/regulation is
apparently needed.

Possible Solution

If the issue does not meet the criteria for pursuit, it could be dropped or be pursued as a compliance issue, as
warranted. If further study is needed to better understand and establish the technical basis and safety impact of
tin whiskers, NRR could make use of the User Need process to request RES assistance.

CONCLUSION

The low number of reported events associated with this issue, the lack of any increasing trend, the lack of
any apparent decrease in reliability of systems or components due to tin whiskers, the existence of applicable
regulatory requirements and programs (i.e., 10 CFR Part 21, the maintenance rule requirements, and the
Reactor Oversight Program), and the issuance of Information Notice 2005-251878 to alert licensees collectively
indicated that tin whiskers did not meet the requirements of NRC Management Directive 6.4. "Generic Issues
Program," for further pursuit. Based on the considerations discussed above, RES recommended that the issue
be returned to the originator to be evaluated for other possible options. As a result, the issue was DROPPED
from further pursuit.1879
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Issue 201: Small-Break LOCA and Loss of Offsite Power
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

This issue was identified1880 by NRR following an allegation that was submitted to the NRC in March 2006 that
described a scenario in which a SBLOCA event in a PWR has progressed to the sump recirculation mode of
core cooling with the ECCS aligned for high-pressure recirculation. The allegation also described the safety
concern relative to "the plant response starting with this ECCS alignment, should a LOOP occur," and stated
that for "some PWR designs and operating procedures, the plant response to a LOOP will cause the emergency
diesel generators to start and loads to be automatically sequenced onto the emergency buses." This may cause
the high-pressure ECCS pumps to be sequenced onto the emergency bus before the low-pressure pumps come
onto the emergency bus - resulting in the high-pressure ECCS pumps starting with insufficient suction head,
likely causing pump damage.

Safety Significance

In the event of a LOCA in a PWR, approximately 300,000 gallons of water are available in the RWST for post
LOCA injection. Eventually a switchover to the recirculation mode is necessary after a LOCA as the RWST
inventory is depleted. The timing of the switchover to recirculation mode depends on the size of the break,
due to the flow from the centrifugal HPI pumps - increasing as the pressure decreases. For large breaks, the
maximum injection pressure of the LPI pumps will be reached relatively quickly, and the HPI pumps are not
needed for recirculation. The HPI pumps are needed during recirculation for small breaks. The scenario of
interest is an SBLOCA event where the RWST is depleted and the ECCS is aligned in the HPI recirculation
mode, approximately 4 hours into the event. At this lineup, the LPI pumps provide suction head to intermediate/
or high head pumps, depending on the design. The potential safety concern is (the possibility) that if a LOOP
occurs in this situation, the HPI pumps may be sequenced onto the EDG prior to the sequencing of the low head
pumps. This would result in the HPI pumps being restarted with inadequate suction head, with likelihood of pump
damage. It should be noted that there are potentially other scenarios, such as a transient relying upon primary
system feed-and-bleed that result in conditions similar to the SBLOCA-LOOP scenario of interest.

SCREENING ANALYSIS

On detection of an SBLOCA, steam generators are used to cool the RCS. Centrifugal charging pumps are
used for inventory control. Typically, HPI pumps (1500 psig discharge pressure) run with mini-flow valves to the
RWST open - ensuring no damage. After a period of 2 to 4 hours, the RWST level will necessitate swap over to
recirculation sump suction and allow recirculation (and closure of the HPI mini-flow valves).

If a LOOP occurs at this point, a valid recirculation signal will be present. Therefore, when the safety injection
sequencer initiates after EDG breaker closing, the equipment's recirculation configuration will not change. Also,
procedurally, operators are required to validate that the configuration is in its correct alignment for the plant
condition (recirculation).

For most accident sequences, this issue is not expected to be a concern after about 4 hours following an
SBLOCA; nevertheless, a 24-hour exposure period to account for uncertainties was used in this analysis. At
this condition, the RCS temperature and pressure will be low enough to begin to transfer to long-term RHR. At
this pressure and temperature (350F, 350 psig), the HPI will inject enough water so that loss of mini-flow is not
a problem. Similarly, since Westinghouse sometimes uses RHR to the SI pump piggy-back alignment to supply
water from the sump to the RCS, and RHR spray is initiated to control the containment environment, RHR, mini-
flow is not a concern in this situation.

Millstone 3 has a sub-atmospheric containment and relies on sump recirculation early in the event. As such, it
is considered a bounding plant for this risk analysis. For most U.S. PWRs, following an SBLOCA, it is possible
to use steam generator cooling to bring the plant pressure and temperature to a point at which RHR can be
used for decay heat removal. In other words, most plants can use RHR without going to recirculation. Thus,
the hypothetical frequency of going to recirculation at Millstone 3 is higher than for other plants. Also, based
on our analysis of all SPAR PWR models, Millstone 3 has the same or a higher core damage frequency for the
SBLOCA event than all others. Thus, it was used in the screening analysis.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1880.html
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At CE plants, LPI pumps are turned off with a recirculation signal, and the HPI pumps take suction directly from
the sump. At Westinghouse plants, the low pressure pumps take suction from the sump and piggy-back the flow
to the RCS through a combination of high pressure and low pressure pumps. For B&W plants following a LOCA,
flow is initiated in the HPI and LPI systems from the borated water storage tank (BWST) to the reactor vessel.
Flow is also initiated by the reactor building spray (RBS) system to the building spray headers. When the BWST
inventory is depleted, recirculation from the reactor building sump is initiated by the operator for both the LPI flow
and the reactor building sprays. If elevated RCS pressure requires piggyback operation, recirculation will also
occur through the HPI System.

Long-term core cooling occurs by recirculation of injection water from the reactor building sump to the core
through the LPI system for large breaks, or through the LPI system and the HPI system - in series - for small
breaks where primary pressure remains above the shutoff head of the LPI pumps.

Although the HPI and the LPI systems operate to provide full protection across the entire range of break sizes,
each system may operate individually and is initiated independently. The HPI system prevents uncovering of the
core for small coolant piping leaks where high RCS pressure is maintained and delays uncovering of the core for
intermediate sized breaks. The core flooding and LPI systems are designed to recover the core at intermediate
to low RCS pressures and to insure adequate core cooling for break sizes ranging from intermediate breaks
to the double-ended rupture of the largest pipe. The LPI system is also designed to permit long-term core
cooling in the recirculation mode after a LOCA. The LPI system and the HPI system are designed to permit the
recirculation mode at various system pressures following a LOCA. This is accomplished using LPI directly to the
core for the low RCS pressures that exist following a large-break LOCA. The LPI discharge provides suction to
the HPI in the "piggyback" mode of operation for higher RCS pressures which may occur following a small break.
Pumped injection includes both HPI and LPI, each with separate and independent flow paths. One flow path
from HPI system and one flow path from LPI system and the core flooding tanks are capable of providing 100%
of necessary core injection.

During an SBLOCA, if system pressure remains above the LPI shutoff head upon depletion of the BWST, the
LPI suction is manually realigned to the containment sump and the discharge is aligned to the suction of the
HPI pumps (piggyback operation). Operation of the HPI system continues until the system operation is manually
terminated.

To assure adequate makeup capability for the full range of SBLOCAs, each HPI pump is piped to all four
injection lines. Redundant flow instrumentation and throttling globe valves were added to prevent pump run-
out and to allow flow balancing among these four paths. Operation of this system does not normally depend on
the operation of any other engineered safeguard; however, the system can be operated in series with the LPI
system, in recirculation mode.

Frequency Estimate

A screening analysis was performed for sequences that require high pressure recirculation for continued core
cooling during an SBLOCA event. The LOOP occurs during or after switchover to recirculation mode. The
LPI system and the HPI system are designed to permit the recirculation mode at various system pressures
following a LOCA. If the LPI pump loads before the HPI pump, the LPI discharge provides suction to the HPI in
"piggyback" mode for higher RCS pressures which may exist following a small break. Therefore, there will be no
pump runout and the HPI will have adequate suction flow. This concern is also applicable in sequences involving
"feed and bleed" and stuck-open PORVs since plant behavior is equivalent to SBLOCA-initiated sequences.

Probability of a LOOP: We are concerned if a LOOP happens during the swapover to recirculation or during
the recirculation. The LOOP could happen at random and could occur several times during recirculation. This
random process can be represented by a Poisson process.

The probability of having failures (LOOPs) is:
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where u = (LOOP + Weather + Seismic )t = totalt = t.

The LOOP frequency was 3.59E-02/year1881 and exposure time was conservatively assumed to be 24 hours.
Therefore:

Since u is much smaller than 1 and expanding the above equation using Taylor series, we get

If we ignore the small terms, we get:

Therefore, the t approximation for the occurrence probability of multiple LOOPs is equal to the exact expression.

Risk Calculation: A full train of ECCS is required for cooling during recirculation. It is conservatively assumed
that at the occurrence of the LOOP the high pressure recirculation (HPR) is failed. The event trees for small
LOCA and Transient are shown in figures below. We are only interested in sequences that involve recirculation,
including those resulting from SBLOCA and consequential SBLOCA such as "feed and bleed" and stuck open
PORVs. To determine the frequency of being in recirculation (i.e., being vulnerable to the GI-201 scenario),
the probability of operator to initiate the HPR is set to one and the calculation was done using the SPAR
(Standardized Plant Analysis Risk) model for Millstone 3 with a sequence cutoff frequency of 10-12. The CDF in
Table 3.210-1 is the CDF increase for failed HPR function, which is equivalent to the frequency of entering HPR.

Figures 3.201-1 and 3.201-2 show the transient and SBLOCA event trees. Other event trees referred to in Table
3.201-1 are similar to the transient (event) tree and are not included. The frequency of being in recirculation is
the summation of being in recirculation during small LOCA, "feed and bleed" and stuck open PORVs modes (the
scenarios are marked in the figures 1 and 2). Using the expression for the CDF - with frequency 4.1E-04 from
Table 3.202-1, we get

CDF = (4.1E-04)/year * 9.8E-05 or, CDF = 4E-08/year.

This CDF is a bounding estimate of the risk associated with getting a LOOP during recirculation because:

(1) The analysis assumed all HPR pumps would start when the EDG started. This is not true if there is no SI
signal present or if some HPR pumps are not designed to autostart.

(2) The EDG load sequencer may load differently for different operational modes. To ensure that we have
bounded the issue, we assume that the most conservative loading pattern occurs, i.e., the loading sequence
always causes all HPI pumps to fail.

(3) The analysis assumed that all HPR pumps will fail. They may survive until the LPI pumps are started and
providing water.

(4) The analysis assumed that the plant was in HPR for 24 hours. The time in HPR varies for different sequences
and, for the purpose of risk analysis, would always be less than 24 hours.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1881.html
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(5) The plant chosen for analysis has a simple AFW system and required HPR for successful mitigation of large
and medium LOCAs.

(6) The plant chosen is one of the few plants that does not credit the ability to cool down and place the plant in
RHR without going to recirculation.

Figure 3.201-1. SBLOCA Event Tree
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Figure 3.201-2. Transient Event Tree

With a CDF this low, calculations of LERF and person-rem/RY were not warranted. If it is assumed that all CDF
ended in LERF (probability that CDF causes LERF is one), the LERF value is 4E-08, which is less than the
LERF threshhold value of 1E-07.

Table 3.201-1

Event Tree Sequence CDF with HPR
function Failed

Baseline CDF CDF

SLOCA 3 4.00E-04 2.40E-06 4.00E-04

TRANS 17 1.30E-06 7.50E-09 1.30E-06

SLOCA 5 1.10E-06 6.20E-09 1.10E-06

LOMFW 19 9.60E-07 2.00E-08 9.40E-07

LOCHS 19 8.60E-07 1.80E-08 8.40E-07

TRANS 5 5.10E-07 2.90E-09 5.00E-07

SLOCA 7 4.00E-07 2.20E-08 3.80E-07
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Event Tree Sequence CDF with HPR
function Failed

Baseline CDF CDF

LOMFW 18 1.90E-07 1.00E-09 1.90E-07

LOCHS 18 1.70E-07 9.10E-10 1.70E-07

LOCHS 5 6.50E-08 3.60E-10 6.50E-08

Sum 4.05E-04

CONCLUSION

The negligible CDF increase associated with a SBLOCA and LOOP indicated that the issue did not require a
technical assessment, in accordance with the guidelines of NRC Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues
Program." Therefore, the issue was DROPPED from further pursuit.1882
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Issue 202: Spent Fuel Pool Leakage Impacts
DESCRIPTION

Historical Background

Spent fuel pools (SFPs) at PWRs are Seismic Category I structures that contain borated water, maintain spent
fuel temperatures, and provide radiation shielding. The SFPs are typically lined with stainless steel plates, joined
by full-penetration welds, on the inner surface of the reinforced concrete SFP structures. The vast majority of
SFPs also have leakage collection systems (channels embedded in concrete at weld seams) that are designed
to collect any borated SFP water that might leak through the liner for processing as radioactive waste water.
These systems also provide a means of monitoring SFP leakage.

This issue involves the potential for long-term leakage of borated water through the SFP liners, reactor cavities,
and fuel transfer canals at PWRs, to degrade the concrete support structures and associated reinforcement
steel (i.e., rebar) if the leak-off channels are clogged. If not properly drained, long-term leakage of borated water
through the liners will accumulate, wet the concrete behind the liner, seep through cracks in the concrete, and
reach the rebar within the concrete. If not corrected, over a long period of time this condition could degrade the
concrete and rebar and potentially compromise the structural integrity.

In September 2002, Salem Unit 1 identified evidence of radioactive water leakage through the interior walls
or penetrations in both the auxiliary and fuel handling buildings (FHB). Investigations of the leakage by the
licensee in February 2003 revealed the radionuclide tritium in the groundwater near the FHB. Further licensee
inspections identified long-term leakage of borated water from the SFP through cracks into the structural walls
of the SFP. The licensee determined that the SFP leak-off channels (i.e., tell-tale drains) that drain borated SFP
water collected between the pool liner and concrete walls were clogged. Since the Salem Unit 1 finding, similar
conditions involving SFP structures were discovered at Indian Point and Seabrook (transfer canal). Based on
these discoveries, NRR proposed1883 that the issue be addressed as a generic issue, in accordance with NRC
Management Directive (MD) 6.4, "Generic Issues Program."

Safety Significance

SFP leakage has the potential to degrade the integrity of SFP structures due to the adverse impact of borated
water on concrete and its rebar. That is, borated water can seep through cracks in the concrete, reduce the
inherent high alkaline environment of concrete, and possibly expose rebar in the vicinity of these cracks to
mildly acidic conditions. The degree of potential degradation would be expected to vary among facilities as
the SFP leak rates, concrete conditions (alkalinity, porosity, and cracking), and degree of leak-off channel flow
restrictions vary. In accordance with their corrective action programs, the licensees of plants where this condition
was discovered have evaluated the short-term and long-term safety concerns (e.g., potential degradation of
the SFP basemat and potential reductions in design license margins of the SFP structures). In each case, the
licensees' evaluations determined there was no immediate safety concern and no long-term degradation in the
design license margins of the SFP structures from borated water leakage.1883,1884 The potential adverse impacts
of SFP leakage on groundwater and possible consequent effect of the leakage on public health and safety was
evaluated in 2006 as part of an NRC task force on ground water contamination from leakage of radioactive water
from various sources at several licensee facilities.1885

Possible Solution

Information on the impact of borated water leakage through reinforced concrete structures at PWRs is limited.
In many cases, the affected structures are subterranean and inaccessible, and leakage may not be readily
detectable or repaired. The NRC issued generic communications to licensees to inform them of these conditions
and the potential adverse consequences.1886,1887 Licensees are required to maintain the design license basis
of plant structures, systems, and components important to safety. The NRC monitors licensee performance
and responds to conditions adverse to safety and quality at plants under the reactor oversight process (ROP).
Accordingly, the existing regulatory framework provides sufficient means for licensees and the NRC to prevent,
detect, and correct SFP leakage conditions that could adversely impact SFP structural integrity over the long
term. If industry experience were to show an adverse trend developing in this area, then research to gain

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1883.html
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additional information on the impact of borated water leakage through reinforced concrete structures might be
warranted.

SCREENING ANALYSIS

The PWR licensees that discovered SFP leakage conditions described above have taken corrective actions to
preclude adverse impact to the long-term integrity of the Seismic Category I structures. For these few instances,
the NRC used the ROP to review and assess the condition and the licensee actions to address the condition,
and determined that the licensees' actions were adequate to maintain the plants' design license basis. The NRC
also issued generic communications to inform plant licensees of these conditions and their potential adverse
consequences. Accordingly, this issue was considered to be adequately monitored and addressed through
existing regulatory programs. The following summarizes specific SFP leakage conditions discovered at Salem,
Indian Point, and Seabrook plants.

Salem Unit 1: NRC and licensee reviews identified long-term leakage of the SFP through structural cracks
to onsite groundwater. A visual inspection of the tell-tale leak-off drains revealed significant blockage with
boric acid and calcium deposits. The licensee concluded that the blocked leak-off drains resulted in SFP water
accumulation in the annulus area between the concrete pool wall and stainless steel liner, which eventually
resulted in leakage of the water through construction joints and cracks in the SFP and FHB walls. The licensee
initiated action to clear the drains to establish flow in the tell-tales and effectively drain the annulus area.
Subsequently, the tell-tale drain rate held steady at about 100 gallons/day from liner leakage that was not
specifically located or repaired. The leakage is being collected and processed as radioactive waste. Licensee
monitoring of leakage did not proactively detect the leakage. Rather, a personnel contamination event prompted
identification of the through-wall leakage. The NRC issued Information Notice No. 2004-051886 to inform the
industry of this event.

The licensee initiated an assessment of potential long-term effects on the structure due to boric acid attack.
The assessment covered an extended period of time to effectively simulate long-term boric acid effects on
representative concrete specimens, including rebar. The licensee's assessment determined that the design
license basis for the SFP structural integrity was maintained for the life of the plant, including during possible
license extension. The licensee committed to routine monitoring of the leak-off flow of the tell-tale drain channels.

Indian Point 2: This plant does not have a SFP leak collection system, and has a history of leakage of borated
water which may potentially affect the concrete and steel reinforcement. The licensee and NRC reviewed
the SFP and concluded that the crack did not affect the SFP wall structural integrity. However, groundwater
contamination was detected.

Seabrook: The licensee experienced sporadic leakage from its cask loading and transfer canal area during
flood-up to support refueling. The area was drained after outages. The cause of this leakage was repaired,
and a licensee analysis of the structural integrity of the canal did not identify any resulting adverse conditions.
However, groundwater contamination was detected.

CONCLUSION

In addition to 10 CFR 50, Appendices A and B, industry standards existed to ensure a proper and timely
evaluation of leaks that may develop in SFPs and the resultant impact on their concrete structures. The
concerns of this issue involved long-term degradation of the structures and the adequacy of individual
licensee corrective actions for this condition. Therefore, consistent with MD 6.4 and Generic Issues Program
improvements described in SECY-07-0022,1888 this issue was eliminated from further assessment as a generic
issue. Additional research on the adverse impact of borated water on SFP concrete and its rebar might be
warranted if the industry experienced an increasing adverse trend of this condition with the potential to degrade
the design license basis of the structures.1889
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Issue 203: Potential Safety Issues with Cranes That Lift Spent Fuel Casks
DESCRIPTION

This issue was identified by an NMSS engineer in December 2006 and addressed concerns about potential
safety issues with cranes that are used to lift spent fuel casks at nuclear power plants. The areas of concern
involved questions about the technical adequacy or programmatic effectiveness of existing regulatory programs
and activities that are implemented through the NRC reactor oversight process (ROP). These were as follows:

(1) Cranes that do not conform to original design specifications: load drop analysis is not part of design basis,
inadequate design basis documentation/information from parts vendors, and NRC inspection responsibilities for
review of load drop analysis are unclear.

(2) Cranes that licensees modified without performing safety evaluation reviews required by 10 CFR 50.59,
which may indicate that some licensees assume that these reviews are not required.

(3) Cranes that have had inadequate maintenance: overlooks important operating experience, invalidates single-
failure proof capability, and tolerated by deficient NRC requirements for maintenance.

(4) Cranes that are not single-failure proof or lack credible validation for single-failure proof status have been
used without adequate load path protection, or other mitigative measures, and this condition is not adequately
considered in NRC's probabilistic risk assessment of crane events.

SCREENING ANALYSIS

RIS 2005-251890 describes the NRC's regulatory position with respect to the areas of concern identified in this
issue, and identifies the design and inspection bases for cranes having the potential to impact SSCs important to
safety. RIS 2005-251890 addresses: (1) single-failure-proof cranes, including guidelines for upgrading cranes to
single-failure-proof status as well as for crane inspection, testing, and maintenance; and (2) conditions requiring
load drop analyses. RIS 2005-251890 provides guidance on load drop analysis assumptions and methods, and
incorporated operating experience from NUREG-1774,1846 including results from staff work associated with
Issue186, "Potential Risk and Consequences of Heavy Load Drops in Nuclear Power Plants," which formed the
risk-informed basis for its use by the NRC to clarify NRC guidelines for licensees' programs for the control of
heavy loads.

One possible net impact of the four areas of concern is that licensees have maintained inadequate control
of changes to cranes over long periods of time. Sources of crane changes to consider include: design
modifications, parts and information from vendors, aging, maintenance (or lack thereof), and incorporation
of lessons learned from operating experience. Potential consequences from licensees' inadequate control
of these changes may result in conditions where cranes no longer conform to original design specifications,
conditions that invalidate load drop analysis or the single-failure-proof status of cranes. Licensees' control of
the design basis of cranes that provide functions important to safety is clearly within the purview of the ROP
inspection procedures. In addition, guidance from RIS 2005-251890 describes the NRC's regulatory position
that licensees can maintain adequate defense-in-depth through the use of single-failure-proof cranes, by
providing various appropriate forms of load path protection, or by performing adequate load drop analyses that
demonstrate acceptable consequences. Thus, licensees may choose among these alternatives to maintain
adequate defense-in-depth (i.e., they are not specifically obligated to maintain original design basis, to perform
load drop analysis, or to provide load path protection for cranes providing important to safety functions). Again,
these considerations are part of the existing regulatory framework.

CONCLUSION

The four areas of concern identified in this issue are covered under existing inspection procedures of the
ROP. The guidance provided to licensees in RIS 2005-251890 clearly describes NRC's regulatory position for
licensees' control of heavy loads programs covering the areas of concern identified. Therefore, the areas of
concern represented licensee compliance issues and, as such, were not suitable for further assessment in the
Generic Issues Program, as delineated in MD 6.4. The concerns were entered into the ROP Feedback Program,
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in accordance with Inspection Manual Chapter 0801, and assigned the ROP Feedback Form Item Number
60854-1-1113. Thus, this issue was DROPPED from further pursuit as a generic issue.1891
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ISSUE 204: FLOODING OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANT SITES FOLLOWING
UPSTREAM DAM FAILURES
Note: Due to the sensitive nature of some information in this analysis, redactions are necessary in this public
version. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has coordinated with other Federal agencies (Department
of Homeland Security, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, and U.S Army Corps of Engineers) on the
sensitivity of the redacted information.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF SCREENING ANALYSIS

This analysis of upstream dam flooding leads the staff to conclude that the issue deserves further evaluation
to determine what else the NRC might need to do. No immediate safety concerns were identified during the
preparation of the analysis. The NRC conducted this analysis as part of the third, or screening, stage of the
agency’s five-stage Generic Issues (GI) Program. The NRC staff conducts this screening solely to determine,
based on readily available information, whether an issue requires more detailed evaluation within the GI
program. This analysis says nothing about whether existing nuclear power plant (NPP) licensing bases, design
requirements, or regulations are adequate, nor whether plants comply with those standards. Although the
analysis discusses some current regulatory actions regarding flooding issues at specific plant sites, it is silent
regarding the performance of those or any other licensees. Plant performance is judged by other regulatory
processes, primarily the reactor oversight program (ROP). Finally, this analysis reaches no regulatory conclusion
about dam reliability or the likelihood of beyond-design-basis failure events. Those decisions are addressed
in subsequent stages of the GI Program to determine the need for, and strength of, additional NRC regulatory
actions.

Such future actions could go all the way to changing the licensing basis for an NPP through Orders or new
rules. The NRC sets out licensing bases to ensure NPPs are designed and operated to resist a credible range
of internal and external events and provide adequate protection of public health and safety. Ongoing NRC
inspections and oversight programs, such as the ROP, continually check whether NPPs meet important aspects
of these licensing bases as long as the plants operate. The GI Program can apply a risk-informed assessment
of the adequacy of a regulatory requirement. In cases where NRC determines that licensing bases should
be strengthened, it can impose new requirements through rulemaking, issuing orders to licensees based on
redefining the standard of adequate protection, or by applying the Backfit Rule, Title 10 of Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 50.109, to impose safety-significant improvements where benefits exceed costs.

The screening analysis highlights the Oconee Nuclear Station in South Carolina and the Fort Calhoun Station
in Nebraska. ROP inspections at these plants identified significant findings regarding the adequacy of each
licensee’s implementation of their licensing basis for flooding protection. The NRC then took enforcement
actions that resulted in licensee actions being taken to restore compliance with their licensing basis and NRC
regulations.

This issue is similar to GI-199 dealing with seismic hazards, in that the NRC was examining both issues
prior to the accidents in Japan. Both issues will also be addressed as part of the NRC’s response to the
recommendations of the NRC’s Near Term Task Force (NTTF) Review of Insights from the Fukushima Dai-ichi
Accident. The NTTF’s work incorporated several insights from this screening analysis, which contributed to the
task force’s recommendations regarding flooding. The NRC response to these recommendations will address
flooding issues broadly, even beyond the issue represented in this screening analysis, at all U.S. NPPs. Again,
this screening analysis did not identify an immediate safety concern, since it did not identify any case where
a NPP does not meet their current licensing basis. It did, however, confirm that questions about the potential
impact of upstream dam failure warrant further evaluation.

Finally, as NPP flooding issues are being addressed, the NRC has maintained a healthy dialog regarding all
the regulatory aspects of potential dam failures. Regardless of how a dam might fail, any estimate of potential
consequences will be influenced by many assumptions. These include how a given dam is constructed and
maintained, how much water it stores, the topography of the downstream terrain, and the design of the NPP
and its site. Public health and safety risk from a dam failure also depends on estimates of the likelihood and
severity of such failures from both natural and human causes. The NRC continues to conclude that NPPs protect
public health and safety under existing licensing bases. Effective regulation, however, requires the questioning
approach demonstrated by the GI program and the post-Fukushima response. This screening analysis relied
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on information readily available to the NRC staff regarding potential consequences of flooding at NPP sites,
including analyses of varying rigor and methodology as expressed in documents such as licensee Individual
Plant Examination of External Events (IPEEE). More detailed analyses are needed and work is planned to
understand both the consequences and risk for applicable nuclear facility sites.

As part of NRC’s response to the post-Fukushima NTTF recommendations, the NRC is planning to request
licensees of NPPs to review their site-specific seismic and flooding hazards and to compare their designs to
current regulatory standards for licensing new NPPs. The information and analyses gained from these and other
NTTF initiatives will ensure the NRC takes whatever action may be appropriate to oversee the continued safe
operation of its licensees.
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1. Introduction

This analysis report is provided as part of the Generic Issue Program screening stage for a proposed Generic
Issue related to flooding of nuclear power sites following upstream dam failures. The proposed issue was
accepted into the Generic Issues Program on August 9, 2010. A screening analysis was conducted per
Management Directive 6.4, “Generic Issues Program,” and considered these seven criteria below:

Criterion 1. The issue affects public health and safety, the common defense and security, or the environment.

Criterion 2. The issue applies to two or more facilities and/or licensees/certificate holders, or holders of other
regulatory approvals.

Criterion 3. The issue cannot be readily addressed through other regulatory programs and processes; existing
regulations, policies, or guidance; or voluntary industry initiatives.

Criterion 4. The issue can be resolved by new or revised regulation, policy, or guidance.

Criterion 5. The issue's risk or safety significance can be adequately determined (i.e., it does not involve
phenomena or other uncertainties that would require long-term studies and/or experimental research to establish
the risk or safety significance).
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Criterion 6. The issue is well-defined, discrete, and technical.

Criterion 7. Resolution of the issue may potentially involve review, analysis, or action by the affected licensees,
certificate holders, or holders of other regulatory approvals.

For the proposed issue to be recommended as a formal GI, the issue must have the potential to meet all seven
of the above criteria. As explained in Management Directive (MD) 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," the screening
review is not required to argue that the issue decisively meets the criteria. Rather, the screening analysis is
intended to determine whether a reasonable possibility exists that the criteria are met and whether continued
evaluation of the issue under the program is warranted. With this guidance in mind, the staff must provide a
recommendation to either accept or reject the issue as a GI.

The scope of the review is not limited by the content of the original issue proposal, but the proposal serves as
the basis for the review. The proposal lists currently operating sites where the issue is suggested to be a factor.
All of the sites are potentially affected by upstream (flooding) or downstream (loss of ultimate heat sink) dam
failures. The scope of this screening analysis was limited to external flooding due to upstream dam failures.
As part of the screening analysis, the NRC staff reviewed the existing regulatory framework addressing flood
hazard. Plant-specific documents were reviewed, including Final Safety Analysis Reports (FSARs), IPEEE
submittals, and regulatory enforcement documents.

Of the 20 potentially affected sites listed, the staff performed an indepth evaluation of two sites, Oconee Nuclear
Station and Fort Calhoun Station, and a brief overview of Watts Bar and Praire Island nuclear stations. Hence,
the screen analysis includes regulatory activity related to flooding and dam failure analysis recently occurring at
these sites.

With regard to Oconee Nuclear Station, recent estimates of the resulting flood levels from failure of the upstream
dam have increased substantially relative to previous estimates. The site may experience a total station blackout
due to loss of offsite and station power.

The NRC issued a yellow finding to Fort Calhoun Station for failure to maintain external flooding procedures.
The finding indicated that it was not clear that the procedures could be readily executed if required during a
flooding scenario. Upstream dam failures would exacerbate the current flooding issue. Therefore, under certain
flood conditions, procedures call for the placement of sandbags and other pre-fabricated flood barriers to protect
critical equipment from floodwaters up to 1,014 feet (ft) above mean sea level (MSL).

Knowledge gained from the review of plant-specific documents suggests that comparable conditions may exist at
other sites with similar physical characteristics. Section 3 of the screening evaluation describes the existing NRC
regulatory framework as it applies to flooding because of upstream dam failure. It also describes the evolution
of regulations and the implications of these changes. Section 4 of the evaluation provides a recommendation
regarding the placement of this issue in the GI Program.

An NRC staff analysis of upstream dam flooding lead the staff to conclude that there may be a safety issue
requiring further evaluations. No immediate safety concerns were identified during the preparation of the
analysis. The staff conducted this analysis as part of the screening stage of the agency's five-stage GI Program.
The staff conducted this screening solely to determine, based on readily available information, whether an issue
requires more detailed evaluation. The analysis says nothing about whether existing NPP licensing bases,
design requirements, or regulations are adequate, nor whether plants comply with those standards.  Although
the analysis discusses some current regulatory actions regarding flooding issues at specific plant sites, it is silent
regarding the performance of those or any other licensees.  Plant performance is judged by other regulatory
processes, primarily the ROP. Finally, the analysis reached no regulatory conclusion about dam reliability or the
likelihood of beyond-design-basis failure events. Those decisions are addressed in subsequent stages of the GI
Program to determine the need for additional NRC regulatory actions.

Additional NRC regulatory actions could involve changing the licensing basis for a NPP through orders or new
rules. The NRC reviews and approves licensing bases to ensure NPPs are designed and operated to resist a
credible range of internal and external events in order to provide adequate protection of public health and safety.
NRC inspections and oversight programs, such as the ROP, continually check whether NPPs meet important
aspects of these licensing bases as long as the plants operate. The GI Program can apply a risk-informed
assessment of the adequacy of a regulatory requirement. In cases where NRC determines that licensing bases
should be strengthened, it can impose new requirements through rulemaking, issuing orders to licensees based
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on redefining the standard of adequate protection, or by applying the Backfit Rule (10 CFR 50.109) to impose
safety-significant improvements where benefits exceed costs.

This screening analysis highlights the Oconee Nuclear Station in South Carolina and the Fort Calhoun Station
in Nebraska. ROP inspections at these plants identified significant findings regarding the adequacy of each
licensee's implementation of their licensing basis for flooding protection. The NRC took enforcement actions that
resulted in licensee actions being taken to restore compliance with their licensing basis and NRC regulations.

This issue is similar to GI-199 dealing with seismic hazards, in that the NRC was examining both issues prior
to the nuclear accident in Fukushima, Japan. Both issues are being addressed as part of the NRC’s response
to the recommendations of the NRC’s NTTF review of insights from the Fukushima Dai-ichi accident. The
NTTF’s work incorporated several insights from this screening analysis, which contributed to the task force’s
recommendations regarding flooding. The NRC response to the NTTF recommendations will address flooding
issues broadly, beyond the issue represented in this screening analysis, at all U.S. NPPs. Again, this screening
analysis did not identify any immediate safety concerns. It did not identify any case where a NPP does not meet
their current licensing basis. However, it did confirm that questions about the potential impact of upstream dam
failures warrant further evaluation.

As NPP flooding issues are being addressed, the NRC has maintained updated communications with
stakeholders regarding all the regulatory aspects of potential dam failures. Regardless of how a dam might fail,
estimates of potential consequences will be influenced by many assumptions. These include how a given dam is
constructed and maintained, how much water it stores, the topography of the downstream terrain, and the design
of the NPP and its site. Risk to public health and safety from a potential dam failure also depends on estimates
of the likelihood and severity of such failures from both natural and human causes. The NRC maintains its
position that NPPs protect public health and safety under existing licensing bases. However, effective regulation
requires a questioning approach demonstrated by the GI program and the post-Fukushima response.

This screening analysis was based upon information readily available to the NRC staff regarding the potential
consequences of flooding at NPP sites, including analyses of varying rigor and methodology as expressed in
documents, such as licensee IPEEE. More detailed analyses are needed. Future work is needed to understand
both the consequences and risk for applicable nuclear facility sites. As part of NRC’s response to the post-
Fukushima NTTF recommendations, the NRC requested licensees of NPPs to review their site-specific seismic
and flooding hazards and to compare their designs to current regulatory standards for licensing new NPPs. The
information and analyses gained from these and other NTTF initiatives will ensure the NRC takes whatever
action may be appropriate to oversee the continued safe operation of its licensees.

Description

This analysis report is provided as part of the GI Program screening stage for a proposed GI related to flooding
of nuclear power sites following upstream dam failures. The proposed issue was accepted on August 9, 2010.
Analysis was conducted per NRC MD 6.4.

For the proposed issue to be recommended as a formal GI, the issue must have the potential to meet all seven
screening criteria described above. As explained in MD 6.4, the screening review is not required to argue
that the issue decisively meets the criteria. Rather, the screening analysis is intended to determine whether a
reasonable possibility exists that the criteria are met and whether continued evaluation of the issue under the
program is warranted. With this guidance in mind, the staff must provide a recommendation to either accept or
reject the issue as a GI.

The scope of the review is not limited by the content of the original issue proposal but the proposal serves as the
basis for the review. The proposal lists 20 currently operating sites where the issue is suggested to be a factor.
All of the sites are potentially affected by upstream (flooding) or downstream (loss of ultimate heat sink) dam
failures. The scope of this screening analysis is limited to external flooding due to upstream dam failures. Of the
20 sites listed, the proposal provides indepth discussion of two sites: Oconee Nuclear Station and Fort Calhoun
Station, and an overview of Watts Bar and Praire Island stations. Regulatory activity related to flooding and/or
dam failure analysis recently occurred at these stations.

With regard to Oconee Nuclear Station, recent estimates of the resulting flood levels from failure of the upstream
dam have increased substantially relative to previous estimates, and the site is theorized to enter station
blackout due to loss of offsite and station power.
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Fort Calhoun Station was issued a yellow finding for failure to maintain external flooding procedures. Under
certain flood conditions, procedures call for the placement of sandbags and other pre-fabricated flood barriers
to protect critical equipment from floodwaters up to 1,014 feet (ft) above mean sea level (MSL). However, the
finding indicated that it was not clear that the procedures could be readily executed if required during a flooding
scenario. Upstream dam failures would exacerbate the current flooding issue.

As part of the screening analysis, a review was performed of the existing NRC regulatory framework addressing
flood hazard. Plant-specific documents were reviewed including Final Safety Analysis Reports (FSARs), IPEEE
submittals, and regulatory enforcement documents. These documents are referenced and discussed throughout
the report. Knowledge gained from the review of plant-specific documents suggests that comparable conditions
may exist at other sites with similar physical characteristics. In addition, the report describes the evolution of
regulations and the implications of these changes.

2. Implications of Recent Regulatory Activity

Fort Calhoun Station

 Fort Calhoun Station is located on the west bank of the Missouri River, 19 miles north of Omaha. Figure 1
shows an aerial photograph of Fort Calhoun Station relative to the adjacent river. The base plant elevation
(1,004ft MSL) is not substantially higher than normal river levels. The Updated Safety Analysis Report (USAR)
specifies that the design flood elevation is 1,006ft MSL. In 1993, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers estimated
the probable maximum flood (absent upstream dam failure) to be 1,009.3ft MSL. Without special provisions,
safety-related components at the plant are protected from flooding by hardened features up to an elevation
of 1,007ft MSL. Floodgates permanently mounted adjacent to openings can be installed to provide further
flood protection of most components up to an elevation of 1,009.5ft MSL. The intake structure is located at an
elevation of 1,007.5ft MSL. Protection of the intake structure to an elevation of 1,009.5ft MSL is accomplished
through a combination of both floodgates and sandbags. The licensee has indicated that it will use sandbags,
temporary earth levees, and other methods to allow safe shutdown up to an elevation of 1,013ft MSL. Based
on more recent information, the NRC has questioned the accuracy of existing flood estimates included in plant
specific documents. Figure 2 illustrates the flood water levels for a variety of flood events (based on estimates
produced by different agencies, as indicated in plant specific documents) as well as flood protection elevations.

Inspectors have identified an apparent violation of Technical Specification 5.8.1 at Fort Calhoun Station for
failure to maintain adequate procedures to protect the intake structure and auxiliary building during external
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flooding events. It was determined that it is not sufficient to stack and/or drape sandbags on floodgates to
protect the aforementioned structures up to an elevation of 1,013ft MSL (as credited in the USAR and in station
operating procedures). The flat surface on the top of the floodgates is too narrow to support a stacked sandbag
configuration capable of retaining 4 feet static head of water. Moreover, the required actions pose a safety risk to
plant personnel.

The Significance Determination Process has resulted in the issuance of a yellow finding regarding this apparent
violation. The Significance Determination Process results described above are based on consideration of
external flooding due to events that exclude dam failures. The flood level is in excess of the flood elevation
reported in the USAR. The flood levels projected in the IPEEE submittal will overtop all permanent and
temporary barriers, though the distance between the dams and the site provides warning time. As illustrated
above, recent regulatory activity suggests that Fort Calhoun Station may not have been protected from a large
flood event. The resulting finding was of yellow significance, which was determined without factoring dam
failures into the performance deficiency. Details about the ongoing activities at Fort Calhoun Station in response
to the above yellow finding can be found in a letter from Omaha Public Power District to NRC.

Oconee Nuclear Station

Oconee Nuclear Station (ONS) is located about 30 miles west of Greenville, South Carolina. The site is
downstream from Jocassee Dam and adjacent to Keowee Dam. The full pond elevation of the water retained by
Jocassee Dam is about 300 feet above Lake Keowee, which is retained by Keowee Dam. The Oconee Nuclear
Station has a yard grade that is a few feet below the full pond level of Lake Keowee.

The original licensing basis for Oconee Nuclear Station did not include the impact of failure of Jocassee
Dam when calculating potential flood levels at the site. A sudden catastrophic failure of the Jocassee Dam
is postulated to result in a flood wave that would overtop Keowee Dam as well as overtop the Oconee
intake dike and would flood the nuclear plant site. Flooding of the plant yard is expected to inundate the
switchyard, eliminating both offsite and station power. The licensee developed an action plan and began physical
modification at the Oconee Nuclear Station site to mitigate the consequences of a potential Jocassee Dam
failure. In 1983, the licensee, Duke Energy Corporation, evaluated external flooding effects at Oconee Nuclear
Station for risk assessment purposes

In 1992, Duke Energy Corporation performed an inundation study at the request of the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission. The goal of the study was to evaluate the downstream effects of failure of Jocassee
Dam under the "worst possible conditions" for inclusion in the emergency action plans of the hydroelectric
facilities located downstream of Jocassee Dam. The conditions assumed under the 1992 study resulted
in postulated flood heights in the station yard in excess of the 5 feet estimated under the 1983 study and
consequently above the flood protection elevation of the Standby Shutdown Facility (SSF). Studies that are more
recent have also computed flood heights that exceed the flood protection elevation of the SSF. Based on results
of the 1992 study, the licensee estimates that the conditional core damage frequency resulting from flooding due
to failure of the Jocassee Dam is 7.0 E-6 / year. The contribution to core damage frequency from precipitation
induced external flooding is considered negligible. The licensee notes that this external flood core-damage
frequency is of the same magnitude as other severe accident events (e.g., earthquakes, fires). Consequently, in
the IPEEE, the licensee concluded that external flooding does not pose severe accident vulnerability.

The aforementioned estimate of conditional core-damage frequency is based on an estimate (made by the
licensee) that the probability of a random failure of Jocassee Dam is 1.3 E-5 / year. This failure rate includes
failures due to seepage, embankment slides, and structural failure of the foundation or abutments. It does not
include failures due to earthquakes (not deemed credible) or overtopping. This NRC estimate is an order of
magnitude larger than the estimate reported in the Oconee Nuclear Station IPEEE submittal. The database used
by NRC staff to calculate the estimated failure rate includes failures due to overtopping, internal erosion, and
settlement. Due to a lack of earthquake- induced failures affecting dams with characteristics similar to Jocassee
Dam, the database does not contain failures due to seismic events.

Several uncertainties exist with regard to the risk posed to Oconee Nuclear Station due to upstream dam
failure. In particular, uncertainty exists about the flood levels at the site that would result from failure of Jocassee
Dam. Moreover, hazard due to external flooding was "screened out" in the IPEEE based on a sufficiently small
contribution to core damage frequency as calculated at the time. Uncertainty exists in assigning the appropriate
probability of dam failure that should be used in computing the contribution of external flooding to core damage
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frequency, as shown by separate analyses differing by an order of magnitude in estimating the probability of
failure of Jocassee Dam.

Figure shows an aerial photograph of ONS relative to the Keowee Lake.

Figure below shows the Jocasse Dam.
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Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant

While this screening assessment did not identify any immediate safety concerns, inspections and NRC
reviews at other individual plants have led to those plants taking actions regarding flooding scenarios on site-
specific basis. GI 204 has been subsumed as part of the implementation of the recommendations from the
agency’s Japan NTTF, which was assembled in response to the earthquake/tsunami and reactor accident at the
Fukushima Dai-ichi site.

While the NTTF used preliminary information from the screening assessment and discussed flooding in its July
2011 report, the issue related to flooding from the upstream dam failure came to the staff’s attention long before
the earthquake/tsunami and reactor accident at the Fukushima Dai-ichi site. New sources of information on this
issue have accumulated over the past few years. This information includes inspections of flood protection and
related procedures, as well as recent re-evaluations of dam failure frequencies and possible flood heights at
some U.S. nuclear power plants, suggesting that flooding effects in some cases may be greater than previously
expected.

The NTTF’s review of the Fukushima accident led to recommendations regarding the potential for flooding
from all hazard mechanisms at operating reactors. In March 2012, letters were sent by the NRC to holders of
operating licenses and construction permits, which requested the reevaluation of all floods hazards (including
dam failures) using present-day guidance and methodologies. Sites undergoing decommissioning, which are
part of the generic issue, are not included in the NRC’s activities related to reevaluation of flood hazards.

NPP designs include protection against serious but very rare flooding events, including flooding from dam failure
scenarios. Dam failures can occur as a consequence of earthquakes, overtopping, and other mechanisms
such as internal erosion and operational failures. A dam failure could potentially cause flooding at a NPP site
depending on a number of factors including the location of the dam, reservoir volume, dam properties, flood
routing and site characteristics.

In July 2011, the staff completed the screening analysis using guidance contained in MD 6.4 and SECY-07-0022,
“Status Report on Proposed Improvements to the Generic Issues Program,” dated January 30, 2007. On March
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6, 2012, the Director of the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (RES) transferred responsibility for resolution
of GI-204 to the Japan Lessons Learned Project Directorate (JLD) in the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
(NRR). Therefore the issue did not proceed through the safety/risk assessment stage of the GI process. The
staff dispositioned GI-204 as not passing all the seven GI screening criteria, specifically, the third criterion which
states, “The issue cannot be readily addressed through other regulatory programs and processes; existing
regulations, policies, or guidance; or voluntary industry initiatives.” Since the Agency actions in response to the
NTTF recommendations will address flooding at operating reactors, including flooding from postulated dam
failures, the third criterion is no longer met. MD 6.4 states that a proposed GI or a GI that does not meet any
of these criteria at any time will not be processed further by the GI Program. However, the GI was not closed;
management elected to keep GI-204 open status in order to track the issue to closure.

At Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant, the difference in normal pool elevation across the dam is 12.2ft. The
USAR indicates “[t]here is no flood hazard resulting from a dam break at Lock and Dam #2.” This conclusion is
based on an analysis of stable water elevations at a dam located about 1.5 miles downstream of the plant site
(Lock and Dam #3) when a sustained flow of water from Lock and Dam #2 is caused by the loss of 10 tainter
gates. Given this sustained flow, the USAR concludes that a steady state upper pool elevation will be reached
at Lock and Dam #3 consistent with a steady flow through the 10 spillway gates. The result of these conditions
is a river level of 684.5 feet MSL in the lower pool of Lock and Dam #2 and 676.5 feet MSL in the upper pool
of Lock and Dam #3. Consequently, the flood level at Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant resulting from
this postulated scenario is in the range 676 to 685 feet MSL. These levels are substantially below the stated
flood protection elevation at about 705 ft MSL. The USAR does not explicitly describe the postulated antecedent
conditions for this dam failure scenario; however, it appears the analysis is based on a breach under normal
operating conditions. The USAR states: "The various locks and dams along the river have a negligible effect
on the stage of a major flood. With all gates open the fall through the dam is generally less than a foot and
for the probable maximum flood the embankments at the dams would be submerged." Prairie Island Nuclear
Generating Plant currently has protective procedures in place that require placement of the unit in Mode 3, Hot
Standby when flood levels exceed 692 ft MSL13.

The excerpt above is general in nature. Additional information is needed to determine the correlation between
overtopping and possible failure of various locks, dam, embankments, and gates; and the contribution to
downstream flood levels. Furthermore, the fall height through the various locks and dams may or may not
correlate to similar flood level contributions at a downstream site since terrain and flow characteristics must be
considered. The effect of cascading failures is not addressed above, nor is the effect of a sudden opening of
gates releasing retained water during a large flood event.

Under the probable maximum flood (PMF) affecting Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant, the estimated flood
elevation at the site is 703.6ft MSL. Thus, under a probable maximum flood, excluding the effects of waves,
Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant has a small margin between flood levels and flood protection elevation
(<1.5 ft). By including wave effects, the water level increases to 706.7ft MSL and the margin becomes negative.
This situation would be exacerbated if the flood event is augmented by the flood volume resulting from an
upstream dam breach, though the amount of water that would be superimposed on the flood levels at the site is
not known.

Watts Bar Nuclear Plant

Figure below shows an aerial photograph of Watts Bar Dam
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The maximum assessed flood for Watts Bar Nuclear Plant is caused by the probable maximum precipitation
PMP) event, critically centered on the watershed and results in a flood elevation of 738.8 ft MSL (and 741.2 ft
MSL including wave run up). The license indicates that, in the storm contributing to the PMF, “the West Saddle
Dike at Watts Bar Dam would be overtopped and breached. No other [dam] failure would occur.” The licensee
indicates that “all safety related facilities, systems, and equipment are housed in structures which provide flood
protection up to plant grade at Elevation 728ft MSL.” This elevation is substantially below the design basis flood
elevation. Consequently, the plant is required to be shutdown whenever floodwaters exceed this elevation. The
licensee indicates that “[f]lood warning criteria and forecasting techniques have been developed to assure that
there will always be adequate time to shut the plant down and be ready for floodwaters above plant grade.” The
licensee also indicates that the facilities, systems, and equipment located in the containment structure (protected
by the shield building, which has accesses/penetrations that are watertight) and the diesel generator building
(located above critical flood level) are both protected during a flood event. The turbine, control, and auxiliary
buildings are postulated to flood, but the licensee indicates that equipment required to maintain plant safety
during a flood – and for 100 days following the flood – is “designed to operate submerged, is located above the
maximum flood level, or otherwise protected.”

The design basis flood described above does not include an upstream dam failure (other than the overtopping/
breach of the West Saddle Dike at Watts Bar Dam) although seismic dam failures coincident with smaller floods
were considered in establishing it. The licensee specifies that “dam safety modifications have eliminated the
potential of a PMF at upstream tributary dams to cause maximum site flood levels,” with the exception of the
West Saddle Dike at Watts Bar Dam. There are 12 major dams upstream from Watts Bar Nuclear Plant. In the
plant UFSAR, seismically-induced dam failure is considered under the operating basis earthquake coincident
with one-half the PMF as well as during a safe-shutdown earthquake coincident with a 25- year storm.

In light of the concern about potentially high flood levels at Oconee Nuclear Station resulting from the failure of
Jocassee Dam, it may be reasonable to understand the consequences of high flood events at Watts Bar Nuclear
Plant resulting from failure of Watts Bar Dam and other upstream dams during an extreme precipitation event.
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant is flood protected up to an elevation of 728ft and requires plant shutdown for flood
elevations above this level. The safety-related systems and components necessary for the maintenance of safe
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shutdown are protected up to the aforementioned design-basis flood level, which does not include a dam failure
event (other than the West Saddle Dike at Watts Bar Dam).

Revised flood estimates at nuclear power plants operated by the Tennessee Valley Authority (i.e., Watts Bar
Nuclear Plant, Sequoyah Nuclear Plant, and Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant) have resulted in increased PMF
elevations that may require permanent modification of flood protection at the sites (pending the outcome of
rigorous analyses to verify increases in the PMF elevation). In conjunction with the increases in precipitation-
induced flooding, the Tennessee Valley Authority is currently performing finite element analyses to demonstrate
dam stability. If analysis results are unfavorable, steps will be taken to modify the dams.

Applicability of Proposed Generic Issue to Multiple Plants

It is notable that an exclusive review of FSAR and IPEEE submittals would not necessarily indicate a potential
problem due to external flooding hazard in either of the above-described cases (i.e., Fort Calhoun Station or
Oconee Nuclear Station). Problems at Fort Calhoun Station were recognized because of an NRC inspection that
identified an apparent violation of Technical Specification 5.8.1.a for failure to maintain adequate procedures to
protect the plant during external flooding events. At Oconee Nuclear Station, attention was drawn to the elevated
consequence from external flooding after staff identified a performance deficiency during maintenance activities
that involved the installation of temporary electrical cables through an opening in the flood protection wall. This
performance deficiency was of particular concern when coupled with flooding estimates that are significantly
higher than previously assumed. Thus, in these two cases, identification of flood-related issues resulted from
particular scrutiny and analysis of flood protection preparations, assumptions, and procedures. It is unlikely that
concerns related to dam- failure flooding at these two sites would have stood out based on the FSAR and IPEEE
documents alone.

For other plants listed in the Generic Issue proposal, sufficient additional information is not readily available
to the staff reviewers to support a conclusive assessment regarding risks posed by external flooding due to
dam failure. Without detailed study and interaction with licensees, available information related to external
flooding for these sites is generally limited to the FSARs and IPEEE submittals. As described above, exclusive
consideration of these documents may not readily indicate a problem exists related to external flooding because
of upstream dam failure. Consequently, it is useful to identify characteristics of Oconee Nuclear Station and Fort
Calhoun Station that may make them susceptible to risks of flooding that are higher than initially estimated. Such
characteristics can serve as indicators for identifying other plants that also may have external flood risks that
are higher than originally estimated or assumed. This argument serves to demonstrate the applicability of the
Proposed Generic Issue to multiple sites, which is an important component of passing a Proposed Generic Issue
through the screening stage.

A significant contributor to the elevated risk at Fort Calhoun Station comes from its reliance on the placement of
temporary barriers to protect the plant during a large external flood event. These protective measures require
significant physical actions on the part of plant personnel. Consequently, a nontrivial probability exists that the
procedures will be unsuccessful. In the case of Fort Calhoun Station, the physical characteristics of certain plant
structures make it difficult to place the temporary barriers . Fort Calhoun Station is not the only plant to rely
on the placement of temporary protective measures. For example, Cooper Nuclear Station, Vermont Yankee
Nuclear Power Station, and Arkansas Nuclear One, rely on the placement of temporary barriers or connections
such as sandbags, wood planks, and temporary power cables. Three Mile Island Nuclear Station is another
example of a plant that requires actions on the part of plant personnel (e.g., installation of flood gates and
plugging of openings). In addition, a subset of plants have technical specifications in place that require plant
shutdown (or placement of the plant in hot standby) when floodwaters reach a predefined threshold. Examples
of such plants include Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant, Beaver Valley Power Station, Sequoyah Nuclear
Plant, and Watts Bar Nuclear Plant. Maintenance of the shutdown or standby state is required for the duration
of the flood event. Because it is necessary to consider the capability to maintain core cooling for the duration of
a flood event, evaluation of plant safety must include factors such as the availability of site access given high
floodwaters, integrity of compromised components (e.g., due to the effects of submergence, debris, sediment,
and hydrodynamic forces), continuity of electricity, and the presence of electrical hazards. These factors are
important even if the reactor is shutdown in response to anticipated flooding. Based on the documents reviewed
for the screening assessment, it was not clear that the above factors were comprehensively and consistently
considered for all plants.
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In the cases of Oconee Nuclear Station and Fort Calhoun Station, it was additional data and analysis, beyond
that provided in the FSAR and IPEEE documents that allowed more substantive safety questions to be identified
and articulated regarding both the licensee response to — and site consequence from — upstream dam failures.
The question raised about the viability of procedures in place at Fort Calhoun Station and the additional insight
gained during the assessment of Oconee Nuclear Station suggests value in systematically investigating existing
procedures at other similar sites with the benefit of more accurate and detailed information including evaluation
of whether the licensee can maintain the plant in a safe shutdown condition throughout the duration of a flood
event. This would provide a better quantification of the likelihood that established procedures will succeed (or
fail) in protecting critical safety equipment.

In addition to the reliability of temporary protection procedures (described above), it is also necessary to evaluate
the reliability of hardened protective features including dikes/levees, flood doors, submarine hatches, water stops
at construction joints, and pipe penetration seals. At most nuclear power plants, flood protection dikes, levees,
doors, and other features have not been tested against a flood. These features are all susceptible to failure and,
consequently, such features should not be assumed to have a success probability of 1.0. The importance of
considering the performance of hardened protective features was demonstrated during a flood at the Blayais
Nuclear Power Plant (France) in 1999. During the flood event, protection of underground rooms containing
safety equipment was insufficient and dikes were found to have insufficient height and shape. Units 1 and 2 at
the site were severely affected by the floodwaters. For example, an essential service water pump was lost due
to the immersion of the motors. Utility galleries, the bottom of the fuel handling building, and rooms containing
electrical equipment were also flooded. Moreover, the flood warning system was inadequate and detection of
water in affected rooms was difficult.

A major factor in the uncertainty associated with reliance on non-passive protective procedures is the amount
of time available to take action following notification of a dam breach. The closer the dam is located to a site,
the shorter the available response time following a dam breach. A “rule of thumb” is that a flood wave travels
downstream at about 3-4 miles/hour. This is a rough estimate and will vary based on the topography of the
intervening river basin. However, using this rule, it is estimated that about a day of warning time exists for
a dam that is about 100 miles upstream of a site. Many dams are operated by organizations other than the
plant operator. Consequently, communication strategies and agreements between the operator of the dam
and the nuclear power plant are necessary to maximize warning time and to optimize the quality of transmitted
information. Variability in the rigor of these arrangements will affect the overall risk exposure to the plant,
particularly if a given amount of lead-time is required to implement protective procedures. Regulatory Guides
1.102 and 1.59 address the use of temporary barriers and other procedures to provide protection of nuclear
power plants during flood events. Subsequent sections of this report describe both documents.

It is notable that an exclusive review of FSAR and IPEEE submittals would not necessarily indicate a potential
problem due to external flooding hazard in either of the above-described cases (i.e., Fort Calhoun Station or
Oconee Nuclear Station). Problems at Fort Calhoun Station were recognized because of an NRC inspection that
identified an apparent violation of Technical Specification 5.8.1.a for failure to maintain adequate procedures to
protect the plant during external flooding events. At Oconee Nuclear Station, attention was drawn to the elevated
consequence from external flooding after staff identified a performance deficiency during maintenance activities
that involved the installation of temporary electrical cables through an opening in the flood protection wall. This
performance deficiency was of particular concern when coupled with flooding estimates that are significantly
higher than previously assumed. Thus, in these two cases, identification of flood-related issues resulted from
particular scrutiny and analysis of flood protection preparations, assumptions, and procedures. It is unlikely that
concerns related to dam-failure flooding at these two sites would have stood out based on the FSAR and IPEEE
documents alone.

For other plants listed in the GI, sufficient additional information is not readily available to the staff reviewers
to support a conclusive assessment regarding risks posed by external flooding due to dam failure. Without
detailed study and interaction with licensees, available information related to external flooding for these sites
is generally limited to the FSARs and IPEEE submittals. As described above, exclusive consideration of these
documents may not readily indicate a problem exists related to external flooding because of upstream dam
failure. Consequently, it is useful to identify characteristics of Oconee Nuclear Station and Fort Calhoun Station
that may make them susceptible to risks of flooding that are higher than initially estimated. Such characteristics
can serve as indicators for identifying other plants that also may have external flood risks that are higher than
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originally estimated or assumed. This argument serves to demonstrate the applicability of the GI to multiple sites,
which is an important component of passing a GI through the screening stage.

A significant contributor to the elevated risk at Fort Calhoun Station comes from its reliance on the placement of
temporary barriers to protect the plant during a large external flood event. These protective measures require
significant physical actions on the part of plant personnel. Consequently, a nontrivial probability exists that the
procedures will be unsuccessful. In the case of Fort Calhoun Station, the physical characteristics of certain plant
structures make it difficult to place the temporary barriers. Fort Calhoun Station is not the only plant to rely on the
placement of temporary protective measures. For example, Cooper Nuclear Station, Vermont Yankee Nuclear
Power Station, and Arkansas Nuclear One rely on the placement of temporary barriers or connections such as
sandbags, wood planks, and temporary power cables. Three Mile Island Nuclear Station is another example
of a plant that requires actions on the part of plant personnel (e.g., installation of flood gates and plugging of
openings). In addition, a subset of plants have technical specifications in place that require plant shutdown
(or placement of the plant in hot standby) when floodwaters reach a predefined threshold. Examples of such
plants include Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant, Beaver Valley Power Station, Sequoyah Nuclear Plant,
and Watts Bar Nuclear Plant. Maintenance of the shutdown or standby state is required for the duration of the
flood event. Because it is necessary to consider the capability to maintain core cooling for the duration of a
flood event, evaluation of plant safety must include factors such as the availability of site access given high
floodwaters, integrity of compromised components (e.g., due to the effects of submergence, debris, sediment,
and hydrodynamic forces), continuity of electricity, and the presence of electrical hazards. These factors are
important even if the reactor is shutdown in response to anticipated flooding. Based on the documents reviewed
for the screening assessment, it was not clear that the above factors were comprehensively and consistently
considered for all plants.

In the cases of Oconee Nuclear Station and Fort Calhoun Station, it was additional data and analysis, beyond
that provided in the FSAR and IPEEE documents that allowed more substantive safety questions to be identified
and articulated regarding both the licensee response to — and site consequence from — upstream dam failures.
The question raised about the viability of procedures in place at Fort Calhoun Station and the additional insight
gained during the assessment of Oconee Nuclear Station suggests value in systematically investigating existing
procedures at other similar sites with the benefit of more accurate and detailed information including evaluation
of whether the licensee can maintain the plant in a safe shutdown condition throughout the duration of a flood
event. This would provide a better quantification of the likelihood that established procedures will succeed (or
fail) in protecting critical safety equipment.

In addition to the reliability of temporary protection procedures (described above), it is also necessary to evaluate
the reliability of hardened protective features including dikes/levees, flood doors, submarine hatches, water stops
at construction joints, and pipe penetration seals. At most nuclear power plants, flood protection dikes, levees,
doors, and other features have not been tested against a flood. These features are all susceptible to failure and,
consequently, such features should not be assumed to have a success probability of 1.0. The importance of
considering the performance of hardened protective features was demonstrated during a flood at the Blayais
Nuclear Power Plant (France) in 1999. During the flood event, protection of underground rooms containing
safety equipment was insufficient and dikes were found to have insufficient height and shape. Units 1 and 2 at
the site were severely affected by the floodwaters. For example, an essential service water pump was lost due
to the immersion of the motors. Utility galleries, the bottom of the fuel handling building, and rooms containing
electrical equipment were also flooded. Moreover, the flood warning system was inadequate and detection of
water in affected rooms was difficult.

A major factor in the uncertainty associated with reliance on non-passive protective procedures is the amount
of time available to take action following notification of a dam breach. The closer the dam is located to a site,
the shorter the available response time following a dam breach. A "rule of thumb" is that a flood wave travels
downstream at about 3-4 miles/hour. This is a rough estimate and will vary based on the topography of the
intervening river basin. However, using this rule, it is estimated that about a day of warning time exists for
a dam that is about 100 miles upstream of a site. Many dams are operated by organizations other than the
plant operator. Consequently, communication strategies and agreements between the operator of the dam
and the nuclear power plant are necessary to maximize warning time and to optimize the quality of transmitted
information. Variability in the rigor of these arrangements will affect the overall risk exposure to the plant,
particularly if a given amount of lead-time is required to implement protective procedures. Regulatory Guides
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1.102 and 1.59 address the use of temporary barriers and other procedures to provide protection of nuclear
power plants during flood events. Subsequent sections of this report describe both documents.

Several nuclear sites are located on rivers having large upstream storage volumes. These rivers have a set of
dams located upstream and subject to the same upstream dam failure events. However, due to the delay in time
flood waters reach the downstream plant, the effects of a failure of these dams are less extreme. Licensees
have operating procedures to protect the plant in the event of a large flood event. However, further evaluation of
the plant's response is necessary to determine any adverse effects. Thus, the probability of failure associated
with each dam may differ due to different structural classification and there may be significant differences in
the potential consequences of failure. Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant and Watts Bar Nuclear Plant
(further described below) illustrate the divergent nature of the sites and associated upstream dams, including
the consequences of failure. The design of dams vary. The Jocassee Dam is a large rock fill dam. The Watts Bar
Dam is an earth and concrete gravity structure, and Lock and Dam #2 has earth and concrete sections.

Available Margin

At Oconee Nuclear Station and Fort Calhoun Station, increased flood estimates have led to ongoing regulatory
activity. Like many sites in the U.S. inventory of nuclear power plants, flood levels at these two stations were
based on relatively outdated flood estimation methods and/or probable precipitation estimates. The evolution
of hydrological modeling — including dam break analysis — and the availability of updated meteorological data
are likely to yield flooding estimates that are different than those considered during the initial licensing reviews or
IPEEE studies. In addition to changes in estimation methods, changes in regional land use and land cover (e.g.,
urban expansion and sprawl) may have a significant impact on the watershed of sites and dams. The National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) National Weather Service has historically produced hydro-
meteorological reports that provide estimates of probable maximum precipitation for different regions in the
United States. However, NOAA’s National Weather Service has discontinued probable maximum precipitation
activities and NOAA has not updated Hydro-meteorological Report 51 (which covers most of the U.S. east of
the 105th meridian) in over 30 years. Precipitation induced flood estimates for some plants have been based on
these older estimates. A recent NRC project will provide NRC staff with an update to NOAA’s existing National
Weather Service hydro-meteorological reports for a pilot region in North Carolina and South Carolina.
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The staff compared possible margins at selected plants under flood events, and based on certain
assumptions regarding the performance of features (as stated below) prepared a graph (shown below).
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The x-axis corresponds to margin under the flood caused by the maximum considered precipitation-induced
event (excluding wave effects in most though not all cases), which may include floods due to weather-related
phenomena such as the probable maximum flood and hurricanes.

The y-axis shows computed margins under the flood caused by the maximum considered dam failure event
(excluding wave effects in most though not all cases), coincident with a concurrent flood (as indicated by shapes
around numbers).

In this report, margins are computed using the best numerical information that could be located in the FSAR
and IPEEE submittals. In general, margins are computed relative to the minimum flood protection elevation
of safety-related facilities, structures, systems, and equipment/components. The flood protection elevation of
individual critical facilities, structures, systems, and components may be higher. Moreover, margins are generally
computed crediting hardened features such as floodwalls and hatches/doors but not temporary barriers such
as sandbags. In this report, the computed margin does not generally take into account components that are
designed to operate submerged (e.g., see Watts Bar and Sequoyah Nuclear Power Plant FSARs). When
conflicting information is found, the margin is computed using the lowest flood protection elevation and highest
static water level available in existing documents (e.g., see FSAR and IPEEE submittals for Arkansas Nuclear
One). Flood levels that result from events that were “screened out” in the IPEEE due to low probability of
occurrence, if reported in the licensee’s IPEEE submittal, are considered when computing available margin (e.g.,
see Fort Calhoun and Cooper IPEEE submittals).

The graph also demonstrates whether dam failure was considered under the PMF or a lesser flood as indicated
by shapes. A square around a number indicates the dam failure event was considered coincident with a PMF, a
circle indicates that the dam failure event was considered with a different (typically smaller) flood, and a diamond
indicates that it was not clear what flood conditions were considered coincident with dam failure. The screening
analysis report contains Table 1, which gives the sources for data used to construct the graph. In cases where a
flood less than the PMF is considered, several plants indicate that the dam is designed such that a PMF event
will not fail the dam.

Sites plotted in the upper right quadrant of the graph have a positive margin under both the maximum
precipitation and dam failure events. However, several of the sites do not consider failure of the dam under a
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PMF event and thus the magnitude and sign of this margin may change if dam failure coincident with the larger
flood is considered. Sites plotted in the lower left quadrant have a negative margin under both precipitation and
dam failure events. However, as noted in Regulatory Guides 1.102 and 1.59, this negative margin is acceptable
if the plant can be shut down before floodwaters reach the site and safely maintained throughout the duration
of the flood event. Sites plotted in the lower right quadrant have a positive margin under precipitation events but
a negative margin under a dam failure event. These sites are controlled by flooding due to dam failure. Sites
plotted in the upper left quadrant have a positive margin under dam failure events but a negative margin under
precipitation events. Sites plotted in this quadrant consider a flood less than the PMF coincident with dam failure.
These sites may have a lower (or negative) margin under dam failure if a large precipitation event (i.e., PMF) is
considered coincident with dam failure.

Because of the extremely diverse methods used and disparate level of detail provided in plant documentation
(i.e., FSAR and IPEEE submittals), care should be given to drawing strong conclusions from the graph because
it does not capture important distinctions and subtleties between the sites and the definitions used in plant-
specific documentation. Because of the important differences between the sites and the estimation methods
used, the original data source referenced in Table 1 should be consulted before drawing conclusions based on
the numerical values. However, despite the disparate nature of the data, this graph serves to demonstrate that,
for many plants, the reported margin between flood levels and flood protection is small for dam failure and/or
precipitation and related weather events. This margin is further reduced when accounting for the effects of wind-
generated waves and run up. Moreover, several sites do not consider dam failure coincident with a PMF event
and, therefore, the available margin may degrade further if dam failure coincident the larger precipitation event is
considered. The necessity of considering dam failure coincident with such extreme events is an area warranting
further study.

3. Regulatory Background

10 CFR 50, Appendix A, General Design Criteria-2 requires:

Structures, systems, and components important to safety shall be designed to withstand the effects of natural
phenomena such as earthquakes, tornadoes, hurricanes, floods, tsunami, and seiches without loss of capability
to perform their safety functions. The design bases for these structures, systems, and components shall reflect:
(1) Appropriate consideration of the most severe of the natural phenomena that have been historically reported
for the site and surrounding area, with sufficient margin for the limited accuracy, quantity, and period of time
in which the historical data have been accumulated, (2) appropriate combinations of the effects of normal and
accident conditions with the effects of the natural phenomena and (3) the importance of the safety functions to
be performed.

Existing NRC regulatory guidance related to the definition of external design basis floods and flood protection
requirements are contained primarily in Regulatory Guides and the Standard Review Plan (NUREG 0800). The
first publication of Regulatory Guide 1.59, “Design Basis Floods for Nuclear Power Plants,” occurred in 1973.
The Standard Review Plan (Section 2.4) and Regulatory Guide 1.102, “Flood Protection for Nuclear Power
Plants,” were first published in 1975. Many of the 20 plants listed in the GI were first licensed before these three
documents became available for use by licensees and NRC staff in evaluating the risks posed to nuclear power
plants due to external flooding.

The screen analysis report provides the following timeline of operating dates of the plants listed in the GI as well
as the dates of significant NRC publications (including revisions) addressing external flooding of nuclear power
plants.
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Many of these documents are described briefly in the forthcoming sections. The review of these documents
indicates that regulatory and staff guidance related to external flooding from upstream dam failures has evolved.
However, existing plants have not been systematically reviewed against the updated criteria.

Descriptions contained in this report focus primarily on the portions of the aforementioned documents addressing
external flooding of sites located along streams and rivers, with a particular emphasis on events associated with
upstream dam failure. Consequently, for brevity, this report does not include a discussion of the portions of the
regulatory documents addressing flooding along seashores and lakes not impacted by dam failure (e.g., due to
storm surge, tsunami).

Regulatory Guide 1.59

Regulatory Guide 1.59 discusses the “design basis floods that nuclear power plants should be designed to
withstand without loss of capability for cold shutdown and maintenance thereof.” The guide also addresses
the acceptability of using alternatives to hardened facilities for flood protection. Regulatory Guide 1.59 was
originally published in 1973, with revisions in 1976 and 1977 (with Errata added in 1980). Regulatory Guide 1.59
outlines four regulatory positions that are described below. The description contained herein is based on the
1977 version (revision 2) of Regulatory Guide 1.59.

Regulatory Position 1 of Regulatory Guide 1.59 specifies that safety-related structures, systems, and
components identified in Regulatory Guide 1.2916 should be designed to resist the worst flood probable at the
site due to a range of phenomena including PMF, seismically-induced flood, hurricane, seiche, surge, and heavy
local precipitation. These hazards should be considered coincident with attendant wind-generated wave activity.

For sites located along streams and rivers, the PMF generally provides the design basis flood event. Appendices
A and B of Regulatory Guide 1.59 provide an “acceptable level of conservatism for estimating the flood levels
caused by severe hydro-meteorological conditions.” Appendix B provides alternative methods for estimating
precipitation-induced flooding on streams and rivers that are less laborious but more conservative than the
methods in Appendix A. Appendix A of the 1977 revision of Regulatory Guide 1.59 replaces material contained
in previous versions of Regulatory Guide 1.59 with a reference to an NRC-endorsed standard produced by
the American National Standards Institute (ANSI): ANSI Standard N170-1976, “Standards for Determining
Design Basis Flooding at Power Reactor Sites.” A brief description of an update to ANSI Standard N170-1976
is included in a subsequent section of this report. The content of Appendix A of Regulatory Guide 1.59 prior
to the 1977 revision is not known because copies of older versions of the document have not been located by
the screening analysis group. Regulatory Position 1 of Regulatory Guide 1.59 contains no explicit discussion of
flooding due to dam failures from extreme hydro-meteorological events. However, ANSI Standard N170-1976,
which is referenced in Appendix A, does address dam failure due to hydrological mechanisms.

Regulatory Position 1 of Regulatory Guide 1.59 explicitly specifies that “[f]lood conditions that could be caused
by dam failures from earthquakes should also be considered in establishing the design basis flood.” The
guide notes that, along streams and estuaries, seismically induced floods may be produced by dam failures or
landslides. Consideration of seismically induced flooding should be based on seismic events in “the same range”
as the events considered for design of the nuclear power plant. Moreover, Regulatory Guide 1.59 specifies that
an evaluation should be performed of flood waves that may be caused by cascading dam failures triggered
by a seismically induced failure of a critically located dam. Appendix A (through reference to ANSI Standard
N170-1976) provides acceptable techniques for evaluating hydrological effects of seismically induced dam
failures.

Regulatory position 2 of Regulatory Guide 1.59 permits an alternative to designing hardened protection for
all safety-related structures, systems, and components requiring protection under Regulatory Position 1 if the
following criteria are met:

(1) Sufficient warning time is shown to be available to shut down the plant and implement adequate emergency
procedures.

(2) All safety-related structures, systems, and components are designed to withstand and remain functional
during the flood conditions resulting from the Standard Project Flood (about 40-60 percent of the PMF) including
wind-generated wave activity that may be produced during the worst winds of record.

(3) In addition to (2), reasonable combinations of less-severe flood conditions are considered to the extent
needed for a consistent level of conservatism
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(4) In addition to (2), at least those structures, systems, and components necessary for cold shutdown, and
maintenance thereof, are designed with hardened protective features to remain functional while withstanding the
entire range of flood conditions up to and including the worst site-related flood probable (e.g., PMF, seismically-
induced flood, hurricane, surge, seiche, heavy local precipitation) with coincident wind-generated wave action as
discussed in Regulatory Position 1.

Regulatory Position 3 of Regulatory Guide 1.59 requires that significantly adverse changes to the site
environment, that may affect the design basis flood, be identified and used as the basis to develop or modify
emergency operating procedures to mitigate potential effects of increased floods.

Regulatory Position 4 of Regulatory Guide 1.59 permits deviation from the methods outlined in Appendices B-C
of Regulatory Guide 1.59 if there is adequate verification and pending approval of NRC staff.

Regulatory Guide 1.102

Regulatory Guide 1.102 describes the “types of flood protection acceptable to NRC staff for safety- related
structures, systems, and components identified in Regulatory Guide 1.29.” Regulatory Guide 1.102 documents
three methods of flood protection:

• Dry site. The plant is built above the design basis flood level and therefore safety-related structures, systems,
and components are not affected by flooding. A dry site may be accomplished through natural terrain or
engineered fills.

• Exterior barrier. Safety-related structures, systems, and components are protected from inundation and
associated static and dynamic forces by engineered features that are external to the immediate plant area.
Examples include levees, sea/floodwalls, bulkheads, revetments, and breakwaters.

• Incorporated barrier. Safety-related structures, systems, and components are protected from inundation and
associated static and dynamic forces by engineered features at the structure/environment interface. Examples
include reinforced walls designed to resist the static and dynamic forces associated with the design basis flood,
water stops at construction joints, sealed pipe penetrations, and submarine doors/hatches.

Regulatory Guide 1.102 specifies that, in general, temporary flood barriers that must be installed prior to the
design basis flood (e.g., sandbags, plastic sheeting, and portable panels) are not acceptable for issuance of a
construction permit. However, unusual circumstances with strong justification (e.g., post- construction changes in
flood-producing characteristics of the area) may warrant consideration/acceptance of temporary barriers.

ANSI Standard N170-1976 and ANSI/ANS-2.8-1992

ANSI Standard N170-1976 (“American National Standard for Determining Design Basis Flooding at Power
Reactor Sites”) was published in 1976 to specify criteria for determining design basis flooding at power reactor
sites (ANSI 1976). NRC endorsed ANSI Standard N170-1976 in Regulatory Guide 1.59 as an acceptable
method of defining probable maximum and seismically induced floods on streams.

An update to ANSI Standard N170-1976 was published in 1992 (ANSI 1992). The publisher withdrew ANS/
ANSI-2.8-1992 in 2002. This report will refer to the updated Standard as ANSI/ANS-2.8-1992.

A brief review of the portions of the 1976 and 1992 standards related to dam failures indicates that few
substantial differences exist between the two versions with regard to the portions of the documents described
here. As a result, the document description and associated references contained in this report are based on the
1992 revision (even though Regulatory Guide 1.59 references the 1976 version). Any substantial differences
observed between the 1976 and 1992 versions of the standard with regard to the topics discussed in the
forthcoming description are noted.

ANSI/ANS-2.8-1992 addresses dam failures due to hydrologic and seismic events as well as other mechanisms.
Section 5.5 of ANSI/ANS-2.8-1992 addresses hydrological dam failures. It specifies that potentially critical dams
should be analytically subjected to the PMF from the contributing watershed of the dam. If it is shown that the
dam can withstand this flood, then no further hydrological failure analysis is required. If hydrologic failure is
likely, then the assessment must continue and ANSI/ANS-2.8-1992 offers guidance on performing the requisite
failure analyses. In the case that an upstream dam is likely to fail under the PMF on its watershed, the degree
and mode of failure should be estimated and the resulting flood wave, combined with the downstream flows that
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would prevail in this flood, should be routed to the plant site. The dam also shall be tested in the PMF applicable
to the total plant watershed. Again, the resulting flood levels at the site must be calculated.

The above load conditions are consistent between the 1976 and 1992 versions of the standard; however the
1992 revision of the standard includes an additional load condition not contained in the 1976 version: “If a
significant portion of the plant site watershed lies below the dam, then the probable maximum precipitation
centered over the intervening area should be combined with the dam failure wave from the same storm
centering.” The resulting flood levels at the site shall again be calculated. The critical flood level is selected
as the most severe of the above three load conditions. ANSI/ANS-2.8-1992 also notes that a dam that is safe
under its own PMF might fail when the flood is augmented by flood waves from a dam failure further upstream.
Thus, when a dam is anticipated to fail under its own PMF, all downstream dams must be analyzed under the
demands of the flood wave resulting from the failed dam. Unless safety from failure can be documented, failure
of downstream dams shall be postulated and the resulting surge routed to the plant site.

Section 6 of ANSI/ANS-2.8-1992 addresses non-hydrological dam failures. Potential non-hydrological hazards
include dam failures resulting from deterioration, settlement, cracking, erosion, leakage, landslides, and
mechanical/electrical breakdown of spillway gates as well as dam failures resulting from seismic mechanisms.

The treatment of non-hydrological, non-seismic dam failures in ANSI/ANS-2.8-1992 is terse when compared
to the treatment of the hydrological and seismic mechanisms. ANSI/ANS-2.8-1992 generically specifies the
following for failure analysis due to non-seismic, non-hydrological mechanisms:

For any upstream dam, available records should be evaluated to appraise the likelihood of failure. If dam safety
cannot be so ensured for the normal life of the nuclear plant, the dam shall be postulated to fail in a severe yet
credible manner and the resulting flood wave should be routed to the plant site. Routing must accommodate
induced failures of other dams on the path of the failure flood wave.

With regard to load combinations related to non-seismic, non-hydrological failures, the following is stated in
Section 9.2.4 (Section 9 provides load combinations for severe events19):

No specific guidance or specific event combinations are provided in this standard because of uncertainty in
postulating a realistic dam failure from non-hydrologic and non-seismic causes (ANSI 1992, p. 33).

Section 6.2 provides guidance on considering dam failure due to seismic events. Specific seismic load
combinations that must be considered are contained in Section 9 (“Combined Events Criteria”) of ANSI/
ANS-2.8-1992. Section 9.2.1.2 specifies that the most severe of the following combinations provides an
adequate design basis for consideration of seismic dam failures:

Alternative 1:

25-year flood

Dam failure caused by the safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) coincident with the peak of the flood 2 -year wind
speed applied in the critical direction

Alternative 2:

One-half the PMF or 500-year flood, whichever is less (The 1976 version of the standard does not include the
option of using the 500-year flood in this load combination).

Dam failure caused by the operating basis earthquake (OBE) coincident with the peak of the flood 2-year wind
speed applied in the critical direction

As shown above, there is a difference in the level of detail with which dam failures from hydrological, seismic,
and other mechanisms are treated in existing regulatory documentation, particularly with regard to the explicit
definition of load combinations. As expected, consistent with regulatory guidance existing at the time, there is a
similar difference in the treatment of dam failure mechanisms in plant- specific submittals (i.e., FSAR and IPEEE
submittals). Often, emphasis is placed on dam failures coincident with seismic events.

Standard Review Plan (NUREG 0800)

The Standard Review Plan (SRP) has been prepared to establish criteria that the NRC staff responsible for the
review of applications to construct and operate nuclear power plants intends to use in evaluating whether an
applicant/licensee meets NRC's regulations. Both the 1975 and 1980 versions of Section 2.4.4 of the Standard
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Review Plan emphasize dam failures under seismic mechanisms (both in section title and in content) coincident
with floods less than the PMF. NRC revised the Standard Review Plan and renamed it NUREG-0800 in 1981.
In the 1981 and newer versions of the Standard Review Plan (including the most recent 2007 revision), the
treatment of dam failures in Section 2.4.4 is not limited to seismically induced failures and the title of the section
is revised to reflect this change. In the 1981 and 2007 revisions of the Standard Review Plan, Section 2.4.4
is titled “Potential Dam Failures” without reference to seismic events. The most recent versions of Section
2.4.4 explicitly require consideration of nonseismic mechanisms. For example, the 1981 and 2007 revisions
specify the following as a required area of review: “Hydraulic failure as a result of overtopping for any reason.”
Moreover, the 2007 revision requires consideration of the “[e]ffects of sediment deposition or erosion during
dam failure-induced flood waves that may result in blockage or loss of function of SSC important to safety.”
Thus, the revision of Section 2.4.4 represents an update in both content and emphasis. No requirement exists to
reevaluate plants under the updated Standard Review Plans.

Section 2.4 of the SRP focuses on site hydrology. Pertinent to the proposed GI are Sections 2.4.2 – 2.4.4
and Section 2.4.10. The portions of the SRP applicable to the proposed GI were first published in 1975 in
NUREG-75/087. These sections were subsequently revised in 1978, 1981, and 2007. A subset of the applicable
sections (2.4.2 and 2.4.3) also was revised in 1989. Figure 13 of the analysis report shows that many of the
plants listed in the GI were granted operating licenses before 1975 and consequently before publication of the
Standard Review Plan. Overviews of Sections 2.4.2-2.4.4 are provided below. The descriptions contained in this
report are based primarily on the 1975 version of the Standard Review Plan; however, several comments are
provided relative to the revisions made in more recent versions.

Section 2.4.2 (titled “Floods”) of the SRP summarizes and identifies the individual (or combinations of) flood-
producing phenomena that should be considered in establishing the flood-design bases for safety- related
plant features. With regard to stream flooding, Section 2.4.2 of the 1975 Standard Review Plan states that the
following condition should be considered in establishing possible flood levels on a stream at the location of a
nuclear power plant site: “Probable maximum flood (PMF) with coincident wind-induced waves, considering
dam failure potential due to inadequate capacity, inadequate flood- discharge capability, or existing physical
condition.” In Section 2.4.2 of the 1975 Standard Review Plan, no additional guidance beyond this statement is
provided relative to hydrologically-induced dam failures. The most recent version of Section 2.4.2, published in
2007, provides a similar statement and specifies the following with regard to hydrological dam failures:

In order to establish the design-basis floodwater elevation, the staff evaluates several severe flooding scenarios,
which may include: (a) PMF coincident with upstream dam failure (single or multiple failures including cascading
failures due to hydrological causes) and wind-induced waves….

With regard to seismic mechanisms, Section 2.4.2 of the 1975 Standard Review Plan states that the following
should be considered when specifying possible flood levels at a site: Seismically-induced dam failures (or
breaches), and maximum water level at site from: Failure of dam (or dams) during safe shutdown earthquake
(SSE) coincident with 25-year flood.

Section 2.4.3 of the SRP, titled “Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) on Streams and Rivers,” addresses
specification of the probable maximum flood on streams and rivers. There is no explicit discussion of dam
failures in Section 2.4.3 with the exception of a reference to Regulatory Guide 1.59. Specifically, Section 2.4.3
of the 1975 Standard Review Plan specifies: "The probable maximum flood as defined in Regulatory Guide
1.59 has been adopted as one of the conditions to be evaluated in establishing the applicable stream and river
flooding design basis referred to in General Design Criterion 2, Appendix A, 10 CFR Part 50."

The analysis group is unable to locate the content of Regulatory Guide 1.59 at the time the 1975 Standard
Review Plan was published. Therefore, it cannot be ascertained if the above reference required consideration
of dam failures when specifying the PMF at a site. However, after the revision of Regulatory Guide 1.59 in 1977
(errata 1980), it is known that Appendix A of Regulatory Guide 1.59 references ANSI Standard N170-1976 that
addresses dam failures from a variety of mechanisms. In addition, more recent versions of the Standard Review
Plan make similar references to Regulatory Guide 1.59.

Section 2.4.4 of the 1975 version of the SRP, titled “Potential Dam Failures (Seismically Induced),” addresses
dam failures due to seismic events. The following statement was taken from Section 2.4.4 of the 1975 Standard
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Review Plan: "The acceptable "worst conditions" to be postulated for analysis of upstream failures in lieu of
substantiation of seismic resistance capability are:

1. A 25-year flood on a full reservoir coincident with the dam-site equivalent of the [safe-shutdown earthquake],
and

2. A standard project flood (a flood about half the severity of a PMF) on a full reservoir coincident with the dam
site equivalent of the [operating basis earthquake].

Thus, the 1975 version of Section 2.4.4 of the Standard Review Plan requires consideration of dam failure under
a seismic event coincident with a 25-year flood or standard project flood. The events should be considered
with full flood control reservoirs. The 1978 revision (1980 publication) of Section 2.4.4 of the Standard Review
Plan modifies the above statement slightly: "The acceptable "worst conditions" to be postulated for analysis of
upstream failures are:

1. Dam able to withstand [safe-shutdown earthquake] (equivalent to seismic Category I structures)--assume no
failures;

2. Dam failure caused by [safe-shutdown earthquake]-- assume dam failure coincident with 25-year flood and 2-
year extreme wind speed at the site; and

3. Dam failure caused by [operating basis earthquake]--assume dam failure coincident with SPF and 2-year
extreme wind speed at the site.

The above statement indicates that, if a dam can be shown to withstand the safe shutdown earthquake, then no
failure analysis of the dam coincident with a flood is necessary.

Implications of Regulatory Framework

NRC regulatory documents described above focus most heavily on dam failures due to seismic mechanisms,
particularly when considering the versions of the documents available at the time most nuclear power plants
were licensed. It has been established in recent NRC studies that actuarial data do not provide a basis for
placing an unbalanced emphasis on dam failures due to seismic events. Hydrological failures (e.g., due to
overtopping because of an extreme precipitation event) as well as other failures (e.g., failures due to internal
erosion or mechanical/operational deficiencies) are statistically more common than seismically induced failures.
The rarity of large seismic events has a strong influence on this statistic and, consequently, statistical data
should not be used to conclude that seismic dam failures are not important. Dam failure modes can generally be
grouped into the following categories:

• Overtopping occurs when the level of the retained reservoir exceeds the capacity/height of the dam. Typically,
overtopping is the result of a rapid rise in water level without substantial warning (e.g., during flash floods or
following collapse of an upstream dam). About 30-40 percent of all dam failures are caused by overtopping or
other weather-related phenomena.

• Foundation defects and internal erosion are responsible for about half of all dam failures. Foundation defects
can cause a dam to settle unevenly and jeopardize the structural integrity. Piping and seepage occur when water
seeps/leaks through the structure of a dam. This internal erosion weakens the structure of the dam and can
lead to failure. Seepage often occurs around pipes, spillways, or other hydraulic structures. However, biological
causes (e.g., animal burrows, vegetation) as well as cracking can lead to internal erosion.

• Miscellaneous/other dam failure causes include failures due to poor design and construction, inadequate
materials, or lack of maintenance. Such deficiencies can result in loss of structural integrity and consequent dam
failure. Seismic failures also fall under this category.

Dam failure incidents are common. Directly using data available in the National Performance of Dams Program
Dam Incident Database, historically over 1000 dam incidents have been classified as failure (i.e., uncontrolled
release of water) in the United States. The National Performance of Dams Program Dam Incident Database
contains over 700 dam incidents classified as failure that have occurred since 1975. The database includes
diverse failure events associated with a wide variety of dams, many of which are small and associated with
insubstantial consequences. A study performed by NRC found that 148 large dam (dams with heights 40 ft or
higher) failures have occurred in the United States. Of these failures, a subset is classified as events involving
catastrophic large dam failure. For the set of larger dams that have failed, the data indicates that the dominant
causes of failure are about the same as those for the entire population of dams. This creates some uncertainty
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regarding whether the regulatory guidance forming the licensing basis of most existing nuclear power plants
comprehensively addressed the statistically most common dam failure modes.

The evolution of regulatory framework since the 1975 Standard Review Plan has implications beyond
provision of the design basis for nuclear power plants. The IPEEE screening criteria, for high winds, floods,
and transportation and nearby facility accidents, utilize the guidance contained in the 1975 version of the
Standard Review Plan as the basis for “screening out” hazards. The IPEEE screening approach as specified as
NUREG-1407 consists of the following steps:

1. Review of plant-specific hazard data and licensing bases

2. Identification of significant changes since the operating license was issued

3. Determination if the plant and facilities meets the 1975 SRP criteria

If the 1975 Standard Review Plan criteria are not satisfied, more extensive evaluations are needed. The
following figure from NUREG-1407 provides a graphical representation of the IPEEE screening methodology.

NUREG-1407 specifies that meeting the 1975 Standard Review Plan ensures that the contribution from a flood
to core damage frequency is less than 10-6 per year: 'All licensees should compare the information obtained
from the review discussed in Sections 5.2.1 [Review Plant-Specific Hazard Data and Licensing Basis] and
5.2.2 [Identify Significant Changes Since OL Issuance] for conformance to 1975 SRP criteria and perform a
confirmatory walk down of the plant. If the comparison indicates that the plant conforms to the 1975 SRP criteria
and the walkdown reveals no potential vulnerabilities not included in the original design basis analysis, it is
judged that the contribution from that hazard to core damage frequency is less than 10-6 per year and the IPEEE
screening criterion is met.
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With regard to external flooding, the assurance of core damage frequency below 10 E-6 per year is based on a
previous study by Chery (1985), which is referenced earlier in NUREG-1407:

For plants designed against current criteria as described in Regulatory Guide 1.59 and applicable Standard
Review Plan sections, particularly Section 2.4, floods pose no significant threat of a severe accident because the
exceedance frequency of the design basis flood, excluding floods due to failure of upstream dams, is judged to
be less than 10 E-5 per year, and the conditional core damage frequency for a design basis flood is judged to
be less than 10 E-1. Thus, core damage frequencies are estimated to be less than 10 E-6 per year for a plant
designed against NRC's current criteria.

The above conclusion regarding contribution of external flooding to core damage frequency is based on a study
that excludes floods due to upstream dam failures.

The IPEEE submittals tended to treat the assessment of hazard due to external flooding as a qualitative
screening against the 1975 SRP rather than quantifying plant-specific risk. Based on the excerpts provided
above, it is unclear if the basis for screening out hazards due to external flooding based on the 1975 SRP
considered risks associated with upstream dam failure due to all applicable mechanisms. Moreover, Section
2.4.4 of the 1975 SRP emphasized dam failures due to seismic events. The treatment of other failure
mechanisms in the 1975 SRP is primarily through nested references to ANSI Standard N170-1976 that (as
illustrated previously) treats hydraulic failures deterministically and provides limited guidance related to non-
seismic, non-hydrologic failure mechanisms. Given available data, it is unclear if meeting the 1975 SRP assures
that the contribution of external flooding hazard core damage frequency, when accounting for upstream dam
failure, is less than 10 E-6 per year.

Since the last revision of most of the aforementioned regulatory documents, significant advances have occurred
in the area of flood estimation resulting from the availability of larger and more accurate datasets, geographical
information systems, and new analysis techniques. Consequently, NRC is currently in the process of revising
Regulatory Guide 1.59 to more accurately reflect current state of practice. NUREG/CR-7046, titled “Design-
Basis Flood Estimation for Site Characterization at Nuclear Power Plants in the United States,” addresses a
technical basis for revising Regulatory Guide 1.59. The report describes a hierarchical hazard assessment
approach in which the licensee uses progressively refined analyses to demonstrate plant safety against flooding.
Under the approach, the licensee uses the least intensive method available to demonstrate safety, i.e., the
most demanding and accurate approaches are only used when simpler and more conservative approaches are
not sufficient to demonstrate safety. With regard to dam failures, NUREG/CR-7046 specifies that the simplest
and most conservative approach is to assume that all upstream dams fail under the PMF (regardless of their
design capacity) and the peak discharge for all dams arrives simultaneously at the site. If safety against the
flood resulting from this scenario (including wind-wave effects) can be demonstrated, no additional dam failure
flood analysis is needed. However, if safety cannot be assured, site-specific data may be used to perform
more refined failure analyses. For example, the number of failed upstream dams (and consequently volume of
floodwaters routed to the site) may be reduced if strong justification is given to show that some upstream dams
will not fail under PMF scenarios. NUREG/CR-7046 emphasizes failure assessment under PMF events rather
than seismic events. Consistent with this emphasis, NUREG/CR-7046 provides an example case study in which
the initiating event is a dam breach resulting from overtopping during a PMF event.

4. Conclusion of Screening Analysis

The reviewers recommend that the proposed issue related to nuclear power plant site flooding, caused or
exacerbated by upstream dam failure, be designated as a GI in NRC's GI Program. In the opinion of the
reviewers, the issue meets the criteria specified in MD 6.4. The following summary statements address each of
those criteria one by one:

Criterion 1. The issue affects public health and safety, the common defense and security, or the environment.
Failure of one or more dams upstream from a nuclear power plant may result in flood levels at a site that
render essential safety systems inoperable. For example, high floodwaters may fail all available power sources
(e.g., offsite, emergency diesel, auxiliary), hinder operations, and damage other infrastructure resulting in
station blackout and higher than acceptable risk. Moreover, safety-related components may be collocated
and simultaneously inundated when floodwaters reach a critical elevation. This correlation in demands on
collocated components results in a reduction in redundancy and an elevated risk of system failure. The totality
of information analyzed in this report suggests that external flooding due to upstream dam failure poses a larger
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than expected risk to plants and public safety with a probability and consequence sufficient to warrant a GI
evaluation.

Criterion 2. The issue applies to two or more facilities and/or licensees/certificate holders, or holders of other
regulatory approvals. This scenario is plausible at multiple nuclear power plant sites, as discussed.

Criterion 3. The issue cannot be readily addressed through other regulatory programs and processes;
existing regulations, policies, or guidance; or voluntary industry initiatives. NRC regulatory/staff guidance
and requirements related to upstream dam failure have evolved since the earlier licensing of U.S. nuclear
power plants. A review of the old and new guidance against the plant data covered in this report suggests that
additional analysis of external flooding caused or exacerbated by upstream dam failure is warranted and likely
to be beneficial. It is important to note that ongoing regulatory actions regarding Fort Calhoun Station do not
consider any flood contribution from upstream dam failure(s).

Criterion 4. The issue can be resolved by new or revised regulation, policy, or guidance. It is possible to develop
regulations, policy, or guidance that require appropriate analysis of hazard due to upstream dam failure(s)
(particularly coincident with large precipitation events) and, if required, mitigation of the associated risks.

Criterion 5. The issue’s risk or safety significance can be adequately determined. Flooding from upstream dam
failure(s) can be analyzed and modeled. The impact of potential flooding scenarios can be analyzed and risk
significance can be determined. The issue does not involve phenomena or other uncertainties that would require
long-term studies or experimental research to establish the risk or safety significance.

Criterion 6. The issue is well defined, discrete, and involves a radiological safety, security, or environmental
matter. The issue proposes a specific event and a logical and plausible condition of increased risk. The risk
involves a plausible consequence of an uncontrolled release of radiologic material at levels hazardous to the
public due to loss of safety-related equipment because of inundation by floodwaters.

Criterion 7. The resolution of the issue may potentially involve review, analysis, or action by the affected
licensees, certificate holders or holders of other regulatory approvals. If further analysis results in a conclusion
of higher than acceptable risk due to external flooding as a result of upstream dam failure, it may be necessary
to require licensees to reevaluate flood risk using refined analysis methods or to take action to mitigate flood risk
through the installation of cost- justified backfits.

A significant contributing factor to the screening analysis recommendation is the fact that the initial regulatory
approach to this specific issue has evolved considerably and in a manner that addresses weaknesses in
the previous approach. The prescribed standard review process is now more comprehensive and rigorous
with regard to consideration of upstream dam failure(s) than it was at the time of the issuance of the original
licenses for many nuclear power plants. This reflects a deliberate desire to improve the evaluation of the
issue as it applies to safety. Moreover, a capability to make more accurate flood projections and risk-informed
determinations is readily available. It is the opinion of the review group that reevaluation of a subset of currently
operating nuclear power plants using modern review processes and techniques is warranted and is likely to be
beneficial.

Active investigations at the Oconee and Fort Calhoun sites have resulted in a much better understanding
of the issue as it applies to those sites. NRC’s perception of relevant factors and associated potential risks
has significantly improved over what it was prior to the investigations. As a result, further analysis and action
addressing flooding is underway with regulatory or procedural changes likely. It is significant that the need
for these actions was not obvious until after the prior investigation was performed. Based on the analysis
documented in this report, the screening analysis group concludes that a similar evaluation of a subset of
U.S. nuclear power plant sites is warranted because these sites may have similar deficiencies not likely to be
identified and characterized until an appropriate evaluation is conducted. It is the analysis group’s opinion that
the likelihood of significant and beneficial discovery justifies the formal evaluation that would be performed if this
issue were classified as a Generic Issue under the program defined in NRC Management Directive 6.4.

On March 6, 2012, the RES Office Director signed a memorandum2102 transferring responsibility for subsequent
GI-204 actions to NRR for regulatory office implementation (i.e., obtain information and develop methods, as
needed, to complete plant-specific value/impact analyses of potential backfits to reduce seismic risk).

5. Activities associated with GI-204 while in Stage 3, Regulatory Office Implementation

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/2102.html
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Specific Actions to address nuclear facilities within the scope of GI-204 were incorporated into activities
associated with Recommendation 2.1 documented in SECY-11-00932103 with Enclosure2104, titled
“Recommendations for Enhancing Reactor Safety in the 21st Century, the Near-Term Task Force Review of
Insights from the Fukushima Dai-ichi Accident,” dated July 12, 2011. These recommendations were enhanced
by the NRC staff following interactions with stakeholders. Documentation of the staff's efforts is contained in
SECY-11-01242105 with Enclosure 12106, dated September 9, 2011; and SECY-11-01372107 with Enclosure2108,
dated October 3, 2011.

On March 12, 2012, the NRC issued a request for information2109 pursuant to 10 CFR Part 50, Section 54(f)
to all power reactor licensees and holders of construction permits in active or deferred status. The purpose
of the request was to gather sufficient information to enable the NRC staff to determine whether the nuclear
plant licenses should be modified, suspended, or revoked.  Enclosure 2 to that letter directed the reevaluation
of flooding hazards at operating reactor sites.  The required response section of Enclosure 2 indicated that a
"Hazard Reevaluation Report" would be due within one to three years from the date of the letter.  Further, it
specified that NRC would provide a prioritization plan, indicating deadlines for individual plants to complete the
reevaluations.2008

For plants where the reevaluated hazard exceeds the plant's design basis, the licensee was to conduct an
integrated assessment. The information gathering is considered to be Phase 1 and was requested to support
Phase 2 decision-making and determine whether available or planned measures provide sufficient protection
and mitigation capabilities or if further regulatory action should be pursued in the areas of seismic and flooding
design, and emergency preparedness. In a letter dated May 11, 2012, the NRC provided the prioritization plan
2111and the resultant list of due dates for all sites.

In COMSECY-14-0037, "Integration of Mitigating Strategies for Beyond-Design-Basis External Events and the
Reevaluation of Flooding Hazards," dated November 21, 20142112, the NRC staff requested that the Commission
review and approve changes to revise the Recommendation 2.1 flooding assessments and integrate the Phase
2 decision-making into the development and implementation of mitigating strategies in accordance with Order
EA-12-049, "Order Modifying Licenses with Regard to Requirements for Mitigation Strategies for Beyond-
Design-Basis External Events,"2238 and the related Mitigation of Beyond-Design-Basis Events rulemaking. In
SRM-COMSECY-14-0037, dated March 30, 2015,2114 the Commission instructed the staff to develop a closure
plan for the flooding reevaluation activities and to reassess the existing guidance for performing a Phase 1
integrated assessment in order to focus on those plants with the most potential for safety benefits.

In COMSECY-15-0019, "Closure Plan for the Reevaluation of Flooding Hazards for Operating Nuclear Power
Plants," dated June 30, 2015,2115 with Enclosure, "Mitigating Strategies and Flooding Hazard Reevaluation
Action Plan," 2116, the staff provided revised guidance for performing a Phase 1 integrated assessment and
described a modified process for identifying the list of plants that would be required to perform an integrated
assessment. The process proposed by the staff included the development of a graded, risk-informed and
performance-based approach consistent with Commission direction to focus on those plants with the greatest
potential need for safety enhancements. Specifically, the process included consideration and evaluation of local
intense precipitation by performing a focused evaluation of the impact of the hazard and implementing any
necessary programmatic, procedural, or plant modifications to address the hazard, taking into account available
warning time. The process also considered flood protection and available physical margin, where licensees will
confirm the capability of existing flood protection to address the hazard exceedance by performing a focused
evaluation. For licensees where the reevaluated hazard cannot be addressed via existing or planned flood
protection, the process also includes the performance of an integrated assessment, using revised guidance,
in order to conduct more detailed evaluations of plant response capability. This revised integrated assessment
will capture, among other information, quantitative characteristics about the reliability of various aspects of plant
response (e.g., reliability of equipment and manual actions), and risk insights with a focus on cliff-edge effects.
The results will be used by the NRC to determine whether additional regulatory action, such as a plant-specific
backfit, are warranted.

In SRM-COMSECY-15-0019, dated July 28, 2015,2113 the Commission also approved the staff's plans to modify
the approach for integrated assessments to implement a graded approach for determining the need for, and
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prioritization and scope of, plant-specific integrated assessments. As discussed in COMSECY-15-0019, the
majority of sites with reevaluated flooding hazards exceeding the design-basis flood are expected to screen
out from the integrated assessment process. The licensees will instead provide focused evaluations to ensure
appropriate actions are taken and that these actions are effective and reasonable.

On April 12, 2016, the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) submitted guidance NEI 16-05,"External Flooding
Assessment Guidelines, 2117 The guidance is an industry-developed methodology that describes the flooding
impact assessment process, which is intended to meet the requested information of an integrated assessment,
as described in the document titled, “Request for Information Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.54(f) Regarding
Recommendations 2.1, 2.3, and 9.3, of the Near-Term Task Force Review of Insights from the Fukushima Dai-
ichi Accident,” issued July 2011,2240 and to incorporate the changes described in COMSECY-15-0019.

On April 15, 2016, the NRC staff issued ISG JLD ISG 2016-01, "Guidance for Activities Related to Near-
Term Task Force Recommendation 2.1, Flooding Hazard Reevaluation; Focused Evaluation and Integrated
Assessment,"2118 describing to stakeholder's methods acceptable to the staff for performance of the focused
evaluations and revised integrated assessments and describe some exceptions and clarifications to NEI 16-05,
Revision 0. This guidance is not intended for use in design-basis applications or in regulatory activities beyond
the scope of performing the focused evaluations and integrated assessment part of NTTF Recommendation 2.1
flooding activities. Compliance with the ISG was not mandatory, it was guidance. Together, COMSECY-15-0019
and JLD-ISG-2016-01, outline a revised process for addressing cases in which the reevaluated flood hazard
is not bounded by the plant’s CDB. The revised process describes an approach in which licensees with
a LIP hazard exceeding their CDB flood will not be required to complete an integrated assessment, but
instead perform a focused evaluation. As part of the focused evaluation, licensees will assess the impact
of the LIP hazard on their site and then evaluate and implement any necessary programmatic, procedural,
or plant modifications to address this hazard exceedance. For other flood hazard mechanisms that exceed
the CDB, licensees can assess the impact of these reevaluated hazards on their site by performing either a
focused evaluation or a revised integrated assessment. For those plants that performed a flooding integrated
assessment, the Phase 2 decision-making process (as described in a letter dated September 16, 2016, letter2119

and Enclosure2120 would determine whether additional plant specific regulatory actions were necessary. If the
reevaluated flood hazard is bounded by the CDB flood hazard for each flood-causing mechanism at the site,
licensees are not required to perform any additional flooding evaluations.

A key guidance document that was used by the staff to evaluate flooding MSAs was Appendix G of NEI 12-06,
"Diverse and Flexible Coping Strategies (FLEX) Implementation Guide," Revision 4, issued December 2016,2121

The NRC’s endorsement of NEI 12-06, Revision 4 is described in Japan Lessons-Learned Division (JLD) Interim
Staff Guidance (ISG) JLD-ISG-2012-01, Revision 2,2124 "Compliance with Order EA-12-049, "Order Modifying
Licenses with Regard to Requirements for Mitigation Strategies for Beyond- Design-Basis External Events.”2238

Appendices G and H were first introduced in Revision 2 of NEI 12-06, endorsed by revision 1 of the ISG.2242

Section 6 of JLD-ISG-2012-01, Revision 2, provides guidance regarding the treatment of reevaluated flood
hazard information in mitigation strategies developed in response to Order EA-12-049, “Order Modifying
Licenses with Regard to Requirements for Mitigation Strategies for Beyond-Design-Basis External Events."

The draft final MBDBE rule SECY-16-01422123 contained provisions that would have required mitigation
strategies to address the reevaluated seismic and flood hazard information on a generic basis. However,
these provisions were removed from the approved final MBDBE rule as the Commission determined that the
generic MSA requirements did not meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50.109, “Backfitting,” and 52.98, “Finality
of combined licenses; information requests.” As a result, Section 6 of JLD-ISG-2012-01, Revision 22124 is no
longer consistent with the direction provided by the Commission in the SRM2144 with details in with Enclosure
22145 dated January 24, 2019. The SRM directs the staff to use the 50.54(f) process to ensure that the agency
and its licensees will take the needed actions, if any, to ensure that each plant is able to withstand the effects of
the reevaluated flooding and seismic hazards on a site-specific basis.

On February 28, 2019, NRC held a public meeting2134 to discuss with stakeholders the process that the staff
will use to complete the 50.54(f) process in light of the approved MBDBE rule. In support of the meeting, the
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staff issued a discussion paper titled, "NRC Staff Preliminary Process for Treatment of Reevaluated Seismic and
Flooding Hazard Information in Backfit Determinations," issued February 2019.2135 Staff is finalizing the path
forward and expects to complete the 50.54(f) process within the previously established timelines.

The flooding reevaluated hazards information provided in response to the 50.54(f) letter and reviewed by the
staff includes the following licensee submittals:

1. Flooding hazard reevaluation reports (FHRR),
2. Flooding mitigation strategies assessments (MSAs); and
3. Flooding focused evaluations (FE) or integrated assessments (IA)

As of 2019, all licensees have submitted their Flood Hazard Reevaluation Reports (FHRRs) describing whether
the flooding hazard exceeds current design basis and whether the plant will submit a focused or integrated
assessment. The NRC staff completed their review and issued staff assessments (SAs) for all FHRRs submitted.
The SA documents the staff’s review of the reevaluated hazards at each site and documents that the evaluation
is suitable input for further flooding assessments.

On September 15, 2020, the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) sent RES a memorandum
recommending closure of GI-204 204.2212 This recommendation is based on the completion of the risk-informed
reevaluation of the flooding hazards, including upstream dam failures, for operating power reactor plants in
response to the lessons-learned from the reactor accident at the Fukushima Dai-ichi site. In addition, staff
from the Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards (NMSS) and NRR completed an analysis of the
applicability of these lessons-learned to facilities other than operating power reactors. The associated facilities
included decommissioning reactors with spent fuel stored in spent fuel pools (SFP), and Independent Spent Fuel
Storage Installations (ISFSIs).

This recommendation is aligned with the NRC’s Principles of Good Regulation, particularly the principles
of Openness, Efficiency, Clarity and Reliability. The associated activities have resulted in voluntary safety
enhancements which improved many site’s capabilities to protect and mitigate the impacts of all flood hazards,
including dam failure events. Moreover, the associated activities have greatly increased the NRC’s level of
knowledge and risk insights in the area concerning present-day flood hazards. As such, any additional use of
NRC resources on GI-204 would only provide marginal benefits to safety.

In addition to the hazard reevaluation work completed as noted above, the NRC has implemented a process for
the ongoing assessment of natural hazards information (POANHI). The process enhancements are described
in SECY-16-0144, dated December 29, 2016.2214 Guidance in NRR Office Instruction LIC-208, “Process for the
Ongoing Assessment of Natural Hazards Information,” institutionalizes a defined structure and procedures to
implement this process. Using the enhanced process, the staff can proactively seek out new hazard information
and assess its potential impacts on site safety by comparing updated information to existing hazard evaluations
for the fleet or individual plants, as appropriate.

Conclusions

Since March 2012, all operating power reactor licensees have reevaluated the flood hazards applicable to their
sites, including the effects of postulated upstream dam failure. These reevaluations used present-day, modern
techniques and information to determine the flood hazards applicable to each site. The NRC staff reviewed
each licensees’ submittals and evaluations. Using a graded, risk-informed approach, the NRC staff used that
information to determine if any further regulatory actions would be warranted under the NRC’s backfit rule.
Based on the completion of flood reevaluation activities related to the lessons-learned from the Fukushima
Dai-ichi accident, the staff has determined that there are no additional regulatory actions that are needed to
address flood hazards at operating power reactor sites. This includes flood hazards associated with upstream
dam failures.

In addition to flood hazards applicable to operating power reactor sites, the NRC staff performed a detailed
evaluation of the need to apply any of the NTTF recommendations to non-operating power reactors, non-
power reactors, and non-reactor facilities. The NRC staff concluded that, except for some additional follow-up
activities for fuel cycle facilities and higher-power research reactors, the NRC staff has determined that further
assessments are not needed based on Fukushima lessons learned and that the existing regulatory requirements
and processes ensure adequate protection of public health and safety. The limited follow up actions have been
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completed. Therefore, no additional regulatory actions were needed to address non-operating power reactors
(i.e., decommissioning facilities and ISFSIs).

Although not directly related to the resolution of GI-204, POANHI has enhanced the existing NRC processes
such that the staff proactively and systematically reviews new natural hazard information and assess its impact
on site safety by comparing updated information to existing hazard evaluations for the fleet or individual plants,
as appropriate. Any future issues that may be similar in nature to GI-204 would be assessed by this new,
improved, and enhanced process.

The full scope of GI-204 has been addressed through the NRC response to the Fukushima Lessons-Learned.
All agency actions associated with GI-204 are complete, including implementation and verification activities by
the regulatory office. The NRC staff has determined that no additional evaluations or regulatory activities are
necessary.

Closure

Based upon NRR's memorandum, RES issued a memorandum on September 22, 2020,2213 stating that GI-204
was officially closed in accordance with U.S. NRC Management Directive (MD) 6.4 "Generic Issues Program."
The MD states that a GI is closed when "A generic issue for which all agency actions associated with the GI are
complete, including implementation and verification activities by the regulatory office."
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Section 4. Human Factors Issues

The issues presented in this section include those outlined in the Human Factors Program Plan (HFPP) and
documented in NUREG-0985, Revision 1. 651  This plan describes the human factors-related work required
to complete the NUREG-0660 48  human factors tasks as well as the additional human factors-related efforts,
identified during implementation of NUREG-0660 48  tasks, that require NRC attention. The lead responsibility
and a summary of the findings for each item listed in this section can be found in Table II of the Introduction.
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Human Factors Program Plan
DESCRIPTION

The many investigations which followed the accident at TMI-2 identified the need to bring human factors
considerations into the requirements and regulations for the design, construction, and operation of nuclear
power plants. NUREG-066048 contains many items which address human factors concerns. The "U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission Human Factors Program Plan," NUREG-0985,651 was subsequently developed to
provide a more current and comprehensive consideration of the outstanding human factors issues related to the
design, operation, and maintenance of nuclear power plants. This plan describes: (1) the technical assistance
and research activities planned to provide the technical bases for the reduction of the human-factors-related
tasks described in NUREG-0660,48 and (2) the additional human factors efforts identified during implementation
of the TMI Action Plan that should receive NRC attention. The HFPP identifies seven program elements: (1)
Staffing and Qualification; (2) Training; (3) Licensing Examinations; (4) Procedures; (5) Management and
Organization; (6) Man-Machine Interface; and (7) Human Reliability.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

The prioritization analysis was performed by PNL under contract to NRC. Details of the PNL analysis will be
included in NUREG/CR-2800.64

To ascertain the risk reduction achievable by the elements in the plan, PNL polled a group of specialists
representing various disciplines in the human factors and plant operations skills. These experts estimated the
achievable reduction in human error rate that could be realized by the implementation of regulatory requirements
and guidance which would come about as the solution of each individual program element.

Element 7, "Human Reliability," is viewed as an issue that does not directly relate to protecting the public health
and safety or the environment. Rather, it is related to increasing the knowledge, certainty, and understanding
of the other human factors issues in order to increase confidence in assessing levels of safety and improving
or maintaining the NRC capability to make independent assessments of safety. As a result, this element is a
licensing issue.

Since the plan was developed specifically to address the interrelationship of human factors issues, the first
six elements of the HFPP cannot be treated as mutually-exclusive elements. For example, the adequacy of
procedures is affected by training, that is, training assists in the proper interpretation and understanding of
procedures. To account for this interdependency or overlap of the individual elements, PNL used four separate
approaches to calculate the contribution of each element to a reduction in risk. Each of these approaches
accounts for overlaps by compiling the results of the questionnaire taken in the poll in a different way. No one
approach is believed to accurately model the real overlap that exists between the various plan elements. The
first approach simply considered that there were no overlaps between the various plan elements. The second
approach considered that all overlaps of other elements (on the first element) were removed from the first
element, and then all overlaps (of the first element) on the other elements were added to the remaining direct
effect of the first element. The third approach considered overlap removal and addition based on an initial
order of implementation. The fourth approach considered overlap removal and addition based on the most
incrementally efficient order of implementation. The reevaluation occurred after each element was implemented.
These four approaches were intended to consider the various ways that element overlaps can be accounted for
and how these ways affect improvement of human performance assessments.

Frequency/Consequence Estimate

The results of the questionnaire were used to calculate the risk change using the Oconee and Grand Gulf
RSSMAP studies.54 The overall reduction in human error value was estimated to be 60 percent. This is broken
down into the six categories and models as shown in the interim results, Table 4.1. This overall value was
applied to all operator error parameters in the Oconee and Grand Gulf risk assessments and the resulting risk
changes were calculated. A risk change was calculated for each of the four dependency models identified
by A, B, C, and D. This risk change value is the total risk reduction which would result if all of the six plan
elements were implemented. This risk change was multiplied by the individual elements rating to yield the risk
change which could be attributed to each element by each dependency model as shown in Table 4.2. Based

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0048.html
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on 90 PWRs and 44 BWRs with average lives of 28.8 years and 27.4 years, respectively, the total industry risk
reduction by approach is given in Table 4.3.

Cost Estimate

The estimated costs involved in the HFPP were derived using the previously estimated costs of the human
factors generic safety issues in the TMI Action Plan.48 Each of the individual generic safety issues were
examined to determine which issues were applicable to the program plan and assigned a percentage application
to the HFPP and to specific HFPP elements as shown in Table 4.4.

Safety issue costs for NRC and utility development, implementation, and operation were examined and assigned
to the different elements in the percentage weights previously determined. Costs associated with improving the
plant maintenance program were removed since the maintenance improvement activity is to be prioritized as a
separate program. However, maintenance costs (ongoing element costs) associated with keeping the element
functional are included.

RATINGS (%) BY APPROACH

ELEMENT AREAS A B C D

TABLE 4.1: INTERIM RESULTS BASED ON COMPILED QUESTIONNAIRE ANSWERS

Staffing and
Qualifications

11.1 15.9 7.9 0.9

Training 22.3 21.7 32.8 41.6

Licensing
Examinations

11.4 10.4 3.0 6.7

Procedures 18.6 16.1 17.1 9.0

Man-Machine
Interfaces

17.7 10.9 3.4 14.9

Management and
Organization

18.9 25.1 35.8 26.9

TOTAL: 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

TABLE 4.2: RISK CHANGE RESULTS BASED ON INTERIM RATING RESULTS

RISK REDUCTIONS (MAN-REM/RY) BY APPROACH AND REACTOR TYPE

A B C D

ELEMENT
AREAS

PWR BWR PWR BWR PWR BWR PWR BWR

Staffing
and
Qualifications

6.2 4.8 8.9 6.8 4.4 3.4 0.5 0.4

Training 12.5 9.6 12.2 9.3 18.4 14.1 23.3 17.9

Licensing
Examinations

6.4 4.9 5.8 4.5 1.7 1.3 3.8 2.9

Procedures 10.4 8.0 9.0 6.9 9.6 7.4 5.0 3.9

Man-
Machine
Interfaces

9.9 7.6 6.1 4.7 1.9 1.5 8.3 6.4

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0048.html
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TABLE 4.2: RISK CHANGE RESULTS BASED ON INTERIM RATING RESULTS

Management
and
Organization

10.6 8.1 14.1 10.8 20.0 15.4 15.1 11.6

TOTAL: 56.0 43.0 56.1 43.0 56.0 43.1 56.0 43.1

TABLE 4.3: TOTAL INDUSTRY RISK CHANGE RESULTS

RISK REDUCTIONS BY APPROACH (104 MAN-REM)

ELEMENT AREAS A B C D

Staffing and
Qualifications

2.2 3.1 1.6 0.18

Training 4.4 4.3 6.5 8.2

Licensing
Examinations

2.2 2.0 0.6 1.3

Procedures 3.7 3.2 3.4 1.8

Man-Machine
Interfaces

3.5 2.1 0.67 2.9

Management and
Organization

3.7 5.0 7.0 5.3

TOTAL: 20 20 20 20

TABLE 4.4: ALLOCATION OF TMI ISSUES IMPACT AMONG HUMAN FACTORS PROGRAM ELEMENTS

% Scope

Issue
Number

Title %H* SQ T LE P MO MMI

STAFFING AND QUALIFICATIONS (SQ)

I.A.1.4 Operating
Personnel
and
Staffing
Long-Term
Upgrades
(Resolved)

- 0 0 0 0 0 0

I.A.2.2 Training
and
Qualifications
of
Operating
Personnel

50 50 25 25 0 0 0

I.A.3.3 Requirements
for
Operator
Fitness

100 90 0 10 0 0 0

TRAINING (T)
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TABLE 4.4: ALLOCATION OF TMI ISSUES IMPACT AMONG HUMAN FACTORS PROGRAM ELEMENTS

I.A.2.6(4) Long-Term
Upgrade
of Training
and
Qualifications
(Training
Workshops)

100 0 100 0 0 0 0

I.A.2.6(6) Nuclear
Power
Fundamentals
for
Operator
Training
(Resolved)

- 0 0 10 0 0 0

I.A.2.6.
(1,2,3,5)

Simulators 100 57 0 10 10 0 5

I.A.2.7 Accreditation
of Training
Institutions

100 10 80 10 0 0 0

I.A.2.4 NRR
Participation
in
Inspector
Training

30 0 100 0 0 0 0

I.A.4.2 Long-Term
Training
Simulator
Upgrade

100 0 50 0 25 0 25

LICENSING EXAMINATIONS (LE)

1.A.3.4 Licensing
of
Additional
Operations
Personnel

25 20 0 70 0 10 0

I.A.3.2 Operator
Licensing
Program
Changes
(Resolved)

- 0 0 0 0 0 0

PROCEDURES (P)

I.C.9 Long-Term
Program
Plan for
Upgrading
Procedures

100 0 15 15 70 0 0

I.C.1(4) Confirmatory
Analysis of

100 0 15 15 70 0 0
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TABLE 4.4: ALLOCATION OF TMI ISSUES IMPACT AMONG HUMAN FACTORS PROGRAM ELEMENTS
Selected
Transients

MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION (MO)

I.B.1.1(1,2,3,4,6)Management
for
Operations:
Organization
and
Management
of Long-
Term
Improvements

40 10 10 5 15 60 0

II.J.3.1/
II.J.3.2

Organization
and
Staffing to
Oversee
Design
Construction

0 25 25 0 0 50 0

MAN-MACHINE INTERFACE (MMI)

I.D.3 Safety
System
Status
Monitoring

100 0 10 0 10 0 80

I.D.4 Control
Room
Design
Standard

100 0 10 0 10 0 80

1.D.5(3,4,5) Control
Room
Design:
Improved
Control
Instrumentation
Research

100 0 10 0 10 0 80

*Percentage of TMI Action Plan items in the HFPP:

• Issue I.A.2.2 scope includes maintenance and technician training, so it is assumed that only 50% of the
costs identified are applicable to the other portions of the HFPP.

• Issue I.A.2.4 is primarily a licensing issue; only 30% actually addresses human factors operating issues.
• Issue I.A.3.4 impacts primarily the licensing of personnel associated with maintenance operations. It is

assumed that only 25% of the scope/costs apply to the HFPP.
• Issue I.B.1.1(1,2,3,4,6) addresses issues classified as maintenance; hence, only 40% is assigned to the

HFPP.
• Issues II.J.3.1/II.J.3.2 are addressed towards improving management oversight during design and

construction and, hence) have no connection with the HFPP.

The combined scope of all the previous human factors safety issues in the TMI Action Plan48 was examined to
see if it gave a comprehensive coverage of the stated goals of the individual HFPP elements. The possibility of
duplication of effort among issues must also be considered.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0048.html
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As a first estimate, it was judged that the previous safety issues do in fact give a sufficient coverage of scope
such that costs will be representative for the Staff and Qualification, Training) Licensing Examination, and Man-
Machine Interface (MMI) program elements. Excessive overlap between issues was not readily apparent.

The Procedures element was covered by only two previous issues. However, its role in further development with
training, and especially advanced control room design (MMI) was recognized. As a first estimate, the values in
Table 4.4 will be used.

The Management and Organization element was judged to be lacking in coverage of scope as represented
by the safety issues. Item II.J.3.1 especially had no input to this program; however, an issue could be drafted
along similar lines to ensure consideration of human factors associated problems in management circles during
stages of design, construction, and rnodification. An approach similar to Item I.A.3.3 which involves NRR human
factors input to OIE inspector training could also be applied to the training of engineers undergoing training to
oversee design and construction. These engineers would then play a strong management role after construction,
as with Issue II.J.3.1. This area has also been recently recognized as one where substantial commitment
and improvement on the part of utilities may be needed. As a result of this, it will be assumed that the costs
identified by Issue II.J.3.1 will also be included here as representative of a similar type of program for increasing
management awareness of human factors requirements in their organizational structure.

Table 4.5 presents estimates of the industry costs to implement the HFPP actions. Table 4.6 presents estimates
of the NRC costs to establish regulatory requirements and to provide for annual review. The annual costs for the
operation and maintenance of each program element was multiplied by 28.3 years, the average remaining plant
life, to determine the lifetime costs.

Implementation of the HFPP elements is expected to result in cost savings due to a reduction in downtime and
increased plant availability. However, the impact on plant availability could be expected to be more difficult to
quantify the further the program moves away from hardware. Hence, while it is recognized that a cost saving will
result from the implementation of the findings in the HFPP, the costs were not calculated.

Value/Impact Assessment

The value/impact ratios for each element and the total plan are presented in Table 4.7. The value/impact
assessment is shown for each of the four approaches used to calculate the risk reduction. As shown in this table,
the element scores range from 1.2 to 96 man-rem/$M. The value/impact assessment for the entire plan was
calculated to be 27 man-rem/$M.

TABLE 4.7: SUMMARY OF RESULTS

HFPP ELEMENT

Staffing
Qualifications

Training Licensing
Examination

Procedures Man-
Machine
Interface

Management
Organization

Total

A- 2.2 4.4 2.2 3.7 3.5 3.0 20

B- 3.1 4.3 2.0 3.2 2.1 5.0 20

C- 1.6 6.5 0.6 3.4 0.67 7.0 20

Public
Risk (104

man-rem)

D- 0.18 8.2 1.3 1.8 2.9 5.3 20

Total Cost Industry &
NRC ($M)

1500 2800 660 1000 690 730 7400

A- 15 16 33 37 51 51 27

B- 21 15 30 32 30 69 27

C- 11 23 9.1 34 9.7 96 27

Assessment
Value/
Impact
(man-reml
$M)

D- 1.2 29 20 18 42 73 27
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Other Considerations

The risk reduction calculation resulting from human error reduction considers only the reduction in human errors
after the assumed initiation of an accident sequence. The PRA analyses on which these calculations are based
do not give credit to a reduction in transient events due to improved operator capability, nor do they give credit
for operator intervention to overcome hardware malfunctions. Further, the existing PRAs on which this analysis
was based, in general, considered only the type of human errors classified as procedural errors. These acts are
also often called the "skill and rule" based actions. Neglected in these PRA analyses are the cognitive acts of the
operator which may be the most crucial. Thus, the contribution to risk reduction resulting from reducing human
error is underestimated. The low value/impact assessments emphasize the necessity of carefully selecting
regulatory requirements which will be most cost effective.

CONCLUSION

Depending upon the relative contribution of the other associated elements, a few of the elements of the HFPP
might result in a medium priority ranking, but the uncertainty associated with the dependency calculations
warrants assigning the major elements a high priority rating. Hence, a high priority ranking was assigned the
HFPP and its major plan elements, except Element 7 which is a licensing issue. However, in June 1986, the
HFPP was reevaluated990and the 34 original issues were reduced to 27 issues, 11 of which were deemed to be
licensing issues. A complete description of all HFPP issues and their priority are discussed further in this section.
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Task HF1: Staffing and Qualifications (Rev. 2)
This task was developed to assure that the number and capabilities of the staff at nuclear power plants are
adequate to provide safe operation. To meet this goal, consideration will be given to: (1) the numbers and
functions of the staff needed to safely perform all required plant operations, maintenance, and technical support
for each operational mode; (2) the minimum qualifications of plant personnel in terms of education, skill,
knowledge, training experience, and fitness for duty; and (3) appropriate limits and conditions for shift work
including overtime, shift duration, and shift rotation.

ITEM HF1.1: SHIFT STAFFING

DESCRIPTION

This issue called for a determination of the minimum appropriate shift crew staffing composition. This
determination was to be made from developed personnel projection and allocation models and from evaluations
of job and task analyses and PRA data. Staffing practices of foreign and domestic utilities were surveyed to
evaluate current practices, regulations, and staffing levels considering such variables as plant size, control room
arrangement and configuration, and plant layout. The issue consists of two parts: (1) the Staffing Rule; and (2)
conforming amendments to Regulatory Guide 1.114995 and SRP11 Section 13.1.2.

The Staffing Rule which is officially known as "Licensed Operator Staffing at Nuclear Power Units" was published
in the Federal Register on July 11, 1983 (48 FR 31611)994 with an effective date of January 1, 1984; this rule is
now included in 10 CFR 50.54. The proposed conforming requirements to Regulatory Guide 1.114995 and SRP11

Section 13.1.2 contain no requirements beyond those included in the Staffing Rule. Implementation of these
requirements will be verified by resident inspectors. No further verification will be necessary upon issuance of the
Regulatory Guide995 and SRP11 changes.

CONCLUSION

In pursuing the resolution of this high priority issue, the staff issued Revision 2 to Regulatory Guide 1.114995

in May 1989. A draft revision to SRP11 Section 13.1.2 was prepared by RES and forwarded to NRR for
publication.1232 Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and new requirements were established.

ITEM HF1.2: ENGINEERING EXPERTISE ON SHIFT

DESCRIPTION

This issue called for a decision on the need for engineering expertise on shift. This decision was to be based
in part on the functions and duties required by using the results of the job/task analysis and evaluating the
STA experience. A policy statement on engineering expertise on shift was to be issued and its effectiveness
evaluated. This issue was identified in Table 7 of the NRC 1985 Annual Report as Item 1.1 of the HFPP but was
made Item HF1.2 in June 1986.990 The final policy statement was approved by the Commission on September
12, 1985 and was published in the Federal Register on October 28, 1985 (50 FR 43621).996

CONCLUSION

This issue has been RESOLVED and no new requirements were established.

ITEM HF1.3: GUIDANCE ON LIMITS AND CONDITIONS OF SHIFT WORK

DESCRIPTION

Experience and research data indicate that shift work and the use of overtime can have an adverse effect upon
operator performance. To determine the appropriate limits and conditions for shift work, activities are planned
to: (1) determine the effects of varying shift duration using nuclear power plant simulators, and (2) survey and
assess the experience of other industries with job requirements similar to the nuclear industry with regard to shift
arrangements and rotation. This effort will allow the NRC to establish trade-offs among factors affecting shift
work and overall safe performance requirements. The results were to be reported as a NUREG document and a
specific research effort was to be undertaken if shift rotation and conditions of overtime were found to be serious
human factors problems.
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CONCLUSION

This issue was resolved with the issuance of Generic Letters 82-12979 and 82-16980 and no new requirements
were established.
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Task HF2: Training (Rev. 2)
In response to Section 306 of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, the Commission published a "Policy
Statement966 on Training and Qualification of Nuclear Power Plant Personnel, March 1985. This Policy
Statement endorsed the INPO Accreditation Program as a means of ensuring that the five essential elements of
performance-based training, as described in the Policy Statement, are met in industry training. The continuation
of this endorsement is based on the suc-cess of industry programs after a 2-year period during which the NRC
will con-tinue to evaluate applicant and licensee implementation of improvement programs. Revisions to SRP11

Section 13.2 will also be prepared.

Two new inspection procedures have been completed and issued for regional use: IP 41701, "Licensed Operator
Training," and IP 41400, "Nonlicensed Staff Training." These procedures emphasize evaluation of licensee staff
performance and exclusively cover training areas subject to INPO accreditation. This task was identified as three
distinct items in Table 7 of the NRC 1985 Annual Report (Items 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3). The following is a discussion
of these three items.

ITEM HF2.1: EVALUATE INDUSTRY TRAINING

DESCRIPTION

The staff published NUREG-1220993 to be used for post-accreditation review of those training programs included
in the Policy Statement.966 While the purpose of these reviews was to evaluate the thoroughness of the INPO
accreditation procedures, the criteria also would enable the staff to conduct independent evaluations of nuclear
utility training programs. In addition to these reviews, the evaluation of industry training included such criteria as
inspection reports, license examination results, event-based reviews, and SALP reports for both accredited and
non-accredited programs.

In the Supplement to NUREG-0933 published in 1986, staff stated that the NRC effort on this item was ongoing
and would be reassessed after the 2-year evaluation period. This item is related to increasing knowledge,
certainty, and understanding of safety issues in order to increase confidence in assessing levels of safety and is,
therefore, considered a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.

ITEM HF2.2: EVALUATE INPO ACCREDITATION

DESCRIPTION

In addition to the evaluation of industry training programs using NUREG-1220,993 NRC observers accompany
INPO evaluation teams during their review of utility training programs to determine whether the INPO teams
conduct a thorough review of training programs using the INPO criteria and objectives for accreditation. The staff
also observes the meetings of the National Nuclear Accrediting Board to determine its effectiveness in making
decisions to accredit industry programs.

In the Supplement to NUREG-0933 published in 1986, staff stated that the NRC effort on this item was ongoing
and would be reassessed after a 2-year period. This item is related to increasing knowledge, certainty, and
understanding of safety issues in order to increase confidence in assessing levels of safety and is, therefore,
considered a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION
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As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.

ITEM HF2.3: REVISE SRP SECTION 13.2

DESCRIPTION

In the Supplement to NUREG-0933 published in 1986, staff stated that the staff would revise SRP11 Section
13.2 to be consistent with the Commission policy to encourage performance-based training in nuclear power
plants. This effort was ongoing and would be reassessed when Items HF2.1 and HF2.2 and final rulemaking for
revisions to operator licensing (10 CFR 55 and conforming amendments) were completed.

CONCLUSION

As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.
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Task HF3: Operator Licensing Examinations (Rev. 2)
One purpose of this task is to ensure that the licensing examination for reactor operators and senior operators is
a valid measure of the operator's knowledge and ability to perform the necessary tasks and functions required to
safely operate and control commercial nuclear power plants. The second purpose is to ensure that examinations
are administered in a consistent manner by the various NRC examiners to enhance reliability and efficiency.
The intent is to perform these modifications to the examination process without unnecessary impact on current
license candidates and training programs. This task was identified as five distinct items in Table 7 of the NRC
1985 Annual Report (Items 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5). The following is a discussion of these five items.

ITEM HF3.1: DEVELOP JOB KNOWLEDGE CATALOG

DESCRIPTION

A catalog of the reactor operator and senior operator tasks and duties and the required knowledge, skills,
and abilities necessary for safe performance will be formulated using available generic job and task analyses.
A computerized bank of examination questions for use in test construction and examination validation will
be developed and updated using this catalog. Additionally, test specifications will be developed for licensing
examinations to provide examination plans which outline the necessary types of knowledge required to
be assessed during examinations. An evaluation of the feasibility of identifying or developing on-the-job
performance measures which can be used in assessing the ability of the examination process to predict operator
performance will be conducted. Long-term examination development/validation strategies will be developed
based upon the results of current examination modifications and content validation.

This item is related to increasing knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety issues in order to increase
confidence in assessing levels of safety and is, therefore, considered a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

This Licensing Issue was resolved with the issuance of a Supplement 1 to the Knowledge and Abilities Catalog
(NUREG-1122)974 in April 1987.

ITEM HF3.2: DEVELOP LICENSE EXAMINATION HANDBOOK

DESCRIPTION

To increase the efficiency, reliability, and validity of the licensing examination process, DHFT will evaluate new
examination procedures. These new procedures will take into consideration the problems and issues associated
with the current examination process from the examiner, candidate, and utility perspectives. The examination
process and practices of similar applicable agencies and organizations will be reviewed. The input from industry
training staff and reactor operators regarding problems or issues underlying the current licensing examinations
will be solicited. The results will be the identification of improvements to optimize the format and procedures
relating to written, oral, and simulator examinations. From this identification activity, standardized examination
practices and guidelines will be developed. The test examiners will also be trained on test development,
administration, and grading techniques to assure consistency and reliability.

This item is related to increasing knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety issues in order to increase
confidence in assessing levels of safety and is, therefore, considered a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

This Licensing Issue was resolved with the issuance of Revision 4 to the Examiners Handbook
(NUREG-1021)962 in May 1987.

ITEM HF3.3: DEVELOP CRITERIA FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT SIMULATORS

DESCRIPTION

The TMI Action Plan identified a need for upgrading of training simulator standards, and for a regulatory guide
giving criteria for acceptability. It also called for a review of simulators to assure their conformance to criteria.
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Work underway under this item will provide methods and criteria for evaluating the adequacy of nuclear power
plant simulators for use in conducting operating examinations under proposed 10 CFR 55.45. The qualifications
required of personnel who perform these evaluations will be identified.

CONCLUSION

This item is covered in TMI Action Plan Item I.A.4.2(4).

ITEM HF3.4: EXAMINATION REQUIREMENTS

DESCRIPTION

This item called for a revision to 10 CFR 55 to reflect changes in operator licensing examinations and the
examination process. A revision to Regulatory Guide 1.149439 is also to be accomplished.

CONCLUSION

This item is covered in TMI Action Plan Item I.A.2.6(1).

ITEM HF3.5: DEVELOP COMPUTERIZED EXAM SYSTEM

DESCRIPTION

As part of the examination process effort relative to Items HF3.1 and HF3.2, this item calls for the staff to
develop a computerized exam system.

This item is related to increasing knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety issues in order to increase
confidence in assessing levels of safety and is, therefore, considered a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

In December 1984, DHFT reported that the Examination Question Bank was fully operational and was available
for routine access by all examiners.997 Thus, this Licensing Issue has been resolved.
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Task HF4: Procedures (Rev. 7)
This task was developed to provide assurance that plant procedures were adequate and could be used
effectively. The objective was to provide procedures that would guide operators in maintaining plants in a
safe state under all operating conditions, including the ability to control upset conditions without first having to
diagnose the specific initiating event. This objective was to be met by: (1) developing guidelines for preparing,
and criteria for evaluating, EOPs, normal operating procedures, and other procedures that affect plant
safety; and (2) upgrading the procedures, training the operators in their use, and implementing the upgraded
procedures. This task was divided into five distinct items as discussed below.

ITEM HF4.1: INSPECTION PROCEDURE FOR UPGRADED EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES

DESCRIPTION

Criteria to evaluate and inspect EOPs by the regions were prepared by NRR and OIE and published as an OIE
Temporary Instruction (TI). Similar criteria and inspection modules were to be developed when the guidelines for
the upgrading of other procedures were completed.

In December 1982, Supplement 1 to NUREG-073798 was issued as Generic Letter 82-33376 with a requirement
for each plant to submit a Procedures Generation Package (PGP) as a part of the effort to upgrade EOPs;
the generic letter also indicated that the NRC would audit upgraded EOPs on a selective basis. In 1984, the
NRC began auditing upgraded EOPs. After conducting several audits, the staff issued Information Notice
No. 86-641210 to advise the industry that there were indications that many licensees were not appropriately
developing and implementing upgraded EOPs. Based on the deficiencies identified in the Information Notice, the
staff concluded that some licensees might not have appropriately developed and implemented upgraded EOPs
in accordance with their PGPs. The staff decided to: (1) continue with its audit program to further determine the
scope and safety significance of the deficiencies identified in the Notice;1210 and (2) conduct inspections at all
plants to evaluate the implementation of licensee commitments to develop and implement upgraded EOPs.

CONCLUSION

This issue was given a high priority ranking and pursued by the staff. In June 1986, the staff prepared TI 2515/79
which contained criteria for inspecting how well licensees were complying with their PGP commitments. In April
1987, the staff issued a supplement to its first Information Notice1210 based on evaluations from 6 additional
plants. In early 1988, the staff suspended its program to evaluate licensees' compliance with programmatic
requirements (i.e., PGPs) and redirected its efforts to focus more on the technical adequacy and useability of the
EOPs. Lessons learned by the staff from its inspection program for EOPs were published in NUREG-1358.1209

TI 2515/92,1209 "Emergency Operating Procedures Team Inspections," contains guidance for conducting these
inspections. Based on the results from this inspection program of 28 plants, NRR was responsible for developing
a program of inspections for the remaining plants. Thus, this issue was RESOLVED and no new requirements
were established.1208

ITEM HF4.2: PROCEDURES GENERATION PACKAGE EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION

DESCRIPTION

To evaluate the effectiveness of the NRC's long-term program for upgrading EOPs, the staff audited the
implementation of PGPs at selected plants. PGPs describe a plant's program for adapting generic technical
guidelines to develop the technical content of plant-specific EOPs and applying human factors principles to
produce EOPs that are useable by operators. Six audits were performed and additional audits were planned
before an assessment of the program was completed.

Based on input from sources including PGP implementation audits, staff PGP reviews, and license examiners,
the staff identified problems that plants were experiencing with implementing their PGPs. To alert the industry
to these problems, the staff issued Information Notice No. 86-64.1210 Progress by the industry in addressing the
problems identified in the Notice were to be monitored by inspections, additional PGP implementation audits,
and through continued dialogue with the industry.
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CONCLUSION

This item was related to increasing the staff's knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety issues in order
to increase its confidence in assessing levels of safety and, therefore, was classified as a Licensing Issue.

As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.

ITEM HF4.3: CRITERIA FOR SAFETY-RELATED OPERATOR ACTIONS

DESCRIPTION

A safety evaluation standard was to be developed to screen licensee proposals to place additional burdens upon
operators. Licensees proposing to resolve severe accident issues or other generic safety issues by adding to
EOPs and training, in lieu of hardware fixes, were expected to utilize the standard to verify that the additional
burdens placed upon operators did not overload the operators, and that the additional operator responsibilities
were adequately covered in procedures and training. This standard was to be applied to any licensee proposing
to add additional operator responsibilities as part of the resolution of a generic safety issue; the staff did not
anticipate that it would be applied retroactively to DBAs or existing EOPs. The standard would not impose
requirements upon plant design or operation directly, but could narrow the range of options available to resolve
other issues. The likely form of the standard was believed to be an SRP11 Section.

CONCLUSION

This item was covered in Issue B-17.

ITEM HF4.4: GUIDELINES FOR UPGRADING OTHER PROCEDURES

DESCRIPTION

On the basis of efforts to evaluate the quality of, and the problems associated with, existing plant procedures,
NRR evaluated the need to develop technical guidance for use by the industry in upgrading normal operating
procedures and abnormal operating procedures (AOPs) similar to what the staff completed for EOPs. The staff
was to perform a regulatory analysis to determine whether regulatory action for other plant procedures was
warranted and, if so, develop formal regulatory requirements.

CONCLUSION

This issue was given a high priority ranking and RESOLVED with no new requirements.1562 The staff prepared
a summary of good practices that licensees could use in performing any voluntary upgrade of procedures.1576 In
an RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded that consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not affect the
resolution.

ITEM HF4.5: APPLICATION OF AUTOMATION AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

DESCRIPTION

The level of automation possible within the nuclear industry spans a range of possibilities from the fully manual,
with locally operated valves, to the fully automated, employing artificial intelligence (AI). The nuclear industry is
basically at the one-switch one-valve end of that range. The reliability of AI for safety-related uses was unproven;
however, evidence from other industries suggested that there can be significant savings in operating costs as
well as an enhancement in safety with increased automation of operator actions. Reducing the menial level
workload of operators could provide better low-level control and fewer operator errors. Such automation can
also free operators to concentrate on the cognitive level of operations. The subject of automation and AI affects
control room design, operating procedures, and other operator aids, staffing, and training. The staff was to
investigate the benefits and hazards of increased automation in the nuclear industry and consider incentives to
encourage the movement toward automation as a means of increasing plant safety.
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CONCLUSION

This item was covered in Item HF5.2.
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Task HF5: Man-Machine Interface (Rev. 4)
The objective of this task was to ensure that the man-machine interface (MMI) is adequate for the safe operation
and maintenance of nuclear power plants. This objective was to be attained by developing: (1) human factors
engineering guidelines for correcting MMI problems; and (2) regulatory guidance for integrating human factors
engineering into new designs and into advanced technological improvements incorporated into existing designs.
This task was also to provide for the preparation of evaluation tools for: (1) the next generation of nuclear
power plants; and (2) expected changes or upgrading to designed plants in the area of data and information
management and improved annunciator systems. These efforts were expected to improve the staff's capability
to evaluate reactor incidents involving MMI errors. This task was identified as four distinct items in Table 7 of the
NRC 1985 Annual Report (Items 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4). The following is a discussion of these four items.

ITEM HF5.1: LOCAL CONTROL STATIONS

DESCRIPTION

Previous regulatory efforts dealing with the MMI were limited to the control room and remote shutdown panel.
It was believed that further guidance regarding local control stations and auxiliary operator interfaces was
necessary as well as additional guidance regarding improvements to existing annunciator systems.

Information was to be developed to determine if guidance on local control station design and auxiliary operator
interfaces with these stations was required. To accomplish this task, job/task analyses of control room crew
activities were to be conducted to identify and describe communication and control links between the control
room and the auxiliary control stations. In addition, the functions of the auxiliary personnel were to be analyzed
from the task analyses to estimate the potential impact of auxiliary personnel job errors on plant safety.

CONCLUSION

The issue was given a high priority ranking and a survey of safety-significant local control stations was
conducted at 4 plants. This survey included remote shutdown panels, local diesel generator panels, and local
ECCS panels. Deficiencies found were poor lighting, poor labeling, obstructed view of instrumentation, and
unavailable communication equipment. The survey was documented in NUREG/CR-3696.11

A preliminary value/impact analysis that considered various combinations of upgrades involving panel re-design
as well as functional centralization was completed and documented in NUREG/CR-5572.1524 However, with the
publication of NUREG-1150,1081 the potential risk reduction was found to be considerably lower than previously
anticipated and work was curtailed. The staff's studies were published in NUREG/CR-6146.1577 Thus, this issue
was RESOLVED and no new requirements were established.1525 In an RES evaluation,1522 it was concluded
that consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not affect the resolution.

ITEM HF5.2: REVIEW CRITERIA FOR HUMAN FACTORS ASPECTS OF ADVANCED CONTROLS AND
INSTRUMENTATION

DESCRIPTION

The existing human engineering guidelines for nuclear power plant control rooms primarily addressed the
control, display, and information concepts and technologies that were being used in process control systems.
While these guidelines were adequate for the existing generation of nuclear power plants, the staff did not
believe that they were sufficient for advanced and developing technologies that could be introduced into existing
and future designs. Improved annunciator systems utilizing advanced technologies were expected to become
available and guidelines for the utilization and evaluation of these longer-term annunciator improvements were to
be developed, based on evaluations of results from advanced concept activities performed by governmental and
commercially-sponsored research activities.

Thus, this issue focused on the potential risk that could result from the human error in the use of control
room annunciators and included consideration of Items HF4.5 (automation and artificial intelligence), HF5.3
(operational aids), and HF5.4 (computers and computer displays). Proposed solutions to this combined issue
were to be changes to the SRP,11 industry guidance such as a Regulatory Guide, and development of the
necessary staff expertise to evaluate proposed designs for the MMI based on advanced technology.
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CONCLUSION

This issue was given a high priority ranking and work was undertaken to determine the potential public risk from
human error in the use of information from control room annunciators and to assess the safety significance of
upgrades identified in studies documented in NUREG/CR-32171522 and NUREG/CR-3987.1523 However, work
on this issue was terminated1526 when the development of review guidance for advanced annunciators was
integrated into an existing RES program to develop an "Advanced Human-Interface Design Review Guideline."
The review guidance was later published in NUREG/CR-6105.1578 In an RES evaluation,1564 it was concluded
that consideration of a 20-year license renewal period did not affect the resolution.

ITEM HF5.3: EVALUATION OF OPERATIONAL AID SYSTEMS

DESCRIPTION

Staff guidance pertinent to MMI involving new control and display techniques were to be prepared to include: (1)
identification of new and developing display and control technologies having a potential application in nuclear
power plant control rooms; (2) development of evaluating methods and design criteria related to visual displays;
and (3) establishment of the criteria needed for regulatory assessment of advanced control room concepts. In
addition, the control and display requirements for crew response needs following a seismic event were to be
identified.

Based on the results of an investigation of means for monitoring and verifying operations, test, and maintenance
activities, the staff was to make determinations concerning: (1) the comparative adequacy of status monitoring
in plants that did not have automatic monitoring systems; (2) the adequacy of operational systems designed to
be in conformance with Regulatory Guide 1.47150; and (3) the development of long-term improvement guidance
addressing the feasibility and value/impact of instrumentation backfits.

CONCLUSION

This issue was covered in Item HF5.2.

ITEM HF5.4: COMPUTERS AND COMPUTER DISPLAYS

DESCRIPTION

A program plan will be developed to evaluate the safety significance and problems relating to the management
of data and information in the nuclear power plant control room during abnormal events. Products may include
the development of guidelines on control room information management during severe transients and accidents.
These guidelines may be in the form of NUREG reports and Regulatory Guides.

CONCLUSION

This issue was covered in Item HF5.2.
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Task HF6: Management and Organization (Rev. 1)
The objective of this effort is to develop tested technology to assess the capability and adequacy of utility
management and organization to provide for safe operation of their nuclear power plants. This objective will
be accomplished by: (1) developing approaches and techniques to determine the relationships between utility
organization and management factors and plant safety; (2) developing and testing reliable, objective evaluation
procedures for assessing the adequacy of organization and management functions; and (3) providing a sound
technical basis for an NRC regulatory position on organization and management at operating nuclear power
plants. This task was identified as three distinct items in Table 7 of the NRC 1985 Annual Report (Items 6.1, 6.2,
and 6.3). The following is a discussion of these items.

ITEM HF6.1: DEVELOP REGULATORY POSITION ON MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION

DESCRIPTION

This issue calls for the staff to: (1) complete an evaluation of existing management and organization assessment
activities such as INPO assistance visits, NRC Performance Assessment Team (PAT) Inspection, and
Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance Program (SALP); (2) develop the technical basis for an NRC
regulatory position on management and organization at operating nuclear power plants; (3) make a decision
on the need for a new regulatory position on management and organization; and (4) develop a new regulatory
position.

CONCLUSION

This item is covered in TMI Action Plan Items I.B.1.1(1,2,3, and 4).

ITEM HF6.2: REGULATORY POSITION ON MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION AT OPERATING
REACTORS

DESCRIPTION

This issue calls for the staff to: (1) develop guidelines which will be used to judge the adequacy of utility
management and organization at nuclear power plants, (2) prepare a workbook to be used during NRC site
visits, (3) revise SRP11 Sections 13.1 and 13.4, and (4) train technical reviewers to effectively use the workbook
and improve interview skills.

CONCLUSION

This item is covered in TMI Action Plan Items I.B.1.1(1,2,3, and 4)
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Task HF7: Human Reliability (Rev. 2)
The primary purposes of this task are to develop a technical support system for NRC reliability evaluations,
especially the PRA programs, and to provide feedback links from operating experience to other elements of the
human factors program. A secondary goal is to develop approaches for employing human error data as baseline
performance measures in man-machine safety system evaluations.

ITEM HF7.1: HUMAN ERROR DATA ACQUISITION

DESCRIPTION

Staff stated in the Supplement to NUREG-0933 published in 1986 that ongoing and planned activities were
designed to provide NRC reliability evaluation programs with methods and techniques for acquiring reliable
human error data from a variety of nuclear power related sources. Significant research involved developing
guidelines for acquiring human error data from expert judgment, training simulators, operating nuclear power
plants using LER data, and from a non-punitive reporting concept.

This item is related to increasing knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety issues in order to increase
confidence in assessing levels of safety and is, therefore, considered a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.

ITEM HF7.2: HUMAN ERROR DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL

DESCRIPTION

Staff stated in the Supplement to NUREG-0933 published in 1986 that activities were designed to provide the
NRC with a human reliability data bank for use in processing human error data for use by reliability evaluation
specialists. Planned activities included developing methods and procedures for computing human error
probability statements from diverse information sources and storing, updating and retrieving human error
probability statements and related information.

This item is related to increasing knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety issues in order to increase
confidence in assessing levels of safety and is, therefore, considered a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.

ITEM HF7.3: RELIABILITY EVALUATION SPECIALIST AIDS

DESCRIPTION

Staff stated in the Supplement to NUREG-0933 published in 1986 that that a comprehensive and accurate
analysis of human behavior sequences leading to recognition, diagnosis and reaction to nuclear power station
normal, transient and emergency events was necessary for risk assessment. Analytic techniques and methods
for portraying adequately the human segments of those events were needed, especially events involving
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redundant or interdependent actions by individuals or groups. Also needed were techniques for analyzing
cognitive and performance shaping factor (e.g., stress, fatigue, attitude) aspects of human behavior. Significant
research activities in this area involved: (1) developing techniques for analyzing safety-related events, especially
those involving redundancy and/or interdependent actions; and (2) investigating the feasibility of objectively
analyzing cognitive and performance shaping aspects of human behavior within the content of NRC reliability
evaluation programs, especially PRAs.

This item is related to increasing knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety issues in order to increase
confidence in assessing levels of safety and is, therefore, considered a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.

ITEM HF7.4: SAFETY EVENT ANALYSIS RESULTS APPLICATION

DESCRIPTION

The PRAs are a potential source of quantitative and qualitative human performance data, both generic and
plant-specific. Staff stated in the Supplement to NUREG-0933 published in 1986 that human reliability research
would be directed toward developing and testing approaches and techniques for systematically using human
performance data from PRAs to: (1) identify generic and plant-specific man-man and man-machine safety
system retrofit requirements, (2) establish objective baseline performance measures for evaluating plant retrofits,
and (3) identify future human reliability/human factors research needs.

This item is related to increasing knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety issues in order to increase
confidence in assessing levels of safety and is, therefore, considered a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.
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Task HF8: Maintenance and Surveillance Program (Rev. 2)
Historical Background

The purpose of the Maintenance and Surveillance Program (MSP) effort is to provide direction for the NRC's
efforts to assure effective nuclear power plant maintenance. The program will be based on the current NRC
regulatory approach to maintenance and an evaluation of the effectiveness of current industry efforts in the
maintenance area.

The NRC's current regulatory approach to nuclear power plant maintenance is concentrated on: (1) QA during
design, construction, and operation for structures, systems and components important to safety (10 CFR 50,
Appendix B); and (2) surveillance requirements to assure that the necessary availability and quality of such
systems and components is maintained (10 CFR 50.36). Despite extensive surveillance testing requirements,
the NRC's rules and regulations provide no clear programmatic treatment of maintenance. NRC additionally
requires reporting of significant events (10 CFR 50.72), including personnel errors and procedural inadequacies
which could prevent fulfillment of safety functions and exceeding of TS limits. The NRC does not stipulate
maintenance requirements for systems which are not safety-related. Many challenges to safety systems
originate from systems/components which are classified as not safety-related. The relationship between non-
safety grade control systems and safety systems is being addressed in USI A-47.

The MSP is intended to integrate the NRC's efforts to assure effective nuclear power plant maintenance and
to do so in a manner that is consistent with and responsive to the Commission's 1984 Policy and Planning
Guidance.745 The program addresses the problems and issues which exist and proposes development of
alternative NRC approaches to regulating nuclear utility maintenance activities consistent with the Policy and
Planning Guidance. The scope of the program includes all aspects of maintenance required to carry out a
systematic maintenance and surveillance program. It includes conventional maintenance and repair plus such
things as surveillance and test activities, equipment isolation, post-maintenance testing, independent verification,
maintenance management, administrative control, personnel selection and training, procedures, and technical
documentation.

Safety Significance

Since the TMI-2 accident in 1979, it has been evident that faulty maintenance practice is a principal contributing
factor to operating abnormalities. Preliminary estimates indicate that, aside from design deficiencies, more
than 35% of the abnormal nuclear power plant occurrences reported to Congress since 1975 may be directly
attributed to maintenance error, with the trend towards a worsening maintenance situation as plants age.740

Reviews of operating experience show a high frequency of degraded system performance due to both the lack
of maintenance (especially preventive maintenance) and improperly performed maintenance, including human
error during repair and surveillance testing.740

Possible Solutions

The proposed solution to this issue is to implement a systematic maintenance program as addressed in the
NRC's preliminary MSP with the following five objectives:

(1) To assure that needed maintenance is being accomplished, especially in counteracting system and
equipment aging effects, by taking appropriate preventive and corrective action to minimize equipment failures.

(2) To reduce failures from improper maintenance to an acceptable level and to assure safety through effective
maintenance management, personnel selection and training, procedures, administrative control, and design for
maintainability.

(3) To assure proper integration of maintenance operations and other organizational interfaces for maintenance
activities which can affect plant safety.

(4) To improve the effectiveness of nuclear power plant maintenance programs in reducing the number of
challenges to safety systems (e.g., reactor scrams).
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(5) To optimize surveillance requirements to assure equipment availability when required without excessive
equipment out-of-service intervals for testing and to eliminate the unnecessary exposure for transient trips due to
excessive test frequencies of logic and initiation systems.

PRIORITY DETERMINATION

Assumptions

The following paragraphs describe the background and approach to quantifying the base and adjusted cases for
this issue. The background description relates to the subjects of aging and maintenance in an overall sense. The
approach makes assumptions based on the background information. The subjects of aging and of overall effect
of maintenance are considered below.

Aging: The effects of system and equipment aging is considered as part of the MSP because adequate
maintenance and surveillance can counteract aging effects. NUREG/CR-249776 (p. 5-4) discusses the variation
of significant precursors with plant age. This can be assumed to reflect general equipment deterioration and
the subsequent impact on plant safety in general. Trends for a number of initiating events or demand failures
were presented for data up through 1979. For PWRs, failure rate trends for long-term core cooling were given as
constant and perhaps increasing. For BWRs, only the ADS demand failure showed an increasing failure trend,
based on a small number of observed events. The emergency power system failure trend was given as constant,
perhaps increasing. The general conclusion was that no clear variation in the number of significant events with
plant age has been demonstrated.

It is further suggested that the operating time on the majority of the plant safety systems is very small. In many
cases, the operating time is only that experienced during testing intervals. While aging effects cannot be ruled
out at this time, the likelihood of their showing any significant role in safety systems is small. As a result, it is
proposed that aging effects, if any, would best be modeled by failure rates increasing in the balance-of-plant.
This would manifest itself as an increase in plant transients requiring shutdown.

Maintenance: A central aspect of the maintenance and surveillance program is the increased efficiency of
maintenance operations and the assumed resultant reduction in errors committed during maintenance. It is
believed that, if an integrated maintenance program were implemented, increases in preventive maintenance
would reduce the need for corrective maintenance during plant operation. The MSP would provide a decrease
in improper maintenance due to better training, procedures, human factors engineering, etc. The maintenance
program is also seen as improving maintenance such that fewer transients will occur because of better
maintained equipment.

In order to evaluate this issue, it is necessary to estimate and bound the likely magnitude of these effects and
the degree to which current maintenance and surveillance approaches can deal with the program. Existing
information is reviewed below.

Utility Maintenance Experience: The idea of this program is to increase the role of preventive maintenance
and thus decrease corrective maintenance required for failures during operation. An examination of current
experience indicates that corrective actions now represent the smaller fraction of recorded maintenance actions.

To characterize existing utility maintenance programs, NUREG/CR-3543741 (p. 20) indicates that between 64%
and 80% of the age-related LER failures examined were detected by routine testing and surveillance performed
in accordance with the plant TS or maintenance program. Detection after failure during plant operation could
then be assumed to occur in 20% to 36% of the failures.

This indicates that the present unsystematic preventive maintenance programs at the majority of nuclear power
plants is still detecting a substantial number of the events related to equipment degradation before actual failure
in operation occurs. The 36% figure could be assumed to bound the category of failures during operation.

This result could also be expected to follow for a large part of the safety-related systems since the operating
time on these systems is only during periodic test. Some examples of exceptions are the AFW systems in some
designs and instrumentation channels for systems such as the reactor protection system and the electrical
power systems.

An examination of transients in an EPRI study307 indicates that almost every transient category can also be
considered as involving equipment failures, although these would be in the BOP. Although one could argue that
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preventive maintenance may not be as strict in this portion of the plant as opposed to safety systems, the utilities
obviously have an economic incentive to maintain this portion of the plant as well. As a result, it is assumed that
BOP failures and hence transients are subject to the same detection percentages mentioned above.

Base Case: The base case is the same as for the original Oconee and Grand Gulf risk assessments with the
following exception. To model the effects of plant aging, it is proposed that the BOP transient frequencies be
increased by 10%. This would reflect increased failures due to plant aging. This 10% value is felt to be an
appropriate "trip level" beyond which the present surveillance programs would detect the increased failures.
Thus T2, T3, and T23 frequencies of 3/RY, 4/RY, and 7/RY, respectively, are increased by 10% for the base case.
The base case parameters are T2 and T3 for Oconee and T23 for Grand Gulf.

The resolution of USI A-47 (which is expected to be resolved prior to this issue) may reduce the base and
adjusted case transient frequencies and also result in a decrease in the predicted reduction in transient
frequency for parameters T2 and T3. However, it is anticipated that the resulting changes will not significantly
impact the results and conclusion contained herein.

Adjusted Case: The adjusted case involves transients affected in the base case by reducing them because
of the implementation of a systematic maintenance program. A comparison of U.S. and Japanese data on
automatic scrams for 1981 and 1982 provide the basis for an adjusted case reduction in frequency of transients.
U.S. data for 1981 and 1982 automatic scrams indicate a frequency of 5.3/RY whereas the comparable
Japanese data indicate a frequency of 0.4/RY. After discussions with PNL researchers in the human factors
maintenance area, it is assumed for this analysis that, if an integrated maintenance program were implemented
in the U.S., the U.S. automatic scram frequency could be reduced to 2/RY. This factor of 2.65 reduction from the
1981 and 1982 U.S. average of 5.3/RY is assumed to be applied to the base case transient frequencies T2 and
T3 for Oconee and T23 for Grand Gulf. Thus, applying the factor of 2.65 related to improved maintenance results
in the adjusted case transient frequencies.

Also, for the adjusted case, it is proposed here that integrated maintenance and avoidance of errors can impact
unscheduled maintenance outages during power operation, reducing the duration (t) and the outage frequency
(f). The model that is used in this analysis to represent maintenance outages is expressed as the following
equation for unavailability Q(TM) of systems due to test and maintenance where H1 and H2 are contributions
from human performance, D1 and D2 are contributions for design, t is expressed in hours/act, and f is expressed
in acts/month.

Q(TM) = [(H1 + D1)t)][(H2 + D2)f/720]

Factors H1 and D1 initially add to one as do factors H2 and D2. The model initially assumes H1 and D1 as 50%
each and H2 and D2 as 25%/75% split, respectively. It is assumed for this analysis that improved maintenance
from an implemented maintenance program results in a 10% improvement in human performance related to
outage duration (t) and a 25% improvement in human performance related to outage frequency (f). Thus, a test
and maintenance term of 0.0021 in the base case become 0.0019 in the adjusted case.

Frequency/Consequence Estimate

This issue affects all 134 BWRs and PWRs operating or under construction. For this analysis, Oconee 3 was
selected as the representative PWR and Grand Gulf 1 was selected as the representative BWR.

The improvement affects all categories of PWR and BWR releases as defined in WASH-1400.16 The total
whole body man-rem dose is obtained by using the CRAC Code64 assuming an average population density of
340 persons per square mile (which is the mean for U.S. domestic sites) from an exclusion area of a half-mile
radius about the reactor out to a 50-mile radius about the reactor. A typical midwest plain meteorology is also
assumed. Based upon these assumptions and the preceding discussions, the base case core-melt frequencies
are 4.95 x 10-5/RY and 3.81 x 10-5/RY for PWRs and BWRs, respectively. With the maintenance improvements
as described, the adjusted case core-melt frequencies become 3.08 x 10-5/RY and 2.08 x 10-5/RY for PWRs and
BWRs, respectively.

The base case and adjusted case core-melt frequencies are distributed over the following release categories:

Base Case (RY)-1 Adjusted Case (RY)-1

PWR-1 = 2.7 x 10-8 PWR-1 = 2.6 x 10-8
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PWR-2 = 3.1 x 10-6 PWR-2 = 1.2 x 10-6

PWR-3 = 2.3 x 10-5 PWR-3 = 1.3 x 10-5

PWR-4 = 5.0 x 10-8 PWR-4 = 1.9 x 10-8

PWR-5 = 3.3 x 10-7 PWR-5 = 2.2 x 10-7

PWR-6 = 3.4 x 10-6 PWR-6 = 3.1 x 10-6

PWR-7 = 2.3 x 10-5 PWR-7 = 1.5 x 10-5

BWR-1 = 1.1 x 10-7 BWR-1 = 8.4 x 10-8

BWR-2 = 3.5 x 10-5 BWR-2 = 1.8 x 10-5

BWR-3 = 1.4 x 10-6 BWR-3 = 1.0 x 10-6

BWR-4 = 1.6 x 10-6 BWR-4 = 1.2 x 10-6

The reduction in core-melt frequency per release category results in a per-plant reduction in public risk of 64
man-rem/RY and 123 man-rem/RY for PWRs and BWRs, respectively. Based upon an average remaining life of
28.8 years for the 90 PWRs and 27.4 years for 44 BWRs, the total best estimate public risk is reduced by 3.1 x
105 man-rem.

Cost Estimate

Industry Cost: The implementation of all tasks, identified in the Draft Maintenance Program Plan,740 involve
principally costs associated with labor. Some of the labor intensive costs for each plant are:

Task 2.2.4 Evaluation of Regulatory Alternative
(Principally the establishment of the
preventive maintenance program
by the licensee)

=10 man-years

Task 2.3 Assess role of Safety System
Monitoring(Principally to code and
label piping, valves, etc.)

=1 man-year

Task 2.5.2 Plant Maintainability (Job
performance aids and task
analysis)

=2 man-years

Task 2.5.3.d Upgrade Maintenance Procedures
(3.5 man-years for rewriting
maintenance procedures and 1.5
man-years for improving document
control)

=5 man-years

Task 2.5.4 Maintenance Personnel
Qualifications and Training
(Qualification and Training
Program)

=1.25 man-years

Equipment and other labor costs are expected to cost $0.2M/plant. Thus, the total industry cost for
implementation is given by:

(134 plants)[(19.25 man-years/plant)($100,000/man-year)] + $0.2M = $280M

Labor and engineering costs are estimated to be 3.7 man-years/RY. In addition, 16 days will be added to
the annual plant outage time to permit additional maintenance. At an estimated cost of $300,000/day for
replacement power costs, the additional maintenance costs will be $4.8M/RY. However, the added maintenance
is expected to reduce the automatic scram frequency by 3.3 events/RY. Based on 1981 data, each scram results
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on the average in a two-day outage time. Hence, about 7 days replacement power costs are saved each plant-
year, or (7 x $300,000) = $2.1M saved per plant-year. Thus, the annual cost for operation and maintenance is
$(4.8 - 2.1)M/RY + (3.7 man-yrs/RY)($0.1M/man-yr) = $3.1M/RY.

Total industry cost for maintenance and operation

=[(90 PWRs)(28.8 years) + (44 BWRs)(27.4 years)]
($3.1M/RY)

=$12,000M

Total industry cost for the implementation and maintenance and operation is $(12,000 + 280)M = $12,280M.

NRC Cost: Estimated NRC costs for implementation are $1.2M and $10,000/RY for operation and maintenance
review. Thus, total NRC costs are estimated to be $1.2M + ($10,000)[(90 x 28.8) + (44 x 27.4)] = $38M.

Value/Impact Assessment

Based on a risk reduction of 3.1 x 105 man-rem, the value/impact score is given by:

Other Considerations

The total industry cost benefit resulting from accident avoidance costs is calculated to be $100M. Occupational
dose calculations predict a total industry implementation dose of 2.7 x 104 man-rem. This dose results principally
from a 1% increase in occupational dose to provide better identification (labels, etc.) for piping, valves, and
other control devices. The operation and maintenance dose is believed to be nil. It is felt that the increase in
preventive maintenance requirements will be more than offset by improved maintenance training, maintainability,
and less frequent unplanned maintenance. Some have estimated as much as a 50% dose reduction to
maintenance personnel.

CONCLUSION

Although the value/impact score was low, the total potential risk reduction justified a high priority ranking. It was
recommended that a value/impact analysis be accomplished before individual requirements were finalized to
ensure that the most cost-beneficial solutions were are implemented. The objective of this issue was to initiate
the NRC's efforts to assure effective nuclear power plant maintenance in accordance with the 1984 Policy and
Planning Guidance which included a description of the problems and issues to be addressed and an evaluation
of the alternative NRC approaches to regulate nuclear utility maintenance activities.

In 1985, a NRC Maintenance and Surveillance Program Plan was developed. Activities included a survey of
ongoing maintenance practices and an evaluation of their effectiveness. These activities were completed in
1986 and documented in NUREG-1212.1013 Subsequently, the Commission approved a Policy Statement1116 in
March 1988 and directed the staff to develop a proposed notice of rulemaking for Commission review in 1988.
Thus, this issue was RESOLVED with the issuance of the Policy Statement and no new requirements were
established.1117
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Section 5. Chernobyl Issues

The staff's assessment of the implications of the Chernobyl accident on the safety regulation of U.S. commercial
nuclear power plants, as reported in NUREG-1251, 1174  led to the conclusion that no immediate changes in
NRC's regulations regarding the design or operation of U.S. commercial reactors were needed. However, further
consideration of certain issues was recommended, most of which were found to be already under consideration
as a part of ongoing NRC work.

This section includes all the work recommended in NUREG-1251 1174  and outlined in the staff's follow-up
program, SECY-89-081. 1175  As noted in NUREG-1251, 1174  the Chernobyl experience will continue to be taken
into account in various areas of reactor safety. The follow-up program was limited to work on those issues whose
relationship to the events at Chernobyl was direct, clear, and substantial, but with reasonable extrapolation
to account for the large differences in specific design and operational features. Other work that was generally
related to severe accidents was to be pursued (or considered for pursuit), in accordance with established
procedures, outside the Chernobyl follow-up program. 1175

The tasks contained in this section follow the numbering sequence of the various chapters in NUREG-1251. 1174 

The issues identified for further pursuit under each task follow the labeling of the follow-up program. 1175
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Task CH1: Administrative Controls and Operational Practices (Rev. 1)
This task, outlined in Chapter 1 of NUREG-1251,1174 called for the staff to review the administrative controls over
plant operations in the U.S. to determine if adequate controls are in place to maintain plant conditions within
the safe operating envelope. This review will include an assessment of procedural adequacy and compliance,
approval of tests, bypassing of safety systems, availability of engineered safety features (ESF), operating staff
attitudes toward safety, management systems, and accident management.

ITEM CH1.1: ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS TO ENSURE THAT PROCEDURES ARE FOLLOWED AND
THAT PROCEDURES ARE ADEQUATE

This item consists of two recommendations that are evaluated separately below.

ITEM CH1.1A: SYMPTOM-BASED EOPs

DESCRIPTION

During the Chernobyl event, serious operational errors aggravated the emergency situation that existed and
were considered to be a major contributor to the disastrous consequences that ensued. Although design and
operational control protections at U.S. reactors provide assurance against the chain of events that occurred
at Chernobyl, the Chernobyl experience suggests that closer attention should be paid to effective emergency
procedures and the ability of operators to use them. Symptom-based EOPs and their full implementation are
a key part of the necessary preparedness for effective management of emergencies. Recent audits by the
NRC have identified deficiencies in the implementation of the new symptom-based EOPs. In addition, NRC
examinations have identified the need for additional training in the use of these EOPs. The staff has undertaken
an accelerated inspection program of EOPs which is aimed at evaluating their technical correctness and their
ability to be physically and correctly carried out. This program consists of a four-team effort encompassing four
units of each of the four reactor vendor types. Possible regulatory action to upgrade this program or possible
further study of any inconclusive results will be considered following staff review of the results of this inspection
program.

Staff stated in the Supplement to NUREG-0933 published in 1989 that this issue was directed toward integration
of Chernobyl lessons into the staff's EOP effort and was expected to increase the staff's knowledge, certainty,
and understanding of safety issues in order to increase its confidence in assessing levels of safety. Therefore, it
was considered to be a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.

ITEM CH1.1B: PROCEDURE VIOLATIONS

DESCRIPTION

Procedure violations at nuclear power plants are committed by licensed and auxiliary operators, plant
technicians, maintenance personnel, and contractors. While the NRC believes that these violations are
infrequent and only rarely occur with the knowledge that they are being committed, the exact nature and extent
of these violations and their consequences are basically unknown. At Chernobyl, serious procedure violations
were a key factor in the cause of the accident. This issue called for the staff to identify procedure violations
committed at nuclear power plants, evaluate their consequences, and, if warranted, recommend options for
regulatory actions to minimize future violations. The staff will focus initially on those procedure violations
associated with reactor scrams or scram signals and will address the following:
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(a) Analyze incident reports and other descriptions of
major events and identify procedure violations that
contributed to initiation of the events or that occurred
during the events.

(b) Conduct a literature search for other sources of
documented procedure violations associated with
reactor scrams or scram signals.

(c) Review the special study AEOD/S801176 for incidences
of procedure violations.

(d) Develop Sequence Coding and Search System
(SCSS) search criteria and review LERs for reports of
procedure violations. The LER search will be limited to
the period 1983 to the present.

(e) Analyze the above data and develop and implement
an approach for their presentation that will provide: (1)
the kinds of procedure violations and the personnel
involved; (2) the frequency of procedure violations
involving reactor scrams; (3) the consequences of
these violations, including challenges to ESF, and
actual or potential releases of radioactive materials;
and (4) the frequency of procedure violations with
significant consequences.

Staff stated in the Supplement to NUREG-0933 published in 1989 that in pursuing this issue, the staff was
expected to increase its knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety issues in order to increase its
confidence in assessing levels of safety. Therefore, the issue was considered to be a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.

ITEM CH1.2: APPROVAL OF TESTS AND OTHER UNUSUAL OPERATIONS

This item consists of two recommendations that are evaluated separately below.

ITEM CH1.2A: TEST, CHANGE, AND EXPERIMENT REVIEW GUIDELINES

DESCRIPTION

Planned tests and experiments not described in licensees' SARs and changes to facilities and procedures
described in these reports are required to be evaluated beforehand by licensees, in accordance with 10 CFR
50.59, to assure their safety and that the NRC is afforded the opportunity to review them where appropriate.
Thousands of these reviews are successfully conducted by licensees each year; however, in some instances,
these reviews have not been adequate. As a result, the NRC was not always afforded the opportunity to review
those tests, experiments, and changes that involved an unreviewed safety question before they were performed.
Without appropriate reviews by licensees and the NRC, tests could be performed without adequate safety
provisions or some safety features could be unacceptably altered, a condition that could remain undetected
for lengthy periods. The Chernobyl accident occurred during a test and the lack of adequate planning review,
preparation, and implementation of the test emphasizes the need for attention to this issue.
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The need for review guidance for tests, changes, and experiments was identified before the Chernobyl accident
and is being addressed by a NUMARC/NSAC Working Group and by the NRC Technical Specifications Branch
in the Technical Specifications Improvement Program (TSIP). Staff stated in the Supplement to NUREG-0933
published in 1989 that the NUMARC/NSAC Working Group would develop draft criteria and guidelines and
provide them to the industry and the NRC for review and comment. When acceptable to the Working Group
and a consensus of the industry agreed, the NRC would review the guidance document which would be made
available to all licensees and might be supplemented if necessary to permit NRC endorsement. The industry and
the NRC would use the guidance in their review of tests, experiments, and changes required by 10 CFR 50.59.
The scope of this issue was limited to coordination to assure appropriate introduction of Chernobyl lessons into
the ongoing program.

In pursuing this issue, the staff was expected to increase its knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety
issues in order to increase its confidence in assessing levels of safety. Therefore, the issue was considered to be
a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

An NRC Working Group consisting of seven members and two ad hoc members was formed in July 1987
to coordinate with NUMARC/NSAC the development of guidance for 10 CFR 50.59 reviews including tests,
experiments, and changes and to recommend an endorsable product to NRC management. Regional
coordinators were named to interact with the Working Group and to assist it in various requests, including
comment requests on NUMARC/NSAC draft documents. Two drafts of the NUMARC/NSAC Working Group "10
CFR 50.59 Guidance Document" were forwarded to the NRC for comment.

As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.

ITEM CH1.2B: NRC TESTING REQUIREMENTS

DESCRIPTION

There is a potential for human error when conducting tests to assess equipment capabilities. This potential
represents a risk to plant safety which can vary in severity depending both on the nature of the tests and the
circumstances associated with them. Tradeoffs between the risks of not testing or of testing at a lesser frequency
and the risks associated with such testing have not always been assessed. The Chernobyl accident occurred
when the unit was used for a test. This issue called for the staff to determine if there are any post-startup
equipment tests whose conduct presents a sufficient potential impact on plant safety to suggest either their
modification, reduced frequency, or elimination.

Staff stated in the Supplement to NUREG-0933 published in 1989 that the staff would review NRC-required
post-initial-startup equipment tests at nuclear power plants to identify those tests where human error could
result in risks to plant safety. For this issue, "risk to plant safety" was defined as a reactor scram or scram signal,
a challenge to ESF, unanticipated releases of radioactive materials, or any other evident unacceptable plant
condition. The staff would quantify the potential risk for such tests and recommend a revised testing requirement
for those with excessive risk. In resolving this issue, the staff will:

(a) Devise search criteria and conduct a search of the
SCSS data bank of LERs to identify reported cases
of human error associated with the conduct of plant
equipment tests. The search will cover the period 1984
to the present.

(b) Screen the LER data collected to identify for further
study those errors that resulted in reactor trips,
challenges to ESF, unanticipated releases of
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radioactivity, or other evident unacceptable plant
conditions. The objective is to order the LERs in terms
of their results and to screen out those human errors,
e.g., failure to conduct a test on time, which have no
immediate consequence potential.

(c) Conduct a literature search for other analyses or
descriptions of human error and resulting non-trivial
consequences associated with plant testing.

(d) Using the above data, prepare a preliminary estimate
of the potential risk to plant safety caused by human
error during equipment testing. This estimate should
support a recommendation to terminate this issue or
to continue with more detailed risk/benefit analyses
that could provide additional scope to the Performance
Evaluation of Technical Specifications (PETS) program
or support revisions to NRC testing policy.

In pursuing this issue, the staff was expected to increase its knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety
issues in order to increase its confidence in assessing levels of safety. Therefore, the issue was considered to be
a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.

ITEM CH1.3: BYPASSING SAFETY SYSTEMS

This item consists of one recommendation that is evaluated below.

ITEM 1.3A: REVISE REGULATORY GUIDE 1.47

DESCRIPTION

The bypassing of safety functions by inadvertently bypassing redundant divisions of safety systems for test or
maintenance purposes should be prevented. Safety system bypass was a key part of the cause of the Chernobyl
accident. This issue called for the staff to recognize the lessons of Chernobyl in ongoing work to revise and
improve Regulatory Guide 1.47.150 Staff stated in the Supplement to NUREG-0933 published in 1989 that
the scope of this issue included improved methods for indication of individual division bypass conditions and
improved administrative controls over individual division bypasses. Completion of this issue would also resolve
TMI Action Plan48 Item I.D.3, "Safety System Status Monitoring." In revising Regulatory Guide 1.47,150 the
staff would: (a) evaluate the implications of bypassing safety systems; (b) recommend improved procedures
and methods to prevent inadvertent bypassing of safety functions during test or maintenance; and (c) prepare
revised Regulatory Guide 1.47 to reflect (a) and (b).

In pursuing this issue, the staff was expected to increase its knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety
issues in order to increase its confidence in assessing levels of safety. Therefore, the issue was considered to be
a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
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impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.

ITEM CH1.4: AVAILABILITY OF ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES

This item consists of three recommendations that are evaluated separately below.

ITEM CH1.4A: ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE AVAILABILITY

DESCRIPTION

ESF equipment needed to mitigate DBAs and transients currently have operability requirements in the TS
to assure their availability for all modes of operation. In some instances, all of this equipment has not been
evaluated in light of the need for its availability for plant shutdown modes. This issue called for the staff to
evaluate and specify operability (availability) requirements for those ESF and support systems needed to
mitigate DBAs and transients.

The issue will be addressed in the TSIP and is part of an overall program to ensure that the Owners' Groups
and individual licensees specify the appropriate plant status modes for ESF equipment. In some of the older TS,
mode requirements for operability may not be specified for other than the power operating mode. In the rewrite
of the "Bases" sections of the TS, the reasons for LCOs will be included. Where the mode is currently absent or
is inappropriately specified, the Bases will be clarified to identify required ESF equipment for each operational
condition. However, ESF-required availability will only be addressed with respect to DBAs and transients and
initial conditions (modes) currently analyzed in FSARs.

Reactor-vendor-based Owners' Groups will be permitted to remove those specifications in current STS that do
not meet Commission criteria for what should be included in the TS. Requirements remaining in the TS will be
rewritten and improved. Each rewritten and improved TS must have a Bases section that not only explains why
a TS is needed, but also explains the plant conditions for which it is needed. This need will be evaluated for all of
the operating modes of the plants.

Licensees will be encouraged to convert to the new STS and conduct similar upgrades for plant-unique
specifications that meet the NRC criteria for the TS. These plant upgrades will be done on a voluntary basis.
Those licensees participating will have appropriate ESF operability requirements specified for plant conditions
where equipment could be needed for accident mitigative purposes. Upgraded plant-unique TS will also be
evaluated. If significant ESF availability disparities are disclosed in this upgrade, they will be recommended for
backfit on non-program participants' TS as the need arises.

In pursuing this issue, the staff is expected to increase its knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety
issues in order to increase its confidence in assessing levels of safety. Therefore, the issue is considered to be a
licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.

ITEM CH1.4B: TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS BASES

DESCRIPTION

Current TS Bases do not always provide a clear and comprehensive discussion linking specific requirements
to the safety analysis assumptions they are derived from. This can result in operators not being as aware as
possible of the safety significance of certain types of TS violations, an issue that may have had a counterpart at
Chernobyl. It can also result in TS changes being proposed without adequate consideration of all the relevant
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safety issues. This issue called for the staff to develop an upgraded set of Bases for the STS to provide a clearer
link between requirements and the safety analysis. The upgraded standard Bases will be made available to
individual licensees for the purpose of adapting them to their plants as part of a voluntary industry-wide program
to improve the TS.

It is planned that a separate set of upgraded standard Bases will be developed for each LWR design.
The upgraded Bases will be developed as part of an ongoing joint NRC/Industry Technical Specifications
Improvement Program (see SECY-86-310) that was initiated prior to the Chernobyl event. This is a program
whereby the industry/utility owners' groups will completely rewrite the STS (including the Bases), making
improvements in both format and content.

Once the new STS are developed, it is expected that most utilities will voluntarily elect to adopt them for their
plants. Any decision to require an individual licensee to convert to the new STS will be made in accordance
with the Backfit Rule (10 CFR 50.109). This issue is limited to the introduction of Chernobyl lessons into the
staff's ongoing work and no separate work beyond that already started under the TSIP is planned. The Bases
rewrite part of the Improvement Program will be comprehensive. A clear one-to-one relationship between TS
requirements and the safety analysis will be documented in a carefully formatted Bases section for each TS.
Separate Bases subsections will be written to address separate parts (i.e., LCOs, Action Statements, and
Surveillance Requirements) of each plant's TS.

In pursuing this issue, the staff is expected to increase its knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety
issues in order to increase its confidence in assessing levels of safety. Therefore, the issue is considered to be a
licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

As reported in the Supplement to NUREG-0933 published in 1989, no incremental work attributable to Chernobyl
lessons would be necessary to complete this issue. The only additional resources necessary would be those
required to report progress against the Chernobyl Follow-up Research Plan and write a closeout report.

As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.

ITEM CH1.4C: LOW POWER AND SHUTDOWN

DESCRIPTION

The Chernobyl event occurred when the unit was in a state of low power. In contrast, most regulatory attention
and virtually all PRAs have focused on a state of full power operation. This issue called for the staff to perform
an analysis of the core damage frequency and risk associated with a plant being in a state of low power or
shutdown. The staff will examine the probabilistic risk from potential accidents initiated during shutdown and low
power conditions at the Surry nuclear power plant.

In pursuing this issue, the staff is expected to increase its knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety
issues in order to increase its confidence in assessing levels of safety. Therefore, the issue is considered to be a
licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

As reported in the Supplement to NUREG-0933 published in 1989, the contract work on this task was being
done as a part of the Accident Sequence Evaluation Program. Potential reactivity accident sequences that could
originate at low or zero power were included in the scope of Item CH2.1A, "Reactivity Transients," the results of
which might provide input to this issue.

As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
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impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.

ITEM CH1.5: OPERATING STAFF ATTITUDES TOWARD SAFETY

DESCRIPTION

A significant aspect of the Chernobyl accident involved operator decisions and actions that reflected an apparent
loss of the sense of vigilance toward safety and ultimately led to operators allowing operations outside the safe
operating envelope. Some potential causes of this unacceptable attitude were: (1) pressure on the operators to
complete a test during the reactor shutdown as the next opportunity would have been more than a year away;
(2) test delay may have aggravated operator impatience and contributed to a "mindset" that led to imprudent
safety actions; (3) operators, being so intent on establishing acceptable power level for the test, may have
ignored the unstable state of the reactor; and (4) a clear failure to appreciate the basic reactor physics of the
RBMK reactor. The accident raised the question whether licensed operators, senior operators, and other staff
at nuclear power plants in the U.S. have and maintain an acceptable level of vigilance toward safety when
operating commercial nuclear power plants.

In pursuing this issue, the staff increased its knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety issues in order to
increase its confidence in assessing levels of safety. Thus, the issue was considered to be a licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

The staff believes that safeguards against unacceptable operator and plant personnel attitudes toward safety
are adequate. This conclusion is based on the significant increase in the quality of training, industry initiatives in
accrediting training programs, and regulatory and industry oversight inspections. Thus, this Licensing Issue has
been resolved.

ITEM CH1.6: MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

This item consists of one recommendation that is evaluated below.

ITEM CH1.6A: ASSESSMENT OF NRC REQUIREMENTS ON MANAGEMENT

DESCRIPTION

Management oversight at all levels must be effective to ensure that tests, maintenance, and operations are
conducted safely and that NRC requirements are enforced. The NRC is developing improved methods of
monitoring licensee management performance to give early warning of management problems and to initiate
enforcement mechanisms. It is also important to ensure that the monitoring and evaluation of management
systems consider management capability to handle emergencies and the immediate effects of an accident.
Issues of importance include management measures to ensure the availability of personnel capable of handling
emergencies, planning for the operation of plant controls and systems with severe core damage, and plant staff
training for operation under severe emergency conditions. At the same time, it is important that NRC-imposed
requirements on management be reasonable and without excessive burdens that could divert from critical
responsibilities. Management failure to recognize and respond appropriately to hazardous conditions was a
major factor in the Chernobyl accident. This issue called for the staff to ensure that NRC research programs
involving the review or evaluation of utility management include the management issues arising from the
Chernobyl event, with particular attention to matters important to safety and to avoidance of excessive burdens
that could divert that attention.

The staff will coordinate activities of the following research programs that focus on the performance of utility
management to ensure that the concerns of this issue are being addressed cohesively: (1) Management/
Organization Influence on Human Error Rates; and (2) Programmatic Performance Indicators. Activities of
any new research programs in this area, e.g., Severe Accident Management, will be coordinated for the same
purpose. The staff will also coordinate the development of the following evaluation techniques:

(a) Management capability to handle severe accidents of the Chernobyl scale; (b) Management measures
requiring the availability of personnel capable of handling emergencies of the type experienced at Chernobyl;
(c) Management programs for training personnel to handle emergencies; and (d) Management plans for the
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operation of plant controls and systems to cope with severe core damage. Coordination will be extended to the
following identified user needs as these needs are translated into research programs: (1) Operator Performance
Under Stress of Emergency Operations; and (2) Severe Accident Management.

In pursuing this issue, the staff is expected to increase its knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety
issues in order to increase its confidence in assessing levels of safety. Therefore, the issue is considered to be a
licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.

ITEM CH1.7: ACCIDENT MANGEMENT

This item consists of one recommendation that is evaluated below.

ITEM CH1.7A: ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT

DESCRIPTION

The consideration of severe accidents in current symptom-based procedures typically does not go beyond
the area of inadequate core cooling. This issue called for the staff to coordinate NRC research activities and
programs dealing with severe accident management to ensure the appropriate incorporation of insights gained
from the Chernobyl event. This may involve the review of severe accident management programs that may be
implemented at existing nuclear power plants. The staff will: (a) assist in scoping the training, organization and
habitability elements of new research programs addressing severe accident management to incorporate the
Chernobyl lessons learned; (b) review ongoing NRC severe accident management programs and recommend
modifications as needed to include the insights gained from the Chernobyl event; and (c) participate in NRC
reviews of individual plant severe accident management programs and determine the extent to which these
programs have taken advantage of the insights gained from the Chernobyl event.

In pursuing this issue, the staff is expected to increase its knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety
issues in order to increase its confidence in assessing levels of safety. Therefore, the issue is considered to be a
licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.
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Task CH2: Design (Rev. 1)
The Chernobyl Unit 4 accident was a prompt critical reactivity excursion that occurred when the operators
reduced power to well below the permissible safe operating level and, at the same time, neglected to follow low
power operating procedures. Unit 4 shared a site with Units 1, 2, and 3 and was contiguous with Unit 3 with
which it also shared some common elements. All three of the other units were exposed to some danger from
the accident. Fires aggravated the accident and complicated its management and consequences. In this task,
outlined in Chapter 2 of NUREG-1251,1174 the staff will compare the design features of U.S. reactors with those
of the Chernobyl 4 reactor in looking for possible regulatory changes implicit in the accident.

ITEM CH2.1: REACTIVITY ACCIDENTS

This item consists of one recommendation that is evaluated below.

ITEM CH2.1A: REACTIVITY TRANSIENTS

DESCRIPTION

In light of Chernobyl, it is necessary to examine some of the multiple-failure reactivity transients using PRA tools
to reconfirm previous judgments. This item called for the staff to perform a study to estimate probability levels
of certain reactivity transients. If any events appear to fall within the probability levels of NRC guidelines and
involve a significant potential for extensive core damage, they might become a basis for changing design or
operational limits. The study will include both probabilistic analyses to estimate the frequency of an event and
deterministic analyses to assess the potential consequences. The events of interest are those in which there is
a relatively large reactivity insertion and/or the response of the shutdown system may be inadequate. Identified
events of interest are:

BWRs

• Multiple rod drop
• Control rod ejection
• Overpressurization with limited relief
• Boron dilution during anticipated transient without scram (ATWS)
• ATWS without recirculation pump trip
• Multiple rod bank withdrawal
• Reactivity events with more than one rod stuck out

PWRs

• Multiple rod blank withdrawal ATWS
• Multiple rod ejection (low power)
• Injection of cold, unborated emergency cooling water
• Injection of cold, unborated water due to SGTR
• Unlimited boron dilution
• Rod withdrawal, heatup or depressurization from low temperature with positive moderator temperature

coefficient
• ATWS with less negative moderator temperature coefficient
• Reactivity events with more than one rod stuck out

In addressing this issue, the staff will focus attention on sequences that might involve a positive void coefficient
or moderator temperature coefficient, that might arise in connection with deliberate bypassing or disabling of any
safety feature, and whose causes include human error (commission, omission, or misjudgment).

The six parts of this issue are as follows:

I. Establishment of Criteria: Criteria will be established
to judge whether a particular sequence needs further
examination by the NRC.
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II. Selection of Events: Sequence of event trees will be
developed for the events identified above and critical
sequence paths will be determined for different modes
of reactor operation in light of positive moderator
temperature coefficient, deliberate bypassing or
disabling of any safety feature and human errors
including commission, omission, and misjudgments.
One typical Westinghouse PWR (Byron) and one
typical BWR (Peach Bottom) were chosen to be
analyzed. If certain sequences in certain events are
important, analyses will be extended to other types of
plants.

III. Probabilistic Quantification of Events: The
accident sequences that emerge from Part II will
be quantified to establish those that meet criteria in
Part I above. The quantification process will involve
a detailed search of various data bases to obtain
failure rates and event probabilities. If the data base
is not available, such as in the case of human errors,
conservative assumptions will be made.

IV. Physical Assessment of Events: For each sequence
of events for which the frequency of occurrence is
either unknown or expected to be significant according
to the criteria of Part I, a deterministic analysis will be
made. Key parameters will be determined and their
limiting values quantified. The quantification will be
done primarily by using results of analyses which have
already been performed for other purposes.

V. Preparation of Report: A draft report will be prepared
integrating the above described tasks.

VI. Final Report: A final report will be prepared after
comments.

CONCLUSION

As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.

ITEM CH2.2: ACCIDENTS AT LOW POWER AND AT ZERO POWER

DESCRIPTION

One of the unique aspects of the Chernobyl accident is that it occurred at relatively low power (<7%). This has
caused some concern because low power operation is generally considered to be a safer condition than high
or full power operation. The principal effect of low power on the Chernobyl accident was related to nuclear/
thermohydraulic stability and reactivity insertion. These effects were addressed in Item CH2.1. Another important
aspect of low power or zero power operation is the availability of safety systems. Items CH1.3 and CH1.4
specifically address the subjects of bypassing and availability of safety systems. Different safety systems may
be used to provide protection for low power and shutdown (zero power) events than are used for high power
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events. TS prescribe the conditions for bypassing and activating the various systems and their completeness is
also addressed in Items CH1.3 and CH1.4.

In pursuing this issue, the staff is expected to increase its knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety
issues in order to increase its confidence in assessing levels of safety. Therefore, this issue is considered to be a
licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

Accident initiators at low power are covered in Item CH1.4 which is to be coordinated with the Severe Accident
Program. The results of Item CH1.4 will be made available to the industry to help develop TS improvements if
necessary.

ITEM CH2.3: MULTIPLE-UNIT PROTECTION

The radioactive gas and smoke released during the accident at Chernobyl Unit 4 spread to the other three
operating units at the site. The airborne radioactive material was transported to the other units through a shared
ventilation system as well as by way of general atmospheric dispersion paths. This raises the question of how
accidents at one unit of a multi-unit site affect the remaining units and additional questions of how these effects
may be compounded when structures, systems, and components are shared between units. This item consists
of four recommendations that are evaluated separately below.

ITEM CH2.3A: CONTROL ROOM HABITABILITY

DESCRIPTION

The objective of this issue is to estimate what effects an accident at one unit of a multi-unit site could have
upon the ability of site personnel to maintain the remaining units in a safe condition, to identify potential new
requirements that would decrease those effects, and to assess the safety advantages of such requirements in
relation to the disadvantages of their imposition. Although identified as a multi-unit issue, the staff's work should
include site emergencies such as fires and other potential causes of widespread damage that might not be
directly related to a particular unit. By including control room habitability challenges not initiated by a reactor
accident, single unit sites would also be included.

In pursuing this issue, the staff is expected to increase its knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety
issues in order to increase its confidence in assessing levels of safety. Therefore, this issue is considered to be a
licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

All efforts to address this issue are included in the plans for the resolution of Issue 83, "Control Room
Habitability." Included in these plans is a survey of a sample of U.S. control rooms at diverse plants and sites
and an assessment of the capabilities of these control rooms and their habitability systems to meet GDC 5 and
19. In the event of deficiencies in the assessed capabilities, the costs and benefits of backfits needed to achieve
those capabilities are to be assessed and, where justified, requirements specified.

ITEM CH2.3B: CONTAMINATION OUTSIDE CONTROL ROOM

DESCRIPTION

The objective of this issue is to identify all plant areas to which human access would be necessary to either
manage an accident at an affected unit or to maintain other units at a multi-unit site, to assess the dose
consequences to personnel performing needed tasks within those areas, and to identify any potential measures
for further reducing those consequences which could be justified by virtue of improved risk.

The necessary information to perform the work required by this issue includes identification of risk-dominant
accidents and their corresponding accident management plans. For the identified accidents and the associated
plant areas to which access is needed, generic estimates of contamination of those areas, in combination with
generic measures of radiation shine from adjacent equipment and from other units, need to be developed.

The identification of plant areas to which access is required occurred during resolution of TMI Action Plan48

Item II.B.2. It will be confirmed that these plant identifications are consistent with the accident management
considerations being proposed in conjunction with the IPE. This work is incorporated in existing efforts in
accident management research.
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In pursuing this issue, the staff is expected to increase its knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety
issues in order to increase its confidence in assessing levels of safety. Therefore, this issue is considered to be a
licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

This item consisted of review and coordination to assure that Chernobyl lessons were taken into account in
the Accident Management Research Plan. The results of this issue would constitute an input to the Accident
Management Research efforts.

As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.

ITEM CH2.3C: SMOKE CONTROL

DESCRIPTION

This issue called for the staff to assess the risk significance of smoke propagation from one unit to an adjacent
unit and to address the question of whether additional protection/requirements should be developed. The staff
will use fire risk assessments from four LWRs to assess the risk significance of smoke propagation. Based upon
the results, the need for further work will be determined. This issue could affect existing and future plants.

In pursuing this issue, the staff is expected to increase its knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety
issues in order to increase its confidence in assessing levels of safety. Therefore, this issue is considered to be a
licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.

ITEM CH2.3D: SHARED SHUTDOWN SYSTEMS

DESCRIPTION

This issue called for the staff to determine whether sharing of systems required for safe shutdown among units at
a multi-unit site should be prohibited and, if not, to what restrictions such sharing should be subjected. The staff
is to determine requirements for shared systems and prepare guidance on the use of shared systems as part of
the severe accident policy implementation. It is anticipated that only future plants will be affected by this issue.

In pursuing this issue, the staff is expected to increase its knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety
issues in order to increase its confidence in assessing levels of safety. Therefore, this issue is considered to be a
licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
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processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.

ITEM CH2.4: FIRE PROTECTION

This item consists of one recommendation that is evaluated below.

ITEM CH2.4A: FIREFIGHTING WITH RADIATION PRESENT

DESCRIPTION

This issue called for the staff to determine: (1) whether there is a significant risk that radiation released during
a fire or from the initiating event could limit firefighting capability; and (2) what additional measures, if any, such
risk might necessitate. The staff will use existing representative fire risk studies from four LWRs to estimate risk.
This issue could affect existing and future plants.

In pursuing this issue, the staff is expected to increase its knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety
issues in order to increase its confidence in assessing levels of safety. Therefore, this issue is considered to be a
licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.
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Task CH3: Containment (Rev. 1)
The Chernobyl accident, with its absence of effective containment, has focused attention on the strengths
and performance limits of the substantial containments for U.S. LWRs. It has led to added recognition of the
significance of ongoing work on the issue of whether U.S. containments that were built using criteria based
on DBAs have adequate margins available to prevent the release of large quantities of fission products during
severe accidents. Challenges include phenomena such as increased pressures from an uncontrolled hydrogen
combustion or release of large quantities of noncondensible gases from core-concrete interactions. Venting the
containment in case of certain severe accidents could be an effective way to preserve the long-term containment
functional integrity and reduce the uncontrolled release of radioactive material. This task, outlined in Chapter
3 of NUREG-1251,1174 summarizes the activities already in place in the areas of containment integrity and
containment venting.

ITEM CH3.1: CONTAINMENT PERFORMANCE DURING SEVERE ACCIDENTS

This item consists of one recommendation that is evaluated below.

ITEM CH3.1A: CONTAINMENT PERFORMANCE

DESCRIPTION

This issue called for the staff to determine whether the Chernobyl containment failure indicates that changes in
U.S. containment or reactor design and operation requirements are warranted. In addressing this issue, the staff
is expected to reflect Chernobyl experience, where relevant, in containment reviews under the Commission's
Severe Accident Policy.

An existing set of tasks relating to adequate containment performance was underway in the U.S. before the
Chernobyl accident. These tasks (IPE, the development of accident management strategies, containment
performance, and NUREG-1150)1081 are related to determining whether the existing design and operation of
U.S. commercial reactors provide an adequate level of safety or whether changes in regulatory guidance are
required. The Chernobyl accident adds to the information base only indirectly because of differences in reactor
types and containment (or confinement) approaches.

In pursuing this issue, the staff is expected to increase its knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety
issues in order to increase its confidence in assessing levels of safety. Therefore, the issue considered is to be a
licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

Efforts to address this issue were underway, as noted in SECY-87-297. No separate projects or assessments
were envisaged.

As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.

ITEM CH3.2: FILTERED VENTING

This item consists of one recommendation that is evaluated below.

ITEM CH3:2A: FILTERED VENTING

The issue called for the staff to determine whether U.S. containments should be backfitted with filtered
vents to mitigate the consequences of severe accidents as is being proposed and implemented in Europe.
The Chernobyl accident heightened interest in this issue, though the issue itself has no specific Chernobyl
counterpart. The purpose of this issue is to develop information to be used in assessing filtered vents proposed
for U.S. reactors and to advise the Commission on whether such systems should be required for specific
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categories of U.S. reactors. The staff will assess the filtered venting technology emerging from European
research and applications for potential U.S. reactor severe accident improvements. This work is a non-
distinguishable part of the development of accident management strategies and containment performance
assessments.

In pursuing this issue, the staff is expected to increase its knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety
issues in order to increase its confidence in assessing levels of safety. Therefore, the issue considered is to be a
licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

As reported in the Supplement to NUREG-0933 published in 1989, venting was being studied by INEL under
staff contracts. This study required an assessment of European research and applications and keeping abreast
of relevant literature and participation in international evaluation activities. One such activity was the Nuclear
Energy Senior Group of Experts on Severe Accidents meeting on Filtered Containment Venting Systems held
in May 1988 in Paris and the preparation of a "white paper" on the technology and related issues. No separate
projects or assessments arising from Chernobyl were envisaged.

As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.
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Task CH4: Emergency Planning (Rev. 1)
A number of facts about the Chernobyl accident have some bearing on emergency planning and preparedness
around U.S. commercial nuclear power plants. This task, outlined in Chapter 4 of NUREG-1251,1174 called for
the staff to examine the implications of the accident and the Soviet response for four aspects of U.S. emergency
planning: (1) size of the emergency planning zone (EPZ); (2) medical services; (3) ingestion pathway measures;
and (4) decontamination and relocation.

ITEM CH4.1: SIZE OF THE EMERGENCY PLANNING ZONES

DESCRIPTION

The Chernobyl accident focused attention on the adequacy of the size of EPZs around U.S. commercial nuclear
power plants. The Soviets evacuated a total of about 135,000 people as well as considerable farm livestock from
Pripyat, Chernobyl, and other towns and villages within 18 miles of the Chernobyl power plant. This evacuation
appears to have taken place in several stages, beginning for the approximately 45,000 residents of Pripyat
about 36 hours after the initial release and extending over several days to a week. The whole-body radiation
dose to the majority of individuals did not exceed 25 rem, although about 24,000 persons in the most severely
contaminated areas are estimated to have been exposed to whole-body doses in the range of 35 to 55 rem.
The population of Pripyat was initially sheltered as a protective measure and then evacuated when radiation
readings increased. In addition to radiation considerations, logistics and contamination control influenced the
timing of the evacuation. Despite an apparent lack of site-specific planning, the Soviets mounted a large and
generally effective ad hoc response making use of some aspects of civil defense planning. The high initial
plume contributed to relatively low initial dose rates in the immediate vicinity. In addition, efforts by the Soviets to
prevent rainfall in the immediate vicinity (by cloud seeding other areas) and the spraying of a chemical polymer
on evacuation routes to minimize resuspension of deposited activity were also beneficial. The Soviets took
ingestion pathway protective measures within the 18-mile zone and well beyond. Ingestion pathway protective
measures were also taken in several Soviet bloc countries, in Scandinavia, and in Eastern and Western Europe.

In pursuing this issue, the staff is expected to increase its knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety
issues in order to increase its confidence in assessing levels of safety. Therefore, this issue is considered to be a
licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

The Chernobyl accident and the Soviet response did not reveal any apparent deficiency in U.S. plans and
preparedness, including the 10-mile plume exposure pathway EPZ size and and the 50-mile ingestion exposure
pathway EPZ size. These zones provide an adequate basis to plan and carry out the full range of protective
actions for the population within these zones as well as beyond them, if the need should arise. Any changes in
EPZ sizes should be based on revised insights coming from current U.S. research on severe accident releases.
No recommendation resulted from this item which was dropped from further consideration.

ITEM CH4.2: MEDICAL SERVICES

DESCRIPTION

At Chernobyl, KI was distributed to school children within about 6 hours of the accident and to the entire
population of Pripyat the morning of the following day; ultimately, it was given to the population in the 18-mile
zone and other areas. The Soviets reported no serious adverse reactions to KI. Polish authorities also distributed
KI to the population in parts of eastern Poland. This issue called for the staff to review the adequacy of the U.S.
Government's policy on KI and the adequacy of medical services around U.S. nuclear power plants.

In pursuing this issue, the staff is expected to increase its knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety
issues in order to increase its confidence in assessing levels of safety. Therefore, this issue is considered to be a
licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

The apparently successful use of KI by the Soviets did not alter the validity of U.S. Government policy that pre-
distributing or stockpiling KI for use by the general public should not be required; rather, this decision should be
made by individual States and by local authorities. Further, the staff concluded that the present arrangements
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and future plans for medical services around U.S. commercial nuclear power plants are adequate. The national
capability is both substantial and growing. Also, the international offers of medical support to the Soviet Union
following the Chernobyl accident demonstrate that the U.S. regional and national medical response can be
augmented, if necessary by a response from the international medical community. No recommendation resulted
from this item which was dropped from further consideration.

ITEM CH4.3: INGESTION PATHWAY MEASURES

This item consists of one recommendation that is evaluated below.

ITEM CH4.3A: INGESTION PATHWAY PROTECTIVE MEASURES

DESCRIPTION

After the Chernobyl accident, human and animal food chains in the Soviet Union and other European countries
were contaminated to varying degrees. The Soviet and other affected governmental authorities took measures,
both short-term and long-term, to protect the public from receiving unacceptably high levels of radiation through
consumption of contaminated food. The contamination level findings and the experience with the Soviet and
other European control measures could provide important extensions of the data base for planning of protective
measures in the U.S. This issue called for the staff to participate with FEMA and other Federal and appropriate
international agencies in planning and eventual execution of efforts to obtain available information on the Soviet
and other European post-Chernobyl ingestion pathway contamination and control measures experience and
analyze that information in relation to U.S. understanding of the issue.

The work is expected to be done primarily under FEMA's coordination together with other appropriate Federal
agencies, such as FDA and EPA, and international agencies such as IAEA. The NRC will participate in this
work to assure adequate representation of NRC's interest in the effort and to obtain the information needed
for NRC's purposes. The information to be sought is expected to encompass contamination level findings for
various human and animal foodstuffs, as well as water bodies, including variation with time and place, and the
nature, timing, effectiveness, and problems of various protective measures taken by the affected countries.
Future analyses are expected to relate findings to U.S. source term research results. The work of CY 1988 is
expected to be devoted primarily to establishment of interagency and international contracts and arrangements
and development of a research plan, in cooperation with FEMA and other agencies. The plan is expected to
encompass both near-term work, focusing on the short-term experience, and long-term plans for a number of
future years, for lessons of the long-term experience.

In pursuing this issue, the staff is expected to increase its knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety
issues in order to increase its confidence in assessing levels of safety. Therefore, this issue is considered to be a
licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.

ITEM CH4.4: DECONTAMINATION AND RELOCATION

This item consists of two recommendations that are evaluated separately below.

ITEM CH4.4A: DECONTAMINATION

DESCRIPTION

The practicality and effectiveness of measures to decontaminate structures, land, etc. after a major accident can
be a significant factor in evaluation of accident consequences as well as in formulation of plans and approaches
for post-accident decontamination. The experience with post-Chernobyl decontamination in the Soviet Union
could provide important extensions of the data base. This issue called for the staff to participate with FEMA
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and other Federal and international agencies in planning and eventual execution of efforts to obtain available
information on the Soviet post-Chernobyl decontamination experience and analyze that information in relation to
U.S. understanding of the issue.

The work is expected to be done primarily under FEMA's coordination, together with other appropriate federal
agencies such as EPA and FDA and international agencies such as IAEA. The NRC will participate in this
work to assure adequate representation of NRC's interest in the effort and to obtain the information needed for
NRC's purposes. The information to be sought is expected to encompass methods, timing, and effectiveness of
decontamination of various areas and objects. Future analyses are expected to relate findings to U.S. source
term research results. The work in CY 1988 is expected to be devoted primarily to establishment of interagency
and international contacts and arrangements and development of a research plan, in cooperation with FEMA
and other agencies, in connection with acquisition and analysis of Soviet information that may become available
over the next several years.

In pursuing this issue, the staff is expected to increase its knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety
issues in order to increase its confidence in assessing levels of safety. Therefore, this issue is considered to be a
licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.

ITEM CH4.4B: RELOCATION

DESCRIPTION

Notwithstanding cultural and socioeconomic differences, the Soviet experience in connection with post-accident
evacuation and relocation of the population of contaminated towns and villages near the Chernobyl reactor may
well offer valuable lessons for U.S. emergency planning. This issue called for the staff to participate, with FEMA
and other appropriate Federal and international agencies, in developing plans and arrangements for learning
about and from the Soviet post-Chernobyl relocation experience.

Plans and interagency and international arrangements will be developed, under FEMA coordination, together
with other Federal agencies and international bodies such as IAEA. Logistical, socioeconomic, health, and
psychological considerations are expected to be included in the information to be sought.

In pursuing this issue, the staff is expected to increase its knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety
issues in order to increase its confidence in assessing levels of safety. Therefore, this issue is considered to be a
licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.

REFERENCES
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Nuclear Power Plants in the United States," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, (Vols. I and
II) April 1989.
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1858. Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
November 17, 2009.

1967. SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities Related to Generic Issues Program," July 26, 2011.
[ML111590814]
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Task CH5: Severe Accident Phenomena (Rev. 1)
The highly energetic reactivity excursion accident at Chernobyl mechanically disrupted the core, rapidly
vaporized the water coolant with which the fragmented fuel came into contact, and generated combustible
hydrogen by chemical reaction of core materials (notably zirconium) and water at the high temperatures reached
in the accident. Because of basic design differences between the RBMK reactor of Chernobyl and U.S. LWRs,
the specific accident mechanisms involved at Chernobyl have no exact parallel in U.S. reactors. However,
this task, outlined in Chapter 5 of NUREG-1252,1174 called for the staff to assess Chernobyl phenomena
for analogous implications of radionuclide releases, steam explosions, and combustible gas generation and
deflagration control in U.S. reactors.

ITEM CH5.1: SOURCE TERM

This item consists of two recommendations that are evaluated separately below.

ITEM CH5.1A: MECHANICAL DISPERSAL IN FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE

DESCRIPTION

The initial release of fission products that occurred at Chernobyl was the result of mechanical dispersion. Such
a mechanism is possible in LWRs within the containment during energetic events such as high pressure melt
ejection, steam explosions, and hydrogen combustion. Although such events are being studied with regard
to their likelihood of occurrence and their consequences, associated mechanical releases of fission products
have not been quantified in current source term models and the study of such releases has only just begun to
receive attention. Because some of these phenomena appear to have played a dominant role in the releases
at Chernobyl, it is important to understand these phenomena more completely. This issue called for the staff
to introduce the Chernoby lessons into ongoing work to improve the understanding of mechanical dispersal
phenomena and to improve the modeling in NRC source term assessment codes.

Current research on mechanical dispersion is being performed in three specific areas: direct containment
heating (or high pressure melt ejection), steam explosions, and hydrogen combustion. For direct containment
heating, the scope of current research is to develop a capability to analyze the consequences of this
phenomenon. This can be accomplished by generating an experimental data base and, by developing an
analytical model based on this data base which will be subsequently incorporated in an integrated code
for containment analyses. In the area of hydrogen combustion, present work includes a scoping study on
mechanisms of aerosol re-suspension and volatilization during hydrogen combustions. Specifically, experiments
are being conducted to investigate the re-suspension of aerosols (radioactive or otherwise) that have been
previously deposited on containment surfaces, by mechanical or thermal processes during the occurrence of
hydrogen combustion, and to investigate the volatilization and expulsion of airborne aerosols in the containment
by similar processes. The new information will subsequently be incorporated into the lumped parameter code
HECTR and the finite difference code HMS-BURN for consequence analyses.

In pursuing this issue, the staff is expected to increase its knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety
issues in order to increase its confidence in assessing levels of safety. Therefore, this issue is considered to be a
licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.

ITEM CH5.1B: STRIPPING IN FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE

DESCRIPTION
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The late enhanced release of fission products during the Chernobyl accident may be attributable to the
chemical and/or thermal stripping of UO2 fuel. Such mechanisms have been observed in in-pile and out-of-pile
experiments when UO2 fuel rods were exposed to steam or high temperatures and other severe degraded core
conditions. During the process of thermal stripping, for example, fission products were released in proportion to
the amount of UO2 vaporized. The rate of fission product release is thus controlled by UO2 vaporization.

Fission product release by chemical and thermal stripping mechanisms is not modeled in current severe
accident source term codes. The Chernobyl accident has demonstrated that such mechanisms can be
important in fission product release under some conditions. This issue called for the staff to introduce Chernobyl
lessons into the continuing research on chemical and thermal stripping and to obtain sufficient data for model
development and assessment.

The scope of present research on UO2 stripping is to complete ongoing experiments investigating thermal
stripping mechanisms, to collect and review experimental data on chemical stripping mechanisms from Severe
Fuel Damage Program participants, and to apply both the thermal stripping and chemical stripping data to
improve present fission product release codes. For chemical stripping, the present experimental program may
have to be expanded to study UO2 stripping by air oxidation. This recommendation involves coordination to
assure that the ongoing work adequately reflects the Chernobyl lessons.

In pursuing this issue, the staff is expected to increase its knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety
issues in order to increase its confidence in assessing levels of safety. Therefore, this issue is considered to be a
licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.

ITEM CH5.2: STEAM EXPLOSIONS

This item consists of one recommendation that is evaluated below.

ITEM CH5.2A: STEAM EXPLOSIONS

DESCRIPTION

No specific research is currently underway or planned on reactivity insertion accident (RIA) prompt-burst steam
explosions with fuel-vapor-driven fragmentation and mixing of the molten fuel and water that are relevant to the
Chernobyl accident. Such work is currently not believed to be necessary, subject to confirmation in the light of
results of the Chernobyl follow-up reactivity transient study (Item 2.1A).

The vapor-driven fragmentation and mixing of the interspersed fuel and coolant in prompt-burst power
excursions in the Chernobyl accident has been strongly contrasted in the past to the pouring mode of contact
found in the slow meltdown situations relevant to current U.S. commercial reactors. Hence the Chernobyl
accident has little relevance to the staff's current treatment of steam explosions and alpha-mode containment
failure. This issue called for the staff to characterize RIA steam explosions.

Current steam explosion research consists primarily of developing and assessing the semi-mechanistic
Integrated Fuel Coolant Interaction (IFCI) computer model, which includes hydrogen generation, for integration
into an in-vessel melt progression code. IFCI provides a mechanistic treatment of both the pre-explosion mixing
phase and the explosion phase (if conditions permit), but IFCI does require a parametric input trigger for the
explosion. Work is also continuing on using existing experimental data for modeling the non-explosive mixing
phase of the interaction.

If further work for U.S. reactors on RIA steam explosions is found to be needed, this would be performed as
part of an overall investigation of RIAs and it is in this context that the specific work scope would be planned.
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Currently work is underway to assess the effect of in-vessel steam explosions on in-vessel core melt progression
in light-water reactor accidents.

In pursuing this issue, the staff is expected to increase its knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety
issues in order to increase its confidence in assessing levels of safety. Therefore, this issue is considered to be a
licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

As a part of the improvements to NUREG-0933, the NRC staff clarified in SECY-11-0101, "Summary of Activities
Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 26, 2011,1967 that the Generic Issues Program will not pursue
any further actions toward resolution of licensing and regulatory impact issues. Because licensing and regulatory
impact issues are not safety issues by the classification guidance in the legacy Generic Issues Program, these
issues do not meet at least one of the Generic Issues Program screening criteria and do not warrant further
processing in accordance with Management Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," dated November 17,
2009.1858 Therefore, this issue will not be pursued any further in the Generic Issues Program.

ITEM CH5.3: COMBUSTIBLE GAS

DESCRIPTION

The Soviet RBMK design utilizes large amounts of zirconium and graphite in the reactor core, both of which may
oxidize under certain conditions resulting in the generation of large quantities of combustible gases, principally
hydrogen and carbon monoxide. The generation of large quantities of combustible gases was not apparently
considered as part of the Soviet containment design. The Chernobyl accident produced reactor core conditions
that may have led to the generation of large quantities of combustible gases which, in turn, may have influenced
the evolution and consequences of the accident.

The need to deal with the generation of combustible gas, principally hydrogen, as a consequence of reactor
accidents has been recognized in the U.S. since the early days of LWRs. The burning and/or detonation of
combustible gases are of concern in reactor safety for several reasons. First, a large enough energy release
might threaten the integrity of the containment. Second, even if the containment survived, important safety
equipment might be irreparably damaged, thus increasing the severity of the accident. Furthermore, since
significant amounts of hydrogen can be generated early in the evolution of a severe reactor accident (i.e., before
the reactor vessel fails), combustion can result in containment failure before expulsion of the molten core,
leading to the largest radioactivity releases to the environs.

CONCLUSION

In summary, although the conditions that existed during the Chernobyl accident may have caused large amounts
of combustible gases to generate, it cannot be concluded from the available data that these gases were
generated by some new or different mechanisms or produced consequences not previously investigated as part
of severe-accident analyses for U.S. reactors. It is difficult to apply observations from the Chernobyl accident
to U.S. plants because of significant design differences between the RBMK and nuclear power reactors in
the United States; furthermore, the NRC staff still lacks detailed accident data. Considering the preliminary
evaluation, it does not appear that any additional work is warranted solely on the basis of the Chernobyl
event. The staff concludes that its current and proposed research program on combustible gas phenomena in
conjunction with the study of severe accidents would be adequate for addressing this issue in U.S. reactors.
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Task CH6: Graphite-Moderated Reactors
The Fort St. Vrain HTGR and DOE's N-reactor at the Hanford Reservation in Washington State are the only
graphite-moderated power reactors operating in the U.S. This task, outlined in Chapter 6 of NUREG-1251,1174

called for the staff to assess the HTGR concept (with emphasis on Fort St. Vrain) against the issues raised by
the Chernobyl accident: operations, design, containment, emergency planning, and severe accident phenomena.
Because the N-reactor is not licensed by the NRC and is under the authority of DOE, the implications of the
Chernobyl accident for the N-reactor are to be assessed separately by DOE and others.

ITEM CH6.1: GRAPHITE-MODERATED REACTORS

This item consists of two recommendations that are evaluated separately below.

ITEM CH6.1A: THE FORT ST. VRAIN REACTOR AND THE MODULAR HTGR

DESCRIPTION

At Fort St. Vrain, a helium coolant is used that is pressurized to 700 psi and flows downward through 1/2-
inch diameter holes in a fully ceramic (graphite) core. The reactor core and the entire primary coolant system,
including steam generators and helium circulators, are enclosed in a pre-stressed concrete reactor vessel that,
through use of inner and outer penetration seals and in conjunction with a filtered and vented confinement
building, satisfies the NRC's general design criteria for reactor containment.

The MHTGR concept will use a fuel and reactor design that is derived from the Fort St. Vrain reactor. However,
the reactor will be contained in a steel pressure vessel and the helium circulator and steam generator in a
connected second steel vessel rather than full enclosure of the primary system in a single pre-stressed concrete
reactor vessel. Its safety approach is based on an inherent negative power coefficient and selection of the
reactor power density and vessel size such that decay heat can be removed passively from the exterior wall of
the vessel during postulated accidents. Decay heat would be removed by natural convection airflows that are
adequate to preclude fission product release from the fuel or unacceptable damage to the reactor vessel or to
other vital reactor systems. The reference MHTGR plant would consist of four such modules and would produce
a total of 550 MWe.

This item called for the staff to coordinate licensee preparation of a PRA for St. Vrain as part of the
implementation of the Severe Accident Policy; the Chernobyl lessons were to be factored in the PRA.

In pursuing this issue, the staff is expected to increase its knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety
issues in order to increase its confidence in assessing levels of safety. Therefore, the issue considered is to be a
licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

The only features that the 330 MWe Fort St. Vrain reactor, the MHTGR, and the Chernobyl design have in
common are the use of a graphite moderator and gravity-driven control rods. A limited Fort St. Vrain PRA and
further experiments with structural graphite were considered before the Chernobyl accident. While the Chernobyl
events supported the need for such work, the imminent termination of the operation of Fort St. Vrain removed
that need. The issues raised by the Chernobyl accident have not caused any new concerns about HTGR severe
accident phenomena. Thus, this licensing issue was dropped from further consideration.

ITEM CH6.1B: STRUCTURAL GRAPHITE EXPERIMENTS

DESCRIPTION

There is a need to determine the impact of cracking of a graphite fuel block at Fort St. Vrain on confidence in
the long-term reliability of graphite as a structural material in an HTGR reactor core. In an extreme scenario,
graphite structural failure could conceivably allow the core to drop away from the control rods, causing a
reactivity accident. This issue called for the staff to complete an earlier study on the combined effects of thermal
and mechanical loads on structural graphite. This study would provide an improved understanding of graphite
behavior.

The staff will examine PGX graphite specimens for the interaction of thermal and mechanical stresses
in the same configuration used in prior H440 graphite experiments (i.e., smooth rings, uniform internal
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heating with diametrically opposed loads) and perform tests to include a notch in the PGX graphite. This will
permit examination of the sensitivity of the behavior of PGX structural components to combined thermal and
mechanical stresses when a stress riser is present.

In pursuing this issue, the staff is expected to increase its knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety
issues in order to increase its confidence in assessing levels of safety. Therefore, the issue considered is to be a
licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

Since Fort St. Vrain (FSV) indicated it intends to terminate operation in 1990, additional experiments on
FSV graphite structural integrity will not be done. Graphite structural integrity for the MHTGR will need to be
established by the applicant to support licensing this design. The staff will review the proposed MHTGR graphite
structural criteria and its supporting basis as part of any application submittal. Therefore, no additional work is
planned at this time on this issue.

ITEM CH6.2: ASSESSMENT

DESCRIPTION

Administrative control and operational practices at Fort St. Vrain, although generally similar to those of LWRs,
originally contained some differences believed to reflect the unique features of the HTGR concept. In recent
years, however, changes have been made to bring plant operations much closer to those of LWRs. A program
to upgrade the TS is currently underway that will result in administrative controls that are comparable to those of
LWRs. The Fort St. Vrain reactor also must meet the same or equivalent requirements as those for LWRs with
respect to quality assurance, equipment qualification, external events, physical security, fire protection, radiation
protection, and operator training and qualification.

Two important differences between HTGRs and LWRs with respect to operational safety are the slower
response of HTGRs to plant transients, because of low power density, and their increased margin to fuel failure,
because of the fully ceramic core. These differences formed the basis for permitting less prescription in some
administrative procedures and are considered to enhance overall safety. MHTGR designers are proposing
a design that uses inherent and passive safety features and fully automated plant control systems that will
minimize the need for operator action to ensure safety, thus reducing the importance of the man-machine
interface to reactor safety. This issue called for the staff to review this approach and include its findings in an
SER on the MHTGR.

In pursuing this issue, the staff is expected to increase its knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety
issues in order to increase its confidence in assessing levels of safety. Therefore, the issue considered is to be a
licensing issue.

CONCLUSION

The staff assessed the areas of operations, design, containment, emergency planning, and severe accident
phenomena and found that the implications of the Chernobyl accident have generated no new licensing
concerns for HTGRs; general conclusions and those pertaining to specific areas are the same as those
for LWRs. In performing its assessment, the staff reviewed the existing information related to these areas
and concluded that programs underway or being considered adequately satisfy any concerns that could be
generated because of the Chernobyl accident. Thus, this licensing issue has been resolved.

REFERENCES
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 Section 6. Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards GSIs

This issues presented in this section include those non-reactor GSIs identified, prioritized, and resolved by
NMSS. As stated in SECY-98-001,1724 the prioritization procedure for these issues is contained in NMSS Policy
and Procedures Letter 1-57,1725 "NMSS Generic Issues Program.
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 NMSS-0001. Door Interlock Failure Resulting from Faulty Microselectron
High Dose Rate Remote Afterloader
DESCRIPTION

During the administration of the third of a three-fraction vaginal treatment of a patient on January 9, 1996, the
treatment console of a Nucletron high-dose-rate (HDR) remote afterloader unit locked up, and the console
alarm sounded when the afterloader was nearly finished treating the seventh dwell position of an 11-position
treatment. At the sound of the alarm, the physicist directed the device operator to terminate the treatment. The
operator pushed the console-mounted "Treatment Interrupt" button, but the treatment unit did not respond by
withdrawing the source. The physicist then instructed the device operator to open the treatment room door
slightly so that the door interlock would cause the source to withdraw. This was done, but the source did not
retract into the storage safe as expected. At this point, the physicist entered the treatment room, opened the top
of the treatment unit, and started to turn the manual source retraction mechanism. The treatment unit sensed
this movement/resistance and automatically executed an emergency retraction of the source. As a result of the
interrupted treatment during the third fraction, the full course of the therapy actually delivered 1888 rads to the
prescription point, a deviation of 10.1 % from the planned dose. This issue was identified1700 by NMSS.

CONCLUSION

IN 96-211702 was issued and the issue was considered resolved1701 when the state of Maryland confirmed that
Nucletron had completed modifications to all of their HDR devices in the U.S.

REFERENCES

1700. Memorandum for L. Shao from D. Cool, "Submittal of Generic Safety Issues," April 12, 1996.
[9605170029]

1701. Memorandum for F. Coffman from J. Piccone, "Status of NMSS Generic Safety Issues,"
December 15, 1997. [9712180068]

1702. Information Notice 96-21, "Safety Concerns Related to the Design of the Door Interlock Circuit
on Nucletron High-Dose Rate and Pulsed Dose Rate Remote Afterloading Brachytherapy
Devices," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 10, 1996. [ML031060138]
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NMSS-0002. Significant Quantities of Fixed Contamination Remain in
Krypton-85 Leak-Detection Devices after Venting
DESCRIPTION

This issue was identified1700 by NMSS after several cases were reported where licensees found residual
contamination remaining in some components of Krypton-85 handling systems after the standard
decommissioning process. The staff's concern was that systems released as "cleaned" under existing
decommissioning procedures could still contain the residue and be released into the scrap stream for later
reuse. Although the incidents only involved Krypton-85, the concern extended to all gas handling systems that
subject a radioactive gas to vacuum/pressure cycling.

During cleaning and decommissioning of some gas handling systems, a varnish-like residue was found on the
inside of some of the system components (storage tank and compressors). This residue is not easily removed
by commonly used solvents; however, it can be removed by exposing the internal surfaces of the components
and scraping the residue. Due to the low levels of gamma radiation emitted by Krypton-85 and the robust
construction of the storage tanks and other components, the presence of the residue is not detectable by
measurements from the outside of the components.

CONCLUSION

The issue was resolved1701 with the issuance of IN 96-51.1703

REFERENCES

1700. Memorandum for L. Shao from D. Cool, "Submittal of Generic Safety Issues," April 12, 1996.
[9605170029]

1701. Memorandum for F. Coffman from J. Piccone, "Status of NMSS Generic Safety Issues,"
December 15, 1997. [9712180068]

1703. Information Notice 96-51, "Residual Contamination Remaining in Krypton-85 Handling System
After Venting," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, September 11,1996. [ML031060072]
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NMSS-0003. Corrosion of Sealed Sources Caused by Sensitization of
Stainless Steel Source Capsules During Shipment
DESCRIPTION

This issue was identified1700 by NMSS with the discovery of intergranular corrosion in one manufacturer's
316L stainless steel source used in Category IV irradiator pools. Analysis of data and reports provided by the
manufacturer revealed that the 316L stainless steel sources were heat sensitized as a result of improper loading
in their shipping containers. The heat generated by the high activity sources resulted in higher than normal
temperatures inside the containers. The combination of these higher temperatures and poor quality pool water
made the sensitized stainless steel vulnerable to intergranular corrosion.

CONCLUSION

The issue was resolved1701 with the issuance of IN 96-54.1704

REFERENCES
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1704. Information Notice 96-54, "Vulnerability of Stainless Steel to Corrosion When Sensitized," U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, October 17, 1996. [ML031050603]
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NMSS-0004. Overexposures Caused by Sources Stolen from Facility of
Bankrupt Licensee
DESCRIPTION

This issue was identified1700 by NMSS after Cobalt-60 radiography sources were stolen from a bankrupt
licensee (Larpen of Texas) and sold to a scrap yard where one source fell out of its housing and exposed several
individuals. The Bureau of Radiation Control of the Texas Department of Health reported that cytogenetic tests
performed on all exposed individuals indicated a whole-body dose of less than 25 rems. All harmful material was
later recovered.

CONCLUSION

An NRC Working Group established to study the incident found that the material may have been recovered
sooner and public exposure may have been reduced, if there had been better communications between all
organizations and a press release had been issued earlier. However, the Working Group concluded that existing
guidance documents, such as NRC Manual Chapter 87103 and NMSS Guidance Directive 8-11, adequately
addressed the NRC incident response and no additional guidance was necessary. Thus, this issue was
resolved.1701

REFERENCES

1700. Memorandum for L. Shao from D. Cool, "Submittal of Generic Safety Issues," April 12, 1996.
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NMSS-0005. Potential for Erroneous Calibration, Dose Rate, or Radiation
Exposure Measurements with Victoreen Electrometers
DESCRIPTION

This issue was identified1705 by NMSS when Victoreen, Inc., notified the NRC that some of its Model 530 and
530SI Electrometer/Dosimeter instruments were susceptible to developing cracks in their internal resistor
networks. These cracked networks could cause erroneous radiation exposure readings either above or below
the actual values.

CONCLUSION

The issue was resolved1701 when the responses to Bulletin 97-011706 submitted by the affected licensees were
deemed to be adequate by the staff.1707

REFERENCES
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1706. Bulletin 97-01, "Potential for Erroneous Calibration, Dose Rate, or Radiation Exposure
Measurements with Certain Victoreen Model 530 and 530SI Electrometer/Dosemeters," U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 30, 1997. [ML082490706]

1707. Memorandum for R. Bangart et al. from D. Cool, "Closeout Report for Bulletin 97-01, Potential
for Erroneous Measurements with Certain Victoreen Electrometers," September 8, 1997.
[9709170137]
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NMSS-0006. Criticality in Low-Level Waste (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

This issue was identified1708 by NMSS and addresses the potential for special nuclear material containing
unusual moderators to re-concentrate and form a critical mass in low-level waste disposal systems. The results
of studies of two low-level waste sites indicated that criticality is not likely when the moderators silicon dioxide
and water are present. However, the results of studies of containerized waste indicated that the presence of the
moderators carbon and beryllium in excess of 5 times the mass of U235 served to reduce the areal density of
fissile material required for criticality.

CONCLUSION

The issue was given a medium priority ranking and resolution was pursued.1708 In October 1998, SECY-98-239
was issued with a recommendation to cease research on criticality concerns with unusual moderators, such as
beryllium and graphite. The staff concluded that significant sources of unusual moderators were not present
at low-level waste (LLW) facilities. Even if significant quantities of unusual moderators were present in LLW,
the staff believed that it was unlikely that they would be commingled with special nuclear material to create
a critical array. In December 1998, the Commission issued an SRM approving the staff's recommendation to
cease further research. The staff was directed by the Commission to continue development of guidance on
emplacement criticality controls at LLW facilities. Thus, the issue was resolved.1771

REFERENCES
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NMSS-0007. Criticality Benchmarks Greater than 5% Enrichment (Rev. 2)
DESCRIPTION

The importance of computer software (methods and data) in establishing the criticality safety of systems with
fissile material is increasing as licensees work to optimize facilities and storage/transport packages at the same
time that access to experimental data is decreasing. Available experimental data are insufficient to validate
nuclear criticality safety evaluations for all required configurations at U235 enrichments in the range of 5% to
20%. This issue was identified1709 by NMSS to develop and confirm the adequacy of methods, analytical tools,
and guidance for criticality safety software to be used in licensing nuclear facilities.

BACKGROUND

Computer codes used for criticality calculations must be benchmarked against critical experiments that represent
the specific fissile materials, configurations, moderation, and neutron-poisoning conditions that represent the
facility being licensed. However, it is well recognized that existing critical benchmark experiments will never
precisely match these conditions. In addition, there are fewer benchmark experiments that are available at
higher enrichment ranges [e.g., between 5 to 20 percent and lower-moderation (i.e., H/X, where H is hydrogen
and X is fissile media)] ranges, that could be of future interest to potential applicants. Methods are needed to
extend the range of applicability of current benchmark experiments via sensitivity/uncertainty (S/U) analysis
techniques.

NMSS has performed extensive work with Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) to further develop criticality
safety computer codes [e.g., Standardized Computer Analyses for Licensing Evaluation (SCALE)] to address
these challenges. The final reports for the S/U methods were published in November 1999 as Volumes I 1923

and 21924 of NUREG/CR-6655. The reports covered the following subjects: (1) methodology for defining range
of applicability, including extensions of enrichments from 5 to 11 percent; (2) test applications and results of
the method; (3) test application for higher enrichments using foreign experiments; and (4) feasibility study for
extending the method to multidimensional analyses, such as transport casks and reactor fuel.

DISCUSSION

Results of the test applications of the ORNL methods showed that, for simple geometries with neutron
spectra that are well-moderated (high H/X), benchmark experiments at 5 percent enrichment are applicable to
calculations up to 11 percent enrichment. On the other hand, these test applications also show that benchmark
experiments at intermediate and higher H/X values are not applicable to calculations at very low H/X. There
are relatively few benchmarks at these very low H/X values for many compositions of interest to low-enriched
uranium licensees.

Although licensees must apply the ORNL method to each individual process, to determine an acceptable
subcritical margin, the results indicated that there may be situations where there are no applicable benchmarks.
In these cases, the method provides sensitivity and uncertainty information, to help designers allow adequately
large margins to cover the lack of benchmark validation. The computer codes [(i.e., Tools for Sensitivity and
Uncertainty Analysis Methodology Implementation (TSUNAMI)] for S/U methods were incorporated into the
release of SCALE 5.0 in 2004. The TSUNAMI code in SCALE 5.0 systematically quantifies the degree of
similarity between a set of critical experiments and applications. For those applications where few benchmarks
exist, as described previously for low H/X values, the TSUNAMI code can be used to apply adequately large
margins to ensure the application is properly validated by SCALE 5.0.

In June 2006, staff issued Fuel Cycle Safety and Safeguards (FCSS) Interim Staff Guidance (ISG) -10 1925,
"Justification of Minimum Margin of Subcriticality for Safety". The ISG clarified guidance to the NRC staff when
reviewing criticality safety analyses in integrated safety analysis, license applications, or amendment requests
or other related licensing activities for fuel cycle facilities, under 10 CFR Part 70. The ISG communicates the
acceptability of the TSUNAMI computer code in SCALE 5.0, as one method for determining minimum margins
of subcriticality with limited benchmark experiments. For applications where few benchmarks exist, TSUNAMI
can be used to apply larger margins to ensure validity of the SCALE criticality codes. Further benchmark
experiments may be needed if future applicants request lower margins.
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CONCLUSION

The issue was initially given a low priority ranking1709 which was later changed to a high priority.1787This issue
was closed out 1926 after the issuance of FCSS ISG-10, as the final milestone required to close out the GI.
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NMSS-0008. Year 2000 Computer Problem - Non-Reactor Licensees (Rev.
1)
DESCRIPTION

The Year 2000 computer problem had the potential to pose a threat to public health, site safety and safeguards,
and worker safety. Many computer systems could have potentially failed to recognize the change to a new
century. The staff believed that these systems could have misread the year 2000 thereby causing them to fail
or generate faulty data. To alert all licensees to the problem, IN 96-701710 was issued followed by IN 97-61,1711

which specifically addressed medical licensees, veterinarians, and manufacturers/distributors of medical
devices. This issue was identified1709 by NMSS to ensure that actions were taken to ensure that the Year 2000
computer problem would be either eliminated or minimized for material licensees.

CONCLUSION

The issue was given a high priority ranking and resolution was pursued.1709 Health and safety were not
compromised at materials licensee facilities due to the transition into the year 2000, or by the Leap Day
(February 29, 2000). A Lessons Learned report and the GL 98-03 closeout report were issued in March 2000.
Thus, the issue was resolved.546
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NMSS-0009. Amersham Radiography Source Cable Failures
DESCRIPTION

This issue was identified1709 by NMSS after three reports of radiography source disconnects involving drive
cable breaks in Amersham equipment were reported. IN 97-911712 was issued to alert all industrial radiography
licensees to potential failures of control (drive) cables used on Amersham Model 660 Posilock radiography
systems.

CONCLUSION

The issue was given a high priority ranking and resolution was pursued.1709 The findings, conclusions, and
recommendations of a special inspection team were published in NUREG-1631.1719 Supplement 1 to Information
Notice 97-911712 was issued to inform licensees of the report which was later presented at a meeting of the
American Society of Non-Destructive Testing in October 1998. It was concluded that the failures were caused by
a combination of wear, corrosion, and lack of lubrication. As of October 1998, all of the recommendations were
implemented or were scheduled to be implemented. Thus the issue was resolved.1720
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1719. NUREG-1631, "Source Disconnects Resulting from Radiography Drive Cable Failures," U.S.
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NMSS-0010. Troxler Gauge Source Rod Weld Failures (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

This issue was identified1709 by NMSS after it was reported in June 1997 that the source from a Troxler moisture
density gauge broke off the source rod and was left at a temporary job site. Prior to this event, there had been
6 known disconnects and 57 additional devices with cracked welds since 1996, and NRC Information Notice
96-521713 had been issued to alert portable gauge licensees and vendors to the potential for cracks to develop
in the insertion rod of Troxler Model 3400 portable moisture density gauges. If not detected early, the cracks may
propagate, eventually leading to complete failure of the insertion rod and release of the contained radioactive
material.

CONCLUSION In July 1997, NMSS and representatives from the state of North Carolina met with Troxler to
discuss the continuing problem of cracked and broken source rods. Between July 1997 and April 1998, the staff
worked with the state of North Carolina on a Consent Order to Troxler which required Troxler to issue a customer
bulletin, conduct accelerated device inspections, revise procedures, and perform additional tests. It is expected
that the customer bulletin will address the problem and that Troxler will request their customers to have their
gauges inspected. The issue was given a medium priority ranking 1709 and was later closed out after an NRC
study showed that the gauge failure rate was low and Troxler had corrected its design.1808
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NMSS-0011. Spent Fuel Dry Cask Weld Cracks
DESCRIPTION

In early 1997, the NRC became aware that, on four separate occasions, utilities using the ventilated storage
cask (VSC)-24 spent fuel dry cask storage system had experienced cracking while making the cask closure
welds. In May 1997, the NRC issued confirmatory action letters (CALs) to the Southern Nuclear Corporation
(SNC) and three utilities to document their commitments not to load additional VSC-24 systems until the root
cause of the cracking was identified and corrective actions were implemented to prevent recurrence. This issue
was identified1709 by NMSS to address the staff concern that the welding problems may exist in other cask
designs in use.

CONCLUSION

SNC and the utilities formed an Owners' Group to resolve the welding problems. The staff reviewed the root
cause of the welding problems and assessed whether the corrective actions implemented by the VSC-24
Cask Owners' Group adequately resolved the welding problems. The corrective actions, including an improved
welding technique and a UT of the weld joint, were approved by the NRC.1722

During certification of the MP-187 dry storage canister, NMSS performed all necessary activities required to
assess the generic implications of welding problems for cask designs in use. Guidance related to this issue was
expected to be incorporated into a revision of NUREG-1536.1721 Thus, the issue was resolved.1720
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NMSS-0012. Inadequate Transportation Packaging Puncture Tests (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

This issue was identified when two holders of Certificates of Compliance for shipping packages performed
puncture tests using a bar that was not properly mounted, as specified in 10 CFR 71.73(c)(3). As a result, NRC
Bulletin 97-021714 was issued to to holders of Certificates of Compliance for shipping packages under 10 CFR
71 with the request to review puncture test assessments for each certified package design. For designs based
on physical tests, certificate holders were requested to determine whether the puncture tests were performed in
accordance with 10 CFR 71.73(c)(3).

The responses to the Bulletin1714 identified packages that had not been puncture-tested in full accordance
with the regulations. In addition, there were some packages for which the certificate holders were unable
to determine whether the tests were performed correctly. In these cases, the certificate holders submitted
justification for continued use of their packages.

CONCLUSION

This issue was given a medium priority ranking and resolution was pursued.1709 In response to Bulletin
97-02,1714 some certificate holders retested their packages to demonstrate adequacy. It was determined that,
even though previous tests had not been performed exactly as specified in the regulations, the differences
had no significant effect on the test results. Based on these findings and the excellent safety record for these
packages, the staff concluded that no further action was needed with respect to previously-approved packages.
These packages were authorized for use under certain restrictions pursuant to 10 CFR 71.13. Thus, the issue
was resolved.1771
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NMSS-0013. Use of Different Dose Equivalent Models to Show Compliance
(Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

This issue was identified1723 by NMSS to allow licensees to establish ALIs and DACs for use at their facilities
based on new models to show compliance. NMSS believed that 10 CFR 20 needed to be revised so that
Appendix B and all references to variables associated with converting dose to dose equivalent, such as
weighting factors and quality factors, are removed thus allowing dose equivalent limits to remain. The revision to
10 CFR 20 was expected to eliminate all aspects of regulations that cause elusive use of particular mathematical
models, i.e., ICRP 26 and 30. Simultaneously, a Regulatory Guide would be developed to contain NRC-
acceptable models and parameters, including the ALIs and DACs and concentrations removed from Appendix B
of 10 CFR 20, that could be used by the majority of licensees to show compliance.

CONCLUSION

This issue was given a medium priority ranking and resolution was pursued. The staff considered initiating
a major rulemaking to remove all dose modeling parameters from 10 CFR 20 and issue them as guidance.
However, only a few licensees requested permission to use newer models for dose calculations, and initiating
such a significant rulemaking would have been a resource-intensive effort. In addition, there were great
uncertainties in the doses calculated by the different models. The level of uncertainty in newer models was no
better than older models for many isotopes. The primary benefit of the rulemaking would have been to minimize
requests for exemptions from 10 CFR 20. It was believed that rulemaking would have established a means of
authorizing the use of new dose models for those relatively few licensees that requested the use of new models.
Instead of pursuing rulemaking, the staff decided to address licensee requests on a case-by-case basis.1772
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NMSS-0014. Surety Estimates for Groundwater Restoration at in Situ
Leach Facilities (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

This issue was identified1723 by NMSS to pursue research to provide a methodology to calculate surety for
groundwater restoration activities at in situ leach uranium extraction facilities and a post-restoration groundwater
quality stability monitoring methodology. The following tasks were envisioned: (1) review approaches used
to estimate pore volumes and to calculate surety amounts and obtain data to evaluate these approaches;
(2) develop a pore volume estimation methodology and document it in a NUREG report; (3) develop cost
estimation methodology for use in evaluating the level of financial surety required; (4) brief regulators on the
surety methodology; (5) review the existing approaches used to determine an appropriate time period for post-
restoration monitoring period and obtain datasets to evaluate the methodologies; (6) use the datasets to develop
and test the methodologies; (7) develop a robust methodology; and (8) transfer the methodology to regulators
through briefings and a NUREG report.

CONCLUSION

This issue was given a medium priority ranking and resolution was pursued.1723 The staff's work resulted
in the publication of NUREG/CR-68701892 which provides a useful perspective on the costs associated with
groundwater restoration at in-situ leach facilities, and describes several methods for estimating these costs at
new facilities, including a rigorous approach for development of a site-specific model that considers groundwater
flow, solute transport, and geochemical reactions in the uranium ore zone of interest. With this modeling
approach, groundwater restoration volumes and, correspondingly, their associated costs, can be estimated. As
such, NUREG/CR-68701892 provides the methodology originally requested by the Uranium Recovery Program.
Thus, the issue was resolved with no new requirements or guidance for licensees.1893
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NMSS-0015. Adequacy of 10 CFR 150 Criticality Requirements (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

As of July 1998, SNM-bearing low-level waste was being disposed of at the following three facilities: (1)
Envirocare in Clive, Utah; (2) U.S. Ecology in Hanford, Washington; and (3) Chem-Nuclear in Barnwell, South
Carolina. Until 1997, the Hanford and Barnwell facilities were licensed by NRC under 10 CFR 70 to possess
and dispose of greater than critical mass quantities of SNM. These facilities requested that the SNM possession
limits be reduced to the 10 CFR 150.11 limits and that the NRC licenses be transferred to the respective
Agreement States. The licenses were amended as requested and transferred to the respective Agreement
States. Thus, all three facilities are currently regulated by Agreement States.

Emplacement criticality safety was addressed in 10 CFR 61.16(b)2 which requires licensees to describe
proposed procedures for avoiding accidental criticality for both storage and emplacement. However, at the time
this issue was identified, this portion of 10 CFR 61 was not a compatibility requirement for Agreement States.
In conjunction with considering changing the compatibility requirement of 10 CFR 61.16(b), NRC planned to
develop guidance on emplacement criticality which could be used at existing and future low-level disposal sites.
This issue was identified1723 by NMSS to develop guidance on emplacement criticality that could be used at
existing and future low-level waste disposal sites by licensees, Agreement States, and the NRC.

CONCLUSION

The issue was given a medium priority ranking and resolution was pursued. SECY-99-272 was issued with
recommendations to revise the Agreement State compatibility requirements in 10 CFR 61 and issue new
emplacement criticality guidance. In an SRM dated January 5, 2000, the Commission disapproved the staff's
proposal and directed the staff to cease work on the issue. The Commission concluded that the theoretical
scenarios developed by the staff were unrealistic and failed to justify further efforts. Thus, the issue was
resolved546 with the Commission's decision.

REFERENCES
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NMSS-0016. Adequacy of 0.05 Weight Percent Limit in 10 CFR 40 (Rev. 1)
DESCRIPTION

Exposure to the "unimportant quantities" of source material, defined in 10 CFR 40.13(a) as less than 0.05 wt%
uranium or thorium, could result in annual doses to the public of hundreds of millirem exceeding NRC's public
dose limit of 100 mem/year from all sources. In July 1996, NMSS developed a Draft User Need memorandum
requesting development of a regulation to limit the transfer of source material meeting the "unimportant quantity"
limit or to revise the definition of source material. Discussions in 1996 and 1997 with RES and OGC indicated
that there were several options available to the staff to revise the definition of source material. However, the User
Need memorandum was never finalized.

Subsequently, the Division of Fuel Cycle Safety (FCSS)/NMSS received a licensee request to transfer baghouse
dust containing less than 0.05 wt% uranium and thorium to an exempt person per 10 CFR 40.51(b)(3) and
40.13(a). Some conservative dose estimates indicated that the transfer could result in doses exceeding the
public dose limit. This issue was identified1723 by NMSS to pursue rulemeking to immediately cease transfers
under 10 CFR 40.51(b)(3) and 40.51(b)(4) of source material exempted under 10 CFR 40.13(a). By eliminating
these provisions, any future transfers would have to meet existing general license conditions or be specifically
approved on a case-by-case basis.

CONCLUSION

This issue was given a medium priority ranking and resolution was pursued.1723 The staff initially pursued a
modification to 10 CFR 40.51, "Transfer of source or byproduct material," to codify the Commission's direction
given in various SRMs. However, in November 2006, NMSS concluded that the existing NRC policy for
handling the source material satisfied the intent of the Commission directives, and the issue was closed by the
Office of Federal and State Materials and Environmental Management Programs (FSME)/NMSS with no new
requirements or guidance for licensees. The staff plans to take further action related to the proposed rule (i.e.,
publish the final rule or rescind the proposed rule) when the EPA finalizes activities related to its ANPR, and/or
the recommendation of the Interagency Jurisdictional Working Group(IJWG) is implemented.1894
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NMSS-0017. Misleading Marketing Information to General Licensees
DESCRIPTION

Radioactive products to be distributed under a general license are required to be inherently safe so that they
can be used by untrained people. However, licensed devices containing radioactive materials have not always
been disposed of, nor handled properly, particularly those authorized by general licenses. This has, on some
occasions, resulted in radiation exposure to the public and subsequent costly decontamination of property.

NRC's routine inspections of licensees indicate that some distributors and manufacturers appear not to
completely understand the regulations and their responsibilities. The general licensees that possess these types
of products have responsibilities, but many times do not clearly understand them until an accident forces them
to do so. Many times the manufacturers and distributors of these types of radioactive products portray them to
prospective customers as non-maintenance items that can be readily bought off the shelf, installed without any
consideration given to special circumstances or safe location, and forgotten about. Product-related literature
may provide misleading information, or information that can easily be misconstrued by omission or commission.
In order to address this issue,1780 the staff proposed to: (1) issue an information notice to all distributors and
manufacturers of generally licensed devices; and (2) revise 10 CFR Part 32 to require manufacturers/distributors
to provide more information on the general licensees' responsibilities under the regulations.

CONCLUSION

Information Notice 99-261781 was issued to all distributors and/or manufacturers of generally licensed products
to alert them of the possible threat to public safety caused by misleading marketing information and lack of end-
user understanding of the regulatory requirements in terms of the transfer and disposal of generally licensed
devices. This issue was ultimately resolved with the approval of a final rule by the Commission on July 10,
2000. The final rule requires distributors to provide copies of 31.5 to general licensees prior to time of transfer
of the device rather than at the time of transfer of the device. The distributor is also required to provide copies of
additional applicable sections of the regulations; a listing of the services that can only be performed by a specific
licensee; in the case of NRC general licensees, a statement concerning high civil penalties for improper disposal
of sources; and information regarding disposal options for the devices being transferred.

REFERENCES
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NMSS-0018. Problems Encountered When Manually Editing Treatment
Planning Data on Nucletron Microselectron-HDR Model 105.999
DESCRIPTION

Two misadministrations resulted when a licensee manually edited treatment data for the Nucletron HDR
unit. While attempting to manually edit one parameter, unintended and unnoticed changes to the source
step size occurred that caused the misadministration. The unintended changes occurred when the licensee
attempted to select the dwell positions to be edited, by the inappropriate use of the "Tab" and "arrow" keys,
the other (unrelated) treatment plan parameters were changed. The licensee did not expect those parameters
to change. This expectation was reinforced by the lack of any cautions or other instructions, in the Nucletron
MicroSelectron-HDR v1.2X manual, that would indicate otherwise. More importantly, the licensee expected to
see a confirmation message that would have required it to acknowledge any changes to the treatment plan step
size, in accordance with the information on page 4-23 of the user's manual. Secondly, since the licensee did not
anticipate that any of the other treatment plan parameters would change, it did not check any parameters other
than the source dwell times on the final printed treatment plan.

In order to address this issue,1780 the staff proposed to issue an information notice to all medical licensees
authorized to conduct high-dose-rate (HDR) remote afterloading brachytherapy treatments. Furthermore, the
staff proposed to work with the FDA and the State of Maryland to have the manufacturer modify the software.
Rulemaking or other actions were to be considered if the effort to have the software modified was unsuccessful.

CONCLUSION

Information Notice 99-091782 was issued to inform medical licensees of the potential problems. The issue was
resolved when NRC verified that the manufacturer corrected the software problem.

REFERENCES
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 Resolution of Generic Safety Issues: NMSS-0019. Control Unit Failures of
Classic Nucletron HDR Units
DESCRIPTION

Several control unit failures in Nucletron Classic Model HDR units occurred over the span of three years: two
were reported in 1997; four in 1998; and three in 1999. These nine control unit failures indicated an ongoing
problem with unexplained control unit failures. Nucletron continued to investigate the ongoing control unit
failures and believes it found the root cause of the failures and subsequently developed appropriate corrective
measures. Affected licensees were to be informed and any necessary additional actions were to be taken to
ensure that safety was maintained.

CONCLUSION

This issue1780 was resolved with the issuance of Information Notice 99-23.1783 Additional follow-up with
Nucletron on their corrective measures was deemed unnecessary following an analysis of the failures that
deemed them to be of low safety significance.
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NMSS-0020. Leaking Pools
DESCRIPTION

On September 19, 2000, BWX Technologies determined that a water leak existed in the Cask Handling Area
Pool at their Lynchburg, VA facility. The pool of water is used to store irradiated commercial reactor hardware
along with irradiated fuel rods. The average concentrations of radionuclides (Cs-137 and Co-60) leaking from
the pool significantly exceeded the limits in 10 CFR Part 20, Appendix B, Table 2, for effluent releases to
unrestricted areas (10 CFR 20.1301 and 20.1302). The leak was not identified for an extended period of time.
The contaminated water, however, did not actually reach an unrestricted area.

The licensee did not have a formal program for tracking and trending pool level data or additions to the pool, or
for monitoring groundwater quality near the pool. Furthermore, NRC regulations do not specifically require these
measures, nor does its NRC license. As a result, the inspection program for this facility did not evaluate the
licensee's ability to identify and correct pool leaks. Based on the leaking pool at BWX Technologies, the potential
for unrecognized pool leaks with long term environmental or health effects was identified as a generic issue.1784

The existing regulations for irradiator pools were promulgated in 1994 and were developed, in part, in response
to a specific type of sealed source that was susceptible to leaking. Thus, for irradiator pools, undetected pool
leakage is not a concern because the current regulations require the sealed sources used in these pools to
meet certain performance criteria that are designed to significantly minimize the possibility that radioactivity
will ever even reach the pool water. Any radioactivity that leaks into the pool water will be detected due to the
requirement on licensees to monitor their pools for elevated levels of radioactivity. The regulations further require
licensees to cease operations and immediately determine the cause of any detected elevated activity in their
pools. Furthermore, irradiator pools licensed after 1994 must be designed and constructed based on criteria that
prevent the likelihood of pool leakage.

CONCLUSION

The NMSS staff evaluated whether regulatory programs were adequate to ensure that leaks of contaminated
water from pools would be promptly identified and corrected by licensees. The applicable licensees were those
that maintained pools as wet-storage irradiators, along with the specific licensees of GE Morris, GE Vallecitos,
and West Valley.

The GE Morris facility (an Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation) was required to have a well monitoring
program to verify that offsite release limits were not exceeded. Furthermore, 10 CFR Part 72 requires the
licensee to have a QA program which included a monitoring program that would indicate any pool leakage. The
West Valley facility was scheduled for closure in early 2001 and, as a result, the need for pool monitoring at this
facility was not necessary. While there were not specific regulations requiring monitoring at GE Vallecitos, there
were license conditions which required a pool monitoring and maintenance program that would indicate pool
leakage. In January 2001, a series of corrective actions were being implemented at BWXT to ensure that any
future leaks would not go undetected.

For all types of licensees, the staff determined that the risks associated with not monitoring pools for leakage are
very low and the issue was dropped from further pursuit. This conclusion was reached based on the adequacy
of the physical barriers that must be overcome in order for material to escape the pool and reach unrestricted
areas. Furthermore, any material that escaped would be greatly diluted before it ever reached an unrestricted
area.1784
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NMSS-0021. Unlikely Events
DESCRIPTION

Inspections at the gaseous diffusion plants identified that they were not properly applying ANSI/ANS-8.1-1983,
"Nuclear Criticality Safety in Operations with Fissionable Materials Outside Reactors," with regard to unlikely
events. Many licensees adopt the standards in ANSI/ANS-8.1-1983 as part of their nuclear criticality safety
programs. These standards state that criticality safety is achieved by controlling certain parameters within sub-
critical limits. The safety concern with the use of unlikely events at the gaseous diffusion plants (GDPs) is that
"unlikely events" are being used as one leg of double contingency without establishing specific controls that
make the occurrence of the event unlikely. With the exception of external phenomena (earthquakes, floods,
and so forth), there are few events that are inherently unlikely without depending on the nature of the operation
and specific engineered and administrative features that make the event unlikely. Without specific features
of the system being identified and controlled as important to safety, these items cannot be placed under the
configuration control program, as required to maintain the plant's safety basis, and the availability and reliability
of these features cannot be ensured. This issue1784 concerned a bank of evaporators at Portsmouth, the failure
of which had been considered an unlikely event even though there was a demonstrated history of failure.

The existing regulations and/or license conditions require fuel cycle facilities to have nuclear criticality safety
programs. The NRC reviews, approves, and inspects these programs as part of the regulatory process. The
failure of the GDPs to correctly apply the ANSI standard was captured by the existing regulatory processes
and was an issue that was expected to be resolved through enforcement. Furthermore, while nuclear criticality
safety is applicable to all fuel cycle facilities, the incorrect interpretation of ANSI/ANS-8.1-1983 by the GDPs was
deemed to be an isolated case. In order to verify that the NRC was properly interpreting the standard, ANSI was
consulted by the licensee which in turn supported NRC's interpretation that an unlikely event was not to be used
as a contingency.

CONCLUSION

While the issue was of low safety significance and did not appear to be generic, follow-up action was pursued. In
January 2001, a letter to the GDPs was being prepared to clarify the proper use of unlikely events as outlined by
ANSI/ANS-8.1-1983. The development of guidance generic to the fuel cycle industry, based on the letter to the
GDPs, was also to be considered.

Finally, the requirements in Subpart H of the new 10 CFR Part 70 (particularly those relating to the identification
of Items Relied on for Safety (IROFS), and performance of an Integrated Safety Analysis, or ISA) will also serve
to significantly increase the likelihood that licensees have an adequately documented criticality safety program.
These new requirements will require a more systematic analysis of systems and processes relied on for criticality
safety and control. Thus, the issue was dropped from further pursuit.1784
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NMSS-0022. Gamma Stereotactic Radiosurgery
DESCRIPTION

NRC was informed in July 2000 of a medical misadministration during gamma stereotactic radiosurgery that
occurred in the State of California in September 1998. The misadministration was the result of an erroneous
coordinate setting which resulted in an unintended site of the brain receiving 10 gray. The licensee's procedure
to independently verify the coordinate setting also failed to identify the error prior to treatment. The State
requested that the licensee, as part of their corrective action plan, investigate the manner with which coordinate
settings are verified at other facilities that perform gamma stereotactic radiosurgery. The licensee discovered that
there was a great deal of variability in this verification process, and as a result, a wide range of probabilities of
having a coordinate setting error that could lead to a medical misadministration.

As a result of the findings of the California licensee, the State plannned to require all of its licensees that
perform gamma stereotactic radiosurgery to change their procedures to improve the process by which
coordinate settings are verified. Specifically, these licensees will be required to have a "double check" verification
procedure. In this procedure, the coordinates are called out by one individual while person A sets them and
persons B and C independently verify the setting. This method of setting coordinates was based on a University
of Pittsburgh study which indicated that the probability of coordinate setting errors was reduced from 1 in 400 to
1 in 155,000 when a "double check" procedure is used, as opposed to a "single check."

The State of California shared these findings with other Agreements States and NRC because it believed that
there were generic implications associated with safely performing gamma stereotactic radiosurgery, particularly
with respect to the verification of coordinate settings. As a result, the NMSS staff evaluated whether existing
NRC regulatory programs were adequate to prevent medical misadministrations that result from human errors
associated with the setting of coordinates on the stereotactic frame during gamma stereotactic radiosurgery.

The existing and pending regulations in 10 CFR Part 35 require licensees to prepare a written directive prior
to gamma stereotactic radiosurgery. Prescribed target coordinate settings for each treatment for each distinct
treatment site are required elements of the written directive. In addition, licensees are required to have written
procedures which provide high confidence that the written directive will be followed as prepared. Finally, the
existing guidance on this topic suggested that at least one qualified person independently verify the coordinate
settings. The combination of the existing regulations and guidance are adequate, to the extent that licensees
are required to have procedures to ensure that coordinates are set in accordance with the physicians' treatment
plan and written directive. In those cases where coordinates are not set in accordance with the written directive
and the treatment subsequently executed, the existing regulatory process will identify and address the issue1785

through the appropriate mechanisms such as enforcement and licensee corrective actions.

CONCLUSION

Examination of existing operating data related to gamma stereotactic radiosurgery revealed that the probability
of coordinate setting errors is very low. Of the tens of thousands of gamma stereotactic radiosurgery procedures
that have been performed over the last ten years, only sixteen misadministrations had been reported, with six of
these cases involving coordinate setting errors. The misadministrations in these cases did not result in negative
health consequences. In fact, the probability that a critical nerve or other sensitive structure will be impacted as
a result of a misadministration is small since these structures represent a small portion of the total volume of the
brain. The combination of the low probability of misadministration occurrence and the low probability of severe
consequences if a misadministration occurs results in the risks associated with coordinate setting errors being
very low.

In addition to the staff's evaluation, Information Notice 2000-221786 was issued to applicable licensees to remind
them of their responsibilities with respect to written directives and to ensuring that the written directives were
followed as planned. Furthermore, a series of best practices on how other licensees ensure correct coordinate
settings were identified in IN 2000-22.1786 The staff determined that the low risk associated with coordinate
setting errors combined with the current and emerging performance-based regulations to require some form of
verification do not justify more prescriptive oversight. Thus, the issue was dropped from further pursuit.1785
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Section 7. Fukushima Issues

On March 11, 2011, a 9.0-magnitude earthquake, followed by a 45-foot tsunami, heavily damaged the nuclear
power reactors at Japan's Fukushima Dai-ichi facility. Shortly after the accident, the NRC issued NRC Order
EA-12-049, "Order Modifying Licenses With Regard to Requirements for Mitigation Strategies for Beyond-
Design-Basis Events," and Order EA-12-051, "Order Modifying Licenses With Regard to Reliable Spent Fuel
Pool Instrumentation." In August, 2019, the NRC amended its regulations to establish regulatory requirements
for nuclear power reactor applicants and licensees to mitigate beyond-design-basis events. The new rule, 10
CFR 50.155, "Mitigation of beyond design basis events," makes generically applicable; establishes regulatory
requirements for documentation of changes; and addresses several Petitions for Rulemaking that were
submitted to the NRC following the March 2011 Fukushima Dai-ichi event. The NRC staff also issued Regulatory
Guide 1.226, "Flexible Mitigation Strategies for Beyond-Design-Basis Events" and Regulatory Guide 1.227,
"Wide-Range Spent Fuel Pool Level Instrumentation." In July 2011, the NRC issued SECY-11-0093, “Near-
Term Report and Recommendations for Agency Actions Following the Events in Japan.” The Near-Term Task
Force was established in response to Commission direction to conduct a systematic and methodical review of
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission processes and regulations to determine whether the agency should make
additional improvements to its regulatory system. In examining the Fukushima Dai-ichi accident for insights
for reactors in the United States, the Task Force addressed protecting against accidents resulting from natural
phenomena, mitigating the consequences of such accidents, and ensuring emergency preparedness.

This section includes the evaluation and results of two generic issues, GI-199, “Implications of Updated
Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Estimates in Central and Eastern United States on Existing Plants,” and GI-204,
“Flooding of Nuclear Sites Due to Upstream Dam Failure,” associated with the mitigation of seismic and flooding
concerns, respectively.
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Issue 199: Implications of Updated Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Estimates
in Central and Eastern U.S. for Existing Plants
DESCRIPTION

On May 26, 2005, the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR), Division of Engineering, recommended
that issues related to closed Generic Issue (GI)-194, "Implications of Updated Probabilistic Seismic Hazard
Estimates," dated September 23, 2003, and the impact of higher seismic hazard on current nuclear power plants
(NPPs) in the Central and Eastern United States (CEUS) region be examined under the GI identification and
resolution process.1930 On June 9, 2005, the staff initiated GI-199, "Implications of Updated Probabilistic Seismic
Hazard Estimates in Central and Eastern United States."1931

On March 12, 2012, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) issued Title 10 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (10 CFR) 50.54(f) letters,2054 requesting every U.S. nuclear power plant to reevaluate its seismic
hazard using present -day information and guidance.

The NRC worked with stakeholders to establish guidance for screening, prioritization, and implementation
details (SPID) (Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) Report 1025287, “Seismic Evaluation Guidance:
Screening, Prioritization and Implementation Details (SPID) for the Resolution of Fukushima Near-Term Task
Force Recommendation 2.1: Seismic,” issued November 2012,2094 and endorsed by the NRC on February 15,
2013.2095 The NRC staff issued letters with screening and prioritization results to licensees. In cases where a
licensee’s reevaluated hazard exceeds the design basis, more detailed evaluations and actions are required.
The NRC issued guidance for the additional seismic evaluations that would be required if the reevaluated hazard
exceeds the design basis:

• Expedited approach for seismic reevaluations, EPRI Draft Report 3002000704, "Seismic Evaluation
Guidance: Augmented Approach for the Resolution of Fukushima Near- Term Task Force Recommendation
2.1," dated May 7, 20132096

• Seismic margin assessment, JLD-ISG-2012-04, “Guidance on Performing a Seismic Margin Assessment in
Response to the March 2012 Request for Information Letter,” dated November 16, 2012

• Seismic probabilistic risk assessment (SPRA).

Safety Significance

Recent data and models indicate that estimates of the potential for earthquake hazards for some NPPs in the
CEUS may be larger than previous estimates. While it has been determined that currently operating plants
remain safe, the recent seismic data and models warrant further study and analysis. This further analysis will
allow the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) to better understand the current margins at plants for
earthquakes.

Regulatory Guide 1.165, "Identification and Characterization of Seismic Sources and Determination of Safe
Shutdown Earthquake Ground Motion,"1932 developed in the early 1990s, specifies a reference probability for
exceedance of a safe-shutdown earthquake (SSE) ground motion (i.e., seismic hazard) at a median annual
value of 1E-5. This reference probability value is based on the annual probability of exceeding the SSEs for 29
CEUS nuclear power sites and is used to establish the SSEs for future nuclear facilities. Based on preliminary
results from work performed by the United States Geological Survey (USGS) in 2004, it appears that the
reference probability for the 29 CEUS sites has increased to about 6 to 7E-5. The increase in the reference
probability value is primarily due to recent developments in the modeling of earthquake ground motion in the
CEUS. When the staff first identified this issue, no new plants had applied for a construction permit or early site
permit (ESP) since 10 CFR Part 100, "Reactor Site Criteria," was revised and Regulatory Guide 1.165 issued in
1997. When the staff began review of the ESP applications, the staff realized the impact of the revised regulation
and the regulatory guide as they relate to future plants and operating reactors.

From the staff’s review of the ESP applications with support from the 2004 USGS draft report, it appeared
that the perception of seismic hazard for operating plants in the CEUS region had increased. Based on the
evaluations of the Individual Plant Examination of External Events (IPEEE) Program, the staff had determined
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that seismic designs of operating plants in the CEUS provided an adequate level of protection. However, in
light of the preliminary results from the USGS work of 2004 and the ESP applications, the staff also recognized
that the probability of exceeding the SSE at some of the currently operating sites in the CEUS is higher than
previously understood. Therefore, the staff initiated this GI to assess the impact of increased estimates of
seismic hazards on selected current NPPs in the CEUS region that might be impacted by the updated seismic
research, information, and models.

SCREENING ANALYSIS

In December 2007, the staff completed the screening analysis using guidance contained in Management
Directive 6.4, "Generic Issues Program,"1858 and SECY-07-0022, "Status Report on Proposed Improvements
to the Generic Issues Program," dated January 30, 2007.1888 The screening panel reviewed the analysis in
January 2008. On February 1, 2008, the Director of the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (RES) approved
the screening panel recommendation1933 to begin the safety/risk assessment stage of the generic issue process.

The screening panel’s recommendation was based on the screening analysis, which showed that GI-199 passed
the seven GI screening criteria. The discussion under each criterion below provides the screening analysis for
GI-199.

• The issue affects public health and safety, the common defense and security, or the environment. The
estimated risk to public health and safety and the environment associated with the occurrence of seismic
events at some NPP sites might have increased from previous estimates. The issue stems from ongoing
research being conducted by a number of scientists into the seismic history of the CEUS and the details
of wave propagation and attenuation in this region. In particular, information submitted to the NRC by ESP
applicants contained updated seismic information that included new models to estimate earthquake ground
motion and updated models for earthquake sources in seismic regions such as eastern Tennessee and
around both Charleston, South Carolina, and New Madrid, Missouri. In addition, information summarized by
the USGS as part of the National Seismic Hazard Mapping Program indicates that the estimated likelihood
of seismic activity (i.e., seismic hazard) in some CEUS locations has increased from previous estimates.
Some of these locations are near existing NPP sites. An increase in the seismic hazard at these sites has
the potential to adversely impact public health and safety if the estimated increased seismic hazard were
to significantly exceed plant design capabilities; substantially reduce perceived safety margins for plant
structures, systems, and components (SSCs) important to safety; or appreciably increase the risk associated
with the plant’s response to a seismic event. From a qualitative perspective, if the increased hazard is
significant at sites that have relatively small safety margins for seismic events, then the estimated risk for
these sites could increase.

• The issue applies to two or more facilities and/or licensees/certificate holders or holders of other regulatory
approvals. The updated information described above results in increased estimates of the seismic hazard that
could occur at multiple, although not all, NPP sites in the CEUS. Specifically, updated models for earthquake
sources in seismic regions such as eastern Tennessee and around both Charleston, South Carolina, and
New Madrid, Missouri, indicate that the rate of earthquake occurrence in these regions is greater than
previously recognized. Because this change applies to several large regions, it has the potential to affect
more than one NPP site. Further, new models used to estimate earthquake ground motion have been revised
relative to those used in the 1980s. This change also has the potential to affect more than one NPP site.
Updated estimates of seismic hazard values at some of the sites could potentially exceed the design basis as
well as the review-level earthquake spectrum used as part of the IPEEE Program.

• The issue cannot be readily addressed through other regulatory programs and processes; existing
regulations, policies, or guidance; or voluntary industry initiatives. In a memorandum to RES dated May
26, 2005, NRR identified this issue and recommended that it be examined under the Generic Issues
Program.1934 In this memorandum, the staff concluded that the seismic designs of operating plants in the
CEUS still provide adequate safety margins while the staff continues to evaluate new seismic hazard data
and models and their potential impact on plant risk estimates. At the same time, the staff also recognized
that these new seismic data and models could reduce available safety margins due to increased estimates
of the probability associated with seismic hazards at some of the currently operating sites in the CEUS.
Therefore, to help assess the potential reduction in available safety margins using a probabilistic approach,
the NRR staff recommended that the new data and models on CEUS seismic hazards be examined under
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the Generic Issues Program. Accordingly, at that time, the NRR staff determined that this issue was not
sufficiently characterized to be addressed under existing licensing processes for licensees of plants that
might be impacted. Based on the limited evaluation of available information, this issue does not appear to
be adequately characterized for complete treatment under existing regulatory programs and processes.
Additional analysis will help determine whether this issue is amenable to these or other regulatory programs
or industry initiatives.

• The issue can be resolved by new or revised regulation, policy, or guidance. Further analysis of the risk
or safety impact would provide sufficient additional information to properly characterize the issue and its
potential impact on CEUS plants and support consideration under other existing regulatory programs or
industry initiatives. The regulatory office has authority to take appropriate regulatory action(s) as necessary
to protect the public health and safety and the environment. Depending on the outcome of the additional
analysis, as well as industry initiatives to address any safety issues, the regulatory office could address this
issue through one or more actions involving regulation, policy, or guidance.

• The issue’s risk or safety significance can be adequately determined (i.e., it does not involve phenomena or
other uncertainties that would require long-term studies and/or experimental research to establish the risk or
safety significance). The screening analysis was performed based on the staff’s review of updated seismic
data and models submitted by ESP applicants and also updated seismic hazard data and models available
from the USGS as part of the National Seismic Hazard Mapping Program. The seismic hazard at CEUS plant
sites of interest can be evaluated using an approach like the detailed assessment performed by the EPRI1935

for 28 of the 29 sites included in Regulatory Guide 1.165.1932 This study used updated attenuation models
and incorporated updates to the EPRI seismic source model developed during the preparation of the ESPs.
The risk significance of the updated seismic hazard information can be evaluated for CEUS plant sites of
interest by performing a comparison of uniform hazard spectra or other hazard results to the beyond-design-
basis review-level earthquake or hazard curve used as part of the IPEEE evaluation.1798 The available IPEEE
Program results would allow a general assessment of the potential safety impact of increases in seismic
hazard at specific sites. This analysis was performed later as part of the safety/risk assessment under the
Generic Issues Program.

• The issue is well defined, discrete, and technical. The seismic hazard will be adequately defined upon
detailed assessment of available updated seismic data and models submitted by ESP applicants and also
updated seismic hazard data and models available for other CEUS plant sites of interest using an approach
like that performed by EPRI for 28 of the 29 sites included in Regulatory Guide 1.165. This will allow the
seismic hazard estimates for CEUS plant sites of interest to reflect the state of current knowledge. As new
information and research becomes available, future updates might be warranted. The plants’ response to
seismic hazards involves technical analyses using established techniques.

• Resolution of the issue may potentially involve review, analysis, or action by the affected licensees, certificate
holders, or holders of other regulatory approvals. After further characterization of site-specific seismic
hazards and an analysis of the plant’s response to the increased seismic hazard, some plants may be
identified as having a vulnerability that must be addressed to maintain adequate safety margins. Determining
a plant’s margin and potential need for action to maintain an adequate margin could involve regulatory
actions (e.g., requests for information from plant licensees, reviews, additional analysis, mitigation actions,
physical enhancements, administrative controls) for some plant licensees or could involve actions by industry
stakeholders. The screening analysis showed that the estimated increase in spectral acceleration for some
existing CEUS plant sites might exceed the design basis and values used for the NRC’s review of IPEEE
submittals. This translates into an equivalent increase in seismic demand on plant SSCs. As a result, this
issue has the potential to result in increased seismic core damage frequency (SCDF) estimates for some
plants. However, the screening analysis provided a limited evaluation that did not assess the safety response
of the plants. The limited scope screening analysis concluded that the seismic designs of operating plants in
the CEUS provided adequate safety margins while the staff continued to evaluate new seismic hazard data
and models and their potential impact on plant risk estimates. Specific reasons for this conclusion included
the following:

• The estimated annual probability of exceedance of seismic hazard is small in an absolute sense.
• Earthquakes cause ground motion over a range of frequencies. Lower frequency motions are more damaging

to buildings and equipment than higher frequency motions. Based on the NRC staff’s reviews associated with
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ESPs, the staff was confident that the recent seismic data and models would show that increased estimates
of the seismic hazards would occur primarily in the higher ground motion frequencies. Accordingly, the staff
anticipated that these increased estimates of seismic hazards would primarily have little impact on previous
estimates of the potential damage to buildings and equipment.

• The plants are designed to withstand anticipated earthquakes with substantial design margins. Plants may
have seismic margins beyond those reflected in their IPEEE submittals, and these could compensate for the
increase in estimated seismic load. Such additional seismic margins at plants may be inherent in the design
and construction, realized from improved data and analysis methods, or result from plant modifications or
enhancements completed since the IPEEE submittals.

Based on the knowledge of this issue at the time of the screening analysis and its potential effect on CEUS
plants, this issued passed the seven GI screening criteria and, therefore, warranted further analysis under the
Generic Issues Program.

Safety/Risk Assessment

RES staff developed and implemented a methodology to determine the implications of updated probabilistic
seismic hazard estimates in the CEUS on existing plants. The methodology, analyses, results, and limitations
of the safety risk assessment are summarized below. A detailed discussion of the safety/risk assessment is
documented in the NRC’s "Safety/Risk Assessment Results for Generic Issue 199, Implications of Updated
Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Estimates in Central and Eastern United States on Existing Plant: Safety/Risk
Assessments," dated August 2010. 1974

Risk Methodology

SCDF was chosen as the appropriate risk metric because it is expected to be more sensitive than other metrics
(either large early release fraction or public dose) to changes in the seismic hazard. In addition, SCDF can be
estimated using IPEEE information. Conversely, the IPEEE Program did not produce sufficient quantitative
information to estimate alternate risk metrics.

The staff performed a two-stage assessment to determine the implications of updated probabilistic seismic
hazards in the CEUS on existing NPPs. The first stage involved evaluating the change in seismic hazard with
respect to previous estimates at individual plants. The second stage estimated the change in SCDF as a result
of the change in the seismic hazard for each operating plant in the CEUS. The seismic hazard at each NPP site
depends on the unique seismology and geology surrounding the site, which necessitated separately determining
the implications of updated probabilistic seismic hazard for each of the 96 operating NPPs in the CEUS.

Evaluation of Changes in Seismic Hazard Estimates

In the first stage of the assessment, the NRC staff evaluated the potential significance of changes in seismic
hazards in a stepwise fashion by assessing the degree to which the seismic hazard estimates developed
using the most recent seismic hazard information and NRC staff guidance deviate from previously developed
assessments. The comparison of results indicated an increase in the seismic hazard estimates relative to
previous assessments for a number of plants.

Evaluation of Changes in Seismic Core Damage Frequency

In the second stage, the NRC staff developed SCDF estimates using three sets of mean seismic hazard curves
(the 1989 EPRI study, the 1994 Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory study, and a 2008 USGS study)
and plant-level fragility curves developed from information provided in the IPEEE submittals. This method had
previously been used by the staff in the resolution of GI-194 and during reviews of various risk-informed license
amendments.1975 The changes in the NRC’s SCDF for a number of plants lie in the range of 10-4 per year to 10-5

per year, which meets the numerical risk criteria for an issue to proceed to the regulatory assessment phase of
the Generic Issues Program.

Overall seismic risk estimates remain small in an absolute sense. All operating plants in the CEUS have a SCDF
less than or equal to 10-4/year, confirming that there is no immediate concern for adequate protection.

The approach used to estimate SCDF in the safety/risk assessment does not provide insight into which SSCs
are important to seismic risk. Such knowledge provides the basis for postulating plant backfits and conducting a
value/impact analysis of potential backfits during a regulatory analysis. For a number of plants, especially those
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that performed reduced-scope seismic margin analysis, detailed information is presently not available to the
NRC regarding plant seismic capacity (the ability of a plant’s SSCs to successfully withstand an earthquake)
beyond the required design-basis level.

Safety/Risk Assessment Panel Observations

In accordance with Management Directive 6.4, a safety/risk assessment panel was established to determine,
on a generic basis, if the risk associated with GI-199 warranted further investigation for potential imposition as a
cost-justified backfit and to provide a recommendation for the next step.

The panel completed its independent review of the safety/risk assessment for GI-199 in September 2010.1976

The panel reached the following conclusions and observations:

• Overall seismic core damage risk estimates are consistent with the Commission’s safety goal policy
statement because they are within the subsidiary objective of 10-4/year for core damage frequency. The
GI-199 safety/risk assessment, based in part on information from the NRC’s IPEEE Program, indicates that
no concern exists about adequate protection and that the seismic design of operating reactors provides a
safety margin to withstand potential earthquakes exceeding the original design basis.

• The changes in SCDF estimated in the safety/risk assessment stage of GI-199 for numerous plants lie in the
range of 10-4/year to 10-5/year, which meet the numerical risk criteria for an issue to proceed to the regulatory
assessment stage of the generic issues program.

• New consensus seismic-hazard estimates will become available in 2011 (these are a product of a joint NRC,
U.S. Department of Energy, USGS, and EPRI project). These consensus seismic hazard estimates will
supersede the existing EPRI, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, and USGS hazard estimates used in
the GI-199 safety/risk assessment.

• Certain factors that affect the development of realistic SCDF estimates will remain unresolved even after the
new consensus seismic hazard estimates are developed. The issue is primarily that many IPEEEs did not
produce SCDF estimates and so lack some of the information needed to produce such estimates.

• For a number of the plants that performed reduced-scope seismic margin analyses as part of the IPEEE
Program, limited detailed information exists about plant seismic capacity (the ability of a plant’s SSCs to
successfully withstand an earthquake) beyond the required design-basis level.

• The approach used in the safety/risk assessment to estimate SCDF considered the plant-level seismic
capacity and, therefore, did not provide insight into which SSCs were important to seismic risk. Such
knowledge would be required in order to postulate potential cost-beneficial backfits.

• IPEEE submittals generally provided limited, qualitative information about the seismic capability of
containments. Any regulatory analysis of GI-199 should consider potential plant modifications for reducing
the probability of seismically induced containment failure as discussed in Section 3.3.1 of NUREG/BR-0058,
"Regulatory Analysis Guidelines of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission," Revision 4, issued September
2004. 1977

Safety/Risk Assessment Panel Conclusion

The panel recommended transferring the lead responsibility for subsequent GI-199 actions to NRR for regulatory
office implementation and taking further actions to address GI-199 outside the Generic Issues Program (i.e.,
obtain information and develop methods, as needed, to complete plant-specific value/impact analyses of
potential backfits to reduce seismic risk).

On September 2, 2010, the safety/risk assessment panel issued its report. 2055 The panel recommended that
responsibility for subsequent actions on GI-199 be transferred to NRR for regulatory office implementation.
The panel also recommended further actions be taken to address GI-199 (i.e., obtain information and develop
methods, as needed, to complete plant specific value impact analyses of potential backfits to reduce seismic
risk). The issue was transferred to NRR, and work associated with GI 199 was incorporated into the work being
done by the Japan Lessons Learned Division (JLD) in response to the March 2011, nuclear event at Fukushima
Dai-ichi, Japan.

Significant Activities and Milestones during Regulatory Implementation Stage

The NRC asked U.S. nuclear power plant licensees to develop a new ground motion response spectrum, or
"hazard curve," using present-day guidance and methods. Plants were to compare the new hazard curve to
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their SSE. If the new hazard exceeds the SSE, additional actions were required. These actions could include an
expedited seismic evaluation process to determine whether interim actions were needed until a more detailed
assessment could be completed, high- or low-frequency motion evaluations, spent fuel pool seismic evaluations,
or a detailed seismic probabilistic risk assessment (or a combination of these). The spent fuel pool and high- or
low-frequency evaluations cover limited areas of a plant. Plants will perform expedited approach evaluations to
determine if key plant safety systems require enhancements while the more detailed risk evaluation is done.

The NRC staff used these comparisons in a graded, risk-informed approach to determine the scope of, and
prioritization of, any required plant-specific evaluations. The NRC expects U.S. plants to propose any needed
corrective actions (and plans to implement them) identified by the detailed seismic risk evaluations. The NRC
staff will evaluate the detailed evaluations and determine the need for further regulatory actions. The expedited
seismic evaluation process (ESEP) determines if key plant safety systems require enhancements while the more
detailed seismic evaluations are completed.  The spent fuel pool and high or low frequency evaluations cover
limited seismic exceedances.

Generic Communications Issued

The NRR staff issued two Information Notices (INs) to inform stakeholders of the results of the GI 199 safety/risk
assessment report:

• IN 2010-18, “Generic Issue 199, ‘Implications of Updated Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Estimates in Central
and Eastern United States on Existing Plants,’”1978 dated September 2, 2010, for all nuclear power plants.

• IN 2010-19, “Updated Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Estimates in Central and Eastern United States,”1979

dated September 16, 2010, for fuel cycle facilities.

The NRC also issued a Generic Letter, "Seismic Risk Evaluation for Operating Reactors," dated September 15,
20112032, for public comments. The public comment period ended on December 15, 2011.

• The NRC determined the priority for nuclear power plants to complete the risk assessments based on the
following three factors:

The NRC also sent request for information under 10 CFR 50.54(f)2054 to all licensees to respond to
Recommendations 2.1 and 2.3 of the Fukushima Near-Term Task Force (NTTF).

• The NRC requested that all operating power reactor licensees reevaluate the seismic hazard at their sites
using present-day NRC requirements and guidance and identify actions that are planned to address plant
specific vulnerabilities associated with the reevaluated seismic hazard. Each licensee followed a similar two
phase process to respond to the hazard reevaluations requested by the 50.54(f) letter. In Phase 1, licensees
submitted hazard reevaluation reports using NRC endorsed, industry developed guidance. The guidance
specified that a licensee should determine if interim protection measures were needed while a longer term
evaluation of the impacts of the hazard was completed. The NRC staff reviewed the reevaluated hazard
information. Using the reevaluated hazard information and a graded approach, the NRC identified the need
for, and prioritization and scope of, plant specific assessments.

• For those plants that are required to perform a SPRA, the staff issued Phase 2 Decisionmaking for
Reevaluated Flooding and Seismic Hazards, dated September 16, 20162243 which helped licensees
determine if additional plant-specific regulatory actions were necessary

1. The extent to which the reevaluated hazard exceeds the current design basis
2. The absolute seismic hazard based on an examination of the probabilistic seismic hazard curves for the site
3. Previous estimates of plant capacity (e.g., IPEEE insights). Licensee Responses and Actions

Licensees for plants in the CEUS submitted their seismic hazard reevaluations before the end of March 2014,
and plants in the western United States (WUS) submitted their seismic hazard reevaluations before the end of
March 2015. Depending on the comparison between the reevaluated seismic hazard and the design basis, some
licensees had no further evaluations for the plant (screened out), while other licensees were required to perform
additional plant risk assessments if the reevaluated hazard exceeded the plant’s design basis (screened in).

For those plants that screened in,
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• If the reevaluated hazard show that the ground motion response spectrum exceeds the plant's design-basis
safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) only in the region above 10 hertz (Hz), then the license needed to assess
the potential impact of high frequency ground motion on plant equipment.

• If the reevaluated hazard exceeded the design basis in the region below 2.5 Hz, then the licensee had to
perform a low frequency limited scope evaluation.

• If the reevaluated hazard exceeded the design basis in the 1-10 Hz range, then the licensee had to perform a
low hazard spent fuel pool evaluation.

• If the reevaluated hazard exceeded a peak spectral acceleration of 0.8g, a high hazard spent fuel evaluation
was required. NRC Staff Reviews

The NRC staff finished reviewing the hazard reports and issued a final determination letter for seismic risk
evaluations on October 27, 2015.2245 The final determination letter updated the preliminary screening letters
that the NRC issued on May 9, 20142246 and October 3, 2014, 2247 for CEUS plants, and May 13, 2015,
for WUS plants.2248 The final determination letter included a staggered schedule for licensees to submit
their seismic risk evaluations to the NRC for those sites that screen in, with the earliest in March 2017 and
the latest in December 2019. All actions associated with low- and high-frequency spent fuel pool seismic
evaluations and with low- and high-frequency plant seismic evaluation have been completed.

• Of the original 61 sites (58 CEUS and 3 WUS). 20 operating reactor sites (16 CEUS and 2 WUS) screened
in, requiring licensees to complete a SPRA; and two CEUS sites were subsequently screened out, based on
additional information provided by the licensee, dated December 22, 2016.2057

• Thirty-four sites screened in to perform high frequency limited scope evaluations.
• One site screened in to perform a low frequency limited scope evaluation.
• Thirty sites screened in to perform low hazard spent fuel pool evaluations and eight sites screened in to

perform high hazard limited scope evaluations.

 While the additional plant-specific assessments were ongoing, the NRC also required 34 sites (33 CEUS and
1 WUS) to complete near-term ESEP reports of key equipment needed to protect the reactor core following a
beyond-design-basis seismic event. The staff received all ESEP reports for CEUS plants by December 2014
and received the ESEP report for the one WUS plant during the second quarter of 2016. The staff completed
its evaluation of all 33 CEUS ESEP reports during the second quarter of 2016 and of the one WUS site in May
2016. In some cases, the NRC required plant modifications as a result of the ESEP reviews. Licensees notified
the NRC that the 15 plants requiring modifications have completed that task. Plant upgrades not requiring an
outage were completed by December 2016 for CEUS plants and by June 2018 for WUS plants.

On March 1, 2017, the NRC staff completed a 2-day SPRA orientation session. Approximately 30 NRC staff
and contractors from Pacific Northwest National Laboratory and the Southwest Research Institute's Center
for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses attended the session. After this orientation session, the infrastructure
necessary to review the SPRA submittals was in place. The NRC required 18 sites to submit SPRAs.

Summary of Required Reviews and Actions:

1. All actions associated with low- and high-frequency spent fuel pool seismic evaluations and with low- and
high-frequency plant seismic evaluation were complete.

2. All actions associated with ESEP reports have been closed out.
3. All licensees have submitted their SPRAs to the NRC for review. The staff has reviewed and concluded that

the nuclear sites have implemented the NRC mandated safety enhancements resulting from the lessons
learned from the Fukushima Dai-ichi accident through its implementation of Orders EA-12-049, EA-12-051,
EA-13-109, (as applicable) and its response to the 50.54(f) letters. Therefore, the NRC has issued a close
out letter for each site, stating that no further regulatory decision making is required related to the Fukushima
lessons-learned activities.

• Arkansas Nuclear One (ANO)2058

• Braidwood Station2059

• Browns Ferry2259
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• Bryon Station2060

• Calvert Cliffs2061

• Callaway 2258

• Clinton Power2062

• Columbia2257

• Comanche Peak2063

• Cook 2255

• Dresden2256

• Joseph M. Farley 2064

• McGuire 2066

• North Anna2254

• Oconee2253

• Palo Verde2067

• Peach Bottom
• Point Beach2068

• Prairie Island2069

• R. E. Ginna2070

• River Bend2071

• Robinson2251

• Salem Nuclear2072

• Sequoyah2250

• Shearon Harris2073

• St. Lucie Plant2074

• South Texas Project (STP)2075

• Summer2249

• Three Mile Island (TMI)2076

• Vogtle Electric2077

• Waterford2078

4. The following plants deferred submitting SPRA pending permanent shutdown:

• Pilgrim (deferral due to early permanent shutdown)
• Indian Point (deferral due to early permanent shutdown)

• Palisades (deferral due to early permanent shutdown)

NRR is developing a NUREG for capturing knowledge lessons-learned from activities associated with the events
at Fukushima Dai-ichi.

The NRC also has established the Japan Lessons Learned page  on the NRC public Web site, found at https://
www.nrc.gov/reactors/operating/ops-experience/japan-dashboard.html. The Web site contains links providing the
status of post-Fukushima order implementation; flooding and seismic hazard reevaluations; and Tier 2, Tier 3,
and nontiered activities.

The Plant-Specific Japan Lessons-Learned Activities Web page, found at https://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operating/
ops-experience/japan-dashboard/japan-plants.html, lists operating nuclear power reactors and links to plant-
specific actions related to the nuclear accident at Fukushima Dai-ichi.
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ISSUE 204: FLOODING OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANT SITES FOLLOWING
UPSTREAM DAM FAILURES
Note: Due to the sensitive nature of some information in this analysis, redactions are necessary in this public
version. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has coordinated with other Federal agencies (Department
of Homeland Security, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, and U.S Army Corps of Engineers) on the
sensitivity of the redacted information.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF SCREENING ANALYSIS

This analysis of upstream dam flooding leads the staff to conclude that the issue deserves further evaluation
to determine what else the NRC might need to do. No immediate safety concerns were identified during the
preparation of the analysis. The NRC conducted this analysis as part of the third, or screening, stage of the
agency’s five-stage Generic Issues (GI) Program. The NRC staff conducts this screening solely to determine,
based on readily available information, whether an issue requires more detailed evaluation within the GI
program. This analysis says nothing about whether existing nuclear power plant (NPP) licensing bases, design
requirements, or regulations are adequate, nor whether plants comply with those standards. Although the
analysis discusses some current regulatory actions regarding flooding issues at specific plant sites, it is silent
regarding the performance of those or any other licensees. Plant performance is judged by other regulatory
processes, primarily the reactor oversight program (ROP). Finally, this analysis reaches no regulatory conclusion
about dam reliability or the likelihood of beyond-design-basis failure events. Those decisions are addressed
in subsequent stages of the GI Program to determine the need for, and strength of, additional NRC regulatory
actions.

Such future actions could go all the way to changing the licensing basis for an NPP through Orders or new
rules. The NRC sets out licensing bases to ensure NPPs are designed and operated to resist a credible range
of internal and external events and provide adequate protection of public health and safety. Ongoing NRC
inspections and oversight programs, such as the ROP, continually check whether NPPs meet important aspects
of these licensing bases as long as the plants operate. The GI Program can apply a risk-informed assessment
of the adequacy of a regulatory requirement. In cases where NRC determines that licensing bases should
be strengthened, it can impose new requirements through rulemaking, issuing orders to licensees based on
redefining the standard of adequate protection, or by applying the Backfit Rule, Title 10 of Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 50.109, to impose safety-significant improvements where benefits exceed costs.

The screening analysis highlights the Oconee Nuclear Station in South Carolina and the Fort Calhoun Station
in Nebraska. ROP inspections at these plants identified significant findings regarding the adequacy of each
licensee’s implementation of their licensing basis for flooding protection. The NRC then took enforcement
actions that resulted in licensee actions being taken to restore compliance with their licensing basis and NRC
regulations.

This issue is similar to GI-199 dealing with seismic hazards, in that the NRC was examining both issues
prior to the accidents in Japan. Both issues will also be addressed as part of the NRC’s response to the
recommendations of the NRC’s Near Term Task Force (NTTF) Review of Insights from the Fukushima Dai-ichi
Accident. The NTTF’s work incorporated several insights from this screening analysis, which contributed to the
task force’s recommendations regarding flooding. The NRC response to these recommendations will address
flooding issues broadly, even beyond the issue represented in this screening analysis, at all U.S. NPPs. Again,
this screening analysis did not identify an immediate safety concern, since it did not identify any case where
a NPP does not meet their current licensing basis. It did, however, confirm that questions about the potential
impact of upstream dam failure warrant further evaluation.

Finally, as NPP flooding issues are being addressed, the NRC has maintained a healthy dialog regarding all
the regulatory aspects of potential dam failures. Regardless of how a dam might fail, any estimate of potential
consequences will be influenced by many assumptions. These include how a given dam is constructed and
maintained, how much water it stores, the topography of the downstream terrain, and the design of the NPP
and its site. Public health and safety risk from a dam failure also depends on estimates of the likelihood and
severity of such failures from both natural and human causes. The NRC continues to conclude that NPPs protect
public health and safety under existing licensing bases. Effective regulation, however, requires the questioning
approach demonstrated by the GI program and the post-Fukushima response. This screening analysis relied
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on information readily available to the NRC staff regarding potential consequences of flooding at NPP sites,
including analyses of varying rigor and methodology as expressed in documents such as licensee Individual
Plant Examination of External Events (IPEEE). More detailed analyses are needed and work is planned to
understand both the consequences and risk for applicable nuclear facility sites.

As part of NRC’s response to the post-Fukushima NTTF recommendations, the NRC is planning to request
licensees of NPPs to review their site-specific seismic and flooding hazards and to compare their designs to
current regulatory standards for licensing new NPPs. The information and analyses gained from these and other
NTTF initiatives will ensure the NRC takes whatever action may be appropriate to oversee the continued safe
operation of its licensees.

Table of Contents
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1. Introduction
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2. Implications of Recent Regulatory Activity
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Standard Review Plan

Implications of Regulatory Framework

4. Conclusions of Screening Analysis

5. Activities associated with GI-204 while in Stage 3, Regulatory Office Implementation

1. Introduction

This analysis report is provided as part of the Generic Issue Program screening stage for a proposed Generic
Issue related to flooding of nuclear power sites following upstream dam failures. The proposed issue was
accepted into the Generic Issues Program on August 9, 2010. A screening analysis was conducted per
Management Directive 6.4, “Generic Issues Program,” and considered these seven criteria below:

Criterion 1. The issue affects public health and safety, the common defense and security, or the environment.

Criterion 2. The issue applies to two or more facilities and/or licensees/certificate holders, or holders of other
regulatory approvals.

Criterion 3. The issue cannot be readily addressed through other regulatory programs and processes; existing
regulations, policies, or guidance; or voluntary industry initiatives.

Criterion 4. The issue can be resolved by new or revised regulation, policy, or guidance.

Criterion 5. The issue's risk or safety significance can be adequately determined (i.e., it does not involve
phenomena or other uncertainties that would require long-term studies and/or experimental research to establish
the risk or safety significance).
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Criterion 6. The issue is well-defined, discrete, and technical.

Criterion 7. Resolution of the issue may potentially involve review, analysis, or action by the affected licensees,
certificate holders, or holders of other regulatory approvals.

For the proposed issue to be recommended as a formal GI, the issue must have the potential to meet all seven
of the above criteria. As explained in Management Directive (MD) 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," the screening
review is not required to argue that the issue decisively meets the criteria. Rather, the screening analysis is
intended to determine whether a reasonable possibility exists that the criteria are met and whether continued
evaluation of the issue under the program is warranted. With this guidance in mind, the staff must provide a
recommendation to either accept or reject the issue as a GI.

The scope of the review is not limited by the content of the original issue proposal, but the proposal serves as
the basis for the review. The proposal lists currently operating sites where the issue is suggested to be a factor.
All of the sites are potentially affected by upstream (flooding) or downstream (loss of ultimate heat sink) dam
failures. The scope of this screening analysis was limited to external flooding due to upstream dam failures.
As part of the screening analysis, the NRC staff reviewed the existing regulatory framework addressing flood
hazard. Plant-specific documents were reviewed, including Final Safety Analysis Reports (FSARs), IPEEE
submittals, and regulatory enforcement documents.

Of the 20 potentially affected sites listed, the staff performed an indepth evaluation of two sites, Oconee Nuclear
Station and Fort Calhoun Station, and a brief overview of Watts Bar and Praire Island nuclear stations. Hence,
the screen analysis includes regulatory activity related to flooding and dam failure analysis recently occurring at
these sites.

With regard to Oconee Nuclear Station, recent estimates of the resulting flood levels from failure of the upstream
dam have increased substantially relative to previous estimates. The site may experience a total station blackout
due to loss of offsite and station power.

The NRC issued a yellow finding to Fort Calhoun Station for failure to maintain external flooding procedures.
The finding indicated that it was not clear that the procedures could be readily executed if required during a
flooding scenario. Upstream dam failures would exacerbate the current flooding issue. Therefore, under certain
flood conditions, procedures call for the placement of sandbags and other pre-fabricated flood barriers to protect
critical equipment from floodwaters up to 1,014 feet (ft) above mean sea level (MSL).

Knowledge gained from the review of plant-specific documents suggests that comparable conditions may exist at
other sites with similar physical characteristics. Section 3 of the screening evaluation describes the existing NRC
regulatory framework as it applies to flooding because of upstream dam failure. It also describes the evolution
of regulations and the implications of these changes. Section 4 of the evaluation provides a recommendation
regarding the placement of this issue in the GI Program.

An NRC staff analysis of upstream dam flooding lead the staff to conclude that there may be a safety issue
requiring further evaluations. No immediate safety concerns were identified during the preparation of the
analysis. The staff conducted this analysis as part of the screening stage of the agency's five-stage GI Program.
The staff conducted this screening solely to determine, based on readily available information, whether an issue
requires more detailed evaluation. The analysis says nothing about whether existing NPP licensing bases,
design requirements, or regulations are adequate, nor whether plants comply with those standards.  Although
the analysis discusses some current regulatory actions regarding flooding issues at specific plant sites, it is silent
regarding the performance of those or any other licensees.  Plant performance is judged by other regulatory
processes, primarily the ROP. Finally, the analysis reached no regulatory conclusion about dam reliability or the
likelihood of beyond-design-basis failure events. Those decisions are addressed in subsequent stages of the GI
Program to determine the need for additional NRC regulatory actions.

Additional NRC regulatory actions could involve changing the licensing basis for a NPP through orders or new
rules. The NRC reviews and approves licensing bases to ensure NPPs are designed and operated to resist a
credible range of internal and external events in order to provide adequate protection of public health and safety.
NRC inspections and oversight programs, such as the ROP, continually check whether NPPs meet important
aspects of these licensing bases as long as the plants operate. The GI Program can apply a risk-informed
assessment of the adequacy of a regulatory requirement. In cases where NRC determines that licensing bases
should be strengthened, it can impose new requirements through rulemaking, issuing orders to licensees based
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on redefining the standard of adequate protection, or by applying the Backfit Rule (10 CFR 50.109) to impose
safety-significant improvements where benefits exceed costs.

This screening analysis highlights the Oconee Nuclear Station in South Carolina and the Fort Calhoun Station
in Nebraska. ROP inspections at these plants identified significant findings regarding the adequacy of each
licensee's implementation of their licensing basis for flooding protection. The NRC took enforcement actions that
resulted in licensee actions being taken to restore compliance with their licensing basis and NRC regulations.

This issue is similar to GI-199 dealing with seismic hazards, in that the NRC was examining both issues prior
to the nuclear accident in Fukushima, Japan. Both issues are being addressed as part of the NRC’s response
to the recommendations of the NRC’s NTTF review of insights from the Fukushima Dai-ichi accident. The
NTTF’s work incorporated several insights from this screening analysis, which contributed to the task force’s
recommendations regarding flooding. The NRC response to the NTTF recommendations will address flooding
issues broadly, beyond the issue represented in this screening analysis, at all U.S. NPPs. Again, this screening
analysis did not identify any immediate safety concerns. It did not identify any case where a NPP does not meet
their current licensing basis. However, it did confirm that questions about the potential impact of upstream dam
failures warrant further evaluation.

As NPP flooding issues are being addressed, the NRC has maintained updated communications with
stakeholders regarding all the regulatory aspects of potential dam failures. Regardless of how a dam might fail,
estimates of potential consequences will be influenced by many assumptions. These include how a given dam is
constructed and maintained, how much water it stores, the topography of the downstream terrain, and the design
of the NPP and its site. Risk to public health and safety from a potential dam failure also depends on estimates
of the likelihood and severity of such failures from both natural and human causes. The NRC maintains its
position that NPPs protect public health and safety under existing licensing bases. However, effective regulation
requires a questioning approach demonstrated by the GI program and the post-Fukushima response.

This screening analysis was based upon information readily available to the NRC staff regarding the potential
consequences of flooding at NPP sites, including analyses of varying rigor and methodology as expressed in
documents, such as licensee IPEEE. More detailed analyses are needed. Future work is needed to understand
both the consequences and risk for applicable nuclear facility sites. As part of NRC’s response to the post-
Fukushima NTTF recommendations, the NRC requested licensees of NPPs to review their site-specific seismic
and flooding hazards and to compare their designs to current regulatory standards for licensing new NPPs. The
information and analyses gained from these and other NTTF initiatives will ensure the NRC takes whatever
action may be appropriate to oversee the continued safe operation of its licensees.

Description

This analysis report is provided as part of the GI Program screening stage for a proposed GI related to flooding
of nuclear power sites following upstream dam failures. The proposed issue was accepted on August 9, 2010.
Analysis was conducted per NRC MD 6.4.

For the proposed issue to be recommended as a formal GI, the issue must have the potential to meet all seven
screening criteria described above. As explained in MD 6.4, the screening review is not required to argue
that the issue decisively meets the criteria. Rather, the screening analysis is intended to determine whether a
reasonable possibility exists that the criteria are met and whether continued evaluation of the issue under the
program is warranted. With this guidance in mind, the staff must provide a recommendation to either accept or
reject the issue as a GI.

The scope of the review is not limited by the content of the original issue proposal but the proposal serves as the
basis for the review. The proposal lists 20 currently operating sites where the issue is suggested to be a factor.
All of the sites are potentially affected by upstream (flooding) or downstream (loss of ultimate heat sink) dam
failures. The scope of this screening analysis is limited to external flooding due to upstream dam failures. Of the
20 sites listed, the proposal provides indepth discussion of two sites: Oconee Nuclear Station and Fort Calhoun
Station, and an overview of Watts Bar and Praire Island stations. Regulatory activity related to flooding and/or
dam failure analysis recently occurred at these stations.

With regard to Oconee Nuclear Station, recent estimates of the resulting flood levels from failure of the upstream
dam have increased substantially relative to previous estimates, and the site is theorized to enter station
blackout due to loss of offsite and station power.
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Fort Calhoun Station was issued a yellow finding for failure to maintain external flooding procedures. Under
certain flood conditions, procedures call for the placement of sandbags and other pre-fabricated flood barriers
to protect critical equipment from floodwaters up to 1,014 feet (ft) above mean sea level (MSL). However, the
finding indicated that it was not clear that the procedures could be readily executed if required during a flooding
scenario. Upstream dam failures would exacerbate the current flooding issue.

As part of the screening analysis, a review was performed of the existing NRC regulatory framework addressing
flood hazard. Plant-specific documents were reviewed including Final Safety Analysis Reports (FSARs), IPEEE
submittals, and regulatory enforcement documents. These documents are referenced and discussed throughout
the report. Knowledge gained from the review of plant-specific documents suggests that comparable conditions
may exist at other sites with similar physical characteristics. In addition, the report describes the evolution of
regulations and the implications of these changes.

2. Implications of Recent Regulatory Activity

Fort Calhoun Station

 Fort Calhoun Station is located on the west bank of the Missouri River, 19 miles north of Omaha. Figure 1
shows an aerial photograph of Fort Calhoun Station relative to the adjacent river. The base plant elevation
(1,004ft MSL) is not substantially higher than normal river levels. The Updated Safety Analysis Report (USAR)
specifies that the design flood elevation is 1,006ft MSL. In 1993, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers estimated
the probable maximum flood (absent upstream dam failure) to be 1,009.3ft MSL. Without special provisions,
safety-related components at the plant are protected from flooding by hardened features up to an elevation
of 1,007ft MSL. Floodgates permanently mounted adjacent to openings can be installed to provide further
flood protection of most components up to an elevation of 1,009.5ft MSL. The intake structure is located at an
elevation of 1,007.5ft MSL. Protection of the intake structure to an elevation of 1,009.5ft MSL is accomplished
through a combination of both floodgates and sandbags. The licensee has indicated that it will use sandbags,
temporary earth levees, and other methods to allow safe shutdown up to an elevation of 1,013ft MSL. Based
on more recent information, the NRC has questioned the accuracy of existing flood estimates included in plant
specific documents. Figure 2 illustrates the flood water levels for a variety of flood events (based on estimates
produced by different agencies, as indicated in plant specific documents) as well as flood protection elevations.

Inspectors have identified an apparent violation of Technical Specification 5.8.1 at Fort Calhoun Station for
failure to maintain adequate procedures to protect the intake structure and auxiliary building during external
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flooding events. It was determined that it is not sufficient to stack and/or drape sandbags on floodgates to
protect the aforementioned structures up to an elevation of 1,013ft MSL (as credited in the USAR and in station
operating procedures). The flat surface on the top of the floodgates is too narrow to support a stacked sandbag
configuration capable of retaining 4 feet static head of water. Moreover, the required actions pose a safety risk to
plant personnel.

The Significance Determination Process has resulted in the issuance of a yellow finding regarding this apparent
violation. The Significance Determination Process results described above are based on consideration of
external flooding due to events that exclude dam failures. The flood level is in excess of the flood elevation
reported in the USAR. The flood levels projected in the IPEEE submittal will overtop all permanent and
temporary barriers, though the distance between the dams and the site provides warning time. As illustrated
above, recent regulatory activity suggests that Fort Calhoun Station may not have been protected from a large
flood event. The resulting finding was of yellow significance, which was determined without factoring dam
failures into the performance deficiency. Details about the ongoing activities at Fort Calhoun Station in response
to the above yellow finding can be found in a letter from Omaha Public Power District to NRC.

Oconee Nuclear Station

Oconee Nuclear Station (ONS) is located about 30 miles west of Greenville, South Carolina. The site is
downstream from Jocassee Dam and adjacent to Keowee Dam. The full pond elevation of the water retained by
Jocassee Dam is about 300 feet above Lake Keowee, which is retained by Keowee Dam. The Oconee Nuclear
Station has a yard grade that is a few feet below the full pond level of Lake Keowee.

The original licensing basis for Oconee Nuclear Station did not include the impact of failure of Jocassee
Dam when calculating potential flood levels at the site. A sudden catastrophic failure of the Jocassee Dam
is postulated to result in a flood wave that would overtop Keowee Dam as well as overtop the Oconee
intake dike and would flood the nuclear plant site. Flooding of the plant yard is expected to inundate the
switchyard, eliminating both offsite and station power. The licensee developed an action plan and began physical
modification at the Oconee Nuclear Station site to mitigate the consequences of a potential Jocassee Dam
failure. In 1983, the licensee, Duke Energy Corporation, evaluated external flooding effects at Oconee Nuclear
Station for risk assessment purposes

In 1992, Duke Energy Corporation performed an inundation study at the request of the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission. The goal of the study was to evaluate the downstream effects of failure of Jocassee
Dam under the "worst possible conditions" for inclusion in the emergency action plans of the hydroelectric
facilities located downstream of Jocassee Dam. The conditions assumed under the 1992 study resulted
in postulated flood heights in the station yard in excess of the 5 feet estimated under the 1983 study and
consequently above the flood protection elevation of the Standby Shutdown Facility (SSF). Studies that are more
recent have also computed flood heights that exceed the flood protection elevation of the SSF. Based on results
of the 1992 study, the licensee estimates that the conditional core damage frequency resulting from flooding due
to failure of the Jocassee Dam is 7.0 E-6 / year. The contribution to core damage frequency from precipitation
induced external flooding is considered negligible. The licensee notes that this external flood core-damage
frequency is of the same magnitude as other severe accident events (e.g., earthquakes, fires). Consequently, in
the IPEEE, the licensee concluded that external flooding does not pose severe accident vulnerability.

The aforementioned estimate of conditional core-damage frequency is based on an estimate (made by the
licensee) that the probability of a random failure of Jocassee Dam is 1.3 E-5 / year. This failure rate includes
failures due to seepage, embankment slides, and structural failure of the foundation or abutments. It does not
include failures due to earthquakes (not deemed credible) or overtopping. This NRC estimate is an order of
magnitude larger than the estimate reported in the Oconee Nuclear Station IPEEE submittal. The database used
by NRC staff to calculate the estimated failure rate includes failures due to overtopping, internal erosion, and
settlement. Due to a lack of earthquake- induced failures affecting dams with characteristics similar to Jocassee
Dam, the database does not contain failures due to seismic events.

Several uncertainties exist with regard to the risk posed to Oconee Nuclear Station due to upstream dam
failure. In particular, uncertainty exists about the flood levels at the site that would result from failure of Jocassee
Dam. Moreover, hazard due to external flooding was "screened out" in the IPEEE based on a sufficiently small
contribution to core damage frequency as calculated at the time. Uncertainty exists in assigning the appropriate
probability of dam failure that should be used in computing the contribution of external flooding to core damage
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frequency, as shown by separate analyses differing by an order of magnitude in estimating the probability of
failure of Jocassee Dam.

Figure shows an aerial photograph of ONS relative to the Keowee Lake.

Figure below shows the Jocasse Dam.
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Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant

While this screening assessment did not identify any immediate safety concerns, inspections and NRC
reviews at other individual plants have led to those plants taking actions regarding flooding scenarios on site-
specific basis. GI 204 has been subsumed as part of the implementation of the recommendations from the
agency’s Japan NTTF, which was assembled in response to the earthquake/tsunami and reactor accident at the
Fukushima Dai-ichi site.

While the NTTF used preliminary information from the screening assessment and discussed flooding in its July
2011 report, the issue related to flooding from the upstream dam failure came to the staff’s attention long before
the earthquake/tsunami and reactor accident at the Fukushima Dai-ichi site. New sources of information on this
issue have accumulated over the past few years. This information includes inspections of flood protection and
related procedures, as well as recent re-evaluations of dam failure frequencies and possible flood heights at
some U.S. nuclear power plants, suggesting that flooding effects in some cases may be greater than previously
expected.

The NTTF’s review of the Fukushima accident led to recommendations regarding the potential for flooding
from all hazard mechanisms at operating reactors. In March 2012, letters were sent by the NRC to holders of
operating licenses and construction permits, which requested the reevaluation of all floods hazards (including
dam failures) using present-day guidance and methodologies. Sites undergoing decommissioning, which are
part of the generic issue, are not included in the NRC’s activities related to reevaluation of flood hazards.

NPP designs include protection against serious but very rare flooding events, including flooding from dam failure
scenarios. Dam failures can occur as a consequence of earthquakes, overtopping, and other mechanisms
such as internal erosion and operational failures. A dam failure could potentially cause flooding at a NPP site
depending on a number of factors including the location of the dam, reservoir volume, dam properties, flood
routing and site characteristics.

In July 2011, the staff completed the screening analysis using guidance contained in MD 6.4 and SECY-07-0022,
“Status Report on Proposed Improvements to the Generic Issues Program,” dated January 30, 2007. On March
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6, 2012, the Director of the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (RES) transferred responsibility for resolution
of GI-204 to the Japan Lessons Learned Project Directorate (JLD) in the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
(NRR). Therefore the issue did not proceed through the safety/risk assessment stage of the GI process. The
staff dispositioned GI-204 as not passing all the seven GI screening criteria, specifically, the third criterion which
states, “The issue cannot be readily addressed through other regulatory programs and processes; existing
regulations, policies, or guidance; or voluntary industry initiatives.” Since the Agency actions in response to the
NTTF recommendations will address flooding at operating reactors, including flooding from postulated dam
failures, the third criterion is no longer met. MD 6.4 states that a proposed GI or a GI that does not meet any
of these criteria at any time will not be processed further by the GI Program. However, the GI was not closed;
management elected to keep GI-204 open status in order to track the issue to closure.

At Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant, the difference in normal pool elevation across the dam is 12.2ft. The
USAR indicates “[t]here is no flood hazard resulting from a dam break at Lock and Dam #2.” This conclusion is
based on an analysis of stable water elevations at a dam located about 1.5 miles downstream of the plant site
(Lock and Dam #3) when a sustained flow of water from Lock and Dam #2 is caused by the loss of 10 tainter
gates. Given this sustained flow, the USAR concludes that a steady state upper pool elevation will be reached
at Lock and Dam #3 consistent with a steady flow through the 10 spillway gates. The result of these conditions
is a river level of 684.5 feet MSL in the lower pool of Lock and Dam #2 and 676.5 feet MSL in the upper pool
of Lock and Dam #3. Consequently, the flood level at Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant resulting from
this postulated scenario is in the range 676 to 685 feet MSL. These levels are substantially below the stated
flood protection elevation at about 705 ft MSL. The USAR does not explicitly describe the postulated antecedent
conditions for this dam failure scenario; however, it appears the analysis is based on a breach under normal
operating conditions. The USAR states: "The various locks and dams along the river have a negligible effect
on the stage of a major flood. With all gates open the fall through the dam is generally less than a foot and
for the probable maximum flood the embankments at the dams would be submerged." Prairie Island Nuclear
Generating Plant currently has protective procedures in place that require placement of the unit in Mode 3, Hot
Standby when flood levels exceed 692 ft MSL13.

The excerpt above is general in nature. Additional information is needed to determine the correlation between
overtopping and possible failure of various locks, dam, embankments, and gates; and the contribution to
downstream flood levels. Furthermore, the fall height through the various locks and dams may or may not
correlate to similar flood level contributions at a downstream site since terrain and flow characteristics must be
considered. The effect of cascading failures is not addressed above, nor is the effect of a sudden opening of
gates releasing retained water during a large flood event.

Under the probable maximum flood (PMF) affecting Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant, the estimated flood
elevation at the site is 703.6ft MSL. Thus, under a probable maximum flood, excluding the effects of waves,
Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant has a small margin between flood levels and flood protection elevation
(<1.5 ft). By including wave effects, the water level increases to 706.7ft MSL and the margin becomes negative.
This situation would be exacerbated if the flood event is augmented by the flood volume resulting from an
upstream dam breach, though the amount of water that would be superimposed on the flood levels at the site is
not known.

Watts Bar Nuclear Plant

Figure below shows an aerial photograph of Watts Bar Dam
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The maximum assessed flood for Watts Bar Nuclear Plant is caused by the probable maximum precipitation
PMP) event, critically centered on the watershed and results in a flood elevation of 738.8 ft MSL (and 741.2 ft
MSL including wave run up). The license indicates that, in the storm contributing to the PMF, “the West Saddle
Dike at Watts Bar Dam would be overtopped and breached. No other [dam] failure would occur.” The licensee
indicates that “all safety related facilities, systems, and equipment are housed in structures which provide flood
protection up to plant grade at Elevation 728ft MSL.” This elevation is substantially below the design basis flood
elevation. Consequently, the plant is required to be shutdown whenever floodwaters exceed this elevation. The
licensee indicates that “[f]lood warning criteria and forecasting techniques have been developed to assure that
there will always be adequate time to shut the plant down and be ready for floodwaters above plant grade.” The
licensee also indicates that the facilities, systems, and equipment located in the containment structure (protected
by the shield building, which has accesses/penetrations that are watertight) and the diesel generator building
(located above critical flood level) are both protected during a flood event. The turbine, control, and auxiliary
buildings are postulated to flood, but the licensee indicates that equipment required to maintain plant safety
during a flood – and for 100 days following the flood – is “designed to operate submerged, is located above the
maximum flood level, or otherwise protected.”

The design basis flood described above does not include an upstream dam failure (other than the overtopping/
breach of the West Saddle Dike at Watts Bar Dam) although seismic dam failures coincident with smaller floods
were considered in establishing it. The licensee specifies that “dam safety modifications have eliminated the
potential of a PMF at upstream tributary dams to cause maximum site flood levels,” with the exception of the
West Saddle Dike at Watts Bar Dam. There are 12 major dams upstream from Watts Bar Nuclear Plant. In the
plant UFSAR, seismically-induced dam failure is considered under the operating basis earthquake coincident
with one-half the PMF as well as during a safe-shutdown earthquake coincident with a 25- year storm.

In light of the concern about potentially high flood levels at Oconee Nuclear Station resulting from the failure of
Jocassee Dam, it may be reasonable to understand the consequences of high flood events at Watts Bar Nuclear
Plant resulting from failure of Watts Bar Dam and other upstream dams during an extreme precipitation event.
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant is flood protected up to an elevation of 728ft and requires plant shutdown for flood
elevations above this level. The safety-related systems and components necessary for the maintenance of safe
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shutdown are protected up to the aforementioned design-basis flood level, which does not include a dam failure
event (other than the West Saddle Dike at Watts Bar Dam).

Revised flood estimates at nuclear power plants operated by the Tennessee Valley Authority (i.e., Watts Bar
Nuclear Plant, Sequoyah Nuclear Plant, and Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant) have resulted in increased PMF
elevations that may require permanent modification of flood protection at the sites (pending the outcome of
rigorous analyses to verify increases in the PMF elevation). In conjunction with the increases in precipitation-
induced flooding, the Tennessee Valley Authority is currently performing finite element analyses to demonstrate
dam stability. If analysis results are unfavorable, steps will be taken to modify the dams.

Applicability of Proposed Generic Issue to Multiple Plants

It is notable that an exclusive review of FSAR and IPEEE submittals would not necessarily indicate a potential
problem due to external flooding hazard in either of the above-described cases (i.e., Fort Calhoun Station or
Oconee Nuclear Station). Problems at Fort Calhoun Station were recognized because of an NRC inspection that
identified an apparent violation of Technical Specification 5.8.1.a for failure to maintain adequate procedures to
protect the plant during external flooding events. At Oconee Nuclear Station, attention was drawn to the elevated
consequence from external flooding after staff identified a performance deficiency during maintenance activities
that involved the installation of temporary electrical cables through an opening in the flood protection wall. This
performance deficiency was of particular concern when coupled with flooding estimates that are significantly
higher than previously assumed. Thus, in these two cases, identification of flood-related issues resulted from
particular scrutiny and analysis of flood protection preparations, assumptions, and procedures. It is unlikely that
concerns related to dam- failure flooding at these two sites would have stood out based on the FSAR and IPEEE
documents alone.

For other plants listed in the Generic Issue proposal, sufficient additional information is not readily available
to the staff reviewers to support a conclusive assessment regarding risks posed by external flooding due to
dam failure. Without detailed study and interaction with licensees, available information related to external
flooding for these sites is generally limited to the FSARs and IPEEE submittals. As described above, exclusive
consideration of these documents may not readily indicate a problem exists related to external flooding because
of upstream dam failure. Consequently, it is useful to identify characteristics of Oconee Nuclear Station and Fort
Calhoun Station that may make them susceptible to risks of flooding that are higher than initially estimated. Such
characteristics can serve as indicators for identifying other plants that also may have external flood risks that
are higher than originally estimated or assumed. This argument serves to demonstrate the applicability of the
Proposed Generic Issue to multiple sites, which is an important component of passing a Proposed Generic Issue
through the screening stage.

A significant contributor to the elevated risk at Fort Calhoun Station comes from its reliance on the placement of
temporary barriers to protect the plant during a large external flood event. These protective measures require
significant physical actions on the part of plant personnel. Consequently, a nontrivial probability exists that the
procedures will be unsuccessful. In the case of Fort Calhoun Station, the physical characteristics of certain plant
structures make it difficult to place the temporary barriers . Fort Calhoun Station is not the only plant to rely
on the placement of temporary protective measures. For example, Cooper Nuclear Station, Vermont Yankee
Nuclear Power Station, and Arkansas Nuclear One, rely on the placement of temporary barriers or connections
such as sandbags, wood planks, and temporary power cables. Three Mile Island Nuclear Station is another
example of a plant that requires actions on the part of plant personnel (e.g., installation of flood gates and
plugging of openings). In addition, a subset of plants have technical specifications in place that require plant
shutdown (or placement of the plant in hot standby) when floodwaters reach a predefined threshold. Examples
of such plants include Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant, Beaver Valley Power Station, Sequoyah Nuclear
Plant, and Watts Bar Nuclear Plant. Maintenance of the shutdown or standby state is required for the duration
of the flood event. Because it is necessary to consider the capability to maintain core cooling for the duration of
a flood event, evaluation of plant safety must include factors such as the availability of site access given high
floodwaters, integrity of compromised components (e.g., due to the effects of submergence, debris, sediment,
and hydrodynamic forces), continuity of electricity, and the presence of electrical hazards. These factors are
important even if the reactor is shutdown in response to anticipated flooding. Based on the documents reviewed
for the screening assessment, it was not clear that the above factors were comprehensively and consistently
considered for all plants.
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In the cases of Oconee Nuclear Station and Fort Calhoun Station, it was additional data and analysis, beyond
that provided in the FSAR and IPEEE documents that allowed more substantive safety questions to be identified
and articulated regarding both the licensee response to — and site consequence from — upstream dam failures.
The question raised about the viability of procedures in place at Fort Calhoun Station and the additional insight
gained during the assessment of Oconee Nuclear Station suggests value in systematically investigating existing
procedures at other similar sites with the benefit of more accurate and detailed information including evaluation
of whether the licensee can maintain the plant in a safe shutdown condition throughout the duration of a flood
event. This would provide a better quantification of the likelihood that established procedures will succeed (or
fail) in protecting critical safety equipment.

In addition to the reliability of temporary protection procedures (described above), it is also necessary to evaluate
the reliability of hardened protective features including dikes/levees, flood doors, submarine hatches, water stops
at construction joints, and pipe penetration seals. At most nuclear power plants, flood protection dikes, levees,
doors, and other features have not been tested against a flood. These features are all susceptible to failure and,
consequently, such features should not be assumed to have a success probability of 1.0. The importance of
considering the performance of hardened protective features was demonstrated during a flood at the Blayais
Nuclear Power Plant (France) in 1999. During the flood event, protection of underground rooms containing
safety equipment was insufficient and dikes were found to have insufficient height and shape. Units 1 and 2 at
the site were severely affected by the floodwaters. For example, an essential service water pump was lost due
to the immersion of the motors. Utility galleries, the bottom of the fuel handling building, and rooms containing
electrical equipment were also flooded. Moreover, the flood warning system was inadequate and detection of
water in affected rooms was difficult.

A major factor in the uncertainty associated with reliance on non-passive protective procedures is the amount
of time available to take action following notification of a dam breach. The closer the dam is located to a site,
the shorter the available response time following a dam breach. A “rule of thumb” is that a flood wave travels
downstream at about 3-4 miles/hour. This is a rough estimate and will vary based on the topography of the
intervening river basin. However, using this rule, it is estimated that about a day of warning time exists for
a dam that is about 100 miles upstream of a site. Many dams are operated by organizations other than the
plant operator. Consequently, communication strategies and agreements between the operator of the dam
and the nuclear power plant are necessary to maximize warning time and to optimize the quality of transmitted
information. Variability in the rigor of these arrangements will affect the overall risk exposure to the plant,
particularly if a given amount of lead-time is required to implement protective procedures. Regulatory Guides
1.102 and 1.59 address the use of temporary barriers and other procedures to provide protection of nuclear
power plants during flood events. Subsequent sections of this report describe both documents.

It is notable that an exclusive review of FSAR and IPEEE submittals would not necessarily indicate a potential
problem due to external flooding hazard in either of the above-described cases (i.e., Fort Calhoun Station or
Oconee Nuclear Station). Problems at Fort Calhoun Station were recognized because of an NRC inspection that
identified an apparent violation of Technical Specification 5.8.1.a for failure to maintain adequate procedures to
protect the plant during external flooding events. At Oconee Nuclear Station, attention was drawn to the elevated
consequence from external flooding after staff identified a performance deficiency during maintenance activities
that involved the installation of temporary electrical cables through an opening in the flood protection wall. This
performance deficiency was of particular concern when coupled with flooding estimates that are significantly
higher than previously assumed. Thus, in these two cases, identification of flood-related issues resulted from
particular scrutiny and analysis of flood protection preparations, assumptions, and procedures. It is unlikely that
concerns related to dam-failure flooding at these two sites would have stood out based on the FSAR and IPEEE
documents alone.

For other plants listed in the GI, sufficient additional information is not readily available to the staff reviewers
to support a conclusive assessment regarding risks posed by external flooding due to dam failure. Without
detailed study and interaction with licensees, available information related to external flooding for these sites
is generally limited to the FSARs and IPEEE submittals. As described above, exclusive consideration of these
documents may not readily indicate a problem exists related to external flooding because of upstream dam
failure. Consequently, it is useful to identify characteristics of Oconee Nuclear Station and Fort Calhoun Station
that may make them susceptible to risks of flooding that are higher than initially estimated. Such characteristics
can serve as indicators for identifying other plants that also may have external flood risks that are higher than
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originally estimated or assumed. This argument serves to demonstrate the applicability of the GI to multiple sites,
which is an important component of passing a GI through the screening stage.

A significant contributor to the elevated risk at Fort Calhoun Station comes from its reliance on the placement of
temporary barriers to protect the plant during a large external flood event. These protective measures require
significant physical actions on the part of plant personnel. Consequently, a nontrivial probability exists that the
procedures will be unsuccessful. In the case of Fort Calhoun Station, the physical characteristics of certain plant
structures make it difficult to place the temporary barriers. Fort Calhoun Station is not the only plant to rely on the
placement of temporary protective measures. For example, Cooper Nuclear Station, Vermont Yankee Nuclear
Power Station, and Arkansas Nuclear One rely on the placement of temporary barriers or connections such as
sandbags, wood planks, and temporary power cables. Three Mile Island Nuclear Station is another example
of a plant that requires actions on the part of plant personnel (e.g., installation of flood gates and plugging of
openings). In addition, a subset of plants have technical specifications in place that require plant shutdown
(or placement of the plant in hot standby) when floodwaters reach a predefined threshold. Examples of such
plants include Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant, Beaver Valley Power Station, Sequoyah Nuclear Plant,
and Watts Bar Nuclear Plant. Maintenance of the shutdown or standby state is required for the duration of the
flood event. Because it is necessary to consider the capability to maintain core cooling for the duration of a
flood event, evaluation of plant safety must include factors such as the availability of site access given high
floodwaters, integrity of compromised components (e.g., due to the effects of submergence, debris, sediment,
and hydrodynamic forces), continuity of electricity, and the presence of electrical hazards. These factors are
important even if the reactor is shutdown in response to anticipated flooding. Based on the documents reviewed
for the screening assessment, it was not clear that the above factors were comprehensively and consistently
considered for all plants.

In the cases of Oconee Nuclear Station and Fort Calhoun Station, it was additional data and analysis, beyond
that provided in the FSAR and IPEEE documents that allowed more substantive safety questions to be identified
and articulated regarding both the licensee response to — and site consequence from — upstream dam failures.
The question raised about the viability of procedures in place at Fort Calhoun Station and the additional insight
gained during the assessment of Oconee Nuclear Station suggests value in systematically investigating existing
procedures at other similar sites with the benefit of more accurate and detailed information including evaluation
of whether the licensee can maintain the plant in a safe shutdown condition throughout the duration of a flood
event. This would provide a better quantification of the likelihood that established procedures will succeed (or
fail) in protecting critical safety equipment.

In addition to the reliability of temporary protection procedures (described above), it is also necessary to evaluate
the reliability of hardened protective features including dikes/levees, flood doors, submarine hatches, water stops
at construction joints, and pipe penetration seals. At most nuclear power plants, flood protection dikes, levees,
doors, and other features have not been tested against a flood. These features are all susceptible to failure and,
consequently, such features should not be assumed to have a success probability of 1.0. The importance of
considering the performance of hardened protective features was demonstrated during a flood at the Blayais
Nuclear Power Plant (France) in 1999. During the flood event, protection of underground rooms containing
safety equipment was insufficient and dikes were found to have insufficient height and shape. Units 1 and 2 at
the site were severely affected by the floodwaters. For example, an essential service water pump was lost due
to the immersion of the motors. Utility galleries, the bottom of the fuel handling building, and rooms containing
electrical equipment were also flooded. Moreover, the flood warning system was inadequate and detection of
water in affected rooms was difficult.

A major factor in the uncertainty associated with reliance on non-passive protective procedures is the amount
of time available to take action following notification of a dam breach. The closer the dam is located to a site,
the shorter the available response time following a dam breach. A "rule of thumb" is that a flood wave travels
downstream at about 3-4 miles/hour. This is a rough estimate and will vary based on the topography of the
intervening river basin. However, using this rule, it is estimated that about a day of warning time exists for
a dam that is about 100 miles upstream of a site. Many dams are operated by organizations other than the
plant operator. Consequently, communication strategies and agreements between the operator of the dam
and the nuclear power plant are necessary to maximize warning time and to optimize the quality of transmitted
information. Variability in the rigor of these arrangements will affect the overall risk exposure to the plant,
particularly if a given amount of lead-time is required to implement protective procedures. Regulatory Guides
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1.102 and 1.59 address the use of temporary barriers and other procedures to provide protection of nuclear
power plants during flood events. Subsequent sections of this report describe both documents.

Several nuclear sites are located on rivers having large upstream storage volumes. These rivers have a set of
dams located upstream and subject to the same upstream dam failure events. However, due to the delay in time
flood waters reach the downstream plant, the effects of a failure of these dams are less extreme. Licensees
have operating procedures to protect the plant in the event of a large flood event. However, further evaluation of
the plant's response is necessary to determine any adverse effects. Thus, the probability of failure associated
with each dam may differ due to different structural classification and there may be significant differences in
the potential consequences of failure. Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant and Watts Bar Nuclear Plant
(further described below) illustrate the divergent nature of the sites and associated upstream dams, including
the consequences of failure. The design of dams vary. The Jocassee Dam is a large rock fill dam. The Watts Bar
Dam is an earth and concrete gravity structure, and Lock and Dam #2 has earth and concrete sections.

Available Margin

At Oconee Nuclear Station and Fort Calhoun Station, increased flood estimates have led to ongoing regulatory
activity. Like many sites in the U.S. inventory of nuclear power plants, flood levels at these two stations were
based on relatively outdated flood estimation methods and/or probable precipitation estimates. The evolution
of hydrological modeling — including dam break analysis — and the availability of updated meteorological data
are likely to yield flooding estimates that are different than those considered during the initial licensing reviews or
IPEEE studies. In addition to changes in estimation methods, changes in regional land use and land cover (e.g.,
urban expansion and sprawl) may have a significant impact on the watershed of sites and dams. The National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) National Weather Service has historically produced hydro-
meteorological reports that provide estimates of probable maximum precipitation for different regions in the
United States. However, NOAA’s National Weather Service has discontinued probable maximum precipitation
activities and NOAA has not updated Hydro-meteorological Report 51 (which covers most of the U.S. east of
the 105th meridian) in over 30 years. Precipitation induced flood estimates for some plants have been based on
these older estimates. A recent NRC project will provide NRC staff with an update to NOAA’s existing National
Weather Service hydro-meteorological reports for a pilot region in North Carolina and South Carolina.
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The staff compared possible margins at selected plants under flood events, and based on certain
assumptions regarding the performance of features (as stated below) prepared a graph (shown below).
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The x-axis corresponds to margin under the flood caused by the maximum considered precipitation-induced
event (excluding wave effects in most though not all cases), which may include floods due to weather-related
phenomena such as the probable maximum flood and hurricanes.

The y-axis shows computed margins under the flood caused by the maximum considered dam failure event
(excluding wave effects in most though not all cases), coincident with a concurrent flood (as indicated by shapes
around numbers).

In this report, margins are computed using the best numerical information that could be located in the FSAR
and IPEEE submittals. In general, margins are computed relative to the minimum flood protection elevation
of safety-related facilities, structures, systems, and equipment/components. The flood protection elevation of
individual critical facilities, structures, systems, and components may be higher. Moreover, margins are generally
computed crediting hardened features such as floodwalls and hatches/doors but not temporary barriers such
as sandbags. In this report, the computed margin does not generally take into account components that are
designed to operate submerged (e.g., see Watts Bar and Sequoyah Nuclear Power Plant FSARs). When
conflicting information is found, the margin is computed using the lowest flood protection elevation and highest
static water level available in existing documents (e.g., see FSAR and IPEEE submittals for Arkansas Nuclear
One). Flood levels that result from events that were “screened out” in the IPEEE due to low probability of
occurrence, if reported in the licensee’s IPEEE submittal, are considered when computing available margin (e.g.,
see Fort Calhoun and Cooper IPEEE submittals).

The graph also demonstrates whether dam failure was considered under the PMF or a lesser flood as indicated
by shapes. A square around a number indicates the dam failure event was considered coincident with a PMF, a
circle indicates that the dam failure event was considered with a different (typically smaller) flood, and a diamond
indicates that it was not clear what flood conditions were considered coincident with dam failure. The screening
analysis report contains Table 1, which gives the sources for data used to construct the graph. In cases where a
flood less than the PMF is considered, several plants indicate that the dam is designed such that a PMF event
will not fail the dam.

Sites plotted in the upper right quadrant of the graph have a positive margin under both the maximum
precipitation and dam failure events. However, several of the sites do not consider failure of the dam under a
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PMF event and thus the magnitude and sign of this margin may change if dam failure coincident with the larger
flood is considered. Sites plotted in the lower left quadrant have a negative margin under both precipitation and
dam failure events. However, as noted in Regulatory Guides 1.102 and 1.59, this negative margin is acceptable
if the plant can be shut down before floodwaters reach the site and safely maintained throughout the duration
of the flood event. Sites plotted in the lower right quadrant have a positive margin under precipitation events but
a negative margin under a dam failure event. These sites are controlled by flooding due to dam failure. Sites
plotted in the upper left quadrant have a positive margin under dam failure events but a negative margin under
precipitation events. Sites plotted in this quadrant consider a flood less than the PMF coincident with dam failure.
These sites may have a lower (or negative) margin under dam failure if a large precipitation event (i.e., PMF) is
considered coincident with dam failure.

Because of the extremely diverse methods used and disparate level of detail provided in plant documentation
(i.e., FSAR and IPEEE submittals), care should be given to drawing strong conclusions from the graph because
it does not capture important distinctions and subtleties between the sites and the definitions used in plant-
specific documentation. Because of the important differences between the sites and the estimation methods
used, the original data source referenced in Table 1 should be consulted before drawing conclusions based on
the numerical values. However, despite the disparate nature of the data, this graph serves to demonstrate that,
for many plants, the reported margin between flood levels and flood protection is small for dam failure and/or
precipitation and related weather events. This margin is further reduced when accounting for the effects of wind-
generated waves and run up. Moreover, several sites do not consider dam failure coincident with a PMF event
and, therefore, the available margin may degrade further if dam failure coincident the larger precipitation event is
considered. The necessity of considering dam failure coincident with such extreme events is an area warranting
further study.

3. Regulatory Background

10 CFR 50, Appendix A, General Design Criteria-2 requires:

Structures, systems, and components important to safety shall be designed to withstand the effects of natural
phenomena such as earthquakes, tornadoes, hurricanes, floods, tsunami, and seiches without loss of capability
to perform their safety functions. The design bases for these structures, systems, and components shall reflect:
(1) Appropriate consideration of the most severe of the natural phenomena that have been historically reported
for the site and surrounding area, with sufficient margin for the limited accuracy, quantity, and period of time
in which the historical data have been accumulated, (2) appropriate combinations of the effects of normal and
accident conditions with the effects of the natural phenomena and (3) the importance of the safety functions to
be performed.

Existing NRC regulatory guidance related to the definition of external design basis floods and flood protection
requirements are contained primarily in Regulatory Guides and the Standard Review Plan (NUREG 0800). The
first publication of Regulatory Guide 1.59, “Design Basis Floods for Nuclear Power Plants,” occurred in 1973.
The Standard Review Plan (Section 2.4) and Regulatory Guide 1.102, “Flood Protection for Nuclear Power
Plants,” were first published in 1975. Many of the 20 plants listed in the GI were first licensed before these three
documents became available for use by licensees and NRC staff in evaluating the risks posed to nuclear power
plants due to external flooding.

The screen analysis report provides the following timeline of operating dates of the plants listed in the GI as well
as the dates of significant NRC publications (including revisions) addressing external flooding of nuclear power
plants.
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Many of these documents are described briefly in the forthcoming sections. The review of these documents
indicates that regulatory and staff guidance related to external flooding from upstream dam failures has evolved.
However, existing plants have not been systematically reviewed against the updated criteria.

Descriptions contained in this report focus primarily on the portions of the aforementioned documents addressing
external flooding of sites located along streams and rivers, with a particular emphasis on events associated with
upstream dam failure. Consequently, for brevity, this report does not include a discussion of the portions of the
regulatory documents addressing flooding along seashores and lakes not impacted by dam failure (e.g., due to
storm surge, tsunami).

Regulatory Guide 1.59

Regulatory Guide 1.59 discusses the “design basis floods that nuclear power plants should be designed to
withstand without loss of capability for cold shutdown and maintenance thereof.” The guide also addresses
the acceptability of using alternatives to hardened facilities for flood protection. Regulatory Guide 1.59 was
originally published in 1973, with revisions in 1976 and 1977 (with Errata added in 1980). Regulatory Guide 1.59
outlines four regulatory positions that are described below. The description contained herein is based on the
1977 version (revision 2) of Regulatory Guide 1.59.

Regulatory Position 1 of Regulatory Guide 1.59 specifies that safety-related structures, systems, and
components identified in Regulatory Guide 1.2916 should be designed to resist the worst flood probable at the
site due to a range of phenomena including PMF, seismically-induced flood, hurricane, seiche, surge, and heavy
local precipitation. These hazards should be considered coincident with attendant wind-generated wave activity.

For sites located along streams and rivers, the PMF generally provides the design basis flood event. Appendices
A and B of Regulatory Guide 1.59 provide an “acceptable level of conservatism for estimating the flood levels
caused by severe hydro-meteorological conditions.” Appendix B provides alternative methods for estimating
precipitation-induced flooding on streams and rivers that are less laborious but more conservative than the
methods in Appendix A. Appendix A of the 1977 revision of Regulatory Guide 1.59 replaces material contained
in previous versions of Regulatory Guide 1.59 with a reference to an NRC-endorsed standard produced by
the American National Standards Institute (ANSI): ANSI Standard N170-1976, “Standards for Determining
Design Basis Flooding at Power Reactor Sites.” A brief description of an update to ANSI Standard N170-1976
is included in a subsequent section of this report. The content of Appendix A of Regulatory Guide 1.59 prior
to the 1977 revision is not known because copies of older versions of the document have not been located by
the screening analysis group. Regulatory Position 1 of Regulatory Guide 1.59 contains no explicit discussion of
flooding due to dam failures from extreme hydro-meteorological events. However, ANSI Standard N170-1976,
which is referenced in Appendix A, does address dam failure due to hydrological mechanisms.

Regulatory Position 1 of Regulatory Guide 1.59 explicitly specifies that “[f]lood conditions that could be caused
by dam failures from earthquakes should also be considered in establishing the design basis flood.” The
guide notes that, along streams and estuaries, seismically induced floods may be produced by dam failures or
landslides. Consideration of seismically induced flooding should be based on seismic events in “the same range”
as the events considered for design of the nuclear power plant. Moreover, Regulatory Guide 1.59 specifies that
an evaluation should be performed of flood waves that may be caused by cascading dam failures triggered
by a seismically induced failure of a critically located dam. Appendix A (through reference to ANSI Standard
N170-1976) provides acceptable techniques for evaluating hydrological effects of seismically induced dam
failures.

Regulatory position 2 of Regulatory Guide 1.59 permits an alternative to designing hardened protection for
all safety-related structures, systems, and components requiring protection under Regulatory Position 1 if the
following criteria are met:

(1) Sufficient warning time is shown to be available to shut down the plant and implement adequate emergency
procedures.

(2) All safety-related structures, systems, and components are designed to withstand and remain functional
during the flood conditions resulting from the Standard Project Flood (about 40-60 percent of the PMF) including
wind-generated wave activity that may be produced during the worst winds of record.

(3) In addition to (2), reasonable combinations of less-severe flood conditions are considered to the extent
needed for a consistent level of conservatism
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(4) In addition to (2), at least those structures, systems, and components necessary for cold shutdown, and
maintenance thereof, are designed with hardened protective features to remain functional while withstanding the
entire range of flood conditions up to and including the worst site-related flood probable (e.g., PMF, seismically-
induced flood, hurricane, surge, seiche, heavy local precipitation) with coincident wind-generated wave action as
discussed in Regulatory Position 1.

Regulatory Position 3 of Regulatory Guide 1.59 requires that significantly adverse changes to the site
environment, that may affect the design basis flood, be identified and used as the basis to develop or modify
emergency operating procedures to mitigate potential effects of increased floods.

Regulatory Position 4 of Regulatory Guide 1.59 permits deviation from the methods outlined in Appendices B-C
of Regulatory Guide 1.59 if there is adequate verification and pending approval of NRC staff.

Regulatory Guide 1.102

Regulatory Guide 1.102 describes the “types of flood protection acceptable to NRC staff for safety- related
structures, systems, and components identified in Regulatory Guide 1.29.” Regulatory Guide 1.102 documents
three methods of flood protection:

• Dry site. The plant is built above the design basis flood level and therefore safety-related structures, systems,
and components are not affected by flooding. A dry site may be accomplished through natural terrain or
engineered fills.

• Exterior barrier. Safety-related structures, systems, and components are protected from inundation and
associated static and dynamic forces by engineered features that are external to the immediate plant area.
Examples include levees, sea/floodwalls, bulkheads, revetments, and breakwaters.

• Incorporated barrier. Safety-related structures, systems, and components are protected from inundation and
associated static and dynamic forces by engineered features at the structure/environment interface. Examples
include reinforced walls designed to resist the static and dynamic forces associated with the design basis flood,
water stops at construction joints, sealed pipe penetrations, and submarine doors/hatches.

Regulatory Guide 1.102 specifies that, in general, temporary flood barriers that must be installed prior to the
design basis flood (e.g., sandbags, plastic sheeting, and portable panels) are not acceptable for issuance of a
construction permit. However, unusual circumstances with strong justification (e.g., post- construction changes in
flood-producing characteristics of the area) may warrant consideration/acceptance of temporary barriers.

ANSI Standard N170-1976 and ANSI/ANS-2.8-1992

ANSI Standard N170-1976 (“American National Standard for Determining Design Basis Flooding at Power
Reactor Sites”) was published in 1976 to specify criteria for determining design basis flooding at power reactor
sites (ANSI 1976). NRC endorsed ANSI Standard N170-1976 in Regulatory Guide 1.59 as an acceptable
method of defining probable maximum and seismically induced floods on streams.

An update to ANSI Standard N170-1976 was published in 1992 (ANSI 1992). The publisher withdrew ANS/
ANSI-2.8-1992 in 2002. This report will refer to the updated Standard as ANSI/ANS-2.8-1992.

A brief review of the portions of the 1976 and 1992 standards related to dam failures indicates that few
substantial differences exist between the two versions with regard to the portions of the documents described
here. As a result, the document description and associated references contained in this report are based on the
1992 revision (even though Regulatory Guide 1.59 references the 1976 version). Any substantial differences
observed between the 1976 and 1992 versions of the standard with regard to the topics discussed in the
forthcoming description are noted.

ANSI/ANS-2.8-1992 addresses dam failures due to hydrologic and seismic events as well as other mechanisms.
Section 5.5 of ANSI/ANS-2.8-1992 addresses hydrological dam failures. It specifies that potentially critical dams
should be analytically subjected to the PMF from the contributing watershed of the dam. If it is shown that the
dam can withstand this flood, then no further hydrological failure analysis is required. If hydrologic failure is
likely, then the assessment must continue and ANSI/ANS-2.8-1992 offers guidance on performing the requisite
failure analyses. In the case that an upstream dam is likely to fail under the PMF on its watershed, the degree
and mode of failure should be estimated and the resulting flood wave, combined with the downstream flows that
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would prevail in this flood, should be routed to the plant site. The dam also shall be tested in the PMF applicable
to the total plant watershed. Again, the resulting flood levels at the site must be calculated.

The above load conditions are consistent between the 1976 and 1992 versions of the standard; however the
1992 revision of the standard includes an additional load condition not contained in the 1976 version: “If a
significant portion of the plant site watershed lies below the dam, then the probable maximum precipitation
centered over the intervening area should be combined with the dam failure wave from the same storm
centering.” The resulting flood levels at the site shall again be calculated. The critical flood level is selected
as the most severe of the above three load conditions. ANSI/ANS-2.8-1992 also notes that a dam that is safe
under its own PMF might fail when the flood is augmented by flood waves from a dam failure further upstream.
Thus, when a dam is anticipated to fail under its own PMF, all downstream dams must be analyzed under the
demands of the flood wave resulting from the failed dam. Unless safety from failure can be documented, failure
of downstream dams shall be postulated and the resulting surge routed to the plant site.

Section 6 of ANSI/ANS-2.8-1992 addresses non-hydrological dam failures. Potential non-hydrological hazards
include dam failures resulting from deterioration, settlement, cracking, erosion, leakage, landslides, and
mechanical/electrical breakdown of spillway gates as well as dam failures resulting from seismic mechanisms.

The treatment of non-hydrological, non-seismic dam failures in ANSI/ANS-2.8-1992 is terse when compared
to the treatment of the hydrological and seismic mechanisms. ANSI/ANS-2.8-1992 generically specifies the
following for failure analysis due to non-seismic, non-hydrological mechanisms:

For any upstream dam, available records should be evaluated to appraise the likelihood of failure. If dam safety
cannot be so ensured for the normal life of the nuclear plant, the dam shall be postulated to fail in a severe yet
credible manner and the resulting flood wave should be routed to the plant site. Routing must accommodate
induced failures of other dams on the path of the failure flood wave.

With regard to load combinations related to non-seismic, non-hydrological failures, the following is stated in
Section 9.2.4 (Section 9 provides load combinations for severe events19):

No specific guidance or specific event combinations are provided in this standard because of uncertainty in
postulating a realistic dam failure from non-hydrologic and non-seismic causes (ANSI 1992, p. 33).

Section 6.2 provides guidance on considering dam failure due to seismic events. Specific seismic load
combinations that must be considered are contained in Section 9 (“Combined Events Criteria”) of ANSI/
ANS-2.8-1992. Section 9.2.1.2 specifies that the most severe of the following combinations provides an
adequate design basis for consideration of seismic dam failures:

Alternative 1:

25-year flood

Dam failure caused by the safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) coincident with the peak of the flood 2 -year wind
speed applied in the critical direction

Alternative 2:

One-half the PMF or 500-year flood, whichever is less (The 1976 version of the standard does not include the
option of using the 500-year flood in this load combination).

Dam failure caused by the operating basis earthquake (OBE) coincident with the peak of the flood 2-year wind
speed applied in the critical direction

As shown above, there is a difference in the level of detail with which dam failures from hydrological, seismic,
and other mechanisms are treated in existing regulatory documentation, particularly with regard to the explicit
definition of load combinations. As expected, consistent with regulatory guidance existing at the time, there is a
similar difference in the treatment of dam failure mechanisms in plant- specific submittals (i.e., FSAR and IPEEE
submittals). Often, emphasis is placed on dam failures coincident with seismic events.

Standard Review Plan (NUREG 0800)

The Standard Review Plan (SRP) has been prepared to establish criteria that the NRC staff responsible for the
review of applications to construct and operate nuclear power plants intends to use in evaluating whether an
applicant/licensee meets NRC's regulations. Both the 1975 and 1980 versions of Section 2.4.4 of the Standard
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Review Plan emphasize dam failures under seismic mechanisms (both in section title and in content) coincident
with floods less than the PMF. NRC revised the Standard Review Plan and renamed it NUREG-0800 in 1981.
In the 1981 and newer versions of the Standard Review Plan (including the most recent 2007 revision), the
treatment of dam failures in Section 2.4.4 is not limited to seismically induced failures and the title of the section
is revised to reflect this change. In the 1981 and 2007 revisions of the Standard Review Plan, Section 2.4.4
is titled “Potential Dam Failures” without reference to seismic events. The most recent versions of Section
2.4.4 explicitly require consideration of nonseismic mechanisms. For example, the 1981 and 2007 revisions
specify the following as a required area of review: “Hydraulic failure as a result of overtopping for any reason.”
Moreover, the 2007 revision requires consideration of the “[e]ffects of sediment deposition or erosion during
dam failure-induced flood waves that may result in blockage or loss of function of SSC important to safety.”
Thus, the revision of Section 2.4.4 represents an update in both content and emphasis. No requirement exists to
reevaluate plants under the updated Standard Review Plans.

Section 2.4 of the SRP focuses on site hydrology. Pertinent to the proposed GI are Sections 2.4.2 – 2.4.4
and Section 2.4.10. The portions of the SRP applicable to the proposed GI were first published in 1975 in
NUREG-75/087. These sections were subsequently revised in 1978, 1981, and 2007. A subset of the applicable
sections (2.4.2 and 2.4.3) also was revised in 1989. Figure 13 of the analysis report shows that many of the
plants listed in the GI were granted operating licenses before 1975 and consequently before publication of the
Standard Review Plan. Overviews of Sections 2.4.2-2.4.4 are provided below. The descriptions contained in this
report are based primarily on the 1975 version of the Standard Review Plan; however, several comments are
provided relative to the revisions made in more recent versions.

Section 2.4.2 (titled “Floods”) of the SRP summarizes and identifies the individual (or combinations of) flood-
producing phenomena that should be considered in establishing the flood-design bases for safety- related
plant features. With regard to stream flooding, Section 2.4.2 of the 1975 Standard Review Plan states that the
following condition should be considered in establishing possible flood levels on a stream at the location of a
nuclear power plant site: “Probable maximum flood (PMF) with coincident wind-induced waves, considering
dam failure potential due to inadequate capacity, inadequate flood- discharge capability, or existing physical
condition.” In Section 2.4.2 of the 1975 Standard Review Plan, no additional guidance beyond this statement is
provided relative to hydrologically-induced dam failures. The most recent version of Section 2.4.2, published in
2007, provides a similar statement and specifies the following with regard to hydrological dam failures:

In order to establish the design-basis floodwater elevation, the staff evaluates several severe flooding scenarios,
which may include: (a) PMF coincident with upstream dam failure (single or multiple failures including cascading
failures due to hydrological causes) and wind-induced waves….

With regard to seismic mechanisms, Section 2.4.2 of the 1975 Standard Review Plan states that the following
should be considered when specifying possible flood levels at a site: Seismically-induced dam failures (or
breaches), and maximum water level at site from: Failure of dam (or dams) during safe shutdown earthquake
(SSE) coincident with 25-year flood.

Section 2.4.3 of the SRP, titled “Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) on Streams and Rivers,” addresses
specification of the probable maximum flood on streams and rivers. There is no explicit discussion of dam
failures in Section 2.4.3 with the exception of a reference to Regulatory Guide 1.59. Specifically, Section 2.4.3
of the 1975 Standard Review Plan specifies: "The probable maximum flood as defined in Regulatory Guide
1.59 has been adopted as one of the conditions to be evaluated in establishing the applicable stream and river
flooding design basis referred to in General Design Criterion 2, Appendix A, 10 CFR Part 50."

The analysis group is unable to locate the content of Regulatory Guide 1.59 at the time the 1975 Standard
Review Plan was published. Therefore, it cannot be ascertained if the above reference required consideration
of dam failures when specifying the PMF at a site. However, after the revision of Regulatory Guide 1.59 in 1977
(errata 1980), it is known that Appendix A of Regulatory Guide 1.59 references ANSI Standard N170-1976 that
addresses dam failures from a variety of mechanisms. In addition, more recent versions of the Standard Review
Plan make similar references to Regulatory Guide 1.59.

Section 2.4.4 of the 1975 version of the SRP, titled “Potential Dam Failures (Seismically Induced),” addresses
dam failures due to seismic events. The following statement was taken from Section 2.4.4 of the 1975 Standard
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Review Plan: "The acceptable "worst conditions" to be postulated for analysis of upstream failures in lieu of
substantiation of seismic resistance capability are:

1. A 25-year flood on a full reservoir coincident with the dam-site equivalent of the [safe-shutdown earthquake],
and

2. A standard project flood (a flood about half the severity of a PMF) on a full reservoir coincident with the dam
site equivalent of the [operating basis earthquake].

Thus, the 1975 version of Section 2.4.4 of the Standard Review Plan requires consideration of dam failure under
a seismic event coincident with a 25-year flood or standard project flood. The events should be considered
with full flood control reservoirs. The 1978 revision (1980 publication) of Section 2.4.4 of the Standard Review
Plan modifies the above statement slightly: "The acceptable "worst conditions" to be postulated for analysis of
upstream failures are:

1. Dam able to withstand [safe-shutdown earthquake] (equivalent to seismic Category I structures)--assume no
failures;

2. Dam failure caused by [safe-shutdown earthquake]-- assume dam failure coincident with 25-year flood and 2-
year extreme wind speed at the site; and

3. Dam failure caused by [operating basis earthquake]--assume dam failure coincident with SPF and 2-year
extreme wind speed at the site.

The above statement indicates that, if a dam can be shown to withstand the safe shutdown earthquake, then no
failure analysis of the dam coincident with a flood is necessary.

Implications of Regulatory Framework

NRC regulatory documents described above focus most heavily on dam failures due to seismic mechanisms,
particularly when considering the versions of the documents available at the time most nuclear power plants
were licensed. It has been established in recent NRC studies that actuarial data do not provide a basis for
placing an unbalanced emphasis on dam failures due to seismic events. Hydrological failures (e.g., due to
overtopping because of an extreme precipitation event) as well as other failures (e.g., failures due to internal
erosion or mechanical/operational deficiencies) are statistically more common than seismically induced failures.
The rarity of large seismic events has a strong influence on this statistic and, consequently, statistical data
should not be used to conclude that seismic dam failures are not important. Dam failure modes can generally be
grouped into the following categories:

• Overtopping occurs when the level of the retained reservoir exceeds the capacity/height of the dam. Typically,
overtopping is the result of a rapid rise in water level without substantial warning (e.g., during flash floods or
following collapse of an upstream dam). About 30-40 percent of all dam failures are caused by overtopping or
other weather-related phenomena.

• Foundation defects and internal erosion are responsible for about half of all dam failures. Foundation defects
can cause a dam to settle unevenly and jeopardize the structural integrity. Piping and seepage occur when water
seeps/leaks through the structure of a dam. This internal erosion weakens the structure of the dam and can
lead to failure. Seepage often occurs around pipes, spillways, or other hydraulic structures. However, biological
causes (e.g., animal burrows, vegetation) as well as cracking can lead to internal erosion.

• Miscellaneous/other dam failure causes include failures due to poor design and construction, inadequate
materials, or lack of maintenance. Such deficiencies can result in loss of structural integrity and consequent dam
failure. Seismic failures also fall under this category.

Dam failure incidents are common. Directly using data available in the National Performance of Dams Program
Dam Incident Database, historically over 1000 dam incidents have been classified as failure (i.e., uncontrolled
release of water) in the United States. The National Performance of Dams Program Dam Incident Database
contains over 700 dam incidents classified as failure that have occurred since 1975. The database includes
diverse failure events associated with a wide variety of dams, many of which are small and associated with
insubstantial consequences. A study performed by NRC found that 148 large dam (dams with heights 40 ft or
higher) failures have occurred in the United States. Of these failures, a subset is classified as events involving
catastrophic large dam failure. For the set of larger dams that have failed, the data indicates that the dominant
causes of failure are about the same as those for the entire population of dams. This creates some uncertainty
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regarding whether the regulatory guidance forming the licensing basis of most existing nuclear power plants
comprehensively addressed the statistically most common dam failure modes.

The evolution of regulatory framework since the 1975 Standard Review Plan has implications beyond
provision of the design basis for nuclear power plants. The IPEEE screening criteria, for high winds, floods,
and transportation and nearby facility accidents, utilize the guidance contained in the 1975 version of the
Standard Review Plan as the basis for “screening out” hazards. The IPEEE screening approach as specified as
NUREG-1407 consists of the following steps:

1. Review of plant-specific hazard data and licensing bases

2. Identification of significant changes since the operating license was issued

3. Determination if the plant and facilities meets the 1975 SRP criteria

If the 1975 Standard Review Plan criteria are not satisfied, more extensive evaluations are needed. The
following figure from NUREG-1407 provides a graphical representation of the IPEEE screening methodology.

NUREG-1407 specifies that meeting the 1975 Standard Review Plan ensures that the contribution from a flood
to core damage frequency is less than 10-6 per year: 'All licensees should compare the information obtained
from the review discussed in Sections 5.2.1 [Review Plant-Specific Hazard Data and Licensing Basis] and
5.2.2 [Identify Significant Changes Since OL Issuance] for conformance to 1975 SRP criteria and perform a
confirmatory walk down of the plant. If the comparison indicates that the plant conforms to the 1975 SRP criteria
and the walkdown reveals no potential vulnerabilities not included in the original design basis analysis, it is
judged that the contribution from that hazard to core damage frequency is less than 10-6 per year and the IPEEE
screening criterion is met.
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With regard to external flooding, the assurance of core damage frequency below 10 E-6 per year is based on a
previous study by Chery (1985), which is referenced earlier in NUREG-1407:

For plants designed against current criteria as described in Regulatory Guide 1.59 and applicable Standard
Review Plan sections, particularly Section 2.4, floods pose no significant threat of a severe accident because the
exceedance frequency of the design basis flood, excluding floods due to failure of upstream dams, is judged to
be less than 10 E-5 per year, and the conditional core damage frequency for a design basis flood is judged to
be less than 10 E-1. Thus, core damage frequencies are estimated to be less than 10 E-6 per year for a plant
designed against NRC's current criteria.

The above conclusion regarding contribution of external flooding to core damage frequency is based on a study
that excludes floods due to upstream dam failures.

The IPEEE submittals tended to treat the assessment of hazard due to external flooding as a qualitative
screening against the 1975 SRP rather than quantifying plant-specific risk. Based on the excerpts provided
above, it is unclear if the basis for screening out hazards due to external flooding based on the 1975 SRP
considered risks associated with upstream dam failure due to all applicable mechanisms. Moreover, Section
2.4.4 of the 1975 SRP emphasized dam failures due to seismic events. The treatment of other failure
mechanisms in the 1975 SRP is primarily through nested references to ANSI Standard N170-1976 that (as
illustrated previously) treats hydraulic failures deterministically and provides limited guidance related to non-
seismic, non-hydrologic failure mechanisms. Given available data, it is unclear if meeting the 1975 SRP assures
that the contribution of external flooding hazard core damage frequency, when accounting for upstream dam
failure, is less than 10 E-6 per year.

Since the last revision of most of the aforementioned regulatory documents, significant advances have occurred
in the area of flood estimation resulting from the availability of larger and more accurate datasets, geographical
information systems, and new analysis techniques. Consequently, NRC is currently in the process of revising
Regulatory Guide 1.59 to more accurately reflect current state of practice. NUREG/CR-7046, titled “Design-
Basis Flood Estimation for Site Characterization at Nuclear Power Plants in the United States,” addresses a
technical basis for revising Regulatory Guide 1.59. The report describes a hierarchical hazard assessment
approach in which the licensee uses progressively refined analyses to demonstrate plant safety against flooding.
Under the approach, the licensee uses the least intensive method available to demonstrate safety, i.e., the
most demanding and accurate approaches are only used when simpler and more conservative approaches are
not sufficient to demonstrate safety. With regard to dam failures, NUREG/CR-7046 specifies that the simplest
and most conservative approach is to assume that all upstream dams fail under the PMF (regardless of their
design capacity) and the peak discharge for all dams arrives simultaneously at the site. If safety against the
flood resulting from this scenario (including wind-wave effects) can be demonstrated, no additional dam failure
flood analysis is needed. However, if safety cannot be assured, site-specific data may be used to perform
more refined failure analyses. For example, the number of failed upstream dams (and consequently volume of
floodwaters routed to the site) may be reduced if strong justification is given to show that some upstream dams
will not fail under PMF scenarios. NUREG/CR-7046 emphasizes failure assessment under PMF events rather
than seismic events. Consistent with this emphasis, NUREG/CR-7046 provides an example case study in which
the initiating event is a dam breach resulting from overtopping during a PMF event.

4. Conclusion of Screening Analysis

The reviewers recommend that the proposed issue related to nuclear power plant site flooding, caused or
exacerbated by upstream dam failure, be designated as a GI in NRC's GI Program. In the opinion of the
reviewers, the issue meets the criteria specified in MD 6.4. The following summary statements address each of
those criteria one by one:

Criterion 1. The issue affects public health and safety, the common defense and security, or the environment.
Failure of one or more dams upstream from a nuclear power plant may result in flood levels at a site that
render essential safety systems inoperable. For example, high floodwaters may fail all available power sources
(e.g., offsite, emergency diesel, auxiliary), hinder operations, and damage other infrastructure resulting in
station blackout and higher than acceptable risk. Moreover, safety-related components may be collocated
and simultaneously inundated when floodwaters reach a critical elevation. This correlation in demands on
collocated components results in a reduction in redundancy and an elevated risk of system failure. The totality
of information analyzed in this report suggests that external flooding due to upstream dam failure poses a larger
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than expected risk to plants and public safety with a probability and consequence sufficient to warrant a GI
evaluation.

Criterion 2. The issue applies to two or more facilities and/or licensees/certificate holders, or holders of other
regulatory approvals. This scenario is plausible at multiple nuclear power plant sites, as discussed.

Criterion 3. The issue cannot be readily addressed through other regulatory programs and processes;
existing regulations, policies, or guidance; or voluntary industry initiatives. NRC regulatory/staff guidance
and requirements related to upstream dam failure have evolved since the earlier licensing of U.S. nuclear
power plants. A review of the old and new guidance against the plant data covered in this report suggests that
additional analysis of external flooding caused or exacerbated by upstream dam failure is warranted and likely
to be beneficial. It is important to note that ongoing regulatory actions regarding Fort Calhoun Station do not
consider any flood contribution from upstream dam failure(s).

Criterion 4. The issue can be resolved by new or revised regulation, policy, or guidance. It is possible to develop
regulations, policy, or guidance that require appropriate analysis of hazard due to upstream dam failure(s)
(particularly coincident with large precipitation events) and, if required, mitigation of the associated risks.

Criterion 5. The issue’s risk or safety significance can be adequately determined. Flooding from upstream dam
failure(s) can be analyzed and modeled. The impact of potential flooding scenarios can be analyzed and risk
significance can be determined. The issue does not involve phenomena or other uncertainties that would require
long-term studies or experimental research to establish the risk or safety significance.

Criterion 6. The issue is well defined, discrete, and involves a radiological safety, security, or environmental
matter. The issue proposes a specific event and a logical and plausible condition of increased risk. The risk
involves a plausible consequence of an uncontrolled release of radiologic material at levels hazardous to the
public due to loss of safety-related equipment because of inundation by floodwaters.

Criterion 7. The resolution of the issue may potentially involve review, analysis, or action by the affected
licensees, certificate holders or holders of other regulatory approvals. If further analysis results in a conclusion
of higher than acceptable risk due to external flooding as a result of upstream dam failure, it may be necessary
to require licensees to reevaluate flood risk using refined analysis methods or to take action to mitigate flood risk
through the installation of cost- justified backfits.

A significant contributing factor to the screening analysis recommendation is the fact that the initial regulatory
approach to this specific issue has evolved considerably and in a manner that addresses weaknesses in
the previous approach. The prescribed standard review process is now more comprehensive and rigorous
with regard to consideration of upstream dam failure(s) than it was at the time of the issuance of the original
licenses for many nuclear power plants. This reflects a deliberate desire to improve the evaluation of the
issue as it applies to safety. Moreover, a capability to make more accurate flood projections and risk-informed
determinations is readily available. It is the opinion of the review group that reevaluation of a subset of currently
operating nuclear power plants using modern review processes and techniques is warranted and is likely to be
beneficial.

Active investigations at the Oconee and Fort Calhoun sites have resulted in a much better understanding
of the issue as it applies to those sites. NRC’s perception of relevant factors and associated potential risks
has significantly improved over what it was prior to the investigations. As a result, further analysis and action
addressing flooding is underway with regulatory or procedural changes likely. It is significant that the need
for these actions was not obvious until after the prior investigation was performed. Based on the analysis
documented in this report, the screening analysis group concludes that a similar evaluation of a subset of
U.S. nuclear power plant sites is warranted because these sites may have similar deficiencies not likely to be
identified and characterized until an appropriate evaluation is conducted. It is the analysis group’s opinion that
the likelihood of significant and beneficial discovery justifies the formal evaluation that would be performed if this
issue were classified as a Generic Issue under the program defined in NRC Management Directive 6.4.

On March 6, 2012, the RES Office Director signed a memorandum2102 transferring responsibility for subsequent
GI-204 actions to NRR for regulatory office implementation (i.e., obtain information and develop methods, as
needed, to complete plant-specific value/impact analyses of potential backfits to reduce seismic risk).

5. Activities associated with GI-204 while in Stage 3, Regulatory Office Implementation

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/2102.html
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Specific Actions to address nuclear facilities within the scope of GI-204 were incorporated into activities
associated with Recommendation 2.1 documented in SECY-11-00932103 with Enclosure2104, titled
“Recommendations for Enhancing Reactor Safety in the 21st Century, the Near-Term Task Force Review of
Insights from the Fukushima Dai-ichi Accident,” dated July 12, 2011. These recommendations were enhanced
by the NRC staff following interactions with stakeholders. Documentation of the staff's efforts is contained in
SECY-11-01242105 with Enclosure 12106, dated September 9, 2011; and SECY-11-01372107 with Enclosure2108,
dated October 3, 2011.

On March 12, 2012, the NRC issued a request for information2109 pursuant to 10 CFR Part 50, Section 54(f)
to all power reactor licensees and holders of construction permits in active or deferred status. The purpose
of the request was to gather sufficient information to enable the NRC staff to determine whether the nuclear
plant licenses should be modified, suspended, or revoked.  Enclosure 2 to that letter directed the reevaluation
of flooding hazards at operating reactor sites.  The required response section of Enclosure 2 indicated that a
"Hazard Reevaluation Report" would be due within one to three years from the date of the letter.  Further, it
specified that NRC would provide a prioritization plan, indicating deadlines for individual plants to complete the
reevaluations.2008

For plants where the reevaluated hazard exceeds the plant's design basis, the licensee was to conduct an
integrated assessment. The information gathering is considered to be Phase 1 and was requested to support
Phase 2 decision-making and determine whether available or planned measures provide sufficient protection
and mitigation capabilities or if further regulatory action should be pursued in the areas of seismic and flooding
design, and emergency preparedness. In a letter dated May 11, 2012, the NRC provided the prioritization plan
2111and the resultant list of due dates for all sites.

In COMSECY-14-0037, "Integration of Mitigating Strategies for Beyond-Design-Basis External Events and the
Reevaluation of Flooding Hazards," dated November 21, 20142112, the NRC staff requested that the Commission
review and approve changes to revise the Recommendation 2.1 flooding assessments and integrate the Phase
2 decision-making into the development and implementation of mitigating strategies in accordance with Order
EA-12-049, "Order Modifying Licenses with Regard to Requirements for Mitigation Strategies for Beyond-
Design-Basis External Events,"2238 and the related Mitigation of Beyond-Design-Basis Events rulemaking. In
SRM-COMSECY-14-0037, dated March 30, 2015,2114 the Commission instructed the staff to develop a closure
plan for the flooding reevaluation activities and to reassess the existing guidance for performing a Phase 1
integrated assessment in order to focus on those plants with the most potential for safety benefits.

In COMSECY-15-0019, "Closure Plan for the Reevaluation of Flooding Hazards for Operating Nuclear Power
Plants," dated June 30, 2015,2115 with Enclosure, "Mitigating Strategies and Flooding Hazard Reevaluation
Action Plan," 2116, the staff provided revised guidance for performing a Phase 1 integrated assessment and
described a modified process for identifying the list of plants that would be required to perform an integrated
assessment. The process proposed by the staff included the development of a graded, risk-informed and
performance-based approach consistent with Commission direction to focus on those plants with the greatest
potential need for safety enhancements. Specifically, the process included consideration and evaluation of local
intense precipitation by performing a focused evaluation of the impact of the hazard and implementing any
necessary programmatic, procedural, or plant modifications to address the hazard, taking into account available
warning time. The process also considered flood protection and available physical margin, where licensees will
confirm the capability of existing flood protection to address the hazard exceedance by performing a focused
evaluation. For licensees where the reevaluated hazard cannot be addressed via existing or planned flood
protection, the process also includes the performance of an integrated assessment, using revised guidance,
in order to conduct more detailed evaluations of plant response capability. This revised integrated assessment
will capture, among other information, quantitative characteristics about the reliability of various aspects of plant
response (e.g., reliability of equipment and manual actions), and risk insights with a focus on cliff-edge effects.
The results will be used by the NRC to determine whether additional regulatory action, such as a plant-specific
backfit, are warranted.

In SRM-COMSECY-15-0019, dated July 28, 2015,2113 the Commission also approved the staff's plans to modify
the approach for integrated assessments to implement a graded approach for determining the need for, and
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prioritization and scope of, plant-specific integrated assessments. As discussed in COMSECY-15-0019, the
majority of sites with reevaluated flooding hazards exceeding the design-basis flood are expected to screen
out from the integrated assessment process. The licensees will instead provide focused evaluations to ensure
appropriate actions are taken and that these actions are effective and reasonable.

On April 12, 2016, the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) submitted guidance NEI 16-05,"External Flooding
Assessment Guidelines, 2117 The guidance is an industry-developed methodology that describes the flooding
impact assessment process, which is intended to meet the requested information of an integrated assessment,
as described in the document titled, “Request for Information Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.54(f) Regarding
Recommendations 2.1, 2.3, and 9.3, of the Near-Term Task Force Review of Insights from the Fukushima Dai-
ichi Accident,” issued July 2011,2240 and to incorporate the changes described in COMSECY-15-0019.

On April 15, 2016, the NRC staff issued ISG JLD ISG 2016-01, "Guidance for Activities Related to Near-
Term Task Force Recommendation 2.1, Flooding Hazard Reevaluation; Focused Evaluation and Integrated
Assessment,"2118 describing to stakeholder's methods acceptable to the staff for performance of the focused
evaluations and revised integrated assessments and describe some exceptions and clarifications to NEI 16-05,
Revision 0. This guidance is not intended for use in design-basis applications or in regulatory activities beyond
the scope of performing the focused evaluations and integrated assessment part of NTTF Recommendation 2.1
flooding activities. Compliance with the ISG was not mandatory, it was guidance. Together, COMSECY-15-0019
and JLD-ISG-2016-01, outline a revised process for addressing cases in which the reevaluated flood hazard
is not bounded by the plant’s CDB. The revised process describes an approach in which licensees with
a LIP hazard exceeding their CDB flood will not be required to complete an integrated assessment, but
instead perform a focused evaluation. As part of the focused evaluation, licensees will assess the impact
of the LIP hazard on their site and then evaluate and implement any necessary programmatic, procedural,
or plant modifications to address this hazard exceedance. For other flood hazard mechanisms that exceed
the CDB, licensees can assess the impact of these reevaluated hazards on their site by performing either a
focused evaluation or a revised integrated assessment. For those plants that performed a flooding integrated
assessment, the Phase 2 decision-making process (as described in a letter dated September 16, 2016, letter2119

and Enclosure2120 would determine whether additional plant specific regulatory actions were necessary. If the
reevaluated flood hazard is bounded by the CDB flood hazard for each flood-causing mechanism at the site,
licensees are not required to perform any additional flooding evaluations.

A key guidance document that was used by the staff to evaluate flooding MSAs was Appendix G of NEI 12-06,
"Diverse and Flexible Coping Strategies (FLEX) Implementation Guide," Revision 4, issued December 2016,2121

The NRC’s endorsement of NEI 12-06, Revision 4 is described in Japan Lessons-Learned Division (JLD) Interim
Staff Guidance (ISG) JLD-ISG-2012-01, Revision 2,2124 "Compliance with Order EA-12-049, "Order Modifying
Licenses with Regard to Requirements for Mitigation Strategies for Beyond- Design-Basis External Events.”2238

Appendices G and H were first introduced in Revision 2 of NEI 12-06, endorsed by revision 1 of the ISG.2242

Section 6 of JLD-ISG-2012-01, Revision 2, provides guidance regarding the treatment of reevaluated flood
hazard information in mitigation strategies developed in response to Order EA-12-049, “Order Modifying
Licenses with Regard to Requirements for Mitigation Strategies for Beyond-Design-Basis External Events."

The draft final MBDBE rule SECY-16-01422123 contained provisions that would have required mitigation
strategies to address the reevaluated seismic and flood hazard information on a generic basis. However,
these provisions were removed from the approved final MBDBE rule as the Commission determined that the
generic MSA requirements did not meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50.109, “Backfitting,” and 52.98, “Finality
of combined licenses; information requests.” As a result, Section 6 of JLD-ISG-2012-01, Revision 22124 is no
longer consistent with the direction provided by the Commission in the SRM2144 with details in with Enclosure
22145 dated January 24, 2019. The SRM directs the staff to use the 50.54(f) process to ensure that the agency
and its licensees will take the needed actions, if any, to ensure that each plant is able to withstand the effects of
the reevaluated flooding and seismic hazards on a site-specific basis.

On February 28, 2019, NRC held a public meeting2134 to discuss with stakeholders the process that the staff
will use to complete the 50.54(f) process in light of the approved MBDBE rule. In support of the meeting, the
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staff issued a discussion paper titled, "NRC Staff Preliminary Process for Treatment of Reevaluated Seismic and
Flooding Hazard Information in Backfit Determinations," issued February 2019.2135 Staff is finalizing the path
forward and expects to complete the 50.54(f) process within the previously established timelines.

The flooding reevaluated hazards information provided in response to the 50.54(f) letter and reviewed by the
staff includes the following licensee submittals:

1. Flooding hazard reevaluation reports (FHRR),
2. Flooding mitigation strategies assessments (MSAs); and
3. Flooding focused evaluations (FE) or integrated assessments (IA)

As of 2019, all licensees have submitted their Flood Hazard Reevaluation Reports (FHRRs) describing whether
the flooding hazard exceeds current design basis and whether the plant will submit a focused or integrated
assessment. The NRC staff completed their review and issued staff assessments (SAs) for all FHRRs submitted.
The SA documents the staff’s review of the reevaluated hazards at each site and documents that the evaluation
is suitable input for further flooding assessments.

On September 15, 2020, the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) sent RES a memorandum
recommending closure of GI-204 204.2212 This recommendation is based on the completion of the risk-informed
reevaluation of the flooding hazards, including upstream dam failures, for operating power reactor plants in
response to the lessons-learned from the reactor accident at the Fukushima Dai-ichi site. In addition, staff
from the Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards (NMSS) and NRR completed an analysis of the
applicability of these lessons-learned to facilities other than operating power reactors. The associated facilities
included decommissioning reactors with spent fuel stored in spent fuel pools (SFP), and Independent Spent Fuel
Storage Installations (ISFSIs).

This recommendation is aligned with the NRC’s Principles of Good Regulation, particularly the principles
of Openness, Efficiency, Clarity and Reliability. The associated activities have resulted in voluntary safety
enhancements which improved many site’s capabilities to protect and mitigate the impacts of all flood hazards,
including dam failure events. Moreover, the associated activities have greatly increased the NRC’s level of
knowledge and risk insights in the area concerning present-day flood hazards. As such, any additional use of
NRC resources on GI-204 would only provide marginal benefits to safety.

In addition to the hazard reevaluation work completed as noted above, the NRC has implemented a process for
the ongoing assessment of natural hazards information (POANHI). The process enhancements are described
in SECY-16-0144, dated December 29, 2016.2214 Guidance in NRR Office Instruction LIC-208, “Process for the
Ongoing Assessment of Natural Hazards Information,” institutionalizes a defined structure and procedures to
implement this process. Using the enhanced process, the staff can proactively seek out new hazard information
and assess its potential impacts on site safety by comparing updated information to existing hazard evaluations
for the fleet or individual plants, as appropriate.

Conclusions

Since March 2012, all operating power reactor licensees have reevaluated the flood hazards applicable to their
sites, including the effects of postulated upstream dam failure. These reevaluations used present-day, modern
techniques and information to determine the flood hazards applicable to each site. The NRC staff reviewed
each licensees’ submittals and evaluations. Using a graded, risk-informed approach, the NRC staff used that
information to determine if any further regulatory actions would be warranted under the NRC’s backfit rule.
Based on the completion of flood reevaluation activities related to the lessons-learned from the Fukushima
Dai-ichi accident, the staff has determined that there are no additional regulatory actions that are needed to
address flood hazards at operating power reactor sites. This includes flood hazards associated with upstream
dam failures.

In addition to flood hazards applicable to operating power reactor sites, the NRC staff performed a detailed
evaluation of the need to apply any of the NTTF recommendations to non-operating power reactors, non-
power reactors, and non-reactor facilities. The NRC staff concluded that, except for some additional follow-up
activities for fuel cycle facilities and higher-power research reactors, the NRC staff has determined that further
assessments are not needed based on Fukushima lessons learned and that the existing regulatory requirements
and processes ensure adequate protection of public health and safety. The limited follow up actions have been
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completed. Therefore, no additional regulatory actions were needed to address non-operating power reactors
(i.e., decommissioning facilities and ISFSIs).

Although not directly related to the resolution of GI-204, POANHI has enhanced the existing NRC processes
such that the staff proactively and systematically reviews new natural hazard information and assess its impact
on site safety by comparing updated information to existing hazard evaluations for the fleet or individual plants,
as appropriate. Any future issues that may be similar in nature to GI-204 would be assessed by this new,
improved, and enhanced process.

The full scope of GI-204 has been addressed through the NRC response to the Fukushima Lessons-Learned.
All agency actions associated with GI-204 are complete, including implementation and verification activities by
the regulatory office. The NRC staff has determined that no additional evaluations or regulatory activities are
necessary.

Closure

Based upon NRR's memorandum, RES issued a memorandum on September 22, 2020,2213 stating that GI-204
was officially closed in accordance with U.S. NRC Management Directive (MD) 6.4 "Generic Issues Program."
The MD states that a GI is closed when "A generic issue for which all agency actions associated with the GI are
complete, including implementation and verification activities by the regulatory office."
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2134. 02/28/2019 Category 3 Public Meeting to Discuss Staff's Preliminary Process for Treatment
of Reevaluated Seismic and Flooding Hazard Information in Backfit Determinations
[ML19052A511]

2135. Discussion Paper - Treatment of Reevaluated Seismic and Flood Hazards Information in
Backfit Analysis. [ML19037A443]

2144. SRM-M190124A: Affirmation Session-SECY-16-0142: Final Rule: Mitigation of Beyond-Design-
Basis Events (RIN 3150-AJ49) [ML19024A073]

2145. SRM-M190124A: Affirmation Session-SECY-16-0142: Final Rule: Mitigation of Beyond-Design-
Basis Events (RIN 3150-AJ49) Enclosure 2 - Final Rule [ML19023A041]

2212. Closure Recommendation for Generic Issue 204, "Flooding of Nuclear Sites Due to Upstream
Dam Failure" [ML20230A216]

2213. Close out of Generic Issue 204, Flooding of Nuclear Sites Due to Upstream Dam Failure
[ML20260H122]

2214. SECY-16-0144: Proposed Plan for Closing Remaining Fukushima Tier 2 and 3
Recommendations [ML16286A586]

2238. Order Modifying Licenses With Regard to Requirements for Mitigation Strategies for Beyond-
Design-Basis External Events. [ML12056A045]

2240. SECY-11-0093 - Enclosure: The Near-Term Task Force Review of Insights from the Fukushima
Dai-ichi Accident. [ML111861807]

2242. JLD-ISG-2012-01, Revision 1, Compliance with Order EA-12-049, Order Modifying Licenses
with Regard to Requirements for Mitigation Strategies for Beyond-Design-Basis External
Events. [ML15357A163]
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Tables

This section contains the tables relevant to NUREG-0933.

Table II of NUREG-0933 presents a list of all resolved generic issues (GI) and the partial assessments of all
remaining unresolved GIs.

Table III of NUREG-0933 summarizes and tabulates by group the results of the resolution of all issues contained
in this report. GIs identified since the previous publication of NUREG-0933 are identified in the quarterly Generic
Issue Management Control System (GIMCS) reports.

Table IV of NUREG-0933 shows all Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data (AEOD) reports that have been
addressed either as completely new safety issues or as part of existing safety issues.

Table V of NUREG-0933 shows the consolidation of those issues whose technical concerns were found to be
addressed either partially or completely in other (major issues).
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TABLE II: LIST OF ALL THREE MILE ISLAND NUCLEAR PLANT ACTION
PLAN ITEMS, TASK ACTION PLAN ITEMS, NEW GENERIC ISSUES, HUMAN
FACTORS ISSUES, AND CHERNOBYL ISSUES
This table contains the priority designations for all issues listed in this report. The “Status/Safety Priority
Ranking” column notes those issues covered in other issues described in this document. For example, a notation
of “I.A.2.2” in the Status/Safety Priority Ranking column for item I.A.2.6(3) means that item I.A.2.6(3) is covered
in item I.A.2.2. For resolved issues that resulted in new requirements for operating plants, the appropriate
multiplant licensing action number is given in the “MPA No.” column. (The multiplant licensing action numbering
system is not related to the numbering systems used to identify the prioritized issues.) This table is maintained
primarily for historical purposes.

LEGEND

ACTIVE Generic issue that involves actions under the GI Program

DROP Issue dropped from further pursuit as a generic issue

EI Environmental issue

I Resolved TMI Action Plan item with implementation of resolution mandated by NUREG 0737

L Licensing issue

MEDIUM Medium safety priority

MPA Multiplant action

NA Not applicable

NOTE 3(a) Resolution resulted in regulatory products (rule, Standard Review Plan change, or equivalent)

NOTE 3(b) Resolution did not result in a regulatory product

NOTE 5 Issue that is not a generic safety issue but should be assigned resources for completion. As clarified by
SECY-11-0101, “Summary of Activities Related to Generic Issues Program,” dated July 26, 2011, Generic Issues
Program will not pursue any further actions toward resolution of Licensing and Regulatory impact issues.

R Regulatory impact issue

LEGEND (Continued)

ROI Regulatory office implementation: A formal GI for which RES actions of safety/risk assessment or regulatory
assessment are complete and remaining actions reside with program offices (e.g., regulatory compliance,
reactor oversight process, rulemaking, further research, coordination with industry initiatives)

USI Unresolved safety issue

Action
Plan
Item/
Issue
No.

Title Responsible
Project

Manager

Lead Office
Division/
Branch

Status/
Safety
Priority
Ranking

Latest
Rev.

Latest
Issuance

Date

MPA
No.

I.A OPERATING PERSONNEL

I.A.1 Operating Personnel and Staffing

I.A.1.1 Shift Technical
Advisor

- NRR/DHFS/
LQB

I 3 12/31/97 F 01
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Action
Plan
Item/
Issue
No.

Title Responsible
Project

Manager

Lead Office
Division/
Branch

Status/
Safety
Priority
Ranking

Latest
Rev.

Latest
Issuance

Date

MPA
No.

I.A.1.2 Shift Supervisor
Administrative
Duties

- NRR/DHFS/
LQB

I 3 12/31/97

I.A.1.3 Shift Manning - NRR/DHFS/
LQB

I 3 12/31/97 F 02

I.A.1.4 Long-Term
Upgrading

R. Colmar RES/DFO/
HFBR

NOTE
3(a)

3 12/31/97

I.A.2 Training and Qualifications of Operating Personnel

I.A.2.1 Immediate Upgrading of Operator and Senior Operator Training and Qualifications

I.A.2.1(1) Qualifications—
Experience

- NRR/DHFS/
LQB

I 6 12/31/97 F 03

I.A.2.1(2) Training - NRR/DHFS/
LQB

I 6 12/31/97 F 03

I.A.2.1(3) Facility Certification
of Competence
and Fitness of
Applicants for
Operator and Senior
Operator Licenses

- NRR/DHFS/
LQB

I 6 12/31/97 F 03

I.A.2.2 Training and
Qualifications
of Operations
Personnel

R. Colmar NRR/DHFS/
LQB

NOTE
3(b)

6 12/31/97 NA

I.A.2.3 Administration of
Training Programs

- NRR/DHFS/
LQB

I 6 12/31/97

I.A.2.4 NRR Participation in
Inspector Training

R. Colmar NRR/DHFS/
LQB

LI (NOTE
3)

6 12/31/97 NA

I.A.2.5 Plant Drills R. Colmar NRR/DHFS/
LQB

NOTE
3(b)

6 12/31/97 NA

I.A.2.6 Long-Term
Upgrading of
Training and
Qualifications

- - -

I.A.2.6(1) Revise Regulatory
Guide 1.8

R. Colmar NRR/DHFT/
HFIB

NOTE
3(a)

6 12/31/97 NA
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Action
Plan
Item/
Issue
No.

Title Responsible
Project

Manager

Lead Office
Division/
Branch

Status/
Safety
Priority
Ranking

Latest
Rev.

Latest
Issuance

Date

MPA
No.

I.A.2.6(2) Staff Review of NRR
80 117

R. Colmar NRR/DHFS/
LQB

NOTE
3(b)

6 12/31/97 NA

I.A.2.6(3) Revise 10 CFR 55 R. Colmar NRR/DHFS/
LQB

I.A.2.2 6 12/31/97 NA

I.A.2.6(4) Operator
Workshops

R. Colmar NRR/DHFS/
LQB

NOTE
3(b)

6 12/31/97 NA

I.A.2.6(5) Develop Inspection
Procedures for
Training Program

R. Colmar NRR/DHFS/
LQB

NOTE
3(b)

6 12/31/97 NA

I.A.2.6(6) Nuclear Power
Fundamentals

R. Colmar NRR/DHFS/
LQB

DROP 6 12/31/97 NA

I.A.2.7 Accreditation of
Training Institutions

R. Colmar NRR/DHFS/
LQB

NOTE
3(b)

6 12/31/97 NA

I.A.3 Licensing and Requalification of Operating Personnel

I.A.3.1 Revise Scope
of Criteria
for Licensing
Examinations

R. Emrit NRR/DHFS/
LQB

I 6 12/31/97

I.A.3.2 Operator Licensing
Program Changes

R. Emrit NRR/DHFS/
OLB

NOTE
3(b)

6 12/31/97 NA

I.A.3.3 Requirements for
Operator Fitness

R. Colmar RES/DRAO/
HFSB

NOTE
3(b)

6 12/31/97 NA

I.A.3.4 Licensing of
Additional
Operations
Personnel

D. Thatcher NRR/DHFS/
LQB

NOTE
3(b)

6 12/31/97 NA

I.A.3.5 Establish Statement
of Understanding
with INPO and DOE

D. Thatcher NRR/DHFS/
HFEB

LI (NOTE
3)

6 12/31/97 NA

I.A.4 Simulator Use and Development

I.A.4.1 Initial Simulator Improvement

I.A.4.1(1) Short-Term Study of
Training Simulators

D. Thatcher NRR/DHFS/
OLB

NOTE
3(b)

6 12/31/97 NA
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Action
Plan
Item/
Issue
No.

Title Responsible
Project

Manager

Lead Office
Division/
Branch

Status/
Safety
Priority
Ranking

Latest
Rev.

Latest
Issuance

Date

MPA
No.

I.A.4.1(2) Interim Changes in
Training Simulators

D. Thatcher NRR/DHFS/
OLB

NOTE
3(a)

6 12/31/97

I.A.4.2 Long-Term Training Simulator Upgrade

I.A.4.2(1) Research on
Training Simulators

R. Colmar NRR/DHFT/
HFIB

NOTE
3(a)

6 12/31/97

I.A.4.2(2) Upgrade Training
Simulator Standards

R. Colmar RES/DFO/
HFBR

NOTE
3(a)

6 12/31/97

I.A.4.2(3) Regulatory Guide
on Training
Simulators

R. Colmar RES/DFO/
HFBR

NOTE
3(a)

6 12/31/97

I.A.4.2(4) Review Simulators
for Conformance to
Criteria

R. Colmar NRR/DLPQ/
LOLB

NOTE
3(a)

6 12/31/97

I.A.4.3 Feasibility Study
of Procurement
of NRC Training
Simulator

R. Colmar RES/DAE/
RSRB

LI (NOTE
3)

6 12/31/97 NA

I.A.4.4 Feasibility Study of
NRC Engineering
Computer

R. Colmar RES/DAE/
RSRB

LI (NOTE
3)

6 12/31/97 NA

Action
Plan
Item/
Issue
No.

Title Responsible
Project

Manager

Lead Office
Division/ Branch

Status/
Safety
Priority
Ranking

Latest
Rev.

Latest
Issuance

Date

MPA
No.

I.B. SUPPORT PERSONNEL

I.B.1 Management for Operations

I.B.1.1 Organization and Management Long-Term Improvements

I.B.1.1(1) Prepare Draft
Criteria

R. Colmar NRR/DHFT/HFIB NOTE
3(b)

4 12/31/97 NA

I.B.1.1(2) Prepare
Commission Paper

R. Colmar NRR/DHFT/HFIB NOTE
3(b)

4 12/31/97 NA
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Action
Plan
Item/
Issue
No.

Title Responsible
Project

Manager

Lead Office
Division/ Branch

Status/
Safety
Priority
Ranking

Latest
Rev.

Latest
Issuance

Date

MPA
No.

I.B.1.1(3) Issue
Requirements for
the Upgrading
of Management
and Technical
Resources

R. Colmar NRR/DHFT/HFIB NOTE
3(b)

4 12/31/97 NA

I.B.1.1(4) Review Responses
to Determine
Acceptability

R. Colmar NRR/DHFT/HFIB NOTE
3(b)

4 12/31/97 NA

I.B.1.1(5) Review
Implementation
of the Upgrading
Activities

R. Colmar OIE/DQASIP/
ORPB

NOTE
3(b)

4 12/31/97 NA

I.B.1.1(6) Prepare Revisions
to Regulatory
Guides 1.33 and
1.8

R. Colmar NRR/DHFS/LQB I.A.2.6(1),
75

4 12/31/97 NA

I.B.1.1(7) Issue Regulatory
Guides 1.33 and
1.8

R. Colmar NRR/DHFS/LQB I.A.2.6(1),
75

4 12/31/97 NA

I.B.1.2 Evaluation of Organization and Management Improvements of Near-Term Operating License
Applicants

I.B.1.2(1) Prepare Draft
Criteria

- NRR/DHFS/LQB NOTE
3(b)

4 12/31/97 NA

I.B.1.2(2) Review Near-Term
Operating License
Facilities

- NRR/DHFS/LQB NOTE
3(b)

4 12/31/97 NA

I.B.1.2(3) Include Findings
in the SER for
Each Near-Term
Operating License
Facility

- NRR/DL/ORAB NOTE
3(b)

4 12/13/97 NA

I.B.1.3 Loss of Safety Function

I.B.1.3(1) Require Licensees
to Place Plant in
Safest Shutdown
Cooling Following
a Loss of Safety

G. Sege RES LI (NOTE
3)

4 12/31/97 NA
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Action
Plan
Item/
Issue
No.

Title Responsible
Project

Manager

Lead Office
Division/ Branch

Status/
Safety
Priority
Ranking

Latest
Rev.

Latest
Issuance

Date

MPA
No.

Function Due to
Personnel Error

I.B.1.3(2) Use Existing
Enforcement
Options to
Accomplish Safest
Shutdown Cooling

G. Sege RES LI (NOTE
3)

4 12/31/97 NA

I.B.1.3(3) Use Nonfiscal
Approaches to
Accomplish Safest
Shutdown Cooling

G. Sege RES LI (NOTE
3)

4 12/31/97 NA

Action
Plan
Item/
Issue
No.

Title Responsible
Project

Manager

Lead Office
Division/ Branch

Status/
Safety
Priority
Ranking

Latest
Rev.

Latest
Issuance

Date

MPA
No.

I.B.2 Inspection of Operating Reactors

I.B.2.1 Revise OIE Inspection Program

I.B.2.1(1) Verify the
Adequacy of
Management
and Procedural
Controls and Staff
Discipline

G. Sege OIE/DQASIP/
RCPB

LI (NOTE
3)

1 12/31/97 NA

I.B.2.1(2) Verify that Systems
Required to Be
Operable Are
Properly Aligned

G. Sege OIE/DQASIP/
RCPB

LI (NOTE
3)

1 12/31/97 NA

I.B.2.1(3) Followup on
Completed
Maintenance Work
Orders to Assure
Proper Testing and
Return to Service

G. Sege OIE/DQASIP/
RCPB

LI (NOTE
3)

1 12/31/97 NA

I.B.2.1(4) Observe
Surveillance Tests
to Determine
whether Test

G. Sege OIE/DQASIP/
RCPB

LI (NOTE
3)

1 12/31/97 NA
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Action
Plan
Item/
Issue
No.

Title Responsible
Project

Manager

Lead Office
Division/ Branch

Status/
Safety
Priority
Ranking

Latest
Rev.

Latest
Issuance

Date

MPA
No.

Instruments Are
Properly Calibrated

I.B.2.1(5) Verify that
Licensees Are
Complying
with Technical
Specifications

G. Sege OIE/DQASIP/
RCPB

LI (NOTE
3)

1 12/31/97 NA

I.B.2.1(6) Observe Routine
Maintenance

G. Sege OIE/DQASIP/
RCPB

LI (NOTE
3)

1 12/31/97 NA

I.B.2.1(7) Inspect Terminal
Boards, Panels,
and Instrument
Racks for
Unauthorized
Jumpers and
Bypasses

G. Sege OIE/DQASIP/
RCPB

LI (NOTE
3)

1 12/31/97 NA

I.B.2.2 Resident Inspector
at Operating
Reactors

G. Sege OIE/DQASIP/
ORPB

LI (NOTE
3)

1 12/31/97 NA

I.B.2.3 Regional
Evaluations

G. Sege OIE/DQASIP/
ORPB

LI (NOTE
3)

1 12/31/97 NA

I.B.2.4 Overview
of Licensee
Performance

G. Sege OIE/DQASIP/
ORPB

LI (NOTE
3)

1 12/31/97 NA

Action
Plan
Item/
Issue
No.

Title Responsible
Project

Manager

Lead Office
Division/
Branch

Status/
Safety
Priority
Ranking

Latest
Rev.

Latest
Issuance

Date

MPA
No.

I.C OPERATING PROCEDURES

I.C.1 Short-Term Accident Analysis and Procedures Revision

I.C.1(1) Small Break LOCAs - NRR I 4 12/31/97

I.C.1(2) Inadequate Core
Cooling

- NRR I 4 12/31/97 F-04
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Action
Plan
Item/
Issue
No.

Title Responsible
Project

Manager

Lead Office
Division/
Branch

Status/
Safety
Priority
Ranking

Latest
Rev.

Latest
Issuance

Date

MPA
No.

I.C.1(3) Transients and
Accidents

- NRR I 4 12/31/97 F-05

I.C.1(4) Confirmatory
Analyses of
Selected Transients

R. Riggs NRR/DSI/RSB NOTE
3(b)

4 12/31/97 NA

I.C.2 Shift and Relief
Turnover
Procedures

- NRR I 4 12/31/97

I.C.3 Shift Supervisor
Responsibilities

- NRR I 4 12/31/97

I.C.4 Control Room
Access

- NRR I 4 12/31/97

I.C.5 Procedures
for Feedback
of Operating
Experience to Plant
Staff

- NRR/DL I 4 12/31/97 F-06

I.C.6 Procedures
for Verification
of Correct
Performance of
Operating Activities

- NRR/DL I 4 12/31/97 F-07

I.C.7 NSSS Vendor
Review of
Procedures

- NRR/DHFS/
PSRB

I 4 12/31/97

I.C.8 Pilot Monitoring
of Selected
Emergency
Procedures
for Near-Term
Operating License
Applicants

- NRR/DHFS/
PSRB

I 4 12/31/97

I.C.9 Long-Term Program
Plan for Upgrading
of Procedures

R. Riggs NRR/DHFS/
PSRB

NOTE
3(b)

4 12/31/97 NA

I.D CONTROL ROOM DESIGN
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Action
Plan
Item/
Issue
No.

Title Responsible
Project

Manager

Lead Office
Division/
Branch

Status/
Safety
Priority
Ranking

Latest
Rev.

Latest
Issuance

Date

MPA
No.

I.D.1 Control Room
Design Reviews

- NRR/DL I 8 12/31/97 F-08

I.D.2 Plant Safety
Parameter Display
Console

- NRR/DL I 8 12/31/97 F-09

I.D.3 Safety System
Status Monitoring

D. Thatcher RES/DE/MEB NOTE
3(b)

8 12/31/97 NA

I.D.4 Control Room
Design Standard

D. Thatcher RES/DRPS/
RHFB

NOTE
3(b)

8 12/31/97 NA

I.D.5 Improved Control Room Instrumentation Research

I.D.5(1) Operator-Process
Communication

D. Thatcher RES/DFO/
HFBR

NOTE
3(b)

8 12/31/97 NA

I.D.5(2) Plant Status and
Post-Accident
Monitoring

D. Thatcher RES/DFO/
HFBR

NOTE
3(a)

8 12/31/97

I.D.5(3) On-Line Reactor
Surveillance System

D. Thatcher RES/DE/MEB NOTE
3(b)

8 12/31/97 NA

I.D.5(4) Process Monitoring
Instrumentation

D. Thatcher RES/DFO/
ICBR

NOTE
3(b)

8 12/31/97 NA

I.D.5(5) Disturbance
Analysis Systems

D. Thatcher RES/DRPS/
RHFB

LI (NOTE
3)

8 12/31/97 NA

I.D.6 Technology Transfer
Conference

D. Thatcher RES/DFO/
HFBR

LI (NOTE
3)

8 12/31/97 NA

Action
Plan
Item/
Issue
No.

Title Responsible
Project

Manager

Lead Office
Division/ Branch

Status/
Safety
Priority
Ranking

Latest
Rev.

Latest
Issuance

Date

MPA
No.

I.E ANALYSIS AND DISSEMINATION OF OPERATING EXPERIENCE
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Action
Plan
Item/
Issue
No.

Title Responsible
Project

Manager

Lead Office
Division/ Branch

Status/
Safety
Priority
Ranking

Latest
Rev.

Latest
Issuance

Date

MPA
No.

I.E.1 Office for Analysis
and Evaluation of
Operational Data

P. Matthews AEOD/PTB LI
(NOTE
3)

3 12/31/97 NA

I.E.2 Program Office
Operational Data
Evaluation

P. Matthews NRR/DL/ORAB LI
(NOTE
3)

3 12/31/97 NA

I.E.3 Operational Safety
Data Analysis

P. Matthews RES/DRA/RRBR LI
(NOTE
3)

3 12/31/97 NA

I.E.4 Coordination of
Licensee, Industry,
and Regulatory
Programs

P. Matthews AEOD/PTB LI
(NOTE
3)

3 12/31/97 NA

I.E.5 Nuclear Plant
Reliability Data
System

P. Matthews AEOD/PTB LI
(NOTE
3)

3 12/31/97 NA

I.E.6 Reporting
Requirements

P. Matthews AEOD/PTB LI
(NOTE
3)

3 12/31/97 NA

I.E.7 Foreign Sources P. Matthews IP LI
(NOTE
3)

3 12/31/97 NA

I.E.8 Human Error Rate
Analysis

P. Matthews RES/DFO/HFBR LI
(NOTE
3)

3 12/31/97 NA

I.F QUALITY ASSURANCE

I.F.1 Expand QA List J. Pittman RES/DRA/ARGIB NOTE
3(b)

4 12/31/98 NA

I.F.2 Develop More Detailed QA Criteria

I.F.2(1) Assure the
Independence of
the Organization
Performing the
Checking Function

J. Pittman OIE/DQASIP/
QUAB

DROP 5 9/30/11 NA

I.F.2(2) Include QA
Personnel in

J. Pittman OIE/DQASIP/
QUAB

NOTE
3(a)

5 9/30/11 NA
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Action
Plan
Item/
Issue
No.

Title Responsible
Project

Manager

Lead Office
Division/ Branch

Status/
Safety
Priority
Ranking

Latest
Rev.

Latest
Issuance

Date

MPA
No.

Review and
Approval of Plant
Procedures

I.F.2(3) Include QA
Personnel in
All Design,
Construction,
Installation, Testing,
and Operation
Activities

J. Pittman OIE/DQASIP/
QUAB

NOTE
3(a)

5 9/30/11 NA

I.F.2(4) Establish Criteria
for Determining QA
Requirements for
Specific Classes of
Equipment

J. Pittman OIE/DQASIP/
QUAB

DROP 5 9/30/11 NA

I.F.2(5) Establish
Qualification
Requirements
for QA and QC
Personnel

J. Pittman OIE/DQASIP/
QUAB

DROP 5 9/30/11 NA

I.F.2(6) Increase the Size
of Licensees' QA
Staff

J. Pittman OIE/DQASIP/
QUAB

NOTE
3(a)

5 9/30/11 NA

I.F.2(7) Clarify that the
QA Program Is a
Condition of the
Construction Permit
and Operating
License

J. Pittman OIE/DQASIP/
QUAB

DROP 5 9/30/11 NA

I.F.2(8) Compare NRC QA
Requirements with
Those of Other
Agencies

J. Pittman OIE/DQASIP/
QUAB

DROP 5 9/30/11 NA

I.F.2(9) Clarify
Organizational
Reporting Levels
for the QA
Organization

J. Pittman OIE/DQASIP/
QUAB

NOTE
3(a)

5 9/30/11 NA

I.F.2(10) Clarify
Requirements
for Maintenance

J. Pittman OIE/DQASIP/
QUAB

DROP 5 9/30/11 NA
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Action
Plan
Item/
Issue
No.

Title Responsible
Project

Manager

Lead Office
Division/ Branch

Status/
Safety
Priority
Ranking

Latest
Rev.

Latest
Issuance

Date

MPA
No.

of "As-Built"
Documentation

I.F.2(11) Define Role of
QA in Design and
Analysis Activities

J. Pittman OIE/DQASIP/
QUAB

DROP 5 9/30/11 NA

I.G PREOPERATIONAL AND LOW-POWER TESTING

I.G.1 Training
Requirements

- NRR/DHFS/
PSRB

I 3 12/31/97

I.G.2 Scope of Test
Program

H.
Vandermolen

NRR/DHFS/
PSRB

NOTE
3(a)

3 12/31/97 NA

Action
Plan
Item/
Issue
No.

Title Responsible
Project

Manager

Lead Office
Division/
Branch

Status/
Safety
Priority
Ranking

Latest
Rev.

Latest
Issuance

Date

MPA
No.

II.A SITING

II.A.1 Siting Policy
Reformulation

H.
Vandermolen

NRR/DE/SAB NOTE
3(b)

2 12/31/97 NA

II.A.2 Site Evaluation of
Existing Facilities

H.
Vandermolen

NRR/DE/SAB V.A.1 2 12/31/97 NA

II.B CONSIDERATION OF DEGRADED OR MELTED CORES IN SAFETY REVIEW

II.B.1 Reactor Coolant
System Vents

- NRR/DL I 5 9/30/11 F-10

II.B.2 Plant Shielding to
Provide Access
to Vital Areas and
Protect Safety
Equipment for Post-
Accident Operation

- NRR/DL I 5 9/30/11 F-11

II.B.3 Post-Accident
Sampling

- NRR/DL I 5 9/30/11 F-12

II.B.4 Training for
Mitigating Core
Damage

- NRR/DL I 5 9/30/11 F-13
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II.B.5 Research on Phenomena Associated with Core Degradation and Fuel Melting

II.B.5(1) Behavior of
Severely Damaged
Fuel

H.
Vandermolen

RES/DSR/AEB LI (NOTE
5)

5 9/30/11 NA

II.B.5(2) Behavior of Core-
Melt

H.
Vandermolen

RES/DSR/AEB LI (NOTE
5)

5 9/30/11 NA

II.B.5(3) Effect of Hydrogen
Burning and
Explosions on
Containment
Structure

H.
Vandermolen

RES/DSR/AEB LI (NOTE
5)

5 9/30/11 NA

II.B.6 Risk Reduction for
Operating Reactors
at Sites with
High Population
Densities

J. Pittman NRR/DST/RRAB NOTE
3(a)

5 9/30/11

II.B.7 Analysis of
Hydrogen Control

P. Matthews NRR/DSI/CSB II.B.8 5 9/30/11

II.B.8 Rulemaking
Proceeding on
Degraded Core
Accidents

H.
Vandermolen

RES/DRAO/
RAMR

NOTE
3(a)

5 9/30/11

II.C RELIABILITY ENGINEERING AND RISK ASSESSMENT

II.C.1 Interim Reliability
Evaluation Program

J. Pittman RES/DRAO/RRB NOTE
3(b)

3 12/31/97 NA

II.C.2 Continuation of
Interim Reliability
Evaluation Program

J. Pittman NRR/DST/RRAB NOTE
3(b)

3 12/31/97 NA

II.C.3 Systems Interaction J. Pittman NRR/DST/GIB A-17 3 12/31/97 NA

II.C.4 Reliability
Engineering

J. Pittman RES/DRPS/
RHFB

NOTE
3(b)

3 12/31/97 NA
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II.D REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM RELIEF AND SAFETY VALVES

II.D.1 Testing
Requirements

- NRR/DL I 3 12/31/98 F-14

II.D.2 Research on Relief
and Safety Valve
Test Requirements

R. Riggs RES DROP 3 12/31/98 NA

II.D.3 Relief and Safety
Valve Position
Indication

- NRR I 3 12/31/98

II.E SYSTEM DESIGN

II.E.1 Auxiliary Feedwater System

II.E.1.1 Auxiliary Feedwater
System Evaluation

- NRR/DL I 2 12/31/97 F-15

II.E.1.2 Auxiliary Feedwater
System Automatic
Initiation and Flow
Indication

R. Riggs NRR/DL I 2 12/31/98 F-16,
F-17

II.E.2 Emergency Core Cooling System

II.E.2.1 Reliance on ECCS R. Riggs NRR/DSI/RSB II.K.3(17) 3 12/31/98 NA

II.E.2.2 Research on Small
Break LOCAs
and Anomalous
Transients

R. Riggs RES/DAE/
RSRB

NOTE
3(b)

3 12/31/98 NA

II.E.2.3 Uncertainties
in Performance
Predictions

H.
Vandermolen

NRR/DSI/RSB DROP 3 12/31/98 NA

II.E.3 Decay Heat Removal

II.E.3.1 Reliability of Power
Supplies for Natural
Circulation

- NRR/DL I 2 12/31/97

II.E.3.2 Systems Reliability H.
Vandermolen

NRR/DST/GIB A-45 2 12/31/97 NA
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II.E.3.3 Coordinated Study
of Shutdown
Heat Removal
Requirements

H.
Vandermolen

NRR/DST/GIB A-45 2 12/31/97 NA

II.E.3.4 Alternate Concepts
Research

R. Riggs RES/DAE/
FBRB

NOTE
3(b)

2 12/31/97 NA

II.E.3.5 Regulatory Guide R. Riggs NRR/DST/GIB A-45 2 12/31/97 NA

II.E.4 Containment Design

II.E.4.1 Dedicated
Penetrations

- NRR/DL I 2 12/31/97 F-18

II.E.4.2 Isolation
Dependability

- NRR/DL I 2 12/31/97 F-19

II.E.4.3 Integrity Check W. Milstead RES/DRPS/
RPSI

NOTE
3(b)

2 12/31/97 NA

II.E.4.4 Purging

II.E.4.4(1)Issue Letter
to Licensees
Requesting Limited
Purging

W. Milstead NRR/DSI/CSB NOTE
3(a)

2 12/31/97

II.E.4.4(2)Issue Letter
to Licensees
Requesting
Information on
Isolation Letter

W. Milstead NRR/DSI/CSB NOTE
3(a)

2 12/31/97

II.E.4.4(3)Issue Letter to
Licensees on Valve
Operability

W. Milstead NRR/DSI/CSB NOTE
3(a)

2 12/31/97

II.E.4.4(4)Evaluate Purging
and Venting during
Normal Operation

W. Milstead NRR/DSI/CSB NOTE
3(b)

2 12/31/97 NA

II.E.4.4(5)Issue Modified
Purging and Venting
Requirement

W. Milstead NRR/DSI/CSB NOTE
3(b)

2 12/31/97 NA

II.E.5 Design Sensitivity of B&W Reactors
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II.E.5.1 Design Evaluation D. Thatcher NRR/DSI/RSB NOTE
3(a)

2 12/31/98

II.E.5.2 B&W Reactor
Transient Response
Task Force

D. Thatcher NRR/DL/
ORAB

NOTE
3(a)

2 12/31/98

II.E.6 In Situ Testing of Valves

II.E.6.1 Test Adequacy
Study

D. Thatcher RES/DE/EIB NOTE
3(a)

2 12/31/98

II.F INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS

II.F.1 Additional Accident
Monitoring
Instrumentation

- NRR/DL I 3 12/31/98 F-20,
F-21
F-22,
F-23,
F-24,
F-25

II.F.2 Identification of
and Recovery from
Conditions Leading
to Inadequate Core
Cooling

- NRR/DL I 3 12/31/98 F-26

II.F.3 Instruments for
Monitoring Accident
Conditions

H.
Vandermolen

RES/DFO/
ICBR

NOTE
3(a)

3 12/31/98

II.F.4 Study of Control
and Protective
Action Design
Requirements

D. Thatcher NRR/DSI/ICSB DROP 3 12/31/98 NA

II.F.5 Classification of
Instrumentation,
Control, and
Electrical Equipment

D. Thatcher RES/DE LI (NOTE
3)

3 12/31/98 NA
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II.G ELECTRICAL POWER

II.G.1 Power Supplies
for Pressurizer
Relief Valves, Block
Valves, and Level
Indicators

  - NRR I 1 12/31/98 NA

II.H TMI-2 CLEANUP AND EXAMINATION

II.H.1 Maintain Safety of
TMI-2 and Minimize
Environmental
Impact

P. Matthews NRR/TMIPO NOTE
3(b)

3 12/31/98 NA

II.H.2 Obtain Technical
Data on the
Conditions
Inside the TMI-2
Containment
Structure

W. Milstead RES/DRAA/
AEB

NOTE
3(b)

3 12/31/98 NA

II.H.3 Evaluate and Feed
Back Information
Obtained from TMI

W. Milstead NRR/TMIPO II.H.2 3 12/31/98 NA

II.H.4 Determine
Impact of TMI on
Socioeconomic
and Real Property
Values

W. Milstead RES/DHSWM/
SEBR

LI (NOTE
3)

3 12/31/98 NA

II.J GENERAL IMPLICATIONS OF TMI FOR DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES

II.J.1 Vendor Inspection Program

II.J.1.1 Establish a
Priority System for
Conducting Vendor
Inspections

L. Riani OIE/DQASIP LI (NOTE
3)

1 12/31/98 NA

II.J.1.2 Modify Existing
Vendor Inspection
Program

L. Riani OIE/DQASIP LI (NOTE
3)

1 12/31/98 NA

II.J.1.3 Increase Regulatory
Control Over

L. Riani OIE/DQASIP LI (NOTE
3)

1 12/31/98 NA
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Present Non-
Licensees

II.J.1.4 Assign Resident
Inspectors to
Reactor Vendors
and Architect-
Engineers

L. Riani OIE/DQASIP LI (NOTE
3)

1 12/31/98 NA

II.J.2 Construction Inspection Program

II.J.2.1 Reorient
Construction
Inspection Program

L. Riani OIE/DQASIP LI (NOTE
3)

1 12/31/98 NA

II.J.2.2 Increase Emphasis
on Independent
Measurement
in Construction
Inspection Program

L. Riani OIE/DQASIP LI (NOTE
3)

1 12/31/98 NA

II.J.2.3 Assign Resident
Inspectors to All
Construction Sites

L. Riani OIE/DQASIP LI (NOTE
3)

1 12/31/98 NA

II.J.3 Management for Design and Construction

II.J.3.1 Organization
and Staffing to
Oversee Design and
Construction

J. Pittman NRR/DHFS/
LQB

I.B.1.1 1 12/31/98 NA

II.J.3.2 Issue Regulatory
Guide

J. Pittman NRR/DHFS/
LQB

I.B.1.1 1 12/31/98 NA

II.J.4 Revise Deficiency Reporting Requirements

II.J.4.1 Revise Deficiency
Reporting
Requirements

L. Riani AEOD/DSP/
ROAB

NOTE
3(a)

3 12/31/98 NA
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II.K

II.K.1 IE Bulletins

II.K.1(1) Review TMI-2
PNs and Detailed
Chronology of the
TMI-2 Accident

R. Emrit NRR NOTE 3(a) - 12/31/84

II.K.1(2) Review Transients
Similar to TMI-2 That
Have Occurred at
Other Facilities and
NRC Evaluation of
Davis-Besse Event

R. Emrit NRR NOTE 3(a) - 12/31/84

II.K.1(3) Review Operating
Procedures for
Recognizing,
Preventing, and
Mitigating Void
Formation in
Transients and
Accidents

R. Emrit NRR NOTE 3(a) - 12/31/84

II.K.1(4) Review Operating
Procedures and
Training Instructions

R. Emrit NRR NOTE 3(a) - 12/31/84

II.K.1(5) Safety-Related Valve
Position Description

R. Emrit NRR NOTE 3(a) - 12/31/84

II.K.1(6) Review Containment
Isolation Initiation
Design and
Procedures

R. Emrit NRR NOTE 3(a) - 12/31/84

II.K.1(7) Implement Positive
Position Controls on
Valves That Could
Compromise or
Defeat AFW Flow

R. Emrit NRR NOTE 3(a) - 12/31/84

II.K.1(8) Implement
Procedures That
Assure Two
Independent 100%
AFW Flow Paths

R. Emrit NRR NOTE 3(a) - 12/31/84
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II.K.1(9) Review Procedures
to Assure That
Radioactive Liquids
and Gases Are Not
Transferred Out
of Containment
Inadvertently

R. Emrit NRR NOTE 3(a) - 12/31/84

II.K.1(10) Review and Modify
Procedures for
Removing Safety-
Related Systems
from Service

R. Emrit NRR NOTE 3(a) - 12/31/84

II.K.1(11) Make All Operating
and Maintenance
Personnel Aware of
the Seriousness and
Consequences of the
Erroneous Actions
Leading up to, and in
Early Phases of, the
TMI-2 Accident

R. Emrit NRR NOTE 3(a) - 12/31/84

II.K.1(12) One-Hour Notification
Requirement
and Continuous
Communications
Channels

R. Emrit NRR NOTE 3(a) - 12/31/84

II.K.1(13) Propose Technical
Specification
Changes Reflecting
Implementation of All
Bulletin Items

R. Emrit NRR NOTE 3(a) - 12/31/84

II.K.1(14) Review Operating
Modes and
Procedures to Deal
with Significant
Amounts of Hydrogen

R. Emrit NRR NOTE 3(a) - 12/31/84

II.K.1(15) For Facilities with
Non-Automatic AFW
Initiation, Provide
Dedicated Operator
in Continuous

R. Emrit NRR NOTE 3(a) - 12/31/84
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Communication with
CR to Operate AFW

II.K.1(16) Implement
Procedures That
Identify PRZ PORV
"Open" Indications
and That Direct
Operator to Close
Manually at "Reset"
Setpoint

R. Emrit NRR NOTE 3(a) - 12/31/84

II.K.1(17) Trip PZR Level
Bistable So That
PZR Low Pressure
Will Initiate Safety
Injection

R. Emrit NRR NOTE 3(a) - 12/31/84

II.K.1(18) Develop Procedures
and Train Operators
on Methods of
Establishing and
Maintaining Natural
Circulation

R. Emrit NRR NOTE 3(a) - 12/31/84

II.K.1(19) Describe Design
and Procedure
Modifications to
Reduce Likelihood
of Automatic PZR
PORV Actuation in
Transients

R. Emrit NRR NOTE 3(a) - 12/31/84

II.K.1(20) Provide Procedures
and Training to
Operators for Prompt
Manual Reactor
Trip for LOFW, TT,
MSIV Closure, LOOP,
LOSG Level, and LO
PZR Level

R. Emrit NRR NOTE 3(a) - 12/31/84

II.K.1(21) Provide Automatic
Safety-Grade
Anticipatory Reactor
Trip for LOFW, TT, or
Significant Decrease
in SG Level

R. Emrit NRR NOTE 3(a) - 12/31/84
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II.K.1(22) Describe Automatic
and Manual
Actions for Proper
Functioning of
Auxiliary Heat
Removal Systems
When FW System
Not Operable

R. Emrit NRR NOTE 3(a) - 12/31/84

II.K.1(23) Describe Uses
and Types of RV
Level Indication
for Automatic and
Manual Initiation
Safety Systems

R. Emrit NRR NOTE 3(a) - 12/31/84

II.K.1(24) Perform LOCA
Analyses for a Range
of Small-Break Sizes
and a Range of Time
Lapses between
Reactor Trip and
RCP Trip

R. Emrit NRR NOTE 3(a) - 12/31/84

II.K.1(25) Develop Operator
Action Guidelines

R. Emrit NRR NOTE 3(a) - 12/31/84

II.K.1(26) Revise Emergency
Procedures and Train
ROs and SROs

R. Emrit NRR NOTE 3(a) - 12/31/84

II.K.1(27) Provide Analyses and
Develop Guidelines
and Procedures for
Inadequate Core
Cooling Conditions

R. Emrit NRR NOTE 3(a) - 12/31/84

II.K.1(28) Provide Design
That Will Assure
Automatic RCP Trip
for All Circumstances
Where Required

R. Emrit NRR NOTE 3(a) - 12/31/84
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II.K.2 Commission Orders on B&W Plants

II.K.2(1) Upgrade Timeliness
and Reliability of
AFW System

R. Emrit NRR/DSI NOTE
3(a)

- 12/31/84

II.K.2(2) Procedures and
Training to Initiate
and Control AFW
Independent of
Integrated Control
System

R. Emrit NRR NOTE
3(a)

- 12/31/84

II.K.2(3) Hard-Wired Control-
Grade Anticipatory
Reactor Trips

R. Emrit NRR/DSI NOTE
3(a)

- 12/31/84

II.K.2(4) Small-Break
LOCA Analysis,
Procedures and
Operator Training

R. Emrit NRR/DHFS/
OLB

NOTE
3(a)

- 12/31/84

II.K.2(5) Complete TMI-2
Simulator Training
for All Operators

R. Emrit NRR NOTE
3(a)

- 12/31/84

II.K.2(6) Reevaluate Analysis
for Dual-Level
Setpoint Control

R. Emrit NRR/DSI NOTE
3(a)

- 12/31/84

II.K.2(7) Reevaluate
Transient of
September 24, 1977

R. Emrit NRR/DSI NOTE
3(a)

- 12/31/84

II.K.2(8) Continued
Upgrading of AFW
System

R. Emrit NRR II.E.1.1,
II.E.1.2

- 12/31/84 NA

II.K.2(9) Analysis and
Upgrading of
Integrated Control
System

R. Emrit NRR I - 12/31/84 F-27

II.K.2(10) Hard-Wired Safety-
Grade Anticipatory
Reactor Trips

R. Emrit NRR I - 12/31/84 F-28
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II.K.2(11) Operator Training
and Drilling

R. Emrit NRR I - 12/31/84 F-29

II.K.2(12) Transient Analysis
and Procedures
for Management of
Small Breaks

R. Emrit NRR I.C.1(3) - 12/31/84 NA

II.K.2(13) Thermal-Mechanical
Report on Effect
of HPI on Vessel
Integrity for Small-
Break LOCA with
No AFW

R. Emrit NRR I - 12/31/84 F-30

II.K.2(14) Demonstrate
That Predicted
Lift Frequency of
PORVs and SVs Is
Acceptable

R. Emrit NRR I - 12/31/84 F-31

II.K.2(15) Analysis of Effects
of Slug Flow on
Once-Through
Steam Generator
Tubes after Primary
System Voiding

R. Emrit NRR I - 12/31/84

II.K.2(16) Impact of RCP Seal
Damage Following
Small-Break LOCA
with Loss of Offsite
Power

R. Emrit NRR I - 12/31/84 F-32

II.K.2(17) Analysis of Potential
Voiding in RCS
during Anticipated
Transients

R. Emrit NRR I - 12/31/84 F-33

II.K.2(18) Analysis of Loss
of Feedwater and
Other Anticipated
Transients

R. Emrit NRR I.C.1(3) - 12/31/84 NA

II.K.2(19) Benchmark Analysis
of Sequential AFW
Flow to Once-

R. Emrit NRR I - 12/31/84 F-34
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Through Steam
Generator

II.K.2(20) Analysis of Steam
Response to Small-
Break LOCA That
Causes System
Pressure to Exceed
PORV Setpoint

R. Emrit NRR I - 12/31/84 F-35

II.K.2(21) LOFT L3-1
Predictions

R. Emrit NRR/DSI NOTE
3(a)

- 12/31/84
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II.K.3 Final Recommendations of Bulletins and Orders Task Force

II.K.3(1) Install Automatic
PORV Isolation
System and Perform
Operational Test

R. Emrit NRR I 12/31/84 F-36

II.K.3(2) Report on Overall
Safety Effect of
PORV Isolation
System

R. Emrit NRR I 12/31/84 F-37

II.K.3(3) Report Safety
and Relief Valve
Failures Promptly
and Challenges
Annually

R. Emrit NRR I 12/31/84 F-38

II.K.3(4) Review and Upgrade
Reliability and
Redundancy of Non-
Safety Equipment for
Small-Break LOCA
Mitigation

R. Emrit NRR II.C.1,
II.C.2,
II.C.3

12/31/84 NA

II.K.3(5) Automatic Trip of
Reactor Coolant
Pumps

R. Emrit NRR I 12/31/84 F-39,
G-01
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II.K.3(6) Instrumentation
to Verify Natural
Circulation

R. Emrit NRR/DSI I.C.1(3),
II.F.2, II.F.3

12/31/84 NA

II.K.3(7) Evaluation of PORV
Opening Probability
during Overpressure
Transient

R. Emrit NRR I 12/31/84

II.K.3(8) Further Staff
Consideration of
Need for Diverse
Decay Heat Removal
Method Independent
of SGs

R. Emrit NRR/DST/
GIB

II.C.1,
II.E.3.3

12/31/84 NA

II.K.3(9) Proportional Integral
Derivative Controller
Modification

R. Emrit NRR I 12/31/84 F-40

II.K.3(10) Anticipatory Trip
Modification
Proposed by Some
Licensees to Confine
Range of Use to
High Power Levels

R. Emrit NRR I 12/31/84 F-41

II.K.3(11) Control Use of PORV
Supplied by Control
Components, Inc.,
Until Further Review
Complete

R. Emrit NRR I 12/31/84

II.K.3(12) Confirm Existence
of Anticipatory Trip
Upon Turbine Trip

R. Emrit NRR I 12/31/84 F-42

II.K.3(13) Separation of HPCI
and RCIC System
Initiation Levels

R. Emrit NRR I 12/31/84 F-43

II.K.3(14) Isolation of Isolation
Condensers on High
Radiation

R. Emrit NRR I 12/31/84 F-44

II.K.3(15) Modify Break
Detection Logic to
Prevent Spurious

R. Emrit NRR I 12/31/84 F-45
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Isolation of HPCI and
RCIC Systems

II.K.3(16) Reduction of
Challenges and
Failures of Relief
Valves—Feasibility
Study and System
Modification

R. Emrit NRR I 12/31/84 F-46

II.K.3(17) Report on Outage
of ECC Systems
—Licensee
and Technical
Specification
Changes Report

R. Emrit NRR I 12/31/84 F-47

II.K.3(18) Modification of
ADS Logic—
Feasibility Study
and Modification for
Increased Diversity
for Some Event
Sequences

R. Emrit NRR I 12/31/84 F-48

II.K.3(19) Interlock on
Recirculation Pump
Loops

R. Emrit NRR I 12/31/84 F-49

II.K.3(20) Loss of Service
Water for Big Rock
Point

R. Emrit NRR I 12/31/84

II.K.3(21) Restart of Core
Spray and LPCI
Systems on Low
Level—Design and
Modification

R. Emrit NRR I 12/31/84 F-50

II.K.3(22) Automatic
Switchover of RCIC
System Suction—
Verify Procedures
and Modify Design

R. Emrit NRR I 12/31/84 F-51

II.K.3(23) Central Water Level
Recording

R. Emrit NRR I.D.2,
III.A.1.2(1),
III.A.3.4

12/31/84 NA
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II.K.3(24) Confirm Adequacy
of Space Cooling
for HPCI and RCIC
Systems

R. Emrit NRR I 12/31/84 F-52

II.K.3(25) Effect of Loss of
AC Power on Pump
Seals

R. Emrit NRR I 12/31/84 F-53

II.K.3(26) Study Effect on RHR
Reliability of Its Use
for Fuel Pool Cooling

R. Emrit NRR/DSI II.E.2.1 12/31/84 NA

II.K.3(27) Provide Common
Reference Level
for Vessel Level
Instrumentation

R. Emrit NRR I 12/31/84 F-54

II.K.3(28) Study and Verify
Qualification of
Accumulators on
ADS Valves

R. Emrit NRR I 12/31/84 F-55

II.K.3(29) Study to
Demonstrate
Performance
of Isolation
Condensers with
Non-Condensibles

R. Emrit NRR I 12/31/84 F-56

Action
Plan
Item/
Issue
No.

Title Responsible
Project

Manager

Lead Office
Division/
Branch

Status/
Safety
Priority
Ranking

Latest
Rev.

Latest
Issuance

Date

MPA
No.

II.K.3(30) Revised Small-Break
LOCA Methods to
Show Compliance
with 10 CFR 50,
Appendix K

R. Emrit NRR I 12/31/84 F-57

II.K.3(31) Plant-Specific
Calculations to Show

R. Emrit NRR I 12/31/84 F-58
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Compliance 10 CFR
50.46 with

II.K.3(32) Provide
Experimental
Verification of Two-
Phase Natural
Circulation Models

R. Emrit NRR/DSI II.E.2.2 12/31/84 NA

II.K.3(33) Evaluate Elimination
of PORV Function

R. Emrit NRR II.C.1 12/31/84 NA

II.K.3(34) Relap-4 Model
Development

R. Emrit NRR/DSI II.E.2.2 12/31/84 NA

II.K.3(35) Evaluation of Effects
of Core Flood Tank
Injection on Small-
Break LOCAs

R. Emrit NRR I.C.1(3) 12/31/84 NA

II.K.3(36) Additional Staff Audit
Calculations of B&W
Small-Break LOCA
Analyses

R. Emrit NRR I.C.1(3) 12/31/84 NA

II.K.3(37) Analysis of B&W
Response to
Isolated Small-Break
LOCA

R. Emrit NRR I.C.1(3) 12/31/84 NA

II.K.3(38) Analysis of Plant
Response to a
Small-Break LOCA
in the Pressurizer
Spray Line

R. Emrit NRR I.C.1(3) 12/31/84 NA

II.K.3(39) Evaluation of Effects
of Water Slugs in
Piping Caused by
HPI and CFT Flows

R. Emrit NRR I.C.1(3) 12/31/84 NA

II.K.3(40) Evaluation of RCP
Seal Damage and
Leakage during a
Small-Break LOCA

R. Emrit NRR II.K.2(16) 12/31/84 NA

II.K.3(41) Submit Predictions
for LOFT Test L3-6
with RCPs Running

R. Emrit NRR I.C.1(3) 12/31/84 NA
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II.K.3(42) Submit Requested
Information on the
Effects of Non-
Condensible Gases

R. Emrit NRR I.C.1(3) 12/31/84 NA

II.K.3(43) Evaluation of
Mechanical Effects
of Slug Flow on
Steam Generator
Tubes

R. Emrit NRR II.K.2(15) 12/31/84 NA

II.K.3(44) Evaluation of
Anticipated
Transients with
Single Failure to
Verify No Significant
Fuel Failure

R. Emrit NRR I 12/31/84 F-59

II.K.3(45) Evaluate
Depressurization
with Other Than Full
ADS

R. Emrit NRR I 12/31/84 F-60

II.K.3(46) Response to List
of Concerns from
ACRS Consultant

R. Emrit NRR I 12/31/84 F-61

II.K.3(47) Test Program for
Small-Break LOCA
Model Verification
Pretest Prediction,
Test Program, and
Model Verification

R. Emrit NRR I.C.1(3),
II.E.2.2

12/31/84 NA

II.K.3(48) Assess Change in
Safety Reliability as
a Result of

R. Emrit
Implementing
B&OTF
Recommendations

NRR II.C.1,
II.C.2

12/31/84 NA

II.K.3(49) Review of
Procedures (NRC)

R. Emrit NRR/DHFS/
PSRB

I.C.8, I.C.9 12/31/84 NA

II.K.3(50) Review of
Procedures (NSSS
Vendors)

R. Emrit NRR/DHFS/
PSRB

I.C.7, I.C.9 12/31/84 NA
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II.K.3(51) Symptom-Based
Emergency
Procedures

R. Emrit NRR/DHFS/
PSRB

I.C.9 12/31/84 NA

II.K.3(52) Operator Awareness
of Revised
Emergency
Procedures

R. Emrit NRR I.B.1.1,
I.C.2, I.C.5

12/31/84 NA

II.K.3(53) Two Operators in
Control Room

R. Emrit NRR I.A.1.3 12/31/84 NA

II.K.3(54) Simulator Upgrade
for Small-Break
LOCAs

R. Emrit NRR I.A.4.1(2) 12/31/84 NA

II.K.3(55) Operator Monitoring
of Control Board

R. Emrit NRR I.C.1(3),
I.D.2, I.D.3

12/31/84 NA

II.K.3(56) Simulator Training
Requirements

R. Emrit NRR/DHFS/
OLB

I.A.2.6(3),
I.A.3.1

12/31/84 NA

II.K.3(57) Identify Water
Sources Prior to
Manual Activation of
ADS

R. Emrit NRR I 12/31/84 F-62

Action
Plan
Item/
Issue
No.

Title Responsible
Project

Manager

Lead Office
Division/
Branch

Status/
Safety
Priority
Ranking

Latest
Rev.

Latest
Issuance

Date

MPA
No.

III.A EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS AND RADIATION EFFECTS      

III.A.1 Improve Licensee Emergency Preparedness—Short-Term

III.A.1.1 Upgrade Emergency Preparedness

III.A.1.1(1)Implement Action
Plan Requirements
for Promptly
Improving Licensee
Emergency
Preparedness

- OIE/DEPER/
EPB

I 2 6/30/91
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III.A.1.1(2)Perform an
Integrated
Assessment of the
Implementation

- OIE/DEPER/
EPB

NOTE 3(b) 2 6/30/91 NA

III.A.1.2 Upgrade Licensee Emergency Support Facilities

III.A.1.2(1)Technical Support
Center

- OIE/DEPER/
EPB

I 2 6/30/91 F-63

III.A.1.2(2)On-Site Operational
Support Center

- OIE/DEPER/
EPB

I 2 6/30/91 F-64

III.A.1.2(3)Near-Site
Emergency
Operations Facility

- OIE/DEPER/
EPB

I 2 6/30/91 F-65

III.A.1.3 Maintain Supplies of Thyroid-Blocking Agent

III.A.1.3(1)Workers R. Riggs OIE/DEPER/
EPB

NOTE 3(b) 2 6/30/91 NA

III.A.1.3(2)Public R. Riggs OIE/DEPER/
EPB

NOTE 3(b) 2 6/30/91 NA

III.A.2 Improving Licensee Emergency Preparedness—Long-Term

III.A.2.1 Amend 10 CFR 50 and 10 CFR 50, Appendix E

III.A.2.1(1)Publish Proposed
Amendments to the
Rules

- RES NOTE 3(a) - 12/31/94 NA

III.A.2.1(2)Conduct Public
Regional Meetings

- RES NOTE 3(b) - 12/31/94 NA

III.A.2.1(3)Prepare Final
Commission Paper
Recommending
Adoption of Rules

- RES NOTE 3(b) - 12/31/94 NA

III.A.2.1(4)Revise Inspection
Program to
Cover Upgraded
Requirements

- OIE I - F-67
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III.A.2.2 Development of
Guidance and
Criteria

- NRR/DL I - F-68

III.A.3 Improving NRC Emergency Preparedness

III.A.3.1 NRC Role in Responding to Nuclear Emergencies

III.A.3.1(1)Define NRC Role
in Emergency
Situations

R. Riggs OIE/DEPER/
IRDB

NOTE 3(b) 1 6/30/85 NA

III.A.3.1(2)Revise and
Upgrade Plans and
Procedures for the
NRC Emergency
Operations Center

R. Riggs OIE/DEPER/
IRDB

NOTE 3(b) 1 6/30/85 NA

III.A.3.1(3)Revise Manual
Chapter 0502, Other
Agency Procedures,
and NUREG-0610

R. Riggs OIE/DEPER/
IRDB

NOTE 3(b) 1 6/30/85 NA

III.A.3.1(4)Prepare Commission
Paper

R. Riggs OIE/DEPER/
IRDB

NOTE 3(b) 1 6/30/85 NA

III.A.3.1(5)Revise Implementing
Procedures and
Instructions for
Regional Offices

R. Riggs OIE/DEPER/
IRDB

NOTE 3(b) 1 6/30/85 NA

III.A.3.2 Improve Operations
Centers

R. Riggs OIE/DEPER/
IRDB

NOTE 3(b) 1 6/30/85 NA

III.A.3.3 Communications

III.A.3.3(1)Install Direct
Dedicated Telephone
Lines

J. Pittman OIE/DEPER/
IRDB

NOTE 3(a) 1 6/30/85 NA

III.A.3.3(2)Obtain Dedicated,
Short-Range Radio
Communication
Systems

J. Pittman OIE/DEPER/
IRDB

NOTE 3(a) 1 6/30/85 NA

III.A.3.4 Nuclear Data Link D. Thatcher OIE/DEPER/
IRDB

NOTE 3(b) 1 6/30/85
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III.A.3.5 Training, Drills, and
Tests

J. Pittman OIE/DEPER/
IRDB

NOTE 3(b) 1 6/30/85 NA

III.A.3.6 Interaction of NRC and Other Agencies

III.A.3.6(1)International J. Pittman OIE/DEPER/
EPLB

NOTE 3(b) 1 6/30/85 NA

III.A.3.6(2)Federal J. Pittman OIE/DEPER/
EPLB

NOTE 3(b) 1 6/30/85 NA

III.A.3.6(3)State and Local J. Pittman OIE/DEPER/
EPLB

NOTE 3(b) 1 6/30/85 NA

Action
Plan
Item/
Issue
No.

Title Responsible
Project

Manager

Lead Office
Division/
Branch

Status/
Safety
Priority
Ranking

Latest
Rev.

Latest
Issuance

Date

MPA
No.

III.B EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS OF STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS

III.B.1 Transfer of
Responsibilities to
FEMA

W. Milstead OIE/DEPER/
IRDB

NOTE 3(b) - 11/30/83 NA

III.B.2 Implementation of NRC and FEMA Responsibilities

III.B.2(1) The Licensing
Process

W. Milstead OIE/DEPER/
IRDB

NOTE 3(b) - 11/30/83 NA

III.B.2(2) Federal Guidance W. Milstead OIE/DEPER/
IRDB

NOTE 3(b) - 11/30/83 NA

III.C PUBLIC INFORMATION

III.C.1 Have Information Available for the News Media and the Public

III.C.1(1) Review Publicly
Available Documents

J. Pittman PA LI (NOTE
3)

- 11/30/83 NA

III.C.1(2) Recommend
Publication
of Additional
Information

J. Pittman PA LI (NOTE
3)

- 11/30/83 NA
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III.C.1(3) Program of Seminars
for News Media
Personnel

J. Pittman PA LI (NOTE
3)

- 11/30/83 NA

III.C.2 Develop Policy and Provide Training for Interfacing with the News Media

III.C.2(1) Develop Policy
and Procedures for
Dealing with Briefing
Requests

J. Pittman PA LI (NOTE
3)

- 11/30/83 NA

III.C.2(2) Provide Training
for Members of the
Technical Staff

J. Pittman PA LI (NOTE
3)

- 11/30/83 NA

Action
Plan
Item/
Issue
No.

Title Responsible
Project

Manager

Lead Office
Division/
Branch

Status/
Safety
Priority
Ranking

Latest
Rev.

Latest
Issuance

Date

MPA
No.

III.D RADIATION PROTECTION

III.D.1 Radiation Source Control

III.D.1.1 Primary Coolant Sources Outside the Containment Structure

III.D.1.1(1)Review Information
Submitted by
Licensees Pertaining
to Reducing Leakage
from Operating
Systems

- NRR I 1 12/31/88

III.D.1.1(2)Review Information
on Provisions for
Leak Detection

R. Emrit RES/DRA/
ARGIB

DROP 1 12/31/88

III.D.1.1(3)Develop Proposed
System Acceptance
Criteria

R. Emrit RES/DRA/
ARGIB

DROP 1 12/31/88

III.D.1.2 Radioactive Gas
Management

R. Emrit NRR/DSI/
METB

DROP 1 12/31/88 NA
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III.D.1.3 Ventilation System
and Radioiodine
Adsorber Criteria

- - -

III.D.1.3(1)Decide Whether
Licensees Should
Perform Studies and
Make Modifications

R. Emrit NRR/DSI/
METB

DROP 1 12/31/88 NA

III.D.1.3(2)Review and Revise
SRP

R. Emrit NRR/DSI/
METB

DROP 1 12/31/88 NA

III.D.1.3(3)Require Licensees
to Upgrade Filtration
Systems

R. Emrit NRR/DSI/
METB

DROP 1 12/31/88 NA

III.D.1.3(4)Sponsor Studies to
Evaluate Charcoal
Adsorber

R. Emrit NRR/DSI/
METB

NOTE 3(b) 1 12/31/88 NA

III.D.1.4 Radwaste System
Design Features
to Aid in Accident
Recovery and
Decontamination

R. Emrit NRR/DSI/
METB

DROP 1 12/31/88 NA

III.D.2 Public Radiation Protection Improvement

III.D.2.1 Radiological Monitoring of Effluents

III.D.2.1(1)Evaluate the
Feasibility and
Perform a Value-
Impact Analysis of
Modifying Effluent-
Monitoring Design
Criteria

R. Emrit NRR/DSI/
METB

DROP 4 9/30/11 NA

III.D.2.1(2)Study the Feasibility
of Requiring the
Development of
Effective Means
for Monitoring
and Sampling
Noble Gases
and Radioiodine
Released to the
Atmosphere

R. Emrit NRR/DSI/
METB

DROP 4 9/30/11 NA
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III.D.2.1(3)Revise Regulatory
Guides

R. Emrit NRR/DSI/
METB

DROP 4 9/30/11 NA

III.D.2.2 Radioiodine, Carbon-14, and Tritium Pathway Dose Analysis

III.D.2.2(1)Perform Study
of Radioiodine,
Carbon-14, and
Tritium Behavior

R. Emrit NRR/DSI/
RAB

NOTE 3(b) 4 9/30/11 NA

III.D.2.2(2)Evaluate Data
Collected at Quad
Cities

R. Emrit NRR/DSI/
RAB

III.D.2.5 4 9/30/11 NA

III.D.2.2(3)Determine the
Distribution of the
Chemical Species
of Radioiodine in
Air-Water-Steam
Mixtures

R. Emrit NRR/DSI/
RAB

III.D.2.5 4 9/30/11 NA

III.D.2.2(4)Revise SRP and
Regulatory Guides

R. Emrit NRR/DSI/
RAB

III.D.2.5 4 9/30/11 NA

III.D.2.3 Liquid Pathway Radiological Control

III.D.2.3(1)Develop Procedures
to Discriminate
Between Sites/Plants

R. Emrit NRR/DE/
EHEB

NOTE 3(b) 4 9/30/11 NA

III.D.2.3(2)Discriminate
Between Sites and
Plants That Require
Consideration of
Liquid Pathway
Interdiction
Techniques

R. Emrit NRR/DE/
EHEB

NOTE 3(b) 4 9/30/11 NA

III.D.2.3(3)Establish Feasible
Method of Pathway
Interdiction

R. Emrit NRR/DE/
EHEB

NOTE 3(b) 4 9/30/11 NA

III.D.2.3(4)Prepare a Summary
Assessment

R. Emrit NRR/DE/
EHEB

NOTE 3(b) 4 9/30/11 NA

III.D.2.4 Offsite Dose
Measurements
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III.D.2.4(1)Study Feasibility
of Environmental
Monitors

H.
Vandermolen

NRR/DSI/
RAB

NOTE 3(b) 4 9/30/11 NA

III.D.2.4(2)Place 50 TLDs
Around Each Site

H.
Vandermolen

OIE/DRP/
ORPB

LI (NOTE
3)

4 9/30/11 NA

III.D.2.5 Offsite Dose
Calculation Manual

H.
Vandermolen

NRR/DSI/
RAB

NOTE 3(b) 4 9/30/11 NA

III.D.2.6 Independent
Radiological
Measurements

H.
Vandermolen

OIE/DRP/
ORPB

LI (NOTE
3)

4 9/30/11 NA

III.D.3 Worker Radiation Protection Improvement

III.D.3.1 Radiation Protection
Plans

H.
Vandermolen

NRR/DSI/
RAB

NOTE 3(b) 3 12/31/87 NA

III.D.3.2 Health Physics Improvements

III.D.3.2(1)Amend 10 CFR 20 H.
Vandermolen

RES/DFO/
ORPBR

LI (NOTE
3)

3 12/31/87 NA

III.D.3.2(2)Issue a Regulatory
Guide

H.
Vandermolen

RES/DFO/
ORPBR

LI (NOTE
3)

3 12/31/87 NA

III.D.3.2(3)Develop Standard
Performance Criteria

H.
Vandermolen

RES/DFO/
ORPBR

LI (NOTE
3)

3 12/31/87 NA

III.D.3.2(4)Develop Method
for Testing and
Certifying Air-
Purifying Respirators

H.
Vandermolen

RES/DFO/
ORPBR

LI (NOTE
3)

3 12/31/87 NA

III.D.3.3 In-plant Radiation Monitoring

III.D.3.3(1)Issue Letter
Requiring Improved
Radiation Sampling
Instrumentation

- NRR/DL I 2 12/31/86 F-69

III.D.3.3(2)Set Criteria
Requiring Licensees
to Evaluate Need for
Additional Survey
Equipment

- NRR NOTE 3(a) 2 12/31/86 NA
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III.D.3.3(3)Issue a Rule
Change Providing
Acceptable Methods
for Calibration of
Radiation-Monitoring
Instruments

- RES NOTE 3(a) 2 12/31/86 NA

III.D.3.3(4)Issue a Regulatory
Guide

- RES NOTE 3(a) 2 12/31/86 NA

III.D.3.4 Control Room
Habitability

- NRR/DL I 2 12/31/86 F-70

III.D.3.5 Radiation Worker Exposure

III.D.3.5(1)Develop Format for
Data To Be Collected
by Utilities Regarding
Total Radiation
Exposure to Workers

H.
Vandermolen

DFO/ORPBR LI (NOTE
3)

2 12/31/86 NA

III.D.3.5(2)Investigative
Methods of
Obtaining Employee
Health Data by
Nonlegislative
Means

H.
Vandermolen

DFO/ORPBR LI (NOTE
3)

2 12/31/86 NA

III.D.3.5(3)Revise 10 CFR 20 H.
Vandermolen

DFO/ORPBR LI (NOTE
3)

2 12/31/86 NA

Action
Plan
Item/
Issue
No.

Title Responsible
Project

Manager

Lead Office
Division/
Branch

Status/
Safety
Priority
Ranking

Latest
Rev.

Latest
Issuance

Date

MPA
No.

IV.A STRENGTHEN ENFORCEMENT PROCESS

IV.A.1 Seek Legislative
Authority

R. Emrit GC LI (NOTE
3)

- 11/30/83 NA

IV.A.2 Revise Enforcement
Policy

R. Emrit OIE/ES LI (NOTE
3)

- 11/30/83 NA

IV.B ISSUANCE OF INSTRUCTIONS AND INFORMATION TO LICENSEES  
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IV.B.1 Revise Practices
for Issuance of
Instructions and
Information to
Licensees

R. Emrit OIE/DEPER LI (NOTE
3)

- 11/30/83 NA

IV.C EXTEND LESSONS LEARNED TO LICENSED ACTIVITIES OTHER THAN POWER
REACTORS

IV.C.1 Extend Lessons
Learned from TMI
to Other NRC
Programs

R. Emrit NMSS/WM NOTE 3(b) - 11/30/83 NA

IV.D NRC STAFF TRAINING

IV.D.1 NRC Staff Training R. Emrit ADM/MDTS LI (NOTE
3)

- 11/30/83 NA

IV.E SAFETY DECISION-MAKING

IV.E.1 Expand Research
on Quantification
of Safety
Decisionmaking

R. Colmar RES/DRA/
RABR

LI (NOTE
3)

3 9/30/11 NA

IV.E.2 Plan for Early
Resolution of Safety
Issues

R. Emrit NRR/DST/
SPEB

LI (NOTE
3)

3 9/30/11 NA

IV.E.3 Plan for Resolving
Issues at the CP
Stage

R. Colmar RES/DRA/
RABR

LI (NOTE
5)

3 9/30/11 NA

IV.E.4 Resolve Generic
Issues by
Rulemaking

R. Colmar RES/DRA/
RABR

LI (NOTE
3)

3 9/30/11 NA

IV.E.5 Assess Currently
Operating Reactors

P. Matthews NRR/DL/
SEPB

NOTE 3(b) 3 9/30/11 NA

IV.F FINANCIAL DISINCENTIVES TO SAFETY

IV.F.1 Increased OIE
Scrutiny of the
Power-Ascension
Test Program

D. Thatcher OIE/DQASIP NOTE 3(b) 1 12/31/86 NA
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IV.F.2 Evaluate the
Impacts of Financial
Disincentives to the
Safety of Nuclear
Power Plants

P. Matthews SP NOTE 3(b) 1 12/31/86 NA

IV.G IMPROVE SAFETY RULEMAKING PROCEDURES

IV.G.1 Develop a Public
Agenda for
Rulemaking

R. Emrit ADM/RPB LI (NOTE
3)

1 12/31/86 NA

IV.G.2 Periodic and
Systematic
Reevaluation of
Existing Rules

W. Milstead RES/DRA/
RABR

LI (NOTE
3)

1 12/31/86 NA

IV.G.3 Improve Rulemaking
Procedures

W. Milstead RES/DRA/
RABR

LI (NOTE
3)

1 12/31/86 NA

IV.G.4 Study Alternatives
for Improved
Rulemaking Process

W. Milstead RES/DRA/
RABR

LI (NOTE
3)

1 12/31/86 NA

IV.H NRC PARTICIPATION IN THE RADIATION POLICY COUNCIL

IV.H.1 NRC Participation in
the Radiation Policy
Council

G. Sege RES/
DHSWM/
HEBR

LI (NOTE
3)

- 11/30/83 NA

Action
Plan
Item/
Issue
No.

Title Responsible
Project

Manager

Lead Office
Division/
Branch

Status/
Safety
Priority
Ranking

Latest
Rev.

Latest
Issuance

Date

MPA
No.

V.A DEVELOPMENT OF SAFETY POLICY

V.A.1 Develop NRC Policy
Statement on Safety

R. Emrit GC LI (NOTE
3)

- 12/31/86 NA

V.B POSSIBLE ELIMINATION OF NONSAFETY RESPONSIBILITIES

V.B.1 Study and
Recommend,
as Appropriate,
Elimination

R. Emrit GC LI (NOTE
3)

- 12/31/86 NA
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of Nonsafety
Responsibilities

V.C ADVISORY COMMITTEES

V.C.1 Strengthen the
Role of Advisory
Committee on
Reactor Safeguards

R. Emrit GC LI (NOTE
3)

- 12/31/86 NA

V.C.2 Study Need for
Additional Advisory
Committees

R. Emrit GC LI (NOTE
3)

- 12/31/86 NA

V.C.3 Study the Need
to Establish an
Independent Nuclear
Safety Board

R. Emrit GC LI (NOTE
3)

- 12/31/86 NA

V.D LICENSING PROCESS

V.D.1 Improve Public
and Intervenor
Participation in the
Hearing Process

R. Emrit GC LI (NOTE
3)

1 9/30/11 NA

V.D.2 Study Construction-
during-Adjudication
Rules

R. Emrit GC LI (NOTE
5)

1 9/30/11 NA

V.D.3 Reexamine
Commission Role in
Adjudication

R. Emrit GC LI (NOTE
5)

1 9/30/11 NA

V.D.4 Study the Reform
of the Licensing
Process

R. Emrit GC LI (NOTE
5)

1 9/30/11 NA

V.E LEGISLATIVE NEEDS

V.E.1 Study the Need
for TMI-Related
Legislation

R. Emrit GC LI (NOTE
5)

1 9/30/11 NA

V.F ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT

V.F.1 Study NRC Top
Management

R. Emrit GC LI (NOTE
3)

- 12/31/86 NA
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Structure and
Process

V.F.2 Reexamine
Organization and
Functions of the
NRC Offices

R. Emrit GC LI (NOTE
3)

- 12/31/86 NA

V.F.3 Revise Delegations
of Authority to Staff

R. Emrit GC LI (NOTE
3)

- 12/31/86 NA

V.F.4 Clarify and
Strengthen the
Respective Roles
of Chairman,
Commission, and
Executive Director
for Operations

R. Emrit GC LI (NOTE
3)

- 12/31/86 NA

V.F.5 Authority to Delegate
Emergency
Response Functions
to a Single
Commissioner

R. Emrit GC LI (NOTE
3)

- 12/31/86 NA

V.G CONSOLIDATION OF NRC LOCATIONS

V.G.1 Achieve Single
Location, Long-Term

R. Emrit GC LI (NOTE
3)

- 12/31/86 NA

V.G.2 Achieve Single
Location, Interim

R. Emrit GC LI (NOTE
3)

- 12/31/86 NA

Action
Plan
Item/
Issue
No.

Title Responsible
Project

Manager

Lead Office
Division/
Branch

Status/
Safety
Priority
Ranking

Latest
Rev.

Latest
Issuance

Date

MPA
No.

TASK ACTION PLAN ITEMS

A-1 Water Hammer
(former USI)

R. Emrit NRR/DST/
GIB

NOTE 3(a) 1 6/30/85 NA

A-2 Asymmetric
Blowdown Loads
on Reactor Primary

R. Emrit NRR/DST/
GIB

NOTE 3(a) 1 6/30/85 D-10
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Coolant Systems
(former USI)

A-3 Westinghouse
Steam Generator
Tube Integrity
(former USI)

R. Emrit NRR/DEST/
EMTB

NOTE 3(a) 1 12/31/88

A-4 CE Steam Generator
Tube Integrity
(former USI)

R. Emrit NRR/DEST/
EMTB

NOTE 3(a) 1 12/31/88

A-5 B&W Steam
Generator Tube
Integrity (former USI)

R. Emrit NRR/DEST/
EMTB

NOTE 3(a) 1 12/31/88

A-6 Mark I Short-Term
Program (former
USI)

R. Emrit NRR/DST/
GIB

NOTE 3(a) 1 6/30/85

A-7 Mark I Long-Term
Program (former
USI)

R. Emrit NRR/DST/
GIB

NOTE
3(a)   

1 6/30/85 D-01

A-8 Mark II Containment
Pool Dynamic Loads
Long-Term Program
(former USI)

R. Emrit NRR/DST/
GIB

NOTE
3(a)   

1 6/30/85 NA

A-9 ATWS (former USI) R. Emrit NRR/DST/
GIB

NOTE 3(a) 1 6/30/85

A-10 BWR Feedwater
Nozzle Cracking
(former USI)

R. Emrit NRR/DST/
GIB

NOTE 3(a) 1 6/30/85 B-25

A-11 Reactor Vessel
Materials Toughness
(former USI)

R. Emrit NRR/DST/
GIB

NOTE 3(a) 1 6/30/85

A-12 Fracture Toughness
of Steam Generator
and Reactor Coolant
Pump Supports
(former USI)

R. Emrit NRR/DST/
GIB

NOTE 3(a) 1 6/30/85 NA

A-13 Snubber Operability
Assurance

R. Emrit NRR/DE/
MEB

NOTE 3(a) 1 6/30/91 B-17,
B-22
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A-14 Flaw Detection P. Matthews NRR/DE/
MTEB

DROP - 11/30/83 NA

A-15 Primary
Coolant System
Decontamination
and Steam
Generator Chemical
Cleaning

J. Pittman NRR/DE/
CHEB

NOTE 3(b) - 11/30/83 NA

A-16 Steam Effects on
BWR Core Spray
Distribution

R. Emrit NRR/DSI/
CPB

NOTE 3(a) - 11/30/83 D-12

A-17 Systems Interactions
in Nuclear Power
Plants (former USI)

R. Emrit RES/DSIR/
EIB

NOTE 3(b) 1 12/31/89 NA

A-18 Pipe Rupture Design
Criteria

R. Emrit NRR/DE/
MEB

DROP - 11/30/83 NA

A-19 Digital Computer
Protection System

W. Milstead RES/DSR/
HFB

LI (NOTE
5)

3 9/30/11 NA

A-20 Impacts of the Coal
Fuel Cycle

- NRR/DE/
EHEB

LI (NOTE
5)

2 9/30/11 NA

A-21 Main Steamline
Break Inside
Containment—
Evaluation of
Environmental
Conditions for
Equipment
Qualification

H.
Vandermolen

NRR/DSI/
CSB

DROP 1 12/31/98 NA

A-22 PWR Main
Steamline Break
—Core, Reactor
Vessel, and
Containment
Building Response

H.
Vandermolen

NRR/DSI/
CSB

DROP - 11/30/83 NA

A-23 Containment Leak
Testing

P. Matthews NRR/DSI/
CSB

RI (NOTE
5)

1 9/30/11

A-24 Qualification of Class
1E Safety-Related

R. Emrit NRR/DST/
GIB

NOTE
3(a)   

1 6/30/85 B-60
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Equipment (former
USI)

A-25 Non-Safety Loads
on Class 1E Power
Sources

D. Thatcher NRR/DSI/
PSB

NOTE 3(a) - 11/30/83

Action
Plan
Item/
Issue
No.

Title Responsible
Project

Manager

Lead Office
Division/
Branch

Status/
Safety
Priority
Ranking

Latest
Rev.

Latest
Issuance

Date

MPA
No.

A-26 Reactor Vessel
Pressure Transient
Protection (former
(USI)

R. Emrit NRR/DST/
GIB

NOTE 3(a) 1 6/30/85 B-04

A-27 Reload Applications - NRR/DSI/
CPB

LI (NOTE
5)

1 9/30/11 NA

A-28 Increase in Spent
Fuel Pool Storage
Capacity

R. Colmar NRR/DE/
SGEB

NOTE 3(a) - 11/30/83

A-29 Nuclear Power
Plant Design for
the Reduction of
Vulnerability to
Industrial Sabotage

R. Colmar RES/DRPS/
RPSI

NOTE 3(b) 1 12/31/89 NA

A-30 Adequacy of Safety-
Related DC Power
Supplies

G. Sege NRR/DSI/
PSB

128 1 12/31/86 NA

A-31 RHR Shutdown
Requirements
(former USI)

R. Emrit NRR/DST/
GIB

NOTE 3(a) 1 6/30/85

A-32 Missile Effects J. Pittman NRR/DE/
MTEB

A-37, A-38,
B-68

- 11/30/83 NA

A-33 NEPA Review of
Accident Risks

- NRR/DSI/
AEB

EI (NOTE
3)

- 11/30/83 NA
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A-34 Instruments for
Monitoring Radiation
and Process
Variables during
Accidents

H.
Vandermolen

NRR/DSI/
ICSB

II.F.3 - 11/30/83 NA

A-35 Adequacy of Offsite
Power Systems

R. Emrit NRR/DSI/
PSB

NOTE 3(a) 1 12/31/94 B-23

A-36 Control of Heavy
Loads Near Spent
Fuel (former USI)

R. Emrit NRR/DSI/
GIB

NOTE 3(a) 2 6/30/04 C-10,
C-15

A-37 Turbine Missiles J. Pittman NRR/DE/
MTEB

DROP - 11/30/83 NA

A-38 Tornado Missiles G. Sege NRR/DSI/
ASB

DROP 3 6/30/00 NA

A-39 Determination of
Safety Relief Valve
Pool Dynamic Loads
and Temperature
Limits (former USI)

R. Emrit NRR/DST/
GIB

NOTE 3(a) 1 6/30/85

A-40 Seismic Design
Criteria (former USI)

R. Emrit RES/DSIR/
EIB

NOTE 3(a) 1 12/31/89 NA

A-41 Long-Term Seismic
Program

L. Riani NRR/DE/
MEB

NOTE 3(b) 1 12/31/84 NA

A-42 Pipe Cracks in
Boiling Water
Reactors (former
USI)

R. Emrit NRR/DST/
GIB

NOTE 3(a) 1 6/30/85 B-05

A-43 Containment
Emergency Sump
Performance (former
USI)

R. Emrit NRR/DST/
GIB

NOTE 3(a) 1 12/31/87

A-44 Station Blackout
(former USI)

R. Emrit RES/DRPS/
RPSI

NOTE 3(a) 1 6/30/88

A-45 Shutdown Decay
Heat Removal
Requirements
(former USI)

R. Emrit RES/DRPS/
RPSI

NOTE 3(b) 1 12/31/88 NA
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A-46 Seismic Qualification
of Equipment in
Operating Plants
(former USI)

R. Emrit NRR/DSRO/
EIB

NOTE 3(a) 2 6/30/00

A-47 Safety Implications
of Control Systems
(former USI)

R. Emrit RES/DSIR/
EIB

NOTE 3(a) 1 12/31/89

A-48 Hydrogen Control
Measures and
Effects of Hydrogen
Burns on Safety
Equipment

R. Emrit NRR/DSIR/
SAIB

NOTE 3(a) 1 6/30/89

A-49 Pressurized Thermal
Shock (former USI)

R. Emrit NRR/DSRO/
RSIB

NOTE 3(a) 1 12/31/87 A-21

Action
Plan
Item/
Issue
No.

Title Responsible
Project

Manager

Lead Office
Division/
Branch

Status/
Safety
Priority
Ranking

Latest
Rev.

Latest
Issuance

Date

MPA
No.

B-1 Environmental
Technical
Specifications

- NRR/DE/
EHEB

EI (NOTE
3)

- 11/30/83 NA

B-2 Forecasting
Electricity Demand

- NRR EI (NOTE
3)

- 11/30/83 NA

B-3 Event Categorization - NRR/DSI/
RSB

LI (NOTE
3)

- 11/30/83 NA

B-4 ECCS Reliability R. Emrit NRR/DSI/
RSB

II.E.3.2 - 11/30/83 NA

B-5 Ductility of Two-Way
Slabs and Shells and
Buckling Behavior of
Steel Containments

D. Thatcher RES/DE/EIB NOTE 3(b) 1 6/30/88 NA

B-6 Loads, Load
Combinations,
Stress Limits

J. Pittman NRR/DSRO/
EIB

119.1 - 12/31/87 NA
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B-7 Secondary Accident
Consequence
Modeling

- NRR/DSI/
AEB

LI (NOTE
3)

- 11/30/83 NA

B-8 Locking Out of
ECCS Power
Operated Valves

R. Riggs NRR/DSI/
RSB

DROP 1 12/31/94 NA

B-9 Electrical Cable
Penetrations of
Containment

R. Emrit NRR/DSI/
PSB

NOTE 3(b) - 11/30/83 NA

B-10 Behavior of
BWR Mark III
Containments

H.
Vandermolen

NRR/DSI/
CSB

NOTE 3(a) 1 12/31/84 NA

B-11 Subcompartment
Standard Problems

- NRR/DSI/
CSB

LI (NOTE
5)

1 9/30/11 NA

B-12 Containment Cooling
Requirements (Non-
LOCA)

R. Emrit NRR/DSI/
CSB

NOTE 3(b) 1 12/31/86 NA

B-13 Marviken Test Data
Evaluation

- NRR/DSI/
CSB

LI (NOTE
5)

1 9/30/11 NA

B-14 Study of Hydrogen
Mixing Capability in
Containment Post-
LOCA

R. Emrit NRR/DST/
GIB

A-48 - 11/30/83 NA

B-15 CONTEMPT
Computer Code
Maintenance

- NRR/DSI/
CSB

LI (NOTE
3)

- 11/30/83 NA

B-16 Protection against
Postulated Piping
Failures in Fluid
Systems Outside
Containment

R. Emrit NRR/DE/
MEB

A-18 - 11/30/83 NA

B-17 Criteria for Safety-
Related Operator
Actions

W. Milstead RES/DST/
CIHFB

NOTE 3(b) 3 6/30/00

B-18 Vortex Suppression
Requirements for
Containment Sumps

R. Emrit NRR/DST/
GIB

A-43 - 11/30/83 NA
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B-19 Thermal-Hydraulic
Stability

L. Riani NRR/DSI/
CPB

NOTE 3(b) - 6/30/85 NA

B-20 Standard Problem
Analysis

 RES/DAE/
AMBR

LI (NOTE
5)

- 9/30/11 NA

B-21 Core Physics - NRR/DSI/
CPB

LI (NOTE
3)

- 11/30/83 NA

B-22 LWR Fuel R. Emrit RES/DSIR/
RPSIB

DROP 2 6/30/95 NA

B-23 LMFBR Fuel - NRR/DSI/
CPB

LI (NOTE
3)

- 11/30/83 NA

B-24 Seismic Qualification
of Electrical
and Mechanical
Equipment

R. Emrit NRR A-46 - 11/30/83 NA

B-25 Piping Benchmark
Problems

 NRR/DE/
MEB

LI (NOTE
5)

1/1/00

Action
Plan
Item/
Issue
No.

Title Responsible
Project

Manager

Lead Office
Division/
Branch

Status/
Safety
Priority
Ranking

Latest
Rev.

Latest
Issuance

Date

MPA
No.

B-26 Structural Integrity
of Containment
Penetrations

R. Riggs NRR/DE/
MTEB

NOTE 3(b) 1 12/31/84 NA

B-27 Implementation and
Use of Subsection
NF

- NRR/DE/
MEB

LI (NOTE
5)

1 9/30/11

B-28 Radionuclide/
Sediment Transport
Program

- NRR/DE/
EHEB

EI (NOTE
3)

- 11/30/83 NA

B-29 Effectiveness of
Ultimate Heat Sinks

J. Pittman NRR/DE/
EHEB

LI (NOTE
3)

1 6/30/91 NA

B-30 Design Basis Floods
and Probability

- NRR/DE/
EHEB

LI (NOTE
5)

1 9/30/11
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B-31 Dam Failure Model W. Milstead NRR/DE/
SGEB

LI (NOTE
3)

1 6/30/89 NA

B-32 Ice Effects on Safety-
Related Water
Supplies

J. Pittman NRR/DE/
EHEB

153 1 6/30/91 NA

B-33 Dose Assessment
Methodology

- NRR/DSI/
RAB

LI (NOTE
3)

- 11/30/83 NA

B-34 Occupational
Radiation Exposure
Reduction

R. Emrit NRR/DSI/
RAB

III.D.3.1 - 11/30/83 NA

B-35 Confirmation of
Appendix I Models
for Calculations
of Releases of
Radioactive Materials
in Gaseous and
Liquid Effluents from
Light-Water-Cooled
Power Reactors

- NRR/DSI/
METB

LI (NOTE
5)

1 9/30/11

B-36 Develop Design,
Testing, and
Maintenance Criteria
for Atmosphere
Cleanup System
Air Filtration and
Adsorption Units for
Engineered Safety
Feature Systems and
for Normal Ventilation
Systems

R. Emrit NRR/DSI/
METB

NOTE 3(a) - 11/30/83

B-37 Chemical Discharges
to Receiving Waters

- NRR/DE/
EHEB

EI (NOTE
3)

1 9/30/14 NA

B-38 Reconnaissance-
Level Investigations

- NRR/DE/
EHEB

EI (NOTE
3)

- 11/30/83 NA

B-39 Transmission Lines - NRR/DE/
EHEB

EI (NOTE
3)

- 11/30/83 NA

B-40 Effects of Power
Plant Entrainment on
Plankton

- NRR/DE/
EHEB

EI (NOTE
3)

- 11/30/83 NA
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B-41 Impacts on Fisheries - NRR/DE/
EHEB

EI (NOTE
3)

- 11/30/83 NA

B-42 Socioeconomic
Environmental
Impacts

- NRR/DE/SAB EI (NOTE
3)

- 11/30/83 NA

B-43 Value of Aerial
Photographs for Site
Evaluation

- NRR/DE/
EHEB

EI (NOTE
3)

1 9/30/14 NA

B-44 Forecasts of
Generating Costs
of Coal and Nuclear
Plants

- NRR/DE/SAB EI (NOTE
3)

- 11/30/83 NA

B-45 Need for Power—
Energy Conservation

- NRR/DE/SAB EI (NOTE
3)

- 11/30/83 NA

B-46 Cost of Alternatives
in Environmental
Design

- NRR/DE/SAB EI (NOTE
3)

- 11/30/83 NA

B-47 Inservice Inspection
of Supports—
Classes 1, 2, 3, and
MC Components

L. Riani NRR/DE/
MTEB

DROP - 11/30/83 NA

B-48 BWR Control Rod
Drive Mechanical
Failures

R. Emrit NRR/DE/
MTEB

NOTE 3(b) - 11/30/83

B-49 Inservice Inspection
Criteria and
Corrosion Prevention
Criteria for
Containments

- NRR LI (NOTE
5)

1 9/30/11

B-50 Post-Operating
Basis Earthquake
Inspection

L. Riani NRR/DE/
SGEB

RI (NOTE
3)

1 6/30/85 NA
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B-51 Assessment of
Inelastic Analysis
Techniques for
Equipment and
Components

R. Emrit NRR/DE/MEB A-40 - 11/30/83 NA

B-52 Fuel Assembly
Seismic and LOCA
Responses

R. Emrit NRR/DST/
GIB

A-2 - 11/30/83 NA

B-53 Load Break Switch G. Sege NRR/DSI/
PSB

RI (NOTE
3)

- 11/30/83

B-54 Ice Condenser
Containments

W. Milstead NRR/DSI/
CSB

NOTE 3(b) 1 12/31/84 NA

B-55 Improved Reliability
of Target Rock Safety
Relief Valves

H.
Vandermolen

NRR/DE/
EMEB

NOTE 3(b) 1 6/30/00

B-56 Diesel Reliability W. Milstead RES/DRPS/
RPSI

NOTE 3(a) 2 6/30/95 D-19

B-57 Station Blackout R. Emrit NRR/DST/
GIB

A-44 - 11/30/83

B-58 Passive Mechanical
Failures

L. Riani NRR/DE/EQB NOTE 3(b) 1 12/31/85 NA

B-59 (N-1) Loop Operation
in BWRs and PWRs

L. Riani NRR/DSI/
RSB

RI (NOTE
3)

1 6/30/85 E-04,
E-05

B-60 Loose Parts
Monitoring Systems

R. Emrit NRR/DSI/
CPB

NOTE 3(b) 1 12/31/84 NA

B-61 Allowable ECCS
Equipment Outage
Periods

J. Pittman RES/DST/
PRAB

NOTE 3(b) 1 6/30/00

B-62 Reexamination of
Technical Bases for
Establishing SLs,
LSSSs, and Reactor
Protection System
Trip Functions

- NRR/DSI/
CPB

LI (NOTE
3)

- 11/30/83 NA

B-63 Isolation of Low-
Pressure Systems

R. Emrit NRR/DE/MEB NOTE 3(a) - 11/30/83 B-45
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Connected to the
Reactor Coolant
Pressure Boundary

B-64 Decommissioning of
Reactors

L. Riani RES/DE/MEB NOTE 3(a) 2 6/30/95 NA

B-65 Iodine Spiking W. Milstead NRR/DSI/
AEB

DROP 2 12/31/84 NA

B-66 Control Room
Infiltration
Measurements

P. Matthews NRR/DSI/
AEB

NOTE 3(a) - 11/30/83

B-67 Effluent and
Process Monitoring
Instrumentation

L. Riani NRR/DSI/
METB

III.D.2.1 - 11/30/83 NA

B-68 Pump Overspeed
during LOCA

L. Riani NRR/DSI/
ASB

DROP - 11/30/83 NA

B-69 ECCS Leakage Ex-
Containment

L. Riani NRR/DSI/
METB

III.D.1.1(1) - 11/30/83 NA

B-70 Power Grid
Frequency
Degradation and
Effect on Primary
Coolant Pumps

R. Emrit NRR/DSI/
PSB

NOTE 3(b) - 11/30/83

B-71 Incident Response L. Riani NRR III.A.3.1 - 11/30/83 NA

B-72 Health Effects and
Life Shortening from
Uranium and Coal
Fuel Cycles

- NRR/DSI/
RAB

LI (NOTE
5)

1 9/30/11 NA

B-73 Monitoring for
Excessive Vibration
Inside the Reactor
Pressure Vessel

D. Thatcher NRR/DE/MEB C-12 - 11/30/83 NA
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C-1 Assurance of
Continuous Long-
Term Capability of
Hermetic Seals on
Instrumentation and
Electrical Equipment

W. Milstead NRR/DE/EQB NOTE 3(a) - 11/30/83

C-2 Study of Containment
Depressurization
by Inadvertent
Spray Operation to
Determine Adequacy
of Containment
External Design
Pressure

R. Emrit NRR/DSI/
CSB

NOTE 3(b) - 11/30/83 NA

C-3 Insulation Usage
within Containment

R. Emrit NRR/DST/
GIB

A-43 1 6/30/91 NA

C-4 Statistical Methods
for ECCS Analysis

R. Riggs NRR/DSRO/
SPEB

RI (NOTE
3)

1 6/30/86 NA

C-5 Decay Heat Update R. Riggs NRR/DSRO/
SPEB

RI (NOTE
3)

1 6/30/86 NA

C-6 LOCA Heat Sources R. Riggs NRR/DSRO/
SPEB

RI (NOTE
3)

1 6/30/86 NA

C-7 PWR System Piping R. Emrit NRR/DE/
MTEB

NOTE 3(b) - 11/30/83 NA

C-8 Main Steam Line
Leakage Control
Systems

W. Milstead RES/DRPS/
RPSI

NOTE 3(b) 1 6/30/90 NA

C-9 RHR Heat Exchanger
Tube Failures

H.
Vandermolen

NRR/DSI/
RSB

DROP - 11/30/83 NA

C-10 Effective Operation of
Containment Sprays
in a LOCA

R. Emrit NRR/DSI/
AEB

NOTE 3(a) - 11/30/83 NA

C-11 Assessment of
Failure and Reliability
of Pumps and Valves

R. Emrit NRR/DE/MEB NOTE 3(b) - 12/31/85 NA

C-12 Primary System
Vibration Assessment

D. Thatcher NRR/DE/MEB NOTE 3(b) - 11/30/83 NA
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C-13 Non-Random
Failures

R. Emrit NRR/DST/
GIB

A-17 1 6/30/91 NA

C-14 Storm Surge Model
for Coastal Sites

R. Emrit NRR/DE/
EHEB

LI (NOTE
3)

2 9/30/11 NA

C-15 NUREG Report for
Liquid Tank Failure
Analysis

- NRR/DE/
EHEB

LI (NOTE
3)

- 11/30/83 NA

C-16 Assessment of
Agricultural Land in
Relation to Power
Plant Siting and
Cooling System
Selection

- NRR/DE/
EHEB

EI (NOTE
3)

- 11/30/83 NA

C-17 Interim Acceptance
Criteria for
Solidification Agents
for Radioactive Solid
Wastes

R. Emrit NRR/DSI/
METB

NOTE 3(a) - 11/30/83 NA

D-1 Advisability of a
Seismic Scram

D. Thatcher RES/DET/
MSEB

DROP 1 12/31/98 NA

D-2 Emergency Core
Cooling System
Capability for Future
Plants

R. Emrit RES/DRA/
ARGIB

DROP - 12/31/88 NA

D-3 Control Rod Drop
Accident

R. Emrit NRR/DSI/
CPB

NOTE 3(b) - 11/30/83 NA

Action
Plan
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Lead Office
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 NEW GENERIC ISSUES

1 Failures in Air-
Monitoring, Air-
Cleaning, and
Ventilating Systems

R. Emrit NRR/DSI/
METB

DROP - 11/30/83 NA
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2 Failure of Protective
Devices on Essential
Equipment

S. Diab RES/DSIR/
EIB

DROP 2 6/30/95 NA

3 Set Point Drift in
Instrumentation

R. Emrit NRR/DSIR/
RPSIB

NOTE 3(b) 1 6/30/86 NA

4 End-of-Life and
Maintenance Criteria

D. Thatcher NRR/DE/EQB NOTE 3(b) - 11/30/83 NA

5 Design Check and
Audit of Balance-of-
Plant Equipment

J. Pittman NRR/DSI/
ASB

I.F.1 - 11/30/83 NA

6 Separation of Control
Rod from Its Drive
and BWR High Rod
Worth Events

H.
Vandermolen

NRR/DSI/
CPB

NOTE 3(b) 1 12/31/94 NA

7 Failures Due to Flow-
Induced Vibrations

H.
Vandermolen

NRR/DSI/
RSB

DROP 1 6/30/91 NA

8 Inadvertent Actuation
of Safety Injection in
PWRs

L. Riani NRR/DSI/
RSB

I.C.1 - 11/30/83 NA

9 Reevaluation of
Reactor Coolant
Pump Trip Criteria

R. Emrit NRR/DSI/
RSB

II.K.3(5) - 11/30/83 NA

10 Surveillance and
Maintenance of TIP
Isolation Valves and
Squib Charges

R. Riggs NRR/DSI/
ICSB

DROP - 11/30/83 NA

11 Turbine Disc
Cracking

J. Pittman NRR/DE/
MTEB

A-37 - 11/30/83 NA

12 BWR Jet Pump
Integrity

G. Sege NRR/DE/
MTEB, MEB

NOTE 3(b) 1 12/31/84 NA

13 Small-Break LOCA
from Extended
Overheating of
Pressurizer Heaters

L. Riani NRR/DSI/
RSB

DROP - 11/30/83 NA

14 PWR Pipe Cracks R. Emrit NRR/DE/
MTEB

NOTE 3(b) 2 12/31/94 NA
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15 Radiation Effects
on Reactor Vessel
Supports

R. Emrit RES/DET/
EMMEB

NOTE 3(b) 3 6/30/96 NA

16 BWR Main Steam
Isolation Valve
Leakage Control
Systems

W. Milstead NRR/DSI/
ASB

C-8 - 11/30/83 NA

17 Loss of Offsite Power
Subsequent to a
LOCA

L. Riani NRR/DSI/
PSB, ICSB

DROP - 11/30/83 NA

18 Steam Line Break
with Consequential
Small LOCA

R. Riggs NRR/DSI/
RSB

I.C.1 - 11/30/83 NA

19 Safety Implications of
Nonsafety Instrument
and Control Power
Supply Bus

G. Sege NRR/DST/
GIB

A-47 - 11/30/83 NA

20 Effects of
Electromagnetic
Pulse on Nuclear
Power Plants

D. Thatcher NRR/DSI/
ICSB

NOTE 3(b) 1 6/30/84 NA

21 Vibration Qualification
of Equipment

R. Riggs NRR/DE/EIB DROP 2 6/30/91 NA

22 Inadvertent Boron
Dilution Events

H.
Vandermolen

NRR/DSI/
RSB

NOTE 3(b) 2 12/31/94 NA

23 Reactor Coolant
Pump Seal Failures

R. Riggs RES/DET/
GSIB

NOTE 3(b) 1 6/30/00 NA

24 Automatic ECCS
Switchover to
Recirculation

W. Milstead RES/DET/
GSIB

NOTE 3(b) 3 12/31/95 NA

25 Automatic Air Header
Dump on BWR
Scram System

W. Milstead NRR/DSI/
RSB

NOTE 3(a) - 11/30/83
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26 Diesel Generator
Loading Problems
Related to SIS Reset
on Loss of Offsite
Power

R. Emrit NRR/DSI/ASB 17 - 11/30/83 NA

27 Manual vs.
Automated Actions

J. Pittman NRR/DSI/RSB B-17 - 11/30/83 NA

28 Pressurized Thermal
Shock

R. Emrit NRR/DST/GIB A-49 - 11/30/83 NA

29 Bolting Degradation
or Failure in Nuclear
Power Plants

H.
Vandermolen

RES/DSIR/
EIB

NOTE 3(b) 2 6/30/95 NA

30 Potential Generator
Missiles—Generator
Rotor Retaining
Rings

J. Pittman NRR/DE/MEB DROP 1 12/31/85 NA

31 Natural Circulation
Cooldown

R. Riggs NRR/DSI/RSB I.C.1 - 11/30/83 NA

32 Flow Blockage in
Essential Equipment
Caused by Corbicula

R. Emrit NRR/DSI/ASB 51 - 11/30/83 NA

33 Correcting
Atmospheric Dump
Valve Opening Upon
Loss of Integrated
Control System
Power

J. Pittman NRR/DSI/
ICSB

A-47 - 11/30/83 NA

34 RCS Leak R. Riggs NRR/DHFS/
PSRB

DROP 1 6/30/84 NA

35 Degradation
of Internal
Appurtenances in
LWRs

H.
Vandermolen

NRR/DSI/
CPB, RSB

DROP 2 12/31/98 NA

36 Loss of Service
Water

L. Riani NRR/DSI/
ASB, AEB,
RSB

NOTE 3(b) 3 6/30/91 NA
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37 Steam Generator
Overfill and
Combined Primary
and Secondary
Blowdown

L. Riani NRR/DST/
GIB, NRR/
DSI/RSB

A-47,
I.C.1(2)

1 6/30/85 NA

38 Potential
Recirculation
System Failure as
a Consequence
of Ingestion of
Containment Paint
Flakes or Other Fine
Debris

R. Emrit RES/DSIR/
RPSIB

DROP 2 6/30/95 NA

39 Potential for
Unacceptable
Interaction between
the CRD System
and Non-Essential
Control Air System

J. Pittman NRR/DSI/ASB 25 1 6/30/95 NA

40 Safety Concerns
Associated with Pipe
Breaks in the BWR
Scram System

L. Riani NRR/DSI/ASB NOTE 3(a) 1 6/30/84 B-65

41 BWR Scram
Discharge Volume
Systems

H.
Vandermolen

NRR/DSI/RSB NOTE 3(a) - 11/30/83 B-58

42 Combination Primary/
Secondary System
LOCA

R. Riggs NRR/DSI/RSB I.C.1 1 6/30/85 NA

43 Reliability of Air
Systems

W. Milstead RES/DSIR/
RPSI

NOTE 3(a) 2 12/31/88 B-107

44 Failure of Saltwater
Cooling System

W. Milstead NRR/DSI/ASB 43 1 12/31/88 NA

45 Inoperability of
Instrumentation Due
to Extreme Cold
Weather

W. Milstead NRR/DSI/
ICSB

NOTE 3(a) 2 6/30/91

46 Loss of 125 Volt DC
Bus

G. Sege NRR/DSI/PSB 76 - 11/30/83 NA
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47 Loss of Offsite Power D. Thatcher NRR/DSI/
RSB, ASB

NOTE 3(b) - 11/30/83

48 LCO for Class 1E
Vital Instrument
Buses in Operating
Reactors

G. Sege NRR/DSI/PSB 128 1 12/31/86 NA

49 Interlocks and LCOs
for Redundant Class
1E Tie-Breakers

G. Sege NRR/DSI/PSB 128 3 6/30/91 NA

50 Reactor Vessel Level
Instrumentation in
BWRs

D. Thatcher NRR/DSI/
RSB, ICSB

NOTE 3(b) 1 12/31/84 NA
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51 Proposed
Requirements
for Improving the
Reliability of Open
Cycle Service Water
Systems

R. Emrit RES/DE/EIB NOTE 3(a) 1 12/31/89 L-913

52 SSW Flow Blockage
by Blue Mussels

R. Emrit NRR/DSI/ASB 51 - 11/30/83 NA

53 Consequences of
a Postulated Flow
Blockage Incident in
a BWR

H.
Vandermolen

NRR/DSI/
CPB, RSB

DROP 1 12/31/84 NA

54 Valve Operator-
Related Events
Occurring during
1978, 1979, and
1980

L. Riani NRR/DE/MEB II.E.6.1 1 6/30/85 NA

55 Failure of Class
1E Safety-Related
Switchgear Circuit

R. Emrit NRR/DSI/PSB DROP 2 6/30/91 NA
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Breakers to Close on
Demand

56 Abnormal Transient
Operating Guidelines
as Applied to a
Steam Generator
Overfill Event

L. Riani NRR/DHFS/
HFEB

A-47, I.D.1 - 11/30/83 NA

57 Effects of Fire
Protection System
Actuation on Safety-
Related Equipment

W. Milstead RES/DRA/
ARGIB

NOTE 3(b) 3 6/30/95 NA

58 Inadvertent
Containment
Flooding

G. Sege NRR/DSI/
ASB, CSB

DROP - 11/30/83

59 Technical
Specification
Requirements for
Plant Shutdown
When Equipment
for Safe Shutdown
is Degraded or
Inoperable

R. Emrit NRR/DST/
TSIP

RI (NOTE
5)

2 9/30/11 NA

60 Lamellar Tearing of
Reactor Systems
Structural Supports

L. Riani NRR/DST/
GIB

A-12 - 11/30/83 NA

61 SRV Line Break
Inside the BWR
Wetwell Airspace
of Mark I and II
Containments

W. Milstead NRR/DSI/
CSB

NOTE 3(b) 2 12/31/86 NA

62 Reactor Systems
Bolting Applications

R. Riggs RES/DSIR/
EIB

29 1 12/31/88 NA

63 Use of Equipment
Not Classified as
Essential to Safety
in BWR Transient
Analysis

J. Pittman RES/DRA/
ARGIB

DROP 1 6/30/90 NA

64 Identification of
Protection System

D. Thatcher NRR/DSI/
ICSB

NOTE 3(b) - 11/30/83
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Instrument Sensing
Lines

65 Probability of
Core-Melt Due to
Component Cooling
Water System
Failures

H.
Vandermolen

NRR/DSI/ASB 23 1 12/31/86 NA

66 Steam Generator
Requirements

R. Riggs NRR/DEST/
EMTB

NOTE 3(b) 2 12/31/88 NA

67 Steam Generator Staff Actions

67.2.1 Integrity of Steam
Generator Tube
Sleeves

R. Riggs NRR/DE/MEB 135 5 9/30/11 NA

67.3.1 Steam Generator
Overfill

R. Riggs NRR/DST/
GIB, NRR/
DSI/RSB

A-47, I.C.1 5 9/30/11 NA

67.3.2 Pressurized Thermal
Shock

R. Riggs NRR/DST/
GIB

A-49 5 9/30/11 NA

67.3.3 Improved Accident
Monitoring

R. Riggs NRR/DSI/
ICSB

NOTE 3(a) 5 9/30/11 A-17

67.3.4 Reactor Vessel
Inventory
Measurement

R. Riggs NRR/DSI/
CPB

II.F.2 5 9/30/11 NA

67.4.1 RCP Trip R. Riggs NRR/DSI/
RSB

II.K.3(5) 5 9/30/11 G-01

67.4.2 Control Room Design
Review

R. Riggs NRR/DHFS/
HFEB

I.D.1 5 9/30/11 F-08

67.4.3 Emergency
Operating
Procedures

R. Riggs NRC/DHFS/
PSRB

I.C.1 5 9/30/11 F-05
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67.5.1 Reassessment
of Radiological
Consequences

R. Riggs RES/DRPS/
RPSI

LI (NOTE
3)

5 9/30/11 NA

67.5.2 Reevaluation of
SGTR Design Basis

R. Riggs RES/DRPS/
RPSI

LI (67.5.1) 5 9/30/11 NA

67.5.3 Secondary System
Isolation

R. Riggs NRR/DSI/
RSB

DROP 5 9/30/11 NA

67.6.0 Organizational
Responses

R. Riggs OIE/DEPER/
IRDB

III.A.3 5 9/30/11 NA

67.7.0 Improved Eddy
Current Tests

R. Riggs RES/DE/EIB 135 5 9/30/11 NA

67.8.0 Denting Criteria R. Riggs NRR/DE/
MTEB

135 5 9/30/11 NA

67.9.0 Reactor Coolant
System Pressure
Control

R. Riggs NRR/DSI/GIB,
NRR/DSI/
RSB

A-45, I.C.1
(2,3)

5 9/30/11 NA

67.10.0 Supplemental Tube
Inspections

R. Riggs NRR/DL/
ORAB

LI (NOTE
5)

5 9/30/11 NA

68 Postulated Loss of
Auxiliary Feedwater
System Resulting
from Turbine-Driven
Auxiliary Feedwater
Pump Steam Supply
Line Rupture

J. Pittman NRR/DSI/ASB 124 3 6/30/91 NA

69 Make-up Nozzle
Cracking in B&W
Plants

R. Colmar NRR/DE/
MEB, MTEB

NOTE 3(b) 1 12/31/84 B43

70 PORV and Block
Valve Reliability

R. Riggs RES/DE/EIB NOTE 3(a) 3 6/30/91

71 Failure of Resin
Demineralizer
Systems and Their
Effects on Nuclear
Power Plant Safety

J. Pittman RES/DRA/
ARGIB

DROP 3 6/30/01 NA
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72 Control Rod Drive
Guide Tube Support
Pin Failures

R. Riggs RES DROP 1 6/30/91 NA

73 Detached Thermal
Sleeves

R. Emrit RES/DSIR/
EIB

NOTE 3(a) 3 6/30/95 NA

74 Reactor Coolant
Activity Limits for
Operating Reactors

W. Milstead NRR/DSI/AEB DROP 1 6/30/86 NA

75 Generic Implications
of ATWS Events at
the Salem Nuclear
Plant

R. Emrit RES/DRA/
ARGIB

NOTE 3(a) 1 6/30/90 B-76,
B-77,
B-78,
B-79,
B-80,
B-81,
B-82,
B-85
B-86,
B-87,
B-88,
B-89,
B-90,
B-91,
B-92,
B-93

76 Instrumentation
and Control Power
Interactions

R.
Zimmerman

RES/DSIR/
EIB

DROP 3 6/30/95 NA

77 Flooding of
Safety Equipment
Compartments by
Backflow Through
Floor Drains

L. Riani RES/DE/EIB A-17 - 12/31/87 NA

78 Monitoring of Fatigue
Transient Limits for
Reactor Coolant
System

C. Rourk RES/DET/
GSIB

NOTE 3(b) 3 12/31/97

79 Unanalyzed Reactor
Vessel Thermal
Stress during
Natural Convection
Cooldown

L. Riani RES/DSIR/
EIB

NOTE 3(b) 3 6/30/95 NA
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80 Pipe Break Effects
on Control Rod Drive
Hydraulic Lines
in the Drywells of
BWR Mark I and II
Containments

H.
Vandermolen

RES/DSARE/
REAHFB

NOTE 3(b) 4 6/30/06 NA

81 Impact of Locked
Doors and Barriers
on Plant and
Personnel Safety

C. Rourk RES/DSIR/
EIB

DROP 5 9/30/11 NA

82 Beyond Design-Basis
Accidents in Spent
Fuel Pools

H.
Vandermolen

RES/DRPS/
RPSI

NOTE 3(b) 3 6/30/04 NA

83 Control Room
Habitability

R. Emrit RES/DST/
AEB

NOTE 3(b) 3 6/30/03 NA

84 CE PORVs R. Riggs RES/DSIR/
RPSI

NOTE 3(b) 2 6/30/90 NA
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85 Reliability of Vacuum
Breakers Connected
to Steam Discharge
Lines Inside BWR
Containments

W. Milstead NRR/DSI/
CSB

DROP 2 6/30/91 NA

86 Long-Range Plan for
Dealing with Stress-
Corrosion Cracking
in BWR Piping

R. Emrit NRR/DEST/
EMTB

NOTE 3(a) 1 6/30/88 B-84

87 Failure of HPCI
Steam Line without
Isolation

J. Pittman RES/DSIR/
EIB

NOTE 3(a) 2 6/30/95

88 Earthquakes and
Emergency Planning

R. Riggs RES/DRA/
ARGIB

NOTE 3(b) 12/31/87 NA
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89 Stiff Pipe Clamps T.Y. Chang RES/DSIR/
EIB

MEDIUM 2 6/30/95 NA

90 Technical
Specifications for
Anticipatory Trips

H.
Vandermolen

NRR/DSI/
RSB, ICSB

DROP 2 12/31/98 NA

91 Main Crankshaft
Failures in
Transamerica
Delaval Emergency
Diesel Generators

R. Emrit RES/DRA/
ARGIB

NOTE 3(b) - 12/31/87 NA

92 Fuel Crumbling
during LOCA

H.
Vandermolen

NRR/DSI/
RSB, CPB

DROP 1 12/31/98 NA

93 Steam Binding of
Auxiliary Feedwater
Pumps

J. Pittman RES/DRPS/
RPSI

NOTE 3(a) - 6/30/88 B-98

94 Additional Low
Temperature
Overpressure
Protection for Light-
Water Reactors

J. Pittman RES/DSIR/
RPSI

NOTE 3(a) - 6/30/90

95 Loss of Effective
Volume for
Containment
Recirculation Spray

W. Milstead RES/DRA/
ARGIB

NOTE 3(b) - 6/30/90 NA

96 RHR Suction Valve
Testing

W. Milstead RES/DRA/
ARGIB

105 - 6/30/90 NA

97 PWR Reactor
Cavity Uncontrolled
Exposures

H.
Vandermolen

NRR/DSI/
RAB

III.D.3.1 - 6/30/85 NA

98 CRD Accumulator
Check Valve
Leakage

J. Pittman NRR/DSI/ASB DROP - 6/30/85 NA

99 RCS/RHR Suction
Line Valve Interlock
on PWRs

J. Pittman RES/DRPS/
RPSI

NOTE 3(a) 3 6/30/91 L-817
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100 Once-Through
Steam Generator
Level

J. Jackson RES/DSIR/
EIB

DROP 1 6/30/95 NA

101 BWR Water Level
Redundancy

H.
Vandermolen

RES/DE/EIB NOTE 3(b) 1 6/30/89 NA

102 Human Error in
Events Involving
Wrong Unit or Wrong
Train

R. Emrit NRR/DLPQ/
LPEB

NOTE 3(b) 2 12/31/88 NA

103 Design for
Probable Maximum
Precipitation

R. Emrit RES/DE/EIB NOTE 3(a) 1 12/31/89 NA

104 Reduction of
Boron Dilution
Requirements

J. Pittman RES/DRA/
ARGIB

DROP - 12/31/88 NA

105 Interfacing Systems
LOCA at LWRs

W. Milstead RES/DE/EIB NOTE 3(b) 4 6/30/95 NA

106 Piping and Use of
Highly Combustible
Gases in Vital Areas

W. Milstead RES/DRPS NOTE 3(b) 2 6/30/95 NA

107 Main Transformer
Failures

W. Milstead RES/DRA/
ARGIB

DROP 3 6/30/00 NA

108 BWR Suppression
Pool Temperature
Limits

L. Riani NRR/DSI/
CSB

RI (NOTE
3)

- 6/30/85 NA

109 Reactor Vessel
Closure Failure

R. Riggs RES/DRA/
ARGIB

DROP - 6/30/90 NA
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110 Equipment Protective
Devices on
Engineered Safety
Features

S. Diab RES/DSIR/
EIB

DROP 1 6/30/95 NA
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111 Stress-Corrosion
Cracking of Pressure
Boundary Ferritic
Steels in Selected
Environments

R. Riggs NRR/DE/
MTEB

LI (NOTE
5)

2 9/30/11 NA

112 Westinghouse
RPS Surveillance
Frequencies and
Out-of-Service Times

J. Pittman NRR/DSI/
ICSB

RI (NOTE
3)

- 12/31/85 NA

113 Dynamic
Qualification Testing
of Large Bore
Hydraulic Snubbers

R. Riggs RES/DSIR/
EIB

NOTE 3(b) 2 6/30/95 NA

114 Seismic-Induced
Relay Chatter

R. Riggs NRR/DSRO/
SPEB

A-46 1 6/30/91 NA

115 Enhancement of
the Reliability of
Westinghouse Solid
State Protection
System

W. Milstead RES/DRPS/
RPSI

NOTE 3(b) 2 6/30/00 NA

116 Accident
Management

J. Pittman RES/DRA/
ARGIB

S - 6/30/91 NA

117 Allowable Time
for Diverse
Simultaneous
Equipment Outages

J. Pittman RES/DRA/
ARGIB

DROP - 6/30/90 NA

118 Tendon Anchorage
Failure

S. Shaukat RES/DSIR/
EIB

NOTE 3(a) 1 6/30/95 NA

119 Piping Review Committee Recommendations

119.1 Piping Rupture
Requirements
and Decoupling of
Seismic and LOCA
Loads

R. Riggs NRR/DE RI (NOTE
3)

4 9/30/11 NA

119.2 Piping Damping
Values

R. Riggs NRR/DE RI (DROP) 4 9/30/11 NA
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119.3 Decoupling the OBE
from the SSE

R. Riggs NRR/DE RI (S) 4 9/30/11 NA

119.4 BWR Piping
Materials

R. Riggs NRR/DE RI (NOTE
5)

4 9/30/11 NA

119.5 Leak Detection
Requirements

R. Riggs NRR/DE RI (NOTE
5)

4 9/30/11 NA

120 On-Line Testability of
Protection Systems

W. Milstead RES/DRA/
ARGIB

NOTE 3(b) 2 6/30/95 NA

121 Hydrogen Control
for Large, Dry PWR
Containments

R. Emrit RES/DSIR/
SAIB

NOTE 3(b) 2 6/30/95 NA

122 Davis-Besse Loss of All Feedwater Event of June 9, 1985: Short-Term Actions

122.1 Potential Inability to Remove Reactor Decay Heat

122.1.a Failure of Isolation
Valves in Closed
Position

H.
Vandermolen

NRR/DSRO/
RSIB

124 4 12/31/98 NA

122.1.b Recovery of Auxiliary
Feedwater

H.
Vandermolen

NRR/DSRO/
RSIB

124 4 12/31/98 NA

122.1.c. Interruption of
Auxiliary Feedwater
Flow

H.
Vandermolen

NRR/DSRO/
RSIB

124 4 12/31/98 NA

122.2 Initiating Feed-and-
Bleed

H.
Vandermolen

NRR/DEST/
SRXB

NOTE 3(b) 4 12/31/98 NA

122.3 Physical Security
System Constraints

H.
Vandermolen

NRR/DSRO/
SPEB

DROP 4 12/31/98 NA

123 Deficiencies in
the Regulations
Governing DBA
and Single-Failure
Criteria Suggested
by the Davis-Besse
Event of June 9,
1985

W. Milstead RES/DSIR/
SAIB

DROP 1 6/30/95 NA
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124 Auxiliary Feedwater
System Reliability

R. Emrit NRR/DEST/
SRXB

NOTE 3(a) 3 6/30/91

125 Davis-Besse Loss of All Feedwater Event of June 9, 1985:  Long-Term Actions

125.I.1 Availability of the
Shift Technical
Advisor

H.
Vandermolen

RES/DRA/
ARGIB

DROP 7 12/31/98 NA

125.I.2 PORV Reliability

125.I.2.a Need for a Test
Program to Establish
Reliability of the
PORV

H.
Vandermolen

NRR/DSRO/
SPEB

70 7 12/31/98 NA

125.I.2.b Need for PORV
Surveillance Tests to
Confirm Operational
Readiness

H.
Vandermolen

NRR/DSRO/
SPEB

70 7 12/31/98 NA

125.I.2.c Need for Additional
Protection against
PORV Failure

H.
Vandermolen

NRR/DSRO/
SPEB

DROP 7 12/31/98 NA

125.I.2.d Capability of the
PORV to Support
Feed-and-Bleed

H.
Vandermolen

NRR/DSRO/
SPEB

A-45 7 12/31/98 NA

125.I.3 SPDS Availability W. Milstead RES/DRA/
ARGIB

NOTE 3(b) 7 12/31/98 NA

125.I.4 Plant-Specific
Simulator

R. Riggs RES/DRA/
ARGIB

DROP 7 12/31/98 NA

125.I.5 Safety Systems
Tested in All
Conditions Required
by DBA

R. Riggs RES/DRA/
ARGIB

DROP 7 12/31/98 NA

125.I.6 Valve Torque Limit
and Bypass Switch
Settings

H.
Vandermolen

RES/DRA/
ARGIB

DROP 7 12/31/98 NA

125.I.7 Operator Training Adequacy

125.I.7.a Recover Failed
Equipment

J. Pittman RES/DRA/
ARGIB

DROP 7 12/31/98 NA
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125.I.7.b Realistic Hands-On
Training

H.
Vandermolen

RES/DRA/
ARGIB

DROP 7 12/31/98 NA

125.I.8 Procedures and
Staffing for Reporting
to NRC Emergency
Response Center

H.
Vandermolen

RES/DRA/
ARGIB

DROP 7 12/31/98 NA

125.II.1 Need for Additional Actions on AFW Systems

125.II.1.aTwo-Train AFW
Unavailability

H.
Vandermolen

NRR/DSRO/
SPEB

DROP 7 12/31/98 NA

125.II.1.bReview Existing
AFW Systems for
Single Failure

H.
Vandermolen

NRR/DSRO/
SPEB

124 7 12/31/98 NA

125.II.1.cNUREG-0737
Reliability
Improvements

H.
Vandermolen

NRR/DSRO/
SPEB

DROP 7 12/31/98 NA

125.II.1.dAFW/Steam and
Feedwater Rupture
Control System/ICS
Interactions in B&W
Plants

H.
Vandermolen

NRR/DSRO/
SPEB

DROP 7 12/31/98 NA

125.II.2 Adequacy of Existing
Maintenance
Requirements for
Safety-Related
Systems

R. Riggs RES/DRA/
ARGIB

DROP 7 12/31/98 NA

125.II.3 Review Steam/
Feedline Break
Mitigation Systems
for Single Failure

H.
Vandermolen

NRR/DSRO/
SPEB

DROP 7 12/31/98 NA

125.II.4 Thermal Stress of
OTSG Components

R. Riggs NRR/DSRO/
SPEB

DROP 7 12/31/98 NA

125.II.5 Thermal-Hydraulic
Effects of Loss
and Restoration
of Feedwater on
Primary System
Components

R. Riggs RES/DRA/
ARGIB

DROP 7 12/31/98
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125.II.6 Reexamine PRA
Estimates of Core
Damage Risk
from Loss of All
Feedwater

H.
Vandermolen

RES/DRA/
ARGIB

DROP 7 12/31/98 NA

125.II.7 Reevaluate Provision
to Automatically
Isolate Feedwater
from Steam
Generator during a
Line Break

H.
Vandermolen

RES/DRPS/
RPSI

NOTE 3(b) 7 12/31/98 NA

125.II.8 Reassess Criteria
for Feed-and-Bleed
Initiation

H.
Vandermolen

RES/DRA/
ARGIB

DROP 7 12/31/98 NA

125.II.9 Enhanced Feed-and-
Bleed Capability

H.
Vandermolen

NRR/DSRO/
SPEB

DROP 7 12/31/98 NA

125.II.10 Hierarchy of
Impromptu Operator
Actions

R. Riggs RES/DRA/
ARGIB

DROP 7 12/31/98 NA

125.II.11 Recovery of Main
Feedwater as
Alternative to
Auxiliary Feedwater

R. Riggs RES/DRA/
ARGIB

DROP 7 12/31/98 NA

125.II.12 Adequacy of Training
Regarding PORV
Operation

R. Riggs RES/DRA/
ARGIB

DROP 7 12/31/98 NA

125.II.13 Operator Job Aids J. Pittman NRR/DRA/
ARGIB

DROP 7 12/31/98 NA

125.II.14 Remote Operation
of Equipment Which
Must Now Be
Operated Locally

H.
Vandermolen

NRR/DSRO/
SPEB

DROP 7 12/31/98 NA

126 Reliability of PWR
Main Steam Safety
Valves

R. Riggs RES/DRA/
ARGIB

LI (NOTE
3)

- 6/30/88 NA

127 Maintenance and
Testing of Manual

J. Pittman RES/DRA/
ARGIB

DROP 1 9/30/11 NA
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Valves in Safety-
Related Systems

128 Electrical Power
Reliability

R. Emrit RES/DSIR/
EIB

NOTE 3(a) 2 6/30/95

129 Valve Interlocks
to Prevent Vessel
Drainage during
Shutdown Cooling

W. Milstead RES/DRA/
ARGIB

DROP - 6/30/90 NA

130 Essential Service
Water Pump Failures
at Multiplant Sites

R. Riggs RES/DSIR/
RPSIB

NOTE 3(a) 2 12/31/95

131 Potential Seismic
Interaction Involving
the Movable In-
Core Flux Mapping
System Used in
Westinghouse-
Designed Plants

R. Riggs RES/DRA/
ARGIB

S 1 6/30/91 NA

132 RHR System Inside
Containment

N. Su RES/DSIR/
SAIB

DROP 1 12/31/95 NA

133 Update Policy
Statement on
Nuclear Plant Staff
Working Hours

J. Pittman NRR/DLPQ/
LHFB

LI (NOTE
3)

1 12/31/91 NA

134 Rule on Degree
and Experience
Requirement

J. Pittman RES/DRA/
RDB

NOTE 3(b) - 12/31/89 NA

135 Steam Generator
and Steam Line
Overfill

R. Emrit RES/DSIR/
EIB

NOTE 3(b) 3 6/30/95 NA

136 Storage and Use
of Large Quantities
of Cryogenic
Combustibles Onsite

W. Milstead RES/DRA/
ARGIB

LI (NOTE
3)

- 6/30/88 NA

137 Refueling Cavity
Seal Failure

W. Milstead RES/DRA/
ARGIB

DROP - 6/30/90 NA

138 Deinerting of
BWR Mark I and II

W. Milstead RES/DSIR/
SAIB

DROP 2 12/31/98 NA
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Containments during
Power Operations
upon Discovery of
RCS Leakage or
a Train of a Safety
System Inoperable

139 Thinning of Carbon
Steel Piping in LWRs

R. Riggs RES/DRA/
ARGIB

RI (NOTE
3)

1 6/30/95 NA

140 Fission Product
Removal Systems

R. Riggs RES/DRA/
ARGIB

DROP - 6/30/90 NA

141 Large-Break LOCA
with Consequential
SGTR

R. Riggs RES/DRA/
ARGIB

DROP - 6/30/90 NA
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142 Leakage through
Electrical Isolators
in Instrumentation
Circuits

W. Milstead RES/DSIR/
EIB

NOTE 3(b) 4 12/31/97 NA

143 Availability of Chilled
Water Systems and
Room Cooling

W. Milstead RES/DRA/
ARGIB

NOTE 3(b) 2 6/30/95 NA

144 Scram without a
Turbine/Generator
Trip

C. Hrabal RES/DSIR/
EIB

DROP 2 12/31/98 NA

145 Actions to Reduce
Common-Cause
Failures

D. Rasmuson RES/DST/
PRAB

NOTE 3(b) 3 6/30/00 NA

146 Support Flexibility
of Equipment and
Components

T. Y. Chang RES/DSIR/
EIB

NOTE 3(b) 2 6/30/95 NA

147 Fire-Induced
Alternate Shutdown/

W. Milstead RES/DSIR/
SAIB

LI (NOTE
3)

1 6/30/94 NA
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Control Room Panel
Interactions

148 Smoke Control and
Manual Fire-Fighting
Effectiveness

D. Basdekas RES/DSIR/
RPSIB

LI (NOTE
3)

1 6/30/00 NA

149 Adequacy of Fire
Barriers

R. Emrit RES/DSIR/
EIB

DROP 2 12/31/98 NA

150 Overpressurization
of Containment
Penetrations

W. Milstead RES/DSIR/
SAIB

DROP 1 6/30/95 NA

151 Reliability of
Anticipated Transient
without SCRAM
Recirculation Pump
Trip in BWRs

W. Milstead RES/DSIR/
SAIB

NOTE 3(b) 2 6/30/95 NA

152 Design Basis for
Valves That Might
Be Subjected to
Significant Blowdown
Loads

R. Emrit RES/DSIR/
EIB

DROP 3 6/30/01 NA

153 Loss of Essential
Service Water in
LWRs

R. Riggs RES/DRA/
ARGIB

NOTE 3(b) 2 12/31/95 NA

154 Adequacy of
Emergency and
Essential Lighting

R. Woods RES/DSIR/
SAIB

DROP 2 12/31/98 NA

155 Generic Concerns Arising from TMI-2 Cleanup

155.1 More Realistic
Source Term
Assumptions

R. Emrit RES/DST/
AEB

NOTE 3(a) 3 9/30/11 NA

155.2 Establish Licensing
Requirements for
Non-Operating
Facilities

R. Emrit RES/DSIR/
EIB

RI (NOTE
5)

3 9/30/11 NA

155.3 Improve Design
Requirements for
Nuclear Facilities

R. Emrit RES/DSIR/
EIB

DROP 3 9/30/11 NA
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155.4 Improve Criticality
Calculations

R. Emrit RES/DSIR/
EIB

DROP 3 9/30/11 NA

155.5 More Realistic
Severe Reactor
Accident Scenario

R. Emrit RES/DSIR/
EIB

DROP 3 9/30/11 NA

155.6 Improve
Decontamination
Regulations

R. Emrit RES/DSIR/
EIB

DROP 3 9/30/11 NA

155.7 Improve
Decommissioning
Regulations

R. Emrit RES/DSIR/
EIB

DROP 3 9/30/11 NA

156 Systematic Evaluation Program

156.1.1 Settlement of
Foundations and
Buried Equipment

T.Y. Chang RES/DSIR/
EIB

DROP 8 6/30/08 NA

156.1.2 Dam Integrity and
Site Flooding

J. Chen RES/DSIR/
SAIB

DROP 8 6/30/08 NA

156.1.3 Site Hydrology and
Ability to Withstand
Floods

J. Chen RES/DSIR/
SAIB

DROP 8 6/30/08 NA
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156.1.4 Industrial Hazards C. Ferrell RES/DSIR/
SAIB

DROP 8 6/30/08 NA

156.1.5 Tornado Missiles J. Chen RES/DSIR/
SAIB

DROP 8 6/30/08 NA

156.1.6 Turbine Missiles R. Emrit RES/DSIR/
EIB

DROP 8 6/30/08 NA

156.2.1 Severe Weather
Effects on Structures

J. Chen RES/DSIR/
SAIB

DROP 8 6/30/08 NA
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156.2.2 Design Codes,
Criteria, and Load
Combinations

R. Kirkwood RES/DSIR/
EIB

DROP 8 6/30/08 NA

156.2.3 Containment Design
and Inspection

S. Shaukat RES/DSIR/
EIB

DROP 8 6/30/08 NA

156.2.4 Seismic Design of
Structures, Systems,
and Components

J. Chen RES/DSIR/
SAIB

DROP 8 6/30/08 NA

156.3.1.1Shutdown Systems R. Woods RES/DSIR/
SAIB

DROP 8 6/30/08 NA

156.3.1.2Electrical
Instrumentation and
Controls

R. Woods RES/DSIR/
SAIB

DROP 8 6/30/08 NA

156.3.2 Service and Cooling
Water Systems

N. Su RES/DSIR/
SAIB

DROP 8 6/30/08 NA

156.3.3 Ventilation Systems G. Burdick RES/DSIR/
SAIB

DROP 8 6/30/08 NA

156.3.4 Isolation of High-
and Low-Pressure
Systems

G. Burdick RES/DSIR/
SAIB

DROP 8 6/30/08 NA

156.3.5 Automatic ECCS
Switchover

W. Milstead RES/DSIR/
SAIB

24 8 6/30/08 NA

156.3.6.1Emergency AC
Power

R. Emrit RES/DSIR/
EIB

DROP 8 6/30/08 NA

156.3.6.2Emergency DC
Power

C. Rourk RES/DSIR/
EIB

DROP 8 6/30/08 NA

156.3.8 Shared Systems R. Emrit RES/DSIR/
EIB

DROP 8 6/30/08 NA

156.4.1 RPS and ESFS
Isolation

R. Emrit RES/DSIR/
EIB

142 8 6/30/08 NA

156.4.2 Testing of the RPS
and ESFS

T.Y. Chang RES/DSIR/
SAIB

120 8 6/30/08 NA
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156.6.1 Pipe Break Effects
on Systems and
Components

H.
Vandermolen

RES/DRA/
OEGIB

NOTE 3(b) 8 6/30/08 NA

157 Containment
Performance

J. Shaperow RES/DSIR/
SAIB

NOTE 3(b) - 6/30/95 NA

158 Performance of
Power-Operated
Valves Under Design
Basis Conditions

C. Hrabal RES/DET/
GSIB

NOTE 3(b) 2 6/30/00 NA

159 Qualification of
Safety-Related
Pumps While
Running on Minimum
Flow

N. Su RES/DSIR/
SAIB

DROP 1 6/30/95 NA

160 Spurious Actions
of Instrumentation
Upon Restoration of
Power

C. Rourk RES/DSIR/
EIB

DROP 1 6/30/95 NA

161 Use of Non-Safety-
Related Power
Supplies in Safety-
Related Circuits

C. Rourk RES/DSIR/
EIB

DROP 1 6/30/95 NA

162 Inadequate Technical
Specifications for
Shared Systems
at Multiplant Sites
When One Unit Is
Shut Down

U. Cheh RES/DSIR/
SAIB

DROP 1 6/30/95 NA
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163 Multiple Steam
Generator Tube
Leakage

E. Murphy NRR/DCI/
CSG

NOTE 3(b) 2 6/30/10

164 Neutron Fluence in
Reactor Vessel

R. Emrit RES/DSIR/
EIB

DROP 1 6/30/95 NA
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165 Safety and Safety/
Relief Valve
Reliability

C. Hrabal RES/DET/
GSIB

NOTE 3(b) 2 6/30/00 NA

166 Adequacy of
Fatigue Life of Metal
Components

R. Emrit NRR/DE/
EMEB

NOTE 3(b) 2 12/31/97 NA

167 Hydrogen Storage
Facility Separation

G. Burdick RES/DSIR/
SAIB

DROP 2 9/30/11 NA

168 Environmental
Qualification of
Electrical Equipment

R. Emrit NRR/DSSA/
SPLB

NOTE 3(b) 3 6/30/04 NA

169 BWR MSIV
Common Mode
Failure Due to Loss
of Accumulator
Pressure

R. Emrit RES/DET/
GSIB

DROP 1 6/30/00 NA

170 Fuel Damage
Criteria for High
Burnup Fuel

R. Emrit RES/DET/
GSIB

NOTE 3(b) 2 6/30/01 NA

171 ESF Failure from
LOOP Subsequent
to a LOCA

C. Rourk RES/DET/
GSIB

NOTE 3(b) 1 12/31/98 NA

172 Multiple System
Responses Program

R. Emrit RES/DET/
GSIB

NOTE 3(b) 2 6/30/02 NA

173 Spent Fuel Storage Pool

173.A Operating Facilities R. Emrit RES/DET/
GSIB

NOTE 3(b) 4 6/30/02 NA

173.B Permanently
Shutdown Facilities

R. Emrit RES/DET/
GSIB

NOTE 3(b) 4 6/30/02 NA

174 Fastener Gaging Practices

174.A SONGS Employees'
Concern

R. Emrit RES/DET/
GSIB

NOTE 3(b) 1 6/30/00 NA

174.B Johnson Gage
Company Concern

R. Emrit RES/DET/
GSIB

NOTE 3(b) 1 6/30/00 NA
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175 Nuclear Power Plant
Shift Staffing

R. Emrit RES/DET/
GSIB

NOTE 3(b) 1 6/30/00 NA

176 Loss of Fill-Oil
in Rosemount
Transmitters

R. Emrit RES/DET/
GSIB

NOTE 3(b) 1 6/30/00 NA

177 Vehicle Intrusion at
TMI

R. Emrit RES/DET/
GSIB

NOTE 3(a) 1 6/30/00 NA

178 Effect of Hurricane
Andrew on Turkey
Point

R. Emrit RES/DET/
GSIB

LI (NOTE
3)

2 6/30/00

179 Core Performance R. Emrit RES/DET/
GSIB

LI (NOTE
5)

2 9/30/11

180 Notice of
Enforcement
Discretion

R. Emrit RES/DET/
GSIB

LI (NOTE
3)

1 6/30/00

181 Fire Protection R. Emrit RES/DET/
GSIB

LI (NOTE
5)

2 9/30/11

182 General Electric
Extended Power
Uprate

R. Emrit RES/DET/
GSIB

RI (NOTE
5)

2 9/30/11

183 Cycle-Specific
Parameter Limits in
Technical

 Specifications R. Emrit RES/DET/
GSIB

RI
(NOTE
3)

1/2/00

Action
Plan
Item/
Issue
No.

Title Responsible
Project

Manager

Lead Office
Division/
Branch

Status/
Safety
Priority
Ranking

Latest
Rev.

Latest
Issuance

Date

MPA
No.

184 Endangered Species R. Emrit RES/DET/
GSIB

EI (NOTE
3)

3 9/30/14 NA

185 Control of
Recriticality
Following Small-
Break LOCA in
PWRs

H.
Vandermolen

RES/DSARE/
REAHFB

NOTE 3(b) 1 6/30/06 NA
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Action
Plan
Item/
Issue
No.

Title Responsible
Project

Manager

Lead Office
Division/
Branch

Status/
Safety
Priority
Ranking

Latest
Rev.

Latest
Issuance

Date

MPA
No.

186 Potential Risk and
Consequences of
Heavy Load Drops

S. Jones NRR/DSS/
SBP

NOTE 3(a) 1 9/30/14 NA

187 The Potential
Impact of
Postulated Cesium
Concentration
on Equipment
Qualification in the
Containment Sump
in Nuclear Power
Plants

H.
Vandermolen

RES/DSARE/
REAHFB

DROP - 6/30/01 NA

188 Steam Generator
Tube Leaks/
Ruptures Concurrent
with Containment
Bypass

H.
Vandermolen

RES/DSARE/
REAHFB

NOTE 3(b) 1 6/30/06 NA

189 Susceptibility of
Ice Condenser
Containments
to Early Failure
from Hydrogen
Combustion during a
Severe Accident

S. Jones NRR/DSS/
SBP

NOTE 3(a) 2 9/30/14 NA

190 Fatigue Evaluation of
Metal Components
for 60-Year Plant Life

S. Shaukat RES/DET/
GSIB

NOTE 3(b) 2 6/30/00 NA

191 Assessment of
Debris Accumulation
on PWR Sump
Performance

S. Sanders NRR/DSS/
SSIB

Note 3(a) 3 9/30/14 NA

192 Secondary
Containment
Drawdown Time

H.
Vandermolen

RES/DSARE/
REAHFB

DROP - 6/30/03 NA

193 BWR ECCS Suction
Concerns

W. Krotiuk RES/DSA/
RSAB

Note 3(b) 1 9/30/14 NA

194 Implications
of Updated
Probabilistic Seismic
Hazard Estimates

D. Harrison NRR/DSSA/
SPSB

DROP - 6/30/04 NA
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Action
Plan
Item/
Issue
No.

Title Responsible
Project

Manager

Lead Office
Division/
Branch

Status/
Safety
Priority
Ranking

Latest
Rev.

Latest
Issuance

Date

MPA
No.

195 Hydrogen
Combustion in
Foreign BWR Piping

H.
Vandermolen

RES/DSARE/
REAHFB

DROP - 6/30/04 NA

196 Boral Degradation H.
Vandermolen

RES/DSARE/
ARREB

NOTE 3(b) 1 6/30/07 NA

197 Iodine Spiking
Phenomena

H.
Vandermolen

RES/DSARE/
ARREB

DROP - 6/30/06 NA

198 Hydrogen
Combustion in PWR
Piping

H.
Vandermolen

RES/DRASP/
OERA

DROP - 6/30/07 NA

199 Implications
of Updated
Probabilistic Seismic
Hazard Estimates in
Central and Eastern
United States

C. Munson NRO/DSEA Note 3(a) 2 9/30/14

200 Tin Whiskers C. Antonescu RES/DRASP/
OERA

DROP - 6/30/07 NA

201 Small-Break LOCA
and Loss of Offsite
Power Scenario

A. Salomon RES/DRASP/
OERA

DROP - 6/30/07 NA

202 Spent Fuel Pool
Leakage Limits

T. Mitts RES/DRASP/
OERA

DROP - 6/30/07 NA

203 Potential Safety
Issues with Cranes
that Lift Spent Fuel
Casks

T. Mitts RES/DRASP/
OERA

DROP - 6/30/07 NA

204 Flooding of Nuclear
Power Plant Sites
Following Upstream
Dam Failures

C. Cook NRO/DSEA/
RHMB

Note 3(a) - 9/30/14
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Action
Plan
Item/
Issue
No.

Title Responsible
Project

Manager

Lead Office
Division/
Branch

Status/
Safety
Priority
Ranking

Latest
Rev.

Latest
Issuance

Date

MPA
No.

HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES

HF1 STAFFING AND QUALIFICATIONS

HF1.1 Shift Staffing J. Pittman RES/DRPS/
RHFB

NOTE 3(a) 2 6/30/89

HF1.2 Engineering
Expertise on Shift

J. Pittman NRR/DHFT/
HFIB

NOTE 3(b) 2 6/30/89 NA

HF1.3 Guidance on Limits
and Conditions of
Shift Work

J. Pittman NRR/DHFT/
HFIB

NOTE 3(b) 2 6/30/89 NA

HF2 TRAINING

HF2.1 Evaluate Industry
Training

J. Pittman NRR/DHFT/
HFIB

LI (NOTE
5)

2 9/30/11 NA

HF2.2 Evaluate INPO
Accreditation

J. Pittman NRR/DHFT/
HFIB

LI (NOTE
5)

2 9/30/11 NA

HF2.3 Revise SRP Section
13.2

J. Pittman NRR/DHFT/
HFIB

LI (NOTE
5)

2 9/30/11 NA

HF3 OPERATOR LICENSING EXAMINATIONS

HF3.1 Develop Job
Knowledge Catalog

J. Pittman NRR/DHFT/
HFIB

LI (NOTE
3)

2 12/31/87 NA

HF3.2 Develop License
Examination
Handbook

J. Pittman NRR/DHFT/
HFIB

LI (NOTE
3)

2 12/31/87 NA

HF3.3 Develop Criteria for
Nuclear Power Plant
Simulators

J. Pittman NRR/DHFT/
HFIB

I.A.4.2(4) 2 12/31/87 NA

HF3.4 Examination
Requirements

J. Pittman NRR/DHFT/
HFIB

I.A.2.6(1) 2 12/31/87 NA

HF3.5 Develop
Computerized Exam
System

J. Pittman NRR/DHFT/
HFIB

LI (NOTE
3)

2 12/31/87 NA

HF4 PROCEDURES
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Action
Plan
Item/
Issue
No.

Title Responsible
Project

Manager

Lead Office
Division/
Branch

Status/
Safety
Priority
Ranking

Latest
Rev.

Latest
Issuance

Date

MPA
No.

HF4.1 Inspection
Procedure
for Upgraded
Emergency
Operating
Procedures

J. Pittman NRR/DLPQ/
LHFB

NOTE 3(b) 7 9/30/11 NA

HF4.2 Procedures
Generation Package
Effectiveness
Evaluation

J. Pittman NRR/DHFT/
HFIB

LI (NOTE
5)

7 9/30/11 NA

HF4.3 Criteria for Safety-
Related Operator
Actions

J. Pittman NRR/DHFT/
HFIB

B-17 7 9/30/11 NA

HF4.4 Guidelines for
Upgrading Other
Procedures

J. Pittman RES/DRPS/
RHFB

NOTE 3(b) 7 9/30/11 NA

HF4.5 Application of
Automation and
Artificial Intelligence

J. Pittman NRR/DHFT/
HFIB

HF5.2 7 9/30/11 NA

HF5 MAN-MACHINE INTERFACE

HF5.1 Local Control
Stations

J. Pittman RES/DRPS/
RHFB

NOTE 3(b) 4 6/30/95 NA

HF5.2 Review Criteria for
Human Factors
Aspects of Advanced
Controls and
Instrumentation

J. Pittman RES/DRPS/
RHFB

NOTE 3(b) 4 6/30/95 NA

HF5.3 Evaluation of
Operational Aid
Systems

J. Pittman NRR/DHFT/
HFIB

HF5.2 4 6/30/95 NA

HF5.4 Computers and
Computer Displays

J. Pittman NRR/DHFT/
HFIB

HF5.2 4 6/30/95 NA

HF6 MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION             

HF6.1 Develop Regulatory
Position on
Management and
Organization

J. Pittman NRR/DHFT/
HFIB

I.B.1.1 1
(1,2,3,4)

12/31/86 NA
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Plan
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Issue
No.

Title Responsible
Project

Manager

Lead Office
Division/
Branch

Status/
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Priority
Ranking

Latest
Rev.

Latest
Issuance
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MPA
No.

HF6.2 Regulatory Position
on Management
and Organization at
Operating Reactors

J. Pittman NRR/DHFT/
HFIB

I.B.1.1 1
(1,2,3,4)

12/31/86 NA

HF7 HUMAN RELIABILITY

HF7.1 Human Error Data
Acquisition

J. Pittman NRR/DHFT/
HFIB

LI (NOTE
5)

2 9/30/11 NA

HF7.2 Human Error
Data Storage and
Retrieval

J. Pittman NRR/DHFT/
HFIB

LI (NOTE
5)

2 9/30/11 NA

HF7.3 Reliability Evaluation
Specialist Aids

J. Pittman NRR/DHFT/
HFIB

LI (NOTE
5)

2 9/30/11 NA

HF7.4 Safety Event
Analysis Results
Applications

J. Pittman NRR/DHFT/
HFIB

LI (NOTE
5)

2 9/30/11 NA

HF8 Maintenance
and Surveillance
Program

J. Pittman NRR/DLPQ/
LPEB

NOTE 3(b) 2 6/30/88 NA

Action
Plan
Item/
Issue
No.

Title Responsible
Project

Manager

Lead Office
Division/
Branch

Status/
Safety
Priority
Ranking

Latest
Rev.

Latest
Issuance

Date

MPA
No.

CHERNOBYL ISSUES

CH1 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS AND OPERATIONAL
PRACTICES                                               

CH1.1 Administrative Controls To Ensure That Procedures Are Followed and That Procedures Are
Adequate

CH1.1A Symptom-Based
EOPs

R. Emrit NRR/DLPQ/
LHFB

LI (NOTE
5)

1 9/30/11 NA

CH1.1B Procedure Violations R. Emrit RES/DSR/
HFRB

LI (NOTE
5)

1 9/30/11 NA
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Issue
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Title Responsible
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Latest
Rev.

Latest
Issuance
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No.

CH1.2 Approval of Tests and Other Unusual Operations

CH1.2A Test, Change, and
Experiment Review
Guidelines

R. Emrit NRR/DOEA/
OTSB

LI (NOTE
5)

1 9/30/11 NA

CH1.2B NRC Testing
Requirements

R. Emrit RES/DSR/
HFRB

LI (NOTE
5)

1 9/30/11 NA

CH1.3 Bypassing Safety Systems

CH1.3A Revise Regulatory
Guide 1.47

R. Emrit RES/DE/
EMEB

LI (NOTE
5)

1 9/30/11 NA

CH1.4 Availability of Engineered Safety Features

CH1.4A Engineered Safety
Feature Availability

R. Emrit NRR/DOEA/
OTSB

LI (NOTE
5)

1 9/30/11 NA

CH1.4B Technical
Specifications Bases

R. Emrit NRR/DOEA/
OTSB

LI (NOTE
5)

1 9/30/11 NA

CH1.4C Low Power and
Shutdown

R. Emrit RES/DSR/
PRAB

LI (NOTE
5)

1 9/30/11 NA

CH1.5 Operating Staff
Attitudes Toward
Safety

R. Emrit RES/DRA/
ARGIB

LI (NOTE
3)

1 9/30/11 NA

CH1.6 Management Systems

CH1.6A Assessment of NRC
Requirements on
Management

R. Emrit RES/DSR/
HFRB

LI (NOTE
5)

1 9/30/11 NA

CH1.7 Accident Management

CH1.7A Accident
Management

R. Emrit RES/DSR/
HFRB

LI (NOTE
5)

1 9/30/11 NA

CH2 DESIGN

CH2.1 Reactivity Accidents

CH2.1A Reactivity Transients R. Emrit RES/DSR/
RPSB

LI (NOTE
5)

1 9/30/11 NA
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Title Responsible
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Ranking

Latest
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Latest
Issuance
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No.

CH2.2 Accidents at Low
Power and at Zero
Power

R. Emrit RES/DRA/
ARGIB

CH1.4 1 9/30/11 NA

CH2.3 Multiple-Unit Protection

CH2.3A Control Room
Habitability

R. Emrit RES/DRA/
ARGIB

83 1 9/30/11 NA

CH2.3B Contamination
Outside Control
Room

R. Emrit RES/DRA/
ARGIB

LI (NOTE
5)

1 9/30/11 NA

CH2.3C Smoke Control R. Emrit RES/DSIR/
SAIB

LI (NOTE
5)

1 9/30/11 NA

CH2.3D Shared Shutdown
Systems

R. Emrit RES/DRA/
ARGIB

LI (NOTE
5)

1 9/30/11 NA

CH2.4 Fire Protection

CH2.4A Firefighting with
Radiation Present

R. Emrit RES/DSIR/
SAIB

LI (NOTE
5)

1 9/30/11 NA
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TABLE III: SUMMARY OF THE STATUS OF ALL GENERIC SAFETY ISSUES
LEGEND

ACTIVE Generic issue that involves actions under the GIP

DROP Issue dropped from further pursuit as a generic issue

EI Environmental issue

GSI Generic safety issue

LI Licensing issue

MEDIUM Medium safety priority

NOTE 5 Issue that is not a generic safety issue but should be assigned resources for completion. As clarified by
SECY-11-0101, “Summary of Activities Related to Generic Issues Program,” dated July 26, 2011, Generic Issues
Program will not pursue any further actions toward resolution of Licensing and Regulatory impact issues.

RI Regulatory impact issue

ROI Regulatory office implementation: A formal GI for which RES actions of safety/risk assessment or regulatory
assessment are complete and remaining actions reside with program offices (e.g., regulatory compliance,
reactor oversight process, rulemaking, further research, coordination with industry initiatives)

RWRP Resolved with regulatory product

RWORP Resolved without regulatory product

USI Unresolved safety issue

Legacy Program Action CompletedAction
Item /
Issue
Group

NOTE
5

MEDIUM

Active ROI

RWRP RWORP DROP NOTE
5

NUREG-
0737

Covered
by

Other
Issues

Total

TMI ACTION PLAN ITEMS (369)

GSI - - - 66 69 21 - 84 46 286

LI - - - - 75 - 8 - - 83

TASK PLANNING ACTION ITEMS (142)

USI - - - - 27 - - - - 27

GSI - - - - 36 14 - - 20 70

RI - - - - 6 - 1 - - 7

LI - - - - 11 - 12 - - 23

EI 2 - - - 13 - - - - 15

NEW GENERIC ISSUES (284)
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Legacy Program Action CompletedAction
Item /
Issue
Group

NOTE
5

MEDIUM

Active ROI

RWRP RWORP DROP NOTE
5

NUREG-
0737

Covered
by

Other
Issues

Total

GSI - 1 2 3 24 66 108 - - 54 258

RI - - - - 5 1 5 - 1 12

LI - - - - 8 - 4 - 1 13

EI 1 - - - - - - - - 1

HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES (27)

GSI - - - - 1 7 - - - 8 16

LI - - - - 3 - 8 - - 11

CHERNOBYL ISSUES (32)

LI - - - - 7 - 23 - 2 32

NUCLEAR MATERIAL SAFETY AND SAFEGUARDS ISSUES (22)

22

TOTAL 3 1 2 3 423 144 61 84 132 876

 .

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0001.html
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TABLE IV: LISTING OF AEOD REPORTS AND RELATED GENERIC ISSUES
This listing shows all AEOD reports that have been addressed either as completely new safety issues or
as part of existing safety issues. It should be noted that, in some cases, more than one AEOD report has
been generated on a single topic. However, all AEOD reports related to the identified safety issues are listed
alphanumerically including those that have been superseded by other AEOD reports. The following is a
description of the types of AEOD reports:

C - Reactor Case Study

E - Reactor Engineering Evaluation

S - Special Study Report

T - Technical Review Report

AEOD
REPORT

NO.

AEOD REPORT TITLE RELATED
ISSUE NO.

RELATED
AEOD

REPORT

C001 Report on the Browns Ferry 3 Partial Failure to Scram Event on
June 28, 1980

41 -

C003 Report on Loss of Offsite Power Event at Arkansas Nuclear One,
Units 1 and 2

47 -

C004 AEOD Actions Concerning the Crystal River 3 Loss of Non-Nuclear
Instrumentation and Integrated Control System Power on February
26, 1980

33 E122

C005 AEOD Observations and Recommendations Concerning the
Problem of Steam Generator Overfill and Combined Primary and
Secondary Side Blowdown

37, 42 -

C101 Report on the Saint Lucie 1 Natural Circulation Cooldown on June
11, 1980

31 -

C102 H. B. Robinson Reactor Coolant System Leak on January 29, 1981 34 -

C103 AEOD Safety Concerns Associated with Pipe Breaks in the BWR
Scram System

40 -

C104 Millstone Unit 2 Loss of 125 V DC Bus Event on January 2, 1981 46 -

C105 Report on the Calvert Cliffs Unit 1 Loss of Service Water on May
20, 1980

36 -

C201 Safety Concern Associated with Reactor Vessel Level
Instrumentation in Boiling Water Reactors

50, 101 -

C202 Report on Service Water System Flow Blockages by Bivalve
Mollusks at Arkansas Nuclear One and Brunswick

32 E016

C203 Survey of Valve Operator-Related Events Occurring During 1978,
1979, and 1980

54 E305
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AEOD
REPORT

NO.

AEOD REPORT TITLE RELATED
ISSUE NO.

RELATED
AEOD

REPORT

C204 San Onofre Unit 1 Loss of Salt Water Cooling Event of March 10,
1980

44 -

C205 Abnormal Transient Operating Guidelines (ATOG) as Applied to the
April 1981 Overfill Event at Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit 1

56 -

C301 Failures of Class 1E Safety-Related Switchgear Circuit Breakers to
Close on Demand

55 -

C401 Low Temperature Overpressure Events at Turkey Point Unit 4 94 E426

C403 Edwin I. Hatch Unit No. 2 Plant Systems Interaction Event on
August 25, 1982

85 E322

C404 Steam Binding of Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps 93 E325

C501 Safety Implications Associated with In-Plant Pressurized Gas
Storage and Distribution Systems in Nuclear Power Plants

106 E902

C503 Decay Heat Removal Problems at U.S. Pressurized Water Reactors 99 -

C701 Air Systems Reliability 43 E123

E002 BWR Jet Pump Integrity 12 -

E005 Operational Restrictions for Class 1E 120 VAC Vital Instrument
Buses

48 -

E007 Potential for Unacceptable Interaction Between the Control Rod
Drive System and Non-Essential Control Air System at the Browns
Ferry Plant

39 -

E010 Tie Breaker Between Redundant Class 1E Buses - Point Beach
Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2

49 -

E011 Concerns Relating to the Integrity of a Polymer Coating for
Surfaces Inside Containment

38 -

E016 Flow Blockage in Essential Equipment at ANO Caused by
Corbicula sp. (Asiatic Clams)

32 C202

E101 Degradation of Internal Appurtenances in LWR Piping 35 -

E112 Inoperability of Instrumentation Due to Extreme Cold Weather 45 E226

E122 AEOD Concern Regarding Inadvertent Opening of Atmospheric
Dump Valves on B&amp;W Plants During Loss of ICS/NNI Power

33 C004
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AEOD
REPORT

NO.

AEOD REPORT TITLE RELATED
ISSUE NO.

RELATED
AEOD

REPORT

E123 Common Cause Failure Potential at Rancho Seco - Desiccant
Contamination of Air Lines

43 C701

E204 Effects of Fire Protection System Actuation on Safety-Related
Equipment

57 -

E209 Generator Rotor Retaining Ring as a Potential Missile (Incident at
Barseback 1 on 4/13/79)

30 -

E215 Engineering Evaluation of the Salt Service Water System Flow
Blockage at the Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station by Blue Mussels

52 -

E226 Inoperability of Instrumentation Due to Extreme Cold Weather 45  E112

E304 Investigation of Backflow Protection in Common Equipment and
Floor Drain Systems to Prevent Flooding of Vital Equipment in
Safety-Related Compartments

77 -

E305 Inoperable Motor-Operational Valve Assemblies Due to Premature
Degradation of Motors and/or Improper Limit Switch/Torque Switch
Adjustment

54 C203

E322 Damage to Vacuum Breaker Valves as a Result of Relief Valve
Lifting

85  C403

E325 Vapor Binding of Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps at Robinson 2 93 C404

E414 Stuck Open Isolation Check Valve on the Residual Heat Removal
System at Hatch Unit 2

105 -

E417 Loosening of Flange Bolts on RHR Heat Exchanger Leading to
Primary to Secondary Side Leakage

C-9 -

E426 Single Failure Vulnerability of Power Operated Relief Valve (PORV)
Actuation Circuitry for Low Temperature Overpressure Protection
(LTOP)

94 C401

E609 Inadvertent Draining of Reactor Vessel During Shutdown Cooling
Operation

129 -

E804 Reliability of Non-Safety-Related Field Breakers During ATWS
Events

151 -

E807 Pump Damage Due to Low Flow Cavitation 159 -

S401 Human Error in Events Involving Wrong Unit or Wrong Train 102 -

S92-02 Safety and Safety/Relief Valve Reliability 165 -
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AEOD
REPORT

NO.

AEOD REPORT TITLE RELATED
ISSUE NO.

RELATED
AEOD

REPORT

T302 Postulated Loss of Auxiliary Feedwater System Resulting from
a Turbine Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Steam Supply Line
Rupture

68 -

T305 Flow Blockage in Essential Raw Cooling Water System Due to
Asiatic Clam Intrusion at Sequoyah 1

51 -

T420 Failure of an Isolation Valve of the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling
System to Open Against Operating Reactor Pressure

87 -

 .

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0002.html
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TABLE V: SUMMARY OF CONSOLIDATED GENERIC ISSUES
This table shows the consolidation of those issues whose technical concerns were found to be addressed either
partially or completely in other (major issues). The table reflects the findings of the prioritization process that are
summarized in Table II.

MAJOR ITEM/
ISSUE NO.

PRIORITY ITEM(S)/ISSUE(S) COVERED IN MAJOR ITEMS

TMI ACTION PLAN ITEMS

I.A.1.3 I II.K.3(53)

I.A.2.2 NOTE 3(b) I.A.2.6(3) [II.K.3(56)]

I.A.2.6(1)  NOTE 3(a) I.B.1.1.(6);  I.B.1.1(7);  HF3.4

I.A.3.1 I II.K.3(56)

I.A.4.1(2) NOTE 3(a) II.K.3(54)

I.A.4.2(4) NOTE 3(a) HF3.3

I.B.1.1 (1,2,3,4) NOTE 3(b) II.J.3.1;  II.J.3.2;  II.K.3(52);  HF6.1;  HF6.2

I.C.1 - 8; 18;  31;  42;  67.3.1;  67.4.3

I.C.1(2) I 37;  67.9.0

I.C.1(3) I II.K.2(12);  II.K.2(18);  II.K.3(6);  II.K.3(35);  II.K.3(36);  II.K.3(37); 
II.K.3(38);  II.K.3(39);  II.K.3(41);  II.K.3(42);  II.K.3(47);  II.K.3(55); 
67.9.0

I.C.2 I II.K.3(52)

I.C.5 I II.K.3(52)

I.C.7 I II.K.3(50)

I.C.8 I II.K.3(49)

I.C.9 NOTE 3(b) II.K.3(49);  II.K.3(50);  II.K.3(51)

I.D.1 I 56;  67.4.2

I.D.2 I II.K.3(23);  II.K.3(55)

I.D.3 NOTE 3(b) II.K.3(55)

I.F.1 NOTE 3(b) 5

II.B.8 NOTE 3(a) II.B.7
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MAJOR ITEM/
ISSUE NO.

PRIORITY ITEM(S)/ISSUE(S) COVERED IN MAJOR ITEMS

II.C.1 NOTE 3(b) II.K.3(4);  II.K.3(8);  II.K.3(33);  II.K.3(48)

II.C.2 NOTE 3(b) II.K.3(4);  II.K.3(48)

II.E.1.1 I II.K.2(8)

II.E.1.2 I II.K.2(8)

II.E.2.2 NOTE 3(b) II.K.3(32); II.K.3(34);  II.K.3(47)

II.E.6.1 NOTE 3(a) 54

II.F.2 I II.K.3(6);  67.3.4

II.F.3 NOTE 3(a) II.K.3(6);  A-34

II.H.2 NOTE 3(b) II.H.3

II.K.2(15) I II.K.3(43)

II.K.2(16) I II.K.3(40)

II.K.3(5) I 9;  67.4.1

II.K.3(17) I II.E.2.1[II.K.3(26)]

III.A.1.2(1) I II.K.3(23)

III.A.3.1 NOTE 3(b) B-71

III.A.3 - 67.6.0

III.A.3.4 NOTE 3(b) II.K.3(23)

III.D.1.1(1) I B-69

III.D.2.1 LOW B-67

III.D.2.5 NOTE 3(b) III.D.2.2(2);  III.D.2.2(3);  III.D.2.2(4)

III.D.3.1 NOTE 3(b) B-34;  97

V.A.1 LI (NOTE 3) II.A.2
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MAJOR ITEM/
ISSUE NO.

PRIORITY ITEM(S)/ISSUE(S) COVERED IN MAJOR ITEMS

TASK ACTION PLAN ITEMS

A-2 NOTE 3(a) B-52

A-12 NOTE 3(a) 60

A-17 NOTE 3(b) II.C.3[II.K.3(4)];  C-13;  77

A-18 DROP B-16

A-37 DROP A-32;  11

A-38 DROP A-32

A-40 NOTE 3(a) B-51

A-43 NOTE 3(a) B-18;  C-3

A-44 NOTE 3(a) B-57

A-45 NOTE 3(b) II.E.3.2[B-4];  II.E.3.3[II.K.3(8)];  II.E.3.5;  67.9.0;  125.I.2.d

A-46 NOTE 3(a) B-24;  114

A-47 NOTE 3(a) 19;  33;  37;  56;  67.3.1

A-48 NOTE 3(a) B-14

A-49 NOTE 3(a) 28;  67.3.2

B-2 EI (NOTE 3) B-45

B-17 NOTE 3(b) 27;  HF4.3

B-68 DROP A-32

C-8 NOTE 3(b) 16

C-12 NOTE 3(b) B-73

NEW GENERIC ISSUES

17 DROP 26

23 NOTE 3(b) 65

24 NOTE 3(b) 156.3.5

25 NOTE 3(a) 39
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MAJOR ITEM/
ISSUE NO.

PRIORITY ITEM(S)/ISSUE(S) COVERED IN MAJOR ITEMS

29 NOTE 3(b) 62

43 NOTE 3(a) 44

51 NOTE 3(a) 32;  52

67.5.2 LI(NOTE 3) 36;  67.5.1

70 NOTE 3(a) 125.I.2.a;  125.I.2.b

75 NOTE 3(a) I.B.1.1(6);  I.B.1.1(7)

76 DROP 46

83 NOTE 3(b) CH 2.3A

105 NOTE 3(b) 96

119.1 RI(NOTE 3) B-6

120 NOTE 3(b) 156.4.2

124 NOTE 3(a) 68;  122.1.a;  122.1.b;  122.1.c;  122.II.1.b

128 NOTE 3(a) 48;  49;  A-30

135 NOTE 3(b) 67.2.1;  67.7.0;  67.8.0

142 NOTE 3(b) 156.4.1

153 NOTE 3(b) B-32

HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES

HF5.2 NOTE 3(b) HF4.5;  HF5.3;  HF5.4

CHERNOBYL ISSUES

CH1.4 LI(NOTE 5) CH2.2

 .

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0002.html
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Appendices

This section contains the appendices relevant to NUREG-0933.

Appendix A of NUREG-0933 is an excerpt from Appendix VI, Section 2 of WASH-1400 (NUREG-75/104),
"Reactor Safety Study: An Assessment of Accident Risks in U.S. Commercial Nuclear Power Plants," dated
October 1975.

Appendix B of NUREG-0933 contains a list of those generic safety issues (GSIs) that are applicable to operating
and future reactor plants, including issues that have been resolved with requirements and issues that are in
progress for resolution

Appendix C of NUREG-0933 is Priority Ranking Numerical Thresholds Used in Prioritizations Completed Before
June 30, 1993. The appendix is maintained primarily for historical purposes.

Appendix D of NUREG-0933 documents those activities related to generic issues, i.e., related generic activities
(RGA) that did not meet the criteria for designation as generic issues (GI) but were important enough to require
the development of Action Plans by the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) to address the concerns.
The appendix is maintained primarily for historical purposes.

Appendix E of NUREG-0933 documents those generic communication and compliance activities (GCCA)
completed by NRR that did not meet the criteria for designation as generic issues (GI), but were important
enough to require the issuance of Information Notices (IN) and/or Generic Letters (GL) to licensees. The plan for
documenting closed GCCAs was delineated in SECY-96-107. The appendix is maintained primarily for historical
purposes.

Appendix F of NUREG-0933 documents those non-reactor GSIs identified, prioritized, and resolved by NMSS.
As stated in SECY-98-001, the prioritization procedure for these issues is contained in NMSS Policy and
Procedures Letter 1-57, "NMSS Generic Issues Program." The appendix is maintained primarily for historical
purposes.

Appendix G of NUREG-0933 documents the Generic Issues Program Current and Historical Procedures
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 Appendix A: Releases from Containment
The following is an excerpt from Appendix VI, Section 2 of WASH-1400 (NUREG-75/104), "Reactor Safety
Study: An Assessment of Accident Risks in U.S. Commercial Nuclear Power Plants," dated October 1975.

On this page:

• Section 2 Releases from Containment
• 2.1 GENERAL REMARKS
• 2.2 ACCIDENT DESCRIPTIONS
• PWR 1
• PWR 2
• PWR 3
• PWR 4
• PWR 5
• PWR 6
• PWR 7
• PWR 6
• PWR 9
• BWR 1
• BWR 2
• BWR 3
• BWR 4
• BWR 5

A large portion of the work of the Reactor Safety Study was expended in determining the probability and
magnitude of various radioactive releases. This work is described in detail in the preceding appendices as
well as Appendices VII and VIII. In order to define the various releases that might occur, a series of release
categories were identified for the postulated types of containment failure in both BWRs and PWRS. The
probability of each release category and the associated magnitude of radioactive releases (as fractions of
the initial core radioactivity that might leak from the containment structure) are used as input data to the
consequence model.

In addition to probability and release magnitude, the parameters that characterize the various hypothetical
accident sequences are time of release, duration of release, warning time for evacuation, height of release, and
energy content of the released plume.

The time of release refers to the time interval between the start of the hypothetical accident and the release of
radioactive material from the containment building to the atmosphere; it is used to calculate the initial decay
of radioactivity. The duration of release is the total time during which radioactive material is emitted into the
atmosphere; it is used to account for continuous releases by adjusting for horizontal dispersion due to wind
meander. These parameters, time and duration of release, represent the temporal behavior of the release in the
dispersion model. They are used to model a "puff" release from the calculations of release versus time presented
in Appendix V.

The warning time for evacuation (see Section 1.1.1) is the interval between awareness of impending core
melt and the release of radioactive material from the containment building. Finally, the height of release and
the energy content of the released plume gas affect the manner in which they would be dispersed in the
atmosphere.

Table VI 2-1 lists the leakage parameters that characterize the PWR and BWR release categories. It should be
understood that these categories are composites of numerous event tree sequences with similar characteristics,
as discussed in Appendix V.

To help the reader understand the postulated containment releases, this section presents brief descriptions of
the various physical processes that define each release category. For more detailed information on the release
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categories and the techniques employed to compute the radioactive releases to the atmosphere, the reader
is referred to Appendices V, VII, and VIII. The dominant event tree sequences in each release category are
discussed in detail in Section 4.6 of Appendix V.

This release category can be characterized by a core meltdown followed by a steam explosion on contact of
molten fuel with the residual water in the reactor vessel. The containment spray and heat removal systems are
also assumed to have failed and, therefore, the containment could be at a pressure above ambient at the time
of the steam explosion. It is assumed that the steam explosion would rupture the upper portion of the reactor
vessel and breach the containment barrier, with the result that a substantial amount of radioactivity might be
released from the containment in a puff over a period of about 10 minutes. Due to the sweeping action of gases
generated during containment-vessel melt-through, the release of radioactive materials would continue at a
relatively low rate thereafter. The total release would contain approximately 70% of the iodines and 40% of the
alkali metals present in the core at the time of release.1 Because the containment would contain hot pressurized
gases at the time of failure, a relatively high release rate of sensible energy from the containment could be
associated with this category. This category also includes certain potential accident sequences that would
involve the occurrence of core melting and a steam explosion after containment rupture due to overpressure. In
these sequences, the rate of energy release would be lower, although still relatively high.

The release fractions of all the chemical species are listed in Table VI 2-1. The release fractions of iodine and
alkali metals are indicated here to illustrate the variations in release with release category.

This category is associated with the failure of core-cooling systems and core melting concurrent with the
failure of containment spray and heat-removal systems. Failure of the containment barrier would occur through
overpressure, causing a substantial fraction of the containment atmosphere to be released in a puff over a
period of about 30 minutes. Due to the sweeping action of gases generated during containment vessel melt-
through, the release of radioactive material would continue at a relatively low rate thereafter. The total release
would contain approximately 70% of the iodines and 50% of the alkali metals present in the core at the time of
release. As in PWR release category 1, the high temperature and pressure within containment at the time of
containment failure would result in a relatively high release rate of sensible energy from the containment.

This category involves an overpressure failure of the containment due to failure of containment heat removal.
Containment failure would occur before the commencement of core melting. Core melting then would cause
radioactive materials to be released through a ruptured containment barrier. Approximately 20% of the iodines
and 20% of the alkali metals present in the core at the time of release would be released to the atmosphere.
Most of the release would occur over a period of about 1.5 hours. The release of radioactive material from
containment would be caused by the sweeping action of gases generated by the reaction of the molten fuel
with concrete. Since these gases would be initially heated by contact with the melt, the rate of sensible energy
release to the atmosphere would be moderately high.

This category involves failure of the core-cooling system and the containment spray injection system after a
loss-of-coolant accident, together with a concurrent failure of the containment system to properly isolate. This
would result in the release of 9% of the iodines and 4% of the alkali metals present in the core at the time of
release. Most of the release would occur continuously over a period of 2 to 3 hours. Because the containment
recirculation spray and heat-removal systems would operate to remove heat from the containment atmosphere
during core melting, a relatively low rate of release of sensible energy would be associated with this category.

This category involves failure of the core cooling systems and is similar to PWR release category 4, except
that the containment spray injection system would operate to further reduce the quantity of airborne radioactive
material and to initially suppress containment temperature and pressure. The containment barrier would have
a large leakage rate due to a concurrent failure of the containment system to properly isolate, and most of the
radioactive material would be released continuously over a period of several hours. Approximately 3% of the
iodines and 0.9% of the alkali metals present in the core would be released. Because of the operation of the
containment heat-removal systems, the energy release rate would be low.

This category involves a core meltdown due to failure in the core cooling systems. The containment sprays
would not operate, but the containment barrier would retain its integrity until the molten core proceeded to melt-
through the concrete containment base mat. The radioactive materials would be released into the ground, with
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some leakage to the atmosphere occurring upward through the ground. Direct leakage to the atmosphere would
also occur at a low rate before containment-vessel melt-through. Most of the release would occur continuously
over a period of about 10 hours. The release would include approximately 0.08% of the iodines and alkali metals
present in the core at the time of release. Because leakage from containment to the atmosphere would be low
and gases escaping through the ground would be cooled by contact with the soil, the energy release rate would
be very low.

This category is similar to PWR release category 6, except that containment sprays would operate to reduce
the containment temperature and pressure as well as the amount of airborne radioactivity. The release would
involve 0.002% of the iodines and 0.001% of the alkali metals present in the core at the time of release. Most of
the release would occur over a period of 10 hours. As in PWR release category 6, the energy release rate would
be very low.

This category approximates a PWR design basis accident (large pipe break), except that the containment would
fail to isolate properly on demand. The other engineered safeguards are assumed to function properly. The core
would not melt. The release would involve approximately 0.01% of the iodines and 0.05% of the alkali metals.
Most of the release would occur in the 30-minute period during which containment pressure would be above
ambient. Because containment sprays would operate and core melting would not occur, the energy release rate
would also be low.

This category approximates a PWR design basis accident (large pipe break), in which only the activity initially
contained within the gap between the fuel pellet and cladding would be released into the containment. The core
would not melt. It is assumed that the minimum required engineered safeguards would function satisfactorily to
remove heat from the core and containment. The release would occur over the 30-minute period during which
the containment pressure would be above ambient. Approximately 0.00001% of the iodines and 0.00006% of the
alkali metals would be released. As in PWR release category 8, the energy release rate would be very low.

This release category is representative of a core meltdown followed by a steam explosion in the reactor vessel.
The latter would cause the release of a substantial quantity of radioactive material to the atmosphere The total
release would contain approximately 40% of the iodines and alkali metals present in the core at the time of
containment failure. Most of the release would occur over a 30-minute period. Because of the energy generated
in the steam explosion, this category would be characterized by a relatively high rate of energy release to the
atmosphere. This category also includes certain sequences that involve overpressure failure of the containment
before core melting and a steam explosion. In these sequences, the rate of energy release would be somewhat
smaller than for those discussed above, although it would still be relatively high.

This release category is representative of a core meltdown resulting from a transient event in which decay-heat-
removal systems are assumed to fail. Containment overpressure failure would result, and core melting would
follow. Most of the release would occur over a period of about 3 hours. The containment failure would be such
that radioactivity would be released directly to the atmosphere without significant retention of fission products.
This category involves a relatively high rate of energy release due to the sweeping action of the gases generated
by the molten mass. Approximately 90% of the iodines and 50% of the alkali metals present in the core would be
released to the atmosphere.

This release category represents a core meltdown caused by a transient event accompanied by a failure to
scram or failure to remove decay heat. Containment failure would occur either before core melt or as a result
of gases generated during the interaction of the molten fuel with concrete after reactor-vessel melt-through.
Some fission-product retention would occur either in the suppression pool or the reactor building before release
to the atmosphere. Most of the release would occur over a period of about 3 hours and would involve 10%
of the iodines and 10% of the alkali metals. For those sequences in which the containment would fail due to
overpressure after core melt, the rate of energy release to the atmosphere would be relatively high. For those
sequences in which overpressure failure would occur before core melt, the energy release rate would be
somewhat smaller, although still moderately high.

This release category is representative of a core meltdown with enough containment leakage to the reactor
building to prevent containment failure by overpressure. The quantity of radioactivity released to the atmosphere
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would be significantly reduced by normal ventilation paths in the reactor building and potential mitigation by
the secondary containment filter systems. Condensation in the containment and the action of the standby gas
treatment system on the releases would also lead to a low rate of energy release. The radioactive material would
be released from the reactor building or the stack at an elevated level. Most of the release would occur over a 2-
hour period and would involve approximately 0.08% of the iodines and 0.5% of the alkali metals.

This category approximates a BWR design basis accident (large pipe break) in which only the activity initially
contained within the gap between the fuel pellet and cladding would be released into containment. The core
would not melt, and containment leakage would be small. It is assumed that the minimum required engineered
safeguards would function satisfactorily. The release would be filtered and pass through the elevated stack. It
would occur over a period of about 5 hours while the -9 containment is pressurized above ambient and would
involve approximately 6 x 10% of the iodines and 4 x 10% of the alkali metals. Since core melt would not occur
and containment heat-removal systems would operate, the release to the atmosphere would involve a negligibly
small amount of thermal energy.

Release
Category

Probability
(reactor-

yr)-1

Time of
Release

(hr)

Duration
of Release

(hr)

Warning
Time for

Evacuation
(hr)

Elevation
of

Release(meters)

Energy Release
(106 Btu/hr)

Fraction
of Core

Inventory
Released(a)

Xe-
Xr

Organic I(b) I(b) Cs-Rb Te-Sb Ba-Sr Ru(c) La(d)

PWR
1

9 x
10-7(e)

2.5 0.5 1.0 25 25
and
520(e)

0.9 6 x
10-3

0.7 0.4 0.4 0.05 0.4 3 x
10-3

PWR
2

8 x
10-6

2.5 0.5 1.0 0 170 0.9 7 x
10-3

0.7 0.5 0.3 0.06 0.02 4 x
10-3

PWR
3

4 x
10-6

5.0 1.5 2.0 0 6 0.8 6 x
10-3

0.2 0.2 0.3 0.02 0.03 3 x
10-3

PWR
4

5 x
10-7

2.0 3.0 2.0 0 1 0.6 2 x
10-3

0.09 0.04 0.03 5 x
10-3

3 x
10-3

4
x10-4

PWR
5

7 x
10-7

2.0 4.0 1.0 0 0.3 0.3 2 x
10-3

0.03 9 x
10-3

5
x10-3

1 x
10-3

6 x
10-4

7 x
10-5

PWR
6

6 x
10-6

12.0 10.0 1.0 0 N/A 0.3 2 x
10-3

8 x
10-4

8 x
10-4

1 x
10-3

9 x
10-5

7 x
10-5

1 x
10-5

PWR
7

4 x
10-5

10.0 10.0 1.0 0 N/A 6 x
10-3

2 x
10-5

2 x
10-5

1 x
10-5

2
x10-5

1 x
10-6

1 x
10-6

2 x
10-7

PWR
8

4 x
10-5

0.5 0.5 N/Af 0 N/A 2 x
10-3

5
x10-6

1 x
10-4

5 x
10-4

1 x
10-6

1 x
10-8

0 0

PWR
9

4 x
10-4

0.5 0.5 N/A 0 N/A 3 x
10-6

7 x
10-9

1 x
10-7

6 x
10-7

1 x
10-9

1 x
10-11

0 0

BWR
1

1 x
10-6

2.0 0.5 1.5 25 130 1.0 7 x
10-3

0.40 0.40 0.70 0.05 0.5 5 x
10-3

BWR
2

6 x
10-6

30.0 3.0 2.0 0 30 1.0 7 x
10-3

0.90 0.50 0.30 0.10 0.03 4 x
10-3

BWR
3

2 x
10-5

30.0 3.0 2.0 25 20 1.0 7 x
10-3

0.10 0.10 0.30 0.01 0.02 4 x
10-3

BWR
4

2 x
10-6

5.0 2.0 2.0 25 N/A 0.6 7 x
10-4

8 x
10-4

5 x
10-3

4 x
10-4

6 x
10-4

6 x
10-4

1
x10-4
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Release
Category

Probability
(reactor-

yr)-1

Time of
Release

(hr)

Duration
of Release

(hr)

Warning
Time for

Evacuation
(hr)

Elevation
of

Release(meters)

Energy Release
(106 Btu/hr)

Fraction
of Core

Inventory
Released(a)

Xe-
Xr

Organic I(b) I(b) Cs-Rb Te-Sb Ba-Sr Ru(c) La(d)

BWR
5

1 x
10-4

3.5 5.0 N/A 150 N/A 5 x
10-4

2 x
10-9

6 x
10-11

4 x
10-9

8 x
10-14

8 x
10-14

0 0

(A) Background on the isotope groups and release mechanisms is presented in Appendix VII.

(b) Organic iodine is combined with elemental iodines in the calculations. Any error is negligible since its release
fraction is relatively small for all large release categories.

(c) Includes Ru, Rh, Co, Mi, Tc.

(D) Includes Y, La, Zr, Nb, Ce, Pr, Nd, Np, Pu, AM, CM.

(E) Accident sequences within PWR 1 category have two distinct energy releases that effect consequences.
PWR 1 category is subdivided into PWR 1a with a probability of 4 x 10-7 per reactor-year and 20 x 106 Btu/hr
and PWR 1b with a probability of 5 x 10-7 per reactor year and 520 x 106 Btu/hr.

(f) Not applicable.

(g) A 10 meter elevation is used in place of zero representing the mid-point of a potential containment break. Any
impact on the results would be slight and conservative.
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Appendix B: Generic Issues requiring licensees review in applications for
design certification and combined licenses
The table below identifies those generic issues (GIs) that have resulted in a regulatory product: hence, they may
be applicable to operating and future nuclear power plants.

In accordance with Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR) 52.47(a)(21), applications for design
certification must contain, “Proposed technical resolutions of those unresolved safety issues (USIs) and medium-
and high-priority generic safety issues which are identified in the version of NUREG-0933 current on the date up
to 6 months before the docket date of the application and which are technically relevant to the design.”

Similarly, in accordance with 10 CFR 52.79(a)(20), applications for combined licenses must contain, “Proposed
technical resolutions of those USIs and medium- and high-priority generic safety issues which are identified in
the version of NUREG-0933 current on the date up to 6 months before the docket date of the application and
which are technically relevant to the design.”

The priority designations for these issues are consistent with Appendix C. However, the process for prioritization
of GIs (high, medium, low, drop) was replaced in 1999 by a screening and assessment process described in
Management Directive (MD) 6.4, "Generic Issues." Upon the completion of the screening and assessment
process, the staff will have determined whether the proposed issue requires new or revised regulatory actions,
or should it exit the program. For the purposes of 10 CFR 52.47(a)(21) and 10 CFR 52.79(a)(20), any proposed
issue successfully passing the screening and assessment stages will be considered equivalent to a high-priority
GI.

The following table identifies those issues that fall within these requirements:

Issue Number Issue Title Resolution

Section 1. TMI Action Plan Items

I.A.1 Operating Personnel:

Operating Personnel and Staffing

Shift Technical Advisor

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

I.A.2 Operating Personnel:

Training and Qualifications of Operating
Personnel

Immediate Upgrading of Operator and Senior
Operator Training and Qualifications:

Qualifications - Experience

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

I.A.3 Operating Personnel:

Licensing and Requalification of Operating
Personnel

Revise Scope of Criteria for Licensing
Examinations

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

I.A.4 Operating Personnel:

Simulator Use and Development

Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 299 and 439)
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I.B.1 Support Personnel:

Management for Operations:

Organization and Management Long-Term
Improvements

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

I.B.2.1 Support Personnel:

Inspection of Operating Reactors

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

I.B.2.2 Support Personnel:

Inspection of Operating Reactors:

Resident Inspector at Operating Reactors

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

I.B.2.3 Support Personnel:

Inspection of Operating Reactors:

Regional Evaluations

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

I.B.2.4 Support Personnel:

Inspection of Operating Reactors:

Overview of Licensee Performance

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

I.C.1 Operating Procedures:

Short-Term Accident Analysis and Procedures
Revision

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

I.C.2 Operating Procedures:

Shift and Relief Turnover Procedures

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

I.C.3 Operating Procedures:

Shift Supervisor Responsibilities

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

I.C.4 Operating Procedures: Control Room Access Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

I.C.5 Operating Procedures: Procedures for Feedback
of Operating Experience to Plant Staff

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

I.C.6 Operating Procedures: Procedures for
Verification of Correct Performance of Operating
Activities

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

I.C.7 Operating Procedures: NSSS Vendor Review of
Procedures

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

I.C.8 Operating Procedures: Pilot Monitoring of
Selected Emergency Procedures for Near-Term
Operating License Applicants

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737
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I.C.9 Operating Procedures: Long-Term Program Plan
for Upgrading of Procedures

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

I.D.1 Control Room Design: Control Room Design
Reviews

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

I.D.2 Control Room Design: Plant Safety Parameter
Display Console

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

I.D.3 Control Room Design: Safety System Status
Monitoring

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

I.D.4 Control Room Design: Control Room Design
Standard

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

I.D.5 Control Room Design: Improved Control Room
Instrumentation Research

Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 1205)

I.D.6 Control Room Design:

Technology Transfer Conference

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

I.E.1 Analysis and Dissemination of Operating
Experience:

Office for Analysis and Evaluation of Operational
Data

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

I.E.2 Analysis and Dissemination of Operating
Experience: Program Office Operational Data
Evaluation

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

I.E.3 Analysis and Dissemination of Operating
Experience: Operational Safety Data Analysis

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

I.E.4 Analysis and Dissemination of Operating
Experience: Coordination of Licensee, Industry,
and Regulatory Programs

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

I.E.5 Analysis and Dissemination of Operating
Experience: Nuclear Plant Reliability Data
System

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

I.E.6 Analysis and Dissemination of Operating
Experience: Reporting Requirements

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

I.E.7 Analysis and Dissemination of Operating
Experience: Foreign Sources

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

I.E.8 Analysis and Dissemination of Operating
Experience: Human Error Rate Analysis

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

I.F.1 Quality Assurance: Expand QA List Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737
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I.F.2 Quality Assurance:

Develop More Detailed QA Criteria

Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 48)

I.G.1 Preoperational and Low Power Testing:

Training Requirements

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

I.G.2 Preoperational and Low Power Testing:

Scope of Test Program

Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 654)

II.B.1 Consideration of Degraded or Melted Cores in
Safety Review:

Reactor Coolant System Vents

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

II.B.2 Consideration of Degraded or Melted Cores in
Safety Review:

Plant Shielding to Provide Access to Vital Areas
and Protect Safety Equipment for Post-Accident
Operation

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

II.B.3 Consideration of Degraded or Melted Cores in
Safety Review:

Post-Accident Sampling

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

II.B.4 Consideration of Degraded or Melted Cores in
Safety Review:

Training for Mitigating Core Damage

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

II.B.6 Consideration of Degraded or Melted Cores in
Safety Review:

Risk Reduction for Operating Reactors at Sites
with High Population Densities

Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 806)

II.B.8 Consideration of Degraded or Melted Cores in
Safety Review:

Rulemaking Proceeding on Degraded Core
Accidents

Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 807)

II.D.1 Reactor Coolant System Relief and Safety
Valves:

Testing Requirements

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

II.D.3 Reactor Coolant System Relief and Safety
Valves:

Relief and Safety Valve Position Indication

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

II.E.1 System Design:

Auxiliary Feedwater System

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737
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II.E.3 System Design:

Decay Heat Removal

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

II.E.4 System Design:

Containment Design

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

II.E.5 System Design:

Design Sensitivity of B&W Reactors

Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 98, 159, 160,
and 443)

II.E.6 System Design:

In Situ Testing of Valves

Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 1217)

II.F.1 Instrumentation and Controls:

Additional Accident Monitoring Instrumentation

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

II.F.2 Instrumentation and Controls:

Identification of and Recovery from Conditions
Leading to Inadequate Core Cooling

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

II.F.3 Instrumentation and Controls:

Instruments for Monitoring Accident Conditions

Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 55, 151, and
376)

II.G.1 Electrical Power:

Power Supplies for Pressurizer Relief Valves,
Block Valves, and Level Indicators

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

II.J.4.1 General Implications of TMI for Design and
Construction Activities

Revise Deficiency Reporting Requirements

Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 1396)

II.K.1 Measures to Mitigate Small Break Loss of
Coolant Accidents and Loss of Feedwater
Accidents:

IE Bulletins

Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 48)

III.A.1 Emergency Preparedness and Radiation Effects:

Improve Licensee Emergency Preparedness -
Short-Term

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

III.A.2 Emergency Preparedness and Radiation Effects:

Improving Licensee Emergency Preparedness—
Long-Term

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

III.A.3 Emergency Preparedness and Radiation Effects:

Improving NRC Emergency Preparedness

Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 779)
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III.D.1 Radiation Protection:

Radiation Source Control

Resolved TMI Action Plan item
by NUREG-0737

III.D.3 Radiation Protection:

Worker Radiation Protection Improvement

Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 48, 98 and
912)

Section 2. Task Action Plan Items

A-1 Water Hammer Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 698)

A-2 Asymmetric Blowdown Loads on Reactor Primary
Coolant Systems

Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 700)

A-3 Westinghouse Steam Generator Tube Integrity Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 1136 and
1138)

A-4 CE Steam Generator Tube Integrity Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 1136 and
1138)

A-5 B&W Steam Generator Tube Integrity Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 1136 and
1138)

A-6 Mark I Short-Term Program Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 701)

A-7 Mark I Long-Term Program Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 702

A-8 Mark II Containment Pool Dynamic Loads Long-
Term Program

Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 703)

A-9 ATWS Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 704 and 725)

A-10 BWR Feedwater Nozzle Cracking Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 742)

A-11 Reactor Vessel Materials Toughness Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 744)

A-12 Fracture Toughness of Steam Generator and
Reactor Coolant Pump Supports

Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 388)

A-13 Snubber Operability Assurance Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 11, NUREG
0800, Section 3.9.3)
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A-23 Containment Leak Testing Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 122 and 123)

A-24 Qualification of Class 1E Safety-Related
Equipment (former USI)

Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 19)

A-25 Non-Safety Loads on Class 1E Power Sources Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 144)

A-26 Reactor Vessel Pressure Transient Protection
(former USI)

Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 746)

A-28 Increase in Spent Fuel Pool Storage Capacity Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 11, NUREG
0800, Section 5.4.7)

A-31 RHR Shutdown Requirements Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote Section 5.4.7
of NUREG 0800)

A-35 Adequacy of Offsite Power Systems Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 117)

A-36 Control of Heavy Loads Near Spent Fuel Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 1842, 1843,
and 1844)

A-39 Determination of Safety Relief Valve Pool
Dynamic Loads and Temperature Limits

Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 60, 734, 748,
and 749)

A-40 Seismic Design Criteria Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 1245 and
1246)

A-42 Pipe Cracks in Boiling Water Reactors Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 750)

A-43 Containment Emergency Sump Performance Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 1059)

A-44 Station Blackout Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 1109)

A-46 Seismic Qualification of Equipment in Operating
Plants

Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 1069)

A-47 Safety Implications of Control Systems Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 1250)

A-48 Hydrogen Control Measures and Effects of
Hydrogen Burns on Safety Equipment

Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 1227)
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A-49 Pressurized Thermal Shock (former USI) Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 1074)

   

B-10 Behavior of BWR Mark III Containments Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 600)

B-36 Develop Design, Testing, and Maintenance
Criteria for Atmosphere Cleanup System Air
Filtration and Adsorption Units for Engineer
Safety Feature Systems and for Normal
Ventilation Systems

Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 208 and 209)

B-53 Load Break Switch Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 59)

B-56 Diesel Reliability Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 1487)

B-59 (N-1) Loop Operation in BWRs and PWRs Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 774)

B-63 Isolation of Low Pressure Systems Connected to
the Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary

Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 168)

B-64 Decommissioning of Reactors Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 1364, 1570,
1571, and 1572

B-66 Control Room Infiltration Measurements Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 3 and 98)

C-1 Assurance of Continuous Long-Term Capability
of Hermetic Seals on Instrumentation and
Electrical Equipment

Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 19 and 46)

C-4 Statistical Methods for ECCS Analysis Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 908)

C-5 Decay Heat Update Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 920)

C-6 LOCA Heat Sources Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 0908)

C-10 Effective Operation of Containment Sprays in a
LOCA

Resulted in new regulatory
product (ANSI/ANS 56.5-1979,
"PWR and BWR Containment
Spray System Design Criteria")

C-17 Interim Acceptance Criteria for Solidification
Agents for Radioactive Solid Wastes

Resulted in new regulatory
product (Section 61.56 of 10
CFR Part 61,Federal Register
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on December 27, 1982, 47 FR
57446)

Section 3. New Generic Issues

25 Automatic Air Header Dump on BWR Scram
System

Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 125)

40 Safety Concerns Associated with Pipe Breaks in
the BWR Scram System

Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 328

41 BWR Scram Discharge Volume Systems Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 201, 420, 421
and 422)

43 Reliability of Air Systems Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 1140 and
1141)

45 Inoperability of Instrumentation Due to Extreme
Cold Weather

Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 501)

51 Proposed Requirements for Improving the
Reliability of Open Cycle Service Water Systems

Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 1259)

59 Technical Specification Requirements for Plant
Shutdown when Equipment for Safe Shutdown is
Degraded or Inoperable

Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 767)

67.3.3 Steam Generator Staff Actions:

Improved Accident Monitoring

Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 376)

70 PORV and Block Valve Reliability Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 1290)

73 Detached Thermal Sleeves Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 742, 1316 and
1445)

75 Generic Implications of ATWS Events at the
Salem Nuclear Plant

Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 520, 1297, and
1298)

86 Long-Range Plan for Dealing with Stress
Corrosion Cracking in BWR Piping

Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 1111)

87 Failure of HPCI Steam Line Without Isolation Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 1217)

89 Stiff Pipe Clamps Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 1448)

93 Steam Binding of Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 1112 and 1113)
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94 Additional Low Temperature Overpressure
Protection for Light-Water Reactors

Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 1290)

99 RCS/RHR Suction Line Valve Interlock on PWRs Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 1145)

103 Design for Probable Maximum Precipitation Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 1262)

108 BWR Suppression Pool Temperature Limits Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 702 and 733,
and 734)

112 Westinghouse RPS Surveillance Frequencies
and Out-of-Service Times

Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 0823)

118 Tendon Anchorage Failure Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 481, 1360, and
1361)

119 Piping Review Committee Recommendations:
Piping Rupture Requirements and Decoupling of
Seismic and LOCA Loads

Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 1345)

124 Auxiliary Feedwater System Reliability Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 1203)

128 Electrical Power Reliability Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 1399, 1400,
1401, and 1402)

130 Essential Service Water Pump Failures at Multi-
plant Sites

Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 1368, 1408,
1409, and 1410)

139 Thinning of Carbon Steel Piping in LWRs Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 1093, 1095
and 1132)

155.1 Generic Concerns Arising from Three Mile Island
(TMI)-2 Cleanup

More Realistic Source Term Assumptions

Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 1465, 1530,
and 1564)

177 Vehicle Intrusion at Three Mile Island (TMI) Resulted in new regulatory
product (final Rule was published
on August 1, 1994)

182 General Electric Extended Power Uprate Resulted in new regulatory
product

183 Cycle-Specific Parameter Limits in Technical
Specifications

Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 1637)
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186 Potential Risk and Consequences of Heavy Load
Drops

Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 2000 and
2187)

189 Susceptibility of Ice Condenser Containments to
Early Failure from Hydrogen Combustion During
A Severe Accident

Resulted in new regulatory
product (10 CFR 50.44)

191 Assessment of Debris Accumulation on PWR
Sump Performance

Resulted in new regulatory
product (Footnote 1912 and
1913)

199 Implications of Updated Probabilistic Seismic
Hazard Estimates in Central and Eastern United
States

Resulted in new regulatory
product, NRC Order EA-12-049

Currently open in Regulatory
Office Implementation

204 Flooding of Nuclear Power Plant Sites following
upstream Dam Failures

Resulted in new regulatory
product, NRC Order EA-12-049

Currently open in Regulatory
Office Implementation

Section 4. Human Factors Issues

HF1.1 Staffing and Qualifications:

Shift Staffing

Resulted in new regulatory
product. (Footnote 994)

Section 5. Chernobyl Issues:

None

Section 6. Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards Issues:

NMSS-0007 Criticality Benchmarks Greater Than 5%
Enrichment

Resulted in new regulatory
product. (Footnote 1925)

NMSS-0010 Troxler Gauge Source Rod Weld Failures Resulted in new regulatory
product. (Footnote 1713 and
1808)

NMSS-0014 Surety Estimates for Groundwater Restoration at
In-Situ Leach Fields

Resulted in new regulatory
product. (Footnote 1892)

NMSS-0016 Adequacy of 0.05 Weight Percent Limit in 10
CFR 40

Resulted in new regulatory
product. (footnote 1894)

NMSS-0017 Misleading Marketing Information to General
Licensees

Resulted in new regulatory
product. (footnote 1781)
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 Appendix C: Priority Ranking Numerical Thresholds Used in
Prioritizations Completed Before June 30, 1993
TABLE 1 RISK THRESHOLDS

(a) The priority rank is always HIGH when any of the
following risk (or risk related) thresholds are estimated
to be exceeded (or when extraordinary uncertainty
suggests that they may well be exceeded):

(1) 11000 person-rem estimated public dose per
remaining reactor lifetime

(2) 50,000 person-rem total estimated for all affected
reactors for their remaining lifetime (e.g., 500 person-
rem/reactor for 100 reactors)

(3) 10-5/reactor-year large-scale core-melt

(4) 5 x 10-4/year large-scale core-melt (total for all
affected reactors)

(b) Always at least MEDIUM priority:

10 or more percent of the always-HIGH criteria

(c) Always at least LOW priority:

1 or more percent of the always-HIGH criteria

(d) Never higher than MEDIUM priority:

Less than 10% of the always-HIGH criteria

(e) Never higher than LOW priority:

Less than 1% of the always-HIGH criteria

(f) Always DROP category:

Less than 1% of the always-HIGH criteria
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 Appendix D: Related Generic Activities
This appendix documents those activities related to generic issues, i.e., related generic activities (RGA) that
did not meet the criteria for designation as generic issues (GI) but were important enough to require the
development of Action Plans by NRR to address the concerns. The plan for documenting these RGAs was
delineated in SECY-96-107.924
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GA-001: BOILING WATER REACTOR INTERNALS

DESCRIPTION

Significant cracking of the core shroud was first observed at Brunswick-1 in September 1993. The NRC notified
licensees of Brunswick's discovery of significant circumferential cracking of the core shroud welds. In 1994, core
shroud cracking continued to be the most significant of reported internals cracking. In July 1994, the NRC issued
GL 94-031670 which required licensees to inspect their shrouds and provide an analysis justifying continued
operation until inspections could be completed.

A special industry review group (Boiling Water Reactor Vessels and Internals Project - BWRVIP) was formed
to focus on resolution of reactor vessel and internals degradation. This group was instrumental in facilitating
licensee responses to GL 94-03.1670 The NRC evaluated the BWRVIP reports, submitted in 1994 and early
1995, and all plant responses. All of the plants evaluated were able to demonstrate continued safe operation
until inspection or repair on the basis of: (1) no 360o through-wall cracking observed to date; (2) low frequency of
pipe breaks; and (3) short period of operation (2 to 6 months) before all of the highly susceptible plants complete
repairs of, or inspections to, their core shrouds.

In late 1994, extensive cracking was discovered in the top guide and core plate rings of a foreign reactor which
was similar in design to GE reactors in the U.S.; however, there have been no observations of such cracking

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0924.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1670.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1670.html
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in U.S. plants. GE concluded that it was reasonable to expect that the ring cracking could occur in GE BWRs
that had been in operation for more than 13 years. In the BWRVIP report that was issued in January 1995,
ring cracking was evaluated. The NRC concluded that the BWRVIP assessment was acceptable and that top
guide ring and core plate ring cracking was not a short-term safety issue. This activity was identified in an NRR
memorandum1601 to RES in February 1996.

Many components inside BWR vessels, i.e., internals, are made of materials such as stainless steel and various
alloys that are susceptible to corrosion and cracking. This degradation can be accelerated by stresses from
temperature and pressure changes, chemical interactions, irradiation, and other corrosive environments.

The action plan1671 developed by NRR is intended to encompass the evaluation and resolution of issues
associated with IGSCC in BWR internals, including plant-specific reviews and the assessment of the generic
criteria proposed by the BWR Owners' Group. The staff will continue to assess the scopes that have yet to
be submitted by licensees concerning inspections or re-inspections of their core shrouds. The staff will also
continue to assess core shroud inspection results and any appropriate core shroud repair designs on a case-
by-case basis. The staff will issue separate safety evaluations regarding the acceptability of core shroud
inspection results and core shroud repair designs. The staff has been interacting with the BWRVIP and individual
licensees. In an effort to lower the number of industry and staff resources that will be needed in the future, it is
important for the staff to continue interacting with the industry on a generic basis in order to encourage them to
continue their proactive efforts to resolve IGSCC of BWR internals. The BWRVIP has submitted four generic
documents, supporting plant-specific submittals, for staff review. The staff is ensuring that the generic reviews
are incorporating recent operating experience on all BWR internals.

CONCLUSION

Based on licensee responses to GL 94-03,1670 the staff concluded in all cases that licensees have provided
sufficient evidence to support continued operation of their BWR units to the refueling outages in which shroud
inspections or repairs have been scheduled. In addition, by the end of 1995, industry's special review group
that is aggressively pursuing this issue was expected to issue a comprehensive plan addressing cracking in all
BWR internals, discussing cracking susceptibility, safety consequences, inspection scope and methodology, flaw
evaluation, repair strategies, and mitigation of degradation.

Almost all BWRs will have completed inspections or repairs of core shrouds during refueling outages by the
fall of 1995. Various repair methods have been used to provide alternate load-carrying capability, including
preemptive repairs, installation of a series of clamps and use of a series of tie-rod assemblies. The NRC has
reviewed and approved all shroud modification proposals that have been submitted by BWR licensees. Review
by NRC continues on individual inspection results and plant-specific assessments.

The industry special review group was expected to issue a comprehensive plan addressing cracking in all BWR
internals, discussing cracking susceptibility, safety consequences, inspection scope and methodology, flaw
evaluation, repair strategies, and mitigation of degradation. The NRC is reviewing new information submitted by
GE on the safety significance of, and recommended inspections for, top guide and core plate ring cracking.

GA-002: REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL FRACTURE TOUGHNESS

DESCRIPTION

As a result of the information provided by licensees in response to GL 92-01,1672 Revision 1, issued in March
1992, the staff issued NUREG-15111604 and the Reactor Vessel Integrity Database (RVID). NUREG-15111604

provides a summary of the critical issues and regulatory requirements involved in RPV structural integrity and
the status of each RPV with respect to the regulatory requirements. The RVID contains all the data that were
submitted by licensees to demonstrate compliance with the regulatory requirements. Since licensees provide
data during the life of their plants to demonstrate compliance with regulatory requirements, NUREG-15111604

and the RVID will require periodic upgrading.

In April 1995, the staff completed its evaluation of the Palisades plant compliance with the PTS Rule (10 CFR
50.61) and concluded that the Palisades RPV could be operated in compliance with the requirements of the
PTS Rule through the plant's 14th refueling outage scheduled for late 1999. To extend the life of the Palisades
RPV beyond 1999, the licensee has begun to plan for annealing of the RPV. The Palisades reactor vessel will be

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1601.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1671.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1670.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1672.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1604.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1604.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1604.html
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the first commercial nuclear vessel annealed in the U.S. to improve its fracture toughness. The staff will review
the licensee's annealing plan prior to its implementation scheduled for the 1998 refueling outage. Prior to this
anneal, the industry will perform demonstration anneals at the Marble Hill and Midland-2 sites. This activity was
identified in an NRR memorandum1601 to RES in February 1996.

10 CFR 50, Appendix G, and 10 CFR 50.61 establish requirements to prevent fracture of the RPV and require
licensees to project the amount of embrittlement of RPV materials. As a result of the review of responses to GL
92-01,1672 the review of the Palisades PTS, and inspections conducted at CE offices in Windsor, Connecticut,
several concerns related to RPV evaluations have been identified and are summarized as follows:

(1) It appears that licensees may not have been aware of, or considered, all relevant information and data in
previous assessments of their RPVs;

(2) The variability in copper and nickel chemical composition may be independent of weld heat number and is
greater than previously recognized by the staff.

Based on the above findings, the staff concluded that the most effective way to resolve the concern was through
a supplement to GL 92-011672 requiring licensees to collect all data relevant to their RPVs and, if there are
data that had not been previously considered, to perform a reassessment of their RPVs. As a result of the data
supplied in response to GL 92-011672 and the Palisades PTS review, NRR requested RES to evaluate whether
changes to the PTS Rule or RG 1.99841 are necessary.

Specific actions included in the generic action plan1603 are: (1) issue Supplement 1 to GL 92-011672; (2)
coordination with RES on RPV integrity issues; (3) hold an NRC/Industry workshop on RPV issues; (4)
review first and second round of responses to GL 92-01,1672 Supplement 1; (5) issue Supplements 1 and 2 to
NUREG-15111604; (6) issue Revisions 1 and 2 of the RVID; (7) observe industry annealing demonstrations; (8)
review and evaluate the Palisades annealing plan; and (9) review the Palisades anneal.

CONCLUSION

The staff's assessment1605 of the impact of increased variability in chemistry on the RTPTS value of PWR vessels
indicated that there is no immediate cause for concern and that there is adequate time to perform a more
rigorous assessment of the issue. GL 92-01,1672 Supplement 1 was issued and an NRC/Industry workshop1675

was held. Requests1673, 1674 for research on RPV integrity were made by NRR and the RVID was issued (NRC
Administrative Letter 95-031676).

GA-003: DRY CASK STORAGE OF SPENT FUEL

DESCRIPTION

Since 1986, several U.S. nuclear power plant licensees have installed independent spent fuel storage
installations (ISFSIs), i.e., licensee-owned dry cask storage facilities; other licensees are also planning such
installations. In recent years, licensees have encountered a number of problems during the fabrication,
installation, and licensing of some of these ISFSIs and there has been an inconsistent level of performance
by involved licensees and cask fabricators with respect to the use of dry cask storage of spent reactor fuel.
Because of the anticipated increased industry effort in this area, the staff needed to fully understand the
problems that occurred and take appropriate measures to reduce such problems in the future. Therefore, NMSS
and NRR reviewed the lessons learned by all Offices and the Regions from past experience with ISFSIs and
developed a plan1608 to resolve major concerns and problems; this plan was to be pursued in accordance with
an MOU1609 between NRR and NMSS. This activity was identified in an NRR memorandum1601 to RES in
February 1996.

The concern addresses dry storage of fuel that is several years old. Technical concerns have been addressed on
a site-specific basis for existing facilities. The action plan will improve guidance, enhance communications with
industry and the public, and aid future applicants.

The Action Plan1608 was developed to identify and resolve major concerns and problems in the area of dry cask
storage of spent reactor fuel in ISFSIs. Specific concerns encompassed by the plan include heavy load control,

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1601.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1672.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1672.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1672.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0841.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1603.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1672.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1672.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1604.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1605.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1672.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1675.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1673.html
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procedures for cask loading and unloading, failed fuel storage, change processes, inspection activities, and
communications (internal and external). Concerns have been divided into the following categories: near-term
technical; long-term technical; communications; and process issues. Actions included in the plan are: (1) review
each general issue and identify the specific problems to be addressed; (2) develop corrective actions for each
problem; and (3) implement the corrective actions.

CONCLUSION

The following action plan items have been completed: cask trunnions; hydrostatic testing; cask weeping; and 10
CFR 72 reporting requirements. The Regions, NMSS, and NRR hold regular interface calls to discuss dry cask
issues, training has been given to many of the affected staff, and NRC has established open communications
with the newly-formed Nuclear Energy Institute Dry Cask Storage Working Group.

GA-004: THERMO-LAG FIRE BARRIERS

DESCRIPTION

In June 1991, NRR established a special team to review the safety significance and generic applicability of
technical issues regarding the use of Thermo-Lag fire barriers. In April 1992, the special review team issued
its final report1683 which identified concerns about fire endurance, combustibility, and ampacity derating.
Subsequently, NRR prepared an Action Plan1681 to address the issues associated with Thermo-Lag and the
NRC fire protection program. This plan included evaluation and resolution of generic Thermo-Lag fire barrier
concerns regarding toxicity, construction and installation, fire endurance, ampacity derating, combustibility,
seismic capabilities, and uniformity of materials. The plan also called for the staff to evaluate the special review
team findings and public concerns, coordinate with NEI and licensees, conduct fire endurance and ampacity
derating tests, and assess the NRC reactor fire protection program. This activity was identified in an NRR
memorandum1601 to RES in February 1996.

In response to Bulletin 92-011682 and its Supplement, licensees with Thermo-Lag fire barriers established NRC-
approved measures, such as fire watches, to compensate for possible inoperable fire barriers. The combination
of compensatory measures and the defense-in-depth fire protection features provide an adequate level of fire
protection until licensees implement permanent corrective actions.

Specific actions in the Action Plan1681 include: (1) the resolution of generic concerns raised by the special review
team; and (2) resolution of plant-specific issues that emerge from the generic concerns.

CONCLUSION

In June 1994, the Commission approved a staff recommendation to resolve Thermo-Lag concerns by requiring
compliance with existing NRC requirements and to permit plant-specific exemptions, where justified. As of
December 1995, the staff had issued several generic communications regarding Thermo-Lag fire barriers,
including INs 91-47,1639 91-79,1640 92-55,1641 92-82,1642 94-22,1643 94-34,1644 94-86,1645 95-27,1646 95-32,1647

and 95-49.1648 Two major items of the action plan remain to be completed: (1) mechanical properties tests; and
(2) plant-specific fire test curve feasibility study.

On 10/03/95, NEI submitted to the NRC the NUCON International, Inc. Report 06VA764/04, "Pyrolysis Gas
Chromatography Analysis and Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy of Thermo-Lag Fire Barrier Samples." In its
letter to the NRC, NEI stated that, on the basis of the tests, all samples (169 from 18 utilities representing 25
nuclear power plants) contained the constituents essential to fire barrier performance and the composition of the
samples was consistent. The staff performed chemical composition tests and analyses at NIST which confirmed
the results of the NEI analyses.

Concerns about the reliability of information and data supplied by TSI prompted the staff to reassess previous
technical conclusions and determine the extent to which the NRC or the nuclear industry relied on information
supplied by TSI to reach these conclusions. The staff identified and categorized the issues and previous
conclusions and, on the basis of the results of the chemical analysis performed by NIST and NEI, concluded that
additional action was not needed to reassess the issues or verify the conclusions. The staff continues to work
with NIST to evaluate the feasibility of developing fire curves for rating fire barriers on the basis of representative
nuclear power plant fire hazards rather than the fire curves specified in existing fire test standards.
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GA-005: RCS DRAINDOWN

DESCRIPTION

On 09/17/94, Wolf Creek experienced a loss of RCS inventory while transitioning to a refueling shutdown. The
event occurred when operators cycled a valve in the Train A side of the RHR system cross-connect line following
maintenance on the valve, while at the same time establishing a flow path from the RHR system, Train B, to
the refueling water storage tank for reborating train B. The failure of the reactor operating staff to adequately
control two incompatible activities resulted in transferring 9,200 gallons of hot RCS water to the RWST in 66
seconds. A study of the event was documented in AEOD/S95-01.1677 This activity was identified in an NRR
memorandum1601 to RES in February 1996.

The Wolf Creek event represents a LOCA with the potential to consequentially fail all the ECCS pumps and
bypass the containment. Another important feature of this event is the short time available for corrective action.
Based upon calculations by the licensee and the staff, it is estimated that if the draindown had not been isolated
within 3 to 5 minutes, NPSH would have been lost for all ECCS pumps, and core uncovery would have followed
in about 25 to 30 minutes. This event represented a vulnerability in PWRs that was not previously recognized.

An Action Plan1678 was developed to collect and evaluate information from licensees regarding plant-specific
system configurations and vulnerabilities to draindown events. Specific actions included in the plan were staff
issuance of: (1) an IN to alert licensees to the Wolf Creek event; and (2) a GL requesting all PWR licensees to
provide information on draindown vulnerabilities and the measures that have been implemented to diminish the
probability of a draindown.

CONCLUSION

The staff performed an evaluation of the probability of event initiation and of the conditional core damage
probability. The resultant low value of the core damage probability along with licensee awareness of the failure
scenario made the risk from the Wolf Creek event small and IN 95-031649 was issued.

GA-006: SRP REVISION

DESCRIPTION

The SRP Update and Development Program (SRP-UDP) was established1679, 1680 in 1991 to update the SRP11

for use in reviewing future reactor design applications. The revised SRP11 incorporates changes in the regulation
of the nuclear power industry that have occurred since the last SRP revision in 1981. In SECY-91-161,1606 the
staff discussed, in part, the revision effort for the SRP and committed to produce supplements to the 1981 SRP
in parallel with the conduct of future reactor design reviews.

The SRP Revision Action Plan1607 deals with the development of draft revisions for all sections, except Chapter
7, and the development of new SRP sections to cover review areas that are supported by established staff
positions or are fully addressed in the evolutionary reactor design reviews. The draft revisions will incorporate
recommended changes identified in the review of generic regulatory documents and NRR staff SERs for
evolutionary LWR designs. Specific tasks included in the Action Plan are:

(1) Identify established staff positions and new regulatory requirements from a review of generic regulatory
documents issued since the last SRP revision and from a review of NRR staff safety evaluation reports for
evolutionary LWR designs;

(2) Prepare a side-by-side comparison of the SRP-cited version of codes and standards vs. the current version
of the standard;

(3) Prepare draft revisions of the current SRP sections to incorporate the changes recommended;

(4) Prepare new draft SRP sections that are supported by established staff positions or are fully addressed in the
evolutionary design reviews;

(5) Automate the SRP to make future revisions and accessibility easier to accomplish;

(6) Maintain the program data base to reflect new staff positions and requirements.
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This activity was identified in an NRR memorandum1601 to RES in February 1996.

CONCLUSION

NRR has established the SRP-UDP to update the SRP for use in the review of future reactor applications
to reflect existing agency requirements and guidance and to add new review criteria to accommodate future
designs. An automated version of the current SRP has been developed and is operational.

GA-007: PRA IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

The NRC has been making use of PRA technology to varying degrees in its regulatory activities since the
issuance of WASH-1400.16 Prior to 1991, this had been an ad hoc application, depending on the availability
of expertise in various technical groups. Since 1991, there have been a number of high level studies within
NRC that focused on the status of PRA use and its role in the regulatory process. Collectively, the findings and
recommendations from these studies support the view that there is a need for increased emphasis on PRA
technology applications.

For the full value of the NRC'S investment in risk assessment methodology to be achieved, it is important that
consistent high-level agency guidance be provided on the appropriate use of PRA. To this end, in November
1993, the Office Directors of NRR, AEOD, NMSS, and RES proposed to take the initiative in providing guidance
on coordination and expectations for PRA efforts. Specifically, they proposed to develop an integrated plan
for the staff's risk assessment and risk management practices.1635 In August 1994, the staff submitted
SECY-94-2191630 for the Commission's information. On 03/30/95, the staff submitted SECY-95-0791631 and
briefed the Commission on the subject on 04/05/95. On 05/18/95, the staff forwarded SECY-95-1261632 to the
Commission and a final PRA Policy Statement was published in the Federal Register on 08/16/95.

An Action Plan1630 was developed to describe the process for the staff to use PRA methods and technology in
the NRC's effort toward a risk-informed regulatory approach; this plan encompasses methods development, pilot
applications, and staff training. The plan will be used to ensure timely and integrated agency-wide effort that is
consistent with the PRA Policy Statement and is meant to improve the regulatory process by developing state-
of-the-art PRA tools that will expand the use of PRA technologies in making regulatory decisions; the plan is not
intended to correct safety problems at licensed facilities.

The PRA Implementation Plan includes activities for NRR, RES, AEOD, and NMSS staff to increase the
use of PRA methods in all regulatory matters. NRR focuses on the PRA applications in reactor regulations,
the development of standard review plans, the pilot programs to use PRA technology in specific regulatory
initiatives, events assessment, and working with regions on risk-informed inspections. RES focuses on the IPE/
IPEEE reviews, PRA method and quality, and the development of PRA regulatory guides for the industry. AEOD
focuses on risk-informed trends and patterns analysis, reliability data for PRA applications, and staff training.
NMSS focuses on using PRA in high and low level waste issues. The detailed actions are described in the PRA
Implementation Plan.

On 11/17/95, a memorandum was forwarded to senior NRR management providing additional guidance
on implementing the Commission's PRA Policy Statement and managing tasks contained in the PRA
Implementation Plan. As a result of this memorandum, several additional action plans were expected to be
developed for individual line items in the PRA Implementation Plan. In addition, more detailed information
concerning PRA Implementation Plan activities will be collected so that more accurate and timely status
of all activities can be maintained in the ongoing PRA Implementation Plan. On 11/27/95, the staff issued
SECY-95-2801633 to provide a general structure to ensure consistent and appropriate application of PRA
methods and to outline a process for developing guidance and standards. On 11/30/95, Chairman Jackson
issued a memorandum requesting the staff to develop action plans and timetables to provide better focus
and accelerate NRC's risk-informed regulatory effort. In response to this request, the EDO forwarded a
memorandum1634 to Chairman Jackson on 01/03/96 which described the staff action plan for utilizing PRA in
reactor-related activities, including the PRA pilot programs and the accelerated milestones for the development
of regulatory guidance documents.

RGA-007.1.2(D): GRADED QUALITY ASSURANCE

DESCRIPTION
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This task called for the preparation of staff evaluation guidance and regulatory guidance for industry
implementation for the grading of QA practices commensurate with the safety significance of the plant
equipment. The development of this guidance will be based on staff reviews of regulatory requirements,
proposed changes to existing practices, and assessment of the actual programs developed by the three
volunteer utilities implementing graded QA programs.

10 CFR 50 Appendices A and B require QA programs that are commensurate (or consistent) with the
importance to safety of the functions to be performed. However, the QA implementation practices that have
evolved have often not been graded. In the development of implementation guidance for the maintenance rule,
a methodology to determine the risk significance of plant equipment was proposed by the industry (NUMARC
93-01). During a public meeting on 12/16/93 the staff suggested that the industry could build on the experience
gained from the maintenance rule to develop implementation methodologies for graded QA. The staff had
numerous interactions with NEI during 1994 as the graded QA concepts were discussed and the initial industry
guidelines were developed and commented on. In early 1995, the licensees of Grand Gulf, South Texas, and
Palo Verde volunteered to work with the staff. The staff has reviewed the licensee developmental graded QA
efforts. This activity was identified in an NRR memorandum1601 to RES in February 1996.

The goal of the Action Plan1630 is to utilize the lessons learned from the 3 volunteer licensees to modify staff-
developed draft guidance to formulate regulatory guidance on acceptable methods for implementing graded
QA. The staff will develop a regulatory guide, a revision to Chapter 17 of the SRP, and a reactive inspection
procedure (IP) for graded QA. An inter-office team will be established to prepare the regulatory guidance
documents and test their implementation during the evaluation of volunteer plant activities.

Existing regulations provide the necessary flexibility for the development and implementation of graded
QA programs. The staff will issue a NUREG report regarding the lessons learned from the volunteer plant
implementations. Additional regulatory guidance will be issued to either disseminate staff guidance or
endorse an industry approach. Planned guidance for the staff will involve an evaluation guide for application
to the volunteer plants, the lessons learned report, training sessions and public workshops, SRP revisions,
and inspection guidance in the form of a reactive IP. The staff is evaluating the appropriate mechanism for
inspections of the risk significance determination aspects of graded QA programs.

The safety benefits to be gained from a graded QA program could be significant since both NRC reviews and
inspections and the industry's quality control resources would be focused on the more safety significant plant
equipment and activities. Secondarily, cost savings to the industry could be realized by avoiding the dilution of
resources expended on less safety significant issues.

CONCLUSION

A draft evaluation guide for NRC use has been prepared for application to the volunteer plants implementing
graded QA programs. The staff will utilize the guide for the review of the volunteer plant graded QA programs.
The guide and the staff's proposed interaction framework were expected to be transmitted to the three volunteer
licensees for comments.

1..
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 Appendix E: Generic Communication and Compliance Activities
This appendix documents those generic communication and compliance activities (GCCA) completed by NRR
that did not meet the criteria for designation as generic issues (GI), but were important enough to require the
issuance of Information Notices (IN) and/or Generic Letters (GL) to licensees. The plan for documenting closed
GCCAs was delineated in SECY-96-107.924

On this page:

• GCCA-0001: ASSESSMENT OF CONDITION OF SAFETY-RELATED STRUCTURES AND CIVIL
ENGINEERING FEATURES

• GCCA-0002: ENVIRONMENTAL LICENSING AND REGULATORY CONCENTRATIONS IN BUILDING
WAKES

• GCCA-0003: RRG, 50.54(P) GUIDANCE
• GCCA-0004: RELOCATION OF SELECTED TS REQUIREMENTS RELATED TO INSTRUMENTATION (GL)
• GCCA-0005: BWR - SCRAM SOLENOID PILOT VALVE PROBLEMS
• GCCA-0006: SHIFT STAFFING ISSUE FOLLOWUP
• GCCA-0007: LESSONS LEARNED FROM OPERATIONAL SAFEGUARDS RESPONSE EVALUATIONS
• GCCA-0008: AIR ENTRAINMENT IN TERRY TURBINE LUBRICATING CONTROL OIL SYSTEM
• GCCA-0009: WRONG REPLACEMENT PARTS RELIEF VALVES AND REFUELING MAST
• GCCA-0010: SPENT FUEL POOL OVERFLOW INTO VENTILATION SYSTEM
• GCCA-0011: IPEEE FOR SEVERE ACCIDENT VULNERABILITIES
• GCCA-0012: SURRY VENTILATION FILTER ISSUE
• GCCA-0013: COMMON MODE FAILURE OF COPES VOLCAN PORVs
• GCCA-0014: DEFICIENCIES IDENTIFIED DURING ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
• GCCA-0015: SEISMIC ADEQUACY OF THERMO-LAG PANELS
• GCCA-0016: CAPABILITY OF OFFSITE POWER DURING DESIGN BASIS EVENTS
• GCCA-0017: POTENTIAL FOR LOSS OF AUTOMATIC ESF ACTUATION
• GCCA-0018: POTENTIAL FOR MOV FAILURE - STEM PROTECTION PIPE CHANGES
• GCCA-0019: UNANTICIPATED AND UNAUTHORIZED MOVEMENT OF FUEL
• GCCA-0020: FRAUDULENT COMMERCIAL GRADE CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE
• GCCA-0021: CHATTER OF ITT BARTON 288A AND 289A DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE
• GCCA-0022: FREQUENCY OF USE OF AIR-OPERATED GATE VALVES
• GCCA-0023: PRESSURE LOCKING AND THERMAL BINDING OF GATE VALVES
• GCCA-0024: DEGRADED DECAY HEAT REMOVAL CAPABILITY VIA NATURAL CIRCULATION
• GCCA-0025: FALSIFICATION OF ASNT CERTIFICATE BY AMERICAN POWER SERVICES
• GCCA-0026: ADEQUACY OF EMERGENCY AND ESSENTIAL LIGHTING
• GCCA-0027: ADDRESS CONCERNS REGARDING ASME CODE
• GCCA-0028: CIRCUMFERENTIAL CRACKING OF STEAM GENERATOR TUBES
• GCCA-0029: REACTOR COOLANT PUMP TURNING VANE BOLT LOCKING DEVICE FAILURE
• GCCA-0031: POTENTIAL CABLE DAMAGE FROM EXCESS SIDE WALL PRESSURE
• GCCA-0032: EVALUATE MISSILES FROM MIRROR INSULATION DURING HIGH ENERGY PIPE BREAKS
• GCCA-0033: RESULTS OF RECENT NRC SPONSORED FLAME SPREAD AND FIRE ENDURANCE

TESTING
• GCCA-0036: FAILURE OF AUTOMATIC VENTILATION SYSTEM OPERATION FOLLOWING A LOSS OF

OFFSITE POWER
• GCCA-0037: FAILURE TO TEST SWING BUSES DURING INTEGRATED EMERGENCY DIESEL

GENERATOR SURVEILLANCE
• GCCA-0038: LIGHTNING DISSIPATION SYSTEMS
• GCCA-0039: SWITCHGEAR FIRE AND PARTIAL LOSS OF OFFSITE POWER
• GCCA-0040: SPENT FUEL TRANSFER CANAL SHIELDING DEFICIENCY AT BOILING WATER REACTOR
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• GCCA-0041: CHANGES IN THE OPERATOR LICENSING PROGRAM
• GCCA-0042: UNPLANNED, UNMONITORED RELEASE OF RADIOACTIVITY FROM THE EXHAUST

VENTILATION SYSTEM OF A BWR
• GCCA-0043: SUSCEPTIBILITY OF LOW PRESSURE COOLANT AND CORE SPRAY INJECTION VALVES

TO PRESSURE LOCKING
• GCCA-0044: POTENTIALLY NONCONFORMING FASTENERS SUPPLIED BY A&G ENGINEERING II, INC.
• GCCA-0045: CURRENT FIRE ENDURANCE TEST RESULTS FOR 3M INTERAM RACEWAY FIRE

BARRIER SYSTEMS
• GCCA-0046: POTENTIAL FOR DATA COLLECTION EQUIPMENT TO AFFECT PROTECTION SYSTEM

PERFORMANCE
• GCCA-0047: BORAFLEX DEGRADATION IN SPENT FUEL POOL STORAGE RACKS
• GCCA-0049: LEGAL ACTIONS AGAINST THERMAL SCIENCE, INC., MANUFACTURER OF THERMO-LAG
• GCCA-0050: TRANSIENT INVOLVING OPEN SAFETY RELIEF VALVE FOLLOWED BY COMPLICATIONS
• GCCA-0052: UNEXPECTED OPENING OF AN SRV AND COMPLICATIONS INVOLVING SUPPRESSION

POOL STRAINER BLOCKAGE
• GCCA-0053: DECAY HEAT MANAGEMENT PRACTICES DURING REFUELING
• GCCA-0054: POTENTIAL FOR LOSS OF AUTOMATIC ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION
• GCCA-0056: AUGMENTED REACTOR VESSEL INSPECTION
• GCCA-0057: CONSIDERATION OF POSITION CHANGEABLE VALVES
• GCCA-0058: PROBLEM OF GREASE LEAKAGE IN PRE-STRESSED CONCRETE CONTAINMENT
• GCCA-0060: INADEQUATE TESTING OF SAFETY-RELATED LOGIC CIRCUITS
• GCCA-0061: BORAFLEX DEGRADATION IN SPENT FUEL POOL STORAGE RACKS
• GCCA-0062: ANSYS AND GTSTRUDL COMPUTER PROGRAM ERROR NOTIFICATIONS
• GCCA-0063: INADEQUATE CONTROL OF MOLDED-CASE CIRCUIT BREAKERS
• GCCA-0064: RELOCATION OF RCS PRESSURE/TEMPERATURE LIMITS
• GCCA-0065: RECONSIDERATION OF PLANT SECURITY REQUIREMENTS
• GCCA-0066: FIRES IN EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR EXCITERS
• GCCA-0067: INADEQUATE CAPACITY OF CCW LEADS TO FREON RELEASE TO THE CONTROL ROOM
• GCCA-0068: BWR STABILITY WITH FLOW SLIGHTLY LESS THAN NATURAL CIRCULATION FLOW
• GCCA-0070: EVALUATE IMPACT OF RCP SUPPORT COLUMN TILT ON LEAK BEFORE BREAK

ANALYSES
• GCCA-0071: FISH MOUTH BURST AND BOWING OF PREVIOUSLY-PLUGGED STEAM GENERATOR

TUBES
• GCCA-0072: BLOCKAGE OF UNTESTED ECCS PIPING
• GCCA-0073: PORV INOPERABILITY MASKED BY DOWNSTREAM INDICATIONS DURING TESTING
• GCCA-0074: LOSS OF RC INVENTORY AND POTENTIAL LOSS OF EMERGENCY MITIGATION

FUNCTIONS WHILE IN A SHUTDOWN CONDITION
• GCCA-0075: CONTROL ROD DRIVE MECHANISM PENETRATION CRACKING
• GCCA-0076: AUGMENTED EXAMINATION OF REACTOR VESSEL
• GCCA-0077: CLOSED HEAD VENT CAUSES INACCURATE LEVEL INDICATION DURING REDUCED

INVENTORY
• GCCA-0078: SHUTDOWN COOLING FLOW BYPASSING CORE RESULTS IN TEMPERATURE AND

PRESSURE INCREASES
• GCCA-0079: POTENTIAL CONTAINMENT LEAK PATH THROUGH HYDROGEN ANALYZER
• GCCA-0080: INADEQUATE TESTING AND DESIGN OF TORNADO DAMPERS
• GCCA-0081: ASSESSMENT OF CORROSION OF B&W FUEL USED IN 2-YEAR FUEL CYCLES
• GCCA-0082: ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ON MAIN STEAM SAFETY VALVE SET POINT
• GCCA-0083: INADVERTENT DRAINING OF REACTOR VESSEL AND ISOLATION OF SHUTDOWN

COOLING SYSTEM
• GCCA-0084: RECENT PROBLEMS WITH OVERHEAD CRANES
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• GCCA-0085: REMOVING REFUELING FLOOR SHIELDING PLUGS PRIOR TO AND SOON AFTER
SHUTDOWN

• GCCA-0086: DAMAGE TO VALVE INTERNALS CAUSED BY THERMALLY-INDUCED PRESSURE
LOCKING

• GCCA-0087: DAMAGE IN FOREIGN STEAM GENERATOR INTERNALS
• GCCA-0088: INTERFACE BETWEEN OPERATORS AND NUCLEAR ENGINEERS DURING TESTS AND

STARTUP
• GCCA-0089: VALVE STEM COUPLING OF GIMPEL AUXILIARY FEEDWATER TURBINE TRIP THROTTLE

VALVES
• GCCA-0091: USE OF INDIVIDUAL PLANT EXAMINATIONS (IPEs) FOR REGULATORY DECISION

MAKING
• GCCA-0092: OVERWITHDRAWAL OF TIP
• GCCA-0093: SPENT FUEL POOL COOLING
• GCCA-0094: SOUTH TEXAS STUCK ROD EVENT FOLLOWING REACTOR TRIP
• GCCA-0095: RADWASTE FACILITY EQUIPMENT DEGRADATION AT MILLSTONE UNIT 1
• GCCA-0096: WOLF CREEK REACTOR TRIP WITH ONE TRAIN ESSENTIAL SERVICE WATER SYSTEM

INOPERABLE
• GCCA-0097: STUCK CONTROL ROD PROBLEMS
• GCCA-0099: SLOW FIVE PERCENT SCRAM INSERTION TIMES CAUSED BY VITON DIAPHRAGMS IN

SCRAM SOLENOID PILOT VALVES
• GCCA-0100: POTENTIAL CLOGGING OF HPSI THROTTLE VALVES DURING CONTAINMENT SUMP

RECIRCULATION PHASE
• GCCA-0101: STEAM GENERATOR TUBE INSPECTION RESULTS
• GCCA-0102: REACTOR OPERATION BELIEVED TO BE INCONSISTENT WITH THAT DESCRIBED IN THE

FSAR
• GCCA-0103: MOVEMENT OF DRY STORAGE CASKS OVER SPENT FUEL, FUEL IN THE REACTOR

CORE, OR SAFETY-RELATED EQUIPMENT
• GCCA-0104: INACCURACY OF DIAGNOSTIC EQUIPMENT FOR MOTOR-OPERATED BUTTERFLY

VALVES
• GCCA-0105: CROSS-TIED SAFETY INJECTION ACCUMULATORS
• GCCA-0106: HYDROGEN GAS IGNITION DURING WELDING OF A VSC-24 MULTI-ASSEMBLY SEALED

BASKET

GCCA-0001: ASSESSMENT OF CONDITION OF SAFETY-RELATED STRUCTURES AND CIVIL
ENGINEERING FEATURES

TAC No.: M87093 Contact: R.A. Benedict

Description: Nuclear power plant structures are designed to withstand low-probability natural phenomena and
reactor accident loadings and are constructed utilizing stringent quality control requirements. They are robust
and have not been subjected to the low-probability challenges for which they were designed except on two
occasions: the accident at TMI-2 and the fierce wind loadings imposed by Hurricane Andrew on the structures
of Turkey Point 3 & 4. Structures subjected to the loadings from these events withstood the loads without
appreciable damage. However, information on the failures of non-nuclear structures, such as highway bridge-
decks and parking garages, indicates that the age-related degradation of well-designed and properly constructed
concrete structures could weaken them sufficiently to cause them to fail without being subjected to abnormal
loadings. Several incidents of age-related degradation of nuclear structures have been reported.

The objectives of this study were to: (1) review the known information on the degradation of structures and
assess their conditions with respect to their safety functions; (2) make observations as to whether these safety
functions are maintained for the life of the plant; and (3) provide information that could be useful for the improved
design and construction of structures of future reactors.

Originating Document: NUREG/CR-4652, "Concrete Component Aging and Its Significance Relative to Life
Extension of Nuclear Power Plants," September 1986.
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Regulatory Assessment: Six vintage plants were visited to collect information for assessing the existing
condition and past performance of structures and civil engineering features such as Seismic Category I
buildings, tanks, cable trays, conduit and equipment supports, underground structures, water intake structures
and anchorages, and fuel racks. Structural components included reinforced concrete, structural steel, and
masonry walls.

The review concluded that most of the civil/structural plant features have performed very well. Some structures/
components showed signs of aging degradation. The 11 degradation categories were listed and rated for each
plant. The ratings were not judgments about the current overall safety of these specific plants.

For license renewal applications, the ratings provide guidance for identifying the types of degradation that
may require detailed review during the license renewal process and note the desirability of regular inspections
and maintenance of particular structures and equipment. For future plants, the ratings provide guidance for
identifying the types of potential degradation that need to be addressed during the licensing process. The report
presents the results of the staff's study of the six plants; it does not indicate a need for immediate action with
respect to operating plant safety.

Resolution: Issuance of NUREG-1522, "Assessment of Inservice Conditions of Safety-Related Nuclear Plant
Structures."

Completion Date: 08/28/95

GCCA-0002: ENVIRONMENTAL LICENSING AND REGULATORY CONCENTRATIONS IN BUILDING
WAKES

TAC No.: M87875 Contact: C.V. Hodge

Description: GDC 19 of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, sets forth the requirements for control rooms at nuclear
power plants. This criterion states that "[a]dequate radiation protection shall be provided to permit access and
occupancy of the control room under accident conditions without personnel receiving radiation exposures
is excess of 5 rem." Computational means for assessment of licensee compliance with this requirement are
lacking.

Originating Document: GI 83, "Control Room Habitability."

Regulatory Assessment: Beginning in the mid-1980s, RES sponsored development of a computer code on
diffusion in the vicinity of buildings. PNL completed development of a computer code ARCON95, described in
NUREG/CR-6331, "Atmospheric Relative Concentrations in Building Wakes," May 1995. This code uses hourly
meteorological data and recently developed methods for estimating dispersion in the vicinity of buildings to
calculate relative concentrations at control room air intakes that would be exceeded no more than 5% of the
time. These concentrations are calculated for averaging periods ranging from one hour to 30 days in duration.
Relative concentrations calculated by ARCON95 are significantly lower than concentrations calculated using the
currently accepted procedure when winds are less than two meters/second. For higher wind speeds, ARCON95
calculates about the same concentrations as the current procedure.

Resolution: EMCB is tracking RES activity on GI-83 on control room habitability but has no direct activities
associated with the GI; therefore, the TAC No. was closed.

Completion Date: 07/21/95

GCCA-0003: RRG, 50.54(P) GUIDANCE

TAC No.: M88788 Contact: J.W. Shapaker

Description: On 01/04/93, the EDO established a Regulatory Review Group (RRG) to conduct a review of
power reactor regulations and related processes, programs, and practices. One resulting RRG recommendation
was to change the current practice that enables licensees to make changes to their security plans without prior
NRC approval, i.e., using the provisions of 10 CFR 50.54(p).

Originating Document: RRG Final Report, Volume 2 - Regulations, Section 2.3, Position Paper 2.3.18,
"Security," dated August 1993.
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Regulatory Assessment: The plan developed by the staff for implementing the RRG recommendation was not
to change the regulations, but to clarify the process by providing revised screening criteria that would ensure
consistency of security plan changes without prior NRC approval.

Use of the revised screening criteria would allow licensees to reduce certain commitments that have exceeded
regulatory requirements or published guidance if the overall effectiveness of the plan is not reduced. Each
issue is reviewed against the overall assurance levels contained in the plan and not against specific individual
changes. Latitude has always existed in that improvements in one area of the program may offset reductions
in other areas. Overall assurance levels of the plans must be maintained and this clarification is not intended to
reduce plan commitments to levels less than the overall high-assurance objectives stated in 10 CFR 73.55(a).

NRC has expected that licensees would judiciously make the proper determination regarding 10 CFR 50.54(p)
changes and implement those changes as permitted by the regulations. This position was the original intent of
the Commission and remains so today. The NRC believes that, with the use of the revised screening criteria and
expertise of the licensee staff, licensees should implement changes made pursuant to 10 CFR 50.54(p) without
prior NRC approval.

Resolution: Issuance of GL 95-08, "10 CFR 50.54(p) Process for Changes to Security Plans Without Prior NRC
Approval," dated 10/31/95.

Completion Date: 10/31/95

GCCA-0004: RELOCATION OF SELECTED TS REQUIREMENTS RELATED TO INSTRUMENTATION (GL)

TAC No.: M90014 Contact: J.W. Shapaker

Description: Licensees that have not converted, or are not in the process of converting, to the improved STS
may request a license amendment to relocate selected instrumentation requirements from their TS. This line-
item TS improvement was developed in response to TS amendments proposed by licensees and NRC TS
improvement initiatives.

Originating Documents: NRC Region III Morning Report 3-95-0019, dated 02/22/95; 10 CFR 50.72, Event
Notification 28926, dated 06/11/95.

Regulatory Assessment: Section 182a of the Atomic Energy Act requires applicants for nuclear power
plant operating licenses to include TS as part of the license. In 10 CFR 50.36, the Commission established
the regulatory requirements related to the content of TS; however, the regulation does not specify the
particular requirements to be included in TS. The NRC developed criteria, as described in the "Final Policy
Statement" (Federal Register Notice 58 FR 39132), to determine which of the design conditions and associated
surveillances should be located in the TS as limiting conditions for operation. Four criteria were subsequently
incorporated into the regulations by an amendment to 10 CFR 50.36 (Federal Register Notice 60 FR 36953):

(1) installed instrumentation that is used to detect and indicate in the control room a significant abnormal
degradation of the RCPB;

(2) a process variable, design feature, or operating restriction that is an initial condition of a DBA or transient
analysis that either assumes the failure of or presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier;

(3) a structure, system, or component that is part of the primary success path and which functions or actuates to
mitigate a DBA or transient that either assumes the failure of or presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission
product barrier;

(4) a structure, system, or component which operating experience or probabilistic safety assessment has shown
to be significant to public health and safety.

Implementation of these criteria may cause some requirements to be moved out of existing TS to documents
and programs controlled by licensees. In this regard, GL 95-10 addresses the relocation of selected TS
requirements related to instrumentation as a result of applying the 10 CFR 50.36 criteria; explicit guidance is
given to licensees for submitting a proposed license amendment to accomplish this.

Resolution: GL 95-10, "Relocation of Selected Technical Specifications Requirements Related to
Instrumentation," dated 12/15/95.

Completion Date: 12/17/95
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GCCA-0005: BWR - SCRAM SOLENOID PILOT VALVE PROBLEMS

TAC No.: M90285 Contact: D.L. Skeen

Description: Slow scram times were noted at some BWR plants as a result of the fluoroelastomer material
used in ASCO HV-176-816 (T-ASCO) scram solenoid pilot valves (SSPVs). An apparent change in the material
supplied to ASCO by a sub-supplier caused the material to soften and allowed the SSPV to stick immediately
after being deenergized. The sticking SSPV caused a small delay in the scram time of the affected control rod.

Originating Document: Grand Gulf Event Notification 26996, dated 03/27/94.

Regulatory Assessment: A relatively few number of plants were affected. All four of the BWR-6 plants, one
BWR-5 plant and 2 BWR-4 plants use the T-ASCO valves in their scram systems. However, only two of these
plants have reported slow scram times that were attributed to the fluoroelastomer. Discussions with GE indicated
that only the BWR-6 plants are more likely to be affected because of the faster scram requirements for that
vintage plant. The delays seen were in the 10 to 400 millisecond range. Even though only two plants reported
slow times, the other plants were made aware via the nuclear network entries made by those two plants and GE
SIL No. 591, "Delayed SCRAM Solenoid Pilot Valve Operation," issued on 05/12/95.

Resolution: Based on the small number of potentially affected plants, the improved specifications for the
elastomers developed by GE and ASCO as of April 1995, and the fact that GE identified the potential problem
to licensees in a SIL, the Events Assessment Panel canceled the development of an information notice on
07/18/95.

Completion Date: 07/18/95

GCCA-0006: SHIFT STAFFING ISSUE FOLLOWUP

TAC No.: M91163 Contact: N.K. Hunemuller

Description: On 11/26/91, the NRC issued IN 91-77, "Shift Staffing at Nuclear Power Plants," to alert licensees
to the problems that could result from inadequate controls to ensure that shift staffing is sufficient to accomplish
all functions required by an event. However, after IN 91-77 was issued, event follow-up inspections indicated
that problems involving shift staffing and task allocation continued to occur. As a result, the NRC continued with
further research in this area. This research included an RES project to address the adequacy of minimum shift
staffing levels through a shift staffing study encompassing all licensee staff initially needed during an event.

Originating Document: NRR Task Action Plan, "Nuclear Power Plant Shift Staffing," dated 04/13/95.

Regulatory Assessment: The licensees surveyed generally staffed to levels greater than those required by
either the regulations or their plant-specific TS for both licensed and non-licensed personnel. Nevertheless, the
results of the research project provide several insights into areas which could impact the ability to accomplish
safety functions following an event.

Resolution: IN 95-48, "Results of Shift Staffing Study," dated 10/10/95, was issued to inform licensees of the
results of the NRC's study conducted as part of the RES project to address the adequacy of minimum shift
staffing levels at nuclear power plants.

Completion Date: 10/10/95

GCCA-0007: LESSONS LEARNED FROM OPERATIONAL SAFEGUARDS RESPONSE EVALUATIONS

TAC No.: M91231 Contact: E.J. Benner

Description: At 6:53 a.m. on 02/07/93, an intruder drove into the TMI site entrance, continued past the guard
house, and crashed through Gate I of the protected area. The vehicle proceeded to crash through a turbine
building roll-up door and came to a stop 63 feet inside the turbine building, enveloped by the roll-up door. Control
room personnel responded by implementing emergency response procedures, including locking control room
fire doors, and classifying the event as a Site Area Emergency (SAE) at 7:05 a.m. Security staff responded by
posting security personnel to intervene at pre-designated vital areas, confirming vital area integrity and, with
the aid of offsite responders, conducting an assessment of and search for the intruder. TMI security personnel
found and apprehended the unarmed intruder at 10:57 a.m. The intruder was located at the bottom of the
turbine building in a small space under condenser piping and offered no resistance. The intruder was questioned
onsite by Pennsylvania State Police then escorted offsite in custody. The U.S. Army explosives ordinance
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disposal unit completed a detailed search confirming that no explosives were present. Upon visually inspecting
plant equipment, verifying plant parameters, and confirming that safety systems were available, the licensee
terminated the SAE at 4:25 p.m.

Originating Document: Event Notification 25035, dated 02/07/93.

Regulatory Assessment: Due to the vehicle intrusion event at TMI, the EDO assigned NRR, NMSS, AEOD,
RES, and Region I responsibility for taking generic actions resulting from the investigation of the unauthorized
forced entry of the protected area at TMI on 02/07/93. An action plan was developed under TAC No. M40031 to
provide generic guidance on unauthorized forced entry.

The action plan determined that lessons learned from the Operational Safeguards Response Evaluations should
be issued to licensees in the form of an IN; TAC No. M91231 was for development of the IN. Because of the
sensitive nature of the information, it was subsequently determined that an IN was an inappropriate method of
informing licensees. Instead, the decision was made to send individual letters to all plant security managers with
the safeguards-classified information attached.

Resolution: Issuance of individual letters to all plant security managers with safeguards-classified information
attached. (See Accession No. 9509260227 for a sample letter.)

Completion Date: 12/12/95

GCCA-0008: AIR ENTRAINMENT IN TERRY TURBINE LUBRICATING CONTROL OIL SYSTEM

TAC No.: M91307 Contact: D.L. Skeen

Description: Entrainment of air into the oil system that serves the dual purpose of lubrication of the turbine
bearings and hydraulic speed control was identified as a problem for AFW systems in PWRs and RCIC systems
in BWRs. The HPCI systems in BWRS were not susceptible to this problem because they are equipped with
separate oil pumps that preclude the air entrainment. The air entrainment presents a potential problem of
overheating of a turbine bearing or turbine speed fluctuations.

Originating Document: Pilgrim Event Notification 27621, dated 08/03/94.

Regulatory Assessment: Air entrainment could present a potential problem to both AFW and RCIC systems.
The vendor stated that a 4-hour test run at the factory and initial start-up testing at the plant usually identify
the problem and a larger drain line and/or a vent at the bearing housing can be installed to prevent any further
problems with air entrainment. Despite the vendor claims, reports from at least three plants experiencing air
entrainment problems prompted the NRC to issue an IN.

Resolution: IN 94-84, "Air Entrainment in Terry Turbine Lubricating Oil System," was issued on 12/02/94 to
address the air entrainment issue, while the need for a GL was being considered. Subsequent events involving
binding of the governor valve stem and blockage of the turbine drain pots prompted the NRC to consider Terry
Turbine reliability as a whole and TAC No. M92636 was opened to track the long-term follow-up of Terry Turbine
activities. Since the air entrainment concern was included in the long-term follow-up, TAC No. M91307 was
closed based on a memorandum from G. Holohan to B. Grimes dated 07/21/95.

Completion Date: 07/21/95

GCCA-0009: WRONG REPLACEMENT PARTS RELIEF VALVES AND REFUELING MAST

TAC No.: M91399 Contact: J.L. Birmingham

Description: This proposed IN discussed three instances in which the installation of incorrect replacement parts
resulted (or may have resulted) in equipment damage or improper performance. The instances occurred at River
Bend on 09/21/94, at Cooper on 08/30/94, and at ANO-2 in July 1990.

Originating Document: Memorandum from W.P. Ang to A.E. Chaffee, signed 05/15/95, proposing that an IN be
issued to address the installation of incorrect replacement parts.

Regulatory Assessment: The probable adverse consequences of using incorrect replacement parts in safety
or non-safety-related equipment is a concern that is generally well understood within the nuclear industry.
Although the concern for the use of incorrect parts in equipment is valid, the information in the proposed notice
did not provide a new or different understanding of the issue. The concern that licensees use correct parts
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during equipment repair or replacement is best addressed by licensee audit programs and by NRC inspection of
licensee programs for maintenance. Therefore, an IN on this issue is not necessary at this time.

Resolution: The need for the proposed IN was discussed with representatives of Region IV (the originating
group) and agreement was reached that the proposed notice was not needed at this time. The proposed notice
was cancelled 07/11/95 via an E-mail message from W.P. Ang, Region IV.

Completion Date: 07/20/95

GCCA-0010: SPENT FUEL POOL OVERFLOW INTO VENTILATION SYSTEM

TAC No.: M91400 Contact: N.K. Hunemuller

Description: A draft IN from Region II discussed the results of follow-up reviews of an event at Brunswick-2
when water from the spent fuel pool overflowed into the ventilation system and drained onto several elevations
of the reactor building floor.

Originating Document: Memorandum from B.A. Boger to B.K. Grimes, "Proposed Information Notice - Spent
Fuel Pool Overflow," dated 11/21/94.

Regulatory Assessment: This single plant-specific event did not raise to the level of concern requiring the
issuance of an IN. NRR Task Action Plan, "Generic Spent Fuel Storage Pool," addresses spent fuel pool safety
concerns.

Resolution: After management review, the IN was cancelled based on the 07/21/95 memorandum from G.M.
Holahan to B.K. Grimes, "Review of Generic Cummunications and Compliance Activities." The proposed IN
failed to meet the threshold for regulatory action based on its safety significance and the number of affected
plants. However, spent fuel pool safety concerns are being addressed in the NRR Task Action Plan, "Generic
Spent Fuel Storage Pool."

Completion Date: 07/21/95

GCCA-0011: IPEEE FOR SEVERE ACCIDENT VULNERABILITIES

TAC No.: M91401 Contact: J.W. Shapaker

Description: In 1991, GL 88-20, Supplement 4 was issued requesting all licensees to perform an IPEEE to find
plant-specific vulnerabilities to severe accidents caused by external events, including seismic events, and report
the results to the NRC. A companion document, NUREG-1407, provided procedural and submittal guidance
for the IPEEE. Review level earthquakes (RLEs) and the review scope were defined by the staff for all U.S.
sites; plants in the central and eastern U.S. were assigned to appropriate review categories (plant bins) primarily
according to a comparison of available seismic hazard results.

The hazard results used in the binning process included those published in 1989 by the LLNL (NUREG/
CR-5250) and the EPRI (NP-6395-D). NRC established the bins because of the large inherent uncertainties
in the probabilistic estimation of seismic hazard. Using this approach, the staff compared the relative seismic
hazard of the 69 central and eastern U.S. plant sites, and assigned each plant to one of four bins for the seismic
margins method (Reduced-Scope, 0.3g Focused-Scope, 0.3g Full-Scope, and 0.5g bin).

In 1994, based on a re-elicitation of LLNL ground-motion and seismicity experts, the staff published revised
seismic hazard results in NUREG-1488. The new LLNL mean hazard estimates were lower than the 1989 LLNL
results but higher than the EPRI estimates. In a letter from W. Rasin (NEI) to A. Thadani (NRC) on 04/05/94,
NEI advocated that most focused-scope plants should instead perform reduced-scope studies as part of the
seismic IPEEE, based on the revised hazard estimates. NEI also stated that each licensee is responsible for
proposing the most cost-effective program to satisfy the seismic IPEEE request consistent with the level of
seismic hazard at the specific site. As a result, seven licensees informed the NRC of their intent to revise their
IPEEE commitments.

These developments prompted the NRC to systematically revisit the seismic IPEEE program rather than deal
with each licensee individually. In IN 94-32, the staff stated that it would review LLNL's revised seismic hazard
estimates and determine the appropriateness of revising the seismic IPEEE scope.

NRC contracted with Energy Research, Inc. (ERI) to do a seismic revisit study to determine whether
consideration of the new LLNL seismic hazard estimates would: (1) significantly change the original binning
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results; and (2) warrant adjusting the seismic scope and guidelines of the seismic IPEEE review. The latter
effort would also require the determination of how the scope should be modified and the justification of such
modifications. ERI completed the study and submitted two reports (ERI/NRC 94-502 and ERI/NRC 94-504). The
staff subsequently held a public workshop to discuss these reports, present comments from a peer review group,
determine issues to be addressed, and solicit public input for developing the staff position on the seismic scope
modification.

Originating Document: IN 94-32, "Revised Seismic Hazard Estimates," dated 04/29/94.

Regulatory Assessment: The NRC staff evaluated the ERI reassessment reports, the peer review group
comments, the NEI white paper and comments received at and after the workshop. The staff concluded that:
(1) licensees may use the revised LLNL seismic hazard estimates instead of the 1989 LLNL seismic hazard
estimates in the seismic PRA; and (2) the scope of the seismic IPEEE may be modified for all focused-scope
and full-scope plants by eliminating the need to calculate the capacity of certain generally rugged components,
or certain site effects that would not be significant sources of contributors to seismic severe accident risk or
would not result in cost-beneficial improvements. The justification for this reduction in the seismic review scope
is that the perceived seismic hazard estimates and associated risks have decreased. However, the examination
process for the modified seismic IPEEE remains the same as the process described in Supplement 4 to GL
88-20 and NUREG-1407.

Resolution: Issuance of GL 88-20, Supplement 5, "Individual Plant Examination of External Events for Severe
Accident Vulnerabilities," dated 09/08/95.

Completion Date: 09/08/95

GCCA-0012: SURRY VENTILATION FILTER ISSUE

TAC No.: M91438 Contact: R.A. Benedict

Description: Cleaning the secondary side of a steam generator was performed at Surry Unit 2 using chemicals
which, when vented through the charcoal adsorbers of the ventilation system, reduced significantly the iodine-
removal efficiency of the charcoal. The licensee was not aware that some of the chemicals used could degrade
the charcoal.

Originating Document: Oral report from G. Hubbard, followed by NRC Inspection Report 50-280/94-21.

Regulatory Assessment: Exposure of charcoal to chemical compounds can result in a degradation of the
charcoal. In the event of a nuclear accident, the degraded charcoal in the ESF filtration systems may perform at
an efficiency significantly less than that assumed in the DBA dose assessments in the staff's safety evaluation.
Chemical cleaning is performed on a frequent basis at most PWRs, either every or every other refueling
outage. The IN is needed to inform the industry of the potential problem associated with chemical cleaning of
components.

Resolution: Issuance of IN 95-41, "Degradation of Ventilation System Charcoal Resulting from Chemical
Cleaning of Steam Generators," dated 09/22/95.

Completion Date: 09/30/95

GCCA-0013: COMMON MODE FAILURE OF COPES VOLCAN PORVs

TAC No.: M91446 Contact: E.J. Benner

Description: Haddam Neck has two Copes-Vulcan PORVs both of which failed a surveillance test on 02/19/94
due to a leak in the diaphragm assembly. During the 1993 refueling outage which ended in July 1993, the
licensee replaced the PORV diaphragms with a new type made of different material and of a changed shape.
A lubricant was needed to help install the diaphragms due to the changed shape. The lubricant was believed to
have allowed some extrusion of the diaphragm from between the base and the cover away from the bolt holes.
The extrusion caused tears at several bolt holes and allowed the bolts to loosen over time and air to escape. An
evaluation of previously reported diaphragm failures disclosed other failure mechanisms.

Originating Document: Event Notification 28923.

Regulatory Assessment: PORVs are designed to remain operable for 30 hours during a DBA and to be
capable of four valve strokes during feed-and-bleed scenarios. PORVs may be supplied air to open from either
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non-safety-related air compressors or an emergency air accumulator. The non-safety-related air compressors
cannot be assumed to operate during an accident since the air compressors are not designed to operate in
the harsh environment that may exist during the time when the PORVs may be required to open. Once the
compressed air in the emergency air accumulator has been depleted, the PORVs fail closed, and core cooling
capability is lost if auxiliary feedwater and main feedwater are not available for steam generator cooling. This
concern is limited to those plants with high head injection pumps incapable of lifting pressurizer safety valves, for
which extended inoperability of the PORVs may be highly risk significant.

The issue of pressurizer PORV reliability has been addressed in GL 90-06, "Resolution of Generic Issue 70,
`Power-Operated Relief Valve and Block Valve Reliability,' and Generic Issue 94, `Additional Low-Temperature
Overpressure Protection for Light-Water Reactors,'" in which the staff requested licensees to include the PORVs
and PORV control air system in their ASME Section XI IST Program. An IN was issued to alert licensees to
PORV failure mechanisms which may render PORVs degraded in significantly shorter time than common IST
surveillance frequencies, thereby resulting in unexpected inoperability of the PORVs following certain DBAs.

Resolution: IN 95-34, "Air Actuator and Supply Air Regulator Problems in Copes-Vulcan Pressurizer Power-
Operated Relief Valves," dated 08/25/95.

Completion Date: 08/25/95

GCCA-0014: DEFICIENCIES IDENTIFIED DURING ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

INSPECTIONS

TAC No.: M91448 Contact: S.S. Koenick

Description: This IN supplement represents the closeout of the electrical distribution system functional
inspection. This supplement provides additional information on deficiencies identified during the functional
inspections. Furthermore, this supplement provides references for previously identified deficiencies.

Originating Document: TI 2515/107, "Electrical Distribution System Functional Inspection," issued 10/19/90.

Regulatory Assessment: TI 2515/107 was issued in response to electrical distribution system deficiencies
identified by various multi-discipline inspection efforts. The TI provided instruction that allowed for a consolidated
and consistent inspection of the utilities' electrical distribution system. Any safety concerns identified during the
particular inspections would be appropriately dispositioned in the respective inspection reports. The IN and the
prior supplements allow for a forum to share this information with the rest of the industry.

Resolution: IN 91-29, Supplement 3, "Deficiencies Identified During Electrical Distribution System Functional
Inspections," was completed in the spring of 1994 and issued on 11/22/95.

Completion Date: 11/22/95

GCCA-0015: SEISMIC ADEQUACY OF THERMO-LAG PANELS

TAC No.: M91531 Contact: T.J. Carter

Description: A concern regarding seismic adequacy of fire barriers that use Thermo-Lag was raised by the
Nuclear Information and Resource Service in a 07/21/92 petition [See Accession No. 9208280125]. The staff,
based upon available information on physical properties of Thermo-Lag and analysis by a consultant of Thermal
Science, Inc., concluded that the concern was not credible [See Accession No. 9302110146]. A subsequent
submittal containing results of simulated seismic test and mechanical properties tests related to the use of
Thermo-Lag fire barrier material at Watts Bar utilized significantly lower mechanical properties values compared
to those used by the consultant. As a result, the NRC became concerned that the actual properties might be
sufficiently different and that performance of Thermo-Lag might not be acceptable.

Originating Document: A letter from TVA to the NRC on 11/11/94 [See Accession No. 9411250234].

Regulatory Assessment: In December 1994, the staff sent followup letters to GL 92-08, "Thermo-Lag 330-1
Fire Barriers," to request additional information, including specifics on the mechanical properities. Licensees
have been alerted to the concern and action has been taken to ultimately resolve the concern. This information
notice clearly explains the concern and indicates how the concern will be resolved.

Resolution: IN 95-49, "Seismic Adequacy of Thermo-Lag Panels," was issued on 10/27/95 to inform licensees
of concerns involving actual properties of Thermo-Lag panels.
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Completion Date: 10/27/95

GCCA-0016: CAPABILITY OF OFFSITE POWER DURING DESIGN BASIS EVENTS

TAC No.: M91533 Contact: T. Koshy

Description: On 01/05/95, Palo Verde reported to the NRC that, under certain offsite power system grid voltage
levels, the performance of the automatic accident mitigation would be uncertain. This problem was introduced
through a licensee resolution to a voltage regulation problem. The automatic loading of the ECCS could be
subjected to a "double sequencing" as a result of the anticipated system performance. This problem appeared
to be a plant-specific concern that was discovered by the licensee in the design bases reconstitution effort. The
later discussions revealed the possibility of gradual changes in switchyard voltage profile and load changes
within the plant as potential causes for this scenario.

When grid voltage is at a minimum acceptable level, the addition of safety injection loads to the bus leads to
further drop in grid voltage and results in a loss of AC power. No design requirements were added into the
regulation since it was not considered to be a credible event in the early evolutions of power system design. The
compensatory actions that can be taken are simple in nature when the control room operators are sensitized to
this potentially remote vulnerability. On 07/08/95, Diablo Canyon 1 & 2 reported a similar problem.

Originating Document: 10 CFR 50.72, Event Notification 28210 and 29168.

Regulatory Assessment: When the NRC was made aware of this scenario, the staff evaluated the Palo Verde
corrective actions. The short-term corrective action was to prevent automatic loading of safety injection loads to
a marginally acceptable offsite power source. The long-term solution is to appropriately evaluate the capability
of the electrical system to support emergency loads and revise the setpoints for electrical bus transfer and
emergency diesel generator loading.

Even though this scenario can cause unavalability of certain safety systems, the probability of such occurence
is very low as it would require marginally acceptable grid voltage and a valid demand for safety injection.
Therefore, an information notice was chosen as the suitable regulatory response to sensitize the industry about
this potential vulnerability, and to reinforce the need for the periodic review of electrical system capability to
support accident mitigation.

Resolution: IN 95-37, "Inadequate Offsite Power System Voltages during Design Basis Events."

Completion Date: 09/07/95

GCCA-0017: POTENTIAL FOR LOSS OF AUTOMATIC ESF ACTUATION

TAC No.: M91534 Contact: E.N. Fields

Description: The Salem and Diablo Canyon licensees reported a condition that could have resulted in the failure
of one or both trains of the SSPS during a seismic event or a main steamline break in the turbine building (TAC
No. M91479). IN 95-10 was issued to inform other licensees of the findings by the Diablo Canyon and Salem
licensees. Both licensees attempted to implement a design change that they felt would eliminate the design
vulnerability. The Diablo Canyon licensee was successful in making the design change; however, the Salem
licensee encountered numerous problems in attempting the design change.

Supplement 1 to IN 95-10 provided details on the problems the Salem licensee experienced, including
inadvertently de-energizing the source range high voltage block signal and the problems encountered in
attempting to remove the SSPS logic matrix power supplies.

Supplement 2 to IN 95-10 was issued on 08/11/95 primarily to communicate the Salem licensee's corrective
actions with respect to the surveillance and maintenance practices for the SSPS. The licensee implemented
these corrective actions in an effort to improve the reliability of the SSPS. It appeared worthwhile to apprise the
industry of these actions.

Originating Document: 10 CFR 50.72, Event Notification 28318.

Regulatory Assessment: Shortly after the NRC was made aware of the SSPS design deficiency and the
problems encountered by the Salem licensee in attempting corrective actions, affected licensees were apprised
of their potential susceptibility to the problem. Licensees were notified through direct contact by NRC project
managers, through W notification, and through IN 95-10 (and Supplement 1). Therefore, there is no immediate
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safety concern with regard to the timing of the issuance of this IN Supplement 2 and the overall timing of the
staff's efforts in addressing the concerns that have surfaced from this event has not been inappropriate.

Resolution: IN 95-10, Supplement 2, "Potential for Loss of Automatic Engineered Safety Features Actuation,"
dated 08/11/95, and Memorandum from B. Boger to W. Russell dated 04/11/95.

Completion Date: 08/16/95

GCCA-0018: POTENTIAL FOR MOV FAILURE - STEM PROTECTION PIPE CHANGES

TAC No.: M91624 Contact: T.A. Greene

Description: A RHR MOV at Cooper failed to closed on demand while the RHR trains were being switched.
Licensee reviews showed that the stem protector pipe on the valve actuator had threaded into the MOV housing
and interfered with the stem nut rotation. The motor was damaged during an attempted opening stroke. The
stem protector pipe had previously been replaced by the licensee. The replacement stem protector pipe was
manufacture by the licensee. However, it was not constructed to the same tolerance of the original. Specifically,
the length of threaded portion of the protector pipe was too long when manufactured. The extended threads
allowed the pipe to be threaded to the point where it interfered with the stem nut locknut. Also, actions (such as
staking) were not taken to prevent threading of the stem protection pipe into the valve actuator housing.

Originating Document: Morning Report 4-95-0014.

Regulatory Assessment: A stem protector pipe may be attached to an MOV through the housing cover to
prevent debris from entering the stem/actuator interface area. To keep the stem protector pipe from interfering
with actuator operation (specifically rotation of the stem nut and its locknut), the threads on the pipe may be
restricted to a certain length. Another option is to stake the threads on the stem protector pipe at a specific
location. If neither of these precautions is taken, the stem protector pipe may thread sufficiently into the actuator
housing to interfere with the rotation of the stem nut locknut. Additional torque may be required to operate the
valve, which may cause the torque switch to trip prematurely, motor thermal overload devices to activate, or the
motor to be damage on high torque demand.

Resolution: At Cooper, the licensee long-term solution was to stake the extended threads in all of the stem
protector pipes of safety-related MOVs. IN 95-31, "Motor-Operated Valve Failure Caused by Stem Protector Pipe
Interference," was issued on 08/09/95 to address the generic concern.

Completion Date: 08/09/95

GCCA-0019: UNANTICIPATED AND UNAUTHORIZED MOVEMENT OF FUEL

TAC No.: M91642 Contact: C.V. Hodge

Description: IN 94-13 implied a broader applicability of training requirements of 10 CFR 50.120 to contract
personnel than is the case. In October 1994, DRCH/NRR proposed a supplement to IN 94-13 to clarify confusion
of the original notice concerning application of 10 CFR 50.120. The descriptive language in the original notice
implied a broader applicability to contract personnel than is the case. In addition, in March 1995, there were
contractor mistakes at Hatch that resulted in a dropped core shroud bolt that punctured the spent fuel pool
liner, dropped stellite bearings on the transfer canal floor that produced an uncontrolled high radiation area, and
placement of excessively contaminated items outside of radiologically controlled areas.

Originating Document: IN 94-13, "Unanticipated and Unintended Movement of Fuel Assemblies and Other
Components Due to Improper Operation of Refueling Equipment."

Regulatory Assessment: On 03/31/95, DRCH concurred in authorizing publication of a supplement to IN 94-13
to address the original contract personnel applicability question and the Hatch events as additional examples
of problems associated with the control of contract personnel activities and inadequate oversight of refueling
operations.

Resolution: The supplement was issued on 11/28/95.

Completion Date: 11/28/95

GCCA-0020: FRAUDULENT COMMERCIAL GRADE CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE

TAC No.: M91643 Contact: C.V. Hodge
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Description: In September 1989, Southern Testing Services contracted with Relay Specialties, an authorized
Agastat relay distributor, to provide: (1) 32 Agastat commercial-grade Model 7022AC relays; (2) Agastat
relay sockets, P/N 700137; and (3) a "certificate of conformance for [the relays] from Agastat." In April 1991,
during an NRC inspection at the Southern Testing Services facility, an NRC inspector became suspicious of
an Amerace certificate of compliance because it did not appear to have the correct Amerace facility address.
During subsequent discussions between NRC and Amerace personnel, the NRC inspector found that the
certificate of compliance had not been issued by Amerace, nor was the signature on the certificate of compliance
that of an Amerace employee. Amerace stated that the correct Amerace facility address on a certificate of
compliance for that particular time period was 530 W. Mt. Pleasant Avenue, Livingston, New Jersey. In contrast,
the address shown on the attached certificate of compliance is 190 Lincoln Highway, Edison, New Jersey. The
NRC inspector examined one of the Agastat relays that Southern Testing Services had used as a test specimen
during the commercial-grade component testing and noted that the label affixed appeared to be a label used by
the Control Component Supply company for relays that had been field-modified. Control Component Supply was
an authorized distributor of Amerace relays and related components.

Originating Document: Special Inspection Report 99900289/91-01.

Regulatory Assessment: Agastat relays are used in numerous safety-related applications in nuclear power
plants. Because Amerace supplied these relays as commercial-grade components, the whole nuclear power
industry could theoretically procure them and dedicate them to safety-related service.

Resolution: RVIB drafted an IN. Due to the nature of the concern, concurrence in the IN was needed from OGC
who asked questions regarding the development of additional events since the inspection. The IN was cancelled
based on the age of the issue and the lack of any additional occurrences since the inspection.

Completion Date: 07/20/95

GCCA-0021: CHATTER OF ITT BARTON 288A AND 289A DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE

TRANSMITTERS

TAC No.: M91645 Contact: C.V. Hodge

Description: ITT Barton is a supplier of basic components used in safety-related applications in nuclear power
plants. The company has supplied Models 288A and 289A differential pressure (dp) indicating switches with
certification to IEEE-323/344 qualifications. These include no switch contact chatter during seismic loadings of
up to 12g for monitored dp different from setpoint by at least 10% full scale. In 1994, unrelated testing revealed
potential concerns reqarding contact chatter. As a result, additional testing of qualified configurations of these
products was performed at Wyle Laboratories in Norco, CA, during the first week of 1995.

Originating Document: Part 21 Report from ITT Barton on 10/05/94 [Accession No. 9411010149].

Regulatory Assessment: The safety significance and generic implications depend on how the transmitter is
used. The contact chatter at 12g has reasonable probability of occurrence if the instrument is located at a high
elevation and the plant is built on soil rather than rock. An SSE is usually characterized by a smaller acceleration
(0.2g on the east coast, 0.5g on the west coast), but the mechanical parameters displacement, velocity, and
acceleration may be amplified for various frequencies of oscillation. (Consider the mechanical model of a mass
coupled through a damped spring to an oscillating base.) As explained in the Part 21 report dated 01/19/95, the
chatter does not occur when the monitored dp is different from the setpoint by 10% full scale. The report also
notes that "testing has again verified that these products are capable of surviving earthquake loadings up to 12g
with no degradation in structural or pressure boundary integrity and no degradation in functionality with regard to
pointer accuracy, switch setpoint change and switch deadband." The NRC is concerned with this report because
of QA aspects of safe operation of nuclear power plants. This vendor has evidently provided production models
of this instrument, samples of which did not perform well on qualification tests. It follows that a production control
problem may exist. No event reports have been received similar to this Part 21 report. This report relates to GI
A-46, "Seismic Qualification of Equipment in Operating Plants," and GI 114, "Seismic-Induced Relay Chatter,"
identified in March 1985. In the event of an earthquake of sufficient magnitude (g level) that causes relay chatter,
combined with simultaneous loss of offsite power and potential misalignment of equipment, instrumentation, and
circuit breakers, core damage may result, absent corrective operator action.

Resolution: In a subsequent Part 21 report dated 02/15/95, the vendor supplied a list of customers. RVIB
reviewed the engineering report and conducted a vendor inspection. The following excerpt from Inspection
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Report 99900113/95-01, pp. 5-6, Sec 3.6, demonstrates that this concern is closed because corrective vendor
action was sufficient.

"Barton began an engineering evaluation of mild environment equipment qualification in late 1994 as a result of a
licensee group audit. During review of 1980 and 1986 seismic test reports, Barton determined that switch chatter
may have occurred that was not detected. The specific instrumentation used to monitor contact chatter was not
identified in the test reports, but was suspected of being an incandescent lamp. Barton conducted additional
seismic tests early in January 1995, using instrumentation capable of measuring contact chatter as rapid as
two milliseconds. The new testing showed that higher g levels, and setpoints very close to actual parameter
values, produced the most chatter; there was no chatter at 4g. Barton provided all affected cgstomers with a
table showing the duration of contact chatter as a function of g level and the proximity of the trip setpoint to the
actual differential pressure value. The NRC inspector discussed this with Barton. The review of data from earlier
seismic tests, and conducting additional tests, revealed a possible concern that had gone unnoticed for several
years. The inspector considered Barton's activities including notifications to be acceptable, and no further action
is required."

No NRC generic response, such as an IN, is needed. Two previous INs are related to this issue: IN 85-02,
"Improper Installation and Testing of Differential Pressure Transmitters," and IN 86-65, "Malfunctions of ITT
Barton Model 580 Series Switches During Requalification Testing."

Completion Date: 07/20/95

GCCA-0022: FREQUENCY OF USE OF AIR-OPERATED GATE VALVES

TAC No.: M91746 Contact: C.V. Hodge

Description: Air-operated gate valves, utilizing Hillar actuators, in the room cooler water supply lines failed to
open (safety function) during surveillance. The problem seems to be related to the frequency of operation. Hope
Creek has 32 valves of this type.

Originating Documents: 10 CFR Part 50.72, Event Notification 28014, dated 11/10/94; LER 50-354/94-17,
dated 12/08/94.

Regulatory Assessment: The LER explains that Hope Creek systems engineering determined a common
cause (packing design). The probable root cause is packing configuration combined with a long interval between
valve stroking. These valves were subject to a design change from 9 rings of Crane packing to 9 rings of
Chesterton Graphfoil packing. The industry standard configuration is 4 or 5 rings of graphite packing with carbon
busing. The standard packing gland torque calculations are based on 5 rings. By calculation, reduction from 9
to 4 or 5 rings reduces the dynamic packing load up to 50% and reduces the total force needed by the actuator.
A contributing cause may involve use of the disk friction coefficient from the original sizing calculations. Such
usage is generally non-conservative, according to findings from GL 89-10, "Safety-Related Motor-Operated
Valve Testing and Surveillance." Industry experience shows that long stationary times foster packing sticking.
Thus, static packing loads increase substantially and the total load may exceed the capability of the actuator.
Also, a higher stem finish is needed for graphite packing. Safety-related stuck air valve events have been
reported from Peach Bottom.

Resolution: The licensee reported that the problem related to the packing changeout was the failure to adjust
the air regulator to accommodate the lower packing friction. There was some evidence that the force of the
actuator drove the valve disk into the seat and then the spring force could not dislodge it within the required
stroke time. Further discussions with the licensee indicated that a contributing factor, which may have been
the overriding reason for failure, was that the licensee failed to install mechanical stops on the valve. These
stops prevent the valve actuator form driving the valve beyond its closed position. While valve packing issues
are generic to the industry, the main cause appears to be related to the failure to install the stops which is not a
generic issue. Therefore, an IN was not deemed necessary.

Completion Date: 08/31/95

GCCA-0023: PRESSURE LOCKING AND THERMAL BINDING OF GATE VALVES

TAC No.: M91781 Contact: J.W. Shapaker

Description: In GL 89-10 (06/28/89), the NRC staff asked addressees to provide additional assurance of the
capability of safety-related MOVs and certain other MOVs in safety-related systems to perform their safety-
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related functions. In Supplement 6 to GL 89-10 (03/08/94), the NRC staff provided guidance on an acceptable
approach for addressing pressure locking and thermal binding of MOVs, but did not request specific actions.
During inspections of GL 89-10 programs, the NRC staff found the actions taken by licensees to address
pressure locking and thermal binding of MOVs to be varied. In view of these inspection results, and the fact
that most addressees were nearing completion of their GL 89-10 programs, the NRC staff determined that
issuance of a subsequent GL was warranted to request that addressees perform, or confirm that they previously
performed: (1) evaluations of operational configurations of safety-related, power-operated (including motor-,
air-, and hydraulically-operated) gate valves for susceptibility to pressure locking and thermal binding; and (2)
further analyses and any needed corrective actions to ensure that safety-related, power-operated gate valves
that are susceptible to pressure locking or thermal binding are capable of performing the safety functions within
the current licensing bases of the facility.

Originating Documents: GL 89-10, "Safety-Related Motor-Operated Valve Testing and Surveillance," dated
06/28/89; GL 89-10, Supplement 6, "Safety-Related Motor-Operated Valve Testing and Surveillance," dated
03/08/94.

Regulatory Assessment: 10 CFR 50 (Appendix A, Criteria 1 and 4) and plant licensing safety analyses require
and/or commit that the addressees design and test safety-related components and systems to provide adequate
assurance that these systems can perform their safety functions. Other individual criteria in Appendix A to
10 CFR Part 50 apply to specific systems. In accordance with these regulations and licensing commitments
and under the additional provisions of 10 CFR 50 (Appendix B, Criterion XVI), licensees are expected to take
actions to ensure that safety-related, power-operated gate valves susceptible to pressure locking or thermal
binding are capable of performing their required safety functions. Supplement 6 to GL 89-10 alerted licensees
to the problems with pressure locking and thermal binding in MOVs and described an acceptable approach for
addressing these phenomena for MOVs, but did not request any specific actions or response from licensees.

The actions requested in GL 95-07 are considered compliance backfits, under the provisions of 10 CFR 50.109
and existing NRC procedures, to ensure that safety- related, power-operated gate valves that are susceptible
to pressure locking or thermal binding are capable of performing their intended safety functions. In accordance
with the provisions of 10 CFR 50.109 regarding compliance backfits, a full backfit analysis was not performed.
However, the staff performed a documented evaluation which stated the objectives of and reasons for the
requested actions and the basis for invoking the compliance exception. This evaluation is available in the NRC
PDR [Accession No. 9508240264].

Resolution: Issuance of GL 95-07, "Pressure Locking and Thermal Binding of Safety-Related Power-Operated
Gate Valves," dated 08/17/95.

Completion Date: 08/17/95

GCCA-0024: DEGRADED DECAY HEAT REMOVAL CAPABILITY VIA NATURAL CIRCULATION

TAC No.: M91805 Contact: J.R. Tappert

Description: The ability of steam generators (SGs) to remove decay heat via sub-cooled natural circulation may
be degraded under certain plant conditions; specifically, when the RCS is vented. This limitation is not explicit in
TS and some licensees have relied on SGs as one of their two redundant sources of decay heat removal when
they may not have been able to fully perform this function.

Originating Document: Memorandum from E. Merschoff to B. Grimes dated 03/09/95.

Regulatory Assessment: TS generally require two methods of decay heat removal in Mode 5 with loops filled.
When this is the case, they generally go on to indicate that this requirement can be satisfied by two loops of
RHR or one loop of RHR and a minimum water level in the SGs. Decay heat can be removed either through
the RHR system or through the SGs by natural circulation after the RCPs are secured. The heat removal
mechanism with RHR is through forced circulation through the RHR heat exchanger. Heat removal with natural
circulation of reactor coolant through the SGs occurs because of the differential pressure created between
the heated water in the reactor core and the cooler water in the SG tubes. This differential pressure is created
through temperature differences that in turn create fluid density differences between these two locations.

During natural circulation, the SG secondary side water boils and steams off through the atmospheric relief
valves or other openings that may exist during shutdown conditions. The minimum temperature at which boiling
will begin in the SG is 100C [212F]. A minimum temperature differential of 28C [50F] between the RCS and the
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SG secondary water is routinely used for evaluating conditions that would ensure sufficient natural circulation
flow to prevent boiling in the core. The heat transfer rate across the SG tubes is less for lower RCS-to-SG
secondary temperature differentials but still may be adequate to promote sufficient natural circulation and
prevent core boiling. Adding the differential temperature of 28C [50F] to 100C [212F] results in a minimum RCS
temperature of 128C [262F] to maintain sufficient natural circulation flow. The lowest pressure point in the RCS,
at the top of the SG tubes, should therefore be maintained above the saturation pressure for 128C [262F]. If
the RCS pressure at the top of the SG tubes is allowed to fall below the primary fluid saturation temperature,
flashing and steam voiding may occur, interrupting or degrading the natural circulation flow path. Additionally,
when system pressure is dropped with elevated water temperatures, gases may come out of solution.

When the RCS is being depressurized and cooled down, the RCPs are stopped, the RCS is depressurized and
vented, and level is decreased in preparation for Mode 6 (refueling) entry. In Mode 6, both RHR trains must
be operable. During the transition from Mode 5, with no RCPs running, to Mode 6, plant conditions may exist
that are not adequate to support natural circulation. The second train of RHR may need to be operable before
proceeding with plant cooldown and depressurization to provide a second method for RCS cooling.

Some licensees may not clearly understand that plant conditions may degrade the SGs ability to remove decay
heat by natural circulation. An IN was written to alert them to these conditions. Due to the fact that at least one
train of RHR is always required, an IN was an adequate response to this issue.

Resolution: On 08/28/95, IN 95-35, "Degraded Ability of Steam Generators to Remove Decay Heat by Natural
Circulation," was issued to alert licensees to relevant plant operating experiences.

Completion Date: 08/25/95

GCCA-0025: FALSIFICATION OF ASNT CERTIFICATE BY AMERICAN POWER SERVICES

TAC No.: M91950 Contact: T.A. Greene

Description: American Power Service (APS) of Georgetown, Massachusetts, deliberately gave falsified
American Society for Nondestructive Testing (ASNT) certificates to an NRC licensee in connection with the
procurement of commercial-grade services. Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECo) had contracted with
APS for commercial-grade services in supplying rebabbitted bearings for the Millstone-2 reactor building closed
cooling water system pump. Since APS did not have a NNECo approved QA program, the re-babbitted bearings
were to be dedicated and accepted under NNECo's QA program. The dedication process included ultrasonic
examination which was to be performed by NNECo as part of the receiving inspection.

During NNECo source inspection of APS, the APS president informed the NNECo Quality Assessment Services
(QAS) inspector that APS had developed in-house UT capability and gave the inspector copies of what
appeared to be ASNT certificates identifying three of the company's employees as UT inspectors or examiners.
Upon observing that the certificates had identical serial numbers, the NNECo QAS inspector contacted ASNT
and learned that ASNT had not issued the certificates in question.

Originating Document: Letter from NNECo to NRC dated 03/04/94 (Accession No. 9403150377).

Regulatory Assessment: Since APS was performing a commercial-grade service and since the acceptance
of the bearings was based on UT performed by NNECo, the integrity of the bearings was not compromised and
NNECo was able to justify their use in the intended application.

Resolution: The NRC Office of Investigations determined that the president of APS deliberately and improperly
falsified ASNT certificates and gave them to NNECo. The NRC informed APS of its findings by letter dated
02/14/95 (Accession No. 9502160007). The generic concern was resolved by the issuance of IN 95-45,
"American Power Service Falsification of American Society for Nondestructive Testing (ASNT) Certificates."

Completion Date: 10/4/95

GCCA-0026: ADEQUACY OF EMERGENCY AND ESSENTIAL LIGHTING

TAC No.: M91952 Contact: N.K. Hunemuller

Description: The objective of the NRC requirements and guidelines for emergency lighting is to ensure that in
the event of a fire, plant personnel can access and operate equipment and components that must be manually
operated to effect safe plant shutdown. Since IN 90-69 was issued on 10/31/90, there have been several
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reported events of deficient emergency lighting, involving Vermont Yankee, Cooper, Indian Point 3, Washington
Nuclear 2, and Diablo Canyon. NRC inspections have also uncovered emergency lighting deficiencies.

Originating Document: Event Notification 28025, dated 11/12/94.

Regulatory Assessment: During a meeting on 04/04/95, the Events Assessment and Generic Issues Panel
approved the preparation of an IN on potential problems with post-fire emergency lighting. IN 95-36, "Potential
Problems with Post-Fire Emergency Lighting," was issued on 08/29/95. This notice alerts addressees to
potential problems regarding emergency lighting for plant areas needed for operation of post-fire safe shutdown
equipment and in access and egress routes thereto.

Resolution: IN 95-36, "Potential Problems with Post-fire Emergency Lighting," dated 08/29/95, was issued to
alert licensees to relevant plant operating experiences but does not require any licensee action.

Completion Date: 08/29/95

GCCA-0027: ADDRESS CONCERNS REGARDING ASME CODE

TAC No.: M91965 Contact: R.A. Benedict

Description: The staff was concerned about: (1) the use of engineering judgment regarding the ASME Code;
(2) the NRC's position on the regulatory status of ASME Code interpretations prepared by ASME; and (3)
inaccuracies in GL 90-05 and IN 93-21.

Originating Document: None.

Regulatory Assessment: (1) Engineering judgment cannot replace NRC requirements, whether or not these
requirements contradict the ASME Code. The licensee must request relief, not use engineering judgment, when
the provisions of 10 CFR 50.55a are considered. (2) NRC endorsement in 10 CFR 50.55a is limited only to those
editions/addenda of the ASME Code that are specifically identified and approved. (3) The staff discussed the
differences between weld overlay and weld buildup and how these may be applied to Code requirements (IN
93-21). The staff also noted that pressure boundary leaks on safety-related systems always require relief when a
Code repair is not performed (GL 90-05).

Resolution: Issuance of a letter from B.W. Sheron to R.F. Reedy on 07/24/95.

Completion Date: 07/24/95

GCCA-0028: CIRCUMFERENTIAL CRACKING OF STEAM GENERATOR TUBES

TAC No.: M92004 Contact: E.J. Benner

Description: Since the issuance of GL 95-03, "Circumferential Cracking of Steam Generator Tubes," additional
information pertaining to the tubes removed from Maine Yankee for destructive analysis has become available.
In addition, the wrong title was given to NUREG-0844 in GL 95-03 as, "Voltage-Based Interim Plugging Criteria
for Steam Generator Tubes." The correct title is, "NRC Integrated Program for the Resolution of Unresolved
Safety Issues A-3, A-4, and A-5 Regarding Steam Generator Tube Integrity." This TAC was initiated to develop
an IN to correct the error in the GL and to provide additional information to the licensees.

Originating Document: GL 95-03, "Circumferential Cracking of Steam Generator Tubes," dated 04/28/95.

Regulatory Assessment: The staff issued GL 95-03 to obtain information necessary to assess compliance with
requirements regarding steam generator tube integrity in light of the inspection findings at Maine Yankee. In GL
95-03, the staff requested that utilities: (1) evaluate recent operating experience with respect to the detection
and sizing of circumferential indications; (2) develop a safety assessment justifying continued operation until the
next scheduled steam generator tube inspections are performed; and (3) develop plans for the next inspections
of steam generator tubes as they pertain to the detection of circumferential cracking. The error and additional
information described above under "Description" do not change the basis for the actions required in the GL.
Therefore, issuance of an IN is an appropriate regulatory action to correct the error and provide licensees with
the additional information.

Resolution: IN 95-40, "Supplemental Information to Generic Letter 95-03, `Circumferential Cracking of Steam
Generator Tubes,'" was issued on 09/20/95.

Completion Date: 09/20/95
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GCCA-0029: REACTOR COOLANT PUMP TURNING VANE BOLT LOCKING DEVICE FAILURE

TAC No.: M92027 Contact: E.N. Fields

Description: On 06/03/94, the licensee for Seabrook conducted an underwater examination of reactor vessel
internals. Foreign material was found on the reactor vessel internals lower core plate. In a subsequent video
inspection, a bolt was found on the bottom of the reactor vessel and two bolt-locking devices were found on
the lower core plate. One locking device was intact and the other was deformed and had portions missing. The
licensee identified the bolt and locking devices as a cap screw and locking cups that are used in the RCPs to
attach and secure the turning vane diffuser to the thermal barrier flange.

The degradation of the locking device and the release of the bolt was evaluated by the licensee with assistance
from W. The root cause of the release of the turning vane cap screw and locking cups was attributed to the
original design not adequately considering the affects of flow-induced vibration on the locking cup and the
turning vane cap screw. The licensee postulated that flow-induced vibration caused the locking cups to erode
and release from the turning vane. The cap screw subsequently backed out as a result of the loss of the pre-load
torque and the effects of vibration and gravity.

Originating Document: LER No. 94-010-01.

Regulatory Assessment: From a safety perspective, the failure of a locking cup and the resultant release of a
turning vane cap screw, in the worse case, could result in fuel damage and/or subsequent fuel failure. Licensees
would likely be alerted to these failures by the loose parts monitoring system. However, the point at which loose
parts noise activity would force a reactor shutdown is largely site-specific. If fuel damage resulted from the
impact of loose parts, the licensee would be alerted by increased RCS activity, either by radiation monitors or
required RCS sampling. Maximum allowable RCS activity is controlled by TS. Any increase beyond TS limits
would force a reactor shutdown to evaluate the source of the activity.

Resolution: IN 95-43, "Failure of the Bolt-Locking Device on the Reactor Coolant Pump Turning Vane," was
issued on 09/28/95.

Completion Date: 09/28/95

GCCA-0030: MAIN STEAM ISOLATION VALVE FAILURE DUE TO PILOT VALVE MALFUNCTION

TAC No.: M92028 Contact: D.L. Skeen

Description: Sticking solenoid pilot valves (Automatic Switch Company [ASCO] model NP8323) caused two
MSIVs to fail to close at LaSalle-2; additionally, one MSIV at LaSalle-1 closed after a 15-second delay. These
events occurred in February and June 1995, respectively. The root cause was determined to be contamination
of internal piece parts (the core assembly and plug nut) that caused them to stick together. The contamination
is believed to be a combination of lubricant (Nyogel 775A) used by the manufacturer during assembly of the
NP8323 SOVs and thread sealant used when connecting the air lines to the pneumatic actuator, of which the
NP8323 valve is a part.

The manufacturer discontinued production of the model NP8323 SOV in 1990 due to problems with foreign
material entering the valves and causing either inhibited movement or degradation of the ethylene propylene
elastomers. The manufacturer believed that the inhibited movement was the result of lubricant or thread sealant
from the MSIV pneumatic actuator assembly and the degradation of the elastomers was the result of ester oils
used in the air compressors of the instrument air systems at nuclear power plants.

Even though ASCO believed that field conditions rather than design defects were responsible for the problems
seen in the NP8323 valves through 1990, they notified customers at that time that the NP8323 SOVs were
being discontinued and should be replaced in a timely manner. Some customers replaced the SOVs, but other
customers who had not experienced any problems ordered more of the NP8323 valves before production was
halted. Since it was not clear how many licensees may still be using these SOVs, an IN was issued by the NRC
to alert licensees to the recent problems experienced by LaSalle.

Originating Documents: NRC Region III Morning Report 3-95-0019, dated 02/22/95; 10 CFR 50.72, Event
Notification 28926, dated 06/11/95.

Regulatory Assessment: The MSIVs function to limit the release of radioactive materials to the environment or
limit reactor coolant inventory loss given a steam line break. There are two MSIVs in series for each main steam
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line either one of which is capable of isolating the line if needed. The scenario of concern would be a steam line
break in a line where both MSIVs failed to close because of sticking pilot valves.

Resolution: IN 95-53, "Failures of Main Steam Isolation Valves as a Result of Sticking Solenoid Pilot Valves,"
was issued on 12/01/95.

Completion Date: 12/01/95

GCCA-0031: POTENTIAL CABLE DAMAGE FROM EXCESS SIDE WALL PRESSURE

TAC No.: M92215 Contact: J.L. Birmingham

Description: This proposed IN discussed the concern that some licensees had not considered cable sidewall
bearing pressure when calculating allowable pull tension. The proposed IN also discussed instances that
occurred during the past five years in which cable sidewall bearing pressure requirements had been exceeded
or had not been documented in procedures used for cable pulls. However, these instances did not result in
identified cable damage.

Originating Document: The IN Authorization Form (from R.L. Spessard to A.E. Chaffee) signed on 3/27/95
proposed an IN on failure to consider cable sidewall bearing pressure during cable pulls.

Regulatory Assessment: During review of the proposed notice, a thorough search of NRC and industry data
sources for similar occurrences was made. This search did not find any additional recent examples of failure
to consider cable sidewall bearing pressure. The NRC had addressed an extensive failure to consider cable
sidewall bearing pressure that occurred at Watts Bar-2. As a result of that occurrence, the NRC issued IN 92-01,
"Cable Damage Caused by Inadequate Cable Installation Procedures and Controls." Because the concern does
not appear to be a current problem and because the concern was previously addressed by the NRC in a generic
communication, issuance of the proposed notice is not necessary at this time.

Resolution: The need for the proposed IN was discussed at a meeting of the Events Assessment Panel on
08/01/95 and the proposed notice was determined not to be necessary and was cancelled. The determination
was based on the concern being primarily plant-specific.

Completion Date: 08/01/95

GCCA-0032: EVALUATE MISSILES FROM MIRROR INSULATION DURING HIGH ENERGY PIPE BREAKS

TAC No.: M92216 Contact: J.L. Birmingham

Description: During the NRC staff's evaluation of actions to prevent clogging of suppression pool strainers, a
concern was identified that, in the event of a LOCA, reflective metallic insulation (RMI) debris may form missiles
and damage safety system components such as control or power cabling.

Originating Document: Chapter 5 of the Draft Report, "Knowledge Base for Emergency Core Cooling System
Recirculation Reliability," being prepared for the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development/
Nuclear Energy Agency.

Regulatory Assessment: Initial assessment of this concern determined that the metallic foil in mirror insulation
could potentially damage control or power cabling during a LOCA and affect the operability of safety systems
inside containment. However, the concern was mitigated because redundant safety systems are typically
isolated by distance or missile shielding and because critical components for mitigating an accident, such as
ECCS pumps, are not located inside the drywell. Further, cables inside the drywell are generally in conduits or
cable trays which are of a durable construction that would make it difficult for the debris to damage cabling.

After the staff's initial assessment, two tests have been conducted which appear to substantiate the assessment.
The first test was sponsored by the NRC and was conducted at the Siemens facility in Karlstein, Germany. The
second test was performed by TRANSCO Products Inc., an RMI vendor. The results of both tests showed that
little significant damage was done to the cable jacket material by the metallic foil in the RMI and that the metallic
foil did not damage the cable itself.

In the first test, some of the cabling was severed. This is believed to have been caused by large chunks of the
RMI panels impacting on the cables. The staff noted that the cabling was hung in a manner atypical of domestic
BWRs in that the cabling was not installed in cable trays or conduits and was tightly hung with little slack in
the cable which did not allow the cable to give on impact with the larger RMI debris. The larger pieces of RMI
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debris were readily stopped by intervening structures and were found to be wrapped around them. The staff
has concluded that cable trays and conduits, as well as containment structures and piping, are likely to provide
additional protection from large RMI debris.

Resolution: Based on evaluation of the test results, the staff recommended that no further action be taken on
this issue at this time. In addition to the low safety significance, the staff found that the issue is very plant-specific
and break location-specific and is therefore best addressed by the individual licensees. The staff intends to
include a discussion on this issue in the final bulletin addressing the strainer issue so that licensees who have
or intend to install RMI will be advised of the potential problem and will account for it in their final resolution.
The staff documented this resolution in a memorandum from R.B. Elliott to C. Berlinger on 11/07/95. The
memorandum has additional details on the safety assessment and testing.

Completion Date: 11/07/95

GCCA-0033: RESULTS OF RECENT NRC SPONSORED FLAME SPREAD AND FIRE ENDURANCE
TESTING

TAC No.: M92406 Contact: T.J. Carter

Description: Flame spread tests involving Thermo-Lag 330-1 fire barrier panels were conducted 01/12/95. The
results have not been provided to licensees for determination of applicability to their facilities. Previous concerns
had been raised regarding performance of Thermo-Lag as a fire barrier material.

Originating Document: None.

Regulatory Assessment: Licensees have taken compensatory measures as a result of concern about the
Thermo-Lag performance. Therefore, there is time to conduct tests and provide licensees with information as it
becomes available.

Resolution: IN 95-32, "Thermo-Lag 330-1 Flame Spread Test Results," was issued on 08/10/95 to provide
results of the flame spread tests.

Completion Date: 08/10/95

GCCA-0034: COMMISSION DECISION ON THE RESOLUTION OF GENERIC ISSUE 23, "REACTOR
COOLANT PUMP SEAL FAILURE"

TAC No.: M92408 Contact: T. Koshy

Description: On 04/19/91, the NRC published Federal Register Notice 56 FR 16130 requesting comments
on the then-current understandings, findings, and potential recommendations regarding GI-23, together with a
draft Regulatory Guide, DG-1008, "Reactor Coolant Pump Seals." On 05/02/91, NRC issued GL 91-07, "GI-23,
`Reactor Coolant Pump Seal Failures' and Its Possible Effect on Station Blackout," which stated that preliminary
results of NRC studies suggested that RCP seal leak rates could be substantially higher than those assumed
in the coping analyses for implementation of the station blackout (SBO) issue. The GL reminded licensees that
higher seal leak rates could affect licensee analyses and actions addressing conformance to the SBO rule.

Staff studies and analyses concerning RCP seal leakage are documented in Appendices A and B to NUREG/
CR-5167, "Cost/Benefit Analysis for Generic Issue 23: Reactor Coolant Pump Seal Failures," April 1991, which
contains the NRC model for RCP seal failure. The report identifies several modes of RCP seal leakage which
may be in excess of that assumed in licensee coping analyses for implementing the requirements of 10 CFR
50.63, the SBO rule.

The Commission considered the proposed rulemaking as a method to resolve GI-23. In SECY-94-225, dated
08/26/94, a draft rule was proposed for public comment that would resolve GI-23. On 03/31/95, the Commission
voted against publication of the proposed rule that would have resolved GI-23. The Commission concluded
that the proposed rule did not provide sufficient gain in safety to justify its issuance. The Commission was also
concerned that inaccuracies in the NRC seal leakage evaluation model may exist.

Originating Document: SRM dated 03/31/95.

Regulatory Assessment: The NRC staff had conducted extensive study on the vulnerability of RCP seal
failures and considered issuance of generic requirements to address this issue. Since this issue was identified
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as a GI, the industry has addressed the problem. Improvements in RCP seal designs and the exchange of
coping analyses information, etc., are the outcome of these efforts.

Even though a new rule was not issued, the staff efforts so far has resulted in increased sensitivity to this issue
and has resulted in a documented coping analysis through the SBO rule at every station. The staff continues to
evaluate if any further action is needed for the disposition of this issue.

Resolution: IN 95-42, "Commission Decision on the Resolution of Generic Issue 23, `Reactor Coolant Pump
Seal Failure,'" was issued on 09/22/95.

Completion Date: 09/30/95

GCCA-0035: VOLTAGE-BASED INTERIM REPAIR CRITERIA FOR STEAM GENERATOR TUBES

TAC No.: M92578 Contact: J.W. Shapaker

Description: PWR facility licensees may, on a voluntary basis, request a license amendment to the plant TS to
implement alternate SG tube repair criteria applicable specifically to outside diameter stress corrosion cracking
(ODSCC) at the tube-to-tube support plate intersections in W-designed SGs having drilled-hole tube support
plates (TSP) and Alloy 600 tubing. Guidance is offered on implementing the alternate (voltage-based) repair
criteria. By approving the use of specific voltage-based repair criteria as an acceptable measure for dealing
with ODSCC tube degradation, it is intended to provide relief while maintaining an acceptable level of safety for
licensees having SGs experiencing this particular degradation mechanism until a longer-term resolution to the
issue of SG degradation is pursued through rulemaking.

Originating Document: None.

Regulatory Assessment: Design of the RCPB for purposes of structural and leakage integrity is a requirement
under 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC for Nuclear Power Plants. Specific requirements governing the
maintenance of SG tube integrity are in plant TS and in Section XI of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code (ASME Code). These include requirements for periodic ISI of the tubing, flaw acceptance criteria (i.e.,
repair limits for plugging or sleeving), and primary-to-secondary leakage limits. These requirements, coupled
with the broad scope of plant operational and maintenance programs, have formed the basis for ensuring
adequate SG tube integrity.

The traditional strategy for achieving the objectives of the GDC regarding SG tube integrity has been to establish
a minimum wall thickness requirement in accordance with the structural criteria of RG 1.121, "Bases for Plugging
Degraded PWR Steam Generator Tubes." A further assumption of uniform thinning results in the development of
a repair limit (40% depth-based repair limit is typically incorporated into plant TS) that is conservative for all flaw
types.

The NRC has approved for use, on a voluntary basis, alternate (voltage-based) repair criteria that are only
applicable to predominantly axially-oriented ODSCC indications located at the tube-to-TSP intersections in W-
designed SGs with Alloy 600 tubing. (More explicit guidance on applicability constraints, voltage-based repair
limits, and implementation actions are provided in GL 95-05.) The voltage-based repair criteria ensure structural
and leakage integrity for all postulated design basis events. The structural criteria are intended to ensure that
indications subjected to the voltage repair limits will be able to withstand pressure loadings consistent with the
criteria of RG 1.121. The leakage criteria ensure that for degradation subjected to the voltage repair criteria,
induced leakage under the worst-case main steam line break conditions calculated using licensing basis
assumptions will not result in offsite and control room dose releases that exceed the applicable limits of 10 CFR
100 and GDC 19.

Resolution: GL 95-05, "Voltage-Based Repair Criteria for Westinghouse Steam Generator Tubes Affected by
Outside Diameter Stress Corrosion Cracking," was issued on 08/03/95.

Completion Date: 08/16/95

GCCA-0036: FAILURE OF AUTOMATIC VENTILATION SYSTEM OPERATION FOLLOWING A LOSS OF
OFFSITE POWER

TAC No.: M92596 Contact: J.R. Tappert
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Description: At Waterford-3, the licensee rendered several ESF ventilation systems inoperable under certain
conditions because of an engineering oversight in a design change installed between October 1992 and April
1993.

Waterford has four different ESF ventilation systems that are used to filter radioactive material from the air during
an accident. These include: (1) the shield building ventilation system, which filters the air being removed from
the shield building annulus and maintains a partial vacuum inside the annulus; (2) the controlled ventilation
area system, which filters air from rooms containing the emergency core cooling and containment heat removal
systems in the reactor auxiliary building; (3) the control room air system (CRACS), which filters the air going into
the control room; and (4) the fuel handling building ventilation system, which filters the air being removed from
the fuel handling building. Each ventilation system contains two independent trains. Each train has a demister,
electric heating coil, pre-filter, HEPA pre-filter, charcoal adsorber, HEPA after-filter, and 100%-capacity exhaust
fan.

Automatic temperature controllers monitor the air temperature and cycle the heaters to maintain the desired
air temperature. To improve the system performance and reduce system trips, the licensee developed a
design change to replace the heater controllers with more accurate controllers. Because of an engineering
oversight, the design change caused the control circuits for the ventilation system to trip the heaters after the
ventilation systems lost power. Specifically, when de-energized, the temperature controllers defaulted to the
high temperature trip setpoint. Upon re-energization, the new temperature controllers responded more slowly
than the 0.5 second allowed to indicate that the temperature had dropped below the high temperature condition.
Following a Loss of Offsite Power (LOOP) in conjunction with a safety injection actuation signal, the 0.5-
second time-delay relay would time out and trip the ventilation heaters. With the heaters tripped, the differential
temperature would decrease across the heaters and eventually trip the ventilation fan.

Originating Document: Event Notification 27206, dated 05/03/94.

Regulatory Assessment: The controller design change created a common failure mode. Three of the four
ESF ventilation systems were inoperable under certain conditions from the time the design change was
installed in 1993 until May 1994. The fourth system, CRACS, was operable only because timer relays had been
inadvertently left out of the preventive maintenance program and had drifted out of specification. If the fans
in these ventilation systems trip, then offsite and control room radiological dose during a DBA could increase
above the calculated value. Without the ventilation fans, the annulus pressure in the shield building would
increase above the atmospheric pressure. Leakage from containment would be unfiltered and would release
directly to the atmosphere. This direct release could have significant impact on the accident doses. However, the
failure mode is limited to certain failure sequences and the heater controllers can be reset locally. The licensee
calculated that operator exposure to reset the heaters would be less than 1.2 rem if the LOOP was concurrent
with the LOCA and less than 7 rem if the LOOP occurred, at a worst case, 4 days after the LOCA. An IN was
proposed to notify other licensees of this event but was subsequently cancelled.

Resolution: After management review, the generic communication was cancelled based on the B. Grimes
memorandum to NRR Division Directors, "Advance Notification of the Division of Project Support's Intent to
No Longer Support Development and Issuance of Selected Generic Letters and Information Notices," dated
06/10/95. The proposed IN failed to meet the threshold for regulatory action based on the following criteria: (1)
length of development; (2) number of potentially affected plants; and (3) safety significance.

Completion Date: 07/21/95

GCCA-0037: FAILURE TO TEST SWING BUSES DURING INTEGRATED EMERGENCY DIESEL
GENERATOR SURVEILLANCE

TAC No.: M92597 Contact: T. Koshy

Description: On 09/07/94, Waterford-3 reported to the NRC that one train of safety-related equipment was
inoperable since the TS-required surveillances were not performed to ensure operational readiness. The
Waterford station has a third train of safety-related equipment that can be used to substitute the function of the
"A" or "B" train of equipment. In the past, surveillance required by the TS was not conducted on this spare train.

Originating Document: 09/07/94 Phone call to the NRC for enforcement discretion.
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Regulatory Assessment: When the NRC was made aware of this scenario, the staff reviewed and approved
the licensee's bases in continuing the operation in light of the historic performance of these components, even
though a prescribed surveillance record was unavailable.

Initially, an IN was considered to promulgate the need for testing spare components that are in service to
ensure its operational readiness. Later, it was recognized that the theme of this IN was contained in another
recently issued IN 95-15, "Inadequate Logic Testing of Safety-Related Circuits." Therefore, an additional IN was
considered unnecessary.

Resolution: None required.

Completion Date: 07/20/95

GCCA-0038: LIGHTNING DISSIPATION SYSTEMS

TAC No.: M92599 Contact: N.K. Hunemuller

Description: Lack of effectiveness of lightning dissipation systems in protecting plant electronics.

Originating Document: None.

Regulatory Assessment: This concern was not safety-significant and was cancelled by the originator prior to
any development.

Resolution: After management review, the generic communication was cancelled based on B.W. Sheron's
07/21/95 memorandum to B.K. Grimes, "Response to the Division of Project Support's Request for Review of
Generic Compliance and Communications Activities (GCCA)." The proposed generic communication failed to
meet the threshold for regulatory action based on its safety significance.

Completion Date: 07/21/95

GCCA-0039: SWITCHGEAR FIRE AND PARTIAL LOSS OF OFFSITE POWER

TAC No.: M92600 Contact: E.J. Benner

Description: On 06/10/95 at Waterford-3, a generator trip occurred in response to failure of a lightning arrester
on a remote offsite substation transformer. The generator trip resulted in a fast transfer activation. A fire and
electrical fault occurred on the 4.16kV A2 bus normal power supply breaker. The 6.9kV A1 bus alternate supply
breaker failed to close resulting in a loss of power to RCPs 1A and 2A. This circumstance resulted in a reactor
trip and a loss of offsite power to the 4.16kV non-safety-related A2 bus and the associated 4.16kV safety-related
A3 bus. An auxiliary operator informed the control room of heavy smoke within the turbine generator building.
At that time, the shift supervisor did not activate the plant fire alarm or dispatch the fire brigade, but directed
two auxiliary operators to don protective gear and investigate whether a fire existed. The operators reported
seeing flames above the A2 switchgear and the shift supervisor activated the fire brigade. Operators requested
assistance from the local offsite fire department. The fire brigade was unable to suppress the fire using portable
fire extinguishers. The offsite fire department arrived on the scene and extinguished the fire with water after
the A2 bus was deenergized. A reflash occurred which had to be put out with water a second time. During the
cooldown transition from Mode 4 to Mode 5, operators discovered that the isolation valves for both trains of
shutdown cooling did not operate properly. The plant cooldown to Mode 5 was delayed approximately 38 hours
while these valves were repaired.

Originating Document: Event Notification 28923, dated 06/10/95.

Regulatory Assessment: The NRC conducted an augmented inspection team (AIT) inspection to determine the
causes, conditions, and circumstances relevant to this event. The results of this AIT inspection are documented
in NRC Inspection Report 50-382/95-15, dated 07/07/95. The AIT identified three primary concerns: fire
protection, fast bus transfer design, and shutdown cooling valve inoperability. Evaluation of these three concerns
by NRR revealed that no immediate generic safety issue existed and that dissemination of the information to the
industry would be an appropriate technical resolution.

Resolution: IN 95-33, "Switchgear Fire and Partial Loss of Offsite Power at Waterford Generating Station, Unit
3," was issued on 08/23/95.

Completion Date: 08/23/95
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GCCA-0040: SPENT FUEL TRANSFER CANAL SHIELDING DEFICIENCY AT BOILING WATER REACTOR

TAC No.: M92876 Contact: T.A. Greene

Description: In November 1994, contractors at Hatch were conducting underwater operations in the Unit 1
spent fuel pool - cutting coupons out of spent control rod blades containing the upper guide roller bearings.
The highly activated stellite bearings (some measured as high as 160 sievert [16,000 rem] per hour at 30
centimeters [12 inches] under water) were being collected adjacent to the Unit 1 work area. Periodically, the
coupons containing the upper guide roller bearings were transferred from the collection bucket to a cask liner
in the shipping cask storage area in the Unit 2 spent fuel. When the workers could not find the tool to open the
liner, they decided to transfer the coupons in the collection bucket (about half full, with 160 coupons) into another
bucket for temporary storage, so that the cutting process could continue. To facilitate the task, the off-load was
performed in the transfer canal since the canal was much shallower than the fuel pools. During the transfer,
some of the coupons fell to the bottom of the transfer canal. Since the transfer canal was designed and routinely
used as a transit area for highly activated material, including spent fuel, the workers were not concerned about
dropping the coupons and saw no need to notify the unit shift foreman or the control room of the incident. They
recovered the coupons from the bottom of the canal and placed them in the storage bucket resting on the canal
floor.

About 30 minutes after the coupons were dropped, a plant operator was walking through the Unit 1 hallway
directly under the transfer canal when his digital alarm dosimeter alarmed on high dose rate. The plant operator
left the area promptly and notified a health physics supervisor. The licensee measured radiation levels of up to 1
sievert [100 rem] per hour on contact with the hallway ceiling directly below the bottom of the canal and 0.05 to
0.1 sievert [5 to 10 rem] per hour in the general area of the hallway.

Originating Documents: Inspection Reports 50-321/95-01 and 50-366/95-01 [Accession No. 9502140081].

Regulatory Assessment: The plant equipment operator received a dose equivalent of about 0.1 msievert [10
mrem] from the event, which is below the regulatory limit. The licensee has always required that all personnel
entering the radiologically-controlled area be issued dosimeters. Before alarm dosimeters were required, all
workers entering the radiologically-controlled area were issued personnel dosimeters (non-alarm), so any doses
to workers from this shielding deficiency would have been detected and accounted for as part of the routine
dosimetry program.

Many licensees perform sent fuel pool modifications and major cleanup activities involving handling and moving
large quantities of highly activated materials, including spent fuel. In general, the industry has significantly
improved its awareness of and controls for potentially high and very high radiation areas caused by operational
mishaps (e.g., dropping a spent fuel bundle in the transfer canal directly over the upper drywell in a BWR, and
the hazards of withdrawn in-core thimbles under the reactor vessel at PWRs). Initiatives taken by licensees
should help prevent unexpected, uncontrolled worker exposures with the potential for exceeding the regulatory
limits. A thorough pre-job evaluation of activities involving highly activated (or potentially highly activated)
components can help identify challenges to existing plant shielding.

Resolution: At Hatch, the licensee instituted procedural control to prohibit the use of the transfer canal until
doors had been installed in order to exclude worker access to the affected hallway. Before the transfer gates are
allowed to be lifted (allowing use of the transfer canal), the doors at each end of the hallway under the canal are
locked and access to the hallway is controlled as a very high radiation area. IN 95-56, "Shielding Deficiency in
Spent Fuel Transfer Canal at a Boiling-Water Reactor," was issued on 12/12/95 to alert the industry.

Completion Date: 12/11/95

GCCA-0041: CHANGES IN THE OPERATOR LICENSING PROGRAM

TAC No.: M92877 Contact: J.W. Shapaker

Description: The NRC intends to change the operator licensing process to give facility licensees the option
of preparing written examinations and operating tests for operator and senior operator license applicants. The
NRC will review and approve licensee-proposed examinations and tests and will independently conduct the
operating tests. Facility licensees will only conduct the written examinations. The NRC will review the graded
written examinations, grade each applicant's operating test performance, make the final pass or fail decisions,
and issue licenses, as appropriate. From October 1995 to March 1996, a voluntary pilot program to evaluate and
refine the new examination development process will be conducted.
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Originating Documents: NUREG-1021, Revision 7, "Operator Licensing Examiner Standards"; NUREG/
BR-0122, "Examiners' Handbook for Developing Operator Licensing Written Examinations"; GL 95-06, "Changes
in the Operator Licensing Program."

Regulatory Assessment: 10 CFR 55, "Operators' Licenses," establishes NRC procedures and criteria for
issuing licenses to operators and senior operators. It does not, however, define a specific process for conducting
licensing examinations. Guidance in this area is given in NUREG-1021, "Operator Licensing Examiner
Standards," which includes the procedures that NRC staff examiners and NRC-certified contract examiners
use to prepare and conduct both the written and operating portions of the licensing examinations. The role of
power reactor facility licensees had been limited to reviewing and validating the NRC-prepared examinations
before they are given, and to providing administrative and logistical support to the NRC and contract examiners
while the examinations are in progress. Over the past 10 years, power reactor licensees have placed increased
emphasis on establishing accredited training programs and, as a result, improvements in operator training
and performance have been evident in the initial operator licensing process. This fact, in conjunction with a
continuing effort on the part of the NRC to streamline the functions of the Federal Government consistent with
White House initiatives and to accommodate anticipated resource reductions, motivated the NRC to reconsider
its approach to conducting the initial operator licensing examination program. The NRC intends to change
the guidance in NUREG-1021 to permit facility licensees greater participation in the initial operator licensing
program.

Resolution: GL 95-06, "Changes in the Operator Licensing Program," was issued on 08/15/95.

Completion Date: 08/16/95

GCCA-0042: UNPLANNED, UNMONITORED RELEASE OF RADIOACTIVITY FROM THE EXHAUST
VENTILATION SYSTEM OF A BWR

TAC No.: M92935 Contact: C.V. Hodge

Description: On 04/05/95, an unplanned, unmonitored release of high specific activity-mixed radioactive
corrosion products was released from the south plant vent of Hope Creek. The licensee believed that no release
had occurred because of a lack of unusual indications. Large portions of the protected area were contaminated,
including onsite vehicles and buildings, and contamination levels accessible to personnel was about 105

dpm/100cm2. One vehicle, located downwind of the release point, left the site and was determined two days later
to be contaminated. The radioactive contamination came from a small capacity evaporator for decontamination
solution discharging directly to the south plant vent in the turbine building. The licensee believed, from lack of
unusual indications, that no release had occurred. About 14 hours into the event, the licensee observed high
contact dose rates from effluent ducts and highly contaminated liquid leaking from the ducts. The leaking liquid
was attributed to a pre-existing condition.

Originating Document: Inspection Report 50-354/95-05.

Regulatory Assessment: Region I conducted a special inspection and found that: (1) no release limits were
exceeded; (2) worst-case analyses indicated that the release had little radiological effect on the public and
environment; (3) safe operation of the reactor was not affected; (4) the release did not significantly affect onsite
personnel; and (5) the licensee did an excellent evaluation of the environmental effect of the release. However,
Region I concluded that: (1) there were four apparent violations for escalated enforcement existed related to
(a) lack of adequate approved operating procedures for this evaporator (TS 6.8.1), (b) inadequate monitoring to
enable detection of the release [10 CFR 20.1501(a)], (c) alarm setpoint changes not made in accordance with
approved procedures (TS 6.8.1), and (d) workers not being informed of the release and onsite contamination
once it was identified (10 CFR 19.12); (2) there was a particular concern about the inability of licensee personnel
to readily determine that a release had occurred; and (3) there was a particular concern that licensee design
reviews did not identify the potential for an unmonitored release, despite previous NRC-published information
on this subject such as (a) IN 91-40, "Contamination of Nonradioactive System and Resulting Possibility for
Unmonitored, Uncontrolled Release to the Environment," dated 06/19/91, (b) Circular 80-18, "10 CFR 50.59
Safety Evaluations for Changes to Radioactive Waste Treatment Systems," dated 08/22/80, and (c) Bulletin
80-10, "Contamination of Nonradioactive System and Resulting Potential for Unmonitored, Uncontrolled
Release of Radioactivity to the Environment," dated 05/06/80. This particular event represents minimal safety
significance; however, its potential safety significance and potential generic implication support the Region I
recommendation, endorsed by TERB/DOTS staff, to issue the proposed IN.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0002.html
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Resolution: IN 95-46, "Unplanned, Undetected Release of Radioactivity from the Exhaust Ventilation System of
a Boiling Water Reactor," was issued on 10/06/95.

Completion Date: 10/06/95

GCCA-0043: SUSCEPTIBILITY OF LOW PRESSURE COOLANT AND CORE SPRAY INJECTION VALVES
TO PRESSURE LOCKING

TAC No.: M92960 Contact: T.A. Greene

Description: From May to July 1995, Georgia Power Company, the licensee for Hatch-1 & 2, experienced
several valve failures in both units during testing of its in-board LPCI 24-inch flexible gate valve. During the
investigation of the root causes for these failures and in responding to the NRC staff's inquiries, the licensee
realized that, because of back-leakage of the downstream check valves, reactor system pressure could cause
the LPCI valves and the core spray injection valves to be susceptible to pressure locking during an accident.

Originating Document: Inspection Report 50-321/95-17, dated 08/24/95.

Regulatory Assessment: The NRC staff and the nuclear industry have been aware of pressure-locking
problems in gate valves for many years. The industry has issued several event reports describing failures of
safety-related gate valves to operate because of pressure locking. Several generic industry communications
have given guidance for identifying susceptible valves and for taking appropriate preventive and corrective
measures. Also, the NRC staff has provided information on pressure locking of gate valves to the industry and
has discussed the safety significance of the potential for pressure locking of gate valves at public meetings.

Resolution: The generic concern was resolved by the issuance of IN 95-30, "Susceptibility of Low-Pressure
Coolant Injection and Core Spray Injection Valves to Pressure Locking," and GL 95-07, "Pressure Locking and
Thermal Binding of Safety-Related Power-Operated Gate Valves."

Completion Date: 08/03/95

GCCA-0044: POTENTIALLY NONCONFORMING FASTENERS SUPPLIED BY A&G ENGINEERING II, INC.

TAC No.: M93226 Contact: J.R. Tappert

Description: IN 95-12, "Potentially Nonconforming Fasteners Supplied by A&G Engineering II, Inc.," was issued
on 02/21/95 to alert licensees to potentially non-conforming fasteners supplied from A&G Engineering II, Inc.
Additional information concerning de-carburization and the manufacturer of the fasteners was reviewed after IN
95-12 was issued. A supplement was proposed to relay this additional information to licensees.

Originating Document: OI Report 5-93-016R re A&G Engineering II, Inc.

Regulatory Assessment: PECO found that 143 out of 150 heavy hex nuts supplied by A&G and an
intermediary vendor HUB, Inc. had carbon contents significantly different from that reported on the Certified
Material Test Report (CMTR). The nuts were certified by A&G to be traceable to Hamanaka Nut Mgn. Co. Ltd.
The NRC has reviewed additional information since the issuance of IN 95-12. Further analysis of the rejected
nuts from PECO found that, when the surface material was removed, the remaining metal had the proper
carbon content. This would indicate that surface decarburization was primarily responsible for the previously
identified low carbon values. However, it is not clear what effect the observed surface decarburization has on the
thread integrity of the nuts. The NRC has also been contacted by the Hamanaka Nut Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Hamanaka believes that the rejected nuts were fraudulently labeled with their trademark. Hamanaka hot-forms
their trademark (raised), whereas the 143 rejected nuts had a stamped Hamanaka marking.

This concern is generic because A&G had supplied a significant amount of safety-related threaded fasteners
to the nuclear power industry. The proposed IN supplement updates the industry on the recent information
concerning surface decarburization and the Hamanaka trademark issues. The actual safety significance of the
surface decarburization has not been ascertained. The larger issue of substandard/nonconforming materials
being supplied to utilities is being addressed by the Special Inspection Branch (TSIB). They are performing a
number of inspections of vendors and utilities to determine the scope of the problem. Additionally, RES has been
requested to determine what level of sampling is required for commercial grade dedication. TSIB proposes to
issue a generic communication in the near future documenting their findings.

Resolution: Supplement 1 to IN 95-12 was issued on 10/05/95 to alert licensees to relevant plant operating
experiences.
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Completion Date: 10/05/95

GCCA-0045: CURRENT FIRE ENDURANCE TEST RESULTS FOR 3M INTERAM RACEWAY FIRE BARRIER
SYSTEMS

TAC No.: M93295 Contact: T.J. Carter

Description: A number of full-scale fire endurance tests were sponsored by Peak Seals Corporation. The results
of the fire endurance tests for electrical raceway fire barrier systems constructed from 3M Company Interam fire
barrier materials have not been provided to licensees.

Originating Document: None.

Regulatory Assessment: The staff was informed about the test program and witnessed the tests. To
provide information to licensees as soon as possible, the staff proposed that an IN be issued to present their
observations. The staff has not reviewed the test reports.

Resolution: IN 95-52, "Fire Endurance Test Results for Electrical Raceway Fire Barrier Systems Constructed
from 3M Company Interam Fire Barrier Materials," was issued on 11/14/95 to inform licensees of fire endurance
test results.

Completion Date: 11/14/95

GCCA-0046: POTENTIAL FOR DATA COLLECTION EQUIPMENT TO AFFECT PROTECTION SYSTEM
PERFORMANCE

TAC No.: M93359 Contact: E.M. McKenna

Description: Quad Cities-2 found that a portable computerized data acquisition system (DAS), connected
to instrumentation circuits to collect data, was affecting the signals being monitored. Two different problems
occurred:

(1) In December 1994, the licensee found that a RPS setpoint on low water level was reading out of tolerance
with the DAS connected to the circuit, but de-energized. Further evaluation found that in this configuration, the
DAS was a low internal impedance path in the circuit, allowing more current to be drawn and decreasing the
signal. This problem is similar to an event at Fermi-2 (that occurred in February 1995) that was the subject of IN
95-13.

(2) In July 1995, the licensee re-installed the DAS to collect further data. Instructions and precautions were taken
for the system not to be de-energized while connected (to avoid the above problem). However, two unexpected
interactions of the energized DAS with the circuits being monitored occurred. First, there was a change in
recirculation pump speed (in manual control) with no change demanded by the operator. Later, one water level
channel was indicating 8 inches low (and there were also changes in total indicated core flow). The DAS was
connected to the circuits being monitored by a ribbon cable that was unshielded from a terminal block external to
the DAS to a circuit board within the DAS. The signals being processed are DC signals. Pre-installation testing
had shown that stray AC voltage signals (present because of AC power supply to circuits) were present in the
circuit. This AC voltage normally did not affect proper functioning of the circuits. When the DAS was in use,
investigation revealed that electromagnetic interference across circuits within the ribbon cable caused feedback
from one circuit into another. This feedback would result in a signal that would add or subtract from the desired
signal being processed and resulted in changes in both control (recirculation pump) and indication.

Originating Document: Morning Report 3-95-0130, dated 08/07/95.

Regulatory Assessment: The DAS unit was considered by the licensee to be non-intrusive, so detailed testing
of the possible effects of the unit on parameters being monitored was not performed. Redundant channels
of instrumentation were simultaneously connected to the DAS, compromising the electrical separation of
independent channels that is required. Most, but not all, of the channels affected at Quad Cities were non-safety
related circuits. Only small changes in signals resulted, which were detected by plant personnel, and redundant
channels were not simultaneously affected. An IN had been issued on the Fermi event (where the DAS was
de-energized). To reinforce the need to consider possible interactions of a DAS (especially since it may be
connected to redundant channels), a supplement to the IN was issued.
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Resolution: IN 95-13, Supplement 1, "Potential for Data Collection Equipment to Affect Protection System
Performance," was issued on 11/22/95 to alert licensees to the relevant plant operating experience, but does not
require any licensee action.

Completion Date: 11/22/95

GCCA-0047: BORAFLEX DEGRADATION IN SPENT FUEL POOL STORAGE RACKS

TAC No.: M93373 Contact: P.C. Wen

Description: At South Texas Project (STP), blackness (neutron absorption) testing was performed during
August 1994 on selected Unit 1 spent fuel pool storage racks to determine the condition of the Boraflex. The test
results indicated that the Boraflex had significantly degraded due to dissolution of the Boraflex in the spent fuel
pool environment.

Originating Documents: Event Notification 28277 and LER 50-498/95-002.

Regulatory Assessment: On the basis of test and surveillance information from plants that have detected
areas of Boraflex degradation, no safety concern exists that warrants immediate action. Boraflex dissolution
appears to be a gradual and localized effect forewarned by relatively high silica levels in the pool water. Because
of the safety margin present in spent fuel storage pools, compliance with the required sub-criticality margin
(or conformance with the same margin to which licensees have committed in their updated FSARs) can be
expected to be maintained during the initial stage of Boraflex degradation. This safety margin is due to the 5%
sub-criticality margin assumed in the analysis, the generally lower reactivity of stored fuel than that assumed in
the safety analysis, and, in the case of PWRs, the presence of borated water in the pool. Therefore, continued
facility operation is justified.

Boraflex degradation is a generic concern. Since there are over 50 pools that contain Boraflex and in light of the
problems that were discovered at Palisades (IN 93-70), STP, and most recently at Fort Calhoun, this Boraflex
concern may be a widespread problem.

The staff proposed that an IN be issued to inform licensees of this concern and that a GL be developed to
require appropriate actions. TAC No. M93373 was initiated for the development of the IN.

Resolution: IN 95-38, "Degradation of Boraflex Neutron Absorber in Spent Fuel Storage Racks," was issued on
09/08/95. A GL on this topic is being developed by SRXB.

Completion Date: 09/08/95

GCCA-0048: RISK IMPACT OF MAINTENANCE DURING LOW POWER OPERATION AND SHUTDOWN

TAC No.: M93642 Contact: N.K. Hunemuller

Description: The details of a study were published which evaluated the risk impact of LCOs at low power
and shutdown in the current TS for Grand Gulf. A probabilistic model was developed for each of eight plant
operational states. The study indicated that the increase in conditional CDF for taking a single train of standby
service water out of service during low power and the first few days of hot shutdown was comparable to that at
full-power operation. During hot shutdown and cold shutdown, the study indicated that the increase in conditional
CDF could exceed that at full-power operation.

Originating Document: NUREG/CR-6166, "Risk Impact of BWR Technical Specifications Requirements During
Shutdown," published October 1994.

Regulatory Assessment: On 05/23/95, the Generic Issues and Events Assessment Panel initially determined
that there was a lack of sufficient data to support a conclusion of generic applicability on the specific issue of
the impact of service water maintenance shortly after shutdown. However, the broad concern of low power
and shutdown risk was generic. Although NUREG/CR-6166 was a public document, there was sufficient
management interest to proceed with development of an IN to ensure that licensees were aware of the study.
After further review, the Panel authorized development of an IN on 09/12/95.

Resolution: IN 95-57, "Risk Impact Study Regarding Maintenance During Low-Power Operation and
Shutdown," was issued on 12/13/95 to inform licensees of an RES study on the effect of system or equipment
maintenance on BWR low-power and shutdown CDF, but no licensee action was required.

Completion Date: 12/13/95
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GCCA-0049: LEGAL ACTIONS AGAINST THERMAL SCIENCE, INC., MANUFACTURER OF THERMO-LAG

TAC No.: M93668 Contact: T.J. Carter

Description: An IN was previously issued to inform interested parties that there was an indictment pending
against Thermal Science, Inc. A jury subsequently acquitted Thermal Science of all charges.

Originating Document: IN 94-86, "Legal Actions Against Thermal Science, Inc., Manufacturer of Thermo-Lag,"
issued 12/22/94.

Regulatory Assessment: This is not a safety issue. However, there is a need to clarify the record presented by
the original IN.

Resolution: IN 94-86, Supplement 1, "Legal Actions Against Thermal Science, Inc., Manufacturer of Thermo-
Lag," was issued on 11/15/95 to inform licensees that a jury acquitted Thermal Science, Inc. and its president of
making false statements.

Completion Date: 11/15/95

GCCA-0050: TRANSIENT INVOLVING OPEN SAFETY RELIEF VALVE FOLLOWED BY COMPLICATIONS

TAC No.: M93705 Contact: T.J. Carter

Description: During routine operation of Limerick Unit 1 on 09/11/95, one 2-stage Target Rock SRV opened and
stuck open causing a blowdown transient. This was the first time this particular type of SRV had unexpectedly
opened; cause was attributed to excessive steam leakage through the pilot valve. Reason for the initial leakage
is not known, but it is known that the stellite seat and disk had ultimately become badly eroded. Suppression
pool cooling was ongoing to remove heat being added to the pool by the leaking steam. However, as a result
of the blowdown transient, additional pool cooling was required and a second pump was started. Erratic flow
was observed subsequently on the initially running pump. This was interpreted as pump cavitation caused by
debris clogging the suction strainer. Upon inspection, the suction strainer on the pump that exhibited erratic
performance was found to be largely covered with a fibrous material and sludge.

Originating Document: Event Notification 29316, dated 09/11/95.

Regulatory Assessment: Sudden opening of an SRV is an initiating event that challenges safety systems and
has been analyzed. However, excessive steam leakage past the pilot valve with the subsequent SRV opening
is new and raises a generic concern since licensees cannot differentiate steam leaking through the main valve
or the pilot valve. The previously observed accumulation of material on the suction strainers at several reactors
has already led to a generic action plan which is still in progress. This event itself is of minor immediate concern
since the cooling function was retained. However, the fact that the licensee had been operating for months
with leaking SRVs is indicative of a potential "work around" with unexpected consequences. Furthermore,
the suppression pool at Limerick Unit 1 had never been cleaned even though an opportunity existed after
the licensee had removed a substantial amount of material from the Unit 2 pool during its cleaning. This
may demonstrate another lack of appreciation of the potential consequences. An IN was prepared rapidly to
alert licensees to the potential precursor of spurious SRV opening and reiterate the concern about unclean
suppression pools. The degradation of strainer performance due to debris accumulation during normal operation
may require additional generic action.

Resolution: IN 95-47, "Unexpected Opening of a Safety/Relief Valve and Complications Involving Suppression
Pool Cooling Strainer Blockage," was issued on 10/04/95 to alert licensees to a failure of an SRV to remain
closed during steady state operation and the ensuing complications involving blockage of a strainer located in
the suppression pool.

Completion Date: 10/04/95

GCCA-0051: UNEXPECTED CLOGGING OF RHR PUMP STRAINER WHILE OPERATION IN SUPPRESSION
POOL COOLING MODE

TAC No.: M93740 Contact: J.W. Shapaker

Description: On 09/11/95, Limerick-1 experienced a stuck-open SRV while operating at 100% power.
Attempts to close the valve were unsuccessful and a manual reactor scram was initiated. The licensee initiated
suppression pool cooling and subsequently experienced clogging of one RHR pump suction strainer.
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Originating Document: Event Notification 29316, dated 09/11/95.

Regulatory Assessment: 10 CFR 50.46 requires that licensees design their ECCS so that the calculated
cooling performance following a LOCA meets five criteria, one of which is to provide long-term cooling capability
of sufficient duration following a successful system initiation so that the core temperature shall be maintained
at an acceptably low value, and decay heat shall be removed for the extended period of time required by the
long-lived radioactivity remaining in the core. The ECCS is designed to meet this criterion, assuming the worst
single active failure and only partially obstructed flow through the strainer(s). The Limerick event demonstrated
that inadequate suppression pool cleanliness can adversely impact ECCS performance and could prevent the
ECCS from performing its safety function of long-term decay heat removal following a LOCA. As a result, BWR
licensees were requested to take certain actions that, if required, would be compliance backfits under the terms
of 10 CFR 50.109(a)(4)(i), i.e., would be necessary to ensure compliance with NRC rules and regulations. IN
95-47, "Unexpected Opening of a Safety/Relief Valve and Complications Involving Suppression Pool Cooling
Strainer Blockage," was issued on 10/04/95 to alert licensees about the event and its consequences.

Resolution: Bulletin 95-02, "Unexpected Clogging of a Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Pump Strainer While
Operating in Suppression Pool Cooling Mode."

Completion Date: 11/26/95

GCCA-0052: UNEXPECTED OPENING OF AN SRV AND COMPLICATIONS INVOLVING SUPPRESSION
POOL STRAINER BLOCKAGE

TAC No.: M93840 Contact: E.M. McKenna

Description: On 09/11/95, an SRV at Limerick-1 opened unexpectedly. An IN issued on 10/04/95 to alert
licensees about the event required revision.

Originating Document: IN 95-47, "Unexpected Opening of a Safety/Relief Valve and Complications Involving
Suppression Pool Cooling Strainer Blockage," dated 10/04/95.

Regulatory Assessment: This TAC was opened for issuance of a revision to IN 95-47. (See GCCA-0050 for
further details on the initiating event and the IN.) In addition, Bulletin 95-02, "Unexpected Clogging of RHR Pump
Strainer While Operating in Suppression Pool Cooling Mode," was issued on 10/17/95 (See TAC M93740).

The IN revision was proposed to clarify licensee planned actions when tail pipe temperature limits were reached
and to note that the NRC plans to evaluate the potential generic implications of significant leakage through
Target Rock 2-stage safety/relief valves, such as occurred at Limerick (this generic effort is being tracked under
TAC No. M93841). Details on licensee proposed action plans are contained in a letter dated 10/06/95, from
PECO Energy Company [Accession No. 9510120218].

Resolution: IN 95-47, Revision 1, "Unexpected Opening of a Safety/Relief Valve and Complications Involving
Suppression Pool Cooling Strainer Blockage," was issued on 11/30/95.

Completion Date: 11/30/95

GCCA-0053: DECAY HEAT MANAGEMENT PRACTICES DURING REFUELING

TAC No.: M94087 Contact: D.L. Skeen

Description: Adequacy of decay heat management practices during refueling outages was called into question
as a result of an NRC review of a design change at Millstone-1 (submitted to the staff on 07/28/95). The practice
of unloading the entire core from the reactor vessel to the SFP during refueling has become fairly common.
However, a full core off-load during refueling may potentially exceed the ability of the SFP cooling system to
maintain SFP temperature within its design limit, if other means are not available to assist the SFP cooling
system.

The staff's guidance for review of SFP cooling system design in SRP Section 9.1.3 specifies consideration of
a single failure of a cooling system component in evaluating the capability for long-term cooling of the SFP.
However, the guidance specifies that the evaluation of cooling system capability for short-term, high heat load
conditions need not consider a single failure of a cooling system component. Regardless of this guidance, the
licensing basis for SFP cooling is not consistent from plant to plant.

Originating Document: LER 50-245 93-011, dated 10/18/93.
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Regulatory Assessment: Not all plants perform a full-core off-load during refueling. Some plants that do
perform full-core off-loads have adequately addressed them in their FSARs. Plants are most at risk shortly after
shutdown when decay heat is at its highest level. After some time has past (in the range of a few days) the
decay heat has had a chance to dissipate to the point where SFP cooling systems can handle it. Most plants
do not start moving fuel for at least a few days after shutdown. Also, although the design temperature limit for a
SFP may be 150F, administrative limits in the range of 110 to 125F are in place to protect personnel working on
the refueling floor. If temperatures were to get into this administrative range during refueling, the core off-loading
could simply be stopped until additional cooling could be aligned or the heat dissipated over time.

Resolution: On 11/21/95, NRC determined that development of an IN was warranted. The notice alerted
licensees to the importance of assuring that: (1) planned core off-load evolutions, including refueling practices
and irradiated decay heat removal, are consistent with the licensing basis, including the FSAR, TS, and license
conditions; (2) changes are evaluated through the application of the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59, as appropriate;
and (3) all relevant procedures associated with core offloads have been appropriately reviewed.

IN 95-54, "Decay Heat Management Practices During Refueling Outages," was issued on 12/01/95. The staff
continues to look at the adequacy of SFP cooling systems and other cooling systems that are available during
refueling as part of an action plan (TAC No. M88094) that began when questions were raised about the design
basis of the SFP at Susquehanna Steam Electric Station.

Completion Date: 12/01/95

GCCA-0054: POTENTIAL FOR LOSS OF AUTOMATIC ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION

TAC No.: M94179 Contact: C. Doutt

Description: On 02/02/95, during performance of an analysis of the potential effects of a steamline break
such as pipe whip and jet impingement in the turbine building on the automatic ESF functions of the W SSPS,
Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E), the licensee for Diablo Canyon, identified a condition where such
a break could result in failure of one train of the SSPS. This failure concurrent with a single active failure in the
other SSPS train (the plant licensing basis) could result in loss of the automatic SSPS ESF functions needed to
mitigate the steamline break.

Originating Documents: 10 CFR 50.72, Event Notification 28318, dated 02/02/95, and IN 95-10, Supplement 1,
"Potential for Loss of Automatic Engineered Safety Features Actuation," dated 02/10/95.

Regulatory Assessment: Subsequent to notification of the concern by PG&E, the licensees for Farley, North
Anna, Salem, Sequoyah, Shearon Harris, and Summer informed the staff that their SSPS was subject to
the same concerns as those noted at Diablo Canyon. Based on the low probability of the steamline break of
concern, and the fact that the manual ESF actuation capability was not affected by the postulated steamline
break, the staff granted enforcement discretion for a period of two weeks to those licensees who declared the
SSPS inoperable, in order for them to make the necessary modifications to fix the problem.

Resolution: In order to meet the plant licensing basis for compliance with the single failure criterion as stated
in IEEE 279, the affected licensees modified the SSPS circuitry by providing qualified electrical isolation of
the SSPS power supply from the input circuitry. The staff confirmed that affected licensees completed and
satisfactorily tested the modification. In addition, the staff reviewed the licensing basis for other W plants with the
SSPS and confirmed that they are not subject to the postulated failure mode identified at Diablo Canyon.

Completion Date: 04/11/95

GCCA-0055: FAILURES IN ROSEMOUNT PRESSURE TRANSMITTERS DUE TO HYDROGEN
PERMEATION INTO THE SENSOR CELL

TAC No.: M91644 Contact: S. V. Athavale

Description: On 11/22/94, while St. Lucie was in cold shutdown and in the process of filling and venting the
RCS, two of the four pressurizer pressure channel transmitters failed high within 5 minutes of each other
resulting in initiation of safety injection on high pressure signals. The affected transmitters were manufactured by
Rosemount, Inc. Subsequent analysis of the failed transmitters identified entrapped hydrogen gas in the sensor
cell which caused the sensor cell isolator diaphragm to deform (bow). Additional analysis determined that the
isolating diaphragm material was made of Monel Alloy 400 instead of the Rosemount specified 316L stainless
steel for this service. Monel 400 is permeable to monatomic hydrogen.
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Originating Documents: LER 50-335, 94-009, dated 12/19/94; Rosemount 10 CFR 21, dated 03/21/95; IN
95-20, "Failures in Rosemount Pressure Transmitters Due to Hydrogen Permeation Into the Sensor Cell," dated
03/22/95.

Regulatory Assessment: The staff determined that the identified failure in Rosemount transmitters was
generic, but the Rosemount Part 21 indicated only a relatively small number of affected transmitters made
from a lot of Monel 400 rather than 316L stainless steel. Further, the affected transmitters are for use in high
pressure systems only. No other licensees identified similar failures in Rosemount transmitters and, because the
transmitters fail high, the failure is readily detectable during calibration and would be indicated to the operator
in the control room. In addition, the failure was likely the result of gas evolution from depressurization and re-
pressurization during shutdown and startup and, therefore, would not occur during normal power operation.

The staff requested all licensees to address this concern by: (1) determining whether affected Rosemount
transmitters were being used in their plants; (2) assessing the impact of these transmitters on plant operational
safety; and (3) identifying when the affected transmitters would be replaced with the properly designed
transmitters. The staff reviewed the licensee responses and determined that proper actions were being taken to
deal with the concern.

Resolution: Licensees committed to replace the affected Rosemount transmitters with correctly designed
transmitters or confirmed that no affected transmitters were used in a service where they could impact plant
safety. The staff conducted an inspection of the Rosemount QA process in order to confirm that a subsequent
QA breakdown, such as the material error, will not occur again. The staff verified that Rosemount has taken the
necessary steps to correct the QA process.

Completion Date: 04/25/95

GCCA-0056: AUGMENTED REACTOR VESSEL INSPECTION

TAC No.: M67462 Contact: E.J. Benner

Description: 10 CFR 50.55a (g)(6)(ii)(A), "Augmented Examination of Reactor Vessel," was issued in 1992 to
require a one-time augmented inspection of the reactor vessel in accordance with the 1989 Edition of Section XI
of the ASME Code. TAC No. M67462 was issued to DE to answer questions that licensees had concerning the
new rule.

Originating Document: Issuance of new Rule 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(6)(ii)(A), Federal Register Notice 57 FR
34673, dated 08/06/92.

Regulatory Assessment: Based on interactions between DE and the industry on related ISI reviews, it became
apparent that several licensees were either unaware of the rule or had misconceptions regarding staff approvals
required by the rule when complete inspection coverage cannot be achieved. DE subsequently requested an
additional TAC No. (M93643) to develop an IN to alert licensees to the presence of the rule and to provide
clarification of the rule to licensees.

An IN is an appropriate generic resolution. Greater generic action is not warranted because of the pre-existing
presence of the rule. The IN is warranted because of evidence that licensees are either unaware of the rule or
unaware of the full ramifications of the rule demonstrated by a lack of comprehensive examinations by licensees.

Resolution: IN 96-32, "Implementation of 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(6)(ii)(A), `Augmented Examination of Reactor
Vessel,'" was issued on 06/05/96 (Accession No. 9605200277).

Completion Date: 05/29/96

GCCA-0057: CONSIDERATION OF POSITION CHANGEABLE VALVES

TAC No.: M82072 Contact: J.W. Shapaker

Description: The NRC, with the assistance of BNL, reviewed and evaluated the concerns associated with the
mis-positioning of valves from the control room and determined that the recommendations in GL 89-10, "Safety-
Related Motor-Operated Valve Testing and Surveillance," should be changed.

Originating Document: Letter from the W Owners Group, dated 07/21/92, requesting that the NRC notify PWR
licensees that the provisions of GL 89-10 for valve mis-positioning are not applicable to PWRs.
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Regulatory Assessment: The NRC no longer considers the inadvertent operation of MOVs from the control
room to be within the scope of GL 89-10 for PWRs. Therefore, Supplement 7 to GL 89-10 is a relaxation of the
recommendations set forth in GL 89-10 and prior supplements. Implementation of this relaxation is voluntary and
Supplement 7 requests neither actions nor information from licensees. Licensees that may have taken action, or
made commitments related to valve mis-positioning prior to the issuance of Supplement 7, are allowed to take
advantage of this relaxed position provided licensees document the change in their GL 89-10 program.

Resolution: Issuance of GL 89-10, Supplement 7, "Consideration of Valve Mispositioning in Pressurized-Water
Reactors," dated 01/24/96 (Accession No. 9601190442).

Completion Date: 01/26/96

GCCA-0058: PROBLEM OF GREASE LEAKAGE IN PRE-STRESSED CONCRETE CONTAINMENT

TAC No.: M85236 Contact: T.A. Greene

Description: There are 41 pre-stressed concrete containments (PCC) with greased unbonded tendons in the
U.S. The ISI requirements for PCCs provide an assurance that the grease leakage will not result in inadequate
protection of tendon elements against corrosion. However, there is a concern that, if the petroleum-based grease
leaks into the concrete constituents in significant amount, the concrete strength properties (compressive, shear,
and bond strengths) could be reduced to an extent that the containment's capacity is appreciably degraded.
The purpose of this TAC was to investigate the properties of concrete in PCC as affected by the permeation of
grease.

Originating Document: NRR became aware of significant grease leakage through the concrete of several
PCCs, e.g., Trojan, ANO-1, TMI-1, and Fort Calhoun.

Regulatory Assessment: NRR is increasingly examining the effectiveness of its regulations from a risk
perspective. Current regulations that govern containment design and performance are derived from assuring
that the containment will withstand DBEs and provide for structural margin in the design. When evaluated
under severe accident conditions, both reinforced and pre-stressed concrete containments are calculated to
have ultimate failure pressure two to three times the design pressure. The results of a 1:8 scale model test of
a cylindrical containment indicated a failure pressure of four times the design pressure (NUREG/CR-4209) and
that of a 1:6 scale model of a cylindrical reinforced concrete containment indicated a failure pressure of three
times the design pressure (NUREG/CR-5476). However, these predictions are all based on the assumption of
an undegraded containment. NRC currently does not have any insights or information on the performance of a
degraded containment under severe accident conditions.

Resolution: In a memorandum from W.T. Russell to D.L. Morrison, "User Needs for Degraded Containment
Research," dated 05/08/96, NRR requested RES to perform research on the effects grease leakage through
the containment concrete from tendon sheaths has on containment structural integrity of PCC. The objective of
the proposed research is to determine the effect of leaking grease on the structure capacities of PCCs under
accident conditions up to and including severe accidents. The research is to identify whether or not grease
leakage leads to a loss of containment strength such that the ability of a containment with grease leakage to
meet the design basis is brought into question, or if non-negligible increase in risk occur as a result of reductions
in ultimate containment capacity. If this concern is confirmed, NRR will then propose that the industry address
the issue.

Completion Date: 06/17/96

GCCA-0059: GENERIC BWR STRAINER CLOGGING

TAC No.: M86925 Contact: J.W. Shapaker

Description: 10 CFR 50.46 requires that adequate ECCS flow be provided to maintain the core temperature
at an acceptably low value and to remove decay heat for the extended period of time required by the long-
lived radioactivity remaining in the core following a DBA. Therefore, based on operating experiences at several
domestic and foreign reactors, the NRC issued Bulletin 96-03 to request that holders of operating licenses for
BWRs implement appropriate procedural measures and plant modifications to ensure the capability of the ECCS
to perform its safety function following a LOCA. The NRC identified three potential resolution options; however, a
licensee may propose an alternative approach that provides an equivalent level of assurance that the ECCS will
be able to perform its safety function following a LOCA.
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Originating Document: NUREG/CR-6224, "Parametric Study of the Potential for BWR ECCS Strainer Blockage
Due to LOCA Generated Debris," published October 1995.

Regulatory Assessment: The actions requested by Bulletin 96-03 are considered backfits under the terms of
10 CFR 50.109(a)(4)(i) and are necessary to ensure that licensees are in compliance with existing NRC rules
and regulations. Nevertheless, the resolution approach presented in the bulletin provides an interpretation of
what licensees are expected to do to comply with 10 CFR 50.46 that heretofore has not been documented as an
NRC position for the nuclear power industry.

Resolution: Issuance of Bulletin 96-03, "Potential Plugging of Emergency Core Cooling Suction Strainers by
Debris in Boiling-Water Reactors," dated 05/06/96 (Accession No. 9605020119).

Completion Date: 05/06/96

GCCA-0060: INADEQUATE TESTING OF SAFETY-RELATED LOGIC CIRCUITS

TAC No.: M90863 Contact: J.W. Shapaker

Description: The NRC has issued numerous INs regarding problems with testing of safety-related logic circuits:
IN 88-83, "Inadequate Testing of Relay Contacts in Safety-Related Logic Circuits," dated 10/19/88; IN 91-13,
"Inadequate Testing of Emergency Diesel Generators (EDGs)," dated 03/04/91; IN 92-40, "Inadequate Testing
of Emergency Bus Undervoltage Logic Circuitry," dated 05/27/92; IN 93-15, "Failure to Verify the Continuity of
Shunt Trip Attachment Contacts in Manual Safety Injection and Reactor Trip Switches," dated 02/18/93; and
IN 93-38, "Inadequate Testing of Engineered Safety Features Actuation Systems," dated 05/24/93. Despite
these notices, events occurred similar to those described in the INs which indicated that licensees had not taken
sufficient action to correct previously identified problems in logic circuit surveillance testing. On 03/07/95, NRC
issued IN 95-15, "Inadequate Logic Testing of Safety-Related Circuits," which informed licensees about the more
recent events. Nevertheless, the NRC determined that licensees should review their surveillance procedures for
the RPS, EDG load-shedding and sequencing, and actuation logic for the ESFS to ensure that complete testing
is being performed as required by the TS.

Originating Document: Multiple events at nuclear power reactors.

Regulatory Assessment: A number of NRC regulations document the requirements to test safety-related
systems to ensure that they will function as designed when called upon. 10 CFR 50.36, Paragraph (c)(3),
"Technical Specifications," states that, "surveillance requirements are requirements relating to test, calibration or
inspection to assure that the necessary quality of systems and components is maintained, that facility operation
will be within the safety limits, and that the limiting conditions of operation will be met." Surveillance requirements
to assure continued operability of safety-related logic circuits have been included in the plant-specific TS for all
operating nuclear power plants. Other documents that provide a basis for these requirements include:

- 10 CFR 50.55a, "Codes and Standards," paragraph (h) which includes reference to IEEE Standard 279,
"Criteria for Protection Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations";

- Appendix A to 10 CFR 50, GDC 21, "Protection System for Reliability and Testability";

- Appendix A to 10 CFR 50, GDC 18, "Inspection and Testing of Electric Power Systems";

- Appendix B to 10 CFR 50, Criterion XI, "Test Control";

- RG 1.118, "Periodic Testing of Electric Power and Protection Systems";

- RG 1.32, "Criteria for Safety-Related Electric Power Systems for Nuclear Power Plants."

Therefore, the actions requested by GL 96-01 are considered backfits under the terms of 10 CFR 50.109(a)(4)(i)
and are necessary to ensure that licensees are in compliance with existing NRC rules and regulations.

Resolution: Issuance of GL 96-01, "Testing of Safety-Related Logic Circuits," dated 01/10/96 (Accession No.
9601050193).

Completion Date: 02/27/96

GCCA-0061: BORAFLEX DEGRADATION IN SPENT FUEL POOL STORAGE RACKS

TAC No.: M91447 Contact: J.W. Shapaker
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Description: The degradation of Boraflex that has been observed in spent fuel storage racks has been
addressed by the NRC in several INs: 87-43 (Accession No. 8709010085); 93-70 (Accession No. 9309070206),
and 95-38 (Accession No. 9509050009). Furthermore, EPRI has been studying the phenomenon of Boraflex
degradation for several years and has identified two concerns with respect to using Boraflex in spent fuel storage
racks. The first is related to gamma radiation-induced shrinkage of Boraflex and the potential to develop tears
or gaps in the material. This aspect is typically accounted for in criticality analyses of spent fuel storage racks.
The second concern is the long-term Boraflex performance throughout the intended service life of the racks as a
result of gamma irradiation and exposure to the wet pool environment.

Originating Document: Numerous reports of Boraflex degradation.

Regulatory Assessment: On the basis of test and surveillance information from plants that have detected areas
of Boraflex degradation, no safety concern exists that warrants immediate action. Boraflex dissolution appears
to be a gradual and localized effect, forewarned by relatively high silica levels in the pool water. This occurrence
of increased pool silica is more pronounced in PWRs than BWRs because of the greater effectiveness of silica
removal by the BWR demineralizers in the non-borated pool water environment. Because of the safety margin
present in spent fuel storage pools, compliance with the required sub-criticality margin (or conformance with the
same margin to which licensees have committed in their updated FSARs) can be expected to be maintained
during the initial stage of Boraflex degradation. This safety margin is due to the conservatism in treating the
reactivity effects of possible variations in material characteristics and mechanical tolerances and the generally
lower reactivity of stored fuel than that assumed in the safety analysis. However, to verify compliance with
both the regulatory requirements of GDC 62 and the 5% sub-criticality margins, either contained in the TS or
committed to in the updated FSARs, and to maintain an appropriate degree of defense-in-depth measures, the
staff has concluded that it is appropriate for licensees to submit information under the provisions of Section 182a
of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and 10 CFR Part 50.54(f).

Resolution: Issuance of GL 96-04, "Boraflex Degradation in Spent Fuel Pool Storage Racks," dated 06/26/96
[Accession No. 9606240132].

Completion Date: 06/26/96

GCCA-0062: ANSYS AND GTSTRUDL COMPUTER PROGRAM ERROR NOTIFICATIONS

TAC No.: M91542 Contact: E.Y. Wang

Description: Boeing Computer Services (BCS) submitted a 10 CFR 21 notification describing errors identified
in ANSYS and GTSTRUDL computer programs. Both programs are used for the design and analysis of safety-
related nuclear power plant structures, systems and components, and more recently, for the design and analysis
of plant modifications. There were five organizations that BCS was unable to contact because the organizations
have moved or dissolved. Mail to these five organizations was returned to BCS by the US Postal Service.

Originating Document: Part 21 Log Number 95-078, a BCS Error Notification, dated 02/13/95 (Accession No.
9502220192).

Regulatory Assessment: Neither NRC nor BCS was able to evaluate the safety significance of some of the
errors. Some of these errors that can prevent execution of the program sub-routines do not impact the safety-
related calculations. In addition, utilities and other organizations that have received notification from BCS
reported that the errors identified did not affect any safety-related calculations.

Resolution: IN 96-29, "Requirements in 10 CFR Part 21 For Reporting And Evaluating Software Errors," was
issued on 05/20/96 to alert the industry of the potential problem (see Accession No. 9605150209).

Completion Date: 05/20/96

GCCA-0063: INADEQUATE CONTROL OF MOLDED-CASE CIRCUIT BREAKERS

TAC No.: M91622 Contact: J.R. Tappert

Description: Exercising of circuit breakers prior to surveillance testing does not provide good information on
the as-found condition of the breakers. During inspections, both Diablo Canyon and South Texas licensees
were found to cycle their circuit breakers prior to performing overcurrent surveillance testing. Periodic inspection
and testing of circuit breakers in their as-found condition is an appropriate way of demonstrating the functional
operability of the breaker and of detecting any degradation.
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Originating Documents: Inspection Reports 50-275, 323/94-27, dated 12/21/94 (Accession No. 9501060003),
and 50-498, 499/94-35, dated 01/19/95 (Accession No. 9502010083).

Regulatory Assessment: The practice of pre-conditioning before testing (e.g., lubricating pivot points and
manually cycling the breaker) defeats the purpose of the periodic test. Such pre-conditioning does not confirm
continued operability between tests, nor does it provide information on the condition of the circuit breaker for
trending purposes. Testing some circuit breakers in the as-found condition can provide useful data on which to
base decisions on surveillance intervals and the ability of the untested circuit breakers to perform their intended
function. Since only a fraction of the circuit breakers are tested each refueling outage to justify the operability of
the remaining circuit breakers, pre-conditioning before testing does not provide the expected assurance of the
operability of remaining breakers which are not tested. By pre-conditioning circuit breakers, useful information
may be lost because the breaker may not have been capable of performing its intended function without pre-
conditioning.

Resolution: IN 96-24, "Preconditioning of Molded-Case Circuit Breakers before Surveillance Testing," was
issued on 04/25/96 (Accession No. 9604220229).

Completion Date: 04/25/96

GCCA-0064: RELOCATION OF RCS PRESSURE/TEMPERATURE LIMITS

TAC No.: M91749 Contact: J.W. Shapaker

Description: During the development of the improved STS, a change was proposed to relocate the pressure/
temperature (P/T) limit curves and Ltop setpoint curves and values currently contained in the TS to a licensee-
controlled document. As one of the improvements to the STS, the staff agreed with the industry that the curves
and setpoints may be relocated outside the TS to a licensee-controlled document so that the licensee could
maintain these limits efficiently and at a lower cost, provided that the parameters for constructing the curves and
setpoints are derived using a methodology approved by the NRC.

Originating Document: Improved STS.

Regulatory Assessment: Any action by licensees to propose changes to TS in accordance with the guidance in
GL 96-03 is voluntary and, therefore, is not a backfit under 10 CFR 50.109.

Resolution: GL 96-03, "Relocation of the Pressure/Temperature Limit Curves and Low Temperature
Overpressure Protection System Limits," was issued on 01/31/96 (Accession No. 9601290350).

Completion Date: 01/31/96

GCCA-0065: RECONSIDERATION OF PLANT SECURITY REQUIREMENTS

TAC No.: M91896 Contact: J.W. Shapaker

Description: In an SRM dated 02/18/94, the Commission endorsed staff recommendations to: (1) issue generic
correspondence informing licensees of the opportunity to revise certain commitments in their security plan; and
(2) proceed with rulemaking regarding specific changes to reduce or eliminate certain security requirements. GL
96-02 identifies those areas in which licensees may choose to revise their plans without having to wait for the
issuance of rule changes.

Originating Document: SRM dated 02/18/94.

Regulatory Assessment: The NRC has reconsidered its positions on certain security measures associated with
protecting nuclear power plants against an internal threat. Suggestions contained in the GL for the reduction
or elimination of security requirements that provide only marginal protection against the insider threat are not
NRC requirements, and no specific action or written response is required. Some of the suggested security plan
changes require the submittal of a license amendment, in accordance with 10 CFR 50.90, while other changes
may be processed in accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 50.54(p) and can be implemented without NRC
approval.

Resolution: GL 96-02, "Reconsideration of Nuclear Power Plant Security Requirements Associated With an
Internal Threat," was issued on 02/13/96 (Accession No. 9601230206).

Completion Date: 02/13/96
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GCCA-0066: FIRES IN EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR EXCITERS

TAC No.: M92594 Contact: J.R. Tappert

Description: Potential for a fire in an emergency diesel exciter during operation following undetected fuse
blowing. On 09/30/94 at Wolf Creek, the "A" train EDG main power potential transformer of the static exciter-
voltage regulator caught fire after about one hour of sustained high power operation. On 10/11/94, the "B" EDG
exciter caught fire under similar circumstances. After each fire, the licensee found that one of the 100-amp fuses
in the secondary circuits of the exciter potential transformer had blown. It was subsequently determined that the
fuses had blown due to manual engine shutdown without exciter shutdown. Because there was no blown-fuse
indication, the normal full and above full-power runs for routine testing were conducted subsequently without
knowing that the fuses had blown and "single phased" the potential transformers. The "single phased" potential
transformers became overloaded, suffered progressive insulation breakdown, and eventually caught fire.

Originating Document: Inspection Report 50-482/94-13, dated 11/16/94 (Accession No. 9411220024).

Regulatory Assessment: The licensee has installed blown fuse indications on the EDG exciter cabinets. The
licensee has also installed volts-per-hertz protection to avoid this potential failure mode. In other designs, under-
frequency protection is often available that will independently shut down the exciter upon loss of the prime
mover. However, EDG exciter systems that remain on, either through system design flaw or malfunction, after
engine mechanical shutdown may fail in a manner similar to that experienced by Wolf Creek. An IN was issued
to alert licensees to this concern.

Resolution: IN 96-23, "Fires in Emergency Diesel Generator Exciters During Operation Following Undetected
Fuse Blowing," was issued on 04/22/96 (Accession No. 9604170169).

Completion Date: 04/22/96

GCCA-0067: INADEQUATE CAPACITY OF CCW LEADS TO FREON RELEASE TO THE CONTROL ROOM

TAC No.: M92595 Contact: W.F. Burton

Description: On 11/14/94, the licensee for Fort Calhoun initiated a plant shutdown because an engineering
analysis had shown that the control room air-conditioners could be disabled by a large primary coolant system
pipe rupture or a main steamline break inside the containment. This could result in creating an environment
in the control room which could hinder operator activities and increase temperatures above the design
temperatures of safety-related equipment in the control room.

Originating Document: Event Notification 28029, dated 11/14/94.

Regulatory Assessment: A large primary coolant system pipe rupture or main steamline break inside the
containment could cause the closed-cycle cooling water (CCW) temperature to rise rapidly because of the large
heat input from the containment coolers during these postulated accidents. As a result, the CCW temperature
could exceed the maximum post-accident CCW temperature specified in the FSAR, as well as the temperature
used to calculate thermal stresses in certain piping segments.

The control room air-conditioning units are equipped with rupture discs that are designed to blow out on high
CCW temperature. If the refrigerant was released, the air-conditioning units could not be recovered. Without
air-conditioning, and with the control room ventilation system operating in the emergency pressurization mode,
the control room temperature could increase to levels that could hinder operator activities and cause the design
temperatures of safety-related equipment in the control cabinets to be exceeded.

The complex nature of CCW systems may prevent correct identification of the most limiting potential operating
configuration of the system. Certain safety-related components served by CCW systems, such as air-
conditioning units and EDGs may fail in a non-recoverable manner as a result of these temperature transients.
As a result of a loss of CCW, safety-related systems which depend on CCW for cooling may become inoperable.
An IN has been issued to alert licensees of the need to identify the most limiting system configuration and
provide the proper procurement specifications for the air-conditioning units.

Resolution: IN 96-01, "Potential for High Post-Accident Closed-Cycle Cooling Water Temperatures to Disable
Equipment Important To Safety," was issued on 01/03/96 (Accession No. 9512270372).

Completion Date: 01/03/96
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GCCA-0068: BWR STABILITY WITH FLOW SLIGHTLY LESS THAN NATURAL CIRCULATION FLOW

TAC No.: M92601 Contact: T.J. Carter

Description: Two instances of power operation have occurred in which the core flow, following run-back of the
recirculation pumps, appeared to be less than that normally attributed to natural convection flow as shown on the
power/flow maps available to reactor operators. Since this does not fit the expected response, the operators may
not understand what could be happening to cause this observation.

Originating Document: Morning Report 1-95-0078, dated 06/06/95.

Regulatory Assessment: An apparent flow less than that associated with natural circulation may be explained
by a number of subtle things. The power/flow maps are general curves and should not be assumed to present
precise values, and flow instrumentation is not calibrated for flow rates near that resulting from natural
convection. For these reasons, the staff does not believe there is a significant safety concern. An IN should be
issued to inform the operators of the various mitigating considerations thereby clarifying their response to such
an observation.

Resolution: IN 96-16, "BWR Operation With Indicated Flow Less Than Natural Circulation," was issued on
03/14/96 [Accession No. 9603110159].

Completion Date: 03/19/96

GCCA-0069: TERRY TURBINE DEPENDABILITY

TAC No.: M92636 Contact: T.J. Carter

Description: Over the years there have been a number of operability problems associated with Terry turbines.
The turbine's principal use is as the driver for pumps in the AFW system at PWRs and in the RCIC system at
BWRs, both of which are safety-related systems. Since not every licensee experiences the same problems,
there has not been a universally endorsed effort to improve the operability and reliability of turbine-driven pumps.
As a result, evaluations have been made of individual problems after they occur, and some facilities have
implemented corrective actions. No overall assessment that considers all the known problems with universal
implementation has occurred.

Originating Document: NUREG-1275, Vol. 10, "AEOD Operating Experience Feedback Report - Reliability of
Safety-Related Steam Turbine-Driven Standby Pumps," October 1994, and numerous recently reported events.

Regulatory Assessment: The sequences where the turbine-driven pumps are most important to safety are
those that involve a loss of all AC power, or during an SBO, particularly at PWRs. At BWRs, there are diverse
or redundant means of coping with an SBO and the safety significance of a failure of a single Terry turbine is
reduced. For SBO scenarios, the amount of decrease in the conditional damage frequency that can be gained
by increasing the reliability of the turbine-driven AFW pump is limited by risk associated with a seal-LOCA. The
perceived unreliability or unavailability of these machines is often overstated, given the fact that essentially all
failures of concern are recoverable within a short period of time and, therefore, the pumps can still be available
for mitigating SBO scenarios. Thus, there is no real immediate safety concern that requires immediate regulatory
response or action by the staff.

Resolution: Memorandum from L.B. Marsh to G.M. Holahan, "Terry Turbine Reliability and Future NRC Actions
(TAC No. M92636)," dated 05/15/96. The conclusion was that existing and proposed rules are available to obtain
needed information and achieve adequate system reliability including remedial actions. Industry should be
allowed to resolve the issue through their own initiatives.

Completion Date: 06/15/96

GCCA-0070: EVALUATE IMPACT OF RCP SUPPORT COLUMN TILT ON LEAK BEFORE BREAK
ANALYSES

TAC No.: M93024 Contact: C.V. Hodge

Description: To avert interference with crossover leg piping, the support designer at a PWR plant arranged for
the base of the front inside support column for a RCP to be placed 6 to 12 inches closer to the reactor pressure
vessel than in the original design. W, the NSSS vendor, determined that the resulting 2 to 5 degree tilt in the
column decreased the vertical stiffness by a small amount. More significantly, however, W determined that it
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might degrade the thermal expansion and loop loadings of the system. W identified the affected plants: Callaway,
Seabrook, Watts Bar-1 & 2, Comanche Peak-1 & 2, Sequoyah-1 & 2, Wolf Creek, Farley-1 & 2, Summer,
Vogtle-1 & 2, and Shearon Harris.

Originating Document: Part 21 Log No. 95016, "Closeout of an Interim Report of an Evaluation of a Deviation
or Failure to Comply Pursuant to 10 CFR 21.21(a)(2)," dated 11/15/94 (Accession No. 9411280210).

Regulatory Assessment: The safety significance of this problem is the potential decrease in analyzed safety
margin against unstable crack growth in an RCS loop. The maintenance of the safety margin is needed to justify
the application of leak-before-break criteria.

Resolution: EMCB reviewed the Part 21 notification for leak-before-break (LBB) analysis, determined a need
for additional information from licensees of the affected plants, and requested that project managers for the
affected plants request the following data: (1) comparison of applied loads used in the initial LBB analysis
and the increased loads as a result of column tilt; (2) comparison of margins on critical crack size to leakage
crack size with and without the column tilt; (3) crack stability analysis using the increased piping loads; and (4)
demonstration that the leakage crack will not experience unstable crack growth even if larger loads (at least
sqrt(2) times the normal plus safe shutdown earthquake loads) are applied. The factor sqrt(2) may be reduced
to 1.0 if the loads are combined absolutely. On the basis of information obtained, EMCB determined that all
affected licensees have reviewed and responded to the W Nuclear Safety Advisory Letter NSAL-94-025, dated
11/10/94, (Accession No. 9607260276), on this subject. All licensees reported that the primary system piping in
their plants satisfy the necessary margins in the LLB analyses.

Completion Date: 06/04/96

GCCA-0071: FISH MOUTH BURST AND BOWING OF PREVIOUSLY-PLUGGED STEAM GENERATOR
TUBES

TAC No.: M93227 Contact: E.J. Benner

Description: During an SG inspection at Haddam Neck, a "fishmouth" opening in a plugged tube was observed.
In addition, the tube was reported to be bowed towards the tube lane by 0.5 to 0.75 inches.

Originating Document: NRC Morning Report I-95-0034, dated 03/01/95.

Regulatory Assessment: W has previously analyzed burst plugged tube conditions because of previous
events. The reported bowing of tubes is a new development in that contact of the adjacent tubes is possible. An
IN has been proposed to inform licensees of W recommendations for burst and bowed tubes that leaking plugs
be replaced, if leakage is detected during future outages, and that tubes which are adjacent to plugged tubes be
inspected for signs of wear, at all future outages, until remedial action has been taken to remove the potential for
plugged tubes to be pressurized to burst.

The safety significance of this concern is low because calculations of dynamic interaction of the burst tube with
neighboring tubes indicate that significant wear of the neighboring tubes would not be expected in the course of
one cycle of operation.

Resolution: Because of perceived low safety significance of the concern, the NRR/AEOD/RES Events
Assessment Panel cancelled development of the IN with the agreement of DE on 04/02/96.

Completion Date: 03/08/96

GCCA-0072: BLOCKAGE OF UNTESTED ECCS PIPING

TAC No.: M93360 Contact: E.J. Benner

Description: During a refueling outage, it was discovered that two out of the four ECCS lines from the
containment sump were partially blocked by debris buildup. It is presumed that the debris was present from initial
construction.

Originating Document: International Reporting System Report 1505.G0 (Proprietary) dated 07/05/95.

Regulatory Assessment: Investigations by the Spanish regulatory agency revealed that several segments
of ECCS piping are not subject to periodic functional flow-testing because they are not used during operation.
The potential exists for undetected blockage of these segments of pipe. This concern is potentially generic. The
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safety significance of the concern is that debris in this piping can degrade system performance by reducing
system flow rates and/or damaging valves, pumps, and heat exchangers.

Previous NRC generic communications (Bulletin 93-02 and Supplement 1, "Debris Plugging of Emergency Core
Cooling Suction Strainers," dated 05/11/93 and 02/18/94, Accession Nos. 9305110015 and 9402180174), as well
as several INs have addressed aspects of this concern. Thus, an IN is the appropriate generic action to provide
licensees with the additional information provided by the foreign experience.

Resolution: IN 96-10, "Potential Blockage by Debris of Safety System Piping Which Is Not Used During Normal
Operation or Tested During Surveillances," was issued on 02/13/96 (Accession No. 9609070259).

Completion Date: 02/13/96

GCCA-0073: PORV INOPERABILITY MASKED BY DOWNSTREAM INDICATIONS DURING TESTING

TAC No.: M93400 Contact: E.J. Benner

Description: On 08/09/95, surveillance testing of the PORVs at St. Lucie indicated that they were not operating
properly. The PORVs were removed and checked on a test bench. Both valves failed to relieve at any actuating
delta pressure across the main valve disk to pilot vent path. The PORVs at St. Lucie are credited during feed-
and-bleed and Ltop scenarios and can be used for pressure control to limit opening of SRVs.

Originating Document: Event Notification 29178, dated 08/10/95.

Regulatory Assessment: The licensee discovered that the valve guide bushings were installed backwards. The
bushing has holes at one end to allow pressure beneath the main valve disk to be vented when the pilot valve
is actuated, allowing the valve to operate. With the bushing installed backwards, there was no vent path from
the main valve to the pilot line. This condition probably existed since the last refueling outage (approximately 10
months ago) when a contractor, using approved licensee procedures, worked on the valves. The licensee has
subsequently installed the bushings correctly, and the PORVs have tested satisfactorily.

A potential generic concern exists with the use of tailpipe acoustic monitors to verify operation of PORVs.
Since the valves were refurbished, surveillance testing was performed twice with results indicating satisfactory
performance of the PORVs, as evidenced by tailpipe acoustic data. The licensee subsequently determined
that internal clearances in the main valve are sufficient to pass media through the pilot valve, providing
positive indication on the acoustic monitors, despite the failure of the main valve to lift. There has been no
previous evidence that PORVs have remained inoperable for extended periods of time because of inadequate
surveillance testing. The currently proposed generic action is to issue an IN alerting licensees to the incorrectly
installed bushings and the potential inadequacy of acoustic monitors to verify valve operation. An IN is the
appropriate generic action to inform licensees of potential limitations of the use of acoustic monitors to verify
operation.

Resolution: IN 96-02, "Inoperability of Power-Operated Relief Valves Masked by Downstream Indications
During Testing," was issued on 01/05/96 (Accession No. 9512290129).

Completion Date: 01/05/96

GCCA-0074: LOSS OF RC INVENTORY AND POTENTIAL LOSS OF EMERGENCY MITIGATION
FUNCTIONS WHILE IN A SHUTDOWN CONDITION

TAC No.: M93568 Contact: E.N. Fields

Description: On 09/17/94 at Wolf Creek, operators were attempting to re-borate RHR Train B while, at the same
time, maintenance personnel were repacking an RHR Train A to Train B crossover isolation valve. Train B is re-
borated by recirculating water through a loop that contains the RHR system piping, the refueling water storage
tank (RWST), a containment spray pump, a manual RWST isolation valve, and a RHR system crossover line.

When the RWST isolation valve was opened for the re-boration process and the Train A to Train B crossover
isolation valve was opened for stroke time testing, a drain-down path was inadvertently created from the RCS to
the RWST. As a result, an unintentional RCS flow path was created allowing approximately 35,000 liters (9,200
gallons) of reactor coolant to transfer to the RWST.

Originating Document: Region IV Morning Report Number 4-94-0100.
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Regulatory Assessment: If the drain-down had not been promptly terminated, the operability of the ECCS
would have been compromised. Also, RCS water flashing to steam in the piping or in the RWST would likely
have created conditions conducive to water hammer. This event presented an immediate safety concern.

Resolution: A Task Action Plan was developed to inform licensees and the Regions of this vulnerability, to
request all licensees to take appropriate measures to prevent a similar event, and to implement a long-term
resolution. As part of this Task Action Plan, IN 95-03, "Loss of Reactor Coolant Inventory and Potential Loss
of Emergency Mitigation Functions While in a Shutdown Condition," was issued on 01/18/95 (Accession No.
9501110412). This IN was updated by IN 95-03, Supplement 1 (Accession No. 9602050208) of the same title.
The Supplement was developed under TAC No. M93568 and describes further staff insights into this event.

Completion Date: 03/25/96

GCCA-0075: CONTROL ROD DRIVE MECHANISM PENETRATION CRACKING

TAC No.: M93641 Contact: E.N. Fields

Description: The activity of CRD penetration cracking has been ongoing since an incident at a foreign reactor
in 1991 identified cracks in the control rod drive mechanism (CRDM) penetrations. Three U.S. licensees have
voluntarily conducted inspections of CRDM penetrations, two of which have identified cracks. Approximately
20 cracks in one penetration were identified at Oconee and three cracks were identified in one penetration at
D.C. Cook. A foreign plant experienced several demineralizer resin bed intrusions which were concluded to have
resulted in extensive CRDM penetration cracking. The IN will notify the industry that resin intrusions may result
in accelerated corrosion of CRDM penetrations and of other components fabricated from Alloy 600.

Originating Document: Memorandum from R. Herman to A. Chaffee, dated 09/01/95.

Regulatory Assessment: There does not appear to be an immediate safety concern. No CRDM penetration
failures have been experienced at U.S. reactors to date. The staff is not aware of any significant primary system
resin bed intrusion at any U.S. PWR.

Resolution: IN 96-11, "Ingress of Demineralizer Resins Increases Potential for Stress Corrosion Cracking of
Control Rod Drive Mechanism Penetrations," was issued on 02/14/96 (Accession No. 9602090038).

Completion Date: 02/14/96

GCCA-0076: AUGMENTED EXAMINATION OF REACTOR VESSEL

TAC No.: M93643 Contact: E.J. Benner

Description: 10 CFR 50.55a (g)(6)(ii)(A), "Augmented Examination of Reactor Vessel," was issued in 1992 to
require a one-time augmented inspection of the reactor vessel in accordance with the 1989 Edition of Section XI
of the ASME Code. Several licensees were unaware of the rule or had misconceptions regarding staff approvals
required by the rule when complete inspection coverage cannot be achieved.

Originating Document: Issuance of new rule 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(6)(ii)(A). Federal Register Notice 57 FR 34673,
dated 08/06/92.

Regulatory Assessment: TAC No. M93643 was issued to DE to develop an IN to alert licensees to the
presence of the rule and to provide clarification of the rule to licensees after it became apparent that several
licensees were unaware of the rule or had misconceptions regarding staff approvals required by the rule when
complete inspection coverage cannot be achieved (see TAC No. M67462).

An IN is an appropriate generic resolution. Greater generic action is not warranted because of the pre-existing
presence of the rule. The IN is warranted because of evidence that licensees are either unaware of the rule or
unaware of the full ramifications of the rule.

Resolution: IN 96-32, "Implementation of 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(6)(ii)(A), `Augmented Examination of Reactor
Vessel,'" was issued on 06/05/96 (Accession No. 9605200277).

Completion Date: 06/05/96

GCCA-0077: CLOSED HEAD VENT CAUSES INACCURATE LEVEL INDICATION DURING REDUCED
INVENTORY

TAC No.: M93751 Contact: R.A. Benedict
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Description: Closed head vent causes inaccurate level indication during reduced inventory. On 09/13/95,
Surry-1 was in a shutdown condition, cooled down and depressurized preparatory to refueling. A pressurizer
PORV and its block valve had been opened, connecting the pressurizer to the pressurizer relief tank (PRT)
which was pressurized with nitrogen to 11 psig. The reactor head vent was open to the top of the water-level
indicating standpipe through the vent connection to the PORV relief line. The water level in the reactor and
pressurizer had been lowered to slightly below the reactor vessel flange so that the vessel head studs could be
de-tensioned. The pressurizer was empty and the reactor coolant piping was full to part way up the surge line.

In order to install the cavity seal ring so that the cavity could be flooded up to permit lifting the reactor head, the
head vent valve was closed and the ventline spoolpiece was disconnected. After the seal ring was in place, the
spoolpiece was re-connected but the head vent valve was not reopened as it should have been. This resulted in
loss of function of the only reactor water level indication available while the reactor head was still installed.

Letdown and makeup were being maintained manually by an operator who monitored the standpipe level. As
pressurizer relief tank overpressure was being reduced, the operator saw an increase in indicated level due to
water in the reactor vessel being forced up into the standpipe and surge line as the gas bubble trapped in the
reactor vessel expanded. The operator increased letdown to maintain the indicated level required. This process
continued periodically for about five hours, resulting in reactor coolant inventory being reduced by almost 5,000
gallons.

When the relief tank pressure was subsequently reduced to atmospheric pressure and the reactor vessel studs
were de-tensioned, the vessel head lifted enough to relieve the gas pressure in the head. This caused a sudden
drop in indicated level in the standpipe by about five feet. The operator immediately took action to restore the
level to where it was supposed to be.

Originating Document: NRC Region II Morning Report Number 2-95-0083, dated 09/01/95.

Regulatory Assessment: The safety significance of this particular event is minimal: the water level remained
1.5 feet above mid-loop and more than six feet above the core. Forced circulation residual heat removal
continued. If the gas bubble had continued to expand, the water level would not have dropped lower than just
below the top of the reactor coolant hot-leg pipe; at that point, the gas bubble would vent through the hot-leg
pipe into the pressurizer and into the pressurizer relief tank, equalizing pressure between the relief tank and the
vessel atmosphere. The standpipe indicated level would then have been correct.

Previous events have occurred in which gas bubbles and level indication problems have been of concern.
These events have been the subjects of previously-issued INs. An IN is the appropriate generic action to inform
licensees of considerations involved in this present Surry event.

Resolution: IN 96-37, "Inaccurate Reactor Water Level Indication and Inadvertent Draindown During
Shutdown," was issued on 06/18/96 (Accession No. 9606120154).

Completion Date: 06/18/96

GCCA-0078: SHUTDOWN COOLING FLOW BYPASSING CORE RESULTS IN TEMPERATURE AND
PRESSURE INCREASES

TAC No.: M93752 Contact: C.V. Hodge

Description: On 10/03/95, the Events Assessment Panel classified the set of two undetected mode changes of
the BWR at Hope Creek as a Significant Event for the NRC Performance Indicator Program. The basis for this
classification is the failure of the Hope Creek licensee to comprehend the condition of the plant for an extended
period of time.

Originating Document: Preliminary Notification of Event or Unusual Occurrence, PNO-I-95-026, "Improper
Reactor Recirculation System Alignment Led to Shutdown Cooling Flow Bypassing the Reactor Core," dated
08/02/95.

Regulatory Assessment: On 08/09/95, the licensee reported that a shutdown cooling bypass event had
occurred at 1100 hours on 07/08/95, when the operating crew left the "B" recirculation loop discharge valve in a
partially open position to mitigate potential thermal binding of that valve. During the shutdown cooling evolution,
2,000 gpm of RHR flow was diverted through the open recirculation valve and redirected from the intended
path (through the core) to a parallel path (through recirculation Loop "B"). This parallel path bypassed the core.
In addition, operators later secured the RHR system, in accordance with plant procedures, to facilitate testing
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of the shutdown cooling isolation valves. The 2,000 gpm bypass flow combined with the isolation of the RHR
system resulted in the heatup of the RCS that caused the first undetected mode change. Shutdown cooling was
then returned to service. About ten hours later, bypass flow increased to approximately 4,000 gpm when the
recirculation valve was further opened in an attempt to re-close it, causing the second undetected mode change.
The valve was manually closed at 0550 hours on 07/09/95, terminating the event. Licensee investigation into this
event identified key corrective actions in the areas of operator training, operator procedure compliance, valve
thermal binding assessment, and management response to the event. The licensee determined on 08/04/95
that an operational condition change occurred from cold shutdown to hot shutdown (the undetected first mode
change); this was not known at the time of the event. As a result of both these unplanned mode changes,
several TS LCOs were not met.

The NRC conducted a special inspection of circumstances surrounding this event and concluded that this
event was initiated when plant operators inappropriately left open the recirculation pump discharge valves,
allowing shutdown cooling flow to bypass the reactor vessel, which decreased the ability of the shutdown cooling
system to remove decay heat and allowed the RCS temperature and pressure to increase. This resulted in
an undetected change in the plant operational condition from the desired cold shutdown to the hot shutdown
condition (the undetected first mode change).

Resolution: The inspection team concluded that the principal causes of this event were inadequate
communications and failure to follow procedures and that contributing causes were poor quality procedure
instructions and inadequate training. In addition, senior plant management initially failed to correctly assess
the significance of this event. The failure resulted in a 10-day delay in initiating a comprehensive root cause
evaluation and contributed to the failure to make the required notification to the NRC. The team also concluded
that this event was safety significant. However, the consequences of the event were minimal and the event had
no direct adverse effect on the health and safety of the public or plant personnel. The identified weakness in both
operator and management performance during and following this event were also significant. On 09/13/95, the
Events Analysis and Generic Communications Branch (PECBB) briefed senior NRC management on the event
and, on 10/05/95, PECBB and Region I briefed the ACRS. On 01/18/96, IN 96-05, "Partial Bypass of Shutdown
Cooling Flow from the Reactor Vessel," was issued describing this event.

Completion Date: 01/19/96

GCCA-0079: POTENTIAL CONTAINMENT LEAK PATH THROUGH HYDROGEN ANALYZER

TAC No.: M93753 Contact: J.R. Tappert

Description: Hydrogen analyzers communicate with the containment atmosphere after an accident and can
create a containment leak path. Two plants recently identified potential containment leak paths through the
hydrogen monitor system. At Braidwood, a potential containment bypass existed for several months when a
hydrogen sensing line was not re-connected following an integrated containment leak rate test. At Catawba, the
hydrogen analyzer was tested in a de-energized condition. After an accident, the analyzer would be energized
and the pressure boundary changes. The testing would not reveal any leakage in the energized pressure
boundary.

Originating Document: LER 50-457/95-02-01, dated 04/21/95 (Accession No. 9504240323).

Regulatory Assessment: Because containment penetrations, systems, and equipment that will be exposed to
the containment atmosphere must be leak rate-tested to ensure that containment integrity is maintained after
a DBA, the procedures for these tests must adequately consider the penetration configuration. Additionally,
because hydrogen monitor containment isolation valves are normally procedurally opened after a DBA, any
leakage in the hydrogen monitor system may bypass the containment and can challenge regulatory radiological
guidelines. An IN was issued to alert licensees to these concerns.

Resolution: IN 96-13, "Potential Containment Leak Paths Through Hydrogen Analyzers," was issued on
02/26/96 (Accession No. 9602220234).

Completion Date: 02/26/96

GCCA-0080: INADEQUATE TESTING AND DESIGN OF TORNADO DAMPERS

TAC No.: M93754 Contact: T. Koshy
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Description: On 03/02/94, South Texas-1 reported that a rapid depressurization could occur in the HVAC ducts
in the event of a tornado. A design deficiency limited the closing of a damper. On 10/22/93, River Bend reported
in LER 93-020 that a design deficiency could result in loss of ventilation to several buildings after passage of a
tornado.

Originating Documents: River Bend Station LER 93-020, dated 10/22/93; South Texas Unit 1 LER 94-003,
dated 03/02/94.

Regulatory Assessment: Even though Tornado dampers were not tested, only one of the 30 dampers failed
to operate when tested at South Texas Project. The problem at River Bend was the failure of dampers to open
when the fans are running. This problem appears to be generic, since an accident condition is not considered to
exist while these dampers are challenged, a reasonable time is available to manually manipulate the dampers
and recover the affected systems. Therefore, an IN is adequate response to build the awareness in the industry
and for overcoming this vulnerability.

Resolution: IN 96-06, "Design and Testing Deficiencies of Tornado Dampers at Nuclear Power Plants," was
issued on 01/25/96 (Accession No. 9601190306).

Completion Date: 01/26/96

GCCA-0081: ASSESSMENT OF CORROSION OF B&W FUEL USED IN 2-YEAR FUEL CYCLES

TAC No.: M93842 Contact: E.J. Benner

Description: TMI-1 shut down on 09/08/95 for its scheduled refueling and maintenance outage. The licensee
found an unusual build-up of corrosion products on approximately 40 of the 177 fuel assemblies. Some of the
fuel assemblies with the corrosion product buildup have clad wall thinning of the outer face pins. The licensee
inspections revealed small defects in a total of nine fuel pins in five assemblies. The pin-hole size defects in the
pins' metal cladding have occurred only in first cycle fuel with high (4.75%) enrichment.

Originating Document: NRC Morning Report I-95-0126, dated 09/27/95.

Regulatory Assessment: The licensee believes that the corrosion and associated defects are due to particulars
of this fuel cycle, which was the first two-year cycle of the unit. The particulars include highly enriched fuel (to
allow a two-year cycle with the lower enrichment once-burned and twice-burned fuel), and the high RCS boron
concentration and high power peaking factors associated with highly enriched fuel. Mid-cycle, the licensee
instituted a lithium addition program to combat corrosion found in the CRD area (also attributed to the high boron
concentration) and believes that this will reduce future corrosion of the fuel assemblies.

The safety significance of this type of fuel cracking is very likely bounded by the conditions that existed during
this cycle, since the corrosion was limited to "peaking" fuel assemblies and future cycles will have lower peaking
factors. This concern may be generic as licensees migrate to two-year fuel cycles. The NRC will continue to
follow the licensee corrective action and take action as necessary. TAC No. M93842 was opened for SRXB to
evaluate the need for additional generic action.

Resolution: SRXB determined that additional follow-up activity was necessary. RVIB has been tasked with
inspecting the B&W fuel fabrication facility to evaluate manufacturing processes and use of Codes to predict fuel
failures during extended cycles.

Completion Date: 02/02/96

GCCA-0082: ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ON MAIN STEAM SAFETY VALVE SET POINT

TAC No.: M94004 Contact: J.R. Tappert

Description: On 09/22/95, ANO-2 began testing their main steam safety valves (MSSV) using a Crosby lift
assist device. The first valve tested did not lift at a simulated pressure of 6.12% over the nominal set pressure.
The licensee stopped testing, reviewed their procedures, and the following day resumed testing. The next valve
tested lifted at 4.27% over nominal and the third valve would not lift at 5.9% over nominal. At this point, the
licensee stopped testing and developed a detailed action plan. ANO subsequently removed all 10 MSSVs and
shipped them to Wyle Laboratories for testing and/or refurbishment.

On 09/30/95, Wyle tested one of the valves ANO was unable to lift in-situ. The valve lifted at 0.97% above
nominal which was within the acceptance range. The licensee had personnel onsite at Wyle and immediately
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began to investigate the discrepancy between the two test results. The difference appears to be caused by the
differences in the environments in which the valves were tested. The in-situ test was done with uninsulated
valves with an ambient temperature of approximately 95F. The Wyle test was done with insulated valves
in an ambient environment of 140F. When the valve was retested at Wyle attempting to replicate the ANO
environment, the safety valve lifted at 5.65% above nominal, much closer to the in-situ observed conditions.
Wyle then went on to test all of the MSSVs using simulated ANO environmental conditions. Five of the ten
valves failed to meet the TS required tolerances of +1%/-3%, with two valves exceeding +6%.

Originating Document: LER 50-368/95-05, dated 11/02/95 (Accession No. 9511080301).

Regulatory Assessment: Because the licensee did not provide adequate guidance to its vendor, the MSSVs
were mis-calibrated. The licensee subsequently determined that using actual as found values for the safety
valves, they could show protection for all DBEs. It was not clear how many licensees might also have a
discrepancy between their testing and operational environments, so an IN was issued to inform them of ANO's
experience.

Resolution: IN 96-03, "Main Steam Safety Valve Setpoint Variation as a Result of Thermal Effects," was issued
on 01/05/96 (Accession No. 9512290299).

Completion Date: 01/15/96

GCCA-0083: INADVERTENT DRAINING OF REACTOR VESSEL AND ISOLATION OF SHUTDOWN
COOLING SYSTEM

TAC No.: M94044 Contact: N.K. Hunemuller

Description: In November 1995, Hatch-2 was in its twelfth refueling outage in the cold shutdown mode;
the "A" loop of the RHR system was in the shutdown cooling mode. In accordance with the recent licensee
implementation of improved STS, component operation from the remote shutdown panel was being tested
for the first time. When maintenance and operations personnel performed activities to determine the cause
of deficiencies identified during the testing, approximately 12,000 gallons of water drained out of the reactor
vessel in less than 1 minute. The low level of water in the reactor vessel triggered automatic isolation of the
shutdown cooling system, terminating the event. Further investigation revealed that an interlock designed to
prevent a drain-down had been set improperly, actually causing the event. Although the event was compounded
by personnel, procedural, and maintenance errors, NRC inspectors attributed the root cause to inadequate
modification, maintenance, and testing control with respect to the remote shutdown panel and related
equipment.

Recent implementation of improved STS at various utilities may result in surveillance tests using circuitry that
previously went unchallenged. Over time, these circuits may have degraded or were modified and caused
unexpected performance. The normal plant configuration may not be the most desirable configuration for these
new tests. For example, the normal control switch line-up on the remote shutdown panel may be an appropriate
line-up for mitigating a control room fire but may be less appropriate for testing individual components. The
licensee operational experience described in this IN highlights the importance of plant configuration control when
implementing new surveillance tests.

Originating Document: Event Notification 29548, dated 11/02/95.

Regulatory Assessment: The safety significance of this particular event appears to be limited. The shutdown
cooling containment isolation functioned as designed and multiple ECCS makeup sources were operable as
required by TS. Reactor vessel water level remained above the top of active fuel. However, an IN highlighting
both the speed of the draindown and plant configuration control for tests involving operations from the remote
shutdown panel was determined to be warranted.

Resolution: IN 96-15, "Unexpected Plant Performance During Performance of New Surveillance Tests," was
issued on 03/08/96 (Accession No. 9603040234).

Completion Date: 03/13/96

GCCA-0084: RECENT PROBLEMS WITH OVERHEAD CRANES

TAC No.: M94045 Contact: J.R. Tappert
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Description: Problems with overhead cranes had been identified at two different sites. At Trojan, a section of
the reactor building polar crane bridge rail failed due to the inappropriate flame-cutting of bolt slots during initial
construction. At Prairie Island, the overhead crane handling system inappropriately automatically stopped on
overload while lifting a loaded spent fuel storage cask. The crane stopped due to an inaccurately calibrated
overload-sensing system.

Originating Documents: Inspection Reports 50-344/95-06, dated 09/18/95 (Accession No. 9509210219), and
50-282/95-06, dated 06/27/95 (Accession No. 9507070029).

Regulatory Assessment: Crane failures adversely affect plant operations and could lead to a radiological
accident. An IN was promulgated to inform licensees of these recent problems.

Resolution: IN 96-26, "Recent Problems with Overhead Cranes," was issued on 04/30/96 (Accession No.
9604260095).

Completion Date: 04/30/96

GCCA-0085: REMOVING REFUELING FLOOR SHIELDING PLUGS PRIOR TO AND SOON AFTER
SHUTDOWN

TAC No.: M94088 Contact: E.Y. Wang

Description: Oyster Creek was planning to move the shield plugs before shutdown. Weighing 10 to 85 tons,
the shield plugs are layered directly above the reactor vessel. The primary purpose of shield plugs is to provide
protection to plant personnel working on the refueling floor. Oyster Creek wanted to save outage time by
removing the shield plugs before the reactor was shutdown. Other utilities have similar practices.

Originating Document: Region I SMM Pre-brief in October 1995.

Regulatory Assessment: A concern was raised regarding moving shield plugs before a plant is shut down,
just before a refueling outage begins. There are several sites that have such practice, including Oyster Creek,
Limerick, and Millstone-1; Cooper has recently started the same practice. Safety concerns have been raised
regarding personnel safety under accident conditions and under LOCA conditions, after the shield plugs are
removed. There is also a concern of dropping the heavy load of shield plugs, a condition which has not been
analyzed at some of the plants. At one site, this activity was precluded by the FSAR; however, this activity was
done under 10 CFR 50.59. A question exists whether 10 CFR 50.59 adequately considered all of the above
safety concerns.

Resolution: The resolution of this concern was included in the Bulletin 96-02, "Movement of Heavy Loads
Over Spent Fuel Pool, Over Fuel in the Reactor Core, or Over Safety-Related Equipment," issued on 04/11/96
(Accession No. 9604080259). TAC M94912 was issued to capture the effort on this bulletin. The subject of the
bulletin was to address concerns of moving heavy loads, including dry casks and other heavy loads over reactor
vessel and spent fuel pool. Since the concern with shield plugs was addressed in this bulletin, no separate
generic communication was deemed necessary.

Completion Date: 05/07/96

GCCA-0086: DAMAGE TO VALVE INTERNALS CAUSED BY THERMALLY-INDUCED PRESSURE LOCKING

TAC No.: M94189 Contact: T.J. Carter

Description: Observed damage to an internal component of a valve was attributed to thermally-induced
pressure locking. A retaining ring had been bent; this was indicative of an internal pressure between 3000 and
7000 psi. Valves adjacent to piping systems subjected to large temperature changes could be susceptible to
thermally-induced pressure locking, inoperability, and possible damage.

Originating Document: Event Notification 29659, dated 11/30/95.

Regulatory Assessment: Temperature increase of fluid trapped in valve bonnets can cause very high
pressures. Potential pressure locking and thermal binding is being addressed in GL 95-07. A number of
improbable factors, such as a heat source sufficient to actually raise the trapped fluid temperature and a
valve that is leak-tight enough to contain the resulting pressure increase, are necessary to achieve very high
pressures. An IN should be prepared that alerts licensees to the potential for an undetected thermally-induced
pressure increase in valves.
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Resolution: IN 96-08, "Thermally Induced Pressure Locking of a High Pressure Coolant Injection Gate Valve,"
was issued on 02/05/96 (Accession No. 9601300092).

Completion Date: 02/05/96

GCCA-0087: DAMAGE IN FOREIGN STEAM GENERATOR INTERNALS

TAC No.: M94254 Contact: E.J. Benner

Description: In April 1995, during a routine eddy current inspection of the SG tubing at a foreign facility,
anomalous support plate signals were observed at the uppermost support plate. The SGs are similar to W Model
51 SGs. The support plates are of the drilled-hole type and are fabricated from carbon steel. Video camera
inspections were conducted to investigate the anomalous signals and revealed that a significant portion of the
support plate had wasted away. Pieces of the affected region of the support plate were found resting on the next
lower support plate. Subsequent investigation identified chemical cleaning performed in 1992 as the cause of the
support plate damage.

Originating Document: Bilateral agreement with a foreign country.

Regulatory Assessment: The SG tube support plates function to support the tubes against lateral displacement
and vibration and to minimize bending moments in the tubes during accidents. Known instances of support plate
cracking/damage in the U.S. have generally involved support plates with significant denting. The potential for
support plate cracks has tended to not be of significant concern in recent years since the SGs most affected
by denting have been replaced and the industry has been successful in controlling denting progression. The
foreign experience serves to highlight that there are other mechanisms which may lead to support plate cracking/
damage.

Based on the information available to the staff, it is not yet known whether SGs in the U.S. are vulnerable to the
type of wrapper damage observed at the foreign unit. The staff will continue to monitor information on support
plate and wrapper damage as it becomes available from foreign authorities. Issuance of an IN is commensurate
with the known safety significance and applicability of the concern. Factors impacting priority determination were
the potentially high safety significance and the lack of direct available evidence indicating applicability to U.S.
plants.

Resolution: IN 96-09, "Damage in Foreign Steam Generator Internals," was issued on 02/12/96 (Accession No.
9602060170).

Completion Date: 02/12/96

GCCA-0088: INTERFACE BETWEEN OPERATORS AND NUCLEAR ENGINEERS DURING TESTS AND
STARTUP

TAC No.: M94370 Contact: E.M. McKenna

Description: During individual control rod testing in March 1995, Dresden-3 briefly exceeded the TS limit for
maximum fuel design limiting ratio for centerline melt (FDLRC). The nuclear engineer recognized that the limit
might be exceeded when a particular (high-worth) rod was withdrawn, but also knew that subsequent insertion of
the rod would restore the ratio. The potential exceedance was not communicated to the operators. The licensee
investigation showed weaknesses in its reactivity control program such as incorrect focus on pre-conditioning
limits and failure to perform predictor model calculations when conditions changed. Further, it was noted that
operations personnel heavily relied on the nuclear engineers and lacked sufficient knowledge to question
thermal limit trends.

Originating Document: Dresden Unit 3 (50-249) LER 95-05-01, dated 11/16/95 (Accession No. 9511210148).

Regulatory Assessment: The potential exists that facility personnel other than NRC-licensed operators may
effectively control reactivity manipulations under certain circumstances. An example is a nuclear engineer
supervising rod testing, if the licensed operator is positioning rods without having the knowledge or procedures
necessary to ensure compliance with applicable TS limits. The safety significance of the specific exceedances
at Dresden was low due to the small amount of exceedance and the short duration. However, the Events
Assessment Panel authorized issuance of a TAC No. for long-term follow-up of potential generic concerns about
the interface between operations and nuclear engineering for reactivity control situations.
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Resolution: The Operator Licensing Branch had conducted a review of the adequacy of licensee control of
reactivity changes during startup and during rod pattern manipulations as part of another task. As part of this
review, an informal survey of reactor engineering and operations practices was performed, and a search of LER
data bases. Based on this review, risk insights, and the indication/ protection systems available, it was concluded
that generic action by the NRC is not necessary (see memo from S. Richards to A. Chaffee on 02/05/96).

Completion Date: 02/05/96

GCCA-0089: VALVE STEM COUPLING OF GIMPEL AUXILIARY FEEDWATER TURBINE TRIP THROTTLE
VALVES

TAC No.: M94371 Contact: T.J. Carter

Description: Reports were received that identified 2 mechanisms for disengagement of linkages used in the
operation of turbine governor controls. One involved missing or improperly installed set screws that would
prevent unscrewing of a coupling. The other mechanism involved the use of too "thick" a lock nut whose locking
mechanism was not engaged.

Originating Documents: Morning Reports 3-94-0146 and 4-94-0102, Event Notification 29111, and a vendor
letter dated 08/30/94 (Accession No. 9409150014).

Regulatory Assessment: When the connecting coupling between the valve stem and operator becomes loose,
erratic operation of the control valve is observed. This could impact operation of the turbine throttle valve used
in the AFW system of PWRs, a safety-related system. The defect also could impact BWRs, both the RCIC and
HPCI systems. The priority for resolution was judged to be moderate even though the probability of failure is
believed low based upon the number of observed failures. Based on follow-up information, the importance was
less than originally perceived. By this time, the coupling deficiency had been addressed by the vendor notifying
their customers.

Resolution: Issuance of an IN was cancelled. The coupling concern was addressed by the vendor.

Completion Date: 04/30/96

GCCA-0090: IMPROPER EQUIPMENT SETTINGS DUE TO THE USE OF NON-TEMPERATURE
COMPENSATED TEST EQUIPMENT

TAC No.: M94468 Contact: E.N. Fields

Description: The use of non-temperature compensated test gauges to calibrate and test safety-related
equipment was identified at Farley and Surry. Non- temperature compensated gauges were used in
environments that required that temperature corrections be applied to gauge readings. However, licensees were
not correcting gauge readings.

Originating Document: Memorandum from E. Mershoff to D. Crutchfield, dated 11/20/95.

Regulatory Assessment: No immediate safety concern was identified, i.e., no instances were identified where
TS setpoints were exceeded; however, a potential existed that a limit could be exceeded. Systems potentially
affected included reactor trip system transmitters, MSSV lift settings, ESFAS transmitters, and pressure
instruments used for calorimetric calculations. Therefore, an IN was determined to adequately address this
issue.

Resolution: IN 96-22, "Improper Equipment Settings Due to the Use of Nontemperature-Compensated Test
Equipment," was issued on 04/11/96 (Accession No. 9604050336).

Completion Date: 05/07/96

GCCA-0091: USE OF INDIVIDUAL PLANT EXAMINATIONS (IPEs) FOR REGULATORY DECISION MAKING

TAC No.: M94469 Contact: N.K. Hunemuller

Description: An IN was proposed to restate the objectives of IPEs, including the IPEEEs, to address the
purpose of the staff review of the IPE and IPEEE submittals, and to address the potential relationship of the IPE
and IPEEE program to other ongoing and future regulatory programs. The proposed IN was to inform licensees
that the use of information from an IPE submittal for purposes other than those associated with GL 88-20 would
likely require additional staff review.
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Originating Document: Memorandum from A. Thadani, "Use of Individual Plant Examinations (IPEs) for
Regulatory Decision Making," dated 10/03/95 (Accession No. 9510100018).

Regulatory Assessment: The majority of licensees have indicated their intention to update and maintain
their IPEs (i.e., PRAs) and to use these PRAs in regulatory applications beyond GL 88-20. This use of PRA
is encouraged in the Commission's Policy Statement on "Use of Probabilistic Risk Assessment Methods in
Nuclear Regulatory Activities" and the staff is pursuing activities directed toward greater use of risk information
in regulatory decision-making. However, the staff review of the IPEs has not been performed for this purpose.
Therefore, to help ensure that the scope (and limitations) of the staff's review of the IPE submittals is clearly
understood, guidance has been provided to the staff to clarify that the staff review was not designed to provide
the sole basis for risk-informed regulatory decision-making and that use of a licensee's IPE for regulatory
decisions other than associated with GL 88-20 will likely require additional staff review. A letter to the NEI was
issued on 04/24/96 to provide similar guidance to licensees.

Resolution: On 04/19/96, a Commission Paper entitled "Clarification of IPE/IPEEE Objectives, Staff Review
Purpose, and Potential Future Regulatory Uses of IPE/IPEEE" was issued with a letter to the NEI attached. On
04/24/96, the letter to W. Rasin (NEI) from A. Thadani (NRR) was issued.

Completion Date: 03/04/96

GCCA-0092: OVERWITHDRAWAL OF TIP

TAC No.: M94470 Contact: E.Y. Wang

Description: On 10/31/95, LaSalle-1 experienced difficulty with overwithdrawal of the TIP outside its shield and
shield room. This resulted in high radiation levels in portions of the reactor building. The licensee declared an
alert based on the radiation presenting a potential over-exposure of plant staff.

Originating Document: Event Notification 29259, dated 10/31/95.

Regulatory Assessment: The TIP system has total of five channels; "1B" was withdrawn beyond the shielded
storage location in the reactor building. The LaSalle TS requires at least four operable drive machines and
that TIP data for an inoperable measurement location may be replaced by data obtained from a 3-dimensional
BWR core simulator code normalized with available operating measurements. Since the other four TIPs were
operable, there is no operational problem in with this event. There is an area radiation monitor in the vicinity of
TIP drive machines which provide an alarm in the control room. In addition, LaSalle personnel uses electronic
dosimeters which also provide alarm when radiation level reaches certain setpoint.

Resolution: IN 96-25, "Traversing In-Core Probe Overwithdrawn at LaSalle County Station, Unit 1," was issued
on 04/30/96 (Accession No. 9604250172).

Completion Date: 04/30/96

GCCA-0093: SPENT FUEL POOL COOLING

TAC No.: M94480 Contact: D.L. Skeen

Description: The adequacy of SFP cooling at nuclear power plants was called into question when it was
discovered that Millstone-1 routinely performed full-core off-loads during refueling, even though the plant's
licensing basis described a partial-core off-load during normal refueling. As part of the subsequent Task Action
Plan on Spent Fuel Storage Pools (TAC No. M88094), all NRR project managers were directed to perform a
survey of the current licensing basis for the SFP at each plant. TAC No. M94480 was issued to track the time
project managers spent conducting the survey. The results of the survey were submitted to SPLB for evaluation.

Originating Document: Memorandum from the EDO to the Chairman concerning lessons learned from
Millstone Unit 1, dated 12/28/95 (Accession No. 9603120370).

Regulatory Assessment: After evaluating the survey results, the staff determined that the existing structures,
systems, and components related to storage of irradiated fuel provide adequate protection for public health
and safety. However, the staff review identified strengths and weaknesses and potential areas for safety
enhancements for individual plants.

Resolution: The concern was resolved when all project managers submitted their survey results to SPLB (see
TAC No. M88094 for resolution of SFP issues).
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Completion Date: 05/31/96

GCCA-0094: SOUTH TEXAS STUCK ROD EVENT FOLLOWING REACTOR TRIP

TAC No.: M94494 Contact: S.S. Koenick

Description: On 12/18/95, with South Texas-1 at 100% power, a pilot wire monitoring relay actuation caused a
main transformer lock-out which resulted in a turbine trip and reactor trip. In response to the reactor trip, three
control rod bottom lights failed to light and the digital rod position indicated six steps out for each rod. Following
the transient, one rod drifted to the bottom and the other two were manually inserted. During subsequent rod
testing, the three control rods and an additional control rod failed to fully insert.

South Texas has a 14-foot core with W Standard XL, Standard XLR, and VANTAGE 5H 17 x 17 fuel assemblies,
and the affected control rods were found in twice-burned Standard XLR fuel with burnup greater then 42,880
megawatt days(MWD)/metric ton uranium(MTU).

Originating Document: Event Notification 29734, dated 12/18/95.

Regulatory Assessment: On a plant-specific basis, the transient was within the plant design basis and all
systems effectively functioned as designed. With respect to the rods stopping six steps from the bottom, the rod
worth for the last six steps is minimal and the licensee verified adequate shutdown margin.

On a generic application of control rod problems, the item is significant in that stuck control rods could affect safe
shut down margin following design basis transients. For South Texas, the licensee performed a safety evaluation
that supports negligible impact to shutdown margin and reload safety evaluation assuming 32 control assemblies
do not insert below 12 steps following a reactor trip. Therefore, there appears to be justification for continued
operation while the root cause is being pursued.

Resolution: IN 96-12, "Control Rod Insertion Problems," dated 02/15/96 (Accession No. 9602090161),
discussed details of both the South Texas trip and the Wolf Creek trip on 01/30/96. Subsequently, Bulletin 96-01
(Accession No. 9603120001) was issued on 03/08/96 requesting W utilities to conduct specified control rod
tests. The root cause of the control rod problem is still under investigation.

Completion Date: 02/15/96

GCCA-0095: RADWASTE FACILITY EQUIPMENT DEGRADATION AT MILLSTONE UNIT 1

TAC No.: M94521 Contact: E.Y. Wang

Description: During an NRC routine inspection, it was identified that a portion of the radwaste processing facility
was apparently not maintained; the waste storage tanks had indications of leaks, there was indication of a few
feet of flooding in the waste storage room; corrosion of piping and tanks in the facility was evident; and waste
build-up and equipment damage were also observed.

Originating Document: Inspection Report 50-245/95-35, dated 09/11/95 (Accession No. 9509180214).

Regulatory Assessment: The radwaste room condition has degraded significantly because of the waste build-
up and equipment damage. The radwaste room is designed to have limited access. The radwaste storage tank
has degraded to a condition that it no longer could store the waste. The whole room became a storage place
for the radwaste. The operational safety significance concern is minimal. There is no specific NRC regulation
regarding the radwaste room conditions. Yet, NRC issued IE Circular No. 80-18 on 08/22/80 (Accession
No. 8006190038), "10 CFR 50.59 Evaluations For Changes To Radioactive Waste Treatment Systems,"
which requires licensee to perform a safety evaluation in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59 for the following
circumstances: (1) components described in the SAR are removed; (2) component functions are altered; (3)
substitute components are utilized; or (4) changes remain following completion of maintenance activity.

Resolution: IN 96-14, "Degradation of Radwaste Facility Equipment at Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1,"
was issued on 03/01/96 (Accession No. 9602260117).

Completion Date: 03/04/96

GCCA-0096: WOLF CREEK REACTOR TRIP WITH ONE TRAIN ESSENTIAL SERVICE WATER SYSTEM
INOPERABLE

TAC No.: M94594 Contact: J.R. Tappert
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Description: On 01/30/96, operators at Wolf Creek received alarms indicating that the circulating water system
traveling screens were becoming blocked. A visual inspection showed that the traveling screens for Bays 1 and
3 were frozen and that water levels in these bays were approximately 8 ft below normal. The essential service
water system was started with the intent to separate this system from the service water system. At approximately
3:30 a.m., operators received a service water pressure alarm and an electric fire pump started on low service
water pressure. The shift supervisor then directed a manual reactor/turbine trip. Circulating water system bays
were subsequently determined to be at 12 feet below normal. The level loss was caused by water from the spray
wash system freezing and blocking the traveling screens.

The Train A essential service water system pump was tripped and declared inoperable at 7:47 a.m. because
of low discharge pressure and high strainer differential pressure. At about 5:45 p.m., the operators declared
Train A operable on the basis of an engineering evaluation and placed it in service. However, the pump was
again stopped 1.5 hours later at approximately 7:30 p.m. when the pump exhibited further oscillations in flow and
pressure. At approximately 8:00 p.m., operators noted that essential service water system Train B suction bay
level was 15 ft below normal and decreasing slowly. Operators placed additional heat loads on Train B and the
suction bay levels subsequently recovered.

At about 10:00 a.m. on 01/31/96, divers inspected the suction bay of Train A and noted complete blockage of
the trash racks by frazil ice. Train B was not inspected because the pump was running. The ice blockage was
cleared by 4:00 p.m. by sparging the trash racks with air. The essential service water system was designed to
have warming flow injected in front of trash racks to increase bulk water temperature and prevent the formation
of frazil ice. Due to calculational errors by the architect-engineer and the as-built system configuration, the
essential service water system warming flow was insufficient to prevent frazil ice from forming at the Train A
trash racks.

Originating Documents: Event Notification 29904 and 29905 dated 01/30/96, LER 50- 482/96-01 (Accession
No. 9603120274), and LER 50-482/96-02 (Accession No. 960310619).

Regulatory Assessment: Facility vulnerability to icing events is a function of plant design. Frazil and other ice
formation is dependent on specific environmental conditions and represent a potential common-mode failure
that can cause the loss or degradation of multiple cooling water systems, including the potential loss of the UHS.
Loss of the UHS is potentially significant and it was not clear what facilities would be vulnerable to this failure
mode. Therefore, an IN was issued to alert licensees to recent ice-related events.

Resolution: IN 96-36, "Degradation of Cooling Water Systems Due to Icing," was issued on 06/12/96
(Accession No. 9606070097).

Completion Date: 06/12/96

GCCA-0097: STUCK CONTROL ROD PROBLEMS

TAC No.: M94608 Contact: J.R. Tappert

Description: PWR control rods fail to completely insert upon a scram signal. On 12/18/95, with South Texas-1
at 100% percent power, an electrical transient led to a reactor trip. While verifying that control rods had inserted
fully after the trip, operators noted that the rod bottom lights of 3 control rod assemblies were not lit; the digital
rod position indication for each rod indicated 6 steps withdrawn. A step is equivalent to 1.59 cm [5/8 inch] and
the top of the dashpot begins at 38 steps. During subsequent testing of all control rods in the affected banks,
the rod position indication for the same 3 locations as well as a new location indicated 6 steps withdrawn. As
compared to prior rod drop testing, no significant differences in rod drop times were noted before reaching the
upper dashpot area for any of the control rods. All 4 control rods were located in fuel assemblies that were in
their third cycle with burnup greater than 42,880 megawatt days per metric ton uranium (MWD/MTU).

On 01/30/96, after a manual scram from 80% power, 5 control rod assemblies at Wolf Creek failed to insert fully.
Two rods remained at 6 steps withdrawn, 2 at 12 steps, and 1 at 18 steps. At Wolf Creek, a step is equivalent to
1.59 cm [5/8 inch] and the top of the dashpot begins at approximately 30 steps. Three of the affected rods drifted
to fully inserted within 20 minutes, 1 within 60 minutes, and the last one within 78 minutes. The results also
indicate that there was some slowing down of affected rods before reaching the dashpot. During subsequent
cold drop tests, the same 5 rods plus an additional 3 rods failed to fully insert. All of the affected rods were in
17x17 VANTAGE 5H fuel assemblies with burnup greater than 47,600 MWD/MTU.
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On 02/21/96, during the insert shuffle in preparation for loading North Anna-1 Cycle 12, 2 new control rods
assemblies could not be removed with normal operation of the handling tool from the fuel assemblies in the
spent fuel pool in which they were temporarily stored. The control rod assemblies were removed using the
rod assembly handling tool in conjunction with the bridge crane hoist. The 2 affected fuel assemblies were
VANTAGE 5H assemblies which had achieved 47,782 MWD/MTU and 49,613 MWD/MTU burnup during 2
cycles of irradiation.

Originating Documents: PNO-IV-95-059 and Event Notification 29904, dated 01/30/96.

Regulatory Assessment: The events discussed earlier, as well as several similar events at foreign reactors,
raise concerns about the operability of control rods in high burnup fuel assemblies. While most of the testing
to date has demonstrated that the control rods have reached the dashpot region of the guide tube and that
adequate shutdown margin has been maintained, there have been indications of degraded rod drop times and
a stuck rod well above the dashpot region. Thus, there is concern that these events may be precursors to more
significant control rod binding problems in which required shutdown margins and rod drop times may be violated.
Due to the fact that the control rod binding mechanism was not fully understood a Bulletin was issued to alert
licensees to these events and request that licensees with W-designed plants assess control rod operability and
verify the control rod drop times, rod recoil, and drag forces at the next scheduled shutdown (EOC, maintenance,
etc.) for all rodded fuel assemblies.

Resolution: Bulletin 96-01, "Control Rod Insertion Problems," was issued on 03/08/96 (Accession No.
9603120001). Also, IN 96-12, "Control Rod Insertion Problems," was issued on 02/15/96 (Accession No.
9602090161).

Completion Date: 03/13/96

GCCA-0098: FAILURE OF TONE ALERT RADIO TO ACTIVATE WHEN RECEIVING A SHORTENED
ACTIVATION SIGNAL

TAC No.: M94768 Contact: J.B. Birmingham

Description: During an Emergency Response Test at Callaway, the length of the tone alert signal time was
found to be insufficient to activate some portions of the Tone Alert Network.

Originating Document: IN Authorization Request Form presented to the Events Assessment Panel on
02/13/96.

Regulatory Assessment: This concern has a moderate degree of safety significance and generic applicability in
that tone alert radio signals are typically part of an overlapping system designed to alert the general populace in
the event of needed emergency action. Although the FCC authorized the time length of the signal to be reduced,
many stations have not made any changes. Additionally, the failure of the tone to activate tone alert radios could
be detected during emergency response tests. However, the potential failure of the signal to activate tone alert
radios reduces the overall performance of the alert response system.

Resolution: IN 96-19, "Failure of Tone Alert Radio to Activate when Receiving a Shortened Activation Signal,"
was issued on 04/02/96 (Accession No. 9603270127).

Completion Date: 04/02/96

GCCA-0099: SLOW FIVE PERCENT SCRAM INSERTION TIMES CAUSED BY VITON DIAPHRAGMS IN
SCRAM SOLENOID PILOT VALVES

TAC No.: M94778 Contact: D.L. Skeen

Description: Degradation of the control rod 5% scram insertion times has been noted at some BWR plants. GE
and the manufacturer, Automatic Switch Company (ASCO), have determined that the cause of the slow times
is adherence of the fluoroelastomer (Viton) diaphragm to the brass valve seat of the scram solenoid pilot valve
(SSPV).

Originating Document: Event Notification 29879 from Brunswick Unit 1, dated 01/23/96.

Regulatory Assessment: Scram time limits are imposed by TS to ensure that the control rods will be inserted
into the reactor core fast enough to prevent exceeding the minimum critical power ratio (MCPR) and, thus,
prevent damage to the fuel. At Brunswick, the TS limit for average core-wide insertion to notch 46 (or 5% into
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the core) for all control rods is 0.358 seconds. Scram data taken by the licensee following the manual scram on
01/23/96 showed that the TS limits were exceeded (actual core-wide average was about 0.4 seconds).

The event scenario of concern is a reactor trip at end of core life without turbine bypass valves opening. At the
end of core life all control rods are fully withdrawn from the core (Position 48) and the flux pattern is shifted to
the top of the core. Thus, a delay in scram time could potentially cause some fuel to be damaged. However,
GE performed a safety analysis and determined that exceeding the 5% insertion time would not result in core
damage as long as the other TS-required scram insertion times (20%, 50%, and 90%) were met. None of these
other insertion times have been exceeded as a result of the diaphragm sticking to the seat.

Resolution: IN 96-07, "Slow 5% Scram Insertion Times Caused by Viton Diaphragms in Scram Solenoid Pilot
Valves" was issued on 01/26/96 (Accession No. 9601260139). After meeting with the NRC on 01/26/96, the
BWR Owners Group activated their Regulatory Response Group to resolve the issue. GE and the BWROG
worked with ASCO to develop an improved formulation of Buna-N rubber as an interim measure to replace
the Viton diaphragm. The Buna-N diaphragm became available in June 1996. GE is currently developing a
composite diaphragm that will include the original Viton as the outer portion because of its superior elastic quality
with a center portion made of a much harder Viton to prevent the diaphragm from sticking to the valve seat. GE
hopes to have the composite diaphragm available by late August 1996.

Completion Date: 01/26/96

GCCA-0100: POTENTIAL CLOGGING OF HPSI THROTTLE VALVES DURING CONTAINMENT SUMP
RECIRCULATION PHASE

TAC No.: M94808 Contact: E.J. Benner

Description: Northeast Utilities determined that eight manual throttle valves in the high-pressure safety injection
lines were susceptible to clogging during the recirculation phase of a LOCA at Millstone-2. The licensee based
this determination on the fact that the openings in the containment sump screens are 0.187" and the minimum
dimension within the valve flow path is 0.125".

Originating Document: Event Notification 29999, dated 02/20/96.

Regulatory Assessment: The manual throttle valves are inaccessible during an accident. The safety
significance is exacerbated by the fact that the normal lineup for recirculation at this unit has the low-pressure
safety injection pump feeding the HPSI system, with all recirculation flow passing through the HPSI system. The
licensee has adopted this arrangement because of structural and vibrational concerns with the LPSI system.

This concern is generic. The Millstone concern was discovered because of licensee review of a similar concern
at Diablo Canyon. The concern at Diablo Canyon was dispositioned as not safety significant because the
screen was sufficient to prevent a clogging problem. The appropriate NRC action is to expedite issuance of an
information notice, in addition to continued evaluation of the issue. No additional generic action is necessary
because of several mitigating factors including: (1) particles passing through the sump strainers may be
pulverized by the high-pressure safety injection pumps; (2) differential pressure across the valve may force
debris through the valve; (3) other plants may have sump strainer openings smaller than the valve opening; (4)
debris may settle in the sump at the flow rates involved with high pressure recirculation; and (5) post-accident
recirculation lineup (i.e., whether all recirculation flow must pass through the HPSI system).

Resolution: IN 96-27, "Potential Clogging of High Pressure Safety Injection Throttle Valves During
Recirculation," was issued on 05/01/96 (Accession No. 9604260077).

Completion Date: 05/01/96

GCCA-0101: STEAM GENERATOR TUBE INSPECTION RESULTS

TAC No. M94862 Contact: E.J. Benner

Description: SG tube examinations have been performed at a number of plants during the last year. As a result
of these examinations, degradation has been observed at a number of locations including dented locations, the
expansion transition region, free span region, and in the tubesheet crevice.

In addition to identifying a variety of degradation mechanisms, a number of technical concerns have arisen as
a result of these examinations with respect to classifying inspection results, periodicity of examinations, and
expansion of the initial inspection scope.
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Originating Documents: Several Event Notifications including: 28446 (Braidwood), dated 03/02/95; 28482
(Maine Yankee), dated 03/04/95; 28646 (Kewaunee), dated 04/07/95; 29494 (Diablo Canyon), dated 10/22/95;
and 29571 (Byron), dated 11/07/95.

Regulatory Assessment: In general, the degradation modes observed have been consistent with past
experience; however, the results indicate the importance of performing comprehensive SG tube examinations
using appropriate inspection techniques. SGTRs can provide a direct release path for contaminated primary
coolant to the environment via the secondary side safety and relief valves. Accumulation of water in the
SG secondary side can also lead to an overfill condition which can severely aggravate the radiological
consequences and increase the likelihood of subsequent failures. An IN is an appropriate generic action to
inform licensees of the particulars of recent examination methodologies and failure mechanisms.

Resolution: IN 96-38, "Results of Steam Generator Tube Examinations," was issued on 06/21/96 (Accession
No. 9606180338).

Completion Date: 06/21/96

GCCA-0102: REACTOR OPERATION BELIEVED TO BE INCONSISTENT WITH THAT DESCRIBED IN THE
FSAR

TAC No.: M94911 Contact: T.J. Carter

Description: Licensees may not be maintaining and operating their facilities in compliance with their licenses
and their bases. A staff follow-up to a 10 CFR 2.206 Petition involving Millstone-1 discussed this situation. A self-
assessment was performed by Northeast Utilities Service Companies (Accession No. 9603150021) in response
to a staff order issued on 12/13/95 (Accession No. 9512150278).

Originating Documents: A petition from Galatis and Hadley, dated 08/21/95 (Accession No. 9509080209), and
its Supplement, dated 08/28/95 (Accession No. 9509110306).

Regulatory Assessment: The staff has a concern about Northeast Utilities' performance regarding operation,
controlling facility changes, and maintaining an accurate updated FSAR for Millstone-1. The licensee's self-
assessment stated that a potential exists that similar configuration management conditions may exist at several
of their other units. To alert other licensees to what may be a generic deficiency, an IN should be issued that
transmits both the Millstone licensee's self evaluation and the staff 10 CFR 50.54(f) letter that expresses the
concern.

Resolution: IN 96-17, "Reactor Operation Inconsistent With The Updated Final Safety Analysis Report," was
issued on 03/18/96 (Accession No. 9603150213).

Completion Date: 03/18/96

GCCA-0103: MOVEMENT OF DRY STORAGE CASKS OVER SPENT FUEL, FUEL IN THE REACTOR CORE,
OR SAFETY-RELATED EQUIPMENT

TAC No.: M94912 Contact: E.Y. Wang

Description: A licensee was planning to move an unanalyzed load along a path where a load drop would have
significant safety consequences.

Originating Document: See TAC No. M94088.

Regulatory Assessment: The licensee's 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation was based on a misunderstanding of
the purpose of GL 85-11, "Completion of Phase II of `Control of Heavy Loads at Nuclear Power Plants'
NUREG-0612." The staff determined that this was an unreviewed safety question because: (1) the casks were
heavier than those previously considered in the FSAR; and (2) a load drop could result in consequences that are
greater than previously evaluated in the FSAR and, therefore, the margin of safety could be reduced.

Resolution: Bulletin 96-02, "Movement of Heavy Loads Over Spent Fuel Pool, Over Fuel in the Reactor Core,
or Over Safety-related Equipment," was issued on 04/11/96 (Accession No. 9604080259). The bulletin was to
address concerns of moving heavy loads, including dry casks, over the reactor vessel and the spent fuel pool.
Since the concern with shield plugs (TAC No. M94088) was addressed in this bulletin, no separate generic
communication was deemed necessary.

Completion Date: 05/07/96
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GCCA-0104: INACCURACY OF DIAGNOSTIC EQUIPMENT FOR MOTOR-OPERATED BUTTERFLY VALVES

TAC No.: M95281 Contact: T.A. Greene

Description: ITI MOVATS Inc. developed the Butterfly Analysis and Review Test (BART) System as a method
for determining the torque output of Limitorque HBC gear boxes equipped with Limitorque motor actuators
on butterfly valves. Observations and questions concerning the performance of the BART System under field
conditions led ITI MOVATS to perform testing to determine more precisely the inaccuracy of the system. This
TAC No. was for the issuance of an IN to alert licensees to the increased inaccuracy of the BART diagnostic
equipment for measuring torque when operating butterfly valves.

Originating Document: Morning Report 4-96-0042, dated 04/24/96.

Regulatory Assessment: Testing has raised questions concerning the inaccuracy assumed for ITI MOVATS
BART diagnostic equipment for butterfly valves. The inaccuracy could be as high as 14% compared to the
previous 2% error assumption. The increased inaccuracy could adversely affect safety-related butterfly valves
set up with the diagnostic equipment.

Resolution: IN 96-30, "Inaccuracy of Diagnostic Equipment for Motor-Operated Butterfly Valves," was issued on
05/21/96 (Accession No. 9605160311).

Completion Date: 05/21/96

GCCA-0105: CROSS-TIED SAFETY INJECTION ACCUMULATORS

TAC No.: M95282 Contact: J.R. Tappert

Description: Many licensees may have operated with cross-tied SI accumulators in an unanalyzed condition.
On 03/08/96, the licensee for Indian Point-3 (IP-3) reported that they had operated outside of their design basis
because they had periodically cross-tied SI accumulators for short periods of time. IP-3 TS actually require
periodic cross-connecting under certain conditions. An evaluation by the licensee's engineering staff (confirmed
by W) shows that the plant may not be protected during some LOCAs with a cross-tied configuration. This is
because nitrogen pressure is postulated to bleed off through the faulted loop to the containment. After the IP-3
report, several other licensees including IP-2, Turkey Point-3 & 4, Byron-1 & 2, Braidwood-1 & 2, Zion-1 & 2,
and Vogtle-1 & 2 reported that their plant procedures allow cross-connection of SI accumulators (in some cases,
all of the accumulators) in order to equalize pressure. No other licensee reported a requirement to perform this
operation.

Originating Documents: Event Notification 30364, dated 04/25/96, initiated action, but the first notification was
from IP-3 Event Notification 30087, dated 03/08/96.

Regulatory Assessment: IP-3 performed a probabilistic evaluation to determine if the configuration exceeded
the EPRI screening criteria of 10E-6 core damage probability. The licensee concluded that, for the bounding time
estimate of 11 hours/year for cross-connecting two SI accumulators, the EPRI screening threshold was not met.
IP-3 has taken actions to change their TS and other licensees have taken administrative action to prohibit cross-
connecting the accumulators. Therefore, this concern appears to be generic, but the safety significance is limited
and the licensees who have been made aware of the problem have taken corrective action.

Resolution: IN 96-31, "Cross-Tied Injection Accumulators," was issued on 05/22/96 (Accession No.
9605170288) to alert licensees to the potential problem.

Completion Date: 05/22/96

GCCA-0106: HYDROGEN GAS IGNITION DURING WELDING OF A VSC-24 MULTI-ASSEMBLY SEALED
BASKET

TAC No.: M95483 Contact: T.A. Greene

Description: A hydrogen generation and ignition event occurred at Point Beach during the welding of the
shield lid on a spent fuel storage cask. The hydrogen was generated by a chemical reaction between the cask
materials and the borated spent fuel water. A review of previous cask loadings at Point Beach and other plants
indicates that this situation has occurred before with casks of the same design. This TAC was initiated for the
issuance of an IN to alert licensees to the Point Beach event.

Originating Document: Event Notification 30552.
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Regulatory Assessment: The Point Beach event raised concerns about the potential for chemical or other
reactions between cask materials, contents, and environments in spent fuel storage cask designs. The basic
concern is that these reactions may create hazardous operating conditions and degrade cask safety components
to the extent that the cask's ability to store fuel safety will be compromised.

Resolution: IN 96-34, "Hydrogen Gas Ignition During Closure Welding of a VSC-24 Multi-Assembly Sealed
Basket," was issued on 05/31/96 (Accession No. 9605310132).

Completion Date: 05/31/96

1..

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/0001.html
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 Appendix F: Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards GSIs (Rev. 6)
This appendix documents those non-reactor GSIs identified, prioritized, and resolved by NMSS. As stated in
SECY-98-001,1724 the prioritization procedure for these issues is contained in NMSS Policy and Procedures
Letter 1-57,1725 "NMSS Generic Issues Program."

The NMSS Generic Issues have been moved to Section 6 on the main page.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1724.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr0933/reference/1725.html
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 Appendix G: Generic Issues Program Current and Historical Procedures
I. BACKGROUND

History

On October 8, 1976, the Commission directed the staff to develop "a program plan for resolution of generic
issues (GIs) and completion of technical projects." The Commission further requested that "this plan should
include: task schedules ... task priority and manpower requirements (with proportions of staff contract efforts
explicitly identified)." On December 12, 1977, the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 was amended by Congress
through Public Law 95-209 to include, among other things, a new Section 210 as follows:

Long Quote

UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUES PLAN

Sec. 210. The Commission shall develop a plan providing for specification and analysis of unresolved safety
issues (USIs) relating to nuclear reactors and shall take such action as may be necessary to implement
corrective measures with respect to such issues. Such plan shall be submitted to the Congress on or before
January 1, 1978 and progress reports shall be included in the annual report of the Commission thereafter.

In order to meet both Commission and Congressional directives, the staff developed a generic issues program
that provided for the identification of generic issues, the assignment of priorities, the development of detailed
action plans, projections of dollar and manpower costs, continuous high level management oversight of
progress, and public dissemination of information related to the issues as they progressed. This program
was published in NUREG-0410387 in January 1978 and, shortly thereafter, the Commission issued a Policy
Statement1190 on the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) "Program for Resolution of Generic Issues Related
to Nuclear Power Plants."

(1) In 1977, all issues were classified into four categories according to importance, from "significant" to "little or
no importance."

(2) In the early part of 1978, the issues were reclassified into Groups 1 through 8 by type rather than by order of
importance.

Later in 1978, the staff began to take a quantitative approach by using risk assessment to place the issues
into four categories ranging from I (potential high risk items) to IV (items not directly relevant to risk).140 With
increased confidence in this risk assessment approach, the staff introduced a more comprehensive quantitative
system in early 1979. Points were assigned to each issue based on an assessment of safety significance,
environmental significance, licensing effectiveness, deadline pressure, and retrofit versus forward-fit. Although
the point system was still quite subjective, it was nevertheless a major improvement over the previous methods
used.

In the aftermath of the Three Mile Island Unit 2 (TMI-2) accident, many new generic issues were raised and
the staff came to the conclusion that the point system was too subjective to be used for ranking the issues.
One of the TMI Action Plan48 items, IV.E.2, called for the staff to develop a plan for the early resolution of
safety issues. It was in resolving this issue that the staff developed a quantitative "prioritization" methodology
whereby a numerical priority score could be assigned to each generic safety issue (GSI). With this approach,
priorities were to be based on an evaluation of the estimated risk reduction associated with the potential change
in requirements that could result from resolution of an issue, and the estimated costs to the NRC and the
industry in implementing such a change. This methodology was submitted to the Commission for information
in SECY-81-513.1 In April 1983, this approach was refined and resubmitted to the Commission for approval in
SECY-83-221.1188 After Commission review, approval to use the methodology was given in December 1983.1189

The threshold adjustments were intended to cause the prioritization process to model the resolution process
without the earlier, apparently excessive margin for initial uncertainties, to reduce resolution efforts that do not
produce safety improvements, while still ensuring attention to issues that require it. The raising of the numerical
safety thresholds was accompanied by strengthened attention to uncertainties and special considerations,
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to help recognize instances when a priority rank higher than the indication from the numerical formula was
warranted, the objective being to improve the efficiency of the prioritizations without impairing their prudence.

The priority ranking chart and risk thresholds used in prioritization analyses completed before July 24, 1993, are
shown in Appendix C.

The simplification of the way in which costs were considered reflected the confirmation from experience that risk
significance was indeed the primary factor in priority ranking, with a more bounded role for safety-cost trade-offs.

Operating Plan

The initial work in prioritizing issues was essentially done by various Staff Working Groups. Following a
reorganization of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) in April 1980, the lead responsibility for
prioritization was assigned to the Safety Program Evaluation Branch, Division of Safety Technology, Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation (SPEB/DST/NRR).

The 1983 NRC Policy and Planning Guidance (NUREG-0885, Issue 2),210 in addressing the area of
Coordinating Regulatory Requirements (Planning Guidance, Item 5, p.6) called for "...a priority list of generic
safety issues including TMI-related issues based on the potential safety significance and cost of implementation
of each issue..." to be submitted to the Commission for approval. Using the prioritization methodology outlined
below, this list was developed by SPEB in response to the Planning Guidance and forwarded to the Commission
in SECY-83-221.1188

After another NRR reorganization in November 1985, the task of preparing and maintaining the list of GSIs
and their priority was assigned to the Safety Program Evaluation Branch, Division of Safety Review and
Oversight (SPEB/DSRO/NRR). Following an NRC reorganization in April 1987, this responsibility was assigned
to the Advanced Reactors and Generic Issues Branch, Division of Regulatory Applications, Office of Nuclear
Regulatory Research (ARGIB/DRA/RES). In July 1991, this responsibility was transferred to the Division of
Safety Issue Resolution (DSIR) in RES. With the elimination of DSIR in December 1994, this function was
transferred to the Generic Safety Issues Branch (GSIB), Division of Engineering Technology (DET), RES.

The prioritization of GSIs was an ongoing staff function that was reflected annually in the NRC Policy and
Planning Guidance.210 This document was superseded in 1987 by the NRC Five-Year Plan.

II. GENERIC ISSUES PROGRAM (1983-1999)

After issuance of the Policy Statement1190 in 1978, the NRC program to resolve generic issues underwent many
reviews and changes. As a result, the Commission concluded in April 1989 that the 1978 Policy Statement no
longer reflected the NRC's generic issues program and withdrew it from the public record.1191

From 1983 to 1999, the generic issues program consisted of six separate and distinct steps: identification,
prioritization, resolution, imposition, implementation, and verification (See Exhibit A). An explanation of each
of these six steps is given below. During this period, approximately 836 generic issues were processed in
accordance with the steps outlined below.

After an issue was prioritized and approved for resolution, the first task was the development of a plan to
delineate the work to be done, assignment of major responsibilities, identification of project resource needs,
and scheduling of milestone dates. These activities varied in scope and depth in accordance with issue priority
and the depth of information on a given issue. The second task involved development of a technical solution.
Typically, the information used to resolve an issue came from experience data, experiments, tests, analyses,
and probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs). The results of such work or the technical findings may have been
published in contractor and staff NUREG reports which were made available through the NRC Public Document
Room (PDR), Washington, D.C., or the National Technical Information Service, Department of Commerce,
Springfield, Virginia.

In the final stage of resolution, the technical findings were used as a basis to develop a proposed resolution
for the issue involving a change to NRC requirements or guidance. Several alternatives were considered. A
regulatory analysis, including a detailed cost/benefit analysis of each practical alternative, and consideration of
the best methods of imposition, implementation, and verification were used in selecting a proposed resolution.
If a backfit was proposed, first, a determination was made as to whether the backfit was required to provide
adequate protection to the health and safety of the public, or simply provided for enhancement of public health
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and safety. If it was determined that the backfit was necessary to provide an adequate level of protection, the
backfit was imposed, regardless of the costs to achieve it. If it was determined that the backfit provided for
enhancement of public health and safety, a generic analysis was required that treated the nine factors specified
in 10 CFR 50.109(c).

Once the cognizant NRC Office Directors agreed to a proposed resolution, it was then forwarded to the
Committee for the Review of Generic Requirements (CRGR), the ACRS, the Executive Director for Operations
(EDO), and the Commission for review and approval as appropriate. Changes to regulations, Policies, the
Standard Review Plan (SRP), and Regulatory Guides were published in the Federal Register for public
comment. Comments received were then incorporated, as appropriate, with the final product published in the
Federal Register. Resolution of a generic issue took from several months to a few years, depending on the
length of time required by the deliberations involved at each of the above steps.

Imposition

Imposition was the step in the generic issues program where each affected licensee and/or applicant was
required or guided to prepare a schedule for implementing the generic issue resolution consistent with a Rule,
Policy, Regulatory Guide, generic letter, bulletin, and/or licensing guidance developed during the resolution
stage. Normally, NRC requirements, policies, and/or guidance did not provide for NRC consideration of a
licensee's modifications prior to their implementation at an affected plant. This facilitated completion of plant
modifications to enhance safety within two refueling outages, not to exceed three years after issuance of
NRC requirements, policies, and/or guidance. However, in a few exceptional cases, licensees were expected
to submit (normally for NRC approval) their plans (including schedules) for plant modifications prior to their
implementation. In all cases, licensees were expected to certify in writing to the NRC that plant modifications had
been completed.

For the exceptional cases, the staff reviewed each applicant's and/or licensee's submittal with regard to
proposed modifications to site, equipment, structures, procedures, technical specifications, operating
instructions, etc., and schedules proposed for the accomplishment of the modifications. For backfits,
imposition was complete when each affected licensee had committed to compliance actions and schedules for
implementing these actions. For forward-fits, the imposition of a generic issue resolution was complete when the
new requirement or guidance became effective as an integral part of NRC regulations, policies, and/or guidance.

During this stage, a resolved GSI was identified as a Multiplant Action (MPA) for licensee action. The imposition
status of all MPAs was tracked in the Safety Issue Management System (SIMS). This step was replaced by
Regulation and Guidance Issuance (Stage 5) in MD 6.4.1858

Implementation

Implementation is the step in the generic issues program where the affected licensees perform the actions on
existing plants to satisfy the commitments made during the imposition stage. These may include modifications/
additions to equipment, structures, procedures, technical specifications, operating instructions, etc. No later
than 30 days after each affected licensee has completed all of the actions required for a particular generic issue
resolution, and the modified/additional system is fully operational, the licensee is required to certify in writing to
the NRC that plant modifications have been completed in accordance with NRC requirements, policies, and/or
guidance. When all affected licensees have officially notified the NRC of completion of all required/committed
actions, the implementation stage is complete, unless it is determined by the staff from subsequent verification
inspection that additional licensee actions are needed for compliance. This step was retained as Implementation
(Stage 6) in MD 6.4.1858

Verification

III. PRIORITIZATION (1983-1999)

Purpose and Scope

The primary purpose of prioritization was to assist in the timely and efficient allocation of resources to those
safety issues that had a high potential for reducing risk, and in decisions to remove from further consideration
issues that had little safety significance and held little promise of worthwhile safety enhancement. However,
issues of such gravity that consideration of immediate action was called for were excluded from prioritization
because of the compressed time scale in which decisions for such issues had to be made. Generally, immediate
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action took the form of a Bulletin or Order. Both operating and future plants were considered in the priority
ranking process.

Prioritization focused on generic safety issues (GSIs) i.e., safety concerns that may affect the design,
construction, or operation of all, several, or a class of nuclear power plants and may have the potential for safety
improvements and promulgation of new or revised requirements or guidance. However, the method was used
to identify changes in existing requirements that may have significantly reduced the impact (usually cost) on
licensees without any substantial change in public risk. Issues of this type were classified as Regulatory Impact
issues (RI) to clearly differentiate them as not improving the safety of nuclear power plants but, nevertheless,
possibly worthwhile.

In order to identify GSIs, all issues originated in accordance with OL #11192 were reviewed to determine their
safety significance. Issues that primarily concerned environmental protection or the licensing process and
did not involve significant safety improvement elements were classified accordingly and noted for separate
consideration outside the GSI priority ranking process. These issues were classified as either environmental
issues or licensing issues. Environmental issues (EI) involved impacts on the human environment and the
values sought to be protected by the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). Licensing issues (LI) were
not directly related to protecting public health and safety or the environment, but related to: (1) increasing the
staff's knowledge, certainty, and understanding of safety issues in order to increase its confidence in assessing
levels of safety; (2) improving or maintaining the NRC capability to make independent assessments of safety;
(3) establishing, revising, and carrying out programs to identify and resolve GSIs; (4) documenting, clarifying, or
correcting existing requirements and guidance; and (5) improving the effectiveness or efficiency of the review of
applications.

The list of issues subjected to prioritization contained the following groups:

(1) TMI Action Plan items identified for development in NUREG-066048; these issues are covered in Section 1.
The priority recommendations in this report excluded those issues that were designated for implementation in
NUREG-0737.98

(2) Task Action Plan items identified in NUREG-03712 and NUREG-0471,3 plus the subsequently added issues
A-42 through A-49 that were designated as Unresolved Safety Issues (USIs); these issues are covered in
Section 2. However, issues designated as USIs were excluded from prioritization because of the high-priority
attention they were given based on priority decisions previously made.

(3) New Generic issues identified by the staff, ACRS, or others; these issues are covered in Section 3. All new
issues identified are included in Section 3 and published in supplements to this report.

(4) Human Factors Program Plan (HFPP) items identified for development in NUREG-0985603; these items are
covered in Section 4.

(5) Chernobyl Issues identified in NUREG-12511195; these issues are covered in Section 5.

A comprehensive listing of all issues in the above five groups is given in Table II which includes the following
information for each issue: (1) the NRC person responsible for the prioritization evaluation; (2) the lead NRC
office, division, and branch responsible for reviewing the prioritization analysis and/or resolving the issue; (3) the
priority ranking or status; (4) the latest version of the evaluation; (5) the issuance date of the latest version of
the evaluation; and (6) the MPA number for those issues that have been resolved and require licensee actions.
A summary of the number of issues in each category is shown in Table III. A cross-reference listing of reports
prepared by the Office for Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data (AEOD) and their corresponding generic
issues is provided in Table IV.

How the Work Was Done

The work was done, in accordance with the criteria described below, by the responsible NRC Branch in
consultation with others in the NRC with knowledge of the issues or expertise in the technical disciplines
involved. In a number of instances, technical or cost information was obtained from industry and other outside
sources. The Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories (PNL), under a technical assistance contract, developed
detailed methods to quantify safety benefits and costs and provided safety-benefit analyses and cost information
for many of the issues. The responsible NRC Branch, with internal consultations as necessary, reviewed and
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applied the PNL-supplied technical factors, in conjunction with additional factors, in developing the priority
rankings and recommendations.

Systematic peer review of each prioritization evaluation within the NRC contributed to the assurance that the
analysis was complete and accurate, and that the judgments were soundly based. This review was done in two
stages. First, each analysis was reviewed by the NRC organizational unit or units whose area of responsibility
or specialized knowledge was substantially involved. Second, any comments made were then resolved, where
practical, and factored into the analysis, as appropriate. Upon completion of peer review, the analysis was then
finalized and prepared for approval by the responsible Office Director. Once approved, it was placed in the PDR
and published in a supplement to this report, after which, additional comments from the ACRS, the industry, and
the public were considered in any further reassessment of the issue's priority.

Priority Categories: Their Meaning and Proposed Use

Four priority rankings were used: HIGH, MEDIUM, LOW, and DROP. They were intended for use in guiding
allocation of NRC resources and scheduling of efforts to resolve the various issues, in conjunction with other
pertinent factors such as: (1) the nature, extent, and availability of manpower and material resources estimated
to be required; (2) length of time needed to resolve; (3) conflicts in resource allocation and scheduling among
items of comparable priority; (4) status of affected reactors; and (5) budget constraints.

A HIGH priority ranking meant that strong efforts to achieve the earliest practical resolution were appropriate.
This was because: (a) an important safety concern may have been involved (though generally the concern
was not severe enough to require prompt plant shutdown); or (b) the uncertainty of the safety assessment was
unusually large and an upper-bound risk assessment would have indicated an important safety concern.

 The priority rank is always HIGH when any of the following risk (or risk-related) thresholds are estimated to be
exceeded (or when extraordinary uncertainty suggests that they may well be exceeded):

1. 11000 person-rem estimated public dose per remaining reactor lifetime
2. 50,000 person-rem total estimated for all affected reactors for their remaining lifetime (e.g., 500 person-rem/

reactor for 100 reactors)
3. 10-5/reactor-year large-scale core-melt
4. 5 x 10-4/year large-scale core-melt (total for all affected reactors)

All unresolved HIGH priority issues were periodically reviewed in accordance with the criteria stated in
NUREG-0705 "Identification of New Unresolved Safety Issues Relating to Nuclear Power Plant Stations," issued
March 198144 for possible designation as USIs. A USI is defined as a matter affecting a number of nuclear power
plants that poses important questions concerning the adequacy of existing safety requirements for which a final
resolution has not yet been developed and that involves conditions not likely to be acceptable over the lifetime of
the plants affected.186

A MEDIUM priority ranking meant that no safety concern demanding high-priority attention was involved, but
there was believed to be potential for safety improvements or reductions in uncertainty of analysis that may have
been substantial and worthwhile.

The priority rank is least MEDIUM priority:

1. 10 or more percent of the always-HIGH criteria

Efforts at resolution were planned over the ensuing years, but on a basis that did not interfere with pursuit of
HIGH-priority GSIs or other high-priority work.

A LOW priority ranking meant that no safety concerns demanding at least MEDIUM-priority attention were
involved, and there was little or no prospect of safety improvements that were both substantial and worthwhile.

The priority rank is at least LOW priority:

1. 1 or more percent of the always-HIGH criteria
2. less than 10 percent of the always-HIGH criteria

When the prioritization process resulted in a LOW priority ranking for an issue, approval of this ranking by
the responsible Office Director signified that the issue had been eliminated from further pursuit. However, in
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accordance with Staff Requirements Memorandum (SRM) 871021A,1493 the staff conducted a periodic review
of existing LOW-priority GSIs to determine whether there was any new information that would necessitate
reassessment of the original prioritization evaluations.

The DROP category covered proposed issues that were without merit, or whose significance was clearly
negligible. Issues were also DROPPED from further consideration if it was determined that their safety concerns
had been addressed in previously prioritized or resolved issues.

The priority rank is a DROP category:

1. less than 1 percent of the always-HIGH criteria

When the prioritization process resulted in a DROP priority ranking for an issue, approval of this ranking by the
responsible Office Director signified that the issue had been eliminated from further pursuit.

 The figure below depicts priority ranking for determining High (H), Medium (M), Low (L), and Drop (D)
categories.
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An issue was considered RESOLVED, indicated by NOTE 3 in Table II, when its resolution resulted in either:
(a) the establishment of regulatory requirements or guidance (by Rule, SRP11 change, or equivalent); or (b) a
documented authoritative decision that no change in requirements was warranted. Priority rankings were not
assigned to issues that had been resolved. However, in those cases where issues were resolved after having
been identified for further pursuit by the prioritization process, the related calculations were retained in the text of
this document for future use.

Priority rankings were not assigned to issues that were nearly-resolved (denoted by NOTES 1 and 2 in
Table II) because approval of changes to requirements, based on the resolution of an issue, required that a
detailed value/impact evaluation of the safety benefit, implementation costs, and other relevant factors be
made. Prioritization would have duplicated this value/impact analysis, but in a less comprehensive manner.
Therefore, the effort that would have been needed to prioritize an issue was devoted to completing the final
evaluation of the issue, rather than making a tentative judgment as to the importance and value of the issue.
Possible resolution of an issue was considered to be identified, indicated by NOTE 1 in Table II, when a possible
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technical resolution was under evaluation and the evaluation was nearing completion. Further work may have
been required as part of the review and approval process before a change in requirements or guidance was
issued. Resolution of an issue was considered available, indicated by NOTE 2 in Table II, when proposed or
recommended changes to requirements or guidance were documented in a NUREG report, NRC memorandum,
Safety Evaluation Report (SER), or equivalent.

Priority rankings were also not assigned to those issues whose safety concerns were determined to be covered
(at the time of prioritization) in other issues of broader scope that were being prioritized, or were being resolved.
Issues in this category were integrated into the issues of broader scope. A detailed listing of all such issues is
given in Table V.

Criteria for Assigning Priorities

1. Basic Approach

The method of assigning priority rank involved two primary elements: (i) the estimated safety importance of the
issue; and (ii) the estimated cost of developing and implementing a resolution. Special considerations may have
influenced the proper use of the estimates. These elements were applied as follows:

(a) The issue was identified and defined. Since issues are often complex and interrelated with other issues,
careful definition of an issue's scope and bounds was essential in arriving at a sound and applicable
assessment.

(b) A quantitative estimate was made of the safety importance of the issue, measured in terms of the risk (the
product of accident probabilities and radiological consequences) attributable to the issue, and the decrease in
that risk that may have been attainable by resolving the issue.

(c) A quantitative estimate was made of the cost of resolution.

(d) A numerical impact/value ratio was calculated by dividing the estimated cost entailed by the estimated
potential risk reduction. The ratio measured the safety value received in return for the cost impact incurred.

(e) A priority rank (HIGH, MEDIUM, LOW, or DROP) was obtained by application of criteria in which both the
safety significance of the issue and the impact/value ratio were taken into account. The ratio was not always
directly applied to determine the priority rankings. In some cases, the safety significance of the issue was
so great that it demanded a HIGH priority, or so minor that only a LOW priority (or a decision to DROP) was
warranted irrespective of the impact/value assessment.

(f) The priority ranking was reviewed and modified, if appropriate, in light of any special factors (discussed
below) that: (i) might bring into question the applicability of the necessarily simplified calculation technique;
and (ii) call for special consideration of NRC management decisions or large uncertainties in the quantitative
estimates.

In summary, while the method had a quantitative emphasis, the calculated numerical values were used as an aid
to judgment and not as determinative of the ranking results. The nature of the specific issue, the quality of the
data base, and the scope of the necessarily limited analysis determined in each case the dependability of the
numerical indications as a judgment aid.

2. Safety Significance

The safety significance of an issue was represented by the reduction in risk that resolution could affect. Risk was
ordinarily expressed here in terms of the product of the frequency of an accident occurrence and the public dose
(in person-rem) that would result in the event of the accident. If more than one accident scenario was important
within the necessarily rough risk estimates, the risks were summed.

The potential risk reduction calculated in this way was used in calculating the impact/value ratio as part of the
simplified impact/value analysis, discussed in Paragraph III.3 below. It was also used directly as a measure of
safety significance, as discussed in Paragraph III.4 below, in arriving at a priority rank that was influenced by the
safety significance of an issue, as well as by the estimated value/impact relation of a projected solution, or was
determined on the basis of safety significance alone.

The person-rem-based risk reduction estimate may not have been the only appropriate measure of an issue's
safety significance in all cases. For example, when a possible core damage was involved but release outside
containment would be minor or highly improbable, contribution to the core-damage probability may well have
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been more indicative of safety significance. Provision was made, as described in Paragraph III.4 below, for use
of alternative measures of safety significance in determining a priority ranking when such alternative measures
were useful.

3. Impact/Value Relation

(a) The Impact/Value Ratio Formula

To the extent reasonably possible, quantitative estimates were made of the possible solutions to a GSI by
calculating an Impact/Value Ratio that reflected the relation between the risk reduction value expected to be
achieved and the associated cost impact. The formula for the impact/value ratio (R) was:

R =  Safety Benefit

where the safety benefit was the estimated risk reduction (event frequency x public dose averted) that may have
been achieved, and the cost was that thought necessary to develop and implement a resolution in the number of
plants involved. The scoring computation for any issue was then:

R = C NFTD

where, N = number of reactors involved; T = average remaining life (years) of the affected plants, based on an
original license period of 40 years; F = the accident frequency reduction (event/reactor-year); D = public dose
from the radioactive material released from containment (person-rem); and C = total cost of developing and
implementing the resolution of the issue for all plants affected (dollars).

The total cost (C) included both the cost of developing the generic solution, typically NRC cost, and the cost of
implementing the possible solution at all affected plants, typically industry cost, including design, equipment,
installation, test, operation, and maintenance. The priority ratio (R) had the units of dollars per person-rem.

Simplified calculations usually sufficed, since only an approximate impact/value ratio was required. Reference
was made to the current version of the Value-Impact Handbook,970 where necessary, to supplement the general
guidelines provided below.

(b) Rationale for the Formula

The qualitative diversity of factors entering impact/value analyses in support of GSI prioritization, together with
inevitable quantitative uncertainties, made any of various possible impact/value score formulas necessarily
imperfect. Accordingly, provisions were made to compensate for those imperfections to the extent practical (as
discussed in Paragraph III.5 below).

The formula selected measured a total-cost/total-safety-benefit relation. As discussed herein, it was applied
within limits set by other possible considerations where a safety issue was either too important to depend on
safety-cost tradeoffs, or too trivial to merit attention at all. Two principal arguments favored a formula of this type:

(1) The denominator was designed as a direct measure of the safety values that it is NRC's primary mission
to protect. The numerator was designed to measure the overall cost impact, including industry as well as NRC
costs, and should thus reflected the entire public interest in economy. The resulting impact/value ratio, subject to
the stated caveats, should have reasonably approximated measuring the overall public interest in safety value
received for total resources expended.

(2) The allocation of national resources, which in most cases were primarily industry resources, was optimized.

(c) Risk Estimates

The risk estimates developed for GSIs were useful as rough approximations for comparative purposes, but were
not necessarily applicable to the assessment of absolute levels of risk attributable to particular issues. Similarly,
the impact/value ratios provide, for the limited purpose of prioritization, tentative assessments of relative
potential for cost-effective resolution. They were not intended to be applied as impact/value determinations for
any regulatory proposal that may ultimately result from efforts to resolve an issue. In addition, the assumed
resolutions were not intended to prejudge the final resolutions, but are only assumptions that are necessary to
perform quantitative analyses.

The basis of frequency estimates generally involved the following:
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(1) Identification of the specific events which were the basis for the concern, for which the consequences were to
be established, and which were to be eliminated or ameliorated by a proposed technical solution

(2) Use of event sequence diagrams, fault trees, or decision trees, if possible

(3) Identified references and calculations, or stated assumptions for the numbers used

(4) Consideration of the probability of common mode as well as random independent failures.

Where possible, numerical estimates were based on operating experience, usually Licensee Event Reports
(LERs). Other sources included prior PRAs and other risk and reliability studies. Some numbers were based on
engineering judgment; in such cases, the basis for that judgment was stated.

For the identified end event(s), the expected radiological consequences were expressed in person-rem
generally based on the radioactive release categories described in WASH-140016 (Appendix VI, pp. 2-1 to 2-5),
reproduced as Appendix A to this report. Exhibit A below gives estimated Curies released and approximate
population doses for each release category.

Exhibit A - Estimated Release Public Dose** Category (Curies) (Person-rem)

PWR-1   1.2 x 109 5,400,000

PWR-2 9.3 x 108 4,800,000

PWR-3 5.2 x 108 5,400,000

PWR-4 2.8 x 108 2,700,000

PWR-5 1.3 x 108 1,000,000

PWR-6 1.0 x 108 150,000

PWR-7: 2.1 x 106 2,300

PWR-8:* 7.7 x 105 75,000

PWR-9:* 1.1 x 103 120

BWR-1 1.1 x 109  5,400,000

BWR-2 1.1 x 109  7,100,000

BWR-3 5.0 x 108  5,100,000

BWR-4 2.1 x 108  610,000

BWR-5* 1.7 x 105  20

* Non-core-melt (Other release categories involve core-melt).

** The Release value (Curies) and Estimated Public Dose (Person-rem) may be updated in the future to be
consistent with the ongoing evaluation to revise the Source Term following a postulated severe accident.

 The following assumptions and parameters were used for the calculations at this stage (Step (b) described
under "Basic Approach"):

• Consequences were represented by the whole body population dose (person-rem) received within 80.5
kilometers (kms), (50 miles) of the site.

• An exclusion area of 0.5 mile was assumed, with a uniform population density of 340 persons per square
mile beyond 0.5 mile. This was the mean 50-mile radius population density projected for 2000 (NUREG-0348,
"Demographic Statistics Pertaining to Nuclear Power Reactor Sites," issued November 1979, p.T52).70

• The evacuation of people was not considered because of the possible large variations in evacuation
capability for each plant site.

• The basis for the tabulated numbers included all exposure pathways except ingestion pathways (i.e.,
interdiction of contaminated foods was assumed). (Farmland usage parameters for the State of Illinois were
used for separate ingestion pathway calculations.)

• Meteorological data were taken from the U.S. National Weather Service station at Moline, IL.
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Although generally used, consequence estimates were not solely based on these factors. Other factors were
used in some cases when more appropriate.

An estimated occupational dose of 20,000 person-rem from post-accident cleanup, repair, and refurbishment
was also considered.

Where significant occupational radiological exposure (ORE) was incurred or averted in implementing current
requirements or the proposed resolution of a GSI, such exposure was taken into account but stated separately.

Where more direct issue-specific ORE information was lacking, dose estimates were obtained by assuming
an average dose rate of 2.5 millirem/hour (based on the PNL analysis64 cited above) and multiplying by the
estimated number of man-hours involved.

A second factor was that the risk associated with an issue was more likely to be overestimated than
underestimated. Where risk estimates were widely uncertain, a reasonably conservative value of risk reduction
was generally selected to help assure adequate priority to issues that may have warranted attention.

The sum of the estimated risks of all the separate issues were likely to exceed the existing estimate of the
total risk of nuclear power plants because of two factors. First, individual accident sequences could have
been affected by more than one issue. The resolution of one issue would have reduced the probability or
consequences of a certain set of accident sequences. Some or even all of these sequences could have been
the same as some or even all of the sequences affected by another issue. However, issues were assessed
independently, and this interaction of their risk significance was not ordinarily considered. This interaction was
strongest for issues related to human factors, since human error affected almost all sequences. The sum of the
reductions in core-melt frequency estimated for all of the human factors-related issues may have been as much
as twice as great as the total human factors contribution to total risk. However, most of the issues not related to
human factors were much less strongly interrelated.

(d) Cost Estimates

Because cost estimates were used here only in relation to risk estimates which were generally subject to more or
less wide uncertainties, only approximate costs were needed.

No separate estimates were generally made for offsite property damage; reasonably conservative use of the
public dose estimates was an adequate surrogate in this application. Furthermore, there was no readily-available
data on offsite damage that was realistic and detailed enough to make estimates meaningful, reasonably
accurate, and generically applicable. If unusual or special offsite effects were not adequately represented by the
public dose in some issues, this fact was considered separately and explicitly in evaluating such issues.

The expected technical solution on which the cost estimate was based was identified. Estimated costs were
established by collecting available data regarding engineering, procurement, installation, testing, and periodic
inspection and maintenance. Where data were non-existent, estimates were based on judgments by the experts
involved. Assumptions and estimated uncertainties were identified. Costs were estimated in 1982 dollars.

NRC costs included the following: (1) issue identification, analysis, resolution, and report issuance; (2) research
to establish proposed specific changes to licensing requirements (or to determine that no change is required);
(3) technical assistance contracts (including associated NRC effort); (4) discussions and correspondence with
industry owners' groups; (5) plant reviews; and (6) preparation and review of SERs and requirement documents.
The estimated cost of NRC professional time was based on $100,000 per person-year.

The costs to industry generally consisted of some combination of the following: (1) licensing; (2) design; (3)
equipment procurement; (4) installation; (5) testing, inspection, monitoring, and periodic maintenance; and (6)
plant downtime to effect a change, taken as the cost of replacement power at $300,000/day. Industry manpower
costs were ordinarily taken as $100,000 per person-year.

Averted plant damage costs may have affected the priority of a GSI. Estimates for such averted costs were
multiplied by the accident frequency and used as negative costs, i.e., subtracted from the (positive) costs of
implementing the resolution of the issue.1473 The averted costs may have included those of averted equipment
failures, limited-time plant outage, or limited plant-contamination cleanup. In the extreme, they also included
averted permanent loss of the plant, estimated at approximately $2 billion present worth. This estimate for a
"generic" plant included the costs of both plant-wide cleanup and permanent loss of use of the plant, discounted
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to present worth based on a 7% real discount rate. This figure was multiplied in each case by the reduction in
frequency of such events that would be brought about by resolution of the GSI. The plant loss estimate included
allowance for typical plant age at the time of the accident, as well as replacement power costs together with
apportioned cost of a replacement plant. The plant-wide cleanup estimate reflected cleanup to the point at which
the plant was ready for decommissioning or refurbishing for restart.393 Refurbishing costs, when restart was
more economical than decommissioning, depended on the nature of the accident and ranged from a fraction of
the total plant loss figure to a cost approaching that figure.

Some fixed costs were one-time, initial costs; others may have occurred at future times. Future costs were
discounted to present worth at a 7% rate. Where costs were continuous or periodically recurring throughout a
plant's remaining life, the periodic cost was taken into account using an approximation of the present worth of the
continuing (or repetitive) costs for plants with remaining operating lives of 20 years or longer.

(e) Uncertainty Bounds

Major sources of uncertainty in the priority score were identified and judgments as to their quantitative
significance were indicated as information warrants. Where data warranted, the method described in NUREG/
CR-2800,64 Section 5, for the general case of combining uncertainties for random variables with unknown
distributions (as well as some special cases) were used. [See also Paragraph III.5(a)]. Most often, however,
a rigorous uncertainty analysis was not warranted. In most cases, the uncertainty in the point estimates of
risks and costs was known to be large. However, sufficient information was not usually available to make a
meaningful quantitative analysis of the uncertainty bounds of these point estimates. Decisions were tempered
by the knowledge that the uncertainty is generally large. This knowledge was also used in developing the chart
of tentative priority rankings (Figure 1). The wide spread between a level of risk, for example, at which an issue
would be ranked as having a high priority and the level at which an issue would be ranked as low priority (a
factor of 100) was partially based on the recognition that the uncertainties are large. In cases where uncertainty
had a special character or importance, this was discussed and considered in the conclusion of the analysis of
the GSI.

4. Priority Ranking

(a) Priority Ranking Chart

A chart showing how the tentative priority rankings were derived from the safety significance of an issue and its
impact/value ratio is presented in Figure 1. The thresholds on the chart are discussed in Paragraphs III.4(b) and
III.4(c) below. A conversion factor of $1,000/person-rem was used until September 18, 1995, when an increase
to $2,000/person-rem was approved by the Commission.1689

(b) Preliminary Screening for Safety Significance

The determination of a priority rank started with a triage based on safety significance, i.e., the incremental
risk associated with the issue. For a reduction in (delta) core damage frequency CDF greater than 10-4 per
reactor-year (RY), a HIGH priority was assigned on the basis of safety importance alone, regardless of other
considerations, such as an initially estimated high cost, which might result in a low priority score.

At the other extreme, an issue's safety significance could have been too minor to warrant diversion of attention
from more important safety issues, even if it had a low impact/value ratio because an inexpensive solution was
believed to be available. Below a minimal safety significance threshold, the priority was always DROP; where the
potential risk reduction was trivial, there was no basis for regulatory action on safety grounds.

In between, there may have been issues of less extreme importance or unimportance, for which a HIGH,
MEDIUM, LOW, or DROP priority may have been appropriate, based on consideration of the impact/value
relation as well as safety significance. As indicated in Figure 1, a HIGH priority was assigned to an issue
exclusively on the basis of a high safety significance; the threshold shown on the chart is (delta) CDF=10-4 /RY.
For an issue with a safety significance lower than the threshold for an always-HIGH priority but at least 10% of
that threshold ((delta) CDF=10-5 /RY), the chart indicates a HIGH or MEDIUM priority based on cost trade-offs.
At the low-risk end of the abscissa, the priority rank indicated was always DROP for (delta) CDF<10-7 /RY. Cost
trade-offs entered in the 10-7 to 10-4 /RY (delta) CDF range, as discussed in Section 4(c) below.

The abscissa in Figure 1 provides a measure of an issue's estimated safety significance in terms of the change
(delta) in CDF attributable to resolution of the issue. This was often the most useful safety significance measure
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in GSI prioritization, though for some issues other measures may have been required or appropriate. For
example, a measure based on radiological consequences (probability-averaged over the remaining reactor
life) was used when the issue under consideration involved containment bypass, or related to containment
performance or other features or actions to mitigate the radiological consequences of a core damage. Also, the
thresholds may have needed to accommodate the possible influence of the number of reactors affected on the
appropriate priority ranking. Therefore, Figure 1 was repeated in Figure 2, with auxiliary abscissae providing
additional measures of safety significance. These were used when the principal abscissa was inapplicable, or
when an auxiliary abscissa led to a higher priority indication. Thus, the abscissae for total effect on all plants
were considered when more than 30 plants were affected.

(c) Impact/Value Ratio Thresholds

When the safety significance was in the intermediate range discussed above, (i.e., (delta) CDF between 10-7 and
10-4 /RY, or between 0.1% and 100% of the threshold for an always-HIGH priority), the impact/value ratio (R)
was taken into account in the ranking indicated by the chart (Figure 1). This was done as follows:

(1) In the range of 10% to 100% of the threshold for an always-HIGH priority, the indicated priority was HIGH if R
was below $2,000/person-rem; otherwise, the indicated priority was MEDIUM.

(2) In the range of 1% to 10% of the threshold for an always-HIGH priority, the indicated priority was MEDIUM if
R was below $2,000/person-rem; otherwise, the indicated priority was LOW.

(3) In the range of 0.1% to 1% of the always-HIGH threshold, the indicated priority was LOW or DROP,
depending on whether R was below or above $2,000/person-rem.

5. Other Considerations

The formula-based rankings represented the primary concern of the NRC: public safety. The secondary concern
was the impact on licensees, evaluated in terms of cost. However, the tentative priority rankings were subject to
the limitations of an often incomplete and imprecise data base, and to possible distortions due to the nature of
the necessarily highly simplified quantitative formula underlying them. Special situations with respect to some
issues may have caused added difficulty in priority assignment. While the formula-based tentative rankings
generally indicated that the safety significance was sufficient to justify NRC action, other considerations not
adequately reflected, or not reflected at all, in the numerical formula were often needed to corroborate or adjust
the results. Decision-making was helped by explicit identification of such other considerations and explanation of
their bearing on the resulting final priority ranking, whether the effect was one of corroborating or of changing the
estimates.

Listed below are some factors that may have been important in arriving at a sound priority ranking, and may
have led to adjustment of a tentative, formula-derived ranking. Possible effects of occupational doses and
uncertainty bounds [1(a)(1), (a)(2), and (b)(1) below] required particularly careful consideration for all issues.
The factors listed were not considered all-inclusive. Others thought significant were discussed and, when
practical, quantified appropriately in the overall risk significance measure and impact/value ratio along with their
associated uncertainties. Sometimes, there were special considerations that were quite specific to an issue or
some aspect of it. However, it should be noted that, in determining an issue's priority, those factors that related to
safety were given the most consideration. The following is a partial list of other factors considered:

(a) Special risk and cost aspects not included in or potentially masked by the numerical formulas:

(1) The additional risk associated with a license renewal period of 20 years for the affected plants. GSIs
prioritized and resolved up to March 31, 1994, were evaluated for license renewal implications; these evaluations
were documented in NUREG/CR-53821563 and an RES report.1564 All other GSIs prioritized and resolved after
March 31, 1994, were required to consider the impact of license renewal.

(2) The net change in occupational doses entailed by implementing the current versus the proposed
requirements.

(3) Any significant non-radiation-related occupational risk affected by the proposed resolutions.

(4) Loss or severe degradation of a layer in the defense-in-depth concept (e.g., one mode of core cooling or
containment cooling)
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(5) Issues for which solutions of widely differing costs may be applicable to different classes of plants, or various
plants are otherwise affected in vastly different ways.

(b) Factors related to uncertainties stemming from an incomplete or imprecise data base for the priority formula:

(1) Uncertainty bounds, imbalance in uncertainty factors, certainty of cost to fix versus uncertainty that safety is
really improved and the true extent of such improvement.

(2) Situations where uncertainty is extraordinarily large (in accident probability, consequences, or cost, or any or
all of these). If there are large uncertainties in either the numerator or the denominator, the mean of the impact/
value ratio (mean ratio) should be used with caution in assigning a priority ranking. The ratio of the means is a
good approximation to the mean ratio provided only that the uncertainty in the denominator is small. However, if
the uncertainty in the denominator is large, then the ratio of the means is a poor estimate of the mean ratio.

(3) Problems which are ill-defined and problems for which solutions are not evident so that at least the resources
necessary to understand the problem are assigned.

(4) The potential for a proposed change to affect more than one accident or transient sequence, thus affecting
risk to a greater or lesser degree than assessed in the description of the issue; notably, the potential for a new
safety decrement, or increase in risk, due to unidentified effects of a proposed change, or added complexity, or
for other reasons.

(5) Circumstances imparting unusual significance to accident consequences (such as ingestion pathway effects)
or mitigating measures (such as evacuation) that are not directly included in the public dose calculations.

(6) Potential for human intervention, using available equipment.

(7) Acute knowledgeable professional controversy concerning the importance of an issue or modes of dealing
with it.

(c) Change with passage of time:

(1) The effect of license renewal should be considered in every prioritization. The effect, if any, on the priority
rank of an additional 20 years of operation should be separately stated.

(2) Potential substantial deterioration of the impact/value ratio while awaiting regulatory resolution (e.g., a
potential design fix that is inexpensive to apply before construction, much more expensive after the plant is
largely built, and extremely expensive and problematical to apply to an operating plant).

(3) The amount of resources already spent on an issue, and how close to completion it may be; the value of
continuity in efforts to resolve an issue.

(4) The span of time predicted to resolve an issue and implement the resolution.

(5) The clarity of an "issue" and the objectivity with which it is currently defined. (Perhaps additional research
effort is necessary to identify and define a specific risk reduction of interest.)

(6) Change of perceptions (of safety importance or impact/value relation or some special issue-peculiar factor) in
the course of time.

Generally, in situations of large doubt or conflicting indications, the highest priority rank reasonably consistent
with the nature of an issue was assigned. Thus, where no solution was evident, assignment of a priority
consistent with the safety significance of the issue may have led to a search for resolution or mitigation at an
acceptable cost. Generally, when uncertainties narrowed or perceptions changed in the course of time, the
priority rankings were reexamined in the light of new developments and retained or changed. When different
classes of plants were expected to be very differently affected by a potential resolution, the priority assignment
was governed by the class of plants for which resolution was most worthwhile and urgent. (Resolution in
such cases could have involved a new requirement for some class of plants and no action for others.) Where
resolution differed for different classes of plants, differing priorities were assigned.

6. Concluding Remarks

The criteria and estimating process on which the priority rankings were based were neither rigorous nor precise.
Considerable application of professional judgment, sometimes guided by good information but often tenuously
based, occurred at a number of stages in the process when numerical values were selected for use in the
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formula calculations, and when other considerations were taken into account in corroborating or changing a
priority ranking. What was important in the process was that it was systematic, that it was guided by analyses
that were as quantitative as the situation reasonably permitted, and that the bases and rationale were explicitly
stated, providing a "visible" information base for decision. The impact of imprecision was blunted by the fact that
only approximate rankings (in only four broad priority categories) were necessary and sought. Beginning in June
1999, the above method of prioritizing generic issues was replaced with the screening process of MD 6.4.1858

Results of Prioritization

The results of the prioritization and resolution of all issues contained in this report are summarized and tabulated
by group in Table III. In addition, a listing of those issues that affect operating and future plants is given in
Appendix B. This appendix reflects the results of prioritization and resolution and only includes: (1) issues that
have been resolved with new requirements [NOTE 3(a); (2) USI, HIGH-, and MEDIUM-priority issues that are
being resolved; (3) nearly-resolved issues (NOTES 1 and 2); (4) issues whose impact is not yet known (NOTE
4); and (5) issues that were resolved without requirements for operating plants but with staff requirements for
future plants under development. Tables II and III, and Appendix B also incorporate the results of those generic
issues processed in accordance with MD 6.41858 since 1999.

IV. GENERIC ISSUES PROGRAM (1999-2007)

Introduction

In accordance with Section 210 of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, the NRC documented progress
on the resolution of USIs in each NRC annual report to Congress. However, with the passage of the Federal
Reports Elimination and Sunset Act of 1995, the statutory requirement to send Congress an NRC annual report
ended on December 21, 1999. In accordance with SECY-00-0038, "The 1999 NRC Annual Report," dated
February 15, 20001859 the last annual report to the Congress that included unresolved GSIs was the 1999
edition.

Beginning in 1999, all new GIs identified were subjected to the process delineated in NRC Management
Directive (MD) 6.4, "Generic Issues Program."1858 The Generic Issues Program (GIP) was designed to provide
internal guidance for determining whether a candidate GI represents an adequate protection issue, a substantial
safety enhancement issue, or a reduction in unnecessary regulatory burden issue. In addition, the GIP identifies
cost effective solutions to GIs, implements, and then verifies the adequacy of solutions for GIs, as appropriate.
Thus, the GIP provides an opportunity for the NRC and Agreement State staff and other parties to recommend
safety or security-related (or reduction in unnecessary regulatory burden) improvements to the agency's
regulations and/or implementation of these regulations. Candidate generic issues may arise from many sources,
including safety evaluations, operational events, or even suggestions on the part of individual staff members,
outside organizations, or members of the general public. Additionally, new issues identified as USIs or any
staff concerns that are raised as part of the NRC's Differing Professional Opinion (DPO) program may also be
addressed under the GIP. The staff periodically conducts reviews of the open GIs to identify USIs. Detailed staff
guidance is provided in Appendix B, "Unresolved Safety Issue Assessment Criteria," of MD 6.4.

Because of the varying technical disciplines and levels of difficulty encompassed by GIs, the processing of
GIs does not lend itself to a strict, proceduralized process. The guidance in MD 6.4 is intended to provide a
useful, consistent framework for handling, tracking, and defining the minimum documentation associated with the
processing of GIs.

- Only potential adequate protection, substantial safety enhancement, and reduction in unnecessary regulatory
burden issues are subject to the GIP process.

- Resolution of a GI may involve developing and imposing new or revised rules, developing new or revised
guidance, revising the interpretation of rules or guidance, or providing information for voluntary actions.

- Resolution of a GI may affect licensees, certificate holders, or other entities regulated by or subject to NRC's
regulatory jurisdiction.

Overview of Generic Issues Program Stages

The GIP consists of the following eight stages:
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1. Identification

Candidate GIs may be identified by organizations or individuals internal or external to NRC, including the NRC
staff, the

Agreement State staff, the ACRS, the Advisory Committee on Nuclear Waste (ACNW), the Advisory Committee
on the Medical Uses of Isotopes (ACMUI), licensees, certificate holders, industry groups, or the general public.

If any identified candidate GI has the potential for involving an adequate protection issue, prompt actions is taken
to evaluate the issue and to initiate any necessary compensatory measures.

Candidate GIs may be identified by NRC or Agreement State staff during routine activities. Sources of candidate
GIs include, but are not limited to, NRC staff concerns; public concerns; licensee event reports; morning reports;
inspection reports; investigation reports; accident sequence precursor program reports; major studies; allegation
reports; component failure reports; 10 CFR Part 21, "Reporting of Defects and Noncompliance," reports; industry
reports; and reports of operational events at foreign facilities.

Guidance for identifying GIs from operational safety data reviews is contained in Management Directive (MD)
8.5, "Operational Safety Data Review." 1927

Candidate GIs are submitted to the GIP Manager in RES, who forwards them to either the Reactor Generic
Issue Review Panel or the Materials Generic Issue Review Panel, as appropriate. For candidate GIs that involve
both program areas, the GIP Manager consults with the program offices to establish a combined review panel
including representatives of the NRR, the Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards (NMSS), and RES.
For security-related candidate GIs, NSIR participation is required.

The issues identified as Unresolved Safety Issues (USIs) or any staff concerns identified as part of the Differing
Professional Opinion program may also be addressed under the GIP.

2. Initial Screening

During initial screening, the appropriate Generic Issue Review Panel assesses whether the candidate GI should
be processed in the GIP, should be excluded from further analyses, or should be sent to another NRC program
for review. Also, the scope of the candidate GI (and thus the GI) is defined at this stage.

Initial screening is complete after the appropriate Generic Issue Review Panel reviews the information submitted
in accordance with Appendix A of MD 6.4, including any other supporting documentation, as well as any staff-
generated screening analysis of the candidate issue, and submits its findings and recommendations to the
Director of RES for reactor issues or to the Director of NMSS for materials issues.

For reactor candidate GIs, risk and cost benefit thresholds are provided in Appendix C of MD 6.4, "Criteria and
Guidance for Technical Assessment of Candidate Reactor Generic Issues." During initial screening (Stage 2),
the Reactor Generic Issue Review Panel uses, to the extent practicable, Appendix C of MD 6.4 in a comparative
manner to determine whether the issue should be excluded from further analyses, or continue on to Stage 3,
technical assessment, in which a quantitative analysis would be performed. For materials candidate GIs, the
initial screening stage may be folded into the technical assessment stage. Appendix F of MD 6.4, "Criteria and
Guidance for Technical Assessment of Candidate Materials Generic Issues," provides guidance on the conduct
of panel meetings.

Figure A.G.1, "Candidate Generic Issue Screening Process," and Appendix G of MD 6.4 provide the questions
that must be addressed during the GI classification process, primarily in Stages 2 and 3 of the GIP.

On the basis of established risk thresholds or engineering judgment, the Reactor or the Materials Generic
Issue Review Panel assesses whether the candidate GI has the potential to be classified as either an adequate
protection, a substantial safety enhancement, or a reduction in unnecessary regulatory burden issue. (The actual
classification into one of these categories will be made at the technical assessment stage.) The Reactor or the
Materials Generic Issue Review Panel makes its assessment on the basis of information readily available or
easily obtained with reasonable resources.

For a candidate GI, either the Reactor or the Materials Generic Issue Review Panel, as appropriate, issues
an initial screening memorandum consisting of a forwarding note with attached findings and recommended
actions. In some instances, the appropriate Generic Issue Review Panel may recommend that the screening and
assessment stages for reduction in unnecessary regulatory burden issues be modified, or performed at a lower
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level of effort. The panel documents its recommendation in its initial screening memorandum. As a minimum,
the initial screening memorandum is to include a clear, concise description of the GI, its safety significance, and
Appendix A of MD 6.4, information prepared by the submitter.

3. Technical Assessment

In the technical assessment stage, staff (a) perform additional review of those GIs that may represent an
adequate protection issue, a substantial safety enhancement issue, or a reduction in unnecessary regulatory
burden issue; (b) determine if these should be designated as unresolved safety issues (USIs); and (c) identify a
cost-effective solution to the GI.

Technical assessment also provides technical justification for excluding from further analyses a GI that has little
safety significance, would not result in a substantial safety enhancement, is not cost justifiable, or is a necessary
regulatory burden.

Guidance for performing a technical assessment of a reactor GI is provided in Appendix B, "Unresolved Safety
Issue Assessment Criteria," and Appendix C of MD 6.4. Guidance for performing a technical assessment of a
materials GI would use more qualitative methods, expert elicitation, and judgment as outlined in Appendix F MD
6.4.

Technical assessment is an "indepth" study of a GI and may involve contractor support. To form a technical basis
for taking or not taking regulatory action, the technical assessment stage may include the following:

- expert elicitation

- a review of operational data and events

- a review of related generic communications and GIs

- model development, experiments, and tests

- system and computational analyses

- field studies and inspections

- probabilistic risk assessments

- integrated safety assessments

- a detailed regulatory analysis

- corrective action development, including recommendations

The extent of these activities varies in accordance with the scope, complexity, or significance of the GI and the
depth of information available on a given GI.

Either RES (for reactor issues) or NMSS (for materials issues), as appropriate, conducts or oversees the
technical evaluation of the GI, verifies the legitimacy of the concern expressed, verifies that the benefits sought
will be obtained, establishes the technical basis for new or revised regulations or guidance, and identifies
solutions that are likely to result in substantial net facility safety improvements or reduction in regulatory burden
without significant decrease in safety.

Technical assessment is complete when the RPM informs either the Director of NRR (for reactor issues), or the
Director of NMSS (for materials issues) whether (1) the issue should be excluded from further consideration, (2)
new or revised rules or guidance are needed, and/or (3) new or revised NRC programs are needed.

4. Regulation and Guidance Development

 Regulation and guidance development involves an in-depth review of potential facility or program changes
to address the GI and selection of needed regulatory actions. Technical findings obtained during the technical
assessment stage are used, as necessary, as a basis for developing or revising rules, guidance, and programs.
Products to be produced during the regulation and guidance development stage could include draft rules,
regulatory guides, bulletins, generic letters, information notices, new or revised inspection procedures, and the
CRGR briefing packages.
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 Typically, NRC rules and guidance are contained in Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations, standard review
plans, regulatory guides, and, to some extent, bulletins, generic letters, information notices, and regulatory issue
summaries, as well as pertinent office staff guidance.

The development of rules, guidance, or programs can take from several months to a few years, depending on
the length of time required by the deliberations involved. If rulemaking is a potential option to address the GI,
coordination between this directive and MD 6.3, "The Rulemaking Process,"1928 is required. The GI TAP, in
accordance with this directive, the rulemaking plan, and  MD 6.3, is coordinated to reduce duplication of effort.

 Regulation and guidance development is complete when the RPM informs either the Director of NRR (for
reactor issues) or the Director of NMSS (for materials issues), whether (1) the GI should be excluded from
further consideration or (2) new or revised regulations, guidance, or programs have been developed to address
the GI.

 5. Regulation and Guidance Issuance

 The staff issue documents clearly describing the facility or program changes developed during the regulation
and guidance development stage to address the GI in a timely and effective manner. New or revised regulations
may require the review and approval of the Commission except in limited circumstances when the EDO is
authorized to conduct rulemaking in accordance with MD 6.3.

 Regulation and guidance issuance is complete when the RPM informs either the Director of NRR (for reactor
issues), or the Director of NMSS (for materials issues), whether (1) the issue should be excluded from further
consideration or (2) new or revised regulations, guidance, or programs have been issued to address the GI.

 Regulation and guidance issuance is complete when the RPM informs either the Director of NRR (for reactor
issues) or the Director of NMSS (for materials issues) whether (1) the issue should be excluded from further
consideration or (2) new or revised regulations, guidance, or programs have been issued to address the GI.

 6. Implementation

 The objective of the implementation stage is to determine whether the licensee, the certificate holder, or other
entity regulated by or subject to the regulatory jurisdiction of NRC has established and is implementing a
program to ensure that facility or program changes made to address a GI are effective and in accordance with
commitments.

 The implementation stage occurs when the affected licensee, certificate holder, or other entity performs the
actions necessary to implement the regulatory action to close the GI. These may include modifications or
additions to the following:

• ·       the systems, structures, components, or design of a facility
• ·       the design approval or manufacturing license for a facility
• ·       the technical specifications, procedures, programs, or organization required to design, construct, or

operate a facility

 The implementation stage is complete for an affected licensee, certificate holder, or other entity once it has
formally informed the appropriate NRC program office that facility or program changes have been implemented.
The GIP Manager in RES monitors the implementation of GI facility or program changes by the licensee, the
certificate holder, or other entity as reported by the RPM and includes this information in updates to the GIMCS.

 7. Verification

 In the verification stage, the appointed staff determines whether licensees, certificate holders, or other entities
have adequately demonstrated the efficacy of facility or program changes in addressing the GI.

 The verification stage involves auditing and inspection of individual licensees and certificate holders to verify
that effective actions have been implemented. Depending on the number of affected licensees, certificate
holders, or other entities, the risk significance of the GI, and the complexity of the corrective actions, it may not
be necessary to perform a 100-percent inspection of facility or program changes made in order to declare a GI
closed.

 The verification stage is complete for an affected licensee or certificate holder once the final inspection report
has been issued, and the appropriate NRC program office determines that facility or program changes are
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adequate. The RPM provides documentation giving the basis for declaring the verification stage complete for a
specific licensee, certificate holder, or other entity to the GIP Manager in RES for review.

 8. Closure

 Closure can begin when the verification stage is complete for all affected licensees, certificate holders, or other
entities once:

 - All final verification inspection reports have been issued. 

 - The appropriate NRC program office has determined that actions have been implemented and are adequate to
classify the GI as closed. 

 - The RPM has prepared a memorandum to the Executive Director for Operations, through the GIP Manager in
RES and the Director of RES, indicating the basis for declaring the GI closed.

V. GENERIC ISSUES PROGRAM (2007-2012)

SECY-07-00221888 described improvements to the GIP, which the staff will implement to ensure comprehensive
and timely resolution of future GIs. The staff will implement these conceptual GIP improvements through a
revision to MD 6.4.

 To improve the GIP, the following elements were identified to be incorporated in MD 6.4:

 1. With the appropriate regulatory office involvement, RES will have overall responsibility for GIP management,
including routine tracking and documentation of GIP status as well as periodic reporting to Congress and the
Commission.

 2. The appropriate regulatory office will have well-defined roles, responsibilities, and accountability in all stages
of GI assessment and resolution.

  3. All offices will be involved with applying the screening criteria to identify issues that are suitable for the GIP.
Issues for which the risk or safety significance cannot be adequately determined due to phenomena or other
uncertainties, and would require long-term studies and/or experimental research to establish the risk or safety
significance will be excluded from the GIP, consistent with current processes specified in MD 6.4.

 4. Issues, particularly high-risk issues, that should be addressed by other NRC programs and processes or
industry initiatives, will be appropriately directed to those programs and processes. The role of the GIP will be
clarified with the roles of other programs that address the concerns of employees and stakeholders such as the
Differing Professional Opinion (DPO) Program and the Allegation Program to ensure that GIP does not serve as
an alternative to these programs.

 5. To gain efficiency and effectiveness and improve timely assessment of GIs, the staff will employ enhanced
risk-informed techniques, which have already been developed as part of other established programs (e.g., the
Accident Sequence Precursor [ASP] Program).

 6. RES will ensure necessary inter-office coordination throughout the process. After the issue is screened in
as a formal GI, the GIP will consider participation by nuclear industry stakeholders, when feasible, to identify
possible solutions (e.g., a regulatory product or industry initiative).

 7. The GI process will be concluded when the regulatory product is identified. The regulatory office will proceed,
under other established programs and processes, to develop and implement the identified regulatory solution,
and perform appropriate verification.

VI. GENERIC ISSUES PROGRAM (2012-Current)

 In 2012, the Director of NRR requested the formation of a Tiger Team to identify refinements to the agency's
GI Program in order to more efficiently resolve GIs and more effectively communicate progress with key
stakeholders. The completion of efforts by the Tiger Team was documented in a letter from the team lead, Sher
Bahadur, to the Director of NRR, Eric J. Leeds, dated October 24, 2013.2036 The Tiger Team presented its
results to the Deputy Executives for Operations and informed the Commission in SECY-13-0081, "Summary of
Activities Related to Generic Issues Program," dated July 30, 2013.2219
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 The Tiger Team performed an extensive review of the existing processes, using industry standard business
process improvement techniques. The team found that the GI Program, following the major program overhaul
in 2007, is a fundamentally solid program and performs reasonably well. Before establishing the Tiger Team,
ongoing GI Program improvement activities had already self-identified potential enhancements. Nevertheless,
the business process improvement approach led to productive engagement with many internal stakeholders,
resulting in a comprehensive set of proposed program enhancements, supporting recommendations, and a
suggested implementation approach.

 One of the Tiger Team's significant recommendations was to reduce the number of stages to three by combining
the Screening and Acceptance stages into just a Screening stage (Stage 1). The Assessment stage will be
Stage 2, and the Regulatory Assessment Stage will be renamed as the Regulatory Office Implementation stage
(Stage 3). The team also recommended changing the time that an issue is declared as a GI from the end of the
Screening stage to the end of the Assessment stage. In January 2015, the staff published a new revision of MD
6.4 incorporating the Tiger Team's recommendations.

 Among the other program enhancements recommended by the Tiger Team, the NRC staff worked with
information technology contractors to create an online dashboard display on the NRC public Web site that
shows the status of active GIs that are in the Regulatory Office Implementation stage. The dashboard shows
the current status of active GI and each GI's activities, milestones, and accomplishments. The dashboard also
shows information related to recently closed GIs and proposed GIs that were screened out of the process during
the Screening stage.
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Pursuant to Title 10 of the Code of Federal
Regulations 50.54(f) Regarding Seismic Hazard
Reevaluations for Recommendation 2.1.
[ML14030A046]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2098
2098. Seismic Screening and Prioritization Results

Regarding Information Pursuant to Title 10 of the
Code of Federal Regulations 50.54(f) Regarding
Seismic Hazard Reevaluations for Recommendation
2.1 of the Near-Term Task Force Review of Insights.
[ML14111A147]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2099
2099. NRC Information Notice 2010-018: Generic Issue 199,

"Implications of Updated Probabilistic Seismic Hazard
Estimates in Central and Eastern United States on
Existing Plants." [ML101970221]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2100
2100. NRC Information Notice 2010-19: "Updated

Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Estimates in Central and
Eastern United States". [ML102160735]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2101
2101. SECY-11-0093 - Near-Term Report and

Recommendations for Agency Actions Following the
Events in Japan [ML11186A959]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2102
2102. Memo from B. Sheron to E. Leeds Re: Transfer

of Generic Issue 204 for Regulatory Office
Implementation. [ML120261155]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2103
2103. SECY-11-0093 - Near-Term Report and

Recommendations for Agency Actions Following the
Events in Japan [ML11186A959]
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NUREG-0933: Footnote 2104
2104. SECY-11-0093 - Enclosure: The Near-Term Task

Force Review of Insights from the Fukushima Dai-ichi
Accident. [ML111861807]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2105
2105. SECY-11-0124 - Recommended Actions To Be Taken

Without Delay From The Near-Term Task Force
Report. [ML11245A127]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2106
2106. SECY-11-0124 - Enclosure 1 Recommended Actions

To Be Taken Without Delay From The Near-Term Task
Force Report. [ML11245A144]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2107
2107. SECY-11-0137 - Prioritization of Recommended

Actions to Be Taken in Response to Fukushima
Lessons Learned [ML11269A204]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2108
2108. SECY-11-0137 - Enclosure: Staff Assessment

and Prioritization of NTTF Recommendations
[ML11272A203]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2109
2109. Request for Information Pursuant to Title 10 of the

Code of Federal Regulations 50.54(f) Regarding
Recommendations 2.1, 2.3, and 9.3, of the Near-Term
Task Force Review of Insights From the Fukushima
Dai-Ichi Accident. [ML12053A340]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2110
2110. Request for Information Pursuant to Title 10 of the

Code of Federal Regulations 50.54(f) Regarding
Recommendations 2.1, 2.3, and 9.3, of the Near-Term
Task Force Review of Insights From the Fukushima
Dai-Ichi Accident. [ML12053A340]
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NUREG-0933: Footnote 2111
2111. Prioritization Of Response Due Dates For Request For

Information Pursuant To 10 CFR 50.54(f) Regarding
Flooding Hazard Reevaluations For Recommendation
2.1 Of The Near-Term Task Force Review Of
Insights From The Fukushima Dai-ichi Accident.
[ML12097A509]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2112
2112. COMSECY-14-0037: Integration of Mitigating

Strategies for Beyond-Design-Basis External
Events and the Reevaluation of Flooding Hazards
[ML14238A616]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2113
2113. SRM-COMSECY-15-0019: Closure Plan for the

Reevaluation of Flooding Hazards for Operating
Nuclear Power Plants. [ML15209A682]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2114
2114. SRM-COMSECY-14-0037: Integration of Mitigating

Strategies for Beyond-Design-Basis External
Events and the Reevaluation of Flooding Hazards.
[ML15089A236]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2115
2115. COMSECY-15-0019: Closure Plan for the

Reevaluation of Flooding Hazards For Operating
Nuclear Power Plants. [ML15153A105]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2116
2116. COMSECY-15-0019: Enclosure 1 - Mitigating

Strategies and Flooding Hazard Re-Evaluation Action
Plan. [ML15153A110]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2117
2117. Nuclear Energy Institute Draft Guidance NEI 16-05

"External Flooding Assessment Guidelines," Rev 0 -
April 12, 2016. [ML16105A327]
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NUREG-0933: Footnote 2118
2118. JLD-ISG-2016-01 "Guidance for Activities Related

to Near-Term Task Force Recommendation 2.1,
Flooding Hazard Reevaluation; Focused Evaluation
and Integrated Assessment" Interim Staff Guidance
Draft Revision 0. [ML16090A140]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2119
2119. Regulatory Decision-Making For Reevaluated

Flooding And Seismic Hazards For Operating Nuclear
Power Plants. [ML16237A108]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2120
2120. Enclosure - Regulatory Decision-Making for

Reevaluated Flooding and Seismic Hazards for
Operating Nuclear Power Plants. [ML16237A114]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2121
2121. NEI 12-06, Rev 4, "Diverse and Flexible

Coping Strategies (Flex) Implementation
Guide." [ML16354B421]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2122
2122. Issuance of Order to Modify Licenses With Regard to

Requirements for Mitigation Strategies for Beyond-
Design-Basis External Events. [ML12054A735]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2123
2123. SRM-M190124A: Affirmation Session-SECY-16-0142:

Final Rule: Mitigation of Beyond-Design-Basis Events
(RIN 3150-AJ49) [ML19024A073]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2124
2124. JLD-ISG-2012-01, Revision 2, Compliance with Order

EA-12-049, Order Modifying Licenses with Regard to
Requirements for Mitigation Strategies for Beyond-
Design-Basis External Events. [ML17005A188]
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NUREG-0933: Footnote 2125
2125. 03/01/06 - Status of Staff Activities to Resolve Generic

Safety Issue 189, "Susceptibility of Ice Condenser and
Mark III Containments to Early Failure from Hydrogen
Combustion During a Severe Accident" - Memo to
Commission from Reyes. [ML060390122]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2126
2126. Licensee Commitments and Staff Actions Addressing

Backup Power for Hydrogen Igniters - Memo to
Commission fm Reyes. [ML070890613]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2127
2127. Sequoyah and Watts Bar Nuclear Plants -

Commitment for Backup Hydrogen Igniter Power
Supply and Closure Process for Generic Issue 189.
[ML071500398]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2128
2128. River Bend - Commitment for Hydrogen Igniter

Backup Power Supply & Closure Process for Generic
Issue 189, "Susceptibility of Ice Condenser & Mark
III Containments to Early Failure from Hydrogen
Combustion During a Severe Accident" (TAC No.
MB7245). [ML071510552]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2129
2129. Perry - Commitment for Hydrogen Igniter Backup

Power Supply and CLosure Process for Generic Issue
189. [ML071510594]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2130
2130. Grand Gulf - Commitment for Hydrogen Igniter

Backup Power Supply & Closure Process for Generic
Issue 189, "Susceptibility of Ice Condenser & Mark
III Containments to Early Failure from Hydrogen
Combustion During a Severe Accident" (TAC
MB7245). [ML071510540]
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NUREG-0933: Footnote 2131
2131. McGuire & Catawba - Commitment for Hydrogen

Igniter Power Supply Change and Closure Process for
Generic Issue 189. [ML071500608]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2132
2132. Clinton - Commitment for Hydrogen Igniter Backup

Power Supply and Closure Process for Generic
Issue 189, "Susceptibility of Ice Condenser
and Mark III Containments to Early Failure
from Hydrogen Combustion During a Severe
Accident." [ML071510562]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2133
2133. DC Cook - Commitment for Backup Hydrogen Igniter

Power Supply and Closure Process for Generic Issue
189. [ML071500574]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2134
2134. 02/28/2019 Category 3 Public Meeting to Discuss

Staff's Preliminary Process for Treatment of
Reevaluated Seismic and Flooding Hazard Information
in Backfit Determinations [ML19052A511]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2135
2135. Discussion Paper - Treatment of Reevaluated Seismic

and Flood Hazards Information in Backfit Analysis.
[ML19037A443]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2136
2136. Results of Generic Issue Review Panel Assessment

of Gneric Issue 193, "BWR ECCS Suction
Concerns." [ML16063A456]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2137
2137. Enclosure for assessment ECCS pumps.

[ML16063A462]
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NUREG-0933: Footnote 2138
2138. RESULTS OF INITIAL SCREENING OF GENERIC

SAFETY ISSUE 193, "BWR ECCS SUCTION
CONCERNS." [ML032940708]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2139
2139. Requesting Members of GIRP for GI 193.

[ML15132A607]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2140
2140. report-2_08-14-2015-GI193.pdf [ML15160A262]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2141
2141. report_04-08-2015proprietaryGSI193.pdf

[ML15147A625]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2142
2142. NUREG-2196, "BWR ECCS Pump Suction Concerns

Following a LOCA." [ML16141A097]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2143
2143. 0000-0101-3794-R0-NP, "BWR Owners' Group

Technical Report ECCS Pumps Suction Void Fraction
Study." [ML091250320]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2144
2144. SRM-M190124A: Affirmation Session-SECY-16-0142:

Final Rule: Mitigation of Beyond-Design-Basis Events
(RIN 3150-AJ49) [ML19024A073]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2145
2145. SRM-M190124A: Affirmation Session-SECY-16-0142:

Final Rule: Mitigation of Beyond-Design-Basis
Events (RIN 3150-AJ49) Enclosure 2 - Final Rule
[ML19023A041]
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NUREG-0933: Footnote 2146
2146. Braidwood Station, Units 1 and 2, and Byron Station,

Units 1 and 2, Closeout of Generic Letter 2004-02,
"Potential Impact of Debris Blockage on Emergency
Recirculation During Design Basis Accidents at
Pressurized-Water Reactors" (TAC Nos. MC4667-
MC4670). [ML15296A358]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2147
2147. Catawba GSI-191 Staff Summary For CloseoutM.

[ML13331A673]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2148
2148. NRC Staff Review of the Documentation Provided by

Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC, for McGuire Concerning
Resolution of Generic LTR 2004-02 Potential Impact of
Debris Blockage on Emergency Recirculation During
Design Basis Accidents at Pressurized-Wate React
[ML14085A065]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2149
2149. NRC Staff Review of the Documentation Provided

by Duke Energy for the Oconee Nuclear Station
Concerning Resolution of GL 2004-02 Potential Impact
of Debris Blockage on Emergency Recirculation
During Design Basis Accidents at Pressurized-Water
Reactors [ML14218A807]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2150
2150. Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant, Units 1 and 2

- Closeout of NRC Generic Letter 2004-02 (TAC Nos.
MC4707 and MC4708). [ML15062A301]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2151
2151. NRC Staff Review of the Documentation Provided by

PSEG Nuclear LLC for the Salem Generating Station
Units 1 and 2 Concerning Resolution of Generic
Letter 2004-02, Potential Impact of Debris Blockage
on Emergency Recirculation During Design Basis...
[ML14113A221]
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NUREG-0933: Footnote 2152
2152. NRC Staff Review documentation Provided by

TVA for the Sequoyah Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2
Concerning Resolution Of GL2004-02 Potential Impact
Of Debris Blockage On Emergency Recirculation
During Design Basis Accidents at Pressurizer-Water
Reactor. [ML14283A513]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2153
2153. Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, Unit 1 - Closeout of

Generic Letter 2004-02, "Potential Impact of Debris
Blockage on Emergency Recirculation During Design
Basis Accidents at Pressurized-Water Reactors".
[ML15191A183]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2154
2154. Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, Unit 2, Closeout of Generic

Letter, 2004-02, "Potential Impact of Debris Blockage
on Emergency Recirculation During Design Basis
Accidents at Pressurized-Water Reactors" (TAC
MD5560). [ML14163A658]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2155
2155. Arkansas Nuclear One, Units 1 & 2 - Generic Letter

2004-02 Supplemental Response . [ML100190320]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2156
2156. Arkansas Nuclear One, Units 1 and 2, Generic Letter

2004-02 Closure Option. [ML13137A126]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2157
2157. Comanche Peak Nuclear Power Plant, Closure

Options for Generic Safety Issue 191 (GSI-191),
Assessment of Debris Accumulation on Pressurized
Water Reactor Sump Performance (TAC Nos. MC4676
and MC4677). [ML13149A101]
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NUREG-0933: Footnote 2158
2158. Donald C. Cook, Units 1 and 2 - Path Forward for

Resolution of GSI-191. [ML13137A046]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2159
2159. Joseph M. Farley, Proposed Path to Closure of

Generic Safety Issue-191, "Assessment of Debris
Accumulation on Pressurized-Water Reactor Sump
Performance." [ML13137A131]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2160
2160. North Anna, Units 1 and 2, NRC Generic Letter

2004-02, Potential Impact of Debris Blockage on
Emergency Recirculation During Design Basis
Accidents at Pressurized-Water Reactors, Generic
Safety Issue (GSI)-191 Closure Option and Tempmat
Insulation.... [ML13141A278]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2161
2161. Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station, Closure

Options for Generic Safety Issue (GSI) - 191,
Assessment of Debris Accumulation on Pressurized-
Water Reactor Sump Performance. [ML13142A034]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2162
2162. Point Beach, Units 1 & 2, Resolution Option and

Implementation Schedule for GSI-191 Closure.
[ML13140A013]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2163
2163. Seabrook Station, Path Forward for Resolution of GSI-

191. [ML13140A014]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2164
2164. H.B. Robinson Steam Electric Plant, Unit 2, Path

Forward for Resolution of GSI-191. [ML13141A283]
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NUREG-0933: Footnote 2165
2165. St. Lucie, Units 1 and 2 - Path Forward for Resolution

of GSI- 191. [ML13149A269]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2166
2166. Surry Power Station, Units 1 and 2, NRC Generic

Letter 2004-02 Potential Impact of Debris Blockage
on Emergency Recirculation During Design
Basis Accidents at Pressurized-Water Reactors
Generic Safety Issue (GSI)-191 Closure Option.
[ML13140A095]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2167
2167. Turkey Point, Units 3 and 4 - Path Forward for

Resolution of GSI-191. [ML13179A349]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2168
2168. South Texas Project Units 1 and 2 - Supplement 1

to Revised STP Pilot Submittal and Requests for
Exemptions and License Amendment for a Risk-
Informed Approach to Resolving Generic Safety Issue
(GSI)-191. [ML13323A183]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2169
2169. Calvert Cliffs, Units 1 and 2, GSI-191 Resolution Plan

Response. [ML13140A010]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2170
2170. Vogtle Electric Generating Plant, Proposed Path to

Closure of Generic Safety Issue-191, "Assessment of
Debris Accumulation on Pressurized-Water Reactor
Sump Performance. [ML13137A130]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2171
2171. Certification of Permanent Cessation of Power

Operations for Beaver Valley Power Station. Unit Nos.
1 and 2. Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station. Unit
No. 1. and Perry Nuclear Power Plant. Unit No. 1.
[ML18115A007]
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NUREG-0933: Footnote 2172
2172. Certification of Permanent Cessation of Power

Operations for Beaver Valley Power Station. Unit Nos.
1 and 2. Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station. Unit
No. 1. and Perry Nuclear Power Plant. Unit No. 1.
[ML18115A007]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2173
2173. Palisades Nuclear Plant - Certification of Permanent

Cessation of Power Operations. [ML17004A062]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2174
2174. Palisades Nuclear Plant - Closure of NRC Generic

Letter 2004-02 (CAC No. MC4701). [ML17030A014]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2175
2175. Palisades Nuclear Plant - Certification of Permanent

Cessation of Power Operations. [ML17271A233]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2176
2176. Fort Calhoun, Unit 1 - Closeout of Generic Letter

2004-02, "Potential Impact of Debris Blockage
on Emergency Recirculation During Design
Basis Accidents at Pressurized-Water Reactors".
[ML16180A030]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2177
2177. Fort Calhoun, Unit 1 - Certification of Permanent

Cessation of Power Operations. [ML16176A213]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2178
2178. Palisades Nuclear Plant - Supplement to Certification

of Permanent Cessation of Power Operations.
[ML17292A032]
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NUREG-0933: Footnote 2179
2179. Transmittal of PWR Containment Sump Evaluation

Methodology. [ML041550279]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2180
2180. WCAP-16530-NP-A, "Evaluation of Post-Accident

Chemical Effects in Containment Sump Fluids to
Support GSI-191." [ML081150379]

NUREG-0933: Footnote 2181
2181. Final Safety Evaluation for Pressurized Water
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